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olitan Area. Monday ttirough Friday.

lATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:

ELECT STATION REPRESENTATIVES in

lew York, Boston, Philadelphia, Balti-

lore, Washington. CLARKE BROWN CO.

1 Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta,

lew Orleans. DAREN F. McGAVREN CO.

1 Chicago, Detroit, Seattle. Los An-

eles, San Francisco.
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The punchline of a famous old gag is ". . . but

>vhat have you done for me lately?'^

What we have done for 14 different commercial

clients "lately" provides some prime examples of

the flexibility of Videotape* and the productive

facilities of Videotape Center.

Not including several half-hour and full hour

showcase productions, here is the record for our

most recent 28 possible days of shooting:

Item: 24 actual days of shooting.

Item: 54 completed commercials for 14 exact-

ing clients.

Item.: For one client, a full production commer-

cial completed only 1 V'z days after the initial con-

tact . . . for another, 3 days after.

Item: A single day of shooting for a major cli-

ent involved 5 different products and commercials,

5 different announcers and 4 agencies.

There Are Two Types of TV Advertisers Today... Those Who Are Usin^ Tape,
mmm



hem: One commercial "package" included 10-

second I.D's and 20-second chain breaks for national

spot tape play-back use.

Item: Typical costs per commercial were $643,

$1,830, $2,755 and $5,100 — vividly illustrating

Videotape's adaptability to individual commercial

requirements.

Flexible? And how! Have you investigated the

many advantages Videotape offers you . . . lately?

and Those Who Are About To
VIDEOTAPE PRODUCTIONS OF NEW YORK, IMl

205 West r)8th Street, New York 19, N. Y. JUdson 2-33i

^ L



Mark this market
on your list!

CENTRAL and

SOUTH ALABAMA
... one of

Alqbama's

"BIG THREE'

WSFA-'

mokileI

WHY
WSFA-TV

IS DOMINANT
IN CENTRAL
AND SOUTH
ALABAMA!

WSFA-TV has the TOP SHOWS in

an area of over one million population.

The April '59 ARB survey proves the

dominance of WSFA-TV . . .

Top 10 Shows
WSFA-TV 9 90%
Station "C" I 10%

Top 15 Shows
WSFA-TV 13 86%
Station "C" 2 14%

WSFA-TV placed five syndicated shows
in the Top 30 while Station "C" placed

none in the Top 50. A furtlier indica-

tion of WSFA-TV 's acceptance.

OVER A MILLION VIEWERS IN

35 ALABAMA COUNTIES*

Population 1,106,000

Effective Buying Income $1,201,510,000

Retail Sales 799,440,000

Food Store Sales 217,402,000

Drug Store Sales .. 23,964,000

Automotive Sales - 157,280,000

Gasoline Service Station Sales 74,867,000

Mark Central and South Alabama on

your list ... buy it with WSFA-TV!

* Market area defined by Television Magazine, plus 6
counties consistently proving regular reception. Does
not include 3 Georgia and 3 Florida bonus counties.

{Data from Sates Management Survey of Buying Power)

WSFA-TV
MONTGOMERY
Channel 1 2 NBC/ABC

IHE WIty TEtEVrSION SrSIEM, INC. • WKY.TV ANO WKY OKLAHOMA CITf

WTVT TAMPA-5T. PETE«S«UI!0

Represented by the Kalz Agency
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES
Chevy faces a crucial countdown

29 SPOivsoR gets an exclusive behind-the-scenes look at what goes on in

the advertising agency of an automotive account in a year of decision

New storehouse of tv information

33 Video's promotion arm publishes what is probably most comprehensive

study of tv viewing. Emphasis is on people reached, rather than homes

'We must rediscover the individual man'
36 Westinghouse conference of pros on the West Coast tells 350 radio and

tv broadcasters what originality is, why you need it, how you get it

Why advertisers join Knickerbocker on tv

38 New \ ork brewery gets added reach for .|2 million ad budget via joint

promotions with other advertisers; here's what tie-ins have brought

Taystee Bread's new Tin Pan Alley sell

40 American Bakeries' new bread-selling technique: 2V2-minute commer-

cials with 6 original tunes, developed by Y&R replacing all other media

NL&B's new 3-way radio/tv setup

4X Chicago agency sets new organization pattern with three equal depart-

ments handling air media timebuying, commercials and programing

How radio gives zip to stocks

43 Denver brokerage firm gets flavor, trading fever into five-minute

financial reports, ties commercials to print ads, promotes show heavily

FEATURES
60 Film-Scope

24- 49th and Madison

64 News & Idea Wrap-Up

^'4 Newsmaker of the Week

64 Picture Wrap-Up

80 Seller's Viewpoint

SO Sponsor Asks

12 Sponsor Backstage

62 Sponsor Hears

17 Sponsor-Scope

82 Sponsor Speaks

44 Spot Buys

82 Ten-Second Spots

9 Timebuyers at Work

78 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

48 Tv Results

S9 Washington Week

Member of Business Publications ISl^^^
Audit of Circulations Inc. e_JUEU

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. combined with TV. Executive. Editorial. Circulation and
Advertisins Offices: 40 E. 49th St. (49 & Madison) New York 17. N. Y. Telephone: MUrray
Hill 8-2772. Chicago Office: 612 N. Michigan Ave. Phone: SUperior 7-9863. Birmingham
Office: Town House, Birmingham. Phone: FAirfax 4-6529. Los Angeles Office: 6087 Sunset

Boulevard. Phone: Hollywood 4-8089. Printing Office: 3110 Elm Ave., Baltimore II,

Md. Subscriptions: U. S. $8 a year. Canada & other Western Hemisphere Countries $9 a

year. Other Foreign countries $11 per year. Single copies 40c. Printed in U.S.A.. Address
all correspondence to 40 E. 49th St., N. Y. 17. N. Y. MUrray Hill 8-2772. Published weekly
by SPONSOR Publications Inc. 2nd class postage paid at Baltimore, Md.

©1959 Sponsor Publications Inc.
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3,000

FEATURE

TITLES

OTHER

STATIONS

COMBINED

20th CENTURY

ALLIED

ARTISTS

PARAMOUNT

UNITED

ARTISTS

/

/

\J(><^
kmw- tulie^

WIT! TV

X

C

—
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EXPERIENCED HANDS to help build your sales

in one of America's most prosperous markets.

Call BLAIR today for top rated minutes.

a

STORER
station

National Representatives

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSGCIATF''^
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MEMO

*and when you do,

you'll discover why

scores of national

and regional adver-

tisers have followed

the trend to... WIST!

These Two Reports

will tell the practiced eye

more in 10 minutes than we
could tell you in pages and

pages.

Seeing is believing. Take

a look — see for yourself!

Your PGW Colonel will be

glad to show you copies.

ffiey'// tell you why . . .

PTTtTi
is the best radio buy

in Charlotte
A BROADCASTING COMPANY OF THE SOUTH STATION

I

NEWSMAKER
of the week

ISine times out of 10, when an industry sets out to explain

itself to the public it winds up picking a ^'^

front man'''' rather

than someone steeped in the business. The tv industry has

not made this mistake. For its top spokesman, the NAB-
created Television Information Committee picked a man who
is a diligent, serious itulustry member with wide experience.

The neiA^Smaker: Louis Hausman, in the top echelon of

CBS since 1950, quit his job last week to become director of the

newly-formed Television Information Office. Who would be chosen

for this important post has been a matter of speculation ever since

the National Association of Broadcasters created TIO last April.

It is significant that an arm of the NAB formed to explain the tv

industry to the public should have as its head a man who not only

knows the industry inside-out, but has the research ability to probe

the public—not beguile it.
,

As Clair R. McCollough, chair-

man of the Committee which se-

lected Hausman told SPONSOR, "We
needed a man skilled in the analy-

sis and presentation of facts and

acquainted with every facet of the

industry." (Hausman's post at

CBS was v.p. of advertising and

sales promotion for radio net-

works, though his activities ex-

tended into tv).

Appointment of a tough-fibre

research man instead of a toast-

master general to this post is in line with the aims of TIO, as out-

lined by McCollough: (1) to establish the confidence of the public

in the tv industry, (2) to research the likes, dislikes and wishes of the

public, (3) to be an industry spokesman with government and civic

groups, and (4) to do all this without whitewash.

To achieve these aims, Hausman and his TIO will have roughly

$500,000 to spend during the first year, $700,000 for the second year,

another $700,000 in the third year. It is understood that networks

and stations have so far pledged about $500,000: ABC—$45,000;

CBS—$75,000; NBC—$75,000; The NAB—$75,000.

In addition to McCollough (of the Steinman stations), the nine-

man committee which selected Hausman consists of Kenneth W.

Bilby (NBC), Roger W. Clipp (Triangle stations), Michael J. Foster

(ABC), John S. Hayes {Washington Post Broadcasting Division),

C. Wrede Petersmeyer (Corinthian Broadcasting Co.), Lawrence H.

Rogers II (WSAZ-TV, Huntington. West Va.). Charles S. Steinberg

(CBS TV), Willard E. Walbridge (KTRK-TV, Houston, Texas).

Hausman starts work with a staff of 10. TIO's office is at 666 Fifth

Avenue. Its phone number: PLaza 7-4600. ^

Louis Hausman

SPONSOR 3 OCTOBER 1959



NEWSMAKER STATION of the WEEK
KWKY, Des Moines, Iowa APPOINTS [ASWAN

mm.

QUICKIE QUIZ FOR TIMEBUYERS
BE THE FIRST TIMEBUYER TO GUESS
KWKY'S HOOPER SHARE OF AUDIENCE IN

DECEMBER 1959. . .AND ...

'Ai

11

JUST FILL IN YOUR ESTIMATE HERE
AND MAIL TO:

JIM RAMSBURG, QUICKIE QUIZ
KWKY RADIO

A- DES MOINES, IOWA

MAILlDDAlj!
IN CASE OF TIES, THE TIME-
BUYER'S ENTRY BEARING THE
EARLIEST POSTMARK WILL BE
DECLARED WINNER. / / Vf* I

TIMEBUYER

AGENCY

robert e. eastman & co., inc.

representing major radio stations

NEW YORK:
527 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N.Y.

PLaza 9-7760

CHICAGO: SAN FRANCISCO:

333 N. Michigan Ave. Russ BIdg.

Chicago, Illinois San Francisco, Cal.

Financial 6-7640 YUkcn 2-9760

DALLAS: ST. LOUIS:

211 North Ervay BIdg. Syndicate Trust BIdg.

Dallas, Texas 915 Olive St.

Riverside 7-2417 St. Louis, Missouri

CEntral 1-6055

LOS ANGELES:
Taft Building

1680 N. Vine St.

Hollywood. Cal.

Hollywood 4-7276

DETROIT:

Book Buildi'-

Detroit,
'

wood. . D-5457

SPONSOR 3 OCTOBER 1959
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THAT'S ALL SHE

IN

MILWAUKEE

NO. 1

WRIT leads the Milwaukee Market

from 7:30 in the morning 'till 6:00

in the evening, Monday through

Friday in the average quarter-hour

ratings! (A. C. Nielsen — June-

July, 1959)

MILWAUKEE
Bernie Strachota, General Manager

Parker Daggett, Sales Manager

WIL
Si. llBiS

KBQX

WRIT

Boy Radio wleti pu kf lerfis

Boy Baiate ilien p iyy mk

Buy WHT wtes p bay Milwaotee

and you TOT tie pple wte Silt

THE 6AU6AN STATIONS
//? tempo with the times

John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director

Sofa Nationally by

Robert E. Eastman

SPONSOR
THC WCEKLV MAGAZINE TV/RAOIO ADVCRTISCRS tJSC

Editor and Publisher
Norman R. Glenn

Secretary-Treasurer
Elaine Couper Glenn

VP—Assistant Publisher
Bernard Piatt

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor
John E. McMillin

News Editor
Ben Bodec

Managing Editor
Florence B. Hamsher

Special Projects Editor
Alfred J. Jaffe

Senior Editors
Jane Pinkerton

W. F. Miksch

Midwest Editor (Chicago)
Gwen Smart

Film Editor
Heyward Ehrlich

Associate Editors
Pete Rankin

Jack Lindrup

Gloria F. Pilot

Contributing Editor
Joe Csida

Art Editor
Maury Kurtz

Production Editor
Lee St. John

Readers' Service
Lloyd Kaplan

Editorial Research
Barbara Wiggins
Elaine Mann

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
VP-Eastern Manager
Bernard Piatt

Jack Ansell, Sales Development Mgr.
Robert Brokaw, Eastern Sales

VP-Western Manager
Edwin D. Cooper

Southern Manager
Herb Martin

Midwest Manager
Roy Meachum

Production Manager
Jane E. Perry

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
Allen M. Greenberg

ADMINISTRATIVE DEPT.
Laura Oken, Office Mgr.
George Becker; Charles Eckert;

Gilda Gomez

Power Ratings!

The NUMBER ONE
RADIO STATION

in SAGINAW-BAY CITY

for the 5th CONSECUTIVE
YEAR —{Pulse)-

Power Personalities!

1^ Bob Dyer ^ Harry Porterfield

-^ Dove Skinner ^ Phil Boiler

j!^ Art Allen ^^ Mike Chamberlain

^ Dwoyne Riley ^ Dave Millan

"5^ Dave Kushler ^ Dick Davis

X .^

TEN TIMES
MORE POWER

Power Coverage!

"2^>K. 1 M/V

.5M/V

A Giant New MICHIGAN MARKET
of more than 1,000,000

High-Income People

10,000 WATTS
Outslate Michigan's Most

Powerful Radio Station

WKNX
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN

Kepresented By GILL-PERNA
NEW YORK—CHICAGO— LOS ANGELES

DETROIT— SAN FRANCISCO—BOSTON

SPONSOR 3 OCTOBER 1959
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"CHICAGO, HUH?

WHERE WERE
YOU BETWEEN 6 PM
AND MIDNIGHT?"

f- ..<^

mm\

"j--'-y^:#:.
-

t^-fi

iiJ>.



From 6 PM to Midnight, Monday through Friday-when Chicago's largest audiences are

watching television-WNBQ's average share of audience is 34%. The next station's is 26.7%. A

27% lead for WNBQ? WNBQ • CHANNEL 5 IN CHICAGO NBC Owned Sold by NBC Spot Sales

*ARB, Aug. 1959



at work

Jacquelin Molinaro, Cole, Fischer, Rogow, Inc., Beverly Hills,

feels that the reps are not servicing the agencies the way they should.

'"The current demand for prime time in radio has created a seller's

market. This has created a trend among the reps to become mere

order takers, rather than imaginative and informative salesmen.

Pushing the top station does not

necessarily mean it is always the

best buy for the client. And the

buyer is often advised, in a take it

or leave it basis, 'here are the

availabilities . . . better buy them

now before we sell them to your

competitor.' These spots usually

wind up rammed in between three

or four others in addition to a

couple of station promotion spots."

Jacquelin also believes that many

of the station rate increases do not

reflect sound economic thinking. "There's no ilexibility for the vol-

ume buyer. And, the buyer who wants to buy 60, 70 or 100 spots

per week doesn't get any price break with his large order. The fan-

tastic premium some stations charge for traffic time would lead a

novice to believe no one listens to radio except during peak hours."

Beryl Seidenberg, head timebuyer at Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clif-

ford & Atherton, Inc., New York, feels that in some agencies the

timebuyer plays too small a role in planning and executing campaign

strategy. "Off on a small island with two one-way telephones, avail-

ability sheets and rating data, the buyer makes errors because he

doesn't know enough about the cli.

ent's objectives. He gets the word

on the incoming phone, checks his

data, and buys via the outgoing

line. It's a bleak picture and can

result in quite a mess." Beryl

notes, however, that at her agency

the buyer works in conjunction

with other departments, attends

client-agency meetings, learns the

history of the product and. at the

same time, gains a fuller under-

standing of the client's aims. "The

buyer is a field worker and has access to the best source of infor-

mation on availabilities, costs, programing, station trends and new
developments. He may spot a certain slant in the copy that a par-

ticular station might be reluctant to air. Thus, the rote buver does

only half a job. Communication and interdependence are the keys

to intelligent buying and the source of the successful campaign."

SPONSOR 3 OCTOBER 1959

"NATURALLY, I

LISTEN TO KFWB"
"For the satisfaction I get

from a perfectly tuned, pre-

cision machine that makes

a winner, give me sportscar

competition.

In the realm of broadcast-

ing, that same precision . . .

perfectly tuned . . . comes
through to me with KFWB
... so, naturally, I listen to

KFWB. It's a winner!"

The KFWB audience gives

you more men, more wom-
en, more children . . . more

everybodies . . . than any

other Los Angeles station.

Buy KFWB . . .first in Los

Angeles.

6419 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28. HO 3'

ROBERT M. PURCELL, President and G>-

lAMES F. SIMONS, Gen. Sales Manr.

Represented nationally by JOHN biAi ^ fc CO.





36
24
36
62,000,000
These are the pertinent dimensions of the young lady

from Natchez when she became the new Miss America

on the night of September 12.

Because it happens at a time when a new television season

is just beginning, this annual contest has come to be a

measure of television itself.

The 62 million viewers who witnessed the coronation

of Miss America (and the introduction of the new

products of the Philco Corporation) constituted the largest

audience in the history of the ceremonies.

At the time of the broadcast three out of every four

television homes in the country had their sets turned on

—and tivo out ofthe three were watching Miss America.

In the past year the number of television homes increased

again—by 2%. And the audience to this CBS Television

Network broadcast ivas greater by 7%.

These measurements of the first special broadcast of the new

season reflect not only television's constantly increasing

dimensions, but the ability of the CBS Television Network

to continue to attract the largest audiences in television.

It is the first clear sign that the nation's viewers and

advertisers will be getting more out of television this year

than ever before.

IJ

CBS®



YO.
can

by Joe Csida

of Mississippi

Retail Saks . .

.

^918,000,000
IN THE SOUTH'S
FASTEST GROWING

TV MARKET

Jackson, Miss.

^

with these Jackson
stations

WelTv 12
KATZ

WlbT t
HOLLINGBERY

^^ Nation's business gains leader

Como—crooner ^ith portfolio
The first Backstage column I did for sponsor,

almost five years ago, dealt with Perry Como's

total loyalty and consistent, all-out effort to do a

solid job for his sponsor. Perry's bankroller at

the time was Chesterfield, and he worked for

them on and off camera. I told about the night

I was doing a record session with him (I was

the a&r head of RCA Victor at the time) , and he

laughingly knocked a pack of Old Golds off my control room table

and replaced them with a Chesterfield pack. All in good, clean fun,

but making the point vividly nevertheless.

Today, on the very eve of his debut for a new sponsor, Kraft,

Perry works harder, more conscientiously and (in my book) with

increasing talent for his new advertiser. Cynics may say that a guy

should work hard for the $25,000,000 Como's Kraft deal will earn

for him and his organizations. But in Como's case, believe me, the

money is not the answer. He has a pride in his work unparalleled

by any performer, as far as I know, in the whole history of show

business.

Takes lead behind-the-scene

General Artists Corp., the agency which books him, has turned

down offers of $25,000 per week and up because Perry did not care

to play certain kinds of engagements. And these were dates virtually

every other star in Como's category was leaping to play. They meant

that Perry would be away from home an undue length of time, so he

just refused to play them. Those who know Perry, know how he

hates to hit the road (he had his fill of that in the late thirties and

early forties with Ted Weems and other bands). But it's another

indication of the manner in which he is approaching his Kraft deal:

He spent several weeks this precious off-the-air summer visiting Kraft

plants in this country and Canada. He talked to Kraft personnel,

thus doing a fine morale-building job, sparking interest in the com-

pany's upcoming Como shows, while at the same time learning for

himself, just how the company paying him ran its business. You'll

see the results of this self-briefing in the way Como does the com-

mercials this fall, I'm sure.

Perr)' is also, as each season goes by, becoming more and more

the true chief executive officer of his Roncom Productions, as well as

a performer who grows in stature each year. All you have to do is

go through one week of a Como show to become aware of this. In

his own quiet way—and without interfering in any way with the

individual tasks of producer, director, etc.—Perry runs the show in

the fullest meaning of the phrase. Roncom presently employs almost

three hundred people, and to all of them Perry is the boss. He works

12
SPONSOR 3 OCTOBER 1959



hard and most seriousl\ to deliver ihe best show that talent and fully

adequate rehearsals can put on the tube. And so does every other

individual connected with the show. It's for these reasons that I

believe, even without having seen the first of the Como Kraft shows,

that Perry will stay way up there in the ratings and do the best sell-

ing job for Kraft that they've ever had done. And they've, as you

know, employed some master star-salesmen, going all the way back to

their Kraft Music Hall radio days.

National's rock and rollers

Smaller advertisers than Kraft, of course, continue to utilize the

talents of singers with lesser names than Mr. C to pitch their prod-

ucts. Sometimes wisely. Sometimes in a manner to baffle me. I'm

thinking of the National Shoe Co., a New York account. Mogul,

Williams & Saylor. its advertising agency, finally heard all about rock

and roll, and presumably somebody at the agency came up with the

bright idea of appealing to the teen-age National Shoe customers by

utilizing rock and roll singers as the salesmen for the company.

They're buying radio time in about forty markets, and utilizing

spots on such sound teen-age shows as the Alan Freed Big Beat show

on WNEW-TV in New York. The idea is that the rock and roll

singers they hire will do the National Shoe commercials, and the

agency will attempt to persuade the tv and radio stations to integrate

these with the playing of the kids' regular commercial records.

All this, of course, is fine. Good, solid, straight-line thinking.

But—this is where they baffle me. The four singers MW&S bought

are Dick Roman, Laurie Loman. Jeannie Thomas and Tommy Mara.

All four are nice enough kids, and all four do indeed make records.

Mara, with a vast hypo on the part of his manager-press agent, even

came up with a record that made enough noise to give some people

the impression it was a lukewarm hit. It wasn't. Neither of the four

youngsters, to my knowledge, has ever had a record anywhere near

the top ten.

Unknowns make poor buy

Now if it were difficult, let alone impossible, for National Shoe to

buy better known rock and roll record artists at nominal prices, I

would not be quite so confused by their purchase of the four young-

sters named. But any quick check of the young record stars with

records currently on the big 100 charts of the record trade papers,

will turn up a neat dozen or more "hot" young rock and roll artists

who would fall all over themselves to do a job of this kind. Obvi-

ously, I don't mean the Bobby Darins or Paul Ankas, or Elvis Pres-

leys, the Fabians or the Avalons. They're all, plainly, far too high

priced. But. as I said, there are at least a dozen newer record stars

in this area, who would make far better bets for a teen-age program,

than the struggling youngsters National is using.

I have long advocated the use of performers, from top names to

competent youngsters, as on-and-off-the-air salesmen for advertisers.

But it's more effective. I believe, when the agency has some idea of

what it's buying. I believe J. Walter Thompson, even at a figure

like $25,000,000 made an extremely smart buy in Mr. Como. while

Mogul. Williams & Saylor made a rather inept buy in taking on the

lineup of youngsters they chose.

In the few lines I've got left I'd like to wish Bob Swezey. who has

just resigned from active management of WDSU. New^ Orleans, the

very best luck in whatever new task he tackles. I liope it will be

deserving of his vast talents as a broadcasting statesman. ^

X

i

Univenily of Oregon—fugene, Oregon

Nearly l^ of Oregon's
buying families watch

KVAL-TV
KPic-rv

The only clear-picture in the

Eugene - Springfield - Roseburg

market is on KVAL-KPIC. One
order to your Hollingbery man
or Art Moore and Associates

(Portland-Seattle) covers both

stations.

KVAL-TV fygene

NBC AHiliate Channelm
KPIC-TV Roseburg

Satellite

Channel 4

WTHI-TV offers the

lowest cost per thousand of

all Indiana TV stations!

One hundred and eleven national

and regional spot advertisers

know that the Terre Haute
market is not covered

effectively by outside TV

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL lO • CBS— ABC

TERRE
HAUTE
INDIAN^

Represent -.ationally

by f ing Co.

SPONSOR 3 OCTOBER 1959
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WIDE OPEN CIRCUIT!
The latest Nielsen Coverage Survej'

for Washington shows a phenomenally

increased WKC-TV market . . . 87.8 ^v penetration

(900,100 TV homes) in its total coverage area.

For the advertiser who needs

thorough penetration of the vast

Greater Washington distribution area.

WRC-TV not only delivers all of

metropolitan Washington, but 50 additional

counties in the neighboring- states of

Virginia, Maryland, Delaware,

Pennsylvania and West Virginia

!

Throughout this area. WRC-TV provides

broader coverage and Uiiger weekly

unduplicated circulation than any other

Washington station. And, with impact

to match, for in the 5-county metropolitan

area which ARB measures, WRC-TV has delivered

Washington's largest share-of-audience

for ten consecutive months

!

With WRC-TVs new, simplified

Rate Card Number 15, it's easier than ever

for you to i)ut these facts to profitable use.

For your next campaign, put your mess'

on Washington's biggest and best cu.-;^mer circuit

.

.....»».,>..,||lll^|>y^
Channel 4 in Washington, D. C.

XBC Owned Sold by NBC Spot Sales



I
LUE

Series

Post-Herald l^^th %t^ ^ra

The mastheads above represent some of the fine

Tennessee, Kentucky and Alabama newspapers that

carry WSM-TV program schedules regularly. More
important, they also represent the fact that a
tremendous three-state region looks regularly to

WSM-TV for information, education and
entertainment....

This is true because WSM-TV has consistently
gone beyond the usual, not just in promoting pro-

grams, but in building programs that serve the
needs and interests of its entire coverage area.

Ask Hi Bramham or any Petry man how much
richness this penetration can add to your sales song.

"WSIvl
Nashville, Tennessee

Represented 61/

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

The Original Station Representative

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE NATIONAL LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
3 OCTOBER 1959

OtPKllM IMt

MOMSOR

PUBLICATIONS IMC.

Chase & Sanborn Coffee (JWT), after a long lapse, has again become a ma-
jor spot radio buyer.

The schedule: 40 markets, five weeks, 12 spots a vreek.

Montgomery Ward is trying to find out via a two-week test on WBBM, Chicago,

what radio can do to increase the circulation of its fall sale book.

(The book is a supplement to the com^iany's mailorder catalog and normally is

mailed direct to catalog customers.)

The newly-formed Fm Broadcasters Assn. has devised a novel way to raise

money for a research fund for its own field.

Each member is to contribute a certain number of spots per week which will be

sold as a package to a national advertiser.

There's an automotive account in the offing for this deal.

Another repercussion of the boom in spot tv: Some broadcasters are asking

agencies to cut back the number of spots in their fall schedules so that stations can

add more advertisers to their lists.

The stations explain that their motive is to have as many advertising eggs in their

baskets as possible.

Agencies, in rejecting the bid, retort that taking half a loaf means an increase in

the rate per spot fon the theory that the other half wouldn't earn them the same discount

on the second station in the market.)

Here are the top 15 radio markets in national-regional spot billings for 1958
as compiled by the FCC, with local billings included for comparison:

MARKET NO. STATIONS

N. Y. metropolitan 36

Chicago 27

Los Angeles 28

Detroit 11

Philadelphia 21

Boston 17

San Francisco-Oak. 18

St. Louis 14

Washington 17

Cleveland 8

Cincinnati 7

Mpls.-St. Paul 12

Kansas City 9

Baltimore 14

Houston 11

'Reporting to FCC.

NATIONAL-REGIONAL

$24,569,699

11,123,235

7,340,538

5,897,405

5,041,580

4,234,901

4,151,804

3,399,394

2,908,160

2,762,319

2,758,008

2,326,788

1,871,952

1,788,599

1,771,695

LOCAL

S13,723,119

9,672,474

10,838,475

4,477.393

6,224,809

1.940.393

4,588.671

3.577.033

3,832,582

2,583,819

1,637.987

2,862,106

2.431.658

3.372.854

2.472,715
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Kansas City has become the latest focal point of the Midwest coffee war.
Hills Bros, and Maxwell House pulled a fast attack on what had been Folger's

own market (60% share)—apparently in retaliation for Folger's recent assault on the Chi-

cago coffee market with saturation campaigns and special promotions.

It's said that Folger has had to use a million it had earmarked for a San Fran-
cisco promotion to strike back in Kansas City.

The average cost-per-lOOO-homes-per-commercial minute on nighttime network
tv this summer went down to $4.53—a very gratifying figure for that time of year.

These CPMHPCMs are Nielsen's calculations for programing between 6 p.m. and
11 p.m. over seven days for each year's July-August span:

NETWORK

ABC TV
CBS TV
NBC TV
Average

1959

$4.15

4.58

4.82

$4.53

1958

$4.42

4.51

5.00

$4.67

1957

14.74

4.33

5.02

$4.65

International Latex has two agencies collecting availabilities this week—Reach-
McClinton for gargles (Isodine) and Bates for girdles (Playtex).

The girdles search is for minutes (late night or around news programs), while the Iso-

dine deal involves so many ratings points at a stipulated cost-per-thousand.

• Chicago spot tv activity includes Cracker Jack (Burnett), Flake (C. E. Frank),

Top Value Stamps (Campbell-Mithun), and Dutch Cleanser (E. H. Weiss).

P&G's spot tv quest of the week: daytime minutes for Ivory Liquid (Compton).

With the big surge in spot tv this fall has come a narrowing of product pro-

tection in certain respects.

Stations are less mindful of the various types of protection often required by an

advertiser—such as separating cigarettes, dentifrices, and mouthwashes; or beers and soft

drinks.

Says one rep : "If business keeps up the wav it is long enough, a lot of the restraints

dreamed up by agency people will go the way of the carbon mike."

As it turns out, the SUA was quite modest in its estimates of what national spot

radio did in 1958.

The FCC's figures just released show $171.9 million, or 1.4% higher than

1957. The SRA's estimate was $166.3 million, a decrease of 1.9%.

All radio in 1958, according to the FCC, did $523.1 million, 1% over '57.

nie four national and three regional networks accounted for $69.4 million, or 5.6% below

the previous year, while local station sales totalled $323.2 million, a plus margin of 2%.

Over 1,100 of the 3,200 stations reporting said they lost money in 1958.

Even with spot billings going so well, tv stations still are bedeviled by the prob-

lem of how to dispose of less attractive marginal time.

A couple of the more aggressive and farsighted reps are urging their stations to ex-

amine these unsold periods and determine whether a more realistic rate ought to

be adopted.

Argue these reps: The sale of this marginal time—at more attractive rates—may add

only 10% to the billings; but that additional revenue coidd add appreciably to profits.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

An example of how ABC TV is becoming alert to public service and prestige op-

portunities is its snapping up of the L.A. Dodgers-Milwaukee Braves playoff games
this week.

Accounts that were able to move fast as sponsors for this series were L&M via DFS
and Revlon-Schick. Y&R had General Foods in line as a co-sponsor until practically the

last minute.

Prices paid by ABC for the rights: $300,000 for tv, and $75,000 for radio.

KOTV, Tulsa, has come up with a resourceful use of tv-tape for a regular

series.

It sends a reel of blank tape to a station where a touring personality it wants to in-

terview is doing a broadcast. The accommodating station sets uj) the cameras and the reel

of blank tape and a KOTV staffman interviews the personality by phone.

Then KOTV airs the combined results.

Corinthian, which owns KOTV, plans to make this a regular thing for all its stations.

Note: The device may come in handy for spot advertisers who may want to link

in a local personality with the commercial done by a syndicated star.

Have you any doubts about the various advantages that accrue to a nighttime tv

network advertiser as he increases the number of stations in his lineup?

Here's an example, as applied by Nielsen to a year-round high-rating program:

FACTORS 57 STATIONS 97 STATIONS 146 STATIONS

Time-talent cost $70,700 $78,100 $82,200

Coverage U.S. tv homes 86.0% 94.8% 97.0%

Rating 30.7 34.7 37.1

Audience share 41.9 47.5 50.8

Homes 10,375,000 12,930,000 14,148,000

Cost-per-1000 $2.48 $2.19 $2.12

Look for a lot more competitive steam for air media to come out of the con-

fectionery field with the turn of the new year.

Budgets in the bar candy field have been zooming the past few years, largely because

of the revolution in packaging and the fact that multi-pack and bulk sales in supermar-

kets account for around 70% of total bar and package sales.

Theatre lobby sales also have contributed to bar packaging changes: the movie

concessions prefer to have the sweets priced at 25^ or so.

As it is, tv stations are loaded with schedules from many of the leading national

and regional candy bar and package manufacturers

—

Mars, Curtiss, Necco, Brach, Kraft,

Cracker Jack, Welsh

—

just to name a few.

For an insight into how the newcomers on the nighttime tv networks are doing,

here are some ratings and shares culled from Arbitron Multi-City reports.

SHOW RATING SHARE SHOW KATIXG SHARE

Staccato 11.6 25.8 Fibber McGee 11.8 23.6

Troubleshooters 8.9 20.6 June Allyson 20.2 47.4

Bonanza 15.1 36.5 Dennis O'Keefe 9.8 21.4

Man & Challenge 15.6 35.5 Bronco 8.2 19.9

The Deputy 16.9 34.2 Love & Marriage 10.6 23.7

Riverboat 9.4 21.6 Sunday Showcase 10.3 18.8

Laramie 14.8 35.4

Here's how the early speci:lis have fared :

Arthur Godfrey 25.2 46.2 Coca-Cola 18.6 36.4

Miss America 34.7 66.6 Jerome Kern 16.6 31.3
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SPONSOR-SCOPE cotinued

TvB's sales development will try to counteract the current emphasis by buy-
ers on minutes (as against 20s and I.D.'s) with a new presentation: Maximum Expo-
sure—Minimum Expense.

It's now in the writing stage and will be available to members toward the end of

this month.

The electric shaver field estimates that the sale of the women's mechanism
will go to around 2.5 million units next year; the men's item will reach about six

million.

Contributions to tv from this field for the current quarter are running at a record

level. Remington leads the pack with about $3 million; Shick is next with about $2.5

million; Sunbeam is putting up $1.9 million; and Norelco about $1 million.

Tv spot hasn't become completely defeatist about resurrecting the concept of

the year-around franchise for national advertisers.

Armour (FCB) is giving serious consideration to such a plan as advanced by a

rep. The latter's presentation points out (1) the advantage of being able to rotate products

at strategic and seasonal times, and (2) the privilege of upgrading spots to the better

adjacencies that go with a franchise.

The TvB is developing a food industry sales index that could jolt the packers

on the West Coast out of their complacency.

Preliminary figures show that the West Coast packers—hardly consistent or substantial

advertisers—^are losing their shares of the market as compared to national competi-

tors or East Coast colleagues.

This may have significance for the future: The ratings of situation-comedy strips

on the tv networks have been dropping oflf steadily since the youngsters returned

to school.

Ponder the networks: Maybe the situation type (or even the western) isn't the an-

swer to the pressing problem of programing for the housewife.

A couple samples of what's been happening to daytime situation strips, according

to Arbitron Multi-City:

PROGRAM 21-25 SEPT. 14-18 SEPT. 7-11 SEPT.

I Love Lucy (CBS) 3.9 (29 share) 6.2 (33 share) 6.4 (35 share)

Gale Storm (ABC) 0.8 ( 7 share) l.S (12 share) 2.6 (15 share)

As often happens when business turns good, the ego factor on the part of giant

advertisers becomes a problem for agency managements.

An agency will have devised a product-by-product campaign, deliberately measured and

planned, when suddenly the account raises the question whether the institutional ef-

fect hasn't been subordinated too much to the product sell.

Naturally, this throws the whole plan into a spin, and the agency may have to restart

the campaign plan from scratch.

If you watch closely, you may note the increase of corporate emphasis in the

commercials of some of the more costly network tv series this season.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spot Buys, page 44; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 64; Washington Week, page 59; SPONSOR

Hears, page 62; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 78; and Film-Scope, page 60.
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Only Kprc-TV?

Yes, only KPRC-TV. Because only KPRC-TV has CH-2,

most effective selling agent put in television. Thousands

rely on KPRC-TV and only KPRC-TV to stimulate

sales. Only KPRC-TV—the station for people who

like results.

Courtesy of

Dial
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> Don't

come
unglued,

Smidleyl

Other timebuyeis must have your problem.

You've just got to look at this Cascade market

a little differently. Sure, it takes a four-station

network to do it, but the Cascade's market has

more population than Kansas City or Denver.

More retail sales than Salt Lake City or Wor-

cester. And don't forget this, Smidley, it's like

a giant single station buy. Cascade is the only

television serving tiie whole area.

TELEVISION
KIMA-TV

KBAS-TV

YAKIMA, WASH

ErHDATA,
MOSES LAKE. WASH

CHLANO.
CK, WASH"trK"IV KENNEWIC

|/| f\A/_T\/
lEWlSTON, IDA

For Facts and figures:

Notional Represenfatives: Pocific Northwest;

GEORGE P. HOLIINGBERY Company MOORE & ASSOCIATES

49th an(

Madison

Balloon-burst

My ole' pappy used to say, "Never

look a gift horse in the mouth."

Years in the radio business have

taught us that the sponsor is ahvays

right . . . and the pages of sponsor

have ahvays been kind to KXOK.
However, on page 83 of the 12 Sep-

24

tember sponsor vou gave KMOX
credit for the KXOK "Safety Salute"

Labor Dav balloon promotion.

We are sure that SPONSOR will want

to set this little "typo ' right and we

are sending along a supply of KXOK
balloons ( like the one pictured I in

case vour boss "blows up" like ours

did.
'

John Corrigan

KXOK
St. Louis

Pops is tops

Re "Hitch Your Wagon to a Pop

Star" ( Sponsor Backstage. 8 Septem.

her 19591. thanks!

Raw rock music has. I feel, been

loo closely associated with any radio

o|.cration that bears the "indepen-

dent" or "modern" label. And. in

turn, the local personality has been

too closeK linked with rock and roll

music.

Lengthy papers could be written

on the entertainment whims of the

American public. But critics of these

whims must note that the same public

that chooses Elvis Preslev s "You
Ain"t Nothin' But A Houn' Dog,"

also has chosen the combination of

The Philadelphia Orchestra and the

i Please turn to palie 26 I
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A 4 YEAR NETWORK

SUCCESS. ../ypty

AVAILABLE

-J\

NATIONWIDE

SYNDICATION!

m. ^

General Mills, Sweets Corp. of

America, Curtiss Candy, Gold Seal

Corp., Flav-r-Straws are the top

advertisers who sponsored these 52

action-packed half hours on the network

Stars, Willard Parker and

Harry Lauter, and their hard riding,

straight-shooting Texas Rangers can do a

bang-up selling job for you too.

Get the facts today

SPONSOR

SCREEN W GEMS,
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.

NEW YORK • OCTROrr . CHICAGO • HOUSTON . HOLLYWOOD • ATLANTA . TORONTO
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WISE INVESTMENT . . .

happy songs that customers sing . . .

musical commercials that guarantee top

results— created for you by—

ul^ musical enterprises, inc.
59 EAST 54 STREET
NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

MURRAY HILL 8-3950

^U

WBNS Radio
Columbus, Ohio

John Blair & Co., Representatives

Pulse asked, "What station do you tune

to first for news?" 37.4% replied,

WBNS Radio." This is 21% higher than

the second choice station in Columbus.

49TH & MADISON
{Continued from page 24)

Mormon Tabernacle Choir with "The
Battle Hymn of the Republic."

John Barrett

prog, dir., WKBW
Buffalo

* «

I read with interest your column,

"Hitch Your Wagon To A Pop Star"

(Sponsor Backstage) in the 5 Septem-
ber issue of SPONSOR.

I found it to be one of the most
objective columns covering "today's

popular music." On a recent sales

swing across the country, I found
many agencies anxious to discuss the

music played by radio stations today.

I am sure that all look forward, as

I do, to more of your columns
covering the subject in depth.

Milton H. Klein

gen. mgr., KEWB
Oakland, Calif.

Radio beats all!

Your continuing series on radio

("Blue Ribbon Radio," SPONSOR, 1

August-5 Sept.) should stir into ac-

tion the advertisers who for some rea-

son or other have passed up this pri-

mary sales opportunity. It is astound-

ing to find radio criticized for lack of

research, an inferior audience, an air

of confusion, etc., while print media
shed little if any light on their effec-

tiveness in reaching the public other

than to cite gross circulation. Noth-

ing surpasses radio's gross circula-

tion, of course. While we do not

know fully how people are motivated

by exposure to commercials in any

medium, one thing is sure: When an

advertiser wants to know the size of

his audience, its distribution gee

graphically or economically, radio

can and will provide that data. In

many instances this information is

already available.

Let's take the emotion out of ap-

praising radio. The facts are avail-

able. I am glad that SPONSOR is

bringing them to the fore. The proof

of the pudding is at the local level

where advertisers less-skilled in the

application of the advertising art have

used radio (many times exclusively)

for only one reason. It got results

easily measured at the cash register.

Frank G. Boehm
v.p., dir. of research

Adam Young
N.Y.C.
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^aUp^vM QUAKER OATS COMPANY

\H 24 WESTERN MARKETS!

JAMES MASON in

"A Sivord for Marius"

C
Ĵl^

^

THIS YEARS "EMMY" WINNER FOR

''BEST DRAMATIC SERIES''
(LESS THAN ONE HOUR)

Quaker Oats, Commonwealth Edison of Chicago and many other

top advertisers and TV stations were quick to sign up for this out-

standing series. More are joining the fast growing list every day

!

As the "Alcoa-Goodyear Theatre" on the N.B.C. network this star-

studded series garnered 7 Emmy nominations and 3 Emmy

awards. Ifyou are looking for a winner, look no further. . . this is it

!

KIM HUNTER in

"The Dark File"

FOR DETAILS. CONTACT

INC.

KEENAN WYNN in

"Afternoon ojf the Beast"

SCREEN m GEMS,
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.

NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO • HOUSTON • HOLLYWOOD • ATLANTA . TORONTO
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OLD

KEW

OHLEANS

FAVORITE

As served in the 1840 Room at Antoine's by John Ketry

WWL'TV,„new NEW ORLEANS FAVORITE
Things are changing fast in the three-

station New Orleans market. WWL-TV
now leads in practically all

periods . . .

important time

Sunday thru Saturday

WWL-TV Sta. B Sta. C
%

August ARB
% %

6-10 p.m. 40.4
10-midnight 49.1

40.1
40.6

18.9

10.7

August Nielsen

6-9 p.m. 42.0
9-midnight 50.0

39.0
37.0

17.0
11.0

And WWL-TV personnel lead in experience
— competitive experience gained in TV
markets coast-to-coast.

Represented nationally

by the Katz Agency

WWL-TV
NEW ORLEANS M.

K Here's how to make it:

xm-

The originol recipe is a closely guarded

secret of Anfoine's, but here's one that

gives fine results. Serves 4.

Melt 4 tbsp. butter In saucepan and

add 4 tbsp. minced row spinach, 2 tbsp.

each of onion, parsley, celery—all chopped

fine—3 tbsp. breed crumbs, 1 dash Tabasco,

1/3 tsp. any absinthe substitute, salt to

taste. Cook 15 minutes; stir constantly.

Press through sieve and set aside. Fill 4

pie pons with rock salt and place on top

of each 6 freshly opened oysters on half-

shell. (Total 24 oysters.) Spoon sauce on

each oyster; place under broiler until sauce

begins to brown. Serve with bottle of very

cold Choblis wine.

c?5!4»ttS»>?»!>>5J*5W^
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AUTOS AT
THE CROSSROADS-

PART TWO

CHEVY

FACES A

CRUCIAL COUNT-DOWN

"ZERO"—Final count-down preliminary to I960 models Chevrolet ad campaign was this

client-agency ad committee meeting last Tuesday. In foreground (I to r) James S. Clark, asst.

ad manager, W. C. "Bill" Power, ad manager, K. E. Staley, gen. sales manager for Chevrolet

SPONSOR GETS EXCLUSIVE, BEHIND-THE-SCENES INTERVIEW

ON WHAT HAPPENS WHEN DETROIT MAKES A BOLD DECISION

DETROIT, MICH. (23 September)

When you read this, Corvair by Chevrolet—the

revolutionary entry in the U. S. compact car field,

will have just gone on display in dealer showrooms.

It marks the beginning of a new era for automotives.

It is the end of a story that began nine years ago, a

story as "cloak-and-dagger" as a Hitchcock thriller.

Principals are the Chevrolet Division of CM and

its advertising agency, Campbell-Ewald Co., who

have worked together since 1922 to make Chevy the

top-selling car in America.

SPONSOR came to Detroit to get the story first-

hand, stayed on to watch the tense drama of tlie

final count-down in the launching of a brand new

car and its air advertising. The picture above

marked the "fire" count for the announceiiient ad

campaign. It is the final meeting of the advertising
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THIS IS IT! With Corvair (I to r) W. G. Power, Chevrolet ad manager; Colin Campbell, executive v.p. and Chevy account exec at Campbell-

Ewald; K. E. "Gene" Staley, Chevy sales manager; Henry G. Little, chairman of the board at C-E. Corvair Is the revolutionary car in I960

committee composed of 12 Chevrolet

admen and a like number from Camp-

bell-Ewald. It took place yesterday

morning in the GM building, where

the agency is headquartered along

with its client. The picture, taken ex-

clusively for SPONSOR, was snapped

just after the committee has screened

and approved the tv commercials that

announce the new cars. It is the first

time that anyone around here can

recall an ad committee meeting being

interrupted for pictures.

"The committee, where every

Chevrolet member has his counter-

part from the agency, is unique in

automotive advertising," says W. G.

(Bill) Power, Chevrolet ad manager.

"It was set up back in the early

thirties, and has worked well."

"The relationship between Chev-

rolet and ourselves," says Colin

Campbell, C-E executive vice presi-

dent and Chevrolet account super-

visor, "is the closest thing to a part-

nership that I ever saw."

In their 37 years together, never

have the partners had a more excit-

ing year than this. First, Chevrolet

has a brand new story to tell about

improvements on the 16 models that

comprise its Impala-Bel Air-Biscayne

car line and station wagons. Trans-

mission tunnels in these have been

shaved down about 25%, making for

roomier interiors; rear ends have un-

dergone re-styling. Second, Chevrolet

trucks (this year there are 164 differ,

ent models, up from 139 last year)

have a startling sales message—for

the first time torsion-spring suspen-

sion has been introduced into trucks

for shockproof rides.

To cap it all, there's the Corvair.

Of the Big Three's entry into the

compact, economy cars this year, Cor-

vair is the revolutionary. A rear en-

gine car ( Ford's Falcon and Chrys-

ler's Valiant are both traditional front

engines) ; air-cooled (the first U. S.

air-cooled engine since Franklin in

the 1920s) ; a horizontal aircraft

type engine, and independent suspen-

sion on all four wheels.

Nine years ago, Chevrolet engineers

began developing this car for the

U.S. market. A smoke-screen, laid to

throw off competitors, was to name it

Holden 25 (Holden is GM in Aus-

tralia) and to ask for bids on machin-

ery "FOB San Francisco," although

the purchases actually wound up at

Chevrolet in Detroit. If word of the

car had leaked, it would still have

been assumed to be for the Australian

market.

Campbell-Ewald came into the pic-

ture about three years ago. By then

Chevrolet engineers had decided the

experimental Holden 25 might well

be the U. S. compact car. In cooper-

ation with Chevrolet's research arm,

the C-E market research department

set out to sample the tastes of a de-

manding and sometimes fickle U. S.

public.

"We didn't know what we'd find

out," one member of the C-E research

team recalls, "and, what's more, we

didn't know what we wanted to find

out. The idea of Chevrolet bringing
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WRAPS OFF! These pictures ap-

pear for the first time in any mag-

azine. They were taken by Willard

Hanes, of Campbell-Ewald Holly-

wood office, during filming of

Chevrolet and Corvair tv commer-

cials at Warner Bros, this summer,

but were never developed until

now for security reasons. "There

has never been a security leak on

new cars through production of tv

commercials at Chevrolet," says

Phil McHugh, who, as C-E vice

president of radio/tv, is respon-

sible for all Chevy air activity

out a compact car was still pretty con-

troversial."

It might be noted that research of

one kind or another is a continuing

thing around Chevrolet and C-E. The

day before shooting of new tv com-

mercials this summer, scripts and

storyboards were revised according

to a last minute motivational research

report. Post-testing of every tv show

and commercial influences new offer-

ings.

The preliminary market research

satisfied both client and agency that

the compact, economy car was in de-

mand. If they needed any further

convincing they had only to view the

climbing sales of the small foreign

car companies (which bv now, along

with American's Rambler and Stude-

baker-Packard's Lark, control about

15% of the U.S. car market).

Prototype of the Holden 25 was

first seen by the agency in May 1958

called Del Ray until the name Corvair

was finally decided upon.

Now for C-E and the Chevrolet ad-

vertising department, began the Her-

culean task of preparing the product

for market under the tightest secur-

ity. Only international politics and

military developments surpass the

automotive industry in espionage and

counter-espionage. Any leak can be

costly—if not fatal.

In its tour of Campbell-Ewald and

the Chevrolet Division, sponsor saw

plenty of evidence of this fanatic dedi-

cation to secrecy : Media charts and

story boards but under lock and key

every night. In agency corridors,

locked doors marked "Security Area."

Only a handful of typists who have

been "cleared," permitted to type

radio and tv commercial scripts. In

GM Photo Center, an entire sealed-

off area where "classified" photo-

graphs are developed and printed.

The production stills, shown on

this page, taken during the filming

of Chevrolet and Corvair commer-

cials at Warner Bros, were never even

developed, for security reasons, until

today when sponsor asked for them.

Why all this cloak-and-dagger

secrecy ?

"Your readers in the advertising

business will understand it best by

this simile," said Phil L. McHugh,
C-E. vice president in charge of

radio/tv. "Just suppose the big soap

companies all changed their products

in the same week every year!

"The auto industry has had its

leaks." McHugh went on, "but this I

can say : Here, we"\ e never had a

leak through the production of a tv

commercial. That's a tribute to the

tv film commercial studios." It also

is a tribute to Chevy and C-E whose

own precautions will be detailed later.

As "Operation Del Ray" went into

effect last year, C-E began buzzing

(it hasn't stopped buzzing yet).

Campbell-Ewald has a total per-

sonnel of about 700 employees. Tlie

majority of them are in headquarters

in the GM building in DeirML. The

rest are spread across the country in

11 branches: New York City, San

Francisco, Los Angeli-s, Chicago,
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Washington, Atlanta, Cincinnati, Dal-

las, Kansas City, Denver, and Holly-

wood. (Tile latter is strictly a tv

unit) . New York, San Francisco, Los

Angeles and Chicago have copy and

media staffs Avhich handle local ac-

counts. Every branch has a Chevro-

let account man, for the whole or-

ganization follows the regional pat-

tern of Chevrolet distribution. Each
location (except Hollywood and Los

Angeles), where C-E has a branch is

also the center of a Chevrolet region

(these regions include 47 zones, over

7,200 dealers and some 25,000 Chev-

rolet salesmen)

.

When the word came that Chev-

rolet had decided to enter Corvair in

the 1960 auto race, C-E increased its

staff, set up special teams to cover the

expanding Chevy line. This year, ac-

cording to Campbell, about 225 of the

total agency personnel worked exclu-

sively on Chevrolet, and about 275

worked on the Chevrolet account

75 /c of their time.

Budgets were set up by the Adver-

tising Committee. Contrary to the

belief of many in broadcasting, car

advertising budgets are not the prod-

uct of hindsight. Chevrolet's 1960

budget, for example, is based not on

last year's sales but on a carefully

worked-out estimate of the 1960 car

MEDIA-ANALYSTS: (I to r) Rick Bent, outdoor; Robert D. Schiller, media analyst; Carl

Georgi, v.p.-media director; Jerry Moynihan, asst. media director; Robert Crooker, radio/tv

buyer; G. E. Eagan, print. "Broadcasters," says Carl Georgi, "should make pitches early."

AERONAUTS: The radio/tv group of C-E meet (you'll see commercial on 4 Oct. Dinah Shore

Show): Robert McTyre, (standing) group copy supervisor; (I to r): Ken Jones, v.p.-creative

director; John Coleman, assistant; Phil L. McHugh, v.p.-radio/tv; James Beavers, asst. a/e

market. The Chevrolet ad budget in-

!

eludes Chevy cars and station wagons,
j

Chevrolet trucks, sports car Corvette

and now—the new Corvair. Since

it is estimated that one Corvair will

be sold for every five Chevrolets in

1960, the proportions of commercials

for Corvair can be expected to get

about this share of the play.

During May and June of this year,

the C-E media department gave seri-

ous thought to station and network

buvs. On the basis of past success,

Dinah Shore (NBC TV) and Pat

Boone (ABC TV) were musts again.

For added impact in this crucial auto-

motive year, a Red Skelton Special

was added on CBS TV.

Radio buying took place in August.

Over 2,000 radio stations will be

beaming approximately 75,000 an-

nouncement commercials. "Never has

Chevrolet had as much radio support

during an introduction period," K. E.

"Gene" Staley, general sales manager

for Chevrolet, told SPONSOR. This is

saying something indeed, for Chevro-

let has always been a champion of

radio. (The greatest spot radio cam-

paign of all time was the Chevrolet

Musical Moments campaign of the

early '30's, instigator of which was

C-E's Joe Neebe, now on the staff of

sponsor) .

This year Chevy has, in radio, a

big spot flight, Mutual and CBS news-

casts, plus more than 1,000 stations of

Keystone Network. "Even so," says

Carl Georgi, Jr., v.p. and director of

media at C-E, "we're getting calls

from a few stations now wondering

why they also weren't bought. Reps

and stations," says Georgi, "should

start much earlier in the year making

pitches. We're always available to

hear a sales story from a station, but

were more available early in the

game. When our plans are firmed,

and we're in the process of making

buys (as they were by mid-summer

this year) we have less time to listen."

NOTE: For a fleeting moment,

SPONSOR glimpsed spot radio media

charts blocked out through next sum-

mer. But it also learned that talks are

already in progress for the 1961 car

line.

Out to Chevrolet dealers have gone

{Please turn to page 52)
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HERE'S WHAT'S SHOWN IN TvB'S NEW VIEWING SURVEY

00

5
Men

Women
Teens

Children
Mon.-Fri.

Saturday

Sunday

Sat.

&
Sun.

CO

ISETWORK Audience by 1/^ hour periods y v/ y y J y y y v/
TIME

Cumulative audience v/ V ^/ • s/ y • y \/

NETWORK PROGRAM TYPES yy • V x/ V v/

LOCAL Audience by 14 hour periods \/ V V • / y / y v"
TIME

Cumulative audience I/' • y / V* y y v/ V^

LOCAL PROGRAM TYPES v^ • • >/ y y V' V

New storehouse of tv information

^ TvB's most recent study is probably the most com-

prehensive ever made of U. S. television audiences

^ Emphasis is on people, rather than homes. Survey

goes into local, as well as network, program analysis

\^ne of the most comprehensive

studies of tv viewing ever published

has just been released by the Tele-

vision Bureau of Advertising.

The result of a year of intensive

work and planning, tabulating and

cross-tabulating, the study is a veri-

table computer-size storehouse of in-

formation about the U.S. tv audience,

much of which has never been pub-

lished before.

It's the kind of study that doesn't

set out to prove anything but actually

ends up by disclosing all kinds of fas-

cinating facts that could well trigger

some switches in media strategy.

Though the study doesn't sell any-

thing except the value of facts, it was

designed with a point of view, name-

ly, that the most important measure

of the tv audience is people, rather

than homes.

At first glance, the variety of data

are numbing. The study breaks down

the audience into four population

segments— men, women, teenagers

and children—then goes on to show

each segment in the process of watch-

ing tv (1) by half hours, (2) by

cumulative audience, (3) bv network

time, (4) by local time, (5) by type

of network show—both daytime and

nighttime, (6) by type of local show

—in five day-parts, I 7) by weekdays,

(8) by weekends, (9) by Saturday

and Sunday individually, (10) by all

seven days of the week.

The study breaks out of the iron-

clad stricture that tv viewing be

shown only as a percent of tv homes.

Now that nearly nine out of 10 U.S.

homes have tv, TvB took the position

that it was logical to use U.S. totals

for each population segment as a

base. (A summary version of this

approach can be found in sponsor's

1959-60 Air Media Basics, pages 98
and 100.) In other words, instead of

showing that, for example, men con-

stitute 25% of the audience to a show
type or time period. TvB tallied the

actual number of men involved and
calculated the share of all U.S. men
who were viewing the particular

program time period concerned.
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This is all done in a basically sim-

ple way so that buyers don't have to

scrounge around trying to figure out

what it all means. It will probably
take a little time, however, for users

to familiarize themselves with the

format. The many tables are ar-

from the Nielsen national Audimeter

sample and its matched diary-Rec-

ordimeter sample for audience com-

position. All material on local pro-

graming comes from Pulse data in 56

representative metro markets cover-

ing nearly half of all tv homes. The

HOW TvB SHOWS VIEWING DATA
Local time No. of women % all U.S. women % of viewers

7:00-7:30 A.M. 1,869 3.3 37.0

7:30-8:00 3,094 5.5 35.0

8:00-8:30 3,552 6.3 33.0

8:30-9:00 3,877 6.9 38.0

9:00-9:30 4,385 7.8 41.0

9:30-10:00 5,366 9.5 47.0

16:00-10:30 6,255 11.1 51.0

10:30-11:00 7,507 13.4 55.0

11:00-11:30 8,317 14.8 55.0

11:30-12:00 NOON 8,567 15.2 53.0

12 N-12:30 P.M. 8,513 15.1 46.0

12:30-1:00 9,508 16.9 52.0

1:00-1:30 8,174 14.5 56.0

1:30-2:00 8,352 14.9 57.0

2:00-2:30 7,464 13.3 57.0

2:30-3:00 8,133 14.5 57.0

3:00-3:30 8,662 15.4 53.0

3:30-4:00 9,262 16.5 48.0

4:00-4:30 9,007 16.0 38.0

4:30-5:00 9,407 16.7 35.0

5:00-5:30 8,492 15.1 27.0

5:30-6:00 9,895 17.6 26.0

6:00-6:30 15,266 27.2 31.0

6:30-7:00 18,961 33.7 32.0

7:00-7:30 22,548 40.1 33.2

7:30-8:00 25,911 46.1 34.2

8:00-8:30 28,541 50.8 36.9

8:30-9:00 28,445 50.6 37.8

9:00-9:30 28,704 51.1 41.9

9:30-10:00 26,911 47.9 44.4

10:00-10:30 21,516 38.3 46.1

10:30-11:00 16,305 29.0 46.9

11:00-11:30 11,014 19.6 48.4

11:30-12:00 MID. 7,665 13.6 48.9

Note: Daily average viewing data cover Monday-through-PVlday daytime, Sunday through Saturday
evening. No. of women in thousands. Kgures above are not shown in complete format
used by TvB. Format also Includes separate daytime Saturday and Sunday viewing figures.

ranged for easy reference and com-

parison, and a master table shows

graphically at a glance what each

individual table covers and how one

complements the other.

Source of the information is Niel-

sen and Pulse. All time period view-

ing data and all network figures come

Nielsen material is as of March-April

1958; the Pulse is March 1958.

Though the audience numbers may
be a little higher now, the percentage

figures paint a situation that will

probably remain stable for years.

In addition to about 50 solid pages

of charts, a good-sized summary sec-

tion provides some interesting over-

all views of the television audience

developed from the basic charts. Here
are some of them:

• On an average day tv reaches

(1) 82.7% of all people, (2) 69.9%
of all men, (3) 78.4% of all women,
(4) 88.6% of all teens, (5) 99.9%
of all children (under four).

• Of all people in the country,

24.1% view by noon on the average

day, 49.7% view by 6 p.m., 82.7%
by midnight. There are similar

breakdowns for each of the four

population segments.

• Of the 36 half hours between 6
a.m. and midnight, 29 have more
adult viewers than non-adult viewers.

• Of all the people in the country,

50.5% view daytime tv during an

average day, 75% view nighttime tv,

32.2% view only nighttime tv, 7.8%
view only daytime tv, 42.7% view

both day and night. There are simi-

lar breakdowns for each of the four

population segments here, too.

The reason for the study was
spelled out by George Huntington,

vice president and general manager
of TvB.

"TTiere's plenty of material around

on how homes view tv," he said. "I

think it's about time we forget about

homes. Let's look at people. That's

what the advertiser is really inter-

ested in."

There are also other facts ratings

data don't give, he pointed out. "They
don't provide figures such as the

total number of men or women who
view each day. They don't show how
many people or what kind of people

view only in the daytime or view only

at night."

Huntington said that while the

study did not attempt to prove any-

thing about viewing, the figures

should establish clearly that women
and teenagers make up a substantial

part of the daytime tv audience.

Some of the material published

could be calculated with existing

syndicated material but it would take

a timebuyer too much time, he said.

Other data could be developed onlv

through special tabulations, such as

Nielsen provided TvB.

In breaking down total population

into the four segments, TvB uses the

breakdowns employed by the rating

service, which was the source of the

information. The Nielsen reports de-
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fine audience composition as follows:

men—19 and over; women—19 and

over; teenagers— 12 through 18;

children—four through 11. The Pulse

material on local programing differs

as follows: men — 18 and over;

women—18 and over; teenagers— 12

through 17. The Pulse definition of

children is the same as the Nielsen.

TvB cautions in its report that data

on network and local programing

should not be directly compared. In

the first place, research techniques of

Pulse and Nielsen differ. Second,

Pulse data cover metro areas only,

while the Nielsen material comes

from a sample of the entire U.S.

Third, network programs, particular-

ly at night, commonly cover the

highest viewing levels. "This can

lead network programs to have larger

audiences than local programs tele-

cast in non-network periods," the

report stated. "It should also be

remembered that many stations offer

time periods for spots and some for

programs even during these 'network

time' periods."

Because of the Nielsen method in

using its Audilog (diary), some of

the cumulative audience figures are

on the conservative side. This is

why: Suppose a home listed one man
as viewing during each of the six

quarter hours between 6 and 7:30.

This could conceivably be the same
man, or it might possibly be two

men and, theoretically, it could even

be six different men — though this is

most unlikely. In cumulating these

figures, the assumption was made that

one man did all the viewing. If two
or more men were listed during a

particular quarter hour, it was as-

sumed there were at least two or more
different viewers.

On the other hand, there were oc-

casions in which the same person was
counted twice in the cume totals.

This usually takes place where a

child views in his own home and then,

later, views at a friend's house. Since

the Audilog gives the respondent no

way of differentiating, the cume
totals include the child twice.

In collecting data on network pro-

graming, TvB used the Nielsen classi-

fications. The data do not include

unsponsored programs. As for Pulse's

local program analysis, show types

are based on SRDS' breakdown in its

Films for Television. ^

TYPICAL TvB CHART HERE SHOWS
HOW MEN VIEW LOCAL PROGRAMS

MORNING (weekday)

% of all % of
No. of men U.S. men viewers

ISEWS 1,224 2.2 26.1

HALF
HOUR ^

SHOWS

ADVEISTVRE 345 0.6 10.4

CHILDREN 423 0.8 9.2

GENERAL DRAMA 3.51 0.6 9.6

SITUATION COMEDY 426 0.8 10.4

MISCELLANEOUS 337 0.6 7.7

AFTERNOON (weekday) \

NEWS 1,401 2.6 22.1

HALF
HOUR ^

SHOWS

^ ADVENTURE 420 0.8 13.5

CHILDREN 1,209 2.2 10.0

GENERAL DRAMA 459 0.8 12.9

SITUATION COMEDY 654 1.2 11.7

WESTERN 280 0.5 8.6

L MISCELLANEOUS 401 0.7 13.8

FEATURE FILMS 492 0.9 12.3

WEEKEND (daytime) \

NEWS 1,878 3.4 36.7

HALF
HOUR ^

SHOWS

" ADVENTURE 2,142 3.9 26.9

CHILDREN 909 1.7 14.5

GENERAL DRAMA 3,435 6.3 32.1

SITUATION COMEDY 1.878 3.4 26.6

WESTERN 1,343 2.5 21.9

^ MISCELLANEOUS 1,195 2.2 46.0

FEATURE FILMS 2.252 4.1 26.6

EARLY EVENING (Sun.-Sat.) \

NEWS 4.812 8.8 39.2

HALF
HOUR <

SHOWS

ADVENTURE 5,267 9.6 34.8

CHILDREN 2,397 4.4 20.9

GENERAL DRAMA 3,448 6.3 34.0

SITUATION COMEDY 2,945 5.4 29.8

WESTERN 5.009 9.2 30.3

. MISCELLANEOUS 2,719 5.0 37.8

FEATURE FILMS 2.25 1 1.1 34.2

LATE NIGHT (Sun.-Sat.) \

NEWS 6.067 11.1 1().6

HALF
HOUR <

SHOWS

" ADVENTURE 6,667 12.2 41.3

GENERAL DRAMA 5,032 9.2 42.5

SITUATION COMEDY 5,677 10.4 44.2

WESTERN 6,862 12.6 42.2
j

MISCELLANEOUS 6,067 11.1 45.6 1

FEATURE FILMS 4,385 8.0 43.8 1

Note; FUures show dally averaco tlenlng levels for each progrnni type. No. of iiin m ll.ou.t.nils 1
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WESTINGHOUSE Broadcasting Co. seminar

finds P. G. Lasky, v.p. KPIX, San Fran.; J. E.

W. Sterling, pres., Stanford U.; Don Mc-

Gannon, pres., WBC, at Palo Alto campus

*We must rediscover

the individual man'

^ The individual, not the group, sparks original tv

and radio ideas, third Westinghouse conclave concludes

^ 350 broadcasters hear roster of pros outline what

originality is, why you need it and how you work to get it

^ SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF,

^^eventy-eight giant steps toward

maturity in public service broadcast-

ing were taken last week in San Fran-

cisco as an equal number of speakers

appeared before some 350 radio and

tv executives attending the third an-

nual conference of the Westinghouse

Broadcasting Co.

Speakers and panelists— compris-

ing some of the most astute, imagina-

tive and successful broadcast "brains"

—paced their discussions to the con-

ference theme of individualism as set

by WBC President Donald H. Mo-
Gannon. And, regardless of their

work-a-day function—as luminaries

such as Pulitzer prize winning poet

Archibald MacLeish, or playwright

Marc Connelly, or semanticist S. I.

Hayakawa, or as industrious pro-

gram men from 250 watt stations

—

they pivoted their remarks around

the same basic points:

• The goal of all broadcasting

—

public service or commercial—is the

presentation of fresh ideas in a fresh

way.

• Freshness and originality—crea-

tivity—is the product of an individ-

ual, not of a committee.

• The enhancement of the individ-

ual—of the person who is a listener

or a viewer, of the person who pro-

grams for that audience, and of the

station management which encour-

ages this programing^comes with a

nurturing of the creative talent in a

free and uninhibited atmosphere.

• Personal freedom inspires feel-

ing and perception. These emotions,

in turn, precede thought and action.

• Feeling and perception are the

basis of communication in the full-

est sense of the word. And communi-

cations experts in the broadcast field

should foster—in the words of Mr.

Hayakawa, a luncheon speaker at the

Stanford U. seminar series—empathy

rather than sympathy or "a feeling

with the listener rather than merely a

feeling for."

In his opinion (and all of the

speakers were explicit in their agree-

ment on the same point), "the vac-

uum tube is the greatest boost to com-

munication since the invention of

printing and movable type."

The power of radio and tv to com-

municate forcefully and meaningfully

today, as it is—and tomorrow, as it

can be— was stressed by every pan-

elist at the three-day seminar on the

Stanford campus in Palo Alto, 21-23

Sept. Despite the academic environs

and subjects for discussion, speakers

from all parts of the country, repre-

sentative of all professional phases of

broadcasting, took a practical view in

centering their arguments and con-

tentions on one basic theme: the in-

dividual as the fount of creativity.

They discussed news as the pri-

mary format of programing wearing

the guise of public service. But they

introduced also subjects of religion.

documentaries, politics, editorializing

and cooperation with established civic

and governmental agencies.

Most of them agreed that public

service programs need not bear the

stigma of public do-goodism. In their

opinion, so-called public service pro-

grams can be exciting, imaginative

—

and sponsored.

Robert Foreman, executive v.p. in

charge of creative services at BBDO,
New York, while speaking with the

so-termed "glamour panel" (which

included Dr. Frank Baxter of the

U. of Southern California; Fred

Friendly, executive producer at CBS
and playwright Connelly) : "Any-

thing worthwhile can be sold. If the

program idea can be confined to

audience need then it becomes some-

thing salable and becomes of value

to the ad agency."

Lofty conference observers termed

public service broadcasters a "con-

science" for the radio/tv industry.

But pragmatists in the group—and

there were many—said that programs

which take the needs and hopes of the

public into consideration—in terms

of the market and the people to whom
the station operates—have far more

doUar-and-sense advantages than those

programs which do not.

Public service programs, they

agreed, have these pluses for station

management:

• They build prestige which, in

turn, builds audience, audience loyal-
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tv anrl attentiveness to the ])rogram

which Station X is carrying.

• This forces advertisers to pay

rapt attention to community service

shows and to sponsor them.

• The influx of advertising monies

enables a station staff to work more

broadly and more flexibly in terms

of coverage and production.

But, most public service experts

warned, originality and creativity

start with ideas rather than witli

mone) . And ideas originate with an

individual, not with a group. Such

mechanical assists as cameras, props,

costumes, guest fees and field trips

merely serve to supplement and im-

plement a basic idea. If the idea

isn't there, they contend, no amount

of showmanship will promote and

foster the public service concept.

Here is a summary of ideas sug-

gested by speakers and panelists—all

professionals in their job classifica-

tions, from news and program direr-

tor to station managers and network

executives—as ways in which individ-

ual creativity can be fostered.

• Get everyone on the staff en-

tlmsiastic about his own personal in-

terests anfl build public service proj-

ects from these interests. Then you

have the best idea: that which is

motivated and fostered by personal

interest.

{Please turn to page 46)

SHOWMANSHIP SPARKLED at WBC sessions, with tv projection of panel and audience at auditorium front. Sonne 80 speakers from both

commercial, non-commercial jobs told of need for better audience com nunication, more public service shows, improved community identification
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PRODUCT TIE-INS put Knickerbocker in store windows on Fifth Ave.

(at lett), in meat cabinet with Merkel sausages (top), in a boat

(above) to merchandise its fishing contest. Brewery plans further tie-in

activity when I960 tv plans are set, and new agency takes hold

Why advertisers climb aboard

^ New York brewery gets added reach for $2 million

ad budget via joint promotions with other advertisers

^ Recent tie-in with Merkel Meat Co. brought added

distribution, new types of outlets, exposure for both

I f your ad budget isn't giving you

the reach your product needs, take

a look at what Jacob Ruppert brewery

has been doing to hypo coverage for

its Knickerbocker Beer.

Ruppert spends just over $2 mil-

lion a year in advertising, split about

equally between the New York metro-

politan area and New England. The

Knickerbocker brand leads the pack

in New England. But its sales in

New York have met with fierce com-

petition.

After losing nearly a half million

dollars in 1958, the company upped

its spot tv expenditures 45%, re-

turned to its old "Knock Knock for

Knickerbocker" theme and embarked

on a series of joint promotions that

has brought a reciprocal type of "co-

sponsorship" in the schedules of

other advertisers.

"In some cases," says Ruppert ad

manager Maury Atkinson, "you can

be in virtually every media at once

without increasing your own media

expenditures by one dime."

Ideally, says Atkinson, you look for

an advertiser:

• Who goes after the same audi-

ence you do—but uses an entirely

different media lineup

• Whose product lends itself to a

logical tie-in, and

• With strong distribution in the

same and related type of outlets (for

doubling up in trade merchandising).

Knickerbocker found this ideal set

of conditions in the Merkel Meat Co.,

New York packer of pork products

whose advertising objectives (reach-

ing every population segment with a

quality pitch) were detailed in spon-

sor last week (26 September).

Long a spot tv user, Knickerbocker,

heavied up in the medium when it

discovered (via a market survey) that

the beer people are used to seeing is

the one they ask for. "Each sponsor

was concentrating in a medium that

was ideal for his aims," says Atkin-

son. "We decided to see what would

happen when we overlapped the other

fellow's advertising for two weeks

and, very importantly, tied the joint

schedules to strong trade merchandis-

ing and consumer promotion."
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PLENTY OF HOOPLA characterizes tie-in merchandising, like N.Y. parade which wound up recent all-media promotion with Merltel Meat Co.

Knickerbocker's tv schedules

The plan: a four-week "beer and

knockwurst festival," promoted in

each sponsor's normal advertising

schedules, with merchandising to the

trade, sales force activity tied to in-

creasing distribution and a parade

windup in New York's German York-

ville section.

Here's how it worked:

Merkel integrated the promotion

into its radio, newspaper and car

card advertising; Knickerbocker into

its tv and outdoor.

Merkel scheduled 99 spots per week

(lO's and 30's) over the four weeks on

WOR (New York), WHLI (Hemp-
stead, L.I.), WPAC (Patchogue,

L.I.), WRIV (Riverhead, L.I.).

Knickerbocker worked 10 prime time

l.D.'s per week into its New York
City tv schedule (156 l.D.'s per week,

5-11 p.m.) on WABC-TV, WCBS-TV,
WNEW-TV, WRCA-TV.

Merkel carried two insertions in

{Please turn to page 54)

WATCH OUT FOR THESE

PITFALLS IN TIE-INS

MAURICE ATKINSON, Ruppert ad manager, tosses out these

cautions to advertisers planning related item promotions

AVOID BRAND SWITCHING. DON'T TALK BARTER. Explain

Be sure your partner can help carefully to stations that tie-in

you get displays outside your is not barter, that it can result

own shelf or department area in greater direct sales for them

DON'T IGNORE RETAILER GET PARALLEL COVERAGE.
profits. Pair two related high- Be sure to select a partner whose

profit items or a high-profit item sales organization parallels and

with unrelated slow-moving staple covers your own distributing area
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Taystee Bread's new
Tin Pan Alley sell

^ American Bakeries launches new radio campaign,

uses 2V2-minute format for scores of six original songs

^ Developed by Chicago-based Y&R team, new bread-

selling technique has replaced all other media buys

r\ jingle will sell a product. But

will two and one-half minutes of

music sell bread? Y&R and its

clients, American Bakeries, are about

to find out.

Just off the pressings are six origi-

nal songs by Karl Vollmer and Tom
Rogers of the agency's Chicago office.

They include two ballads, a waltz, one

jazz, one blues and a Latin-rhythm

number. And their purpose is to sell

Taystee Bread via a two-and-one-half-

minute commercial aimed at the little

woman who buys the family bread.

The project began when Y&R de-

cided something different was needed

to push up product sales in Taystee's

28 markets. The six tunes carrying a

longer, not-quite-hard-sell commercial

were the results. American liked the

idea so well that ad manager Bob
Llewellyn ordered all previously

planned media (two-thirds tv, one

third billboards) scrapped in favo^

of the song-commercials. The cor

pany will throw the whole weight

its advertising behind the new radii

campaign.

With the agency as well as thi

client sold on the new approach, thfl

next big question was: Would thf

stations buy it?

American made sure their new)

commercials got a good head start by

giving them a really professional

packaging. The titles, including such

ear-catchers as "Best Food Forward,"
"22 Slices of Bread," and "The No
Bread Blues," are pressed three to a

side, enclosed in an album with full-

color front carrying the practical

title: "Music To Sell Bread By." The

reverse side of the album carries the

usual descriptive song blurbs, plus a

Taystee logo. Entertainment value of

the lyrics is, of course, a key selling

point: They're designed to appeal to

the stations, store manager, chain

buyers and grocery trade in general.

( Please turn to page 46)

NEW CONCEPT for selling bread, "Music to Sell Bread By," gets test spin by (I to r) Ross Tompkins, Y&R account executive for American;

Karl Vollmer, v. p. and creative director, Y&R; Bob Llewellyn, American ad manager. Chicago-based team scored six original Tin Pan Alley tunes

P



NL&B SHOWS
BIG BILLING

JUMPS IN 35-

YEAR HISTORY

1.5 1-9

1925 '30 '35 '40 '45 '50 '55 '56 '58

MAURICE H. NEEDHAM, Chicago ad veteran, heads agency whose dramatic rise in billings has paralleled expansion of air media. Last year,

approximately 49% of Needham, Louis & Brorby billings were in radio and tv. Latest estimates show this figure will increase five to 10"% '" '959

NL&B's new 3-way radio/tv setup

^ Expanding Chicago agency divides its radio/tv de-

partment, puts emphasis on program specialization

^ Time, programs, commercials get equal stature

in organization alignment that may mark new trend

— CHICAGO, ILL.

A% significant realignment in the

organization setup at Needham. Louis

& Brorby is causing industry observ-

ers here to wonder whether it heralds

a new trend in radio/tv handling by
ad agencies.

Early in August, NL&B split its

radio/tv department, which then had
a combined responsibility for pro-

grams and commercials, into two dis-

tinct, autonomous divisions and an-

nounced its conviction that in the fu-

ture, agencies must lay much more
stress on "program involvement" than

has been the case at most shops in

the past five years.

The departmental division gives

NL&B, in effect, a three-way radio/tv

setup with separate departments han-

dling the air media functions of

timebuying, programing and com-

mercials.

Most large agencies today operate

on a two-department system with

timebuying and programing, or pro-

graming and commercials under the

same roof.

The reason for the NL&B switch to

greater emphasis on programing was

explained to SPONSOR by James G.

Cominos, v.p. in charge of the new
program division.

Says Cominos, "Program buying

today has evolved into a year-round

activity. Seasonal peaks are no long-

er as prominent as they were even

one year ago. There are just not

enough shows on the market to satis-

fy advertisers' requirements. And the

serious shortage of good producers

can only add to the dearth of pro-

grams.

"There are other reasons, too, why
we believe agencies must work closer

with networks on mutual program
problems. First, the increasingly
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heavy sums of money necessary for

program and network buys. Second,

the trend toward shorter term pro-

gram contracts. We feel that in order

to make sure our clients are kept up

to date on the best new programs

available, we must place more empha-

sis on program specialization.

"This doesn't mean we are going

into the program business. It does

mean we are going to work closer

with networks, program packagers

and producers."

Cominos points out that the in-

creased emphasis on programing will

be expensive and that it will mean in-

creases in staff to handle the extra

heavy work loads on program super-

vision and new program research.

Just what this new research will

mean is spelled out by John Scott

Keck, Cominos' assistant and v.p.

director of radio/tv programing. Ac-

cording to Keck, "We are going to

concern ourselves continually with

new entertainment available for tv.

This includes analysis of film trends

(both movies and tv), popularity of

current records, hit acts in night

clubs, developments in the legitimate

theater, and the world of fashion.

We are planning extensive research

in order to chart the life expectancy

of shows and rating futures."

On the commercials side, NL&B's
new and wholly autonomous creative

BROADCAST FACILITIES DIVISION of media dept. handles air media timebuying at

NL&B. At left, Arnold B. Johnson, v.p. in charge of the division, explains correlation of media

and marketing planning for Massey-Ferguson to a group of top-ranking NL&B executives

CREATIVE SERVICES DIVISION headed

by James L Isham, is responsible for all

NL&B radio and television commercials

RADIO/TV PROGRAMING DIVISION in

charge of James G. Cominos, concentrates

on programing and search for new talent

division will be headed by James L.

Isham, v.p. in charge of all broadcast

commercial copy and art.

Working closely with these two ra-

dio/tv divisions is NL&B's broadcast

facilities division of its media depart-

ment. Arnold E. Johnson, v.p. and

broadcast facilities director, explains

his division's function in this way.

"Our emphasis is on quality. W|
seek to maintain conditions whicf

insure that the quality of our outpi

matches the quality of our clients

products. We match our deep con-

cern for quantitative measures withj

an equally deep concern for qualita-j

tive knowledge.

"We approach each media probJ

lem as one of matching the producf

the creative expression of the produc

message and the medium of reaching

the properly identified consume

group. Our buyers are primarily

concerned with creating an ideal

blend of the applicable qualities of

product media, and consumer at

maximum efficiency.

"To this end, they are constantly

urged to increase their knowledge of

markets and are constantly fed in-

formation through our account task

force system, to update their fund of

marketing data on specific products.

"They develop their own product

profiles on each of their accounts and

use this data to support media pro-

posals and purchases."

Of NL&B's over-all media philoso-

phy, Blair Vedder, v.p. and head of

the media department says, "Our
philosophy is simple, but not always

easy to follow. We believe media

must be related directly to product

marketing, and therefore, in addition

to a great deal of market analysis

work, we are also concerned with

consumer behavior."

Coordinated with NL&B's media,

programing and commercials divi-

sions in the radio/tv field, is its

unique promotion and merchandising

department headed by Harold A.

Smith. This unit is charged with re-

sponsibility for obtaining (when

sought by clients) the maximum ex-

ploitation available with the sponsor-

ship of radio and tv programs.

Typical of the king-size promotion-

al activities of Smith's department

(Please turn to page 54)
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HOW RADIO
GIVES ZIP

TO STOCKS

MAKE 'EM DRAMATIC. Boet+cher ad mgr. Alan Dugan points out changing figures on

teleregis+er to reporter Glen Martin, KOA pgm. dir. Jim Atkins (r) prior to airtime

^ Boettcher & Co. gets flavor, trading fever into its

5-minute market reports aired four times daily in Denver

^ Commercials tied to print ads, and heavy promo-

tion bring big volume of inquiries, business increases

Iwl ulti-million share days in the

stock market mean one thing: A lot

of small investors are doing a lot of

buying and selling. And a lot of

brokers are reaping a golden harvest.

Keeping that harvest golden, how-

ever, requires strong identification as

a leader in the field. And to get it

brokers are turning more and more
to air media, not only in the Financial

Hub of New York, but in smaller

financial centers throughout the coun-

tr\.

Take, for example, Boettcher & Co.

of Denver. Three and one half years

ago they discovered they could reach

the markets they were after with some
uell planned radio strategy. The suc-

11 -s of their format carries with it

Miine valuable lessons for others in

the field.

At the forefront of Boettcher's ra-

dio activity is a five-minute program
broadcast four times daily, Monday

through Friday over KOA, Denver.

It airs at 9:05 a.m., 1:05 p.m., 5:05

p.m., 9:05 p.m. The two early shows

are aired direct from the Boettcher

boardroom during trading hours,

picking up the trading activity in the

background and pepped up with up-

to-the-minute price changes and mar-

ket developments as they occur.

In addition to market quotations,

news and trends, the program in-

cludes briefs on the local unlisted

security markets with selected quota-

tions. Much of the material is pro-

vided to KOA via the financial wire.

The programs are designed to cap-

ture the interest of even the casual

listener, and to arouse in him curiosity

and a compelling interest in the whole

atmosphere of trading:

Against the sound of a news ticker

in the background, Boettcher's finan-

cial reporter Glen Martin, gives the

times of the followino; three broad-

casts followed by this sequence:

• One-minute market summary
• 30-second commercial

• Two minutes of market news

The closing contains three ele-

ments: repeat rundown of averages

and volumes, plug for free mailings,

reminder of forthcoming programs.

Commercials do not suffer because

of brevity according to Boettcher ad

manager Alan Dugan. The three used

each week are built around material

which has already appeared in a two-

column, 8" coupon advertisement in

the Sunday edition of the Denver
Post (contract space on the cover

page of the financial section).

Boettcher's agency, Broyles Adver-

tising in Denver, prepares the ads

and commercials from material sup-

|)lied by the brokerage house.

Aim of Boettcher's commercials are

inquiries which these cross-reference

commercials have proved effective in

bringing in. Giveaways such as in-

vestment booklets, research reports,

account servicing data provide added

incentive.

As inquiries come in thev arc pro-

cessed immediately by card record

system to the sales manager's depart-

ment. Along with the write-iri niate-

{Please turn to page 56)
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GET UNDER

THE SURFACE . .

.

for market facts in the

San Antonio area.

The cost per 1000 is

lower on KONO radio . . . per

1000 men ... per 1000

women . . . per 1000 families.

For facts and figures

call your

KATZ AGENCY
REPRESENTATIVE

5000 Watts • 860 KC

JACK ROTH, Mgr.

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
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National and regional buys

in work now or recently completed

»OT BUYS

TV BUYS
National Biscuit Co., New York: Kicking off five-week schedules

this month in top markets for Dromedary dates. Day minutes are

being used, frequencies varying. Buyer: John Cantanese. Agency:

Ted Bates & Co., New York.

General Foods Corp., White Plains, N. Y.: New schedules start

this month in about 30 markets for Minute Mashed Potatoes, with

day and fringe night minutes and chainbreaks for nine weeks. Pete

Bardach and Jacques Van Sluys Maes buy at Foote, Cone & Belding,

N. Y. Other activity begins this month for Alpha-Bits cereal, out of

the Post Div., Battle Creek. Kid show participations run through

March in about 27 markets. George Heffernan is the buyer at Benton

& Bowles, New York.

Lever Bros. Co., New York: Flights start 15 October and run

through 31 December for its All, using minutes and 20's in about

20 markets. Buyer: Don DeCarlo. Agency: Needham, Louis &

Brorby, Inc., Chicago. Also, through SSCB, New York, seven-week

schedules of day and night minutes get off this month for Silver

Dust. Buyer: Bill Ferguson.

Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc., New York: About 50 markets are get-

ting schedules this month for Pertussin. Flights run from 10 to 12

weeks; day minutes. Buyer: Jane Podester. Agency: McCann-

Erickson. New York.

International Latex Corp., New York: Fringe night minute flights

begin 19 October, run 52 weeks for Playtex in about 120 markets;

fringe night and day minutes, about 10 per week per market, start

early October and November, depending on market, for 13-21 weeks

in about 110 markets. Charles Theiss buys on Playtex at Ted Bates

& Co. ; John Curran on Isodine at Reach, McClinton & Co., New York.

RADIO BUYS
E. I. Du Pont De Nemours & Co., Delaware: Flights for Zerex

anti-freeze start this month on a staggered basis in major markets.

Traffic and day minute placements run for four and five weeks.

Buyer: Ted Wallower. Agency: BBDO, New York.

Shulton, Inc., New York: Going into about 80 markets with 20's,

30's and 60's for Desert Flower men's toiletry; about 30 announce-

ments per week per station. Four-week lineups start this month.

Buyer: Joe Knapp. Agency: Wesley Associates, New York.

General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis: Schedules begin this month and

run through April for Gold Medal flour. Day minute frequencies

vary from market to market. Buyer: Bill La Marca. Agency: Dancer-

Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., New York.
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Perfect Test Market
Western Montana Offers:

• 51.00O TV Homes
• Dru^ Sales Index 167
• Food Sales Index 145
• Auto Sales Index 176
O Retail Sales Index 143

(Source: NCS #3; Sales Mg+. 1959)

Perfect Test Station

KMSO-TV del ivers:

• Captive Audience in 90% of the Area
• Dominates the 10% Remainder Com-

pletely
• Now the Only TV Station on the Air

in Western Montana
• Low Cost/1,000 Homes

(Source: FCC Data; ARB '58-'59)

KMSO-TV ''T'
MISSOULA, MONTANA

• SPRINGFIELD
• DECATUR
• CHAMPAIGN-URBANA

'^7(/Ae^ Mid /Ime/Uca
rr

s.#59
METROPOLITAN MARKET

GRADE

WESTINGHOUSE
{Continued from page 37)

• Rely on the concept of the pro-

gram rather than technical devices. A
good tv idea can be conveyed with

silent film and voice-over, with stills

interspersed with moving film, with

on-the-spot recording which gives mo-
mentum and authenticity.

• Try to develop new methods of

presentation rather than copying the

tried-and-true. In news, for example,

stress human values as well as the

facts, and take the time to report a

story in depth to dredge up angles

which local papers haven't bothered

with.

• In editorializing, delegate the

choice of editorial position to the

source of the editorial responsibility

—station management. Have someone

in a strong station position do on-the-

air declarations for the stations and

thus give identification to listeners

and viewers with an "I" rather than

with a "corporate we."

• Build a station (or a network)

image of public responsibility and in-

terest which, in turn, pay off with the

kind of community acceptance adver-

tisers and agencies seek.

The group met from morning

through late evening for three days

to meet the challenge tossed by West-

inghouse President McGannon at the

opening of the conclave. Attendees

at that time were charged with ex-

ploring and developing "new tech-

niques, newly clarified concepts, new

inspiration and new challenges."

WBC met its own challenge to

creativity in adapting Western and

Japanese themes—both strong in-

fluences in the development of the

Bay area—for the presentations.

There were cowboy songs and Japa-

nese music. The vast auditorium was

bedecked with a cyclorama screen,

specially designed round table for

panelists, growing plants, flowers,

trees, a running fountain and a

mobile of brightly colored Japanese

lanterns. Luncheon menus, specially

designed, extended the Japanese motif

as did fish kites, birds of paradise,

parasols and lanterns in the trees of

the outdoor garden.

The conference conclusion: public

service programing is a necessity in

today's swift-paced world and a vital

element in the establishment of iden-

tity with a vast audience for any tv

and radio station. ^

TAYSTEE
{Continued from page 40)

"We expected to run into some
trouble at the station level," said

Y&R's Ross Tompkins, a.e. for Amer-
ican Bakeries. "But so far, we've

been able to clear time in spite of

the fact that few rate cards provide

for two-and-one-half minute commer-
cials."

"Our principal target is the house-

wife," he continued, "so we're buy-
j

ing an average of two to three lead- '

ing stations in 34 markets for morn-

ing and noon-time placements. The
schedule calls for 50 to 80 spots per

week in each market."

What about cost?

"Stations are apparently willing to

go along with us," says ad manager
Llewelyn, "and provide charges on

an individual basis. In the New York
market, none of the three stations

charged us more than one and one-

half times the one-minute rate."

Y&R v.p. and copy director Karl

Vollmer sums up the aim of the new
commercials this way: "Our first re-

quirement was music on a par with

today's popular songs. Our next to

sell bread. We just put the two to-

gether and we're convinced we'll see

concrete results." ^

WICHITA
is BIG BUSINESS!... with daily

retail sales topping $1,000,000.

Wichita with its diversified
economy — oil, cattle, agricul-

ture, aircraft — is the bustling

hub of the rich Central Kansas
area, dominated by KTVH.
To sell this rich Kansas market,
buy KTVH with its undupli-
cated CBS-TV coverage.

VISION ASSOCIATES, INC.f \
I

BLAIR TEK

Hi "WA »« mm wm Hi
^ STUDIOS IN HUTCHINSON AND WICHITA^
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habit...

walchingr ^^A^J-TY i^ Fresno
(California)

And TV viewers in the Fresno

area make the KMJ-TV news
programs a special habit — the

two highest rated news shows
in the area are on KMJ-TV*.

KMJ-TV covers the local

scene with camera and photo
processing equipment unequal-
led in the area. KMJ-TV also

coordinates with McClatchy
newspapers to insure thorough

reporting. KMJ-TV news shows
— morning, noon, afternoon and
evening — provide up-to-the-

minute coverage that viewers

appreciate.

•ARB
Metropolitan Area' Study
April n - May 14

THE KATZ AGENCY, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

KMJ-TV . .

.

first station in

The Billion-Dollar

Valley of the Bees
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F Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional television campaignt

FURNITURE
SPONSOR: Wananiaker & Son AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: In an area saturated with some 48

furniture stores, a boost in sales of 35% in just four short

weeks is an outstanding success. This is Wanamaker's story

after trying television. The store purchased a 15-minute

show for 26-weeks on WKTV, Utica-Rome, N. Y. The show

"brought amazing results almost immediately," according

to Bob Wanamaker, owner of the established firm of Wana-

maker & Son. "We were reaching them all—from profes-

sional man to laborer," reported the furniture dealer.

"People came from Schenectady, Syracuse and places we

never heard of before. What's more, they were all pre-sold

customers." Wanamaker, who is currently planning his fall

advertising campaign with the help of the WKTV sales de-

partment, insists that television's advantage of bringing

wares right into the home is the "best thing that ever hap-

pened to us. I feel that without television you are just another

store. Tv, however, adds to your prestige and integrity."

WKTV, Utica-Rome Programs

LINGERIE
SPONSOR: Peter Pan Foundations AGENCY: Ben Sackheim

Capsule case history: Peter Pan bought an 80-spot sched-

ule in WOR-TV's Million Dollar Movie—eight a week for

10 weeks. The segment is shown 16 times a week so that

the commercials were only in half of each week's runs.

Women's awareness of Peter Pan was checked by the ac-

count a week before the campaign began and again after it

had been running for four weeks. The checks disclosed a

considerable recognition of Peter Pan products before the

campaign began, making it much more difficult to register

again in awareness. However, in terms of brand identifica-

tion, specific knowledge of the product, recent information

about product superiority and attribution to tv as the source

for that recent information, there were conclusive increases

after only 32 spots. Said a Peter Pan exec, "This documents

the effectiveness of movie vehicles and contradicts any sug-

gestions that people don't watch those intrusive interruptions

between segments of movies. The impact here is tremendous."

WOR-TV, New York Announcements

FUEL
SPONSOR: The Boyle Fuel Co. AGENCY: Direc"

Capsule case history: It may seem strange that a kid's

show is able to sell home fuel oil, but The Boyle Fuel Co. of

Spokane, the largest fuel dealer in this area, has been suc-

cessfully using Starlite Stairway for seven years on KXLY-

TV to advertise. "I love kids, and I think that the reason

for my success is based on the fact that the parents know

this," stated Leon J. Boyle, president and mgr. Starlite Stair-

way is a live kids' variety show and all entertainment is sup-

plied by local and area talent. Boyle, himself, handles all

producing and interviewing chores for each show, scheduled

Saturdays from 6:30 to 7 p.m. Not only has Boyle

been tremendously successful, but the show repeatedly gets

24 and 25 ARB's. Boyle attributes his success entirely to his

KXLY-TV show, for which he expends approximately $12,000

a year. "Our customer gain over the past seven years has

been phenomenal, and volume has risen sharply," stated

Boyle. "Television is great and especially KXLY-TV."

KXLY-TV, Spokane Program

SPORTS
SPONSOR: Kelley's, Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Kelley's, Inc., a two-chain bowling

alley concern of Omaha, Nebraska, recently purchased a

campaign on KETV, Omaha, to increase the number of

bowlers using Kelley's Hilltop Lanes and North Bowl Lanes,

and to identify the- two Kelley locations. Their advertising

campaign consisted of five 70-minute live telecasts direct

from the Hilltop Lanes. The bowling shows, scheduled

Mondays, 9:35 to 10:45 p.m., were new to Omaha (the

games were not regular bowling but headpin bowling,

which requires the bowler to hit the headpin in order to

score). The results were quickly felt by Kelley's. An imme-

diate 20% increase in bowling business, cocktail lounge and

snack bar sales, as well as a 20% increase in patrons was reg-

istered by the bowling outfit. There were 170 new patrons

each Sunday during the show period, and approximately 100

new customers have continued to bowl Sundays since the

campaign has ended. "I'm extremely happy with the results

our tv campaign has brought," said Vince Kelley, Jr,

KETV, Omaha Program
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,nff after store hours WCAU-TV's "Late Late Show" continues to do business for Philadelphia advertisers.

Each week the "Late Late Show" is seen by over 392,800 different Philadelphia-area families who stay up

enjoy top motion pictures from WCAU-TV's library of the finest Hollywood hits

That's better than 667,800 unduplicated potential customers per week! And at an unduphcated cost-per-

housand of only $1.05 when you use the economical "Late Late Show" 7-PUin.
„ ^ . , •,

Open for more business in Philadelphia? Show your product on Channel lO's "Lai^LateShcrw. For detaUs^

lall your CBS Television Spot Sales representative or . . . CBS Owned Channel 10, Philadelphia WCAU-TV

ARM, Jan.-July 1959
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With specs monopolizing tv this year, SPONSOR ASKS:

Which has better S. I.—specials oi

As the giant one-shot format

takes hold in television, agency
and research men discuss the

sponsor identification value of

regular shows vs. that of specials

George Polk, I'-P-, radio/tv programing

& planning, BBDO, New York

This question really has no defi-

nite answer. While the sponsor iden-

tification of DuPont on the Show of

The Month or Hallmark on the Hall

It can be

accomplished

very well by

either type

of Fame is probably far superior to

that of the sponsors participating in

the hour-long weekly shows like

Perry Mason, Five Fingers and Chey-

enne, etc., very few specials adver-

tisers can claim better sponsor iden-

tification than G.E. on the G.E.

Theater, U. S. Steel on the U. S. Steel

Hour, Armstrong on the Armstrong

Circle Theater and Chevrolet with the

Dinah Shore Show.

Economics is somewhat involved

in this question. Since any program,

whether regular or special, will get

better sponsor identification if it is

not shared with another advertiser,

then on a limited budget the answer

would probably be that better identi-

fication can be achieved via specials

—since weekly sponsorship of any

regularly scheduled program will be

costly in today's market, while the

budget with specials can be controlled

by the number produced.

Sponsor identification, however,

has become a luxury very few ad-

vertisers can afford today, which

brings up the point of just how valu-

able it is compared to the other basic

criteria. Rating size, audience cume,

frequency, cost efficiency, for exam-

ple, are generally given far more con-

sideration than sponsor identifica-

tion, and to illustrate the point we

need look no further than the mul-

titude of high-rated westerns on the

air offering good CPM, but leaving

something to be desired in the spon-

sor identification area.

Similarly, unduplicated audience

reach seems to outrank sponsor iden-

tification in most advertisers' list of

tv objectives. Look how few fully

sponsored weekly shows there are

left compared to the alternate week

buys, the latter form sacrificing spon-

sor identification for the greater audi-

ence size a number of different pro-

grams will deliver. And likewise,

with specials, stature and distinction,

or merchandisability, usually play a

more significant role in the selection

of this type of television buy than

does sponsor identification. However,

should sponsor identification be a pri-

mary consideration, then it can be

accomplished very well, by either

route—regular or special.

Donald R. McCollum, v.p., sales and

service, Schwerin Research Corp., New York

This is, of course, an unanswerable

question. Its main value lies in the

challenge it imposes to say why it

cannot be answered.

There have been attempts to mea-

sure the sponsor I.D. of regulars, and

one agency has even come up with

an index, based on immediate recall

We don't

think that

they are

comparable

of the sponsor's name. This is quite a

valid, albeit relative, measure. [The

Lawrence Welk Show, if my memory

serves me, had a very good I.D. rat-

ing.) Even the regulars present prob-

lems, however. The phenomenon of

multiple sponsorship and alternate

sponsorship, is a very complicatinj

factor.

The good old days of radio, whei

everyone knew that Jello (and latel

Lucky Strike) sponsored Jack Bennf

and that Fred Allen's sponsors wer^

Ipana and Sal Hepatica are, I'l

afraid, vanished forever. The mediui

of radio had a certain intimacy, a^

almost mesmeric connection between

show and sponsor missing in tv.

The packaged tv show commonll

peddled along Madison Avenue, mucl

as a sidewalk hawker merchandise

wind-up toys, can plainly never lenc

itself to the sort of sponsor identifi-

cation that characterized radio at its

best. The dreary half-hour filmed

adventure, western or comedy series

may afford the tv advertiser a "bar-

gain" in terms of circulation. But

as a vehicle for the sponsor's com-

mercials it will probably be a doubt-

ful investment, and it will never es-

tablish any sort of meaningful resi-

dual association with the sponsor's

product.

SRC tested a popular variety show

a couple of seasons ago. This show

has had a number of participating

advertisers over the years. When we

asked respondents to identify the

sponsors (or products) they recalled

having seen advertised on the pro-

gram, correct responses ranged all

the way from 62 to 1%.
Similarly, one of the top-rated half-

hour weekly shows on t^^ which is

associated primarily with a single ad-

vertiser, had its sponsor identified by

only one-third of the audience at a

Schwerin test session.

As researchers, we are skeptical of

the whole concept of "sponsor identi-

fication," and when it comes to the

question of _
comparing specials and

regulars—we just don't think the two

are comparable. Imagine, for exam-

ple, a one-shot spectacular on Wed-

nesday night, featuring Bing Crosby,

Bob Hope, Ethel Merman, Mary

Martin, etc., lasting two hours, draw-

ing an audience of 60 million view-

ers, and presented by a single spon-
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regulars?

sor. Even after 24 hours sponsor

identification would probably be fan-

tastically high. But after a week?

Two weeks?

The central problem here is essen-

tiallv one of measurement. It calls

for devising a measure which can

compensate for multiple vs. single

sponsorship, the occasional nature of

the special as opposed to the regular

exposure of the weekly show, and

which can determine at what point in

time the measure should be taken

—

to name just a few of the variables.

I don't think a measure this sensi-

tive exists at the present time. I do

think the perfecting of such a meas-

ure should be undertaken by the tv

research field. But until then, spon-

sor identification remains pretty

much of a subjective catchword,

meaning different things to different

people.

C. Maxwell Ule, senior v.p., marketing

services, Kenyan & Eckhardt, Inc., N. Y.

I believe sponsor identification is

an irrelevant measure of a program's

abilitv to communicate effectivelv.

Sponsor

identification is

an irrelevant

measure

The effectiveness of a television

program as an advertising medium
should be appraised on the basis of

how effectively it reaches prospects,

how effectively it can be used to in-

form them about the advertised prod-

uct, and how effectively it can be

used to influence them in favor of the

advertised product.

Preoccupation with extraneous re-

call measures, such as sponsor identi-

fication, can only divert advertisers

and the broadcast industry from put-

ting advertising media in proper per-

spective and evaluating them in terms

of their true objectives. ^

g^^ What a year
this has been

(so far) for

YOUNGTVPRESENTATION

Appointments in 1959 alone.
(The order is chronological)

WHCT Hartford, Conn.
WTVC Chattanooga

KMSP-TV Minneapolis
WNTA-TV New York
KNTV San Jose

Our old and fast friends:
(The order is alphabetical)

CKLW-TV Detroit
KELP-TV El Paso
KHVH-TV Honolulu

WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala.
WEHT-TV Evansville
^VGEM-TV Quincy, 111.

WICC-TV Bridgeport, Conn.
WICS-TV Springfield, 111.

WKYT-TV Lexington, Ky.
WLOF-TV Orlando

WPTA (TV) Fort V^ayne, Ind.
WSEE-TV Erie

WTVM Columbus, Ga.

Obviously, this 'phenomenal growth
has its reasons. Well be happy

to list them.

YOUNG TELEVISION
CORPORATION

An Adam Young Company
Xew York • Chicago * St. Louis • Los Anpeles

San Francisco * Detroit * Atlanta

SPONSOR 3 OCTOBER 1959 51
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CHEVROLET
{Continued from page 321

promotional books titled, "A look at

the greatest lineup of Chevrolet tv and

radio advertising that's ever worked

for you!" (Chevrolet dealers are re-

portedly enthusiastic about Corvair:

while it may cut into their regular

Chevrolet sales, it should increase

their over-all volume).

While research and media were im-

mersed in their respective tasks, the

C-E creative and radio/tv groups de-

veloped some ulcers of their own. The
C-E radio/tv department is unique.

Under Phil McHugh, as vice president

of air media, it breaks down into

four main divisions: an account serv-

ices group, the creative arm, a busi-

ness division and a branches depart-

ment. It comprises 77 people with

about half fully engaged on the Chevy

account and the rest devoting about

75% of their time to it. Unusual too

is the creative arm under Ken Jones,

which has bridged the traditional in-

compatibility between tv producers

and tv writers by enlisting them under

the same banner.

C-E copywriters have had a harrow-

ing year. They have had to stress the

"elegance" of the 1960 Chevrolets,

the torsion-spring suspension of the

truck line, and the car they had to

test drive in complete secrecy—Cor-

vair.

Fortunately, they have the Product

Information Department of Chevrolet

(headed by Walter R. Mackenzie) to

draw upon. This client arm, located

in GE Engineering some 15 miles out

of Detroit, is on top of every tech-

nical point that could serve as ad

copy fodder. It furnishes C-E copy-

writers with all preliminary material,

checks every finished story board and

script for technical accuracy.

Early last winter, a C-E security

team was cleared to work on com-

mercials. From hundreds of copy

ideas, about 25 story boards for tv

were evolved. At winter's end, a

client-agency ad committee meeting

winnowed out and revised these story-

boards. Some brand new ones re-

sulted from the meeting. This session

did not merely look at story boards;

they saw projected frames of story

boards complete with musical scores

and sound tracks.

From spring to early summer, C-E

scouted studios, checking on facili-

ties and security, settled at last on

Warner Bros, for the tv commercials.

In charge of shooting for C-E were:
I

Ken Jones, vice president and tv/

radio creative director; John Cole-

man, associate creative director; Bob
McTyre, Chevrolet tv/radio copy

supervisor; Hugh Lucas, vice presi-

dent and Chevrolet radio/tv account

executive; Jim Beavers, asst. account

executive on Chevrolet ; and from the

Hollywood office, Willard Hanes, in

charge of live and film commercial

production.

Director of the commercials was

Charles Barton, who directed Wall

Disney's "Shaggy Dog." Warner
Bros.' own Will Cowan was execu-

tive producer. Top Warner designer

Stan Fleisher did the sets and music

was by Nelson Riddle, Frank DuVal,

and Hank Mancini (who does Peter

Gunn music). Actor Eddie Albert

headed the talent; about 75 extras

were used. Four Warner Bros, sound

stages plus a number of standing sets

were used ( all carefully barricaded

and screened for security).

Six Chevrolet cars and the Corvair

—swathed in wraps—were trans-

ported in closed vans from Detroit to

the West Coast. With them went a

Chevrolet engineer who watched

over them through the entire month's

shooting, and Milt Sandling of the

Chevy account group, who was in

charge of all security. Milt delivered

security lectures, issued passes.

On the Warner lot, the shooting

was called "Operation Kensinger"

(the Ken in Ken Jones is really Ken-

singer), and everyone from grips to

extras was stamped on the wrist with

an invisible "K" which showed up

under ultra-violet lights at the admis-

sion gate.

Meanwhile, a Warner Bros, crew

• flew east to Detroit, where, in a bar-

ricaded estate, they shot Chevy truck

commercials. The result was seven

live-action, two-minute spectaculars

that are being referred to as "the

Gone With The Wind commercials."

In addition, camera crews, opera-

ting under the same wraps of secrecy,

were out shooting on location re-

turned with hundreds of feet of live

action film to be used to supplement

the Chevrolet live commercials. One

such run of footage shot in Lime

Rock, Conn., follows a new Corvair

plowing for 20 miles down a shallow

river and never flooding that rear-

engine motor ^^
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Horticulture is big business in the market on the move .

.

TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG
Acres of bouquets — in the case of Florida, 21,333 acres of

flowers and greenery, valued at $35,808,000, shipped to

Northern markets annually!

Rich source of this floral wealth is the progressive, productive

Tampa - St. Petersburg area — "market on the move."

Comparably progressive, comparably productive as a buy for

you, is WTVT —"station on the move." WTVT — first in

total share of audience* (48.6%) . . . first with highest rated

CBS and local shows!
*Latest ARB

station on the move. .

.

WTVT TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG

Channel 13

THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC.

>A^KY-TV Oklahoma City

>^KY-RADIO Oklahoma City

Represented by the Katz Agency
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KNICKERBOCKER
{Continued from page 39)

15 suburban and ethnic newspapers

(a total of 225 lines), 7" x 60" rear

strips on a total of 223 buses on

three Long Island lines. Knicker-

bocker devoted 150 of its outdoor

locations to six-sheet posters.

Merchandising to the trade was of

particular importance, inasmuch as

increased distribution for each com-

pany was a primary goal of the cam-

paign. Supermarket tags were rotated

in the radio spots. Three groups of

three chains each were covered.

Each carried the cost of trade ad-

vertising to its own industry; both

sponsors split the cost of ads in

Grocer Graphic and Modern Grocer.

Merchandising fliers were made up

for the grocery trade outlining the

five-media push. Point-of-sale mate-

rial was provided.

Purpose of the campaign was to

strengthen distribution of each com-
pany in places where the other was
strong. Results, according to Atkin-

son and Herb Stiefel, Merkel account

supervisor at L. H. Hartman Co.:

• Increased supermarket recogni-

tion of both products.

• Mass displays plugging the prod-

ucts and the promotion

• Increased distribution for each

product in chains and stores where

the other had the stronger position

• Increased use of Merkel prod-

ucts in taverns where Knickerbocker

has a strong franchise.

Consumer excitement ran high, too.

So keen was the interest in Yorkville

for example, the area's one Chinese

restaurant even worked out a knock-

wurst special in order to compete

with the nearby German restaurants.

While the tie between knockwurst

and Knickerbocker's "knock knock"

theme is obvious, Stiefel says that

the promotion also created a big

awareness and sale of knockwurst.

Knickerbocker has no immediate

plans at the present time. In fact,

while revisions are planned for 1960,

the company has actually cut back its

tv spot activity in the market to 10

I.D.'s per week. The reason, ac-

cording to Atkinson, is because

Knickerbocker is eyeing both live and

syndicated film programing for 1960,

wants plenty of budget available. In

addition, of course, Ruppert has been

in the throes of an agency switch.

(They left Compton this week.

NL& B
{Continued from page 42)

is the "Oklahoma Open House"

staged last year in Indiana, in con-

nection with Oklahoma Oil's entry

into the market, and tied in with a

special hour-long Herb Shriner radio/ I

tv simulcast on a 29-station state

"network." Also, its three-day pre-

miere promotion for the Yancy Der-

ringer show, sponsored by Johnson's

Wax.
j

NL&B, one of the oldest Chicago-
j

based major billers, has shown sharp

billing gains in the past three and a
;

half years, and its radio and tv ac-

tivities have been responsible for

much of its gains. At present, better

than 50% of its budgets are in air

media.

The agency, during 1958, placed

22 network shows for clients in the

U. S. and Canada. In spot radio it

was responsible for 86,694 announce-

ments and 15,074 programs. In tv

spot its record was 7,831 announce-

ments and 7,334 programs.

For such major clients as S. C.

Johnson, Lever, Campbell Soup,

Kraft and Massey-Ferguson, it has

already scheduled 20 network shows

for the 1959-60 season.

Selling theBuffalo-Niagara Falls market

«YHBOt. ^t ^gAVICE

RANSCONTINENT STATION
R»r^J



A unique example of how the

igency's media philosophy is coordi-

lated with tv planning and program-

ng is provided by Massey-Ferguson.

The world's second largest farm

(]uipment manufacturer, Massey-

erguson has no particular interest

II the non-farmer.

I'or this client, NL&B began in

l'X")8 a new major broadcast venture

ii\ olving the heavy use of spot radio

n 50 carefully selected markets using

iii|)ortant farm radio personalities in

ach. Massey-Ferguson regards this

i< the work horse of its advertising

tl.irt, and it has proved so successful

I hat it has been renewed for 1959.

Farly this year NL&B explored a

\iiiiin media field for Massey Fergu-

son. The result: sponsorship of

VBC's Jubilee, U.S.A. on a 115-sta-

tiiiii tv network. Behind this move
iwere months of planning and develop-

ment work.

The possibility of capitalizing on

the dramatic advertising effectiveness

.1 farm-oriented tv was recognized

from the beginning to be fraught

i\ith problems," says Johnson. "For

' \ample, the high cost of tv dictated

that a way must be found to elimi-

nate the inherent mass market circu-

lation waste if the medium were to

be efficiently used. The farm market

with 70% tv penetration is well scat-

tered geographically and is relatively

small in the over-all, constituting less

than one-ninth of U. S. households.

Moreover, the farm taste in television

entertainment closely parallels that of

the urban market. How to isolate and

reach that group with tv presented

many seemingly formidable prob-

lems."

Thorough study was given to the

possibility of duplicating Massey-

Ferguson's spot radio success in tv

spot. But exhaustive probing re-

vealed that relatively few stations of-

fered effective programs and farm

personalities of this type. "We real-

ized," says Johnson, "that sponsor-

ship of local news, weather or enter-

tainment programing would produce

an audience, but not a substantial

proportion of farmers in relation to

the total. The waste factor made this

approach impractical."

NL&B then turned to the possibili-

ties of network tv. Careful explora-

tion and research into all conceivable

types of network vehicles led to the

standout rural performance values of

Jubilee, U.S.A., originating from

Springfield, Mo. This vehicle is

unique among all network tv in its

high proportion of farm viewers.

The show's network Nielsen record

held no particular attraction. But the

probing went deeper. Special studies

confirmed that in farm areas exposed

to the show, there was a significant

bias in farm homes. In general, this

was true without regard to geographi-

cal or socio-economic variations.

Moreover, the show delivered a

highly merchandisable star in Red
Foley. Massey-Ferguson needed a

popular star personality among farm-

ers on their marketing team. Foley

and his group were tailor-made in

fitting this requirement.

Jubilee, a relatively low budget ve-

hicle as network tv goes, was right

from the dollar standpoint, too. And
Foley's merchandisable personality

with a built-in rural following was
just the sought-for device to infuse

branch and dealer enthusiasm. But

there were other problems:

The show had always been used as

a spot carrier. To establish heavy

sponsor identification, Massey needed

dominant ownership. This could be

achieved only through major spon-

sorship. Also, the station lineup that

WITH ITS NEW, TALLER TOWER WGR-TV now covers more homes than ever before in the prosperous Western

New York area and Ginada. Strategically re-located in the center of the prime Buffalo area—the nation's 14th largest market
—-WGR-TV's new tower still provides metropolitan viewers with the best reception of any TV station.

Mail and phone calls confirm the fact that viewers in the Southern tier of New York and Northern Pennsylvania now get

even better reception from WGR-TV. For advertisers interested in across-the-border coverage, WGR-TV now beams

the best U. S. signal into Toronto and other parts of Southern Canada.

With complete Video-tape facilities—the first in Buffalo—and the finest NBC and local programming, WGR-TV
offers advertisers better sales opportunities than any other station in the market.

For best results from America's most powerful selling medium, call your Petty television representative about availabilities

on WGR-TV—this year celebrating its fifth anniversary.

NBC • CHANNEL 2 • BUFFALO

tr- ma.
til'
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"WSVI^-TV., -WSVA, HanisOT^tourg, Va. • KFNIB^TV,, ifFMB, Sfln Weqo, Catif. • KERO-Tv! Baker^^yMl C0Ht.



existed, left much to be desired by

Massey's market requirements.
Through negotiations with ABC, the

network agreed to full half-hour

sponsorship. Careful plotting of sta-

tion coverage figures against Massey's

sales potential, with emphasis on top

notch dealer locations, was done for

every farm area of the country. This

analysis revealed precisely where the

prime target areas were. ABC agreed

to the flexibility required to match

Jubilee's lineup with Massey's newly-

determined market profile.

Manv of the markets did not con-

tain ABC primary affiliates, only two-

network affiliated stations. Intensive

agency and network contacts were in-

stituted with several dozen hard to

clear, dual affiliate stations. Result

was that of the 120 ordered stations,

very few remained uncleared.

But one requirement remained.

How could the network concept be

brought to the grass roots level satis-

fying the local dealer needs? Much
of the success of the spot radio cam-

paign was directly traced to high

dealer tie in support locally. So

through cooperation of the network

and stations, local cut-ins featuring

three dealers weekly on a rotational

basis was the final solution which

satisfied NL&B and Massey-Ferguson.

LESTOIUS Dollar

Buys More on WKOW-TV
"Our saturation campaign is reinforced at the

retail level by the merchandising support given

us by WKOW-TV. Over fifty personal calls on

grocers, plus a sustained flow of information

through a merchandising letter

has kept all our retailers in-

formed of the sales support

they can expect. Stocks are

up, displays are up, shelf

space is up, and SALES are

up, thanks to the WKOW-TV's
splendid support."

Thomas F. Morissey

Sales Representative

Lestoil (Adell Chemical Co.)

"Thank you, Eleanor

Miller of Jackson Associ-

ates, for the opportunity to

demonstrate that your dol-

lar buys MORE on

WKOW-TV. And it SELLS
more, too!"

Ben Hovel
General Manager
WKOW-TV

WKOW
MADISON,WISCONSIN

TV-Q
RADIO- 10 KW- 1070

BOETTCHER
{Continued from page 43)

rial goes a covering letter outlining

the advantages of doing business with

Boettcher. Local inquiries are as

signed to salesmen who report result

of all direct contacts. And all in|

quiries are contacted a second tima

by follow-up letter and usually agaii

about six months later.

Boettcher & Co. believes in prj

moting its radio show to the hi|

Here are some of the ways they have

found effective:

• Advertisements in local papers,

magazines and Southwestern edition

of the Wall Street Journal.

• Radio promotional spots (Boet-

tcher's schedule of 100 minutes per

week earns it 50 on-the-air promo-

tions of 10 and 20 seconds per week

from the station).

• Brochures in color mailed to

investors and prospects, listing time,

purpose and contents of program.

• Radio interviews with Boettcher

principals on KOA's Western Market-

ing program.

E. Warren Willard, managing part-

ner of the firm, attributes a large

share of the 50-year-old company's

continued growth to the use and mer-

chandising of its Financial High-

lights program.

The program, he says, has pro-

duced inquiries from almost every

state in the Union as well as from

foreign countries (including England,

South Africa and Argentina).

Importance of this advertising to

brokerage firms reveals a few eye-

opening statistics of today's market:

( 1 ) Number of shareholders on

the New York Stock Exchange now
totals 12,490.000 or, roughly, one out

of every eight adults in the U. S.

(2) An average of 3,341,000

shares daily are traded on the Ex-

change; total shares listed is a

whopping 5,510,000,000.

(3) Almost two-thirds of the coun-

try's adult shareholders are in homes

with incomes less than $7,500.

In addition to its home office in

Denver, Boettcher & Co. has branches

in New York, Chicago, Colorado

Springs, Pueblo and Grand Junction

Colorado. ^
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An inner courtyard of the new WAVE building, with part of the parking area behind.

'Leadership in LOUISVILLE has a neu; address!

WAVE Radio and Television have now

moved into a new broadcasting facility

which embodies every known ''tool'' for

better management, better broadcasting,

better service to advertisers.

It goes without saying that the new

building is beautiful. Our principal objec-

tive, however, was efficiency for our own

staff and for the advertisers who use the

facility.

This we have achieved. Visit us and see

for yourself!

^ v^\\\
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RADIO AND TELEVISION

725 South Floxxl Street

LOUISVILLE 3 • NBC
NBC Spot Soles, Exclusive Notional Representotives
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The new WAVE Radio and Television Center is one of the most complete

and efficient "broadcasting plants" in the Nation. ABOVE: The larger of

our two new TV studios — 65' x 45', and 23' high (large enough for a

tennis court). BELOW: The conference room, where daily meetings are

held to plan and co-ordinate every activity involving programming and

service to the people of our area and the advertisers on our stations.

»>



What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations
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Communications attorneys in Washington get less comfort out of the NBC con-

sent decree (see page 71, 26 September sponsor) the more they think about it.

The only thing which could have been worse, in their opinion, would have been a court

decision doing the same things. As it stands, at least, no precedent has been set for other

tv/radio operations by others in the industry.

As was pointed out repeatedly on this page before the Supreme Court decision holding

that FCC approval of a radio/tv practice does not insulate the practice from Justice Depart-

ment challenge on antitrust grounds, that decision was calculated to open a floodgate. Jus-

tice was waiting on the sidelines to jump with both feet into television.

The sudden and unexpected collapse of RCA-NBC resistance would not be cal-

culated to dampen this particular eagerness.

Muscles are currently being flexed at Justice, and there is now even some thought of

going ahead with challenges of practices the FCC is currently considering in its

Barrow Report proceedings, without waiting for the conclusion of Commission's look-see.

It appears almost certain now, for instance, that Justice will seek a court test of the

legality of network option time. However, in this case Justice will undoubtedly continue

to wait for the FCC's final decision, since the rulemaking process is at an advanced stage.

Nobody doubts Justice will be moving in other directions, but there are differences of

opinion as to which will be first. Guesses as to the first target after the glowing victory over

NBC include network control over the programing picture, and the talent set-up in tv.

The FCC makes haste slowly in dropping in new vhf Iv assignments in top

markets which now have less than three.

Eventually, however, the Commission hopes by one means or another to give all three

major networks an even shake in almost all of the largest cities.

The Commission has already received reply comments on a proposal to add new vhf's to

Birmingham and Montgomery. The arguments ran a familiar pattern. Those who want to

operate stations in those cities favored the idea. Those who would suffer competition,

opposed it. Other proceedings involve Fresno, Bakersfield and San Francisco. Slowly, still

other markets will be added to the list.

It might well be that all of the furor raised by the House Commerce Legislative Over-

sight subcommittee over improper influences on commissioners will boil down to a new
contest for Miami channel 10, the prosecution of former Commissioner Richard A.

Mack and his friend Thurman Whiteside for alleged bribery, and nothing else.

That is, if the full FCC—and the courts—permit the initial decision of Judge Horace

Stern, special hearing examiner, to stand. Stern ruled that participants in the Boston chan-

nel 5 case, losers as well as WHDH, did nothing improper in having lunch with then-chair-

man George C. McConnaughey, and that McConnaughey was similarly blameless.

If this decision stands, most of the other cases on hand for rehearing will remain on the

books merely as a technicality. Grounds will have disappeared.
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Marketing tools, trends, news,

in syndication and commercidU

FILM-SCOPE
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Piel Bros.—up to now primarily a buyer of news and spot announcements
—has made its first syndication buy in major markets.

Dealing through Y&R in New York and Philadelphia, the beer advertiser was able to

clear three time periods during the later evening hours of 9-11 p.m.

Time periods obtained by Piel's were 9:30 p.m. Monday and 9:00 p.m. Thursday, both

on WPIX, New York, and 10:30 p.m. Sunday on WRCV-TV, Philadelphia.

The show in both cities is Ziv's This Man Dawson, which with these transactions is now
sold in 105 markets.

The four types of spenders that have expanded most into syndication over

the past year are foods, beers, tobacco and banks, according to a new Ziv study.

In an analysis of their own market sales to sponsors, Ziv found a food advertiser in 30%
of its markets, a 4% increase over last year, and that breweries accounted for 25%, a 2% rise.

Tobacco and banks made a dramatic jump over last year and now provide 15% of Ziv's

sales.

There's a sharp return to program sponsorship buying this fall, if the syndi-

cation pattern of WPIX, New York, is typical of other stations.

The station's general manager Fred Thrower attributed the new buying habits of spon-

sors in part to increased program inventories.

Under the station's Impact plan, six advertisers that started this spring have renewed for

fall: Minute Rice and L&M (D-F-S-), P&G (Y&R), and various Bristol-Myers products.

(DCSS, Y&R, OB&M).
Renewed children's business includes Kellogg's (Burnett), Nabisco (Mc-E), Henry Heide

(Kelly, Nason), Ward Baking (Grey). Chunkey Chocolate (Grey) and Drake Bakeries

(Y&R).

Note also these new syndication buyers this season: Piel Bros. (Y&R), General Foods

(Y&R), Paul Masson wines (Weiner & Gossage), and Ballantine (Esty).

Ratings evidence of this past summer indicates that a good way of stemming
the usual decline of viewing in hot months may well be with the use of daytime

programing.

Although ARB has reported that daytime summer ratings can, in general, be expected

to fall by 20%, the experience of several stations with a re-run strip such as CNP's Life of

Riley was that they enjoyed an increased audience share.

Compare these first quarter and third quarter ARB ratings averages:

60

MARKET WINTER SUMM- R SHARE INCREASE

Chicago, 12:30 p.m. 3.0 6.1 121%
Columbus, 1:30 p.m. 5.3 5.4 14%
Detroit* 8.9 7.0 165%
Houston, 6:00 p.m. 21.0 16.6 9%
New Orleans, 12 noon 6.8 10.9 10%
New York, 5:00 p.m. 6.8 5.7 45%
San Antonio, 9:00 a.m. 4.3 6.3 29%
Scranton-W-B, 6:00 p.m. 16.9 14.0 24%

*Time period changed from 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 a.m.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

The promotion and merchandising assets of syndicated shows are still among
the most important reasons why advertisers buy them.

In the essential area of dealer promotions, KTTS, Springfield, Mo., came up with a

new wrinkle to reach all 125 Admiral appliance dealers, the sponsors of MCA's Mickey

Spillane.

Here's what they did: The station previewed the show in a special early Sunday morn-

ing telecast, notifying the dealers of this "closed circuit."

Accompanying the preview was a 15-minute "live" presentation of Admiral sales aids.

Meanwhile, Hood Dairy has been readying plans to promote its latest film buy in its New
England markets: The star of Ziv's This Man Dawson has been set for a five-city personal

appearance tour.

Add Pontiac to the growing list of advertisers who have bought entire feature

films for exclusive sponsorship in special promotions.

In Los Angeles, Pontiac (MacManus, John & Adams) bought the Late Show on KNXT
on 2 October to spotlight the introduction of its 1960 models.

Another advertiser using a similar strategy has been Schaefer Beer (BBDO) using

the Late Show on WCBS-TV, New York, for a set of pre-holiday promotions.

Some further signs that a swing back to sponsorship is underway in the syn-

dication field are provided in this: ITC discovered that 83% of its Four Just Men
sales were direct to sponsors.

Progresso Foods became the sixth regional advertiser in the show, signing for Boston,

Philadelphia, Baltimore and Detroit.

The sale brings the show into 127 markets, with a gross reported to be S1.45
million.

You can expect United Artists to put two more shows into syndication between

now and March of next year.

UA-TV reports it has grossed $3.6 million on network deals for Dennis O'Keefe and

Troubleshooters and $750,000 on 60 markets of syndication sales of The Vikings.

Based on its $4.35 million volume since March of this year, UA-TV has projected this as

its domestic gross for its first year: $9 million.

It's expected that Hudson's Bay and Miami Undercover will undergo a November sales

push; each might take either the network or syndication route.

New sponsors reported on The Vikings include Armour, Gordon's Bread, Pepto-Bismol,

Bufferin, Mr. Clean and Ballantine.

Apparently Leonard Goldenson's recent call for concerted protective action

on the export tv film front has triggered this step: the retention of Bill Fine-

shriver as a consultant to a committee bent on organizing an association of Ameri-

can tv program exporters.

Fineshriver's assignment, with the assistance of George Muchnic, lawyer and former

motion picture executive, basically:

1) Assist the committee, which is formulating plans for the association, in drafting

organizational documents, membership qualifications, budgets and recommendations for a per-

manent staff.

2) Prepare the necessan,- application qualifying the association as coming under the

Webb-Pomerene Trade Act, and thereby assisting the exporters in dealing with such prob-

lems as foreign quotas and customs, foreign price ceilings on tv programs, and the trans-

fer of foreign currencies and tariffs.
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
U.S. Steel's huddling with JWT over its ad account seems to have stopped.

It could be that the strike may have put matters into cold storage.

This client has been with BBDO as far back as can be remembered.

Bob Hope still insists that every one of his Buick shows gets at least $50,000
worth of newsprint promotion among the top markets.

Half of this budget is contributed by the comedian.

Could be that the Millionaire is on its last cycle.

Colgate (via Bates) has ordered some special Trendex figures with a view to

making an early decision on whether to make a change around the first of the year.

This virtually has become a pattern among smaller accounts in selecting an agency;

1) Asking 30-35 agencies to make a bid for the business by letter or presentation.

2) Inviting 5-7 of the applicants to make a more detailed pitch.

The dialogue and situations of some of this season's tv film series, say Madison

Avenue admen, are striving hard to resurrect Hollywood of the early '20s.

Cited as a glaring example is last week's episode of Johnny Staccato.

Revlon's Big Party (CBS TV) is taking a long gamble (other than show-wise)

:

The commercials will not only be live all the way but largely ad-libbed.

This means that the last of the three commercials will depend for length on the

time left over from the other two.

A new wrinkle in station-rep relations: A Rocky Mountain station circulated among

the trade press a mimeographed copy of a memo addressed to its rep.

The sting in this gambit: The memo, among other things, demanded to know why

the station lost a couple pieces of national business.

62

It's getting tougher for reps in New York to set up appointments with time-

buyers for visitors from the smaller stations.

The buyers' refrain: We'd like to meet your station and listen to its story, but we

just can't squeeze in the time.

Hence the reps have to do an inordinate amount of scratching around to fill out

the calling schedule of a stationman who's in town just for a few days,
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FHE MISER WITH THE MIDAS TOUCH...
'here never was a miser like Scrooge ... or a

ear- after-year money maker like U. A. A. 's

A CHRISTMAS CAROL" ! Once again Alastair

im's classic portrayal of Scrooge in Dickens' im-

lortal "A CHRISTMAS CAROL" will be the

verwhelming favorite of the holiday season . .

.

nee again station after station will be program

-

ling U.A.A.'s traditional favorites:

A CHRISTMAS CAROL", Charles Dickens'

eloved Christmas classic, called by many the

oliday picture of all time!

STAR IN THE NIGHT',' honored with the Acad-

emy Award for best short subject. A modern day

version of the age-old tale of the Three Wise Men.

**SILENT NIGHT", produced by Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr., delighting audiences for five years. A
true classic telling how the beautiful song was born.

"THE EMPEROR'S NIGHTINGALE", a puppet

picture without peer, narrated by child-charmer

Boris Karloff.

Join the other stations, already picking up addi-

tional sponsors! Don't delay—now is the time to

order these traditional Yuletide favorites before

the prints are in short supply.

Write, wire or phone:u.a.a.
UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, inc.

EW Y0RK,247 Park Ave.,MUrray Hill 7-7800 1 CHICAGO, 75 E. Wacker Dr.,DEarborn 2-2030| DALUS.lSll Bryan St., Riverside 7-8553| LOSANGELES,4Q0S.BeverlyOr.,CRestview6-5886



NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
THIS IS THE LIFE for WMCA's new disk

jockey Don Davis, posing outside N.Y.'s famed

Chambord restaurant. Billed "last of the blg-

tlme spenders," Davis debuted this month

OPERATION CLEAN-UP, staged by KIDO

after flash flood in Boise, got all-out citizen

cooperation. On-the-scene broadcasting: gen.

mgr. Jack Link (I), Jim Davidson, sales

ADVERTISERS

The advertising departments of

Corn Products Sales and Best
Foods (a division of Corn Prod-
ucts) have been combined, form-
ing a department with annual ad-

vertising expenditures of more
than $20 milHon.

Albert Brown, v.p. for advertising

at Best Foods, will head the combined

department, and with the aid of four

managers, have direct responsibility

for the advertising programs of the

company's more than 20 brands of

consumer products.

Corn Products and Best Foods

merged in September, 1958.

Another centralized advertising

setup

:

B. F. Goodrich has transferred,

from its divisions, responsibility for

national advertising and has central-

ized its administration. Frank Tuck-

er, director of advertising, will head

IN THE SWIM! When Cabana Pools held its recent exhibit at the Morris Country, N. J. fair.

WABC (N.Y.) sent out a mobile unit, broadcast Fred Robbins (at mike) popular afternoon d.j.

show direct from poolside. Cabana Pools is participating sponsor of the Robbins' show

WRESTLERS ROUGH IT OUTDOORS, attracting more than 2,500 who prefer live to screen

viewing. The event was KETV, Omaha's All-Sfar Wresillng show; this night moved from studio to

parking lot adjoining station's bidg. Contenders included Thor Hagen, Dick-the-Bruiser
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his new corporate advertising deparl-

i.rit.

The shift also involves these agen-

\ changes:

IIBDO will continue to handle pas-

rnjier tire ad\ertisin<;. will assume

i -ponsibility for International divi-

ion advertising and will play a lead-

,ng role in development of the gen-

ral corporate campaign.

Foote, Cone & Belding, an agen-

\ nut previously in the Goodrich

jiiiilVr will handle home and family

uoduct group advertising.

(iriswold-Eshleman, Cleveland,

mI! handle all Goodrich products de-

igned for industrial and commercial

jse.

\IcCann-Erickson and Cunningham

V W alsh leave the Goodrich stable 31

)r( ember.

ranipaigns:

• Helene Curtis, for its Spray

Si'l iMcCann) has bought 16 scat-

ricd major tv markets, to begin this

Ai'ck for four weeks. On the new

inducts front, McCann is bu\ing a

12-\\eek schedule in 11 West Coast

markets to introduce Soft and Cur-

ly. Out of Edward H. Weis, Chicago,

Curtis will introduce another new
product I so far undisclosed) in four

major tv markets for 18 October

start. Enden's Kings Men line, also

out of Weiss, is slated for a heavy pre-

Christmas tv push.

• Contadina Foods begins, this

week, an eight-week tv push for its

tomato paste and pizza mix. The cam-

paign : 60s and 20s on 34 tv statioTis

in 20 markets. Agency: C&W, San

Francisco.

• Butter-Nut Coffee is being in-

troduced this month in the Bav Area

and other major Northern California

markets via a saturation radio sched-

ule backed by tv flights. The cam-

paign: 420 spots a week on 17 radio

stations in 12 Cal. markets for a 12-

week period. Agency: D'Arcy, St.

Louis.

• PAM Dry Fry will go national

this fail via a spot tv campaign on

3.5 stations beginning this week and

runninii through 1 December. Agen-

cy: Arthur MeyerhofI Associates.

• Rainbow Crafts, for its Play-

Doh modeling clay and newest prod-

uct, Wood-Doh, is sponsoring tv's

Dirijf Dong School in 9H cities as part

of a year-round jjromolion campaign.

This will be supplemented by 10,000

tv spots in 120 local markets.

New product: Gillette Safety

Razor will market within the next

few months a new premium-priced

razor blade, in addition to its Blue

and Thin Blades.

Acquisitions: The American Crab-

meat Co.. manufacturers of Three
Little Kittens cat food, to General
Mills . . . Causse Manufacturing
& Importing (]o. for preserved

fruits, to the Borden (^o.

Thisa 'n' data: Esquire Shoe Pol-

ish is featuring a new contest to |)ro-

mote its saturation spot tv campaign.

It's a "Guess how many people will

see the fall "59 Esquire tv spots" con-

test for the trade . . . American To-

bacco Co. will award merit scholar-

PUNCH LINE pulls a crowd to WJIM's

(Lansing, Mich.) 25th anniversary celebration.

Among winsome gal hostesses at week-long

open-house party were: (l-r) Beverly Wendt,

Virginia Graham, Gerri Buys, Dorothy Johnson

KICK-OFF PARTY staged by Broadcast

Executives Club at the Hotel Vendome in

Boston, scored a touchdown for co-chairmen

Gil Sullivan (I), WHDH and Robert Reardon,

WEED, with pres. Kay Chille, Nona Kirby Co.

DOWN RIVER CRUISE to witness President's Cup Race, promoted WMAL-TVs (Wash.) fall

lineup. Aboard yacht chartered for adv., agency guests: gen mgr. Fred Houwinit and bevy of gals
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ships to children of its U.S. employ-

ees .. . Global Van Lines is taking

to the airwaves via a national radio

and tv campaign created around the

company's new sales theme: "The

Modern Moving Service for Fussy

People." ^
Strictly personnel : Kenneth Kel-

ler, to director of merchandising and

promotion. Warner-Lambert Products

Division and Thomas McEwan, to

marketing director, new products,

Hudnut-DuBarry Division of Warner-

Lambert Pharmaceutical Co. . . .

Richard Maass, to Eastern division

sales manager of Breast-O'-Chicken

Tuna . . . Timothy Norton, to ad-

vertising manager, Otoe Food Prod-

ucts, producers of Morton House

brands of canned foods . . . Allen

Snyder, to advertising and sales pro-

motion manager of Motorola's Semi-

conductor Products Division.

AGENCIES

The many problems involved in

evaluating tv have intensified ad-

vertisers' interests in all media

research.

WPDQ delivers your advertising message with

the same impact that smashes home set and match

point . . . impact that sells the alert

Jacksonville audience that listens to WPDQ by

choice, not by chance. Now here is your chance

... the first agency guy or gal who correctly

spots the error in form of the illustrated tennis

player, and wires, phones or writes Bob Feagin,

WPDQ, will receive a case of his favorite beverage.

Delivered by

Vernard, Rintoul and McConnell, Inc.

James S. Ayers, Southeast

5000 Watts 600 KC

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA

If you want impact in Jacksonville, Florida ... use WPDQ!

This need for more research was

emphasized by Seymour Banks,

v.p. in charge of media planning and

research at Leo Burnett, in a talk to

the annual conference of the Adver-

tising Research Foundation in New
York last week.

Banks' contention: Some Weak-

nesses in measuring broadcast media

stem from the fact that the technique

used to measure radio audiences is

also used to measure the tv audience.

Another weakness in tv measurement:

program ratings are used to evalu-

ate spot announcements.

Banks highlighted these three rea-

sons for the increased desirabil-

ity of more and new media re-

search :

(1) With the continued gain of

national advertising the advertiser

is operating at a considerable distance

from his marketing targets, and there-

fore needs more research on markets

than does the local advertiser.

(2) The increasing complexity
of advertising media today involving

significant expenditures of advertis-

ers ("at times on network tv, $1 mil-

lion or more for a program which has

never appeared on the air before")

brings about more demands for re-

search.

(3) The time is now ripe for new

technological break-throughs and new
applications of theoretical concepts

on various aspects of media research.

Agency appointments: Hussmann
Refrigeration, Inc., to Gardner Ad-

vertising . . . The Association of Na-

tionwide Insurance Agents in the

Baltimore sales region, to Rogers &
Collins, Baltimore . . . R. V. Davies

Co., Brooklyn manufacturers of laun-

dry detergents, to Ritter, Sanford,

Price & Chalek . . . Krambo Food

Stores, 35 store Wisconsin food

chain, to CampbeJl-Mithun . . .

Sugarine Co., Mt. Vernon, III, to

Keller-Crescent Co., Evansville.

Open branch office: Tucker &
Wayne & Co., Atlanta and New Or-

leans, last week opened a Jacksonville

office, managed by Thomas P.

Wright.

New Name: SJP Advertising, Los

Angeles, now The Jordan Co.

They were named v.p.'s: Donald

Booth, at Ted Bates . . . Warran

66
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This has gone far enough.
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Okay—there are more U.S. citizens in Roanoke,
Va. tiian in London, England. That makes Roa-
noke bigger than London.

Okay—there are more Virginians in Roanoke
than in Chicago. That makes Roanoke bigger

than Chicago.

Okay—we won't tell you that Roanoke has

420,000 tv families. That was the number of tv

families in the greater Roanoke market.

You're right—420,000 is wrong. The latest report

shows 448,001.

Careful buyers who plan tv schedules for results

get what they plan for with WSLS-TV. With full

power on Channel 10. a healthy assist from NBC,
strong local programming, and a fat signal that

starts out in life from a 3934 ft. mountain top,

WSLS-TV welds a 58-county area into the greater

Roanoke market of 448,00! homes.

For more information, watch for our model model.

Meanwhile, check Blair Television Associates.

WSLS-TV
Channel 10 • NBC Television

Mail Address: Roanoke, Va.

A broadcast service (with WSl.S Radio)

of Shenandoah Life Insurance Company



WSYR Delivers 85%
IVIore Radio Homes
Tlian Tlie l\lo. 2 Station

In an area embracing 18 counties, 402,670

homes, 1.5 million people with a $2.5

billion buying-power . . .

WSYR DELIVERS
MORE HOMES
THAN THE NEXT
T>VO STATIONS
COMBINED

Top programming Top facilities
)

Top personalities make the difference.

*AII figures NCS No. 2, weekly coverage

Repreienled Nottonolly b/

THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO.. INC.

Hudson

TISSUE

FOR INFORMATION:

COMMUNITY CLUB

AWARDS

20 E. 46 ST.

NEW YORK 17

MU 7-4466

Schwed, to v.p. and administrative

director of the publicity-promotion

department at Grey . . . James Coch-

ran, to v.p. and account supervisor

on Renault at Kudner . . . George
Beyer Jr., to senior v.p. and man-

agement account supervisor at Lennen

& Newell . . . James Nelson Jr. and

Harold Marquis Jr., at Hoefer,

Dieterich & Brown, San Francisco . . .

Marvin Rand and Winston Wil-

liams, at Klau-Van Pietersom-Dun-

lap, Milwaukee.

More about people on the move:
Jack Tarcher, to Doyle Dane Bern-

bach in an executive and administra-

tive capacity . . . Allan Alch, to di-

rector of radio/tv copy and produc-

tion at Johnson & Lewis, San Fran-

cisco . . . Thomas Blosl, radio/tv

director, Botsford, Constantine &

Gardner, Seattle . . . Keith Hari-

rier, radio/tv director, Clay Stephen-

son Associates, Houston . . . Richard

Lombard!, radio/tv director, Hoag
& Provandie, Boston . . . William

Nagler, to account supervisor on the

Chicago office of Y&R.

FILM

The importance of the foreign

film market to U.S. film compa-
nies was highlighted by ITC's re-

port last week of a foreign gross

exceeding $4 million in its first

year.

ITC reported doing $4,346,258

abroad, of which $1,721,890 was in

the Western Hemisphere and $2,624,-

368 was in the Eastern Hemisphere.

There were 19 shows sold to a total

of 39 foreign countries.

Walter Kingsley, ITC president, at-

tributed booming foreign sales to

two factors. These were:

• Soaring growth of television in

foreign countries.

• ITC's competitive advantage with

British partners, removing the quota

handicaps suffered by distributors

without such affiliations.

Sales: Latest sales of Ziv's Lock-Up,

bringing the show into 189 markets,

are to Rural Electric Cooperative for

Montgomery. Ala.; Child's Big Chain

Food Stores, Tyler-Longview, Texas;

Barber Transportation Company,

Rapid City, S. D.; Savannah Sugar

Refining Co., Johnson City-Bristol,

Tenn., and Rose-Talbert Paint Co.

Columbia, S. C. Simultaneously, sta

tion sales were made to WRCA-TV
New York.

Production: The second pilot to bt

co-produced by Bernard Girard and

Philip N. Krasne at California Stu-

dios will be Carbine Webb, a series

idea based on a Playhouse 90 episode

written, directed and produced by

Girard last season.

Sponsorship: Leading food, beer

and banking sponsors buying from

Ziv were announced as part of a

sponsorship survey. (See FILM-
SCOPE, this issue.) Among leaders

in the food category were Armour
and Co., Hood Dairy, Ki'oger

Stores and Sago Milk. In the brew-

ing group were Weidemann Brew-
eries, Ballantine, Heilmann and

Carling Beer. New bank, loan and

savings association advertisers were

Thorpe Finance, Morris Plan

Savings and Loan, Household Fi-

nance and Lincoln Income Life.

Ziv shows purchased by the above

advertisers in the survey were Sea

Hunt, This Man Dawson, Lock-

Up, Bold Venture and Highway
Patrol.

Strictly personnel: Robert Bers-

bach to head MCA's New England

territory sales office in Boston . .

Hollywood Television Service, distrib-

utor of Republic Studios product, has

organized a national sales force with

six division managers: Leon Her-

man of Buffalo in the East, Doug-
las Fremont of Atlanta in the South-

east, Bill Saal of Dallas in the South-

west, John A. Alexander in the

mid-central area, Ken Weldon the

central district and John C Alicoate

in the West . . . Henry Grossman
has been named v.p. and technical

director of NTA's o&o's and Store-

vision . . . Terry Hatch named Chi-

cago resident v.p. for Alexander Film

Co. of Colorado Springs . . . Man-

hattan Films International, the Inter-

American Film Corp. and Hal Roach

Distribution Corp. have named Bill

Watters and Associates to handle

advertising and publicity . . . Wil-

liam Dozier to Screen Gems as v.p.

in charge of West Coast activities . . .

Harold "Scrappy" Lambert be-

comes West Coast contact with net-

(Works and clients for ITC . . . Nor-
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FIRST

DOWN

RATINGS

PRESTIGE

COMMUNITY

SERVICE

FOR 39 YEARS
THE UNDISPUTED LEADER

.
ALL YOUR KATZ MAN FOR

THE AUDIENCE & COVERAGE FIGURES

OKLAHOMA CITY
RADIO
930 K.C.

INDEPENDENT
MODERN
PROGRAMMING
Owned and Operated by

The WKY Television System, Inc.

WKY-TV, Oklahoma City

WTVT, Tompa-St. Petersburj

Represented by the Kat^/(gency



WHAT
IS A
PRE RATING
SALE ?
WLUK-TV is out to prove it lias THE au-

dience in Wisconsin's wealtliy Green Bay

— Fox River Valley market. To do this,

WLUK-TV is conducting a pre-rating sale*

that earns advertisers discounts up to 53%
above existing rate card prices and fre-

quency discounts published in Standard

Rate and Data. WLUK-TV guarantees rate

protection at SPECIAL SALE PRICES

until September 1, 1960 for all advertisers

on the air prior to December 1, 1959.

If you're an advertiser or time buyer

who knows, you know WLUK-TV is the

best buy in Green Bay and the Fox River

Valley, Wisconsin's Big Second Market.

LOOK AT THE FACTS:

On the Nielsen published for March - April,

1959, Channel 11, WLUK-TV showed a

strong second position in the Green Bay

Metro-Area. Since then, we've added the

following:

NEW TALLER TOWER

NEW TOWER SITE OVERLOOKING GREEN BAY

NEW POWER - 316 KW ERP — GREEN BAY'S

MOST POWERFUL TV STATION

NEW CALL LETTERS

(with $40,000 in regional promotion)

NEW EXPANDED STUDIOS IN

DOWNTOWN GREEN BAY

NEW ABC PROGRAMMING,
the BIG netw/ork in 1959-60

Time Buyers who want to keep their rat-

ings up will see their Hoilingberry man.

He's ready to talk about the WLUK-TV

Pre-Rating sale.

WLUK TV
€1

CHANNEL 11

J«« Mackin, Gtneral Manajer

Represented Nationally by Geo. P. HoHlniberry Co.

In Minneapolis see Bill Hurley

*Nielsen and ARB ratings will be

taken in November, 1 959, and

will be published early in December.

man (Buck) Long transferred to

Los Angeles as West Coast manager
for UAA . . . Stanley Florsheim
named general sales manager of ITC's

Jeff's Collie with three new men on

his force: Ray Grandle in Chicago,

Jerry Marcus in the West, and Ed
Traxler from Kansas City.

Trade note: Flying Eagle Publi-

cations has filed a restraining order

charging Screen Gems with conspir-

acy to appropriate the title Manhunt
for tv purposes.

NETWORKS

Network tv showed in July a rec-

ord increase in daytime billings

as compared to the year before.

According to TvB, daytime's total

for July 1959 was $16.3 million—

a

47.3% increase over the like period

'58 while night time gross time bill-

ings in July totalled $31.8 million

—

a 5.9% increase over July '58.

The sixth annual convention of

the CBS Radio Affiliates Associa-

tion in New York last week adopt-

ed this three-point program for

1960:
fl) Continuing improvement in

the quality of its programing.

(2) Intensification of its sales ef-

forts at rate levels that reflect the true

values of the medium.

(3) Resumption of adequate

compensation of affiliates in all

time blocks.

Robert Hurleigh, president of Mu-

tual, predicted greater separation of

inanagement of radio and tv stations

before the Pittsburgh Radio and Tv

Club last week.

Noted Hurleigh: "There has to

come the day when radiomen will

own and operate radio stations—tv

men will own and operate tv stations.

Both are competitive."

Network tv sales: Carter Prod-

ucts (SSCB) and General Mills

(Knox Reeves) will co-sponsor pro-

grams on CBS TV prior to each of

the National Football League pro

games . . . Ansco, beginning in No-

vember and continuing through the

Christmas season, to participate on

Laramie and Tales of the Plainsman,

both NBC TV . . . Nabisco (Mc-

Cann) , for Sky King on CBS TV Sat-

urdays, 12 noon-12:30 p.m. . . . H. J.

Heinz to participate in Split Person-

ality, new daytime show on NBC TV.

Debut dates : Father Knows Best be-

gins its sixth season Monday (5 Oct.)

for Lever (JWT) and Scott (JWT)
on CBS TV . . . Also on Monday, The
Ann Sothern Show, for General Foods
IB&B) with a new guest star policy

for its second CBS TV season . . ,

The Big Party By Revlon, to debut 8
October, 9:30-11, CBS TV . . . Small
World returns to CBS TV 11 October
for Olin Mathieson (D'Arcy).

New affiliations: KNDO-TV, Yaki.
ma. Wash., to ABC TV . . . WJIM,
Lansing, Mich., to CBS Radio . . ]

KIOA, Des Moines; KRCT, Houston
and WJJL, Niagara Falls, N. Y., to

Mutual.

Network personnel : Louis Dorf9-

man, to v.p. in charge of advertising,

promotion and press for CBS Radio
succeeding Lou Hausman . . . Guy
della Cioppa, to v.p., programs in

Hollywood for CBS TV . . . Edwin
Friendly, Jr., to NBC TV as gen-

eral sales executive . . . Tom Judge,
director, production sales in the op-

erations department, CBS TV . . .

New v.p.'s at ABC TV: Daniel Mel-
nick, in charge of program develop-

ment; Omar Elder, Jr., general

counsel and Charles Ayres, for the

Eastern division of tv network sales.

RADIO STATIONS

Within the next two years, the

Balaban Stations plan a sharp re-

duction in the number of top 40
stations.

The reason, according to John
Box, managing director: "The 'Bat-

tle of the Alikes' would bring eco-

nomic disaster to many imitators."

Speaking at the southwestern con-

ference of the AWRT, Box accused

too many independent broad-

casters of abandoning their pro-

graming to the corner record shop

and the pre-shave crowd and com-

pletely neglecting the great areas of

public and community service that

made radio a dominant media.

Box urged more advertising and
promotion in trade publications

to make media group heads and ad-

vertising directors aware of radio.

"If we don't," he added, "we wiU
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You can eat your cake and have it. Not only is KERO-TV the only single advertising medium that reaches over 1,000,00

free spenders in California's Southern San Joaquin Valley, It also brings you a bonus of bigtime facilities, an alert, pn

fessional staff that makes every penny work overtime for you and a marketing and merchandising program that help

every commercial reach right to the retail counter. Good reasons to be in to the Retry man when he calls!

KERO-TV CALIFORNIA'S SUPERmarke

BAKERSFIELD CHANNEL 10 NB

REPRESENTED BY EDWARD RETRY & CO., INC.

A TRANSCONTINENT STATION



cease being a tertiary media."

RAB culled from a report from
Life Magazine last week to point

to a lucrative radio market: the

teen-ager.

The facts of Life: "There are 18

million teen-agers in America today

worth SIO billion in sales annually.

By 1970 the market should top $20

billion."

Then revealing data from listen-

ing habit studies conducted for the

Bureau by Pulse, RAB states: "Some
97.5% of teen-agers listen to radio

every week."

Another popular listening mar-
ket, as revealed in a new RAB sur-

vey: the foreign car set.

Highlight of the survey: "More
than six out of 10 foreign cars on

the road today are equipped with a

radio set."

Ideas at work:
• If the shoe fits . . . : To pro-

mote the opening of Kinney Shoe

Store in San Diego, KFMB, set up

its mobile unit in front of the store

for inters'iewing passers-by and shop-

pers. As an added crowd-puller, sta-

tion erected a "Cinderella Throne,"

inviting ladies to sit on it and have

their foot measured for the "Cin-

derella Slipper." The person with the

exact slipper size won a complete

wardrobe of shoes.

• Looking for a turtle "in the

haystack": Recently, KYA, San

Francisco, secretly released 500 baby

turtles in the Golden Gate Park, of-

fering a dollar (plus the turtle) for

every one recovered and brought to

station's studio. To date, the promo-

tion has recovered 180 of the 500 tur-

tles released for the search.

• A solution for overcrowded
golf courses: Ed Harvey, morning

d.j. on WCAU, Philadelphia, last

week came up with this idea: night-

time golf. Accompanied by four cad-

dies and equipped with luminus golf

balls, Harvey managed to finish the

18 holes in two hours. 25 minutes

with a final score of 88. Some 100

listeners turned out on the darkened

fairway to view the game, while sta-

tion relayed his score to the late night

audience. Prior to game, listeners

were asked to guess how long it

would take Harvey to play 18 holes

and what his final score would be.

Prize: a dozen luminus solf balls.

• Radioes dominance over
newspapers was demonstrated in

Cleveland last week when WERE
broke with three big items in one day
— before any of the city's dailies.

Noted v.p. and general manager Rich-

ard Klaus: "While newspapers and

magazines do well in most of their

coverage, I believe it's pretty evident

that when it comes to immediate news

reporting, radio can't be beat."

• Proof of the long-range sell-

ing power of radio: Last week a

listener from far-off Alaska visited

Roseville, Cal., in response to com-

mercials heard on KFBK, Sacramen-

to. The reason: He was so interested

in a car dealer's commercial that

when visiting the States, listener Free-

man went straight to the dealer's

showroom and purchased a new sta-

tion wagon.

• On the public service front:

Flo Wineriter, of KALL, Salt Lake

City, and his family emerged, the

other day, from an atomic radiation

fallout shelter on the L^tah State fair-

grounds, after spending seven days

and nights inside the 8x11 foot room.

• A daffodily: WOLF, Syra-

cuse, erected a "penthouse" atop the

Industrial Exposition Building at the

New York State Fair for d.j. Gene

Nelson to sit on, sleep on and air his

show from. His goal: do a solo sit-

ting stunt for 192 hours.

Station purchase: KUEN, Wenat-

chee. Wash., to Joseph Sample and

Miller Robertson for S105,000, bro-

kered by Edwin Tornberg & Co.

Thisa 'n' data: Bartell radio group

claims 25 million Americans now un-

der its umbrella, with WOY, New
York, included ... As a community

service project, WPEN, Philadelphia,

asked its listeners to send old radios

to the working home for the blind.

Within three days, promotion was

called off because the home was

"swamped with radios" ... A total

of 136 sponsors have purchased time

on K-EZY, New Orange County sta-

tion, in the first 90 days of opera-

tion . . . New home: WGN, Inc.,

will move into a new radio/tv center

in late 1960.

Station staffers: E. James Mc-
Enaney, Jr., to v.p. of WHIM,
Providence . . . John McRae, gen-

eral manager, KDWB, Minneapolis-

St. Paul . . . Gil Wellington, general

sales manager, KTIX, Seattle . . .

Glenn Jackson, manager, WTTM,
Trenton, N. J. . . . Allan Lewis, salr-

manager, WGR-FM, Buffalo . . . Lou
Silverstein, assistant general man-

ager, KSDO, San Diego.

Resignations: John B. Gambling,
after 34 broadcasting years, from

WOR, New York . . . Bertha Prest-

ler, after 31 years of continuous

service with Storer Broadcasting.

REPRESENTATIVES

Rep appointments: WSIX-AM-TV,
Nashville, to PGW ... The Paul

Bunyon Radio Group, northern Michi-

gan, to Venard, Rintoul & Mc-
Connell . . . WBAB, Babylon, N. Y.,

to Bernard Howard & Co. . . .

KPIG, Cedar Rapids, to Everett-

McKinney.

Rep appointments— personnel:

Arthur Bagge, to a v.p. and Theo-
dore Van Erk, tv account executive

at PGW . . . White Mitchell, to

manager of the Chicago office and

Don Waterman, to account execu-

tive in the New York office of Bob
Dore Associates . . . William Jones,

to the Atlanta radio sales staff of the

Katz Agency.

TV STATIONS

If overall share of audience is to

be maintained or increased, pro-

gram emphasis must be at the

local level.

This viewpoint, often cited these

days by station operators, was under-

scored by George P. Storer, Jr.,

v.p. for tv operations at Storer Broad-

casting at the annual Storer tv pro-

graming meeting in Detroit.

Noted Storer: "The day of the net-

work affiliation alone determining the

local station's audience position is

past. It will take greater local pro-

graming and promotion than ever be-

fore to help the network retain that

position."

Storer also spoke of the great ad-

vantage videotape has given group

ownership, in that stations in the

group find this handy in exchanging

and adopting program ideas.

There is a close relationship be-
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tween viewing sporting events on
tv and in-person attendance at

these events, according to a spe-

cial Pulse survey.

Conducted during July in the New
York area, the survey highlights:

• Men who attended ball games

watched more baseball on tv than

the non-attenders.

• Those men going to see a ball

game also viewed more frequently

than their stay-at-home counterparts.

• Basketball games ranked second

in popularity to baseball insofar as

in-person attendance at a game was

concerned. On the other hand, box-

ing is the #2 viewer sport— with

65% watching the fights during the

six months in question.

• More younger men attend sport-

ing events than do those in the 35-49

and 50 and over brackets.

Ideas at work:
• They're not telling: With

Million Dollar Movie entering its

sixth year on WOR-TV, New York,

the station has embarked on a new
slant in tv films. Dubbed Sneak Pre-

vietv, WOR-TV shows, each week, a

first-run foreign or doiriestic film, fe-

vealing its title on the air a minute

before showing.

• Something new in sponsors:

The promotion department of

WTRF-TV, Wheeling, W. Va., spon-

sored this past Saturday night's fea-

ture film on the station. Purpose: to

sell viewers the NBC fall nighttime

line-up. Other ways WTRF-TV ex-

posed the shows: a river parade of

80 boats; a free day at the race track

with all horses named after a NBC
show; the local high school band de-

voting the entire halftime program at

football games to NBC show theme

songs and a fashion show themed

around the network line-up.

• Bring the mountain to Mo-
hammed: Representatives from

KTLA, Los Angeles, were in New
York last week with a 30-minute

video-taped presentation for adver-

tisers and agencies. Dubbed Million

Dollar Minutes, the presentation cov-

ers three things: (1) a rundown of

the station's fall programing plans,

(2) an insight into the personnel and

(3) an outline of sales promotion

and publicity plans.

Thisa *n^ data: KABC-TV, Lo

Angeles, and the Katz Agency, playe

host to a special presentation luncli

eon for agency timebuyers and execu

tives, featuring the slide showing o

"Spot Tv—The Sales Manager's Me
dium" . . . TV Guide has come c ii

with a booklet on the state of t^

printing industry leaders' replies t

Guide's question: "What are you

opinions of tv, past, present and fu

ture?" . . . Ampex of Redwood Cit\

is sponsoring two half-hour "steree

tape" programs weekly via KGO
San Francisco . . . Anniversary: Neu

York News, via WPIX, celebratim

its 10th year under the Con Edisoi

banner.

On the personnel front: Wil-

liam Hester, to sales promotion di-

rector, CKLW-TV, Detroit . . . Paul

Sciandra, to director of program-

ing and production at WROC-TA

.

Rochester . . . Holland Low, to the

sales staff at WWLP-TV, Springfield,

Mass. . . . Richard Charles, local

sales manager, KMTV, Omaha .

Barbara Roberts, to sales service

supervisor, KTUL-TV, Tulsa. ^

HITCH

YOUR SELLING TO

AIR MEDIA BASICS
AND WATCH YOUR SPOT ZOOM
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THERE'S

GOLD IN

THIS STRIP,

PARTNER!

6:15-6:45 P.M. Monday-Friday

First run off network . . . tlie finest western series available for spot acUertising . . .

WWJ-TV's big family-hour audience!

Here's a 24-carat opportunity to make big sales gains in the booming Detroit-Southeastern

Michigan market this fall and winter. Stake your claim in "The Californians' before the

SRO sign goes up. Your PGW Colonel has complete details. Phone liim today!

DETROIT NUGGETS
50% of Michigan's population

51% of state's retail sales

. . . all within Detroit SMA.

- -» o • 0<Ko

Detroit, Channel 4 • NBC Television Network

WAA/J-TV

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOOr ..ARD, INC.

Associate AM-FM Station WWJ
Owned and Operated by The Detroit News
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BUT FOR EVERY TIMEBUYER

THERE ARE TEN OTHER DECISION

MAKERS BEHIND THE SCENES

WHO READ SPONSOR AS WELL

Rarely indeed does one man alone determine when and

where to place radio or TV business. That's why

it makes sense to reach every decision maker possible

with your message because every voice that helps

to finalize a sale should know your story.

It's the chief reason your advertising will do so

well in SPONSOR. SPONSOR reaches almost everybody

who is anybody in air. All the timebuyers, of course,

but more decision makers, too, at every level (in

both the agency/advertiser category) than any

other broadcast publication.

Proof?

Fair enough!

SPONSOR is the only broadcast publication that

offers a complete circulation breakdown BY JOB

CLASSIFICATIONS—listing the exact number of

subscribers (with their names and titles) at every

management level. We'll be happy to show it to you

at your convenience and prove beyond doubt that

SPONSOR reaches more teams that buy time than any other

book in the field.

SPONSOR
sells the TEAM that buys the TIME



CON
TIN

says Joe Bauer, General Manager

WINK-TV
FORT MYERS, FLORIDA

"Once you begin doing busi-

ness with U.A.A. you con-

tinue," says wink-TV's
Joe Bauer. He enthusiasti-

cally exclaims

:

"POPEYE and WARNER BROS.

Cartoons have terrific appeal

and POPEYE has held the top

rating in our area since it was

first presented. We are also

more than satisfied with U.A.'s

'52 AWARD GROUP'-it's the

best package of feature films

ever offered!"

Don't miss out another day
—cash in on TV's best, most
profitable products. Get in

touch with us today and
learn how U.A.A. caters

to every market, every
sponsor

!

I

' ti^l >l!^^^<^v^^B

UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, inc.

NEW YORK. 247 Park Ave.. MUrray Hill 7-7800

CHICAGO. 75 E. Wacker Dr.. DEarborn 2-2030

DALLAS. 1511 Bryan St.. Riverside 7-8553

LOS ANGELES. 400 S. Beverly Dr.. CRestvievi/ 6-5886

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS
Robert F. Lewine, v.p. of NBC TV net-

work programs since 1957, has been ap-

pointed v.p. in charge of programs at CBS
Films, Inc. His varied background in the

programing field began with Cine-Tv Stu-

dios, where he was v.p. in charge of opera-

tions. In 1947, he formed his own tv com-

mercials company; in 1952 he joined ABC
TV as eastern program director. Two years

later he was named national program director and, in 1956, v.p. of

programing and talent. Lewine moved to NBC TV in December '56.

Alexander Louis Read has been named

executive v.p. and general manager of

WDSU Broadcasting Corp., New Orleans.

He joined WDSU-AM-TV in 1948 as com-

mercial manager and was named V.p. and

commercial manager when the corporation

was formed in 1950. Read is also a mem-
ber of the board of WDSU Broadcasting,

director and v.p. of WAFB-TV, Baton

Rouge and WDAM-TV, Hattiesburg, Miss,

elude: board member, TvB; pub. dir..

His other activities in-

radio/tv. United Fund.

John Karol has been named director of

special projects for the CBS TV network

sales department. He has been v.p. in

charge of planning and development for

CBS Radio since March, 1959; prior to

that v.p. in charge of network sales for CBS

Radio since July, 1951. Karol joined CBS

in 1930 as director of research. This was

followed by positions with CBS Radio of

market research counsel, assistant sales manager, sales manager

and the aforementioned posts. Karol was graduated from Harvard.

Robert Flanigan has been promoted to

midwest manager, in Chicago, of the John

E. Pearson Co. He joined the rep firm two

years ago after some 20 years' experience

in the field, including: NBC Spot Sales in

Chicago, sales executive for WOV, N. Y.

and the Storer Broadcasting Co.'s stations

in N. Y. and Chicago. Flanigan was grad-

uated from U. of Illinois and DePaul

College of Law. Another Pearson promotion

up the Atlanta office and cover The

Jon Farmer, to head

Southeastern Territory.
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Roy AcuH's

OPEN HOUSE
A brand new, syndicated telefilm series of 39 one-half hour shows,

with ROY ACUFF — Master Showman and Undisputed King of

Ciountry Music — as Host — and featuring:

The Fabulous Wilburn Brothers

Blonde, Beautiful Miss June Webb
The Riotous Smoky Mountain Boys
The Open House Square Dancers
Guest Stars Galore

,A Powerhouse of fast-moving Town and Country Music, comedy

and dancing to SELL YOUR CLIENT'S PRODUCT from Madison

Avenue to Main Street!

Decorative Miss June Webb tairly

"melts" a song.

Teddy and Doyle, tlie handsome

Wilburn Brothers."

Here is the answer to the television fan's recurrent plea for

first-rate Country and Western musical fare. "Open House"

packs more music into 30 action-filled minutes'" than any

other syndicated show— is notable also for its freshness,

gigantic cast and unusually high film quality.

*26:30 min, actual time

AVAILABLE TODAY!
WRITE— WIRE— PHONE

Distributed by

ACUFF-ROSE ARTISTS CORP.
p. O. Box 9157—2508-B Franklin Road

Nashville, Tennessee Cypress 7-5366

Sales Representafives

John T. Link, Nashville

Ben Berry, Chicago

........... MAIL COUPON TODAY -.

Cypress 7-5366

Central 6-1805

^ladcap antics by Grandpap and

Bashful Brother Oswald.

Roy and .June kibitz, mi it-

banjo pickln'.

'l^r'^Oi^
Alabama Relies—Connie Ellis and Laughln' It Viil .\ t.vDical moment

Melba Montgomery. at "Open House."

Acuff-Rose Artists Corp.

P. 0. Box 9157—2508-B Franklin Rd., Nashville, Tenn.

n Is the "Roy Acuff Open House" telefllm

series still available for this market?

Please furnish us complete information

about "Roy AcufT's Open House."

Z; May we see an audition print of "Roy
Acuff's Open House"?

Title Station .

City . . Zone State .
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frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

Is your agency sloppy and careless about the electrical transcriptions it sends to

radio stations? Norman Boggs, v.p. and general manager of KHJ, Hollywood,

speaks here for dozens of station men when he says that the effectiveness of

many national spot radio campaigns is being seriously impaired by low quality

transcriptions and inadequate replacements. His frank talk to advertisers and

agencies is No. 2 in the new SPONSOR series, "The Seller s Viewpoint," de-

signed to point up to buyers of air media facilities, important industry problems.

**Not willful but disastrous sabotage'*

#%gencies, the biggest and best of

them included, are guilty of sabotag-

ing the effectiveness of their clients'

radio campaigns time after time after

time. Not willfully, of course, but

nonetheless just as disastrously.

We at KHJ, along with every other

conscientious station, spend stagger-

ing sums in the installation and con-

stant maintenance of our equipment,

in order to deliver to the listener the

cleanest, purest, noise-free sound pos-

sible. The least malfunction is in-

stantly caught and corrected. In the

music we play, the slightest deviation

in quality is pounced upon by the

engineering staff and new records im-

mediately replace those which fall

short of perfection in reproduction.

When we come to the playing of

commercial transcriptions, however,

we too frequently find ourselves

mouse-trapped into a morass of red

tape or indifference which is a dis-

grace to Madison Avenue and all its

side streets. Doubtless, the original

concept and planning of a national

spot campaign are boldlv conceived

on a "don't spare the horses" basis.

No reasonable expense is shirked in

the selection of talent. Singers, mu-
sicians, big names, comedy stars

—

whatever it takes to achieve the ob-

jective—meet with no finicky hag-

gling about price. Quality is the or-

der of the day. The account execu-

tive, knowing the importance of at-

tention to detail, probably watches

over every step of the process like a

mother hen. Nothing but the best

will suffice.

The choice of stations, as we all

know, is also made with meticulous

reference to all the factors which will

assure the utmost in results to the

client. Power, frequency, coverage,

management, type of programing,

kind of audience, position in the mar-

ket. Certain agencies, we understand,

even apply audience surveys against

the station rates in order to develop

a comparative defined as "cost-per-

1,000." In other words, every phase

of the complex is scrupulously germi-

nated, nurtured and supervised to the

end that the best of all possible com-

mercials will saturate the best of all

possible markets on the best of all

possible stations.

Comes D-Day, when the account

exec is informed that the pressings

have all been acknowledged as re-

ceived by the stations, the schedules

have been set, all is in readiness and

The Miracle of the Bells I ringing cash

registers) is about to be performed

all over again. He heaves a sigh of

the justly weary and relaxes in a

state of self-satisfaction. But in that

very relaxation lie the seeds of dis-

service to his most important bene-

factor—the Client.

What happens is that the stations

start off happily running their 10 or

20 or 30 spots a week but, long be-

fore the expiration date, comes word

from engineering that So-and-So's

ET's are scratchy or cracked or other-

wise below the station's performance

standards. Wires or, many times,

phone calls then go forward to

S.B.F.P.&O.. or whoever has the ac-

count, requesting immediate air mail

replacement. Days later, the Client's

image is still being fractured by the

same old mutilated platter, the listen-

ers are wondering why a company as

big as So-and-So, Inc., assaults their

ears, to say nothing of their intelli-

gence, with a squawky Grade C com-

mercial. When S.B.F.P.&Q. are sent

a frantic reminder to get out a new

platter, a fourth assistant assistant

vaguely thinks maybe somebody no-

tified his girl to notify somebody to

tell Gigantic Recording to send a new

platter to, "What was that station,

agam .'

Could more responsible people in

more responsible agencies be induced

to be more responsible in this re-

spect? Why not keep a supply on

hand at the agency, already packed

and ready to be shipped NOW? Why
not keep a tally on the frequency of

replacement requests and insure per-

fection by ordering out new ones to

all stations at decent intervals? But

if that's too logical, at least pay im-

mediate attention to those stations

who are doing their level best to in-

fluence their listeners on behalf of

your client. ^
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CONSOLE CONVENIENCE

10-SECOND SPOTS

-

PRACTICAL AND PROFITABLE WITH AN AMPEX
Spot commercials pay off. And even 10-second spots become practical with an Ampex Videotape*

Television Recorder. Here's how these Ampex exclusive features make it possible . .

.

• TAPE TIMER Locates the 10-second spot on a reel ... measures in hours, minutes and seconds

. . . lets you set up 2, 3, 5 or 7 second cue -in for programming the 10-second spot.

• 2-SECOND START Recorder is in full, stable speed fast. . .permits even a 2-second cue with

a safety margin.

• WAIST HIGH TAPE DECK Permits loading ofnext commercial in seconds... reels lie secure-

ly without locks. Table top provides extra work space.

• AUTOMATIC BRAJiE RELEASE Makes reels free wheeling . . . tape pulls easily for fast

threading — without tape stretch or crease.

Write, wire or phone today for an Ampex representative — or ask for the new, fully illustrated

brochure describing the new Ampex VR-IOOOB. Whatever you want to know about the advan-

tages and profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex. AMPEX HAS THE EXPERIENCE.

934 CHARTER ST. • REDWOOD CITY. CALIF.

TM AMPEX CORP.

^ ^ -
Ampex

\\ / -
VIDEOTAPE CORPORATION

\y professional 1

products division 1

Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities Ttirougtiouf ttie World
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Different and creative radio

Cynics who persist in thinking that "all radio stations are

alike" will do well to investigate the extraordinary record of

station WGAY, Washington, D. C.

Since 1 June, 1959, WGAY has been on the air as the

"Voice of Government People" broadcasting minute-long an-

nouncements of government news at every 15-minute break

to the 400,000 government workers in the Washington area.

In less than three months, WGAY's new creative approach

to public service has won a large audience, and plaudits from

the Neiv York Times, the Washington News, advertising lead-

ers and members of Congress. Rep. Joel T. Broyhill has

read into the Congressional Record a lengthy tribute to

WGAY's program schedule of uninterrupted good music and

government news.

Surely, here's proof that radio stations can be different and

can be creative, without copying each other's service.

Salute to a veteran editorializer

Back on 23 April 1951, sponsor, in one of the first trade

journal editorials ever written on the subject, encouraged

radio and tv stations to engage in energetic and aggressive

editorializing on the air.

Our Sponsor Speaks column on that date quoted at length

the views of Daniel W. Kops, one of the pioneers in the then

uncharted field of broadcast editorializing.

During the past eight years, Dan Kops, now president of

WTRY, Albany-Troy-Schenectady, and WAVZ, New Haven,

has helped hundreds of others to enter this challenging broad-

cast area.

Recently, he has been honored by being chosen co-chair-

man (radio) of the NAB's Committee on Editorializing. And

only last week, he opened the annual meeting of the Associ-

ated Press Radio and Tv Association of which he is president.

We're proud to salute an old friend, and a veteran fighter

for the editorial viewpoint.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: A more realistic view

of ratings by agencies, advertisers and stations.

Ratings are valuable quantitative data, but are

not complete guides for air media selections.

i

82

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Birdland: Powell Ensign, exec. v.p.

of Everett-McKinney, Inc., passed

along to us the script of a program
feature by the New York State Radio

Bureau on the subject of "The Her-

mit Thrush" which contained this

illuminating passage
—

"Both the male
|

and the female hermit thrush • • . ;

look alike. In fact, the birds can't

tell each other apart! When the male I

has picked out his nesting territory,
[

he chases all the other thrushes away
—including the females." That's car-

rying the hermit business too far.

Thinking man: On Tve Got a Secret

(CBS TV), a guest once impressed

the panel by showing seven miles of

string he had saved. Asked Garry

Moore, "Is this your hobby?" "No,"

said the guest, "this is my secret. For

a hobby, I collect lead pencils."

Definition: A "calculated risk" is

10% calculation and 90% risk.

—

Frank Hughes.

Dram for Dracula: Tv horror mov-

ies have inspired a new cocktail for

vampires: blood and vodka. It's

called Tomato Mary.

Statistician: Ira Cook, star of his

own show on KMPC, Hollywood, has

received from record companies to

date over 3,000 45-speed records and

660 albums. On this basis, he's

worked out the following data on a

d.j.'s problems with "time and space."

The 45's, if stacked in a pile would

come to 20 feet high. Albums aver-

age 12 songs per, or total of 7,920

two-and-a-half minute numbers which

would take 137.3 days to play.

Quote: "Very few of us are here be-

cause anyone really wanted us to be

at the moment of conception and

fewer of us will leave of our own will-

Long life is a privilege granted to a

great many more of us nowadays than

formerly and I believe we make a

mockery of it if we fail to do three

things: strive for personal excellence,

strive to leave the world a little bet-

ter for our passage, and try to learn

to live without fear."—Arthur God-

frey in TV Guide.

No mystery: Not all the horror

movies on tv are so labeled.—Charles

V. Mathis.
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take your choice

...and THE

is KRLD-TV

All three of the latest, nationally recognized and respected surveys*

show an outstanding viewer preference for KRLD-TV, Channel 4 in

Dallas. To reach the 675,000 TV Homes in the great Dallas-Fort Worth

Market, choose the BONUS BUY . . . KRLD-TV. Ask a Branham man.

*Telepolse, June '59; Nielsen, July '59; and ARB, August '59

mtmi} represented nationally by the Branham Company

THE DALLAS TIMES HERALD STATIONS
John W. Runyon

Chairman of Ihe Board

Clyde W. Rember)
Prei.dtnf

MAXIMUM POWER rv-Twin to krld rodio loso, cbs outlet w.th 50,000 wons
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You can't cover
growing Jacksonville

i

'.-.- TV-'-,'

^iiM

#"

without WFGA-TV
"Busting" at the seams describes Jacksonville's tremendous business growtti. In

every section of Florida's Gatev^ay City and porlicularly along the bustling St. Johns

River waterfront, new modern buildings such as the 16 story City Building

(left) and the County Courthouse ore adding to the beauty of the city.

But the beauty of a city does not lie in its buildings clone. The real beauty it reflected

in its growth . . . and such is the case with Jacksonville, which has registered

an amazing 665% increase in population since 1900 . . . end it's still growlngi That's why

you can't cover Jacksonville effectively without WFGA-TV. No one station dominates

the rich $1 '/j billion market, but only WFGA-TV offers the best of two great

networks—NBC-ABC.

'^I^'

CHANNEL

12 issr^^'GrJB^'n^i^
I I i s

file Best at

K M L 1 I , F L I I

and ABO . . . Call Peters, iriffin Woodwifii, Inc

i i

'^-'X^MJ-AA. i£i.SMii^ilj^ '^.i^- '"Ji^^
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

TV GETS SE

FOR THE BIG

TOY PARADE

Spot, nets coffers may
get $9 million from
toy makers this year

—

up $6 million over '58

Page 29

PORTLAND, OREGON

announces the appointment of

Edward Retry & Co., Inc.

IS its national sales representative.

Adman's dream

comes true-the

Henderson agency

Page 34

Profile of the

radio-active

housewife

Page 39

CBS' ^Handy Andy

for harried

timebuyers

Page 44
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THE

TOUCH
si^^'T^mM

From pencil sketch to exquisite finish, only

the brilliance of the precious gems out-

shines the quality reflection of the master

jewelry designer.

When this same "quality touch" is pos-

sessed by great television and radio sta-

tions, the all-important quality reflection

shines in many ways!

Represented by

Edward Pelry A Co.. Inc.

Jewelry design by BELLOCHIO — l\

radio & television • dallas

Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market

BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

The Original Station Repretentative



DES MOINES TELEVISION

FACTS
The most recent TV audience measurement made in this market
(Nielsen, July, 1959) revealed that KRNT-TV delivered

more television homes than its competitors.

The survey by ARB in January of 1959 showed the same thing.

SPECIFICS:
I

(from Nielsen, July, 1959 survey, homes viewing)
[

Paar on KRNT-TV leads against movies by 19.8%!

The KRNT-TV 10:30 PM strip of local and syndicated

half-hours leads against movies by 21.9%!

The KRNT-TV 10:00 to 10:30 PM local news, weather and

sports leads against news - weather - sports by 46.6%!

And here is something to think about. Among local

advertisers, where THE TILL TELLS THE TALE, KRNT-TV
consistently carries more local advertising than

;

its competitors combined!
i

MORE SPECIFICS:

KRNT-TV carried over 80% of all the local business in 1958

!

KRNT-TV carried over 79% of all the local business in 1957

!

KRNT-TV carried over 80% of all the local business in 1 956

!

So far in 1959, KRNT-TV's local business is running at about

the same ratio. Yes, when that cash register must ring in order to

stay in business, those who know the stations best

choose KRNT-TV four to one!

DES MOINES TELEVISION

KRNT-TVcHANNEl8
A COWLES STATION REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

SPONSOR • 10 OCTOBER 1959



how to get

AHEAD in

Knoxville

. . . it's easy! Just use our
sharp signal to cut out your
competition. WBIR-TV has
the most top-rated shows . . .

call your Katz Man for de-
tails.

WBIR-TV
CHANNEL

"I £\

KNOXVILLE-TENN.

J'oL /.I \o. 41 • lO OCTOBER 1959
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES
Here comes the tv toy parade

31 Spot and network tv investments by toy manufacturers this year may well

hit 19 million, up |6 million from last year, as the Christmas rush begins

Agency in exurbia: the Henderson operation

34 In the Blue Ridge Mountains is an agency that might be the adman's

heaven; it grew with television, now has about 85% of its billings in it

Corning test-markets a tv push

37 Here's how Corning tested all media against tv in market-by-market

introduction of Corning Ware, applied findings to new national push

The radio-active housewife

39 An important, new profile of the American housewife's radio listening

habits, just completed by Market Planning Corp. and H-R Representatives

A poet looks at radio/tv potential

42 Pulitzer-prize winning poet and playwright Archibald MacLeish has

some penetrating and profound advice about public interest tv and radio

How radio got more elbow room for chickens

42 National Broiler Council tried "subtle sell" via chatty radio show

and heavy product tie-ins. Result: 10% increase in chicken sales

How many, how much?
44 CBS TV Spot Sales bases a series of special studies on A. C. Nielsen

data, comes up with "The Cumulative Data Finder": a tool for buyers

FEATURES
14 Commercial Commentary

64 Film-Scope

25 49th and Madison

68 News & Idea Wrap-Up

4 Newsmaker of the Week

68 Picture Wrap-Up

52 Radio Basics

9 Reps at Work
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strong links pull more sales

In Texas' Major Market

. ^-

Now . . . the strong sales potential of

America's 15th largest market . .

.

HOUSTON
. . . linked to the strong,

cost-efficient . . . faK^ilities of . .

.

KTHT
7dO kc. • 5000 watts

are^old nationally by . .

.

'I

AVERY-KNODEL
i

f INCORPORATED
I

* exclu^ve national sales representative

NEW YORK ATLANTA DALLAS DETROIT

SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES CHICAGO SEATTLE

/



Between Atlanta

and the Qidf . *

the only primary

outlet is * * *

WALB-TV
CH. 10—ALBANY, CA.

• New 1,000 foot tower, 316,-

000 ^vatts power . . . with

Grade "B" coverage includ-

ing Albany, Thomasville,

Valdosta, Moultrie, Ga.,

and Tallahassee, Fla.

• Serving over 750,000 people

... in an area with over

$739,000,000 spendable in-

come.

WALB-TV
ALBANY, GA.

CHANNEL 10 JP
Raymond E. Carow, General Manager

Represented nationally by

Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.

In the South by Jabes S. Ayers Co.

One Rate Card

NEWSMAKER
of the week

The big question occupying Madison Avenue^s attention th\

week is whether CBS TF's revolutionary rale card chang

tvill open a Pandora's box. Effective 1 April 1960 the

tvork will sport a new discount structure under which adver-

tisers ivill pay less for early, more for late evening shows.

The newsmaker: William H. Hylan has spent his entire

working life with CBS. But there probably have been few times

during this 22-) ear period which have witnessed more soul-searching

at the network than that which preceded the okay of CBS TV's new

discount structure. For the first time in video's brief, hectic history

a network tv sales chief (Hylan is vice president of sales administra-

tion I has been telling clients that their network time costs will depend

on what time of the evening their show runs.

There is no change in the basic rate structure: gross time cost in

the evening will not vary by time periods. However, the age of tape

has brought about one significant revamping in the calculating of

an advertiser's gross. Henceforth, station rates will depend on

New York time and not local time as heretofore. The reasoning be-

hind this is that, aside from the complications involved in the calcula-

tions for each station, there is now, with tape, a standard repeat pat-

tern. This means the web and client can safely estimate the value of

each originating time in terms of homes using tv.

There are two prime aspects to the new discount structure. One

is the new time-period discounts. These provide il) a 10*^ t discount

for evening shows aired before 8 during the winter season and (2)

discounts ranging from 35 to 45 "/f (depending on the time period)

during the 13-week summer season beginning 1 June. While the

summer discounts work out to about IC^/^ over 52-weeks—which is

little change from the old annual discount—for the first time summer-

only advertisers will benefit. The other aspect is that station-hour dis-

count has been lowered for winter season programs broadcast be-

tween 9 and 10:30 p.m.

The net result is that clients broadcasting between 6 and 8:30 p.m.

will get higher discount maximums while those on between 9 and

11:30 p.m. will get lower discount maximums. The discount spread

for 52-week advertisers now ranges from 19 to 34%

.

While all networks have attempted to overcome advertiser reluc-

tance to buy early evening and summer by deals and program con-

tributions. CBS feels that such cost manipulations are basically an

inefficient form of selling—one normally confined to a limited list

of clients. Now, the entire gamut of advertisers are CBS prospects.

Will the other networks follow CBS' lead? To those in the know,

it is hard to see how they can avoid it. As for spot rates, a CBS

study indicated the spread for announcement rates at 7:30 and 9

p.m. is already greater than the CBS discount spread. ^
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SHOWMAN WITH A
SENSE OF VALUE*WILL
lAM SHAKESPEARE
William Shakespeare understood people. "The play's the thing" . . . and his plays transmuted

the values of his time into a living image of his world, valid for all time. William Shakespeare

sold the world of Elizabeth I to all of history. A great showman . . . but above all, a great sales-

man. The Show's the Thing at WRIT . . . creative showmanship directed toward presenting

the value of your products, services and ideas with impact to the greatest possible audience.

Our people are showmen in presenting the News and Music, and your message . . . and salesmen

in every creative presentation to our audience—your market. In Milwaukee, WRIT transmutes

the values of our time into creative selling messages for you. Above all, WRIT is a salesman.

Buy RADIO ^ken you huy WIL ^^^ BALABAN STATIONS
medm Buy BALABAN when St. Louis m tempo Kflth the times

you huy radio Buy WRlTu hen
'[^Ha^

John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director
you buy Milwaukee and you WRIT Bernie Strachota, General Manager
BUY the people who BUY Milwaukee Sold Nationally by Robert E. Eastman

D



"Brennan in for WGN"
Terry Brennart, former All American and

head coach from Notre Dame, is "color man"
on WGN Radio's Midwest College Game of

the Week* this fall—another example of that

"something extra" which Midwest listeners

have come to expect from WGN Radio.
*Sponsored by General Tire & Rubber Company and Oak
Park Federal Savings & Loan
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other ^^extras^* are: • On Cubs' baseball,

former player-manager, Lou Boudreau • On
Bears' Pro Football, former all-star pro

guard, George Connor • Greatest all-round

sports staff in the nation composed of vet-

erans Jack Brickhouse, Vince Lloyd, Jack

Quinlan and Lloyd Pettit.

Add to this the best in music, public service

programming and top personalities—it's no

wonder WGN Radio reaches more homes

than any other Chicago station!

WGN RADIO-CHICAGO
THE GREATEST SOUND IN RADIO
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It's whafs between the music that counts!

"The Nuts and Bolts of Radio," by George Skinner,

The Katz Agency's Director of Radio Programming Services, could easily

have been titled "It's What's Between The Music That Counts."

For this book discusses in detail all the elements that

go into the creation of a successful station "sound image":

what they are and how to make them work.

Because we believe that effective programming j)atterns should

not be locked in vaults but should be passed around for the

improvement of the medium as a whole. The Katz Agency is making

"The Nuts and Bolts of Radio" available, upon request, to all

those in the business of radio broadcasting and advertising.

THE KATZ AGENCY 2

666 FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK 19, NEW YOKK

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • hOS A\GELES

DALLAS • ATLANTA • ST LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO
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3S at work

-rank McNally, Hcadley-Reed. Inc., New York, is concerned hv the

uiinber ot stations uhicli he feels have been deluded by rating fig-

iics. and program accordingly. "I think things have become so

infused that a few very basic statements are needed to clear the air.

\(l\ertisers want to sell the public. Fine. Radio ha? proved itself to

naiiv advertisers as the outstand-

iiiu medium to do the job for

(hem. Sales records have been

impressive. All well and good.

But. broadcasters, in order to re-

tain this high degree of respect

and success, must be progressive.

There's the rub. Agency buyers

tend to place too much emphasis

on a station's numbers, which in

turn may be greatly influenced b\

the teen-age audience. Now a com-

mercial on this type of station

may never penetrate the listener's mind, let alone create an impulse

to buy." Frank feels that stations must have a balanced program

format and reach a wider range of the market where more total buy-

ling power is concentrated. "Sales made on the local level attest to

>the fact that stations which are constantly striving to serve their com-

iHiunitv \vill survive long after the "beat rocks' run to the ground."

Ralph Guild, Daren F. McGavren Company, Inc., New York, is per-

plexed bv the naive attitudes of certain admen concerning the eco-

nomics of running a radio station. "It seems incongruous for media

i personnel to complain about both 'double spotting' and 'high rates.'

The onh \\ a\ a radio station can avoid 'double spotting' is to make
I enough money "single spotting' to

B ^KKf^^ma^ 1^^^ expenses and show a reason-
^^^^"'^^ able profit. Should the client want

his campaign aired on a station

that gives some thought to pro-

graming, rather than one which

just spins records, he must expect

to pa\ for it. The cost of running

a radio station in todavs comijeti-

tive market has sk}rocketed. and

in most instances rates have not

gone up in proportion to ex-

penses." Ralph points out that,

aside from higher salaries paid to a larger staff, major recent re-

finements of standard equipment and new technological develop-

ments account for an imposing slice of the up-to-date station's bud-

get. "Stations have taken these steps to provide improved service and

coverage. Lnless the agencies are willing to accept reasonable in-

creases in spot costs, they will ultimately force multiple spotting."

V4

I

I

I

V^V.W-'

^^fhM-k

nover

nevcT..

•••opened a

• ••ereailiMl

dislrihiiiiiiii.

• ••.^li Ululated

ONLY

A CAREFULLY

SIFTED

SCHEDULE

COMBINED WITH

YOUR IDEAS

and the
unique Bartell
touch of...
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KYA SALESMANSHIP

SCHOLARSHIPm.k.
EVERY SCHEDULE

A CAMPAIGN!

In one short year . . . KYA becomes dominant in the San Francisco

Bay Area! Combining creativity, top ratings, low cost-per-thousand

to produce responsive audiences, KYA is proud of its 85% renev/-

al record. There's a reason . . . and the reason is results! Just as the

entire industry looks to the booming Bay Area, so does Northern

California look to KYA— for leadership!

OALLOlVlAllonIr is ingrained in every

air personality and a part of the Bartell station

acceptance that puts every campaign in orbit.

SHOWMANSHIP is in the production

that arrests, sparks and entertains.

SCHOLARSHIP'S inherent

in the thought, planning and pre-testing

of everv unit of sound that is Ijroadcast.

These qualities are
contagious! From station

level to GrouiJ headquarters.
to each Adam Young

office, you'll find more
than receptivity — or even

sympathy — you'll get

good ideas! (Ask McCann
Erickson in Chicago.)

WAKE
ATIANU

'<?

I
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of Mississippi

Retail Sales . .

.

^918,000,000
IN THE SOUTH'S
FASTEST GROWING

TV MARKET

Jackson, Miss.^

with these Jackson
stations

WJV 12
KATZ

WlbT
HOLLINGBERY

'^ Nation's business gains leader

by John E. McMillin

Commercial
commentary

Laxatives, deodorants, bras and girdles

That new report on the tv advertising of "per-

sonal products," recently released by a subcom-

mittee of the NAB'S Tv Code Review Board,

leaves me feeling sort of puzzled.

"Personal products," of course, is a wondrous

classification that lumps together such juicy items

as laxatives, deodorants, depilatories, body lo-

tions, women's razors, toilet tissues, cold and

headache remedies, corn plasters, callous removers, bras and girdles.

I suppose that fully 90% of the squawks and gripes about tv

commercials concern these esoteric commodities and I wholly sym-

pathize with anvone who tries to grapple with such a bristly, con-

1

stipated and sometimes evil-smelling problem.
'

Under the circumstances, I think the committee—E. K. Harten-

bower, KCMO-TV. Kansas City; Donald H. McGannon, Westing-

house Broadcasting and Gaines Kelly, WFMY-TV, Greensboro, N. C.

—have done an extraordinarily honest and intelligent job.

They have carefully reviewed dozens of personal product commer-

cials, and the complaints raised against them. They have thoughtfully

analyzed the elements in some of these announcements which seem to
j

ofFend good taste. And they have prepared a series of common-

sense rules—what to seek and what to avoid in personal product

advertising—which they offer as a "general guide to those who create

and produce television commercials."

Their conclusion: There is an "urgent need" for a "self-examina-

tion" by broadcasters of advertising in this field.

Creators, critics and censors

To such decent, honorable sentiments I'm sure most of us will

breathe a fervent and thankful "amen."

Before, however, the last swelling organ tones of our hosannas

die away, certain nasty, nagging questions intrude discordancies.

How, in heaven's name, can you make such recommendations

stick? Do you honestly believe that stations and networks will en-

force these standards? Do you think that agencies and advertisers

will accept them?

Messrs. Hartenbower, McGannon and Kelly say their proposals will

require the "ingenuity and cooperation of advertiser, agency and

broadcaster—an unbeatable combination."

Sure, but can you get them to combine?

Without meaning to seem cynical or defeatist, I suggest that, in

the matter of tv commercials, advertisers and broadcasters are often

on wholly different sides of the fence.

The stations and networks are exhibitors of an advertising product

they do not create or pay for. The advertiser and agency owe their

primary loyalty, not to the television medium, but to the welfare of

a single corporation.
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when you're buying time in

«^.
nah^jnything less than

"^fl^^

WR7A -RADIO

take a minute to read these facts:

VIRGINIA'S LARGEST SINGLE ADVERTISING MEDIUM |p
The dominant and powerful 50,000 Watt Selling Voice of

J

Virginia's largest single advertising medium—WRVA-
j

RADIO Covers:

Retail Sales 54.2%
Food 49.2%
Automotive Sales 52.5%
Gasoline 54.0%
Drug 47.5'

4h WRVA -RADIO
REPRESENTED BY PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA iii
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I We had a bunch of |

j
/^V^ the boys^l

'local advertising
agency men, and
ocal advertisers.

. . . they

watched ABC's

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

PREVIEW

. . . heard just a

word or

two about

KVII-TV

and agreed ... the TV

picture in Amarillo

has changed!

LOCALLY
THEY'RE
SOLD
ON
KVII-TV^

(Our local sales prove it . . . fall

nighttime is virtually sold out!)

Take a tip from the local boys

who really know the market . . .

buy K-7! Get the whole K-7

picture from your Boiling man.

KVII-TV
amar i llOy texas

C. R. "Dick" Wottx
Vice-President and
General Manaser

Represented
nationally by the

Boiling Compony

Commercial commentary {continued)

If you attempt to overlook or minimize these differences, or if,|

you fail to understand that they often produce real conflicts of in-
'I

terest, you are grossly oversimplifying the problem.

I think it would be lovely if we could get the lions to lie down

with the lambs, and have the creators, critics and censors of adver-

tising all snuggled up together in the same cosy bed.

But look, fellows, let's be realistic. ,

The chief, and often the only, reason for the appearance of:

offensive commercials on tv screens is the fierce competition within

the industries which originate them.

I'm told, for instance, that the drug industry—the fountainhead

of "personal products"—has been under tremendous pressure from

the AMA and other groups to change its tv treatments.

So far, though, with the notable exception of Miles Laboratories,

a long-time champion of decency in advertising, most drug companies

have been afraid of giving a copy edge to their competitors.

Do you think that under these circumstances their agencies

—

including such giants as Bates and Y&R—are going to be moved by

a polite suggestion of "common sense rules" frorh an NAB committee?

Don't you think they may even resent being told how to create

commercials by people who are not professional admen?

As a matter of fact, advertisers often resent hearing that they

"owe" something to tv—over and beyond paying their bills.

Last year. Bart Cummings of Compton. stuck his neck out with a

suggestion that networks and advertisers cooperate in donating

prime time to public service shows of importance. i

There were howls, growls and complaints (though not public ones)

from big budget advertisers who felt they had no such responsibility.

If you talk with agencies and ad managers these days you'll find

many thoughtful men who wish that the tv industry would set up and

police its own rules—and free them of all public obligations.

The two alternatives

Perhaps this is a feasible idea. Certainly it is one of two alterna-

tives for solving the problem. In the field of "personal products"

commercials it means setting up a tough, specific, no-nonsense code

—and administering it absolutely with the unanimous support of all

networks and principal tv stations.

Can this be done? Maybe, but it is going to require more iron in

the broadcasting industry tfian I've seen so far. (At present, for

instance, only four of New York's seven stations accept the Tv Code.)

Furthermore, I'm not at all sure that it is the right approach.

I believe that the only lasting solution to the problems of offensive

tv commercials must come from the advertisers themselves.

Top managements in "sensitive industries"
(
you've got to go

higher than ad agencies and "creators" of tv copy) must be made to

recognize that, for the privilege of using tv, they must accept its re-

sponsibilities.

This is a hard doctrine to sell. It will require a brand new kind of

effort. It will be resisted at every turn. Many in the industry will

be afraid that it will drive advertisers away from tv and toward

other media.

But sooner or later I believe that tv must turn on its clients and

demand that they share its 'obligations. I think the NAB committee

has made a fine start. But there's a long rough road ahead. t^
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SILK SARI DRESS BY DONALD BROOKS OF TOWNLL

Positive in outlook, discerning about the new and tlie different, acquiring" tlie l)est

with a delight that is enchanting. . . a "metropolitan"' personality.

METROPOLITAN
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
205 East 67 Street, New York 21, N. Y.

New York Cilii^^^

Washington, D.C.

Cleveland



th year of

telecasting in

the public interest

WGAL-TV
Ckcuuvd <f

LANCASTER, PA.

NBC and

We are pleased to announce, as we enter the fall of

our 1 1th year, that finer programs than ever are to

be broadcast on WGAL-TV. To our friends, viewers

and advertisers, we pledge for the future, a strict

adherence to this long-established policy—program-

ming planned to improve, entertain, inspire, edu-

cate and satisfy the many communities we serve.

STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc., Nev. York • Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR -SCOPE
10 OCTOBER 1959

o«i«iiM im

•PONSOR

PUBLIOATION* INO.

There's a dual-camp rush for the westcoast going on: (1) Network program
people bent on getting started with freelance })roducers on material for the 1960-61 season

and (2) jittery agencymen for a look-around at what might be on hand if they have to

cancel their present shows at the end of the 26-week cycle.

To seasoned Madison Avenue showmen the mood and mental attitude of the rush offer

a curious study in jumping before the mold is set. They pose these questions:

• Wouldn't it be better for the hunt-bound agencymen to spend the time im-

proving what they've got than to concentrate on what they think are greener fields?

• How can the network people predicate their future programing stock on past

performance—particularly as to types—when they don't know how the viewers will react

at the rating polls to the new product just going on the air?

Planning ahead, they admit, is an imperative of tv, but it can be detrimental if the

timing isn't right.

General Mills is taking its first stab at using the medium itself to apprise its

national sales staff of all the company's tv ramifications for the 1959-season.

It will be done in November by closed circuit via ABC TV, with General Mills sales-

men and their district chiefs gathered for the event at that network's affiliated stations.

CBS TV's latest effort to break down the seasonal nature of the medium is some-

thing that analytical minds among spot tv sellers have been urging for some time.

Their contention has been that tv's foremost problem was not getting business but in-

creasing the number of spot users—or broadening their base—so that there wouldn't be

those sharp seasonal valleys and peaks.

(See page 20 for reaction sumup to CBS TV's changes in discount structure.)

If you hold some shares of AT&T, you'll be interested in knowing the bill to the

three tv net works for transcontinental circuits will tote up to over $35 million for the

current year.

The estimated allocation: $13-14 million for CBS TV and NBC TV each and
between $9-10 million for ABC TV.

Point of comparison: Line costs for the four radio networks this year is expected to

run jointly between $13-14 million.

Tv, apparently is not going to let the magazines get away much longer with

their methods of comparing ad exposure vs. tv commercial exposure.

NBC Research, in particular, is working up an analysis that will answer these magazine

exposure studies.

What especially bums the researchers in tv is that the figures checked out for maga-

zine ads are mostly bigger than the calculations shown for tv by Nielsen.

Another objective of the NBC TV project: To knock down the magazines' practice of

automatically deducting 20-25% of potential tv home exposures on the theory that

percentage of viewers are away from the set when the commercial is on.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Some of the 8tation§ carrying two tv networks have found, so to speak, more
than one way to skm the commercial unit cat.

As observed by agencies checking logs: In the event of a network program promo
not applying to them, such stations pass up the promo and link together two 20-

second commercials. In the process they also pass up selling an ID.

Ted Bates goes to the head of the class for the second consecutive "season" as

the agency with the most gross tv network time billings. I

The top 10 agencies as compiled by LNA from 1 October 1958 to 30 June 1959:

RANK AGENCY GROSS TV NETVi^ORK TIME BILLINGS;

1 Ted Bates $32,585,000

2 J. Walter Thompson 27,358,000

3 Young & Rubicam 24,627,000

4 Benton & Bowles 22,160,000

5 Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample 19,663,000

6 BBDO 18,024,000

7 McCann-Erickson 15,436,000

8 Lennen & Newell 11,032,000

9 Leo Burnett 10,169,000

10 William Esty 8,682,000

Note: In evaluating these rankings consideration should be given to the fact that much of

the billings are credited to the agency of record and they are not representational of the

money spent on programing.

P.S.: The collective billings for the above 10 agencies constitutes a little over 40% of

all the tv networks for the nine-months period.

You can expect the competitors to counter CBS TV's latest broad changes in the dis-

count structure with some strong revisions of their own.

SPONSOR-SCOPE found the reaction among agency media directors to CBS' new discount

pattern—revolutionary in one respect—somewhat mixed, but the favorable sentiment

decidedly outweighed the opposite. A smattering of the pro's and con's:

• Patterning the rate structure to set-usage levels provides a more precise value

for the advertiser. This realistic yardstick—revolutionary for air media—is tv's one big
[

departure from traditions brought over from radio.

• Setting different values for the various hours of the evening shows (1) the me-

dium has become more competitive and (2) the networks had to yield to mount-

1

ing pressure from advertisers more discriminating with their dollars.

• The basic idea of allowing substantial discounts for summer recruits is commendable,

but the plan contains marked inequities for the 52-week advertisers.
[

• The top night-time spenders (like General Foods, P&G, Campbell and Lever), who hold

mid-evening spots, will, as a result of the novel time-period discounts, wind up with paying,

in effect, rate increases. General Foods agencies estimate the client will have to budget

at least an additional $500,000.

The basic changes in CBS TV's discount structure:

1 ) Whereas the station-hour discount goes up for the summer, late evening dis-

counts for the remaining 39 weeks are reduced.

2) The dollar volume for the network's over-all discount is increased from a weekly

base of from $100,000 to $130,000.

3) Prime-time advertisers occupying periods before 8 p.m. are entitled to a special
j

discount of 10' r in the winter and 45% in the summer season.

4) The same 45% summer discount applies for the 8-8:30 period, drops to 40%
for the next half-hour and slides to 35% for the 9 to 11 p.m. span.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Barter has r<»artMl ilH liea«l in notwork tv?: As pari payment for 12 ilaytime

quarter-hours ABd TV took over from Coty six 30-minute fihns starring Maurice
Chevalier. The Coty participations start next week and extend into May.

Coty (BBDO) will continue to use spot tv from time to time.

Quite a mass of analytical data has heen suhinitted to Colgate to help guide its

future program-buying and other policies with regard to network tv.

Among the studies was one showing how average ratings and shares have fared

since the three networks became closely matched on audiences and others ])urporting

to show that all the other big daytime advertisers are given to the scatter plan concept.

To illustrate what's been happening to night-time audience quotients as a result of

the intensified network competition, one of the studies made these points:

1) During the 1957-58 season 90% of the 30 top-rated shows got a share of

45% or better, whereas during the 1958-59 season only 23% of the 30 top-rated

shows carved out a 45 share or better.

2) Only 18 of the 53 regularly scheduled newcomer programs in the 1958-59

season—or 34%—were continued under sponsorship in the 1959-60 season.

Here's a chart of the breakdown by type of those survivors, with "successful" designat-

ing shows that got 10% or more above the average rating for all evening shows and "re-

newed" indicating programs that didn't do as well but were continued.

RENEWED
1

1

1

1

2

1

7

Note: The 18 shows that survived represented 34 /i of the total new shows.

Colgate alone among the seven biggest-spending advertisers in daytime network tv

doesn't spread its participation among many programs, as shown herewith:

NO. DIFFERENT

SHOWS
9

9

2

9

9

9

9

TYPE TOTAL NEW SHOWS SUCCESSFUL

Suspense-Crime 13 2

Westerns 10 6

Situation Comedy 8 1

Variety 8 1

Aud. Partic.-Panel 7

Adventure 4

General Drama 3 1

TOTAL 53 11

NO. 1/4 HRS.

^ERTISER NETWORK PER WK.

P&G CBS-NBC 34

Lever Bros. ABC-CBS-NBC 161/2

Colgate CBS 11

Amer. Home ABC-CBS-NBC 10

Sterling CBS-NBC 7

Toni ABC-CBS 61/2

Gen. Mills ABC-CBS-NBC 6

One thing already revealed by the gigantic continuing qualitative media study

being conducted by JWT: Tennessee Ernie is the hottest air salesman that's come

up the pike since Arthur Godfrey.

This performer, according to data ci)nipiled. nol only gets a lopnofcli believability and

likeability quotient but sells Fords like Godfrey used to sell teabags.

JWTs basic objective of this study, which has been going on for some time, relates to

( 1 I all media and (2) the relative effectiveness of each to selling in specific cases.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Three significant job appointments in agency and network circles this week:

Mort Werner as v.p. and director of Y&R's radio and tv department; Don Coyle

as v.p. in charge of ABC's newly formed international division and Sig Michelson as

president of CBS News.

(For details see Agencies and Network NEWS WRAP-UP, starting page 68.)

Numerous sections of California will benefit, starting 26 October, from the spot

radio and tv barrage that Liggett & Myers is unlimbering in behalf of its new Duke
Cigarette (McCann-Erickson).

The original plan had been to confine the initial blasts to L.A. and San Fancisco.

At the going rate the Duke will spend around $3 million on spot over the next 13

weeks.

The three tv networks this August jointly did 12.6% better than they did the

like month of 1959, bringing the plus margin for the first eight months up to 10.2%
The August 1959 gross time billings by network: ABC TV, $8,205,520, plus 18.5%; CBS

TV, $21,238,979, plus 9.6%; NBC TV, $17,743,026, plus 13.8%. Total for that month;

$46,743,029. Grand gross for the initial eight months of 1959: $403,046,540.

Looks like the 20-8econd prime-time spot may, after all, wind up this quarter as

a likeable sort among the authors of tv commercials.

Reps reported this week that agencies are latching on to 20's with alacrity—that is, after

they've made a stab at requesting the now-hard-to-find minutes.

However, the calls for IDs is still in the problem area, as far as sellers are concerned,

and some reps are suggesting that if this situation persists after the first of the year there may
be need of a reappraisal of the ID's pricing.

ABC TV has embarked on a studied effort to induce some of the Jack Paar

show's advertisers to defect over to ABC's daytime schedule.

A client that's spending $7,500 on Paar weekly was informed that for the same budget

he'd get these comparative weekly advantages on ABC:
FACTORS NBC TV ABC TV

Cost-per-thousand $3.01 $1.46

Home impressions 2,490,000 5,031,000

Women impressions . 2,440,000 4,125,000

Different homes* 5,837,000 8,531,000

*Over an average four-week period.

Tap a rep sales development director who's done a lot of traveling lately on

what's awry about tv selling in the main and he'll tell you it's the misdirection

applied in promoting the medium.
Shaved to the nub, the points he'll make arc these:

• Because of the high stakes involved in tv, the summit of approach can no longer

be the media director.

• Borrowing a leaf out of Sunday supplements, a lot of pressure must be exerted not only on

ihe accountmen but the prospects' sales manager and field sales executives.

• There should also be a much closer working relationship with the marketing re-

search people not only in the agency but in the prospective client's own organization.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spot Buys, page 60; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 68; Washington Week, page 63; SPONSOR

Hears, page 66; Tv and Radio Newsmaker, page 75; and Film-Scope, page 64.
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for every 10 "gas dollars" spent in

Indianapolis Trading Area . . . there

are $12 spent in its Satellite Markets.

More cars than you might suppose are pumping up

service station sales in the satellite markets—even

more than in the 18-county Indianapolis area.

That's why this big Mid-Indiana market is different

. . . and why this bonus coverage on WFBM-TV
can change your ideas about television marketing.

Where else do you find such a widespread area

only basic NBC coverage of Americans

13th TV Market -760,000 TV homes.

°o^W' INDIANAPOLIS— Major retail area for 18 richer-

than-average counties. 1,000,000 population—350,600 families

with 90% television ownersliip!

0-- „ SATELLITES-Each market within WFBM-TVs
verified coverage . . . Marion • Anderson • Muncie • Bloomington

• VIncennes* Terre Haute • Danville, Illinois • Lafayette • Peru

• Logansport • Kokomo.

covered by just one station, with no overlapping

basic affiliates of the same network ? Where else

are these satellite markets 15" o richer and 30°o

bigger than the Metropolitan Trading Zone itself?

WFBM-TV dominates Mid-Indiana^ because it is

the only basic NBC outlet penetrating this market.

Let us show you how to test regional marketing

plans with amazing results. Write or call for more

details.

Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agency

wr

•
OUR 10TH
ANNIVERSARV
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First, by far, in Philadelphia - in every rating service . . .

and still climbing! The Happy station, that's what they call

50,000 watts going for you and the big accent is on sell!

Let us help you get those sales up.

Call Katz or Jim Storer in Philadelphia

at LOcust 3-2300 today, for availabilities.

^Station: National Sales Offices:

625 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chitago 1



49th and

Madison

\ bomb

I'erhaps there are favorable com-

iicnts to be made on your 19 Septem-

Mi issue feature: "Tests Show 8 Rea-

lms Why Commercials Fail"; how-

\cr. I sincerely doubt it. James

\\ itherell claims it's the "upper-mid-

I It-class" tastes of the nation's ad-

uii. Superb! Whatin'ell is the "up-

Mimiddle-class"? How do you de-

li in- it? Is it economically categor-

ized or is it socially defined? If eco-

iiniiiically, what are its limits: $5,000-

lus per year? If this is true, let

Witherell be reminded there are

Ph.D.'s making less than that . . .

hence they are "middle" or "lower-

middle" class and wouldn't under-

stand the commercials anyway re-

iiardless of the number of letters af-

ter their name. If this "upper-middle-

class" is socially defined, then there

are no "bright young men" to under-

stand the commercials because every-

one knows that all society who are

slum-dwellers are without doubt im-

becilic creatures "yearning to breathe

free ' but without the intelligence to

cope with their situations.

There is. true, an attempt at the

socio-psychological significance of the

commercial but it doesn't get off the

ground. Examples given (8—count

'em—8 1 are poorly chosen. Nearly

anyone with a year's experience in

copy writing should know them. A
wagging finger and a clucking tongue

to SPONSOR for bothering with the arti-

cle at all. It was not worth writing:

unless, of course, it was for presenta-

tion to a "lower-lower-middle-mud-

dled-class" copywriter. Too bad.

Chester Trouten

continuity dir., WCUE
Akron. Ohio

All for versatility

"Should writers sjjecialize or work
in all media?" (Sponsor Asks, 12
Sept. I Of the three quoted experts
who took stands on this question,

Victor Bloede of B&B gets my vote.

(Please turn to page 28)

SPONSOR 10 OCTOBER 1959

is loaded with advertisers who prove good copy

and FRESH AIR just can't miss! Radio Catalina's new program-

ming format is a potent sales weapon . . . hitting a responsive

audience throughout Southern California at an average 71%

less cost than other major regional stations.

John Poole Broadcasting Co., Inc.

6540 Sunset Blvd..

Los Angeles 28. Calif.

Hollywood 3-3205

Klational Representative:

Weed Radio Corporation

25



JuOaC thaw £V£iR! Long the number one station in the nation's number one marke

today WCBS-TV offers advertisers even more than the biggest audiences in all television.

Channel 2 viewers are also the most responsive, as proven in a new, full-scale depth stud

conducted by the Institute for Motivational Research, in association with Market Planning Corpc

ration (an affiliate of McCann-Erickson). Example: when asked which of New York's seven channel

*'has more of the programs that really make an impression, the ones you talk about," 2 out of ever

3 respondents interviewed named WCBS-TV. Conversely, when asked which channel was bein

*<:

WCBS-TV



eferred to in this statement, 'Hhey don't seem to have many new programs— I've seen most of them

efore," only 2% mentioned WCBS-TV— compared to 85% who named non-network stations.

Outcome? A distinct "chmate of responsiveness" resulting in more anticipation, more active

iewing on the part of Channel 2 audiences. And, according to the Institute's report, "'far greater

ittention and interest in both programs and commercials seen on Channel 2!" Call WCBS-TV
|r CBS Television Spot Sales for more of the findings which demonstrate why, now more than ever

efore, New York's blue-ribbon advertising medium is CBS Owned Channel 2 . . ."WCBS"TV

iljli

m



Smidley,

done it

again!

You just can't get it through the old

noggin. You can't cover the Pacific

Northwest without Cascade. Why
Smidley, this Cascade four-station

network wra])s up a market with

more food sales than Toledo or

Oklahoma City. You get the picture,

Smid? They've got an E.B.I, that

tops Indianapolis or Newark. And
gel this! (Cascade Television is the

only network serving the entire mar-

ket. Let's not pass it up again.

KIMA-TV

KBAS-TV

YAKIMA, WASH.

EPHRATA.
HOSES CAKE, WASH

l/rpn TW PASCO. RICHIAND.
l\Crn-|T KENNEWICK, WASH

KLEW-TV
'--'-"

for facts and figures:

Notional Representatives: Pacific Noithwest:

GEORGE P. HOUINGBERY Company MOORE & ASSOCIATES

49TH & MADISON
{Continued from page 25)

Postscripting his view, may I submit

these additional premises:

1. Losing transference of media

impressions, and resultant sponsor

image, is a risk when copy assign-
|

ments are departmentalized into print i

or radio/tv. Realistically, of course,

one copywriter cannot often execute

one national campaign. But at least

'

give the last dance to the fellow who

brought the idea

!

2. Particularly insofar as slogan^

are concerned, the combination cop) •

writer will anticipate snags in adapta-

tion to either print or broadcasting.

3. The art approach in print and

tv overlaps enough to warrant inclu-

sion of the copywriter as a buffer in

planning stages for both, e.g., a maga-

zine photograph can be the tv writ-

er's raw material.

And a hitchhike on the above for

Sponsor Asks: Should ivriters special-

ize or work?

Marilyn Lees

cojiywriter

Botsford, Constantine & Gardner

Portland, Ore.

Imports have air problem

Re your two-part story on Detroit's

use of air media for their car adver-

tising (sponsor, 26 Sept. and 3 Oct.),

I'd like to shed some light on the

much underplayed foreign side of the

picture. Everyone knows that im-

ported cars are now a billion dollar

industry, but strangely enough many

radio and television station salesmen

and their reps continue to think of

this field as a catch-all. There seems

to be very little recognition of our

problem, which is to establish first

identity and then reliability.

Because we need identity with a

specific group we have to be on, at

or around the same time each day,

because we want to impress viewers

or listeners with our reliability, we

need a local peg or personality, and

finally, because our budgets don't

match those of Detroit, we can't go

for spectaculars or for special events.

What we can go for, and what we

in the iMi|)orted car field would like

from radio and tv, is time salesmen

who think in terms of what we need,

not what they have available.

Kingsbury E. Moore

pres.

Kingsbury E. Moore Adv.

Hempstead, N. Y.
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KOA-KOA-TV now operating from the finest broadcasting facilities in the rocky mountain west NBC in Denver
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There now are one million men, women and children in Metro-

politan Atlanta. Or by the time you read this, perhaps more.

Newcomers are arriving by plane, train, car and stork at the

rate of 516 per week.

Atlanta is the dynamic, hard-working, good living heart of

that vast region served and sold l)y WSB Radio and WSB Tele-

vision. We invite you to share the rewards of this great and

growing market's present and future.

ATLANTA'S

3 RADIO
WSB-TV

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affilate. Represented by Retry. Associated with WSOC/WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WHIO 'WHIO-TV, Dayton
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HERE COMES
THE BIG TV TOY

^ 'Perfect ad mediuni' may get $9 million from the

toy companies this year—$6 million more than in 1958

^ Expanding markets, tv's demonstration potential,

draw big and small toy makers into spot and network

I V channels are being readied for

the biggest toy parade ever to march
across the nation's screens. An esti-

mated $9 million—some $6 million

over 1958 figures— will be poured

into the medium b) enthusiastic toy

manufacturers this year.

Tv, according to Melvin Helitzer.

director of advertising and public re-

lations for Ideal Toy Co., is the "per-

fect ad medium" for the toy manu-
facturer. Nor is he alone in his

opinion.

SPONSOR, in surveying the upcoming
heavy selling period for the industry,

finds 55 major toy companies on the

air this fall heralding their Christmas

lines ( for complete list, see page 32 i

—proof indeed that the toy makers

know television s persuasiveness with

mothers as well as children. This fig-

ure is a minimum number, including

only the majors who are buying net-

work programing or intensive spot

and local schedules in multiple mar-

kets. The number of sponsors rises

into the hundreds when you include

lal jobbers and wholesalers advertis-

ing regionally or localh and I b I toy

retailers, who were among the first

in their industry to recognize the

sales potential in local tv programs.

SPONSOR 10 OCTOBER 1959

PARADE!
Dollar figures show a phenomenal

gain in t\ tov investments for both

networks and stations, with 1959 set-

ting what even two years ago would

seem to be an incredible record of

growth. In 1957. for example, the

total tv investment for spot and net-

work was $2.1 million—$1.6 million

for spot and $506,000 for network,

according to the Television Bureau of

Advertising.

^ et last )ear time sales to toy com-

panies were hiked some 30'/( as the

total figure grew to $3.5 million

—

$2.H million in spot. $681,000 in net-

work.

Current figures show even more

definitively that all of the major toy

firms have jum|)ed on the tv wagon.

TvB reports sales for the first half of

this vear are up W i compared with

the same period last year—and the

big selling season is \et to come. Here

are the first-half figures: spot, for six

months in ".58 and '59: $.500,000 vs.
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Toy companies using tv this season *

Admiral Tov (s) Kiddyland (s)

American Character Doll (n) Knickerbocker Toys (s)

American Flyer (n) Kohner (s)

American Metal Specialties (n) Lionel Toys (n), (s)

Amsco (n) Lowell Toy Mfg. (s)

Benay-Albee Novelty (s) Louis Marx (n)

Big Top Games (s) Mattel (s), (n)

Blockraft (s) Newark Felt Novelty (n)

Milton Bradley Games (s) Parker Bros, (n)

Carnell Mfg. (n) Playskool (n)

Climax Industries (s) Playtime Products (s)

Colorforms, (s), (n) Radex Stereo (s)

Crayola (n) Rainbow Crafts (s), (n)

Dart (s) Remeo (s)

Dennis Play Products (s) Revell (s)

Donnell Toys (s) Sawyer-Barker (s)

Emenee Toys (s) Schwinn (n)

Fun Bilt Toys (s) Standard Toykraft (n), (s)

General Toys (s) Stori-Views (n), (s)

A. C. Gilbert (s), (n) Structo Mfg. (n), (s)

Gong Bell Mfg. (s) Tarrson (s)

Hassenfeld (s) Tonka (s)

Highlander Sales Co. (n) Toy Shop (s)

Hill Toys (s) Transogram (s)

Hubley (s) U Toys (s)

Ideal Toy Corp. (n), (s) Various Toys (s)

K Toys (s) Welded Plastics Corp. (s)

Kenner (s) Wonder Books Inc. (s)

g *Souroes: SPONSOR survey of networks and station representatives; Toys and
= Novelties magazine : TvB. (n) designates network sponsorship; (s), spot pro-

H graming and/or announcements. Si)ot includes both local station and national

^ station representative business.

$1,279,000; network, for the first

seven months, of each of those two
years, $189,824 and $476,495.

Projecting these figures—with the

first half of the year accounting for

about 20'/f of total toy advertising

and the second half for the remainins
80/^—you arrive at the estimate of

$8.7 million being invested in net and

spot time this year. The biggest

share of this will go to spot (which

currently has 43 toy clients compared

with network's 19).

Tv's effectiveness as a sales force

was really discovered by the small toy

manufacturers, who invested heavily

in money and time to develop form-

ulas which pushed their companies to

new sales records. But the big ones

have now moved in en masse and are

spending unheard-of sums for the

toy industry.

Ideal Toy, which three years ago

had a total budget of $300,000, may
well spend $1 million on tv alone next

year. Its tv sum is currently budgeted

at more than $500,000, which pays

for the annual Macy's Thanksgiving

Day Parade on 100 NBC TV stations

(the company's fifth year of sponsor-

ship) and for commercials in 29

cities. Its New York City schedule,

alone, calls for 66 one-minute an-

nouncements weekly on a total of six

stations.

Mattel, which is introducing its

own network show, Matty's Funday

Funnies on ABC TV, has doubled its

budget this year to a reported $800,-

000 for tv. And Louis Marx, ventur-

ing into television for the first time

this year, has tagged $1 million-plus

for tv and has picked up six network

shows.

Here are some of the marketing

factors which are influencing toy

I'lioto: c urtes.v of Toy Guidance Council
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makers' choice and use of television

advertising:

• More than four million babies

were born last year, annual rate is

expected to reach six million by 1970.

• There are more than S3 million

youngsters in the U. S. today, all of

them prospects for toys, playthings,

hobbies and games. The breakdown:

children under 1 year old—3,796,-

000; 1 to 2—7,872,000; 3 to 4—
7,837,000; 5 to 9—18,287,000; 10 to

14—15,614,000 ( figures as of 1 July

1958 from the U. S. Dept. of Com-

merce).

• Toys are big business—and they

are getting bigger. There are 3,500

toy manufacturers—most of them

with small shops—yet their sales at

retail this year will be some $1,650

billion. Observers predict this dol-

lar figure will more than double in

the next decade.

• Tv's most loyal and devoted audi-

ence is youngsters—and TvB reports

that 99.99f of all children have access

to a television set. In one day, the

trade association reports, tv is

watched by 30.9 million youngsters

from the age of four through 11. ( For

a detailed analysis of what children

watch and at what hours of the day,

see charts, pages 32, 33.) In seven

half-hour periods of the day. the tv

audience attracts more non-adults

than adults
(
primarily between 5 and

6 p.m. and 7:30 and 9:30 a.m. I.

Several basic changes are taking

place in toy marketing patterns as a

direct result of television's influence.

For one thing, it's making consumers

nmch more aware of company names.

And industry experts think—all other

things being equal—that customers

will buy a product manufactured by

I Please turn to page 54

1
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When children watch tv

The chart below shows the percentage ol youngsters

from jour through 11 years of age who are tuned to tv

(luring any given half hour of the telecast day.*

Percent watrh
1 Network time,

M-F

intj—Day
average day)

Sat.

lime

Sun.

(Sunday through Saturday)

Network time, average dayi

M-F Sat. Sun.

7-7:30 a.m. 3.9 2.9 0.2 12:30-1 16.9 27.5 23.7

7:30-8 8.8 5.9 0.9 1-1:30 16.5 24.8 23.5

8-8:30 15.4 15.9 1.7 1:30-2 14.4 20.3 20.6

8:30-9 17.1 25.2 3.7 2-2:30 12.3 16.7 17.6

9-9:30 22.6 36.5 5.6 2:30-3 11.4 16.9 19.3

9:30-10 19.8 44.4 7.1 3-3:30 11.5 15.4 17.0

10-10:30 16.4 45.7 8.7 3:30-4 13.3 17.5 18.6

10:30-11 15.2 49.8 10.8 4-4:30 20.0 18.4 21.3

11-11:30 15.9 49.3 12.5 4:30-5 27.2 24.2 23.8

11:30-12 17.0 39.1 13.8 5-5:30 41.6 30.2 28.2

12-12:30 p.m . 19.3 29.9 19.4 5:30-6 51.3 39.0 32.3

^Source: TvH survey, "How to r

''Monday tbrouirli Friday iieriods

•acli people, ' St'ptt'inl)*'!- ly.")*).

Percent watching

—

6-6:30 p.m. 517

-Nighttime' (Sunday

9-9:30

through Saturday)

44.6

6:30-7 55.1 9:30-10 31.9

7-7:30 58.1 10-10:30 19.1

7:30-8 68.1 10:30-11 12.4

8-8:30 66.9 11-11:30 6.0

8:30-9 59.3 11:30-12 3.4

What children like to watch

This summary, appearing in TvB's recent survey of the

medium's total audience, shows program preferences for

youngsters from four through 11 years of age by net-

work show types. ^For local type see page 54.) Figure

indicates percentage preferring each program.

Network programs (Sunday through Saturday)

Daytime

Children's Western (30 min.) 16.7% Gen. drama (60 min.) 9.6

Misc. children's (30 min.) 24.0 Sit. comedy (30 min.) 18.6

Daytime serial (15 min.) 4.4 Suspense drama (30 min.) 11.5

Daytime serial (30 min.) 5.2 Suspense drama (60 min.) 18.4

Quiz, aud. part. (30 min.) 5.3 Western (30 min.) 26.1

Misc. adult (30 min.) 7.0 Western (60 min.) 29.5

Misc. adult (60 min. or more) 3.7 Gen. variety (30 min.) 8.4

Gen. variety (60 min.) 14.0

Nighttime Quiz. aud. part. (30 min.) 12.2

Adventure (30 min.) 21.5% M-sc. eve. prog. (30 min.) 9.1

Gen. drama (30 min.) 9.6 Misc. eve. progs. (60 min

)

25.2

,i I
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AGENCY IN

EXURBIA:

THE
HENDERSON
OPERATION

xX
""'jiid^P*^

^ South of Madison Avenue—in the Blue Ridge Moun-

tains—an adman builds a powerhouse of creativity

^ In less than a year, Henderson Agency has picked

up four new accounts, bills nearly $6 million in tv

\^ oiiimuters to Madison Avenue

who have trouble putting together a

dream of Adman's Heaven, might try

these specifications for size: A mod-

ern two-story agency in the lush set-

ting of the Piedmont at the foot of

the Blue Ridge, where climate is tem-

perate the year-round. Adjoining

the agency, a swimming pool to

which the personnel have privileges.

Plenty of parking area, for here

everyone drives to work I you can

live in the country and still be home
from the job in five minutest. Across

the highway (attention, adgals!), a

complete shopping center. About 12

miles away, a new $1 million-dollar

country club.

The above description fits the Hen-

derson Advertising Agency, of Green-

ville, S. C, to a tee, so one might

think there'd be a line of applicants

stretching from the Biltmore Bar

right down to South Carolina By-

Pass 291. Yet Jim Henderson him-

self was in New York last week set-

ting up machinery for' the recruiting

of 10 more personnel for tv produc-

tion, art, copy, research, media, and

as account execs. The agency already

has among its key personnel, expatri-

ates from C&W, BBDO and Y&R.
The latest expansion in personnel

reflects an expansion in business; in

the past five months Henderson Ad-

vertising has picked up four new na-

tional accounts:

One of these is Miles Laboratories

for the introduction of a brand new

product. This account was acquired

in June. Just recently the agency was

named to handle the textiles division

of Dayton Rubber Co. and Her Maj-

esty Underwear. The name of the

fourth new account will be released

shortly.

Henderson Advertising Agency

spans the era of tv; has grown along

with it. It began in 1946, although

the idea preceded it by three years

when young Jim Henderson, a native

of Atlanta who had gone to Green-

ville, S. C. High School, and had

studied engineering at Clemson Col-

lege, took an aptitude test in an Army
hospital, learned he was least-fitted to

be an engineer, best-fitted to be an

adman. At Clemson, while studying

engineering, he had spent all his

extra-curricular time running the col-

lege radio station and newspaper. Out

of the Army in 1943, with a new di-

rection, he joined General Foods in

New York, moved in his sales and

sales promotion job to Denver, where

he became an account executive at

Curt Freiberger Agency and went to

school nights at the University of

Denver. In Denver, he graduated in

advertising, also got married to a

Denver girl.

Although Greenville, S. C, had

been his home only during his high

school years, it had left an indelible

impression on the mind of Jim Hen-
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(It'ison. Ill the \ears lielweeii. (rieeii-

\ ille fiad grown up too. (Today it is

a comiii unity of about 100,000 souls

and is figured to be a key link in the

cxurbia south of the Mason-Dixon

line, a community of vast growth

potential.

)

Bouncy, opportunistic Henderson

apparently spotted these possibilities

liack in 1946. He borrowed $500

liom his bride, and they returned

cast to start an ad agency in one

room of the Greenville News Build-

ing. For five months, the Jim Hen-

derson Agency did not have one ac-

count. By the end of 1947. it was
billing $25,000. Since then, it has

Liained altitude in a fast, year-by-year

(limb.

Impetus that sparked the climb

I ame in 1950. when Howard Mcln-

l\re joined the agency as an investor

( it was incorporated in 1953 as Hen-

derson Advertising Agency I . Mc-

Intyre came from Hath Packing Co.

in Iowa where he was advertising

manager; prior to that he had been a

Texas agency adman. Significant was

the fact that he was the first man to

graduate from the Rutgers (N. J.i

School of Sales Management.

"Every key job-bolder at this agen-

cy," said Henderson, "is a marketing

man—first, last and always."

In any agency, it would be hard to

find a bunch of peojile more closely

attuned to the merchandising angles

of an ad campaign. Henderson, Mc-

Intyre and other key executives are

constantly hopping about the coun-

try. They attend marketing clinics,

management seminars, research meet-

ings, 4A's conclaves, meetings of Na-

tional Advertising Agency Network;

they visit with clients, distributors,

stations. Thev flv about in a twin-

engine Aero-Commander for xshich

the agenc) has a full-time jjilot. But

once the plane comes in, there is no

"down-time" for anyone. Between ap-

pointments, the top brass as well as

the |)ilot scout the local supermarkets

and drugstores checking on the local

market, their client products and the

competilion. Back in the Greenville

agency, a whole room in the new
l)uilding has been constructed to du-

plicate a drug chain and grocery

store. Here, are counters crowded

with all sorts of competitive products

as well as their own.

These counters give them an op-

portunity of viewing and evaluating

displays and labels of their own
products in context with all rival

products. "It also," 38-year-oId Hen-

derson told SPONSOR, "serves as a

constant reminder to all of us that

we've got competition."

A TV AGENCY: 85% of agency billings at Henderson is in air media. Here, Don Daigh, +v/radio director, previews an account's filn



Hendersons largest account is

Texize Chemicals, of Greenville and
Dallas, which manufactures, along

with its line of starches, disinfectants

and bleaches, a cleaner which some
Yankees refer to as "Dixie's Lestoil."

Texize, as is true of most Henderson
accounts, relies heavily on tv.

Indeed, one might say that Hender-

son Advertising is an air media agen-

cy, for a good 85% of its estimated

$6 million billings goes into tv and

radio, and the lion's share of that is

in tv. "The explanation is simple,'"

Henderson told SPONSOR: "We re-

gard tv as an ideal medium for pack-

aged goods, and we regard ourselves

as a true packaged-goods agency."

Henderson Advertising is by no

means a "local" agency. "We don't

go in for local banks, retail store

accounts or the like," says Henderson.

"But we definitely are interested in

regional products that have good
growth possibilities."

Henderson sees a trend toward

more agencies with similar operations

to his own—agencies located beyond

the metro-centers such as New York,

Chicago and San Francisco. "I be-

lieve that within the next five years,"

Henderson told sponsor, "advertisers

will come to realize more and more
that not all the creativit\ is bottled

MEDIA PLANNERS: Howard K. Mcln+yre, vice president of Henderson, and Betty McCowan,

buyer, study an account's advertising strategy. Timebuyers here are geographical specialists

WINNER: A pair of awards went to some of the Texize Household Cleaner tv commercials.

Above Is one of them, known as "The Shoeshlne Boy." Texize is Henderson's top account

up in such places as Madison Avenue.

Already the creative people are begin-

ing to spread out across the country.

Many of them are looking for more
compatible surroundings, less rare-

fied working atmospheres than the

concrete city canyons." Another fac-

tor adding to expansion possibilities

of the non-metropolis advertising

agencies is the trend toward indus-

trial decentralization and product di-

versification among the advertisers

themselves.

"We've had a number of offers,"

said Henderson, "to sell out to or

merge with some big New York City

agencies. We've never considered

one of them.

"Our aim is to be creative right

here where we are, and we believe

this is a better creative atmosphere

for our people."

While Henderson sees greater op-

portunities ahead for agencies in the

smaller towns, he also points out they

will not get very far operating as

"small-town agencies."

In the case of his a2enc> , Hender-

son feels it is in a sound growth posi-

tion now because "an advertising era

has developed which substantiates the

experience of the firm as more and

more advertisers turn to the market-

by-mar!'et concept.

"Through our de^'eIopment of this

approach to advertising." he said,

"we have built up a backlog of con-

tacts with individual station person-

nel and representatives which has

proved invaluable."

During the past year the Henderson

media and merchandising people esti-

mate they have been visited bv more

than 150 station salesmen and repre-

sentatives.

Actually the market-by-market buy-

ing approach which today is being

adopted bv many national advertisers

was forced on the Henderson Agency

early in the game. "We had no choice

then," Henderson said, "because we

served smaller clients who could not

afford national coverage. I'm not

sorry this was the case, for the experi-

ence we built up sure comes in handy

now."

The agency's media buying depart-

ment is broken up by geographical

areas. One timebuyer buys only east

{Please turn to page 56)
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EXCITEMENT was lacking in initial co-op

ads. Corning needed visual impact like this

DEMONSTRATION was needed to short-

cut in-store demonstrations, pre-sell consumer

PRODUCTS had to be seen in action, even

though print answered need to show color

Corning test-markets a tv push •a

^

regi

Glass company used national selling strategy in

ional markets to find most eflfective media pattern

^ Tv will dominate $1.2 million new product push

counter-played with co-op ads, Sunday supplements

their own newspaper ads for the

product simuhaneousl) . Supplements

were used to stimulate the effect of

national magazines.

"The newspaper strike was on

when we reached New York, how-

ever, and it was then we discovered

—like many other advertisers—that

tv alone could send people into the

stores after our product. So we re-

vised our advice to retailers, suggest-

ing instead that they wait for tv to

take effect before running their ads.

"The 60-second commercial we
used in the tests was specifically de-

signed with a twofold purpose: To

demonstrate the product's freeze-

cook-serve qualities and to dramatize

the fact that the material used in

Corning Ware is a component of

rocket nose cones.'"

"The New York tv test was ex-

tremely successful." says Everson.

"Brand recognition was strong

enough to get our product a main-

floor display at Gimbels—the first

time an unknown housewares product

has been moved off the housewares

floor in the hisl()r\ of the store."'

lext week, Corning Glass fires up

a $1.2 million push for its new

Corning Ware. Tv's slice (by SPON-

SOR estimate) : .$580,000.

Behind the campaign lies a full

year of market-by-market testing by

Corning and its agency, N. W. Ayer,

to find just the right media pattern.

The tests began in Philadel|)hia last

year about this time, moved to New
York City, and by the end of the ) ear

had begun to reach northward and

as far west as Harrisburg. Spot tv ex-

penditures for these tests totaled

$167,580 iTvB-Rorabaugh).

"Our first efforts," says Corning

ad manager Pete Everson, "were with

cooperative newspaper advertising

and Sunday supplements. But the

story needed more dramatic em-

phasis. Even on the limited budget

of market-by-market introductions,

we had to duplicate the conditions of

a national campaign in order to make
a dent that could be followed up with

a national campaign later.

"We made a 60-second commercial

heavy on demonstration, then recom-

mended to retailers that they run

Market reaction was quick, Ever-

son reports, but to get it required

stepping up the normal buying for-

mula which Corning and Ayer had

worked out. The New York buying

pattern was revised upwards to l?>Vi

,

penetration 13 times a week. Other

large markets were adjusted accord-

ingly as they were reached.

In cutting back on its newspaper

reconmiendation to retailers, hov.ever.

Corning still chose to continue its

use of supplements to duplicate na-

tional magazines. "We found that

showing the color of the product was

a good curtain-raiser for the tv

push," says Everson. One insertion

in a four-week campaign was usually

enough to relate the color 1 blue and

white I to brand name. (See pattern

of the national magazine schedule

shown in the chart on next page.)

Following last years pre-Christmas

opening of eastern markets. Corning

tackled the rest of the country in a

series of spot tv campaigns which ran

through June, at a cost (according to

TvB-Rorabaugh) of $309,507.

First was Florida, which opened

in January. The Cleveland-Chicago

areas followed in March. April found

markets open as far west as .Missis-

sippi. Each campaign was assembled

along the basic pattern Corning had

found successful: four-week cam-

paigns beginning with a supplen;ent

insertion, plus a four-week |)enetra-

lion of Gr>' I . six spots per week.
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"We tackled the Southwest and Los

Angeles in May, " says Everson.

"using a 68' f penetration, seven

spots per week. We soon discovered

that Los Angeles reacted to television

exposure faster than any eastern city

we had tackled. Initial reaction and

sales exceeded New York, which had
responded with considerable speed."

In June. Corning opened the North-

west with the same media combina-
tion. "By now." says Everson, "the

blueprint for this year's national pre-

Christnias push was clear.

"We had learned that it took a full

minute to tell our story, that by and

large it should be a demonstration

story. Having achieved national dis-

tribution market by market, we felt

we could buy prime time network tv

efficiently for our minute commercial.

This would also give us uniform pro-

gram identification for merchan-

dising purposes."

Two additional commercials were

produced. The first commercial em-

phasized Corning Ware's freeze-cook-

serve characteristics and nose-cone

material. The new ones are more
specific. In one, triple exposure

points up the three-in-one aspect of

the product (storage, cooking,

serving ) . A third commercial concen-

trates on a single product; i.e. a

coffee pot, showing it both in use

and on a shelf with other products

in the line.

Other copy points included: detach-

able handle, "wonderful selection of

shapes and sizes" "easiest of all to

ivash—one glance tells you it's spot-

less."

The three commercials will be

rotated in five one-hour network
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I HOW MEDIA PATTERN FITS TOGETHER I

U S HOUSEHOLDS
IN MILLIONS

bU --

4U

i

JU

j

1

(

SEPTEMBER

21 28

OCTOBER
12 19 26 2

NOVEMBER DECEMBER

9 16 23 30 7 14

NET TV SPOT TV MAGAZINE

g PRE-TESTED for right combinations. Corning pattern emphasizes net tv, g
g magazines to establish color, 4-zfee/. spot tv overlay at campaign end 1

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

shows in the following schedule:

• ABC TV—one-sixth participa-

tions at a time and program cost, by
SPONSOR estimate, of $375,000 in

Cheyenne I 26 October, 16 November,

7 December.) The Alaskans (1, 8, 22,

29 November
)

, Bronco, alternating

with Sugarfoot) 3, 10, 17, 24 Novem-
ber).

• CBS TV—two one-third partici-

pations, at an estimated cost of $100.-

000, in The Lineup (28 October, 11

November I

• NBC TV—two one-third partici-

pations, at an estimated cost of $105,-

000, in Five Fingers (7, 28 Novem-
ber) .

Spot tv is fitted into the pattern the

third week in November, duplicating

in the next four weeks the conditions

of the four-week introductory cam-
paigns of last winter and spring. The
aim will be to reach approximately

nine million households per week

with spot tv as the campaign peaks

and ends. The last week of the cam-

paign will rely on spot tv alone.

National magazine advertising,

which began early, will be used to

"punctuate" the campaign. First two-

page spread ran in Life, 23 Septem-

ber, another in the Saturday Evening

Post, 3 October. A third spread will

run in the Ladies' Home Journal the

week of the tv kickoff, and there'll

be one in Reader's Digest when the

campaign peaks the last week in

November.

Corning feels it has come a long

way in a short time from its early

experiments. A consumer advertiser

for 42 years (Pyrex glass), Corning

has opened a national market for a

new product by streamlining its ap-

proach via tv. (Technicallv, the new

product is known as Pyroceram,

Coming's name for the material in

Corning Ware.

)

What's the next move? Says Ever-

son, "Testing tv against all media

proved that tv was the thing that was

working for us." He indicates that

Corning will undoubtedly return to

its reliance on spot tv for seasonal

promotions in its newly opened mar-

kets, meaning, in all likelihood, heavy

four-week pushes prior to Mother's

Day and Easter in the first half

of 1960. ^
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AN IMPORTANT NEW PROFILE OF THE

RADIO-ACTIVE HOUSEWIFE

1

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

she listens to radio

23 HOURS A WEEK
Practically 1/7

of her time

>^llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

^ Just completed survey of 5,000 women on McCann-

Erickson panel uncovers startling new radio facts

^ Listening much higher than commonly realized

and 'favorite station' gets more than 50% of total

I he radio listening patterns of the

American housewife are of gilt-edged

concern to marketing men. But. in

lr\ing to detertnine these patterns

limebuyers have always had to dig

for the information they needed. Un-
til now, that is.

Just out is a new and comprehen-

sive survey commissioned by H-R
Kepresentatives and done by McCann-
Erickson's research subsidiary. Mar-
ket Planning Corp. The findings of

this survey, which appear on this and
the following pages, not only reveal

some surprising and hitherto un-

known facts about radio, but give

media men qualitative data on when

the housewife listens, lion lonti she

listens and so on. The result is a far

clearer picture of this segment of the

audience than has ever been available.

Of particular significance is the

fact that the panel of 5.000 house-

wives used in the survey I they were

members of MPC's permanent Market

Planning Homemaker's Panel I repre-

sents a cross-section of I. .S. house-

holds in terms of income, ase of

housewife, region, size of city, etc.,

geogra]jhically distributed across the

countr) . It was not just a group of

homes selected for interview.

Among the eye-openers, these facts

:

1 he housew ife is not a dial-tw irler

when it comes to radio. She de\elops

strong loyalties to stations and to per-

sonalities, whom she has come to ac-

cept as old friends to be relied on and

visited again. She picks one station

as her "favorite." another, a second-

best and sticks to them.

The average number of hours per

week she spends listening to radio

( 23 as compared to 23.4 niin. per

weekday — about 1 12 the time

spent reading a newspa|)erl make her

even more dominant a factor in the

radio market.

Of equal importance is when she

prefers to listen. Her favorite hours

are between 6 and 9 a.m.. between 9
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1. She

listens to

^TThRS. 36 MIN.

A DAY

(Mod. thru Fri., that is)

2. She

reads a

newspaper only

23.4 MINUTES

A DAY

(she's 12 times as

interested in radio)

5. Her favorite

radio listening

time is

MON. THRU

FRI. 6-9 a.i4

60% of housewives Hsten

then, 28% "most" of time)

6. Her second

favorite time

is

SAT. 6 a.m.

12 NOON
(but Saturday p.m. is her

"least favorite")

a.m. and noon. Advertisers buying

prime afternoon driving time reach

fewer housewives.

These and other statistics disclosed

by the study point up once more the

importance of the housewife in the

marketing picture. It was to define

this potential for agencies, advertisers

and the radio industry in general that

the study was undertaken.

To do it, Market Planning Corp., in

consultation with the H-R research

department, designed a detailed ques-

tionnaire which was mailed to all

members of the panel. Eighty per-

cent of the women responded—a fig-

ure considered high by statistical

measurement.

Results of the survey are being in-

corporated in a two-colored, illus-

trated brochure to be mailed to time-

buyers, media executives and adver-

tisers throughout the country.

The survey's conclusions: Any day-

time period offers a golden oppor-

tunity for sponsors to reach and to

sell the housewife with greater pene-

tration and at less cost. Weekend
tune-ins will add as much as 20% to

the prime time housewife audience.
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3. She listens

to her

favorite station

^ HRS. 24 MIN.

A DAY
(more than half her

listening)

7. To reach

her best, use

these periods

6-9 a.m. A

9 a.m.-NOO

i4-7 p.m. "drive period"

not popular with her

4. She tunes to

her 'second best'

\) station

R. 19 MIN.

A DAY
and listens to her "third

favorite" 53 min.)

8. Don't neglect

Saturday and ^''

Sunday ^^
WEEKENDS r%
ADD 20% / ^

Media men who have seen the Mar-

ket Planning Corp. survey report that

their greatest surprise conies in tlie

popularity of morning radio listening

among housewives, and comparative

unpopularity of late afternoon.

According to the facts turned up

by this research, a spot schedule

slotted throughout the day from 6

a.m. to 7 p.m. reaches 93 '/V of all

listening housewives, but a schedule

built around prime driving times (6

to 9 a.m. and 4 to 7 p.m. I reaches

only 73 '/r.

Another surprise for some agency

men is the high total of hours of

listening to radio b) housewives. The

McCann figures of 4 hrs. 36 min. per

day. is considerably above the figures

reported by Nielsen I .see sponsor's

Air Media Basics I but it is not too far

from radio listening figures turned

up bv agencx surveys, notablx J\\ T
and {]ikW "s Videotown reports.

Of interest to radio men is the fact

that women do more than half of

their radio listening with the ""favor-

ite station" while <U' J of all listening

is shared b\ "favorite" and "next

fa\()rite" outlets. ^
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jM rchibald MacLeish, poet, play.

Wright, philosopher and Pulitzer

Prize winner, aired his views on

broadcast media's role in a so-

ciety moving toward freedom in

the following statement made at

the Westinghouse Broadcasting

Co.'s third public service confer-

ence in San Francisco last month.

A POET LOOKS AT
RADIO/TV POTENTIAL

I B^eople in television and radio are fair game in all seasons and g
I to any hunter—including hunters as inexperienced as myself. The J

J reason is one you can take pride in. Your fellow citizens care g

I about you. They may not always love you but they care. What J

I you do matters. A man could even argue—and I should be pre- 1
M pared to—that what you do matters more over the long run ( if 1

I our civilization has a long run ahead of it ) than what anybody g

g else does, because you are more persistently shaping the minds 1

M of more people than all the rest of us put together. . . 1

g And it is this self-evident and obvious fact which some of you =

= seem sometimes to forget. I have read articles defending the J
M industry against criticism of its programs by the argument that |
M the programs objected to are "entertainment." The assumption g
m seems to be that anything which is "entertainment" doesn't count 1
M in the balance. . . M

g The programs lumped together as entertainment have as great M

I an influence on the minds of the human beings who watch them as J
I programs which claim a more serious purpose. Indeed they have g

I a greater influence. And not merely because they are more numer- g

I ous but because they touch—even though they touch to numb or M

M to paralyze—the human sensibility itself; the human imagination. . . g
M Nothing touches the human spirit as certainly or as profoundly g

g as works of what we call art; and bad art touches as certainly as g
g good, though in a very different way. The current plague of g
M westerns, for example, bad as most of them are, is having and will g
g continue to have, an effect, a consequence. Most of these pictures g

g are imaginatively bankrupt and they cannot help but impoverish g
g the American imagination. =

g To call them entertainment—a dubious claim in most cases

—

g

g won't help the children whose minds are being clamped into that J

g dead and deadening conformity of false sentiment and fake g
g violence and the monotonous repetition of dramatic tricks. How g
= many thousand times since "High Noon" have we heard those g
g same sound effects, once new and vivid and imaginative, now g

g meaningless and debasing. g

M But the point is obvious enough without my laboring it: far g

J {Please turn to page 58) g

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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How radio

^ National Broiler Council

ties four products together,

and uses subtle celebrity-sell

^ Result: More display,

cabinet space for chickens,

10% boost in product sales

I he picture on the opposite page
shows what four advertisers can do
when they team up. No one adver-

tiser could have set up 30,000 dis-

plays in supermarket aisles. But that's

what happened when Reynolds Wrap,
Ac'cent International, Mazola and the

National Broiler Council got together.

The whole project is tied to some
mighty effective radio sell so subtle

in its approach that the average lis-

tener isn't even aware it's there.

Supermarket managers and chain

buyers across the country recognize

it, though. They're having to give

more counter and freezer space to

chickens these days.

It was to achieve exactly this that

the National Broiler Council was

formed three years ago. Working
with a $300,000 budget, its agency,

Crawford & Porter in Atlanta, puts

packaging, merchandisability and low

cost at the top of its advertising

needs. For the past year, the Coun-

cil has been alerting supermarkets to

a series of very effective plugs done

by well known personalities on Celeb-

rity Talk, a five-minute program run-

ning on 302 stations.

The Council found it had a talking

point with supermarket managers if

it could get Walter Pidgeon. for in-

stance, to swap chicken recipes with

the show's Maggi McNeills. Arguing

that this was not only good for chick-

ens but for all other products men-

tioned, the Council decided to turn

related-item promotions into a profit-

able science.

Reynolds, Ac'cent and Mazola
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got more elbo^v room for chickens

agreed to tie into a Chick-n-Que pro-

motion. And store managers, fa-

miliar with what the Council was do-

ing on radio, were receptive to sell-

ing chicken on a grand scale.

Mindful that related items in a

summer food promotion extend even

to paper plates and napkins, the four

advertisers worked out the stack pole

display seen below.

The revolving mobile at the top of

the displa\ contains the theme of the

promotion and ke) products, but the

display itself was designed to pack as

many related items as possible. Basic

design called for Reynolds and Ma-

/.ola to be prominentlv featured in

end stacks (note Mazola on top of

the beer, extreme right. Reynolds

Wrap at opposite side of the display)

.

Accent shares equal space in baskets

below with pickles, relish and olives.

Reynolds sales force distributed

and set up the displays. The four ad-

vertisers then threw the full weight of

their respective media behind the pro-

motion. Reynolds plugged it on its

Walt Disney Presents tv property.

Mazola took page insertions in Life,

another in Saturday Evening Post,

the Broiler Council used its radio

show plus a full page in Reader's

Digest. Accent, which also runs a

schedule of glamour-coated plugs in

Celebrity Talk, used the show plus a

Sunday Magazine, a 31-city Sunday

supplement.

With chatter as the main ingredi-

ent of the radio show, it was possible

to work in any newsworthy item

about the promotion. Thus, when

Maggi McNellis had maneuvered the

Celeste Holm interview ( by pre-

arrangement I to Colorado Springs, it

was a simple matter for the two of

them to talk up the Girl Scout jam-

boree there, mention the fact that

the National Broiler Council had sent

out 10,000 chickens with instructions

for making a Chick-n-Que. To satis-

fy her guest's curiosity on this point.

Maggi divulged the recipe: "Sprinkle

with Accent, brush with corn oil.

wrap in aluminum foil. . .
." The

|)lug was neatK wrapped u|) with an

ecstatic. "Can't you just see 10,000

Chick-n-Ques being prepared in

Colorado?
"

And so it went with other guests,

other items about the four-way pro-

motion, and references to the related

items. The advertisers agreed that

to plug them all by name would rob

the commercials of the small-talk

quality the Council has found so ef-

fective. As a matter of fact a direct

mention of the Council is a great rar-

ity in the plugs. Says the Council's

operational manager Frank Frazer.

"We agreed that the important thing

was to draw attention to the promo-

tion and let the supermarket displays

do the rest—for us and the stores."

A similar promotion with Rey-

nolds, Kellogg and Pet Milk for

"Corn-Crisped Chicken" used an iden-

tical technique. Kellogg's Corn Flake

Crumbs could be identified by name
in the radio plugs I with the brand

name omitted I . Kellogg used its

magazine schedule; Pet Milk and

Reynolds their network tv schedules.

Again the Broiler Council relied on

the radio show and a page in Read-

er's Digest.

Has all this increased the demand
for chicken? "Emphatically," says

Frazer. "In the past 12 months

product sales for both producer and

{Please turn to page 59)

30,000 DISPLAYS like this promoted chicken, Reynolds Wrap, Mazola, Ac'cent. Here

Reynolds slsmn. Tom O'Donnell (I) with a Grand Union supermarket mgr., Martin Butler
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How many, how much?
CBS TV Spot answers

^ "The Cumulative Data Finder," based on a series of

special studies by Nielsen, is a new tool for tiniebuyers

^%s the demand for spot tv in-

creases, the information about the

medium, luckily increases too.

Latest "Handy Andy" to enter the

field is a buyer's tool prepared by

CBS Tv Spot Sales and based on

a series of special studies by the A. C.

Nielsen Co. It is called the "Cume-
Finder" for short, or the "Cumulative

Data Finder" for long. It incorpo-

rates spot television measurement

data not previously relegated to one

Top 30 markets
Nighttime

Total homes
covered Unduplicated homes reached in four weeks

29,993,000

.4%
of U.S.

homes

26,993,700

% U.S. tv homes
reached per week 26.2

4 weeks 47.2

41.6

60.7

28,343,400

Schedule per week 2 SPOTS 4 SPOTS 6 SPOTS

Frequency per

home in 4 weeks 2.7 4.2 6.0

Weekly cost $26,970 $53,940 $80,910

48.6

63.7

Top 45 markets
Nighttimel

Total homes
covered

34,933,000

Unduplicated homes reached in four weelts

33,011,700

Schedule per week 2 SPOTS 4 SPOTS 6 SPOTS

Frequency per

home in 4 weeks 2.7 4.2 6.0

Weekly cost $33,300 $66,600 $99,900

% U.S. tv homes
reached per week

4 weeks
30.5

55.0

48.4

70.7

56.8

74.2

Top 30 markets
Daytime

Total homes
covered Unduplicated homes reached in four weeks

29,993,000

21,445,000

15 296,400

50.9%
of homes

„ in area »

% U.S. tv homes
reached per week

4 weeks
16.9

34.4

27.4

48.2

25,494,100

Schedule per week 6 SPOTS 12 SPOTS 24 SPOTS

Frequency per

home in 4 weeks 3.6 5.0 8.5

Weekly cost $19,137 $30,168 $56,162

38.7

57.3

Total homes
covered

34,933.000

Top 45 markets
Daytime

Unduplicated homes reached in four weeks

% U.S. tv homes
reached per week

4 weeks
19.7

40.0

32.0

56.1

26,693,100

Schedule per week 6 SPOTS 12 SPOTS 24 SPOTS

Frequency per

home in 4 weeks 3.6 5.0 8.5

Weekly cost $24,177 $38,537 $71,635

45.1

66.7
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place, and enables the buyer to {)r()-

jt'ct national dimensions of what is

"l)asicall) considered a local adver-

tising medium."

It is issued as a companion piece to

an earlier CBS self-help brochure

titled "The Cumulative Audience."

which presented similar data on indi-

\ idual market buys.

As for the "Cume-Finder," here is

an example of how a client mav de-

Icrmine ''how main for how much"

—the coverage, frequency, undupli-

cated audience and cost accumulate

as he plans to buy from two to eight

prime time announcements, and from
six to 36 daytime announcements in

the top 15, 30, 45, 60 and 75 markets.

The nighttime chart for the top 15

tv markets shows that they contain

about 22.873.000 tv homes (more
than half the nation's total). If you
buy two prime time 20-second an-

nouncements a week on a leading sta-

tion in each of these 15 markets they:

• Cost $19,.520 weekly

• Reach almost nine million different

homes ( 20' v of li.S. totalj in a week,

and 16 million different homes in

four weeks

• Are seen in the average home 1.2

times a week 2.7 times in four weeks

The charts below reveal some of

the findings from this Nielsen-based

CBSstudx. ^

Total homes
covered

38.671.000

Top 60 markets
Nighttime

Unduplicated homes reached in four weeks

% U.S. tv homes
reactied per week

4 weeks
33.7

60.8

53.6

78.2

36,544,100

Schedule per week 2 SPOTS 4 SPOTS 6 SPOTS

Frequency per

home in 4 weeks 2.7 4.2 6.0

Weekly cost $38,910 $77 820 $116,730

62.9

82.1

Total homes
covered

40,406,000

Top 75 markets
Nighttime

Undurlicated homes reached in four weeks

Schedule per week 2 SPOTS 4 SPOTS 6 SPOTS

Frequency per

home in 4 weeks 2.7 4.2 6.0

Weekly cost $43,130 $86,260 $129,390

% U.S. tv homes
reached per week 35.2

4 weeks 63.6

56.0

81.7

65.7

85.8

Total homes
covered

38.671.000

Top 60 markets
Daytime

Unduplicated homes reached in four weeks

% U.S. tv homes
reached per week

4 weeks
21.8

44.3

35.4

62.1

32.870.400

Schedule per week 6 SPOTS 12 SPOTS 24 SPOTS

Frequency per

home in 4 weeks 3.6 5.0 8.5

Weekly cost $28,187 $44,912 $83,614

49.9

73.9

Total homes
covered

40,406,000

Top 75 markets
Daytime

Unduclicated homes reached in four weeks

% U.S. tv homes
reached per week

4 weeks
22.8

46.3

37.0

64.9

34,345.100

Schedule per week 6 SPOTS 12 SPOTS 24 SPOTS

Frequency per

home in 4 weeks 3.6 5.0 8.5

Weekly cost $31,313 $50,044 $92,761

52.1

77.2
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With the growing children's market, SPONSOR ASKS;

What are recent trends in

kid show programing?
Ad budgets have reached a peak

for juvenile shows, to capitalize

on the expanding children's popu-

lation. Here, station men tell how
kid programing is being reslanted

Brooks Lindsey, co-producer and emcee

oi Clown Carnival, JFSOC-TV, Charlotte

We're counting on Joey! Joey is

WSOC-TV's secret weapon in the late

afternoon. He's a culmination of

much of all we've learned about the

entertaining of children—part child,

part buffoon and part commercial

announcer—all things to all pe ip'e

utilizing the combined experience of

manv men in the WSOC-TV organi-

zation.

As co-producer of two of channel

9's kiddie shows each day I'd say we

have arrived at what we feel is a

workable system for building a kiddie

show for any given time period. This

we call the "controlled ad lib" show.

While Joey the Clock is a combina-

tion of the experience of many people,

he also operates within the frame-

work of the same system. (Ed. note:

Brooks Lindsey is Joey the Clock).

We block out our new show, noting

the potential audience, general age of

the average viewer, and what we
think are the wants of this person at

this particular time of day. For in-

stance, our morning kiddie show is

definitely designed with the pre-

Carefully
conceived with

different age

groups in mind

school child in mind, but we are

aware of the fact that sometimes

Mother is with us. Fantasy looks

the best bet, so we utilize a powerful

Warners cartoon package.

Clown Carnival in the afternoon is

a bit more complicated, as you might
well imagine. Here we use inore pro-

duction such as musical transition

from one segment to another, planned

standard bits such as dances with the

kids, pantomimes involving Joey, sur-

prises on birthdays, etc.

But even though Clown Carnival is

designed to move at a fast pace, it is

controlled, along with Joey, from top

to bottom. Since we directly precede

the news-weather block on channel 9,

we try a gentle transition to hold

kids, and yet interest grownups in

staying with us.

Of course, we talk about our "con-

trolled ad lib" shows, but so far we've

been unable to exercise much of this

control on the kids in Joey's Corner.

Joey met his match the other after-

noon. He'd no sooner introduced a

little guest named Linda Bridges than

the name inspired another little 'un to

sound off with an impromptu song-

pun: "Under britches falling down,

falling down, falling down . . . Under
britches. . .

."

What do you do if you're a clown?

You laugh . . . while your little, shy

world falls apart.

Theodore N, McDowell, program

director, WMAL-TV, Washington, D. C.

During the past five years children

everywhere have steadily developed a

greater curiosity about the world in

which they live. Five years ago chil-

dren's programs on Washington tele-

vision consisted largely of westerns

and cartoons. Today this is no long-

er true. The westerns are out of the

children's tv picture in Washington,

D. C. The kids still love to watch the

cartoons but their fields of interest

have broadened greatly. Now they

also want to know about rockets, sat-

ellites, space travel, zoology and ge-

ography. W M A L - T V ' s program
Pete and His Pals follows this trend

toward more informative children's

programing. It gives the kids the

combination of information and en-

tertainment they want.

Pete's puppet pals are used not

only to entertain but to provide the

children with basic information on a

variety of subjects. Pete's puppets

built a miniature rocket, on-camera,

to illustrate the basics of rocketry.
|

Then, to give the moppets an over-all
|

picture of our solar system, Pete's

pals took a trip to the moon—beating
j

the Russians by several months. Con-

>lru( linn of the rocket and details of

Shows combine

educational and

entertainment

values

the space flight were carefully pre-

sented to give the youngsters a realis-

tic picture of space exploration.

Pete and His Pals also gives the

children an elementary introduction

to geography and zoology. Pete's

puppet characters roam the world in

their adventures, showing pictures

and telling the kids about the United

States and foreign countries. Pete

also has animal guests, both wild and

domestic, on his show to introduce

the children to new creatures and to

let them enjoy, and learn more about,

the animals with which they are al-

ready familiar.

Film fare for Pete and His Pals

consists of popular cartoons, and ma-

terial carefully chosen for both educa-'

tional and entertainment values.

The large volume of mail received

by Pete and His Pals proves that the

kids love to learn, provided the teach-

ing is done in an interesting way.

The mail also shows that the parents

are enthusiastic about the new trend

in children's programs.

Graham Moore, director of sales,

KSBW-TV, Salinas

A leading show business weekly

reported recently on the stack of

night club bookings awaiting the ap-

pearance of The Three Stooges.

Their resurgent popularity is based

almost entirely on the success of their

old films scheduled in nominally kid

times. And night clubs being what
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i(\ are. it is safe to assume that few

loppets are in the audience for these

\e appearances.

I'erhaps this phenomenon illus-

I rates the fact that the line between

i

id show programing and adult pro-

raming is becoming progressive!"

iiore faint and fuzzy.

I had always thought of Lassie

iiid Robin Hood as children's pro-

ranis per se until I saw recently

line national figures on audience

omposition showing slightly more

idult viewers than children.

Of course "kid times" ain't what

hey used to be either. Slightly modi-

led kid shows are nudging at the

margin of the mature show hours.

Kellogg, for example, has slotted

Dennis The Menace on CBS from

7:30-8 p.m. Sunday this fall pre-

reding Ed Sullivan—certainly a

family" hour as distinguished from

one aimed at children only.

The three half hours we carry on

spot for Kellogg over the Gold Coast

stations are scheduled at the agency's

request from 6:30-7 p.m., where

grown-ups have a chance to see them

too, and the show's audience com-

position figures are split almost equal-

lly between adults and children.

Parallel to this programing trend

*in kid shows is a growing maturity

: of the genre as a marketing force.

A fuzzy-

line between

kid and adult

entertainment

Some of the highest-rated kid

shows of past years—network and
syndicated—failed to survive because

they mistook the shadow of program
popularity for the substance of sales

impact. "Merchandising" means dif-

ferent things to different people, but

ideally merchandising is the link be-

tween mass advertising and the ac-

tual sale to the consumer. In many
aggressive tv operations the star or

master of ceremonies of a local kid

show can and does motivate tre-

mendous sales increases for his ad-

vertisers through retail appearances,

jobber contacts, sales meetings and
other genuine merchandising.

[Please turn to page 67)
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WCSH-TV6
NBC AfTiliate Portland, Maine

HUNTLEY

BRINKLEY

GERA6HTY

WHO?
Geraghty — Larry Geraghty. He is our news

director. His team teams with their NBC coun-

terparts from 6:30 P.M. to 7:00 P.M. to beat

Station "B's" news a walloping 3.6 to 1* on

average homes reached daily.

Yes, the good news is on "6" where you get a

bigger more receptive audience.

Remember, too, you save an extra 5% when
you buy a matching spot schedule on Channel

2 in Bangor.

A MAINE
BROADCASTING SYSTEM

STATION

'Source ARB

WCSH-TV Portland (6)

WLBZ-TV Bangor (2)

WCSH Radio-Portland
WLBZ Radio—Bangor
WRDO Radio-Augusta
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Down thru the centuries, the masks

of comedy and tragedy have been

portrayed in many ways—laughing

and crying their symbolic meanings

of man's experiences with life.

And now the stage is set for a mid-

twentieth-century version of these

masks . . . the Crosley Broadcasting

version . .• . symbolic of the WLW
Stations' service to man in lighter

moments and in darker hours—thru

the modern medium of Television

and Radio.

This includes service in entertain-

ment . . . education . . . religion . . .

public interests . . . news and safety

. . . health and medicine . . . civic,

state, and national affairs . , . and in

many more ways.

In its 37 years, the Crosley Broad-

casting Corporation has held as its

first principle that the operation of

a Television or Radio Station must

go far beyond the terms of its fran-

chise—that it must contribute maxi-

mum service to the community in

every possible form.

This is our pride and our privilege

. . . thus only—does the curtain rise.

WLW-

1

Television

Indianapolis

WLW-A
Television

Atlanta

WLW-D
Television

Doyton

the

dynamic

WLW
Stations

WLW-C
Television

Columbus

WLW-T
Television

Cincinnati

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation,

a division of >4kCO

i'dbSi



TELEPULSEH RATINGS: TOP SPljl

Top 10 shows in 10 or more
markets: 19 July-15 Aug. 1959

TITLE, SYNDICATOR, SHOW TYPE

Highway Patrol
I'v (Adventure)

Sea Hunt
ziv (Adventure)

Mike Hammer
Mc* (Mystery)

Death Valley Days
U.S. BORAX (Western)

U. S. Marshal
NTA (Western)

Rescue 8
SCREEN GEMS (Advcnturc)

MacKenzie's Raiders
iiv (Adventure)

Silent Service
CNP (Adventure)

National
average

14.2

13.7

13.0 wrca-tv

HC.'JOpm

12.9

11.8

11.6

11.4

10.9

Whirtybirds
CBS

( Adventure)

Border Patrol
CBS (Adventure)

State Trooper
MCA (Adventure)

10.9

10.7

7-STATION
MARKETS

L.A.

14.7 6.7
kttv

8:(i0pm

9.0
waht-tv

lll::!Oi>iii

5.7
kii-a-t

lOiSnpm

12.7 8.2
krca-tv

KJiSOpm

9.2
irca-lv

:ililpm

8.7
kioa-lv

r :O0pni

11.8
wTca-tv
l(i:;iOpin

9.4
,ah(-tv

10:;illpin

7.4
kn-a-t\

7:IIOpni

6.3
wchs-tv

8:()0pni

8.2
kttv

8:00pm

5-STA.
MARKET

Seattle

17.5
konnt-tv

<; :30pm

14.0
king-tT

Ii):im|im

18.5
king-tv

10:i)0pm

13.5
kiPK-tv
!i:Oilpin

2.5
ktnt-tv

8:00pm

21.9
king-tv

!i:;!Opm

12.5
komo-tv
II :30pm

3.7
wpix-tv

H::{Opm

8.2
krca-tv

7 :O0pm

4.2
khj-tv

7 :30pm

4.2
uahc-tv

10:30pm

10.7
3.4
wor-tv

10:{0lpni

1.9
khj-tv

8:l)0piii

4.STATI0N MARKETS

Chicago Detroit Minpls. St. Louis San Fran. Wash.

11.5 14.5 13.2 13.7 9.5
wjhk-tv kstp-tv ksd-tv kn>n-tv \Mop-tv

7:00pm 9:30pm 9:30pm :30pm 7:00pm

16.2 17.5 14.5 18.5 16.5 5.5
vvnbd-tv wjhk-tv wtcn-tv klvi-tv kr"ii-tv Hinal-tv

i) :30pm 111:30pm :00pm SI :30pm 7:00pm 10:00pm

10.5 2.5
wgii-tv cklw-tv

9:30pm 9:00pm

9.7 10.9 12.5
ksd-tv kron-tv wrc-lv

10:00pm 10:30pra 10:30pm

7.9 12.9 19.4 10.2 9.9 10.2
wgn-tv
9:30pm

w\vj-tv wcco-tv kt\i-tv kpix-tv wrc-tv

7:0llpm 9:30pm 9:30pm 10:30pm 7:00pm

7.2 13.2 10.7 7.2 11.5 7.5
whkh-tv wuj-tv kstp-tv ksd-tv kc(ni-tv wrc-tv

9:00pm 10:30pm 10;30pm 10:00pm 7:00pm 10:30pm

12.2
wgn-tv
8 :30iiin

11.9
wcco-tv

7:0(lpm

10.9
kioii-tv

ii:3npm

15.3 10.5 11.9 7.9 6.2 8.9
wnb(|-tv wxyz-tv kstp-tv ktvi-tv kpi.v-tv wt(ip-tv

9:30pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 10:00pm 7:30pra 7:30pm

4.5
kt'iit-tv

9 :30pm

9.2
wgn-tv

9:00pm

6.2 9.2
wtfll-tv ksd-tv

i; :00pm 10:00pm

15.9
winal-tv

7:00pm

11.7
wgn-tv
9:00pm

9.9 10.2 3.4 8.9
wtcn-tv ksd-tv kpix-tv wttg-tv

8:30pm 10:00pm 7:30pm 7:00pm

8.2 8.2
ksd-tv

10:nOpiii

6.9
wrc-tv

7:00pm

8.7
wgn-tv
9 :30pin

13.5 12.5 16.9 5.5
kstp-tv ksd-tv kpix-ti

9:;inpm 9 :3(lpin 7 :30i)i

wmal-tv
il:3npra

Atlanta Bait. Boston Buffah

19.5 9.8 15.5 9.9
waga-tv wmar-tv whz-tv wgr-tv

9:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pin

9.5 8.3 10.5 16.5
k\sh-tv whal-tv wlidll-tv wkhw-t
:00pm 111:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pni

10.4
vvlw-a-tv

10:30pm

13.5 15.5
wnac-tv wgr-tv

7:00pm 10:30pm

13.9 13.8 16.2 12.9 |
Ash-tv wjz-tv wt)z-tv wben-t\l|

:00pm 7:30pm 10:30pm 7 :00pm fi

17.2 7.3 15.5 6.2 i
waga-tv whal-tv wnac-tv vvkhw-tvp

10:30pm 10:30pm 10:3Opm 9 :30pni E

9.5 5.5 10.2 10.3
wsh-tv wbal-tv wnac-tv wgr-tv

10:30lim 7:0llpm 7 :30pin 7 :llOptii

12.2 8.5 11.2 8.9
wsh-tv wbal-tv whdh-tv whrn i

7:00pm 10:30pm 8:00pm 7 ;iiii -n

7.5
whv-a-tv

7 :00pm

9.5 15.7
wbz-tv wIhii-ii

10 :30pm 10 :i
i

15.2
wsh-tv

7:00pin

13.5
wt)z-tv

7:00pm

9.5 16.8 13.5 8.9
\

wsh-tv wjz-Iv wbz-tv wkbw-tv
10:30|im 9:30pm 7 :0(lpm 10 :30pm I

8.2
wben-tv

7 :00pin

Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 mai kets

If You Had A Million
MCA (Drama)

13.3
7.7

uica-tv

7:))0pm

8.5
wsh-tv

10:30pm

Casey Jones
SCREEN GEMS (Adventupe)

9.8
5.5

wgn-lv
7 :30pm

4.7
wtcn-tv

r. :00pm

8.9
kplr-tv

7 :00pm

9.2 5.9
wbz-tv wgr-tv

f>:13 pm ii:00pni

Honeymooners
CBS (Comedy)

9.8
2.4

wpix-tv

111:30pm

8.5
wwj-tv

7 :00pm

2.2
kmsp-tv
8 :30pm

15.0
kron-tv

li :;iOpm

15.5
wnac-tv

7 :30pm

Divorce Court
i.oiLD (Drama)

9.7
5.8
kttv

9 :00pm

15.5
king-tv

9 :00i)m

6.6
wgn-tv
10:0(lpm

11.2
wjhk-tv

7:00pm

3.3
wcco-tv

11:00pm

14.8
kron-tv

6 :00pm

10.5
whdh-tv
10:00pm

Cray Chost
CBS (Adventure)

9.4
6.2

wxyz-tv

11:00pm

3.5
kgo-tv

10:00pm

8.5
wrc-tv

7:llOpm

Badge 714
CNP (Mystery)

9.3
3.9

ktnl-tv

9:ll0i)m

3.5
wnh(i-tv

10:00pm

10.7
kstp-tv

10:30pm

9.5
wttg-tv

7:30pm

8.3
wraar-tv

6:30pm

1 Search for Adventure
BAGNALL (Adventure)

9.3
3.4

kc"p-tv

7:00pm

6.5
wttg-tv

T :30pm

7.3
wmar-tv
fi :30pm

Cannon Ball
iTc (Drama)

9.2
2.9

khj-tv

7 :30pm

18.5
komo-tv
7 :00pm

4.2
uton-tv
1) :00pm

6.2
wtop-tv

7:00pm

Ten Four
zjv (Adventure)

9.2
10.2

knino-tv

ICIillpiIl

5.5
wgn-tv
8 :30pm

9.5
wjhk-tv

7 :00pra

10.0
kstp-tv

10:30pm

8.2
wtop-tv

7 :00pm

5.5
wlw-a-tv
7:00pm

Count of Monte Cristo
ITC (Adventure)

9.1
3.7

whkh-tv
11 :3npn

9.2
ktvi-tv

9 :00pm

5.3
ktvu-tv

fi :30pm

Fiimi listed ira syndicated «4 hr "A hr and hr leneth telecast in four tjr more markets. The averaee ratine is an unweithUd aTerafc of indlrtdual market ratings listed iboi

lZ'im!^^"AlU^^T^nl-a.h^^^^ net shows are fairly stable from one tnonth to another in markets in -b.ch they are shown, tins rs tru

lesser extent with syndicated shows. This should be borne in mind when analjralnc r.tinf trends from one month to another In this chart. Classification as to number at st
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ILM s»HO'Ws

STATION MARKETS 2-STAT ION MARKETS

o\. Milw. New Or. Phlla. Birm. Dayton Prov.

i.S 17.5 13.9 12.2 17.8 18.3
\l- IV Hlnij-lv HIISU-IV VMIV IV whrctv wjar-tv

>Mi>ll) 11 ::i(l|)ni IU:00pin lll:::ilpni li::!llliiii lo::!Opm

3.2 14.9 19.2 13.2 20.3 15.8 16.3
wisn-tv wilsu-tv «lil-tv wbrc-tv wlw-il-tv wpro-tv

:i iOllpm 9:30pm 7 :llOpm !1 ::jOpm 10:30pm 7 :Onpm

15.2 12.8 20.8
\™ltv ivapi t\ »liiii-l\

9::)nprii 7:IMlpm S::i0prn

7.2 15.5 16.5 10.3 15.3 13.8
is-tv wisii-tv wrt-A -tv Kl)rc-tv wlwil-tv wjar-tv

lOpm 9 :30pm 7 :00pm 10:nO|im 7:00pm 7 :00piii

1.9 15.2 8.9 13.3 14.8 15.8
rn-tT wilsu - 1 V ulil tv Hhrc- tv WlH.i-tV uprp-tv

:30|>ii] 10:0O|im 0::!niim lll:0(lp]ii 7:nopm 10 :30pm

17.9 13.9 12.9 10.3 48 15.3
wtmj-tv vvwi-tv UITV-tV uapi-tv »i\v-cl-tv wjar-tv
8:00pm 10:00pm "rOOpin il ::il)pm O:00pni 7:IHIpm

2.9 15.2 16.2 24.8 13.8
ins-lv Hisn-lv WHl-tV uliic-tv "hv-d-tv

Jtnpin Si.snpni 7 ::f(lpm S:.'illpm 7 :1111pm

i

13.9
uisn tv

25.3
HhK-tV

10.3
ujar-lv

I
!l :;iOpiii 7:00i)m 7 :nopm

0.5 16.9 12.2 16.8 10.3
> wimj-tv «clsU-tV \Vl)lC-tV \vpio-t\

"<»i>iii liMOpm lll:f)Opm 1) ::tOpm 7 :00!-,m

12.2 20.5 8.9 11.8
«iH-C-tV vvui-tv wfil-tv wpiotv

1
7 :00pm 9:30i)in lO^oiipin 7:00pm

>3.5 11.9 16.9 16.8 17.3
)vn-lv ivtmj-iv \V(lSU-tV uapi-tv Hhio-lv
|impin ll::^o:lnl H1:0npm 0:;{llr)rn 7:IMIpin

12.5

7 ;iMipin

24.3
«hri-tv
i; ::iOpr.i

17.9
\nlsu-tv

l!:0O|im

16.8
wlw-d-tv
7:00pm

9.5
uicv-lv

7 :(IOpm

15.8
uhio-tv

7 :Olliim

-

19.5
uh i-tv

7 :iiOpm

11.5
wdsu-tv

10:.30pm

17.8
whio-lv

10:;iOpm

13.9
bns-tT

^ :30pn)

12.3
wlw-d-tv

7:00pMi

12.5 10.9
ivn tv wdsu-tv
i'::iO|Hii 10::)npin

n.O 13.7
ilvn-tv Hwl tv

'l:30pni 10;00piii

il»6 own. Pulse determine* number by me&surlng which iti-
allj received by homes In the metropollttn «re« of a ilven mar-
en nation Itself may be outside metmpolUan area of the ro«Hcet

GENE AUTRY
Stamng in 56 HOUR FEATURES

ROY ROGERS
Starring in 67 HOUR FEATURES

ROOTIN' TOOTIN' RAVES:

"Great ratings, highest in the city . . . have signed

for five moie years." WTVM, Columbus, Georgia,

April 6, 1959.

"For almost two years now IfW^^^^^
... they have been III^^^^QL
eminently successful." „.?. " ^fT^.^TfTs^
WCDA-TV, Albany-Troy. TV FILM SYNDICATION

RECORD
BREAKIN'

SHARES!

Greenville, %
Spartanburg 68.0

Nashville 54.6

Fresno 89.0

Ft. Wayne 59.0

Little Rock 56.8

Syracuse 55.9

Peoria 62.7

Roanoke 64.2

Dayton 71.8

Kansas City 60.0

Columbus 72.8

Richmond 48.7

Cincinnati 62.0

Charlotte 77.8

South Bend- 63.8
Elkhart

and many, many more!

Source: ARB

Cincinnati, Ohio? Bangor, Maine?
^— Savannah, Georgia?

NO^ THIS IS ''KNOE-LAND"
(embracing industrial, progressive North Louisiana, South Arkansas,
West Mississippi)

JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population 1,520,100 Drug Sales $ 40.355,000

Households 423,600 Automotive Sales S 299,539.000

Consumer Spendable Income General Merchandise S 148.789.000

$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000

Food Sales $ 300,486.000

KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5°o SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we average 78.S°o share of audience from Sign On
to Sign Off 7 days a week. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs C0°o to

100°o, and for 278 weekly quarter hours 92°o to 100°o.

KNOE-TV CBS • A B C

A James A. Noe Station

Channel 8 Represented by

Monroe, Louisiana H-R Television, inc.

Photo: Forest Products Division. Olm-Msthieson Chemicsl Corp
,
W.'^t K^cr^ce, Loi.is j-
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RADIO BASICS/OCTOBER/°

Facts & figures about radio today

1. CURRENT RADIO DIMENSIONS
Radio homes index

49.5
radio

homes

1959 1958

48.7
radio

homes

51.4 50.6
U.S. homes U.S. homes

Source: A. C. Nielsen estimate, 1 Mar. each

year, homes figures In millions.

Am
Fm

Am
Fm

Radio station index

End of September 1959

stations
on air

CPs not
on air

New station New station*
requests bids in hearing

3,417

646
105

157

490

62

End of September 1958

3.290

561
101

98

449
39

216

27

109

30

S:urfe: WC monthly itporls. cumiiieicial stations. '.Xiiniist each year.

Radio set index

Set

location

Home
Auto

Public
places

Total

1959 1958

98,300,000

37,900,000

10,000,000*

93,000,000

36,000,000

10,000,000*

146,200,000 139,000,000

Source: RAB, 1 Jan. 1959, 1 Jan. 1958,
sets in working order. *No new information.

Radio set sales index

Type August 1959 August 1958
8 Months 8 Months

1959 1958

Home

Auto

671,713 658,247

279,427 242,915

4,357,421 4.111,080

3,434,345 1.839,813

Total

Source: Elec

figures are fact

RAB estimates

951,137 901,162

tronic industries Assn. Home figure

ory production. These figures are of

that 2.2 million Japanese sets were

7,791,766 6.004,893

s are estimated retail sales, auto

U.S. production only. In adaltion,

sold in U.S. during 1938.

2. CURRENT LISTENING PATTERNS
AVERAGE HOURS RADIO USAGE PER HOiVIE PER DAY

«^

?0

1 81 1 74
1.98 1.93 1.90 1.82 1.92 1.85 1.92

1.82
1.95 1.87

1.5

1

\ . 1 "-r

r\ K0.0

JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE
Source: A. C. Xiel^en, 19j8-.*j9. in-home listening (Kily, N. Y. time.
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IN MEMPHIS...

It Takes

AMERICA'S ONLY 50,000 WATT NEGRO RADIO STATION

to Complete the Picture!

40% of the Memphis

Market is NEGRO

-

and you need only

one medium to sell

it-

v^ X)\^

siG^O
rMArA\^®

MEM
MAR
40%

s\>'
iV^

^u
^^H
^$0

^/?

fA

WITHOUT WDIA . . . YOU'RE MISSING 40%
OF THE MEMPHIS MARKET!

And here's why this Is a marltef you just can't afford to miss:

1. Negroes in the Memphis Market have totaled up yearly earnings of $616,294,100!

2. They spend 80% of this big income on consumer goods!

3. And before they buy, these Negroes listen—to WDIA!

MORE THAN JUST A RADIO STATION . . . WDIA IS A POWERFUL ADVERTISING
FORCE IN MEMPHIS AMERICA'S 10th LARGEST WHOLESALE MARKET!

Let us send you proof of performance in your field!

Egmont Sonderling, President

Bert Ferguson, Exec. Vice-President

Archie S. Grinalds, Jr., Sales Manager

WDIA IS REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE BOLLING COMPANY

TWO MORE S0NDERLIH6 STATIONS!
IN CHICAGO, IT'S IN OAKLAND, IT'S

Featuring Chicago's greatest Negro

air salesman . . . "Big Bill" Hill

The only full-time Negro station serving all Negro

communities in the San Francisco-Bay area.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY: BERNARD HOWARD & CO.. INC.

WEST COAST REPRESENTATIVE: B-N-B. INC.— TIME SALES

ONSOR 10 OCTOBER 1959 53
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REMEMBER!

^XfiW'

TALLAHASSEE
THOMASVI LLE

the bright spot in your

sales picture . . . WCTV
can make it brighter!

With the great CBS programs,
plus top ABC -TV shows,
WCTV provides standout
service to a most responsive
market. In the entire U.S.,
Tallahassee stands fifth in re-

tail sales per household.*
For many leading brands,

the Tallahassee - Thomasville
Market deserves and gets
strong spot schedules. A siz-

able market - over 225,000
families — 52 counties — effec-

tively covered by WCTV. Get
the complete picture from
Blair Television Associates.

'^Annual Survey of Buying Power,
1959.

WCTV
TALLAHASSEE k^ilAx THOMASVILLE

^<—^a John H. Phipps
Broadcasting Station

(
\

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
%, J National Representatives

TOY PARADE
{Continued from page 33)

a firm with an established reputation

for quality and integrity in tv adver-

tising.

A second problem which tv is solv-

ing concerns development of new
products. Toys, unlike other consumer
goods, are not test-marketed. By the

time a pilot or working model of a

toy is completed the manufacturer

may have invested $40,000 in ma-
chinery. Since machinery is the ma-
jor expense in toy production, once

the tooling has been completed the

item goes on the production line. Ma-
jor companies may have as many as

3,000 different models in their line,

representing a gigantic investment in

equipment. Without product testing,

the item has to stand on its own

—

fast—with the public. Tv bolsters

that stand.

The third phase of the marketing

change taking place is a diminution

of peaks and sales vallevs. Tradition-

ally, most toys are sold in the pre-

Christmas months of November and
December. But the percentage for

these two months has dropped from
70'/( to 60'/^ of annual sales in recent

years. Manufacturers now hope to

make toy-buying a monthly rather

than an annual or semi-annual habit.

Toy tv techniques tend to follow

this pattern:

• 60-second film commercic

which allow for demonstration

even an intricate toy, preceded a

followed by a live commentarv.

• Live copy, usually delivered

lib from copy platforms by popul

local or network emcees who gi

added impetus to children's inten

with their own sanction.

• Traditional children s shows,
^

though manv companies are start!

to use so-called adult shows, parti

ularly westerns. Martin Samitt. t

rector of Consumer Behavior Lab

points out that many adult prograr

attract unusual interest from childre

One toy spokesman, tying in wi

this thought, points out that "eh

dren's play is really an imitation

adult life," and that products and ti

tv presentation should point up tl

adult use of the same kind of iter

• Commercials that hit hard for a

tion and noise. Mr. Samitt poin

out that children respond with

change in pace, use of other childrt

demonstrating the product, incorp^

ration of such inanimate objects i

puppets or stuffed animals. B

youngsters like to emulate adults, an

their ability to absorb so-tenne

adult fare begins at a much earli(

age than most people think, he add

The top 10 network programs fc

youngsters have been about the sam

ii|||||||||||!l!llllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllliilllll

What children watch
in local programs^
Morning*-

(weekday)
Afternoon *

(weekday)
Weekend*
f daytime)

Early eve."
(Sun. -Sat.)

Late night"

(Sun. -Sat.)

NEWS 4.1 5.0 3.9 6.9 1.6

ADVENTURE 3.1 3.9 10.6 11.9 5.0

CHILDREN'S 10.0 24.8 14.0 21.0 2.1

GEN. DRAMA 4.0 3.9 11.7 7.9 2.0

SIT. COM. 5.4 7.4 9.1 9.2 4.1

WESTERN 6.6 10.2 18.3

MISC. 3.8 3.2 1.7 4.8 0.9

FEATURE FILM 4.6 10.0 5.0 0.8

i^SOI'RCE: TvB sun'ey, "Hard to reach people,"' ^epteniher 19.'i9.

*30-minute shows except for news.

•*30-minute shows except for news, feature film.

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiK
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PROOF:

In North Carolina's biggest Metropolitan market, total

retail sales within WSJS-Television's Grade A Coverage

area come to $1,396,079,000. Only WSJS-Television

offers this strong signal strength in its industrially

rich Piedmont market.

television

Winston-Salem/ Greensboro CHANNEL 12

Headley-Reed, Reps.
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IN SACRAMENTO
II

Radio

One"

offers you
Triple

Value
J. Quality Audience

You'll find "spending power"

in the KCRA audience. Last

Audience Composition

Radiopulse for Sacramento

shows high adult audience—

number one in the 6 A.M. to

12 midnight average.

2. Volume Audience
Sound ratings in all time

periods that translate into

low CPM. (Ask your Petry

man for specific figures.

)

Pulse Cumulative Report

also shows KCRA with most

iindttpUcated homes both

daily and weekly.

3. Real Merchandising

A full time merchandising

deportment with the biggest

in-store chain tie-ins in the

Sacramento Valley ... a

merchandising bonus with

provable pay off!

for the past two seasons.

According to the A. C. Nielsen Co.,

these 10 shows in November-Decem-
ber of 1958 gained an average rating

of 9.6 with an average audience com-
position of 6.5% children. The top

10 in January-February 1959 period,

with an average rating rising to 10.7,

were Fury, Circus Boy, Mighty
Mouse, Heckle and Jeckle, Rough and
Ready, Mickey Mouse Club. Howdy
Doody, Robin Hood and Captain

Kangaroo { with the weekday and the

Saturday shows in that order).

As time slots in, and adjacent to.

kid shows tighten with the flood of

toy buyers, ad pros suggest there'll

be considerable revision in their tv

approaches.

There are several ways out, among
them: moving into Saturday and Sun-

day time periods which are still prettv

much undeveloped; determining audi-

ence composition for the so-called

adult shows because many have a

preponderance of children; being

more specific in classifying appeals

for different age groups so that the

same program doesn't feature toys for

the Romper Room set and for the

boy of 10.

A major problem of the industry,

for which Ideal Toy recently found a

solution, is merchandising a tv cam-

paign to the retail trade. Manufac-

turers deal with wholesalers and job-

bers rather than with retailers, and

retailers themselves know nothing

about daytime tv because they're in

their stores from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

So, Ideal last month purchased an

hour on WOR TV, New York, from

9 to 10 p.m. on a Sunday to showcase

its upcoming tv effort and its mer-

chandise via what it calls "an open

circuit" to New York area retailers.

They were alerted by mailings and

invited to watch the program and

participate in the awarding of 14

prizes. Twelve of the 14 winners

phoned the station within 10 minutes

after the program ended, indicating

to the toy firm a listenership of 86%
of its retailers in the market.

This new tactic, and new ones still

to come, will enable imaginative toy

makers to merchandise their tv adver-

tising to retailers who hold the key

to their sales success. There's no fran-

chise system in the toy world; the re-

tailer tosses all toys on the same shelf.

The first job: sell the retailer; the

second, sell the consumer. Tv is doing

both. ^

HENDERSON AGENCY
{

(Continued from page 36)

of the Mississippi; two others I

west of the Mississippi. It is their
i

to be experts on their own areas.

Other experts in the field are I

merchandising arm of the ageiu\

in particular, Don Lewis, the ni((

merchandising man, who niakj

periodic trips around the country.

Merchandising, in a set-up as c

voted to marketing as is the Hendj

son operation, is a prime conside

ation. "If you work with the st

tions," says Jim Henderson, "you

he amazed how they can stimula

sales for you."

The agency is a member of tl

4A's and of the National Advertisii

Agency Network. The latter (NAAN
is an association of about 30 tin

competitive independent agencies wl

serve as each other's branch offices f

market and product research as \m

as service. They also are able to kec

each other posted on tv or radi

avails or exchange financial inform;

tion on a confidential basis.

One of the emphases of the Hei

derson Agency, as has been pointe

out, is a close merchandising rel;

tionship with air media. The agenc

and the more than 200 televisioj

agencies used by its clients have es

tablished a mutual relationship tha

has proven beneficial time and agair

Henderson is quick to point out thai

the relationship is more that of part

ners than of sellers and buyers.

"To work with tv people," he says

"is a real pleasure. The whole atmos

phere of tv is conducive to success be

cause of the aggressive, pioneerinj

attitudes of the folks in the field."

Henderson Advertising was createc

on a three-fold concept:

1. Creative ability must be para

mount in the successful agency.

2. The agency must have unlimite(

knowledge of a client and his prod

ucts.

3. Agency personnel must live s<

close to the client t'.at they becom<

members of his business family.

In Greenville, a lot of top-flight ad

men have become members of th(

families of business clients. There is

for example, Fred Walker, accoun

supervisor, who has a solid back

ground of marketing and advertising

in the furniture field through pre

vious work with Sears Roebuck. Ac

count exec Peter M. Soutter wai

formerly a product manager witl
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»
Two major markets
with one "UNIQUE
TV station
Take these ingredients: A maximum power TV station strategically

located midway between Vancouver and Victoria with an unimpeded

signal into each. Add strong, clear telecasting from a half mile high

tower with top CBS network shows and syndicated half hours. Then

add the fact that only one other TV station operates in the Greater

Vancouver area and you see how KVOS-TV achieves its unique position:

an international station rating first among TV viewers in Vancouver,

Victoria and 5 other B.C. communities. The KVOS contour reaches

262,000 B.C. homes plus 82,000 homes in Northwest Washington.

TttttI

Vancouver Offices — 1687 W. Broadway — REgent 8-5141
Stovin-Byles Limited — Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg
Forjoe TV Inc. — New York. Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco
Art Moore and Associates — Seattle, Portland
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This isn't the GREEN
CORN DANCE . .

.

It's the GREENBACK
DANCE . . . DRUM UP
SALES WITH KOCO-TV

HEAP BIG AUDIENCE PULL, THANKS
TO ABC-TV LINE-UP AND HAVING
OKLAHOMA'S LARGEST COVERAGE.
NIELSON, LAST PLANTING SEASON,
SHOWED WE SCALPED OPPOSITION
THREE NIGHTS A WEEK. THIS HAR-

VEST SEASON: WAMPUM! SAYS A
SPONSOR, "WITH KOCO-TV, WE
REALLY WOMP EM!"

KOCO-TV i NNELj

J
OKLAHOMA CITY

Charlie Keys, General Manager

Lever Bros, and General Foods. J. B.

Majette, Jr., another a.e., has worked

with G.E.'s lamp division. George Hast-

ings, Henderson research director,

lists marketing analysis for a nuniher

of firms including Kroger and Streit-

mann Biscuit.

Jay Cheek, a former creative group

head at Y&R in New York, is now the

director of Henderson copy depart-

ment.

Among the latest additions to Hen-

derson is Jack Williams, who had been

a senior vice president and chairman

of the executive committee at C&W
in New York. Williams had worked

on such accounts as Folger Coffee,

Chase Manhattan Bank. Thomas Cook

& Son, Eskimo Pie Corp., and An-

drew Jergens Co. Jack is now crea-

tive director and vice president of

Henderson.

In Carl Spielvogel's advertising

column in the A'.F. Times, Jack re-

centl) had this to say about his new

berth. "When I told Jack Cunning-

ham and Bob Newe'l that I was leav-

ing to go to Greenville, thev told me
I was nuts.

"True, I've only been down here

since February, but I have never been

happier. Everything is much more re-

laxed and there is no more fear in my
daily business life. ... I imagine my
salary is equivalent to what I made

in New York. For example, we have

a maid at home for S20 a week."

SPONSOR met Jack at the time it in-

terviewed Jim Henderson. "I can get

more work done in a da\ than I did

in New York,"' says Jack, "and I can

still get home before 6:30 p.m."

Oh, yes—one small thing that may

be a drawback to Greenville as an ad-

man's heaven: Long, liquid lunches

are pretty much out. The day is a

long, hard job; but it ends long be-

fore they have to turn on the office

lights. After that you're on your own.

To offer clients, top creative talent,

the Henderson Agency is constantly

scouting the advertising field for pros.

To seek them out, the most savvy con-

sulting services are used; to verify

the talents of applicants, the agency

uses personnel testing firms.

When an exec is considered bv the

Fenderson Agency, he and his family

are taken down as guests and left to

soak up the atmosphere for a week or

so. If the wife or the breadwinner

can't cope with evurbia. thev are

quietly sent back to Manhattan.

Heaven can wait. ^^

MacLEISH STATEMENT
( Continued from page 42)

more obvious to \ ou than it can In

any of us who sit on the sideline- ,

otier gratuitous advice. The poin

that none of us have a choice to

or not to do, and you least of all i

living. Every program you put m
a doing and will have a conseqm

whatever you may call it. It will w

.

for harm if it doesn't work for -n

And nowhere can the harm or

good be greater than in the area

art and above all, perhaps, of drain:

art. A free society lives and m
live in and by the imagination. Fi

dom itself is an imagined thim; .

a vision always about to be m.

true. To quicken the imagiiiati

should be the great end of a six ii

which moves toward freedom.

And no instrument ever devis

holds such promise for that quick(

ing as radio and television. If I

word, entertainment, could becoi

a word not of defense but of purpoi

and if that purpose could include t

presentation of great enfranchisi

works of human art, television ai

radio could change the human futu

in this country. %

.58

KOH O RENO

KFBK O SACRAMENTO

KBEE ° MODESTO

KMJ O FRESNO

KERN O BAKERSFIELO

delivers more for the

money in California's

inland valley and

Western Nevada

Check Paul H. Raymer Co. for the fact

M'CLATCHY BROADCASTS

COMPANY SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNU
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YOU
KCANT
KCOVER
TEXAS
without

KCEN-TV

BIG SPREAD!
our 85 mi. "B" coverage-
big even for Texas— gives

you 20 more coverage
miles in Central Texas
than our nearest rival I

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
S'atioyial Representatives

NATIONAL BROILER
I Cunlinueil jroin pa^e 43 i

retailer have increased lo the jjoint

where we now estimate broiler-frjer

sales in 1059 will he at least 10';

ahead of 1958." The '.58 figure:

1.70(),00().()()() (at 21/2 pounds each).

"Interestiiigl) enoujih," he adds,

"this sales niovement has been most

noticeable in the larger metropolitan

areas and the suburban communities

near these areas."

Going the celebrity-sell route.

Frazer notes, involves one big hazard:

believability. "This holds particularly

true," he says, "when the job youre
doing has to be subtle and unob-

trusive."

That worr) is solved for Frazer

by Trand Associates, New York pack-

agers of the show. Producer Dudley

Andrews merely picks a star for a

Broiler Council pitch who would

logically be interested in cooking.

"Sometimes," says Andrews, "a male

star will fill the bill more believablv

than a female performer. Once the

star has agreed to do the plug, " he

explains, "in exchange for a mention

of his or her own current play or

movie, a logical device for getting

into the subject is worked out."

To date, stations have not balked at

any traces of commerciality in five-

minute shows, accept them on an

open-end basis and sell 60-second

spots in the open time.

This has encouraged other adver-

tisers to try the subtle approach to

putting over their product or associa-

tion. Associations taking this off-

hand route to selling are Better

Vision Institute. National Canners

Association, Evaporated Milk Asso-

ciation, National Red Cherry Insti-

tute. Companies utilizing the show,

in addition to Accent, are American

Molasses Co.. Knox Gelatin, United

Fruit. Nestle.

Of the three product names. onl\

Nestle is seeking brand identification.

Accent prefers a reference to sodium

monosodium glutamate in its cam-

paign to familiarize consumers with

what the product does I i.e. seasons

and tenderizes) inasmuch as it holds

the major share of the market. Knox

has ordered an\ inadvertent mention

of the product name clipped out of

the tape. In view of its dominant

position in the market, gelatin alone

—not the brand name—is all Knox

wants to promote. 1^

^. ^
IN PROVIDENCE

WJAR is UPt
In twenty-eight out of forty-

nine daylight hours, 6:00 A.M.

to 6:00 P.M., Monday through

Friday (Pulse, March '59 vs.

June '59) WJAR shows an

increase.

WJAR is UPt
Twelve out of twenty traffic

periods rated 6:30 A.M. to 9:00

A.M., Monday through Friday

(Pulse, March '59 vs. June '59)

WJAR shows increases.

WJAR is UPI
Thirty-eight of the forty-nine

daylight hour segments, 6:00

A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday

through Friday (Pulse, June '58

vs. June '59) WJAR shows

increases.

WJAR is UPI
In twenty-three of twenty-four

traffic periods, 6:30-9:00 A.M.,

and 4:00-6:00 P.M., (Pulse,

June '58 vs. June '59) WJAR
shows increases.

GET RESULTS

!

BUY ADULTS!
BUY WJAR
NBC NEWS,

SPORTS,

MONITOR

Sister station of WJAR-TV

\ Represented proudly by Edward Petry & Co. /
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Maurice Corken, assistant general
manager of WHBF and WHBF-TV says:

WHBF adheres to

its published rates . . .

assures advertisers of

equal, fair treatment

Without assuming a holier-than-

thou altitude WHBF desires simply
to state this fact about its business

policy. Fair rates are maintained for

excellent coverage of the market.
W^HBF clients can be sure that they

receive all WHBF broadcasting
services at the card rate—with equal
treatment to everyone.

We believe that this policy fosters

sound, productive business relation-

ships. This factor together with the

usual standard criteria for measur-
ing a station's strength is why
WHBF is selected repeatedly by
agencies and advertisers to promote
the sales of their products to the

Quad-City market. Mutual respect

and integrity contribure an extra

measure of satisfaction to these fre-

quent transactions with many, many
clients.

Aik Avery-Knotlel, or lurite to

Maurice Corken, WHBF, Telco
Bids;., Rock Island, III., for recom-
mendations and availabilities . . .

radio or television.

STRONG & PRODUCTIVE FROM DEEP ROOTS

WHBF
Co«erin{Westeri Illinois- Eistern lowi . RADIO I TELEVISION

CO

National and regional

in work now or recently compl

SPOT BUYS

RADIO BUYS
General Foods Corp., White Plains, N. Y. : Short-term schedi

start this month in a number of top markets for Birds Eye fro

orange juice; daytime breaks. Buyer: Ann Purtill. Agency: Yoi

& Rubicam. Inc., New York.

Downyflake Foods Inc., New York: Initiating test schedules in

markets in New England and mid-Atlantic states for its frozen w

fles, to begin third week in October. Traffic minutes, about 10

week per market, run for four weeks. Buyer: Jack Dickens. Agem

Marschalk & Pratt Co., New York.

Carreft & Co., Inc., Brooklyn: Flights start 18 October in abi

17 mid-western and western markets for Virginia Dare wines. Eio

week placement is for traffic and day minutes, with an average f

quency of 75 per week per market. Buyer: Paule Shapiro. Agem
MacManus, John & Adams, Inc., New York.

TV BUYS
American Motors Corp., Detroit: Going into about 70 markets i

Rambler starting this month for four weeks. Prime 60's and frin

60's are being placed, frequencies varying. Buyer: Betty Powe

Agency : Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballards, Inc., New York.

Morton Frozen Foods, Inc., Div. of Continental Baking Co.. R>

N. Y. : Lining up day and fringe night minutes and 20's in about .

markets for its frozen foods. Seven-week flights start 19 Octobf

Buyer: Stewart Hinkle. Agency: Ted Bates & Co., New York.

Thomas J. Lipton, Inc., Div. of Lever Bros., Hoboken: Schedul

for its hot tea begin third week in October. Night minutes are beir

used for five weeks in about 25 markets. Buyer: Bob Anderso

Agency : SSCB, New York.

National Presto Industries, Inc., Eau Claire, Wis.: Schedules >

minutes start about mid-October for eight weeks in 14 top market:

late October for six weeks in lesser ones. Buyer: Merle Myei

Agency: Keyes, Madden & Jones, Chicago.

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville: Activity

about 115 markets for Life cigarettes; starting dates vary. Schedul

of night minutes, 20's and I.D.'s run for 52 weeks. Buyer: B

Warner. Agency : Ted Bates & Co., New York.

Frigidaire Div., General Motors Corp., Dayton: Flights of nigl

time minutes are being set for its refrigerator line. Run starts thii

week in October in about 30 markets. Buyer: Jay Walters. Agenc

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., New York.

Tea Council of the U. S. A. Inc., New York: Kicking off its yea

ly "Take tea and see" campaign in 18 markets this month for .

weeks. I.D.'s are animated, average 14 per week per market. Buye

Eloise Beatty. Agency: Leo Burnett Co., Inc., Chicago.
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IT COMMUNICATESI

By anyone's standards, Paul Revere's midnight ride was a screaming success. The whole countryside sprang mtb" action

!

He really communicated. Today, WOOD-TV is communicating with the same phenomenal success. Western Michigan prefers

WOOD-TV. Better yet, WOODwatchers are WOODbuyers! Why not put your client on WOOD-TV and get a sample of that "Paul

Revere-type" action from the WOODIanders. Just flash the signal to your Katz man — that's one lamp for AM, two for TV.

WOOD-TV is first- morning, noon, night, Monday through Sunday February '59 ARB Grand Rapids

WOOD-AM is first- morning, noon, night, Monday through Sunday April '58 Pulse Grand Rapids

^GRANO nap > OS

liiV-.-',

a:-^' OD TV
WOODIand Center,

Grand Rapids, Michigan

WOOD-TV—NBC For Western and

Central Michigan: Grand Rapids,

Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon

and Lansing. WOOD-Radio— NBC.

Yf.*i£l'>9yy'

1^^:

A
>m tune m WOOD"

tnor'

action/

X-^>v,



Top of

the morning

in Kansas City

As sure as the sun will come up in Kansas City tomorrow,

more morning radio listeners will be tuned to KCMO-Radio
than to any other station.

The latest Nielsen Radio Report tells the story: Monday
through Friday, 6:30 a.m. to 10 a.m., KCMO-Radio's

Musical Timekeeper has Kansas City by the ears. We reach

an average of 29,823 homes per quarter hour. That's

3000 more than the next station. Nearly twice as many as

the third station, and almost three times the audience

of the fourth station.

Naturally we say if you want to sell wide-awake Kansas

City, it's a great day in the morning for you on

KCMO-Radio. It's Kansas City's only 50,000-watt radio

station. It's always a good morning to you on

KCMO-Radio. 810 kc. CBS radio network.

KCMO-Radio E. K. Hartenbower, Vice President

and General Manager
R. W. Evans. Station Manager

The Tall Tower at Broadcasting House / Kansas City, Missouri

SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA
TULSA

WHEN
KPHO
WOW
KRMG

WHEN-TV The Katz Agency
KPHO-TV The Katz Agency
WOW-TV John Blair & Co.— Blair-TV

John Blair & Co.

Represented nationally by Katz
Agency. Meredith stations are af-

filiated with BETTER HOMES AND
GARDENS and SUCCESSFUL FARM-
ING Magazines.



What's happening in U. S. Governmenf

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
10 OCTOBER 1959

Omrrltht IN9

•PONSOR

raSUMTIOMa IMO.

Rep. Oren Harris (D., Ark.), chairman of the House Commerce Committee,

hefore he opened his tv quiz show hearings spoke ominously ahout the possibility

of legislation to control any abuses which might be found.

Fortunately for the peace of mind of broadcasters and sponsors who might fear that their

program planning could be affected by such legislation, the threat appears to fall in the

category of "legislative pujBfery."

Harris spoke of "fraud perpetrated on the American people." The FCC already has

power to deal with fraud. However, in the case of the quiz shows—no matter what else the

evidence might show—it could not be established that there was any fraud in the legal

sense. The public at large didn't stand to win or lose anything.

The alleged fraud, if it can be proven, would consist merely of creating great public

interest by means of an appearance of fairness in something which was allegedly not fair.

The FCC might plead inability under present laws to touch such practices, though it is note-

worthy that when Harris made his statement no such plea had been entered by the Commission.

The purpose of the Harris prediction that legislation would be passed if the allegations are

supported by evidence and if it develops that the FCC can't touch the practices under present

law is quite simple.

Hearings by Congressional committees are supposed to serve legislative pur-

poses. Witnesses in previous hearings before other committees have refused to testify on the

grounds that the hearings in question did not serve any bona fide legislative purposes. By

setting and declaring such legislative purposes, Harris can compel witnesses to testify

under subpeona and to answer questions they might not care to answer under oath.

In view of the fact that very little broadcasting legislation has ever come out of the

Harris Legislative Oversight subcommittee, or even the parent Commerce Committee,

there is little reason to suppose that legislation will result from the current hearings.

The Federal Bar Association heard representatives of the FCC and the Justice

Department warn the broadcasting industry that it will be watched quite closely for

fair treatment of political candidates.

The warning was issued at a panel on the meaning of the new law passed by Congress late

in the session overturning the FCC's controversial Lar Daly decision under Sec. 315 of the

Communications Act.

FCC commissioner Frederick W. Ford told the lawyers that this was going to be a

tough amendment to administer because it raises more questions of interpreta-

tion than it answers.

Speaking for the Justice Department's antitrust division, former FCC counsel Richard

Solomon warned that broadcasters are "on probation." and stricter political equal time

requirements could be the result if they <lon't pass the fairness test.

CBS vice president Richard Salant and NAB attorney Douglas Anello represented the

industry on the panel. Anello expressed disappointment that outright repeal of Sec. 315 had

not been considered by Congress, while Salant promised that CBS would prove to con-

gressional doubters that the relief actually given represented a wise move.

Both indicated that complete repeal would be the next objective.

I r '
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Marketing tools, trends, news,

in syndication and commercial

FILM-SCOPE
10 OCTOBER 1959

Ctpyrliht l»59

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

One portent of syndication's fiscal future may well be the continuing sales

cess of o£f-network reruns as regional entries.

Latest of the rerun series to succeed with the regional buyers is Ziv's Tombstone Territor')

which made four multi-market deals accounting for 38 cities this past week. They are:

• Stroh Brewing, through Zimmer, Keller & Calvert of Detroit, for 20 cities includ

ing Detroit, Cleveland, Indianapolis, Columbus, Youngstown, Dayton, South Bend, Grand

Rapids-Kalamazoo, Evansville and Toledo.

• Pacific Gas & Electric, through BBDO, San Francisco, for seven markets: Bakers-

field, Sacramento, Chico, Salinas, San Luis Obispo and Eureka.

• Morning Milk, through Harris and Montagne, Salt Lake City, for Salt Lake, Port-

land, Oregon and other mountain state markets.

• Moulson Brewing, through MacLaren Adv., Montreal, for the cities of Buffalo, Bur-

lington-Plattsburg and Watertown.

Canadian-born Donald Coyle becomes the first chief of the newly-formed ABC
International Division.

His background in research and sales development will likely prove especially handy in

exploring the foreign sales horizon.

Note also that ABC's heavy reliance on action shows gives Coyle experience with the

one type of program easiest to understand and follow anywhere abroad.
I

(For details, see Wrap-Up, Networks, page 68.)

A prudent release policy on the part of many companies that syndicate feature

films has kept a steady flow of new product coming into the market.

Even though an end appears in sight for potential product, a survey of nine feature

film distributors shows that more than 1,600 feature films and 500 short subjects

were made available for the first time in the first six months of this year.

Here is a partial listing of this recent theatrical product released:

64

DISTRIBUTOR DESCRIPTION QUANTITY SOURCE

ABC Films J. Arthur Rank features 77 J. Arthur Rank

Flamingo Critics' Award features 60 various foreign

Western features 97 Republic, others

Guild Lippert features 131 Lippert

MGM-TV Our Gang shorts 52 MGM
Passing Parade shorts 69 MGM
Crime Does Not Pay shorts 48 MGM

NTA International features 64 various foreign

Pre- 1948 features 160 20th Century Fox

Bernard Schubert Post-1948 features 26 various foreign

Screen Gems Three Stooges shorts 118 Columbia

Hilarious 100 shorts 100 Columbia

Powerhouse features 78 Universal, Columbia

Sweet 65 features 65 Universal, Columbia

UAA RKO features 700 RKO
United Artists features 163 UA
Children's shorts 200 Warner Bros.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

It looks like the see-saw is swinging in favor of sponsorships and away from
participations in syndication spending strategy for the current season.

Among stations with fistfuls of sponsorship business is WABC-TV, New York, which

last week pacted Budweiser on U. S. Marshal, Heublein's Maypo & Maltex on Annie Oakley,

and got Sun Oil and Vitalis' renewal on Sea Hunt.

Station groups are now making a bid for importance as film program produc-

ers in addition to originators of shows they circulate via video-tape.

Westinghouse Broadcasting, for example, is cashing in on interest in the forthcoming

Civil War Centennial with a series of 13 films made with stop-motion and other techniques

from original Mathew Brady photos.

Besides prime time schedule on WBC's KPIX, San Francisco; KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh;

WBZ-TV, Boston; KYW-TV, Cleveland, and WJZ-TV, Baltimore, the series will be syndi-

cated to other stations as well.

The spread of mobile video-tape equipment has already reached the point at

which there are 15 producers operating in the field in the United States and Canada.

Here's who's now in mobile tape operations, state-by-state:

• California: CBS, Los Angeles; John Guedel (2 units) ; Mobile Video Tape Service;

VTR Mobile Production (2 units).

• Florida: WEAR-TV, Pensacola; WFLA-TV, Tampa, and Mel Wheeler, Pensacola.

• Michigan: Giantview Television Corp., Ferndale.

• Missouri: KYTV, Springfield, and KPLR-TV, St. Louis.

• New Jersey: Intercontinental TV, Camden (2 units).

• New York: NTA-Telestudios ; Sports Network (2 units), and Mobile Video Tape, Inc.

• Canada: CHCH-TV, Hamihon, Ontario.

Abroad, there are also two units in Manchester, England for Grandada TV.

COMMERCIALS

The latest Schwerin studies have come out with new finding in the areas of

premium commercials, the use of sensory impressions, and the fixing of tags on the

ends of commercials.

Here's what Schwerin found:

• Premium commercials tended to be better than or equal to non-premium types in cases

where they were done in a serious mood ; a second premium offer rated even higher than

the first.

• Cosmetic commercials using physical, sensory model demonstrations were pre-

fered in one comparison to those showing a logical, laboratory test.

• Tag commercials for related products showed a lapse of effectiveness unless the two

products were non-competitive and the advantages of the tag product were clearly specified.

New York commercials produceus are continuing to merge and consolidate so

as to leave the field to fewer and langer-sized companies.

This past week Transfilm merged with Caravel to form the Transfilm-Caravel com-

bine, a unit which in turn is part of Buckeye Corporation's diversified holding that include

Flamingo and other interests outside tv.

Caravel's role as a tv commercials pro<lucer has grown in recent seasons, and

the company has the historic claim of having made the nation's fust tv (ommercials in ]9'.V)

for a Bloomingdale's department store closed circuit.
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JWT lately turned down two relatively choice pieces of business.

The thinking that motivated the decision: The agency wants to (1) digest properly the

accounts that have come into the shop this year and (2) protect itself against a lowering

of the quality of its advertising.

Even though tv stations have never had it so good in time sold, the operators

are deeply concerned with the continuing pressure of rising costs.

The biggest expanding bite has come from the unions, and what makes the problem

particularly acute for station ownership is a reluctance to raise rates at this time.

Don't let anybody tell you that a media director's personal enthusiasm for a

medium doesn't influence in large measure the allocation of an agency's media
billings.

A New York agency which in recent years stood out in radio hasn't any money riding in

that medium at present.

An easy due: The media director who carried the torch for radio has gone

elsewhere.

Metropolitan Broadcasting (key stations: WNEW-AM-TV ) stock acted up last

week and the report on the Street was that the group was about to acquire two

more stations, one of them a tver on the westcoast.

Responded a Metropolitan official to a query on this report: "No comment at present.

Our policy is to say nothing until the contracts are signed."

One of the newer reps has gone in for monthly parties of good liquor and good

food to build up a goodwill reservoir with agency accountmen and timebuyers,

using it at the same time as a forum for the exchange of ideas about the business.

For the rep's visiting stationmen it's a memento: When they get back home they can

relate how they rubbed elbows with the very people who are responsible for dishing

out that national spot money.

On the thesis that the time could be bought cheaper locally, the agency for a

national beer account arranged for the client's zone manager to place the business

on a southern station.

Later the agency, much to its consternation, found the station (1) was operating on a

single rate and (2) didn't pay commissions on business placed locally to any but local

agencies.

66

Even though it added something to the theatrics of the program, the scripters

of the Perry Como show's bow for Kraft indulged a little rewriting of history when

they hailed Bing Crosby as the first host of the Kraft Music Hall.

The facts: (1) Paul Whiteman put the Kraft Thursday hour on the air 26 June 1933;

(2) The first big singing star was the late AI Jolson: (3) Crosby started 2 January 1936.

Check source: A 30-year history of programs carried on national radio networks in the

United States compiled by Harrison B. Summers of Ohio State University.
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WTHI-TV offers the

lowest cost per thousand of

all Indiana TV stations!

Ône hundred and eleven national

and regional spot advertisers

know that the Terre Haute
market is not covered

effectively by outside TV

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL lO • CBS—ABC

TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA

Represented Nationally

by Boiling Co.

BIGGER
than you think

Hot Springs beats cities

'vice Its size in general mer-

^andise sales, in drug store

flies.

lourists and vacationers

iwell Its population all year

^ng , . . and spend ! Reach them

Ver the "sell" station. Top rat-

ngs too.

KBHS
HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

5000 watts at 590 kc

Rep: NY-Clark; Chicago-Sears & Ayer;

South-Clarke Brown

SPONSOR ASKS
{Cotiliniicd jroiii pa^e 47)

Corden Lawhead, iu'lional sales man-

ager, WHBQTl, Memphis

The most significant trend in chil-

dren's programs seems to he the

maimer in which the kids are watch-

ing programs that used to he con-

sidered "adult"' or "family." A sec-

ondary tf-end is the converse: adults

watchinsr kid shov\s. For instance.

Programs thai

are acceptable

to all age

groups

the wrestling shows on tv used to he

an exclusively adult program, but

now youngsters make up a consider-

able portion of the audience.

The opposite swing of the pendu-

lum is, of course, apparent in the

large adult share for programs of

the American Bandstand type. To a

lesser extent, the adult western is an-

other example of the attachment of

adult audience to a program type that

was considered "kid."

We may draw the conclusion from

the above that most programs on

television are becoming acceptable

to all age groups. Naturally, this

would not apply to the very intellec-

tual shows nor to the very simple kid

participation shows.

Another change is reflected in the

attitude of timebuyers toward "kid"'

adjacencies. For many years a "kid"

adjacency was verboten unless the

product could be eaten or torn up by

a child—despite the high numbers,

most buyers said it was not feasible

to buy these times because the audi-

ence had no monev.

During the past year there has

been a perceptible change in outlook

by isolated local, regional and na-

tional buyers and you ma) see gaso-

line, clothing stores or automobiles

next to or within Zesty Zeppo^s

Animal Kingdom.

In short, television seems to be on

its way to the place where the ma-

jority of its programs will be de-

signed for the entertainment of all

people, and where virtually any prod-

uct mav be sold within or adjacent to

anv show! ^

WMBD RADIO
Reaches

METRO
PEORIA
HOMES

Every Week!

m
MORE Than Any
Other Station!

(Source: Pulse July, 1959 CPA Ratings)

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
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NETWORKS

NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP

"PICTURE OF PLEASURE." WMAL-TVs (Wash., D.C.) fall lineup of programs got closed-

circuit review by members of press, food brokers, sponsors' reps and Washington, Baltimore

agency executives. Success is apparent from smiling "Miss Picture of Pleasure" (Evelyn

Knight), with general manager Fred S. Houwink (I), ABC TV panelist. Jack E. Leonard

Major news events in the netwo!

field this week centered around
couple appointments. i

One was the naming of S!

Michelson as president of CI

News and the other, of broader iii

plications, was the designation

Donald W. Coyle as v.p. in charj

of the ABC International Dii

sion, a new subsidiary of the Am(

ican Broadcasting Co.

Coyle, who's been in sales, out

research, will report directly to A
PT president Leonard Goldenson.

The setting up of the ABC Inte

national Division stems from inform

tion and views gathered by Goldensi

in his recnt trip to Australia and t

Far East.

Goldenson came back convino

that the foreign end of tv often

great opportunities and that it w
imperative that American tv fil

interests take aggressive steps

break down existing barriers so as

ON PARADE for NBC TVs "Total Tele

sion" theme, 20-car motorcade tours midto

New York. Driven by NBC pages, cars pi

licized top notch talent of the current seas

FLIPPO the Clown (WBNS-TV), Columbj

O. looks tickled to be guest on CBS TV's Cc]

fain Kangaroo, which saluted station's IC

year. With him: show's Mr. Green Jee
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Iomote a free exchange of American

ograming abroad.

ABC already has a small tv station

I iterest in Australia and intends to

iivest in stations in other countries.

All the tv networks now have for-

» gn subsidiaries.

fWbut dates: Saber of London re-

irns for its third season on NBC TV
unday, 11 October, for Sterling

'lug (DFS) . . . Robert Taylor stars

I a new series on ABC TV, The

ilcctive, Friday, 10 October, for P&G
l')\B) . . . Biography of a Missile

ill be the premiere broadcast in the

.'65 Reports hour-long series, on

:BS TV Tuesday, 27 October, for

!.-ll & Howell (McCann) and B. F.

uudrich iBBDOl . . . The Army-Air

orce Academy football game at the

I ankee Stadium in New York on Sat-

iiilav, 31 October, will be televised

n the Eastern regional area by NBC
rv.

Network radio news: A purchase.

this week, by the Sweets Co. of Amer-

ica I Henry Eisen ) put the SKO sign

on Arthur Godfrey Time, CBS, for

the next 26 weeks . . . NBC Radio n;-

ports it closed $\ million in sales on

30 September, ending the third quar-

ter with a net sales total of $5 mil-

lion. Among the major new orders:

Socony Mobil Oil and Raybestos Divi-

sion of Raybestos-Manhattan, Inc.

Thisa 'n'' data: ABC TV this week

unveiled its new tv studios which

"will be able to accommodate the

most elaborate live dramatic or musi-

cal show a producer can conceive

".
. Kudo: William Schudt Jr.,

v.p. in charge of affiliate relations.

CBS Radio, presented with a Gold

Mike Award from the network for his

30 years of service.

Network personnel : Davidson
Vorhes, named v.p. in charge of op-

erations for CBS Radio . . . Ira De-

Lumen, to Eastern sales manager for

CBS TV Network Production Sales.

AGENCIES

Mort Werner, one of Pat Weav-
er's proteges at NBC, replaces

Pete Levathes (resigneil) as v.p.

and dir<><"tor of Y&R's radio and
tv <lepartments.

Werner has been a v.p. and director

of tv and advertising at the Kaiser

Industries.

If you're interested in what
happens on Michigan Ave., you
just can't ignore the impact of

the Worhl Series on the Chicago

ad world during the past week or

so.

The festival spirit replaced the busi-

ness of worrying about campaigns.

If they weren't at the ball park,

their attention was riveted to office

tv sets or at hotel ballroom giant

screens where the ball park atmos-

phere was simulated via the distribu-

tion of hot dogs, peanuts, beer, pop-

corn and programs.

SHADES OF THEDA BARA! Flapper girls,

mobster-dressed guys and first gas-driven car

in 20's Idclced off KOCO-TV's closed circuit

party in Okla. City for ABC TV's fall lineup

ALL FOR ONE! 85,000 fans turned out for

WTIX's "Appreciation Night" show at New
Orleans beach. Scavenger hunt winners got

invitations to party hosted by Frankie Avalon

SPONSOR 10 OCTOBER 19.S9

MARCONI IV, Is tag of Annpex's new tv

camera unveiled recently at N.Y.'s Videotape

Center. It features a bigger orthicon tube,

lendi.Tg more life-like quality to picture

FUSSIN' BUT NO FEUDIN' brought Cleve-

land's friendly rivals, KYW-TV, WHK-TV to-

gether when former station's d.j. Big Wilson

aired show atop mobile in front of studio



Agency appointments : Freedom-
land, L .S.A., the new $65 million rec-

reational center now under construc-

tion in the Bronx, N. Y., and billing

approximately $1 million, to Elling-

ton & Co. . . . Four Westinghouse

Electric Corp. divisions, from F&S&R
to Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove,
Pittsburgh . . . Rexall Drug Stores

of Chicagoland Association, Inc., to

Welles-Morgan, Chicago . . . Dairy-

pak Butter, food packaging manufac-
turer, to Duffy, McClure & Wilder,
Cleveland.

New agencies: Beindorif, Bender &
Clark, at 803 Fairway, Gary, Ind. . . .

The Gerald F. Selinger Co., at the

Barclay Building, Bala-Gynwyd, a

suburb of Philadelphia.

Thisa 'n' data: More than 500 ad

men are scheduled to attend the

Western regional convention of

the 4 A's at Santa Barbara. 18-21

October. Major speaker will be Eric

Johnston, president of the Motion
Picture Association of America . . .

Kenneth Klein, formerly director of

advertising and promotion of the

Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp. has

opened a firm bearing his name, in

New York, to specialize in the crea-

tion and production of advertising

and sales promotion material . . .

Kudo: Rolf Brandis, radio/tv pro-

ducer at Edward H. Meiss & Co., Chi-

cago, cited by the U.S. Treasury for

outstanding public service to the U.S.

savings bond program . . . National

Tv Monitor has extended market

coverage to provide continuous radio

and tv monitoring in 165 cities.

Ad men on the move: James J.

Freeman, elected a senior v.p. of

Adams & Keyes . . . Robert Laws,

who joined Eisaman-Johns Advertis-

ing, Hollywood, last year, elected a

principal of the firm whose name has

been changed to Eisaman, Johns &

Laws . . . Harold Miller, to a v.p. at

B&B . . . Henry See, to a v.p. at

BBDO . . . Allan Moll, to v.p. in

charge of the Los Angeles office of

Frank B. Sawdon . . . Roy Danish,

to v.p. and member of the plans board

of the Smith/Greenland Co. . . . Paul
Smith, to assume overall supervision

and direction of the creative activities

at Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Hol-

den . . . Marvin Richfield, to media

^'have

you heard''..

"Colorful Cutie's (KQDE) 3rd in the

billion and a half dollar Seattle

market... ! Hooper, July-August says so!"

".
. . Cutie outrates all three

50,000 Watt Seattle stations . .

.

has lowest cost per thousand to

reach Seattle's 400,000 homes . .

."

"... I gotta go . . . gotta date with FORJOE!"

"About Cutie?" . . . "Uhhuh!"

'I'm callin' Wally Nelskog and get on Cutie's log!"

KQDE r
Seattle

ALpine 5-8245

director at EWR&R . . . Thoma
Flanagan, media director, Riedl

Freede, New York . . . Gary Valei

tine, to head the New Orleans oHk

of Richard Carr & Co., San Antoni

. . . Alfred Howard, to copy grou

head at Grey Advertising.

ADVERTISERS

Armour (FCB) is market-testin;

its new Princess Dial (Dial wit

moisturizer added) in Columlni!'

Ohio.

It's using fairly substational t

schedules. U

^ I

Warner-Lambert is going the way
of the competitive giants in ill

field, via a move, last week, tf

coordinate the marketing an(

advertising activities of all line:

in its Product Division.

Heading this separate division

Irvin Hoff, named general product:.,

director.
|

Also appointed, four product direc

tors: John McClellan. for Listeria

Antiseptic and Listerine Toothpaste:|

Paul Elliot-Smith, for Bromo-Seltzer:!

J. E. Murray, for the Anahist line o!

cold remedies; and John Anderson

for foods, including Fizzies.

Campaigns:
• Page & Shaw Chocolates

makes its initial entry into tv this

week with a Fall and pre-holiday

campaign in six markets: Detroit.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Columbus, Dav-

ton and Toledo. The campaign; 10-

second spots in the "visual squeeze"

technique (out of Transfilm-Wylde

Animation) for nine consecutive

weeks during prime evening time on

NBC and CBS affiliated stations.

• General Foods' Jello-O divi

sion is promoting Minute Sliced

Potatoes, a new product, beginnins

this week via spot tv. The GF prod-

uct: dehydrated potato slices sold ifi

eight-ounce packages ready for in-

stant use. Agency: Y&R.

They were named advertising!

managers: Gilbert Supple, al

Shulton, Inc. . . . James Plunkett.

at Pittsburgh Plate Glass' Fiber Glass

Division . . . Herbert Klauber, al

Lanolin Plus.

Add to personnel : Robert Young,
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\ .|). at K&E, is slated to become v.p.

charge of marketing of household

oducts at Colgate.

ASSOCIATIONS

he NAB has set up two new
?59-60 committees:

The Radio Standards of Good Prac-

r committee, headed by Cliflf Gill,

resident and general manager of

EZY. Anaheim. Cal.. and the Tv

ilin Committee, with Joseph Floyd,

resident of KELO-TV, Sioux Falls,

lairman.

lates and places :

)-31 October: The Missouri Broad-

asters Association meets at the

luehlbach Hotel. Kansas City.

-4 November: Fourth convention of

le Broadcasters' Promotion As-

ociation, at the Warwick Hotel in

'hiladelphia. Robert Sarnoff. NBC
oard chairman, will deliver the key-

I'ote address.

I November: Annual meeting of the

\rizona Broadcasters Association

I the Valley Ho Hotel, Scottsdale,

firiz.

rhey were elected:

Officers of the Pittshurgh Radio
^nd Tv Club : president. Leslie Stone,

f Smith, Taylor & Jenkins; v.p. in

fharge of programs, Don loset,

A^PIT; v.p. in charge of membership,

erome Reeves, KDKA-TV; v.p. in

fharge of special activities, Tom Slat-

T, F&S&R; v.p. in charge of pub-

licity, Fred McCormack, Ketchum,

UacLeod & Grove; treasurer, L. H.

jVeiplin, J. Grant Agency and secre-

tary, Dorothea Pefferman, Gardner.

Officers of the New England
,Media Evaluators' Association :

^:hairman, Jackson Parker, of James

rhomas Chirurg Co.; and secretary-

treasurer, Alice Liddell, K&E, Boston.

EQUIPMENT

Ampex will market the new Brit-

ish-made Marconi tv camera in

the U.S. as a companion to its

\ ideotape tv recorder.

The camera, designed to give a

'new look" to tv performers and

products, was unveiled last week dur-

ing a press conference staged at

Videotajjc Productions in New York.

"Simply stated," explained Tom
Davis, marketing manager of

Ampex's Professional Products
Divison, "the Mark IV, being intro-

duced in the U.S. at this time, repre-

sents another major electronic 'break

through." The picture produced is

more life-like than tv viewers are ac-

customed to at present."

This "new look" is the picture pro-

duced by the Marconi's 4^4 inch

image-Orthicon tube, the first used in

a tv camera in the U.S.

On the portable tv front: General
Instrument Corp. reports the de-

velojjment of the first tv tuner pro-

duced in the U.S. to use transistors

in place of tubes—and the smallest

tv tuner ever made commercially.

Developed initially for "the first

truly portable tv set on the market,"

the tuner is now being released to

the entire tv industry.

Current projections by GIC are

that lOO.OOO more transistorized tv

sets will be produced in the coming
year—with .500.000 or more in 1961-

62.

wotPnP
FOR BEST COVERAGE IN THE
NATION'S 47th TV MARKET
(Davenport, Iowa — Rock Island — Moline, Illinois)

A comparison of coverage of TV stations in or overlap-

ping the Davenport — Rock Island market area as

reported in the Nielson Coverage Service No. 3 —
Spring, 1958.

Monthly Weekly Circulation

Station TV Homes Coverage Daytime Nightime

WOC-TV 438,480 308,150 263,430 288,750
Station A 398,600 278,900 226,020 258,860
Station B 340,240 275,160 229,710 260,190
Station C 274,990 208,300 153,540 191,010
Station D 229,260 156,340 127,240 146,620

\/V Col B J Palmer
Presidcnr

Ernest C. Sanders^ P«« Shaffer

Sales Manager

P.icr(. Criff.n. Woodw»rd,
Int. Exclusive Nafiorul
Rcprcseniaiives

THE QU1NT,C1TIES

DAVENPORT , ,„^,^
BETTENDORF '

ROCK ISLAND i

MOLINE > III

EAST MOLINE '

channel

WOC-TV is No. 1 in the

nation's Pth TV market—lead-

ing in TV homes (438,480),
monthly coverage and weekly
circulation — day and night —
as reported in the Nielson

Coverage Service No. 3, Spring,

1958. For further facts and lat-

est availabilities, call your PGW
Colonel . . . NOW!

WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa is port o^ Central
Broadcasting Co., which also owns ond operates
WHO TV and WHO Radio. Des Moines. Iowa
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promotions at RCA: Fred Far-

well, to the newly-created post of

v.p.. marketing . . . Mort Gaffin, to

manger, special advertising and sales

promotion programs.

FILM

Fresh light was thrown on the

time period clearance problem
last week by ITC in its study of

time slots recently made avail-

able for a new syndicated show.

The show. Four Just Men, has

gotten prime time clearances in the

majority of its markets, according to

ITC Syndication sales chief Hardie

Fritberg.

Backing up this claim was evidence

on 11 markets where time between

7-11 p.m. was cleared.

Of these, one was at 7:00 p.m..

three at 7:30 p.m.. one at 9:00 p.m..

one at 9:30 p.m.. and three at 10:30

p.m.

In brief. 7:30 p.m. and 10:30
p.m. times periods appeared
most frequently among those

markets sampled.

Ray Ellingsen

HOTOGRAPHY

can give

your

photographic needs

the kind of

attention

you like

. . . backed by

experience

and artistry!

Simply call

DEIaware 7-7249

or write to

12 E. Grand Ave.

Chicago

Programing: Bernard L. Schubert

will bring out a 60-minute version of

its Mr. and Mrs. North property;

furthermore, to prevent confusion, a

30-minute version in syndication

since 1954 with 57 episodes will be

withdrawn . . . Peter De Met produc-

tions' Major League Baseball Pre-

sents, a series of 26 full-hour shows

depicting the best games of the past

season, is available in syndication

through World-Wide Television Sales:

its expected 30 markets will televise

the show on tape while others will use

film. So far the show is sold re-

portedly in 65 markets, including

WABC-TV, New York, in the 6-7 p.m.

Sunday time period.

Mobile color tape: Comedian Red
Skelton has purchased the world's

first video-tape facility equipped for

both color and mobile operations. The
unit, at a cost of S500,000, includes

two Ampex Videotape color recorders

and three General Electric color tv

cameras, plus additional studio equip-

ment for vehicular operation.

Promotion: MCA TV Ltd. through

Gardner agency has created an in.

novation for trade paper advertising

of its Paramount features. The inno-

vation is in the use of glossy photo-

graphs that will accommodate a two-

color black and gold imprint litho-

graphed on the reverse surface.

Sales: Victory Program Sales divi-

sion of CNP reports the following sta-

tions have purchased The Califor-

nians: WHNY-TV, Springfield. Mass.;

KOOK-TV, Billings, Mont.; KOCO-
TV, Oklahoma City. Okla.; WCIA-
TV. Champaign. 111.; KSYD-TV.
Wichita Falls. Tex.; WBRC-TV. Bir-

mingham, Ala.; WABG-TV, Green-

wood, Miss.; KFDA-TV, Amarillo.

Tex.; WDSU-TV, New Orleans. La.;

KLTA, Los Angeles. Calif.; KDAL-
TV, Duluth. Minn.; KFJZ-TV, Fort

Worth. Tex.; KRON-TV, San Fran-

cisco. Calif.; WWJ-TV, Detroit.

Mich.; KGUN-TV, Tuscon. Ariz., and

WPIX. New York, N. Y.

Commercials: Robert M. Barron
joins the sales staff of Videotape Pro-

ductions of New York, Inc. . . . Music

Makers appoints Bill Schwartau as

head of the production department

. . . Some 150 Canadian advertising

and television personnel are expect

to attend the formal opening of t

Robert Lawrence Productioi

studios in Toronto on 13 October .

Transfilm-Wylde Animation li

completed for "visual squeeze" II

for Page & Shaw chocolates throu;

Horton, Church & Goff, Inc. of Pr()\

dence, R. I., for a pre-holiday cai

paign marking this advertiser's fir

use of tv.

Strictly personnel : Guild Films h
sales v.p. Marvin M. Grieve to be

director of the company . . . Carl j

Russell has been named region

sales director of ITC, operating fro

the Chicago office . . . Edward i

Simmel has been named sales mai

ager for Crosby/Brown Production

which has syndication headquarte;

in Hollywood . . . Arnold Kaufma
joins NTA as eastern operations v.

Trade note: The SEC has filed su

in Federal court to enjoin Hal Roac
and Guild Films from offering U
sale the common stock of Guild unle;

it is previously registered with tl

commission. The SEC's complaii

was that the defendants sold stoc

since 18 September without meetin

SEC registration standards. i

INTERNATIONAL

McCann-Erickson enters the Aui

tralian market this month.

The agency merged with Hansei

Rubensohn of Sydney, to form Har

sen Rubensohn -McCann Erickson
Pty. Ltd.

HR, one of the three largest agen

cies in Australia, was selected b;

McCann after a three-year survey o

the market.

Sim Rubensohn, founder and go\

erning director; John Bristow, man

aging director and William Lockley

general manager will continue as tb

active management of the agency

Also, Arthur Grimes, executive v.p

of McCann (International) wil

spend the next year in Australia.

Reports from the internationa

market :

• West Germany: There are n(

private-owned tv companies, onl;

semi-state networks. Their advertis
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d ng program is restricted to six min-

t lies between 7:30 and o ]).ni. Num-

01 jer of tv sets: 2,676.207.

• Lebanon: Progress is being

i nade by Lebanese tv, with both the

'I ^""rench-English and Arabic channels

ii| ncreasing their broadcasting hours.

» 5onie 3,000 sets are currently in use,

ivith, for example, eight viewers for

;very Beirut tv home, and 15 view-

srs per set outside Beirut.

They were appointed: The San

[uan office of Y&R, for P&G's Dash

in Puerto Rico . . . Intercontinen-

tal Services, Ltd., as exclusive ad-

w itising reps in the U.S. for TGBOL-
r\ . Guatemala City; the two tv sta-

li(ins in the Netherlands West Indies;

and Tele-Haiti, in Port-au-Prince.

Haiti.

>Ierged: A. C. Nielsen Co., Ltd.,

I.nulish subsidiary of Nielsen and the

Altwood Group of Companies,
Ltd., London, have combined their

broadcast audience research into a

new company rendering a single serv-

ice covering 10 European countries.

New branch office: Intercontinen-

tal Services, Ltd. opened its first

liiieign branch office, located in Mex-

i( (I City, and headed by Fred Hofer.

RADIO STATIONS

Making lots of headway in the

changing format of local radio

stations is the run-of-schedule

one-minute spots devoted to com-
munity service features.

Case in point is KDAL, Duluth.

which reels 'em off under such cap-

tions as Town Crier ( neighborhood

news notes I . VIP Time i interviews

with visiting dignitaries). KDAL
Salutes I outstanding achievements on

the local scene) and Work Sheet (em-

ployment opportunities )

.

A new listening habits study by
RAB came up with this high-

light: virtually every working
housewife in the U.S. listens to

radio during the average week.

I he report. "Working Housewives

and Radio" conducted for RAB by

Pulse among workin"; housewives in

six geographically dispersed areas,

reveals

:

• Nine out of 10. of the 11.5 mil-

lion working housewives, listen to ra-

dio in a week's time.

• Working housewives average

more than two hours per day with

radio.

Business is liooming despite the

strike:

As has happened in other similar

markets, the steel strike has had no

effect on business at KDKA, Pitts-

burgh. Station reports a sales in-

crease of 249^ in local business and

16/^ in national business for Septem-

ber, 1959, compared to the like pe-

riod, '58.

Noted KDKA sales manager and

assistant general manager: "We are

in a virtual sold-out position and

there is every indication that we will

continue this record-setting pace in

the last quarter of the year."

Ideas at work:

• "Snake pit" routine: Cap-

ping the zany antics by d.j.'s at

KIMN, Denver, is this latest by

'"Pogo" Page, who's airing a mara-

thon from the window of a down-

town jewelry store—in the midst of

an assortment of snakes, including

rattlers, cotton-mouth moccasins, a

boa-constrictor and others. Assisting

him are two professional snake-han-

dlers. Station estimates that more

than 100,000 people have viewed the

"creepy" marathon to date.

• They believe ""Brevity is the

soul of wit': And also the start of

sales for KBON, Omaha salesman,

for theyre now calling on busy cli-

ents with three-minute egg timers.

When the sand runs down the hour

glass, the account executives wrap-up

their ]jitch and leave . . . Brevity on

the d.j. front: Paul Ruble, program

director of WCAE, Pittsburgh, has

come up with this idea to curb chat-

ter and air more platter: Via a con-

trol switch on his desk, he can turn

on a tape which comes in over the

announcer's talk, saying "All right,

all right."' As an added talk-buster,

station invited listeners to call a spe-

cial number and repeat the silencer.

When the d.j. hears it. he knov.s he's

had it.

• Conducting goodwill tours:

This week. Bob Re\ nolds. sports di-

I

>.:>

the big

new one
in

ios

angeles

It's 50,000-watt KRLA, Modern
Radio Los Angeles! It's new, it's

power-packed, it's smack at 1110,

dead center on the dial! New mil-

lion-dollar selling personalities!

New audience impact! Here's solid

coverage at lowest cost! Here's

something you can't buy anyplace

else: a franchise in prime time on

a 50,000-watt leader in the nation's

number-one radio market! Buy
KRLA Radio now!

MODERN RADIO ILOS ANGELES

KRLA
IDIAL 1110

I 50.000 WATTS

6381 Hollywood Boulevard. Ix>s AiiKeles 28
Hollywood 2-7;!88 • Ed Schulz. General Manager

Representee! Nationally by Donald Cooke Inc.

New York, Chicago. San Francisco. St. I>ouis

i
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rector of WJR, Detroit, will visit

eight of the smaller Michigan col-

leges with the station's mobile studio

and originate his sports program

from those campuses to present "the

small college story."

• For coinmunitv betterment:

Jonathon Kirhy. newscaster and com-

mentator at KCBQ, San Diego, went

to bat last week for the undernour-

ished school children in the area.

Single-handedly, he has raised over

$1,000 in public contributions— a

sum equivalent to more than 2,850

free lunches for children from pover-

ty-stricken homes.

On the daflfodil side: D.j. Dennis

James, of KISN, Portland, Ore., re-

ports his audience is growing by

leaps and "hounds." The reason: At

11:10 a.m. each day he devotes 10

seconds to serenading the canine por-

tion of his listenership by loudlv toot-

ing a dog whistle.

Station purchase: WHKK. Akron,

0.. to the Susquehanna Broadcasting

Co.

Thisa 'n' data: WTMA, Charles-

ton, S. C, says that it was the only

radio or tv station to remain on the

air throughout Hurricane Gracie, and

for some 24 hours, the only means

of mass communication in the area

. . . KICA, Clovis, N. M., interviewed

the state's Governor in an airplane

flying over the Curry county fair. He
spoke to the opening day's crowd

via the two-way broadcast facilities

station has equipped in the plane . . .

Another wake-up service: Jim Tate,

morning d.j. on KJCN, Denver, has

offered to place a "good morning"

call to anyone desiring the service

anytime within his broadcast hours

of 6-9 a.m. . . . Doug Pledger, of

KNBC, San Francisco, has won a

$500 cash prize for doing the best

ad-lib commercials in a nationwide

contest sponsored by the Products Di-

vision of Bristol-M^ers . . . Anniver-

sary note: KXOK, St. Louis, cele-

brating its 21st year of broadcasting.

Station staffers: Dan Weinig, to

general manager of WPRO. Provi-

dence. R. 1. . . . Albert Fiala, Jr., to

national sales manager of Intermoun-

tain Network's Denver office and

KIMN, Denver . . . Harold Cran-

ton, to director of advertising and

promotion for the Metropolitan

Broadcasting Corp. . . . Tom Hop-
son, to national sales service man-

ager; Gary Arnold, to local sales

manager and Carl Wagner, to the

sales staff, all at WBRC, Birmingham
. . . Ray Brown, director of station

relations for Kenyon Brown's Tri-

Buy California stations . . . Calvin

Mann, station manager, KVOS, Bell-

ingham . . . Robert Peebles, sta-

tion manager, WROW, Albany . . .

Elizabeth Gadbury, to executive as-

sistant at WALT, Tampa.

Resignations : Rudi Neubauer,
sales manager of WMAQ, Chicago,

retiring after 35 years in broadcast-

ing . . . Raymond Katz, associate

director of WMGM, New York, re-

signed to spend full time with his

personal management company.

TV STATIONS

Westinghouse plans to make the

most of the upcoming Civil War
Centennial:

It has put together a 13-week se-

ries utilizing some 3,000 authentic

Mathew Brady photographs. The

American Civil War will be syndi-

cated nationally after its initial broad-

cast on the WBC tv stations.

Ideas at work:

• Lights and action: WABC-
TV, New York, kicked-off the fall

season last week by making its debut

on Broadway with a special remote

show, The Most Enjoyable Sight in

Town. Feature of the live program

was the lighting of a spectacular sign

36'x50' ballyhooing the station.

• No longer for dealers only:

Viewers saw a tv first in Houston the

other day when KTRK-TV aired a

30-minute program, Chevrolet Spec-

tacular, showing the new 1960 mod-

els. In the past, such showings were

via closed circuit for car dealers only,

but this year Chevrolet scheduled

that, and similar telecasts, throughout

the country, for the public.

On the tv tape front: Ampex re-

ports it had shipped 25 Videotape re-

corders since 15 September, bring-

ing the total of tv stations equipped

to 142 . . . Red Skelton is now in

the process of forming an independ-
ent production company. He pur-

chased, last week, mobile color tv

tape recording facilities—a studio on
wheels to include two Ampex color

Videotape recorders and three G.E.

color tv cameras—to be built at a

cost of $500,000.

Treasurer's report : Metropoli-

tan Broadcasting Corp. this week

declared a cash dividend of 15^ per ij

share payable 30 October to share- '

holders of record 9 October—mark-

ing the first dividend in the Corp.'s

history.

Thisa 'n' data: WABC-TV, New
\ork, has a new daytime look: Time
For Fun, on at 11 a.m. moves to 8:30

a.m. and Joe Franklin s Memory Lane

will be on a full hour, 10-11 a.m.,

Monday-Friday . . . The Pittsburgh

Baseball Club signed a new three-

year contract for tv and radio cover-

age to be sponsored by the Atlantic

Refining Co. and the Pittsburgh

Brewing Co. . . . For the fourth

consecutive season, Texaco is spon-

soring the complete U. of Miami

football schedule on WCKR . . . Five

more tv stations have joined the As-

sociation of Maximum Service

Telecasters: WIIC, Pittsburgh;

WOAY-TV, Oak Hill, W. Va.;

WTVN, Columbus, 0.; WBRC-TV,
Birmingham, and WTOL-TV, To-

ledo . . . Arthur Godfrey will be

named "Man of the Year" at Pulse's

18th birthday celebration, 21 Octo-

ber, at the Plaza in New York . . .

Anniversary: George Putnam, of

KTTV, Los Angeles, celebrating his

25th vear as a news commentator.

On the personnel front: Terry

Lee, to managing director of WAGA-
TV, Atlanta . . . Joseph Evans, Jr.,

to managing director and Lee Dol-

nick, local sales manager. WITI-TV,

Milwaukee . . . Paul Brissette, Jr.,

to local sales manager. WWLP-TV,
Springfield, Mass. . . . Thomas Mc-

Collum, manager of tv operations,

WXEX-TV. Richmond-Petersburg . .

.

George Driscoll, engineering man-

ager, WROC-TV, Rochester . . . Law-

rence Rogers, president of WSAZ.
Inc., Huntington, appointed chairman

of the West Virginia Economic De-

velopment Agency. ^
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Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Louis Dorfsman, director of art, adver-

tising and promotion for CBS Radio since

1956. has been named v. p. in charge of

advertising, promotion and press informa-

tion. He replaces Louis Hausman. who re-

signed to become director of TIO. Dorfs-

man joined CBS as a staff designer in

1946. Since then, he has been promoted

successively to art director for CBS Radio;

( o-director of sales promotion and advertising; director of art, adver-

tising and promotion; and to his most recent appointment as v.p.

Roy Albertson, v.p. of WBNY, Buffalo,

was elected chairman of the Association of

Independent Metropolitan Stations (AIMS)

at the group's meeting, two weeks ago, in

\ew York. AIMS, formed some 12 years

;ii;o. consists of 27 radio stations from the

I . S., Canada and Mexico. They meet

twice a year to exchange ideas and infor-

mation relative to independent operation.

The next AIMS meeting will be in Mexico City. Albertson, who be-

came v.p. of WBNY in '52. also owns 50'/{ of KNOT, Prescott. Ariz.

Arnold Kaufman, a senior member of the

executive staff of RKO Teleradio Pictures.

is joining NTA as v.p. in charge of east-

ern operations. He will be responsible for

all NTA business and administration in the

east, including such company divisions as

NTA Te!estudios. NTA Storevision and the

broadcasting stations. Kaufman joins NTA
following a 10-year association with RKO

Teleradio Pictures in various high-level executive posts including

one of the top aides to company president and chairman, T. O'Neil.

Walter B. Lake, manager of Daren F. Mc-

(-avren Co. s Los Angeles office, was named

\.p. of the rep firm this week. Previously.

he spent five years with KSDO. San Diego.

as an account executive. Lake then moved
111 Los Angeles where he became resident

>ales manager for the station. He joined

McGavren in 1956. when the firm became

national rep for KSDO. McGavren also

added two new account executives to the N. Y. office: Monte Lang,

ftirmerly with Bob Dore and Ralph Conner, from the Boiling Co.
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says Ward D. Ingrim, Pres.

KTVU
SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND,

CALIFORNIA

To put real backbone in a
station's feature film pro-

gramming, you can't beat
the Warner Bros, fea-
tures. Writes Mr. Ward D.
Ingrim

:

''We bought the bulk of the

Worner Bros, library— over

500 pics— before going on
the air in March of '58. That

was one of the big reasons we
were able to get off to a fine

start and make a strong and
continuing impression in this

four station market."

ARB ratings tell why so

many stations share
KTVU-TV's enthusiasm
for Warner Bros, features.

The top flight Hollywood
stars and top notch films

swamp competition in day-
time or nightime show-
ings. Audiences love 'em.

Sponsors love 'em. And
you'll love the profits they
produce. Call us today!

u n o.
UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, inc.

NEW YORK, 247 Park Ave., MUrray Hill 7-7800

CHICAGO, 75 E. Wacker Dr., DEarborn 2-2030

DAUAS, 151 1 Bryan St., Riverside 7-8553

LOS ANGELES, 400S. Beverly Dr., CR6-5886

/.:>



frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

Ervin F. Lyke, president and gen. manager, WVET AM and TV, Rochester,

N. Y., speaks here to agencies and advertisers about a seldom-mentioned, but

highly unfair, practice that arises probably through sheer carelessness. He is

talking here about the other side of the ''multiple spot" problem, the refusal of

agencies and advertisers to think through their obligation on product protec-

tion. Each week, SPONSOR'S ''Seller's Viewpoint" presents a straight, honest

talk to buyers of air media about important and mutual industry problems.

Why the double standard?

M he term "double standard" originated with soci- the station projectionist. Being more interested in

ologists, and in its infancy decried the conventions paying for a blacktop at his recently-purchased sub-

of the day which saluted the Don Juan as a spirited urban establishment, he projects away, saying noth-

leader among men and issued the scarlet letter "A" ing. Eventually, the station manager leaves his

to a girl with similar proclivities. country club locker room long enough to see this

Loosely translating "double standard" into the particular spot and flies through his sound-proof

television language of today, we find Perry Mason roof. Why? Because, in accepting this innocent lit-

bellying up to the judge's bench with the case of the tie hitchhiker and backing it with a 10-second com-

lusty, devil-may-care "hitchhiker" vs. that slinking mercially sponsored, shared I.D., he has unwittingly

woman of the streets, "Miss Multiple Spot." violated a contractual provision covering multiple

This is how it works: spotting.

Many agencies insist upon contractual provisions The rates for announcements are intended to

which may limit the number of products advertised cover the use of the allowable length of time by ad-

in one program break to not more than two (the vertising on behalf of one product or service. For

"no multiple spotting clause"). Some of these same an advertiser or an agency to submit a film contain-

agencies, representing manufacturers with a wide ing advertising for two completely disassociated

diversification, may funnel along a 60-second film products (disassociated except for being manufac-

which contains 50 seconds' worth of action for the tured by the same parent company) would seem to

company's line of automobiles and 10 seconds of me to be something less than fair play,

commercial for the company's shoestring product. Let's limit the number of products advertised in

With the wide diversification in the manufacturing any one program break to two, by all means, but

fields today this example isn't too far fetched. let's also limit to one the number of products adver-
{

The first person to detect this practice is usually tised in each announcement unit. ^
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in the bountiful LaKd of fkilk aiid Money. This market of ours is story-

boolc stuff . . . scores of small cities and thousands of big dairy farms
. . . 400,000 TV families enfoying CBS-ch. 2 television.

So, cultivate our Farmers, and win the Game!

* A Wisconsin farmer is distinguishable today only by his added I
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SPONSOR

A ''State Department" for U.S. tv films

Leonard Goldenson, president of American Broadcasting-

Paramount Theatres, has called for the establishment by the

tv industry of a new "foreign office" or "State Department"

to promote the sale of U.S. tv programs abroad.

Meanwhile, an industry committee, working toward the

same end, has engaged William Finescriber to act as con-

sultant in the formation of an export association.

Trade barriers, particularly in Japan, England, the Philip-

pines and Canada, restrict the number of U.S. shows that can

be purchased for domestic use, or set up limitations on dollar

exchanges which make the expansion of U.S. producers into

foreign markets very difficult.

Tv film men believe that American tv needs the same type

of organization as the Motion Picture Producers Assn., headed

by Eric Johnston, which has been largely instrumental in

expanding the foreign market for the movie industry to the

point where it now accounts for 50% of current revenues.

Such an organization would function for tv as a negotiator

with foreign governments, with the specific responsibility for

increasing the volume of U.S. television programs pur-

chased abroad.

SPONSOR heartily supports this practical and realistic at-

tempt to bring greater profits and prosperity to the U.S. tv

program industry. We hope that tv producing firms will act

quickly and together on this worthwhile project.

House^vives and radio

The story on page 39 concerns the most important and

significant buying group in the entire U.S. population. We
urge that you study carefully the facts uncovered in the new

McCann-Erickson study about housewives' radio listening

habits.

Here at sponsor we are used to seeing dozens of surveys

and research reports. But this one contains more eye-opening

material on radio, and its importance in the home, than we

have come across in many moons.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Better, easier, more

efficient methods of coordinating spot radio/tv

campaigns. "One-two'" punch of these two media

should be better understood by advertisers.

78

lO-SECOND SPOTS

Cure for e.t.'s: Jan Stearns, media

director for new N.Y. office of Miller.

Mackay, Hoeck & Hartung, recalls this

letter from a tombstone distributor

when she was buying time for Rock

of Ages at Cabot agency in Boston

:

"Thank you for recent shipment of

records for Rock of Ages which I re-

ceived two weeks ago. When I got

them they were bent, so I put them

under the back wheels of my truck.

I took them out again yesterday. The\

are still bent. Now what do I do?'

Might've pressed 'em between tomb-

stones.

Preparedness: Against the release of

Elvis Presley from the Armed Forces,

Grahame Richards, programing di-

rector for The Storz Stations, has put

in a bid for Elvis to rotate as a sort

of roving disk jockey between all the

Storz chain. Well, Elvis always could

rotate.

Clean: Lee Sand, WNTA, Newark,

closes broadcast with, "Help keep

Newark clean. Send your garbage to

Camden."

Dubious Data Dept. : In case you

wonder where to get a list of those

special events (ranging from Dill

Pickle Week to Mute Your Muffler

Month), more than 400 are cata-

logued in an annual publication of

the Apple Tree Press, Flint, Mich.

Critic: Edward Fields, producer of

custom carpeting, chides New York

radio station WRCA for its "wall-to-

wall music" promotion. "Today's

'smart' people," he said, "use 'area'

—not 'wall-to-wair rugs. If WRCA
wants to borrow a term from the car-

peting industry to describe its music,

it should redesignate it as 'area

music.

The promoters: Things that turn

up in the mail—From KNTV, San

Jose, Cal., a "Kookie Comb" to mer-

chandise 77 Sunset Strip . . . From
KPAP, Redding, Calif., a coil spring

proclaiming KPAP as "The Station

with a Spring". . . From WLW Ra-

dio, Cincinnati, a book titled, "13

Elegant Ways to Commit Suicide"

for admen to hand to any salesman

who savs he has a better media buy

than WLW.
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WHAMM-Y-
Look AAAhat's Happened

Heed the Call of the New Figure!

There's a NEAV Number Two-\VAM-E (>Vhamm-y) 5000 >V. on 1260

Our TIME BUYER friend has had a bit of a shock.

His ideas about the Miami radio market have been
blasted wide open by a hard hitting, promotion and
merchandising minded new station which in just

seven months has roared to second place in Miami.

Hooper says we're a dominant NUMBER TWO now
with an average Monday through Friday 17.8 % share

of audience (52% more audience than the #3 station).

Pulse gives us a 12% share. G a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
through Friday. And Whamm-y is NUMBER ONE
when it comes to cost per thousand. We deliver thou-

sands more listeners per dollar than any other station.

So-o-o-o. MR. TIME BUYER, take a second look at the

Miami market and you'll see WAM-E. Or have a chat

with our National rep. Daren McGavren; our Regional

rep, Clarke Brown, or Station Mgr.. Murry Woroner.

WAM-E C^A/hamm-y) .... Radio Two in Miami

VlfAM-E
Chamber of Commerce BIdg.

Miami, Florida
FRanklin 3-5533

'i
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stars as

Col. Frank Dawson,

Chief of

Law Enforcement

SPONSORED BY
• AMERICAN TOBACCO

in 1 1 markets

• HOOD DAIRY PRODUCTS
in 6 New England States

• SEGO MILK PRODUCTS
in 7 Western markets

• WIEDEMANN BREWING CO.
in Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus

• HOUSEHOLD FINANCE
in Philadelphia, Albany, Schenectady

• STANDARD OIL OF INDIANA
in 5 Mid-Western markets

WRCV-TV — Philadelphia

KLZ-TV — Denver

KSTP-TV — Minneapolis-St. Paul

KWTV — Oklahoma City

WXEX-TV — Richmond-Petersburg

KSL-TV — Salt Lake City

WTMJ-TV — Milwaukee

WGN-TV - Chicago

WSB-TV - Atlanta

KIRO-TV - Seattle

WTVJ - Miami

and many others!

^^iAAAAk
A few markets still open. See the Ziv man

in yours for complete information!
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This Gal's Loaded. ..in the Land of Milk &;l(oney!

Have you met
Miss Tillie Vision,

our trade marl<
here at WBAY?

/jy OCT I 9,gjg

A BOMBSHELL

IN STORE

FOR TV RATES?

Newly revised CBS TV
rate card forecasts rad-

ical change for net-

work spot time prices

Page 33

m
Local advertiser

takes lead in

Pulse radio poll

Page 36

How to pre-sell

radio/tv—first of

SPONSOR series

Page 39
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jnnei 2 for greatest coverage
for greatest Network . .

.

res of small cities and
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1,000 Tillie Vision homes
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Agency men take

a good look at

station reps
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When KSTP-TV

says ''go out

and buy it" • • •

people go out

and buy it!

EQ
MINNEAPOLIS- ST. PAUL

100,000 WATTS NBC

REPRESENTED BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC. — A GOLD SEAL STATION



IVHAT O IN A NUIVIdER? By itself, a number may not have much meaning. But

jet a batch of them down on paper, and they begin to add up. The latest available ARB share-

)f-audience figures for MEDIC and IT'S A GREAT LIFE, for instance. They just go to show that,

stripped or once-a-week, these Victory Program Sales properties can really do a job for you,

vherever you are. Want another good number? Try Circle 7-8300 in New York. That's VPS.

MEDIC P^^HH 1^ /^V .^m IT'S A GREAT LIFE

BtLTIMORE (4TH DUN) WJ2-TV 1:00 PM. MON.-FRI.*

BILIIIIGS (1ST RUN) K6HL-Ty 9:00 PM, WED.*

DETROIT (4TH RUN) WJBK-TV 7:00 PM. FRI.'

HONOLULU (2N0 RUN) KONl-H 7:30 PM, SUN.

LIS VEGtS (2ND RUN) KLIS-TV 3:30 PM, MON.-FRI.*

MUM! (4TH RUN) WTVJ 1:00 PM, MON.-FRI.'

OMAHt (2N0 RUN) KETV 4:00 PM, SUN.'

51 % 35%
58%
43%

CHICtOO (STH RUN) WNBQ 4:00 PM. MON.-FRI.'

DHROIT (5TH RUN) WWJ-TY t:00 PM. MON.-FRI.

HUNTIN6T0N, W. H. (2ND RUN) WStZ-TV 10:30 PM, SUN.'

HOUSTON (3RD RUN) KHOU-IK 9:00 tM, MON.-FRI.*

KNOtVILLE (3R0 RUN) WBIR-TV 1:00 PM. MON.-FRI.

LOS tNBELES (4TH RUN) KtBC-TV 11:30 iM. MON.-FRI.

PHIUDELPHIl (4TH RUN) WRCV-TV 1:00 PM, WED.

PHILtDELPHIt (STH RUN) WFIL-TV 10:30 IM. MON.-FRI.' PinseUREH (3R0 RUN) KOKt-TV 9:30 tM, MON.-FRI.

StN FRtNCISCO (4TH RUN) KRON-TV 7:30 PM, TUES. SPOUNE (4TH RUN) KUT-TK 12 NOON. MON.. WED.'

TUCSON (2N0 RUN) KVOl-TV 9:00 PM, THURS.* W1SHIN6T0N, O.C. (4IH RUN) WRC-TV 1:00 PM, MON.-FRL'

WICHlIt (4TN RUN) KIRD-TV 10:1S PM, TUES.' WICHIII FILLS (STH RUN) KSTO-Tf 4:00 PM, MON.-FRI

'

'Top rating and share in time period.

VICTORY PROGRAM SALES
a division of CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Canadian Representative: Fremantle of Canada, Ltd.
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with the

BIG CHEESE in Wisconsin

Not only % miilion people

WEAU-TV
EAU CLAIRE, WISCONSIN

They're all tops...

...in POPS!
:CCA PROOFS OF
PURCHASE)
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THE COMMERCIAL THAT MADE HISTORY

Cato the Elder ended every speech before the Roman Senate with a "eommereial"-

"Carthage must be destroyed." (It was.) Today's commercial is more complicated,

but often less effective—completely overshadowed by the show. ... For sales with

mjit, you must look upon broadcasting as a selling business. N. W. AVER & SON, INC

[p The commercial is the payoff

^iiLiMM [im"©iMm^/^®
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Steer for the channels marked for

your success. Storer channels.

Storer stations accent the sell.

Promises are great but what counts

is performance. And performance

is a built-in feature at every Storer

station, radio or TV. For example,

in Detroit WJBK-TV dominates the

market. First by far in all surveys.

28% greater share of audience than

any other Detroit station.* That's why,

with Storer, you know where your

sales are going— definitely upl

*ARB August

ii:

83
IS3

327

STORER
STATIONS

TELEVISION

DETROIT
WJBK-TV i

Ch. 2— CBS
First by far

in all surveys

•

CLEVELAND
WJW-TV

Top News— Top Movies

*BS Programming. First in t

•
;

TOLEDO
WSPD-TV

First in Toledo surveys

Covers 2,000,000
•

ATLANTA
WACA-TV
More Top Movies

More Nev/s— More Coverc

•

MILWAUKEE
WITI-TV
CBS Programming

Top MGM, PARA, RKO Mo

RADIO

PHILADELPHIA
WIBC L-i

50,000 Watt$
First in oil surveys

DETROIT
WJBK

WJBK-RodioiJ Detroi

First from noon to miOni(

cleve'land

WJW
NBC network. Tops in loc

Personality News and Mu

WHEELING ,l[.

WWVA \}W
First by far

Pittsburgh-Wheeling ore

Only full-time CBS stati<

•

TOLEDO
WSPD

It takes only one to reo

ALL Toledo. First by fa

•

MIAMI
WCBS

50,000 Watts— CBS
ALL South Florida

•

LOS ANGELES
KPOP

Covers the

2nd largest market

1 • National Sales Offices: 625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22, PLaza 1-3940 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, FRanklin 2-6498



COMPETITORS, YES

p. N. PI.YI.AB, JH.

Vice-President

Utopia Cleaners and Dyers

MAURICE BEBTHON
O-eneral Manag'er

Bertlion Cleaners and Dyers

BUT THEY'RE BOTH SOLD
ON WAPI RADIO

"WAPI programs are

thoughtfully produced

and professionally pre-

sented. This attracts the

adult radio listeners who
are our c usto mers .

Utopia Cleaners and
Dyers are sold on
WAPI."

"We feel that quality dry

cleaning and quality ra-

dio go hand in hand.

That's why we use
WAPI radio exclusively

todeliveroursales story.

This is the station with

the adult audience."

WAPI
50,000 Watts*

BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA
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THE
DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN

• Every Nielsen report ever issued for the

Minneapolis-St. Paul Television Area credits

WCCO Television with the majority of sets

in use, sign on to sign off, every day

It I J I J I J lSTj vT 111 r^J /^. I of every week. In an area served by four

^^^^^^^m §ood aggressive TV stations, the

X ±\ Jl. V V ^ Xn \^ iXi ^ JL ^^^rfll difference between good and great

___ _ _ ^ ^^^. ^ ^,-^ _. _ ^P^ I shows up plainly in Channel

X. P^ I J Pj V -LI^iV-/J.N fV-yjB^'s continuous control of the great

^ ^.-^ ^P^T^^B ^"^^ ''^ ^^^ tv'eu-'/ng audience.

lo . . •^^1

(III.I

hiJI
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to the

Q
JV^ witli WPTA

^S^ FORT WAYNE

the

liveliest" station

in town

with over

20 hours of

TOP rated

local live

programming

Romper Room

Get Happy-Daytime

variety

Little Rascals Club

Fun n Stuff with Popeye

Evening and Morning

News

Promenade 21

Club 21 Dance Show

Sports Desk

Midget Racing

e Shock with Ainsworth

Chumberly

WITH THE TOP

ABC NETWORK

_Jsk tL A-I I I
_yVjfc the man from

YOUNG TV CORP.

I I I .

WPTA ^a.../ 21

NEWSMAKER
of the week

In the wake of his return from a five-iveek tv inspection tour

of the Far East, AB-PT President Leonard Goldenson has

established an international division and appointed Donald

W . Coyle as its vice president. The move portends increasing

interest in and competition for station and program domi-

nance outside the U.S. All tv nets have foreign properties.

The newsmaker: Donald W. Coyle, 37-year-old ABC vice

president, who has been general sales manager of the growing tele-

vision network since September of last year, has been out of the

country on two missions in the two weeks since he took over his new

management responsibility for what may well be the network's great-

est area of potential expansion.

His plans are top secret, and are expected to remain so for about

six months because of competitive bids for foreign franchises. He's

headquartering in New York, thus far without any formalized staff

assisting him, and duties at this

juncture are being handled by him

and Mr. Goldenson (to whom he

reports directly). Their mission

last week : cementing relations with

foreign governmental representa-

tives in Washington.

Don Coyle expects to be out of

the country approximately one

half of his working time, with his

division concentrating on the ac-

quisition of tv stations and the

sale of tv program properties in

five areas of the world: Canada,

Latin America, Europe, the Near East and the Far East. ABC cur-

rently has tv station interests in Costa Rica and Australia, and plans

heavy expansion into station operations. With facilities comes cir-

culation which, in turn, builds an audience and a demand for pro-

gram product. The programing, initially, will be filmed and taped.

Coyle's forays into foreign tv—and they have just begun—indicate

"Tv is starting to bubble, just about to boil. Everyone is interested

in developing tv, and I can already sense these countries coming

alive in their awareness of possibilities in a free flow of tv ideas.

One of the first tasks he has assigned himself is a fast course at

Berlitz because he acquired "only a smattering" of language at Am-

herst College (from which he was graduated with a B.A. degree).

He's been with the network nine years, starting as a research writer

and going to director of research for the tv network, later for both

radio and tv. Named director of sales development and research for

ABC TV in February, 1956, he became a v.p. the following March.

Last fall he became v.p., general sales manager of the tv network. ^

Donald W. Coyle
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'S 141 MILLION MILES
^J W^^rViV #ml^^^ I^#m^^i\ in the Los Angeles metropolitan area. Drivers

this daily distance by spending an average of 1 hour and 36 minutes behind their auto radios. KMPC serves this

St of all automobile audiences mth 2 Airwatch helicopters. 3 mobile ground units . . . each able to shortwave instan-

)us bulletins to listeners. Result: KMPC's frequency is pre-set on more auto radios than that of any other station.

2 reaches the greatest number of automobiles and homes in a day— in a week,

ove your product in Los Angeles, go with the station that's on the move . .

.

50.000 watts / Los AngelesKMPC
LOS ANCCCES CITY TRAFFIC BUREAU. PAIR, INC.
A RADIO RATINGS. JUtY 1959 A Golden West Broadcasters station CI^A/S / Represented by AM Radio Sales Company
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For the Picture of Pictures

.

.

.

lAPE IT RCA!



PICTURE TH PRODUCT

WITH

SPARKLII

RCA TV TAPE

!

1

One glass of cool, frosty refreshmentAenticing your viewers with its sparkling real-

ism—can make more people go out and 'buy thanVO,000 words! Your local live com-

mercials can attain the highest standarck of picture quality. Whether it's beer, or

pop, or pies, or cars, you see the productVeaturesVn sharpest detail on RCA TV

Tape. Designed for color picture perfectionXthe HCA TV Tape Recorder adds an

extra bonus to black and white, producing pictures which are exceptionally clear

and crisp. Tapes made or played on RCA equipment give best possible results.

Among its advanced features your engineer will cWirr end are electronic quadrature

adjustment, sync regeneration, four-channel playback equalization and built-in test

equipment. See your RCA Representative or write to RCA, Dept. TR-4, Building

15-1, Camden, N. J. In Canada: RCA VICTOR Cbmpany Limited, Montreal.

ANOTHER WAY RCA SERVES INDUSTRY THROUGH ELEC RONICS

RADiO CORPORATtCM ofAMERICA
Tmk($) ®

broadcast and/television equipment

c/mden, n./j.



Pholo by CHET KRAN2

All television advertising* is inevitably affected by
the personality of the station carrying it. And—
all such advertising is most effective when it can
acquire immediacy and excitement and interest

from a station which means these things to its

audience.

For more than a decade, WSM-TV has used every
legitimate promotional device (even girls in eye
patches) for the creation of a dynamic station
image, or personality. To the people in the WSM-
TV listening area, Channel 4 has thus become more
than a number on a dial. It is their favorite
companion to a world of excitement, entertainment
and information. Thus WSM-TV becomes a Power-
ful accompanist for your sales song.

Nashville, Tennessee

Represented by

Edward PetryA Co., Inc.

The Original Station Representative

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE NATIONAL LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
17 OCTOBER 1959 National spot radio buying perked up somewhat the past week in both New

Copyright 1959 York and Chicago.

SPONSOR The calls for availabilities in New York included such brands as Pall Mall (SSCB),

PUBLICATIONS iNO. Brillo (JWT) and Nucoa (DFS), while the major activity in Chicago came from Swift's

Allsweet Margarine (Burnett) and Red Heart Dog Food (Shaw).

Pall Mall is buying in four-week flights in about 50 markets, Red Heart is also

spreading over 50 markets and Allsweet will schedule in 60 markets.

The 1959-60 season could be on the way to carving out new records for view-

ing at night : Trendex reports that the sets in use during its checking week this month was

6% better than for October 1958.

In fact, viewing was up every night in the week compared to the year before.

The average nighttime use this October week was 55.4%, as compared to 52.3% for

October 1958.

Another significant finding that week by Trendex: the average rating points for the

three networks added up to 52.3, which was 7% over the joint tally of 48.9, which

prevailed for the 1958 October week.

Lucky Strike (BBDO) may be setting out to build a franchise for itself in the

nighttime tv ID: it's buying that item in choice station breaks.

The move could have the effect of not only activating a renewed interest in ID but

in filling the vacuum left in that area by the exits of Maxwell House Coffee and Brown &

Williamson.

Lucky Strike's ID campaign is being placed for a start in about 40 markets. The

initial orders are, at the least, for 10 weeks. What happens thereafter depends on the

dent those IDs make on the viewers' fancy.

The tv networks recognize the obligation to the egghead set and they're ap-

parently willing to pay for it.

Take as the latest case in point CBS TV's absorption of the cost of producing the

six information programs that Bell & Howell and Goodrich will sponsor this season.

The network estimates it'll take at least $90,000 to turn out one of these programs

but the charge will be but $50,000 net between the two advertisers.

The motive is twofold : (1) CBS figures the corporate image created by this type of

programing at night is worth so much; (2) the price to the two sponsors offers a competi-

tive cost-per-thousand ($3.85, as projected by the network) for this series as compared to

the CPM which prevails for general run of regularly scheduled nighttime programing.

Imagine an advertiser who finds that tv carries such a wallop that he has to be

careful how much of it he uses! That's the plight of Chun King (BBDO, Minneapolis).

The victualer has just renewed spot for all its markets, but this time on a one-week-

in and two-weeks-out basis.

The reason: Tv's been so successful that it takes Chun King two weeks to resupply

the dealers on a sell-out situation.

17 OCTOBER 1959 13
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

An agency other than Esty—a periodic stickler on the subject—^has got tough

with radio stations about scheduling announcements in spots not stipulated on con-

firmation orders.

The other agency, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, last week put stations carrying Tetley

Tea business on notice to this effect: Payment of bills would be held up where discrep-

ancies appeared on affidavits.

Warned OBM: It won't accept any substitute unless previously notified.

As a sort of counterbalance to the foregoing plaints, note the fact that buyers

have found radio stations quite scrupulous in following through on rotation plans

where spots are bought within a time block and the scheduling left to the station.

Under this type of buying an agency designates what span of hours (say, 7 to 9 a.m.)

it wants to be in and depends on the station to "float" the spot into a different half-hour

within this span on successive days.

Bekins Van & Storage (LaRoche), a 52-week user of spot tv from the Pacific

Coast to the midwest, is expanding its budget and markets for next year.

It may also tie in some radio schedules.

Before you dash off that chestnut about radio ofifering nothing new in pro

granting, pause and take note of a format that's catching on fast with local stations

It comes in one-minute units, mostly, and is given the umbrella label of Feature Radio

The individual segments are all preceded by the word, Feature. Like Feature Anee
dote, Feature Community, Feature Fahrenheit, Feature Job, Feature Personality,

Feature Health, Feature Housewife, Feature Romance, etc.

There'll be a NCS :^4 for tv and probably a new coverage study for radio.

The tv study, discloses Nielsen, will coincide in terms of measurement period

with the taking of the 1960 U.S. Census.

Nielsen's last tv coverage opus came out in the spring of 1958.

Competitive note: ARB is also working on a coverage service for 1960. (For

details see 19 September sponsor, page 42.)

To give you an idea of the growing marketing opportunities in the lowest age group:

more money was spent last year on baby needs than on cosmetics.

The baby figure was $484 million as against $445 million for cosmetics.

These two sales figures for 1958 may also surprise you:

1) Much more money was spent on hair products than on cosmetics, the tally

for the former being $633 million.

2) Whereas all types of cereals did $1.6 billion, candy sales amounted to $2.3

billion.

Many sellers of the medium would take strong exception to the line of think-

ing about spot radio that a well-known New York media director has been propounding to

his agency's clients.

Radio, he's been telling them, is still a highly merchandisable medium to retailers,

but to get the right impact in that quarter, advertisers have to:

1) Buy in terms of tonnage, starting with 60-75 announcements over a five-day week.

2) Use two or three stations in the market so that an ample quotient of the radio

audience is reached that week.

3) Compress the buying into six hours of the day—7 to 10 a.m. and 4 to 7 p.m.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Come 1 January and you'll likely witness the last big turn of the wheel away
from network radio's historical status as a full-time advertising medium.

From evidence at hand this week NBC Radio seems bent on (1) adjusting the network's

programing structure to the kind of medium network radio has become; (2) eliminating

elements that are not producing network sales and (3) putting its operation on a basis

of what it deems maximum service and potential profitability.

With these intents in mind NBC Radio will present a new programing and general rela-

tions plan to affiliates at a three-day meeting starting 11 November.

One speculation in the trade is that under the revised system NBC will wind up retaining

for national sale only the various news sequences plus Monitor and making available other

programing for sustaining use or local sales by its aflSliates on a fee basis.

The network, say NBC spokesmen, will go on compensating its stations—some-
thing that CBS Radio shelved when it inaugurated its Consolidated Program Plan

last year.

This has been a banner year for tv in the number of trade associations that have
aligned themselves with the medium.

All but three of these 10 trade associations are or have been associated during the year

with regular network schedules:

TRADE GROUP PROGRAMING USED

American Dairy Association Perry Corao Show, Today

American Gas Association Playhouse 90

American Petroleum Institute Today

California Prune Board Today

Edison Electric Institute Various daytime shows

Florida Citrus Various programing

Florists Telegraph Tournament of Roses

Savings & Loan Foundation Various programing

Swiss Watchmakers Specials

U.S. Brewers Institute Specials

Again as last year, ABC TV was the first in the early-fall sprint among the net-

works to reveal how each is doing against the competitors nighttime-wise.

Key point in the revelation, based on the Nielsen 24-niarket report for the Week ending

4i October: A year ago ABC was third; now it's second. Averages, 7:30-10:30 p.m.:

NETWORK 1959 1958

ABC TV 18.8 rating; 32.4 share 17.0 rating; 28.2 share

CBS TV 19.7 rating; 34.1 share 22.4 rating; 37.8 share

NBC TV 16.7 rating; 28.8 share 18.5 rating; 30.7 share

NBC TV doesn't plan to put out a revised discount structure, in response to CBS
TV's recent action, until the first of the year.

Indications are that the new NBC TV allowances won't be anything as drastic, either

for summer customers or early evening hour users, as announced by CBS TV.

NBC feels that since the CBS changes don't take effect until next April, there's no reason

to rush. It can afford to wait and see how clients react to the competitor's new
formula.

(For analysis of the implications of the CBS newest discount plan and what the trade

has to say about it see article starting page 33.)
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

SPONSOR-SCOPE'S Chicago correspondent, bent on giving Detroit an inkling of

what it has to contend with, last week conducted a survey among local Chevrolet dealers

on how they're doing with the Corvair, GM's big bid for the compact market.

The highlights of these findings—which should intrigue both admen and media sellers:

1) Taking to the small model are the sophisticated, and by that they mean (a) the

younger married groups; (b) the young unmarried; (2) the non-status-seekers.

2) Other segments of the population still seek status and still want the big

models, fancy bodies, chrome and all.

3) Chief complaint about the Corvair: Not enough luggage space and the optional

feature—convertible backseat—is too expensive to make the difference worthwhile.

Also, by the time all the extras are added, such as power-glide, etc., the price is up in the

Impala class.

Agencies may not know it, but there's a trend among radio stations to adopt technical

devices for preserving, and improving, the quality of transcribed commercials.

Also that such stations are going to no little expense to make sure that an advertiser's

announcements are run in the right sequence and at maximum audio efficiency.

Basically all the devices involve transferring the commercials from transcriptions to

tape, but the various systems for automatically integrating the announcements into the sched-

ule would make an interesting study for commercial writers especially.

International's Buster Brown Shoes (Burnett) is going after the Christmas trade

with a spot tv schedule in 61 markets. It's looking for kid show adjacencies mostly.

Other new spot tv activity out of Chicago: Quaker Corn Meal (John W. Shaw, minutes

and 20's for 37 weeks; Rather Packing (Earle Ludgin), western and southern markets.

Are the dynamic creative personalities like the Burnetts and the Ogilvys the

last survivors of a breed that is doomed to vanish from the heights of the agency

business?

Judging from how some of the keener minds in the field view it, the answer is emphat-

ically in the aflSrmative.

If, argue these observers, the commentators on the business were to rid themselves of

their stereotyped image of the business they'd discover it wasn't the sensitive creative

type that was making the big pot boil. Rather it's the master administrator who's adept

at picking the right skills, welding them into a strong team and managing their joint

efforts as a modern communications service.

The picture, they add, may strike some of the oldtimers as stark and impersonal, but

in the long run the agency field will find that to survive on a grand scale the

quality of administration must take precedence over any other.

Tending to confirm this portent is the increasing tendency among the larger agen-

cies to veil their people in corporate anonymity.

The reigning philosophy seems to be: Keep the executives out of the personality

limelight and put the build-up stress at all times on the organization itself. Color

is alright if it's part of the agency's image, but it isn't safe to let it collect around an

individual.

There are some in the business who hold that such a policy is bound to have a decisive

impact on tv department heads. More and more of them will, it is predicted, gravitate

toward the extra mural precincts of program production.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 8;

Spot Buys, page 52; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 54; Washington Week, page 77; SPONSOR

Hears, page 80; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 84; and Film-Scope, page 78.
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VITTORIO DESICA DAN DAILEY

RICHARD CONTE JACK HAWKINS

THE
FOUR
JUST
MEN
now

setting

sales

records

all over

the world

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION

488 MADISON AVE. 'N-Y. 22 'PL 5-2100

18

I

by Joe Csida I

Sponsor

Baseball and brickbats

By purest coincidence I have had occasion to

watch the audience interest in, and reaction to.

the World Series in three diflferent towns this

year: New York, Los Angeles and Las Vegas. I

do not, of course, mean to palm off a day here

and a day there, even moving around very fast,

as an authentic survey of any kind, but m)

guess is that just as this Series is setting all kinds

of new dollar records at the gate, just so will it also set new viewing

highs. (This piece is being written Tuesday, 6 October, right after

the fifth game.)

New York, without a team contending, may actually be down a

little from some of the series of the last several years when the

Yankees were participants, but I'm sure viewing, even in Gotham,

will not be down too much. After all, the final National League

playoff game in which the Dodgers took it all from the Milwaukee

Braves in a real extra inning spine-tingler made a great Series trailer,

whether you were from New York or anywhere else.

On-the-scene and tv reaction

But in Los Angeles on Sunday and Monday, 4 and 5 October, I

doubt whether anyone in the town who wasn't at the Coliseum was

anywhere but in front of a television set, or tv being unavailable (as

in taxicabs), sharp-eared at a radio receiver. Monday I was having

lunch in the Record Room at the Brown Derby with an old friend,

Walt Heebner, when naturally they turned on the tv. It was a color

set, but the man in charge had made the mistake of running the

black-and-white when the game started, and when he tried to turn to

color the sophisticated Hollywoodites wouldn't even give him time tOi

sharpen the tuning. "Never mind fooling around," they yelled.

"Turn back to black-and-white."

The game, of course, ran long past the lunch hour but nobody left

the Derby. I had to leave because I had a date out at MCA in

Beverly Hills. There, too, however, secretaries squealed throughout

the afternoon as the Dodgers took a four-nothing lead, wailed as the

Sox tied it, and went into ecstasies as Gil Hodges finally won it in

the eighth with a home run. With one or two notable exceptions, the

secretaries' bosses were as preoccupied with the baseball doings, too.

All of which, of course, is only to be expected in a town where they

have won their first pennant, and that after they've only had a big

league ball club for just a few seasons.

In Vegas today, Tuesday, tv sets were going all around the Sands.

In the gaming room, croupiers paid scant attention to the one or two

incurable dice throwers, who chased the fickle Lady even during the

ball game. At the bar adjoining the gaming room, the contest was

being shown on a three by four foot projection model tv, and virtu-

ally everyone watched the doings. The feeling for the Dodgers here
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\bu have to have it

to win it

'Tie good advertisement, inevitably,

ings with confidence. Bored, bland

/ords and timid half-truths are as

lid as man, but they have never

noved man to action, nor won his

onfidence.

This rule is not suspended for the

v^ords in an advertisement, no

natter how many committees re-

vrrite or approve them.

To win a customer's confidence

in advertisement has to have con-

idence— not the false kind of confi-

ience that a cynic described as

'being wrong at the top of your

'oice," but the kind of confidence

hat comes from knowing what

/ou're talking about, believing in

-vhat you're talking about, and say-

ng it so people know how you feel.

This is the kind of confidence we

try to put into advertising.

We work for the following companies: Allstate Insurance Companies • American Mineral Spirits Co.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co. • Brown Shoe Company • Campbell Soup Company • Chrysler Corpo-
ration • Commonwealth Edison Company and Public Service Company • The Cracker Jack Co. • The Electric
Association (Chicago) • Green Giant Company • Harris Trust and Savings Bank • The Hoover Company • Kellogg
Company • The Kendall Company • The Maytag Company • Motorola Inc. • Philip Morris Inc. • Chas. Pfizer & Co.,

Inc. • The Pillsbury Company • The Procter & Gamble Company • The Pure Oil Company • The Pure Fuel Oil
Company • Star-Kist Foods, Inc. • Sugar Information, Inc. • Swift & Company • Tea Council of the U. S. A., Inc. fl

LEO BURNETT CO.,INC
CHICAGO, Prudential Plaza • NEW YORK • DETROIT • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL
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WHAT
IS A
PRE RATING
SALE 9
WLUK-TV is out to prove it has THE au-

dience in Wisconsin's wealthy Green Bay

— Fox River Valley market. To do this,

WLUK-TV is conducting a pre-rating sale*

that earns advertisers discounts up to 53%
above existing rate card prices and fre-

quency discounts published in Standard

Rate and Data. WLUK-TV guarantees rate

protection at SPECIAL SALE PRICES

until September 1, 1960 for all advertisers

on the air prior to December 1, 1959.

If you're an advertiser or time buyer

who knows, you know WLUK-TV is the

best buy in Green Bay and the Fox River

Valley, Wisconsin's Big Second Market.

LOOK AT THE FACTS:

On the Nielsen published for March • April,

1959, Channel 11, WLUK-TV showed a

strong second position in the Green Bay

Metro-Area. Since then, we've added the

following:

NEW TALLER TOWER

Sponsor backstage continued

NEW TOWER SITE OVERLOOKING GREEN BAY

NEW POWER -316 KW ERP — GREEN BAY'S

MOST POWERFUL TV STATION

NEW CALL LETTERS

(w/lth $40,000 in regional promotion)

NEW EXPANDED STUDIOS IN

DOWNTOWN GREEN BAY

NEW ABC PROGRAMMING,
the BIG netw/ork in 1959-60

Time Buyers who want to keep their rat-

ings up will see their Hollingberry man.

He's ready to talk about the WLUK-TV
Pre-Rating sale.

W^LUK TV
€1

CHANNEL 11

Joe Mackin, General Manaser

Represented Nationally by Geo. P. Hollingberry Co.

In Minneapolis see Bill Hurley

*Nietsen and ARB ratings will be

taken in November, 1959, and

will be published early in December.

is practically as rabid as it is in L.A., and I'm sure the rating figures

for the games here will set new highs too.

Sports a headache to some sponsors

As much of a joy as the Series is to the viewers and to the Gillette

brass and their agency, just so much of a headache is it turning out

to be to NBC and some of that web's other sponsors. The Sunday

game, for example, ran into more than half the River Boat episode.

NBC ran what was left of the new Darren McGavin filmed series any-

way, and I guess the sponsor was hojDing that most of the vast audi-

ence he was inheriting from the ball game would stay tuned. I doubt

they did, but the rating figures on this should prove interesting.

And baseball isn't the only sport that's knocking some of the major

regular shows in the head. The Texas-California football game on

Saturday, 3, ran into most of another major new NBC stanza, Bo-

nanza. I don't know what, if any, solution there may be to this situ-

ation, but it is one with which sponsors must learn to contend.

On the pops side

It seems to me that on more and more frequent occasions, though

certainly not to any major degree, sponsors pick up vast additional

chunks of audience through sheerest good luck. The Hennessy epi-

sode on CBS TV, Monday, 6, was a good example. This new series

starring Jackie Cooper is on film, of course, and the half hour shown

on Monday, 6, was filmed 27 and 28 July. The script featured as

special guest star, around whom the whole plot was built, a young

singer I've mentioned previously, Bobby Darin.

In the episode Bobby, playing the role of a singer named Honey-

boy Jones sings a song called "Mack, the Knife" twice. In July no-

body involved with the show nor with young Darin had any idea

that "Mack, the Knife" would ever be released as a single record. It

was then, and is now, part of an LP called "Bobby Darin, That's

All." But it also just happens, that the very week this Hennessy epi-

sode hit the air, Bobby Darin's "Mack, the Knife" is also the No. 1

single record in the nation, by all charts.

Talking about Darin reminds me of another tv personality, who

has developed in the past several years into one of the medium's ma-

jor salesmen. I'm talking about Dick Clark, on whom the Saturday

Evening Post in the current issue carries one of the most prejudiced,

biased, inept articles I have ever read. Strangely enough, or maybe

not so strangely the piece is written by one of the Post's own editors,

Pete Martin. Martin has of course, written scores of features on all

kinds of show business personalities, but in this one his lazy ap-

proach, his failure, indeed his total disinterest in doing any kind of

research on his subject at all is shameful. The tip-off on the mood in

which he went to visit Clark and prepare his piece, to me, is clearly

revealed in this paragraph from his article (Martin talking to Clark):

"It's obvious that we're not going to agree about rock 'n' roll,"

I said, "and I guess we're not going to agree about Elvis Presley.

Something tells me that you're going to say he's an enormously tal-

ented singer and a great influence for good with boys and girls. I've

never seen Elvis toss his torso around, but I've read some repulsive

word pictures about it, and I've seen photographs of his long, greasy,

ducktail hairdo. All I can say is, he's not my type."

Good, clean, objective, unprejudiced reporting, no? ^
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responsMty
Responsibility to the community we serve and to our adver-

tisers is always first and foremost in our minds. Here, in

Chicago, at WGN-Radio and WGN-Television, quality

and integrity are manifest in every phase of our operations.
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has Greater

Food SALES
than the 12th

Metropolitan
Market

28th Radio Market - WPTF
$541,043,000

28th Metropolitan Market
$193,673,000

12th Metropolitan Market
$479,519,000

NATION'S

28th RADIO

MARKET *^

rs

Chiz Craster, Compton Advertising, Inc., New York, buyer for

P & G, feels that the timebuyer has to be familiar with the contents

of the commercials for which he buys time. "You can do your
client more harm than good if you don't know the slant of the com-
mercial and place it in a time slot that's out of key with the

commercial's intended audience.

Things run smoothly here at

Compton and I've always been

able to view the commercial or

get hold of the copy beforehand,

but I've heard of instances else-

where where this wasn't the prac-

tice. In one case, a buyer bought

time for his client on a children's

show. Ostensibly, this was the log-

ical move, since the client was

selling items for youngsters. As it

turned out, however, the commer-

cial was slanted toward an adult audience and pitched product fea-

tures that wouldn't ordinarily impress the younger set. Net result:

a few baffled children, and a waste of time, effort and money. Again,

when the client buys in for a short flight of spots, most of the com-

mercials should be slanted toward a specific audience. Any miscalcu-

lation here could easily nullify the intended values of the campaign."

Dorothy Gill, Clifford Gill Advertising Agency, Beverly Hills, finds

that radio's most distinct and winning advantage for her is the

medium's ability to pinpoint a particular audience. "Designations

such as 'Farm' radio, 'Negro' radio, or 'Teen-age' radio are common
to radio, and really to no other medium. Because of its ability to

specialize, radio invites these kinds

of designations. There is probably

no important section of the buying

public that radio can't reach with

economy and impact. For ex-

ample, a movie that is designed for

teen-age viewing can be plugged

most effectively on the station

that has a format calculated to at-

tract a large teen-age listenership."

Dorothy notes that in large cities,

radio's ability to appeal to speci-

fied groups of people is of the

highest significance. "The large metropolitan areas throughout the

United States are comprised of many ethnic groups with varying

cultures, backgrounds, tastes and habits. While one large medium
may reach them all, it takes radio to reach each group individually,

enabling the advertiser to make direct contact with the listener."
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WONDERFUL
SATURATION

plus

beautifuli^

andisirt

A POWERFUL COMBINATION TO SELL MORE GOODS!
W'I'T'H sells on the air and in the stores . . . gives you Baltimore's best

radio buy! W*I*T*H saturates the Baltimore Metropolitan Market area with

80% coverage . . . with merchandising plans in all major food chains . . .

independents . . . and 450 drug stores! Phone, write or wire for details

on these sales-proven plans:

• BARGAIN BAR • SPOTLIGHT DRUGS
• COMMUNITY CLUB AWARDS • CHAIN STORE PLANS

THE COMPLETE SELL . . . ONLY ON

Tom Tinsley, President Radio Baltimore R. C. Embry, Vice President

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives /;/ New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Clarke Brown Co.
/« Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, New Orleans; Daren F. McGavren Co. in Chicago, St. Louis, Detroit and on West Coast; Ohio Sta-
tions Representatives in Cleveland.
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Here is tlii

Metro Area
People/sq.

mi. Population Square Miles

Tidewtar

Birmingham
Jacksonville

Atlanta

Tampa-St. Pete

Charlotte-Gastonia

Miami

967
569
568
538
504
451
425

772,700
635,600
441,200
926,800
657,800
405,900
873,300

799
1,118

777
1,724
1,304

900
2,054

Note: Ail figures above are from Sales Management.



GREATEST POPULATION CONCENTRATION

IN THE ENTIRE SOUTHEAST

3/4 Million People in Less Than Half

rea of Metropolitan Atlanta or Miami!

^^ TIDEWATER, VA.

^^^^

Here is a metropolitan area richer

in retail sales than metro Richmond,

Roanoke, and Lynchburg combined . . .

yet so compact that you can sell more

through fewer outlets, get better distri-

bution of advertised merchandise, better

coordinated wholesale and retail promo-

tion . . . more positive sales results per

man-hour of your merchandising effort,

and per advertising dollar!

TIDEWTAR is a better way to spell

it—and sell it. For WTAR-TV has led in

every audience survey ever made here,

has no duplication within the metro area,

and virtually no competition from any

station outside the market!

Call or wire WTAR-TV, Norfolk, Va.,

or your Petry man.

Surprised? No wonder. Since 1950 Tidewtar has been

growing at 2li times the national rate! Also, its true

size is obscured by the fact that the U. S. Govern-

ment unrealistically lists Norfolk and Newport News
as separate metro areas.

Sales Management and other statistical references

follow suit, which gives rise to a lot of mistaken ideas

about the "Norfolk market". Always add Norfolk &
Newport News, all ways. They are much closer to-

gether than Tampa-St. Pete, for example, with more
people, and nearly twice the population density!

Norfolk, Va. • Channel 3
Represented by Edward Petry & Co.



WSBT-TV ND.INDIANA'S
IT STATION

JOE BOLAND . . . America's Voice of Sports
Every true sports fan in America knows WSBT-TV's Sports Direc-

tor, Joe Bolond. A top sportscaster, he is currently covering pro foot-

ball on CBS-TV, and the Notre Dame games on ABC radio.

Joe's popular v/eekdoy show on WSBT-TV, "Boland With Sports,"

(5:45-6:00 P.M.) is one of the highest rated sport shows in television.

It is typical of the many popular programs on WSBT-TV, that feature

local personalities.

Local programming combined with the top national shows give

WSBT-TV a complete dominance of the South Bend market. The latest

ARB shows WSBT-TV with 47.8% share of the sets in use,sign-on to

sign-off! Of the 30 leading national programs, 27 are carried by this

station!

There's only one economical way to cover the South Bend tele-

vision market, and that's with WSBT-TV. Get complete details about

this $1,613,896,000 market from your Roymer man or write this sta-

tion. Also ask about availabilities on "Boland With Sports", and other

popular WSBT-TV shows that feature local personalities.

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA • CHANNEL 22

ASK PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

26

49th an

Madisor

One olone

"Television Basics," Section 3, is

mislabeled!

It is a television basic that the

Charleston-Huntington market is one

market. Page 19 of your "Television

Basics," Section 3, for color tv sta-

tions' listings shows them as separate

markets.

C. Thomas Garten

WSAZ, Inc., v.p.

Huntington, W . Va.

Scrap book

I thought you might be interested

in the attached copy of SPONSOR.

You'll see that it's about half its orig-

inal size because of the number of

articles I tore out. It makes a pretty

good exhibit of how useful a trade

paper should be.

I wish you would change your way

of binding the magazine so it would

be easier to tear pages out. Then my
joy with you would be complete.

John H. Leonard

Batten, Barton,

Durstine & Oshorn, Inc.

N.Y.C.

A feather in our cap

We were very pleased with the fine

article, "Why Lite Diet Pre-Sells Its

Tv On the Road" (19 September is-

sue) .

Frankly, I was a bit reluctant to

delve into the background of this

story. On too many occasions, I've

seen the damage that can be caused

when a careless reporter works on an

article without a shred of pre-digested

information or background on the

product concerned to guide him in

his approach to the material at hand.

However, your man seemed to know

{Please turn to page 28)
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wmmiM ENcHKtDM 5aN%m%o
which didn't surprise any of us in the ieast!

NOR WERE WE SURPRISED TO FIND THAT MORE THAN

TWICE AS MANY VIEWERS WATCHED KHRUSHCHEV

MAKE HIS KEY BAY AREA ADDRESS VIA

KRON/TV THAN ON ALL OTHER

SAN FRANCISCO TV STATIONS

COMBINED. ^

STATION ARB RATING

KRON/TV 31.5

(b) 3.4

(C)
1

14.8

(d) 1 7.7

others 4.4

^ Monday night, September 21, all San

Francisco-Oakland Area TV stations car-

ried a pooled telecast of Khrushchev's

address.

This ARB survey taken during the tele-

cast once again demonstrates KRON/TV's
superior viewer-acceptance.

just one more
example of how

complete viewer acceptance

proves

KCTisTinSF!

m

/T"\7" san francisco

San Francisco Chronicle • NBC Affiliate • Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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Frank Buetel

Roy Carr

These capable radio personalities can make
your wish come true. They're in the air all over

the Twin Cities market, riding around on

1280 kilocycles. They talk to everyone . . . everyone

likes them. They're an "open sesame" to the

riches of Minnesota.

You don't even need a magic lamp. These WTCN
genii come when you call. The moment you

pick up your phone and call your Katz man, our

modern day genii stand ready and able to do your

bidding . . . your selling . . . your promoting. Give it

a try, today. Make a wish on the Twin Cities

market. Then, call your Katz man for availabilities on

Twin Cities WTCN Radio. The results will astound you

WTCN
IINNEAPOL.IS • ST. PAUL

RADIO
Affiliate American Broadcasting Network
Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agency

AND
TV

49TH & MADISON
[Continued from page 26)

exactly where he was heading in his

interviews, and was quick to grasp

the details of our particular opera-

tion.

Many thanks for a really excellent

treatment.

William Conover

acct. superv.

Mogul, Williams

& Saylor

N.Y.C.

Valuable source

Your Air Media Basics is great!

As a student in radio and television

here at the University of Alabama,

I am currently engaged in a research

project concerning present tv pro-

graming trends in the U. S. Your
wonderful magazine gave me a tre-

mendous amount of valuable informa-

tion and new ideas to expound on

and project in my report. It will

certainly find an honored spot on my
desk from now on.

Here's to your continued success.

Frank Hollub

University, Alabama

We've lost no time in putting your

13th annual edition of sponsor's Air

Media Basics to good use.

The up-to-date information on lis-

tening and viewing habits, etc., is

most helpful in planning our 1960

campaign.

Lester E. Johnson

Applegate Adv. Agency

Muncie, Ind.

Reprint request

In your 5 September 1959 issue,

on page 34, there appears an article

titled: "When to Use Humor in Tv

Commercials." We would appreciate

your giving us permission to offset

this article.

John C. Ryder

Local Trademarks, Inc.

N.Y.C.

• Note: SPONSOR is usually happy to granl

such requests for reprinting privileges. Two
provisions accompany this permission

:

1. Requests must be in -writing.

2. Credit must be given to SPONSOR.

SPONSOR reprints many of its articles and

has back files on a large number of them.
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bigger

with% BIG MOVIES!
WUW-TV

HI

You'll be sitting pretty and your sales will, too, in America's 6th market.

Most of the best movies: PARAMOUNT, 20th CENTURY FOX,

UNITED ARTISTS, WARNER BROS. Turn that sales chart up with

big minutes in "Watch & Win," "Afternoon Movie," "Big Show,"

"Nite Movie." Call KATZ today for availabilities!

SPONSOR

You know where you're going wllh a
National Sales Offices: 625 Madison Avenue, N.Y. 22

17 OCTOBER 1959

station

230 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1
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News takes no holidays. Neither does NEWSFILM. Seven days a week, twenty-four hours

a day— whenever, wherever the big stories break— NEWSFILM is on the job to capture

the news on film and speed the results to subscribing stations.

NEWSFILM, a product of award-winning CBS News, is the only full-time, seven-day

news service in all television. NEWSFILM's staff of camera correspondents, reporters,

editors, laboratory technicians and couriers (the largest, most skilled news-gathering

operation in the world) works around the globe, around the clock to bring to NEWSFILM
\

SUNDAY
DRIVER

te>. 'Vl.-

>/-'^r

.s:^*^^

^

\^*m



subscribers 12 minutes of news a day, every day . . . with no weel<end breaf< in delivery.

Total-weei< coverage is just one of many NEWSFILM exclusives. And one of many

reasons why NEWSFILM (available to ajl stations) is now serving broadcasters in more

than 80 United States markets, as well as in 21 foreign countries throughout the world.

For a rundown of what NEWSFILl\/l can do for your station's news coverage, call us.

".
. . the best film programs for all stations." Offices in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles,

Detroit. Boston, San Francisco. St. Louis, Dallas, Atlanta. Canada: S. W. Caldwell, Ltd.CBSFILMS'^

^-«f
-**»^

^



your

first

and biggest h

TO TELEVimONrCOVERAGE
IN THE ENTIRE SOUTHEAST
IS CHARLOTTE'WBTV
Make your own comparison ! ^f^J

NCS #3 gives CHARLOTTE-WBTV 632,070 TV homes.

Atlanta has 579,090. Louisville 509,480. Birmingham

587,800. Memphis 453,240- CHARLOTTE STATION "B"

442,690. Miami 434,800. New Orleans 380,020. Nashville

366,560. Norfolk-Portsmouth 337,580. Richmond 3 11,680.

Take the biggest step first—enjoy Charlotte's invigorating

sales climate. Contact WBTV or CBS Television

Spot Sales for the complete market story.



BOMBSHELL

FOR

TV RATES?

SP O NSOR
17 OCTOBER 1959

::bs television network

ith thli latter tbs CBS Taltrlslon Vstvoik umoimoaB two ohonges
n dlsoount atruoturs. Tba obaagea vlll lirlng the network' a oliarg(

or tlOM Into closer allgnnent vith established patterns of televi;

Ion seta In use, as the/ Tar; tiy aaasons throngli the year and. aa
'

;he7 vary by boora through the night.

In our re-eraluatlon of network time ohargea we reeognlie that i
the advertieer the existing annual dlsoount has not been ao ou^

, dleoount for year-round broadoastlng aa an Insentlve for confl
Ing without lapse throughout the auamer. And we note too t'

11 evening time parloda hwra proTldad aiual Talus.

Lr these rsasona:

1. Ws ahall grsatly sxpand continuity dlsoouats in
a 13-wesk Bumsr Bsason, both to snoourags winter
olisnts to stay on ths air and to create an inoen-
tlTa for added sumssrtlns uss of our faoilltlea.
At ths aaoa time we abal^aiiiBMiaoountain the

PAGE ONE of the two-page letter from William H. Hylan, CBS TV

v.p., announcing the new rate card structure, effective I April I960

RECENT RATE CARD REVISIONS BY CBS TV MAY HAVE FAR-

REACHING IMPLICATIONS FOR ALL SPOT AND NET PRICES

/% little over two weeks ago, CBS TV, with a quiet

two-page letter from v.p. William H. Hylan (see

above), announced a series of rate card revisions,

effective 1 April 1960, which may have an almost

revolutionary effect on all future network and spot

tv time prices.

Like any other network rate card matter, the new

CBS TV provisions are complex, knotty, difficult to

understand.

SPONSOR, checking reactions to the announcement

among agencies, stations, and station representa-

tives, found many who confided (off the record),

"Frankly we don't know what it means."

The media head of a giant Madison Avenue agen-

cy said ruefully, "I've got to give the letter to a guy

with an abacus who can tell me what it's all about."

For its readers who may not have a special built-

in abacus lying around, sponsor has made a special

study of the CBS TV provisions with an eye to dis-

covering what implications they may have for other

net and spot tv rates, sponsor's conclusions:

• CBS TV is pioneering a new concept of tv time
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pricing which may uhimatelv lead to

a complete revision of all tv rate

structures.

• Such a revision would make tv

wholly unique among all advertising

media—with advertising costs based

on delivered \alues, rather than on

gross circulations.

• The CBS TV move was made
for sales and economic reasons, but

its effect may be a whole new philoso-

phy of tv rates for the industry.

Despite the densitv of its rate card

language, CBS TV is saying essen-

tially two things: 1 ) tv rates should

vary by seasons, and 2 1 tv rates

should vary by time periods—accord-

ing to audiences reached.

• If this philosophy finds an en-

thusiastic acceptance among agencies

and advertisers, you can expect to see

other networks and tv stations going

even further in the direction of rate

card revisions.

• Details of these revisions will

take a long time to work out, and it

seems probable that the CBS TV plat'

itself will be revised in some respects

In a sense, the new CBS TV ratt

card marks the first time that tv haj

broken away from the rate structures *|

and thinking it inherited from radio. •'

In another sense it represents the

first time the tv medium has dared to,

.

call a spade a spade. 1

The reason why these two points

may not be immediately apparent to

readers of the CBS TV announcement

is their unfaniiliarity with complexi-

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy^

TV VIEWING AND CBS RATES
By hours (nighttime)

1. TV VIEWING HOMES (IN MILLIONS)

6-7 p.m. 7-8 p.m. 8-9 p.m. 9-10 p.m. 10-11 p.m.

I I
SUMMER WINTER

2. NET COSTS AFTER MAXIMUM DISCOUNTS

6-7 p.m. 7-8 p.m. 8-8:30 p.m. 8:30-9 p.m. 9-10:30 p.m. 10:30-11 p.m.

66.25% 66.25%

73.75%
75%

80.75%
76.25%

= SOURCES: Viewing home figures from A. C. Nielsen, based on July-Aug. 1958 for summer and Jan.-Feb. 1959 for winter. ^= Times are New York time. CBS discount figures show % of gross charges paid by o2-week advertisers with minimum $130,000 m
S of gross weekly billing, under the new CBS rate structure for over-all discounts. =

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^^ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiil
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TV VIEWING AND CBS RATES
By months

1. % OF HOMES VIEWING OVER 12-MOINTH PERIOD

MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. OEC. JAN. FEB. MARCH APRIL

41.4

I—

I

1—1 36.6 35.6

42.2

51.8

47.4 r—

,

54.0 55.0 54.7
52-6 51.4

2. COSTS AFTER TIME-PERIOD DISCOUNTS (AVERAGED)

MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. MARCH APRIL

Net

60% 60% 60%

Net Net Net Net Net Net Net Net

SOURCES: Viewing home fisvires from A. C. Xielsen showing % of homes viewing per average minute (6 p.m. -mid.) for

period May 1958-Apnl 1959. CBS bar shows an average of time-period discounts allowed to 13-week advertisers for a

12-monlh period under the new rate card. Station hour discounts for 26-weeli advertisers are given in addition to time-period discounts.

ties of modern network timebuying.

In making its new rate card an-

nouncement the network did not set

up any new gross time rates. Instead

it juggled its discount structure, add-

ing some new discount provisions and

I cutting back on others.

At present, advertisers on tv net-

works are allowed a variety of dis-

counts, based on station hours and

dollar volumes over 13-, 26- and 52-

week periods.

CBS TV has tinkered with its pre-

vious discount structure to allow

greater discounts for som.e prime time

evening periods than for others, and

for "summer season" discounts (13-

week period beginning with the first

Sunday in June)

.

The reason for and effect of these

changes can be seen most clearly b)

looking at the two charts shown here.

Chart 1 plots tv viewing during eve-

ning hours, according to Nielsen fig-

ures. With this is shown the percent

of net costs paid by advertisers earn-

ing maximum discounts under the

new CBS TV rate card.

To earn maximum discounts an ad-

vertiser must be on for 52 weeks with

an average minimum of $130 thou-

sand weekly gross billing for station

time. Under the new CBS TV sys-

tem, if he is on from 8 to 8:30 p.m.

I NYT I the maximum discount he

earns is 26.259f ; from 9 to 10:30, his

maximum discount is only 19.25%.

You will note that the discount pat-

tern follows roughly (but not exactly)

the pattern of tv viewing by evening

hours. The greater the audience, the

greater percentage of gross the adver-

tiser has to pay.

To understand the CBS TV philos-

ophy on summer program time costs,

take a look at chart No. 2. The top

graph shows the pattern of tv view-

ing bv months, according to Nielsen

figures over a 12-month period.

Below it, an average of the new

"time-period" discounts which can be

earned bv 13-week advertisers under

the new CBS TV rate card.

With the sole exception of the 6 to

8 p.m. period for which there is a
10*^

( winter "time period" discount,

net advertisers are not allowed such

discounts from September to June.

During the three sunmier months,

however, when tv viewing dips. CBS
TV grants time period discounts

ranging from 35/V for 9 to 11 p.m.

to 45% for 6 to 8:30 p.m.

The result, of course, is to make

the cost of network time, during June

July and August, 55-65 "^r of what it

is in winter.

CBS TV in announcing these

changes admits frankly that it hopes

to induce more advertisers to stay on

during the summer and to attract new

advertisers to both sunnner and less

desirable prime time periods.

Individual tv stations have in the

past however, used a variety of de-

vices which, in effect, provide a flexi-

{Please turn to page 681
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«0 OF SVPBRif

"SUPER ^00"

GASOLINE

BEST SPOT RADIO

COMMERCIAL

NATIONWIDE SURVEY

AUGUST 1959

PLAQUE was awarded to Clark Oil & Re

fining Corporation in 5th John Blair

survey of best spot radio commercials

Clark Oil takes top radio award

^ Midwest refiner's "Fizbee-Chief" spots beat out

national brands in new poll of radio announcements

^ Pulse survey of "best remembered" commercials in

top cities gives first place to regional advertiser

#%nnounced this week in New York,

the fifth John Blair & Company study

of top ranking spot radio commer-

cials broke the usual pattern of na-

tion-wide surveys by giving first

place to a regional advertiser.

For the first time since 1957, when

Blair started its "best commercials"

polling, a radio account with limited

distribution showed its heels to the

copy efforts of the Madison Avenue

pros and the New York giants.

Clark Oil & Refining Corp. of Mil-

waukee (Nick Takton, director of

advertising and Tatham-Laird, Chi-

cago agency) proved a David among
Goliaths with its "Fizbee-Chief" com-

mercials, heard only in midwest mar-

kets.

The survey, conducted for Blair by

Pulse, covered 1500 families in the

five largest U.S. cities—New York,

Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia,

and Detroit—with interviews in pro-

portion to population.

Families were asked simply "What

radio commercials do you remember

hearing in the past week?" No at-

tempt was made to aid recall.

Significant in the results is the fact

that seven out of the top ten com-

mercials were for beverages. Since

the poll was conducted in August,

this reflected the heavy beer and soft

drink schedules on radio during sum-

mer months.

According to Art McCoy, Blair's

exec, v.p., the 10 award-winning ra-

dio campaigns in the survey stood

out well ahead of competition, with

the three leaders—Clarke, Coke, and

Ford significantly above the others.
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I
|| Clark Oil, which won the coveted

Blair plaque, not only had to outpull

;ome national giants but was unaided

ti its fight by tv support or repetition

p| its radio theme.

Primarily a radio advertiser, Clark

ilankets its marketing area with ra-

iio saturation, and has built up

strong acceptance for its Super 100

Gasoline in the highly competitive

midwest petroleum field.

Its prize-winning commercials were,

III some respects, the least elaborate

of all in the top group. Though
Clark uses a musical jingle sign-off,

it depends for attention and interest

on dramatizations involving two

jmythical Clark executives
—

"Chief"

and his wheezy assistant Fizbee.

Humorous and semi-humorous sit-

uations involve a running argument

between the two on the best way to

sell Clark Gasoline. The "Chief." a

practical manufacturing type, plunks

hard for the factual approach. Fizbee

holds out for his own slogan brain-

child, "Once you know, you go to

Clark. ' Most dramatizations involve

a third person, usually a character

actor such as a Chinese restaurant

owner, small boy, exasperated cus-

: tomer, etc.

Other prize winners, especially

Coke and Ford, built heavy produc-

tion values into their commercials,

with name stars and musical groups

adding bigness and importance to

their one-minute radio efforts.

Blair, until this fifth survey, had
previously polled advertisers and
agencies as well as listeners to deter-

mine "best radio commercials." The
first two categories were dropped be-

cause resuhs showed that the pros

and the listeners almost invariably

agreed, and, says McCoy, because

"advertisers are most interested in

what potential customers think of

their copy."

One significant trend noted by
SPOiNSOR: advertisers who use both tv

and radio are now building special

commercials for the audio medium.
Even with the same theme, their treat-

ments are tailored carefully for ra-

dio use, and do not merely echo tv

sound tracks. ^

THE TOP 10 RADIO CAMPAIGNS
IN BLAIR POLL OF COMMERCIALS

ACCOUNT AGENCY

1
CLARK'S SUPER 100 CAS TATHAM-LAIRD

Clark Refinings dramatized spots with "Fizhee" and

''Chief characters won most votes though only regional

2
COCA-COLA McCANN-ERlCKSON

Name talent like McGuire Sisters, plus solid produc-

tion values took runnerup place for Coca-Cola

3
FORD MOTOR J. WALTER THOMPSON
Ford's "Swapping Bee' campaign used Rosemary

Clooney, Tennessee Ernie Ford to give zip to radio spots

4
BALLANTINE BEER WILLIAM ESTY

Special radio adaptation of Ballantine's tv theme—

-

"icely light-precisely right" ranked high ivith listeners

5
HOFFMAN BEVERAGES GREY

Grey used dramatizations, straight copy and jingle

to promote Hoffman's "Laughing Bubbles" campaign

6
PEPSI-COLA KENYON & ECKHARDT

Pepsi's radio treatment of "The Sociables" theme

showed important variations from its tv handling

7
EASTSIDE LAGER YOUNG & RUBICAM (LA)

Y&R's West Coast office displayed high creativity for

popular California beer with use of cappella voices

8
PIEL'S BEER YOUNG & RUBICAM (NY)

Meanwhile, back on Mad. Ave., the agency devised

ear-catching radio variations for Bert & Harry Piel

9
L & M CIGARETTES DF&S

"They said it couldn't be done" with Jack Lescoulie.

was only cigarette winner in radio's top 10 ranking

10
HAMM'S BEER CAMPBELL-MITHUN

Northwest brewer's theme "From the land of the sky-

blue waters" proved click with midwest listeners
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PART ONE OF A SERIES

HOW TO PRE-SELL RADIO/TV
^ Beginning here, a SPONSOR series exploring the reasons behind selling a radio oi

tv buy to your own salesmen, wholesalers and retailers, with examples of how it is don«

REASON WHY: U.S. Steel Co. produced an elaborate film (frame shown here) showing its more than 300,000 employees why it bought U. S. STEEL HOUR

This week, sponsor begins a series

on a subject that is mushrooming in

advertising circles faster than an H-

bomb explosion. Subject: How and

ivhy buyers of air media campaigns

enthuse their own sales people, whole-

salers and retailers in advance of a

radio/tv push. This installment, deals

with the reasons behind enthusing

one's own sales staff. Others ivill treat

the problems of exciting dealers and

distributors. Through it all ivill run

examples of hoiv advertisers, agencies,

networks and stations collaborate to

wring the most out of an air buy.

during the past weekend, top sales

executives of the Quaker Oats Co.

across the country were called to the

telephone, greeted by a sex-charged

female voice that inquired whether a

golf game was improving, a new

sports cars was performing okay, or

how sonny was getting along at Yale.

If the salesman's wife answered the

phone, she probably was jarred at

hearing the same voice ask, "Is

Chuck at home?" (What little fam-

ily discussions this led to can only

be imagined)

.

The caller was cover girl Tedi

Thurman, NBC Radio's "Miss Moni-

tor," and once she had covered the

small talk such as golf scores or

babies (information on each sales-

man supplied by Quaker Oats head-

quarters), she got down to the brass

tacks of telling the salesman all about

his company's air campaign on

Monitor.

This week, the sales force of Es-

quire Shoe Polishes, are finding in-

terest in their product running high

among dealers and wholesalers, thanks

to a contest offering 100 prizes

topped by a trip for two to Europe

aboard the S.S. United States. Con-
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HI, JOE: Last weekend, cover girl Tedi Thurman (NBC Radio's Miss

Monitor) phoned sales executives of Qjaker Oats Co. across the

country, chatted with them about Quaker's buy on MONITOR

LOSED CIRCUITS ANO CONTESTS: Above, Ideal Toy Corp. holds tv closed circuit

ales meeting in N.Y.C. area, finds 85% of retailers tuned in. Milton Caniff, creator

f Steve Canyon, takes part. Below, Esquire Shoe Polishes promotes air campaign

ifith dealer contest on how many viewers see Fall 1959 Esquire tv spots

IVIONIT€»R
LEATHER BUREAU

ifl

POWERHOUSE
AD PROGRAM

FOU

ESQUIRE

HCRC ARC SO^MC CL^ES)

^-

WIN1 W I 1 FR£C ROUND IBiF FUR i [0 f tfiu^t

WOMB THE FABULOUS S.S. UNITED STATES!

JirfntOl, raciriii.1 !i »». 4ail.Ha«il2B:>(,««ia-.u.»iii.,-.

}rtnRQ. Kl-tttrui* fcMMtvi,* UtI)WlDW«raUlS:N^^.,f,.^»tu^v>

COWTEST RUIXS:
3 U S' a^JZ'-.'^

FREE TRIP TO EUROPE
W OTNEIt aCmUG PRUES!

testants (dealers, wholesalers and

their employees ) must guess "how
main people will see the fall '59 Es-

quire tv spots."

Two days ago. a contest for groc-

ers closed; winner and his wife will

have a trip down the Mississippi on
the famed river boat Delta Queen
with a four-day lay-over in New Or-

leans for Mardi Gras. The contest

was held by Best Foods Division of

Corn Products to promote within the

trade another kind of river boat—its

buy on NBC TV's new River Boat

Sunday night series.

Sales personnel of U. S. Steel Co.

have been getting to watch an elab-

orate eight-and-one-half minute film

titled "A Look At Tv." It was pro-

duced by U.S. Steel especially for its

internal organization to explain its

investment in the U.S. Steel Hour on

CBS TV and to show why a dramatic

series was selected.

These examples are only a few

hors d'ouvres from a whole feast of

promotional gimmicks which clients

use to enthuse their sales organiza-

tions and their retailers with air me-

dia campaigns. To begin to estimate

how many times an air campaign is

the subject of a sales meeting, a

house organ article, an internal sales

letter, would be impossible, as would

the amount of dollars spent national-

ly in such promotion during a year.

Why this mounting interest in

"selling a radio or tv buy" to one's

own sales people, to one's own whole-

salers and retailers? What have ad-

vertisers learned about getting the

"most mileage" from an air invest-

ment? SPONSOR sets out to explore

this subject in a multi-part storv.

"About the toughest thing in the

world,' a veteran salesman told spon-

sor, "is to excite the average sales-

man about any advertising campaign.
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"The fact is," he went on, "we are

traditionally apathetic to advertising.

What a salesman first hears about

his company investing a million in

one kind of advertising or another,

his first reaction is, 'Why don't they

just spread that dough amongst us

fellows, add it to our commissions?'

"This isn't an inhuman reaction.

It afflicts stockholders and other em-

ployees. When a stockholder sees an

expensive, four-color annual report,

his first feeling is, 'Why didn't they

print this cheaply and add the differ-

ence to my dividend check?'

"Salesmen," he continued, "who

feel largely responsible for a com-

pany's sales success are bound to re-

gard—subconsciously, at least—ad-

vertising as something of an inter-

loper,"

"He's honest, at any rate," a client

ad manager replied. "The company

salesman is the first link in the sales

chain. No product is successfully

sold until the ultimate consumer

planks down his money and carries

it home. But the person directly re-

sponsible for putting the product

within the customer's reach is our

salesman.

"If it's worth our ad budget to

make the customer want the product,

then it's worth another investment to

excite our salesman to the point

where he enthuses the distributor and

retailer about stocking the item, and

what is more important—giving it

front row display space."

So the air inedia buy itself is only

the beginning of a campaign.

Consumer promotion of the show

buy is a necessary adjunct; it builds

the early audiences. But ahead of

that comes the internal stimulation.

Unless the prime movers are inspired,

a campaign can collapse before it

gets started.

One of the problems attendant to a

tv campaign ( no matter how success-

ful it turns out to be among the rat-

ing services reports) is that it is over

and off the air in 30 or 60 minutes

R«cord

No. 0041
of a

Umited Edttion

for Rsmbt4f
OeaNirs Only

GIMMICKS UNLIMITED! American Motors' Rambler has made a big dent in auto business through

air advertising. Here is a record album for Rambler dealers and salesmen from NBC Radio

and there is nothing left except wha
remains in the mind of the viewer. A

spot radio campaign, no matter hoA\

many impressions on the consumer

can be even more ephemeral. It i^

conceivable that a food manufactur-

er's salesman and the supermarket

operator who stocks the product

could both be completely ignorant of

the reasons behind a customer de-

mand inspired by radio or television

commercials.

With print media, it is relativelyj

easy to send press proofs of the a

vertisements along to salesmen, tear

sheets of printed ads to retailers,

This practice has been going on a

long time, and unless the ads are

something very much out of the ordl

nary may only evoke a yawn. With

an air campaign, the possibilities for

early exploitation are endless. Here

are involved big name stars, the

drama of show business, the names of

local personalities—and they are sud-

denly there at the side of the sales-

man or storekeeper helping to close

a sale.

"Showmanship . . . that's the one

key to effective merchandising of ra-

dio to your trade," Kevin Sweeney, 1

president of Radio Advertising Bu- I

reau, told SPONSOR. "And before you
|

say, 'platitude,' let me point out that

its been a platitude for years—but '

nevertheless it's only recently that

trade merchandising has been given i

the true 'showmanship' treatment. 1

"A major food company recently

bought a radio saturation campaign

with spots in 'fixed positions,' " Swee-

ney said. "Company salesmen car-

ried transistor portables, and timed

their meetings with store buyers so

they could tune in to the product's

commercials right during the meet-

ing.

"Another radio advertiser sends

transistor sets to key buyers in large

markets along with an announcement

schedule and covering letter. The let-

ter urges the buyer to tune in and

hear the product's spots on the air

right at his desk. And, naturally, the

letter provides an opportunity to

pitch for better shelf display, more

use of point-of-purchase material, and

extra-quantity ordering 'to take com-

plete advantage of this massive radio

sales drive.'
" ^
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7 IN 10 REPS GET AGENCY ACCOLADE
EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR TERRIBLE

11% 57% 28% 2% 2%
1

,

MOST AGENCY PEOPLE rate radio/tv reps who serve them as "excellent^' or

''good," according to a sponsor survey. Although they have criticisms (see next two pages),

they term most reps conscientious, professional, cooperative. The two-way relationship

can mark success or failure of a campaign—and '60 is expected to be a record spot year.

How agency people rate the reps

^ Working relations of agency and representatives

gain new focus as 1960 promises record year for spot

"^ SPONSOR checks agency execs for appraisal of

reps' work, which most term 'excellent' or 'good'

'f\s 1959 comes to a close, agencies

and clients are launching elaborate

plans for what is expected to be a

banner buying year in spot radio and

tv. SPONSOR, within the past fortnight,

checked agency media people on how
they evaluate their relationship with

station representatives—for their in-

ter-action often keys the success or

failure of a spot campaign.

Their consensus: Seven in 10

(68/( I think station reps are either

"excellent" or "good" in performing

the many duties and services required

by staffers in an agency buying posi-

tion. But, as spot business increases

—and they predict it will—they stress

the continuing need for more chink-

filling in the cement which unites the

representative, the agency and the

client.

A solid relationship, and one which

continues to be strengthened, is the

cohesive force among these three vital

buying and selling elements, sponsor

asked agency people how this rela-

tionship can be strengthened and
solidified in a mailed questionnaire

to which 133 persons from much of

the country responded.

Full details of their response are

printed in the charts at the top of

this page and on pages 42 and 43. In

summary, agency executives have

these conclusions:

• Sales: Representatives should

give them more general market in-

formation, they say. The current serv-

ice on giving good availabilities with

sufficient speed is considered fine as

it now is, as are the number of visits

made to an agency by the rep. But

they want more specific station in-

formation, pinpointed discussions and

an increase of expert salesmen.

• Research : Agency people asked

for more rating information, station

merchandising information, station

program facts and market data.

They'd like more competitive media

information and more special pack-

age rates. Reps, they say, are doing

a good job on giving sufficient sta-

tion personnel information and group

sales data.

• Promotion: They like these

services as they are now performed

:

flip card, filmed and transcribed

sales presentations, lunch and drink

time selling. But they'd like to see

the presentation of more all-industry

data, an increase in the number of

informal pitches and a greater num-

ber of visits from station people.

• Agency relations: Agency peo-

ple prefer the status quo on such

matters as the number of meals, cock-

tail parties, semi-social affairs, pure-

ly business affairs, station gifts and

station contests. A significant per-

centage of the respondents, however,

would prefer to have more purely

business functions and fewer station

contests.

The questionnaire included 15 pos-

sible characteristics of reps, and
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agency people were asked to check

each as to whether this was a strong

or a weak point of service. Details

appear on this page with the strong-

est point "Serving us with avail-

abilities promptly"—and the weakest—"Selling between buys rather than

during them.'

Most of the agency persons who
answered the questionnaire are work-

ecutives, 10: broadcast managers or

directors, 9; associate media directors

or broadcast directors, six; others,

six.

Answers came from Eastern and

Midwest states, most from major

metropolitan areas. Here is the

breakdown: New York. 58; Chicago.

19: Detroit. 12; Philadelphia, 11;

Boston and St. Paul-Minneapolis, six

I
REPS' STRONG AND WEAK POINTS

|

I Most of the 133 agency executives from many parts of the U.S. answering SPONSOR'S |
M questionnaire responded to this particular portion of it: a request that they checit M

m the services in which station representatives are the strongest and the weakest* I

g STRONGEST (in order)

g Serving us with availabilities promptly.

g Calling on the right agency people.

g Working ethically and honestly.

J Making frequent calls on media people.

= Answering requests of a non-buying nature.

g Giving up-to-date, needed information.

W Providing compact, concise station information.

I Selling competitively but without sour grapes.

WEAKEST (in order)

Selling between buys rather than during them.

Doing an all-industry sales job.

Coming up ivith imaginative buying ideas.

Following up tvith help after the sale is made.

Taking an active interest in client campaigns.

Giving us authentic, reliable research figures.

Giving everyone the same station and package rates.

*"Stiongest" and "weakest" are use;! to designate rep services clieel<ecl for tliese cliaracterlstics by
more than SOTe of tlie agency people responding to each of the 15 items on the cheek list.

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllll^

ing directly in media selection.

Of 129 designating their function

and agency affiliation, 82 work in

media, 27 on the executive staff, nine

in radio and tv and 11 in other de-

partments. The actual job classifica-

tion analysis: media directors and

supervisors, 44; buyers, 30; general

executives, executive vice presidents

and vice presidents, 24; account ex-

each; St. Louis, five; Pittsburgh and

Cleveland, three each; one each for

Peoria, 111., Madison, Wis., Cincin-

nati, Albany, N. Y., Buffalo, Syra-

cuse. Baltimore, Rochester, N. Y..

Rockford, 111., Cedar Rapids, la.

Here are some of the typical criti-

cisms and commentaries:

Personal attention : This makes

the difference between a good and

bad rep: the attention he's willing !i

devote to an account problem. 1

he's willing to go to bat not once bu

twice, and sometimes more, to hel[

work out details, he'll get the bu-

ness . . . Helen Davis, Clinton L

Frank Co., Chicago.

• Creative selling: There's a cry.

ing need for creative selling rathei

than having a station discussed onl)

when avails are requested. Broad

cast people should be able to recom

mend buys. Many broadcast sales

men have little or no market anc

station knowledge . . . Jack Cherbo

exec, v.p., Phillips & Cherbo. Chicago

• More aggressiveness: The radio

business has been content with too

little share of the ad dollar. It coulq

do with a little more of the aggres

siveness found in newspaper repre-l

sentation. Most radio reps are un-

aware of the strength of their medi-

um . . . John M. Keavey. v.p.

EWR&R, New York.

• Friendly but objective: The

best reps are constantly trying to im-

prove our schedules, operating on a

personal and friendly but objective

basis. Selling that allows us to see

the individual characteristics of the-

local market is helpful. But some of|

the leading and most powerful sta-i

tions are over-priced and do not]

represent as good values as are avail-

(

able on secondary stations. Over-t

commercialization is a continuing

problem . . . Ray Healy, med. dir,,

Brown & Butcher, New York.

• Bad buying time: One big ob-

jection: when you are buying, es-

pecially a heavy, intensive campaign,!

all the reps want to come in and see

you or are constantly calling on the.

phone . . . Richard Olsen. buyer, I

Wm. Esty, New York.

• Visits: Station men visits are

most valuable. But it takes a full

day to come out here (90 miles west

of Chicago) and most don't have the

time . . . Norma Wren, buyer, How-

ard H. Monk, Rockford, 111.

• Cry babies: The level of in-

tegrity has steadily gone up, but

there are still reps (more radio than

tv) who qualify as a disgrace to ad-

vertising. They sell ojdy sour grapes,

are seen only during a buying cycle

{Please turn to page 66)
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AGENCY APPRAISAL OF FOUR VITAL REP SERVICES

Most of the SPONSOR questionnaire sent to agency executives centered on four areas: the ap-

praisal by media people of rep services in (1) Sales, (2) Research, (3) Promotion and

(4) Agency relations. The four columns folloiving each service indicate the number of re-

spondents wishing more of the service, less of the service, preferring the status quo—folloived

by the total number of persons answering each point. Preferred stands are in bold face.

1. SALES
As Total As Total

More Less is ans. More Less is ans.

Agency visits by reps 37 4 85 126 Specific station info. 85 2 42 129

General market info. 91 5 32 128 Pinpointed discussion 79 8 35 122

Faster, better avails 12 — 44 56 Expert salesmen 92 1 34 127

2. RESEARCH

Station rating info. 65 4 49 118 Station personnel info. 35 7 81 123

Station merchandising info. 89 3 36 128 Group sales info. 30 6 67 103

Station program info. 79 1 44 124 Special package rates 82 3 38 123

Market data 80 3 46 129 Competitive media info. 93 4 28 125

3. PROMOTION

Flip card pitches I6 51 59 126 Station men visits 6I 9 56 126

Film presentations 29 34 61 124 Lunch, drink pitches 10 51 62 123

Transcribed presentations 23 39 6I 123 Informal pitches 58 12 54 124

Direct mail data 15 6I 49 125 All-industry data 90 3 34 127

4. AGENCY RELATIONS

Meals 10 29 86 125 Purely business affairs 58 1 62 121

Cocktail parties 8 44 70 122 Station gifts 11 35 73 119

Semi-social affairs 20 29 74 123 Station contests ]8 31 53 122

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii^

Is:
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STRATEGY is mapped out by (I to r) Warwick & Legler media supervisor Herb Gandel, v.p. and director of media Richard Bean, media buyer

?ob Storrle, v.p. and account supervisor Barrett C, Dillow. Mennen alternated 60's, I.D.'s at half-hour intervals for concentrated impacti

Why Mennen picked radio for men
^ Toiletries manufacturer put all its weight into 20-

week, 75-niarket campaign for five products in men's line

^ Aim was 35-40% unduplicated homes in peak male

listening times; early checks show sales up in key areas

irst results are in on a 20-week,

75-market radio campaign which

since 13 July has been the sole adver-

tising effort of the Mennen Co. for

five products in its men's line. The

current campaign runs to 28 Novem-

ber, but already reports show up to

75% sales hikes for some of the

products.

Products involved: Spray Deodor-

ant, Stick Deodorant, Skin Bracer,

Foam Shave, Quinsana. ( The last

two products are handled by Grey

Advertising, but to make bookkeep-

ing less complicated Warwick & Leg-

ler planned and scheduled the buys

for all five products. I

Warwick & Legler believes results

of the campaigns are significant be-

cause of the light they shed on the

varying methods of radio buying to-

day. "Rather than go after satura-

tion frequency or work out rating

point buys," says Richard Bean, v.p.

and director of media at the agency,

"we went after maximum undupli-

cated reach, specifically concentrat-

ing our buys in time periods that

would give us efficient delivery of

male impressions."

"Strict devotion to a rating point

concept," he says, "loses sight of the

fact that male listening to radio is

increased from 50 to 100% in the 6

to 9 a.m., 4 to 6 p.m. periods.

Through concentration in these peri-

ods we were able to reach 35-40% of

the homes in each market during

peak male listening times."

"High frequency of announcements

in larger markets, lower frequencies

in smaller markets gave us the same
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tiiivaleiU reach," Bean explains.

liiiiie for the top four markets was

! I 70 per week, the next 26 mar-

iveraged 50, the balance rough-

i;i to 30. depending on size.

\ii()ther criterion was efficient cost.

isic to the buy, was a group plan

\ eloped for Mennen by Blair and

lling for additions to the schedule

\iat brought the total up to 102 sta-

)ns covering 75 markets.

Where it was possible to reach one-

ird of the homes in every market

least once a week on one station, a

igle-station buy was used. "In

me cases," says media supervisor

erb Gandel, "we had to add a sta-

)n to achieve this penetration."

If cost made both morning and af-

rnoon exposure unfeasible, the 6 to

a.m. period got the nod in order

get a once-every-half-hour expo-

ire of either an I.D. or a 60-second

inouncement.

Method of scheduling also reflected

e concentrated nature of Mennen's

1-out reliance on spot radio. A 60-

cond announcement for a product

alternate one half-hour periods

'ith an I.D. in the next half hour.

' Sixty-second announcements for

i,ich product have a theme that can

•i easily crystallized into an I.D.

hus. the balladier singing "Get

jfennen Skin Bracer—It's good for

lour face, sir" in an I.D., is recalled

oni the longer 60-second announce-

lent which carried the same lines

,nd may have run a half hour earlier.

Alternating 60's with I.D.'s. how-

ter, depended in large measure on

:ation rates for these lengths, accord-

ig to Gandel. In cases where I.D.'s

ere one half the minute rate, fewer

ere used than where the three-to-

ne rate applied.

To capitalize on this alternating

vstem of announcement lengths,

lennen rotates the five products

irough the week rather than through

le day. Thus, each morning or after-

oon schedule is devoted by and large

) a single product. "This is addi-

onally helpful," says Bean, "to a

roduct which gets lesser frequencv

1 the over-all schedule." Frequency
3r each product depends on its share

f the total budget.

Because Mennen was throwing the

entire weight of its advertising for

the five products into radio for 20

weeks, both consumer and trade pro-

motion at the local level were con-

sidered indispensable. Several tech-

niques were used

:

( 1 ) Kickoff luncheon for the trade.

Awareness of drug and supermarket

chain buyers, wholesale drug buyers

and rack jobbers was vital, says W&L
a.e. Jack Thompson. To indoctrinate

them with the why and wherefors

of the radio schedule, each of the sta-

tions in the Blair plan held a kickoff

luncheon or similar get-together for

the trade—virtually a "first" for a

station grouping of that size, claims

the representative firm. Bean reports

that some other stations on the sched-

ule followed the Blair lead. Mennen

considered the luncheons a highly

productive device, according to

Thompson.

(2) Contest to spur station promo-

tion. When we decided on a contest

among program managers," says

Bean, "for the most imaginative on-

the-air promotion of the Mennen

schedule, we knew we were dealing

with a hot issue. True, many sta-

tions frankly said they preferred not

to enter, but we were gratified to get

a .50% response, which we consider

excellent." Entries are almost all in

now. and judging, by impartial broad-

cast trade members, begins soon.

(Please turn to page 74

J

WHIPPING UP THE DRUG BUYERS

PROMOTION was vital to Mennen's campaign. Here,

WOW sales manager Bill Wiseman (standing) hosts top

wholesale and chain drug buyers in Omaha at luncheon

prior to campaign kickoff. Pitch emphasized products (sur-

rounding map), coverage, strategy (reaching one-third of

homes in peak male listening hours), promotion support.

Get-togethers for drug buyers were standard with all sta-

tions in Blair Group plan, which was basic buy in campaign
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Tv supports Supp-Hose better

^ Hosiery manufacturer with dual copy problems-

health plus fashion—got lopsided reaction from print

^ So it switched to net and spot tv, aimed dual pitch

at specific targets, got total distribution in 18 months

I his week, spot tv schedules break

in 21 markets for Supp-hose, adding
strength to a hefty schedule of net-

work participations already under-

way. Footage for the commercials

was shot at fashion shows in Paris

(see cut below).

None of this would have seemed

either practical or within reach

money-wise two years ago, when the

product was limping off to a slow

start. But, 18 months later, after care-

fully-tended tv exposure, Supp-hose

holds a strong franchise in virtually

every nylon counter in the country.

At first, the product's two strong-

est selling points counteracted each

other. On one hand, Supp-hose was
pitching support for the legs. On the

other, were such features as fashion

rightness, glamour, sheerness, made
of nylon—words that had never been

associated with a support hose.

"We felt that tv could reconcile the

conflict," says Charles Goldschmidt,

partner of Daniel & Charles, "but we
knew we'd have to feel our way—for

several reasons that are basic to a

harmonious relationship between sof

goods and tv." (In point of fact, tht

agency's rise in seven years to nearljl

$10 million in billings can be tracec

in large measure to cementing thii

very relationship.)

"Print schedules in national maga

zines," says Goldschmidt, "simply

weren't balancing the two sides of the

copy scale for us. Yet to a retailer,

a print ad is acceptable evidence you

are serious about selling, whereas

he's inclined to feel a tv schedule if

merely designed to overwhelm him

with glamour to get goods placed.'

Before tv could be successful as a|

selling medium for Supp-hose, retail-j

ers had to be convinced that:

• tv was the selling, not the mer-

chandising, leverage
,

• advertising tied into tv sched-i

ules could be effective.

"We made no attempt to run an

WHEN YOU ADVERTISE SOFT GOODS ON TV

DON'T EMPHASIZE GI^MOUR. Show soft goods retailer you are using tv

to sell, not to overwhelm him with glamour to place goods, ivarns Charles

Goldschmidt, partner in Daniel & Charles) ad agency. Goldschmidt also advises:

WORK ON MERCHANDISE MANAGERS. Get selling end of store behind

you by pointing up benefits of tv and value of tie-in advertising to merchandise

managers. Get them to work on unenthusiastic store advertising departments

GET SALES FORCE PARTICIPATION. Acquaint salesmen with spot

schedule. Get them to call attention to announcements on the air while they

are making a call. This familiarity gives real credibility to a television campaign

DON'T WASTE TV EXPENDITURES. Small-budget advertisers should

emphasize demonstration, rather than tiaste money attempting carry-over of a

print theme. Resemblance to other media is not as vital as demonstration on tv
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'ntire campaign riglil off the bat,"

avs Goldschmiflt. "Instead we went

ito two top markets first, then we

, dded a number of smaller markets.

Ij "In the large markets we scheduled

lO spots a week, 60's and 20's. Later

e eliminated the 20's in favor of

'lling a full story, clearly balancing

ashion and health. We went after

ivo targets: older women and work-

iig women. This meant daytime and

linge time placements. Our daytime

IP s were made adjacent to programs

, ith audiences consisting predomi-

lanth of older women—soap operas,

,(uiz shows, Godfrey, etc."

' "To add weight to our contention

hat tv was intended as a selling force,

alcsmen were thoroughly acquainted

vith the spot schedules," says Gold-

[tchmidt. "This enabled us to show

Sierchandising managers what we

vere doing. In fact, we soon learned

hat the most effective way to sell the

.vorth of a tv schedule is through the

'nan who can feel its effect on sales,

-"ressure from a determined merchan-

lising manager can sway the most

Ijrint-bound advertising department."

"As sales and distribuiton in the

est markets rose," says Goldschmidt,

'we had an additional selling point.

By fall of 1958 we were in tv in 10

markets. Then, as these local mar-

kets began to get support from re-

tailer advertising, we were able to

?ut our spot schedules about in half

and begin adding network tv."

The local pattern was duplicated in

the network activity. First buy was

aimed at older women {Godfrey on

CBS TV) , later branched out to reach

both that age group and vounger as

.veil as working women. {Jimmy Dean

on CBS TV was added in afternoon,

jack Paar on NBC TV in late eve-

ning. I Current schedule calls for

jalternate week participations in

\Treasure Chest on NBC TV, Young
Dr. Malone on NBC TV, both day-

time, and Paar continued for late

evening coverage. Spot frequency

averages 21 spots per week in the 21

tv markets, distributed in morning,

afternoon and late evening times.

Basically, Supp-hose is after credi-

bility in the merchandising of its ad-

vertising to stores. It's after the same
thing in its appeal to consumers. On

{Please turn to page 70)

PRE-SPORTS SHOW sponsorship gives Clyde Wallichs (I), Ivlusic City president, a chance to

chat with star Danny Kaye from press box of L.A. Coliseum preceding recent Dodger games

10 YEARS WITH RADIO—
A $4 MILLION BUSINESS

I
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n 1949. a Hollywood record shop,

located at the corner of Sunset &

Vine, had a radio budget of S12.000.

Gross sales that year totaled .$300,-

000. Last season—a decade later

—

Music City's radio budget had grown

to $225,000; its gross sales to $4 mil-

lion (including a new store in nearby

Lakewood opened in 1956).

The story behind this growth was

told to SPONSOR by Music City presi-

dent Clyde Wallichs.

"We got into radio because we

felt our small print space was lost be-

side the large department store

spreads," said Wallichs. "So we set

out to find a medium that would

make us look big, rather than puny,

next to big-budget advertisers.

Radio, he felt, would give his

schedule a chance to stand out im-

portantly alongside the advertising

of companies with more to spend.

He decided to test his theory with a

schedule of 30-second announcements

throughout the day on weekdays.

His first schedule was placed on

KMPC, Los Angeles. Careful store

checks were made. It didn't take

Wallichs long to discover that one-

third of Music City sales was coming

from radio.

"When we saw that. ' he said, "we
gave up print completely. News-

paper ads, in many cases reach peo-

ple who are not interested in records.

In fact, they may not even like music.

But a listener tuned in to the stations

we buy time on is obviously interest-

ed in our product or he wouldn't be

tuned in."

Currently. Music City uses spots

and programs on 11 L.A. stations.

This strategy gives it a stature in

radio as big as department stores

hold in newspapers.

Music City has a weekly "display

ad" on KMPC via 15-minute remotes

from the press box of the L.A. Coli-

seum prior to all home games of both

the Dodgers and L.A. Rams. For

continuity. Wallichs buvs the 15 min-

utes just after each "away" game.

While it is filled primarily with

music, scores are usually recapped

in the segment.

Small "reminder ads ' are run in

30-second spots on 1 1 stations. On
KMPC. for example. 60 spots a

month are used, at a cost of SI. 100.

Summed up. Music City found how
to pinpoint an audience with radio.

As Merv Oakner. a.e. at Anderson-

McConnell. Music City's agency, puts

it: "Radio brings a quality audience

into Wallichs shop and enables him

to maintain fair trade retail list in

an era flourishing with discount

operations." ^
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KOL IS OGarCf6> number 3 in a seri es

An annual city-wide Easter egg hunt, a human

"Univac" who received national attention, and

a rain dance that ended Seattle's three-month

drought. These are just a few of the imaginative

events dreamed up and carried out by KOL's

popular D.J.s. And incidentally, have netted

them Seattle's largest and most loyal audience.

KOL
See your Boiling Co. Rep. -ask about Spokane's terrific buy-KLYK
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RADIO RESULTS

Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional radio campaigns

BANK
AGENCY: Scott M. Roberts Inc. SPONSOR: Merchants & Farmers Bank

HOUSES
.'ONSOR: Cross Slates

Construction

iipsule case history: 10,000 people braved a torrential

iwnpour on 19 October to attend opening day ceremonies

. Tangelo Park, near Orlando, Fla., in response to Cross

ilis Construction's radio campaign for its new housing

';velopment. The firm reported sale of all its 98 homes

at weekend and attributed the success entirely to radio.

;ott M. Roberts, Inc., of St. Petersburg, its promotion di-

eters, had purchased 85 announcements on each of

rlando's three stations, WLOF, WHOO and WHIY, in a

e-opening drive. Saturation was continuous, using 300 spots

;r week to promote Tangelo Park. All spots were taped,

iith a predominantly soft-sell pitch and heavy mood music

' background. Theme of "Never before so much house

ith so many plus features" was the firm's hardest sell,

he sponsors thought that the heavy rain would seriously

urt the campaign, but the radio impact was so great that

didn't deter the thousands who flocked to Tangelo Park.

.1>0F, WHOO and WHIY, Orlando, Fla. Announcements

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Merchants and Farmers Bank, a

medium-sized institution in Portsmouth, Virginia, tradi-

tionally hadn't used radio as an advertising medium. How-

ever, in line with a recent trend, it purchased a schedule on

WAVY, Norfolk-Portsmouth, to proinote new business in

the checking account department. The results of the radio

flight were immediately apparent. After the announcements

had been running only a short time, the bank experienced

the best month in its entire history for opening new check-

ing accounts. "We feel now, without any hesitance, that our

radio programs handled through WAVY radio have con-

tributed greatly to the increased number of checking ac-

counts," said C. E. Adams, executive v. p. "Particularly ef-

fective has been the portion of our program in which Kirk

Webster has plugged our personalized checks. He has done

a wonderful job in helping promote our bank on his pro-

gram." The bank plans to continue using radio indefinitely.

WAVY, Norfolk-Portsmouth, Va. Announcements

'URNITURE
PONSOR: Saunders Home Center AGENCY: Direct

)apsule case history: Saunders Home Center, Grabill,

nd., placed a schedule on WOWO that produced the highest

ales the store has ever known. Announcements were simple,

Iraight hard sell without sound effects or dialogue. In a

liree-week period—on a total expenditure of only $990.70

n WOWO—the store sold $45,000 in furniture. This was

hirty-three and a third percent better than any other similar

leriod in the store's history; over $5,000 a week more than

ny other period. Sales slips showed that WOWO attracted

ustomers from three states. These results are even more

ignificant since Saunders is a furniture dealer in a small

ommunity of 350, way off the regular highway. Store ap-

earance, though it sells well-known and quality merchan-

lise, is that of a general store. Saunders, himself, has since

eported, "WOWO increased our business 41% over last

ear's, and last year was a record high for 25 years."

^'OWO, Fort Wayne, Ind. Announcements

HOUSEHOLD FRANCHISES
SPONSOR: Royal Vv ax A(;ENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Royal Wax proved that radio can

sell a highly specialized product and line to a mass audience.

Equally important, it showed that a high-priced line can be

proinoted successfully on radio. In this case. Royal decided

to sell its floor waxes via franchises to individuals. Each

franchise cost $700 and Royal found a big ready market

on WPOP, Hartford. The firm began with 24 spots per

week, using an equal budget in other media. The first week

alone it realized a $37,000 profit, and outdrew other niedia

six to one on a dollar basis. Royal then increased the

schedule to 48 spots per week and finally to 100. Expansion

of Royal's operation was so successful that it tripled staff

and office space in a six-week period and at one point had

to take a one-week hiatus to catch up on sales. Sam Miller,

of Roval Wax, credits WPOP for 72% of its sales, which

exceeded $120,000 the first six weeks of its operation.

^'POP, Hartford Announcements
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As radio buying becomes more complex, SPONSOR ASKS:

What should timebuyers I

kno^A^ about your markets
Radio men point out social and
economic patterns and market
peculiarities in their cities that

buyers should take into account

Chris Robinson, national sales mgr.,

KXYZ, Houston

The Houston market, ranking 16th

by population in the United States,

doesn't get by-passed by many im-

portant radio or tv buys. But popu-

lation alone does not tell the storv.

Sunday impor-

tant grocery-

buying day

in Houston

In geographical area, metropolitan

Houston ranks second only to Los

Angeles. It's consistently in the Top
Four in building permits for private

homes and rental property.

A check of several large moving
companies reveals that 10 families

move to Houston for every one that

leaves.

To serve Houston's spawning pop-

ulation, many huge suburban shop-

ping centers have been constructed

and plans are laid for many more.

Another marketing phenomenon

that cannot be overlooked is the

1.400-plus "ice houses" or drive-in

groceries. These small but complete

stores, open 16 hours a day, do a

tremendous Saturday and Sunday

business in canned goods, dairy prod-

ucts, soft drinks, beer, bread, and

cigarettes. Sunday is as big a day as

Saturday and gives an extra day of

grocery shopping that traditional ad-

vertising patterns will not cover.

Reaching a fluid population that

shops in an unusual pattern requires

close coordination between advertis-

ing and marketing.

The timebuyer has to know what

economic strata must be reached, for

Houston stations are clearly stratified

in the groups they program for.

Among the major Houston radio

stations, three are high in teen lis-

teners, one is noted for rural cover-

age, which it woos with strong farm

programing. One station completed

an extensive and intensive survey

which showed its audience was made
up of senior citizens. Another is

strong in the 25- to 40-year age group.

Houston is a city of good radio

stations, but quite plainly the market

peculiarities and strong individual

characteristics of each station make
buying decisions difficult.

The solution lies in using close an-

alysis as the key to more profitable

radio and tv schedules in our market.

Murray Woroner, station mgr.,

WAME, Miami

The fabulous Gold Coast of Flori-

da is made up of dollar-fertile Dade
& Broward counties. Like its count-

erpart this market is an area of con-

tradictions and untold wealth, that

Miami s tastes,

habits similar

lo northern

cities

keeps increasing by leaps and bounds.

Hub of the fabulous Gold Coast is

metropolitan Miami. Located in the

Deep South, it must be classified a

northern city with a southern accent.

The tastes, habits, likes and dislikes,

of the majority of the audience mak-

ing up this market are mostly similar

to New York and Chicago. LInlike

many southern cities, the Negro audi-

ence accounts for only 10% of Mi-

ami's population. But to add to its

cosmopolitan complexion, Latin

Americans account for another 10%.
Adding to the luster of the Gold

Coast is its golden sunshine climate.

This encourages greater use of car

and portable radios, making Miar

the epitome of the RAB phrast

"Wherever you go, there's radio.

Timebuyers concerned with Mian

should avoid the old seasonal concep

With hotels, entertainment industrie

and business in general booming tl

year round these days, two things ai

apparent: the more than one millio

permanent residents don't hibernate

and the tourist flow continues througi

the summer months.
i

One extra advantage offered timt

buyers is the introduction of summe

use products to the more than 150,00

tourists a day in Miami during th

winter months, 80% of whom trave

by car. These people, exposed to nen

summer products, carry the demam
for these commodities home wit!

them, thus giving the national camj

paign an extra early impetus.
[

To sum up, it would be well to rej

member that we have a northern cit^

in a southern location. A combing

tion of urban, suburban, tropical liy

ing. enhanced with industrial devel

opmeni and augmented by tourism

We are an area whose radio audienci

owes no prolonged loyalty to on(

station or another, a market in whici

the buyer must exercise care, stud)

trends, and late developments, to

make the best buy for his client.

Charles E. Gates, sales mgr., fTGNl

Chicago

Chicago is a robust, high income

market. Annual income per house-

hold is $7,427, or 23.7%, above the

national average. The six-county

metropolitan area has a total employ-

Chicago is both

a cosmopolitan

and rural

market

^ if

tfrfe
ment of three million ; and more than

90% work days. Basic working hours
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f approximately <S:3() a.m. to 5

111., and high traffic hours are from

.0 to 9 a.m. and from 4 to 6 p.m.

< liicago has diversified industries.

I'liiad economic hase. Of the labor

ii(f. a maximum of l.'^'( is em-

u\("d in any one industry, substan-

ill\ less than the 23% average for

If nation's 10 largest cities.

Chicago embraces a variety of eth-

- roups, with a high percentage of

' i.iid-generation members. Many of

iiM' aroups form ethnic communities

ithin the city, such as Italian, Greek,

olish and German. The largest min-

il\ group is Negro.

Chicago area population is a mix-

ire of cosmopolitan and rural. It is

l|ie nation's second largest market,

'ifving the nation's major farm area.

': is established as a continental cen-

[T of business, finance, education,

'ulture and transportation. It is the

'ation s largest railroad center, has

he nation's busiest airports—and.

f
ith the opening of the St. Lawrence

leaway. promises to be the nation's

'irgest seaport in the near future.

It s a sports-minded city, attracts

|iiIlions of visitors every year and is

most popular convention site. Chi-

'ago is the only citv at this time sup-

porting two major league baseball

Isams and two national professional

''ague football teams.

ohn Box, Jr., exec. v.p. and managing

dir., WIL, St. Louis

The one-time "Dowager Queen" of

he Mississippi River— St. Louis—has

indergone changes in the past five

ears that are of the utmost import-

Big competition

between down-

town and subur-

ban St. Louis

ince to every timebuyer. Massive

ivic improvement projects and tre-

nendous industrial growth have

haken the market out of the com-
)lacency of its historic past into a

estyled competitive present.

As with many other major cities,

5t. Louis is engaged in a healthy bat-

(Please turn to page 72 I

TODAY. ..THE EFFECTIVENESS OF A RADIO STATION IS MEASURED BY THE
AMOUNT OF GOODS IT SELLS. And in Sacramento, KXOA sells more cars and related

products because it reaches, influences and appeals to more people. Rated first (Pulse, Mar.-

Apr. '59 and Hooper, June-July-Aug.'59) the right combination of personalities, programming,

promotions and power keep KXOA on top throughout the prosperous Sacramento Valley,

now 20th in Retail Sales per Household (SRDS). KXOA sells more of everything, because

it reaches and influences more people.

KXOA-FJrst in Sacramento, California's Capital

PONSOR 17 OCTOBER 19.59

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY DAREN F. McGAVREN CO., INC. MEMBER, CAL-VAL GROUP
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ALWAYS...
a jump ahead

The vibrant enthusiasm of

staying a jump ahead of our

contemporaries is a vital part

of all personnel at KONO
in San Antonio.

It's an enthusiasm that keeps

listeners' ears keenly tuned
to the times . . . for first

in news . . . finest in music.

It's an enthusiasm that keeps

San Antonio's largest radio

audience buying at fever pitch . .

day after day.

For remarkable facts about the

"jump-ahead" KONO . . . see your

KATZ AGENCY
REPRESENTATIVE

5000 Watts • 860 KC

JACK ROTH, Mgr.

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
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National and regional buy.

in work now or recently complelet

lr%Jf I ESU YSi

TV BUYS
American Tobacco Co., New York: Schedules of prime time I.D.'s

for Lucky Strike begin fourth week in October in every market in

the U.S. except the following areas: N. D., S. D., Idaho, Mont., Wye,
Utah, Wash., Ore., Calif. Run is till the end of the year and might

be extended to 52 weeks. Buyer: Hope Martinez. Agency: BBDO,;

New York.

Andrew Jergens Co., Cincinnati: Going into about 75 markets for

Jergens Lotion starting 25 October. Day and late night minutes are

being placed for 10 weeks. Buyer: Gary Pranzo. Agency: Cunning-

ham & Walsh, Inc., New York.

Pharma-Craft Corp., Inc., Cranbury, N. J.: Initiating the first

series of flights in cold-weather areas for Coldene. Starting date is

25 October for 10 weeks with minutes and 20's. Buyer: Gloria Ma-

haney. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.

Monarch Wine Co., Inc., Brooklyn: Fall campaign for Manische-

witz Wine kicks off in top markets 22 October for seven weeks and'

in lesser ones, 29 October for eight weeks and 5 November for nine

weeks; about 50 markets altogether. Prime time minutes, 20's and

I.D.'s are being used, frequencies varying. Buyer: Gail Sessions.

Thomas J. Lipton, Inc., Div. of Lever Bros., Hoboken: A schedule

of daytime minutes for its soups starts 1 November for 21 weeks.

Daytime minutes are being set in about 25 markets. Buyer: Lor-

raine Ruggiero. Agency: Young & Rubicam, New York.

Schick Inc., Lancaster, Pa.: The second portion of the total station

list starts fourth week of October for its shavers and runs till 20 De-

cember. Placement is for night minutes and chainbreaks, frequencies

varying. Buyer: Sam Haven. Agency: Benton & Bowles, Inc.,

New York.

RADIO BUYS
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., New York: Campaign for Duke

cigarettes expanding to 17 markets. Minutes, chainbreaks and I.D.'s

start late October and early November for four weeks, with market

frequencies ranging from 60 to 250 per week. Buyer: Ginny Con-

way. Agency : McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York.

Standard Brands Inc., New York: Getting off Regular Chase &

Sanborn coffee schedules fourth week in October. Flight is for four

weeks; daytime minutes and some chainbreaks. Buyer: Jayne Shan-

non. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.

Chap Stick Co., Div. of Morton Mfg., Lynchburg, Va.: Setting up

its campaign for Chap Stick and Chap-Ans using traffic and some

before 1 p.m. dav minutes in top markets. 13-week schedules start

this month and early November. Buyer: Anita Wasserman. Agency:

Lawrence C. Gumbinner A.A., Inc., New York.
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is where you find it,««

...and nowhere on Chicago tele-

vision will you find the kind of

exciting programming WBKB
gives you! WBKB was Chicago's

first channel and it's still first in

special community events cover-

age in this dynamic, exciting, big-

buying market! Yessir, whenever

there's something exciting going

on around here, Chicagoans auto-

matically tune in Channel 7. They

know onlyWBKB serves the public

with on-the-spot coverage of

exciting events like these:

Excitement! The Pan American
Games. ..exclusive daily program
coverage!

Excitement ! The National Clay Courts
Tennis Championships at River Forest!

Excitement! Illinois State High School
Basketball Championship Tournament

!

Excitement! World's richest open golf

tournament at Gleneagles!

Excitement! The Illinois State Inquiry

into the Orville Hodge Scandal!

Excitement! The Eve of the visit of

Queen Elizabeth. ..exclusive special

program!

Excitement! The Annual St. Luke's

Fashion Show... one of society's most
glittering events!

These were exclusive WBKB tele-

casts. But what happened when
WBKB participated in the pool

telecast of the arrival of Queen
Elizabeth? WBKB carried off by

far the top ratings ! Why ? Chicago-

ans automatically turn to WBKB
for excitement!

Ifyou want Chicagoans to grow
more excited about your product,

plant it in the flourishing climate

ofthe excitement station...WBKBI

WBKB
SPONSOR • 17 OCTOBER 1959

the station, channel

owned and operated by the ABC Television Network
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NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
"NIGHT AT THE RACES," WRTF-TVs promotion tor NBC fall lineup, drew 10,000 to

Wheeling Downs, W. Va. Feature race, "WTRF-TV-NBC Showboat of Shows," was personified by

Connie Hughes (I), shown awarding trophy to winning owner, as station staffers look on

RED'S FOR COLOR! Looking like a mighty proud owner. Red Skelton finalizes $500,000 pur-

chase of the world's first mobile color tv tape recording studio. With him: (I to r) his bus.

mgr., Charles Luftig; Robert Cochran, G.E. dist. mgr., L.A.; William Wallace, Ampex sales rep

ADVERTISERS

Lever Bros, has got its foot ii

the door of the frozen food in

dustry by the acquisition of :

small New York operation, Din

ner-Redy Corp.

The taker-over which is now u.*iii;

radio spots in the east and south, i

with Harold J. Siesel Co.. New Ymk

General Foods elected, this week
Charles Mortimer, chairman anc

Wayne Marks, president of tht

corporation.

Mortimer, who has been with Gt

since 1928 and president since 1954^

will continue as chief executive offi-

cer of the company. Marks joined

GF in 1926, and has been executive

v.p. since 19.58. i

Also promoted, three v.p.s to ex-

ecutive v.p.'s: Herbert Cleaves. C. W,

Cook and John Sargent.
j^
I

Monsanto Chemical Co. joins the

list of advertisers combining ad-

vertising, corporate marketing

NO SELL needed for this package! She's

Ruby Renaut, who was voted "Miss tv Com-

mercial of 1959" in a recent poll taken by

Robert Lawrence Productions of Toronto

SPONSOR 17 OCTOBER 1959



search and district sales office

iordination into a single staff

ipartment—the marketing services

(partmeiil.

It will be lieaded 1>) William Far-

ill, who has been director of the

Mitising department. Edmund
I een becomes associate director;

'illiam Lang, manager of industrial

-iLin; and John Moran, manager of

.-liict office coordination.

• inipaign: Tidy House Products

'».. a heavy spot tv buyer in the past,

II spend more than $1 million this

i-<in to advertise its grocery Prod-

is ill 18 midwest states via its own

If-hour program. Polka Parade, in

markets. Agency: Guild. Bascom

.Bonfigli, San Francisco.

Iiisa 'n' data: George Abrams,
isident of the Hudnut-DuBarry-

.lortsman division of Warner-Lam-

rt has coined a new word for cos-

llis and toiletries: "Charmaceu-
i-als" . . . Don Herbert, star of

BC TV's Watch Mr. Wizard, will

i>t Ask Your Doctor, a new regional

network medical tv series sponsored

by Merck Sharp & Dohme divi-

sion of Merck & Co. . . . INew prod-

uct: From the Adell Chemical Co.,

makers of Lestoil

—

Lestare, a dry

bleach packet.

Strictly personnel: Ralph Linder,

a v.p. and director of Donahue &

Coe, moves to Colgate as general

products manager of the household

products division . . . Kenneth
Tashjy, to advertising manager of

Callaway Mills . . . Alexis Konde,
to director of international marketing

for Pharma-Craft . . . Richard Sar-

gent, to head the new Westinghouse

portable appliance division.

AGENCIES

Boyle Midway, a division of

American Home Products, has

reallocated some of its products

—taking them from Geyer,

Morey, Madden & Ballard.

J. W. Thompson, the house for

BM's Aero-Shave, Black Flag and

Sani-F"lush, is scheduled to gel Aero-

wax and Wizard deodorizers.

Ted Bates & Co., the Whitehall

Labs, division agency, is scheduled to

get Easy -Off oven cleaner and Griffin

shoe polishes.

Boyle Midways billings for these

products are about $5 million.

(". J. LaRoche & Co. hired two
marketing executives last week.

F. Winslow Stetson, most recent-

ly v.p. and management representa-

tive of Necdham, Louis & Brorb;

,

has been named v.p. and marketing

director.

S. Cecil Bernsley, named a "mar-

keting executive"' comes to LaRoche

from the marketing department at

Ted Bates.

Agency appointments: Jacob
Ruppert, brewer of Knickerbocker

Beer, with a 1960 budget at S4 mil-

lion, from Compton to Norman,
Craig & Kummel . . . Ex-Cell-0

Corp., for its Pure Pack division, to

MacManus, John & Adams . . .

The newly-formed Dodge Dealer ad-

'

t

kTELLITE STUDIO, new WWDC (Wash.,

C.) radio concept, gets sendoff from

ginia Pailes (Miss Washington of 1959),

\. Fred Fislte (in studio) and (I to r) sta-

in's pres. Ben Strouse, v.p. Ross Seville

)0D FOR LISTENERS. WKRC's seven-day

ow in Cincinnati Gardens featured products

Ivertised through station's radio/tv media,

ostessing: popular tv personality Jane Lynn

"WAGON TRAIN" goes north.

Borrowing show title, WICU-TV,

Erie, Pa. participated in Western

Ontario Fair. With native model

(l-r): sta. prom. mgr. W. Babcocic,

Canad. gen. sis. mgr., D. Campbell

PHILLY'S NEW FILLUP, Chev-

rolet's compact Corvair, gets one-

week promotion by WPEN's morn-

ing personality Jack O'Reilly, who

tours Greater Phila. With staffers

Linda Nikazy, Janet Melchiore



WHEELING
37t*h TV
MARKET

One Station Sells Big

Booming Ohio Valley

No. 14 in a Series

About the Diversified

Upper Ohio River Valley:

PIPE COUPLINGS

The world's largest independent manu-
facturer of Pipe Couplings is the proud

boast of the Wheeling Machine Prod-

ucts Company of Wheeling, West Vir-

ginia, an important element in the in-

dustrial picture of the WTRF-TV area.

Since 1918 the "X-L" trademarked
Wheeling products—Pipe Couplings and
Nipples, Water Well Drive Points, Drive

Shoes and Drive Caps, Bushings, Plugs
and Plastic Fittings have been shipped
throughout the world. Important to

those with products to sell is the |3
million annual payroll of Wheeling—

a

potent part of the $2% billion spend-

able income enjoyed by the 2 million

people in the 36-county WTRF-TV area.

For complete merchandising service and

availabilities, call Bob Ferguson, VP
and General Mgr., at CEdar 2-7777.

National Rep., George P. Hollingbery Company

wtrf 111

Wheeling 7, West Vo.^'^k^

316,000 watts i|^ Q Q network color

vertising group of Washington, D. C.

to Grant, bringing to over 30 the

number of Dodge Dealer groups

served by the agency . . . Dunhill,

Inc. of Weston, Mass., for its Rol-Zon

line of pet care items, to Ritter,

Sanford, Price & Chalek, New
York . . . Holiday Stone and Brick,

Inc., to Gregory & House & Jan-

sen, Cleveland . . . Unexcelled Chem-
ical Corp., to Fletcher Richards,

Calkins & Holden . . . Five new
accounts to Campbell-Mithun: Our
Own Hardware Co., Krambo Food
Stores, St. Paul Fire & Marine Insur-

ance Co., Scudder Food Products,

and D. W. Onan & Sons.

Agency date: Eastern conference

of the 4 A's will be in New York
4-5 November.

The schedule: meetings on re-

search and marketing on 4 Novem-

ber; media buying on 5 November.

Chairmen for some of the meet-

ings: Creative

—

Curtis Berrien, Es-

ty v.p. and copy chief, and Ray-
mond Lind, B&B v.p. in charge of

tv commercial production. Media

buying

—

Richard Jones, v.p. at

JWT.^

On the move: Ketchum, Mae;
Leod & Grove, to occupy the tor

three floors of the new Gateway Num.
ber Four building, Pittsburgh, by the

fall of 1960.

Anniversaries: D. P. Brother, a

quarter-century old last week . . ,

Sam Riklin, account executive with

Pitluk Advertising, San Antonio, pre-

sented with a gold watch for his 10th

year with the agency.

New officers of the Chicago Agen-
cy Media Group:

President, Reginald Dellow, v.p.

and media director at Grant; v.p.,

Richard Rogers, media director,

John W. Shaw; secretary, Dolores

Hagedorn, media buyer, Keyes,|

Madded & Jones; and treasurer,

Harry Pick, of Edward H. Weiss

& Co.

On the personnel front: Edmund
Rogers Jr., manager of N. W. Ayer'sji

Hollywood office, named v.p. . . ,

Allen Hodshire, to v.p. of Maxon'

. . .Samuel Allen, to media director

for the Chicago office of Fuller &

Smith & Ross . . . R. J. Koeper, to

1400 Oklahoma youngsters, from

more than 85 cities and towns
throughout the KWTV Com-
munity, packed two crack Santa Fe

special trains ... at student fares

... for a two day, 1200 mile trip

to the Gulf Coast area.

The youngsters were accompanied
by KWTV personalities, whose
shows promoted the tour.

A KWTV action-promotion in

its 54-County Community!

Edward Pelry & Co.. Inc.Represented by
\

The Original Station Representative

A Student
Educational

Tour f^or the

54-County

Community by

KWTV
OKLAHOIVIA OITY

$Alf$fiom^fit Offf^^omf
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There's a 15% in your future

We notice that a famous San Francisco

retailer of objets d'art has discovered a

new advertising medium: Chinese for-

tune cookies.

This suggests some interesting addi-

tional possibilities—the inside of men's

hat bands, tongues of shoes, ceilings of

hotel rooms, and the little red strips

you peel off of cigarette packs. Motor-

men on San Francisco cable cars might

be taught to sound their warning bells

in Morse code, spelling out commer-

cials. Traffic lights could be replaced

by stop-and-go signs manned by police-

men in Keystone Cop hats upon which

tasteful exhortations could be engraved.

Bay boat captains could send commer-

cial smoke signals without blowing

their stacks. The under side of the

Golden Gate Bridge could be made

into a vast 24-sheet visible to sea-

going liners.

There are some difficulties in the wav,

some rough spots that need honing,

but you get the idea. These suggestions

are made, like they say, in the public

interest. We figure there's room for

everyone.

(Meanwhile, we're not banking the

fires under our transmitters. We'll

keep right on covering well over half

of the tv families in Iowa—and domi-

nating three of Iowa's six largest

cities.)

WMT TV
Cedar Rapids -Waterloo

CBS Television for Eastern Iowa

Mail Address: Cedar Rapids

National Reps: The Katz Agency

Affiliated with WMT Radio and KWMT,

Fort Dodge

M
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LONG ISLAND IS A MAJOR MARKET!

THE VOICE OFLONGISLAND

THE GREATER

LONG ISLAND MARKET

(Nassau-Suffolk)

-LOCKS UP-
MORE HARDWARE

& BUILDING SALES

THAN IS NAILED DOWN IN

SAN FRANCISCO,

ST. PAUL, SAN ANTONIO,

AND ST. LOUIS

PUT TOGETHER!

LUMBER-BLDG.-HDWARE.

STORE SALES

$205,607,000
(Sales Mgt.)

WHLI
Dominates the Major Long Island Market

Delivers MORE Audience than any other

Network or Independent Station!
(Pulse)

M 0,000 WATTS

WHLII
HEMPSTEAD
lONC ISIANO. N. Y.

AM 1100

IfiTJi U/W
Represented by Gill-Perna

account supervisor at EWR&R . . .

James Adams, to partner and me-

dia director of Showacre, Coons,

Shotwell, Adams, Spokane . . . Lee
Teeman, to v. p. in charge of radio-

tv graphics at Southward & Bentley,

Chicago . . . Charles Hamilton, to

radio/tv director at Bevel Associates,

Dallas.

FILM

Expansion moves in the areas

of programing, production and
sales characterized the activities

of all three network syndication

arms last week.

Here's what happened:

• At CBS Films, Robert F.

Lewine and Sam Cook Digges flew

to Hollywood to open new West

Coast production offices.

• Also on the West Coast, CNP ap-

pointed Frank O'Conner to coordi-

nate new program development, Tom
McKnight as executive producer,

and Marhall Wortnian as business

affairs director.

• ABC Films named Don Joannes
as Los Angeles regional sales man-

ager and appointed the following sales

executives: Jack Van Nostrand in

the west; Jeff Davis, Olga Gomez
and Barry Winton, all in the east-

ern division; Mike Gould as Chicago

regional sales manager, and Winston
Colby and Robert L. Glazer to the

central division staff.

Programs: Trans-Lux TV reports

completion of production of the 52nd

Felix the Cat episode . . . Arrow

Productions of ITC will handle 35

feature films owned by Metropolis

Productions.

Sales: Bernard L. Schubert reports

sale of Tv Reader's Digest, Cross-

roads and Topper in Peru. Panama

and El Salvador.

Trade note : Tele-Features. Inc. have

retained Kenneth Rader Company,

N. Y. to handle their advertising.

Ratings: Among 66 syndicated and

national spot shows which had top

ten ranking in an Arbitron survey

(see FILM-SCOPE, p. 78) were the

following shows, listed in one market

only: Bugs Bunny, Dial 999, Tracer,

City Detective, Men of Annapolis, Mr.

District Attorney, Official Detective,]

Panic, Policewoman, Secret Journal,

Burns & Allen, Mr. Adams & Eve, I

Search for Adventure, Citizen Soldier,

Impact, Man Without a Gun, African

Patrol, If You Had a Million, Sgl.

Preston, Navy Log, Treasure, Danger

is My Business, Gray Ghost, Man Be-

hind the Badge, Racket Squad and

Three Stooges.

Strictly personnel: Crosby/Brown

Productions has appointed Karl von
Schallern as midwest sales manager

and Joe Porter as southeast sales

representative.

RADIO STATIONS

Information on radio and tv set

ownership will be included in the

1960 Census of Housing, it was

reported at a meeting, last week, of

the market research discussion group

of the New York chapter of AMA.
4. Ross Eckler, deputy director

of the Census Bureau, told the meet-

ing that data on the number of hous-

ing units with more than one set will

be included.

In reporting on the upcoming pop-

statement REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF
AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMENDED BY THE
ACTS OF MARCH 3, 1933. AND JULY 2, 1946
(Title 39, United States Code, Section 233)
SHOWING THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT,
AND CIRCU1.ATI0N OF
SPONSOR, published weekly at Baltimore, Mary-
land for October 1, 1959.

1. The names and addresses of the publisher,
editor, managing editor and business managers
are:
Publisher and Editor: Norman R. Glenn, Mama-
roneck. New York.
Vice-Pres. and Asst. Publisher: Bernard Piatt,

Rye, New York.
Executive Editor: John E. McMillin, New York,
N. Y.

2. The owner is: SPONSOR Publications Inc.,

New York, New York.
Stockholders owning or holding 1 percent or more
of total amount of stock:
Norman R. Glenn, Mamaroneck. N. Y. ; Elaine C.
Glenn. Mamaroneck. N. Y. ; Ben Strouse. Balti-
more, Md. : Ruth K. Strouse. Baltimore, Md.

;

William O'Neil, Cleveland, Ohio; Henry J. Kauf-
man. \\ ashington, D. C. ; J. Bloom. New York,
N. Y. ; Pauline H. Poppele. New York. N. Y. ;

Edwin D. Cooper, North Hollj'wood, Calif. ; Judge
M. S. Kronheim, Washington, D. C. : Norman Reed.
Washington. D. C. ; Adele Lebowitz. McUean. Va.

:

J. P. Williams, Dayton, Ohio: Jerome Saks, Wash-
ington, D. O. ; Catherine B. Koete, Hawthorne.
N. Y. : William B. Wolf, Washington. D. C;
Bernard Piatt, Rye, N. Y.

3. Tlie knoBi-n bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1 percent
or more of total amount of bonds, mortgagee, or
other securities are: NONE.

4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include. In cases where
the stockholder or security holder appears upon
the books of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person
or corporation for whom such trustee Is acting:
also the statements in the two paragraphs show
the affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the

circumstances and conditions under which stock-

holders and security holders who do not appear
upon the books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other than tliat

of a bona fide owner.

5. The average number of copies of each issue

of this publication sold or distributed, through the
mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the
12 months preceding the date shown above was:
11,501. (This information is required from daily

weekly, semiweekly, and triweekly newspapers
only.)

Bernard Piatt
Vice President.
Assistant Publisher

Sworn to and subscribed before »ie this eth day
of October, 19.'J9.

SEAL: Laura Oken
(My commission expires March 30, 1960.)
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Finest way to speed to Europe and beyond . . . that's KLM! Fast flights whisk

/ou non-stop from New York and Montreal, one-stop from Houston. Friendly

flight attendants treat you to world-famous Royal Dutch service — the most

thoughtful, attentive service you'll find anywhere! Contact your travel agent

Dr KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, 609 Fifth Avenue or 120 Broadway, N. Y., N. Y.

iW0S//
. . you're in Europe

before you know it!wr you're treated royally

on Royal Dutch Airlines SO
KLM to Europe

. . . and beyond! THE WORLD S FIRST AIRLINE
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This four-leaf clover

Is worth looking over!

Missouri'sM TV Market
151,400 TV HOMES*

Lucky KODE-TV, Joplin, Mo., is 28% taller, 29%
more powerful than the nearest competition.

And KODE-TV covers: • a 4 state area • 151,400

TV Homes • 669,800 people with $776,919,000

buying power.

KODE-TV CHANNEL 12
JOPLIN, MISSOURI CBS-ABC

Rep. by Avery-Knodel • A member of the Friendly Group

FK6 *TV Mag., June '59

Industrial Crescent

A Vast
Urban Complex

WORK, EARN
and SPEND.
and it's dominated by

uifmy-tv
GREENSBORO. N. C.

Boilc SInct 1«49

Represented by

Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.

New York • Chicago • San Froncisco • Atlanta • Boston

ulation and housing census next

year, Eckler promised more speedy

delivery of material because of elec-

tronic data processing, letting re-

spondents fill out their own question-

naires and the greater use of sam-

pling.

This week's advice, from RAB's
Kevin Sweeney, to the Automatic
Car Washing Association's meet-

ing:

1 ) "Concentrate on your prospects.

Men wash their cars, and are easiest

to reach via radio, particularly on

Saturday and Sunday."

2) "Look to radio stations for help

in setting up your advertising sched-

ules. They have data—which no oth-

er medium that you can afford has

—

that will tell you the exact time and

days of the week to reach all different

types of prospects."

Research note: A new study by

KREM, Spokane, shows radio to be
the prime source of immediate
news.

The study showed that in the event

of an unusual disturbance, 44% of

the people would listen to radio to

find out what was happening, com-

pared with 1.2% for tv and 4.6% for

newspapers.

Most listeners preferred news every

hour, the study revealed. However,

these are the fixed times when news

is prefererd: 7 a.m., 7:45 a.m., 8

a.m., 12 noon, 6 p.m. and 10 p.m.

Ideas at work:
• Write-in contest: KHAT,

Phoenix, and advertiser Monti's Res-

taurant co-sponsored a contest to see

how many times the phrase 'Monti's

steaks are best' could be written on a

postcard. The winning number:

7,741, taking a total of 30 hours, six

pencils and three magnifying lenses

to fill the card. Prize: round trip

holiday for two in Las Vegas.

• Promoting "juvenile decen-

cy": KICN, Denver, kicked off its

"High School Hall of Fame" last

week. Station salutes outstanding stu-

dents each day, from the several high

schoolers nominated by listeners.

• No rock n' roll: With the

theme of "Melodic Living," WFAA,
Dallas, is redesigning its programing,

featuring melodies of music not now

being generally heard on the air-

waves. Another feature of the 'new'

sound is "custom placing of clients

commercials" which will be planned

throughout the schedule and insertedl

at specific times.

Station acquisition: Taft Broad-

casting Co., purchasing the remain-

ing 707^ of WBIR, Knoxville stock

for $203,536.

New call letters: WOV, Bartell's lat-

est acquisition in New York, changed

to WADO.
Business notes: Diamond Crystal

Salt, for a 13-week saturation cam-

paign on WRCA, New York . . .

Adler-Built Construction Co., picking

up the tab for two sport shows on

WCKR, Miami . . . Acme Markets,

sponsoring Kitchen Kapers, a house-

wife-appeal show on WNTA, New-

1

ark, N. J. . . . Pastene Wine &
Spirits Co. (Doremus & Co.), for

concerts on WBCN, Boston and I

WXCN, Providence—both fm.

Thisa 'n' data: KOA-AM-TV, Den-
j

ver, opened its new building at 1044

Lincoln Street last week with a spe-

cial dedication broadcast . . . WSM,
Nashville, is expecting more than

57.8%
BIGGEST SHARE OF AUDIENCE

IN AMERICA IN MARKETS

OF 3 OR MORE STATIONS*

FLASH! July-August Nielson

gives KROD-TV leadership

in total homes 96% of the

time. ^^

KROD-mr
EL PASO. TEXAS

Dorronce D. Roderick, Pres.

Vol Lawrence, V.-Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE BRANHAM COMPANY

•ARB, July 1959
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RATES
TH*

AMONG THE TOP

ONE HUNDRED TV MARKETS

* SOURCE: TELEVISION MAGAZINE

REX,

fhe friendly

Lion says,.

"YOU GET THE LION'S

SHARE OF RICH

AGRICULTURAL AND
INDUSTRIAL MID*AMERICA"

Shoot Dead Center

for SALES POWER!

YES, STRAIGHT SHOOTIN'

RIGHT INTO 365,000
HOMES IN THE HEART

OF MID-AMERICA'S

AGRICULTURAL AND
INDUSTRIAL MARKETS

REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION INC.

J. M. BAISCH GEN. MGR.

2,000 d.j."s at the eisihth annual Na-

tional Country Music <l.j. festival

13-14 November . . . Stars on

WCBS, New York are participating

in the CARE drive by going through

the city with a sound truck to solicit

funds for the cause . . . Red Barber,

veteran sportscaster, will leave 2.5

October on a three week tour of U. S.

military installations in Spain, Italy

and North America under the spon-

sorshij) of USO shows . . . Kudo: The

Southern California Broadcast-

ers Association honored by the

Community Coordinating Councils

for "meritorious service."

Station staffers: Del Murry, to

general sales manager of KYA, San

Francisco . . . Stuart Barondess, to

sales manager, WRAP, Norfolk . . .

Marvin Rosenblatt, to station man-

ager, 'WAVZ, New Haven . . . Joan
Rutman, former media manager of

Grey, to assistant director of national

sales, WADO, New York . . . Charles

Caldwell, to assistant station man-

ager of WSIX, Nashville.

Retiring: Herbert Irving, after 35

years as engineer for KDKA, Pitts-

burgh.

TV STATIONS

These expressions of opinion

came from TvB spokesmen this

past week.

1) : 1959 will be the year that

tv replaces newspapers as the

leading medium of gasoline ad-

vertisers.

2) : Today's best informed adver-

tisers are tv's greatest investors.

The first projection was made by

TvB president Norman Cash at the

American Petroleum Institute meet-

ing in Colorado Springs. He noted

advertising trends in the first half of

.59 show newspapers losing gasoline

ads, with some $28.6 million antici-

pated for the year. Tv meanwhile, is

up about lO^f and will reach some

$30.3 million in 1959 from this

industry.

The other opinion, expressed by

v.p. and general manager George
Huntington at AFA's Third District

meeting in Greenville was the conclu-

sion drawn from an analysis of the

top 100 advertisers in all media.

Right on top

in FRESNO

i 1 I

availabilities on KJEO

Source: Current Nielsen

KJEO— Channel 47, No. 1

for the money, No. 1 for the

Central California audience.

J
channel©

FRESNO
J. E. O'Neill

Joe Drilling
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• President

Vice President

and General Manaper

W.O. Edhoini— Commercial Manager

See your H-R representative n'n'^^^
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Ideas at work:
• The tortoise and the hare

—

minus the hare: Grandpa, a per-

sonality on WTTG-TV, Washing-

ton, D. C. recently featured a "Turtle

Race" on his program. The idea:

viewers submitted miniature turtles

which were numbered, placed in the

center of a large circle, and at the

encouragement of their owners raced

toward the outer edge. Agency ex-

ecutives in the area were invited to

submit their predictions as to the

order of finish. Winner: Harry Lon-

don, of Henrv K. Kaufman Advertis-

ing. His Prize: A case of turtle soup.

• To the rescue: When Carol

Chaplin, 20 year old San Diego Jun-

ior College student was set for her

2-mile ocean swim from the Mexican

Coronados Islands to the California

mainland at San Diego she was, at

the last minute prevented because she

couldn't locate a boat as the official

vessel for the swim. KFSD-TV, San

Diego, chartered a sportsfishing vessel

for her and her party, got exclusive

coverage of the swim via hourly phone

reports which the station aired plus

film of the entire successful swim.

Beam your sales message to

DULUTH-
SUPERIOR

the

URGEST
MARKET

in both Minnesota and
Wisconsin

Zooming sales have made the*

Ports metropolitan area the

largest market in size only to

Twin Cities in Minnesota and

waultee in Wisconsin.

In WDSM-TV's coverage area

800,000 people, spending over I

lion dollars* annually.

You can best sell, best adver-

tise to this growing industrial,

shipping and vacation center

by using WDSM-TV . . .

*SRDS 5/10/59

AT THE HEAD OF THE SEAWAY

4 WDSM-TV
^k ' DULUTH, MINN. NBC SUPERIOR, WISC.

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
EXCLUSIVE NATL. REPS.

WAYNE EVANS & ASSOC.
REGIONAL REPS.

which the station telecast that p.m.

New corporation: Custom Identifi-

cations, Inc., Long Island City, N. Y..

featuring humorously animated radio

and tv station I.D.'s.

Squaw Valley, California: Final

regulations for radio and tv coverage

of the Vm Olympic Winter
Games, 18-28 February, 1960 have

been approved. CBS TV has pur-

chased exclusive telecasting rights to

the Winter Games, but Olympic Rules

still allow tv stations to use three

minutes of footage daily. Additional-

ly, a "newsreel pool" has been organ-

ized to make available to tv stations

footage of competitive events.

Tliisa 'n' data: A new tv series. The
\

Magic Eye, will bow in New York 17

October, via WABC-TV. It's for

young people, covering the area of

'

general science, and will be sponsored

by Young Readers of America, a !

branch of the Book-of-the-Month

Club . . . New quarters: WSAV-
AM-TV, Savannah, set to move into

I

its new million dollar Broadcasting

Center . . . Business note: Cal Sales,

Gardena, Cal. distributor of Triumph
;

(out of Beckman, Koblitz. Los An-
|

geles) for the Baxter Ward News, at
[

6 and 10 p.m. daily on KCOP, Los

Angeles . . . Two quarterbacks of the

Pittsburgh Steelers have signed with

KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh for a video-

taped series of pre-game football

shows, for the Plymouth Dealers

of Allegheny County.

Anniversary notes: WPTA, Ft.

Wayne, celebrated its second year

with a dinner featuring guest speak-

ers Julius Barnathan, ABC v.p. and

James O'Grady, Young Tv v.p. . . .

WWL-TV, New Orleans, also mark-

ing its second anniversary with a

multitude of plans for the future, in-

cluding a new public affairs program

which will feature a full-length opera

and an art exhibit displaying entries

from all over the country . . . WJXT,
Jacksonville, begins its 11th year of

telecasting this week.

On the personnel front : Leonard

Gumley, to director of operations in

New York for WNTA-TV, Newark,

N. J. . . . George Lindsay, to Cen-

tral Division director in Chicago and

Edward Armsby, director of sales
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WE'RE RACING INTO UR
7fi BIG SEASON!

The U. S. Steel Hour tvill continue to bring you

the finest in ''live'' TV entertainment every

alternate Wednesday .. .and be sure to watch the

Steel Hour Special, "Holiday on Wheels,''

tvith Sid Caesar, Audrey Meadows, Tony Randall

and Gisele MacKenzie, Oct. 21 on CBS.

U. S STEEL HOUR

%\
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promotion and presentations for TvB
. . . Lester Dinoff, to director of

publicity and public relations for

WABC-TV, New York . . . John
Leo, to v.p. in charge of sales of Gov-

ernor Tv Attractions, Inc.

NETWORKS
Net tv sales: Ward Baking Co.

(Grey) for alternate hours of ABC
TV's Walt Disney Presents in the

eastern region . , . Browning Fifth

Avenue (Doner & Peck) beginning

this week, for seven consecutive

weeks on CBS TV's Meet The Press.

Net radio sales : Niagara Therapy
Co. (George Mallis) for participa-

tions in the Garry Moore Show and
Arthur Godfrey Time on CBS . . .

Swanson Cookie Co. for its Archway
Cookie line, on Don McNeill's Break-

fast Club, ABC.

Thisa 'n' data: Four new affiliates

to ABC Radio: WICU, Erie, Pa.;

KWEB, Rochester, Minn.; WPCF,
Panama City, Fla.; and KCKC, San

Bernardino, Cal. . . . Ed Sullivan

named "Showman of the Century" by

the Centennial Club of Baltimore.

Network personnel : Henry Levin-

son, to manager of sales develop-

ment for ABC TV . . . Elliott Henry
Jr., to director of information, ABC
TV. Hollywood.

cr?/

the formation of

TRANSFILM-CARAVEL INCORPORATED

combining the experience of two long

established leaders in the film industry.

We offer our clients the ultimate

in creative staff and facilities for the

production of non-theatrical films,

television commercials and complete

industrial programs. And, we shall continue

to provide the talented services of our

affiliate, Transfilm-Wylde Animation.

REPRESENTATIVES

New officers of the Radio and T\

Representatives Association ol

Atlanta :

President, Gregory Murphy, ol

Katz; v.p.. Bill McRae, of H. H
Clarke Brown, and secretary-treasur

er, Frank Case of Headley-Reed.

Adam Young now represents all

Bartell Family Radio properties with

the appointment of Bartell's latest ac-

quisition, WADO (formerly WOVl
New York. The John E. Pearson Co.

was WOV's rep.

Rep appointments: KPOP. Los

Angeles, to PGW . . . KOSI. Denver,

to Daren F. McGavren . . . KFMM.
Tucson, to Good Music Broadcast-

ers .. , KALI, San Gabriel, to Har-

lan Oakes & Associates for the San

Francisco market . . . KLMS, Lin-

coln, Neb., to Philadelphia Spot

Sales for the Philadelphia market.

Burn-Smith Co. still station's nat'l rep

. . . KYOS, Merced, Cal., to B-N-B,

Inc., Time Sales as West Coast rep.

New firm : James D. Bowden, for-

merly v.p and manager of the Chi-

cago office of John E. Pearson, opened

his own company last week, bearing

his name, at 1102 Northwestern Bank

Building, Minneapolis.

Rep appointments— personnel:

Wilbur Fromm, to manager of new

business and promotion, NBC Spot

Sales . . . William More, to Pa-

cific Coast manager of the radio divi-

sion and David Meblin, Pacific

Coast manager, tv division of Avery-

Knodel . . . John McCrory, to ac-

count executive in the Chicago office

of CBS TV Spot Sales . . . John
Walker, to the Chicago sales staff of

Daren F. McGavren . . . K. Layton

Miller, to the Dallas radio sales staff

of Katz . . . Richard O'Donnell, to

the New York tv sales staff of The

Branham Co.

Add to personnel: Three appoint-

ments to the Blair Tv sales staff, Los

Angeles: Byington Colvig, Joseph

Rank and Richard Thacker .

Edward Podolinsky, to manager of

Weed Tv's Chicago office and Fred

Edwards, to manage the firm's St.

Louis office. 1
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For
39 YEARS
the

Undisputed Leader
in

Oklahoma City

Radio

In
Oklahoma City
the station
with by far
ism
Largest Audience
is also

lalAi I* t'

Prestige %

Station |

Call your
Katz Man for the
Audience & Coverage figures

t'il-U.-'

930 KG.
Independent Modern Programming

Owned and operated by

The WKY Television System, Inc.

WKY-TV, Oklahoma City

WTVT, Tampa-St, Petersburg. Fla.

Represented by the Katz Agency



FOUR
TIMES

YOUR
MONEY'S
WORTH

In Shreveport, one of America's fastest growing

markets, you get a lot more for your money

when you specify KTBS-TV, Channel 3.

All Nielsen surveys show KTBS-TV the dom-

inant station in a market over four times larger

than Shreveport's metropolitan area in pop-

ulation and income. Here is coverage that really

counts - 1,318,600 people with $1,661,784,000

to spend.

Ask your Retry man for the story on the FULL

Shreveport market. You'll find KTBS-TV not

only gives you your money's worth, but more,

lots more.

NBC
ABC E. Newton Wray, Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

• SPRINGFIELD

• DECATUR
• CHAMPAIGN-URBANA

^^WUe^ie Mid AmoMca
fr

METROPOLITAN MARKET

NiSt!
GRADE

SPRINGFIELD

WICS
DECATUR

lOVER 230.000 TV FAMILIES!

AVAILABILITIES: YOUNG TV

RATING REPS
[Continued from page 42)

or period, always late with avails,

don't know their medium, are the

world's best cry babies before, dur-

ing and after the buy is made. Like

the proverbial bad apple, they can be

counted on the fingers of one hand!

. . . Donald W. Osten, med. sup.,

Gardner Adv., St. Louis.

• Easy rate card: One area where

reps might help the industry is to as-

sist stations in formulating a good,

simple-to-buy-from rate card. Sta-

tions have developed various buying

plans to fit special situations, and this

has resulted in terribly complex rate

cards which are hard to interpret

. . . Arnold E. Johnson, v.p., Needham,

Louis & Brorby, Chicago.

• Frequent changes: Philadelphia

agencies suffer because of frequent

changes in rep personnel. Most reps

new to the city are not well indoctri-

nated before making their first call.

They don't know accounts and ac-

counts' markets, and waste valuable

time in getting information they

should have before the interview with

buyers . . . Evelyn Walmsley, assoc.

med. dir., Lewis Silman, Philadel-

phia.

• One weak point: The only weak

point is a tendency to sell only the

immediate unit and not the strength

of the medium (particularly true in

radio). Few media people can com-

pare with those in broadcast in being

genuinely interested in, not only the

initial sale, but in merchandising

promotion and advertiser results, as

well as keeping the harried buyer

fully versed in individual station de-

velopments and data. . . Donald E.

Leonard, dir. of med., Fuller & Smith

& Ross, New York.

• Personality: Too many sales-

men work on personality, getting on

a friendly, non-business basis with

buyers. This friendliness is apt to be

good for the agency and client even

though it often means that the sta-

tion's planned pitches are diminished

. . . Radio/tv v.p., New York.

• Soul-searching: I wish this kind

of soul-searching would stop. It's

wasted effort, because if we buyers

spent the time to really figure out

what we wanted we'd either deliver

a major speech or open up a new

rep firm! . . . Med. dir., Boston.

• More training: Reps should in-

doctrinate and educate their sales-

men more keenly before they put

them on the street to sell something

they know little or nothing about.

There is too much "I don't know" or

plain baloney answers to direct ques-

tions regarding station policies . . »

Buyer, Detroit.

• Bad losers: I'd love to meet a

rep who wasn't bewildered, amazed

and aghast that you should build a

schedule without including his sta-

tion—and whose face didn't mirror

his reaction that the agency's client

would be out of business in six

months, their families starving and

the client lost to the agency forever-

more. Just who do they think thev're

kidding? . . . V.p., New York.

• Social relations: There are few

media people who can honestly say

that pleasant social luncheons and

token gratuities are not appreciated,

if not necessary, from time to time

in this "very personal" business . . .

James Scanlon, buyer, William Esty,

New York.

• Market know-how: We expect

reps to tailor avails for specific prod-

ucts, according to audience composi-

tion and program appeals. They

should know their programing, their

markets and our clients' products . . •

Joan Mandel, Edward H. Weiss &

Co,. Chicago.

• Market data: Agencies need

more market data on hours for shops,

offices, factories and schools (open-

ing and closing) ; the hours people

spend getting to work and how they

get there (car, bus, train, walking)

;

what days/nights shopping is avail-

able in department stores, supermar-

kets, drugstores, etc.; the percentage

breakdown of the market for white

collar, factor, farm and other work-

ers; per capita income as compared

with the national level. We need to

know less about the billions of dol-

lars in retail sales, auto sales, etc.

Who reads all those zeros? . . . Janet

Murphy, broadcast supervisor, L. C.

Gumbinner agency, New York.

• Promotion: I have yet to meet

a rep who is able and willing to assist

me with promotion on stations which

I have purchased from him. I wind

up doing all the promotion and work

directly with stations in securing

their cooperation . . . Elizabeth Vos-

berg, branch manager, Paul Locke

Adv., Philadelphia. ^
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"There are always two kinds of people in the world—

those who pioneer and those who plod."

Henry Ford (1863-1947). American automotive giant whose
production genius mode a tremendous contribution to the industrial

and economic growth of the nation.

Trail-blazing is standard

procedure at WWJ. Today,

with 39 great broadcasting

years behind it, Detroit's

pioneer station is up front

as usual, with the kind of

music, news, sports, and

special feature programming

adult listeners like best.

For your fall and winter

planning, ask your PGW

Colonel for the complete

1959-60 WWJ story. It

makes good listening—and

good buying for lasting

impressions.

W VvU RADIO
Detroit's Basic Radio Station

NBC Affiliate

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC. • OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS
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MIAMI

2cmtfc9^-Ai
50,000 WATTS • CBS • WGBS IS -NmAf*44- RADIO

a STORER Stat ion

National Sales Offices: Call KATZ.
625 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1

M'

PRESTO
POLISHES

BASE
TO SAVE YOUR TAKES!

The slightest flaw in a blank disc can spoil your finest "take." presto—inventor of

instantaneous lacquered discs—makes sure you cut into quality. Here's how: Each
base is carefully selected for flatness, then polished to a jeweler's finish before

presto's special-formula lacquer coat flows on. Then, after curing, the disc is crit-

ically examined to make certain it is dust-free. This insistence on perfection pays

dividends. Proof? More recording companies have used more presto discs for more
years than any other in the world. Hear the difference PRESTO-perfect makes... today!

Cut the best with the best—use PRESTO STYLI too.

REST0
' BOGEN-PRESTO, Paramus, New Jersey. A Division of The Siegler Corporation

CBS TV RATE CARD
[Continued from page 35)

ble schedule of spot prices, accordiii!

to time and season.

SPONSOR, in checking agencies whi

had studied the new CBS tv rate card

found the reactions generally favor

able. A number of high rankin

media men have felt, for some time

that a general reconstruction of t

rate structures is in order.

They applaud the new CBS T\
move as a progressive step in the di

rection of pricing tv according t'

audiences reached. Only possibl

complaint comes from agencies han

dling such giant advertisers as Gen
eral Foods who, with programs
low discount prime time periods, wil

have to pay more under the new dis

count setup. (A preliminary estimate

shows G.F. tagged for an additiona

half million dollars annually.)

Station representatives, approachet

by SPONSOR, were cautious as to th«

implications of the new network rate

card for spot. Blair-TV, for example,

feels that its "two-section rate card'

with special pre-empt features (see

SPONSOR, 6 June 1959) provides even

greater flexibility and price advan-

tages than the CBS approach.

Stations, also, including several

CBS affiliates with whom sponsor

talked, hesitated to predict that the

new network structure would result

in marked changes in their own rates.

Balanced off aaainst this hesitancy,

however, is the fact that the CBS TV
move does for the first time give tv

(on a nation-wide scale) a unique

flexibility and sensitivity of prices to

audiences. No other medium has

ever had such a rate story to tell its!

advertisers, and the impact of this ad-

vantage may be sufficient to build

enthusiasm for the new philosophy.

If this happens, SPONSOR predicts

the next step in relating time costs

to audiences will be somewhat more

direct than the CBS moves.

Rather than using a complex and

rather confusing discount structure

to establish a rate-audience level, it

seems probable that stations and per-

haps even networks will take the bull

boldly by the horns and set up a

schedule of rates, based from the be-

ginning on viewing audiences.

In any case, the entire industr)' will

be watching the results of the CBS
TV plan with hawk-eyed intensity

during the next 12 months. ^
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The Selling Sound From Signal Hill
Less than a year ago, WDAF announced

The New Sound From Signal Hill— a

solid new radio sound dedicated to

better listening for our audience and

better results for our sponsors.

Local businessmen listened. They liked

what they heard, and they bought into

the New Sound. If you could see our

sales book, we think you would be as

impressed with the quality of these local

advertisers as we are. They are the

business leaders who must know Kansas

City radio. This is where they live, and

buy, and sell.

Your Christal man can document this

story with names and facts whenever

you say the word.

KANSAS CITY, MO

^tliffit
ITlNALHiL.

A SUBSIDIARY OF NATIONAL THEATRES AND TELEVISION. INC.



Il^ I think

Newark's nice too,

Smidley.

But if you'd check tlie figures, Smid, you'd

have this Cascade right uj) there on the list.

The ("ascade four-station network actually

nails down more E.B.I, than Newark or Indi-

anapolis for that matter. More (hug sales than

Kochester. More gas station sales than San

Francisco. And if you need more . . . just

rememher Cascade is the only television serv-

ing the entire market.

Tap— .—1 gMhk ji"% Ik.!

KIMA-TV
YAKIMA, WASH PASCO. RICMtAND,

KENNEWICK, WASH,

KdAJ'TV MOSES lAKE, WASH

KEPR-TV

|/| ClAl.Ty lEWISTON, IDA

For Facts and Figures:

Notional Representatives: Pacific Northwest:

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY Company MOORE & ASSOCIATES

SUPP-HOSE
[Continued from page 47)

the health side of the picture, curren

spots (all 60-seconds) stress resulti

of a test by the American Testing

Laboratories. The spots open witli

15 seconds of footage from Pari;

fashion openings, stressing the poini

that Supp-hose was worn in this chic

atmosphere—not only for reasons ol

glamour but to make life easier !

models on their feet all day.

To get the 15 seconds of foota-r

for the opening of the spots, Ellid

linger & EUiot shot 1,900 feet in tvv.

Paris fashion salons under super\ i-

sion of agency personnel. Use of the

footage in the spots combines the|

aspect of glamour with a documen-

tary flavor.

"This is intentional," says Gold-

schmidt, "to highlight the credibility

and importance of the selling mes-

sage. Small budget spot advertisers,"

he says, "can give as much excite

ment and immediacy to their adver

tising as bigger advertisers using spe

cials for new car introductions and

the like."

Daniel & Charles makes footage

from the Paris shooting available to

retailers for their own advertising,

suggests ways of using it in their own

tv advertising, and even recommends

the use of tv for the most effective

local tie-in advertising, according to

Goldschmidt.

Supp-hose national magazine cov-

erage is now limited to Life and

Reader's Digest. Ads strongly resem-

ble the fashion look of the tv com-

mercials, but Goldschmidt cautions

against any slavish carry-over of

print to tv, or vice versa. "For a

small-budget advertiser in particu-

lar," he says, "it's important to re-

member that demonstration is the

No. 1 reason for using television.

Goldschmidt uses 60-second radio

spots (lifted virtually intact from the

tv sound track) in markets where tv

costs make a 21-spot saturation un-

feasible. Buying pattern is similar to

tv—morning, afternoon plus late eve-

ning to catch working women.

Every three months Supp-hose con-

ducts consumer research to test con-

sumer satisfaction and the success of

its dual copy approach. Currently,

it is surveying 2,400 purchasers of

the product on what appeals sold

them and the degree of satisfaction

with the product claims. ^
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CONSOLE CONVENIENCE

10-SECOND SPOTS

-

PRACTICAL AND PROFITABLE WITH AN AMPEX
Spot commercials pay off. And even 10-second spots become practical with an Ampex Videotape*

Television Recorder. Here's how these Ampex exclusive features make it possible...

• TAPE TIMER Locates the 10-second spot on a reel... measures in hours, minutes and seconds

. . . lets you set up 2, 3, 5 or 7 second cue -in for programming the 10-second spot.

• 2-SECOND START Recorder is in full, stable speed fast ... permits even a 2-second cue ivith

a safety margin.

• WAIST HIGH TAPE DECK Permits loading ofnext comw,ercial in seconds... reels lie secure-

ly without locks. Table top provides extra work space.

• AUTOMATIC BRAKE RELEASE Makes reels free wheeling . . . tape pulls easily for fast

threading — without tape stretch or crease.

Write, wire or phone today for an Ampex representative — or ask for the new, fully illustrated

brochure describing the new Ampex VR-IOOOB. Whatever you want to know about the advan-

tages and profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex. AMPEX HAS THE EXPERIENCE.

934 CHARTER ST. • REDWOOD CITY, CALIF.

TM AMPEX CORP.

VIDEOTAPE
Ampex
CORPORATION

professional

products division

Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities Throughout the World
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WTHI-TV offers the
lowest cost per thousand of

all Indiana TV stations!

•^
One hundred and eleven national

and regional spot advertisers

know that the Terre Haute
market is not covered
effectively by outside TV

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 • CBS—ABC

TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA

Represented Nationally

by Boiling Co.

DOMINATES
CENTRAL NEW YORK

WSYR-TV AtONi OELiViRS 44,287

MOM HOMIS THAN ITS COMPETITOII

WSYRTV ANP ITS SATELUTS,

WSYE-TV, DELIVER 73,089 MORE
HOMES THAN ITS COMPETITOR

*AII figures NCS No. 3 weekly circulation

fSf^Mik^^ii]

C>l '*< r-ll %i"t /'•• HARRINGTON. RICHTCR ll PARSONS

SPONSOR ASKS
{Continued from page 51)

tie of downtown versus suburbia that

can have happy results from the entire

area as this big midwest market flexes

its muscles. While metropolitan St.

Louis has approximately 1.14% of

the nation's population, it possesses

1.3 of the spendable income. In

addition, the zone of effective in-

fluence is a surrounding market of

91 counties, containing more than

three and a half million persons.

St. Louis is a "two-state" city with

such a perfect mixture of most ele-

ments of America that it is an ideal

test market. Timebuyers should be

aware that St. Louis is a one-rate

market. The major broadcasters have

resisted regional or local rates. Mul-

tiple prices for similar service are at

a minimum in comparison with most

top markets. In making an analysis

of the St. Louis market, timebuyers

would do well to remember that some
of the most successful national users

of broadcast media are represented by

St. Louis agencies. The "buys" of

the media people at D'Arcy & Gardner

should provide a valuable basis for

comparison. They live in the market

and are aware of a station's day-to-

day performance. Where once traffic

flowed westward, St. Louis is now a

magnet for business from a vast mid-

west empire. Yes, the "Dowager
Queen" has stepped up her pace.

She's right in the swing of things

—

an increasingly rich target for modern

"marketers."

Robert 0. Reynolds, pres.. Golden

West Broadcasters. Los Angeles (KMPC,

L.A.: KFSO, San Fran.: KVl, Seattle)

Anyone, particularly anyone east

of the Rockies, knows that Los An-

geles is a "peculiar" place. It's the

land of the kidney-shaped swimming
pool, the derby-shaped restaurant,

74% of L.A.'s

working popu-

lation uses car

to work

the weiner-shaped hot dog stand. It's

the native haunt of the technicolor

sports coat and the mink-upholstered

sports car. Here, everything is said

to be "fabulous," "gigantic" and as

insubstantial as a movie prop.

The truth about Los Angeles is far

less colorful than some of the items
i

we have touched on above, but it is
'

of infinitely greater value to the man
who is looking to this area as a mar-

get for goods and services. The one '

superlative that fits Los Angeles al-

most to perfection is "gigantic." It

is a market of great distances, where

the average worker drives some 40

miles to work and back, a transporta- i

tion feat that takes this average

person a full hour and 36 minutes.

No city in the world has been as

extensively suburbanized as Los An-
,

geles. This headlong flight toward the I

horizons is likely to continue for

some time. Next year, as in yeais

past, it is expected that more than

220,000 people will enter the area in

search of permanent homes. The

continuing scramble for living places

supports the greatest home-construc-

tion boom in the nation.

At this point I might be expected

to announce that radio is the only

way to reach the Los Angeles market.

It is not. But it does have definite

advantages over its competitors. It

offers a high degree of coverage at

low cost. One station can reach as

much as 40% of the market's homes

in a day, over 80% in a week.

A Los Angeles radio station does

not find its audience splintered by

competition from suburban stations.

The station that delivers the biggest

audience in Los Angeles can also

boast leadership in Burbank, Long

Beach or far away Pomona.

Unlike newspapers, radio is not in-

hibited by the fact that 74% of Los

Angeles' working population travels

to and from work in automobiles.

More than 80%. of these cars (43%
of trucks) have working radio sets.

The strongest daily can reach little

more than one out of every five met-

ropolitan homes. In fact, the typical

metropolitan householder reads a

small town or suburban paper rather

than any one of the four dailies pub-

lished in downtown Los Angeles.

Let me end this by saying that the

people who live in Los Angeles are

not appreciably "different" from the

people anywhere else. The adver-

tiser will not find it difficult to speak

their language. He must only be sure

that he speaks through a medium that

can contend with great distances and

almost continuous movement. ^
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^H.|ijji|ii]iirBgEI5^M
BUT... You Don't Have To, To Get RESULTS

In Kalamazoo - Grand Rapids!

NSI SURVEY—KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS AREA

(July, 1959)

STATION TOTALS FOR AVERAGE WEEK

HOMES DELIVERED PERCENT OF TOTAL |

WKZO-TV STATION B WKZO-TV STATION B

Mon. thru Fri.

9 a.m.-Noon

Noon-3 p.m.

3 p.m.-6 p.m.

Sun. thru Sat.

6 p.m.-9 p.m.

9 p.m. -Midnight

58,900

58,900

53,000

107,600

118,200

24,100

36,100

32,400

63,100

54,500

70.97,

62.07,

62.07,

63.07,

68.07,

29.1%

38.0%

38.0%

37.0%

32.07o

A glance at the record tells you why WKZO-T\'^ spreads

the good word for your product /a5/cr and farther than any

other medium in the Kalamazoo-Grand Raj:)ids area.

WKZO-T\' delivers 116% more homes (see NSI Survey

at left) than Station "B," Sunday through Saturday

(9 p.m. -midnight). The 9-County ARB Survey (April

17-May 14, 1959) covering 300,000 TV homes gives

WKZO-TV an overwhelming lead in popularity — No. 1

spot in 74.6% of all quarter hours surveyed

!

Remember—if you want all the rest of outstalc Michigan

worth having, add WWTV, Cadillac, to your WKZO-TV
schedule.

^Oldest age contended by a U.S. citizen is 123 years, 42 days for Mrs.
Belle H. Kytnes who died April 15, 1934.

^P^-'^^-M

WKZO-TV— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO— KALAAAAZOO-BATTIE CREEK
WJEF RADIO— GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAAAAZOO
WWTV— CADIILAC, MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV— LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD RADIO— PEORIA, ILLINOIS

WMBDW— PEORIA, ILLINOIS

"WKZO-TV
100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 * 1000' TOWER

Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids

For Greater Western Michigan

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Represenfafives
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MENNEN
(Continued from page 45)

One time-tested teclinique which

proved successful in thsse promotions

involved station contests with Men-

nen products as prizes. Here, sales

force co-ordination with the stations

was essential in order to insure de-

livery of the prizes I usually gift sets I

on time and in the right quantities.

This was only one reason that Men-

nen regarded a thorough briefing of

its sales force as a prime requisite to

success of the campaign. The entire

campaign was laid out at two sales

meetings—one in Chicago, the other

in New York. Initial response was
overwhelmingly enthusiastic for an

unplanned—but, in Thompson's view,

a highly significant reason: the sales

meetings were held after the spot

schedules had been in effect for two

weeks. "Salesmen were aware of

them, had already been ge'.ting re-

sponse from buyers," says Thomp-

son. "We didn't have to convince

them it would work."

Four weeks after the 13 July kick-

off, these reports began coming in:

• OMAHA. Charles Swinehart. sun-

Northrupf King & Co.^s Dollar

Buys More on WKOW
"Roy Gumtow, WKOW

Farm Director, does a

particularly strong job on

his farm visits. Our sales-

men and our dealers wel-

come his interest, and we

appreciate the splendid

cooperation and strong

support that he and

WKOW are giving our

sales program."

K. H. Erickson, Director

Marketing-Advertising

Northrup, King & Co.

"Thank you, Hale Byers and Bob Rizer of BBDO for select-

ing WKOW, 'First in selling in Southern Wisconsin.'
"

Ben Hovel

General Manager

WKOW—WKOW-TV

WKOW
MADISON,WISCONSIN

TV-Q
RADIO- 10 KW- 1070

dry and cosmetic buyer for the Oni;

ha McKesson & Robbins branch tol

SPONSOR that overall sales for Mei

nen products were up 24-to-319f

July 1959 over the same period la;

year.

• NEW ORLEANS. Claude Bourgeoi:

sales manager of I. L. Lyons, large

wholesale drug house in the area, n

ported to SPONSOR that in July an

August Skin Bracer movemen
doubled. Spray Deodorant triplec

Stick Deodorant more than triple

over the figures of the previou

months. Retail drug outlets reporte

similar increases in movement

Mennen products.

• LOS ANGELES. Leading dru

chain reported selling out Skin Brae

er "faster than we can re-order

There were similar reactions froii

other big chains.

• DETROIT. Large Detroit dru|

chain reported Mennen sales up 19%
A drug wholesaler reported a 20^
rise.

• ST. LOUIS. One of the larges

wholesale drug houses reported de

odorant sales up 50'^r ; Foam Spray

157( ; Quinsana, 25%.
• DENVER. Supermarket sales o

Mennen products up 12-15%, accord

ing to Mennen sales representative.

• INDIANAPOLIS. 15% increase was

measured.

• MIAMI. Leading drug chain re

ported lO-to-15%1 increases.

• BOSTON. 10-15% increases were

reported by four leading drug whole

sale houses.

To establish the effect of the cam

paign on brand preference, a Tren

dex survey was ordered for two prod

ucts in Boston. Three hundred twelve

men were interviewed by telephone

First interview was conducted 25-26

July, second interview 29-30 August]

To the question, "What brand ot

after-shave lotion did you purchase

last?" Mennen ranked second with a

17.6% share. Second time around it

moved into first place with 25.7%

(to 20.6% for the next brand*.

On the second question, "What

brand of deordorant did you purchase

last?" Mennen rose from 17.3%

(first place) to 24 %o (still in first).

Following the first seven weeks of

the campaign, Mennen's contracts

call for an alternate week schedule.

Exposure will total 14 weeks out of

the 20-week period from 13 July to

28 November. ^
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ire as shootin', things have happened in Charlotte,

ire you see one more phase of the formula that

changing audience patterns in America's 25th largest

levision homes market. The best of NBC, ABC- plus

GM, Warner, Paramount, others! WSOCTV program strength

unmatched in the Carolinas. Make a better buy. Buy

SOC-TV one of the great area stations of the nation. CHARLOTTE 9-NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

WSOC and >A/SOC-TV are associated with WSB and >VSB-TV, Atlanta; >WHIO and >VHIO-TV, Dayton
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SAFE WAY

"The 'Sound of Quality' on WRC Radio

has been a most successful medium

}
of advertising for Safeway's quality products

in the Washington market for

over a decade." (signed) Burton R. Warner,

Advertising Manager, Safeway Stores Inc.

Washington, D.C.

Further proof that there are greater sales in

store in the nation's capital for advertisers who •

rely on the "Sound of Quality" onTTTTJ /^
NBC Owned-980 in Washington, D. C.}/V Xv

W

Sold by NBC Spot Sales



What's happening in U. S. Governmeni

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
17 OCTOBER 1959 Timing is an important element of showmanship: The Harris House Com-

cepyrioht 1959 mercc Legislative Oversight subcommittee quiz show hearings had it.

SPONSOR In the absence of other important Washington activity, the big black headlines were gath-

puBLicATioNs INC. ercd by Rep. Oren Harris (D., Ark.), chairman of the group, and the willing subcommittee

members.

What would come out of the hearings, other than the headlines, was highly debatable.

Federal Trade and Federal Communications Commissions were urged to do something about
!j

fixed quizzers. "There oughta be a law" was kicked around among the lawmakers.

Chances of any law's being enacted seemed slim on two counts. The first:

nothing even slightly like a new law has developed from this group in the past. Not even

their much-publicized code of ethics to cure whatever might be wrong with FCC practices.

Second: it would be difficult, and perhaps impossible, to draft legislation to cure quiz show

malpractices without running fearful risks of crossing the line over to active censorship.

The same Rogers was much disturbed by lack of effort on the part of FCC and FTC
to stop quiz show fixing, but in this he was joined bv most other members. FCC chairman

John Doerfer said commission authority \i very unclear in this direction, and the

FCC control over quizzers might lead to control over wrestling shows, and then into out-

right censorship.

FTC chairman Earl Kintner said his agency has authority only over misleading ad

claims, not over misleading entertainment.

Strangely, in view of the fact that all evidence appeared to exonerate the networks com-

pletely, it appeared that the webs might be the chief victims of the exposures. There was

solid evidence that the disclosures were strengthening those who favor more rigid

control of networks.

The FCC moved suddenly and unexpectedly to bar network spot representation

of non-owned stations: A deadline date of 31 December 1961 was set for those

stations now represented by CBS and NBC to select independent reps. ABC doesn't

represent any stations.

(CBS announced it would oppose the ruling.)

This was the second specific upshot of the FCC's network studies and the resulting Bar-

row Report. The first was the voluntary decision of NBC and CBS to give up "must buy,"

a practice the Report also hit and a practice in which ABC again did not engage.

The FCC is currently engaged in moving in a third direction, with all of the arguments

and counter-arguments in on a half-hour cut in web option time, strengthening affiliates' power

to refuse network programing, and putting "straddle" programs entirely within option time.

Tlie Commission found the potential for restraint of competition in the spot repre-

sentation of non-owned stations by networks, although conceding that the webs hadn't

done anything ofif-color to date.

Philco had its "day in court" at oral arguments before the FCC on its contention

that NBC's WRCV-radio-tv, Philadelphia, licenses should not have been renewed.

It raised an interesting point: In view of the RCA-NBC-Justice consent decree,

renewal would mean granting of the licenses merely to permit sale of the stations.
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PUBLICATIONS INC.

Marketing tools, trends, news,

in syndication and commercials

FILM-SCOPE
17 OCTOBER 1959 Each of the three network syndication arms has arrived in its own way at a cru-

Copyright 1959
^.j^j njomem j^ jjg development and growth as plans for 1960 are transformed into

actuality.

It will come as no surprise that the three biggest areas to get revamping or a green light

for expansion are these: 1) program development, 2) production, and 3) sales.

The past season has been one of contrasts for the network film arms, with CBS

Films registering one of its less opulent seasons and CNP (NBC Films) scoring one of its best.

At the same time, ABC Films has come under a brand new administration.

Here's how each of the network arms are reacting to their present situation

:

• CBS Films, with Robert F. Lewine settling in as programs v.p., is aiming for eight

new shows in 1960. It's an open secret CBS Films has encountered many disappointments

and complications this past year, not the least of which was an epidemic of unsold pilots, both

filmed and taped.

• CNP, with the success of its first two network sales, will raise its sights to focus on six

new shows for 1960. Additionally, its program department has been buttressed with Frank

O'Connor, coordinator of new program development, and executive producer Tom McKnight.

• ABC Fihns, under the leadership of Henry Plitt, has "a great abundance" of new shows

ready for release, and has added seven new men to its sales staff in anticipation of its forth-

coming sales drive.

(For more details, see FILM WRAP-UP, page 58.)

Local ratings variations give as many as 66 different syndicated shows the op-

portunity to claim some kind of top ten status in an Arbitron survey of ten major

cities from April-to*August this year.
j

The ARB rankings were made in Atlanta, Boston, Columbus, Detroit, Los Angeles, Miami,

'

New Orleans, Philadelphia, San Francisco and Washington.

Shows were included in the listing if they ranked anywhere in the top ten in at least one

ratings report of the five months covered.

Here's a grouping of shows according to how many ten markets in which they attained '

favored top ten ranking:

NO. OF MARKETS SHOWS

10 Sea Hunt, Highway Patrol
j

9 U. S. Marshall

7 Rescue 8, MacKenzie's Raiders

6 Mike Hammer, Flight

5 U. S. Border Patrol, State Trooper, Bold Venture, Popeye, Whirly-

birds, Silent Service, Superman, San Francisco Beat.

4 Special Agent 7, Divorce Court, Sheriff of Cochise.

3 Decoy, Jeff's Collie, Honeymooners, 26 Men, Walter Winchell File,

Jim Bowie, Medic, Roy Rogers.

2 New York Confidential, This is Alice, Amos & Andy, Cannonball,

Casey Jones, Our Miss Brooks, How to Marry a Millionaire, Union

Pacific, Colonel Flack, Soldiers of Fortune, Target.

(For details on national spot shows and on shows listed in only one market, see FILM

WRAP-UP, page 58.)
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FILM-SCOPE continued

Ziv has introduced one of the first syndication programing patterns of signifi-

cance in several seasons.

The new pattern : Producing a full year's new product for a series which has had

a run on network.

This is happening to Tombstone Territory, which had had a successful career on ABC
TV, and is now going syndication.

Formerly, a syndicated show started either as an unknown or as reruns from the net-

works, but Tombstone Territory, already proven on the network, will be first run rather

than rerun in syndication.

The show has already four regional deals, accounting for 38 markets.

Don't assume that promotional spending can work miracles with syndicated

shows in every case.

One film distributor is still stinging from an experience it had with a show sponsored

by an oil company in a major midwest city.

Here's what happened: The syndicator spent $25,000 out of its own pocket to

promote a new series, but despite this liberal hypo, ratings were ineffectual and the sponsor

cancelled after six weeks.

The advent of video-tape appears to have had no impact on the fortunes of

color in local broadcasting.

Just five stations and two networks have installed color-tape equipment: WNBQ-TV, Chi-

cago; WHO-TV, Des Moines; WLW-TV, Cincinnati; WET Charlotte; and WRCV-TV, Phila-

delphia are the only stations with color tv tape equipment, and ABC is the only network
without it.

COMMERCIALS

Keep your eye on network activities expanding into the areas of industrial and
business films production.

As at various times in the past, the networks are now attempting again to make use of

idle facilities and studios.

Video-tape may make a crucial difference, since it's claimed that film copies of high

quality can be made that are better than kinescopes on which tv studio work was previously

recorded.

Keep in mind also there's been a recent change of attitude by network ofiBcials: Now many

admit they're in commercials and other production for profit as contrasted to the

earlier motive of service to existing air clients. -

Since any revenue the networks can get out of industrials business falls into the cate-

gory of found money, it's feared by independent film producers that network prices on
industrials will have a competetive edge.

Here's the big question: If the networks go into industrials to amortize other investments,

how will the independent producers, who depend on industrials and commercials for their

subsistence, react?

Two New York commercials producers that are subsidiaries of Hollywood com-
panies made personnel additions last week.

MGM-TV appointed Alex Leftwich to direct all east coast commercial and industrial

production, and Elliot-Unger-Elliot (Columbia Pictures) put on Burton A. Neuburger as

midwest sales representative.
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for adme

SPONSOR HEARS |

NBC will probably solve its Philadelphia dilemma—the forced divestiture of itj

Philadelphia stations

—

by a swap-plus-money deal involving a major midwest market

The network has until 1961 to haul stakes out of Philadelphia.

With programing included, P&G's expenditures in tv for 1959 could come verj

close to the $100-million-mark.

An off-hand estimate would put Lever's tv stakes in the neighborhood of $60 million an(

Colgate somewhere around $50 million.

Some reps are basing their agency pitches on what they term the realistics ol

modem radio buying: the use of more than one station in a market.

Their approach : Ours is admittedly far from being the No. 1 station in the market but i

does deliver a type of audience which doesn't listen to the No. 1 station. Hence if you com
bine our audience with the No. 1 station's audience you achieve the ideal coveragt

for that market.

NBC's Joe Culligan made it explicit that he's not interested in joining up with

Henry J. Kaiser, who has plans of building a tv empire in South America.
j

Kaiser, incidentally, is the only American auto manufacturer who has the right in Argen^i

tine to turn out his product from scratch. He's a station operator in Hawaii and owns a piece

of the syndication rights to Maverick.

A top CBS echeloner on tuning in the Jack Paar show recently was surprised to

hear the star welcoming a CBS affiliate to its lineup.

The next day he inquired from his people how long's this been going on and the reply

was, from away back.

At last count there were eight CBS affiliates carrying the Paar show.

Note the mounting expensiveness of the commercials as the Detroit Big Three

unveil their new models, especially when there's color.

Ford this season will likely break the all-time record in commercial spending.

The cost for the sell on that initial show on the NBC Tuesday night series is reputed to have

gone well over $100,000.

Reports of who and what the Harris Committee probe of quiz programs is

gunning for are numerous and conflicting along Madison Avenue.

A name most prominent among the whos is Revlon, whose operation tripled its sales

gross to the $100-million-mark during the course of its $64,000 series.

The most cited what: The enactment of law declaring as an unfair trades practice an

advertising hoax serving to create a sales stimulation edge over competitors.
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"Now that we're

changing reps . , .

Let's
hear what
Young
has to*^ sa^^

As you prepare to

choose new reps,

what questions

particularly concern

you? Aren't these

the ones? Are we

important on their list?

How creative are

their men? How

aggressive? How good

is their research? What are they doing for other

stations? How fast are they growing?

Before making your final decision, you owe

yourself Young TV's answers to these questions.

YOUNG TELEVISION CORPORATION
An Adam Young Company

NEW YORK CHICAGO ST. LOUIS LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO DETROIT ATLANTA
i East S4lh St. Prudential Plait 317 No. Eleventh SI. 6331 Hollywood Blvd. Puss BIdg. (Rm. 1707) 1940 Book Bidg. 1182 W. Peaehlree

New York 71, N.Y. Chicago 1, III. St. Louis, Mo. Los Angeles 7B, Calif. San Francisco 4, Calif. Detroit 76, Mich. Atlanta. Ga.

Plaza 1-4S4B Michigan 7-6190 MAin I-S070 Hollywood 7-778$ YUkon 6-6769 WOodward 3-6919 TRinity 3-7SS4
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I inform, interpret, analyze, advise, question, compliment and

complam. I am the heartbeat of your industry.

As my issues tick by, I record the pulsations of your industry

—

its strengths and weaknesses, its triumphs and failures, its hopes and

regrets.

I live to serve. I live to serve your industry that is also mine.

My sense of service means many things. More than just words-

in-print to keep you posted, my sense of service also means projecting

the significant facets of our kaleidoscopic industry in sharpest focus

for all to see.

It means fighting for industry advances, sometimes in the face

of bitter opposition.

It means providing you with fact-and-figure tools to help you

do your job better.

It means painting a positive picture of our industry, a picture

so plausible that even the most carping critic cannot deny its validity.

It means adding moral stature to our industry whether the issue

be Code compliance, rates, or ratings. It means a personal code of

conduct that permits me, with clean hands, to urge highest standards

on our industry.

I am the heartbeat of our industry. As you can see, I am also

its conscience.

How well I do my job only you are qualified to judge.

I am proud to be your trade paper. I promise to serve you in

every way at my disposal.

I am SPONSOR.

Hoiv tcell SPONSOR does its job is partially-

revealed by agency-advertiser surveys of

reading preferences. We''ll be happy to send

you summaries of the two latest.



Don't bury your head

NEGRO
RADIO

An Ostrich with a buried head misses

many things that are most obvious. If you
haven't discovered Rounsaville Radio 's six

Negro Markets you are overlooking an
824 million dollar consumer group. That's

what Negroes in the Rounsaville Radio
area have ready to spend AFTER taxes!

80% of their money is spent on consumer
items alone. Incomes are up 192% since

World War II! To make sure you're get-

ting your share of nearly one billion dol-

lars, use Rounsaville Radio ! All six

Rounsaville Radio stations are Number-
One Rated by BOTH Pulse and Hooper.
Call Rounsaville Radio in Atlanta, John
E. Pearson, or Dora-Clayton in the South-
east today!

Personal Letter

An Advertiser's dream is a

captive audience pre-condi-
tioned to buy his product.
The nearest thing to this is

Rounsaville Radio— 1
00' ',

programmed to the Negro
audience. Negro performers tell your sales
story to their Negro listeners, and believe me,
they buy! A proper part of your budget must
go to Rounsaville Radio or YOU miss this market!
We are one of the oldest and largest broad-
casters in Negro Radio.

HAROLD F. WALKER
V.P. 4 Nat'l Sales Mgr.

FIRST U. S. NEGRO-PROGRAMMED CHAIN

FIRST IN RATING IN SIX BIG MARKETS

WCIN 1,000 Watts (5,000 Watts soon)-Cin-
clnnati's only all Negro-Programmed Station!

WLOU 5,000 Watts — Louisville's only all

Negro-Programmed Station!

WMBM 5,000 Watts—Miami-Miami Beach's
only full time Negro-Programmed Station!

WVOL 5,000 Watts — Nashville's only all

Negro-Programmed Station!

WYLD 1,000 Watts—New Orleans' only full

time Negro-Programmed Station!

WTMP 5,000 Watts—Tampa-St. Petersburg's
only all Negro-Programmed Station!

BUY ONE OR ALL WITH GROUP DISCOUNTS!

ROUNSAVILLE
RADIO STATIONS
PEACHTREE AT MATHIESON. ATLANTA 5. GEORGIA

ROBERT W. ROUNSAVILLE HAROLD F. WALKER
Owner-President V.P. i Nail Sales Mgr.

JOHN E. PEARSON CO. DORA-CLAYTON
Nat'l Rep. Southeastern Rep.
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Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Sig Mickelson, v. p. of CBS and general'

manager of CBS News since 1954, has been

named president of the CBS News Division.

His entire career has been devoted to

journalism—first on newspapers and later!

in broadcasting. Mickelson joined CBS ini

1943 as news editor of WCCO, Minneapolis,'

then owned by the network. In December,

^

1949, he was transferred to N. Y. as CBS I

director of public affairs. In July, 1951, he was named director

of news and public affairs for CBS TV and. in 1954, became v.p.i

i

Mort Werner has joined Young & Rubi-

cam as v.p. and director of the radio/tv de-

partment, succeeding Pete Levathes who

resigned last month. A veteran of 27 years

in broadcasting, Werner comes from the

Kaiser Industries where, since 1957, he

was a v.p. and director of program and

advertising activities. He also participated

in the development and direction of

Kaiser's tv and radio stations in Honolulu. Prior to that, Werner was

v.p. in charge of national programs at NBC TV under Pat Weaver.

Tom W. Judge has been appointed direc-

tor of CBS TV Production Sales. He joined '

the network in 1951 as an account executive

in CBS TV Spot Sales, later advancing to
|

midwestern sales manager and then east-

ern sales manager. Judge left CBS in 1956

to become v.p. of sales for Closed Circuit
j

Television System. He later joined West-

inghouse Broadcasting Co. as national tv

sales manager, and, in 1958, returned to CBS as an account execu- I

tive for WCBS-TV, New York. Judge was graduated from Indiana U.

Robert F. Laws, v.p. of Eisaman-Johns

Advertising, Los Angeles, has been named

a principal of the company whose name

has recently been changed to Eisaman,

Johns & Laws. He joined the firm in May,

1958 after operating his own agency in

Los Angeles. Prior to that, he was western

sales manager of radio and tv for ABC.

Before moving to Los Angeles in 1949,

Laws had been western advertising manager for the Philco Corp. in

San Francisco, and sales promotion manager for KGO, San Francisco.
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PHILADELPHIA
WELCOMES . .

.

FOR ITS 4th ANNUAL CONVENTION! NOV. 1-4 WARWICK HOTEL

The Broadcasters' Promotion Association has planned

an unusually fine get-together for 1959! Our conven-

tion "call letters" are C-O-M-E!

There'll be more sound and practical promotional

ideas unveiled than you can shake a rate card at. We
also want to hear what new marvels of merchandising

you have in motion on behalf of your channel or

frequency! If you're interested in the broadcast adver-

tising, promotion or publicity field, the convention is a

musf for you! This year, there's an extra feature to the

affair: a few days of fabulous Indian Summer in

Philadelphia!

through
Wednesday

, kor 1 —

4

W
Telephoi

BE SURE TO CLIP THIS COUPON
Mr. William Plerson

Broadcasters' Promotion Ass'n.

190 North State Street

Chicago 1, Illinois

Dear Bill:

Yes, incieed! I plan to attend the 4th Annual BPA Convention in Philadelphia.

My check in the amount of $ is enclosed. I'll follow-through on my
hotel reservation.

NAME

ADDRESS-

CITY -STATE-

BROADCASTERS' PROMOTION ASSOCIATION, INC.
Sfale-Lake Building

Chicago 1 , III

190 North State Street

ANdover 3-0800

a
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frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

"Formula thinJcing" and agency red tape is preventing many advertisers from

taJcing full advantage of the spot tv medium, according to Bob McAndrews, sta-

tion manager of KBIG, Los Angeles. Here's a blunt, forthright statement on

certain agency business practices which should prove an eye-opener to many ad

managers, as well as agency principals. The McAndrews letter is No. 4 in the

new SPONSOR series, '^The Seller's Viewpoint." Send us your contribution!

Does your agency wear these strait jackets?

" ive years ago national spot accounted for 5% of our

business. Today the figure is 20%, and climbing steadily

in both dollar volume and share of total gross. That

should be enough to prove that I love agencies placing

national spot; and that the following response to sponsor's

invitation applies only to an agency minority, who perhaps

can profit by re-examining certain buying practices.

These few agencies pay lip-service to the beauty of spot's

flexibility. They have sizable timebuying departments,

ostensibly to take full advantage of this attribute of the

medium. Over coffee or cocktails they contrast the loose-

ness and freedom of spot with the necessarily stiffer poli-

cies of network. Then they turn right around and confine

themselves in strait jackets more inflexible (but certainly

less essential) than the nets in their most rigid days.

Strait jacket #1: Agency gives timebuyers a norm based

on national averages, allowing no area of personal judg-

ment to take advantage of local conditions. Sample: a

food account asked for Monday-through-Friday, driving

times only. We suggested weekends instead, offering avail-

abilities with superior in-home and out-of-home audiences,

lists of top local food buyers using weekend radio exclu-

sively, proof that all members of the family are reachable

Saturdays and Sundays. As a clincher, we surprised this

eastern agency with the news that Los Angeles Area super-

markets traditionally are open on Sundays; we gave names

of major chains where Sunday is the third or fourth big-

gest volume day of the week. The agency acknowledged the

logic, but refused to change its pattern because "we can't

afford the additional overhead of changing the plan for

just one market."

Can't afford a few man-hours for more efficient selling

in the nation's #2 market? I wonder if that agency

would have volunteered the same explanation to the client.

Strait jacket #2: Agency establishes cost-per-1,000 cut-

off point based on ratings in individual markets. It recog-

nizes that high-power stations have ratings in several

major markets, but timebuyers are allowed to use only

surveys in the station's home town. Our station has losti

national orders to stations with a better cost-per-1,000 in

Los Angeles. It has won many more orders from less con-

fined agencies who include our audiences in San Diego

and San Bernardino-Riverside, producing an area cost-per-

1,000 which is unbeatable. The strait-jacketed agencies ad-

mit that their product is distributed in all parts of south-

ern California; but they can't be bothered to change their

paper principle that only Los Angeles counts.
|

Strait jacket #3: Agency regards its own Los Angeles

branch office with condescension, ignoring (or, more usual-

ly, never requesting!) its recommendations. Station sales-

man is told not to bother submitting list of accounts for

which L. A. branch buys his station. (This attitude seems,

especially prevalent among buyers who boast that they

personally have never been west of the Mississippi.)
\

A buying delegation from an eastern agency set up shop|

in a Los Angeles hotel for a week of monitoring local sta-

tions and listening to presentations. At the end of the

week they made their buys. A mile away was the well-

staffed branch office of that same agency, which goes;

through the mill of monitoring, buying, renewing and can-i

celing Los Angeles stations 52 weeks a year. No one at the

branch office was invited to sit in at the hotel ... no one.

there even got a courtesy phone call!

But don't get me wrong . . . these strait jackets donT

apply to your agency, I know! ^

86 SPONSOR 17 OCTOBER 195C



TICKET

a summons, a label, notice of violation. Case in point:

everyday timebuyers violate their client's confidence. They

use old, outdated surveys, projected Metro reports, ill-ad-

vised magazine research departments to establish a television

station's circulation. WSAU-TV believes that for a true

evaluation, buyers must depend on recent , AREA research

conducted by a company whose business is research.

WSAU-TV's close-a-hand representatives has all the infor-

mation on such a report for Wisconsin -- give him a hearingi

WISCONSIN* VV iOjlVLJ " X V
. WAUSAU,
WISCONSIN

Represented by THE MEEKER CO., INC. and HARRY HYETT (Mpls.)
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A sound and forthright statement
Those recent Congressional hearings on tv quiz shows

produced little that the industry can be proud of or happy

about.

Even though the offending programs are now off the air,

the quiz situation was a messy one, reflecting discredit on

the entire tv medium.

One thing, however, did emerge from the Washington ses-

sions: a fine and forthright statement by Walter D. Scott,

exec. v.p. of NBC.

Said Scott, "The National Broadcasting Co. regards rigging

of quiz shows as 'a breach of public faith and a blight on a

program type that otherwise can be both entertaining and

instructive. No such practice can be justified."

We believe Scott's words deserve emphasis Ijecause a num-

ber of people in both tv and advertising have been confused

about the "morality" of quiz show fixing. "If we have

phoney wrestling matches, why not phoney quiz shows?"

they say.

The answer is that any program which tv presents as

straight, honest and above board, must be kept scrupulously

that way. To rig it or tamper with it is, as Scott says, "a

breach of public faith."

The Seller's Viewpoint
Four issues ago, sponsor started a new, experimental fea-

ture, "The Seller's Viewpoint" (see page 86).

Within a month it has proved one of our most successful

and valuable departments.

When we began it we wondered whether sellers of air

media time and facilities would be willing to open up—to

talk with no holds barred about common industry problems.

We needn't have had any such fears. As you have seen,

"The Seller's Viewpoint" letters contain frank, constructive

suggestions, important to every agency and advertiser. We
urge you to follow this feature carefully. And if you are a

seller in air media, please send us your viewpoint.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: More first-hand

knowledge on the part of agencies and adver-

tisers of local markets and local radio and tv

facilities. Only a grass-roots approach can

discover the true potentials of the air media.

88

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Aloneness: Jim Murray, account

exec at WCAE, Pittsburgh, made a

radio pitch to a Pittsburgh introduc-

tory and social service organization

(similar to Welcome Wagon), got

this reply from its manager: "Please,

Mr. Murray, not now! The steel

strike has made business so bad,

we're even lonesome ourselves!"

Conflict: Or, which tradepaper got

the straight story?

HELENE CURTIS DROPS BEST
SHOP, SCREENS AGENCIES
—Headline, Advertising Age, 14

Sept.

BEST RESIGNS CURTIS
—Headline, Broadcasting, 28 Sept.

Rabbif talk: "I very much doubt

we'll get any better tv reception,"

said one bunny to another, "with

a 'people - eared' antenna."— Frank

Hughes.

Classical: As birth announcements

go, how's this for a classic from Vic

Piano, of PGW Radio? Carrying

illustrations of pianos, the card says:

"The Pianos, Vic and Louise, have

added another little Baby Grand."

Hail and farewell! When CBS

Films recently moved to 477 Madi-

son Ave., Vice President Sam Cook

Digges suddenly found himself across

the street from WCBS TV (488 Madi-

son) where he had been general

manager. For the occasion, the old

gang at WCBS TV constructed a 25-

foot sign, held it out of their office

windows on the sixth floor, phoned

Digges to look out of his window

What he saw spelled out in letters twc

feet high was, "Sam Cook Digges, Gc

Home." Then the gagsters flipped thf

sign; the other side read, "We Bu\

Only Feature Film."

Ups and down: The first installatior

of closed-circuit tv for self-service

elevators has been made in a N.Y

apartment by Elba Mgmt. Corp. It en

ables the lobby attendant to observe

the interior of the car at all times

Educational: From a WNEW-TV'
N.Y.C., program listing—7:30. Lii\

Like A Champion: Judo expert < lit

Freeland will demonstrate how (^

a small youngster can perform sc >

ingly impossible feats, with basn,

knowledge of judo holds. Down niti

switchblades!
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.aEe TAE and See
best >A/ay to deliver the goods

in the gro\A/ing Pittsburgh market!
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Putting your monej
on the ivinner
makes you a ivinnei

is 61-1

in KANSAS CITY!

CONGRATULATIONS! — to all you alert time buyers usin

KMBC-TV and KMBC-KFRM Radio this fall and winter!

Look at this line-up: "Maverick" pulling out fa^

and farther ahead of any competition . . . "Wyatt E

in a brand-new setting and series . . . "Cheyenne"

with Clint Walker . . . Pat Boone . . . Dick Clark w
new show on a peak evening . . . "77 Sunset Strip"

With the ABC-TV network already sporting 5 of the 10

top programs in prime-time evening viewing . . . and

headed for even greater dominance as fast-starting,

sure-fire bets enter the field—the wise money rides on

Channel 9 in the great, prosperous Kansas City area.

PLUS GREAT NEW ABC-TV SHOWS
. . . new hours and hours of pulling power—every night of

the week—"The Alaskans" . . . "Bourbon Street Beat" . .

.

"Adventures in Paradise" . . . Cliff Arquette's "Hobby
Lobby" . . . "Hawaiian Eye" . . . "The Untouchables" . . .

and more . . . more . . . more!

PLUS FINE STATION-PRODUCED PROGRAMS
Channel 9's own locally matchless news-weather-and-sports

coverage . . . "Impact" and "Shock" Theaters ! New daytime

magnetism, too!—with desirable one-minute Avails if you

^^^ ^^^^'
Channel 9's new Ampex Videotape Recorders

PLUS TALL TOWER-MAXIMUM POWER PLUS "VIDEOTAPE HEADQUARTERS"

Channel 9's high tower, top power that reaches 34,142 more MOST ADVANCED VIDEOTAPE—lifelike as life i

homes with Class A coverage than any other Kansas City KMBC-TV has for its clients two of the very latest,

TV station. modern AMPEX VR-IOOOB videotape recorders! Let

serve you

!

TAKE THE "WINSIDE' TRACK TO PROFIT on KMBC-KFRM Radio, 1

Soundest buy in the rich trade area—America's 17th market! The Team's way out ahead (latest

sen report shows a near ONE-FOURTH share of total audience!) and pulling stronger all the

Remember—you get KFRM free when you buy KMBC—all of Kansas as a bonus over and abo'

Kansas City metropolitan area and western Missouri—twin transmitters with 10,000 watts

blanketing a prosperous area of four million population. Top programming, top personalities, to

erage add up to top impact for your sales message!

/h Kansas CiW ^^ Swing «fol»(MRQ-T\/' Q
Kansas City's Most Popular and Most Powerful TV Station

and in Radio the Swing Is to

DON DAVIS, President

JOHN SCHILLING, Executive

GEORGE HIGGINS, Vice Pres

ED DENNIS, Vice President

MORI GREINER, Television AA

DICK SMITH, Radio Manager

f^
r^^UP-

Petters G

KMBC V Kansas City- KFRM^ the State of Kansas ^ .^Z^^^
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NEW TRENDS

IN TV

SPOT BUYS

NBC Spot Sales survey

sheds new light on why
and how agency time-

buyers select their spots

Page 27

Pop music poll

heading for a

controversy

Page 32

i

Where there's

a Storz Station .

there's audience

The

STORZ

Stations

today's Radio

tor today's selling

Todd Storz. Preside

Home Office: Omahi

WDGY, WHB, KOMA, WQAM
represented by John Blair & Co.

WTIX represented by Adatn Young Inc.

How to ready

retailers for a

big air campaign

Page 34

SPONSOR'S 8th

annual farm

radio/tv section

Page 37



THE QUALITY TOUCH

WFAA

radio & television • dallas

Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market

BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

There are no short cuts to

quality, as evidenced by the beautiful

prints produced by the

age old process of stone lithography.

Neither are there short cuts

in the building of a quality image

so precious in the operation

of today's better radio and television

stations.

Represented by

Edward Pelry 4 Co.. Inc.

N

The Original Station Representative
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Aladdin made things happen in Arabia . . . and

WPEN
RADIO

MAKES
THINGS

HAPPEN
IN

PHILADELPHIA
WPEN is the only radio station in Philadel-

phia with a fighting editorial policy. We
believe in making sense rather than noise.

And the mail response to our editorial

campaigns is convincing proof that the

public looks to WPEN for leadership. In

Public Service — and in Sales—WPEN
Makes Things Happen in Philadelphia.

WF>EISI
Represented nationally by GILL-PERNA

New York. Chicago. Los Angeles. San Francisco. Boston. Detroit

CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS
WPEN, riuladrlpliia . . . WSAI, Cinrinriali . . . WALT, Tampa
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it

getting

to be a

Ihabit

!

'uring the past 1 2 months,
WBIR-TV's average ARB Au-
dience Ratings have increased

more than 15%. Call KATZ
for information.

WBIR-TV
CHANNEL
CBS 10

KNOXVILLE-TENN.
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So I went on the air myself
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NO MORE ROOM

AT THE TOP!

There's room for just one station at the top in any tele-

vision market— and in Central Iowa that station is

WHO-TV!

For example, in the NSI Report for 27 Iowa counties

(Julv, 1959) WHO-TV delivers more homes in more

quarter hours than any other station. ARB (see below)

gives WHO-TV the No. 1 position in the metropolitan

area, too.

Local programming is a true measure of WHO-TV's
determination to stay on top. Selections from our large

library of film packages*, featured each weekday along

with regular news reports on Family Theatre (Noon-

2 p.m.). The Early Show (4:30 p.m.-6:05 p.m.) and

The Late Show (10:30 p.m.-Sign-Off), deliver more

homes in 190% more quarter hours than Stations 'B'

and 'C combined!

WHO-TV's goal of continuing leadership is being

met with the best in progamming, personnel and public

service. Ask your PGW Colonel for spots at the top in

Central Iowa television on WHO-TV!

*WARKER BROTHERS "Feature' and "Vanguard-' -k MGM Groups

1 and 3 if NTA "Champagne." "Rocket 86," "Dream," "Lion,"

"Big 50- • SCREEN GEMS "Sueet 65" • HOLLYWOOD TELE-
VISIOS SERVICE "Constellation" ic M and A ALEXANDER "Im-

perial Prestige" -if ABC's "Galaxy 20" and others.

•

ARB SURVEY
METROPOLITAN DES MOINES AREA

(March 16-April 12, 1959)

FIRST PLACE QUARTER HOURS

Number Reported Percentage of Total

1-Week 4-Weel( 1-Week 4-Week

WHO-TV 233 227 50.0% 48.7%
Station K 186 197 40.0% 42.3%

Slolion W 27 42 6.0% 9.0%

Ties 20 4.0%

WHO-TV is part of

Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates

WHO Radio, Des Moines

WOC-TV, Davenport

WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

uriiO-Tir
channel 13 • Des Moines

NBC Affiliate

Col. B. J. Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

Robert H. Hatter, Sales Manager

©
1^;:^ Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc,

National Representatives

SPONSOR 24 OCTOBER 1959



Between Atlanta

and the Qulf .

the only primary

NBC
outlet is ^ * *

WALB-TV
CH. 10—ALBANY, CA.

• New 1,000 foot tower, 316,-

000 watts power . . . with

Grade "B" coverage includ-

ing Albany, Thomasville,

Valdosta, Moultrie, Ga.,

and Tallahassee, Fla.

• Serving over 750,000 people

... in an area with over

$739,000,000 spendable in-

come.

WALB-TV
ALBANY, GA.

CHANNEL 10

Raymond E. Carow, General Manager

Represented nationally by

Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.

In the South by Jabes S. Ayers Co.

One Rate Card

H

NEWSMAKER
of the week

These are the times that try broadcasters^ souls. Open
season for pot-shots by everyone has been declared again.

Bright spot for air media is the fact that between last week
and 20 ISovember, ISational Association of Broadcasters

will have held eight two-day conferences across the V. S.

The newsmaker: Harold E. Fellows. 60-year-old. spark-

plugging president and chairman of NAB who was once described

in a magazine profile as "broadcasting's Mr. Ambassador," will be

playing a sort of Paul Revere role during the next month as he barn-

storms from conference to conference alerting broadcasters to the

perils of this provocative period.

Among Fellows' immediate concerns is the tv quiz show probe by

the House Legislative Oversight

Committee. "I will not try to ex-

plain or justify this unfortunate

situation," says Fellows. "Fm rec-

ommending to the NAB Tv Review

Control Board that serious consid-

eration be given all the facts

emerging from these hearings.

"But our industry's own self-

regulatory arm is prepared to set

up whatever additional safeguards

in the Tv Code are necessary to

prevent rigging of tv programs.

This industry proved, in four

decades of service, it can clean its own house when necessary."

Fellows is a firm believer in broadcasters doing their own house-

cleaning. "Broadcasting," he says, "has only one boss—the public.

The free American system of broadcasting is the best ever devised."

It also is his conviction that the individual broadcaster is the best

judge of what the public wants, and that this is reflected in the NAB
Code. It is small wonder he is "disturbed" by the quiz show probe.

It is just one of many threats from many directions against the

freedom of broadcast. Although these threats now appear to be

leveled mainly at networks, if any outside substance injects itself

there, it can eventually spread through to the last small station.

Indeed, one of the highlights of last week's opening conference

in Washington, D. C, was a scary "1948" version of what could

happen if broadcasting fell under total government control, given by

William Carlisle, NAB manager of station relations. Sample: "We

now bring you live from the Bird Sanctuary a program made possi-

ble (and in fact insisted upon) by the U. S. Interior Dept. . .
."

NAB, which has increased its membership about 61% since

Fellows took over in 1951, along with Fellows himself, are out to see

this doesn't happen—and no more quiz scandals either. ^

Harold E. Fellows

SPONSOR 24 OCTOBER 1959



NEWSMAKER STATION of the WEEK

Oklahoma Cifn «»"* ^*-
. POPULAR MUSIC »Ear

.LOCAL, NATIONAL AND REGIONAL NEWS COVERAGE

.PLAY-BY-PLAY ACCOUNTS OF LOCAL, REGIONAL AND
NATIONAL SPORTS EVENTS

. LATEST WEATHER, MARKET & FARM REPORTS f
THROUGHOUT EACH DAY

. MATURE, RESPECTED AIR SALESMEN

. MORE LOCAL ACCOUNTS THAN ANY OTHER STATION

IN THE MARKET

.SALES RESULTS!

See your EAST/man for

documentation of

KICK'S sales results

*ADULT TYPE PROGRAMMING

robert e. eastman & co.. inc.

representing major radio stations

NEW YORK:
527 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N.Y.

PLaza 9-7760

CHICAGO: SAN FRANCISCO: DALLAS: ST. LOUIS: LOS ANGELES: DETROIT:

333 N. Michigan Ave.

Chicago, Illinois

Financial 6-7640

Russ BIdg.

San Francisco, Cal.

YUI<on 2-9760

211 North Ervay BIdg.

Dallas, Texas

Riverside 7-2417

Syndicate Trust BIdg.

915 Olive St.

St. Louis, Missouri

CEntral 1-6055

Taft Building

1680 N. Vine St.

Hollywood, Cal.

Hollywood 4-7276

Book Building

Detroit, Mich,

woodward 5-5457
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In two weeks
your station (WFDF)

averaged over 20
entries per commer-
cial. Other Michigan
stations averaged
five. Proof that your
listeners act.

99
The quote is from Hartley C. Baxter of

Simonds, Payson Company, Inc., Port-

land, Maine. He refers to a special

contest offer placed on Michigan sta-

tions for Red Rose Iced Tea,

A commanding lead in the race for

results Is our stock-in-trade here at

WFDF. But there's more to the story.

Here's the clincher from Mr. Baxter;

"But most important of ail, a whole-

saler in your area took on the Red Rose

line. His sales have been steadily In-

creasing since the initial order. Proof

again that your listeners, both trade

and consumers, buy!"

The Katz Agency can give you a full

run-down on the Red Rose success

story ... and tell you how and why

WFDF is the Flint area "Results

Tested" Station. Call now!

WFDF
5 KW at 910 on the dial for Flint &.

ail of Northeast Michigan.

Represented nationally by the KATZ

Agency.

Flint Affiliate of ("^B
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IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (and western nevada)

BEELINE «Ao.o

Siiperhighu-ay serves Fresno's
people, agriculture and industry

Fresno county leads the nation in gross farm income

with over $284 million. Yet agriculture is only one

phase of Fresno's growing economy — an economy
which yields a total net effective buying income

of $597 million.*

Fresno is the center of an active and growing in-

dustrial and service area. This is typical of all the

cities on the Beeline. Get your

message to people of all types

with Beeline radio.

Purchased as a group, Beeline

stations give you more radio

homes than any combination of

competitors ... at by far the low-

est cost per thousand.

(Nielsen and SR&D)

*Sales Management's 1959

Survey of Buying Power

I
KOH b >CNO

KFBK O Sacramento

KBEE O MODESTO

KMJ OHESNO,

KERN O BAKEDSFIEIO

im^ClodbdU/^ l^ftoOidaKstiM^ OtnvLfjaA^
PAUL H. RAYMER CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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There was this

bootlegger

in Tulsa . .

.

HIS SUN shone brightly. He enjoyed brisk

demand for his wares. Distribution and

brand acceptance were excellent. His

share of market was exhilarating; reorders rolled

in with impressive regularity.

Then disaster struck. Lawmakers legalized

liquor. He became the victim of technological

unemployment.

In the thirties? No. In the summer of 1959,

when Oklahoma prohibition—on the books

since statehood was achieved in 1907—was

finally repealed.

Earth-shattering? Hardly— but interesting

to Comment's audience.

* * *
KOTV, the Corinthian station in Tulsa,

offers the new Comment as a showcase for con-

troversy. Comment is a place for almost anything

that stimulates thinking and discussion. Repeal

. . . integration . . . labor reform . . . the opinions

of a former leader of the Oklahoma Communist

Party ... if it's informative, intriguing or mean-

ingful for people in the Tulsa market, it belongs

on Comment.

Comment follows the new 10:00 p.m. Eye-

witness News, which brings the advances of

electronic journalism to the Tulsa market. To
present this newscast-Comment strip, five nights

a week, KOTV has pre-empted high-rated net-

work and syndicated shows.

Corinthian beheves—and our research bears

us out— that there is a deeper public interest in

local, national and world affairs than many even

in television itself have realized. We believe that

a local station must shoulder an important part

of the medium's responsibility to meet that need.

We suspect, incidentally, that strong news

and public affairs departments have something

to do with our leadership in most of our markets.

We also suspect that viewer confidence in our

stations may have something to do with the

believability of our clients' commercials.

Responsibility in Broadcasting

m ^
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KOTV
Tulsa (Petry)

KHOU-TV
Houston (c^s-i\Spot Sales)

KXTV
Sacramento (H-R)

>VANE-TV
Fort Wayne (Petry)

^VISH-TV
Indianapolis (Boiling)

>VANE-AM
Fort Wayne (Petry)

>VISH-AM
Indianapolis (Petry)

by John E. McMillin

I

h
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Commercial
commentary

That quiz show mess
One thing, at least, you've got to admit about

those Congressional hearings into the tv quiz

shows: they threw a lot of great Big Brains into

a traumatic state of complete moral bewilderment.

Now that Rep. Harris & Co. have given us a

respite (until 2 November) in their Galahadian

probe, I think it is sort of fun and sort of appro-

priate to try to untangle some of the gushy non-

sense that has been written and spoken about the late great Fix Mess.

To begin with, of course, the whole idea of the quiz show investi-

gations contained a pip of a poser, a $64,000 question that staggered

some of the foremost doubledomes of show biz. and Mad. Ave.

The question (and no coaching from the audience, please) was

this: can a thing be immoral if it is not illegal?

That's exactly the same kind of sneaky brain-twister you'd give to

a freshman class in Ethics at Wellesley or Radcliffe. And some of

the boys, apparently meeting it for the first time in their grownup

lives, showed exactly the same kind of flustered, girlish confusion.

"No crime was committed," a tv program producer told me plain-

tively, "so what is everybody hollering about?'

"They got paid, din' they?" said another Broadway Socrates.

"And besides, what about them wrestling matches."'

Lady Chatterley's Doerfer

Them poor wrestling matches!

Throughout all the tortured testimony, the memory of those hoked

up wrastling exhibitions croaked in the background like a rachitic

Greek chorus, reminding us of our all too parallel transgressions.

"It's entertainment, Abe. and you gotta give people a show."

But the moral confusion engendered by the Barry-Enright-Do«o

—

Twenty-One disclosures did not stop with such comparatively simple-

minded pronouncements.

It slopped over into all sorts of strange pastures, and spewed forth

from all sorts of odd mouths. For instance:

A well-known New York radio tv columnist became so overwrought

by the hearings that he concluded everyone was at fault—the net-

works, the producers, the contestants, even the public—and wrote a

piece of passionately purple prose to prove his gloomy conviction

that the "times is out of joint."

A leading radio/tv tradepaper screamed editorially that the "real

tv quiz scandal" was the hearings themselves, and maintained that

the "real purpose" of the investigation was to spread the name of

Chairman Oren Harris in newspapers throughout the country.

Along Madison Avenue admen muttered cloak-and-dagger hints

that the whole thing was a Government plot to get certain big name



"SUNNY" is the

Xl ADULT
7 / WESTERNJ I STATION*

The Western Coast of Florida,

that is! If you're shootin' for

adults in this territory, better

hire the top gun . . . WSUN!
"Sunny" is No. 1 in adult lis-

tenership, per 100 homes,

throughout the entire 24 hour

broadcast day! And Pardner,

WSUN delivers more homes,

at the lowest cost per horrte

of any station in the heart of

Florida!**

*Pulse, 6-'59

**NCS2

TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG

Natl. Rep: VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
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Commercial commentary {continued)

advertisers, while tv men howled that it was a print media conspiracy

against the sanctity of video.

Ministers thundered from pulpits that tv had broken faith with

the public by destroying the "egghead image" which had replaced the

cowboy image and the gangster image in the minds of impressionable

youth.

The head of the N. Y. Grand Jury sneered that the Harris Commit-

tee was trying to indict "individuals" whereas the Grand Jury had

been interested in "principles." Hot-eyed aficionados in Park Avenue

bars and Third Avenue saloons argued bitterly that it was "unethical''

to hold hearings since the "damn shows are off the air an)^vay."

And to top it all off Chairman Doerfer of the FCC, baited bv the

House Committee to admit a responsibility greater than the law,

made the fatal and incomprehensible mistake of trying to introduce

"Lady Chatterley's Lover" into a discussion of free speech.

Ladies and gentlemen, it was a mess, a mixed-up, snafued, mental

and moral mess. And we haven't yet seen the last of it.

A preface to tv morals

But perhaps, between now and the time when Charles Van Doren

and the $64,000 Challenge must face their Capitol Hill punishment,

we can manage to unscramble some of the essentials.

In the first place, let's admit honestly that the quiz show scandals

have taught all of us a much-needed, and sobering lesson.

Up to now, I don't think we have quite fully realized the unique

status which tv has achieved with the public, or the unique responsi-

bilities which the industry's position imposes on us.

Despite all the proud boasts we've made about tv's power and

glamour, we haven't seen clearly until now that tv has become the

nations No. 1 Public Utility, and is so regarded by many people.

The outcry about the quiz shows is in itself proof of the fact that

the public demands more of tv. To assume that the industry can be

operated on the ethical standards of a carnival peep show is as

absurd as thinking that Americans would stand for a Telephone

Company, operated like a Las Vegas honky tonk.

A second point, too, has been hammered home to us. Every one

of us who has ever bought programs for the air—and this includes

agencies, advertisers, stations and networks—knows only too well

that show business has its undesirable elements.

Most of us have been tempted, and most of us with any experience

have occasionally succumbed to the temptation of doing business

with the Pal Joeys and Running Sammies of the entertainment world.

Certainly now we have dramatic evidence of what this kind of

compromising can lead to. And we damn well better cut bait.

Finally, the quiz show investigations have thrown a glaring light

on our own ethical immaturity. Let's face it. Most of us have been

trying to decide questions of right and wrong on the basis of ex-

pediency or efficiency—what makes a dollar, or attracts an audience

or keeps us out of jail is right and good. Anything else is immoral.

What cheap high-school sophistry for grown up men

!

^

4
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. said the immortal Jolson. And **you ain't seen nothin" like the re-

wnse you'll get when you program this great local spectacular—

rHE JAZZ SINGER starring AL JOLSON

\

This Is The Original History-Maker

. . . This Is Today's Money-Maker!

Already bought by WMAL-TV
Washington, D. C; WOR-TV New
York; KHJ-TV Los Angeles; WNAC-
TV Boston; CKLW-TV Detroit;

WMAR Baltimore.

The Time: NOVEMBER 1958
The Place: SYMPHONY THEATRE, N. Y.
The Response: HELD-OVER ACCLAIM
The Critic: BOSLEY CROWTHER
"The other day, the Symphony Theatre at 2537
Broadway tempted fate by bringing in a revival of

the historic film "The Jazz Singer", generally ac-

cepted as the film that introduced the "talkies".

Attendance has been so favorable that it was held

over for a second week. THE MANAGEMENT
HAS BEEN PARTICULARLY HAPPY TO
NOTE THE LARGE NUMBER OF YOUNGER
PEOPLE SEEING IT."

u.a.j.For full details, write, wire or phone:

UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCiATED.mc.



POWER • your most

potent selling wedge!

-and in the Detroit Area
you get eitiier or botli

at tiie Lowest Rates of

any otiter l\/laJor Station,

>•
GENERAL OFFICES

^» GUARDIAN BLDG. • DETROIT 26, MICH

ROBERT E. EASTMAN & CO. J. E. CAMPEAU YOUNG TELEVISION CORP.

Noll Radio Rep Prescdenl Natl TV Rep
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Impressive job

It was indeed very kind and generous

of you to give our new television/ra-

dio alignment ( "NL&B's New 3-Way
Radio/Tv Setup") such prominent

coverage in your 3 October issue, and

I am personally most appreciative.

The story very accurately reported

our new concepts and plans, and I

assure you that many people have

favorably commented to us about

"the story in SPONSOR."

Maurice Needham
pres.

Needham, Louis arid Brorby, Inc.

Chicago

Off the track!

I was amazed at your article in

SPONSOR, 3 October, containing ref-

erence to "National's rock and roll-

ers." First of all, at least two of the

four singers you mentioned are most

certainly NOT rock and rollers—Jean-

nie Thomas, and Tommy Mara. Sec-

ondly, Jeannie Thomas is NOT a

"struggling youngster." She is a

youngster, though—all of 22, but she

has an excellent income via radio and

Tv commercials, and night club ap-

pearances. I have been her personal

manager since last January, and am
happy to report she has been making

great progress toward stardom.

As Tommy Mara's manager up un-

til October 1st, I might have appreci-

ated your left-handed compliment if

it were true
—"Mara, with a vast hypo

on the part of his manager-press

agent, even came up with a record

that made enough noise to give some

people the impression it was a luke-

warm hit. It wasn't." Well, now, Joe,

what is a hit? Mara's waxing of

"Where the Blue of the Night" was

truly a big hit on the disk jockeys'

turntables. It was one of those records

d.j.'s enjoy programing. There was

no hypo; if there had been, perhaps

the platter might have sold like a hit.

The record was played like a hit, and

in the minds of the public and trade,

(Please turn to page 14)
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THIS FACT FACES YOU

!

PROOF:

Within its Grade A telecasting area, WSJS-Television reaches

a consumer population of 1,393,420 with total spendable income

of $1,827,286,000. In North Carolina's biggest Metropolitan

market located in the rich industrial Piedmont, the WSJS-
Television market represents a more powerful buying force

than that offered by any other North Carolina station.

SPONSOR

television

Winston-Salem/ Greensboro

24 OCTOBER 1959

CHANNEL 12

Headley-Reed, Reps.
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570kc

570k(
FIRST

ON
YOUR
DIAL

wmca
THE VOICE OF NEW YORK
Call us collect at MUrray Hill 8- 1500

Or contact AM Radio Sales.

49TH & MADISON
{Continued from page 12)

Mara's disk was a hit. It certainly

provided exposure that brought Mara
offers he never had before. So, why
piddle around as to whether or not it

was a hit?

I also wonder if you investigated

the thinking of the National Shoe

people? I know that in the case of

Jeannie Thomas and Tommy Mara
they knew they were not buying rock

and roll artists. Miss Thomas was

"Miss Virginia" in the 1956-57 "Miss

Universe" contest, and she sounds as

lovely as she looks. National Shoes

receives a plus in her they never an-

ticipated. When the tv spot began on

the Alan Freed show, Jeannie was in-

vited to appear at the opening of a

new National Shoe store in Long Is-

land. This was so successful that she

did in-person dates at National Shoe

stores in Trenton, Baltimore and Hill-

side, N. J. These appearances tied in

with either night club, radio, or tv

dates, and all concerned benefited

through the tieup.

While I am not a spokesman for

National Shoe, it is my feeling they

wanted talented, clean-cut young peo-

ple to "sell" their shoes, and they did

not set out to engage rock and roll

singers. I think where you went off

the track was in your understanding

that they bought rock and rollers.

Sidney Ascher

public relations

N. Y. C.

Goofed!

In your interesting round-up of

this season's automotive broadcasts

(26 September, page 32) you have

purloined the Steve Allen Plymouth

show from N. W. Ayer and given it to

another agency. Since we're very

proud of this full-hour entry into a

new time spot, we'd like to have it

back!

N. W. Ayer has been Plymouth's

agency since 1943. Except for their

former participation in the Lawrence

Welk show, Ayer has handled all their

radio and television. The Steve Allen

Plymouth Show is the biggest effort

yet.

The debut was September 28, not

October 12 as listed.

Howard Davis

Dir. of info.

N. W . Ayer & Son Inc.

Philadelphia

HERE'S
the place to look fo

BUSINESS
TALLAHASSEE
THOMASVI LLE

the bright spot in your

sales picture . . . WCTV
can make it brighter!

With the great CBS programs,
plus top ABC -TV shows,
WCTV provides standout
service to a most responsive

market. In the entire U.S.,

Tallahassee stands fifth in re-

tail sales per household.*
For many leading brands,

the Tallahassee - Thomasville
Market deserves and gets

strong spot schedules. A siz-

able market - over 225,000

families — 52 counties — effec-

tively covered by WCTV. Get
the complete picture from
Blair Television Associates.

'''Annual Survey of Buying Power,
1959.

WCTV
TALLAHASSEE .KiL^-w THOMASVILl

a John H. Phij.9

Broadcasting Statu

BLAIR TELEVISION A6800IATI>
National Representatives
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You can't feel ideas.

They live in the tiny curhcues of a man's brain.

And occasionally, in a woman's brain. (These are

called "notions.")

Without ideas, our world would clunk to a halt.

A fjood idea can make a good product even better.

j

It can take a hard, precise, metal-made thing like a

sewing machine, for instance and make it different

in a woman's mind.

Make it be a dance in a rustling ballgown, maybe,

or a soft little baby's shirtwaist. Make it be some-

thing a woman has to have.

People don't buy things just to eat, or wear or ride

in anymore, Charlie. People buy ideas.

YOUNG & RUBICAM, Advertising

ewYork • Chicago • Detroit • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Hollywood • Montreal* Toronto • London • Mexico City • Frankfurt • San Juan • Caracas • Geneva
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YOU
KCANT
KCOVER
TEXAS
without

KCEN-TV

A.M. or P.M.
more people in Central
Texas watch us day and
night over an area 73%
greater than the sta-
tion nearby...

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National Representatives

A

16

m
at work

Mike Wurster, Weed Television Corporation, New York, feels that

1960 will usher in an era of increased flexibility in television opera-

tions. "Flexibility at the station level will be exemplified by an in-

creased use of tv tape as a selling force and as a programing tool.

This will tend to create 'floating option' time patterns, will encourage

the stations to suit the specific

market needs of the advertisers by

investigating 'diagonal' rate struc-

tures and offering improved pack-

age plans. Also look for station

trade character tie-ins with nation-

al accounts. The representative,

too, will expand his horizons and

provide wider advisory services to

stations, agencies and advertisers.

Representatives are similarly work-

ing out new business techniques

aimed at curtailing burdensome

paper work." Mike notes that agencies can encourage flexibility

simply by placing less dependence on those tools which tend to re-

strict buying. "I would like to see more of what I refer to as the

'educated hunch' technique of buying. Experience, knowledge and

creative effort are the foundation and impressive sales the result."

Bob Mandeville, H-R Television, Inc., New York, is curious to

know how many timebuyers and salesmen get to view the tv commer-

cials they buy and sell prior to air time. "Unfortunately, not very

many of us do. This state of affairs inhibits efficiency. Wherever

possible, it would be helpful to have a meeting of representatives

and buyers, whose campaign aims

could be outlined, and where the

reps would have an opportunity to

view the finished story board or

commercial before submitting

availabilities. Much has been said

about the increased effectiveness of

those commercials set in the prop-

er program climate. Certainly an

adjunct to that kind of thinking is

a positive approach toward re-

leasing information to the rep who

deals directly in providing that

climate." Bob feels that when buyers and reps know the content of

the film, they will be able to deal most intelligently with the particu-^

lar aims of the client. "Qualitative knowledge of the commercial
|

other than just brand name would create enthusiasm leading to thej

best possible buy. The advertiser's dollar would be spent most]

effectively, and this would assure his continued use of television."!

SPONSOR 24 OCTOBER 19.59



ITC's New Series adds^
The Measurement

Of Success

that helps you get

Low Cost-Per-Thousand

Sales!
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UCCE
REATED AND PRODUCED B^ 3-TIME EMMY AWARD-WINNER

[ACKiDOUGLAS
Creator of:

"Bold Journey"

"Search for Adventure"

"Kingdom of the Sea"

y^-

^> i

Now for the first time on television . . . the dazzhng world of

success becomes a reality for television viewers. 30 whirlwind

days in the life of a successful American captured in a half-hour

of unusual entertainment each week. The ideal warm, friendly,

non-violent frame for your commercial message. The American

Dream come true . . . that fires everyone's imagination.

See for yourself the unprecedented emotional involvement in

a world where viewers can rub shoulders with the successful,

and their famous friends, who include Debbie Reynolds, Bing

Crosby, Nina Foch, Groucho Marx, Anna Maria Alberghetti,

Hugh O'Brian, Tina Louise, Ed Wynn, Hedda Hopper, Danny

Thomas, Ronnie Burns, Sammy Davis, Jr., and many more—

as they and you enjoy "Sweet Success."

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION

488 MADISON AVENUE • NEW YORK 22 • N. Y. • PLAZA 5-2100

ITC OF CANADA, LTD.
100 UNIVERSITY AVENUE • TORONTO I • ONTARIO • EMPIRE 2-1166
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Blair Stations
...for example, Old Spice

To keep this "ship that sails the ocean" in front-running position,

Shulton relies heavily on the selling power of Spot Radio — with

saturation schedules in America's major markets.

In many of these markets, Blair Stations carry a heavy share

of the advertising attack. The simple fact is: BLAIR STATIONS
SELL. Through applied audience-research, they have intensified

the elements that give radio its real selling power:

I Local interest programming, 2 Local selling personalities,

which serves listeners who endow commercial mes-

throughout the station's own sages with believability that

area in a personal way no converts ratings into cash-

distant source can equal. register results.

Over 40 stations in major radio markets are represented by John
Blair & Company — by far the most important group of markets

and stations served by one representative firm. So when you're

thinking about radio, as most advertisers are, talk with Blair.

^s! Blair Stations Sell
and these are the BLAIR STATIONS:

A^*<:^ and Company

National Representative of Major Radio Stations

NewYork WABC

Chicago WLS

Los Angeles KFWB

Philadelphia WFIL

Detroit WXYZ

Boston WHDH

San Francisco KGO

Pittsburgh WWSW
St. Louis KXOK

Washington WWDC
Cleveland WHK

Baltimore WFBR

Dallas-Ft. Worth KLIF-

KFJZ

Minneapolis-St. Paul WDGY
Houston KILT

Seattle-Tacoma KING

Providence WPRO
Cincinnati WCPO
Miami WQAM
Kansas City WHB
New Orleans WDSU
Portland, Ore KGW
Denver KTLN

Norfolk-Portsmouth-

Newport News

Louisville

Indianapolis

Columbus

San Antonio

.WGH

.WAKY

.WIBC

.WBNS

.KTSA

Tampa-St. Petersburg WFLA !

Albany-Schenectady-Troy.WTRY

Memphis WMC
Phoenix KOY

Omaha WOW
Jacksonville WMBR

Oklahoma City KOMAl

Syracuse WNDR|

Nashville WSM '

Knoxville WHOX

Wheeling-Steubenville WWVA
Tulsa KRMGi

Fresno KFRE:

Wichita KFH

Shreveport KEEL \

Orlando WDBO

Binghamton WNBF
Roanoke WSLS

Bismarck KFYR
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
14 OCTOBER 1959

Copyright 1959

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INa

Spot radio can chalk up a crackling success story in the Mennen^s campaign
of last summer: it worked so well that the advertiser is doing it all over next summer.

In telling about the campaign, which spent $550,000 via Warwick & Legler, this week.

Bill Mennen, Jr., noted that contrary to what had been expected his field sales staflF main-

tained an excitement over the values of radio to the very end of the campaign.

His conjecture for this: The salesmen were able to hear the announcements in

their cars as they covered their territories.

The winners of the Mennen promotion contest tied in with the summer campaign: Ist,

WHDH, Boston; 2nd, WEU, New Haven, 3rd, WMBR, Jacksonville. Special prize

for stations in smaller markets: winner, KGBT, Harlingen, Tex.

Something that tv stations haven't experienced before: So many national agencies

inquiring in October what their chances are of getting the time they require for

schedules starting in January.

The queries have been directed primarily to stations in the top 10 markets.

The relationship of media to the general strategy of a client's marketing cam-

paign this week took a wide and significant turn at McCann-Erickson.

So that the Media Department and the Media Planning Unit can be given maximum
direction and guidance as part of the client's marketing complex they have been placed in

a newly formed division, to be known as the Media Division.

The new division will be composed of five senior mediamen, with no accounts as-

signed them, and two marketing men, with the new division itself headed up by Crawford

Patton, formerly of Warner Bros. Bill Dekker continues as head of the media depart-

ment, while John J. Flanagan and Edwin Wilson will manage the planning unit.

Patton will report to Daniel Kinley. Other divisions in the McCa-E homeoffice: the

Creative Division, the Account Planning Division and the Account Service Division.

Marketers believe that the fashion-type cosmetic and toiletries field is in for

a lot of turmoil within the next few years.

The cause: the shifting habits of dress and behavior among mounting millions of I

;•!'

Effect on the two industries: an air of uncertainty in their long-range planning.

Don't be surprised If P&G adds another division in its corporate setup which

would function as an autonomous servicing division for the four present divisions.

Under the present setup the toiletries, food and paper products divisions obtain

their various services Hke media, programs, copy, ad production, market research and
promotion from the case soap division.

The fifth division would become the font for all these services. Most likely head of

the new division: Edwin E. Snow, ad manager, recently made a v.p.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

A promotional device that seems to be catching fire among radio statioi'

across the country: bringing the talent in social contact with the various walks of ageni

people at luncheons held in the studio or in restaurants.

Some stations are making accountmen the focus of this talent conu*aderie o

the theory that the medium could have no better man at court—the client.

If you're looking for evidence as to what's happened to daytime viewing sint

ABC TV became a force in daytime programing, observe this difference in the over-a

average homes sets-in-use: September 1958: 2,370,000; September 1959: 2,446,000.

As for average homes reached by sample ranking, also according to Nielsen:

RANK 1958 1959

1 3,741,000 4,824,000

5 3,437,000 4,584,000

10 3,219,000 3,783,000

20 2,567,000 3,026,000

40 1,697,000 2,047,000

Note: ABC TV ushered in its Operation Daybreak in October 1959. i

National spot radio, some of the rep leaders contend, has reached the poio

where it must face up to the task of overcoming this hurdle: the big advertiser

conception of the medium as something to be used mainly to bolster up a major mark(

here and there.

These reps recognize the complexity of this problem and the feeling of frustration it haj

created among agency people who are sympathetic to spot radio and are aware o

its positive values as a national medium.

The solution, say such reps, entails a gigantic step in which the entire industry mus

participate: a campaign dramatizing spot radio's status as a national medium.

They estimate that this project will cost at least $2 million.

NBC plans to move into the wired radio field in October 1960 with what will prob

ably be known as a medical network.

The service: music and informational programing to doctors' and dentists' office;

from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. five days a week. The transmission will allow for multiplexing

so that at five intervals daily the professional man can tune himself in to the airing of medi

cal papers, etc.

Subscriber prospects: 25,000 doctors and dentists in 16 markets at a weekly

rental of $10 a month for the receiving equipment (that's where RCA comes in)

.

Advertising prospects: 10 ethical drug firms who will act as institutional spon

sors of the service at a cost each of $6,500 a week. (Annual potential income for th

medical network from this source: $3,380,000.)

Department of close co-incidence: The ratio of billings contributed by the top \v

tv network advertisers in 1958 was only 1% below what the top 10 accounted foij

in network radio 10 years previously.
\

The gross billings for all radio networks in 1948 was $198,995,742 and the 10 biggest

customers absorbed 38% of it. In 1958 the first 10 advertisers represented 39% of all

tv network billings, namely, $566,590,401.

The only difference: the networks' stakes in them are three times as big.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

The three tv networks combined, with weekend non-prime-time and shows like

Today and Jack Paar included, will average 27 sponsored hours a week more this

month than they did in October 1958.

The tally for everything is 151 hours as compared to 124 hours for last October.

It's an all-time October high for ABC TV and NBC TV, while CBS TV is ahead of

last year's October total but not quite up to the 1957 level.

The breakdown of sponsored hours by network for the two Octobers:

PRIME NIGHTTIME MON.-FRI. DAYTIME**

NETWORK 1959 1958 1959 1958

ABC TV 22 171/2 15 4
CBS TV 26 241/2 21 24

NBC TV 24 21 16 17

Total 72 63 52 45

*Does not include the Jack Paar show; ** does not include Today.

CBS TV's decision to wipe its schedule of substantial prize quizzes was not

without its ironic touches, such as :

1) Colgate's consequent announcement that it was replacing the Big Payoff with The
Millionaire drew newsprint wisecracks to the effect that there was the biggest giveaway

of all.

2) CBS withdrew 24 hours later an offer to make December Bride available for but

$10,000, time and talent, per quarter-hour. What happened meanwhile: December
Bride was rushed into the breech left by the shelving of Top Dollar. (The average

cost on CBS of a quarter-hour, time and talent, is $25,000.)

Sales developers in tv are sharpening up a new tactic in a drive to increase

daytime business.

The main objective of this tactic is top management in the major agencies.

They'll start off their pitch with the premise that with few exceptions agencies have

confined themselves to the world of nighttime tv and have been delinquent in learn-

ing about the uses and values of daytime tv.

The recommendation they'll urge: Do like BBDO and set up a daytime specialist,

whose function it will be to funnel information about and opportunities in tv to

account and media people in the agency.

Though it's much too early to tell how the nighttime tv network programing
will shake down in popularity terms, agency showmen observed certain trends

from the ratings already in hand.

Here's the way, in a broad sense, they saw the outlook shaping up:

WESTERNS: The newcomers as a whole have shown little signs of strength and

even some of the holdovers are beginning to crumble under competition. How-

ever, cost-per-thousand-wise the familiar contingent is expected to hold up nicely.

SITUATION COMEDIES: The old timers look as though it won't be hard for them

to hold their own, but as for the newcomers the prospects, with perhaps one or two

exceptions, aren't too bright.

CRIME-SUSPENSE; At the moment it's going to be a tough buildup for all but

one, or perhaps two, of the new entrees, and one of the past season's sturdy pieces may

lose enough audience from t}'pe-competition to make survival uneasy.

ADVENTURE SHOWS: There isn't much promise among the whole incoming genre.

VARIETY, STANDUP COMEDY: They, generally, look the hottest of all.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Agencymen who've been on the road these past few months visiting tv stations

report there appears to be a pronounced trend toward experimental live program-
ing directed at teenagers in the very early a.m.

This before-school-departure time has been so far pretty much of a monopoly for the
Dave Garroway show.

Among the recent pioneers at carving out this youngster audience for themselves on the

pre-school schedule is KHOO-TV, Houston, (Corinthian). Included in the station's maga-
zine format is variety talent from area high schools and topical discussions of teen-

age issues.

You can get a pretty good clue as to how the leading tv advertisers in the package goods

field will stack up this year in network and spot time expenditures from these compara.

tive six-months totals:

ADVERTISER JAN.-JUNE 1958 JAN.-JUNE 1959

P&G $41,215,181 $49,520,767

Lever Bros. 18,490,563 25,274,111

Colgate Palmolive 17,481,821 20,152,527

General Foods 16,461,849 18,614,860

American Home 12,077,818 17,777,121

R. J. Reynolds 9,049,551 9,724,156

P. Lorillard 7,614,609 9,222,893

Bristol-Myers 9,913,029 9,167,236

General Mills 5,447,851 8,533,499

Liggett & Myers 6,570,153 7,963,472

American Tobacco 6,792,624 7,959,682

Warner Lambert 4,750,030 6,788,251

Standard Brands 4,509,483 6,124,544

Corn Products 2,619,536 4,707,983

S. C. Johnson 3,517,263 4,152,944

John Kluge's Metropolitan Broadcasting has expanded its ownership to four radio and

two tv stations with the acquisition this week of WIP, Philadelphia and WTVH, Peoria, the

latter representing a cash payment of $600,000.

The WIP deal: Swap of 150,000 shares of Metropolitan stock and assumption of $2

million in WIP liabilities.

If spot tv weren't as prosperous as it is, it would have good cause to mourn
the defection of Anahist (Bates) from its ranks into network tv spot carriers.

The cold remedy is down for 93 minute participations on ABC TV and 23 like units on

NBC TV at a collective cost of not far from $3 million. The average price per partici-

pation being paid by Anahist is $25,000 on ABC and $30,000 on NBC.

ABC TV can't begin to resolve how it's going to meet the discount structure

changes triggered by CBS TV until it faces up to another problem: the pressure

from affiliates in certain key markets for rate increases.

It's obvious that no matter how the network revises its discount structure it doesn't give

the stations more money, but the network must ease one pressure before it can dig

into the discount problem.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spot Buys, page 64; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 66; Washington Week, page 57; sponsor

Hears, page 60; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 76; and Film-Scope, page 58.
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IT COMMUNICATES!

A red cape may stimulate action in Madrid or Seville or Mexico City. But, if you have

merchandise to move in Western Michigan, put your pesos on WOOD-TV. It really com-

municates! Want to hear more? Just shout "iOle!" The Katz man will come charging in.

WfOOD AM
TV

WOODIand Center,

Grand Rapids, Michigan

WOOD-TV—NBC for Western and

Central Michigan: Grand Rapids,

Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon

and Lansing. WOOD-Radio— NBC.

I
'
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It's Channel 3 First By All Surveys

In Memphis they say "There's more

to see on Channel 3." That's

because more people enjoy WREC-
TV's combination of superior local

programming and the great shows

of the CBS Television network. It's

the right combination for your

advertising message. See your Katz

man soon.

Here are the latest Memphis Surveys showing

leads in competitively-rated quarter hours,

sign-on to sign-off, Sunday thru Saturday:

A.R.B.
Apr. 17-May 14, 1959

(Metro Area)

AVREC-TV
Sta. B
Sta. C

250
80

68

Pulse Nielsen
May 1959 June 8-Ang. 9, 1959

(Metro Area) (Station Area)

271309
79

7

57

69

WREC-TV
Channel 3 Memphis

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
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WHO INFLUENCES COMMERCIAL LENGTH?
Agency timebuyers surveyed by NBC Spot Sales report creative departments in ad agencies

have a more direct influence on the length of commercials than do the clients themselves.*

REATIVE
TAFF

Total
respondents

No.i Percent-

Radio and tv billing
Over $5 million Under $5 million

No.i Percent- No.i Percent-

MICH mFLUEISCE 168 68 75 81 93 60

LITTLE IISFLJJEJSCE 61 25 16 17 45 29

:SO INFLUENCE 18 7 2 2 16 11

LIENTS

MVCH IISFLVEISCE 92 38 45 50 47 31

LITTLE INFLUENCE 136 56 42 46 94 61

ISO IISFLUEISCE 16 6 4 4 12 8

ource: NBC Spot Sales October, 1959, survey of 249 panelists In 171 different agencies comprising its Timebuying Opinion Panel.

Hal number of panelists responding to the question, spercent of the total respondents answering each question.

rV SPOT BUYERS TELL WHY
^ Country-wide survey shows agencies giving more

ttention to best use of I.D.'s, 20's, minute tv spots

^ 249 buyers in NBC Spot Sales poll list reasons and

trategy behind choice of different spot commercial types

^s tv screens flash an ever greater

umber of commercials before acquis-

ive consumers, agencies and radio/

t' media people who serve them are

iiore vividly aware of the need for

uying precision. Urgent question

I hand: Can a short commercial

fo a better selling job as an I.D.

lan 60 seconds, or is long copy

—

requiring the minute—a must?

NBC Spot Sales, reporting on its

fifth questionnaire survey of media

people in large and small advertising

agencies all over the country, has

pinpointed some of the new buying

trends and several patterns involving

length, cost and impact of tv com-

mercial annoiinrements.

A major conclusion, synthesized

from comments of 249 panelists in

171 agencies, is that the creative de-

partment— copywriters, copy group

heads and supervisors, artists and art

directors— influence the length of

proposed commercials far more than

staffers in the agency media depart-

ment or within the client company.

Almost seven in 10 buyers (68%)
noted the considerable influence

exerted by creative, whereas only

38% said there was much client in-

fluence in selecting a short 10 or a

long 60. There appears, however, to

be more client influence when larger

agencies are involved.

Despite the dominance of creative

people in the selection of lengths

—
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10-, 20-, 30- or 60-second commer-

cials—the buying group is "always

or frequently" consulted. So report

seven in 10 of the buyers. And the

remaining three buyers say they are

"sometimes" consulted on length.

The length of commercial most

used, both by larger ( over $5 million

billing) and smaller (under $5 mil-

lion) agencies, is the full minute,

followed in order of usage by 20-, 10-

and 30-second announcements. A
saturation campaign however, relies

most heavily on 10-second I.D.'s, fol-

lowed—at a considerable distance

—

by 20's and 60's. At one time or

another, the survey indicated, eight

in 10 timebuyers have recommended

I.D. campaigns. The remaining two

in the 10 said they would do so under

special circumstances.

Some of the advantages of the I.D.

are outlined by Ralph S. Freeman,

radio/tv director of Ross Roy, De-

troit.

"We have used I.D.'s many times.

in almost every case to augm(

other media schedules. The I

takes advantage of a low-cost sal-

ration package to register bral

name, package (or logo) and ma\!-

one selling point to a mass audien

.

In some cases, it's the only way ;

a low-budget advertiser to reach !•

mass audience at all."

But Sam Vitt, media supervisor

Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfie.

New York, points out that "fromii

media viewpoint, it is probable •

Questionnaire was answered by

249 media execs o^ 171 agencies.

Sam Vitt, med. sup., Doherty Clif-

ford, Steers & Shenfeld, N.Y.C..

says length is copy department

problem. Alice Ross, buyer,

Heineman, Kleinfeld, Shaw &
Joseph, N.Y.C., agrees, adding

that creativity is most important

in shorter copy lO's and 20's.

HOW COMMERCIAL LENGTH AFFECTS RECALL
60-SECOND VS.

20-SECOND
20-SECOND VS.

10SEC0ND

High priced, hard goods item

Much greater recall 71** SI**

Slightly greater 23 41

No greater 6 8

Lowr priced, high turnover item

Much greater 20 28

Slightly greater 49 49

No greater 31 23

*Answers indicate for each of twa types of products whether agency buyers believe the one-minute commercial aids greater "recall at time of shopping

than a 20-second announcement, and whether 20-second has a recall advanta :e over the 10-seeond length.

**Fi?iircs give the peicentage of total respondents answering the question.
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mid find unanimous agreement as

the virtues of the I.D. Yet it is so

-ief, and this brevity is the problem

-not a media one so much as a copy

Se. The use and relative effective-

^ss of the several spot tv commer-

al lengths must, in the ultimate, be

solved in the copywriter's realm."

)me details of preferred time lengths

)pear in the adjacent chart.

Most of the panelists (eight in 10)

,

reporting on their use of 30-second

inouncements, said they have not

iad reason to recommend a half-

inute buy largely because this

ngth is not available in many mar-

?ts. Production of the announce-

ent, therefore, is expensive in terms

f the number of stations which al-

w for it. The two in 10 who have

ied 30 seconds, however, selected the

me segment for any of these possible

asons: if 30-second slots became

lailable in prime time; if the copy

!quired the extra 10 seconds over

le 20 which they prefer; if more
ations listed 30's on their rate card:

a tie-in with local dealers could be

it up following network shows; if

ne cost were more reasonable.

I Dick Pickett, senior media buyer

|t Foote, Cone & Belding, New York,

;ays the problem is "that 30's are

ot generally available, and better

ositions are usually taken by 20's

nd lO's or both." Edward C. Jones,

adio/tv director of Barlow Agency

1 Syracuse, thinks 30's are especial-

]/ adaptable to dairy products which

on't require long demonstration.

A minute spot often becomes badly

aced because of lack of things to

ay," he adds.

:
The major advantages of a 30-sec-

nd commercial, the buyers contend:

xclusivity in the station break, adja-

ency to high-rated network pro-

rams, availability in prime time and

;0% greater length than a 20-second

Announcement.

i As to costing, panelists responded

p a question about the 30-second

ost compared with the combined
rice of a 10 and a 20. In the $5 mil-

ion-plus agencies, lO'/c of the time-

•uyers think the 30 is a good buy at

lore than the combined rate of a 10

BUYERS RELATE MERITS OF
DIFFERING TIME LENGTHS

PREFERRED LENGTH OF COMMERCIALS
8-, 10-sec. I.D. 20-sec. 30-sec. 60-sec.

MOST CAMPAIGNS 19* 37* 3* 66*

SOME CAMPAIGNS 55 47 15 29

FEW CAMPAIGNS 19 10 17 5

NO CAMPAIGNS 7 6 65 —

PREFERRED TIME LENGTHS FOR SATURATION
10-sec. 20-sec. 30-sec. 60-sec.

OVER $S
MILLION BILLING 41* 33* 25*

UNDER $5
MILLION BILLING 47 27 23

USE OF TWO PRODUCTS IN ONE COMMERCIAL
20-sec.

No.** Percent*

30-
No.*''

sec.
Percent*

60
No.**

-sec.
Percent*

YES 5 2 8 3 68 29

NO 232 98 224 97 163 71

•Percent of total respondents to this portion of the question.

•The number of panelists responding to the question.

and a 20. And 46% of the buyers

think it's a good buy at the same rate

of a combined 10 and 20.

Most of the panelists like a combi-

nation of commercial lengths for a

campaign, a major reason being the

resulting discounts and lower prices.

About eight in 10 panelists buy in

combinations of minutes and I.D.'s.

Herb Halpeni, radio/tv director of

Winius-Brandon Co., St. Louis, says

"We have found that for some house-

hold products a combination of 30's

and lO's is very effective during an

introduction; 60's give the selling

points while I.D.'s serve as effective

reminders. However, the I.D. must

have an attention-getting device that

refers back to the 60."

Timebuyers like to combine lengths

of commercials in a campaign, but

they look with skepticism on the com-

mercial which plugs two products

(see chart. aboveK Almost all of

them (98%) dislike advertising two

products within a 20-second commer-

cial, and 97% don't like doing it even

in a 30. But three in 10 ( 29% I think

two products can be advertised effec-

tivelv within a one-minute frame.

The NBC Spot Sales survey also

attempted to measure some reaction

to consumer recall at the time of

shopping (see chart, page 28). The

question, as posed, involved two dis-

tinctlv different types of products—

a

high priced, hard goods item and a

i Please turn to page 74 I
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so I WENT ON THE AIR MYSELF
^ Miami clothier builds

»1 million business as his

own tv "star" endorsei

^ Techniques: show-

manly devices, conviction

and fast schedule switches

J^ersonal endorsement of a producl

is a proven sales technique. It car

prove a disaster, though, when the

advertiser undertakes the role of en-

dorser. Many ships have foundered

on that particular shoal.

With the proper degree of show

manship and an ultra-convincing

pitch, however, you can carry it off.

You may even achieve the enviable

position of the Miami clothier in the

accompanying pictures, who step?

from between the reels of a late

movie about four times a week as

virtually its star.

Austin Burke spends over $.50,000

a year to sell clothes via tv—for him.

a logical extension of what he'd been

doing for years. When he arrived in

Miami in 194.5 "with $300 and asth-

ma," he started saving for a clothingj

store, in spite of the fact that there's

a men's clothier around almost everyj

corner in Miami. i

By 1947, he had raised enoughi

capital to open a small loft store on;

the second floor of the building he|

now owns. In 1948. he moved his

shop downstairs. "But what I needed

to expand," he says, "was advertising

that wasn't cut out of the same cloth

as every other clothing store."
^

By chance. WTVJ began opera-

tions in Miami in 1949, and Burke

decided to "star" in its late movies.

'Our first impression of Burke was

REITERATION WORKS, says Burke, H you

use it to emphasize your own enthusiasm, con-

viction. Fast change of pace is another technique
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Ihat he could never carry it off," says

1 veteran at the station. "He is soft-

poken, quiet, diffident. But when the

ed lights went on in front of him for

he first time, a Jekyll-Hyde reaction

ransformed him into a hard-sell

lemon."

Oddly, Burke won an audience

—

md a loyal one—for his highly

harged minutes. Here are some of

he techniques that did it:

• Reiteration. There's a comic

juality, Burke discovered, to the

epetition of points. It emphasizes

lis own enthusiasm, which in turn

idds to the conviction of the sell.

• Trademarks. Burke found an ef-

ective opener was appearing in as

nany as four jackets over a suit. He
itrips the jackets off, machine-gun

ashion, selling as he goes. Trade-

narks like this quickly built an audi-

ence for Burke's commercials, in fact,

,nade them conversation pieces.

I
• Supporting cast. Burke works

"lis own dog, an impassive boxer

(lamed Mike, into the act. He pur-

posely contrasts his own enthusiasm

.vith Mike's lack of interest in the

rapid-paced goings-on.

• Production simplicity. Burke

lelivers his entire pitch in front of a

rear projection of his store. A single

;amera follows his actions, panning

[0 Mike, or following Burke to a

Nothing rack.

' • Print carry-over. Burke spends

about $9,000 a year in print, princi-

pally for price listing during special

sales. To make every dollar of his

print advertising count, he displays a

blowup of the ad prominently during

iiis commercials (see photo above),

then demonstrates the suits referred

to, livening up the deadpan listing

with his multiple-jacket antics, Mike,

'anything at hand.

• Copy points. Burke's selling is

anchored to some basic copy points.

One key point is a meeting of "Mr.

Average" copy with "man of distinc-

tion" appeal. Here's a sample (from

>tand-by copy the station keeps on

hand) : "Men from all over the state

of Florida, men who grow with Flor-

,ida, men who make the news, travel

out of their way to patronize this fab-

;ulous store. Whether they want to

CONTRASTS HELP make spots entertaining. Here, Burke lets single camera pan up and

down to contrast his enthusiasm with boxer's bored look, to get levity into price-listing pitch

spend $40 or $125, they know Austin

Burke tailors many of his own clothes

. . . they buy direct and save 20 to

40% . . . size 24 short to 54 long—

11,000 garments for Mr. Average."

Price is an important appeal.

At first, Austin's unorthodox work

habits didn't set too well with the

station's staff, WTVJ directors recall.

They didn't like having their talent

arrive two minutes before air time.

Then, after they'd talked him into

rehearsal sessions, he disappeared

one night—and was discovered snooz-

ing in the far corner of the studio

only seconds before he was due on.

In memory of those days, the sta-

tion still keeps Burke copy on the

teleprompter for use by a stand-by

staff announcer. But the emergency

rarely occurs. Often Burke's off-the-

cuff copy runs over his minute, and

he fully expects to be cut off. Viewers

are no longer surprised when it hap-

pens. Somehow it seems to fit with

the whole zany affair.

Though Burke's work habits are

more regular these days, he still likes

the element of surprise. Only now it

takes the form of schedule switches.

The station's change-of-schedule file

for Burke is about three inches thick.

He enjoys changing pace, making

quick schedule switches at the last

minute whenever a spot opens up in

a slot he likes. These switches, he

finds, bring him new audiences for

his customary stand in the late movie.

Burke's normal scheduling of spots

is based on psychological jjrinciples:

Late evening, he says, is an ideal

time for selling men's clothes in Mi-

ami. "Because of the climate a man
buys few suits in Florida, " he points

out. "This makes purchase important.

The late evening hours are quiet.

There is plenty of time for discussion

between man and wife over the suit

I'm showing them."'

In addition to his four minute

stints per week in the late movie

I which he frequently increases to six

or eight), Burke does one minute

spot per week around 6 p.m. on

Wednesday. "About the time the man
of the house is walking in the door in

his present battered business suit."

Burke puts about 85% of his S60,-

000 yearly ad budget in tv—with the

remainder going to newspapers for

special events. He claims his store

chalks up more sales than any com-

petitor in the South Florida area.

It's not at all convenient for Miami-

ans to get to: they have to cross a

causeway from the mainland and in

many instances pay a toll. But for

the last ten years. Burke has filled

his store with customers from all over

the South Florida market and has

had to increase its size 11 times.

Few men have prospered as rapidly

as Austin Burke, the man who came

to Miami 15 years ago. "with S'^OO

and asthma." This year he will sell

almost a million dollars worth of

men's clothing. That, and the Flori-

da sun. have cured his sniffles. ^
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LOOK WHO LIKES WHAT MUSIC
^ Seattle station and IBM Corp. poll 9,250 radio lis-

teners on preference among five basic music categories

^ Extreme rock 'n' roll ranks second in teen-age popu-

larity, while million-sellers get big 75% over-all nod

HERE'S THE VOTE

12-16 years old LIKE

BY AGES

DON'T KNOW

1

DISLIKE

1. CAT n 83% 11% 6%
2. CAT I 74 11 16

3. CAT V 58 22 20

4. CAT III 37 32 32

5. CAT IV 16 26 58

17-21 years old 1

1. CAT V 74% 15% 12%

2. CAT II 67 16 16

3. CAT III 64 22 14

4. CAT I 45 15 41

5. CAT IV 27 30 44

22-40 years old I

1. CAT V 81% 13% 7%

2. CAT III 77 16 7

3. CAT II 53 22 26

4. CAT IV 35 32 33

5. CAT I 19 15 66

40 and older 1

1. CAT V 75% 16% 10%

2. CAT III 63 21 16

3. CAT II 48 25 26

4. CAT IV 22 31 47

5. CAT I 19 17 63

1

I his week, results are in on wlj:

is probably the most comprehensijt

study of popular music tastes eV

attempted. From 9,250 measural

responses, radio station KING
i

Seattle and IBM Corporation (whi;

jointly conducted the test) turned
,

attitudes about popular music A
tined to cause considerable conti

versy among stations and advertise

Over two hours of broadcast tii

were devoted to the survey, conduct

in seven-minute segments five tiirj

a day, seven days a week, for t\

weeks. While respondents were tab

lated by age, sex and time of d

they listened, only the first catego

—age—appeared to have any si

nificant bearing on musical tastes.

Here's how the survey was co

ducted: 100,000 questionnaire car

were mailed to a random sample

households in Seattle and 15 counti

of Western Washington. One w©
prior to the mailing (which was doi

in two staggered dumps) a publiciti

advertising drive created awarene

of the mailing piece to insure ma?

mum response.

Every respondent could listen

any one of a series of seven-minu

survey broadcasts aired each day

7:45 a.m., 9:45 a.m., 12:45 p.n

4:45 p.m., or 7:45 p.m. Each of the

70 survey broadcasts presented po

tions of 10 record selections. Tl

respondent's survey card allowed hi

to rate each selection in five degre

between "strong disliking" aij

"strong liking." (After rating tlj

tunes, the respondent mailed a pes

age-paid card back to KING ar

participated no further in any surve

broadcasts.)

The respondent did not know thi

but the 10 tunes in each survey broai

cast were divided into five categorii

of music. It was these five categorii

(shown on the opposite page) th.

KING wanted to know more about

Here, in a nutshell, is what tl

survey turned up:

• Preference by sex. Though thei

were over twice as many women r
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oondents as men (6.402 to 2,848),

^rtually no difference in musical

stes showed up. For example,

ategory V music ( rated the most

jpular) showed an almost identical

'sponse: 77% female liking, 70%
lale; 9'/, female disliking. 12%
ale. Extreme rock 'n' roll showed

' 31% female liking, 32% male;

H% female disliking, 54/f male,

ther categories showed similar close

)rrelations. No time-of-day pattern

ias evident either.

I • Preference by age. This is where

•le biggest like-dislike patterns oc-

brred. While the survey called for

Ve degrees of preference (strongly

islike, like, dont know, like, strong-

Uke), SPONSOR has consolidated

le first and last two categories into

ke and dislike for purposes of sim-

licity. Category V (million-sellers)

Ued highest with all age groups,

iccept 12-16 year-olds. Even with

*is group extreme rock 'n' roll ranked

'^cond to current hits of more sub-

lued character I Category II). With

II groups combined, million-sellers

nd easily-recognizable standards

rew the most favorable response,

'urrent hits other than extreme rock

V roll were a strong third. These

iree categories showed verv little

nfavorable reaction.

• In the important 22-40 female

roup, 63% disliked Category I (ex-

eme rock'n'roll) music, 21% liked,

^hile 16% didn't know.
I • Highest single degree of prefer-

nce was a strong liking for Category

I music among 12-16 female re-

^ondents at 7:45 p.m. The figure

•as 62%.

Methodology of the survey involved

umerous safeguards:

I • Basis of selection. Music for

'le survey was compiled from four

lurces: music popularity charts in

illboard. Cash Box and Variety, as

lell as a sales survey of 37 retail

lores which KING itself conducts

leekly in its coverage area.

I
• Method of compilation. Bill-

iard, Cash Box and Variety listed

mes were weighted 40 points for

rst place, 39 points for second, 38

loints for third and so on, with

1 {Please turn to page 74)

HERE ARE MUSIC CATEGORIES

I. ROCK 'N' ROLL (Category I) had

greatest acceptance in 12-16 age group:

74% liked, 16% disliked. In 17-21 age

group opinion was divided: 45% liked,

41%. disliked. Over-all, 54% in all age

groups showed dislike. {Only extreme

rock 'n roll, here typified by Crash Crad-

dock, was included)

II. CURRENT HITS Other than Cate-

gory I music {such as Johnny Mathis'

"Small World") ranked third most popu-

lar by over-all 58%, was most popular in

12-16 age group {see chart opposite

page). Less extreme rock 'ri roll hits

were included. Selection was from "Top

40" lists, dealer surveys

III. FAMILIAR STANDARDS {Al-

bum Music Type I) with easy-to-follow,

easily-recognized melody lines {like Four

Lads' "Breezin Along with the Breeze")

polled the highest with 22-40 year olds:

17% voted liking for this category, which

also included McGuire Sisters' "Moon-

glow", Boone's "Tenderly"

IV. OFF-BEAT ARRANGEMENTS
(Album Music Type 2) of familiar and

unfamiliar tunes failed to make strong

shotving with any age group. For all

groups combined, 30% said they neither

liked nor disliked category {here typified

by Lumbert-Hendricks-Ross trio, newest

off-beat sensation)

V. GOLD RECORDSimillion - sellers

excluding rock 'n roll) rated most popu-

lar with all age groups. Over-all, 75%

liked Category V, 65% Cat. Ill, 58%
Cat. II, 32% Cat. I, 25% Cat. IV. Half

were million-sellers prior to '53: others

post '53. Example: "True Love" by Doris

Day. {pictured here)
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PART TWO OF A SERIES

HOW TO PRE-SELL RADIO/TV
^ Is your salesman or retailer as excited about that air

media campaign as you are? Well, he'd better be

^ Here are examples of what other advertisers do to

make sure their radio/tv buys click on all fronts

^roblem: A manufacturer of shoe

polishes has invested $1 million in a

fall campaign consisting of spot tv

saturation, network radio and a series

of magazine ads. How can he enthuse

retailers about his investment?

Knomark, Inc., makers of Esquire

Shoe Polishes, and its agency, Mogul

Williams & Saylor, are solving it with

an ingenious contest for retailers that

is bound to make them conscious of

the magnitude of the campaign. '"In

order to stimulate and excite the

trade—every retailer, wholesaler and

their employees who handle Esquire.
'

said Richard Lockman, senior vice

president and supervisor on the ac-

count at MW&S, "we began a contest

this month that we believe to be th

first of its kind for a consumer prod

uct." Two-color, double-spread acl

have been inserted in every top trad'

journal covering hsquire's channels o

distribution, askmg readers to "Cues'

how many people will see the Fall V

Esquire tv spots" that are part <>

the "Powerhouse Ad Program lH

Esquire, and win a free round tiij

for two to Europe aboard the faiiu

lous S.S. United States plus 99 othe

prizes."

The trade ads carry these clues t(

help contestants: "27,012,213 peopl<

will see the three full-color, fuU-jJage

Esquire ads in Life . . . 9,420,18^

people will hear Esquire commercial;

AL FRESCO SELL: This summer and fall, Crosley Broadcasting's farm outside Cincinnati was scene of many client sales meetings to pre-sell buyonWLV

1 iliii

l<liii>:iiii|i



BANQUET SELL: That the way to a salesman's heart

may be through his stomach is demonstrated at

this dinner meeting and closed-circuit telecast to

iromote the Kroger Co.'s buy of Ruth Lyon's "50-50

Club" on WLW-TV. Meetings were in four cities
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^1,000.00
IN CASN

GROCERS ONLY: Mammoth-size boat ticket

serves as promotion for Best Foods Div. of

Corn Products Co. sponsorship of "Riverboat"

on NBC TV, and as contest blank for grocers

and employees; winner gets 20-day trip along

Mississippi on Delta Queen plus $1000 cash

THE PRIZE: Aboard the famed Delta Queen, on which

retailer winners of Best Foods "Riverboat " Sweep-

stakes will cruise, are Captain Paul Underwood (in

white), William R. Demery (I) and William Gill, Cin-

cinnati managers for Best Foods, Corn Products

over the giant Mutual Network radio

campaign on 300 stations . . . week

after week . .
." Then it asks them

to guess the number of people who
will see the tv spots, adds such clues

as: three-month campaign began in

September; potential audience is 75%
of all tv homes in America; 47 key

markets coast to coast are being used

and total number of weekly viewers

should be about double the audience

of America's most popular tv show.

Even if the dealer's working hours in

the store prevent him from catching

any of Esquire's tv announcements,

this pre-sell contest emphasizes the

I

magnitude of the campaign that is

I working to help him build sales.

In today's complex and competitive

' marketing picture some such internal

I promotion of evei'y ad campaign has

become a "must." Between the manu-

facturer and the ultimate consumer is

a chain of middlemen (starting with

the manufacturer's own salesmen)

whose efforts can spell the difference

between mediocrity or smash success

for the advertising drive. No adver-

tiser can afford to leave these key

people in the dark about his tv show

or his radio flight, and the more he

dramatizes it to them, the better his

product will fare in shelf position and

at the cash register.

Take the case of a manufacturer of

a non-packaged product such as auto

safety glass. Since his item is hardly

in the supermarket category, one

might, at frrst glance, suppose his

problems minimal. But the fact is,

that the average local distributor of

glass handles several brands. Prob-

lem: to become his "pet product."

Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co-, is

sponsoring the new Bourbon Street

Beat series on ABC TV with one eye

on stimulating consumer demand and

another on improving dealer/distrib-

utor relationships by giving them a

mass audience tv show to tie in with

locally. Bourbon Street Beat has only

begun its run, and already in 112 of

the 140 markets where it is shown,

Libbey - Owens - Ford dealers have

bought into the show.

How was this accomplished? In

July. Fuller i5i Smith & Ross j)roduced

for its client a national closed-circuit

telecast; it was in effect a sales meet-

ing and pep rally for all the L-O-F

glass dealers across the country. 1 hey

were apprised of the Bourbon Street

Beat buy. told what it would do for

them, informed how they could tie in.

This was only the beginning.

Shortly thereafter, glass dealers re-

ceived promotion kits on the show

with detailed information on how
they could make it work for them.

They also received stacks of specially

-

recorded record albums of Bourbon
Street Beat music to give away to

their customers.

So successful and thorough was the

pre-sell. that when the show made its

debut, L-O-F distributors from coast

to coast held "opening night" parties.

Closed-circuit telecasts and broad-
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casts are being used more and more

for internal promotion to kick off ad

campaigns. But "open-circuit" sales

meetings! This season has seen them

start.

To kick off retail presentation of

the new Chevrolets and Corvair, the

Chevrolet Division of GM, through

its agency, Campbell-Ewald, bought

more than 80 CBS TV stations in

major markets, assembled dealers and

sales staffs at 7 a.m. on 2 October to

witness a half-hour film program

which featured, along with Chevy ex-

ecutives, such other personalities as

Chevy tv star Pat Boone and race

drivers Mauri Rose, Joie Chitwood,

Betty Skelton. Last year, the open

circuit idea was a Chevy experiment

in California, was so successful that

this year it went national. It caters

to a traditional car dealer custom of

holding breakfast meetings on show-

ing dates.

A recent Sunday evening in New
York saw a most unusual open-circuit

sales meeting—unusual in that it pro-

duced instantaneous sales. For less

PROMOTIONAL GEMS: Keepsake Diamond Rings

pulled out all the stops in pre-selling to jewel-

ers its buy of Dick Clark's "American Band-

stand" on ABC TV. Here are just a few of them

than $10,000, Ideal Toy Corp. aired

its meeting over New York's WOR-
TV, attracted an ARB-estimated 350,-

000 viewers. "But more important

than total audience," said Mel Helit-

zer. Ideal Toy's ad director, "was the

high percentage of toy retailers and

wholesalers in the New York metro-

politan area that we reached." Four-

teen prizes were awarded during the

program (cameras, radios, tv sets, an

automobile and a trip to Hawaii)
;

12 of the 14 winners phoned in

"which indicated," according to Helit-

zer, "that 86% of the retailers in the

metro area were watching."

"The positive results were immedi-

ate," said Abe Kent, vice president of

merchandising for Ideal. "Hundreds

of thousands of dollars worth of

orders for the toys presented on the

program were received within 48

hours from the trade."

Grey Advertising, the agency that

produced the "open-circuit" sales

meeting, reports that several other

clients (Macy's and Greyhound) have

expressed interest in trying this kind

K«©I>S5*«» -^CW^M

Merchandigest

A Real "BEST- SELLER" Record.

featuring Dick Clark

FREE

KAOio SPOTS

of an "electronic" trade meeting soon.

Even though a push may be pri-

marily televison or radio, the print-

ing press can be a power in internal

pre-sell. Highpoint of this year's ad

campaign for Keepsake Diamond
Rings is its buy on ABC TV of Dick

Clark's American Bandstand. Keep-

sake has thus acquired a tv star who
wields considerable influence on the

age group most likely to buy Keep-

sake diamonds, and it is not per-

mitting its retail jewelers to forget

it. The barrage of printed promotion
began with a postcard to retail

jewelers; one side, a photo of Dick

Clark bearing the holograph, "To my
Keepsake jeweler," and on the re-

verse, a note calling attention to the

tv buy. Then came a whole issue

of Merchantdigest, Keepsake's house

organ, devoted to Dick Clark. After

that, a promotion kit that included

radio and tv tie-in ideas, newspaper
tie-ins, easel window cards and a little

Dick Clark stand-up to fit into indi-

vidual ring boxes. If just a part of

this kit finds its way into jewelery

windows, it will be hard to see the

stores for Dick Clark.

Bardahl, the Seattle-based manu-
facturer of oil additive that has roared

up the sales chart through tv cam-

paigns, is adept at pre-sell. To serv-

ice stations, it sends printed brochures

listing tv schedules. The Bardahl

salesmen were provided with similar

lists plus mimeo sheets carrying later

changes.

Maremont Mufflers, another auto-

motive advertiser, kicked off its tv

campaign with a 30-minute color

movie showing to its wholesalers and

dealers. It contained samples of dem-

onstration commercials along with

pitches by Jack Paar and Dave Garro-

way.

This film was shown to the Mare-

mont sales force in Chicago about a

year ago. At the same time, the com-

pany launched more internal promo-

tion : an announcement letter to

dealers and wholesalers signed by

Garroway; a "spinner" curb sign for

service stations.

All this is the pre-sell that makes

an air campaign click. Next week's

installment will uncover more ideas

from other advertisers. ^
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special

report

RADIO AND TV
1116 ITIBdIUmi There's a revolution going on in programing

but many stations feel a feiv large clients ivho insist on old style

formats are holding things back page 38

I n6 mdrkSt. The biggest (LS. farm market survey is noiv in

the works—the 1959 Agricultural Census. There'll be facts

galore but many questions won't be answered page 40

1/3S6 niStOryi Hess & Clark takes an unusual tack for a

farm advertiser. It buys network radio but keeps its waste

circulation to a minimum page 42

Audience and market basics: Three pages packed

solid with facts on the listening and vieiving habits of the farmer

plus key market figures. -

8th annual farm section

page 43

Projert Editor

Alfred J. Jaffe



The medium

HERE'S EVIDENCE FARMERS LIKE URBAN MUSIC
Homes reached per average quarter hour by WIBC, Indianapolis

Time period

Total 46
Co. area

IVIarion

County

IMuncie and

Terre Haute

Small Towns
2500-50,000

Rural—2500
and Under

6-6:30 A.M.

12:30-1 P.M. 27,400 6,300 900 10,800 12,600

6:30-10 A.M. 33,800 10,600 1,100 12,J00 12,900

10 A.M.-12 N. 33,100 9,800 900 11,800 12,600

1-2 P.M. 33,800 10,200 1,100 12,200 12,600

2-6 P.M. 40.100 12,300 i:ooo 14.700 13,700

7-9 P.M. 31.700 9,800 800 11.500 12,300

9 P.M.-12 Mid. 26,000 8,200 800 11,100 10,200

To find whether urban music beamed to its listening area was popular among rural and farm listeners, WIBC broke

doivn Pulse area study into four sections shown above. Note rural audience is bigger than Marion (home) county's,

particularly during farm listening periods (first line across). Figures cover Monday-through-Friday, March-April 1959

Revolution coming in farm radio?

^ It's going through a programing metamorphosis.

Popular music, tight production may be staple fare

^ But stations feel a few large clients who insist on

old-style programs are holding back new air formats

arm radio is, by its nature, an in-

and-out medium, yet clients use it on

a 52-week basis.

Farm radio is ideal for farm prod-

ucts, yet consumer products also

take advantage of it.

Farm radio is generally conserva-

tive in its programing yet advertisers

have been showing an interest in

popular music for the farmer.

The fact is you can't generalize

about farm radio and how it's being

used these days. The medium is

going through a metamorphosis the

end of which is not yet in sight. Some
of the changes involve difficulties for

stations who have been blown about

by the new winds whistling across the

farm landscape. The mechanization

of farming and the consequent growth

of the farm businessman, the chang-

ing tastes of the farm audiences

under the impact of mass commur
cations, the replacement of farm lar

by suburbia have all put pressure

stations to adapt their farm pr

graming to whatever the situatic'

in their area calls for. Some st|

tions have shown a sharp ability i

meet the challenge head-on; othej

have given up the ghost on farm pd
graming, especially those who ha,

tentatively dipped their feet in tlj

medium in the hope of making a fe

extra bucks without any solid plai

ning or investment.

The advertiser is just as keen o

the medium as ever, though not a

have looked with favor on the change

taking place.

As a matter of fact, says John I

Dow, whose Dow Co. in Omaha hf
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roster of eight farm clients, "inany

iiion managers and program direc-

is strongly feel that the insistence

a few farm large advertisers and

:.n(ies upon the old-style "talk"

iiLirani is holding hack the develop-

( lit of a new farm radio format.

hev say—correctly—that as long

5 the advertiser insists on old-style

rograming, the station is powerless

I modernize its farm format.

Some radio people feel that new

evelopments and techniques in farm

roadcasting will come, not from

)day's established farm stations, but

cm other outlets—stations with a

[rong signal, faced by intense com-

lelition in the local metropolitan

liusic-and-news field, who will turn

ij farm programing as an additional

Durce or revenue."

Dow cited the case of an experi-

ment now being tried by a midwest

station.

"A pioneer in its market with the

music-and-news format," Dow ex-

plained, "this station as been en-

couraged by an excellent showing on

area surveys to hire a farm director

and attempt to develop a format for

farm broadcasting which is consistent

with the station's basic operation."

He described the format as fol-

lows: The period between 6 and 6:30

a.m. has been divided into five- min-

ute segments. Each segment includes

two minutes of farm news, two min-

utes of music and a one-minute com-

merical. "It will be interesting to

see, ' Dow said, "whether the station

is able to sell this new format to farm

advertisers."

It will also be interesting to see

whether "outsiders ' will take the ball

away from established farm outlets.

Meanwhile, there is evidence that the

veteran farm stations are not standing

still.

One of the most revolutionary for-

mats is one put into effect last fall

by WKY, Oklahoma City. Manage-
ment took its 6-7 a.m. segment and

wove one-minute farm periods into a

musical format. The type of material

used remains the same as ever. What's

different is that it's short and clear

cut. For example, there's a minute

for cattle prices, a minute for grain

prices and a minute for swine prices.

They're not mixed. Even the inter-

views are a minute long. About 18

farm minutes are used in all and the

farmer-listener knows in advance

when the subject of particular interest

to him will be aired.

{Please turn to page 49)

THESE ARE SO

Allied Chemical & Dye
Allis-Chalmers

American Cyanam id

American Salt

ME ACTIVE FARM

Gland-O-Lac

Gold Medal flour

Granite City Steel

Gulf

RADIO/TV CLIENTS

Murphy Feeds

Myzon

Nutrena Mills

Bird & Son Hess & Clark

Homelite chain saws

Honeggers

Hy-Line Poultry Farms

Olin Mathieson

Oliver Corp.

Certo

Chemagro Corp.

Crow's Hybrid Corn

Cudahy Packing

Pfizer

Progressive Farmer

International Harvester

hit'I Minerals & Chemicals Ralston Purina

Davison Chemical

Deere & Co.

DCon
DeKalb Agricultural Assn.

J. I. Case Spencer Chemical

Stauffer Chemical

Sur Gel

Swift & Co.

Kendall Milk

Key Dehydrators

Keystone Mills

Keystone Steel and Wire

Esso

Economic Laboratories Union Carbide

L. S. Rubber

U. S. SteelFleischmann's yeast

Ford trucks

Funk Bros, seed

Massey-Ferguson

Merck

McCuUoch Corp.

Minneapolis-Moline

Monsanto

Moorman Manufacturing

Virginia-Carolina Chemical

Garst &• Thomas corn

Geigy Agricultural

Walnut Grove Products

W illys Jeep
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The market

FARM advertisers usually know their market well, though they find broadcast audience data sparse. Above, Everett Moore, right, ad manager o

Frosty Morn meats, visits farmer Rob Wynn, left, with company plane. Accompanying them is John McDonald, farm director of WSM, Nashvillt

NOW IN THE WORKS: BIGGEST
^ The 1959 Census of Agriculture started this month.

Preliminary data expected during 1960's first quarter

^ While facts galore will come out of census, research

is still needed on the buying psychology of the farmer

I he biggest U. S. market study

dealing with farming is now under-

way.

It is the 1959 Census of Agricul-

ture, taken every five years and the

basic source of farm data for the na-

tion's marketers. After pre-testing

last year, operations started early

this month and by this time field

work has been kicked off in 16 states.

While the Census Bureau will release

some preliminary reports during the

first quarter of 1960, the windup of

final reports on counties and states

will not come until about the middle

of 1961. And there's more to come.

On top of this mass of information

will be the farm data contained in

the 1960 Censuses of Population and

Housmg.
Obviously, for the next couple of

\ ears, market researchers will be pret-

ty busy scanning the figures for signs

of significant changes as well as for

bread-and-butter tabulations. While

Census Bureau sample studies have

scanned the farm market annually,

and even monthly, there are many
subjects which are imperfectly mea-

sured or not measured at all.

Six basic kinds of information will

be collected in this year's agricultural

census: (1) The number of farms

and other places on which agricul-

tural operations are conducted. (2)

The amount of land and the ways in

which that land is used to provide

food and fiber for the nation's con-

stantly growing population. (3) The

acres of all the crops and the number

of livestock raised in this country.

(4) The quantities produced and the

sales of many different farm products.

(5) The kind of machinery and

equipment used on farms. (6) The

number of people working on farmsj

hours worked and rates of pay.

Marketers have a good idea of the

general direction in which farming is

going. They know the farm popula-

tion is declining and that fewer farm

workers are turning out more food

and fiber than ever. They know the

size of the average farm is increasing-!

They know the average farmer's in-i

vestment in real estate, machinery

and his ownership of household

equipment has gone up. They know

that the per capita purchasing powerj

of the farm population, even with its

growing sources of outside income,,

has not made any strides during the

past decade. Yet, they also know thati
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FARM GROSS INCOME STEADY BUT NET IS DOWN
[In billions

Full year

of dollars)

1

1958

II ill IV

1959

1 II

Cash receipts from farm marketings $33.6 $33.7 $33.3 $33.6 $33.7 $33.7 $33.0

ISon-money income & gov^t payments 4.7 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.8 4.5 4.3

Realized gross farm income 38.3 38.3 38.0 38.4 38.5 38.2 37.3

Farm production expenses 25.2 24.9 25.2 25.2 25.3 25.7 25.8

Farmers^ realized net income 13.1 13.4 12.8 13.2 13.2 12.5 11.5

!\et change in farm inventories 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 .9 .7 .6

Farmers' total net income 14.2 14.6 13.9 14.2 14.1 13.2 12.1
^^^^ ^^^^^"""^

U.S. Dept. (if Aki icultuie. seasnmilly adjusted income at annual rat ^ l>y (juarlers.

U. S. FARM MARKET SURVEY
the farmer's standard of living has

.gone up. that he is buying more dif-

Ificult products at the store and eating

iless off his own farm than ever.

This apparent contradiction be-

tween the dollar level of what the

farmer receives for the products he

raises and what he is able to acquire

for his farm operations and his own
consumption is partly explained by

the rising farm debt. Outstanding

mortgages have about doubled since

the end of the war, now stand at more
that $10 billion. It is also explained

by two periods of exceptionally good
business, one during the late 40's and
one during the Korean War.

The farmer enjoyed a relatively

good year in 1958—a recession year

for urbanites, oddly enough. How-
ever, during the first nine months of

19.59 his net income was down about

12 /( , according to preliminary esti-

mates. While farm gross remains at

the 1958 level, increased production

expenses and decreased government

payments cut into profits.

It is clear to most farm observers

that the average farmer won't ap-

proach his opposite number in the

cities in terms of cash income until

the marginal producers call it quits.

In the meantime, the centralizing

tendencies commg out of bigger

farms and such developments as con-

tract farming and absentee ownership

are resulting in a shift of focus for

marketers. The question is begin-

ning to be asked: To what extent is

the farm operator making buying de-

cisions, as opposed to, for example,

his absentee landlord? The fact is that

marketers know very little about the

farmer's buying habits and motives

behind them. This and more data on

farm broadcast audiences remain two

research frontiers which marketers

must tackle before they can really

say they know the basic facts about

farm advertising.

With a few exceptions, the basic

rating data on when farmers listen,

what stations they listen to. and how

many listen during specific periods is

just not available. Researching a

farm home is more expensive than re-

searching an urban home and, more-

over, the more numerous urban audi-

ences are what nearly all stations are

primarily interested in, anyway. How-
ever, until the audience facts are

gathered, farm radio and tv will labor

under a handicap.

That the farm market is worth

cultivating by broadcasters is a fact

beyond dispute. Aside from the con-

sumer potential represented by about

20 million persons, there is the huge
investment annually made bv farmers

to operate their farms. Including

cash wages, this hits a level well over

the $20 billion mark.

In its promotion presentation this

year, the National Association of

Television & Radio Farm Directors

pointed out that ( 1 1 farmers are the

oil industry's biggest customer. 1 2^

farmers use 60' r as much steel as the

auto industry in a good year, (3)

farmers buy more rubber than the

Big Three put on their cars.

Despite the decline in the number
of farmers, the industrial side of

farming is growing. ^
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Case history

No waste audience for this client

^ Hess & Clark takes unusual tack in buying network

radio to reach farmers. It does better than you think

^ Red Foley program has a 50% farm audience and

the rest are targets for drive pushing egg consumption

W,aste circulation is a concern of

every advertiser. But very often it is

wasted only because the advertiser

doesn't know what to do with it.

Hess & Clark, makers of feed

medication and animal health prod-

ucts, provides a case of one advertiser

who knows how to turn what others

might consider Avaste into a useful

promotional effort.

The company sponsors the Red
Foley Show on NBC Radio every Sat-

urday. Now. as everyone knows, the

farm advertiser who uses network

advertising is a rare bird (though

Hess & Clark is not unique since its

show is adjacent to the National Farm
& Home Hour, which has been an

Allis-Chalmers \ehJcL> fjr some

time). As everyone also knows, the

reason why network farm clients are

rare is that a national advertising

medium like network radio is likely

to gather a pretty wide variety of

listeners.

Let it be said at the outset that the

Red Foley Shoiv is not just any net-

work radio show. Foley is popular

among rural folk and a high percent-

age of farmers are attracted to the

show in the first place. Hess & Clark

estimates that about half the audience

are farmers—which is not bad.

Second, being adjacent to the long-

running National Farm & Home
Hour does no harm because, in ad-

dition to being popular with farmers,

it attracts agricultural extension peo-

COUNTRY music star Red Foley, an Important merchandisable benefit oi Hess & Clark's NBC
radio buy, signs autographs for admirers at fair, where he promotes poultry drug to farmers

pie and farm business executives.

Third, Foley provides a plus in

being a merchandisable personality

who is nationally known. And that's

something you don't usually get on a

local station.

Fourth, network radio is an un-

beatable buy these days. You can

swim in waste circulation and still

have low cost-per-1,000 prospects.

All these reasons in themselves are

enough to justify the buy. But the

list isn't finished. Hess & Clark uses

the show to advertise nf-180, a drug

used in the prevention and treatment

of disease among poultry and swine,

and to improve egg production among

chickens. The product is mixed into

feed by feed manufacturers, which

are Hess & Clark's immediate cus-

tomers, so anyone who wants to make

hay with waste circulation arguments

can certainly do so here—except that

advertisers of "ingredient" products

are in respectable numbers and no-

body has ever called U.S. Steel or

Du Pont stupid for their advertising.

In addition to selling nf-180 on the

Red Foley Show, Hess & Clark has a

promotion which it calls "the golden

goodness of eggs" and, take it from

the industry, this is no off-the-cuff,

throwaway promotion. So far as the

show itself is concerned, the promo-

tion does three things. It plugs the

high nutritional value of eggs to the

public, thereby raising national health

standards. This only vaguely affects

Hess & Clark's profits but it's nice to

be able to mix service and selling.

The egg commercials also do their bit

in boosting the economy of the poul-

try industry and, finally, they create

a favorable image for Hess & Clark s

nf-180 within the poultry trade.

So much for the whys and where-

fores of this apparently odd network

buy which, by this time, shouldn't

look odd at all. What Hess & Clark

does outside of network radio with

"the golden goodness of eggs" pro-

motion makes a story in itself—and

here it is.

It all started last July at the Amer-

ican Poultry Congress and Exposi-

{Please turn to page 54)
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FARM AUDIENCE BASICS
illlllllliilllllllllllllliillilllllllllllllllilllilllllllllliillillllllllliillllllllllll^^

FARM AND RURAL HOMES MORE SELECTIVE THAN URBAN IN RADIO TUNING

Number of stations tuned weekly per average home by county size

RADIO

Total U.S.

Over 100,000 25-100,000

homes homes
10-25,000

homes
Less than 10,000

homes

Daytime 2.5 stns. 2.1 stns. 2.2 stns. 2.4 stns. 2.6 stns.

ISiglittime 1.4 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.5

TELEVISION

Daytime 2.4 2.6 2.4 2.5 2.4

Nighttime 2.7 3.5 3.1 2.9 2.6

Source: A. C. Nielsen, radio figures from N'CS No. 2, spring lOjC; tv figures Hum NCS N,>. 3. s})ring lUJS.

Ililllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllim

Ji:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiilliiiiliiiiiiiiiliiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

INHOME LISTENING IN FARM, RURAL HOMES SLIGHTLY LESS THAN URBAN
Average daily hours tuning per home by county size and by seasons

RADIO
Total U.S. "A" counties "B" counties "C" counties "D" counties

Jan..Feb. 1959 1.89 hrs. 1.97 hrs. 1.90 hrs. 1.80 hrs. 1.76 hrs.

May-Jline 1959 1.91 2.17 1.88 1.72 1.60

TELEVISION

Jan.-Feb. 1959 5.89 5.88 5.86 6.00 5.83

May-June 1959 4.35 4.49 4.43 4.46 3.70

Source: A. C. Nielsen, radio figuies from N'RT, tv figures from NTI.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

|llilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII»^

I INDIANA FARM RADIO USTENING UP, TV VIEWING DOWN

Average daily listening per Indiana farmer Average weekly hours tv viewing

1955 1958 increase

46 min. 57 min. 23%

Source: From annual studies by Indiana Farm Bureau

Cooperative Assn.

1955 1958 change

Men 15.5 hrs. 13.9 hrs. —10.3

W omen 17.8 17.0 4.5

Children 19.5 16.3 —16.4

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^^^^^

ore basics on pages 46, 4S
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Now you can have

reliable audience data on all TV viewirr
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Ixpanded N STATIONlN^ gives you tlie facts you need

t» invest broadcast dollars wisely

IN 146 MARKET AREAS (231 cities)

imeet the demand for truly comprehensive tv audience measurements at local levels in all parts of the country, the number

iMielsen Station Index market areas has been substantially increased . , . from 32 in '58 to 146 by '60. Every ai-ea in the U.S.

jh two or more tv transmitters will be reported ... 97 percent of all tv viewing. Similar information is available for radio in

|major areas which account for the great majority of U. S. radio listening.

Never before has so much reliable information
about local audiences been available from one source

:

Number of homes reached ... by station

NSI tells you (for each of the 146 Metro or Central Areas) the

number of tv homes — and the percent reached by each station

during any specific time period. In addition, you a^e given the

total inimber of homes reached by each station, regardless of

where the homes are located ... in other words, the total reach

in terms of families delivered.

Supplements national tv and
radio ratings

NSI is completely compatible with Nielsen Radio & Television

Indexes (NRI & NTI) which measure and report national net-

work audiences. NSI supplies parallel information for each indi-

vidual station in the network. Knowledge of this kind quickly

locates areas of strength and of weakness in national coverage

. . . and provides basic information for interpretation or cor-

rective measures.

Composition of audience
for each 15-minute period

NSI tells you, for each station for each quarter-hour from 6 a.m.

to midnight, seven days a week, the number of viewers per

home and their distribution by men, women, teenagers and

children ... to show you whether your messages are reaching

your best customers.

Reports based on 4 or 8 vreek average
NSI measures radio and tv time period audiences over a broad

time span (4 or 8 weeks) so as to report the average condition . . .

this avoids misleading results caused by changes in program-

ming, special promotions and other untypical influences.

Each market is reported season to season — from 2 to 12 times

a year depending upon the size and importance of the area.

Right now NSI issues over 720 different seasonal market reports

a year - by next spring 800

!

NSI and "U.S. Census Metro-Areas
are identical

NSI Metro Market Areas are those determined by the U.S.

Census and used by most marketing research organizations. For

smaller market areas, NSI has created "Central Areas" based on

local tv conditions. Information reported by NSI dovetails

neatly with company and agency marketing plans and analyses.

Backed by 20 years
of tested audience measurement
The wide acceptance of Nielsen radio and television ratings and

measurements . . . both national and local ... is founded on

sound research methodology. Basic data are sound . . . free of

personal bias, lapse of memory, ego-saving reporting and similar

human foibles. Data processing is scientific. Special electronic

equipment, much of it developed by Nielsen, reduces millions

of pieces of information to usable and reliable measurements

and ratings.

The men responsible for the development and operation of

NSI include experienced radio and television executives with

years of service in major advertising agencies, networks, stations

and corporations. They have used Nielsen services them.selves

and know what time-buyers, marketing directors, advertisers

and others want and expect from a measurement service.

But this is only part of the NSI story-

There is a lot more to NSI than reported here. If you

will let us know when it would be convenient we will

tell you the whole story and show you how NSI is used

to make television and radio dollars work harder.

T7''T3 Tjl "XT* to all responsible for buying
•^ Xl<X-J A-J df selling radio and tv lime.

Handy 160-page book of basic facts about the 146 NSI market
areas. Individual maps show each Metro or Central Area and
surrounding counties. Data include: Number of homes in Metro
Area, tv homes, radio homes, major stations, etc.

Please give your name, company, position and busi-

ness address when requesting this valuable book.

Nielsen Station Index
a service of A. C. Nielsen Company

2lOl Howard Street, Chicago 45, Illinois • HOIIycourt 5-4400

i A en Slolion inde

CALL . . . WIRE . . . OR WRITE TODAY
FOR ALL THE FACTS

CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS
360 N Michigan Ave . FRanklin 2-3810

NEW YORK 22. NEW YORK
Sys Lexcngton Ave.. MUrray Hill 8-1020

MENLO PARK. CALIFORNIA
70 Willow Road, DAvenport 5-0021

NRI (Nielsen Rodio Index)



Farm audience basics (Continued)

SOiVIE FACTS & FIGURES ABOUT THE FARM FAMILY & RADU
piiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

GENERAL LISTENING TOTALS

g Families listening in a iieek: 95.5%,

Families listening 4 or more days: 83«3%i

llllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllilil

TOTAL HOURS WEEKLY LISTENING

m 12-STATE AVERAGE 26 HOURS 40 MINUTES

1 I\ortheast Average 22 hours 25 minutes

1 Far West Average 26 hours 54 minutes

1 Southern Average 24 hours

~ Midwest Average 29 hours 13 minutes

:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiio^ aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy^

miiiiiiiiiii

LOCATIONS OF WEEKDAY FARM RADIO LISTENING

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllH

Areas Kitchen Living room Bedroom Dining room
Den,

playroom Barn Automobile

12-State 51.7% 19.8% 17.4% 4.9% 2.1% 5.8% 21.7%

TSortheast 55.5 19.4 11.0 7.7 .6 4.5 18.7

Far West 49.7 . 21.7 18.6 3.8 2.1 5.1 23.6

South 43.3 22.5 19.3 3.8 2.1 2.6 20.6

Midwest 61.7 15.1 15.9 6.4 2.5 10.1 21.9

.rillllllilllllllllllllilililllliilllllllllillliillllllllilllliillliillllillliillliillllillillllllilll!^

fllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllilllllillllllilllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllP^

PERCENT FARM FAMILIES LISTENING BY DAY-PARTS

Morning Afternoon Evening ALL DAY

Weekday 63.37o 43.7% 33.9% 80.8%

Week-end day 58.5 42.7 36.0 78.2

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

RADIO SET OWNERSHIP BY FARM FAMILIES

AVERAGE NUMBER

OF SETS OWNED

% OWNING 2

OR MORE SETS

% OWNING 3

OR MORE SETS

% OWNING 4

OR MORE SETS

2.6 79.3 45.6 21.5

iiiiiiuiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii liiiiiiiiiii II iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

ALL DATA ABOVE comes from Radio Advertising Bureau, is based on Pulse survey of farm families in 12 states during July, November and Decembf

1957. Chart on location of listening shows percent of farm families which listen during weekdays in various spots. Chart on listening by day-par

shows percent which listen during time indicated. States included: N. Y., Colo., Calif., Wash., Fla., Miss., N. C, Tex., III., la., Kans., Wis.
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of the total

automotive gross sales

are made in the

KEYSTONE COVERAGE AREA!
• Eighteen and one half BILLIONS of DOLLARS in

automobiles and accessories are purchased in areas cov-

ered by Keystone stations.

We'll be happy to send you our just completed

KEYSTONE AUTOMOTIVE STUDY and our latest

STATION LIST. Write to our nearest office:

CHICAGO NEW YORK LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO
111 W.Washington St. 527 Madison Ave. 3142 Wilshire Blvd. 57 Post St.

STate 2-8900 ELdorado 5-3720 DUnkirk 3-2910 SUtter 1-7440

DETROIT Penobscot Building

• TAKE YOUR CHOICE. A handful of stations or the network ... a minute or a full hour-it's
up to you. your needs.

• MORE FOR YOUR DOLLAR. No ptemium cost for individualized programming. Network
coverage for less than some "spot" costs.

• ONE ORDER DOES THE JOB. All bookkeeping and details are done by Keystone, yet the best
lime and place are chosen lor you
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FARM MARKET BASICS
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^^

I FARMER'S 'LEVEL OF LIVING' VARIES BY AGE AND EDUCATION

BY EDUCATION

% farm homes with Total
Less than
9 grades 9-12 Over 12

ELECTRICITY 94% 92% 98% 100%

TELEPHOISE 52 40 66 75

AUTO 74 66 86 96

MECHAJSICAL
REFRIGERATION 90 88 97 98

HOME FREEZER 39 31 50 57

POWER WASHER 84 81 90 91

TV 53 46 63 76

RUNNING WATER 64 52 81 90

FLUSH TOILET 50 38 67 84

BY AGE OF FARMER

Under 25 25-44 44-64 65 & over

96% 96% 95% 89%

44 52 51 47

65 85 75 58

93 93 90 85

33 44 40 26

72 89 85 73

42 61 53 40

55 67 64 57

40 51 51 45

= Source: U. S. Bept. of Agriculture, 1956. Percent ownership by farm operator families of home facilities and appliances.

illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^^ iiiii

pllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilll^

I HOW FARM AISD NON-FARM FAMILIES

I DIVIDE THEIR SPENDING

= Category

I FOOD, BEVERAGES

I HOUSING

I CLOTHING

I TRANSPORTATION

I MEDICAL CARE

I RECREATION

iliiiiiil II

ONE FARM WORKER FEEDS 23 OTHER
AMERICANS

Farm

%
Non-Farm
%

31 31

21 28

17 12

14 14

9 5

6 6

= Year

OTHER

Persons supported
per farm worker

Total farm
employment
(millions)

Total U.S.

population
(millions)

4.12 2.4 9.6

4.18 5.7 23.3

5.57 10.1 50.3

7.07 13.6 92.4

9.75 12.5 123.1

10.69 11.0 132.1

15.49 9.3 151.7

19.76 8.2 165.3

23.55 7.6 170.5

Source; Dept. of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii»^

1820

1850

1880

1910

1930

1940

1950

1955

1957

Source: U. S. Dept. of Agriculture

III

1958

lilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllP^

THE FARM IS BECOMING CONTINUALLY MORE MECHANIZED I

Year Tractors Trucks Autos
Grain

combines
Corn
pickers

Milking
machines

Pickup
balers

Forage
Harvesters

1910 1 50 1 12 ....

1920 246 139 2,146 4 10 55

1930 920 900 4,135 61 50 100

1940 1,545 1,047 4,144 190 110 175

1950 3,394 2,207 4,199 714 456 636 196 81

1955 4,345 2,701 4,258 980 688 712 448 202

4.685 3,000 4,260 1,040 745 725 590 255 I

g Source: U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. Motor vehicles and specified macliines on farms. All figures are In thousands. Tractors exclude steam and garden types. g
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^^
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[the medium
{Continued from page 39)

Minutes for advertisers are sold

in groups of three or six with specific

positions available. While the sta-

tion was a little concerned about ad-

vertiser reaction, Morris Kellner,

head of Katz Agency radio sales,

reports its concern turned out to be

unwarranted. The regular advertisers

remained and the station even picked

ii|) a little extra business.

Tile music worked into the morning

hour is described as popular with a

"country" flavor. It is not country

music in the often-understood sense

of that term, however. It could better

be described as "tunes of yesteryear,"

which would cover popular hits of

the last decade or two. The impor-

tant thing is that the music is palat-

able to both urban and rural tastes

—

a solution not hard to come by these

days with the farmer developing a

pronounced urbanized attitude toward

his entertainment.

One of the most significant bits of

evidence on the changing nature of

the farmer's musical tastes was

turned up by WIBC. Indianapolis.

The station had been doing area

Pulse studies for a number of years.

Since these studies generally give area

totals, stations cannot always tell how
specific areas compare in audience

size. Because the station had added

a farm director and for other reasons,

WIBC management this year had its

area study broken down.

The breakdown was originally in-

tended for internal use. its purpose

to see whether the urban music

beamed to the station's 46-county

area was popular in small towns, and

among rural and farm people. Re-

cause of the results, WIBC gleefully

released the figures.

These showed indisputable proof

that rural families liked what they

heard on WIBC. During the tradi-

tional farm periods I 6-6:30 a.m. and

12:30-1 p.m.) the rural audience was
about twice that in the station's home
county. But even in the six other

time blocks covering the station's

broadcast day, there were more rural

homes tuning into WIBC than in the

home county.

The study evoked this comment
from Welles Barnett of the John
Blair Co.: "Now, I can say with

absolute assurance that people on
farms go for the same music as peo-

ple in the cities."

Ifs

the

Truth!

THESE MIDDLE GEORGIA FARMERS

HAVE MDIVEY ID SPE^D IVOW!

1958 Farm ineotne . . . $200,000,000

AND THEY'RE SPEIVDmG IT!

1958 RETAIL SALES g^ UP SVl^O

FIRST HALF, 1959, SALES UP 11%

GET YDLH SHARE DP THIS

MULTI-MILLIDM DDLLAR FARM
MARKET

BUY THE STATION CITED
FOR SERVICE TO AGRICULTURE!

"SEE YOl/R AVERY
KIVODEL MAIS TODAY"

5D,D0D WATTS

EDS

MAEDIV, GEORGIA
10,000 mOHTTlME
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Distinguished

Service Award

to

''Bob'' Bailey
Richland County Farm Agent

The distinguished service award

of the National Association of

County Agents was given to Mr.

Robert W. "Bob" Bailey for the

outstanding job he has done in

helping Richland County farmers

operate their farms on a profit

making basis.

Congratulations to Mr. Bailey

on a richly deserved honor. We
are proud that he has been giv-

ing WIS listeners advice and in-

formation for 14 years.

If you want to sell the farm

audience, get the full story on

Bob Bailey and other top farm

specialists exclusive on WIS.

Call your PCW Colonel.

COLUMBIA, S.C.
NBC • 560 KC • 5000 WATTS

C. Richard Shafto, Exec. Vice President

W. Frank Harden, Managing Director

An intriguing part of this study

were the answers to a question put

to a sub-sample of 130 farm homes
regarding their program likes and

dislikes. While 27% of the families

said they preferred weathercasts and

25% said they liked market reports,

only 2.3% preferred "farm pro-

grams." Exactly what was meant by

this it is hard to say but it is clear

that weather and market reports were

not included. It is likely that WIBC's
farm audience was talking about

farm interviews and "talk" shows.

The answers fit in nicely with the

more progressive theories about the

kind of programing that farmers will

go for. Briefly, the "progressives"

call for less talk and more service,

tighter production, sharp and punchy

farm segment and pop music. The

WIBC study found 48% of its re-

spondents preferring the pop variety,

but here again the term is subject to

interpretation. There is a school of

thought that feels farm audiences

will accept the so-called "Top 40"

format principally because, as one

broadcaster put it, "after all, young

farm families are not far away from

their teens."

There are many reservations about

a best-seller music format, however.

One adman sees the "Top 40" tide

receding. He is Charles "Chuck"

Forbes, farm specialist in Gardner

Advertising's tv/radio production de-

partment. Forbes said:

"We're confident that within the

coming months advertisers will see a

change from the "Top 40" rock-and-

roll routine toward a streamlined

version of block programing as we

knew it in the 40's. There will be

music and news but also variety and

a change in pace which will permit

farm radio to come back into its own
in proper balance within the frame-

work of good station programing.

This trend is already noticeable in

the South and there's every reason

to believe it will soon become a fac-

tor with stations throughout the coun-

try."

Another negative comment about

"Top 40" comes from J. Harry

Varner, advertising manager of the

Armour Agricultural Chemical Co.

He says:

"I should think that the "Top 40"

radio formula could have the same

impact on farm teen-agers as it does

on teen-agers in the city. However,

I am highly doubtful that it is an

effective means of reaching the

farmer himself by a manufacturer oi

farin production items, such as feed

and fertilizer."

All the foregoing comments about

farm programing should not be in-

terpreted to mean that conventional

programing is not doing a job or thai

it won't be able to do a job in the

future. Nothing can be farther from

the truth. Most farm programing is

(by definition) conventional anc

many farm programs together witPj

the farm directors who run them arf

doing effective work for farm adver,

tisers. And they are continuing tc

attract top audiences.

One station which comes under th(

heading of conventional farm pro

graming outlets is WHO, Des Moines!

The station had sponsored the well

known Whan studies on Iowa's t\

and radio audience for years but thii

year had Pulse undertake a 93-count)

area study. A separate farm honi(

breakout covering farm listenin{

times showed the station commonly

garnered ratings of 10 to 15.

Still, change 15 in the wind and no

body can be immune from its effects

particularly the advertiser. For som(

years now, the trend has been awai

from sponsoring programs to buyinj

announcements. During the last yea

this trend continued.

One of the benefits of flexible buy

ing via announcements is illustratec

by the new buying pattern of Ameri

can Salt Corp. of Kansas City, manu
facturers of livestock salt and minera

mixtures. American Salt's radi(

schedule, via the Dow Co., formerl;

consisted of fixed time spots on fou

radio stations in four different state

on a 52-weeks-per-year basis. B;

changing to weekly packages on ai

in-and-out schedule (about one weel

out of every month), American Sa^

was able to increase its coverage ti

22 stations without increasing it

dollar expenditures.

Flexibility has always been thi

big plus of farm radio, whether thi

advertiser bought programs or an

nouncements. In addition to spo

radio's general flexibility, there's thi

fact that farm markets differ S(

greatly and seasonal patterns are S(

pronounced.

Listen to these questions put b^'

Sander Allen, Inc., agency for Velsicoi

Chemical Corp., which makes Heptai

chlor, an ingredient used in branded

agricultural insecticides: "How del
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THAT HELLUVA SALESMAN

noYD
SELLS

m STEEL

Audience

identification

of this

trademark
jumped

41.8%
after exposure

on

Kel-O-Land's

TV Hookup!
(as reported in Television Magazine)

THE FERTILE TEST MARKET

OF MAJOR INDUSTRIES

KELOLAND HOOKUP CBS ABC NBC

KElOtv

KDLO »

SIOUX FALLS; and boosters

Aberdeen-HuronWatertown

PierreValentineChamberlaJn

General Offices: Sioux Foils, S.D.

JOE FLOYD, Prasideni

Evans Nord, Gen. Mgr.

Larry Bentson, Vice-Pres.

REPRESENTED BY H-R
In Minneapolis by Wayne Evons & Assoc.

you plan an advertising program if

you have a seasonal product put don't

know when the season will occur?

How do you advertise a dozen dif-

ferent product uses in 20 different

areas that range in size from several

states to one county? How do you

reach an audience that's hard at work

during the best selling season? How
do you handle special programs that

go from sales department to conclu-

sion in two or three weeks? For

Velsicol Chemical Corp., the answer

to all these questions is radio."

Further explanation comes from

Velsicol's ad manager, L. E. Carls,

who says, "We advertise Heptachlor

to back up customers who use it in

brand name insecticides and to help

local dealers. Naturally, we want to

advertise it strongly in areas that

have a heavy insect infestation. Be-

cause we don't always know where

and when an outbreak will occur, we

often rely on radio's fast action."

Carls says it's not unusual for the

agency to phone a script to several

stations in one afternoon so that a

campaign can be started the following

morning. During the course of a

year, Velsicol uses as many as 1,000

spots in selected farm areas.

Heptachlor is best used during or

just prior to planting. This is a

farmer's busy time and he is, con-

sequently, hard to reach. "Radio,

though," says the agency, "follows

the farmer wherever he goes."

Though Velsicol has no set sched-

ules, it has a "loyal working ar-

rangement" with about 50 stations

throughout the country, using the

same stations whenever it comes back

into an area that has been covered

in previous years.

John J. Mojonniers of Sander Allen

points out that Velsicol's farni ad-

vertising consists of many regional

programs. A typical example is its

Midwest Soil Insect Program for

Heptachlor. The 1960 program uses

13 radio stations and two tv stations

to cover all of Iowa and parts of

Illinois, Nebraska and South Dakota.

One minute live announcements
are used and the farm director gets

background information on the prod-

uct to assure favorable mentions.

"Almost all of these spots are run
near news and weather broadcasts or

farm price reports or other pro-

graming that is of special interest to

farmers." explains Mojonniers. "Oc-
casionallv we are able to time the an-

nouncements to precede or follow a

program sponsored by one of the

companies that sells trade name
Heptachlor formulations and this

makes a very effective tie-in."

One of the reasons farm broad-

casting's flexibility is so important

is that farm magazines don't have it.

Armour's Varner says, "We use farm

radio in areas where we need inten-

sive coverage to complement the

broad coverage given us by farm

magazines; and in situations where

great geographic flexibility is de-

sired."

Northrup, King, seed firm, uses,

in a manner of speaking, the flexi-

bility of farm radio to strengthen its

own farm radio schedule. K. H.

Erickson, marketing-advertising di-

rector, reports, "We are using farm

broadcasting as a year round um-

brella of product coverage in areas

where adequate stations, programing

and personnel cover our sales areas. In

others, we are doing supplementary

spot programs during peak sales

periods of special products."

Flexibility implies, among other

things, a variety of choices. Adver-

tisers are divided on the subject of

whether there are enough good farm

programs around but the quarrel

centers basically around the inter-

pretation of the word "good."

The dispute also suggests that

farm broadcasting could attract more
money with more or improved pro-

graming. Here's what Edwin H.

Ginn, manager of agricultural adver-

tising for Hercules Powder Co., has

to say:

"In our experience, farm programs

of value vary greatly from area to

area. In some locations we have our

choice of several good radio or tv

programs. In other locations we have

no choice at all. Generally speaking,

there are too few bona fide farm pro-

grams. There is no doubt we would

budget more money for radio or tv if

satisfactory programs were avail-

able."

Adman Dow, six of whose eight

farm clients use farm radio and 40%
of whose billings goes into farm

radio, finds the availability situation

no problem. He says, "This agency

experiences no difficulty in obtaining

excellent spot availabilities, even on

a weekly package basis. It seems to

be almost always possible to buy

good spots between 6 and 8 a.m."
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"Wow! How about

the dramatic

growth of audience

on KEWB?!"

"It's no surprise to

me. I was one of the

smart ones who
bought KEWB first.

Creative, business-

like management;

exciting program-

ming and hard-

hitting promotion

like KEWB's always

builds fast audience

acceptance."

,_^AN/V^

Does Hooper tell Pulse? Look for yourself at

their July-August reports. . .and see that both

services agree on the smashing, significant and

colorful increase in the KEWB "Big Bay Radio"

audience.

So buy KEWB first ... and be big in the Bay Area.

KEWB
Bermuda Building • 2150 Franklin • Oakland 12, California • EX 7-2891 • TE 60910

ROBERT M. PURCELL, president MILTON H. KLEIN, general manager

THE KflTZ AGENCY, INC., national sales representatives

A Service of Crowell-Collicr

KEWB
Channel 91

San Frnncinco
Oakland

K F V» B
Channel .9.?

Los A ngelca

KOBKKT .\I, ITKCKI.I,
President

and
General Manager
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(Division Stauffer-Copper Publications)

Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

There will always be the problem

of popular periods sold out. The

classic steps in farm radio time-

buying in such situations are fol-

lowed by Hercules. Ginn explains,

"Where a good farm director exists

we attempt to sponsor a segment of

his farm show, or to buy partici-

pating spots within the format of

the show. In cases where there is no

farm director, we will try first for a

farm news program or a weather pro-

gram scheduled to reach a sizable

farm audience. As a last resort, we
will buy spots adjoining news or

weather."

On the other hand, Armour buys

the traditional early morning and

noon periods but finds that weather

and news shows are just as effective

as farm news programs when they

fall in farm listening periods.

There has been some talk about a

"retrenchment" of farm radio pro-

graming. This became news when
Maynard Speece of WCCO. Minne-

apolis, president of the National As-

sociation of Television & Radio Farm
Directors, wrote a letter to the FCC
on 2 March expressing concern

about "what appears to be a trend

to discontinue farm broadcasting."

Speece named names. Of the four

stations cited, three denied, when

queried by SPONSOR, any implications

of farm radio cutbacks and one noted

that it had not carried any farm pro-

graming for six years.

Admen questioned by SPONSOR

were not aware of any farm radio

retrenchment. One said that, on the

basis of a comparison between 1954

and 1959, there was "some" retrench-

ment but "I don't believe it is as

great as it may seem, due to the trend

away from programs and toward

spots."

Erickson of Northrup, King re-

plied: "I do not feel there has been

any retrenchment by farm stations

but rather a "shaking out" of some of

those programs and stations that

were not as basically and funda-

mentally keyed to the farm market

as others."

If Erickson is correct, the shakeout

should leave the medium stronger,

what with these weak sisters no

longer tarnishing its image. Farm
radio can thus build on a more solid

base. With farm tv's future still

before it, the farm broadcast busi-

ness has a promising future in the

60's. ^

HESS & CLARK
[Continued from page 42)

tion in St. Louis. During the three-

day conclave 50,000 hard-cooked eggs

(the term is apparently preferred to

"hard-boiled") were distributed to

the accompaniment of varied fanfare.

About 5,000 poultrymen and hatch-

ery owners from all over the U.S.

visited St. Louis for the poutry con-

gress and watched this promotion

in progress. The promotion, handled

by Hess & Clark's agency, Klau-Van

Pietersom-Dunlap, along with client

representatives got involved in all

sorts of community activities. Promi-

nent local personalities on hand for

the shindig were presented with gift

baskets of eggs by four members of

Foley's square dancing team from his

tv program. The promotion got pub-

licity breaks in newspapers and also

some air time. One of the highlights

of the tv coverage was a five-minute

description of it on NBC TV's Today.

In addition to the gift presentations,

eggs were distributed in the lobbies

of hotels, in and around Kiel Audi-

torium, in restaurants and in other

public places.

Red Foley himself, along with other

members of his organization, was on

hand signing autographs and the like.

Billboards were posted featuring a

picture of the entertainer and the egg

promotion slogan.

An appreciative comment on the

promotion came from Don Turnbull,

executive secretary of American Poul-

try Hatchery Federation: "There has

never been another project which

could match 'the golden goodness of

eggs' at any industry convention in

the U.S."

As the result of the smashing suc-

cess in St. Louis, the client was asked

to bring the promotion to the Indi-

ana State Fair held in Indianapolis

early in September. Hess & Clark was

only too happy to oblige. In addi-

tion to the same hoopla and Foley's

troupe, Art Linkletter and Rosemary

Clooney were on hand to participate.

By this time, radio farm directors had

become aware of what was happen-

ing. Many of those who came to the

fair from various parts of Indiana

and did shows on the fair grounds

included coverage of the promotion.

Next came the Dixie Poultry Show

at Asheville, N. C. Here, the client

—but by this time you should get the

general idea. ^^
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"Listen to this, Bill", said tlie WeeReBeL as he sat on the desk to chat with Bill Hinman,

Lambert 4 Feasley, Inc., New York.

Have you heard what the UleeReBel

said to lambert & Feasley?
"We re a combination hard to heat..."

Metropolitan Columbus, Georgia is the 25th market in the U. S. for per family income
...over a million people can watch us in our 17 county coverage area...
WRBL-TV and WRBL Radio are the stations that consistently pay off for advertisers.

CALL HOLLINGBERY for top ratings, rate details . . . package plans . . . market

data . . . programming information . . . penetration data . . . and prime availabHitics.

WRBL
TV-CHANNEL 4 • RADIO-5000 WATTS

aioiuniBUS, CH.®
Represented by George P. Hollingbery Co
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Audience

How much money did you spend

for food and groceries

in the past seven days?

WWDC Homes Total Sample % WWDC above or

below Total Sample

Less than $21 21.4% 26.9% -20.5%

$21-$29 29.4% 32.4% - 9.3%

$30-$39 37.8% 31.0% +21.9%
$40 and over 11.5% 9.7% + 18.6%

What kind of people are WWDC listeners? We know from PULSE rating surveys that they

give us the greatest total share of audience in the Washington, D. C. metropolitan area. But

we wanted to know more about them personally—so we had PULSE do a special Audience

Image Study. The profile that emerged is most revealing. Take the matter of groceries.

215,763 WWDC homes spend $30 or more a week for food . . . 40.5% above the total sample

average. Doesn't this give you food for thought? (Next month: TRAVEL).WWDC
Radio Washington . . . the station that keeps people in mind
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What's happening in U. S. Governmenf

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

KHrs^^mc:IP WASHINGTON WEEK
24 OCTOBER 1959 The big quiz show Congressional blow-off turns more and more into a get-the-

copyright 1959 networks deal.

SPONSOR One staff member of the House Commerce Legislative Oversight subcommittee

PUBLICATIONS INC. icveals that the lawmakers are weighing a call for testimony from NBC p.r. chief Sid Eigus

and perhaps other NBC execs. The $64,000 question is slated to be: why NBC was allegedly

more worried about hushing up charges against "21" than in investigating them for truth.

This, despite the fact that this point was already explained by previous NBC testimony

to the effect that the only charges were brought by contestant Herbert Stempel. And that

Dan Enright had a signed statement and submitted a tape recording from Stempel "admitting"

falsity of charges.

Talk about legislation to deal with the specific subject of rigging quizzers, current

when the subcommittee started its hearings, has almost entirely faded away. Subcommit-

tee members are now speaking in terms of putting networks under regulation, and they

pointedly say that even independent program packagers should come under licensing-

regulation.

The NAB sectional meetings were kicked off in Washington, as usual. This time there

was much preoccupation with the dangers of government program supervision

rising out of the quiz show mess.

A Fellows speech, a McGannon promise that the Tv Code Board would consider code

revisions to take care of such matters in the future, and a warning speech by FTC chairman

Kintner, all went to the same point.

FCC chairman Doerfer added a speech at the RTNDA meeting in New Orleans, in which

he blasted threats that the dead hand of government would be placed over tv pro-

graming, but warned of the possibility.

In short, the administrative agencies don't want to undertake any excursions into censor-

ship, but pressure is growing in Congress. And it is the Congress which sets out the

groundrules for the agencies to follow.

The threat is still just a threat, and there is plenty of time for broadcasting industry ef-

forts to turn the tide. Even considering the fact that the Harris subcommittee gets another

chance at making headlines starting 2 November.

Assuming the worst, however, the position of sponsors in the new picture would be a

question mark. It can probably be assumed that they will be affected thuswise: freedom
in supplying their choice of programs.

The Department of Agriculture stuck its nose into the relative value of the vari-

ous news media for food advertisers, and almost had its nose taken off by angry
broadcasters: a USDA publication, summarizing a study, said that newspapers give adver.

tisers the best forum in the food field.

S. Q. Hoobler, who headed up the survey, immediately explained that the article in the

publication was "misleading," that the statements to which broadcasters objected were
"taken out of context.'*

He said the survey clearly stated that few radio or tv stations engage to any extent in

food programing, that housewives consequently get most of their food information from news-

papers, and that where broadcasters do feature food it was found that their stations

do much better in this field.
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Marketing tools, trends, news,

in syndication and commercials

FILM-SCOPE
24 OCTOBER 1959

C«*yrlght l»59

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

Tobacco money is one of the fastest growing areas of syndication support this

season.

CNP, for example, reports that $347,600 has been spent in its Not For Hire by L & M,

Oasis, Chesterfield, Reynolds, R. J. Dun cigars, and Old Golds.

MGM's long-awaited full scale plunge into tv is slated for the 1960-61 season

in which 13 properties will be brought forth under a prudent investment strategy

guided by a four-way insurance policy.

Here are the basic safeguards MGM-TV will use to minimize risky outlays:

1) Pilot production on order only: MGM-TV won't try to make either pilots or

series without underwriting from a network or advertiser.

2) Adaptations of feature films: Four of these may be Asphalt Jungle, Dr. Kildare,

National Velvet and Father of the Bride.

3) Literary properties: Three of this group are Agatha Christie, P. S. from Paris

(based on Art Buchwald), and Mystery Street (using MGM-purchased properties).

4) Staying out of syndication: For the time being, MGM-TV won't put on a syn-

dication field sales force and intends to stay out of non-network selling.

So far MGM-TV's only production expense is $21,000 for a 43-minute slide motion sound

film presentation. (More details in FILM WRAP-UP, page 70.)

More than a dozen syndicated shows have already earned themselves perpetual

status because of their juvenile appeal in re-runs, and the fact that there's a new
children's audience every few seasons.

Among these hardy perennials are: Abbott & Costello, Amos & Andy, Badge 714, Cisco

Kid, Gene Autry, Hopalong Cassidy, I Led Three Lives, Jungle Jim, Looney Tunes, Mr. &

Mrs. North, Our Miss Brooks, Popeye, San Francisco Beat, Sheena, and Victory at Sea.

The new importance of 7:00 p.m. time periods in syndication scheduling may
alter programing conceptions and assist program types such as the "^daylight ad-

venture," or outdoor action show.

This type can be programed early, is acceptable to adult viewers, and is also interesting

to younger audiences, as contrasted to the '*nighttime adventure," which is more ma-

ture and more sophisticated.

An extra benefit of "daylight adventure" accrues to the syndicator since many are

cheaper to make than studio-filmed shows and do as well or even better in ratings; some

are estimated to be budgeted at $22,500 average.

58

Wherever video-tape facilities are available, they appear to completely replace

film in certain areas of station program production.

A survey of 100 stations made by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. revealed these average

public service production uses of live, tape and film:

• Production was 70% live and 30% film at non-tape stations.

• Production was 70% live and 30% tape at tape-equipped stations.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

RCA Victor is subsidizing an o&o of its family rival, CBS, to arrange for cer-

tain local shows to be carried in color.

KNXT, Los Angeles, is getting $500 a week to colorcast its feature film series, Satur-

day Color Theater.

RCA Distributing Corp. purchased two spots a week for 12 weeks and is understood to

be paying around $280 a week for time.

This amounts to a 180% bonus that an RCA subsidiary is paying to a CBS-

owned station to transmit feature films in color.

Westinghouse is attracting national advertising coin with its unusual syndica-

tion operation, which offers special programing plus guaranteed prime time

periods.

Its Civil War series is almost sold out on its own stations to these five advertisers: Gen-

eral Foods, Duke cigarettes, General Mills, Renault and Nationwide Insurance.

A second area of Westinghouse activity is its cultural exchange program with ATV Ltd.,

the British commercial network, whereby Westinghouse gets a series of Michael Reddington

productions, some of them on controversial subjects; these films will also likely be distrib-

uted to non-Westinghouse outlets.

A number of syndicators have become aware that it's impolitic to discuss openly

new shows, in most cases, until at least a regional sale has been made.

One reason is: The record of the past six months points up that syndication abandons

some two-thirds of all the shows that are publicly offered to the trade.

A check on a list of 30 new shows announced this past spring (FILM-SCOPE, 2 May)

indicates that fewer than 10 have made any sales progress to date.

One solution to this disturbing situation is this: A growing reluctance by syndicators

to discuss openly new projects and even completed pilots.

Keeping careful wraps on new shows keeps the product fresh in pitches to agency buyers,

and also allows the companies to dispose of unsuccessful pilots and blueprints dis-

creetly in private.

Tape syndication got a boost last week when NTA made a daytime strip sale

of the Mike Wallace Interview to IGA stores for WKY-TV, Oklahoma City.

To assist the show, Wallace will make commercials, appear personally in Oklahoma City

and do a special program on state Governor Edmondson.

Wally Ross has completed a tour of European commercials festivals and has

returned to New York to carry out plans for an American commercials show next

April.

Some salient differences in such a proposed U. S. commercials festival may be these,

according to Ross:

• It would be the first commercials show anywhere to highlight tape commercials, although

film commercials will naturally be included.

• Commercials would be reviewed from the agency and/or client viewpoint, rather than

the producer's point of view.

• Competition categories may be the seller's products or services, unlike foreign festivals

which judge according to technical specifications.
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

SPONSOR HEARS
24 OCTOBER 1959 Agency specialists on new business see little prospect of major account turn-

cepyriBht 1959 ovcr for the next six months or so.

The reason: The big ones are doing too well with sales. The time they usually look

for a scapegoat is when the curve is downward or static.

Schenley, apparently, hasn't given up on getting a hearing for its jingley ode to

Friendly Schenley P.A. in radio: it's pitching the thing via BBDO to Ohio stations.

The distiller did the same with Pennsylvania broadcasters in August but the response

wasn't quite friendly. The stations there deemed it a case of round-about image pro-

jection.

For an interesting contrast of what's happened to program costs over the past 10
years in live tv take the Ford series in NBC Tuesday nights.

The average gross for a dramatic program in this series is $230,000.

Back in 1949 when K&E produced the Ford Television Theatre (one hour) these were

some of the production chits that went to the client:

Arsenic and Old Lace, $20,958.86; One Sunday Afternoon, $22,191.07; Outward
Bound, $21,259.37; The Silver Cord, $16,530.62; Night Must Fall, $18,626.01; The

Man Who Came to Dinner, $19,130,89; Years Ago, $17,220.

There are still some vestiges of the old-line tv pitchmen to be found in the business.

Travelling agencymen tell of one who makes a habit of wearing his American Legion

cap when putting on his routine for a local discount house.

NBC Spot Sales is capitalizing on some of the sales ammunition that magazines

have been using with advertisers.

Singling out an account exclusively committed to magazines, the network's spot arm citei

the caliber of noting and reading figures Starch gives that advertiser's ads and com-

pares these with the manifoldly more impressions that are obtainable for the same
money in spot.

They're finding the pickings tougher but the tv time barter boys who specialize in

station equipment are as active as ever.

In return for blocks of time at 60% of the net card rates they're offering among

other things video-tape machines, Zoomar lenses and even mobile units.

A form of barter that does seem to be spreading is the exchange of promotion

spots between tv stations and the sellers of billboards and carcards.

They're usually according to each other's rate and, in some instances, if the parties

have local agencies the commissions are protected.
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IN DETROtt-
YOU KNOW WHERE YOU'RE GOING WITH

WJBKrTV
CBS PROGRAMMING • CHANNEL 2

Sales are UP in booming Detroit

Dept. Store Sales UP 17%
New Car Sales UP 97%
Employment UP 9%
Car and Truck Output UP 90%,

(Sept. '59 vs Sept. '58 - Detroit Board of ("oinmerce)

And UP is definitely the word for

WJBK-TV viewers

June and July ARB ratings

were both 35.2% of audience.

August is Up to 36.5%—28% higher

than any other Detroit station.

(Second to only one CBS station in the country

for audience share in 4-or-more station markets)

You know where your audience

and sales are going with WJBK-TV—
They're going UP!

a STORER station

CALL KATZ
STORER NATL SALES OFFICES

6'25 Madison Ave., N.Y. 2i

230 N. MichiRan Ave.
Chicago i
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With conimercials becoming more elaborate, SPONSOR ASKS:

What's new in film commercial i

With a broadening range in tv

film facilities and more creative

leeway, commercial producers

discuss new production methods

Gerald Hirschfeld, A.S.C., v.p., MPO
Television Films, Inc., New York-Hollywood

Greater theatricality, production

coordination and use of new process

photography techniques—these are

Greater

theatricality,

use of process

photography

three of the elements currently

making possible better and different

filmed commercials for television.

The time element is the greatest

limitation on theatricality in commer-

cials. Sixty seconds is a short time

in which to tell a product's story.

much less create an arresting dra-

matic situation to stimulate audi-

ence interest. But we note a trend

toward agencies devoting as much
as 30 seconds of a spot to "situation

"

sequences in which the film producer

can harness theatrical film techniques

in direction, composition and imagi-

native lighting. These sequences

often do not mention the product.

but set the stage for the best possible

introduction of the "sell" sequence in

the latter portions of the spot. To
insure authenticity, many of these

theatrical spots are shot on location.

Elaborate production coordination

techniques are making possible today

rapid filming of commercials that

would have been difficult and time-

consuming only a few years ago. An
intricate spot filmed by MPO for the

Dreyfus Fund, Inc. was filmed using

tight New York-Hollywood coordi-

nation. Wall Street background was

shot in actual location, with Holly-

wood consulted on questions of angle

and perspective, so when footage ar-

rived on the West Coast (where the

Dreyfus lion resides) MPO studios

were prepared with an accurate setup

for filming of foreground action.

Finally, imaginative use of process

photography is making possible the

creation of highly unusual commer-

cials at great savings in cost and

time. MPO's patented Spectrumatte

process, for example, enabled the

filming of a Maidenform "dream"
scene in which a girl is seen floating

up through the air alongside a sky-

scraper. In this case, actual staging

of the sequence would have created

a safety hazard in addition to high

location costs. But with Spectrumatte,

the girl was filmed in the studio

against infra-red background and the

footage was combined with the back-

ground filmed on location. Production

values in all cases are identical with

actual photography of a real scene.

With Spectrumatte the only limita-

tion is the copywriter's imagination.

Fred Levinson, exec, producer. Trans-

film-Wylde Animation, New York

There's not much creative leeway

All-art visuals

in squeeze

commercial

method

in the production of I.D.'s, but

Horton, Church & Goff, Inc., the

Providence ad agency, had the right

idea for its client Page & Shaw. The

candy maker was entering tv for the

first time and we were commissioned

by the agency to produce four I.D.

commercials. The technique chosen

was "visual squeeze." But, the

agency went two steps further than

the present users of squeeze.

Page & Shaw became the first user

of all-art visuals in its squeeze com-

mercials. Heretofore, we had used

either still photos alone or in com-

bination with line art drawings.

Second, and perhaps more signifi-

cant, the agency allowed us to tap a

fresh resource for art. From the

ranks of Mad comics, with its mas-

sive circulation, we hired one of their

top illustrators. Bill Elder, whose

unique and whimsical style has never

before been used in the tv medium.
We adapted his characters to Page

& Shaw's story boards and believe

we have created commercials well out

of the me-too class of I.D.'s.

There have been isolated cases of

other clients using print media car-

toonists for tv commercials. In past

years, I have employed a Saturday

Evening Post cartoonist for several

jobs. Transfilm used England's popu-

lar Punch cartoonist Ronald Searle

for a fihn which appeared on .Tersey

Standard's anniversary show. But,

the practice has not received the in-

dustry support it deserves, and I

believe it is a loss both to sponsors

and to the tv medium itself. Why?
When a sponsor buys a cartoon

style which is easily recognized and

pre-sold (Partch, Addams, etc.) he

is, in effect, also buying an endorse-

ment for his product. And, he is

buying the most important element of

all, the means to command attention.

These art styles, some well-known and
others less-known—but all unique

—

now fill magazines and newspapers.

Such cartoons have proven popu-

larity and, once brought to life via

the animator's brush, can become

strong allies in a commercial cam-

paign. They further enable the spon-

sor to have a logical and beneficial

tie-in between tv and print media.

With more agency and sponsor

encouragement, the spot producer

can certainly bring a new and valu-

able look to animated cartoons.

William Van Praag, pres.. Van Praag

Productions, New York

Commercial production has reached

new heights in creativity and imagi-

nation. A three-way wedding of
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BEST SELLER IN HOUSTON

echniques'

advertising copy, precision editing

and creative production earmark the

commercial of today. In fact, very

Techniques

better coordi-

nated with com-

mercial story

often today's commercials get more

critical acclaim than the programs on

which they appear.

In the early days, tv film commer-

cials offered a f^eld day to the film

technician. Pictures popped, rippled

wiped and exploded. They buzzed

with effects and ranted and raved.

They were good commercials in their

time—but the times have changed.

Today's commercials must have a

total appeal. No longer is an effect,

optical or otherwise, sufficient unto

itself. The commercial concept is

one of a completely coordinated unit.

The various commercial techniques

are no longer individually significant.

They must be blended together by

the producer. Music, words and

effects must creatively fit picture and

action. All must be fully exploited

and mixed with rhythm and pace to

deliver the necessary commercial

story. Yet the interrelationship and

flow of the elements must be natural

and real. The viewer's senses must

be stimulated as a whole so that he

actually "feels" not just views the

commercial. Reach the people com-

pletely—move them to action—and

you've sold them.

The power of the new approach

Ues in the producer's deft handling

of his medium. His aim is total sense

effectiveness on the viewer. Stimulate

them and sell them. This is the pro-

ducer's creative challenge of the day.

Harold E. Wondsel, i>res., Wondsel

Carlisle & Dunphy, New York

WCD has developed, if not a new

{Please turn to page 75)

,alii'

iM

IB 0!

VENDING

KiNIIZ
Houston's^. 24-Hour

--Music a)idJI'ews-

American Airlines

American Lamb Council

Armour Company
Arthur Murray

Baker's Hair Tonic

Ben-Gay

B.C.

Blackberry Julep Quicktoil

Blue Crosi

Borden's Evaporated Milk

Bromo-Seltzer

Busch Bavarian Beer

Cadillac

Camel Cigarettes

Champion Spark Plugs

Chevrolet

Cook Book Bread

Cream of Wheat

Dash Dog Food

Economics labs

Evereody Batteries

Folstaff Brewing

Feenomint and Chooz

Folger's Coffee

Ford Cars Q-Tips

Ford Trucks Ralston Corn Chex

Gillette Safety Raior Royco

Hormel Packing Co. R.C. Colo

Hostess Oonuts Red Heart Dog Food

Jones Blair Paints Riviera Cigarettes

Kuhn Point Company

Ladies Home Journal

St. Joseph Aspirin

Schliti Beer

Lone Star Beer

Mercury

Seven-Eleven

Shulton Desert Flower

Hand and Body Lotion
Mexsana Powder

Mrs. Boird's Bread
Silk 'N Satin

Sinclair Oil

My-T-Fine jouthwestern Bell Telephone
National Airlines Stonbock

No-Doz Swell

Oak Forms Dairies Swifts Meats

Odorono Tompo Nugget Cigars

Pocquins Hand Cream Tennessee Life Insurance

Poll Mall Texas State Optical

Peocemoker Flour Tronn-Texas Airwoys

Pearl Beer Trig

Poll Porrot Shoes Winston Cigarettes

Prestone Anti-Freeie Wrigleys

National Reps-'-

THl Un AGENCY, Int.

• New York

• Chicago

• Detroit

• Atlanta

• St. Louis

• San Francisco

• Los Angeles

• Dallas

HOUSTON, CALL DAVE MORRIS JAckson 3-2581
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National and regional buys

in uork now or recently completed

Slf^fUP I
mjp-^^

TV BUYS
Best Foods Div. of Corn Products Co., Inc., New York: Campaign

for Nucoa margarine starts November. Schedules are for six weeks,

with daytime 60"s and prime 20's. Buyers: Lynn Salzberg and Jay

Walters. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York.

Bourjois, Inc., New York: Getting its pre-Christmas push ready in

100 markets for Evening In Paris Perfume. Schedules of daytime

and fringe night minutes start 30 November for three weeks. Buyer:

Anita Wasserman. Agency: Lawrence C. Gumbinner A. A., New York.

Quaker Oats Co., Chicago: Going into new southern markets for

Quaker Corn Meal, with some Negro stations being lined up. Minutes

and 20's will be used in the 37-week buy. Buyer: Marilyn McDermott.

Agency: John W. Shaw Adv., Chicago.

Armour & Co., Chicago: New activity on its Ham What Am canned

meat starts on or about 14 December in about 25 markets. Schedules

of day and night minutes, saturation as high as 90 per week in some

markets, are being placed. Buyer: Don Heller. Agency: N. W. Ayer

& Son, Phila.

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati: Adding schedules in scattered

markets for Crest toothpaste, using night minutes to run through

P&G contract year. Buyer: Larry Berdon. Agency: Benton & Bowles,

Inc., New York.

Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc., New York: Planning an 18-week cam-

paign in top markets for Vaseline hair tonic. Placements of day and

night minutes start 15 November. Buyer: Hal Commings. Agency:

Norman, Craig & Kummel. New York.

RADIO BUYS
John Morrell & Co., Chicago: Minutes and I.D.'s are being set in

about 50 markets for Red Heart Dog Food. Flights start early

November for six weeks, then return in January on a three-weeks in

and one-week out basis for about 36 weeks. This is not a renewal of

its big campaign last spring and, although many of the same markets

are being used, schedules are being treated as a new buy. Buyer: June

Nelson. Agency : John W. Shaw Adv., Chicago.

General Motors Corp., Detroit: L'sing broadcast schedules for the

first time to promote GM Fisher Body styles and construction. Two-

and three-week traffic and da\ runs of minutes and 30's are planned,

ranging from 18 to 100 per week per market. Starting date depends

on steel strike situation. Buyer: Mai Murray. Agency: Kudner

Agency, Inc., New York.

Stokely-Van Camp, In?., Indianapolis: Placing four four-week

flights for this year and next for Ping, Pong and Pi-Li fruit juices.

Schedules are for minutes, start early November. Buyer: Rudy
Bauniohl. Agency: Lennen & Newell, Inc., New York.
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What if you're out

to reach the

cotton pickin' set'

Is your market regional? Coverage
easier when your show is on flln

Every station in the land is equippe
to handle it . . . and you know yoi

message comes through the way yo
want it to

!

Actually, film does three things fc ^

you ... 3 big important things:

1

.

Gives you the high-polish con

mercials you've come to exp^
. . . fluff-free . . . sure

2. Gives you coverage with fu

pre-test opportunities

3. Retains residual values

For more information write:

Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY]

Rochester 4, N. Y.

East Coosf Division

342. Madison Ave.

New York 1 7, N. Y.

Midwest Division

1 30 East Randolph Drive

Chicago, III.

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, Calif.

W. J. German, Inc.

Agents for the sale and distribution ol

Eastman Professional Motion Picture Filr

Fort Lee, N. J.; Chicago, III.;

Hollywood, Calif.



"^-f-~->»«4

t^-

Always shoot it on EASTMAN FILM . . . You'll be glad you did!



NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
FOR SAFE KEEPING: Jack Rattigan (rj, of

WRCV, Phila., assisted by Mitii DemeHou
and George Geuder, of Provident Tradesmen

Bank, deposits one million Top Value stamps

as prizes in station's "Finders Keepers Game"

TEA-TOTALERS participate in merchandis-

ing stunt staged at Northland shopping cen-

ter, by WJW, Detroit to introduce station's

new remote broadcasting facilities. 10,000

cups of clients' tea and cookies were served

ADVERTISERS

General Mills started the trend in

oat cereals with Cheerios, but

General Foods' Post division is

the first to market-test a flake in

the oat field (viaB&B).
Incidentally, Cheerios turned out to

be General Mills' first big winner

since Wheaties. G. F.'s counter-brand

to Cheerios is Alphabets and Kellogg's

OK.

Management is to blame for the

complacent attitude toward mar-
ket research and researchers, Joe
Ratner, director, creative and
marketing services. General
Mills, told a Chicago chapter meeting

of the AMA last week.

He supported this contention by in-

dicating that top management has an

anti-intellectual attitude toward re-

search, using it primarily as a crutch

or club.

Researchers, Ratner added, are as

much to blame for helping to foster

this relationship. Their reports are

STRICTLY FOR LAUGHS: To placate viewers' vexation when picture fails, KYW-TV, Cleveland, flashes this on the screen to explain difficulties

fE HAVE TEMPORARILY LOST OUR VIDEO

niCACC CTilKin DV



too long and are primarily factual

with few constructive recommenda-

tions.

Campaigns

:

• Morton Salt Co., as part of a

product diversification effort, added

pepper to its line last week. Needham,

Louis & Brorby will be handling it

along with the salt. Right now basic

market research is in progress, after

which test markets will be selected.

Chances are that some tv. according

to agency planners, will be used in

test markets.

• S&W Fine Foods is set for a

major saturation spot tv campaign,

for the Holiday season, on 24 tv sta-

tions covering 13 West Coast markets

(including Alaska and Hawaii), plus

the New York and Chicago metropoli-

tan markets. These spots will feature

a variety of key items in the S&W
line, with special emphasis on Glace

Fruit Mix and Mincement. Agency:

Honig-Cooper, Harrington & Miner,

San Francisco.

• Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery, stomach tonic, launched.

last week, an intensive six-month drive

on radio and in print. The radio cam-

paign, on 70 stations, will include two

test versions of the identical copy ap-

proach. One will be a series of drama-

tized commercials for markets east of

the Mississippi; the second will be a

set of straight commercials for west-

ern markets. Agency: Mogul Williams

& Saylor.

Strictly personnel: Edwin A.

Snow, advertising manager of P&G
since 1957, has been made a v.p. . . .

James Kirkman, Jr., elected execu-

tive v.p. for marketing at Ward Bak-

ing Co. . . . Fred Sands, to director

of marketing and Grant Stinchfield,

sales promotion manager for Phar-

maceuticals, Inc. . . . C. A. McCary,
to assistant national sales manager for

Ralston Purina Co. ... J. J. Harris,

to the Columbia Phonograph depart-

ment of CBS Electronics as district

manager, Metropolitan district . . .

Robert Weppler, appointed man-

ager of the advertising and sales pro-

motion department of Cities Service

Oil Co.

AGENCIES

A Boston agency—Kay Barron

—

is putting up ab<»ul $4.()()(). time

and pro<luction for a one-time

shot on a local station to talk

about advertising and the role

played by the agency.

The event it's sponsoring: the

mayoralty election returns on WBZ-
TV.

Agency appointments: The Ice

Cream Division of DCA Food Indus-

tries, New York, to Ted Bates & Co.

. . . McLendon Radio Stations. Dallas,

to Clarke, Dunagan & Huffhines,

also of that city . . . Diamond Spring

Brewery, Lawrence, Mass.. to Cavan-

augh Morris Advertising, Pitts-

burgh.

New Agency: Swan & Mason Ad-

vertising, headquartered at 509

Madison Avenue, New York and

headed by Robert Swan, former v.p.

of The Joseph Katz Co.

TRADING STUDIO FOR A TENT: KTVH, Hutchinson, is seen here

moving facilities to Kansas State Fair, where station originated telecasts

'FABULOUS 4 FUNHOUSE/ erected by WKY-TV, Okla. City, for

recent state fair, attracted 75,000 fun-loving youngsters and adults

KISSIN' KAR: D.j.'s at KOIL, Omaha hav2 painted up this auto, along AT HALF-TIME FESTIVITIES of high school footL.;. ^onio, Gaines
with an "I Love KOIL" slogan. They're asking teenagers to guess the no. Kelley (c), gen. mgr. of WFMY-TV, Greensboro, N. C. presents watches,

of hearts and kisses on the "Teen Car." The prize: car—as is! to station's 10-year old king and queen as m.c. Jimmy Dean looks or«
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Added offices: Boylhart, Lovett &

Dean, Los An^Bles agency opened a

Washington, D. C. office last week at

734 50th Street, Northwest.

Maxon appointed three new v.p.'s

last week.

They are: Victor Kenyon, who di-

rects the Detroit tv/radio department;

James Macpherson. Detroit account

executive and Allen Hodshire, tv/

radio executive in the New York
office.

They were named v.p.'s: Ander-

son Hewitt, to Compton as senior

v.p., member of the board of direc-

tors and member of the administra-

tive committee . . . William Temp-
leton, to v.p. and director of radio/

tv department at C&W . . . Del
Franklin, v.p. in charge of radio/tv

station relations for Rutledge & Lil-

ienfeld . . . George Hamm, Neil

McBain and Eugene Kolkey, to

v.p.'s at Leo Burnett . . . William
Foxen, v.p. and account supervisor

for the Joseph Katz Co. . . . James
Kovach, v.p. for radio/tv operations

at Waltjen Associates, Baltimore . . .

/

9
5
9anniversary

WOC-TV Ch. 6
Davenport, Iowa—Rock Island—Moline, Illinois

The Nation's Forty-Seventh TV Market

On October 31, 1949, WOC-TV went on the air. FIRST in the

Quint-Cities — FIRST in Iowa. This was in keeping with the fore-

sight and courage of Colonel B. J. Palmer, who had pioneered the

first radio station west of the Mississippi in 1922.

In 1949, there were less than 400 TV sets available to receive WOC-
TV's first broadcast. On this 10th anniversary date, there are more

than 438,000 sets in a 42-

county area. WOC-TV land

today is rated as the 47th TV
market in the nation.

WOC-TV continues to main-

tain its leadership and success

in serving its viewers and its

advertisers.

Your PGW Colonel has all

the facts. See him today!

DAVENPORT
BETTENDORF

ROCK ISLAND

MOLINE
EAST MOLINE

WOC-TV DAVENPORT, IOWA IS PART OF CENTRAL BROADCASTING CO.,

OPERATES WHO-TV ANO WHO RAOIOi DES MOINES, IOWA.
WHICH ALSO OWNS AND

Fred Roth, v.p. of Grant . . . Rich-
ard Stephens, v.p. and director of

public relations at Kastor, Hilton,

Chesley, Clifford & Atherton.

Add to personnel appointments:
E. J. Lauesen, to Waldie & Briggs,

Chicago as chairman of the executive

committee . . . Warren Erhardt, to

associate media director in the New
York office of F&S&R . . . William
Alexander, to account executive and
director of radio/tv at Hege, Middle-

ton & Neal, Greensboro ... Stephen
Gardner, to merchandising director

at Beckman, Koblitz, Los Angeles . . .

Jon Christopher, to the creative

staff at EWR&R, Chicago . . . Paula
Reece, to director of radio/tv at the

Gulf State Advertising Agency, Dan-
ville . . . Charles Booth, account

supervisor, Enyart & Rose Advertis-

ing, Los Angeles . . . Robert Smith,
to timebuyer at W. B. Doner & Co.,

Chicago . . . Four new account execu-

tives at Kudner: Frederic Cowan,
Robert Lehman, Leon Wortman
and John Mazey . . . Walter Smith
Jr., account executive at Norman,
Craig & Kummel . . . Nathaniel Mor-
gan, to the market research depart-

ment at Knox Reeves Advertising,

Minneapolis.

Deceased: James Andrew McGarry,

assistant to the president of BBDO.

FILM

Prospects for expanding overseas

business by U. S. film syndicators

continued to look up brightly
j

last week.

Dealing with 16 countries on 21

different shows, Ziv International, for

example, reported a 300% increase

in business for this September over

the same month last year.

Sales: WNBQ reports CNP's Union

Pacific sold to Grand Central Motors,

through Leland-David Advertising . .

.

CNP reports the following tobacco

advertisers in its Not For Hire series

:

Old Gold on WNEW-TV, New York;

L & M on KABC-TV, Los Angeles;

Oasis & Chesterfield on WAVE-TV,
Louisville; R. J. Reynolds on KARD-
TV, Wichita, WKRG-TV, Mobile, and

WHTN-TV, Huntington; and Dun
cigars on WWJ-TV, Detroit, WTVI,
St. Louis, and WLIX-TV, Lansing.
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"Egad! Blair Did It Again.
55

"There I was," quoth our man, "loaded for Blair. I

had data up to the collar of my Burberry ... a portable

calculator in my attache case. My Diner's card was at

the ready; my Express cards, rail travel card, airline

card, three gasoline credit cards, and old W.D. A.G.O.
Form 65 were present and accounted for. I had a

black knit tie on and my heavy-frame bi-focals were all

revved up. Man, I was like ripe."

"Never mind the autobiog. Just tell us did you get the

business?"

"Well, frankly, no. We already had it. The Blair man

just said to the chap, 'You know

—

The Roanoke station

with the 58-county market of 448,001 tv homes.'

"

" '.
. . 448 thousand and one?' asked the chap."

" '.
. . and one,' said the Blair man."

WSLS-TV
Channel 10 • NBC Television

Mail Address: Roanoke, Va.

A broadcast service (with WSLS Radio)

of Shenandoah Life Insurance Company



Production : MGM-TV revealed

plans to film up to 13 tv series, con-

tingent on orders for pilot or series

production. (See FILM-SCOPE, p.

58) Titles include Me and My Gab,

The Paradise Kid, Steven V, Gold

Eagle Gun, The Islanders and Night

People. Already sold are Father of

the Bride to ABC TV and The Island-

ers and Asphalt Jungle to undis-

closed network buyers. Of the prop-

erties listed, the following are in-

tended for full-hour treatment: The

Islanders, Agatha Christie, Mystery

Street and Asphalt Jungle.

Promotion: WIBW-TV, Topeka,

has tested Screen Gems' Manhunt on

its own police force and has found it

to be creditable although given to his-

trionic excess. Said the police viewing

jury: Too many sirens, high speeds

or carelessness with weapons (63%),
but good entertainment (940f ), fair

to detectives (94%) and pride-in-

spiring (83%).

Spot carriers: Syndicated re-runs

are attracting many national adver-

tisers' spot schedules, according to a

Ziv study. Lee Rich, Benton &

Bowles media v. p., attributed usage to

"the very familiarity of the shows,

the generally good quality level of the

programs and—in the case of five-a-

week strips—the persistent unity of

time and the consequent cumulative

loyalty of the viewer." Ziz surveyed

five stations and found these spot ad-

vertisers using its Economy programs:

WABC-TV, New York: Procter

& Gamble, Ford, Woolite, Internation-

al Latex, Doan's pharmaceuticals,

Wine Advisary Board.

WNEW-TV, New York: Vicks,

Lestoil, Dromedary Cake Mix, Bumble

Bee Tuna, Oakite, Ideal Toys, Robert

Hall, Ex-Lax, Hasbro Toys, Tastee

Cake.

CKLW-TV, Detroit: Anahist,

Arrid, Dash, Crisco, Mr. Clean, Fri-

tos. Clorox, Polident, Robert Hall,

Block Drug.

WGR-TV, Buflfalo: Lever Bros.

(Gayla ) . Penick & Ford desserts, Con-

tinental Baking, Regimen Tablets,

Bufferin.

KPHO-TV, Phoenix: Cheer, Spic

& Span, Dawn Soap, Ovaltine.

Among the shows studied were Mr.

District Attorney, West Point, Men
of Annapolis, Science Fiction Theatre,

Harbor Command, 1 Led Three Lives

and Yesterday's Newsreel.

Strictly personnel: Elliot Millner

to ITC as research director . . . Don
Hershey joins Bill Sturm Studios as

producer-director.

Video-tape: A relative guide to the

importance of the 50 states as produc-

tion centers in the future can be ob-

tained from an analysis of where one

manufacturer, Ampex, had delivered

227 of its Videotape recorders by

September.

The states rank as follows:

California, 53; New York, 49; Texas,

17; Illinois, 16; Missouri, 12; Penn-

sylvania, 10; Michigan, seven; Flori-

da, six; Ohio, five; Virginia, five;

Massachusetts, four; Oklahoma, four;

Connecticut, three; Indiana, three;

Iowa, three; Washington, three; Col-

orado, two; Hawaii, two; Louisiana,

two; Maryland, two; Minnesota,

two; Oregon, two; Rhode Island,

two; South Carolina, two; Utah, two;

Georgia, one; Kentucky, one; Ne-

braska, one; North Carolina, one;

West Virginia, one; Wisconsin, one,

and District of Columbia, one.

Ranking of mobile equipment
(not included above) is similar;

California, five; New York, four;

Florida, three; Missouri, two; New
Jersey, two, and Michigan, one.

RADIO STATIONS

Bartell Broadcasting has joined

the ranks of group ownerships
offering the public stock partici-

pation.

The underwriter is W. W. Schroed-

er & Co. The issue is 54,545 shares,

offered to the public at $5.50 per

share.

Two RAB spokesmen this week
chided the oil and gasoline mar-

keters for not "tapping the fam-

ily oil well."

Warren Boorom, v. p. of RAB,

told the Automotive Advertisers Coun-

cil that "there's only one accessory

in the automotive world that's also

an advertising medium in itself—auto

radio." At the same time he pointed

sharply to the "few manufacturers in

the automotive aftermarket who've

taken advantage of the unique advan-

tages radio offers to them."

Calling radio the key to gas station

6,000,000 eyes/ears -- listen/watch Green Bay's Channel ''S"

This is why La Combe IVlack had a 100% sales

increase of trucks the first month they sponsored

a Tuesday night sports shovv'. This is why their

sales have continued to climb at the same high

rate since last April.

'0 j^kick) ''»«.

Ellis La Combe says . . . "Despite the high cost of

television advertising, it's worth double what it cost

since it reaches so many people in Northeastern

Wisconsin and Upper Michigan that I could not reach

any other way."

This dramatically proves the effectiveness of Green

Bay's quality station!

Another sure proof of the

best

cost

per

million

wfrv green bay 5
highest tower — maximum power
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customers, Kevin Sweeney, RAB
president told the marketing research

committee of the American Petroleum

Institute that "more than half

(54.2%) of all motorists are ex-

posed to radio during the hours he-

fore they pull up to the pump." He

quoted this from a recent study of

media habits of drivers entering gas

stations. He offered, for RAB, to in-

vest $20,000 to help an oil company

research a radio campaign designed

to dominate the car radio audience.

Ideas at work:

• Driving marathon: To intro-

duce the new Corvair, and sponsored

by the Bumstead Chevrolet Dealer of

Troy, John Mounteer, d.j. on WTRY,
Albany-Schenectady-Troy set some

type of record by driving it for 50

hours without sleep. The car was

fitted with mobile radio equipment,

and broadcasts were made from there

while it was being driven.

• Lucky license: WFEA, Man-

chester, N. H. is sponsoring a con-

tinuous "lucky license contest." This

week the winner got $121 for hearing

his number read on the air, calling

the studio within the required time,

and showing up with a WFEA "Safe-

ty Driver" bumper strip on his car.

To date, station has distributed some

5,.500 bumper stickers—the only re-

quirement for eligibility.

• Ingenuity paid ofif: KTBC,
Austin got a contract last week from

a furniture dealer to sponsor sta-

tion's morning newscast bv utilizing

the unsponsored commercial time to

make a pitch aimed directly at the

prospective client. The . newscaster

commented on what a natural vehicle

the program would be to sell furni-

ture, and ended the "commercial" by

informing the store owner that a sales-

man would call after he ( the furniture

man I had finished breakfast. The re-

sult: the owner was listening, and

signed the contract when the station

called.

Add daflfodils: D.j.'s at KOIL,
Omaha assumed the role of targets

last week when listeners had the op-

portunity to plaster their favorite

d.j. with custard pie at the Municipal

Stadium just prior to a football game.

The pies were sold for 50< each, with

the money donated to the university

scholarship fund.
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Station acquisitions: WDVM, Po-

comoke City, Md., to Ernie Tannen,

sales manager of WTTG-TV, Wash-

ington, for $120,000 . . . KJOE,
Shreveport, to Ray Armand, executive

v.p. of Continental Broadcasters for

$100,000—both transactions brokered

by Blackburn & Co.

Station staffers: Harvey Hudson,

to v.p. and director of I^e Broad-

casting Corp., Richmond . . . Charles

Sitta, to v.p. in charge of national

sales of Knorr Broadcasting Corp. . . .

Gil Newsome, to station manager;

Don Hamcl, general sales manager

and Gene Davis, program director,

KWK, St. Louis . . . Richard Faulk-

ner, to sales manager for WMAQ,
Chicago . . . Leonard Goorian, to

exploitation manager, WKRC, Cincin-

natti . . . Patricia Wright, promo-

tion and research director, KPOP,
Los Angeles . . . Bob Morrow, sales

promotion and research director,

WINS, New York . . . Larry Coy, to

the sales staff, KYA, San Francisco.

TV STATIONS

The Corinthian Stations have

been merged with John Hay
Whitney's Publishing and other

Communication interests into a

company to be known as Whit-

ney Communications Corp.

The transfer of the five television

and two radio stations is from J. H.

Whitney & Co., which controlled

Corinthian. Whitney Communica-

tions Corp. becomes the successor to

Plymouth Rock Publications and the

parent company of Corinthian Broad-

casting Corp.

More people in the U. S. view tv

between 6 p.m. and 12 midnight

than read daily newspapers all

day, a new TvB report reveals.

The figures: 116,521,000 p.m. tv

viewers compared with 104,414,000

daily newspaper readers.

The study, "How Big is Big" com-

pares tv's audience with the number

of newspaper and magazine readers.

It also notes that more men and

women view tv in every time period

between 6 and 10:30 p.m. on the

average day than read any magazine

or Sundav supplement.

Ideas at work:
• How to win friends and in-

WNAX-570
GIVES YOU 175 COUNTY

COVERAGE IN RICH

BIG AGGIE LAND
Big Aggie I.amI covcis I7."> cuimties in the

Dakotas, Minnesota, Moiiiana, Nebraska

and Iowa. It's big. And it's one of the

nation's best buys in radio. WNAX-570
dclixeis the lion's share of the 609,590

radio homes—2(4 million people with

.|3 billion to spend. Big -Xggie Land is a

major U.S. Radio Market. Profitable pro-

motion in this prosperous market begins

with WN.\X-570. See your Kal/. man.

WNAX-570
CBS Radio • Yankton, S. D.; Sioux City, Iowa

®
PROGRAMMING FOR
ADULTS OF ALL AGES

Peoples Broadcasting Corporation

WNAX. Yankton, Soiilh Dakota

KVTV. Sioux City. Iowa

WGAR, Clcvelanil, Ohio

WRFD, Worthinglon, Oliio

WTTM. Trenton. New .Tersey

WMMN. Fairmont. West VivRinia

WTHI-TV offers the

lowest cost per thousand of

all Indiana TV stations!

One hundred and eleven national

advertisers

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 • CBS—ABC

TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA

Represented N.itionally

by Boiling Co.
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BIGGER
than you think

Hot Springs beats cities twice

its size in general merchandise

sales, in drug store sales, in

apparel store sales.

Tourists and vacationers swell

its population all year long . . .

and spend ! Reach them over

the "sell" station. Enjoy top

ratings, too.

KBHS
HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

5000 watts at 590 kc

Rep: NY-Clark; Chicago-Sears & Ayer;

South-Clarke Brown

"NATURALLY, I

LISTEN TO KFWB"
"For satisfaction from a perfect,

precision machine that makes
a winner, give me sportscar

V competition.

In broadcasting, that same pre-

.
cision . . . perfectly tuned . . . .

comes through to me with

if KFWB ... so, naturally, I listen

<to KFWBw" W\
The KFWB audience gives you
more men, women, children . . .

more everybodies . . . than any
other Los Angeles station.

Buy KFWB . . . first in Los
Angeles.

6419 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28/ HO 3-5151

ROBERT M. PURCELL, President and Gen. Manager
JAMES F. SIMONS, Gen. Sales Manager
Represented nationally by JOHN BUtlR t CD.

fluenee programing: WABC-TV,
New York adopted a new approach to

had reviews. The station reprinted

some of the critics' remarks ahout

Everything Goes (on week nights,

11:15-12:15) as ads in metropolitan

newspapers, asking the public to view

the show and write the station as to

whether they agreed or disagreed with

the bad reviews. Response: letters

praising station for reprinting re-

views, and maintaining that the show

has its good and bad points.

• Answering an emergency ap-

peal: WNEM-TV, Flint-Saginaw-

Bay City, recently staged a telethon at

the request of the National Founda-

tion and the local March of Dimes

chapters. It aired continuously for

18 hours and was promoted by tv

spots before the big show, and pa-

rades in the cities calling attention

to the telethon. Results : about SlOO,-

000 was pledged.

Thisa 'n' data: TvB last week sent

a letter to Secretary of Agriculture

Benson taking issue with Agricultural

Marketing's report that "newspapers

are the best medium for food advertis-

ing." Notes TvB: 72% of the grocers

surveyed by the Marketing Planning

Corp. prefer tv to move merchandise

. . . WGAN-TV, Portland, Me. got its

picture in the paper in two parts. The

reason: station's new tower (1,619')

posed a vexing problem for printing

a top to bottom photograph. So the

newspaper printed the top section of

the tower on page one and the re-

mainder on page three . . . Kudo:

WKRC-TV, Cincinnati, presented

with an Award of Appreciation from

the United Appeal.

Station acquisition : WSFA-TV,
Montgomery, Ala., to G. Richard

Shafte of the Broadcasting Co. of the

South for S2.25 million.

On the personnel front: Lawrence
Turet, to executive v. p. and station

manager of WXIX-TV, Milwaukee

. . . Harold Spielman, to v.p. of

Schwerin Research Corp . . . Edward
Warren, program manager, WGN-
TV, Chicago . . . William Hamilton,
to acting general manager, WNDU-
TV, Soudi Bend-Elkhart . . . Charles

Hutaff, program manager, WGR-
TV, Buffalo.

NETWORKS
While NBC Radio this week
sought to obtain affiliate approval
of its new pattern of operation

CBS Radio scored an unusual
sales coup for these times.

It signed up Kellogg Burnett for a

weekly expenditure of $20,000 for

52 weeks. (Kellogg has been out of

network radio since May 1957.)

Come 1 January NBC Radio will

for the first time operate on a sched-

ule minus of dramatic shows available

for national sponsorship.

The regular schedule, as indicated

in 17 October sponsor-scope, will be

limited to news, informational and

public-service programs, and Moni-

tor and Image series.

The dramatic and other program-

ing will be available to affiliates on a

fee basis. ^
The three tv networks will receive

weekly Nielsen 24-market tv rat-

ings for the new season.

These new, speeded-up multi-mar-

ket ratings, will be delivered six days

after the last reported telecast.

The 24-Market Ratings report on

an area of equal network opportunity

representing 40% of all U. S. homes.

The reports function as a supplement

to the basic National NTI reports.

Network Radio business: Ladies

Home Journal (BBDO) for $12,000

worth of participations on CBS Radio,

27-28 October.

New network affiliations: Four

stations joined Mutual this week-

WJET, Erie; WNOW, York, Pa.;

WKYR, Cumberland, Md. and

WMNF, Richmond, Va.

R. J. Reynolds ranked as the lead-

ing network radio advertiser for|

the four weeks ending 6 Septem-
ber, according to Nielsen's Na-

tional Radio Index.

Ranked by total commercial min-l

utes delivered for individual adver-

tisers on all radio networks, here's!

how the top 20 for the above period|

compare:

TOTAL COM.

MIN. DEL,

RANK ADVERTISER (000)

1 R. J. Reynolds 73,847|

2 Time 66,48S

3 Lewis Howe 45,101
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4 Midas 42,376

5 Chevrolet 37.694

6 General Foods 34,595

7 Wm. Wrigley 34,422

8 Armour 34.074

9 United Motors 31,890

10 Ex-Lax 31,349

11 Tyrex 29,413

12 A. E. Staley 28,804

13 Bristol-Myers 27,471

14 Carter 26,382

15 Hudson Vitamin 26,253

16 Amer. Motors 23.999

17 AT&T 23,529

18 Firestone 21,961

19 Liggett & Myers 21,254

20 CBS Electronics 19,931

Network personnel moves: Nor-

man Felton, named general pro-

gram executive, CBS TV, Hollywood

. . . Robert Hoag, to assistant pro-

gram director, administration, CBS
TV, Hollywood . . . Elliott Henry,

Jr., to director of press information

for ABC TV's western division in

Hollywood; James Ascher replaces

him as director of advertising, pro-

motion and press information for

ABC's central division and for

WBKB, Chicago.

REPRESENTATIVES

CBS TV Spot Sales this week
released a brochure, dubbed
"Cume-Finder" presenting facts

and figures about spot tv to cli-

ents and agencies.

The "Cume-Finder" details the im-

pact of various spot tv campaigns,

for daytime and nightime schedules

in 15 to 75 markets. The primary fac-

tors covered are cost, coverage, un-

duplicated audietice and frequency

of exposure.

Another release: The first TvAR
Brand Comparison Study reveals

that hair shampoo and cigarette ad-

vertisers find greatest receptivity

among women between 18 and 34.

The study, representing brand in-

formation from the five WBC mar-

kets, shows that tlaytime tv is the

ideal time for selling cigarettes

to women, for it attracts the young

housewife who also represents the

prime cigarette market.

These TvAR Brand Comparison

Studies will be conducted semi-an-

nually for each of the product cate-

gories, in association with Pulse.

ASSOCIATIONS

NAB last week held the first of

eight regional meetings, starting

in Washington.

Some of the highlights:

• Louis Hausman, director of

the newly-formed Tv Information Of-

fice of NAB. outlined a "four-point

approach" to the tv industry's new

information program:" (1) admit

when things are wrong. (2) correct

them, (3) inform all the public and

(4) actively defend the integrity and

quality of all the things the industry

does for our country and its people."

• Harokl Fellows, NAB presi-

dent, reported that the Bureau is

prepared to set up additional safe-

guards in the Tv Code, if necessary,

to prevent "rigging" of tv quiz pro-

grams. Donald McGannon, chairman

of the TvCode Review Board, con-

firmed this by stating his plans to

propose change in Code at the next

Board meeting.

• Charles Tower, manager of

the NAB department of broadcast

personnel and economics revealed sta-

tistics proving that while the number

of radio stations in the past 13 years

has increased 245 /{ . only the revenues

serving the very largest, and smallest,

markets have increased.

• Chet Thomas, chairman of the

NAB's AM Radio committee urged all

broadcasters to devote major effort in

their own communities to gain better

public understanding of radio's vital

service as a mass communications

medium.
• George Huntington, v.p. and

general manager of TvB noted that

the tv industry can learn a lesson

from its own best customer—P&G.

P&G last year, had sales of more than

one and one-quarter billion dollars

and of its advertising budget, 85.7%

went into tv. ^
They were elected : Herbert Krue-

ger, v.p. of WTAG, Worcester, to

president of the Mass. Broadcasters

Association . . . Bruce Dennis, pro-

gram manager, WGN, Chicago, to

president of the Illinois Broadcasters

Association . . . Gregg Murphy.
manager of the Katz Agency's Atlanta

office, to president of the Atlanta

Radio and Tv Station Representa-

tives Association . . . Rosser Reeves,

chairman of the board of Ted Bates,

to the board of directors of AFA. ^

GIANT MARKET

WSARS.HEAD • SPARTANBURG j
' "GREENVILLE i

"Ihe Giant

of

Southern

Sfcics"

GIVES YOU ALL THREE . . .

GREENVILLE
SPARTANBURG

ASHEVILLE

. . . with total coverage area

greater than that of Miami,

Jacksonville, Birmingham or

New Orleans mml'^^^

82-County Data (within the TOO
UV/M contour) S. M. Survey May
10, 1959

POPULATION 2,946,600

INCOMES $3,584,180,000

RETAIL SALES . . . $2,387,606,000

HOUSEHOLDS 751,900

Represented Nafionally by

WEED TELEVISION CORP.

CHANNEL 4

WFBC-TV
GREENVILLE, S. C.

NBC NETWORK

RADIO AFFILIATE. "THE PIEDMONT GROUP"
WFBC - GREENVILLE WORD - SPARTANBURG
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Check ixded
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y/]p^.-Maf '59}

w.

*and when you do,

you'll discover why

scores of national

and regional adver-

tisers have followed

the trend to . . .WIST!

These Two Reports

will tell the practiced eye

more in 10 minutes than we
could tell you in pages and
pages.

Seeing is believing. Take

a look— see for yourself!

Your PGW Colonel will be

glad to show you copies.

tfiey'// fe// you wfiy . .

.

rrrm
is the best radio buy

in Charlotte
A BROADCASTING COMPANY Of THE SOUTH STATION

NBC SPOT SALES
I Continued from page 29

)

low cost, high turnover product.

Some of the panelists' conclusions:

There's better recall with a 60 than

a 20 in the higher cost item; better

recall for a 20 than a 10 in the high

turnover, lower cost product.

NBC Spot Sales, reporting on these

many timebuyer reactions, noted that

the results "are not meant to be pro-

jected to the total universe of several

thousand persons engaged, directly or

indirectly, in the purchase of broad-

cast time.

"They do, however, represent an

interesting reflection of current opin-

ions and practices among a very im-

portant segment of the timebuying

fraternity." The answers came from

249 panelists, 37% of whom are em-

ployed by agencies billing more than

S5 million, 63% by those billing less

than $5 million.

Here are some of the more signifi-

cant opinions expressed by buyers.

Donald E. Leonard, media direc-

tor. Fuller & Smith & Ross: "Length

of commercial (in both radio and tv)

is an area where the shrewd and

creative media buyer can exhibit his

knowledge of marketing, recall re-

search, stretching budgets and force

of advertising in distribution.

"The proper application of the

buyer's experience and savvy will

often cause copy platforms to be de-

signed to fit the specific length com-

mercial he feels will accomplish the

most for the client. There are a tre-

mendous number of factors to be con-

sidered to reach a length of commer-

cial decision. And who is in a better

position to weigh these factors than

the veteran professional timebuyer?"

Alice Ross, radio/tv timebuyer,

Heineman, Kleinfeld, Shaw & Joseph,

Neiv York: "The length of a tv com-

mercial is not nearly as important as

its creation and delivery. Some 10-

second I.D.'s can be bores, Avhile a

one-minute would hold the viewer's

interest almost as well as if it were

a short, short story. The creativity

behind a commercial is the most

important element—not its length.

Where I.D.'s and 20's are to be used

because of time desirability, creativity

of commercial becomes even more
important."

Frank Mahon, media supervisor,

William Esty, New York: "I firmly

believe that the initiation of 30-sec-

ond spots would improve television

and would create a much better

climate for selling. The current 20-

second/10-second setup gives the ap-

pearance of a subway rush, with

everyone rushing to get on before the

doors (best program) close. Addi-

tionally, the plea for 60 seconds in

prime time would be partially an-

swered with the 30-second spot."

Jacquelin M. Molinaro, media
director. Cole, Fischer, Rogow, Bev-

erly HiUs, Calif.: "Biggest headache

is educating account men that 60-

second spots are not sold between net-

work programs ! More thought should

be applied to the planning stage . . .

on the use of 60's or 20's."

Thomas L. Spengler, radio/tv

director, Godwin Adv., Jackson,

Miss.: "The 90-second commercial is

an interesting length to work with,

and tv stations could make a great

effort to sell it where such a length is

no hindrance to their programing

. . . inside feature film programs.
"

R. A. Gilbert, director of media,

W. E. Long & Co., Chicago: "I'd like

to see the lO's and 20's abolished and

15's and 30's used. The added time

would make for more efficient short

length spots." ^
MUSIC POLL
[Continued from page 33)

fortieth place worth one point. The

KING store survey, because of its

indication of local popularity, was

weighted 80 points for first place,

78 points for second, 76 for third,

down to two points for fortieth.

Points were totaled and the master

survey music list was determined by

the 40 tunes earning the most points

included in the top 40.

• Music panel. A three-member

panel decided what records would be

included in each category. Panel con-

sisted of the station's program direc-

tor. Bill Clark, its music supervisor

and a staff announcer. Top 40 rec-

ords (for Categories I and II) were

auditioned by this panel; to be in-

cluded, a record required a unani-

mous vote by secret written ballot.

For Categories III and IV, the music

supervisor selected two tunes from

each of 100 popular music albums;

again, a unanimous vote was re-

quired. For Category V, the panel

selected by unanimous vote 20 Gold-

en (or million-seller) records, ex-

cluding heavy beat rock 'n' roll.
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• Method of presentation. Each

survey broadcast was made by means

of pre-recorded tape to insure mini-

mal variance in presentation tech-

nique. All broadcasts opened with a

distinctive sound indicating that

!
another survey was about to take

place. The same announcer explained

ground rules each time, and portions

of 10 unidentified tunes were played.

Then ten 30-second selections repre-

sented two selections apiece from each

of the five categories. The rating

card had a five-scale preference.

• Key word. To prevent respon-

dents from marking the preference

card without actually taking part in

the survey, the announcer gave a key

word for each 30-second portion of

music. This key word had to be

written down by the respondent. At

the opening and close of each broad-

cast, the announcer gave a survey

number which the respondent also

wrote down to establish when his

card was marked.

• Samplinii technique. All per-

sons over 12 \ears of age in Seattle

and 15 adjacent counties were con-

sidered members of the polling uni-

verse. Addressing of the 100.000

cards was done from telephone books.

One-third of the addresses from each

book were selected by masking the

columns at the one-third point.

• Sub-sampling. To discover how.

if at all, the non-respondent's musical

preferences differed from those of

the respondents, a sub-sampling of

5,000 was made. One-twentieth of

all columns were marked in green

(5,000) by the Mail Advertising

Bureau (the Seattle firm handling

the mailing). These 5,000 respon-

dents received a green card. Non-

respondents to the green card were

sent a red card. When both green

and red cards were tabulated against

the survey findings, no significant

differences were discovered.

The KING-IBM study was con-

ducted under the guidance of Dr.

Stuart Carter Dood. director of the

Washington Public Opinion Labora-

tory of the University of Washington.

Copies of the study will be given to

the Roper Research Center and Wash-

Iington
Public Opinion Laboratory.

Meanwhile, according to King
Broadcasting Co. v. p. Otto Brandt,

programing revisions based on the

survey findings are already under-

way at KING. ^

SPONSOR ASKS
[Continued from page 63)

certainly one of the biggest setups for

reflected light photography of chrome

appliances in the East. We call it

"The Big Tent" and it is exactly this:

a specially made white oblong tent

Photographing

chrome appli-

ances with

natural lustre

some 20 feet long by 15 feet wide by

15 feet high, which is suspended by

tabs from a framework of battens and

can enclose a complete wall of a

kitchen set along with the appliances

to be photographed.

The purpose of this tent is to re-

flect nothing but an even white back-

ground on the curved surfaces of a

mirrorlike metallic appliance within.

By this method, coffee pots, skillets,

steam irons, toasters, etc., can be

photographed in the surroundings of

normal usage, retaining the natural

lustre other lighting disallows.

As is generally known, when a

light is directed toward the curved

surface of a highly polished coffee

pot, you see not only the reflection of

the light but a myriad of kicks which

flare uncontrollably, and the result is

a totally unacceptable photographic

image. Reflected light, however, will

give a soft, beautiful result. Now, it

is fairly common practice, when an

appliance is small enough, to bounce

light off the surface of white card-

board, and this provides a sufficiently

even source of reflected illumination

to photograph a still object.

Or, if more than one item is to be

shot, such as a toaster and a coffee

pot under a Christmas tree, redirected

light through a draped strip of para-

chute silk may suffice.

But Young & Rubicam wanted

more than this for the G.E. Small

Appliance account. They wanted all

the advantages of reflected light pho-

tography of multi-shaped appliances

05 they are used in the home. So,

WCD worked on the problem and

came up with the tent idea. ^

DETROIT? PITTSBURGH?
NEWARK?

^^j^^-^

^ . JS.i«k^'< -as:!*':'*Jt:ii«'--«iB-:

NO, THIS IS "KNOE-LAND"
(embracing industrial, progressive North Louisiana, South Arkansas,

West Mississippi)

JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population 1,520,100 Drug Sales

Households 423,600

Consumer Spendable Income
$1,761,169,000

Food Sales $ 300,486,000

Automotive Sales

General Merchandise
Total Retail Sales

$ 40,355,000

$ 299.539,000

$ 148,789.000

$1,286,255,000

KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we average 78.5°o share of audience from Sign On
to Sign Off 7 days a week. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs £0°o to

100°o, and for 278 weekly quarter hours 92°o to 100°o.

KNOE-TV CBS • A B C

A James A. Noe Station
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Monroe, Louisiana H-R Television, Inc.
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GROCERY SALES

MOVE ON AIR . . .

in the DOLLAR-RICH

CHANNEL 5 Viewing

AIR-eal

More than 300 mil-

lion dollars a year

are spent for food in

the 2,232 food stores

operating in the 25-

county cir-ea served

byWNEM-TVIArich

and abundant mar-

ket served exclusive-

ly by Channel 5.

EASTERN MICHIGAN'S FIRST

VHF TELEVISION STATION

WNEM-TV
76

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

George C. Lindsay has been named Cen-

tral Division director of TvB, and is head-

quartering in Chicago. He was formerly

v.p. and sales manager in charge of Chicago

operations for Weed Tv. He joined that

station representative firm in 1953. Prior

to this, Lindsay was an account executive

with Erwin Wasey & Co. He had held

similar posts with KSTP-TV, Minneapolis-

St. Paul and Edward Petry & Co. Lindsay was graduated from Wa-
bash College and served with the Air Force during World War IL

F. Winslow Stetson, Jr., has been ap-

pointed v.p. and marketing director of C. J.

LaRoche & Co. He was. most recently, v.p.

and management representative, and a direc-

tor of Needham, Louis & Brorby. Pursuing

a career which started at Filene s in Boston.

Stetson rose to advertising manager of

Swift & Co., Associated New England plants.

In 1948 he joined FC&B, Chicago, and

in 1950, was transferred to their New York office as v.p. and account

supervisor. He later joined Bryan Houston in the same capacity.

Ken Johnson joins WNBQ, Chicago, as

sales manager. He is presently an NBC TV
Spot Sales representative in San Francisco.

Johnson entered the NBC Network in 1954

as a salesman with KNBC, San Francisco.

He was then transferred to NBC TV Spot

Sales in Los Angeles, returning later to

the San Francisco spot sales office. In his

new post. Johnson will report to William

Decker, director of sales for the tv station. Johnson, with the

11th Airborne Division during W.W. II. was stationed in Japan,

Robert J. Walton, farm radio specialist

at John Blair & Co.. Chicago and v.p. of

the Chicago area Agricultural Advertising

Association, will head the association's

committee in charge of arrangements for

their meeting with NATRFD. to promote

mutual understanding. The Ag Club, com-

posed of 75 agency and media members,

will entertain the farm directors 30 No-

vember at "work shops' so that, according to Walton, "the agri-

culture advertisers can meet the farm directors and learn from them."
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FAMOUS MEASURING INSTRUMENTS: 3

The

standard

by

which

others

are

judged

his is the 30-pound "atomic

^r \ clock" and its inventor,

I J Dr. Harold Lyons, Hughes

Aircraft Company scientist,

for the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration ... a dock that will neither

gain nor lose one second in a thousand years.

In a space satellite in orbit, this clock will

transmit rapid oscillations to be compared

with time shown by a "master" clock on

the Earth. Such a comparison will offer

history's most searching check of the

Einstein theory (that time in space, in

speed-of-light movement) is slower than

time on Earth. It will also offer precise

measurements of the geometric shape of the

Earth, and investigate whether space is the

same in all directions, as well as measuring

the velocity of light and radio waves.

Compared with the complexity of

this kind of thing, the measuring of mass

audiences in television seems simple. It isn't,

but American Research Bureau, pioneer in

the field, is regarded as the ultimate in

precision (within its own strictly defined

limits). While sampling in itself can only

approach absolute accuracy, the means by

which data is gathered and processed can

be refined to a high degree of precision. Two
striking innovations by ARB forged the

way for electronic accuracy in television

research . . . instantaneous electronic audi-

ence measurement by ARB's own ARBI-

TRON, and the introduction of Remington-

Rand's newest UNIVAC® SS90 high speed

data processor to television research.

Matching the painstaking efforts employed

by ARB in sampling procedure, these

atomic-age instruments assure ARB clients

of results that are unsurpassed in . . .

Accuracy . . . Reliability

.

.

.

Believability

AMERICAN
RESEARCH
BUREAU, INC.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES

CHICAGO
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frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

Should radio discard all per broadcast ratings? Here's a provocative proposal

from an important New York City station man, Ben Hoberman. general manager,

WABC. According to Hoberman, the picture of radio given by present research

methods is cockeyed—"We're just kidding ourselves." He advocates measure-

ments of cume audiences only, plus more qualitative research. Do you agree?

We'll be interested in hearing agency and advertiser reactions to this, the fifth

in sponsor's neiv series, "The Seller's Viewpoint." Send us your comments.

WeVe selling one thing delivering another

wW hen will the research companies discontinue per

broadcast ratings and instead measure what radio

actually delivers?

It seems to me that radio research is one area

where there is a tremendous amount of misunder-

standing.

It's generally agreed among buyers and sellers of

radio time that one of radio's biggest assets is its

ability to reach a tremendous number of different

homes regularly and often for a relatively small

amount of money. Radio's saturation advertisers are

buying radio today to take advantage of each sta-

tion's over-all reach in its market.

Yet, the rating companies continue to place the

emphasis on the audience reached during a given

quarter or half hour. As long as they continue to

stress quarter-and half-hour segments, and purchases

are made on the basis of these measurements, I

think that we are doing a great injustice to ourselves.

Not only that, I think we are just kidding ourselves.

This places us in the position of selling one thing

and delivering another.

We shall cease playing games with each other,

stop kidding ourselves and deliver to an advertiser

what he rightfully should be buying radio for, when

the rating companies cease emphasizing quarter-and

half-hour ratings and start measuring as a standard

a station's total cume. I suggest it be done in three

hour segments: 6-9 a.m., 9 a.m.-12 noon, 12 noon-3

p.m., etc.

Radio has been most fortunate in quickly finding

its niche in today's marketing and advertising arena

despite the advent of new competitive media. We
admittedly have one of the, if not the best media

buys in advertising, yet we continue to allow our-

selA'es to be short-changed by inadequate research.

It is more important now than it ever has been to

perform qualitative analyses of our listeners, rather

than quantitative. Let's, as a matter of policy, show

an advertiser who is listening, how old he or she is,

his or her preferences, etc. I've always remembered
|

one thing that I learned in the early days of broad-

casting, namely, that a bullet perfectly aimed is far

more effective than a mess of buckshot.

In these days of serious self-analysis and objective

reflections, I fail to understand why the industry and

rating companies have not taken the bull by the

horns, so that a new standard of radio measurement

can be established and adopted. As soon as this is

done, radio listenership can be properly measured,

sold and delivered the way it should be. As far as I

am concerned, this can't happen too soon. ^
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PHILADELPHIA
WELCOMES . .

,

FOR ITS 4th ANHUAl CONVENTIONl NOV. 1-4 WARWICK HOTEL

The Broadcasters' Promotion Association has planned

an unusually fine get-together for 1959! Our conven-

tion "call letters" are C-O-M-E!

There'll be more sound and practical promotional

ideas unveiled than you can shake a rate card at. We
also want to hear what new marvels of merchandising

you have in motion on behalf of your channel or

frequency! If you're interested in the broadcast adver-

tising, promotion or publicity field, the convention is a

must for you! This year, there's an extra feature to the

affair: a few days of fabulous Indian Summer in

Philadelphia!

BE SURE TO CLIP THIS COUPON
Mr. William Pierson

Broadcasters' Promotion Ass'n.

190 North State Street

Chicago 1, Illinois

Dear Bill;

Yes, indeed! I plan to attend the 4th AnnuQl BPA Convention in Philadelphia.

My check in the amount of $ is enclosed. I'll follow-through on my
hotel reservation.

NAME-

ADDRESS.

CITY -STATE-

BROADCASTERS' PROMOTION ASSOCIATION, INC.
Sfofe-lofce Building

Chicogo 1, III

190 North Slate Street

ANdover 3-0800
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Tv from the sky
The announcement last week that the Ford Foundation is

sponsoring a $7 million experiment in "airborne educational

tv" leaves us gasping for breath.

According to plans, a DC-7 plane, flying a tight circle over

Ft. Wayne, Ind., will shower down education programs over

parts of Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio and Wis-

consin.

An estimated 13,000 schools and colleges, and 5 million

viewers within a circle 400 miles in diameter, will be able

to pick up the uhf signal.

While we applaud the use of tv in education, we're a little

alarmed at the principle of airborne tv telecasting. An exten-

sion of this idea into the commercial field would play havoc

with our whole tv system.

Let's be sure that this "tv from the sky" is strictly limited

to legitimate educational purposes.

Newspaper applauds tv

While we're speaking of educational tv, our hat is off to the

Cincinnati Enquirer for a recent editorial on the subject. Too

often newspapers are content to criticize the air media. But

the Enquirer says frankly, "a professor can do a more effec-

tive job if he calls on teacher aids like radio and tv."

Visit the U.S.A. in I960
We're indebted to McCann-Erickson's Brussels office for

hearing about an unusual Belgian publishing enterprise. W.

H. Scott, (at McC-E's suggestion) writes to tell us that his

paper ''Uecho de la Bourse" Belgium's leading financial

daily, will publish a special supplement early next year.

Subject of the supplement: "Visit the U.S.A. in 1960."

Mr. Scott's address is 47 Rue du Houblon 47, Brussels 1,

and he's gratefully accepting advertising orders for his un-

usual international project.

Our congratulations to an imaginative and enterprising

guy.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: To convince every

national advertiser that radio has a place in

the American home that no other medium, in-

cluding television, can ever usurp. Radio sell-

ing is personal, local and community-oriented.

80

lO-SECOND SPOTS
You tell 'em: Reply from a station

manager to a SPONSOR questionnaire

on what stations expect from reps

—

"They could do themselves and the

industry good by telling us what we
ought to know when we don't know
what we ought to know even though

we know that we don't know what we
ought to know." Move over, Gertrude

Stein!

Credit where due: Larry Wolters,

tv/radio critic for the Chicago Trib-

une, was honored at a luncheon the

other day thrown by ABC, CBS, NBC
outlets in Chicago and WON, Inc.

Occasion was Wolters' 30th year with

the Trib, and he answered plaudits

of broadcasters thus: "The real credit

goes to my wife. During all these

years that she and I have dined in

front of radio or tv sets, she never

once served me a tv dinner."

Capsule synopsis: From tv log of

the Los Angeles Times—9 MOVIE—
"King Kong." Fay Wray . . . Over-

grown monkey terrorizes big city.

Definition: A "Sports Fan" is a 67-

year-old man who spends all day put-

ting up screens, digging in the garden

and wrestling with his grandchildren,

who then settles down to watch the

baseball game on tv and becomes over-

awed with admiration for a 34-year-

old "veteran" outfielder who takes

two steps to the right to catch a pop

fly.— Don Davis, WMCA, N. Y. C.

First things first: Tv Guide reports

that in London, when a fire swept

through an enginehouse, firemen left

two fire engines and other valuable

equipment burning, saved the tv set.

Jolly ivell done!

Kookie: From Paul Molloy's column

in the Chicago Sun-Times, this re-

vealing letter from the Edd (Kookie)

Byrnes Fan Club of Chicago
—

"Re-

guarding to what you wrote about

Edd Byrnes you should be ashamed

. . . You are dum . . . You are jealous

because you don't have all the fame

he dose . . . And know our whole club

thinks you are a creep. Signed

(names omitted for charitable reas-

ons) : President—. Secratary— . Tres-

ure—." Replied Molloy, "Kookie,

Kookie, loan me your speller."
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LLARS
An independent survey shows 76% of

WTOP Radio listeners in income groups

over $6,000 per year. Add to this

WTOP's record of earning more quarter-

hour wins in the 20-county Pulse than

all the other stations combined and

it becomes obvious : the important

station is WTOP Radio!

iu
WASHINGTON. D. C.

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

trated by THE WASHINGTON POST BROADCAST DIVISION

n-OP Radio. Washington. D. C. WTOP'TV channel 9,Washington. D. C. WJXT channel 4^Jacksonville, Florida



NOW. . . more good music on WDOK!

Radio — as WDOK plays it

There's good news to tell you and so much more

good music to share, too.

By rearranging our schedule of commercial an-

nouncements between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. daily,

WDOK now presents even more good music pro-

gramming.

This means more good music for the adult listener

in Northern Ohio, and better service for all clients.

Yes, WDOK is broadcasting even more heavenly

music. This is another indication of our earnest

desire to bring the very best in radio entertainment;
1

to our listeners and to help clients get better results

through good programs.

Good programming goes hand in hand with good

advertising on WDOK—Cleveland's better musiJ

station. |

WDOK and you—that's harmony!

WDOK
FREDERICK WOLF, GENERAL MANAGER
THE CIVIC BROADCASTERS, INC.

1515 EUCLID AVENUE, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Represented nationally by Broadcast Times Sales, Inl
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MOST CAPABLE HANDS FC

1. EXPERIENCED CAMERAMEN 2. TECHNICAL CREATIVITY

At Videotape Center you will find the finest equip-

ment and facilities for Videotape* production avail-

able anywhere in the world.

The advantages of starting with the right tools

and the right plant are obvious. But it is still the

men who use the equipment and hoiv they use it that

make the big difference . . . and this is where Video-

tape Center service can be invaluable to you.

Here you will find a staff thoroughly experienced

in every phase of the television medium, most of

whom have "lived with" Videotape from its

beginning.

Here you will find the planning know-how, the

technical skill, editing virtuosity, special effects

There Are Two Types of TV Advertisers Today... Those Who Are Using Tape,



ingenuity and meticulous handling that result in a

Hiperior end-product—with all the economies that

intelligent pre-planning and smooth production-flow

make possible.

Why not trust your next commercial production

to the most capable hands of Videotape Center?

I and Those Who Are About To
VIDEOTAPE PRODUCTIONS OFNEW YORK, INC.

205 West 58th Street, New York 19, N. Y. JUdson 2-3300



Mark this market
on your list!

CENTRAL and

SOUTH ALABAMA
... one of

Alabama's

"BIG THREE"

WSFA-'

mosileJ

WHY
WSFA-TV

IS DOMINANT
IN CENTRAL
AND SOUTH
ALABAMA!

WSFA-TV has the TOP SHOWS in

an area of over one million population.

The April '59 AEB survey proves the

dominance of WSFA-TV . . .

Top 10 Shows
WSFA-TV 9 90%
Station "C" I 10%

Top I 5 Shows
WSFA-TV 1

3

86%
Station "C" 2 14%

WSFA-TV placed five syndicated shows
in the Top 30 while Station "C" placed

none in the Top 50. A further indica-

tion of WSFA-TV 's acceptance.

OVER A MILLION VIEWERS IN

35 ALABAMA COUNTIES*

Population 1,106,000

Effective Buying Income.— $1,201,510,000

Retail Sales . 799,440,000

Food Store Sales 217,402,000

Drug Store Sales 23,964,000

Automotive Sales 157,280,000

Gasoline Service Station Sales 74,867,000

Mark Central and South Alabama on

your list . . . buy it with WSFA-TV!

* Market area defined by Television Magazine, plus 6
counties consistently proving regular reception. Does
not include 3 Georgia and 3 Florida bonus counties.

(Data from Sales Management Survey of Buying Power)

WSFA-TV
MONTGOMERY
Channel 12 NBC/ABC

THE BROADCASTING COMPANY OF THE SOUTH
WIS-TV, Columbia, South Carolina

Itrfirescntcd hv Ihr Katz Agi-ncy
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34 Today's audience promotion suffers from lack of research and planning

says Herman Land; suggests promotion men use modern techniques
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. . . with its quick rise to the top of Cleveland radio. But there's no getting away from what happened:

In January of this year we were dead last.

In February new management took over . . . and this summer
we took over first place among all Cleveland radio stations.

Current all-day average: 24.5%*

We know how it is, when the buys which once gave peace-of-mind start

ulcerating. So now that we're the buy that brings tranquility, we promise

to keep your anxiety at a minimum. One way is to stay first, which we aim

to do by continuing to provide—and to improve—the new kind of radio service

we brought to Cleveland. Another way is to let you talk to Harvey Glascock

(Express 1-5000). He gives you a feeling of stability. Or, we'll send

somebody from Blair, to .sell you some comfort.

*Hooper. Aug.—Sept., 7 a.m.—6 p.m. Mon.—Fri.

WNEW
NEW YORK CITY

AM-FM

WNEW
NEW YORK CITY

TV

WTTG
WASHINGTON, 0. C

TV
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THE NEW

V\^HK
the new .sound and the

new sell of radio . . . in

CLEVELAND
5000 EUCLID AVE. • TELEPHONE; EXPRESS 1-5000

HARVKY L. GLASCOCK
\'ici' Prc.siilviii A (icneral Manager

JOHN BI-AIR
/ V(7/(A/H' \tiiioiuil Hepresenliilive

DIVISION OF METROPOLITAN BROAOCASTING CORPORATION

^
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There's lAfJJCTin Jacksonville, the run-away

favorite no matter how you look at it! WJXT blankets Q^

counties in Northeast Florida and South Georgia, more than

double the 28 counties reached by the other station. Add to this

the August Nielsen ratings showing WJXT dehvering twice

as many television homes between 6 p.m. and midnight.

No matter how you measure it, your advertising reaches more,

many more television homes on WJXT.

WUXT ^^®
JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

OprraU'd by The Washington Potil Brwidcast Division:

W%JXT Channel 4, JacksonviUe. Flond<i \A^TOP Radio Washington, D.C. >A/TOP-TV Channel 9. Washington. L
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SWEET SUCCESS
adds the measurement of

success that helps you

get low cost-per-thousand

sales. ..a unique format

that provides the ideal

climate for your

sales message.

Created and produced by

Jack Doug/as, three-time

Emmy Award winner.

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION

488 MADISON AVE. • N.Y. 22 • PL 5-2100

I

><-

EWSMAKER
of the iveek

This week, a leading cigarette company changed presidents.

Retiring is a man who channeled his company's advertising

into air media and tvas a leading force among industry fig-

ures who made tobacco dominant in air media. His successor

inherits a spot and network tradition dating back to the '30^s.

The newsmaker: William A. Blount, who came to Liggett

& Myers out of college in 1923, this week became president of the

$.550 million-volume company. He succeeds Benjamin F. Few, who

retires after 43 years with Liggett & Myers.

Blount assumes the mantle of a man who, along with George

Washington Hill and other tobacco industry figures, in a large meas-

ure, tied the destiny of the cigarette industry to air media in the

early '30's. In an effort to get

strong identification for his low-

keyed advertising theme, "They

Satisfy," Few featured Ruth Etting

and other reigning favorites of the

day on Chesterfield's musical-

variety shows of the early '30's.

At the same time, he was experi-

menting with spot radio patterns

around the country to bolster weak

markets. As an offshoot of this,

he began experimenting with the

first musical jingles for cigarettes.

Resisting the hard-hitting repe-

tition which became a hallmark of cigarette advertising in the late

'30's and early '40's, Few maintained his low pressure advertising

policies in the introduction of L&M Filters. Oasis followed and last

month, the high-filtration Duke of Durham.

Liggett & Myers ranked third among network tv advertisers in the

first eight months of 1959, according to TvB gross billing figures;

fifth among tv spot users. The eight-month network rankings: R. J.

Reynolds, $10,798,123; P. Lorillard, $9,380,113; Liggett & Myers,

$8,347,852; American Tobacco, $7,491,450; Brown & Williamson,

$5,308,327.

Spot tv rankings for the first six months of 1959: B&W, $4,167,-

900; Lorillard, $2,460,100; Reynolds, $1,823,000; American, $1,703,-

500; L&M, $1,663,200. Both network and spot expenditures so far

in 1959 for L&M are way ahead of last year's totals, which were: spot

tv, $1,865,830; net tv, $10,849,983. Spot radio (according to RAB),

got $2,700,000 of the total $20,308,827 advertising nut.

Over-all, tobacco industry expenditures in tv have risen sharply in

'59 (network tv gross time billings were $50,468,726 through August

as opposed to $38,408,891 for the same period in '.58). In this at-

mosphere of upswing, Blount—a director of the company since 1941

—assumes the presidency of Liggett & Myers. ^

William A. Blount
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F O XJ N" D
.00 tra,v-elers witli $2,000 ea.cl& . . .

ill it took was a little traveling music—
»n "WMAQ. In this case, literally before
>reakfast. Chicago's Olson Travel
)rganization offered overseas tours at

2,000 per ticket on its 40-niinute pro-
.'ram of semi -classical music featuring
>Torman Ross, Saturdays, 7:15 to 7:55 a.m.

NBC Owned •W M A O

In four short weeks, Olson sold out com-
pletely— 100 tickets for a gross sale of
$200,000. And one year in advance!
This is just one more example of how^
"WMAQ reaches the quality buying mar-
ket in the Midw^est. It's every bit as easy
for you to find the buyers you're looking
for anytime , morning, noon or night, on...

670 in Chicago • Sold by NBC Spot Sales



I've got

no beef

[ j^ with

^i/L San Francisco,

Smidley.

Sure, it takes a four-station network to do it

. . . but there are more gas station sales in

the Cascade market than in San Francisco,

More food sales than in Toledo. Look at it an-

other way, Smidley. The Cascade network is

the only television reaching the entire market.

A smart buy? It's a "must" buy in the Pacific

Northwest.

BHHH viv H ^'9///^ Hi ^9Mt^ H ^B

KIMA-TV

KBAS-TV

YAKIMA. WASH.

EPHDATA,
MOSES LAKE, WASH

PASCO. RICHIAND.
KENNEWICK. WASHKEPR-TV

|/| ryy jw iewiston, ida

For Facts and figures:

National Representotives; Pacific Northwest:

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY Company MOORE & ASSOCIATES

SPONSOR
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Another great market . . .

and another great creative TV station for

YOUNGPRESENTATION
Effective November 1, 1959

Young Television Corporation

becomes exclusive national representative for

W MBMMSMMM^ HiII \/
Jk wJki wf

JoLxlLiSI J^ J^ 4
the powerful Sai^kes Tarzian Inc. station in

IT\fTITA T\IA P*OT jT^
(affiliated with WPTA-TV, Fort Wayne, Indiana—

also represented by Young TV.)

YOUNG TELEVISION CORP.
An Adam Young Company

NEW YORK CHICAGO ST. LOUIS LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO DETROIT ATLANTA
3 East 54th St. Prudential Plaza 915 Olive St. 6331 Hollywood Blvd. Ru.-^s BIdg. (Rm. 1207) 2940 Book BIdg. 11S2 W. Peachtree

New York 22, N.Y. Chicago 1, III. St. Louis, Mo. Los Angeles 28. Calif. San Francisco 4. Calif. Detroit 25. Mich. Atlanta. Ga.

PL 1-4848 Michigan 2-6190 MAin 1-5020 HOIIywood 2-2289 YUkon 6-6769 WOodward 3-6919 TRinity 3-2564
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of Mississippi

Retail Sales . .
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^918,000,000
IN THE SOUTH'S
FASTEST GROWING

TV MARKET

Jackson, Miss.^

with these Jackson
stations

WJTv 12
KATZ

WlbT
HOLLINGBERY

"^ Nation's business gains leader

10

by Joe Csida

L

sponsor

backstage

A new, cleaner face for tv?

On this day 121 October I in this vear you V

can hardly encounter a network man, an adver-

tiser or agency executive without getting into a

long discussion about the scandal of the rigged

quiz shows. In the next several weeks I believe

the somewhat panicky atmosphere will become

a mite more so as such intellectual glamour boys

as Charles Van Doren, and some of our more

distinguished network officials submit to the questioning of the House

Oversight Subcommittee and the enthusiastic coverage of the nation's

drooling press. I do not mean to speak too lightly about the matter,

nor to minimize its serious nature, for I surely agree that it may
conceivably hurt television in many ways. But I also believe the

situation may turn out, in the long run, to be the single development

most responsible for making the medium bigger, better and stronger

than it has ever been.

Quiz mess good for the industry

There is little doubt that the rigging practices of some of the

shows, and the spectacular and extensive coverage given the story

in the newspapers has shaken viewer confidence in television. How
badly, and in what ways, this will hurt the medium is open to ques-

tion. I doubt that any appreciable number of people will watch tv

less than heretofore because of the quiz mess. However, such long-

run and eminently successful shows as What's My Line could be

more or less subtly hurt by the notion some viewers may develop

that possibly Kilgallen or Cerf or Francis may have been given a

small pre-program hint or two in their efforts to guess the occupa-

tions of some of the guests.

In an equally subtle, subconscious or conscious way certain types

of commercials may lose a corisiderable portion of their effectiveness.

When a beer maker claims, and shows, that his lager holds its head

while other beers lose theirs, it's conceivable viewers may suspect the

possibility of the glass having been gimmicked. Or when a cigarette

advertiser throws the findings of a new test or survey at the customer,

said customer may question the impartiality of the survey more than

he did prior to the rig expose.

But surely injuries of this nature to television are not too serious,

nor likely to last too long. Programers will simply steer clear of a

type of show in which any phase may be open to any kind of rigging.

I'm sure this is the reason why Frank Stanton and CBS TV, for

example, dropped Name That Tune and The Big Payoff. And wise

advertisers and their agencies will merely dispense with campaigns

based on tests, surveys, etc., which may be open to any question at all.

The damage to the medium deriving from any future legislation

prompted by the quiz mess may, of course, be considerably greater

than a momentary loss of viewer respect. But somehow I do not
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Another great market—
and another great creative TV station for

YOUNGPRESENTATION
Effective October 19, 1959

Young Television Corporation

became exclusive national representative for
"
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An Adam Young Company

^~
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Prudential Plaza
Chicago 1, III.

Michigan 2-6190

ST. LOUIS
975 Olive St.

St. Louis, Mo.
MAin 1-5020

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO
6331 Hollywood Blvd. Russ BIdg. (Km. 1207

J

Los Angeles 28, Calif. San Francisco 4, Calif.

Hollywood 2-2289 YUkon 6-6769

DETROIT ATLANTA
2940 Book BIdg. 1182 W. Peachtree
Detroit 25. Mich. Altanta, 6a.

woodward 3-6919 TRinity 3-2564
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Sponsor backstage continued

believe that any of the unfair and restrictive bills now being, or

about to be, introduced will actually become law. It is one thing

for a handful of members of the Congress to have themselves a

pulicity ball with one aspect or another of television, but it is quite

another for a majority of the sober-minded members of the House

and the Senate to vote certain kinds of proposed bills into law. The

broadcasting business has, on too many occasions, proved itself a

responsible, constructive force in the land to be improperly ham-

strung because of a single situation like the rigged quizzes.

Nevertheless, as I said, I believe the ultimate results of the whole

fixed-shows situation will be beneficial to the industry. For one

thing, some of the top echelon network brass, who have too long

occupied themselves with matters other than programing are going

to get back into the programing picture as they have never been in

it before. Frank Stanton said plainly this week that he and CBS TV
were fully aware that the network—and the net alone—was respon-

sible for the shows that went on its air. CBS TV, alone, said Stanton,

intends to decide not only what goes on the network but the manner

in which it goes on. I'm certain that Bob Sarnoff and Leonard

Goldenson and Ollie Treyz, too, will get back into and stay with the

programing end to a far greater degree than ever before.

More caution expected from webs

Network control of shows is not necessarily, per se, a guarantee of

superior, spotless programing. But when men of Stanton's caliber

flatly take unto themselves the full fault for whatever hits those

screens, you may lay reasonable odds that nothing too bad is likely

to take place. At any rate, nothing as bad as some diddling with the

dough on quiz programs. There's no question that the networks will,

from time to time, meet a little opposition in what shows go on the

air. The age-old tussle between the webs and the major advertisers

and agencies is likely to flare quite brightly in the months immedi-

ately ahead. But underlying every tussle will be the question of

whether the show, or any part of it, may leave the web or the adver-

tiser open to criticism on ethical and/or moral grounds. And surely

in this area, the television industry can never be too cautious.

The image of a television industry besmudged by the fixed quiz

shows is not a pretty image, and no committee or body wants to,

nor would be able to make it seem lovely and wholesome. In this

light Lou Hausman's new job as head of the Television Information

Office is a rough one. But, I feel that in the long view the beating

the business is taking from the current situation will be most respon-

sible for creating an industry situation in which the image of televi-

sion is the cleanest possible.

A star reborn

I believe I criticized Frank Sinatra as severely as any other writer

when he goofed his ABC TV series a season or two ago. He played

that brace of shows, week after week, tired, weary, bored and dull.

Now I hasten to say that the Timex show Frank did the other evening

with Bing and Dean Martin was the best show I've seen him do in

twenty years of observing him closely. He seemed relaxed, rested,

cheerful, and full of that devastating super-confidence and charm,

which no one in his field possesses quite to the same degree. I don't

know what Frank did to come up so great again but I do hope he'll

do it every time he plays tv. ^
|
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for

moving

merchandise

in Western
^

New York

WBEN-TV is the BIG WHEEL
Certainly we can talk quality programming and production, for as Western

New York's first television station we have the experience and know-how since

1948. But advertisers like to talk coverage and sales. No station in the area

dominates this rich, productive market with perfect pictures and perfect sound

as does WBEN-TV. Into Western New York, northwestern Pennsylvania and

the Canadian Niagara Peninsula we consistently bring your message before the

most people, most of the time. This moves merchandise, rolls up sales gains,

levels sales resistance. To WBEN-TV buyers it's the greatest invention since

the wheel. It takes them farther faster along the road to sales dominance.

Contact us and learn how your TV dollars count for more on Ch. 4.

Represented nationally by

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER and PARSONS

V/BEN-TV
A SERVICE OF THE BUFFALO EVENING NEWS

^ CH.
CBS in Buffalo
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VISITING HOURS
Sign-on to Sandman

There are no restrictions on visiting hours when

friends call by way of WBNS-TV. Her Channel Ten

pals breast all barriers when a little lady beckons.

It's mighty reassuring to see familiar faces like

Captain Kangaroo and Flippo the Clown when

you're a tiny bit scared and away from home.

It doesn't take long to snip out tonsils these days

so Susie will be back with her family tomorrow.

However WBNS-TV will remain on duty in this and

66 other hospitals within range of our 316 kw
signal.

We recognize that our obligation goes beyond

bringing the world outside into this room. It also

demands that we bring the needs of this room to the

attention of the world outside. For example, the

attractive girl by Susie's bed first learned about

careers in nursing through a series of announce-

ments and programs created by our energetic Public

Service Department. Public service announcements

during the first six months of our tenth year totaled

5,529. Estimated air time value exceeded half a

million dollars.

WBNS-TV's good neighbor policy is part and

parcel of being born and raised in Central Ohio.

That's how it's been during our first decade and

that's how it will continue.

Each succeeding year seems to find our audience

larger, warmer and more receptive. Small wonder

advertising agency time buyers express themselves

as follows: "// you ivant to be seen in Central Ohio
— WBNS-TV".

\A/BNS-TV
CBS Television in Columbus, Ohio

The nation's No. 1 TV test marhel station.

Represented by Blair TV. 316 kw.
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Music

Selling

Time

P LAY N ASH V I

WSM-TV
SUPERIORITY

Series

7. Sales Power

'

Few of the 260,000 registered dogs in WSM-TV
coverage area actually keep track of WSM-TV
program times. But— their masters do. And that

means well over a million people to whom Channel
4 has become a daily "open sesame" to information,

education, entertainment.

With the tallest tower in the area, WSM-TV offers

instant and constant access to the largest TV
audience in the Central South. And the Central

South is one of America's most spectacular growth
markets. This adds up to concentrated, highly effec-

tive sales power in a market no advertiser can
afford to overlook. Anyone for selling?

lATSIvI
Nashville, Tennessee

Represented by

Edward Petry & Co., Inc

The Original Station Representative.

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE NATIONAL LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
31 OCTOBER 1959

Copyright I9sa

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INO.

It may wind up as not much more than a tactical maneuver, but General Foods
18 scoutinjt ABC TV and NBC TV for spots into which to move its four CBS TV
shows.

Prompting tlie search: Resentment over the fact it expects to pay $600,000 more for

time on CBS as a result of the network's new discount plan which goes into effect as

of April 1960.

General Foods feels that it's being discriminated against in two respects: (1) it's not

getting a special summer discount a la strictly summer advertisers; (2) an adver-

tiser with several hours of his own gets no advantage discount-wise over an alter-

nate week advertiser.

If GF does go through with a sweeping switch of network, or networks, it will be be-

cause it is in the unusual position of controlling all its nighttime shows.

Another major advertiser reported to be unhappy about what the new discount setup

means to it is S. C. Johnson.

Historical note: It will be recalled that General Foods in a similar huflf back in

radio's heyday moved its business, boot and kaboodle, suddenly from NBC to CBS.

Again, General Foods doesn't relish Frank Stanton's ukase against laughtracks.

Nighttime programing-wise, GF is dedicated to the principle of mirth and any bar

to nourishing it wouldn't, in the view of this sponsor, seem exactly cooperative.

The GF users of laughtracks: Danny Thomas show, the Ann Sothern show,

Hennessy and the Betty Hutton show.

Some reps are recommending that the next time the SRA gets around to issu-

ing plaques it ought to make a big point of honoring the William Esty agency.

The reason: It's the model for other agencies to follow in this respect: a faithful

user on a big scale of spot radio.

Esty, these reps note, can be depended on year after year to channel millions of dollars

into radio from such accounts as R. J. Reynolds, Leeming and National Carbon. It

recently put Nescafe into over 40 radio markets on a 52-week basis.

Other agencies cited as still up there as contributors to national spot radio are Grey,

SSCB, BBDO, Ayer, JWT and DFS. Also Aitkin-Kynett (Fels).

Among the leading agencies, rue the reps, that appear to have forgotten that radio exists

are Young & Rubicam, Benton & Bowles, Compton and Bates.

Agencynien who have been journeyina; to the tv show marts in HollyMOod say

the networks have something besides malaise to be concerned about : the new ma-
terial either in cans or in the planning isn't likely to prompt handsprings.

The producing gentry out there give the impression of being in a state of suspended

direction. They're not sure whether the western avalanche isn't headed for a sprin-

kling of survivors or whether they haven't gone badly afoul in the detection genre bv

trj'ing to turn out carbon copies of Peter Gunn.

What this situation may spell for the networks, as envisioned bv these agencymen:

Instead of figuring on replacements, the networks will concentrate on salvaging

their present product by dint of closer episode-by-episode development in the studio.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Here's an interesting case of the left hand not liking what the right hand has

done which a rep encountered this week in pitching for a spot campaign.

The offered chainbreak was adjacent to a show that the agency had recom-

mended and sold to a client this season, and the timebuyer's retort was:

"Look, the television department was silly enough to pick that turkey; now don^t

ask us to put another client after it."

Campbell-Ewald president Thomas B. Adams last week raised the spectre of tv

network year-around advertisers demanding reduced summer rates unless the level

of programing were raised.

Thomas flayed the overwhelming use of film reruns and cited the fact that his own cli-

ents do not use inferior talent in the summer. He said he felt assured that summer

viewing doldrums would be dissipated if the networks put to work some teams of bright

creative people. His rostrum : T he NAB meeting in Chicago.

Incidentally, here's how the Chevrolet summer show, Campbell-Ewald's own, fared

against the reruns on the opposite networks this summer, with Nielsen the source:

NETWORK JUNE SHARE JULY SHARE AUGUST SHARE

NBC (Chevrolet) 23.7 23.9 24.6

ABC (reruns) 34.9 38.3 36.2

CBS (reruns) 40.0 33.7 39.9

6 hrs.; 6 mins.

5 hrs.; 54 mins.

4 hrs.; 3 mins.

4 hrs.; 10 mins.

Another set of figures that are apropos to Adams' remarks are these culled also from

Nielsen reports:

PERIOD NO. HOURS OF VIEWING PER SET

February 1958

February 1959

August 1958

August 1959

The influence of the tv special is popping up down Mexico way.

An hour show loaded Avith Latin-American stars has been filmed for sponsorship by

Ford on Mexican stations.

An all-Mexican production staff did the job, with JWT lending a hand.

AB-PT's financial men are knee deep in working out the final papers for the

remaining stock ownership of WLS, ABC Radio's Chicago affiliate and operated by

the Prairie Farmer (which the deal will likely include) for over 30 years.

During the '30's and '40's WLS ranked as one of the great farm and community stations.

The SKA still has plans of setting up a system that will obtain for it an efficient

!

projection of national spot radio billings and a breakdown of these billings by

markets.

The basic idea of the plan is to have 425 or so stations in major markets submit

their billings directly to Price & Waterhouse. The figures from these x number of

markets would serve as an acceptable base for projection.

It is hoped that the NBC and CBS o&o's can be induced to cooperate in thci

pool, thereby allowing for a bigger bulk and a more truly representative base.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Advertisers with tv network shows that aren't hitting the mark this season can

look to their agencies to unveil a new thesis.

The keynote of the thesis will be they'll have to refix the level of what they deem
good efficiency buys and lower their sights on what they can expect to get for their

tv dollar.

And the argument will take this course: The competition has been pretty well

evened out among the three networks, there are fewer and fewer runaway hits to he

expected, advertisers may have to adapt themselves to getting but 7-8 million homes for

their $35,000 a minute and, anyway, even with the leaner diet that 7-8 million is

still the best buy when compared to other media.

There's quite a tussle going on between CBS TV and NBC TV for the eight

one-hour mysteries that Dow Chemical will sponsor the first part of 1960.

CBS TV would like to have them to fill the gap, partially, at least, that will be left when

Westinghouse's Desilu Playhouse goes alternate weeks.

If you took the computations of the networks for the top 50 markets by tv

homes and averaged them, you'd come up with something like this in the way of a pro-

gression :

MARKET CLUSTERS TOTAL TV HOMES % ALL U.S. TV HOMES

Top 10 markets 18,700,000 42%
Top 20 markets 25,450,000 57%
Top 30 markets 30,750,000 69%
Top 40 markets 34,900,000 78%
Top 50 markets 38,300,000 86%

Both ABC and NBC are finding it quite a strain recruiting advertisers to take on

the full sponsorship of the presidential conventions and election night coverages.

What aggravated the selling job: (1) advertisers aren't receptive to expensive pro-

motional spearheads in the summer (convention time) : (2) the networks have to be

choosey about the type of account. (For instance, the drys would raise the roof if the

beer gentry got into the act.)

Asking prices for the complete package, \v and radio: NBC, $6 million; ABC, $i5..'5

million.

NBC TV's competitive jabs at ABC TV on the daytime front has been extended

to the area of who wanted to watch the show.

NBC dug for this one into data Trendex developed for its September inrfuiries.

Obviously trying to show that the NBC daytime set is controlled by more wom-
en, NBC propounded for the use of its salesmrn this set of comparisons on the basis of per

100 sets:

NETWORK \\C. NO. PAYTIME WOMEN VIEWERS AVC. NO. WOMEN WHO SFT.ECTEn SHOWS

ABC TV 88 70

NBCTV 99 87

It may be just wishful thinking but network specialists in specials selling antici-

pate that business will pick up for them when some of the 26-weeks commitments

for regular programing run out.

Thev figure a rating-disappointed advertiser here and there will be disposed to shuttle

the residue of his season's tv appropriation for a big splash or two.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Pulse is offering a new wrinkle among its services : a breakdown of audience shares

for radio stations based on data compiled for 2,086 counties this year.

The material will not be published but can be obtained only on order by radio sta-

tions and agencies for specific markets.

Trendex is offering another supplement to its service : A special breakdown of

the ages of men, women and children that actually viewed tv during a week in

November.

If the rating firm finds enough buyers for this report—which will cover a period other

than rating week—it plans to make the study three times a year.

(See page 27 for important developments in Nielsen services.)

Keen observers on Madison Avenue were predicting this week that before the

quiz mess wound up it would take on vestiges of a public nightmare with cranks,

oddballs and others using it as a stage for personal publicity or for paying off

business grievances.

The business grievance angle filtered into the motivational speculations of the trade early

in the week in relation to the antics of Coty president Philip Cortney. It had been rumored

in the cosmetic industry that one of the prime targets of the Congressional investiga-

tion of the quizzes was Revlon, whose sales took a spectacular rise (to the 100-million-

dollar-mark) during its $64,000 shows sponsorship.

In both two column ads in New York newspapers and a press conference at the N. Y. Sales

Executives Club Cortney urged (1) No more entertainment control by sponsors and (2) Busi-

ness men who sponsored the quiz shows in question be called before the Congressional probe.

Significant sidelight: BBDO Coty's agency, refused to place Cortney ad.

PGW is testing a new system for compiling spot tv and radio availabilities

which it now feels will be less complex, faster and more convenient than the Rem-
ington-Rand punch-card system it adopted in 1957.

The rep firm plans to keep the details of the new method—not a machine operation

—

under wraps for 30-60 days before revealing the details.

However, PGW is still doing the other statistical work via the R-R card system.

(How the electronic system worked in processing availabilities was explained in a 12

October 1957 article, page 34.)

Sellers of radio spot would do themselves a good turn if they concentrated

some of their promotional effort on the younger generation of commercials writ-

ers in agencies.

Accountmen report that it's getting increasingly difficult to maintain an exciting level

of interest in radio copy among the more bright and ambitious writers. They all

want to apply their skills to the newer air medium.

Noted an account executive in a toprung agency: "Selling a client on radio is only

half the job. He wants to be assured now our better talent will do the commercials."

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 48; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 58; Washington Week, page 53; sponsor

Hears, page 56; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 68; and Film-Scope, page 54.
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FEATURES THAT KEEP YOUR AMPEX
VIDEO

LINE \

COLOR

/ EXT

B/W—COLOR SWITCH

TAPE SPEED OVER-RIDE

NORMAL

RETARD Ml>VANCE
TAPE SPEED OVER-RIDE

UP TO DATE . . . FOR YEARS TO COME
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"INTERSWITCH"*

TIP

PROJECTION

5 1

HEAD LIFE INDICATOR

Recording— copying— cuing— editing— splicing. . . whatever your requirements for today— or the

future— the Ampex Videotape* Television Recorder brings the utmost operating efficiency. These
advanced-design features are backed by 12 years of development—and the experience in TV tape

recording that is Ampex' alone . . .

INSTANT SWITCHING B/W TO COLOR with no adjustment or re-equalization needed —and no com-
promise of either standard.

PRECISE LIP SYNCHRONIZATION with second recorder, either audio or TV tape, is accomplished

with Tape Speed Over-ride control.

HIGH QUALITY COPYING ASSURED even to third generation tapes. Low impedance RF-RF dubbing

interconnection delivers the frequency modulated signal direct to copying recorder (s)—eliminates

repeated modulation and demodulation processes.

RECORD, PLAYBACK TO 4 WORLD STANDARDS with "Interswitch" modification. Equips any Ampex
for international programming with 525, 405, 625 or 819 line systems.

HEAD LIFE INDICATOR provides immediate, accurate indication of operating life of the video head

assembly . . . lets your engineer plan a production schedule with assurance.

Write, wire or phone today for an Ampex representative— or ask for the new, fully illustrated

brochure describing the new Ampex VR-IOOOB. Whatever you want to know about the advantages

and profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex. AMPEX HAS THE EXPERIENCE.

934 CHARTER ST. • REDWOOD CITY, CALIF. VIDEOTAPE
Ampex
CORPORATION

professional

products division

•tM ampex CORP.

22

Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities Throughout the World
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Timebuyers

at work

Lyn R. Patton, George Patton Advertising, Hollywood, feels that

the selection of tv spot versus tv program sponsorship is determined

K\ the product's special attributes and needs. "We have a beverage

|iioduct that we promote using both methods. We have found that

I he positive 'image' which is created via strong sponsor identification

on a weekly tv show cannot be too

highly recommended. Of course,

while we may prefer program

sponsorship for this particular

product, we have found that it is

always desirable to augment our

campaign with a sufficiently strong

schedule of 20-second spots. This

extends the program sponsorship

as well as adding to our coverage.

It gives us 'reach in depth,' and is

the kind of campaign that is most

likely to produce sales for the

sponsor." Lyn is strongly opposed to the kind of advertising which

is based on making unsupported claims for the product. "Commer-

cials can be improved by concentrating on facts, and not on fiction.

A frank and fresh advertising approach counteracts audience skepti-

cism created by the ill-advised, wild-claims type of announcement."

Alicia Frost, Adams & Keyes, Inc., New York, who buys for the

agricultural division of the Stauffer Chemical Co., has found that

the best time to reach the farmer is when he is at breakfast, and

that the best medium at this time is radio. "It gives me the most

extensive coverage and is relatively inexpensive. Choosing the right

station, that's the trick. The sta-

tion that has managed to program

reports by the county agent—

a

local representative of the depart-

ment of agriculture who serves the

farmer—on a regular, sustaining

basis is hard to beat. An adjacen-

cy next to the county agent show

is mone\ in the bank." Alicia re-

marks that station personalities

and farm experts, in large measure,

determine the quality of the sta-

tion's farm program. "The farm-

er responds to the personal touch. Many stations, realizing this, fre-

quently broadcast directly from the farm. The farmer then comes
to rely upon the station personality as a source of information on

developments which could affect his livelihood. Above all. the station

that disseminates the most of the best information, is likely to get

the farmer's lovaltv and is. therefore, the advertiser's best buv."
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you

can't

buy a

"bunch

o' spots"

only a carefully
sifted schedule
combined with
your ideas . .

.
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WOKY SALESMANSHIP

SHOWMANSHIP

SCHOLARSHIPMAKE
EVERY SCHEDULE

A CAMPAIGN!
Another month— another first. Been this way since 1955 at WOKY
in Milwaukee, where consistency is the marl< of professionalism.

Choice of all the listeners, the WOKY list of regular advertisers reads

like McKittricks's. From A to Z; Alcoa, American Int'l Pictures, Amer-

ican Home Foods, American Machine and Foundry, American Motors,

American Tobacco, American Sheep Producers Council, American

State Bank, Armour, Associated Grocers, Associated Hospital Service,

Associated ... (to be continued; maybe by you???)

SALESMANSHIPis ingrained in every

air personality and a part of the Bartell station

acceptance that puts every campaign in orbit

oHOWMANoHIP is in the production

that arrests, sparks and entertains.

SCHOLARSHIP is inherent

in the thought, planning and pre-testing

of every unit of sound that is broadcast.

These qualities are

contagious I From station

level to Group headquarters,

to each Adam Young
office, you'll find more

than receptivity— or even

sympathy— you'll get

good ideas I (Ask Complon
Advertising in New York.)

49th am
Madison

Payoff!

Remember the enclosed ad? It ran

in your book just a few weeks ago.

Well, the series is over. Chicago

fans are once again holding their

heads up, Dodger fans have come

down out of the clouds and we, here

at WLOL, have finally emerged from

AD MEN!
Tht> ptirtv'x on Joe, hirry ntnl Tonv!

WIN \ (;UAM) l\ Ol H

tttlKII) SFRIK"' ^.•r^HHinl I (»MI <1!

KEl-O-LA.ND A

tfi»t*

WLOl AMfTi KSO Rad.o

mi
vpvi iw > j

a)»^i<>»> J '
'

I 1 1 [ '

*™ ^mt 1 '
1 1 1 I
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under thousands of contest entries

with a winner in our hands.

As a matter of fact, we had a seven-

way tie for first place, but when we

checked the tie-breaker scores we

found the prognosticator extraordi-

nary to be John R. Bain, assistant

advertising manager of the Indian-

apolis Power and Light Company.

Our congratulations go out to Mr.

Bain, and our thanks to you and the

thousands of wonderful readers of

your book who entered the contest.

William A. Ficker

prom. dir.

WLOL
Minneapolis

More credit due

Was glad to see your magazine give

Boettcher (sponsor, 3 October) cred-

it for an outstanding job in using

radio intelligently. Your article, while™

good, certainly didn't give complete

recognition to all people concerned.
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For example, the idea of a market

report was kicked around 1j) Hark

Spensley and me for many, many

weeks. It wasn't until Bill Grant as-

sumed active general managership of

KOA AM & TV that we were ahle to

bring this program to a reality. Bill,

who had had considerable investment

experience, gave us the necessary pro-

fessional assistance to build this idea

into a feasible program.

After the program was built, it

would not have been possible without

the enthusiastic support of Warren

Willard. managing partner of Boett-

cher and the day by day professional

assistance of Alan Dugan, Boettcher

advertising manager. Much initial

help was also received from Bob Mc-

Williams, at that time v. p. of the

Galen Broyles Advertising Agency.

I am sure one of the reasons that

Boettcher has been so successful is

the fact that Mr. Willard knew to be

successful it must be established on

the station and allowed to run on a

consistent 52-week basis. At the same

time, KOA, under the direction of

then promotion director Orville Ren-

nie. outlined a consistent promotional

support program which called the

broadcast to the public's attention.

Again, thank you for giving recog-

nition to a successful job of using

radio properly by an account located

in the Rocky Mountain area.

Robert S. Hix

KHOW
Denver

Add to the list

Sorry to see SPONSOR'S 10 October

"Big Tv Parade" pass without a men-

tion of Multiple Products Corpora-

tion, New York. Actually, Multiple

has been a tv headliner since last

spring. Excitement generated over

Play Spray, a cosmetic kit for little

misses, is directly attributed to tv ex-

posure on such stations as KTLA-
TV in Los Angeles, WNAC-TV,
Boston, KENS-TV, San Antonio and

WAPI-TV, Birmingham. Currently,

Plav Sprav is featured daily on New
York's WNEW-TV.

Here's hoping the next Toy Parade

finds a spot for Multiple—a toy com-

pany that has found spots the perfect

product showcase.

John Chervokas

copy dir.

Ray Barrow, Inc.

Boston

:\\

in

//

DETROIT
you
know
where
you're

going

with

WJBK
radio

Sell 'em coming and going • Dominate

Detroit, the "market on wheels" • Cap-

ture the home audience, too • Go BIG
on the "Station on the Go" • Go Sat-

uration on special low cost multi-spot

plan . Call KATZ for details

WJBK- Radio is DETROIT.

STORER
station

//,

/A

\>
.-^
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OLD NEW ORLEANS FAVORITE

V

M&

"9^, *

Here's how to

make it:

5=^

On a base of creamed

spinach place 2 artichoke

bottoms. Fill these with 2

poached eggs and cover with

Hollandaise Sauce. Perfect

with a bottle of chilled rose

wine.

Brennan's

Hollandaise Sauce

Beat 4 egg yolks, add juice

of 1 lemon. Heat in double

boiler, add 1 lb. melted but-

ter. Cook over very low fire

until thick, stirring with wood-

en spoon. Salt to taste.

k
1

Breakfast at Brennan's . . . delightful!

WWL -TV. . . new

NEW ORLEANS
FAVORITE

Things are changing fast in the three-station New Orleans

market. WWL-TV now leads in practically all important

time periods.

WWL-TV Station B Station C
%

40.4

49.1

42.0

50.0

%
40.1

40.6

39.0

37.0

%
18.9

10.7

17.0

11.0

Sunday thru Saturday

August ARB 6-10 p.m.

10-midnight

August Nielsen 6-9 p.m.

9-midnight

And WWL-TV personnel lead in experience

—

competitive

experience gained in TV markets coast-to-coast.

Represented nationally by the Katz Agency

^WWL-TV
NEW ORLEANS
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INSTANT RATINGS for New York. Nielsen unveils new Instantaneous Audimeter, signed

four stations first week. Battery powered clock gives independent time check

New research tools for radio/tv

^ Rating services expand; Nielsen will cover 146

multi-station markets, give instant ratings in N.Y.C.

^ New developments to include first Canadian NCS,

1960-1961 Nielsen radio count (first in five years)

I f any especially dramatic proof is

needed of the growing advertiser in-

terest in the air media, one has only

to take a look at the activity within

the rating services organizations

which measure television and radio.

These rating services are growing
right along with the air media,

building better measuring devices;

rulers become yardsticks, yardsticks

expand to tapes.

This week brought news of some

new dimensions added to one of the

services. At a Tuesday morning con-

ference in the A. C. Nielsen Co. New
York City headquarters, this veteran

research organization unveiled an ex-

pansion program keeping pace with

the growth of the radio/tv media.

The Nielsen expansion is in four

significant areas:

• A perfected instantaneous tele-

vision rating service for the New
York Citv market.

• Exploding the current NST re-

ports to 146 multi-station tv markets

to cover 9T < of the tv homes in the

U.S.

• The first NCS for Canada.

• Scheduling of NCS #4 tele-

vision and radio studies for the

winter of 1960-61. This means that

radio gets a set count for the first

time since 19.56.

Any one of these expansion areas

might have deserved separate promo-

tion; Nielsen chose to toss them all

up in one blanket.

What does it all mean to adver-

tisers?

The Instantaneous Audimeter

means fast reports on h;)\\ their tv

program is doing in America's larg-

est market. The expansion of NSI

reports means they can get a better
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MUSEUM PIECES: HOW NIELSEN INSTANT RATINGS

RADIO ERA: Earliest form of checking audience (I) is this

"appreciation" post card by Music Master; listeners had

to affix their own stamps to vote. In 1936, Nielsen in-

stalled its first Audimeters (35 mm tape). Two years

later, an improved Audimeter went into radio homes. In

1946, instantaneous radio ratings were shown in Chicago

picture of the effectiveness of a na-

tional buy through studying it mar-

ket-by-market. NCS :#:4 follows the

first Census in a decade. And for

expansion beyond the border, Cana-

dian NCS is the answer.

For the past three years, in Chi-

cago, the research firm has been ex-

perimenting with an instantaneous

ratings system—built entirely (except

for the concealing cabinets)—by
Nielsen's own 18-man engineering de-

partment. Now, perfected to the point

that all but precludes error— the

equipment has been moved to Niel-

sen's New York office on Lexington

Avenue and is now running a check

on that city's tv audience.

It has been clicking away commer-
cially for only about two weeks, but

the service has already been bought

by four stations in the New York met-

ropoHtan area—WABC-TV, WPIX-
TV, WOR-TV and WNTA-TV.
The Nielsen Instantaneous Audi-

meter provides quarter-hour ratings

based upon minute-by-minute detail,

and can record individual home data

for cumulative audience ratings and

duplication studies.

The equipment collects data from

270 television sets in some 228 tv

homes each minute—what set is

tuned to what channel.

During the three years in which the

equipment was being tested and per-

fected at Chicago, one of the things

learned about it according to Henry
Rahmel. exec. v.p. and manager of the

broadcast division, is that "informa-

tion produced by this instantaneous

system is in substantial agreement

with regular NSI data, with no

marked difference in viewing levels

from one method to the other. The
only question remaining," Rahmel
continued, "is whether the industry

is ready to continuously support a

premium service of this type, and the

evidence so far is that they are." If

tv lends this support it is more than

radio was ready to do back in 1940

when Nielsen Co. developed instan-

taneous radio rating equipment and

tried it in the Chicago market.

Some interesting facts about the tv

Audimeter: The machine detects in-

stantly if a sample home is not report-

ing properly; technician knows which

home and why. At 4 a.m. every morn-

ing, the equipment sends out a signal

which, in effect although not in actu-

ality, turns on each sample home's t\

set. If any set proves to be out of

order, that home is removed from the

base count for the next day. A built-

in electronic device runs a minute-by-

minute check on the phone lines that

link the Audimeter to the sample

homes; if for any reason the tele-

phone company opens a circuit, it is

known at once. Such safeguards

make sure the data reflects only Iv

viewing and not equipment failure.

Of significance to the national ad-
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HAVE EVOLVED

1947
MAUAece Twe

vertiser is "part Two" of the Nielsen

program: expansion of NSI markets.

By spring, there will be NSI reports

for 146 multi-station tv markets

covering 97% of all U.S. tv homes

and 98% of all tv ad dollars.

NSI was begun in 1954; as recent-

ly as a year ago, it covered only 32

markets. By now it has grown to 105

markets, which means that the next

few months will see 41 more added

to swell the total to 146.

"These 146 NSI reports," says John

Churchill, vice president of the Niel-

sen broadcast division, "represent all

multi-station tv markets existing to-

day. When new competitive markets

are created, NSI will measure these

also. In many cases, two or three

closely grouped cities form one tv

market. (The 146 markets include

231 cities.) That's the way an adver-

tiser buys them, and that's the wa)-

NSI reports them." Metered measure-

{Please turn to page 64)
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TV ERA: In 1947, a mailable tape recorder

which radio listeners could send in was tested

by Nielsen, and in 1949 a mailable audimeter

the size of a car storage battery was intro-

duced. An improved model is still used today.

By 1954, the recordimeter was developed.

From these came the "Instant" of ratings

SHIRT SLEEVERS: Announcing Nielsen plans (I to r)—George Blechta, vice president; John

Churchill, v.p. in charge of NSI; Henry Rahmel, executive v.p. and broadcast div. mgr.
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MEDIA MEN
THEY'RE STILL
UNDERPAID

rimtri: CiHiitf.sj' ol I'cieis-Oi ilTiii-Wi o I'Mii il, Kiiinii lepresentatives

MEDIA PEOPLE In ad agencies have come a long way in the past decade. They're making

double former salaries, are in such demand by clients, agencies, that jobs outnumber supply

^ Agency media staffers are making more money and

assuming more responsibility as buying needs tighten

^ But they're still behind their creative and account

colleagues in agency job status, salary and potential

I v's supercharged growth as a ma-
jor ad medium in the past decade has

been the most direct impetus to

agency media people gaining up-

graded salaries and stature. But even

though buyers and media staffers

have doubled their earnings in less

than a decade, they're still far behind
their colleagues in creative and ac-

count sections.

Because agencies have a worsening

problem in finding media specialists

to fill the constantly growing demand,
they're being forced to re-evaluate

media jobs and status and take firmer

steps to close the gap of inequitable

pay and stature. This is the consen-

sus of several experts queried by
SPONSOR on the subject of modern
media staffers—their jobs, salaries,

hopes and frustrations.

The ad pros tend to agree on these

generalizations about media depart-

ments in the bigger agencies (and

major agencies set the trend and
pace for medium and small ad

shops)

:

• Salaries and job responsibility

are being upgraded, and it's no long-

er unusual to have a $45,000 a year

media executive who sits on the

agency plans board and shares in

agency profits. But the competent

media professional still makes about

50^ less than his "creative" counter-

part in copy or in account work.

• Copy continues to dictate to me-

dia too frequently, and media units

are still looked upon by agency man-
agement as a necessary but dull func-

tion
—

"sort of like accounting," as

one man commented.

• The supply of media specialists

—directors, associate and assistant

directors, timebuyers, estimators—is

nowhere near big enough to fill the

demand. This fosters raiding of com-

petitive shops and upgrading of mere-

ly adequate rather than skyrocketing

talent.

• There's a continual drain on the

supply of media staffers because they

tend to be divided into two types of

people: (1) those who are fairly

complacent in their safe, less risky

work and who are content with a

standard 5% a year increase in sal-

ary; (2) those who use media as a
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a
'

stepping stone in their striving for a

more glamorous, more risky '"con-

tact" job in the account group or at

the agency management level.

• Progressive agencies, however,

are realizing as the competition and

the economy tighten that they are

being forced to return to the original

and simpler creative advertising con-

cept: write the most creative copy and

place it in the most creative way.

This means there is new and/or

added stress on acquiring—and keep-

ing—top-level media people.

But acquiring good people and

keeping them are serious and hard-

to-solve problems for most agencies.

Here's how they acquire people:

They bring staffers in at lower

levels—such as media assistant or

estimator—and train them to the

point where they can assume more re-

sponsible tasks. They "raid" other

agencies, offering intangibles such as

management recognition and status

rather than money—because these

days most media people make what

thev consider a fair salary. Their

complaint is lack of appreciation and

stature.

For top media men—those who
earn as much as S60.000 a year

—

agencies maneuver elaborate negotia-

tions to get an executive who is

strong on creative media thinking,

client contact and "quotable quotes,"

public speeches, presentations and

other devices that will get his name
and that of his agency in both con-

sumer and trade press.

Once agencies nave developed or

acquired competent people, they have

another problem—keeping them. Here

are some of the devices which tend to

keep a talented media person happy

in his chosen profession and in his

agency.

They want respectability and pro-

fessional recognition. They realize

that in many shops they're regarded

as second-class citizens, and that the

so-termed "creative" people are con-

strued to be the ones with "real" tal-

ent and even with genius.

Yet they know—and bright, alert

management people also know—that

it requires as much creativity and

imagination for media people to ef-

fect a productive schedule as it does

for copy people to think up ad themes

and slogans. They want personal se-

curit\—the knowledge that as media

people they are regarded as thinking

humans rather than as automatons.

And they also want—and have gotten

—dollar recognition with significant

increases.

Today, for example, an associate

media director commands as much
as $2.5,000 I see chart below for

estimated salary ranges and averages

for media people in major agencies).

A scant seven or eight years ago he

was lucky to be paid S10,000.

Buyers, too, have come into their

own. There are still instances where

a man moves from the mailroom.

where he made $.55 a week, to buy-

ing, at $75 a week. But most buy-

ers seem to make about $8,500 a year.

And small and medium agencies are

compelled to match the big-agency

pay and—many times—to exceed it

because of the shortage of competent

buyers. And, in a small agency, a

buyer is responsil le for much more

activity, thinking and planning than

his counterpart in a big shop which

has a vast supply of buyers and assist-

ants.

Media, despite many obstacles, is

coming into its own more than ever

before. The swing upward started

with the advent of television, in the

opinion of Kenneth Godfrey, execu-

tive vice president of the American

Assn. of Advertising Agencies.

The importance of tv, balanced

with the slimming agency profits, has

focused new attention on media staffs,

he savs. "The media department is

being looked at more critically in re-

lation to a client's marketing plan.

{Please turn to page 46)

HOW MUCH MONEY DO AGENCY

MEDIA PEOPLE MAKE?

sponsor's survey* includes the range inide in all rases I for most

media department jobs as ivell as the figure which appears to he the

average or most usual figure among top agencies.

JOB TITLE RANGE AVERAGE

v.p. for media $30,000-160.000 $35,000

media director $20,000-$28.000 $25,000

assoc. media director I15.000-S2.5.000 $18,000

asst. media director $15,000-$ 18.000 $15,000

chief timebuyer $12,000 $18,000 $12,000

timehuyer $6.000-$l 5.000 $8,500

asst. buyer $5,000-$ 10.000 $6,500

estimator 83.600-$7.500 $5,000

secretary $4.000-$5.200 $4,200

clerical $2,800-$4.000 $3,800

•Ccmilucleil among agency executives

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllll

and others in cU«>t-ly relatwl busine;

iiiiiiiiii
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FIRST OF A THREE-PART SERIES ON^RETAIL ADVERTISING

What Macy isn't telling Gimbel

^ Now a 52-week user, Macy's in New York, applies

techniques learned through tests over 18 months

^ Twice weekly, high-ticket item promotions create

better climate than newspapers for one-day specials

I his Christmas, more retail cloth-

ing and department stores will be

using air media with real savvy and

know-how than ever before. In

many cases, the techniques they'll be

using stem from serious and closely-

analyzed tests of the mediuia in spo-

radic campaigns over the past year.

Perhaps of greatest significance to

every tv advertiser is what R. H.

Macy Co. in New York City has

learned after a year of concentrated

effort in tv, which has turned it into

a year-round tv advertiser for its

New York City and branch stores.

Though Macy's is notoriously

close-mouthed when it comes to re-

vealing advertising strategy and

sales results, sponsor has learned

through sources inside the Macy or-

ganization how it evaluates its ex-

perience in television, what tech-

niques it has found most successful,

what direction its year-round tv ad-

vertising will take.

Since it began its 52-week use of

tv on 9 September, Macy's has been

spending approximately $6,000 per

week on three New York stations,

WRCA-TV, WNEW-TV, WNTA-TV.
All its television activity is confined

to Wednesday and Friday. Macy's

found, first of all, that tv's impact

was sufficient to stimulate an immedi-

ate reaction which lent itself to one-

day sales, rather than the extended

sales that newspaper advertising gen-

erally requires. Wednesday copy is

pegged to a promotion for Thursday

(when Macy's is open at night), Fri-

day copy to a Saturday sale.

The day-long schedules are limited

IVIACY'S FORMULA FOR ITEM PROMOTIONS ON TV

FREQUENCY calls for three-station schedule

each Wednesday and Friday, limited to one item or

promotion per day. $6,000 weekly schedule packs in

as many 60's as possible in daytime, nighttime

COPY is hard-sell, e.t. over slides, emphasizing

"tomorroiv, tomorrow only." Non-personalized ap-

proach is in sharp contrast to taped commercials

ivhich Macy's has been trying out in San Francisco

ITEMS are all high-ticket, high-profit, non-im-

pulse merchandise (mink stoles, furniture, suits).

Price, small deposit, known brands are stressed.

Low-priced, ready-to-wear items did not do as well
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to one item or one promotion each

day. Minute announcements are

scheduled through the day and eve-

ning somewhat in the manner of its

experimental promotions (see SPON-

SOR, 6 December 1959
1

, w hen it

bought virtually everything in sight

on a single station for one day.

During these experiments. Macy's

found that high-ticket items did bet-

ter than lower-priced merchandise, a

disco\er\ which refuted the store's

original hunch that tv would stimu-

late largely impulse buying. Except

for an outstanding tv push on

women's slacks (volume reportedly

$100,000) two summers ago, tv was

not at its most effective for low-cost,

ready-to-wear sale items. Cashmere

sweaters, bathing suits, other such

merchandise did not do as well as

higher-profit sale items (power mow-
ers did a reputed S125.000).

From this experience, Macy's took

off on its year-round schedules with

the following high-ticket promotions:

9 September, a highly -successful

push for its d.a. (depositor's ac-

counts! charge plan, first credit-buy-

ing plan Macy's has ever instituted.

11 September, warehouse clear-

ance.

16 September, mink stoles.

18 September, furniture.

23 September, custom reupholster-

ing.

25 September, broadloom.

30 September, furniture.

2 October, RCA appliances.

7 October, men's suits (a joint

Macy's-Bamberger's promotion)

.

9 October, broadloom.

Copy (e.t. over slides )is all 60-

second, hard-sell, emphasizing the

one-day character of the promotion.

Example : "Tomorrow, tomorrow

only, a one-day- sale of Mink at

Macy's. a very special kind of sale

on Macy's fourth floor ... all on sale

for just S199 dollars . . . tomorrow,

with just a 10% deposit, take your

mink stole home . .
." Repetition of

"tomorrow, tomorrow only" is com-

mon to all Macy's tv copy. ^
Ed. I\'ote: Next week—retailer tv

formulas across the country, current

spot tv tests, successful case histories.
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BILL xMENNEN JR.. di-

rector and v.p. for domestic

sales, adv., researcfi and de-

velopment, believes in radio

''''because of what I see in my
own Iiome," and says reac-

tion of Mennen salesmen to

this past summers radio

spot campaign ivas ^'un-

expected and gratifying.""

Mennen has been with the

corporation since 19.39.

MENNEN GETS SURPRISE
DIVIDENDS FROM RADIO

I hat big Mennen spot radio cam-

paign reported in SPONSOR, 17 Oc-

tober, has been producing unexpected

dividends for the veteran shave

cream and toiletries manufacturer.

Not only are sales of radio-plugged

products—Mennen Spray Deodorant,

Mennen Stick Deodorant, Quinsana,

Foam Shave, Skin Bracer and Date

Line—showing a healthy upward

trend, but reactions from the Men-

nen sales force and the stations on

the Mennen list have been "unex-

pected and gratifying" according to

Mennen and Warwick and Legler ex-

ecutives.

Bill Mennen Jr., lanky sales and

advertising boss of the Mennen Co.,

reports that his salesmen have been

more enthusiastic over the Mennen
radio schedule "than any of our ad-

vertising campaigns in years. When
we decided to switch from an all tv

diet we were afraid we might have a

problem in sales morale.

"On the contrary, our radio spots

in morning and afternoon drive time

gave our men the first chance they

had in years to hear our advertising,

and they responded with a degree

of excitement and co-operation I

wouldn't have believed possible."

The second unexpected but grati-

fying dividend to the Mennen radio

series came in the way the 102 sta-

tions on the Mennen list flocked to

compete in Mennen's prize "Merch-

andising Contest." Except for three

stations who cited policy reasons, all

others sent in entries, and both

agency and client say they were

"overwhelmed" by the quality and

quantity of the merchandising help

Mennen received.

In the contest, which was judged

by sponsor's exec editor John E. Mc-

Millin. Joe Kaselow of the N. Y.

Herald Tribune and John Crichton

of Ad Age, first prize (S300) went to

WHDH, Boston; second prize (S200)

to WELL New Haven: third prize

(SlOO) to WMBR. Jacksonville and

a special small market prize ($200)

to KGBT, Harlingen, Texas.

Says Jack Thompson. Mennen acct.

exec at W&L. "We have found that

radio stations today are closer to

local retailers and marketing prob-

lems than any other medium, includ-

ing newspapers and tv." ^
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DOES PROMOTION NEED MORE
^ Herman Land of Corinthian says modern audience

promotion suffers from lack of research, planning

^ Suggests that promotion men should adopt up-to-

date ad techniques, particularly in media selection

W
BY HERMAN LAND

Director of Public Belations and Special Projects
Corinthian Broadcasting Corj).

hy are program (and audience)

promotion men neglecting the tech-

niques of modern advertising?

Today, most audience promotion

done by stations, networks, agencies

and advertisers is still largely based

on hunch and will-o'-the-wisp inspi-

ration. In this it resembles advertis-

ing of the past not the present, adver-

tising as it was before research and

media planning rose to their present

positions of importance.

Why should we approach promo-

tion as something fundamentally dif-

ferent from advertising? As long as

we continue to do so. promotion will

never achieve either the efficiency or

professional status it deserves.

Perhaps because of its historic as-

sociation with the hawking spirit of

show business, promotion's inner re-

semblance to advertising tends to es-

cape notice. Basically, what is in-

volved is a point of view, a way of

attacking what is essentially a mar-

keting problem in an organized man-

ner, guided by facts and analysis

rather than by whim. Here is how
promotion looks when viewed through

the eyes of the advertising man. This

is only a partial view, yet it suggests

great rewards if the revealed roads

are followed all the way.

The Product- -The advertising man

i!]llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll|i|||||||||llllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllil^^

PROMOTION IN THE NEWS

THIS TIMELY ARTICLE
by Herman Land appears

just as the Broadcasters'

Promotion Association is as-

sembling in Philadelphia

for its 4th Annual Conven-

tion. Land, a former mem-

ber of the SPONSOR staff was

executive editor of Televi-

sion Magazine before join-

ing Corinthian Broadcasting

liillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliliiiiiliiiiliiiiiiiiiiilililiilliiiillli^^

starts with a product analysis. So
should the promotion man. This is

not as elementary as it sounds. What
is the promotion product? Is it a

new series? A one-shot? A film fes-

tival? A station image? Each is a

separate brand and requires a dis-

tinct approach. Of course, most of

the time a great bundle of these

brands must be handled simultane-

ously.

Except in the case of the station

image, what you are trying to do

is get consumer sampling of your

program brand. How you define your

product becomes of great practical

importance. It determines the con-

tent and emphasis of your campaign.

For example, there are frequent ef-

forts made to promote parts of the

day, as in network daytime promo-

tions, or a whole season of feature

films under a festival banner. The
basic questions are: Is the product

to be sampled daytime, or is it the

individual shows of the morning and

afternoon? Is the film product the

festival or the individual features

themselves? If you answer daytime

or festival, you will hit these hard in

vour campaign. If you answer the

individual shows, you will feature

them and subordinate the general

themes.

Right here, it may be well to bring

up that old advertising truth—no mat-

ter how clever and professional your

selling, vou cannot go long beyond

the limits imposed by the product. It

must perform as promised. Sid Mesi-

bov, ABC's exT)loitation director,

when asked to define exploitation and

publicitv in television, said:

"It's like the problem of the thirsty

horse. There he is. standing in the

street, trying to make up his poor

mind whether he should try the wa-

ter in your trough or in the other

troughs down the street. Each of

you is trying to capture that thirsty

horse's attention and inveigle him in-

to trying your trough. If you do a

better job of inveigling, he'll try your

trough. But if the water he sips
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REAL ADVERTISING SAVVY?
turns out to be sour—well, he's not

likel\ to come back for another sip."

Marketing plan — An advertising

plan starts with a look at the mar-

ket: Who are the customers you are

tr\ing to reach? What kind of peo-

ple are they? Where can they be

reached? In program terms, this

means an evaluation of the program

brand to determine its strongest ap-

peal?, whether its audience is likely

to be found among men or women or

young people, older or younger house-

wives. those who like westerns, mys-

teries or sports, and so forth. This

makes possible a rational schedule of

on-lhe-air announcements which can

be organized for maximum efficiency.

Many stations attempt to do this now,

and it is the practice of the networks.

The assumption is that a promotion

spot will be most productive if placed

in or next to a show with similar ap-

peal. Thus CBS will follow Gunsmoke

with a western promotion spot and

will promote the U . S. Steel Hour at

the conclusion of Desiht Playhouse.

Media analysis — Creative people

tend to resent and resist the media

expert. But it is the media point of

view which is probably needed most

in the field of promotion. A media

point of view represents a kind of or-

ganizing principle. Here is an exam-

ple from the Grey advertising agencv.

which handles NBC's advertising and

a substantial part of its promotional

activity. Media chief Lawrence Deck-

inger has drawn up a statement of

media principles for use by the agen-

cy's account men. It is the basic

guide of NBC account supervisor

David Kimble in planning promo-

tional campaigns for his client. Deck-

inger's statement reads in part:

"There are four media dimensions.

These are:

^^Freguency— the number of times

we get to the same person with our

' selling message.

^^Reach—the extent to which we

j
cover the market in a given time (for

example, in a month we might get to

{Please turn to page 66)

^lllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

CHECKLIST OF PROMO RESEARCH

The use of research in audience promotion is still infrequent. Here are a few

of the many subjects on which existing evidence is slim but personal opinion

heavy. Only sound research can give us the answer to these promotion requisites:

COMPARATIVE STREIVGTH, for program promotion, of such

media as on-the-air, newspapers, radio, billboards, car cards, con-

tests and exploitation. There is a woeful lack of facts in this area

MEDIA COMBINATIONS. Do different media perform different

promotion functions as they often do in the case of consumer adver-

tising? How can ice support our media selection with facts?

IMPRESSIONS. How many promotion impressions are required

to induce consumer action—that is to attract the viewer to the screen

or listener to the radio set? What are mininiuins and maximums?

QUALITY OF IMPRESSION. How does this vary with the pro-

motion treatment used? For example, how do action strips and

stills compare in effectiveness and image building for programs?

COPY APPEALS. Which are most productive? What should a

headline say? Should the performer, title, or show content be fea-

tured in an announcement? Can we back our hunches with facts?

TIMING. How long in advance of a program is promotion effec-

tive? When is the best time to begin any specific promotional series?

LENGTH. How should the length of an announcement he related

to type of program? Are short announcements better for certain

program types than for another? What is the basis for planning?

SERVICE. If hat service does the promotion product perform for

the viewer? Whcit are the satisfactions it gives to the consumer?

illlllll
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Gas company runs radio marathons

^ St. Louis utility finds proper image-building format

in 12-hour holiday saturations on single radio station

^ Plenty of advance buildup enables company to hold

commercials to one per hour, stress institutional sell

SLOTTING COMMERCIALS between album selections in 12-hour saturations for Laclede Gas

Co., KADY staffers (I to r) Ted Springman, Don Levitan, Ken Kemper follow schedule calling

for one 60-second announcement per hour, limited number of institutional billboard reminders

^%clmittedly, a 12-hour saturation

on local radio involves an element of

risk. This week, however, D'Arcy

Advertising in St. Louis and its cli-

ent, Laclede Gas Co., decided it had

ironed the kinks out of this kind of

saturation technique. With six holi-

day "specials" under its belt, the util-

ity signed a contract for eight more
beginning with Thanksgiving Day.

On eight holidays in 1959-60, Laclede

will be sole advertiser on KADY for

an entire 12-hour day.

The risk at first, says Laclede's ad

manager Bill Otto, hinged on points

the utility company and its agency

have been testing. They are:

• Tiresome reiteration. Risk of

too much repetition of commercials

plus sameness of programing (format

calls for 12 hours of music keyed to

the holiday theme)

.

• Inadequate merchandising. A
one-shot, day-long effort is wasted

without plenty of advance stimulation

to give it importance and audience.

D'Arcv^ and Laclede solved these

two problems with plenty of advance

buildup, enabling them to spot a

minimum of commercials in the 12-

hour stretch. "In no case," says Otto,

"have we approached the number of

commercials broadcast on a station

in a normal day. Usually we use no

more than 10 to 15 60-second com-

mercials in a 12-hour day."

On Christmas Day (following the

upcoming Thanksgiving Day satura-

tion) Laclede will use no commer-

cials at all, merely half-hourly bill-

board mentions.

The whole thing began as an ex-

periment last Christmas, when Bill

Cady, president of KADY, brought

the idea to Otto and the agency.

A 12-hour New Year's Day broadcast

followed.

The two holiday saturations

brought Laclede its greatest single

mail response. Immediately, plans

were mapped for 12-hour broadcasts

on Easter Sunday, Memorial Day, 4

July and Labor Day. In the new

contract, the upcoming Thanksgiving

and Valentine Davs were added. ^
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SELLING SALESMEN: Burton Benjamin, CBS TV producer of Prudential Life Insurance Co.'s Twen-

i'lefh Cenfury, discusses sales aids in connection with the tv show at Prudential district meeting

PART THREE OF A SERIES

HOW TO PRE-SELL RADIO/TV
^ Today most admen agree that the media buy is

only a beginning; your own sales force must be enthused

^ Here's how Prudential Insurance, Ford and other

savvy air accounts stretch their ad dollars farther

^%n insurance company is a far cry

from a manufacturer of packaged

goods, but they have several things

in common—both can improve sales

with air advertising (and are doing

it) and both must pre-sell their cam-

paigns.

The advertiser of manufactured

products must spread his pre-sell pro-

motion through an intricate web of

salesmen, distributors, wholesalers,

retailers. But the seller of "intangi-

bles" such as insurance must excite

—

in addition to its field managers

—

thousands of agents, and the excite-

ment must be great enough to rub off

on their prospects for policies.

This year, the Prudential Insurance

Co. of America through agency

Reach-McClinton, renewed its half-

hour documentary, Tuentieth Cen-

tury, on CBS TV. This fact estab-

lishes its success in reaching the pub-

lic with its advertising messages and

public response. But what of its link

with the public—its army of sales-

men? The tv campaign can soften

prospects, open doors; but the Pru-

dential salesman must write up the

policies.

Here is an idea of the tremendous

support Prudential gives him and

the ways it keeps his enthusiasm at

peak pitch over his tv umbrella.

• In the monthly Prudential Rec-

ord, a house organ for salesmen, an

inside front cover article on Tuen-

tieth Century and the tv awards it has

won. In another Prudential house

organ. The Bulletin, a full-dress pro-

file on Bill Shipley who announces

the television show commercials.

{The Bulletin is for "ordinary agen-

cies": The Record for district agen-

cies) .

• In advance of detailed announce-

ment of the tv buy, a simulated tele-

gram advising of the air campaign

sent to Prudential's 1,800 field man-

agers and assistants.

• Following mailing of the "teaser

telegram," a detailed description of

the show format, data on personality

Walter Kronkite, and a printed list

of every station in the lineup.

• A personal letter, over the sig-

nature of Joseph Hoffman, Pruden-

tial assistant advertising manager, to

the company's 25,000 agents promot-

ing the Tuentieth Century program.
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/news
ABOUT VOUR P OCNTIAL AC /ERTISlNO

..! WorSd War U--00

THE TWENTIETH CENTtTlY,

OftH: i »e«k

LEST THEY FORGET: Every week, Pru-

denial sends such posters on upcoming tv

shows to field offices to be put on salesmen

bulletin boards for 25,000 agents to see

• A promotion kit designed to aid

in insurance sales sent to each field

office manager, assistant manager and
agent to introduce the tv season.

• To every one of the 25.000

agents, 20 premium key chains, to

hand out to insurance prospects,

which are tied in to tv commercials for

the Prudential mortgage insurance.

• A circular letter to all field

managers and assistants to promote

Prudential's film lending service of

Tuentieth Century prints for distri-

bution to service clubs and other

community organizations. Such films

from the tv show are given on a free-

loan basis to organizations. With the

circular letters went catalogue of

available films and request blanks.

• Game books, featured in 1959-

60 Prudential tv commercials as give-

aways to public, sent out to Pruden-

tial sales organization. On back cover

of these 24-page books is an ad for

Tuentieth Century.

• A Prudential district agencies

executive conference addressed by

CBS TV personnel connected with

production of the tv series.

• Handsomely designed displays

sent out each week preceding each

Prudential tv show advertising the

upcoming vehicle. These are sent to

all Prudential field offices for display

SELL THE COMMERCIAL: This cleverly

captioned brochure in two colors calls atten-

tion to the tv commercial from U. S. Steel

Hour that advertises innerspring mattresses

on bulletin boards in agents' meeting

rooms, also mailed to homes of those

agents who do not normally report

W'eekly to field offices.

Another non-packaged goods type

of account that differs widely from
insurance is the automotive industry

— dealing in heavy, non-impulse

products ( the cars themselves
)

, in

accessories and replacement parts.

Some examples of the finesse of auto

makers in promoting internally have

been recorded earlier in this series.

Here are some highlights from Ford's

promotion this year— a year that

could be a history maker for Detroit.

Ford, introducing its new compact

Falcon, has made one of the biggest

automotive investments in tv ever

through JWT. ( Reports on sales and

dealer showroom traffic already show
that it apparently is paying off). But

here were the preliminaries:

In September, Ford did an un-

precedented thing that all but over-

ran Detroit. All the Ford dealers in

the U.S. were invited to Detroit ( not

quite all at once, but by regions).

They were wined, dined and apprised

of the tremendous ad support they

would receive from the factory.

This announcement show, known

as "Dearborn Holiday," attracted

about 90% of the dealers to the

Motor City. On hand to enthuse and
entertain these dealers were such stars

as Tennessee Ernie Ford, Rosemary
Clooney, Allan Dale, Ray Bolger and
Eleanor Powell.

For the press across the countrv,

a closed-circuit telecast was produced

by TNT (Theatre Network Television,

Inc.). A closed-circuit color tape

telecast for dealers and guests cov-

ered 35 cities; it promoted air buys

heavily, had such stars as Dean Mar-

tin, Tony Curtis, Cyd Charisse,

George Burns, Art Linkletter, Jack

Paar, Polly Bergen, Betty Hodges,

George Gobel—also Ward Bond from

Wagon Train.

Enlargements of double-spread ads

in Life (promoting Ford's tv shows)

were sent to every dealer. Each week

a "snipe panel" announcing the star

of the upcoming show is sent along

to be clipped on these enlargements.

With RCA, Ford made a deal ena-

bling its dealers to obtain color tv

sets at big discounts for dealer parties

at announcement time.

Every month, the Ford Dealer Bul-

letin describes both radio and tv pro-

motion by the factory with which

local dealers can tie in.

TNT, whose network for closed-

circuit telecasts now numbers more

than 300 cities, reports many uses of

this type of internal promotion by the

automotives. Chrysler Corp., for ex-

ample, has used the TNT set up five

times; one of the memorable ones

was the Plymouth sales push in 1957

that starred, with Plymouth execs,

Bob Hope and Lawrence Welk, was

seen by 28,000 dealers in 41 cities.

In radio, the American Motors' in-

ternal exploitation of its Rambler

news on NBC Monitor is a study in

efficiency. A recent Rambler conven-

tion in Atlantic City ( in line with its

introduction of 1960 models) had as

its central theme its radio sales cam-

jjaign. Monitor banners were every-

where. Closed-circuit broadcasts were

piped in from NBC correspondents

overseas. For such meetings region-

ally, Rambler puts on similar shows,

hires professional "meeting packag-

ers" to set them up.

The methods of pre-sell are varied

(more coming next week), but the

aim is always the same: to stimulate

the people who make it possible for

consumers to buv. ^
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'/TV BASICS/NOVEMBER

New tv shows at a glance: belo^v par

^ Nielsen's 24-iiiarket report covering share of audi-

ence shows westerns, varieties holding up ; suspense down

A%n early rundown of network tv

audiences shows that the new pro-

grams aren"t exactly setting the

world on fire.

Of all the major categories, west-

erns are doing the best; variety-

comedy seems to be the hottest pros-

pect and suspense-drama shows up

as the weakest link.

This rundown comes from Niel-

sen's 24-market report, showing
cities with programing from all three

networks. The report represents a

new speeded-up service by Nielsen

which is mailed six days after the

last reported telecast.

The Nielsen figures below I see

chart ) are based on the latest infor-

mation available, covering the week

ending 11 October, each year. Share

figures, rather than ratings, are used

to show relative popularity.

The chart compares share of audi-

ence by program type, 1959 vs. 1958

I covering all shows in each cate-

gory), and share of audience of the

new 1959 network tv shows only.

Assuming a 33.3'^'f share is par,

the new shows fall short of ca|)turing

an average share of the audience.

The average share for all newcomers

is 27.7 7r.''

Other highlights of this season,

according to Nielsen calculations:

• 31// of evening programing

sold to sponsors this fall is repre-

sented by shows new since last

spring;

• Another 23'/? of network-sold

evening time is accounted for by old

programs in new time slots;

• The same three shows remain

opposite each other in only two half-

hour time slots. ^

Share of evening audience by program type, 1959 vs. 1958
1958 1959

all shows all shows new shows only

# programs share # programs share # programs share

Westerns 21 36.4 28 ;i5.2 10 :i2.2

Suspense drama 11 30.4 16 29.2 9 20.5

General drama 10 30.6 11 26.1 5 24.0

Silualion comedy 15 33.4 16 28.6 i 26.5

Variety 18 29.6 17 30.0 4 29.8

= .Suuice; .\. C. Nitlsen, 21-market tv ratings npoit—week ending 11 October 1959; JIXA report-week ending U October 19JS. |

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiumiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^^^

1. THIS MONTH IN NETWORK TV
Specials scheduled during four ^eeks ending 20 November

PROGRAM (NETWORK)* COST SPONSOR, AGENCY, DATE PROGRAM (NETWORK)* COST SPONSOR, AGENCY, DATE

Android ( N ) $130,000 RCA, JWT—11/8 Ernest Heniinjiwav <(!l ^265.000 Buick, Mc-E— 11 19

Fred Astaire 1 N >

AT&T Telephone Hr. (N)
350,000

275,000

Chrysler, Burnett— 11 4

ftl&T, C&W— 11 6, 11 20
Bob Hope (N) 320,000 Buick, Mc-E— 11 9

Jack Benny iC) 275,000 Greyhound, Grey; Benrus,

Grey— 11 7

Louis Joiirdan ( N) 260.000 Timex. Doner & Peck

—

11 11

Milton Berle (N) 230,000 Zerex, BBDO; Warner-

Lambert. Bates— 11 1

Moon & ."sixpence (N) 375.000 RCA, JWT; Renault. Kud-

ner— 10 30

CBS Reports (C» 57,500 B. F. Goodrich. Mc-E; Bell

& Howell, Mc-E—
Our Town (N) 250,000 AC UMS, Camp-E—1113

10 '27, 11 11
Show of .Month iC) 275,000 DuPont, BBDO— 11 9

First Ladv of World (N) 225,000 Firestone, Sweeney & J

—

Shubert .Mley (N) 250.000 Sinclair, GMM&B— 11 13

10/25 Special Tonight (C) 275.000 Gen Mills, BBDO: West-

Hall of Fame (N) 250,000 Hallmark, FC&B— 10 26, clox, BBDO— 10 27

11 15 S. Temple's Stor\book 'A) 75 000 Break. Ayer— 11 9

• N>t«(]iks: lAl AUr T\' ; iCi (US TV: (X) MiC TV
For tlie record: liing flcisb.v .'Show l.\l. Dlilsrnobile. $:ilin, 111)11. 9 2fl : I'rilnk Sinatra SIk .\), Timcx, $.•51111,0(10 uloesn't reflect ninrkot value of Eiie<t ~lar "swaps"), 10,19,
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2. NIGHTTIME C O P A
SUNDAY

ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABC

Small World
Olin-Mathieson

(D'Arcy)
3 F $30,000

vieet The Press
ilarihattan Shirts

(Daniel &
Ciiarles)

I^ $12,000

No net service

Twentieth
Century

Prudential
(R-McC)

n-F $35,000

aber of London
sterling (DFS)
ly-F $28,000

D Edwards
Amer Home

(Bates)

»9 . goe ii

No net service

News
Texaco (C&W)
<-L $6,500tt

D. Edwards
Equitable

(FC&B)
alt Am. Home

(Bates)

>* W.JOOII

News
Texaco (C&W)
<-L J6,500tt

Colt .45
Nestle (Mc-E)

alt

Derby (Mc-E)
hV F $13,800

Lassie
Campbell Soup

(BUnO)
\-F $37,000

RIverboat
(7-8)

Corn Prod
(L&N)

alt hr. open

Ji: r ''"""

"lo net service

ohn Daly News
sust

Edwards
Amer Home
(repeat feed)

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

ohn Daly News
sust

D Edwards
Equitable
Am. Home

(repeat leea)

tars In Action
sust

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

ohn Daly
luit

Maverick
(7:30-8:30)

falser Co (Y&R)
Jrackett (Y&B)
-F $78,000

Dennis The
Menace
Kellogg
(Burnett)

c F $36,000

RIverboat
Hall of Fame

(7:30-0) m

Cheyenne
(7:30-8:30)

Ralston (Gard.)
Am. Chicle

(Bates)

'atl Carb (Esty)

V-F $82,.500

Masquerade
Party

Amer Home
(Bates)

h $13,000

Richard
Diamond

Pliarma-Craft

(,nVT)

alt

Block (SSCB)
^O 'P M9. 99I1

Bronco
(alt wks

7:30-8:30)

im. Chicle, B-M
Glidden, Nat'l

Carbon. Gen
Mills, Ritchie

nahi-st. Corning

Sugarfoot
(7:30-8:30)

Am. Chicle,

i. J. Reynolds,

niitehall, Glid-

ien. Carnation,

en Mills, Nat'l
^.i-hnr. T.,i<1png

Laramie
(7:30-8:30)

L&M (Mc-E)
unshine Biscuits

(C&W)
P&G (B&B)
V-F $0.T.000

Court
Last Res

sust

Maverick

Ed Sullivan
(»-9)

Jfercury (K&E)
lit Kodak (.IWT)

,'-L $85,800

Sunday
Showcase

(8-9)

arious sponsors

•

Cheyenne
Johnson & J

(Y&R)
Armour (FCB)
:^nrning (Ayer)
Mattel (C-R)

The Texan
Brown & Wmsn

(Batet)

alt

Pharmaceuticals
(Parkso?!)

ti.£. "' """

I ove & Marriage
Koxzema
(SSC&B)

! c-F $38,000

I ennis O'Keefe
Oldsmobile

(Brother)

4!-F $38,000

Laramie
pVarner-Lambert

Lam & Feasley)

Ansco (B&B)
:!ris-My (OBJl)
W-L (Bates)

Charlei
leaver's 1

Lobby
Mogen Di

(E. Wei

± I

Law Man
i. J. Reynolds

(Esty)

Whitehall
(Bates)

-F $41.000

Ed Sullivan Sunday
Showcase

Bourbon St.

Beat
(8:30-9:30)

orillard (L&N)
L-O-F (FSR)
r^a 900,000

Father Knows
Best

l.ever (JWT) alt

Scott (.TWT)

S.c-F $39,000

Wells Fargo
Amer Tobacco
(SSC&B)

It P&G (B&B)
\i'-F $47,000

I ob Hope Show
(n.DO - n.ao) m

Elgin, Phillips

V-T $82,000

Wyatt Earp
en Mills (DFS)

alt P&G
(Compton)

f-F $40,000

Doble Cillls

Pillsbury

(Burnett)

alt

Philip Morris
(Burnett)

Fibber McCee
& Molly

Singer (Y&R)
alt

Stan Brands
(JWT)

T-rr W.m\ ; ITT m.ibo

zzie Gr

[Codak (i

alt

Quaker
(JWT

-F

The Rebel
L&M (DFS)

alt

P&G (Y&R)
-F $42,500

C. E. Theatre
Gen Electric

(BRDO)
)r-F $51,000

The Chevy
Show

Dinah Shore
(9-10)

Chevrolet

(Camp-E)
T T""= """

Bourbon St.

Beat
Van Heusen

(Grey)

leynolds Metal
(L&N)

Int'l Latex

Danny Thomas
Gen Foods
(B&B)

c-F $47,500

Peter Cunn
Brlstol-Myeri
(DCS&S) alt

R. J. Reynolds
(Esty)

HTy-F $38,000

The Rifleman
Miles Lab
(Wade)

P&G (B&B)
Ralston

(Gardner)
^-F $38.000

Tightrope
harmaceuticals
(Parkson)

F $39,000

lal Tonight
(8:30-10) %

J y

S jec

Arthur Murray
1 .orillard (L&N)

alt

Sterling (DFS)
L $30,000

HawaiianI
(9:30-10|

:;arter (I

Whiteh
(Batel

«

I
The Alaskans
(9:30-10:30)

L&M, P&G,
Armour,
Bulova

Hitchcock
Presents

Bristol-Myers

(Y&R)
ily-F $39,000

The Chevy
Show

(U.-McU)

,dv. In Paradise
(9:30-10:30)

L&M (Mc-E)
Armour (FCTB)

ris-My (Y&R) !

-F $80,000

hirlev Temple

Ann Southern
Gen Foods
(B&B)

F $40,000

how of Month
(9:30-11) %

Icoa-Coodyear
Theater

Icoa (FSR) alt

(loodyear (Y&E)
4r-F $39,000

'hilip Marlowe
Whitehall
(Bates)

3rown & Wmsn
(Bates)

-F $39.000\l iL

Red Skelton
Pet Milk
(Gardner)

S. C. Johnson
(NL&B)
T' ^-^'^ 00"

Ford Startime
(9:30-10:30)

Ford (JWT)
-L $230,000

(average)

Hawaiian
Am. Cl

(BatcT

Har Rife

(K&l

I
The Alaskans
Johnson & J,

DuPont,
Anahlst,

I
Luden's, 7-Up

Benny alt

Cobel
Lever (JWT)
C-L $47,000

oretta Young I

Tonl (North)
lit Philip Mor-
ris (Burnett)
F $42,500]ir

<):5l5-i6:JSr^

dv. In Paradise
ejTiolds Metals

(L&N)
lahist (Bates)

J&J (Y&R)
olaroid (DDB)
I tl lOlIft ( ii9 K )

I or

Hennessey
illard (L&N)

alt

Gen Foods
(Y&R)

c-F $39.000 (T

Steve Allen
(10-11)

Plymouth
(Ayer)

,'-L $125,000

Mcoa Presents
Alcoa (FSB)
r-F $35,000

Carry Moore
(10-11)

Kellogg
(Burnett)

P-G (Maxon)
C|V-L $109,000

Ford Startime
includes

Art Linkletter,

Dean Martin,
Jezebel Beeks,
George Bums

Wed
Figh

rown &i
(Bitl

Miles (f
(10-i

r

/orM of Talent
P. I>orillard

(L&N)
(iIuV-L $46,000

Vhat's My Line
Kellogg
(Burnett)

alt Sunbeam
(Perrin-Paus)
•L $32,000

Jo net service

Man With
A Camera
G.E. (Grey)

-F $34,000

June Allyson
iiPont (BBDO)
ir-F $44,000

Steve Allen
Hall of Fame
(0:30-11) #

Keep Talking
utual of Omaha
(Bozell & J)

-L $18,000

r. Tom Dooley
(10:30-11)

I ol

Carry Moore
aroid (DDB)
C. Johnson

(N^-&B>
CBS Reports
(10-11)

E riefing Session
sust Wed.

FigH

Specials, see page 43.

* Color Bbow, ttOost is per segment. Prices do not include snstaining, par-

ticipating or co-op programs. Costs refer to average show costs including
talent and production. They are gross (include 15% agency commission).

40

They do not include commercials or time charges. This chart covers period

24 Oct. -20 Nov, Program types are indicated as follows: (A) Adventure,
(Au) Audience Participation, (0) Comedy, (D) Documentary, (Dr)
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A G R A P H 24 OCT. - 20 NOV.

WEDNESDAY
CBS NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABC

FRIDAY
CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC ''

) Edwards
rter (Bates)

Nat'I Carbon
(Esty)

I 9.HW II

News
Texaco (C&W)
L $6,500tt

D Edwards
WTiltehall

(Bates)

1!-L J9,500tt I

News
exaco (C&W)
-L $6.500tt

D Edwards
Parliament
(B&B)
alt sust

** M. SOO tt

News
Texaco (C&W)
L $6,500tt

net service Mo net service No net service Mo net service

Edwards
Carter

•t'l Carbon

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

ohn Daly News
suit

D Edwards
Whitehall

(repeat feed)

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

olin Daly News
sust

D Edwards
Parliament

alt sust

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

le Line-Up
7:30-8:30)

eter Paul
(DFS)
k (OB&XI)
V tsu.uuu

e Line-Up
ihattan Shirt

mlel & C)
rning Glass
(Ayer)

Idden Paint
'ewsmitli)

am. Fimiins

Wagon Train
(7:30-8:30)

Ford (JWT)
ational Biscuit

(Mc-B)
•F $78,000

Cale Storm
A'arner-Lambert

(Lara & F)
alt

Bristol-Myers

(Y&R)
!c-F $30,000

To Tell The
Truth

Carter (Bates)

alt

Tonl (North)

-L $22,000

Law of The
Plainsman

Ansco (B&B)
Renault (Kudner)
Sunshine Bis.

(C&W)
F $30.000\'

Walt Disney
Presents

(7:30-8:30)

Mars (Knos-R)
Hill (Ayer)

^-L, $94,000

(repeat leea)

Rawhide
(7:30-8:30)

LcTer (JWT)
Parliament
(B&B) C

Vick (Morse)

V-F ji B .OBB

People Are
Funny

Greyhound
(Grey)

Sulova (Mc-E)
F $24,000

Dick Clark
Show

Beech-Nut
Life Sar»n
(Y&R)

iu-L $14,500

Perry Mason
(7:30-8:30)

Colgate (Bates)

Parliament
(B&B)

: ly-F $80,000

Bonanza
(7:30-8:30)

L&M (Mc-E)
RCA (K&E)

K-F $78,0.

Wagon Train
R. J. Reynolds

(Esty)

(alt % hr.)

Donna Reed
Campbell
(BBDO)

alt

.Tohnson & J ^

(Y&Rj_

Betty Hutton
Gen Foods
(B&B)

c-F $45,000

at Masterson
Sealtest (Ayer)

Hills Bros.

(West Coast)

F $38,00')

Walt Disney
Presents

Canada Dry
(Mathes)

Derby (Mc-E)
WirrI Tinlflno

Rawhide
Lever (JWT)
Peter Paul

(DFS)
Pream (B&B)
iTJ75c!!—lAU-li;) -'

Hotel D'Paree
Kellogg

(Burnett)

alt

L&M (Mc-E)
,'-F $43,000

Trouble
Shooters

Philip Morris
(Burnett)
A Co. (Scott)

lohn Cunther's
High Road

lalston (GB&B)
)r-F $31,000

$J9,SU

Specials
(8:30-9:30)

irious sponsors

•

Perry Mason
Sterling <DF8)
Gulf (Y&R)
Hamm (C-M)
Jack Benny

(7:30-8:30) ^

Bonanza
segs open

(LaR)

Into Space
. Tobacco
(BBDO)

$38,000

c-P $38,000

rice Is Right
Lever (OBM)

alt Speldel

(NC&K)
L $21.S0fl

The Real
McCoys

'&0 (Comptao)
c-F $39,000

ohnny Ringo
!. C. Johnson
(NLB) alt

P. Lorillard

(L&N)
-F $35,000 a

hnny Staccato
Bris. -Myers

(Y&R)
alt

, J. Reynolds
(Esty)

-F $37,000

Man From
Blackhawk

Miles (Wade)
alt

R. J. Reynolds
(Esty)

F $38.000

Leave It To
Beaver

lalston (GB&B)
^nahist (Bates)

olaroid (DDB)
(c-F $30,00

Wanted Dead
or Alive

Rrn & Wmuo
(Bates)

Kimberly-Clark
(FC&B)

^rr $39,000

Man&Challeng
R. J. Reynold.

(Esty) alt

Chemstrand
(DDB)

Millionaire
Itte (Bates)

$42,000

Perry Como
(9-10)

Kraft
(JWT)

uV-L $125,000

Pat Boone
Chevrolet

(Camp-E)
luV-L $61,000

\'

Zane Grey
S. C. Johnson
(NL&B) «U

General Foods
(B&B)

P $45,000

chelor Father
Whitehall
(Bates)

alt

7 Sunset Strip
(9-10)

Am. Chicle

(Bates)

Whitehall
(Bates)

TTP S55,000

7 Sunset Strip
H. Ritchie

(K&E)
R. J. Rej-nolds

(Esty)

Carter (Bates)

-.il.

Desilu

Playhouse
(9-10)

Westinghouse
(ilc-E)

Specials
Our Town
(8:30-10)

.awrence Welk
(9-10)

Dodge (Grant)

lu-L $45,000

Mr. Lucky
Lever (JWT)
F $43,000

The Deputy
elloKtr (Burnett

alt

Gen Cigar
mnrr

'p-F $39,00
,

I

Five Fingers
(9:30-l*:30)

\

Warner-Lamb,
lidas. Sterling

Corning Glass

V-B tt« i»»
'

1,1
v; Cot a

Secret
olds (Etty)

alt

,: |lstol-Myers

,(DCSS)

\ isum.

Perry Como
nother Evening
With Astair
(9-10) #

Untouchables
(9:30-10:30)

L&AI (Mc-E)
Armour (FCB)
P&G (B&B)
fv-F $80,000

Playhouse 90
(9:30-11)

Amer Gas E

(L&N)
-L&F $110,000

(OOmln.)

$42,000

nie Ford Show
Ford (JWT)
-L $42,000

Desllu
Playhouse

cv

M Squad
m Tob (SSCB)

alt

lerling (DFS)
.£ Kii.nnn

.awrence Welk

ipave Gun. Will
Travel

Whitehall
(Bates)

it Lever (JWT)
W-F $40.000

,
Steel Hr

'' wks 10-11)

»;'.8. steel

"(BBDO)
$80,000

This Is Your
Life

P&G Burnett
L $52,000

Untouchables
Lewis Howe

(Mc-E)
Carnation
(E\MIR)

nahist (Bates)

Playhouse 90
Allstate

(Burnett)

alt

P^ynolds (Eaty)

Hemingway
Special Q

"ou

:'h;

Bet Your
Life

annaceutlcals

(Parkson) alt

: -ever (BBDO)
L $53,000

obert Taylor's

Cap't of
Detectives
P&G
(B&B)

ry-F $45,000

Twilight Zone
Gen Foods
(Y&R)

alt

Kimberly-Clark
(FCB)

Cavalcade of
Sports

ette (Maxon)
(10-concl)
L $55.000

Gil

Si

ubilee, U.S.A.
(10-11)

fassey- Ferguson
(NX&B)

fu-L $20,000 \

Gunsmoke
tM (DFS) all

Sperry-IUnd
(Y&R)

-F $42,000

Five Fingers
DuPont. P&G.
Uelene (?urtls.

Bris-Myers

^le Theatre
wki 10-11)

\ ^Irmstron^

;,j''BBDO)
' $80,000

^S Reports

/ichita Town
P&G (B&B)
-F $38,000

.ouis Jourdan
(10-11) #

***-•

Bulova (Mc-E)

Take A Good
Look

Dutch Masters
Cigars

(EWHR)
alt open

(9MU-11)

?evlon Party
30-11 alt wks)

levlon (W&L)
L $175,000

awless Years
Liberie (^jlver

(Wade)
-F $28,000V\

Black Saddle
L&M (Mc-E)

alt

Alberto Culver

(Wade)

:tf-

lei

TTTTTW

rson to Person
Pharmaceuticals

(Parkson)

alt
)

Tamer-Lambert
(L & Feasley)

Ta
ckpot Bowling
>-uk (Wennan
& SHiorri

ubilee, U.S.A.
Wmson-Dickle

(FSR)
Nat'I Carbon

(Esty)

Markham
Schlltz (JWT)

\ y-F $39,000

(Bates)

It Could Be
You

^larmaceuticals

(Parkson)

<J L JiS,UUU f MU.UUU yR-L rwr

Drama, (P) Film, (I) Interview, (J) Juvenile, (L) Live, (M) Misc.
(Mu) Music, (My) Mystery, (N) News, (Q) Quiz-Panel, (Sc) Situation
Comedy, (Sp) Sports, (V) Variety, (W) Western. tNo charge for repeats.

SPONSOR 31 OCTOBER 1959

L preceding date means last date on air. S following date means starting
date for new show or sponsor in time slot.
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Bok Reitzel, Homer Odom and Jack Davis (Mc-
Gavren Company Los Angeles) discuss KABL's
remarkable Pulse and Hooper ratings and amazing
response to KABL's good music programming. In
such discussions, McGavren men gain a thorough
understanding of each station's local sales plans.

Fact that KABL is first good music station in

American History ever to hit first place in a metro-
politan market is discussed by Jack Davis and
Homer Odom. Here they are ready for next agency
call to present amazing KABL story to advertisers.

for facts you can use about San Francisco

. . . ask the man who knows!

Davis and Odom inspect KABL supermarket dis-

play in San Francisco grocery chain using KABL
schedule. Both discuss fact that KABL's good
music attracts homemaking housetvives. McGavren
men follotv campaigns from agency to actual point

of purchase.

Through San Francisco's Chinatoivn, Odom and
Davis hear KABL music everyivhere. Listenership

from all races makes up KABL's number one posi-

tion in San Francisco. On trips like these, the man
from McGavren gets to know his markets and
stations.

KABL represented nationally by

DAREN F. MCGAVREN CO., INC

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES • SEATTLE • ST. LOUIS

. . . ask the man who knows!
42 SPONSOR 31 OCTOBER 1959



'Sic is San Francisco

Jack Davis, of the Daren F. McGavren Co.
Los Angeles office visits San Francisco's new
rating leader, KABL, a McLendon station.

Four weeks out of every year, Daren F.
McGavren salesmen and managers work as

local salesmen in McGavren Stations. Arriv-
ing at KABL, Davis was greeted by new
ratings—KABL number one in morning San
Francisco audience with afternoons number
two only to San Francisco Giant baseball.

SPONSOR 31 OCTOBER 1959 4,-^



7
DAYTIME C O P A

SUWUM I

CBS CBS
TUE3PAT

ABC CBS NBCABC NBC

Lamp Unto My
Feet
lUlt

ABC NBC

Morning
Playhouse

sust
Dough Re Mi

sust

Morning
Playhouse

<ust

Dough Re Mi
•ust

**"'*""•- "—

*

ABC

Look Up & Live
•uit

On The Co
sust

ireasure Hunt
Ptmds

P&O tit

Lever

On The Co
sust

Culver alt

Gold Seal

Fiirldalre tit

Klelnert

I LUVU LUEy
Menthol alt

SUBt

Lever
alt sust

Eye On
New York

•uit

Mce Is Rlghf
Lever

tit Pondi

SterllDC

tit WbitebtU

I Love Lucy
Lever alt sust

(Uit
alt U. S. Steel

Price Is Right
Lever tit

Nabisco

Stand Brands

Camera Three
Uit

Woman
(11-12; 11/9)

December Brid(
ust

XoticetmaTion
Culver alt

Lever

Ponds alt Lever

December Bride
Oolgate

Tick alt sust

Concentration
Frlgldalre

Larer tit

Alberto Culver

T i ul l i u i

Consequences
sust

Johns Hopkins
File?
iUlt

The Last Word
sust

Restless Gun
Structo Mfg.

Love ot Life
sust

Amer Home Prod
alt Nabisco

Truth or

Consequences
Pond3 ait Miles

P&O

Restless Cun
Dusharme

Love of Life
sust

SejiLh fui

Tomorrow
P&O

Amer Home

Search For

P&G

Restless C
Structo M'

Love That
AHierhi-fiiil

Bishop Pike
sust

Love That Bob
Ex-Lax

Johnson & J. Guiding Light
P&G

It Could Be You
Whlteliall

alt Ben Gay

Ponds lit P&Q

Love That Bob
Gen. Foods
Beecli-Nut

tomorrow
P&G

Guiding Light
P*G

You
AI. Culver tit

Miles

Armour tit P&G

Drackett
Sterling

Phillip's M
Gen. Poo
TV Anten

College Newt
Conferenct

iUSt

Music Bingo
sust

No net service

News
(1:S5-1:S»)

sust

No net service
Music Bingo

sust

No net service

News
(I:15-1:S0) sust

No net service
Music Bii

Susham

world lurns
P&G

Sterllnc tit

Menthol

Football Kickoff
Gen. Mills

alt

Carter

Frontiers of

Faith
sust

World Turns
P&G

Nabisco alt

Ctmttien

No net service
No net service

For Better Ur
For Worse

sust

yueen to

Day
•ust

Professional

Football
various timet

various sponsort

NBA Pro
Basketball

Anheuser-Busch

Vi regional

Day In Court
S. C. Johnson
Best Foods

For Better Or
For Worse

sust

Queen for a

Day

ea in a iu ii i i

Sterling, Armour
Listerlne. Block,

S. C. Johnson,

Best Foods

Day In Court
Toni, Johnson &
I., S. C. Johnson

(Tiila Sterm

Vlck alt sust Alberto Culver

Day In C
S. C. Joh

Whltehi

Art Linkletter
Scott

tit Toni

Kellocf

Beedi->
Drackei

Johnson I

Coty

Ex L a

Beat The
John.^; .

Joh I

Block.

S. C. Jol

Wiu Bu n

NBA
Art Linkletter

Lever
sust alt

Ytn Ctmp

The Thin Man
sust

sterling. Lever,

TV Antenna,
Beech-Nut,

S. C. Johnson
Drackett, Durkee

The Thin Man
sust

Beat I he Clock
J. & J., Lever,

Beech-Nut,
S. C. Johnson

Young
Dr. Malone

sust

ust

Open Hearing
•it NBA

Beat The Clock
Ex-Lax, Coty,

T^nl
Millionaire
Colette

Young
Dr. Malone

sust

Millionaire
sust

C li u iiiijiu ii ih i p
Bridge

No. Amer. Van
Lines

Trust?

Block, Lever.

• Coty

ntAti\ IS TAUf!
Mentholatum

alt Lever

From These
Roots
sust

lUit

NBA
Who You Trust?

Armour
Johnson &
Johnson

Verdict Is Yours
sust

Amer Home
alt Lever

From These
Roots
sust

ust
Scott alt Toni

Paul WInchell
Hartz Mountain
Louis Marx NBA

American
Bandstand

Best Foods. Gen.
Mills, Armour

Brighter Day
P&O

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

The House on
High Street

Sterling

sust

ftltlBlUJ II

Bandstand
Luden's, Vicks

Lever
General Mills

Diight tF Boy
P&O

Secret Storm
G«n MlUi
alt Scott

The Mouse on
High Street

sust

sust

Trust
Beecl

Gen
Reynol
Johnfn

Ij

Amerld
BandstJ i

Armoi,

?eech-Nut, t-

Phil.

irRiT.r
Ameriii
Bands! d

Toni. Gen I

Cleara

Broken Arrow
Mars Candy

World Series

of Golf
Bayuk alt

Am. Safety Razor
Sp-F $50,000

American
Bandstand

Northam-Warren
Speidel. Vicks.

Luden's

Edge of Night
P&G

Menthol
alt sust

Split Personality
sust

Sterling

tit Lever

American
Bandstand

Keepsake, Toni

Edge ef Night
P&O

Sterling

alt Vlck

Split Personality
Borden alt sust

sust alt

Lever

Matty's Funday
Funnies
Mattel

The Last Word
sust

World Series

of Golf

American
Bandstand

eo-op

American
Bandstand

eo-op

Amerii
Bandstid I

•o-o I

LuiiB Ra iitti
Qen KlUt

Lionel Corp.

Sweets

College Bowl
Gen. Electric

Time-Present
Kemper Ins.

Rin Tin Tin
Sweets

Louis Marx

Rin Tin Tin
5en Jlills

hlOW TO USE SPONSOR'S
METWORK TELEVISION
DOMPARAGRAPH

The network schedule on this and preceding pages (40, 41

)

includes regularly scheduled programing 24 October to

20 November, inclusive (with possible exception of changes

made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly sched-



VG A P H 24 OCT. - 20 NOV

IfEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
! I iii m—*

SATURDAY

Dough Re Mi
iust

Morning
Playhouse

sust

Dough Re Mi
Coiigoleum

Morning
Playhouse

Dough Re Mi
lUit I leckle & leckle

sust

Howdy Doody
ust all Nabisco

Omtliuntal

Treasure Hunt
Miles alt sust

P&G. alt

Gen Mills

On The Co
sust

,^usi_

Treasure Hunt
Nabisco

alt Frlgidaire

?m
On The Co

sust

Treasure Hunt
Supp Hose alt

suit

WhltAj^l .It

Mighty Mouse
0«n Poods
alt sust

Colgate all

Ruff & Reddy
Borden

G«n Foodi

OBU lUUUI

I Love Lucy
sust

Price Is Right
Frlgldairs
Sterling

I Love Lucy
Lever

Price Is Right
Culver

alt Lever

MilQI »»

I Love Lucy
Lever alt

r.cn Mills

Slerllnf

Price Is Right
Lever alt

Com Prod

Stand Brands

Fury
Borden

ran

Concentration
H«lnz alt Mllea

Nablsoa alt

Brillo

December Bride
Colgate

Armstrong

Lever

Concentration
Nestle

alt Lever

Heinz alt

H. Ea.stinan

December Bride
Ck>lgat«

Qffi HilU

Concentration
Pondi alt

Bauer & Black

WKllehall

Truth or

Consequences
sust

Lever alt

Lone Ranger
Gen Mills

alt sust

Circus Boy
Miles alt sust

um & wmsn

Truth or

Consequences
sust

Truth or

Consequences
Ileinz

pao

Restless Gun
Diackett

Gen. Foods

Love of Life
Quaker alt Lever

Amer Home
mil

It Could Be
You

Miles alt

Nabisco

Restless Gun
Cahnnel Master
Jrackett, Structo

Love of Life
Le\er alt sust

Geo MlUi Ben Gay
all I'&li

Lunch With
Soupy Sales

Gen Foods
Sky King
Nabisco

True Story
iUlt

atwllng Drug

Could Be You
Whitehall alt

Nestle

Love That Bob
Block, Dusharme

Aromur
Drackett

Search for
Tomorrow
P&O

No net service

S. C. Johnson

Music Bingo
sust

Guiding Light

Love That Bob
Beech-Nut
Gen Foods

S. C. Johnson
rmour^ Johnson

No net service

News
(1:25-1:301 ...it

P4Q

No net service

& J., Drackett

Music Bingo
sust

Search for
Tomorrow
P&O

CuidiMg Light

Could Be You
Stand Branch
alt Oongoleum

detective Diary
Sterling Drug

P&O

No net service

News
(1:25-1:301 sust

Kleinert

No net service
Mr. Wizard

ust

No net service

As the World
Turns
P&O No net service

PUlubuij

For Better Or
For Worse

Scott alt sust

World Turns
P&G

Quaker
uU Olii MUlu

No net service

Queen for a

Day
ust

Day In Court
Drackett,

S. C. Johnson
Johnson & J.

Queen-Day
sust alt

Congoleum
Day In Court

Armour
r^ett. Tonl

For Better Or
For Worse

Lever alt sust

Queen for a

Day
sust alt Ponds

5. c. Joli.

Gale Storm
Johnson &
Johnson

3en Foods, Block

l^UUaiV 911 !U!l

The Thin Man
sust

MCAA Football
Arrow Shirts

Shlck. Esso.

Humble Oil

BlauJ. Oil l iiiii

The Thin Man
sust

Gale Storm
Drackett
Gen Foods

Beech-Nut. Lever

Art Linkletter
Kellogg

PlUsburj

alt Miles

The Thin Man
sust

Art Linkletter
Lerer Bro*

Reynolds, (;oty

Beat The Clock
Lever, Drackett

Gen. Foods
Beech-Nut

sust alt

Btaluj

Bayuk. Gen
Petrol.

$98,000 H hr.

[Mme and Talent

Young
Dr. Malone

sust

.lohhSon & J.

Beat The Clock
Drackett

S. C. Johnson
Gen. Foods

Millionaire
sust

sust alt

Quaker Oats

Young
Dr. Malone
Supp Hose

Millionaire
OolgaU

Young
Dr. Malone

sust

From These
Roots
sust

Jotmson & J.

Who Do You
Trust?

S. C. Johnson
Listerine

T?lnnlfi limmut*-

Verdict Is Yours
Sterling alt sust

Van Camp

-HSrao

From These
Roots
sust

The House on
High Street

sust

Beech-Nut, Level

American
Bandstand
Toni, Old

London Foods

11 ARM

Brighter Day
P&O

TBir

AriHBur

Who Do You
Trust?

S C. John.son

Verdict Is Yours
Gen. Mills alt

sust

Pen Mills

8USI

From These
Roots
sust

Secret Storm

The House on
High Street

Kleinert

Culver alt P&O

American
Bandstand

Rest F(KXis, I-cvet

.\rmour, Luden's

alt LiOTer

Brighter Day
P&G

Secret Storm
Amer Hmm. TrmJ T>c.r, ... t>„-...

The House on
High Street

sust

B? TCT" Amer Home

Split Personality
Frigidalre
alt sust

Halnr alt-

American
Bandstand

Vicks. Welch
Pnlk \fillpr r;nt'

Edge of Night Split Personality

P&O Heinz alt

Sterling Keepsake

American
Bandstand
__JO;OJ>__^

TjBve^aT^WIes

'

I
'wi, L'

flty

American
Bandstand
Gen. Mills

7 rp
PBIK MUlBf

American
Bandstand

co-00

alt Gen Mills

Edge of Night
P&O

Amer Home
alt

Split Personality
E E I. alt

Wliitehall

Sterling

Lever alt

Gold Seal

Race of the
Week
"'

All Star Coif
>Iiller Brewing
Reynolds Metal

'JBA Basketball
(5-7)

Anheuser-Busch

m WW. )

Bayuk (U Net)

Rocky and
His Friends
Gen Mills

Rin Tin Tin
Gen Mills

Crackerjack
Louis Marx

All Star Golf
Robin Hood

sust

uled programs appearing during this period aro listed

as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro-

grams not listed are: Tonight, NBC, 11:1.S p.m.-l a.m.,

Monday-Friday, participating sponsorship; Sunday News

Special, CBS, Sunday, 11-11:1.3 p.m.: Today, NBC, 7-9

a.m.. Monday-Friday, participating: News CBS, 7:45-8 a.m.

and 8:45-9 a.m., Monday-Friday. All times are Eastern

Standard.



MEDIA MEN
I Continued from page 31

1

Because clients wanted to communi-
cate with media people working on

their account, and agencies therefore

had to have enough people to cover

the bases, integrated departments and

group systems have replaced the old

specialist pattern."

Mr. Godfrey predicts that "spe-

cialists are on their way out, and are

being replaced by media generalists'

—people who know about several me-

dia, who know specifics as well as

generalities. Planning and strategy,

he charges, are the tasks of general-

ists instead of the buying specialists.

"Agencies are looking for people who
know their way around pretty well,

and for those who know the values

of all media."

This explains why demand exceeds

the supph : there just aren't enough

bright generalists who want to stick

with media. Harry W. Bennett. Jr..

partner in Robert Durham & Assoc,

management consulting firm and spe-

cialist in personnel recruitment, sees

the day coming very soon when agen-

cy management will take much more

of an active interest in luring and

lulling fears of these bright media

generalists.

He agrees that the media depart-

ment has been upgraded, "but not

enough. It certainly is one of the

most maligned and neglected service

departments." He sees several moves
that will aid this upgrading.

First of all, he thinks management
will become more savvy in appoint-

ing an executive agency officer in

charge of personnel recruiting and of

morale.

"Management," in Mr. Bennett's

opinion, "needs to weld department

heads closer to the executive officers

—to what agenc> chiefs are thinking

and planning and to which way they

are going. Top officers themselves

can't direct all personnel and person-

nel training because of heavy de-

mands in account solicitation and in

keeping business they have.

"But media people, particularly,

need to have a feeling of belonging

and to develop the trust, security and

other inspirations which make their

jobs vital to them."'

For the past 10 to 15 years, he

comments, agencies have founded

their operations on marketing and

REALLY ROUNDIN' UP SALES!

station

WDSU-TV
New Orleans

WHCT
Hartford

KTVU
San Francisco-Oakland

KFBB-TV
Great Falls, Montana

WRGP-TV
Chattanooga

KHSL-TV
Chico, California

WSJS-TV
Winston - Salem

WGR-TV
Buffalo

WDAU-TV
Scranton

WOOD-TV
Grand Rapids

and many, many more!

Signed up in '59

5 Year Profit Plan

5 Year Profit Plan

5 Year Profit Plan

5 Year Profit Plan

5 Year Profit Plan

5 Year Profit Plan

5 Year Profit Plan

5 Year Profit Plan

5 Year Profit Plan

5 Year Profit Plan

...ancf really

rackin' up raves:

"The group of 123

films is the best of its

kind on the market

today."—WFBM-TV,
Indianapolis, April 9,

1959.

"Almost always sold

out."—WFBC-TV,
Greenville, S. C,
April 28, 1959.

mca
TV FILM SYNDICATION

research concepts. But he sees agen-

cy management moving into an era

where the pendulum swings back to

the fundamentals of "who can write

the best ads and place them in the

best situation to make a real im-

pact.' This, he contends, is the ques-

tion clients will ask in selecting an

agency. And agencies with the

strongest and most vital media de-

partments—working with, not under,

copy departments—will provide the

answer that brings in new billing.

One characteristic which media

people, in the main, do not have and
which the\ need to foster is show-

manship. One ad pro, commenting

on what he terms a "general reces-

siveness" in media people's person-

ality, noted that Ben Duffy, currently

board chairman of BBDO and former

president, is an unusual exception to

the rule that management people

come from creative or account sec-

tions. But. said the ad pro, "Duffy is

rare because he was a media man
with a sense of showmanship, a flair

—a distinctive personality."

Another commented on this same

quality : "People expect copywriters

and creative chiefs to ramble around

Cloud 9 all the time. But they simi-

larly expect media people to stick to

their slipsticks—and media people too

often encourage this stereotyped im-

pression of sobriety, dullness and lack

of imagination."

It seems that media people do tend

to be more sober and more intellectu-

al than their so-called creative con-

freres. But their actual creativity

may far surpass that of the copy or

art people. "We need to toot our

own horns, ' said one media director,

and he is working to promote himself

and his staff to agency management.

For many reasons, media people

have formed a fairly small and inti-

mate clique of their own. They know
each other well, know immediately

when there's a job opening, know
what encourages some people to leave

an agency and others to join it.

That's why few media people get

their jobs through employment agen-

cies, says Ruth E. Bachman, adver-

tising specialist at the Bing-Cronin

employment agency.

"Media people are very grapeviny,

which is why employment agencies

are usually the last resort in finding

either people or a job. Media spe-

cialists play a sort of musical chairs

{Please turn to page 61)
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in ATLANTA

IN A

MILLION
(Atlanta now has a million population)

WAGA-TV

*

IS

LEADS ALL OTHER STATIONS
Sunday through Saturday 10 pm to midnight-ARB

BIGGEST BUY IN THE MARKET
Saturday The Big Movie Double Feature at 11 pm

BIG MOVIES

BIG AUOIENCE • BIGGER SALES

MORNING: The Early, Early Show-Mon. thru Fri. 9 am

AFTERNOON: The Early Show-Mon. thru Fri. 5 pm

NIGHT: The Big Movie-Mon.thruFri.&Sun.ll:15pm

You know where
you're going withWAGA-TV N^

Call KATZ

a m^ m ^^ ^%^^W% station
National Sales Offices: 625 Madison Ave.. N. Y. 22 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1

iu"^.\
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ALWAYS...
a jump ahead

The vibrant enthusiasm of

staying a jump ahead of our
contemporaries is a vital part

of all personnel at KONO
in San Antonio.

It's an enthusiasm that keeps
listeners' ears keenly tuned
to the times . . . for first

in news . . . finest in music.

It's on enthusiasm that keeps
San Antonio's largest radio

audience buying at fever pitch . .

day after day.

For remarkable facts about the

"jump-ahead" KONO . . . see your

KATZ AGENCY
REPRESENTATIVE

5000 Watts • 860 KC

KOhNTO
JACK ROTH, AAgr.

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

48

National and regional buys

in work now or recently completed

^^g^m^m^ mm" INCB 1 'V %^

TV BUYS
Chanel, Inc., New York: Placing saturation frequencies of prime

lO's and 20's in 18-20 top markets for Chanel 5. Four-week sched-

ules start late November. Buyer: Inez Aimee. Agency: Norman,

Craig & Kummel, New York.

Carter Products, Inc., New York: Planning to sponsor early and

late evening 10. and 15-minute news shows for its toiletries and

pharmaceuticals. Schedules start December in about 18 markets.

Buyer: Greg Sullivan. Agency: Ted Bates & Co., New York.

Norwich Pharmacal Co., Norwich, N. Y.: Getting schedules ready

in top markets for Pepto-Bismol, to start 15 November. Buys are for

six weeks; night minutes and chainbreaks. Buyer: Allan Hornell.

Agency: Benton & Bowles, New York.

Kayser-Roth Hosiery Co., New York: Going into 21 top markets

for Supp-Hose hosiery starting in November for 13 weeks. Day and

fringe night minutes are being used, about 20-25 per week per mar-

ket. Buyer: Bernice Gutmann. Agency: Daniel & Charles, Inc.,

New York.

Standard Brands, Inc., New York: Activity starts in November in

about 36 markets for Fleischmann's Yeast. Six-week schedules are

for daytime minutes and 20's using about 12 per week in each mar-

ket. Buyer: Carrie Senatore. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.,

New York.

Stouffer Corp., Cleveland: Planning schedules in top markets for

its frozen foods, with day and fringe night minutes and 20's. Flights

are for six weks, start mid-November. Buyer: Mario Kircher.

Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.

RADIO BUYS
Block Drug Co., Inc., Jersey City: 13-week schedules to supple-

ment their tv network buys stai:t 12 November for Rem cough medi-

cine. Day minutes are being placed, averaging 20 per week per

market. Buyer Al Sessions. Agency: Lawrence C. Gumbinner A. A.,

New York.

American Tobacco Co., New York: Flights of day minutes are

being set for Pall Mall in about 85 markets. Runs are for 16 through

27 November; 11 through 24 December. Buyer: Fred Spruytenburg

and Bob Bridge. Agency: SSCB, New York.

Ceribelli & Co., Fairlawn, N. J.: Initiating new schedules 23 No-

vember for Brioschi effervescent in about 15 top markets. Traffic

and day minutes, ranging from 15 to 40 spots per week per market,

are being used for six weeks. Buyer: Mary Dowling. Agency:

Ellington & Co., New York.

Schenley Industries, Inc., Norex Laboratories Div., New York:

Kicking off traffic minute schedules in various markets for Amitone

antacid; length depends on market. Buyer: Allan Reed. Agency:

Grey A. A., New York.
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KOL is SeBttle! number 2 in a ser/es

^///5-

read
,

—I comment/

-^"^^ read

M^*9 Stt th£> fr
r* 'o Isrgr tft

•o'e-rnur fto,elllD

••• mart tr.m t»o
•onett r^civitatt

HO>/V MANY RADIO STATIONS
HAVE THE GUTS TO DO THIS?
"Potentially libelous" . . . this is what copy for

KOL's last crusade was labeled. We were

aware of this, but realized Seattle listeners had

a right to know of the mis-handling of State

Welfare Funds. Months were spent in research,

cases of fraud were cited, figures read, accusa-

tions and recommendations made. Daring?

Yes, but this vigorous editorializing netted

KOL great baskets of mail, plus added

respect as a community leader.

See your Boiling Co. Rep. -ask about Spokane's terrific buy-KLYK
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With agencies demanding easier buying, SPONSOR ASKS;

How can stations streamline tiieir

Crowing trend in radio/tv is to-

ward a simplified rate card. Here,

station men and a representative

discuss procedure and method

Thomas P. Chisman, pres.. W'VEC,

Radio & Tv, Norfolk. Va.

Basically, we siiiiplified our rate

card by discarding all time periods

such as class "A," Double "AA" etc.;

utilized a single rate structure; pro-

vided a built in discount arrangement

similar to that used by newspapers;

Estahlishijig a

single rate

structure is

best method

guaranteed our advertisers protec-

tion against irregular spot announce-

ment procedures and inaugurated an

"announcement" schedule for com-

mercials that gave our advertisers

greater flexibility of scheduling.

Equally as important as "how" we
simplified our rate card is "why" we
simplified it. With nine radio sta-

tions engulfing the advertisers with

an avalanche of rate cards—all dif-

ferent—we decided to give the adver-

tiser a rate card which he could read

at a glance and could also see. at a

glance, every discount plan we had

and how he qualified for each.

To get away from the hackneyed

time classifications, "A " "B" etc. we

created announcements, which paral-

leled program time segments. These

were announcements, feature an-

nouncements and program announce-

ments. Inasmuch as there was at the

time we modified our rate card, no

announcement shorter than 30 sec-

onds, we fashioned ours as a 20-sec-

ond announcement. The feature an-

nouncement corresponded to the 30-

second spot and the program an-

nouncement to the minute com-

mercial.

We have found that the flexibility

our announcement system gives is ex-

tremely advantageous both to us and

the advertisers, as we can mold the

announcements for impact and sell-

ing value and not be restricted to

fining specific time slots.

Our rate card clearly outlines the

cost for each type of announcement

based on the number of times used,

and includes the built-in discount

structure covering up to two years

of commercial announcements. It is

our only rate offering and we do not

deviate from it under any conditions.

We also established, along with

these announcement breakdowns, a

protection for the advertiser. To be-

gin with, we never triple spot under

any conditions. We double spot only

in the announcement areas and never

in the feature of program-announce-

ment areas. By maintaining this as

a strict policy, we have established

an understanding with our adver-

tisers regarding the type of treatment

they can expect for their various an-

nouncements.

We've never had anyone complain

our rate card was too complicated

—

and we hope to keep it that way.

John P, Denninger, i>-P- and Eastern

sales mgr., Blair-TV, New York

Consider, if you will, a startling

paradox. Television frequently offers

units of appreciably different value

for the same price. Can you think of

another industry operating this way?
For example, a spot following Sun-

set Strip on most stations costs the

same as, let's say, a spot following

Music for a Summer Nite, since

they're both in AA time. Unrealistic?

Attempts to adjust to differing

values in tv have included the un-

workable "guaranteed" rating ap-

proach, special summer rates, unpub-

lished packages and rates protected

for only "30 days." Yet none of them

contribntps to rate card simplicity

and more important, none really does

the job of adjusting for good shows

and average shows, as well as sum-

mer and winter.

Is there a simple, workable alterna-

tive? We believe there is. The con-

Two rate card

levels in

each time

classification

cept is one involving, basically, two

rate card levels in each time classifi-

cation—one simple flat rate ordinarily

used for spots in high demand and

one for spots that are not in such

high demand. An advertiser buying

at the lower cost, however, is subject

to being moved to another spot after

two weeks' notice, if someone buys

his spot at the higher rate level.

This concept goes a long way in

allowing the traditional free play of

the market place to lead realistically

to the best possible buys for the ad-

vertiser and the best possible rates

for the station. The integrity of ap-

proach provides compelling answers

to the initial difficulties in working

with this somewhat revolutionary

card, and the many stations that have

joined us in testing the concept feel

it's well worth the extra effort on

their part and ours.

Tom Hamilton, gen. mgr., WNDU,
South Bend, Ind.

At WNDU we have tried to come

up with a rate structure that can be

transposed into a rate card as easy as

possible to use. The rates themselves

are designed to be "efficient" for an

advertiser, yet profitable for us.

This has been mainly a problem

of deleting any elements of our card

which are so infrequently used that

they are obsolete for all practical

purposes. With the advent of the
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rate cards?

music—news—sports pattern, with

virtually the same format all day

long, we first limited the time periods

to only two: A and B time. The day

was divided into A time from 6 a.m.

Limit time

periods to

only two:

A and B time

to 9 p.m.. and B time thereafter. B
time carried a rate 40% lower than

A. Recently we have also removed the

B designation, leaving a single rate

for the whole liroadcast day.

As the saturation idea developed

more and more in spot buying, the

package aimouncement section be-

came the dominant feature of the card

itself, but still only occupies a space

of two by six inches in dimension.

We first enlarged the bulk and

package schedules with larger pack-

ages and correspondingly increased

discounts for both minutes and 20's.

All plans are devised for a seven-day

period and cover discounts for 15,

25, 40 or 50 spots per week for maxi-

mum flexibility. Time and tempera-

ture signals take a flat rate of 14

per announcement regardless of fre-

quency.

Broadcast rates for periods of one

hour dow n to 20 seconds for the non-

package purchase is covered in the

normal way. with rates set up from

one to 260 times.

These two elements are all there are

to our rate structure as such. A small

back page of our card covers hours

of operation, continuity, maximum
contract length, et cetera and com-

pletes the picture. Costs for any

specials or remotes are handled in-

dividually with the client.

The cost, then, for a buy on

WNDU can be ascertained in a

matter of seconds. ^
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In
Oklahoma City
the station
with by far
the

Largest Audience
is also

the
Prestige
Station

For
39 YEARS
the

Undisputed Leader
in

OMahoma City
Radio

Call your
Katz Man for the
Audience & Coverage figures

930 KG.
Independent Modern PrGgramming

Owned and operated by •
.

The WKY Television System, Inc.

WKY-TV, Oklahoma City

WTVT, Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.

Represented by the Katz Agency



What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
31 OCTOBER 1959

Omyrlght OSS

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

The big, black quiz show headlines resume next week.

Meanwhile, the lawmakers become more and more emphatic that something should be

done, but more and more divided aoout what.

In this situation, widening industry efforts to meet the situation on a voluntary basis

might very well head off any action at all.

There are, however, side effects. Attorney General Rogers has once again received the

spur from President Eisenhower, despite Justice Department doubt that anything can be

done about rigged quizzers by that agency.

The Federal Trade Commission feels almost as much pressure as the FCC for action,

any action.

FTC chairman Kintner, with agreement from his fellow commissioners, resists the idea

that the FTC's present powers to outlaw unfair methods of competition cover the quiz situa-

tion. They don't see the argument that fixed quiz shows give one advertiser an un-

fair advantage over his competitors, at least not as legal grounds for the FTC.

Spokesmen at both agencies believe, however, that the mounting pressures may bring

forth action in tlie broadcasting field. Not connected with the quiz show revelations, but

action to prove the two agencies are awake.

The FTC, for instance, might divert the pressure by putting a lot of manpower to work

scanning claims for products in radio and tv, with the usual publicity fanfare.

At the Department of Justice a peculiar situation prevails. Robert A. Bicks has been the

major force in the antitrust division under two different antitrust chiefs. When the job again

became vacant several months ago, it was assumed that Bicks would get it.

Bicks was immediately made acting head of the antitrust division, and that is his exact

position at this late date. No authoritative word has leaked out about a permanent man, but

a suspicion begins to grow that Bicks just might not be tagged.

It is founded on the fact that if the job had been intended for him there would have

been no need for such a lengthy delay. The delay would even undercut Bicks if he does

wind up with the job, since it indicates lack of enthusiasm in the choice.

This is quite important in the tv picture, since it has been Bicks in the Justice Depart-

ment pushing the idea that network option time is a per se violation of the antitrust

laws, and that the networks may be monopolizing tv prt)graming illegally. And these are

two fronts on which Attorney General Rogers may elect to move to provide some tv action

in response to White House pressures.

Although these are contradictory forces, and much can still depend on whether (a)

Bicks gets the job, or (b) whether a new antitrust chief will still permit him to carry the

ball. Justice Department action appears much closer as a result of the quiz scandals.

Thus, ironically, the networks may suffer from scandals in which it has not yet even

been charged that they had any part. The worst said thus far has been that they may not

have moved fast enough to clean things up. With equal lack of logic, a situation which has

produced charges that the webs may not have controlled programing tightly enough, now ap-

pears likely to have speeded up action to loosen network control over programing.
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Marketing tools, trends, news,

in syndication and commercials

FILM-SCOPE
31 OCTOBER 1959

c«pyriaht issa

SPON&OR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

Today's typical advertiser in feature films is buying a balanced portfolio of

announcements in other station availabilities as well, such as daytime and syndi-

cation.

Here's how Bruce Bryant, v.p. and general manager of CBS Tv Spot Sales, described

the salient advantages of feature films:

1) There's no entertainment risk; they're proven attractions.

2) There's a favorable audience psychology in getting free what would cost the price of

a ticket in a theater.

3) When minutes are in demand, they can often be had in feature availabilities. This

is especially important for saturation campaigns with new products.

4) They have a low CPM through rotating audiences and frequency for buy-

ers who don't need promotional or identification values.

One syndicator bolstered its confidence (and budget) in a show it was making
as a result of an ARB phone coincidental it ordered.

After clearing a 10:30 p.m. time period on a network affiliate in a major market, the

syndicator showed its pilot film and got a 67% aflSrmative response to a special query as

to whether viewers wanted to see more episodes.

Added charge for asking this question in the survey was $20.

Brewery advertisers are discovering there's added mileage in film shows as

enthusiasm builders for their own salesmen and distributors.

Adolph Coors distributors and Stroh salesmen will both be targets of trade promotions

by these sponsors of Ziv's Mackenzie's Raiders.

Based on the ratings evidence of just one market—New York—it's possible to come to

some tentative conclusions on how new syndication entries are faring in the rat-

ings sweepstakes this season.

There are 11 new syndication entries for which mid-October Arbitron ratings were avail-

able; about half of them had ratings in a satisfactory point scoring range.

Here's an analysis of the 15 leading syndicated shows:

• Five were new entries: Grand Jury, Phil Silvers, Quick Draw McGraw, Lock-Up and

Not For Hire.

• Three were Hollywood theatrical product with moppett appeal: Popeye, Superman

and Three Stooges.

•Three were carryovers from past season: Mike Hammer, Highway Patrol and re-runs

of Harbor Command. Two other carryovers were national spot: Huckleberry Hound

and Death Valley Days.

• Two were mid-season starters: Bold Venture and Brave Stallion.

Some other factors were as follows:

1) Ratings: Except for Mike Hammer's 27.3 score, the next 14 shows were tightly

clumped in a ratings range of five points from 9.1 to 14.5.

2) Stations: Of the 15 shows, WPIX had six, WRCA-TV had five, WCBS-TV had

two, and WABC-TV and WNEW-TV one each.

(For ratings on 15 top shows and 11 new entries, see WRAP-UP, page 61.)
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FILM-SCOPE continued

The "no man's land" between network and syndication in the film field is

fast disappearing.

It's become increasingly a matter of chance and circumstance as to whether a new show

up for sale finds a network buyer or takes the alternate syndication route.

Seven companies wearing both syndication and network hats this year are, alphabetically,

ABC Films, CNP, MCA, ITC, Screen Gems, United Artists and Ziv.

Furthermore, key strategy behind the move of Robert F. Lewine to CBS Films is the

objective of breaking in as a major network supplier.

Lewine's 1960 production plans call for eight shows with four of them initially to be

regarded as syndication possibilities.

The budget of a network show now runs $12,000 a week more to produce than its prime

syndication counterpart, according to Lewine's estimate, with syndication in the $30,000-35,000

range and network in the $40,000-45,000 bracket.

Ziv chalked up added sales on both the first-run and re-run fronts last week
largely through a wave of active station buying.

Tombstone Territory first-runs went to 12 stations and four new advertisers, bringing

total sales on the show to 54 markets.

Highway Patrol re-runs were purchased by 63 stations. One station rep, Lloyd George

Venard, said: "I can't ignore the series' record at re-run rates."

(For details on advertisers and stations, see FILM WRAP-UP, page 60.)

The experience of several companies that tried to break into syndication dur-

ing the past 12 months only serves to reconfirm the belief that there are no short

cuts in film production and sales.

There appears to be little room for deviating from the complex but successful formula of

(1) programing accepted types of shows, (2) filming in Hollywood, and (3) selling through

an established sales force with agency and station contacts.

Although it's possible for a syndicator to make progress while violating these rules, film

men regard it as an uphill fight not worth taking on under most conditions.

COMMERCIALS

Pillsbury Mills' rush campaign for Halloween indicates the speed with which

spots on video-tape can be hustled through production and out to stations.

Tape was made at NTA Telestudios through Leo Burnett on Friday, 16 October. It was

screened and approved the following Monday and shipped to 28 stations in 18 cities on Wed-

nesday, 21 October.

Telestudios ofi&cials called the job the first tv spot campaign via video-tape. (See

station list in WRAP-TIP.)

Music Makers has hired sound engineer Bill Schwartau to attempt to crack the

obstacles of poor sound transfers in commercials prints.

Typical of agency complaints is discontent on hearing optical sound tracks of conmiercials

that sounded impressive on magnetic tapes.
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A syndicator is moving to larger quarters and the fact that the new space is con-

siderably more than it requires has provoked this trade speculation

:

It is getting ready to merge with another company in the tv field.

The quiz mess is reminiscent, in one respect, of the terror that gripped many
producing, directing, writing and acting people in the medium during the McCarthy and
Red Channels reign.

People associated with the quiz shows named in the Congressional probe are scared

silly they will he treated as pariahs in selling packages or getting jobs.

The radio side of the rep field, note timebuyers, appears to be undergoing quite a

turnover in old associations.

What they mean is that the real oldtimers—with 20 or more years of service

—

are being replaced by the settlement route with far younger and less expensive salesmen.

Did you know that a dog—^Lassie—ranks as one of the top "killers'* of the

business?

Definition of a "killer" among network and Madison Avenueites: A show that's proved

itself invulnerable and you got to steer clear of, even with specials.

This is directed to stationmen who make periodic visits to New York to hop up

their reps about business and circulate among the timebuyers:

Your rep, naturally, won't tell you but he thinks that because of today's me-

thodical ways of setting up appointments with buyers you can pretty well cover

the field in a day and a half.

He realizes that the expense entailed in coming to New York inclines you to drag out

your stay, but like Ben Franklin said, a good storyteller quits when he's through.

During last week's NAB meeting in Boston a lawyer reviewed the possibility that

the armed services might bite off a hunk of the choice channels and noted the seri-

ous effect it would have on vhf as a whole.

Piped up the operator of a uhf station: "And would that be bad?"

56

This is an example of how rumors start:

Mathes inquired of CBS Radio about a piece of business it would like to place with'

1 June as a starting date.

The network responded that such confirmation would be contrary to normal operating

procedure.

Resulting rumor: CBS Radio won't take anything running beyond 1 June.
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MORE GREAT

CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS

WSAI CINCINNATI

and

TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG WALT

Join ^^VLVi—Philadelphia s foremost station

in teaming up with GILL-PERNA

as exclusive national representatives

Teamwork

Tells

GILL-PERNA, INC.
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

DETROIT

LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO

BOSTON
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NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
YOUTH LEADS WAY for motorcade through downtown Albany, N. Y., celebrating WRGB's
2(Mh year. Combining anniversary theme with promotion for station's evening lineup of NBC
shows, cars, each from one of 20 years, sported finalists in "Mrs. Total Television" contest

ADVERTISERS

The cigarette makers continue to

pour it on for network tv.

Brown & Williamson (Bates)

bought 26 alternate weeks of Mr.
Lucky (CBS TV) in behalf of its new
Life brand and Liggett & Myers
(McCann-Erickson) took a bigger

chunk of Laramie (NBC TV), which

is one of the few newcomer westerns

showing signs of clicking.

Laramie's now sold out for the

balance of 1959.

(For a look on how the new tv

shows are doing according to types,

see page 39 this issue.)

General Mills this week reas-

signed the following products

among its advertising agencies:

Betty Crocker Pancake Mix, now
at D-F-S, and Betty Crocker Muffin

Mixes, now at Tathani-Laird, to

BBDO; and Red Band Flour and

other regional flour brands, now at

Knox Reeves. Minneapolis, to D-F-S.

Oscar Fleckner, secretary and as-

MR. & MRS. WESTERN, Roy Rogers and Dale Evans, recently visited the WMCT, Memphis

studio during telecast of their filmed show; were greeted by show's announcer Dick Hawley. The

Rogers show, co-sponsored by Pepsi-Cola in Memphis, participated in city's Mid-South fair| ^^^^B^jt^^T'^w

1 ^
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REAL-LIFE CLOWNS, TOO! Time out for

a European vacation didn't mean dropping

the act to Klavan & Finch, WNEW, N. Y.

personalities, who carry their antics aloft

COMING—THE CRUD! Or so say (l-r)

Bob Trow, Rege Cordic, Karl Hardman (Cor-

dic & Co." on KDKA, Pittsburgh) about to

unveil newest spoof — '61 Crudleigh car
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sistant treasurer of the Shoe Corp.

of America, observing the 10th an-

niversary of Starmaker Revue on

WLW-T, Cincinnati, noted:

"It is timely for us, sponsors and

broadcasters together, to constantly

remind ourselves that with every pro-

gram, with ever) commercial, we are

entering a private domain; and that

by so doing we accept the doctrine

that "A man's home is his castle."

Campaigns:
• C. Schmidt & Sons is brewing

the most ambitious advertising cam-

paign in its 99-year history. The
brewery's new ad theme (out of Ted
Bates I "For the 1 man in 4 who
wants the full taste of beer" will be

concentrated in every major market

on tv spot until saturation levels are

attained. For this. Schmidt is rede-

signing all its packaging and trade-

marks.

Also happening at Schmidt, these

new executives brought into the com-

pany recently: William Shine, as di-

rector of marketing; Lincoln Allan,

as advertising manager; Ernest En-

gel, market research director and

Charles Kokol, as manager of sales

training.

• The Bon Ami Co. has added

the full Mutual Radio Network to

their advertising schedule for a firm

13-week period, with renewals. Con-

tract covers .SO spots per week over

approximately 450 radio stations,

coast to coast. This network radio

program is the second national air

schedule for Bon Ami this fall. This

month the company also started a

.52-week participation on the nightly

Jack Paar Shoiv, NBC TV. Agency:

Cole, Fischer, Rogow.

Note: Westinghouse Electric
Corp. has agreed to a FTC consent

order forbidding it to grant dealers

discriminatorv prices or advertising

payments. The FTC complaint al-

leged that Westinghouse charged

some dealers more than their competi-

tors for the same electrical appliances

and that the comapny did not make
its promotional allowances available

to all competing customers on pro-

portionallv equal terms.

They were elected oflicers of the

Advertising Managers Organiza-

tion: president, Lester Worden;

v. p.-secretary, Irwin Kurtz and v.p.-

treasurer. Fred Ravser.

AGENCIES

Kenyon & Eckhardt this week he-

came the sole agency for the

M-E-L division of the Ford Motor
Co. with the acquisition of the

Lincoln and Lincoln Continental

account.

K&E has been the agency for Mer-

cury since January, 1958 and for

Edsel since the fall of '.58. It will

probably also be appointed for Ford's

Comet, a small car to be introduced

at the beginning of next year, and

distributed by the M-E-L division.

Lincoln and Continental, billing

approximately $4 million, has been

with Foote, Cone & Belding since

last December.

Other agency appointments:

MEDIA MASTERS Benedict Gimbel, Jr.,

(I), pres. WIP; George Storer (c), pres.,

WlBG; Gilbert Seldes, dir. new Annenberg

School of Communications, talk trade at

Phila. bdcstg. execs luncheon honoring Seldes
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BARE-LEGGED BOYS Joe O'Brien (I), Scott

Muni, WMCA, N. Y. music personalities, put

on plenty of cheek for packed house at first

of record-hops series planned for N. Y. area

STARRING Janet Blair, seated (upper right)

next to Pittsburgh Mayor Thomas Gallagher,

awaiting cue from WAMP's Davey Tyson at

United Fund Appeal kickoff broadcast



Cheseb rough-Pond's Pertussin

brand line of cold remedies, billing

SI million, to C-P"s Angel Skin hand

lotion agency, Conipton . . . Also

to Compton, the Chase Manhattan
Bank account, billing $900,000,

from K&E ... 5 Day Labs, billing

about $1 million, to Doyle Dane
Bernbach from Grey . . . George
Wiedemann Brewing Co., billing

$1.5 million, to Doherty, Clifford,

Steers & Shenfield, from Tatham-

Laird . . . C. Schmidt & Sons, Phila-

delphia brewery, from Al Paul Lefton,

to Ted Bates & Co. . . . Kermin's

Frozen Food Sales Co., for its new
frozen casseroles, to Hal Phillips &
Associates, Los Angeles . . . The

May Broadcasting Co. to Bozell &
Jacobs, Omaha . . . Sanitary Farm
Dairies, to Warren & Litzenberger

Advertising, Davenport, Iowa . . .

California Frozen Juice Co., Beverly

Hills, to Cole Fischer & Rogow of

the same city . . . Glamur Products, for

its Easy Glamur rug and upholstery

cleaner, from Grey to Riedl &
Freede, Clifton, N. J. . . . Five new
accounts to the Baltimore office of

W. B. Doner & Co.: Aegean Prod-

ucts. Fair Lanes, Inc., Bata Shoe Co.,

Hochschild, Kohn & Co. department

store, and Port of Baltimore.

Merger: Edward Robinson Adver-

tising with Yardis Advertising Co.,

Philadelphia.

New agency: Gunther Goldschmidt.

formerly associated with Regal Ad-

vertising, has formed Time For Ad-
vertising, Inc. at 730 Third Avenue.

New York, to specialize in radio and

tv advertising.

Meeting note: Broadcaster's Promo-

tion Association convention in Phila-

delphia on 2 November will feature

speaker R. David Kimble, senior

account executive at Grey Advertis-

ing in a discussion on station trade

advertising. Also speaking on this

topic will be Henry J. Kaufman,
president of the Washington, D. C.

agency bearing his name.

Awards: Bernard Duffy, vice

chairman and former president of

BBDO, the first annual George Buck

Award of the Catholic Actors Guild

for his "outstanding Catholicism and

assistance to those in the theatrical

and entertainment field."

Personnel notes: Jules Bundgus,
to v.p. and head of the radio/tv de-

partment at Kastor, Hilton. Chesley,

Clifford & Atherton . . . Richard Ja-

cobs, to v.p. of Noble-Dury & Asso-

ciates, Memphis . . . Carlos Franco
to v.p. in charge of media and mar-

keting and a member of the plans

board at Swan & Mason, New York
. . . Paul Visser, to account group

supervisor for Gardner Advertising

. . . Charles Allen, to business man-

ager of the radio/tv department at

Kudner . . . Jon Christopher and

Ted Schulte, to the creative and

radio/tv departments respectively of

EWR&R . . . Frank Rolfes, time-

buyer, Campbell-Mithun. Minneapolis

. . . Rochelle Segal, to the radio/tv

department of Wermen & Schorr,

Philadelphia . . . James Lewis, to

the radio/tv department of The
Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee.

FILM

Intensified competition in the

film field seems to be showing up
in the financial reports of more
than one of the syndicators.

Official Films, for example, last

week revealed it operated at a break-

even point with assets of $2.3 mil-

lion, labilities of $736,000, and oper-

ating losses of $178,000 due to write-

off of motion picture rights.

Programs: Videoways, Inc. has

made a tape pilot of Stars and Strikes,

an audience participation bowling

show with Paul Winchell.

Sales : Sales of Bernard L. Schubert's

War of Life to KOMO-TV, Seattle;

WFIL-TV, Philadelphia; WGAN-TV,
Portland, and CKLW-TV, Detroit,

brings the show to a reported total of

42 markets . . . ITC's Four Just Men
has grossed an announced $878,450

abroad in 15 countries . . . UAA's
features and cartoons to WOR-TV,
New York; WNAC-TV, Boston;

CKLW-TV. Detroit; WMAR-TV, Bal-

timore: KHJ-TV, Los Angeles;

WMAL-TV, Washington; WMTW-
TV. Portland: WTVR. Richmond;

KRSD-TV. Rapid City; WAFB-TV,
Baton Rouge; KATV, Little Rock;

WTVN, Columbus; KGGM-TV, Ab
buquerque; KRDO-TV, Colorado

Springs; KBOI-TV, Boise; KOIN-TV,
Portland; and KTIV, Sioux City.

More sales: Ziv's Tombstone Terri-

tory sold to El Paso Federal Savings

and Loan; Ideal Baking in Tyler,

Tex.; Holsum Bread in Baton Rouge;

Standard Humpty Dumpty Markets in

Oklahoma City on WKY-TV, and to

these stations: KSYD-TV, Wichita

Falls; WFAA-TV, Dallas; WALA-TV,
Mobile; KTVB-TV, Boise; KID-TV,
Idaho Falls; KVII-TV, AmariUo;

KLIX-TV, Twin Falls; WWL-TV.
New Orleans; KPTV, Portland; KSL-
TV, Salt Lake City; KOA-TV, Den-

ver, and WKY-TV, Oklahoma City.

Additional sales: Ziv's Economee

unit reports re-run sales of Highway

Patrol to these stations: WNTA-TV,
New York; KTTV, Los Angeles

WBZ-TV, Boston; WGR-TV, Buffalo

WFAA-TV, Dallas; KPHO-TV, Phoe

nix; WWL-TV, New Orleans; WCKT
Miami: KPRC-TV. Houston; WTAE
Pittsburgh; WFMY-TV. Greensboro

WAVY-TV, Norfolk; WOSH-TV
Portland; WOAI-TV, San Antonio

KTNT-TV, Seattle; KMID-TV, Odes

sa; WSJV-TV, South Bend; KHQ
TV, Spokane; WTVT, Tampa; KYW
TV. Cleveland; WSM-TV, Nashville

WSB-TV, Atlanta: WKY-TV, Oklaho

ma City; KVOO-TV, Tulsa; KTVU
San Francisco; WKBM-TV, Indian

apolis; WGN-TV. Chicaao; KSTP
TV, Minneapolis; WTVN-TV, Colum

bus; KETV, Omaha; KMJ-TV, Fres-

no; WBRC-TV. Birmingham; KSL-

TV, Salt Lake City; KFYR-TV. Bis-

marck; WRKC-TV. Memphis; KLYD-
TV. Bakersfield, and WALA-TV,
Mobile.

Commercials: HFH has moved to

216 E. 49th Street in New York to

obtain added studio space . . . Stations

carrying Pillsbury's tape commercials

made by Telestudios through Leo

Burnett are: WJBK-TV and WWJ-
TV, Detroit; WBBM-TV and WJN-
TV. Chicago; WLW-TV, Cincinnati;

KPLR-TV. St. Louis; KMSP-TV and

WCCO-TV. Minneapolis; KTTV,
KABC-TV, KNXT and KCOP-TV,
Los Angeles; KPIX, San Francisco;

WHDH-TV, Boston; WJAR-TV. Prov-

idence; WTAE-TV, WIIC-TV and

KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh; WSAZ-TV,
Huntington; WISH-TV. Indianapolis;

KMBC-TV and KCMO-TV, Kansas

City: WHO-TV, Des Moines; KLZ-

TV, Denver; KRLD-TV, and WFAA-
TV, Dallas; KFMB-TV, San Diego,

and KCRA-TV, Sacramento.
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Strictly personnel: Irving Briskin

and William Dozior elected to the

board of directors of Screen Gems . . .

Henry G. Plitt, ABC Films presi-

dent, of! to the far east on business

. . . Ralph Baron iiaiiied spot sales

manager of ITS's Arrow Productions

. . . Edwin J. Smith, former ABC
Films international director, has re-

signed . . . Fred Hamilton joins

Ziv as executive producer.

Ratings: Some indication of rat-

ings trends came out of a mid-Octo-

ber Arbitron study of New York City

syndication. Here are the top shoAvs:

1. Mike Hammer (WRCA-TV;
MCA) 27.3

2. Grand Jury (WCBS-TV; NTA)
14.4

3. Huckleberry Hound (Kellogg's)

14.3

3. Highway Patrol (WRCA-TV;
Ziv) 14.3

4. Bold Venture (WCBS-TV; Ziv)

13.2

5. Phil Silvers (WRCA-TV; CBS)
12.4

6. Brave Stallion (WPIX; ITC)

11.8

7. Meet McGraw {WPIX; ABC)
11.7

8. Death Valley Days (Borax) 10.8

9. Popeye (WPIX; UAA) 10.1

10. Superman (WPIX; Flamingo)

10.0

11. Three Stooges (WPIX; SO) 9.9

12. Lock-Up (WRCA-TV; Ziv) 9.4

13. Not For Hire (WNEW; CNP)
9.1

14. Harbor Command {WABC; Ziv)

9.1

There were also Arbitron reports

on several other new syndicated

shows:

This Man Dawson (WPIX; Ziv) 3.0

Manhunt (WNEW-TV; Screen Gems)
3.1

Californians (WPIX; CNP) 1.4

Trackdoicn (WPIX; CBS Films) 0.1

Ding Dong School (WNTA; ITC) 0.6

Deadline (WNEW-TV; Flamingo)

0.6

RADIO STATIONS

Executives of WBT, Charlotte,

were in New York last week for

I a special presentation to agencies
dubbed "Design For A Top Mar-

1 ket."

The presentation describes a new

concept of markeling: a basic

change from a city marketing to

an area marketing concept.

The study shows that the Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Areas were

not designed as marketing areas, since

"one out of every three Charlotte

customers comes from outside the

SMSA."

Continues the study: "There are

undoubtedly many other area markets

in the country which are underrated

by the use of SMSA as the basic

unit in market planning and bud-
get appropriation. Others are

overrated. These marketing puzzles

can only be solved by a thorough

study and determination of the over-

all distribution of population in this

nation, not just the greatest urban

concentrations."

Three RAB executives are off to

the West Coast this week with a

new approach for admen :

They're going to present, to more

than 100 advertisers and agency men.

specific proposals for radio buys

—

instead of the "usual general pitch."

"We've reached the point," noted

RAB's Kevin Sweeney, "where it is

possible to extend our proposal sys-

tem to include regional sales calls.

Now we can actually make a tangible

suggestion, and draw a reaction."

Air Trails stations promoted four
general managers to v.p.'s last

week :

Arthur Haley, of WEZE, Boston;

William Spencer, WKLO, Louisville;

Dale Moudy, WING. Dayton; and

Collis Young, of WCOL, Columbus,

Ohio.

Ideas at work:
• No emancipation here: Lis-

teners of WQAM, Miami have won
for themselves a slave for a day—

-

their favorite d.j. Recently station

held a contest asking audience to

write in reasons for wanting a "slave."

Here are some of the chores the d.j.'s

are faced with: baby sit, do home-

work, mail out 40,000 letters for a

PULSE and HOOPER
AGREE. ..CUTIE
IS NUMBER THREE
IN SEATTLE!
"Cutie" color radio 910 in the-center-of-the-dial

is the best radio buy in the Seattle area. Lowest

cost per thousand! Complete merchandising plan!

Grow with Colorful "Cutie" , . .

KQDE
SEATTLE
ALpine 5-8245, ask for

Wally Nelskog, Prcs.,

or contact FOIiJOE & Co.

for availabilities!
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fund, do household chores, clean the

windows and record a letter of the

family to send to a son overseas.

• To reduce careless driving:

This week WCAO, Baltimore, begins

its "Safe Driving Campaign." All

drivers whose cars bear the station's

bumper strips, and who are spotted

by members of the panel in "con-

spicuous" safe driving will be eligible

for the grand prizes to be awarded in

January. The prizes include a Falcon,

a Corvair. and a Valiant.

• Be prepared: Each year for

the past 14 years, WOWO, Ft.

Wayne has conducted a fire drill dur.

ing lire prevention week that em-

braced schools in an 80-mile radius.

This year station alerted schools to

listen to a fire prevention program

during which time the alarm is rung
•—the signal for all schools to conduct

their own drills. WOWO staffers

were at one school, airing the hap-

penings.

• While waiting for the food:

Tait Cummins, sports director of

WMT, Cedar Rapids and Jim Bower-

master, promotion manager have de-

veloped a double-barreled promotion

gimmick which not only boosts the

station but sells radio time as well.

The bit: restaurant placemats describ-

ing the Iowa football team plus an

invitation to customers to enter a

football guessing contest. The sales

gimmick is that restaurants are given

so many thousand in direct ratio to

the amount of radio time they buy.

Station salesmen report that the place-

mats have added 1.5 new accounts for

station.

• On the public service front:

WMCA, New York, is currently air.

ing, nightly, a public affairs series,

The Voice of Neiv York. The pro-

grams include talks by Abba Eban,

former Israeli Ambassador, plus such

nightly topics as justice, exploring

your child, and a pro and con subject.

• Playing Bach to Bach: High-

school football players found them-

selves scrimaging last week to the

music of Bach, Beethoven and Brahms.

What happened was that the new
transmitter of KXTR, Kansas City,

only 50 yards from the school's stadi-

um, was feeding a perfect signal into

the public address system. To compli-

cate matters further, a similar prob-

lem popped up with the school's in-

door system when for four hours the

station's classical music programing,

plus commercials, was heard through-

out the school, including the library.

• Record results: WJMO,
Cleveland, proved that the most natu-

ral place for a record shop to adver-

tise is on radio. Store recently

bought a saturation schedule on Ne-

gro station's Mighty Mo Show. Re-

sults, according to record shop own-

er: "We've had as many as 5,000

people a week purchase the disk

WJMO spotlights and about 50% of

them making additional purchases."

• Off to say 'Aloha': Fifty-

seven Rochester people are paying a

total of $43,035 to join d.j. Ed
Meath, of WHEC on a two-week tour

of Hawaii. The trip came about as

a result of a one-month promotion

for an airline and three travel agen-

cies on Meath's program.

• More proof of radio's pull:

WERE, Cleveland, staged a special

showcase program last week featur-

ing the RCA album, "60 Years of

Music America Likes Best." Listen,

ers were invited to telephone the sta-

tions to order copies of the album. At

the end of the three-hour broadcast,

a total of 1,231 albums had been or-

dered and the next day, some addi-

tional 250 orders were phoned in.

Thisa 'n' data: Less than 60 days

after going fulltime, WICE, Provi-

dence, reports it was "in the black"

during nighttime hours during the

third quarter . . . Under construction:

new radio facilities for WLBZ, Ban-

gor and WKVT, Brattleboro, Vt

Anniversary : WEOK, celebrating its

10th year of broadcasting to the

Poughkeepsie-Hudson Valley area . . .

Kudo: WBZ & WBZA, Boston, a

citation from the Boston City Federa-

tion of Organizations for its hour-long

documentary. Pornography: the Busi-

ness of Evil.

Add random notes: KING, Seat-

tle, named an Army mascot as its

"Dog of the Year," awarding it the

"KING Dream Dog House" . . .

WBAB, Babylon, is in the throes of

conducting a teenage band competi-

tion . . . Operations of Bartell Fam-
ily Radio's national programing is

being moved from KCBQ, San Diego,

to WADO, New York. Al Heacock,

national program director, will con-

tinue to head the department . . .

KXYZ, Houston, has a new contest

going: prizes awarded to listeners

sending in the correct combination

to the "XYZ Song Safe" . . . WAFM,
Miami, took to the air last week,

beaming a fine music format to the

fm audience . . . KJAX, Santa Rosa,

is inviting timebuyers at every major
San Francisco agency to join the sta-

tion in a champagne toast for becom-
ing "Santa Rosa's most listened to

station."

Anniversary notes: Builders of

South Florida, on WCKR, Miami,

begins, this week, its 10th year under

the same sponsor, Florida Power and
Light Co. . . . WHER, the all-girl sta-

tion in Memphis, celebrating its

fourth birthday.

Station staffers: George Mamas,
to v.p., general sales manager, WCUE,
Akron . . . James Richey, to sales

manager, KMUR, Salt Lake City . . .

John Gilbert, named sales man-

ager of WBZ & WBZA, Boston-Spring-

field . . . Phil Meltzer, station man-

ager, KSDO, San Diego . . . Wil-

liam Sherry, manager, WVOX, New
Rochelle, N. Y. . . . Wallace Dun-
lap, manager, WFYI, Mineola-Gar-

den City, L. I. . . . Richard Powers,
commercial manager and promotion

chief, WCMS, Norfolk , . . Jack
Powers, news director, WADO, New
York . . . Arthur Wittum, manager

of advertising and promotion, KNX-
CRNP, Los Angeles . . . Larry

Fischer, program director, WKMH,
Detroit . . . Morna Campbell, to

the news staff, WTOP, Washington,

D. C. . . . John Haley, to the sales

staff, WTAR, Norfolk . . . Gene
Werman, account executive, WCAE,
Pittsburgh . . . John Cofoid, assist-

ant sales promotion manager, WLS,
Chicago . . . Jack Taylor, to local

sales account executive and James
Kissman, national sales and promo-

tion, KBIG, Hollywood.

REPRESENTATIVES

H-R Tv, Inc. yesterday (Friday)

held its second annual promotion
workshop, in New York, for pro-

motion managers of its repre-

sented stations.
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The all-day seminars and workshop

sessions included a series of talks by

H-R promotion, research and sales

executives, followed by discussion

and question periods, and routul-robin

and panel discussions.

Weed Radio Corp. has appointed

two to its New York office: Henry

Simmen, to Eastern sales manager

and David Harris, account executive.

Rep appointments: KDWB, Min-

neapolis-St. Paul and KTHT, Hous-

ton, to Avery-Knodel . . . also to

A-K: KRKD, Los Angeles and

WATV, Birmingham . . . KOWH
Omaha, to Daren F. McGavren Co.

. . . WRFM, New York, to Good
Music Broadcasters . . . WCOV-TV,
Montgomery, to Venard, Rintoul &
McConneli.

Social note: Peg Stone, president

of Radio/Tv Representatives, Inc.,

left, last week, for an extended busi-

ness trip in Europe and the Near East.

Rep appointments—personnel

:

Ronald Buebendorf, to assistant

director of sales development and re-

search for George P. HoUingbery

. . . Mike McNally, to the San

Francisco office of Daren F. McGav-

ren . . . William Keup, to the Chi-

cago tv sales staff of the Katz Agency

. . . Sidney Cartner, to Chicago

radio account executive for PGW . . .

Jerry Lyons has parted from Weed
after an association of 22 yearg.

TV STATIONS

I

Kick-off" session of the 1959-60
Radio and Tv Executives Society

Timebuying & Selling Seminar

I

, in New York will be 17 November.
Feature of the first meeting will be

a discussion of "Television Program-

ing—Its Problems and Prospects," by

David Levy, NBC v. p. of program

I

and talent and C. Terrence Clyne, Mc-

Cann-Erickson senior v.p. in charge

of radio and tv.

Ideas at work:
• A word to the wives is worth

more than a letter across the
desk: WCAU-TV, Philadelphia re-

cently employed a novel sales pro-

motion aimed at the wives of key

coff'ee buyers in the area. The idea:

each wife received a package of Max-

well House coffee, a percolator and a

15 rpm recording of "The Sound of

Ground"—the background music of

MH's commercials. The enclosed let-

ter tells the wives: "This is our way

of letting you know the Maxwell

House coffee is helping to increase

your husband's business."

• Promoting a vacation-land:

WMTW-TV, Poland Spring, Me.,

just concluded its three-week promo-

tion aimed at Canadian viewers, plug-

ging Northern New England as a

prime vacation site. The promotion,

using more than 100 spots, included a

contest spotlighted in a special film

program— Cinema International —
offering a three-week expense-paid va-

cation as prize.

• The big movie landed the big

job: A dark bourse political candi-

date, Julian Lane, transferred almost

all his ad budget to WTVT, Tampa,
and became the mayor of the city.

According to agency Hilton & Grey,

which directed Lane's campaign: "In

our estimation the pay-off was in buy-

ing two 60-second commercials within

WTVT's Big Movie in prime time on

Wednesdav evenings."

Thisa 'n' data: Storer Broadcast-

ing Co. reports a nine months" earn-

ing figure of $1.45 per share com-

pared with 11^ per share for the same

period, 1958. Net profit after taxes

came to $3,580,268 compared to

$264,782 for the first nine months,

1958 . . . Operation "Facelift" is

underway for KXTV, Sacramento, as

its present building is being complete-

ly rennovated.

On the personnel front: Philip

Beuth, to promotion manager for

WROW and WTEN-TV, Albany . . .

Bill Beindorf and G. Gerald Dan-
ford, to the sales staff of WCBS-TV,
New York . . . Don Ross, news direc-

tor, WXEX-TV, Richmond-Peters-

burg . . . E. Holland Low, to ac-

count executive for WWLP, Spring-

field, Mass. . . . Robert Fairbanks,

account executive, KNXT, Los

Angeles . . . James Mathis, account

executive, WFBM-TV, Indianapolis

. . . Jack Sullivan, promotion direc-

tor, KIRO-TV, Seattle. ^

AVAILABLE

Corporate Broadcast

Executive

with achievenicnt record

(one company cijihtccii

years) including organiza-

tion, administration, and

government liaison. This

man has particular strength

in the communications field

from close association with

all media—radio, television,

newspaper, magazine.

Just completed assign-

ment in tv/radio broadcast

field which entailed expert

Congressional testimony.

Age 56. Married, three

children. Previous compen-

sation $30,000.—$50,000.

Offers special experience

and ability for merger-con-

solidation—expansion activ-

ities to broadcast companies.

For personal meeting.

reach this man through

Box 18

Sponsor Magazine

40 East 49th Street

NewYork, 17, N. Y.
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MEDIA MEN
[Continued from page 46

1

game, moving laterally from equal

joh to equal job rather than upward
within their own shops. And the same
people are doing the moving; they

shuffle around every once in a while

but seldom do new people at higher

levels seem to enter the job pool.'"

As the agency business enhances

the stature of the media people it now
has, and builds attractions for new-

comers to the media fold, media units

will gain the necessary strength to

conduct mature account planning and

placement of schedules. An increas-

ing number of media specialists is

sitting in on account planning ses-

sions as well as with the clients.

More buyers than ever before are

turning their backs on "formulitis
'

and thinking about the broad-sweep

problems before settling down to

cost-per-thousand buying. Manage-

ment is recognizing this—albeit slow-

ly—which is why $12,000-a-year

buyers are becoming more prevalent

and $5,000 buyers are diminishing.

Media prices for good talent are

about the same in the three major

buying areas—New York, Chicago

and Detroit. But, say the ad pros,

once you're out of these market areas

you get into agencies where there's a

single buyer who does everything in

media—and for $125 a week.

These non-major-market patterns

are changing too, however. Smaller

agencies must build their media staffs

to keep the accounts they have. To
maintain billings as well as reputa-

tion, they're following the bigger-city

trend toward establishment of a firm

media base with well-rewarded media
executives.

Every agency, as television con-

tinues its phenomenal and complex
growth, is necessarily re-evaluating

the huge sums of money which it is

investing in the medium on behalf of

its clients. It is also re-studying the

people who are responsible for the

placement of that money.

The agency's biggest safeguard or

insurance: developing and attracting

media professionals who have the ca-

pacity to be generalists as well as spe-

cialists, and who are respected as in-

tegral and thinking forces within the

agency operation. As specialists, they

will advance media know-how for

maximum return. As generalists,

they'll also have the knowledge of a

well-rounded ad pro. ^

WBNS Radio
Columbus, Ohio

John Blair & Co., Representatives

Pulse asked, "If all but one station

were to go off the air, what station

would you prefer over any other to

remain?" 34.3% chose WBNS, beating

number two by 11.7%, and number

seven by 36.1%.

NIELSEN
{Continued from page 29)

ments will continue in the first 50
markets.

For advertisers, the enlargement of

NSI means that a national account
using NTI, NSI and NCS all together

will be able to get a picture of his

campaign in total and in texture, tex-

ture being the individual parts that

make up the picture.

Across the border plans also in-

clude a local market expansion of
the Nielsen Broadcast Index by A. C.

Nielsen of Canada Ltd. Heading the

subscriber list for the new package
are P&G, J.W.T. and the Canadian
Broadcasting Company.

For radio advertisers, the good
news is that the NCS #4 scheduled
now for the winter of 1960 and '61

will include radio studies for the first

time since 1956.

Behind the selection of next winter
for NCS #4 was a Nielsen poll of

agencies, advertisers and stations.

Commenting on the results of this

poll, Churchill said, "The spring 1960
U.S. Census of both radio and tv

home-counts by county, with release

scheduled for mid-1961, has appar-

ently led to a preference for a some-
what delayed but more precise Cen-
sus-based coverage study. Approxi-
mately a third of our customers voted
for a measurement next spring, while

the other two-thirds were almost

equally divided between scheduling

for late '60 or early '61.

"Acting on this, we will offer com-
plete nation-wide NCS 4;t4 studies of

both radio and tv stations no later

than spring of 1961. In the mean-
time, new stations, or those with ma-
jor facility changes since the latest

NCS measurement, may order interim

measurements for their own areas

through our special research facilities

during the February-April 1960

cycle."

NCS is designed as a counterpart

of print media's delivered circula-

tions, represents the accumulated

listeners to a station without specific

reference to the program features

that attract them.

Meanwhile, ticking away on the

16th floor of 575 Lexington Ave. in

Manhattan, is the minute-by-minute

proof of the research firm's expansion

—the Instantaneous Audimeter which

could spread to other top markets if

stations and advertisers want it. ^
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Hoiv to put in a full day's ivork

. . . before breakfast

Quaker Oats has to get its work
in before breakfast or it's too

late. So Ad Director, Robert

Macdonald, developed a philos-

ophy anyone can use—"Do it

now ! Do it yesterday ! But don't

put it off until tomorrow!"

It's a formula that looks to the

future and, for that reason,
leads very naturaUy into selling

more than just product.

Develop a personality.

Mr. Macdonald feels that in-

corporating public interest
messages in product advertis-

ing is an excellent way to pre-

pare today for tomorrow.

"It helps develop a friendly,

likeable corporate personality,"

he says. "And this is just as

important as building a favor-

able franchise for consumer
product. A favorable corporate

image makes it easier to get

credit in financial circles, to

attract rehable personnel and
makes our own shareholders
and employees feel that their

company is unselfishly inter-

ested in the nation's welfare."

"And," adds Mr. Macdonald,
"do it now, or it wiU be more
difficult later."

What was done?

Mr. Macdonald asked his top
management to get behind the
Advertising Council ... to in-

corporate Council public serv-

ice projects in all advertising of
Quaker Oats products.

Figures from October '56

through January '59 show how
massive the program has been.

Newspaper circulation carrying
Quaker Oats ads in support of
Council causeswas 130,585,940;
magazine circulation, 244,713,-

016; home impressions on TV
and radio were 259,357,600 on
network programs alone.

You can benefit, too.

You can help your company
build a more favorable corpo-

rate image. Include Advertising

Council drop-ins in your regu-

lar advertising; use a Council
advertisement instead of"Com-
pliments of a Friend" in your
yearbook advertising; see that

Council campaign posters are

on bulletin boards in all your
offices and plants.

The advertising materials— re-

production proofs, newspaper
proofs and mats, posters, copy
for radio and TV spots, etc.

—

are free. The current campaigns
are:

Aid to Higher Education
Better Mental Health

Better Schools

Crusade for Freedom*
Forest Fire Prevention

Red Cross*

Register, Contribute, Vote*

Religion in American Life

Religious Overseas Aid
Stop Accidents

United Fund Campaigns*
United Nations*

U. S. Savings Bonds
*Not year-round campaigns

For more information send in

the coupon below, or call the

Advertising Council branch
office nearest you. Branches in

Chicago, Los Angeles and
Washington, D. C.

-1

1

THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL, INC.,

25 We5f 45th Street, ^jxSlNG .

New York 36, New York £^tf^%.
Please tell me how to tie • ^LjSf '

In with the Council. ^^^^^

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

.J
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PROMOTION PROBLEM
{Continued from page 35)

40% of the people at least once).

^'Gross weight—the total tonnage

of messages that we put into a market

for a given period of time, regard-

less of whether we are talking to one

person five times or five people once.

'^''Continuity—the principles of con-

tinuing impact over a period of time.

"We cling to the theory that it is

easier to make two sales by reaching

four people 10 times than by reach,

ing 10 people four times. . .

"When funds are limited, it is sim-

ply not possible to reach everybody.

"If you do succeed in doing that,

you will have expended all your dol-

lars in the doing of it, and it is im-

possible to obtain any frequency.

"Accordingly, the better part of

valor is to seek out some segment of

the market that judgment says is po-

tentially fruitful. Go after this mar-

ket. Concentrate on it. Not neces-

sarily exclusively. . . In this way, you

waste as little as possible of your pre-

cious advertising dollar. Concentrate

on a group."

This is only one of several media

Kalston Purina^s Dollar

Buys More on WKOW

-: OUUMOIEMIIK. MEATGRdESeS .-

"We at Ralston

Purina look upon
Roy Gumtow,
WKOW Farm Di-

rector, as another

salesman on our
team. His calls on

dealers and his re-

corded interviews
with consumers have

added greatly to the

effectiveness of our

advertising on

WKOW and
WKOW-TV."

Russel E. Thomas

Sales Manager

Wisconsin Division

Ralston Purina Co.

"Our thanks to you, your dealers, and your company, Mr.
Thomas, for your confidence, and for this opportunity to

prove again that WKOW and WKOW-TV sell best where they

buy the most."

Ben Hovel

General Manager

WKOW—WKOW-TV

WKOW
MADISON,WISCONSIN

approaches that could be applied.

The important thing to note is that

once you employ reach and frequen-

cy principles as basic ideas, vou are

in a position to formulate on-the-air

and print schedules in an orderly

way with concrete circulation and im-

pact goals to guide your planning.

You now have a way of determining,

for example, how many prime time

and fringe spots you will need to

reach effectively the audience for that

new western series. You can, in ef-

fect, develop your own promotion

version of the sales department's an-

nouncement plan.

The copy strategy—When you are

working on a consumer brand cam-

paign, your copy starting point is a

description of the product known as

the copy platform. Obviously, the

television copy platform is a thing of

great complexity, since there are so

many individual brands to worry

about. If the promotion man knew

the essential characteristics of each

of these brands he would be in a

stronger position than he is today in

knowing what sales points to empha-

size. We are really concerned here

with the question of what kind of

satisfaction or service the program

product provides the consumer-viewer.

Is it escape, laughter, a deep emo-

tional experience? And how do the

satisfactions provided by westerns,

mysteries, comedy programs differ?

Research, obviously, offers the only

opportunity to come up wth meaning-

ful answers. With those answers, the

promotion writer could sharpen his

copy greatly, for he would be in a

position to highlight the most impor.

tant product benefits to the viewer.

The problem is critical when a

preicous 10 seconds are all one has

to do a job with. What is most im-

portant: Show title? Star names?

Content? There is seldom time to do

much more than go one's own tried

cliche route. It would be an enor-

mous asset to an on-the-air promo-

tion writer to have at his fingertips a

guide—not a rigid formula—in the

form of substantiated research find-

ings testifying to the effectiveness of

copy appeals related to program

types.

Research and media plans—Clear

ly, there is a need for research, ofj

which there is an appalling lack in

the promotion field. The following ar

just a few of the media questions

that need investigation:
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What is the relation between length

of announcement and type of pro-

gram? For example, can a star-

studded one-shot or variety program

be effectively promoted in a lO-sec-

ond spot, or would that period be

more productive if devoted to a west-

ern? What is the best way to use a

minute period, and for what kind of

program? There is no reason why
all announcement lengths should be

equally well-suited to all program

types. Only the careful, unbiased

methods of the researcher can lead

to reliable answers.

On-the-air promotion today em-

ploys a variety of devices designed

to overcome time and budget limita-

tions. They range from two-second

video-only announcements to equally

brief audio promotion spots. This

raises the interesting, and far from

academic, question of how much in-

formation an audience can absorb in

a brief time period, of eye-versus-ear

values in relation to the television

screen.

A question arising directly from

the media approach: How many im-

pressions are required to produce

consumer action—that is, to get the

prospect to try the show? Is there a

minimum below which it is a waste

of time and effort to promote at all?

And how many programs can be suc-

cessfully promoted in any one cam-

paign?

There are similar questions that

arise in connection with newspaper

space. How large should the ad be?

Should you use a few large ads, or

more small ones? Does position on

the page count? What kind of head-

line, copy appeal, visual treatment

registers best? The questions are end-

less, for they duplicate the questions

that have been asked for decades

about consumer print advertising.

Little progress will be made toward

finding useful answers until the tech-

niques of print research are put to

work by enough people long enough

to produce validated findings. Until

then, one man's opinion is as good

as another's.

All this is not to charge that no-

body is doing anything. A number of

studies have indeed been made. There
have been several attempts to evalu-

ate media as such. These seem to

agree that on-the-air, itself, is the

most effective promotional medium.
One station recently announced that

as a result of a slu(i\ it had com-

j>uted, it intended to abandon news-

paper promotion entirely. Whether
this is an extreme point of view only

further research can demonstrate. In

the meantime, the management has

something to go by that is objective,

instead of its own understandable

media bias.

To the busy, harried, frantic pro-

motion man, beset by a horde of

shows, clients, agencies and a de-

manding management, much of this

may appear remote from realities.

But promotion men feel the need

lo grow professionally as is evident

in the formation of Broadcasters

Promotion Association and in the

enthusiasm with which its members
around the country ])lan and work
for it. The seminars, the sharing of

ideas, the arguments—all are part of

the process of self-education the pro-

motion field is now going through.

With the competitive stakes so enor-

mous and the promotional investment

continually growing, it may not be

too long before the ideas of the media

scholars find their way into the razzle-

dazzle world of promotion. ^

Beam your sales message to

DULUTH-
SUPERIOR

the

LARGEST

MARKET
in both Minnesota and

Wisconsin
Zooming sales have made the

Ports metropolitan area the

largest market in size only to

Twin Cities in Minnesota and
waultee in Wisconsin.

In WDSM-TV's coverage area

800,000 people, spending over I

lion dollars* annually.

You can best sell, best adver-

tise to this growing industrial,

shipping and vacation center

by using WDSM-TV . . .

*SRDS 5/10/59

AT THE HEAD OF THE SEAWAY

4 WDSM-TV
^^^ DULUTH, MINN. NBC SUPERIOR, WISC.

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC. ffc^afaBBUMM WAYNE EVANS & ASSOC.
EXCLUSIVE NATL. REPS.

»-F3A»«MW*wi«
REGIONAL REPS.
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IVSYR Delivers 85%
IVIore Radio Homes
Than The IMo. 2 Station
In an area embracing 18 counties, 402,670
homes, 1.5 million people with a $2.5
billion buying-power . . .

>VSYR DELIVERS
IVIORE HOMES
THAN THE NEXT
TNVO STATIONS
COMBINED

Top programming Top facilities )

Top personalities make the cJifference.

*AII figures NCS No. 2, weekly coverage

Represented Noltonolly by

THE HENRY I. CHRISTAl CO., INC.
HIM rota • tOSIOM • CHICAGO

otrton •

WTHITV
CHANNEL 10 • CBS—ABC

TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA

Represented Nationally
by Boiling Co.

68

Tv and radio

NEWSiVIAKERS

Crawford Paton has joined McCann-

Erickson's newl) formed media division as

vice president and manager. Formerly

director of market planning at Warner

Bros., Paton was also associated with NBC,

as sales and market analyst, Young &

Rubicam, as director of market research,

and C. J. La Roche & Co. as v.p., director

of research and account executive. Forma-

tion of the media division in the home office, combines Mc-E's media

dept. and media planning unit, under their present management.

Edwin Arthur Snow, has been elected

vice president of advertising at Procter &

Gamble. He joined P&G in 1933 and there-

after advanced to the posts of brand man-

ager for various products, associate promo-

tion manager and promotion manager. In

1957 he was named manager of the adver-

tising department. Extra-curricularly, Snow

is active in various Cincinnati civic organi-

zations concerned with urban redevelopment and housing. He is

a graduate of Stanford University and Harvard Business School.

Sherman Gregory becomes president of

the newly formed Pictafilm, Inc. A well-

known executive in tv for the past seven

years, Gregory has been associated with

ABC Films, Inc., Triangle Stations, TV
Guide and Campbell Soup Co. Formation

of Pictafilm makes available in the U.S. a

fast, economical film process for tv film

commercials originated in Toronto. It pro-

a single step the 35 mm negative, eliminating all other steps

the original camera footage and the final optical negative.

duces in

between

Charles J. Sitta has been appointed presi-

dent of the Knorr Broadcasting Corp. Sitta

launched his radio career in Detroit in 1946,

and six years later joined Knorr as a sales

representative. He was also given the

assignment of starting Michigan Spot Sales,

Inc., an advertising sales firm, and will

continue as its president. A native of St.

Paul, Minnesota, Sitta has lived in Bir-

mingham, Michigan for 31 years. He is a former captain in the

Army, where he served in the European Theater during World War II.
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VANCOUVER VICTORIA

Look who's selliog

on KVDS TV
The KVOS contour reaches 262,000 B.C. homes plus

82,000 homes in Northwest Washington.

Alberta Meats Drano Max Factor Quaker Oats
Alka-Seltzer Enos Fruit Salts Maybelline Rock City Tobacco
Andrews Liver Salts Ex Lax McCormicks Biscuits Rootes Motors
Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour Fawcett Ranges Mennen Rothmans Cigarettes

Avon Products Feen-A-Mint Minute Maid Royal City Foods
Bactine Fels Soaps M)B Coffee Salada Tea
B.C. Tree Fruit Fishers Flour Nabob Foods Sanka
Bonus Foods Fizzies National Carbon Saran Wrap
Bosco Folgers Coffee Nescafe Scaly Mattress
Campbell Soups French's Noxzema Shell Oil

Canada Nut General Paint Nytol Shulton

Canada Safeway Stores Cerber Baby Foe ds Old Dutch Potato Chips Simpson Sears

Canadian Western Ins. Great Northern Railway Omega Oil Spoolies

Carter Products Grey Dunn Biscuits One-a-Day Vitamins Star Weekly
Arrid Hazel Bishop Pacific Meats Sterling Drugs
Arrid Roll On Hudson's Bay Pam Dry Fry Super Suds
Carters Liver Pills Imperial Tobacco Perma Starch Supreme Drugs

Rise Instint Maxwell House Coffee P & C T.C.A.

Certo (ergens Lotion Tide Tea Council of Canad
Christie Brown )im Dandy Ivory Snow Texaco Oil Co.

CIL Paints Kelloggs Ivory Soap Uncle Ben's Rice

Clorets Lever Joy Welch's Grape Juice

Colgate Wisk Crisco Westminster Paper

Lustre Creme Shampoo All Spic and Span Whitehall Pharm.

Brisk Good Luck M "g. Camay Anacin

Dental Cream Lux Cheer Heet

Halo Liquid Lux Dreft Ojtgro

Vel Surf Oxydol Bisodcl

Pink Liquid Vel Pepsodent Gleem Rcsdcn

Dentyne Chewing Cum Praise Jest Wildroot

Domestic Shortening Lushus Py-Co-Pay Tooth Brushes Windex
Dominion Rubber Marshall Wells o f Canada Q Tips Woodward's

KVOS TV
(CANADA) LTD.

one TV station

^'sn^-^-

had to be unique

VANCOUVER OFFICES—isey West Broadway. REgent 8-5141
STOVIN-BVLES LIMITED— Montreal, Toronto. Winnipeg
FORJOE TV INC.—New York. Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco
ART MOORE and ASSOCIATES—Seattle. Portland
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frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint %
L -J

Are you, as an advertising executive, missing out on important information

when you refer all media salesmen to agency timebuyers? R. C. Embry, v.p.

of WITH, Baltimore, speaJis here for scores of thoughtful radio men in outlin-

ing a serious problem of business communications. He says most policy makers

dont have a chance to learn vital radio facts. Is this true in your oivn shop?

Why not send us your views on this problem, and on "The Seller's View-

point" series? We loould be interested in hearing your comments on both.

Policy-makers just don't kno^

^%lniost without exception, station representatives, mana-
gers and salesmen, in their contacts with agencies, talk to

the timebuyers. Very seldom does the station sales repre-

sentative have any opportunity to talk to the policy-makers

who actually determine the strategy of the national adver-

tiser in the use of media.

Advertising managers of large corporations are loath to

talk to media representatives, generally referring them to

the agencies, which is only natural, since their time would

be consumed if they allowed themselves to be besieged by
the many media salesmen who would like to talk to them.

But, at the agency itself, the account supervisor or ac-

count executive very rarely will talk to any media repre-

sentative. He invariably refers him to either the print buy-

er or the timebuyer. Consequently, the radio representa-

tive has a very difficult job getting through to the right

person so that he may properly present the many com-
petitive advantages of his particular medium.

Unfortunately, most corporation executives are almost

completely unaware that they can receive tremendously

greater impact from radio spot than from newspaper adver-

tising at the national rate.

In Baltimore, for example, a full-page ad in one of the

papers would cost in excess of S2,500 for space alone. This

one full page with maximum readership may reach around

00,000 to 70,000 people. The impact of the ads may be

felt for three or four days, along with any further use the

corporation's representatives can make with the tear sheets.

Contrast this, if you will, with the same amount of money
spent on a spot campaign over any one of the major sta-

tions. It would be possible for a schedule of 15 one-minute

announcements per week for 13 weeks, or 195 one-minute

announcements to be bought for the same approximate

amount. A schedule of this type would have 2^/0 to 3 mil-

lion home impressions made over a 13-week period. It

would reach, at one time or another, in excess of 90% of

the population; whereas, no Baltimore newspaper has as

much as 50% penetration of the market of this entire cir-

culation.

I am firmly convinced that very few corporation execu-

tives realize this tremendous advantage that radio has to

offer from a penetration and frequency standpoint.

Again, compare this with television cost. One 20-second

announcement in AA time on a Baltimore station costs

$350 and would be fortunate to have a rating of 20—which

in this market would reach around 100,000 homes.

The same amount of money would buy in excess of 30

one-minute announcements a week in radio, which would

cover seven days a week with more than four announce-

ments per day, and for an aggregate rating total of 100 to

150 points. In other words, the advertising would reach

six to seven times as many homes with much greater fre-

quency and certainly much greater total impact for the

same amount of money.

Radio sets are in better than 98% of the homes, 85% of

the automobiles, plus thousands of sets in businesses and

public places. In addition, there are thousands of portable

transistor radios being used daily.

Another unique advantage of radio is the ability it gives

the advertiser to reach his desired audience through proper

selection of time and station.

It is my firm belief that, when America's leading busi-

nesses thoroughly realize the tremendous value available in

radio today, there will be no way to accommodate the

many who get on the "bandwagon" too late. The lucky

ones who realize the value of radio, by continuing to use it

to their great advantage, have stolen the march on their

competitors. ^
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NEW GAME! FIND T H E ^A R M E R*

. . . in the Land of Milk andlConey!

:soi^)
^^f"^

\

Answer's easy. Tl||y're|^oth farmers — well-heeled dairymen living

in the bountiful Land of Milk and Money. This market of ours is story-

book stufF . . . scores of small cities and thousands of big dairy farms
. . . 400,000 TV families enjoying CBS-ch. 2 television.

So, cultivate our Farmers, and win the Game! :.

* A Wisconsin farmer is distinguishable today only by his added incr^^^

,^m
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The Quizzes and the TIO
In a sense, the timing could hardly have been worse. Just

as the new Television Information Office was opening its

doors, and before TIO director Lou Hausman had a chance

to hire a staff or even buy paper clips, the full fury of the

quiz show investigation erupted in the newspapers.

He was, of course, immediately hectored and harried to

make statements and speeches and give detailed plans of what

TIO proposed to do about the quiz situation.

We think it is greatly to Hausman's credit that he refused

to be stampeded into hasty, ill-considered, flag-waving pro-

nouncements.

A lesser man than the CBS veteran might easily have fallen

flat on his face in his zealous eagerness to act and sound like

an industry "spokesman."

Hausman, however, made no such error. In his addresses

to the Fall Conferences of the NAB, he has said simply that

he approaches the TIO job with the conviction that it requires

four things—admitting mistakes when they've been made,

correcting mistakes when they're recognized, defending and

publicizing the many fine things which the industry is doing

and explaining the mechanics of the business to a public

which is surprisingly ignorant of many practical tv problems.

SPONSOR, having talked at length with Hausman about his

objectives and plans for the TIO, believes that his approach

is sound, thoughtful and constructive, and one which the in-

dustry greatly needs.

And in a larger sense, it is probably a good thing that TIO

has begun operations in the midst of the quiz show uproar.

The very violence with which the newspapers and magazines

have played up the Washington disclosures clearly drama-

tizes the industry's need for better public relations.

SPONSOR, which once was somewhat skeptical about the TIO
project, now urges its strong enthusiastic support by all sta-

tion, network and advertising men who are genuinely con-

cerned with tv's welfare and future.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: A greater awareness

on the part of agencies and advertisers of the

continuing need to improve their radio and tv

commercials. The sales message is the heart

of all air media advertising; don't neglect it.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Quiet, please: Tv Guide reports an

lowan who can't watch Westerns on
his tv set because a skunk that lives

under his house reacts strongly to

gunplay. Can't be too careful about

audience composition.

Authority: Guest on a recent Hy
Gardner Shoiv on WNEW-TV, New
York, was Tommy Manville, who dis-

cussed romance. Nice to have some-

one on a tv show who doesrit have to

be supplied with the answers.

Payoff: For six months a Portland,

Ore., woman has been submitting

serial numbers from dollar bills to

KGW in an attempt to win that sta-

tion's Lucky Dollar contest. She

hasn t won yet, but reports she has

saved $516.

Progress: The University of Mel-

bourne surgery department has de-

veloped a tv camera small enough to

swallow. Just the thing for those

Bufferin commercials.

That commercial again: From
Eddie Hubbard, d.j. at WON, Chi-

cago
—"The Scotchman who makes

kilts for African head-hunters is now
known as 'The Shrinking Man's

Kilter.'
"

Exeunt gracefully: Manager of a

West Coast branch sent to manager

at New York HQ this note he found

on his desk, left by a new adman he'd

hired four days earlier: "I think it

best we call it a day. Please send

check to my home address. .
."

Suggestion box: It's been rumored

that spot tv advertiser Nair, maker

of depilatories, is coming out with a

"Yul Brvnner Do-it-Yourself Kit."

Ja wohl: Phil Stone, CHUM, Toron-

to, reports the old tv Hopalong Gas-

sidy movies popular in West Ger-

many. Some titles
—"Der SherrifE

Von Kansas," "Wild West Bandit-

ten," "Der Konig Von Texas."

Out of home: A Reuters dispatch

from London says Lord Brabazon of

Tara, president of Britain's Radio In-

dustry Council predicts that "within

a few years we shall carry a television

set in our jacket pockets." Out-of-

home listening is fast becoming "out-

of-pocket."
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INTRODUCING THE NEW WIL BROADCAST HOUSE!

Never before in the history of radio has St. Louis enjoyed the full richness of radio entertainment now presented

by WIL in their magnificent new Broadcast House.

No effort has been spared to make WIL in St. Louis the nation's finest broadcasting facility. Every modern

development in electronic communications, including the nation's largest installation of A.T.C. (Automatic

Tape Control), has been provided for that extra measure of listening pleasure that St. Louis has come to expect

from the station they call their own. Perhaps that's why Radio WIL is First in every nationally recognized

audience survey in the country— Pulse, Hooper, Nielsen, & Trendex.

WIL is proud of its outstanding new home. Here are facilities that reflect not only the success of WIL but the

vital, progressive, generous spirit of St. Louis and all its people, as well.

But, of course, our greatest pride— our biggest pleasure— lies in the ability of WIL to bring to YOU the ultimate

in radio listening pleasure and service.

The welcome mat is always out at WIL Broadcast House . . . YOUR Radio Station in St. Louis!

WIL ST. LOUIS
SOLD NATIONALLY BY ROBERT E. EASTMAN

WIL
St. Louis

K80X
Dallas

WRIT
Milwaukee

THE BALABAN STATIONS

in Tempo with tiie Times

John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director



You can't cover
growing Jacksonville

without WFGA - TV
Bustling greater Jacksonville—which just hit half a million population

—soon will have the finest sports arena in the deep, broad South.

The S3 million Jacksonville Coliseum, seating 12,000, will be completed

in September, I960. It will attract championship boxing matches and

other top-ranking sports events.

Jacksonville's tremendous business growth is prime news in the

economic world. It's a Si 1/2 billion market that's ready and waiting

for your sales message. WFGA-TV, with the best of two great net-

works—NBC—ABC—is an absolute must to drive home your message

in this rich, burgeoning market.

JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA
The Best of NBC and ABC . . . Call Peters. Griffin Woodward. Inc.

1^
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Makes

you feel

like a king

every day!

flOV 6 1959

NBC GENfcKAL LltiKARY

KPnc - TV
HOUSTON , TEXAS

'he best faces

Ktch KPRC-TV
Channel

2
Courtesy of KING'S MEN

Fresh up yourself

and your day with

KPRC-TV-known
ever3rwhere as the

world's finest tele-

vision. It's a habit

you'll enjoy.

OVER THE TOP

IN 1959!

Time, talent and com-

mercials expenditures

put spot radio/tv into

billion-plus market

Page 31

'Costs a hell of

a burden/ says

ANA'S Al Brown

Page 34

Why retailers

are using new

tv ad patterns

Page 36

Megatown: three-

ring sign of

U.S. living

Page 39

N PAGE

KPRC-TV IS REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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THE

quality
TOUCH

Transistor made by TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC.

WFAA

radio & television • dallas

Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market

BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

The amazing transistor. . . no larger than a match

head, yet opening up electronic miracles

never before dreamed possible. So minute,

so exacting, it truly takes a quality touch to

devise such an engineering masterpiece.

The quality measure of today's better radio

and television stations requires no

microscopic examination ... it can be felt, not

only through audience reaction, but in

advertiser product association.

Represented by

Edward Pelry 4 Co.. Inc.

The Original Station Representative



Another great modern radio station turns to

YOUNG^^ESENTATION
Effective November 9, 1959

Adam Young Inc.

becomes exclusive national representative for

WKIX
the 10,000 Watt, 850 kc. modern radio station .

well on its way to dominance in

RALEIGH, N.C.

U
ADAM YOUNG INC.
Representing all that's modern and effective in radio today

NENV YORK CHICAGO ST. LOUIS LOS ANGELES
3 Easl 54lh St. Prudential Plaza 915 Olive St. 6331 Hollywood Blvd.

New York 22. N. Y. Chicago 1, III. St. Louis, Mo. Los Angeles 28. Calif.

Plaza 1-4848 Michigan 2-6190 MAIn 1-5020 HOIIywood 2-2289

SAN FRANCISCO DETROIT ATLANTA
fluiS BIdg. (Rm. 1207) 2940 Book BIdg. 1182 W. Peachtree
San Francisco 4. Calif. Detroit 25. Mich. Allanta. Ga.

YUkon 6-6769 WOodward 3-6919 TRinlty 3-2564
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here's to

WBIR-TV
Knoxville•••

... for having most

of the top-rated shows.

Call your Katz man.

WBIR-TV
CHANNEL ~| £\

KNOXVILLE-TENN.

© Vol. 13, No. 45 • 7 NOVEMBER 1959PONSOR
E WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES
Spot tops a billion in '59

3 1 This year, expenditures for time, programs, commercials will boost radio /

tv spot over the billion dollar market; ahead of newspapers, magazines

34 "A hell of a burden on the advertiser"

As Assoc, of National Advertisers convenes at Hot Springs, Va., sponsor

interviews Corn Products' ad mgr. Albert Brown, former ANA chrmn.

Why retailers are using new tv ad patterns

36 Tv"? share of retailer advertising is growing. One reason: many stores

have begun to use the medium for building store image and for impact

Megatown: market of today

39 Research by Westinghouse Bdcstg. comes to light this week on a new
media/marketing concept—Megatown, three-ring pattern of U.S. living

Syndication's big fringe benefits

42 Syndication users reap |17 million annual bonus as result of advertisers,

agencies, stations distributors, producers pooling their resources

Radio '59: A Tulsa Report

43 Tulsa Tribune columnist tells why hi-fi became so popular. Here are

excerpts of his comments which have attracted industry-wide attention

Plymouth dealers love radio on wheels

45 Here's how Greater Cleveland Plymouth Dealers merchandise Police

Beat show to make their product seem everywhere at once in Cleveland

FEATURES
14 Commercial Commentary

58 Film-Scope

26 49th and Madison

64 News & Idea Wrap-Up

4 Newsmaker of the Week

64 Picture Wrap-Up

54 Radio Basics

11 Reps at Work

78 Seller's Viewpoint

46 Sponsor Asks

60 Sponsor Hears

21 Sponsor-Scope

80 Sponsor Speaks

48 Spot Buys

62 Telepulse

80 Ten-Second Spots

76 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

SO Tv Results

57 Washington Week
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SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. combined with TV. Executive, Editorial, Circulation and

Advertising Offices: 40 E. 49th St. (49 Cr Madison) New York 17. N. Y. Telephone: MUrray
Hill 8-2772. Chicago Office: 612 N. Michigan Ave. Phone: SUperior 7-9863. Birmingham
Office: Town House, Birmingham. Phone: FAirfax 4-6529. Los Angeles Office: 6087 Sunset
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If it's news, he's got it! And more Philadelphians get the story from newscaster John Facenda

than from any other single news source.

Ever since its beginning in 1952, John Facenda's "Eleventh Hour News" has scored a

clean beat... has topped all competing programs, as well as all other regularly-scheduled

Philadelphia newscasts, for an astounding total of 86 consecutive ARB reports!

Philadelphia's steadfast preference for John Facenda and "Eleventh Hour News" is but

a single example of the audience interest sustained throughout WCAU-TV's entire broad-

cast schedule. And serves to illustrate why all WCAU-TV programming, information and

entertainment alike, continues to make ...

the biggest

news m
Philadelphia

I'

if V -. i-\

**-., *!>4
'?''«.*>•

'Ttf,

Xa

'f-^

N.

/

m

CBS Owned • Channel 10, Philadelphia • Represented by CBS Television Spot SalesWCAU-TV



Between Atlanta

and the Qulf .

the only primary

I

outlet is * * *

WALB-TV
CH. 10—ALBANY, CA.

• New 1,000 foot tower, 316,-

000 watts power . . . with

Grade "B" coverage includ-

ing Albany, Thomasville,

Valdosta, Moultrie, Ga.,

and Tallahassee, Fla.

• Serving over 750,000 people

... in an area with over

$739,000,000 spendable in-

come.

WALB-TV
ALBANY, GA.

CHANNEL 10

Raymond E. Carow, General Manager

Represented nationally by

Venard, RIntoul & McConnell, Inc.

In the South by Jabes S. Ayers Co.

One Rate Card

NEWSMAKER
of the week

In its tenth year as an important advertising medium, tele-

vision creates the crucial issues with which advertisers are

grappling this week in Hot Springs, Va. The decisive 50th
annual fall meeting of the AJSA was planned by the board
of directors under the leadership of its 1959 chairman.

The newsmaker: Henry M. Schachte, outgoing ANA
board chairman, who will preside over the opening business session

on Monday morning. This session kicks off a series of meetings

which will touch more than once on the still-unsolved problems
created by television in its rapid 10-year growth.

More than ever before, the focus will be on the responsibility ^of

advertisers to the content of programs they underwrite on television.

A joint session with the National

Association of Broadcasters will

look for possible NAB Code

changes which can standardize the

ethics of audience participation

shows. The session will be chaired

by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.

president Donald H. McGannon.

As SPONSOR went to press,

Schachte and his planners were

adding a panel discussion on tv

programing to the agenda. Panel-

ists: Grey advertising executive Al

Hollender. columnist John Crosby,

Warner Bros. v.p. in charge of world wide tv sales Rod Erickson,

and a network representative still unselected at presstime.

Another television issue which is considered ripe for discussion is

the impact of tv on the agency's 15%. Just-released AAAA figures

show that agency profits in 1958 dropped to 3.23 per cent of gross

income from 4.11 in 1957 —-largely attributable to expansion of

agency facilities due to television.

Doubtless, many such issues were uppermost in the minds of

Schachte and his fellow board members when they themed this

year's session to the task of "interesting management in advertis-

ing." (For an analysis of the increasing importance of the adver-

tiser, see Commercial Commentary, page 14.)

In turning over the gavel this week, Schachte joins a roster of past

board chairmen which includes the now-retired Ben R. Donaldson,

Ford Motor Co. (1954), E. G. Gerbic, Heublein, Inc. (1955), E. W.

Ebel, General Foods (1956), George E. Mosley, Seagram Distillers

(1957), Ralph Winslow, Koppers Co. (1958). (Corn Products' Al

Brown, 1951 chairman, gives his views on problems facing adver-

tisers today in an exclusive sponsor interview, page 34.) Schachte,

1959 chairman, is executive v.p. in charge of three consumer market-

ing divisions of Lever Bros. ^

i

Henry M. Schachte
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The spot medium, too,

has become the standard

of suitability to

virtually every advertiser

in the country.

No other medium

is so well fitted

to match the exact

requirements

of every marketing situation.

How else can you

take instantaneous advantage

of sudden weather changes,

or so closely follow

the flow and ebb of seasons

across the face of America?

H-R salesmanship, too,

is custom tailored

to the specific situations

of each station it represents.

Our salesmen's ^
hand-in-glove cooperation

with station management

makes for a personal service

selling-power that

habitually breaks i

through billing quotas.

"We always send a man

to do a man's job"

^^^Tr% Television. Inc.

^W^^ xXTCw Representatives

New York

Chicago

San Francisco

Hollyivood

Dallas

Detroit

Atlanta 4
Houston 4
New Orleans

Des Moines

Droverbial

fit•

f

^"V

/*

/ %

'4

^l

f



Mhe biggest

door ever

opened to

spot buying

leads to
TvAR's

Videotape^



:m

i%

•^rfim 'vf\*.'-^-

m^-

V".:--:

No open door policy ever did so much for advertisers

and agencies. TvAR is the first and only TV-station

rep firm to put Videotape to v^ork for you

. . , making it possible for you to

• see the shows on TvAR-repped stations

before you buy them, and compare!

• pre-view your TV commercials in actual program

context . . . pre-test your copy line with the same

selling personalities who will be delivering it!

• find out how your product would look and sound

on TV even if it has never been on TV before!

And that's not all ! Clip the coupon below to

find out 9 ways TvAR's Videotape "Monitor in

Manhattan" can help build your sales.

You are invited to make use of TvAR's facilities.

Watch your product take shape on tape at

TvAR, the rep firm that gives you more

ivhen you go to market!

Why not give us a call today?

JUdson 2-3456, New York.

Remember, spot TV can reach more people 7)iore quickly, at less

cost and ivitli tnore impact, than any other advertising ynedium.

TELEVISION ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

Offices in New York, Detroit, Chicago,

Los Angeles, San Francisco

Representing WBZ-TV Boston, WJZ-TV Baltimore, KDKA-TV
Pittsburgh, KYW-TV Cleveland, KPIX San Francisco

*TM Ampex Corp.

-.5 »V}tL«s';

Television Advertising Representatives, Inc.

666 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.

DEPT. S

I want to knowwhatTvAR Videotape can do forme.

Name.

Firm name.

Address

City

State.



YOU
KCANT
KCOVER
TEXAS
without

KCEN-TV

POWERHOUSE!
we're the only FULL
POWER station
for miles around
Central Texas !

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National Representatives
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WJAR is UPI
In twenty-eight out of forty-

nine daylight hours, 6:00 A.M.

to 6:00 P.M., Monday through

Friday (Pulse, March '59 vs.

June '59) WJAR shows an

increase.

WJAR is UPf
Twelve out of twenty traffic

periods rated 6:30 A.M. to 9:00

A.M., Monday through Friday

(Pulse, March '59 vs. June '59)

WJAR shows increases.

WJAR is UPI
Thirty-eight of the forty-nine

daylight hour segments, 6:00

A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday
through Friday (Pulse, June '58

vs. June '59) WJAR shows

increases.

WJAR is UPI
In twenty-three of twenty-four

traffic periods, 6:30-9:00 A.M.,

and 4:00-6:00 P.M., (Pulse,

June '58 vs. June '59) WJAR
shows increases.

GET RESULTS

!

BUY ADULTS!
BUY WJAR
NBC NEWS,

SPORTS,

MONITOR

Sister station of WJAR-TV
\ Represented proudly by Edward Retry & Co.

j
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Share

1. ti^A ifnotn {/i€ t^ell ^o/li

San Francisco 81.9%

2. C/lale ol t/ie llnicn

St. Louis 68.0%

3. '^citj c^^ "i^a^

Chicago 88.5%

Cliicago 73.9%

Philadelphia 63.0%

6. (Ofll/M

Pittsburgh 57.3%

7. 9ea^ %d/^
Seattle 51.6%

8. ifU-e Jila,U

New York 70.7%

9. S^naei

Los Angeles 58.6%

0. Uncongaeiced

Grand Rapids 66.4%

1. ty/z^ yirfiintan

Asheville 67.2%

cm-

I

2. -y/iis c/u/i /oj( t^ye
Cleveland 60.1%

St. Louis 58.2% M
4. ^rail ci mc ^cneSomc ,LJttic ^\

Pittsburgh 55.3%

5. ^/le c/mH C^n
Boston 62.7%

6. c/eneMol ^ied a( ^atvfi

New York 54.1%

7. C/iyeeti ci ^arec/o

Asheville 69.6%

8. ^ea^ de H^ld, "^ind

Charlotte 67.6%

9. ^oad lo cian^tfiay-

Grand Rapids .

.

'. 57.7%

20. j/ Mr-eyn S^^ijc

Milwaukee 64.8%

21. ryioaa if) J/in^aAv/'e

Boston 58.7%

22. JziU/e ^Alisi ^yftay^ey

St. Louis 63.2%

23. ^/le UfHJadeA

Boston 52.5%

24. S/ (Connecticut Jfan^ec in

^inq Soiytnfff'i locf/fi

Omaha 66.5%

Source: ARB, Trendex

5 RATING POWER *
* it-

-¥ c/ma/noa/d Jf

* mca*
TV FILM SYNDICATION



Reps at work

' Ed Meizels, Adam Young. Inc.. New York, has found that repre-

sentative-station and agency-client relationships run along parallel

lines. "The representative must keep the agency advised on all new

developments pertaining to its stations. At the same time the agency

can apprise the rep of his client's objectives and discuss the prob-

Irms and goals that relate to these

ihjectives in the particular market

area. Then the stations can co-

ordinate with local brokers or re.

^ional distributors and aid in the

success of the campaign. Unfortu-

nately rating points and stations'

liital homes delivery are too often

the only concern, and merchandis-

ing support and local station sup-

port become secondary considera-

tions in determining the station

huy." Ed feels that an established

close working relationship between reps and agencies will prove mu-

tually beneficial. "As media personnel become more aware of sales

and distribution problems and pass on this information to the sta-

tions through the reps, the stations will be able to attack the client's

~ales problems and pave the wav for a successful campaign."

Ed Argow, Daren F. McGavren Company, New York, finds that a

visit to stations and markets can be of immeasurable value to all

personnel concerned with buying and selling air time. "One can

look at ratings, research data, and listen to tapes without attaining a

rnmpletelv arriiratp iiictiire of the competitive radio situation. But

actually going out and listening to

all the stations in the market, and

speaking to local advertisers and

agencies affords one the chance to

get first-hand information. The

station's local acceptance is not

available in any rating book.

Every station claims to be strong

locally, but many are not as strong

as they claim to be. Of course,

once the rep has gained first-hand

knowledge of the market and sta-

tions, he can speak with more as-

surance and should convey his impressions directly to buyers and

associate salesmen." Ed notes that markets change in character and

that only by visiting them, can one be accurately informed as to cur-

rent conditions. "I believe many advertisers are hurt because the

media personnel concerned do not have this first-hand information."

wmca 570kc

wmca 570kc

wmca 570kc

wmca 570kc

wmca 570kc

wmca 570kc

wmc^j^Okc
wmca 570kc

wmca 570kc

wmca 570kc

wmca 570kc

wmca 570kc

wmca 570kc

wmca 570kc

wmca 570kc
FIRST

ON
YOUR
DIAL

wmea
THE VOICE OF NEW YORK
Call us collect at MUrray Hill 8-1500

Or contact AM Radio Sales.
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a most On October 14,

1 "TELEVISION KITCHEN,"

UnilSllcll WR(]V-TV's half-hour cookinr

day
show (Wednesdays,

1:30 pm), celebrated an

unusual—possibly unique

—event: ten years of

continuous sponsorship

by the same advertiser!

The Philadelphia Electric

Company has found cooking

expert Florence Hanford

and WRCV-TV the perfect

combination for promoting

electrical living. Continuing

viewer interest is reflected

in the 2,000 completely

unsolicited recipe requests

received weekly.

"TELEVISION KITCHEN" is jUSt

one of the many types of

programs on wrcv-tv, where

totality of program service is

seen as a major responsibility.

Philadelphia responds to this

philosophy. Witness wrcv-tvs

recent dramatic gains in

audience and billings.

Try WRCV-TV, with the best

recipe for bigger sales

in Philadelphia.

WRCV-TV
NBC Owned • Channel 3

in Philadelphia

Sold by NBC Spot Sales

* *



by John E. McMillin

of Mississippi

Retail Sales . .

.

^918,000,000
IN THE SOUTH'S
FASTEST GROWING

TV MARKET

Jackson, Miss.^

with these Jackson
stations

WJV 12
KATZ

WlbT
HOLLINGBERY

^ Nation's business gains leader

14

Commercial
commentary

A kind ^^ord for clients

This weekend, at Hot Springs in Virginia,

some 400 members of the Association of Nation-

al Advertisers are gathering for their annual

fall meeting.

Clustered together in the hospitable Homestead

will be a group of blue-chip admen who, in 1960,

will hold the purse strings on more than two bil-

lion dollars in national advertising expenditures.

This fact alone entitles them to some respect and quite a hunk

of awe.

But those of us who are privileged to attend these closed meetings

of the ANA (open only to invited press guests but not to agencies,

suppHers or media people) know that the dollar signs are only a

tiny part of the story.

The fact is—the ANA runs some of the best planned, meatiest, and

most valuable sessions in ours or any other industry.

Hard-bitten and leg-weary trade press reporters—those of us who

must cover an endless slew of conferences and conventions, the 4As,

the AFA, the NAB, the BPA. the RTES, and dozens of others—are

pretty generally agreed that Paul West and his ANA planning com-

mittees can give cards and spades to most meeting organizers.

For me, at least, this has been a somewhat shocking discovery.

Having been brought up in the advertising agency business, I was

trained during my Madison Avenue boyhood to damn all clients,

sneer (silently) at all ad managers, and pity the poor cretinous

creatures who worked in all corporate advertising departments.

But times,. I am forced to admit, have changed considerably.

Clients, the ANA has taught me, are better than they used to be.

The drunks and dilettantes depart

I wonder how many other people realize this?

In recent years we're heard so much loud, arm-waving talk about

that great "marketing revolution" in advertising, so much tub-

thumping and table-pounding about the new "research-orientation"

of the business, that we've all tended to overlook a much more pro-

found change.

What's been happening has been an astonishing rise in the power,

prestige and especially the abilities of the advertising manager, the

advertising director, and the advertising vice president.

Tweny-five years ago they were all too often the low men on the

advertising totem pole, the underpaid and under-appreciated patsies

of the business.

Most of the brightest of them tried with all possible, undeliberate

speed to get out of corporate and into agency work.

It was a rare agency man who ever reversed the process, and when

he did his associates muttered gloomily that he was "stepping down."

{Please turn to page 18)
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station
National Sales Offices:

625 Madison Ave., New York 22

230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1
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. . . AND you can't sell Toledo with

"Out-of-Market"stations
Toledo— 17th in spendable income per household

. . . retail sales of $577,963,000.

WSPD-TV
Sells Toledo

Market domination ... top flight programming,

service, and merchandising for sales impact . . .

increased sales.

in Toledo you kno>v ^here
you're going with >VSPD-TV

ABC NETWORK • CALL KATZ

15



c Commercial commentary {continued)

SWEET SUCCESS
adds the measurement of

success that helps you

get low cost-per-thousand

sales. ..a unique format

that provides the ideal

climate for your

sales message.

Created and produced by
Jack Doug/as, three-time

Emmy A ward winner

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION

488 MADISON AVE. • N.Y. 22 • PL 5-2100

18

Today, however, the old absurd caste system has vanished. Men
move quite as freely from agency to client jobs as vice versa. Dozens

of top-flight national advertisers are staffed with agency-trained ex-

ecutives.

In fact, as BBDO chairman Dave Danforth has pointed out to the

4A's, one reason for present-day agency personnel problems is the

new manpower competition they face from advertiser organizations.

The result, of course, is a completely new breed of corporate ad-

vertising executive. Gone are the days (which many of us unhap-

pily can remember) when the average ad manager was a drunk or a

dilettante, tolerated by his management because he was the presi-

dent's son-in-law, and besides, the agency does all the work.

Today's advertising director can hold his own, in fact more than

hold his own, in brains, breadth, and business ability, with any of

his agency colleagues.

Some possible effects on the business

I've been especially struck with all this because in the past year

I've attended both an ANA meeting at Hot Springs, and a 4A's

spring convention across the mountains at White Sulphur.

The contrast (and maybe my agency friends don't like this) is a

little bit startling.

The ANA boys work harder, attend more meetings, hear more

practical talks, and seem more genuinely interested in exchanging

business information and ideas than their brethren at the Greenbrier.

The agency conclave tends to dissolve into a pleasant golfing week-

end, laced with a few inspirational addresses, and a lot of cagey,

close-mouthed platitudes.

The ANA, at least to this fascinated observer, seems just about

10 times as vital as the 4A's, and considerably more progressive.

If this is true and if, as I believe, there has been a tremendous

upgrading in the stature of the advertising manager and director,

what is this going to mean to the future structure of the business?

Will agencies become less important? Will they evolve toward

mere service, rather than professional operations? What about the

15% commission?

Strangely enough the 15% squabble seems to be dying down.

When ad managers smarted under a feeling of social and financial

inferiority, they were far more inclined to chisel away at the agency

commission status.

Nowadays, with their new power and importance, they seem to be

concentrating on getting more service and more creativity from their

agencies, and many admit they'd pay more than 15% for value

received.

Despite this, however, I strongly suspect that the agency's star is

beginning to wane, and will continue to do so.

Short of some messianic miracle—some guy on a white horse who

can rally the minions of Madison Avenue—the agency business seems

doomed to lose most of its old prestigious dominance.

Will this be bad?

Not necessarily. What we're seeing here, I think, is a quiet power-

shift, a realignment of advertising forces. But the industry's need

for brains and creative ability will always be there, no matter where

you hang your hat. Want to make a change? ^
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COSTUME BY SCAASI • PHOTOGRAPHED BY PETER FINK

Dressed for the occasion... ready to enjoy the rewards of maturity and success... to

participate with others in the exciting' events of the season... a "metropolitan" personality.

METROPOLITAN
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
205 East 67 Street, New York 21, N. Y.

New York City

WNEW
AM'FM

WHK
AM'FM

Washington, D.C.

Cleveland



^ ^agiufymt MojtkeZ fiyo ^qIm !

AMERICA'S 10th TV MARKET

It's America's 10th TV Market, where there are 3% million

people, 946,863 TV sets, $6% billion annual income, and

$3% billion retail sales. The WGAL-TV audience is greater

than the combined audience of all other stations viewed in

the Channel 8 coverage area

—

ARB and Nielsen. Advertise

your pi'oduct—and sell—on WGAL-TV.

VlfGAL-TV

Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS

STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR -SCOPE
7 NOVEMBER 1959

Ccpyrlght KSS

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INa

Likely to rank as the No. 1 rep bonanza for 1959: H-R Reps' clean sweep of

all the Corinthian stations into this single shop, with potential total billings of be-

tween $6-8 million.

Basic thinking in Corinthian for the move : If it's going to weld its station operations

into a strong centralized group and create an image for itself among timebuyers
and others it would be more effective to deal with a single rep than having various Corin-

thian reps selling against Corinthian stations in their other markets.

The Corinthian stations and the previous reps: KHOU-TV, Houston; CBS Spot Sales;

WISH-TV-AM, Indianapolis, Boiling; KOTV, Tulsa and WANE-TV-AM, Petry; KXTV,
Sacramento, H-R. The H-R firm came into the Corinthian picture with KXTV's purchase

this summer.

Agency tv people aren't deluding themselves about the long-range effects of the

quiz uproar as far as programing is concerned but they're keeping their fingers

crossed in this respect:

Church, PTA and other groups may use it as a springboard to pressure advertis-

ers into jettisoning programs which this element deems as glorifying violence.

These admen have a word of caution for the print clan that's been exploiting the pres-

ent discomfiture of tv: the same wave of censure and reform can reach over and en-

gulf other areas of communication and entertainment.

As usually happens with national newsprint exposes that take on a Roman cir-

cus coloring, the quiz tumult is not without its sideshows: the most engaging of them

is the feud that's broken out between two of tv's most eminent critics, Jack Gould, of the

N. Y. Times, and John Crosby, of the N. Y. Tribune syndicate.

Apparently actuated by the established principle that a petitioner in equity must come

into court with clean hands, Gould reminded his profession of their own dubious

status such as accepting free junkets and gifts from the tv medium.
Retorted Crosby: Gould has "fouled his own nest" . , . "damaged confidence in his

own profession" . . . "diverted attention from a very large issue—the malefactors who
amassed great by fraud

—

to a very small one."

There's a realization building up among radio reps that bodes good tidings for

stations in the smaller markets during 1960.

The reps in question are getting both realistic and itchy: instead of focusing their

expectations on national accounts they're revving up for a methodical effort to recruit

more regional business via a special presentation citing case histories of regional

advertisers who have had marked success with radio in recent years.

The stories Avill include gasoline, tire, food, appliance and cleanser marketers.

As one of these reps noted: "You just can't sit by waiting for those occasional

spurts from national advertisers and keep your business on an even keel."

Air media can look to the car polish field for a big boost in billings next year.

That push-button dodge—meaning less elbow grease—will have a lot to do with it.

In fact, Simonize (Y&R, Chicago) is set for spring and summer campaigns.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

It looks as though for the first time national spot tv billings for the third

quarter will not show a slack-off as compared to the preceduig second quarter.

Duke Rorabaugh, who compiles such data for the TvB, disclosed to SPONSOR-SCOPE
the past week that his figures to date indicate a reversal of the trend.

The third quarter usually runs 8-9% behind the second quarter.

Rorabaugh also revealed that (1) 300-400 new accounts have come into tv this

year and (2) many accounts who haven't been active in the medium the past two
years keep showing up in spot.

Three spot tv campaigns directed at Christmas gift buying came through this

week.

They were Paper-Mate (FCB, Chicago) ; Burgess Vibrocrafters—electric can-openers

_

(Olian & Bronner) and Budweiser (D'Arcy, St. Louis), supplementary spots to its U. S.

Marshal series.

Related observation: Radio reps have found this type of business falling quitej

short of what it used to be in past years.

If spot radio is to go on prospering, there's one big barrier, reps grant, that!

has to be broken down: the tendency among media people in New York agencies!

to orient their attitude toward radio by the factors that exist in the New YorkJ
market.

To pinpoint Avhat the reps say is an obviously fallacious orientation: Just because

home attention in New York is split up among seven tv stations and about 20 radio

stations is no reason to look upon the rest of the country as generally subject to

a similar audience fragmentation. ^

There are scores of important cities, contend the reps, where stations are so few as

to provide an advertiser with substantial radio ratings and shares of audience—at

a cost efficiency not only considerably below the level obtainable in tv but potent

from any angle.

Guarded inquiries are being made among the networks about doing an all-

American steel industry special, if not a series of them.

The objective: Countering the invasion of the American steel market by Japan,

Western Germany and other European countries. Angles: (1) Effect of lower labor

costs abroad on American employment; (2) need for imposing a higher tariff.

Compare the falls of 1959 and 1956 in terms of "best" and "biggest" tv night

and you'll find that it's still Saturday for viewing but Sunday has taken over the leader-

ship from Wednesday in the relative amount of money spent for network programing.

In the interim the number of home tv sets has jumped from 38 million to 45 million,

the cost of a week's program fare has gone up 50%, but average weekly sets-in-use has

remained about the same, 60.8 for 1956 and 60.3 for 1959.

The only major shift in relative standing of total viewers per night of the week is that

of Tuesday. Whereas, with Berle, it was No. 2 in '56, it's now No. 5.

The average national audience per minute from 7:30-11 p.m. this fall stacks up as fol-

lows: (1) Saturday, 63.0; (2) Monday, 60.7; (3) Wednesday, 60.7; (4) Sunday, 60.7;

(5) Tuesday, 60.4; (6) Thursday, 59.4; Friday, 57.5.

But the aggregate money spent on nighttime network programs tends to show more vari-

ations than the viewing pattern.

Based on sponsor's latest estimates the bill for network sponsored programs by night of

the week adds up thus:

(1) Sunday, $1,160,000; (2) Friday, $990,000; (3) Tuesday, $890,000; (4)

Monday, $860,000; (5) Thursday, $810,000; (6) Wednesday, $770,000; (1) Saturday,

$630,000. Total for the week: $6,110,000. Comparative total in '56: $4,150,000.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

CBS TV apparently isn't joshing when it says it's hent on obtaining full crea-

tive control of all the shows it buys on th^^ outside.

Program suppliers were told just that in a series of meetings executive v.p. James T.

Aubrey held with them in Hollywood last week.

One question several of them posed : Just who are and what are the tv track record

of the CBS people they would be expect I'd to work with?

A movement seems to be on foot among tv stations to reduce the discounts on
their plans so that the massive multi-brand buyers, like P&G, for instance, won't

be paying 50% of the gross rate regardless of the dimensions of the package.

Many of the packages were put into effect when daytime was not easy to sell.

Now that daytime minutes have assumed a premium value many stations are inclined to re-

view the inroads that brand combination buying have made on their net proceeds.

The trend apparently is to limit the maximum discount to the maximum plans and

scale down the discounts for the smaller plans, making these discounts also applicable to

brand combinations.

Unlike CBS Radio, NBC Radio will confirm orders as long as a year ahead:

In fact, it took such an order this week from DuPont (BBDO) involving Monitor.

DuPont's specific motive for the long-range commitment: so that it will have a

lot of elbow room in merchandising this particular tieup with manufacturers and
dealers in synthetic women's wear.

For the men's wear side DuPont will adtl a new wrinkle to its participations in the

Dave Garroway show: local cut-ins giving dealer identification.

If you've ever meditated on what happens to over-all viewing when a show of

Ford Star Time's dimensions is regularly scheduled, here's an inkling of an an-

swer as culled from the first October Nielsen reports, 1959 vs. 1958.

The average sets-in-use for Tuesday 9:30-10:30 p.m. was exactly the same in both re-

ports: 61.5. All that happened this season was a shift in audience, a la:

NETWORK 1958 AA RATING 1959 W RATING

ABC TV 14.5 14.5

CBS TV 21.9 18.6

NBC TV 20.0 24.0

Another example of daytime network tv's increasing flexibility: Armstrong

Cork (BBDO) has arranged with CBS TV to go on this spring for 13 weeks, take

a 13-week layoff and come back in the fall for another 13 weeks.

The schedule in each flight: three quarter-hours a week.

Incidentally, CBS, like NBC, is adamant against letting daytime users spread

the three minutes of commercial allowable per quarter-hour over several programs

a la ABC. CBS doesn't want to put itself in the position of appearing to be competing for

spot business in the eyes of its affiliates.

It takes a seasoned and resolute head of an agency tv department to resist the

pressure from account men to do something drastic about the network program

buys that haven't lived up to expectations this season.

The tv department chiefs aren't making any bones about the fact that the past week or

two have been tough at withstanding the panic-button pushers.

The advice they're retorting with: "If yoi're not sure something else (and there are

no better things around) will bail you out, then stick to what you've got, with the pos-

sibility that the tide may change."
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Latest move by the tv networks in their war of nerves with Nielsen : they've
contracted with ARB for a national metered rating survey, starting next fall.

The service, according to the deal, will start off with 1,000 metered homes and
build up to 1,500 homes by the end of October 1960. The networks are talking about

extending the count into Alaska and Hawaii.

Incidentally, with ARB's metered setup added there will be 15 individual types of rat-

ing data available in tv. The number per company: Nielsen, 7; ARB, 5; Pulse, 2, and

Trendex, 1. And that doesn't include other services like TvB.

McCann-Erickson's latest master project. Operation Thrust, seems to have got
off the ground in impressive fashion intramurally and the next step will be to

expose it to the agency's clients.

Operation Thrust, embodied in a slide film promotion costing around $25,000, deals

with the company's growth objectives, staff skills, methods of mobilizing the work
and relationship to the problems and aims of the clients.

If you're a station operator and you're beginning to wonder about your budg-
ets for the coming year, you'll be interested in how the agency and network plan-

ners are spotting the outlook.

They're doing a little hedging about this particular expectation: the booming
pace for tv of the current quarter extending with virtually the same force into the initial

quarter of 1960.

As they see it: the dragging out of the steel strike can effect production and
sales schedules seriously enough to cause a temporary tapering off of what were to

be record sized ad budgets. However, once the steel output starts approaching normal the

business economy will explode into another upswing, perhaps exceeding 1959's.

Nevertheless, network planners calculate that the tv side in the first quarter of

1960 will show a 12% increase for network over the like 1959 quarter, and a bump
of 15-20% for their o&o's national spot billings.

As for the radio network field as a whole they anticipate a drop of 10-15%. National

spot radio's edge: Around the 5% mark.

Nielsen is apparently going ahead with a service comparing print vs. air media.

It's been showing a pilot study to advertisers and agencies and has received, Nielsen

says, much encouragement for the undertaking.

The service is to be underwritten by advertisers and agencies, and not by media.

TvB is making a study of what can be done to help Montgomery Ward and

Sears to funnel a deeper perceptiveness of the values and use of tv among local

managers. ^^^i-

Working at the top has been a tough job for the sellers of air media, since the

buying decisions are made totally at the local level. Incidentally, Montgomery Ward is

expected to spend about $450,000 alone for tv in the spring of 1960, which should make the

tally better than $1 million for that year.

The expenditures for spot tv, by company, for the past three years:

YEAR MONTGOMERY WARD SEARS

1956 $410,090 $350,250

1957 411,900 543,690

1958 662,230 765,830

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spot Buys, page 48; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 64; Washington Week, page 57; sponsor

Hears, page 60; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 76; and Film-Scope, page 58.
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You don't have to run this up the flagpole to see who salutes. Not in Western Michigan you don't. Everybody is a WOOD-watcher. That's

why local advertisers sign on with WOOD-TV eight-to-one over Western Michigan's other station. Get your clients set on the right heading

IN WOODIand— lash them up with WOOD-TV. Flag down your Katz man. He'll do the work . . . you'll get the credit, and we'll all be happy.

norning, noon, night Monday through Sunday February '59 ARB Grand Rapids, Michigan

norning, noon, night, Monday through Sunday March '59 Pulse Grand Rapids - 5 county area

•

uk ..^M

^^ ^^^^^ TT
WOODIand Center,

Grand Rapids, Michigan

WOOD-TV—NBC for Western and

Central Michigan: Grand Rapids,

Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon

and Lansing. WOOO-Radio — NBC.



COMPETITORS, YES..

JOHN W. DOUGLAS
Assistant General Mgr.

Acme Theater Company

CECIL McGLOHON
Manager

Birmingham Theater Operating Co.

BUT THEY'RE BOTH SOLD
ON WAPI RADIO

"Acme Theater Com-
pany uses WAPI reg-

ularly to promote its

pictures. We find WAPI
is a most effective means

of selling for us."

"We used WAPI exclu-

sively on Bing Crosby's

'Say One For Me' along

with several other pic-

tures, and highly recom-

mend WAPI as an out-

standing selling vehicle."

WAPI
50,000 Watts*

BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.

•5,000 Nights

49th am
Madison
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Spreading the word

Just a note to tell you what we do

with SPONSOR when we are through

reading and digesting it from cover

to cover. We take it to the area

barbershops and hospitals so others

may read and learn about our fasci-

nating profession.

Pete Bradfield

KMAR
Winnshoro, La.

New York—over-credited

I was very interested in the SPONSOR

Asks article: "What's New in Film

Commercial Techniques?" in the 24

October edition.

I am particularly concerned that

the casual reader may infer that the

the only thing that is new in com-

mercial production, has originated in

New York. Perhaps you should give

the Hollywood producers, particular-

ly of animation, (since over 60% of

the animated commercials are pro-

duced out here) a crack at a SPONSOR

Asks article in the future.

George W. Woolery

dir. of pub. rel.

Playhouse Pictures

Hollywood, Calif.

Right ad; wrong copy

WE HAVE DETECTED A MISSTATEMENT

IN OUR AD SCHEDULED FOR PUBLICA-

TION IN SPONSOR MAGAZINE ON OCTO-

BER 17 1959. THE COPY SHOULD RE.4D

:

"more THAN TWICE AS MANY VIEWERS

WATCHED KHRUSHCHEV MAKE HIS

KEY BAY AREA ADDRESS VIA KRON-TV

THAN ON THE SECOND-RANKED STA-

TION; AND MORE VIEWERS WATCHED
IT ON KRON/TV than ON ALL OTHER

SAN FRANCISCO STATIONS COMBINED."

THEREFORE WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR

PUBLISHING THIS STATEMENT IN OR-

DER TO SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT.

A. Richard Robertson

dir. of sales prom.

KRON-TV
San Francisco

(Please turn to page 23)
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WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL SYRACUSE

NA/^HEN-TV
CBS IN CENTRAL N. Y.

A MEREDITH TELEVISION STATION AFFILIATED WITH BETTER

HOMES & GARDENS AND SUCCESSFUL FARMING MAGAZINES

KCMO KCMO-TV/KPHO KPHO-TV
Kansas City / Phoenix /

/

/

KRMG/
/ Tulsa/

WOW WOW-TV-

Omaha /
WHEN

Syracuse
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M
THE

OR
MNG

IN

SOUTH
CAROLINA

The natural first buy .

daily influencing

more South Carolinians

than any other

television stotion.

1526' TALL TOWER

WIS-TV
NBC, ABC, COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA

THE BROADCASTING COMPANY
OF THE SOUTH

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PGW, INC.

49TH & MADISON
[Continued from page 26)

Music formula

All of us at W-KY-W wish to sincere-

ly congratulate Seattle's KING for

their survey, "Look Who Likes What
Music" (sponsor 10-24-59). We are

also doubly proud that W-KY-W in-

stituted programing featuring Cate-

gories V (Gold Records), III (Famil-

iar Standards), and II (Current Hits)

a year ago ... on November 1, 1958.

For anyone interested, this is the

W-KY-W "formula" which we com-

bine with strong air personalities. In

each half hour of our broadcast day

we count on using nine pieces of

music, broken down this way

:

1 Gold Record; 3 Standards; 2

Oldies; 2 Hit—New—Within six

months; 1 Recent (six-months to two

years; No Rock 'n' Roll allowed.

Obviously it is sometimes difficult

to determine when an "oldie" is a

"standard," so these figures are flexi-

ble . . . just so they total five in each

half hour. At W-KY-W, we proudly

feature "music that deserves to be

heard" . . . "for adults of all ages."

Our thanks to sponsor for the fine

story on KING's survey. (One note

however ... on page 33, beside Doris

Day's picture . . . "True Love" was a

Gold Record for Bing Crosby with

Grace Kelly, not Doris. Miss Day

had a million seller of "Secret Love.")

Carl Shook

prog, dir., WKYW
Louisville, Ky.

Negro response

SPONSOR is certainly due a tremen-

dous ovation for the 1959 Negro

Radio Supplement. Again the issue

was packed with hundreds of usable

ideas and leads for additional reve-

nue. I am sure many Negro opera-

tors subscribe to 52 weeks of SPONSOR

to be in on the yearly Negro issue.

C. G. Condra

mgr. KEZY
Tyler, Tex.

* * *

After looking over the 8th Annual

Negro Radio Supplement, I was very

much disappointed that we were not

listed. We have been 100% Negro

since September 8, 1959, using Negro

d.j.'s exclusively.

We hope you will be able to correct

this in your future editions.

Miller Abraham
co-mgr.. WESY
Greenville, Miss.

BRIGHT
SPOT FOR BUSINESS!

TALLAHASSEE
THOMASVILLE

brighter than ever

because WCTV is now
CBS - Television

TOP STATION

With the great CBS programs,
plus top ABC -TV shows,
WCTV provides standout
service to a most responsive

market. In the entire U.S.,
Tallahassee stands fifth in re-

tail sales per household.*

KEY MARKET
For many leading brands,

the Tallahassee - Thomasville
Market deserves and gets
strong spot schedules. A siz-

able market - over 225,000
families — 52 counties — effec-

tively covered by WCTV. Get
the complete picture from
Blair Television Associates.

'^Annual Survey of Buying Power,
1959.

WCTVl
TALLAHASSEE ^^»''*^<^m THOMASVILLi

a John H. Phippt

Broadcasting Station

(
\

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
%, J National Repretentatives
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*Why are WXYZ Radio

and WXYZ-TV Detroit's

Most Popular vStations?

Young in heart and busting out all over,

that's the personality of Broadcast House.

WXYZ Radio and WXYZ-TV
are stations with WXYZing!

Southeastern Michigan is chock-full

of bustling young people who work

and play hard . . . and they buy things

as if money was going out of style !

We know what they like—programming

with WXYZing. And that's what we

give them. Put WXYZing in your plans!

"'Seeing is believing . . . check your rating books.

The vStations with WXY^B^

WXYZ Radio 1270

WXYZ-TV Channel 7

ABC— Detroit

Represenfed Nationally by John Blair & Co. and Blair-TV



Act on UieA&^ facfy fcyv un/rvedioXe/ ^oleA In/%eMe&

NEIMT QUALITATIVE SURVEY
IN PHILADELPHIA PROVES:

Philadelphia families with children under 20

BUYMORE...EARNMORE...OWNMORE^

They own 59.3% of the homes; 62.3% of the washing machines;

68.4% of the automobiles. They buy 75.7% of hair preparations;

71.2% of cigarettes; 67.2% of soap and detergents; 61% of beer

and ales; 71.6% of automotive products, etc.

WIBG reaches more families.in all categories

but especially more families with children

under 20 than any other Philadelphia station'

* Pulse study of Philadelphia family radio characteristics.

FOR A COPY

of this new depth

study

of Philadelphia

write or call

WIBG, Philadelphia,

or see your

Katz representative.

• *•

IMflBG
STADCD

lllliCil
station
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THE SENSATIONAL RISE OF

RADIO/TV SPOT IN THE '50s
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SPOT TOPS A BILLION IN '59

^ Expenditures for time, programs, commercials will

boost radio/tv spot over billion dollar mark this year

^ Air media spot now leads newspapers, magazines, is

second only to radio/tv nets in national ad dollars

Uursting through the billion-dollar

barrier in a blaze of sales increases,

spot radio and tv are emerging this

year as a towering giant of national

advertising.

According to a just completed

SPONSOR study, the market-by-market

use of radio and tv by national and

regional advertisers will outdistance

magazines and newspapers by a wide
I margin, and closelv challenge net

radio and television expenditures.

If present trends continue, there

are strong indications that in 1960

more dollars will be poured into air

media spot than any other kind of

national and regional advertising.

Surprisingly enough, many ad

managers and agency men have not

yet fully realized the extent of this

startling "media revolution."

Since 1949. when it first became a

1
1959 SPOT EXPENDITURES*

Spot tv time $650 million

Spot tv syndication 100

;_ spot tv programs (other) 30

spot tv commercials 25

spot radio time 185
"

spot radio programs 15
"

spot radio commerc als ^ "

TOTAL $1,010 1
'As eslimated by SPONSOR H
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factor on the national scene, the

mushrooming growth of tv has been

accepted as an advertising fact of life.

Even otherwise hep admen, how-

ever, are often inclined to "guess"

that the networks grab off the bulk of

air media expenditures.

Recently completed sponsor esti-

mates, however, show that in 1959
national and regional advertisers will

invest $1,010,000,000 in radio/tv

spot for time, program and com-
mercials. This compares with esti-

mated investments of $1,200,000,000

in network radio and tv.

Perhaps even more significant,

both radio spot and tv spot have

shown healthy increases during the

10-year period, whereas net radio

today accounts for only $50 million

of the net radio/tv total.

What has happened has been the

greatly increased use of both

branches of the air media by na-

tional and regional advertisers for

"market-by-market ' promotion.

Traditionally, market - by - market

advertising had been the province of

the newspapers. In 1949, for in-

stance, newspapers (exclusive of na-

tional supplements) received $424.6

million from national advertisers,

whereas radio/tv spot got $132.6 mil-

lion of which only $9.2 was for tv.

I Source: McCann-Erickson-Prmfer'^

Ink.

)

This year, according to SPONSOR

estimates, newspapers will receive ap-

proximately $700 million, while

MAJOR MEDIA: HOW RADIO/TV'S SHARE OF

EXPENDITURES INCREASED 1949-1958

MAJOR PRINT MEDIA
(magazines, newspapers, outdoor, etc.)

mam TXi

r . W':'

R A D . o n

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

'49 '50 '51 '52 '53 '54 '55 '56 '57 '58

Sources: Percentages based on figures from Printers Ink.
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radio/tv spot will {jet over a billion.

sponsor's radio/tv spot figures in-

clude the following: Spot tv time:

$650 million, based on 1st half 1959

figures published by TvB projected

according to best trade reports on

2nd half activity. Spot tv syndicated

programs: $100 million. SPONSOR be-

lieves this to be an extremely con-

servative figure for the investment by

national and regional advertisers in

syndicated film. Spot tv program

costs other than syndication : $30 mil-

lion. Such programing includes

sports, news, locally produced chil-

dren shows, etc., in which spot adver-

tisers buy participations. Spot tv

commercials: $25 million. Again a

conservative estimate.

For radio spot, the following make

up a $205 million total investment:

Spot radio time: $185 million. This

estimate based on forecasts by SRA
and other trade sources of a 5-10%
increase over the 1958 total of $173

million. Spot radio programs: $15

million. This figure is probably un-

fairly low. when you recognize that

it includes news, sports and other

programs sponsored by spot advertis-

ers. Spot radio commercials: $5 mil-

lion. This includes talent and record-

ing costs for talent, tape, records, etc.

Some idea of the big strides the air

media have taken since 1949 can be

seen on the two charts, prepared from

Printers' /nA-McCann-Erickson data,

and shown on these pages.

{Please turn to page 52)

MARKET-BY-MARKET MEDIA: HOW RADIO/TV

SPOT'S SHARE INCREASED 1949-1958

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

NEWSPAPERS
(excluding supplements)

*

SPOT TV

s p

^^
o T 1 OR A D

1

'49 '50 '51 '52 '53 '54 '55 '56 '57

*Newspaper figures represent newspapers alone, excluding supploments.
Sources: Percentages based on figures from Printer/i' Ink and Bureau of Advertising

'58
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*A hell of a burden

on the advertiser/

—ANA'S Al Brown

^ With costs rising, iiianagement must get more and

more into advertising, says former chairman of ANA

^ Corn Products executive, once called the "Admen's

Ad Manager," calls tv major factor in understanding

^%mong the more than 400 mem-

bers of the Association of National

Advertisers now assembled at The

Homestead in Hot Springs, Va., is a

35-year veteran of the advertising

scene. He is Albert Brown, a for-

mer ANA chairman, and now v.p.

in charge of advertising for Best

Foods Div. of Corn Products Co.

A few days before the ANA con-

vention, SPONSOR visited Al Brown in

his offices at 43rd and Fifth Avenue

(this was Best Foods headquarters;

Corn Products still hangs its hat

down near the Battery, but both ad

departments have been consolidated

under Brown and are stationed on

Fifth: by March, the entire Corn

Products operation will move into its

brand new quarters farther up the

Avenue in the Corning Building) to

get his comments on the advertising

industry and how broadcast media

have affected it.

That broadcasting—especially tv

—

has affected it, Brown is quick to

point out. It is safe to estimate that

nine out of 10 of the problems under

discussion right now in Hot Springs

were not on the docket a decade ago

before television became the No. 1

medium. For example, Monday after-

noon's session features a workshop

on tv programing with such panel

participants as John Crosby, the syn-

dicated Herald Tribune tv columnist;

Rod Erickson, Warner Bros, vice

president; Al Hollender of Grey Ad-

vertising and a representative for

the tv networks.

Tv also is in large part responsible

for the burning question of this ANA
conference: "How to bring manage-

ment closer to advertising."

"Management," Brown told spon-

sor, "is getting more and more into

advertising just as advertising is get-

ting more and more into manage-

ment." In his opinion, the fait is al-

ready accompli. "It would be hard at

this point to divorce management
from advertising," he says, "because

advertising has become the biggest

single item of expense to a client

company. At the same time, it has

become its most important sales tool.

"The cost of advertising has gone

up tremendously in the last few

years," Brown continued, "and it

puts a hell of a burden on the adver-

tiser." While tv obviously is a prime

instrument in the cost increase,

Brown was quick to point out that all

media have become more expensive.

With costs up, the only hope the

national advertiser has is to wring

the greatest efficiency out of its agen.

cy. This is about the only area left

for getting more effectiveness in ad-

vertising in relation to dollars spent.

And the area in which the agency

can make the difference is in crea-

tivity.

Take the matter of show proper-

ties and their relation to the adver-

tiser's budget. "Two advertisers,"

says Brown, "are investing equal

amounts in two tv shows, yet one of

these shows gets a 20 rating and the

other a 10. Someone is only getting

half value for his dough."

"Advertising's job," he went on,

"is to eliminate waste and make ad

dollars work harder; what could in-

terest management more?"
How and where can management

become more deeply involved with its

advertising setup?

Brown's answer is basic: In the

field of creativity. "There are too
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many doors, too much distance," he

says, "between the top management

of the client company and the crea-

tive department of its ad agency.

They must be brought closer together

if advertising efficiency is the aim."

Bringing them closer together is

one of the puzzles facing the adver-

tising manager. It must be done with

finesse. A management poking its

nose into the creative tent—thought-

lessly—could be disastrous. "Criti-

cism of creativity," Brown said,

"must be creative. That's what we
try to use around Corn Products.

You don't tell the copywriter, 'This

stinks.' You try to see his effort

through his eyes.

"By the same token, an advertising

manager has a greater responsibility

than marching into management peri-

odically and asking for a bigger ad

budget. His approach must be real-

istic and businesslike, and he must

explain—as must the ad agency crea-

tive head—what the objectives of the

campaign are."

Why does Brown feel "together-

ness" between management and ad-

vertising must begin with closer crea-

tive relations?

"In recent years," he explains,

"many agencies have gotten so heavy

in marketing and services that the

pendulum might be said to have over-

swung in that direction to the im-

pairment of its creative functions. It

is time for the pendulum to level out."

Creativity is a fetish with Brown.

A top-flight humorist (see box), he

is deeply enamored of humorous tv

commercials so long as they come off

right, do not interfere with the sales

message, and are written for the con-

sumer of the product rather than the

writers' friends in other agencies.

And the effective humorous commer-
cial, in his view, is never the imitative

one. Following the leader, once some-

one has come up with a type of comic

commercial, is a thing to be avoided

—but too frequently isn't. "There
are more sheep on Madison Avenue
than in the whole state of Wyoming,"
says Brown.

"As products get closer in type,

the ads must be less 'Ike-and-Mike,"

he says.

"If it's a matter of copying some
(Please turn to next page)

LIGHTER SIDE OF AL BROWN

Brown and wife Robin in Bermuda

On several occasions Brown has con-

ducted "Ad-Ribbers Corner" in ANA

ROUNDUP. No profile would be com-

plete without tapping his vein of satire

Test ' marketing plans are

well advanced for the intro-

duction of several new prod-

ucts by The All Other Corp.

subsidiary. The Still Others

Co. Included among the new

1 items to be launched . . . are:

I ANTI-MARTINI CHAIR. This remarkable chair revolves

p in the same direction and at the same speed as the room,

1 thus giving the four-martini ad manager or account execu-

1 tive the illusion that he is perfectly sober.

I NEVA-MISS SHOTGUN. This is a curved shotgun for ex-

I ecutives who do not have all their ducks in a row.

j GRAY FLANNEL DANDRUFF REMOVER. Instead of

1 removing the dandruff, this amazing new product tints it the

i exact color of your suit.

i BREK-O. This is a complete breakfast food that gives you

g everything you need, plus a little bit more. It is a liquid,

i thus permitting commuters to have nourishing breakfast in

i five seconds. It is made from tomato juice, powdered egg

I yolks, vodka, powdered oats and caffein. It also contains a

I tranquilizer and a new secret ingredient called NT26. The

m NT26 is a mixture of nicotine and tars. After a breakfast

I of Brek-0, you don't feel the need of a cigarette.

I The company also has developed a new olive, as yet un-

I named. Designed especially for double-martini drinkers,

1 it is a very large green olive with a bottomless pit.

I
QUOTE FROM FALL MEETING : "It is essential that we

I position and integrate the corporate image into the mar-

i keting mix with such precision that the meat and potatoes

I do not become entangled with the nuts and bolts."—/.

I Flooper Wetball, dir. of marketing, Tiny Wheel Mfg. Co.

iijililiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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other guy's commercial, drop it," is

his advice. And that even goes for

replacing something funny (but not

sales-wise) with an irritating demon-

stration. A hard-sell, demonstrative

commercial may be irritating, and

sometimes not even in the best of

taste. But even a commercial that

isn't the most tasteful is still a lesser

crime than dullness. For dullness is

the greatest sin of all."

Brown's entire life has been spent

on the client side of the fence with

one illuminating exception. Onoe, he

was a partner in an advertising agen-

cy that (hold your breath, ANA) col-

lected 20/r commission. Some 35

years ago, while in Dartmouth Col-

lege, Brown and a classmate named

Frank Donovan operated a local ad

agency called Potter Advertising

Service, charged local merchants

(who were their clients) a 10% com-

mission and the local newspapers

(where they placed the ads) another

10%. Graduation in 1924 suspended

this lucrative operation as Brown
went to work in the sales department

of Best Foods, later moving into its

advertising department.

In 1929, he left Best Foods to be-

come ad manager for Colorado Fuel

& Iron Co. in Denver—a not too pro-

pitious move since the Depression set

in almost immediately with disastrous

effects on the iron business. "I got

tired of the Depression in iron,"

Brown told sponsor, "and went back

to Best Foods."

This was in 1932. Best Foods had

just then merged with Hellman's,

and invited Brown back. He came as

advertising manager, later became

director of advertising. Now that Corn

Products and Best Foods have merged,

he is v.p. in charge of advertising.

The Brown family lives in West-

port where he is an amateur garden-

er ("My tomatoes are superb"), a

hobby he acquired during World War
II when he was coordinator of Vic-

tory Gardens. He also is publicity di-

rector for the Red Cross in West-

port where his efforts have aided that

chapter in exceeding its blood dona-

tion quota ever}' year, and ranks fifth

among the 41 Red Cross chapters in

Connecticut.

"You think selling products is

tough?" says Brown. "Try selling

people on giving up blood!" ^
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PART TWO OF A THREE-PART SERIES

WHY RETAILERS ARE
^ Stores discover successful item promotions can be

adapted to image building, test variety of ways to do it

^ One test, new TvB experiment in Fort Wayne, com-

bines regular news show with schedule of 60's, I.D.'s

A year ago, most retailers were

flocking to tv merely to keep two

jumps ahead of the decentralization

of large cities and their own expan-

sion to the suburbs. It had become

apparent that newspaper advertising

was too cumbersome and costly a

way to produce controlled, measur-

able results for a sustained multi-

branch promotion.

This year, evidence points up a

new trend. Retailers, convinced that

store promotions alone will not build

traffic over the long haul, are adding

another element to their tv advertis-

ing: store image.

One example of this image build-

ing by retailers on tv is a seven-week

campaign now running in New \ork

City for Browning, Fifth Avenue, tied

to participations in Meet the Press

WRCA-TV. Says Lee Garfield, W.
B. Doner Co. account supervisor,

"The campaign involves a calculated

risk, but until we've done it we won't

know whether we can be consistent

tv advertisers without depending on

specific item promotions."

The test is an outgrowth of a suc-

cessful tv item promotion last year.

"The item picked for this particular

promotion," says Browning ad direc-

tor William Pecau, "was made of a

blend of wool and Dynel fiber and

had fine wrinkle resistance. The

theme was built around this. i.e. 'the

BUILDING AN IMAGE ON TV

FASHION PITCH by Browning

Fifth Avenue (N.Y.C.) empha-

sizes "fine breeding" angle, gets

impact with two-minute and 60-

second commercial, high male

interest shoiv, back-up promo-

tion in store window, tv pages.

Strategy stems from successful

promotion last year which built

sales for other departments as

ivell. {Agency: W. B. Doner)
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USING NEW TV AD PATTERNS

r \

:HE BA66Y LOOK

f,a ^ ,: mim as Hfe

DYNEL

PRESS-SET SUITS .....!65

al

. . . . in tfie New York manner

12 STORES IN NEW YORK AREA

ITEM PROMOTION ON TV can be wrapped up in I.D. saturation if each slide is made to count. Here is copy for 10-day I.D. series above which

ran for two department stores in New York: (1) "Exit the baggy look—Enter Dynel! (2) "The first fine flannel suit that holds its press!" (3) "See

it tomorrow at Weber & Heilbroner." Slides were made from newspaper ads which ran simultaneously. Macy's proved slide techniques works for items

suit with X27-PPI that practically

presses itself, practically pays for

itself.'
"

Six different demonstration com-

mercials of varying lengths were done

live for NCAA Football and Pro

Basketball on WRCA-TV.
Browning sponsored half of two

NCAA Football Games and half of

three Pro Basketball Games on

WRCA-TV. Six different live dem-

onstration commercials were used:

one two-minute commercial, three

60-second, one 30-second, one 20-

second, plus billboards. Sponsoring

two quarters of football gave Brown-

ing four minutes and 20 seconds of

commercial time per game — a

chance to use the two-minute com-

mercial which involved action I father

wrestling with boy), demonstration

(knotting and untying suit), and

hard sell. Browning had three min-

utes and 30 seconds in the basketball

games. Suit was a $69.50 item.

"We found that using a show with

plenty of male interest gave us some-

thing to identify with," says Garfield,

"in promoting the suit in store win-

dows, tv pages of newspapers, etc.

The sports shows worked unexpected-

ly well, resulting in sales the ver\

same day the broadcasts were aired."

The November promotion accom-

plished its purpose, according to

Pecau: "In all," he says, "about

1.500 units were sold, and if we had

had larger inventories, many more

could have been sold. The tv adver-

tising brought increased store traffic,

which helped business in all depart-

ments. The number of new charge

accounts that were opened was well

above the average."

Basicallv the same formula is being

used for Browning's image-building

campaign as that used for the Dynel

and wool push:

• A show with male interest, this

time local participations in Meet the

Press.

• A two-minute commercial, which

is being alternated with a 60. Brown-

ing sponsored all of the first show,

using the two-minute commercial,

two 60's and a billboard: was major

the next three, using the two-minute,

a 60 and a billboard; is minor the

last three, using a 60-second only.)

• Plenty of promotion, including

tie-in ads on t\' page of New York

Times.

But this year's campaign differs

sharply from last vear's in copv and

SPONSOR 7 NOVEMBER 1959

theme. This time out, Browning is

selling its Alumnus, or "natural look'

clothing. Both spots (pre-taped) fea-

ture a young man and his dog. Their

affinity for each other—supposedly a

matter of breeding—sets the tone of

the spots. The upgrading appeal is

summed up by the last line of copy

in the two-minute spot: "Of, course,

I am telling you all this on the as-

sumption that you are the Alumnus

type. But that is for you to decide.'

Cuts of young man and dog appear

in tv pages and store window but do

not carry over to newspaper adver-

tising, which has been cut back for

the period of the test, though not ap-

preciably altered.

While Browning is making this

experiment in image selling, two com-

petitors are taking up pretty much
where Browning left off last Novem-
ber. Two other men's stores. Broad-

street s and Weber & Heilbroner. are

evaluating results of a Dynel and

wool promotion. It was a 10-day

campaign on WRCA-TV consisting

entirely of I.D. saturations and bud-

geted, by SPONSOR estimate, at $16,-

000. The money for their campaign

was split four ways: between the

two stores. Tnion Carbide (which
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WHAT TvB ADVISED IN FT. WAYNE
Type of promotion 60's I.D.s Scheduling

Item
(3 to 4 per week)

Sun.: 3

M-F.: 12

(3-2-2-2-3)

none Item promotions kick off

on Sunday with demonstra-

tion spots; no I.D.'s used

Sale
(store event)

Tues.: 1

Fri.: 2

Tues.: 6

Wed.: 4
Thur.: 2

Fri.: 4

Begin day before sale

dues.). Use two demon-
stration spots on last day

when store is open at night

Event lV\'-\'
(Easter, Fathers Day) ,1 , ,-

' 3rd w k. : lo

1st wk.: 5 Split schedule between
2nd wk.: 15 I.D.'s and 60's; kick off

3rd wk.: 15 event with personality (on

Tues. news show), then be-

gin regular annct. schedule

Community event ^.''^-- 2

("Downtown Days,"
etc.)

Thur.: 2
Wed.: 3 Kick off with personality,

Thur.: 3 then emphasize reminder

Fri.: 3 rather than demonstration

spots to identify with event

1 Service selling ^ 60s per day none

(Charges, gift wrap,
etc.)

Intersperse 60's in item

schedules, average two
days per wk. service selling

I Christmas
12 per wk. 30 per wk. Open end of November

with 6 I.D.'s per day to

establish Christmas tie-in;

on last 3 days plug gift cer-

tificates in I.D.'s and 60's

= Note: All schedules to run in conjunction with Tues. 6:30 p.m. news show; store open Wed., Fri. niglits =

m

makes Dynel fibers) and H. Darroff

(manufacturer of the suit). Schedule

was divided between the two stores

the first week; second and third week

were devoted to one store ajiiece.

As SPONSOR goes to press, a $1.5

million department store in Fort

Wayne, Ind., begins a year-round cam-

paign which clearly ranks as a first.

The schedule (on WANE-TV) was
devised for the store by TvB, which

will supervise every phase of the 52-

week effort. TvB's basic schedule

recommendations (extracted from the

year-round schedule) appear in the

box on this page.

Anchor of the campaign is spon-

sorship of a news show on Tuesday

at 6:30 p.m. Its purpose: to identify

the store with a personality Hn this

case, newscaster Vic Sterling), pro-

vide a platform for kicking off event

promotions, and a vehicle for promo-

tional tie-ins. (For events like
Father's Day, for example, TvB has

suggested an essay contest with on-

the-air awarding of prizes, etc.)

The schedule begins this week with

a "downtown days" promotion run-

ning three days. The store gets iden-

tification with the community event

on the Tuesday evening news show,

I.D.'s nail down the identification

with 60's used to demonstrate specific

merchandise. (Sterling does all 60's,

as well, to increase identification of

personality and store.)

The Christmas promotion that fol-

lows begins heavily with I.D.'s, con-

tinues with live and tape demonstra-

tions in the 60-second spots. TvB
recommends heavy concentration on

gift certificates alone in both I.D.'s

and 60's during last three days.

Beside the news show, there are

certain other features which TvB
recommends as basic to this cam-

paign:

• Three 60's on Sunday. These

demonstration commercials can set

the scene for item promotions during

the week.

• Taped intros for events. Taped
introductions, featuring crowds, ex-

citement, rows of merchandise, etc.

will lend excitement to 60-second

demonstration spots keyed to event

selling.

In addition, TvB has provided

Patterson Fletcher with an organiza-

tional plan for getting the spots on

the air. Of interest to all advertisers,

here it is in a nutshell:

Friday. Select merchandise to be

aired 10 days hence. Obtain product

information from buyer, establish

copy points.

Monday. Have copy prepared by
copywriter.

Tuesday. Copy approval by store

department, advertising manager.

Wednesday. Work out production

details with store display director.

Thursday. Complete rehearsal
(shooting all backgrounds with Pola-

roid for benefit of directors who do
not attend rehearsal.)

Friday. Acquaint store personnel

with upcoming week's commercials:

prices, copy points, etc.

"As this indicates," says Howard
Abrahams, TvB's retail v.p., "the re-

tail store display director is an in-

tegral part of any full-scale tv effort.

In addition to his work on the tv

commercials, he will maintain a per-

manent window to promote the tv

schedule."

Dwight Shirey, president of Pat-

terson Fletcher and Norman Tatman,

P-F ad manager expect excellent re-

sults from the year-round effort. Ex-

perimentation hitherto over the past

year convinced them a 52-week effort

would work.

Last week, SPONSOR told how

Macy's in New York became a 52-

week advertiser after 18 months of

experimentation with item promo-

(Please turn to page 52)
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MEGATOWN: MARKET OF TODAY
^ The city fathers may have other ideas, but the city

today is only the hub of a metro and satellite ring

^ Boundaries of Megatown are set by the signal reach

of radio/tv stations, states the latest WBC research

I he changing American scene w ent

under another microscope, and the

findings were revealed this week. Af-

ter two years of research, Westing-

house Broadcasting Co. has come up

with a new marketing/media concept—"Megatown," the city with elec-

tronic boundaries.

This month, WBC and its reps,

TvAR will begin demonstrating Meg-
atown to top executives of ad agen-

cies and client firms. Here is a pre-

view of what they will get:

Since World War IT, metropolitan

areas have begun to lose their fa-

miliar identities. At the turn of the

century, there were great cities with

quiet suburbs. As the century pro-

gressed, the suburbs went from rural

to semi-urban; but there were still

country folk and city folk. Their

tastes were widely divergent. Today,

this is not the case.

The suburban areas that ringed the

central citv came to be known as the

"standard metropolitan area," were

so designated as late as the 1950 Cen-

sus. "But today, the advertiser can

no longer set his sales goals and ad

budgets in terms of SMA factors that

no longer hold true," says Mel Gold-

berg, director of research at WBC.

who supervised the research project.

"Setting his budgets according to

Megatown would be much closer to

reality."

So what is Megatown? According

to Goldberg, it is an explosion pro-

duced by population growth, sub-

urban drift, housing boom, improved

highways and more automobiles. Re-

sult: a new^ marketing ring around

the central city and its metro area

that might be called a "satellite ring."

This satellite ring that completes

Megatown is composed of both old

and new communities with direct ties

to the central city. Their distance

from the city is not mentioned any

more in miles, but in minutes—for

Megatown is the result of mobilitv.

Mobility in transportation and com-

n^unication has spawned the satellite

ring.

Most mobile factor is radio and tv

—for these two forms of communica-

tion are measured not even in min-

INSIDE MEGATOWN: Melvin A. Goldberg, Westinghouse Broadcasting dir. of research, shows how population growth has altered marketing
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FIRST IT WAS THE CITY, THEN THE METRO

MEGATOWN: By marketing definition, "a giant community wliich is

influenced and tied to a dominant central city," Megatown com-

prises the city itself, the ring that has become its "standard metro-

politan area," plus another "satellite ring" of new communities

TIME, THE DIMENSION: In Megatown, people no longer measure in

miles—but in minutes. No longer do people live 40 miles from the

city; they live 50 minutes from town, five minutes from shopping

center, an hour from office. Marketing must follow pattern

MODERN TIMES: In this, the Pittsburgh Megatown (there are 15

across the U.S.), a surprising change in retail sales has taken

place. In the central city, last year, sales have fallen off five

percent. But in the satellite and metro rings, sales are up 15%

AERATION: Air saturation of this Megatown is almost complete; of

1.33 million households, 1.2 million are tv homes and 1.3 million

radio. What is of significance to the national advertiser is that

this is for all of Megatown and not just for the central city area

utes, but in 10/1000's of a second.

Thus the boundaries of the new Meg-

atown are determined by electronics.

The influence of print media (such as

central city newspapers) has little in-

fluence in the suburban metro areas

and still less in the satellite ring. Na-

tional magazines also ha\e heaviest

penetration in the central city.

But the central city area is no long-

er dominant as a sales center. Trend

is a falling off of sales in the cen-

tral city, an increase in the metro

and satellite rings as shopping cen-

ters move to the suburbs. "Going

downtown to shop," a popular cus-

tom of the earlier part of the century,

is no longer "in." Though the cen-

tral city may stiil influence taste, the

actual shopping can be done in the

satellite communities, and these are

reached more efficiently by radio/tv.

Originally, cities grew out of a

mutual need on the part of inhabi-

tants for protection (forts), but the

families ^^ere self-sufficient. With spe-

cialization, the families began bring-
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AREA: NOW IT'S EXPLODED INTO MEGATOWN

MOBILITY: Behind Megatown is mobility—mobility of transportation

(the auto that has changed miles to minutes, has given rise to shop-

ping centers) and mobility of communication (the broadcast media

that have converted miles to as little as thousandths of a second)

BOUNDARIES: The boundaries of Megatown are determined by the

signals of the radio and tv stations in the central city. Here is a

typical Megatown whose central city is Pittsburgh; it includes in its

satellite ring such communities as Youngstown and Johnstown
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MEGATOWN PAPERS: The boundaries of Megatown are set by air

media—not by print. This chart shows circulations of three top

newspapers contrasted with radio tv coverage; but newspaper cov-

erage is almost entirely in central city where sales are down
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MEGATOWN MAGS: Another comparison chart, this time for the lead-

ing national magazines. They too have most of their readers in

central city. Megatown is not a future concept; it is actuality;

national accounts must meet it with media that set its boundaries

ing products to a central source so

that surplus could he hartered for

other goods. Gradually a retail cen-

ter emerged—then a town, a city, a

metro area. Now it is Megatown,
product of explosions (shopping cen-

ters, discount houses, supermarkets

brought about through improved
communication and transportation).

Megatown is not limited by arti-

ficial geographical boundaries, post

office locations, or population density

formulas. People move around in

Megatown, taking with them some
old ties and habits. They face the

same problems, see the same tv

shows; have the same tastes.

"There are 15 major Megatowns

in the U. S.," says Goldberg. "They
are changing distribution and retail-

ing patterns. A lot of agencies and
advertisers are already aware of this,^

and are making their media buvs ac-

cordingly.'" Others shortly will hear

the WBC "Megatown" presentation,,

and can decide on how best to reach

this "iant communilv. ^^
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Syndication's big fringe benefits

^ $17 million annual bonus is created by team of tv

film buyers, agencies, stations, distributors, producers

^ Today, advertiser's own employees, dealers, retailers

are targets of campaigns which stress added film values

Huyers- of syndicated film are

going to reap a $17 million harvest

in '59. That's the figure placed on

free promotion being made available

to syndication users this fall above

and beyond their out-of-pocket ex-

penditures. Figured against a S250
million time-plus-film cost factor for

the year, this represents a 6'^c return

on their investment—not a bad re-

turn in any business.

\^ here this $17 million is coming

from is no secret. It's the difference

between what syndication actually

costs and what syndication users get.

According to one distributor, a new
syndicated show gets between $500.-

000 and $1 million worth of promo-

tion a year. Trade estimates put pro-

motional spending at between $100,-

000 and $250,000 per show. (With

benefits averaging $750,000 a show

and expenditures running only $175,-

000 a show the typical dividend is

$575,000 in promotion alone; and

there are around 30 new shows a

year going into syndication.)

The chief beneficiaries of this syn-

dication promotional bonus are large-

scale regional advertisers, but there

is little doubt that local sponsors en-

joy a proportionate share as well.

These are some ways in which

syndication's bonus is distributed:

publicity space, on-the-air announce-

ments, retail counter and shelf mer-

chandising, employee enthusiasm,

distributor cooperation, newspaper

advertising, radio announcements,

outdoor displays and special advan-

BROWN & WILLIAMSON sales v.p. Joseph Crume (center) utilized film star Richard Carl-

son ior Raleigh 1 l-city promotion tour. Keyes, Madden & Jones a.e. Phil Lanvin is at left

tages involving personal appearances

of stars, and coordinated efforts by

production-linked institutions and
agencies. The list goes on and on,

with ingenious additions made each

season.

Syndication promotion is based on

the strategy of combining existing

factors so that they pay off. It's a

five-way team play among producer,

distributor, client, agency and sta-

tion. Each contributes his special

know-how and unique opportunities.

The result is to give syndication spe-

cial values not generally found in any
other medium.

What are syndication users out to

do with their $17 million of free an-

nual benefits? Like anything else,

syndication promotion, begins at

home. Its first objective is to influence

the sponsor's own employees. Ziv, for

example, has an "Enthuse Kit" for its

This Man Dawson series. A compre-

hensive plan is blueprinted, starting

with a letter from the president to

motivate his executives, urging wide

tune-in to the show. Special representa-

tives within the company are assigned

promotional chores. The sales force's

contests are pegged on the show.

Previews of the series and inside an-

nouncements give employees first-

hand knowledge and talking points

Avith their neighbors in the commu-
nity. The company uses its own dis-

jjlay space, from cafeterias and lob-

bies to parking lots and lounges, and

including public address announce-

ments, pay envelope reminders, de-

livery trucks and letters to salesmen's

wives. Trade promotion is expanded

by bringing in dealers, distributors

and suppliers with premiere day tele-

grams and letters. Last—and most

important of all— the promotion

should continue in at least one area

for the life of the show.

The client can get excellent results

by having the star of his show visit

plants and home offices. Five Ziv

personalities who made such appear-

ances for regional sponsors were

Dane Clark of Bold Venture for Bal-

{Please turn to page 75)
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JIM DOWNING is a newsman, not a radio man.

But his down-to-earth, pithy comments on what's been

happening in local radio, and ivhy, drew such industry-

wide attention when they appeared in his Downing's

Street columns a feiv months ago, that sponsor has de-

cided to reprint excerpts from them. We think you II

agree Mr. Doivning has gone straight to the heart of

one of radio's problems and stated the case objectively.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

RADIO '59: A TULSA REPORT
^ Tulsa Tribune columnist traces changes in local

radio formats, tells why hi-fi became so popular

^ Here are excerpts from his columns which have been

widely praised by broadcast industry representatives

their rooms, Their little bedroom

radios in many cases remained the

only radio voices in the homes.

Prior to that time, most radio had

been pointed to the adult audience.

Now the adults were elsewhere, watch-

ing tv. The kids, particularly the very

young, sought the stations that of-

fered something they could under-

stand, simple music and a bare smat-

tering of news. ... If a thinking

adult did happen to tune in, he fled

in haste, appalled at what he heard.

Radio programers held their noses,

so to speak, and vied with each other

to see who could program to the low-

est tastes. It was a deadly serious

competition, because the winner could

depend upon ha\ ing the highest rat-

ings and could have the first say at

the advertisers' dollars.

lineteen-fifty-nine may well go

down in history as the year when

radio realized the error of its ways.

When economics finally put an end

to the trashy easy-way-out program-

ing of nothing but kiddie music based

on sales of pop single records to the

junior high set.

The flight from the jukebox ap-

pears to be nearing avalanche propor-

tions. Here in Tulsa, only KAKC re-

mains on a pop single format. The

strange part of the whole business is

how long it held on after its peak.

In the beginning of the pop music

and news era, radio was staggering

under the impact of television which

took the adult audience away prac-

tically instantaneously.

Who was left to listen to the radio

except the kids doing homework in

Madison Avenue— the ad agency

headquarters— floundered and took

the safe way out—they bought time

"by the numbers"—on the basis of

the highest ratings as established by

the national surveying companies.

If they realized that such a course

was roughly parallel to advertising

Cadillacs in comic books (verv popu-

lar with kiddies and low-grade moron
adults) they could always say in de-

fense, "Well, these youngsters will

grow up some day and remember they

heard us."

By the fall of 1958 the jukebox

revolution was almost complete. Here

in Tulsa, only KVOO radio still held

the line, stubbornly insisting that

somewhere there were adults who
wanted to listen to radio.

Meanwhile, tv had begun to pall on

some thinking individuals. They

turned to their record players and
discovered the fun and entertainment

of high-fidelitv music. Thev bought

hi-fi equipment to the tune of thou-

sands upon thousands of dollars,

sought on fm what am radio was not

giving them. Sales of long-play al-

bums soared.

(Please turn to next pa^e)
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WHAT TULSA RADIO

PEOPLE SAID . . .

"Your comments make me feel as if

I'd just stepped out of a nice shoiv-

err—Bob Parkhurst, KRMG

"We think you're right . . . there are

far more people of taste and judg-

ment than is generally realized . . .

such people should be programed

forr—Gus Brandborg, KVOO

"/ shall be looking forward to the

rest of the series."—James Schoon-

over, KTJJL

"YovJre right—the ratings certainly

don't tell the story."—Stan Hagan,

ROME

Am radio was in a frenzy. The
audience got younger and younger.

The adults who listened had to be

"bought" with giveaways which de-

manded that they be listening so they

could telephone the stations when
they heard the "magic" numbers

broadcast.

Gimmicked, frantically - presented

newscasts were the only ones such

an audience would stand still for

—

understand. . . .

Radio veterans admitted privately

they were ashamed of themselves for

what they were doing.

Disk jockeys, many of them de-

votees of serious music and progres-

sive jazz, shook their heads and

played the records of teen-age "sing-

ers" with non-existent voices, boys

whose long hair and sissified manner
of dress appealed to the palpitating

sub-teens to whose unformed tastes

such represented sophistication and

manliness.

Hundreds of record companies

sprang into being to flood radio sta-

tions with free copies of rock 'n' roll,

"race" music and hillbilly tunes. . . .

44

It got worse and worse. The dee-

jays couldn't keep up with the stream

of new titles that came in every mail.

The record retailers didn't know
what to buy, nor how many of which.

Then something happened. . . .

The seeds of the radio revolution

were planted years ago when gadget-

minded citizens began experimenting

with high fidelity reproduction of

phonograph records. The seeds were

a long time sprouting, but when they

did it was with a vengeance.

The enthusiastic comments and

drum beatings of the early high fidel-

ity buffs brought more and more

folks into the fold. Soon it became

possible to have a hi-fi rig without

being an electronic genius. Do-it-

yourself kits appeared which anyone

handy with a screwdriver and solder-

ing iron could put together.

There followed the buy-it-off-the-

shelf components and the packaged

hi-fi sets which put beautifully repro-

duced music within the reach of just

about anybodv. They were not—and

are not
—

"cheap."

But that was the surprising part of

it. Adults cheerfully shelled out two

or three hundred dollars and more

for turntables, preamplifiers, compli-

cated speaker arrangements— and

long-playing albums.

The only possible reason for such

goings-on was the adults' liking for

good music—and the fact that there

was so little on the radio. . . .

In the last year, as am radio

reached bottom with its jukebox pro-

graming for the kiddies, more than

50 new fm stations have come on the

air. By April 1, 594 were in opera-

tion, 141 were being built, and ap-

plications for more new ones ap-

proached the 100 mark. . . .

Whereas am radio sets generally

are in the children's rooms, fm lives

with the adults. . . . Why? Because

adults want something better than

"good ole Ricky" or "the beat."

And adults usually drive the cars,

so it is interesting to note that a

Chicago distributor for fm radios re-

ports a steady rise in demand for

them despite the fact that they cost

about $40 more. . . . ^
[Continued next week)

Plymouth

^ Cleveland dealer associa-

tion puts total budget into

radio show spotlighting car

^ Heavy merchandising in-

cludes tie-in announcements

during the day, show plugs

K3oth dealer and factory recognized

long ago that the pitched battle for

the attention of the new car buyer

calls for strong merchandising in the

climate where the actual sale is made.

Even so, much of the hoopla that

turns up around this time of the year

has a predictable sameness to it.

This is why the year-round cam-

paign now running at fever pitch in

Cleveland stands out. It's a campaign

designed to give the impression that

a Plymouth hardly stops to gas up.

To put the Plymouth literally

everywhere at once meant taking a

course the exact opposite from the

usual advertising approach. Instead

of scattered use of air and print for

promotional splurges, the Greater

Cleveland Plymouth Dealers decided

to concentrate their group advertis-

ing budget, roughly $50,000, in one

medium that would mount their com-

mercials on three different frames

—

and almost always on the move:

• "Police Beat." A campaign

basic, this is a 2i/2-hour show broad-

cast from a station wagon on the

prowl in Cleveland in pursuit of

police leads (from 10:05 p.m. to

12:30 a.m. nightly, Monday through

Friday). Developed by station WJW
with police-department cooperation,

the show was considered ideal for

showcasing automobile performance.

The battery of relay radio equipment

was merely transferred to a Plym-

outh. Commercials delivered directly

from the car took on the color and

excitement of the chase.

• Promotional spots. The $1,000-
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dealers love radio on wheels
a-week package called for continua-

tion of the on-the-move feel through-

out the day and weekend. Ten 60-

second promotional spots are aired

each day, seven days a week. The
copy, ad-libbed from a fact sheet, is

virtually a commercial in itself: "The
tremendous success of Police Beat is

attributed in no small way to the un-

beatable performance of the Plym-

outh. . . . Like the Plymouth, Police

Beat, is first, fast and factual. . .
."

• Safety spots. Adding to the

highly charged atmosphere of the

campaign are safety spots cut by the

police from the car, taped and run

during the day in conjunction with

the regular promotional spots ad-

libbed by d.j.'s. Transcript of a typi-

cal announcement illustrates their

usefulness to the campaign: "This is

Lt. Jack Dudek of the Cleveland Po-

lice Department reporting first from
Car 85, the Plymouth station wagon
that prowls the streets of Cleveland

each evening on Police Beat. Traffic

safety is an important factor in pro-

longing life for every motorist and

pedestrian . .
."

These three different air ap-

proaches to selling Plymouths in

Cleveland are backed up with plenty

of merchandising. Individual dealers

have soon found that identification

with the show is an asset in their own
print ads. Now most of them run a

Police Beat logo in every ad.

Virtually every dealer window car-

ries a Police Beat poster featuring

Car 85 and calling attention to an

award the show received from the

Cleveland AFTRA chapter as the best

radio program of 1959.

Every effort is made to build the

show as a community affair: One
night, high school reporters rode in

the car as observers. The show it-

self has the approval and cooperation

of the police department. In fact

Police Chief Frank W. Story has
lauded the show for building an

"aroused, active, and well-informed

citizenry," adding that "many worth-

while arrests have been made as a

result of information lelcphuncd 1j\

listeners to Police Beat.' The Police

Department even provides an off-dut\

man for channeling these phoned-in

reports. Obviously, no stone is left

unturned to integrate the show—and

Plymouth—into Cleveland life.

This week the association—32

members strong—begins its second

year as sole sponsor of the show.

Technical and programing kinks were

pretty well worked out in the six

months before Plymouth entered the

picture. WJW developed a four-mile

Class B program channel with Ohio

Beil telephone to handle the direct

broadcasts from the car. One of the

kinks: radio operations do not permit

two-way communications with the

Police radio room, so the police offi-

cer assisting reporter Tom Carson

has to call in for details (see photo).

Tests were run on the kind of music

best suited to bridge the gap between

on-the-scene reports. It was found
that instrumental music (usually bv
name bands or large groups) provid-

ed the best balance to dramatic na-

ture of the reports. ^

IN MOTION for 21/2 hours nightly, Plym-

outh station wagon (driven by newsman Tom

Carson) covers accident scene (below),

waits while sergeant Dan Jamieson calls

police station for more details. During lulls,

ofRcers tape safety spots incorporating plugs
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As timebuying becomes more complex, SPONSOR ASKS:

What should stations

know about your
With media procedures and buy-

ing philosophy varying consider-

ably among agencies, media men
tell stations about their operations

Paul E. J, Cerhold, t-.p. & nat'l dir. of

media research, FC&B, N. Y.

The fast answer to what we want

stations to know about us is: every-

thing.

The better the stations know us,

the better they understand our needs

and our ways of doing business, the

better able we will be to work with

them to do an outstanding job with

broadcast media.

Stations should know that the vari-

ous Foote, Cone & Belding offices

have autonomous media responsibil-

ity; each office makes decisions on

media for the accounts it represents.

Decisions between broad categories

of media involve not only buyers, but

media directors and account manage-

ment as well. Information that

crosses media lines needs wide cir-

culation; that which affects decisions

between stations falls mostly into the

buyer's province.

We are addicted to factual infor-

mation as a basis for decision-mak-

ing. We recognize the futility of try-

ing to simplify our responsibilities in

this connection by concentrating on

Each FC&B
office is

autonomous,

makes own
decisions

one service, or one type of measure-

ment, consequently, any study that

makes a valid contribution to our ap-

praisal of media will be given

thoughtful consideration.

Ideally, each station should know
as much as it can about each of our

accounts, about its needs and the

strategies we are trying to pursue.

Ideally, we should know as much

as we can about each station, about

its qualities as a medium, and about

the availabilities of times and plans,

and advertising opportunities—not

just when we're buying but when-
ever we're thinking about media pos-

sibilities (which is almost all the

time.) We are interested in creative

media ideas, in anything offering an

opportunity for effective advertising.

We want media to know us better,

to understand our needs on each ac-

count, to contribute creatively to our

media operation. This means that

we want to work, as closely as we
can, with stations, and that what we
really want everyone to know is that

our door is open.

Carl Ceorgi, Jr., rnedia dir., Campbell-

Ewald Co., New York

Stations might take a page from
the newspaperman's handbook to help

provide the best service to agencies

and performance beneficial to all

concerned.

"Who, what, when, where, why
and how"—these, traditionally, are

the questions a good reporter must

answer before he writes his story.

These are the questions the station

should answer to assure quick,

smooth service to agency and client.

The station should know:

What accounts are handled by the

agency.

Who in the agency handles them;

the media man to contact.

When the agency should be ap-

proached concerning each specific ac-

count.

Where to make the contact, par-

ticularly in the case of large agencies

which service several clients in scat-

tered branch offices.

These are fundamentals with which

the station should be familiar if it

hopes to save time and effort for it-

self and the agency.

For the best service, however, the

station must go a couple of steps

further in its study to learn why and

how an agency and client proceed as

they do.

A knowledge of the client, his

product, how the product is handled,

the client's sales problems and objec-

tives will prove of great value to the

station representatives. It will help

him in intelligent discussion with the

Learn why
and how
agency and

client proceed

as they do

mmWm
agency and certainly trim confusion

and wasted time and effort.

Stations should recognize, too, the

agency's interest in information about

them; why and how data should be

presented to the agency concerning

power, ratings, type of audiences,

community stature, programing —
anything which indicates acceptance

and popularity in the market.

Awareness that the agency is

helped by such items as continuing

information—updated as new devel-

opments and trends appear— and

promptness in submitting availabili-

ties and confirmations, can only lead

to better service by the station.

In fact, the station which has an-

swered the "reporter's six questions"

has already taken a giant stride in

the direction of better service.

Douglas Burch, media dir.. Reach, Mc-

Clinton & Co., Inc., New York

The most important fact a station

man should know about R/M is that

he's welcome here. That old diplo-

matic chestnut, "The Open Door Pol-

icy," actually applies at 505 Park.

We realize that few people have as

sound a knowledge of the unique

values and most effective uses of

broadcast media as those people who

sell them. We want to benefit from

that knowledge.

So the man from a station can be

assured of a ready audience when he

comes in with new market informa-

tion. It's a good idea if he's equipped
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ivith a competitive presentation, or

—

and perhaps this is best of all—

a

slightly off-beat idea that just might

make good sense for one of our

clients.

Its important, too, that the station

sales manager and his representative

have a basic understanding of Reach,

McClinton s creative approach. Here's

where that off-beat idea can help. The
creative people upstairs try consis-

tently to make an ad or a commer-
cial that is just different enough to

reach people from a slightly unusual

point of view. What they are look-

ing for, as Ave are in media, is a way
to make our clients' advertising work
a little harder. If we can put to-

gether a media schedule which is out

of the ordinary, and tailor-make a

group of commercials to take the full-

est advantage of this unusual use of

time, we feel we've done the job well.

A word of caution, however. We'll

never be different for its own sake.

The basic values of media usage must

be part of any schedule.

A third fact that should be pretty

obvious but bears repeating is our

confidence in your station represen-

Should

understand

the agency's

basic creative

approach

tatives. These men are more than

salesmen. They are trained, compe-

tent professionals in this highly com-
plex business of ours. We believe that

a station rep cannot be expected to

offer the best possible suggestions

unless he knows all the facts.

Remember that we want to see you,

and we'll never keep you waiting.

Well—to steal a line from Gilbert &
Sullivan—hardly ever. ^
Ed note: Next tveek three more

admen reply to this question.

WCSH-TV6
NBC Affiliate

Total

Portland, Maine

Television

with Mustard

& Relish
NBC's totality is continuing to assure Chan-

nel 6 advertisers of a bigger, more receptive

audience.

But WCSH-TV has never been content to

rest on its network laurels. For SIX straight

years, we have provided the type of local pro-

graming that gives our viewers that "this is our
station" feeling.

Ask your Weed TV man about the many
WCSH-TV staffers who work so capably "on
the air" to provide this special "flavor" for

Channel 6.

Remember, a matching spot schedule on
Channel 2 in- Bangor saves an extra 5%.

A MAINE
BROADCASTING SYSTEM

STATION

WCSH-TV Portland (6)

WLBZ-TV Bangor (2)

WCSH Radio-Portland
WLBZ Radio—Bangor
WRDO Radio—Augusta
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National and regional buys

in work now or recently completed

BUYS

TV BUYS
General Foods Corp., Maxwell House Div., New York: Adding to

current schedules in western markets to introduce its new "Western

Blend" Maxwell House Coffee. Minutes and 20's start about mid-

November, run through the contract year. Buyer: Pete Berla.

Agency: Ogilvy, Benson & Mather. Inc., New York.

Muriel Cigars, Div. of Consolidated Cigar, New York: Campaign

in 17 top markets for its cigars. Run is for six weeks using night-

time I.D.'s, three to five per week per market. Buyer: Sally Reyn-

olds. Agency: Lennen & Newell, New York.

Standard Brands, Inc., New York: Going into about 10 top mar-

kets with schedules for Hunt Club Dog Food using day and night

minutes and 20's. Placements start second week in November for

13 weeks. Buyer: Len Soglio. Agency: Ted Bates & Co., New York.

General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis: Planning a campaign in major

markets for Betty Crocker Cake Mixes. Day and night minutes and

chainbreaks are being set for varying lengths; starting dates are

staggered through November. Buyer: Mickey McMichael; BBDO, N.Y.

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati: Getting off saturation flights

in the top 50 markets for Duncan Hines Cake Mixes beginning sec-

ond week in November. Placements are for the P&G contract year;

night minutes and chainbreaks. Buyer: Tim TuUy. Agency: Comp-

ton Adv., New York.

Lanvin Perfume, inc.. New York: Lining up pre-Christmas sched-

ules for its perfumes in top markets. Three-week runs, prime 20's

and I.D.'s, are being bought, frequencies depending on market.

Buyer: Walter Reed. Agency: Cohen, Dowd & Aleshire, New York.

General Foods Corp., White Plains, N. Y.: Preparing a campaign

in southern markets for Baker's Coconut, to start 18 November in

about 18 markets. Daytime minutes, averaging five per week in each

market, are being scheduled for four weeks. Buyer: Clare Muldoon.

Agency: Young & Rubicam, New York.

RADIO BUYS
Royal McBee Corp., Post Chester, N. Y. : Initiating its pre-Christ-

mas campaign for Royal portables the last week in November.

Schedules are for three weeks, with 12-, 18- and 24-Plans being

bought. Buyer: Eleanor Fetzer. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.

National Carbon Co., Div. of Union Carbide Corp., New York:

Kicking off weekend and traffic minutes this month in a number of

top markets to introduce its new anti-freeze, Prime. Frequencies

vary from market to market. Buyer: Dick Olsen; Wm. Esty, N. Y.

P. Lorillard Co., New York: Using traffic, day and night minutes

in a big top-25 push for Spring cigarettes. Four-week schedules start

second week in November. Buyer: Bob Kelly. Agency: Lennen &

Newell. New York.
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you get

the biggest

share of the

Lkiii.

TEXAS
HOT
SPOT

BEAUMONT-
PORT ARTHUR

-

ORANGE-
ON

KFDM-TV
CHANNEL

VIDEOTAPEW
KFDM-TV
Beaumont-Port Arthur-Orange

C. B. Locke, Executive Vice President
A General Manager

Mott Johnson, Sales & Operations Manager

*'

^Y Peters-Griffin-Woodward, Inc.
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Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional television campaigns

PAINTS
SPONSOR: The Glidden Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Glidden Co. purchased spots

on WXIX in Milwaukee for their line of paints and var-

nishes. Previously, Paul Beavin, branch manager for the

firm in Milwaukee, had used very little local advertising. He

depended mostly on the company's national campaigns to

push its paints. As a test, he signed a 10-week contract with

WXIX, buying a 12-Plan consisting of five announcements

in the Late Show and seven in daytime hours. Spots fea-

tured 45-second films demonstrating the ease of applying

Spred-Satin, with a 15-second tag listing four dealer loca-

tions per announcement. Also, dealers were provided store

displays, and were given a tour of the station and a thor-

ough rundown on the campaign and ad strategy. Results:

the firm gained the enthusiastic support of 80 dealers and

had a 34% increase on Spred-Satin in the Milwaukee area

over the same period the previous year. Paul Beavin is now

planning another Glidden Paints campaign for the spring.

WXIX, Milwaukee Announcements

TOYS
SPONSOR: Harold Hahn Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Harold Hahn Co., one of New Eng-

land's principal toy distributors, first entered television on

WNHC-TV, New Haven, near the close of 1958 with a tele-

vision budget of $15,000. Within one month, results proved

so striking that John Payson, general manager of Hahn, who

had placed the budget, considered entering other New Eng-

land tv markets. His first step was toward traditional Bos-

ton, where a campaign of live minutes was purchased on

WNAC-TV. The company found immediate and traceable

sales with television. Payson noted that items featured on

his live spots soon made previous high-item sales figures

miniscule. The company then increased its New England

budget. By the end of 1958, the toy distributor realized he

could use the medium to sell toys the year round. As a re-

sult, a new 1959 contract was signed by the Hahn Coinpany.

From an expenditure of $15,000, Hahn increased its budget

more than sixteen-fold, to $250,000 in a short period.

WNHC-TV, New Haven; WNAC-TV, Boston Announcements

NEW HOMES
SPONSOR: Dale Fairless Realty Corp. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Dale Fairless Realty Corp., one of the

largest realty companies in the Norfolk-Virginia Beach area,

believes home buyer prospects must be educated to accept

a new and different way of living—from renting to buying.

For this reason Dale Fairless decided to place its advertising

dollars in the strongest possible medium. The realtors pur-

chased a schedule of participating spots in WAVY-TV's

House Detective. Within a few short weeks traffic had con-

siderably increased, and Fairless reported that it had sold

four new homes, which it attributed directly to tv advertis-

ing, in its Pleasant Park Homes section of Virginia Beach.

"In the past we have used a number of media to promote

our new homes, but tv advertising really paid off," said

Dale Fairless Witt. "We consider this to be an excellent

method to reach and sell the vast home-buying market in this

area, and we plan to use WAVY-TV on future projects.

It's proved an outstanding method of selling real estate."

WAVY-TV, Norfolk Announcements

PUBLIC UTILITIES
SPONSOR: Atlanta Transit System AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Georgia's Atlanta Transit Co., oper-

ating a large urban transportation system, now enjoys the

greatest public support and goodwill in its history. This

achievement is based on sponsorship of a half-hour program

uniquely tailored to the tastes of people in the area, plus

the support gained from a weekly schedule of spot announce-

ments. The program is called Two Bells—TV Edition ; the

subject is Atlanta, places and events. The cost of Two Bells

—TV Edition, on WAGA-TV (spot announcements on

WLW-A), with time, production filming and talent charges,

is less than a third of the price for a full-page newspaper

advertisement. But in order to determine how- well Atlanta

Transit's advertising policies are meeting its objectives

there must be an indication of whether the public's attitude

has changed in any noticeable manner. Television has paid

off: Before Atlanta went to television complaint letters were

leading four to one—now its letters of praise lead six to one.

WAGA-TV, WLW-A, Atlanta Program & Announcements
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Majrbe it depends on how you

LOOK at iil

When the pressure's on, you tend to see things out of

proportion. But not if you use WAVE-TV. Here balanced

programming and trustworthy operation automatically

assure you of audience ratings, coverage

and low costs-per-thousand.

WAVE-TV
CHANNEL 3 • Maximum Power • NBC

LOUISVILLE

NBC SPOT SALES, Exclusive National Representatives
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SPOT AIR MEDIA
{Continued from page 33)

Chart I, showing percent of major

media expenditures by national ad-

vertisers details the big bite which

air advertising budgets have taken

out of print in the past decade. Maga-

zines, newspapers, and outdoor are

classified as "major print media."

Chart II will be even more interest-

ing, however, to students of the busi-

ness. The three main "market-by-

market" media used by national ad-

vertisers are spot tv, spot radio, and

newspapers (exclusive of supple-

ments) .

Note that in this area of pinpointed

advertising effort, radio spot held up

relatively well throughout the 10-

year period 1949-.58, while spot tv

was making huge gains at the expense

of newspapers.

Both Charts I and II cover the

first decade in which tv was a major

factor in national advertising. They

have not been projected into 1959,

since the McCann lE^rickson-Printer's

Ink tabulations do not cover the

present vear. and the projections used

b' them for talent and other expendi-

tures are somewhat at variance with

those used by SPONSOR editors.

SPONSOR estimates that in 1959

radio/tv as a whole will account for

56% of national ad dollars in major

media, while radio/tv spot will ac-

count for 55 '/f of national and re-

gional expenditures in niarket-by-

market media.

One interesting, and wholly un-

foreseen, fact which turned up in the

SPONSOR study: the percent of na-

tional ad dollars going into market-

by-market media has not increased

substantially in the last 10 years.

Despite the talk about modern mar-

keting concentration the national me-

dia I net tv, net radio, magazines, and

newspaper supplements) are getting

nearly as great a percent of national

budgets as they did in 1949, when
they received 58%.

Looking ahead to 1950, many in-

dustry experts believe that air media

spot may easily top network in ad ex-

penditures. They cite these reasons:

1) Tv spot has shown greatest per-

cent gains in 1959; network expendi-

tures are limited by availabilities of

network time.

CHICAGO? HOUSTON?
DAYTON?

NO, THIS IS "KNOE-LAND"
(embracing industrial, progressive North Louisiana, South Arkansas,
West Mississippi)

JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population 1,520.100 Drug Sales $ 40,355,000

lluiiseholds 423,600 Automotive Sales $ 299,539,000

Consumer Spendable Income General Merchandise $ 148,789,000

51.761,169,000 Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000

Food Sales S .'500.486.000

KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we average 78.5% share of audience from Sign On
to Sign Off 7 days a week. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs 80% to

100%, and for 278 weekly quarter hours 92% to 100%.

CBS • A B C

A James A. Noe Station

Represented by

H-R Television, Inc.

Photo: The ]ohm-Manville Products Corporation Plant located at Natchez. Mississippi,

manufacturing insulating board and hardboard products from wood fibre.

KNOE-TV
Channel 8

Monroe, Louisiana

2) National spot is the most profit-

able part of a radio or tv station's

revenue, in fact frequently decides

the extent of its profit.

3) Air media spot has proved it-

self capable of selling goods, in prac-

tically every field of national adver-

tising, and can be used by all sizes

and types of national advertisers.

4) Spot's extreme flexibility ap-

peals to sales and marketing strate-

gists who want maneuverability and

quick results. ^

RETAILERS & TV
{Continued from page 38)

tions. In contrast to Macy's, which

uses all 60's on two days of the week,

is Robert Hall, which uses 60's, 20's,

and I.D.'s in both vertical and hori-

zontal saturations. Hall, ranked 18th

in national and regional spot tv ad-

vertisers by TvB, spends over $4 mil-

lion a year in the medium in roughly

90 markets. Hall has found that

what works in one market will work

in another. Other stores have dis-

covered this, too. Here's how a tv

formula was developed for the stores

in the Frederick-Atkins buying or-

ganization:

Two Thanksgivings ago, Wood-

ward & Lothrup, the class mass de-

partment store in Washington, D. C,

started with a plan consisting of four

items a week, each aired four times

a week. Results were successful, they

began a permanent schedule. Last

fall, ad manager George Titus added

a half-hour film show once a week de-

signed to build image alone. "Wash-

ington newspapers," says Titus, just

don't cover our market: a downtown

store, five branches and a branch to

come. We needed coverage, impact

and an image builder that would

reach the whole area."

As a result, other stores in the

Frederick-Atkins group now use the

same formula. They are: D. H.

Holmes, New Orleans; Pogue's, Cin-

cinatti; Sibley's, Rochester (though

no longer a member of the F-A

group, Sibley's still uses the item-

plus-image formula).

Next week: How Max Hess is using

spot radio to spearhead a campaign

which has made Allentown, Pa. and

its environs a veritable retail battle-

ground. ^
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KMJ-TV
NOW

SHOWING

KMJTV FRESNO, CALIFORNIA • THE McCLATCHY BROADCASTING COMPANY

THE KATZ AGENCY, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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RADIO BASICS/NOVEMBER/•

Facts & figures about radio today

1. CURRENT RADIO DIMENSIONS
Radio homes index Radio station index

1959 1958

49.5
rodio

homes

48.7
radio

homes

51.4 50.6
U.S. homes U.S. homes

Source: A. C. Nielsen estimate, 1 Mar. eacti

year, homes figures In millions

End of September 1959

Stations CPs not
on air on air

New station

requests
New station*
bids in hearing

Am
Fm

3,417 105

646 157

End of September

490
62

1958

216

27

Am
Fm

3,290 101

561 98

449

39
109

30

Source: FCC monthly reports, commercial stations. *August each year.

Radio set index

Set
location

Home
Auto

Public
places

Total

1959 1958

98,300,000

37,900,000

93,000,000

36,000,000

10,000,000* 10,000,000*

146,200,000 139,000,000

Source: RAB, 1 Jan. 1959, 1 Jan. 1958,
sets in working order. *No new information.

Type

Home

Auto

Radio set sales index

August 1959 August 1958

671,713 658,247

279,427 242,915

8 Months
1959

4,357,421

3,434,345

8 Months
1958

4,111,080

1,839,813

Total 951,137 901,162 7,791,766 6,004,893

Source: Electronic Industries Assn. Home figures are estimated retail sales, auto

figures are factor.v production, 'riiese figures arc of U.S. production only. In addition,

RAB estimates that 2.2 million .lapanese sets were sold in U.S. during 1958,

2. CURRENT LISTENING PATTERNS
Light tv viewers are lieavy radio listeners

eiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

HOMES RANKED ACCORDING
TO TV VIEWING

RADIO LISTENING

FOR SAME HOMES

17.91

10.74

5.33

1.51

31.65 5.05

5.83

7.54

6.46

7.98

Tv homes are listed in order of decreasing tv viewing in five (hence quintile) equal groups. Material at

right shows radio listening for corresponding tv homes. The chart indicates that light tv daytime viewers

can be reached better with radio. Source is Nielsen, weekly hours of viewing and listening, weekdays only

9 a.m. to 6 p.m. during March 1958.
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SCORE!
If you are not piling; up record sales points in San Die^o, you

are just not trying. Here is the real bounce and action of

America today! The 19th market. KFMB Radio is here to help

call your shots. Nice people with music that paces the s\A'ift,

changing tempo. Variety programming for a \ariety of listen-

ers. World news from CBS. Local tidings from the hometown

reporters our fellow citizens turn to first— and belie\e.

Living, buying and listening to KFMB Radio are the biggest

audiences in the better |ig|^^^|i||iMaBy f part of Southern Cali-

fornia. Don't sit on S^^^^^^^WB^^a^^ the sidelines —
the whistle has JS^^ ^^ p-'^^u^^ i^%^»blown. Take the

ball with KFMB/^jbT 'r'^^S^^^^a! ''!! '^k\ Radio. Score now!

KFMBRADIOmSAN DIEGO
A TRANSCONTINENT STATION REPRESENTED BY EDWARD PETRY & CO, INC.
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NEW L$;|UiES

!

if>Mpni©fts,

IRON MT

they've been warnedTD^Hfii

itay off Madison Avenue!

Seriously, this picture is merely to shov/ that

our farm families of today, here in the Land

of Milk arid Money, look and (Lct |ust:JiB
their City Cousins . . . except ^he farnwr,

of course, has more money.

Eye our mcirket: 42% rural and 58% urban

. . . more than 1,350,000 folks spending

$1,750,000,000 in retail sales yearly . . .

over 400,000 famiUg^enjoying Channel

2-CBS Television. 1

Makes a pretty picture, doesn't it

>

If^::;^

WAUSAU

STEVENS PT.

I WIS. RAPIDS

vfv* I sc; o^sj s I M
IxJ """*"-J»PPLETON

sJ
OSHKOSH

FOND DU LAC

WEST BENOf

MANITOWOC
I 111

{ 1
SHEBOYGAN

THE LAND

OF MILK

AND^ONEY

WBAY ch. 2

GREEN BAY

i

1

HAYDN.R. EVANS, GEN. MGR.
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
7 NOVEMBER 1959

0«mfrl|*it t»SI

SPONMR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

Federal Trade Commission chairman Earl W. Kintner beat out the renewal of

the quiz show hearings by a whisker with an announcement of a sweeping new pro-

gram for screening tv commercials.

Kintner conceded that the new drive had been sparked by the quiz scandals (See Wash-

ington Week, 31 October). He restated his belief that the FTC lacks legal authority to deal

with that situation. But he emphasized the fact that the Commission does have plenty of au-

thority to crack down on misleading commercials and called on the industry to cooperate

with a drive of its own.

The FTC has been monitoring radio and tv on a hit-or-miss basis, and mainly after re-

ceiving complaints from the public. Kintner is putting out the word to all FTC personnel that

all national tv networks are now to be monitored every moment that they are on

the air.

All national tv ad continuities from 15 November to 15 December will be ordered and

studied carefully.

The radio and tv monitoring staff will be "more than doubled for as long into the future

as is necessary to achieve very substantial improvement in tv advertising," Kintner said.

Finally, all 9 FTC field offices have been instructed to intensify their monitoring of non-net-

work shows.

Kintner said the Commission has 53 different probes of broadcast commercials in prog-

ress as of right now, and that more complaints will be issued "very shortly." All of this be-

fore the new drive has even gotten under way

—

so that much, much more activity can be

expected from the commission.

If the FTC was feeling the heat of White House urging for action in the wake
of the quiz show revelations, the Justice Department, in all likelihood, was feeling

it even hotter.

Attorney General Rogers held conferences with Bob Kintner, of NBC, and Frank Stanton,

of CBS—highly secret by the way—in the course of probing whether any laws now on the

books can deal with the mess.

Rogers said the results of the studies will be available to Congress in January. Betting

still is heavy on the side of no finding that rigging quiz shows violates any present law, but

perhaps a recommendation for legislation Avhich will cover in the future.

Meanwhile, it still appears quite likely that Justice will be pushed by the quiz show scan-

dals to take action in the broadcast field which has no connection with the quizzers, as the

FTC has already done.

The effect might well be to hurry up antitrust indictments against the networks on

option time and alleged monopoly in the field of programing. Suits along these lines seemed

likely, but for the distant future.

On the quiet side, Sen. John Carroll sets his Senate Judiciary subcommittee
for a 19 November continuation of hearings on bills to set up a code of ethics

for regulatory agencies.

Carroll has been neatly blocked because he is insisting on a bill that would put lawmak-

ers in the same jail cells and make them subject to the same fines applicable to anybody else

for off-the-record contacts with commissioners. Leading legislators don't like that one
little bit.
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Marketing tools, trends, news,

in syndication and commercials

FILM-SCOPE
7 NOVEMBER 1959

C««yrl(ht l»S«

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

MCA is reporting no difficulty in getting good evening time periods for its three

new syndicated shows, Shotgun Slade, Johnny Midnight and Coronado 9.

All time slots set with advertisers or stations on each of the shows to date have been be-

tween 7 and 11 p.m., with at least half of them reportedly falling between the choicest

hours of 7:30 and 10:30 p.m.

You wouldn't think that in this day and age people would be arguing about

woman's place in business, but it's happening in the film field.

The fact that a couple women—Olga Gomez, of ABC Films, and Sherlee Barish, of Offi-

cial Films-

—

have crashed through the sales precincts of syndication may have ignited

this controversy over the relative abilities of men and women.

Here are some of the advantages of women sales as their proponents see it:

• The lady salesman gets an immediate reception from some film buyers while her male

counterpart cools his heels in the waiting room.

• Women may have the advantage of being believed in everything they say or hint at.

• Men in business often give away an important psychological advantage to women: They

may assume women have low business acumen and therefore aren't capable of using com-

plicated or high-pressure sales strategy.

Efficient syndication buys do not always depend on the exclusive use of the

highest ranked ratings contenders.

One reason is this: Just a few ratings points often lie between shows that are wide-

ly scattered in their ratings ranking.

Below, for example, only a 2.5 point difference separates 20 shows ranked from 21st to

40th in a January-to-April 1959 multi-market Telepulse study:

4 MO. WEIGHTED AUDIENCE COMPOSITION

58

RANK PROGRAM (distributor) AVERAGE RATING M w T C TOTAL

21. Sky King (Nabisco) 11.5 32 43 15 89 179

22. Wild Bill Hickok (Screen Gems) 11.2 59 61 18 89 227

23. Sheriff of Cochise (NTA) 11.1 83 87 16 27 213

24. Jeff's Collie (ITC) 11.0 52 58 14 79 203

25. Target (Ziv) 11.0 81 89 15 32 217

26. Woody Woodpecker (Kellogg) ILO 52 58 16 93 219

27. Flight (CNP) 10.9 87 93 16 28 224

28. Divorce Court (Guild) 10.5 86 95 14 19 214

29. Annie Oakley (CBS Films) 10.4 54 59 17 85 215

30. Burns & Allen (Screen Gems) 10.4 73 84 15 43 215

31. Roy Rogers (Roy Rogers Syndic.) 10.2 23 27 11 97 158

32. Casey Jones (Screen Gems) 9.9 58 62 15 79 214

33. Frontier (CNP) 9.9 69 73 16 53 211

34. Farmer Alfalfa (CBS Films) 9.8 61 67 10 83 221

35. Man Without A Gun (NTA) 9.6 83 89 16 35 223

36. This Is Alice (NTA) 9.6 78 82 16 49 225

37. Dr. Hudson (MCA) 9.4 86 92 16 24 218

38. Three Stooges (Screen Gems) 9.3 65 75 14 72 226

39. Decoy (Official) 9.1 82 92 14 22 210

40. Glencannon (NTA) 9.0 73 79 16 41 209

(For shows ranked 1st to 20th, see FILM-SCOPE, 22 August issue.)
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FILM-SCOPE continued

Whether or not Ktatioiis will come to feel any crimp in fresh feature films sup-

plies for their schedules depends largely on two things: (1) The size of the station's

library of films, and (2) just how many of the po8t-1918 feature film will he

available.

Stations with a large backlog of unaired |)ictures can probably hold out until the late

1960's by premiering their new supplies judiciously.

The problem of the post-1948 wide-screen picture has been a baffling one since tv's physi-

cal ratio resembles the so-called narrow screen.

But even this seems to be getting a solution.

United Artists has developed a technical process for re-printing wide-screen

features for tv specifications: It involves cropping down each shot to keep the most im-

portant elements but without introducing an optical distortion, or without having the picture

appear in any way "patched together."

Several of these pictures have been telecast by WCBS-TV, New York, to feel out audience

reactions: No unfavorable letters were received.

ABC Films this past week jomed up with Allied Artists for two tv film series

to be produced and distributed this coming season.

The inspiration for such an alliance between a television company and a Hollywood pro-

ducer may well come from the successful trade marriage between the parent ABC organiza-

tion and Warner Brothers for shows on the ABC TV network.

Allied Artists' link with ABC Films follows another plunge into tv film by a motion

picture producer: Paramount Pictures.

This Paramount Pictures Television Division under George Gruskin will be strictly a film

operation, without any ties to the Paramount tape unit at KTLA, Los Angeles, under Jim

Schulke.

Ziv is out to build up Sea Hunt to take over the place of the retiring High-

way Patrol series as a leading action-adventure show in syndication for status and
longevity.

In January, Sea Hunt will enter the select circle of shows that lasted a third year in

first run syndication.

Ampex shipped its 500th video-tape recorder last month, just 23 months after

the first delivery to KING-TV, Seattle, in 1957.

According to Ampex, there are now between 75 and 100 syndicated attractions that

are being regularly produced and played on video-tape.

Such an estimate suggests that tape syndication is becoming a local station affair devel-

oping along different lines than film syndication.

Only Guild, NTA and ITC among major film syndicators have made significant sales of

tape shows.

COMMERCIALS

A Chicago commercials producer sounded off last week on agency obsessions

with technical correctness.

"Making an unreasonable number of chanses to correct minor deficiencies—or suspected

deficiencies

—

can bring production costs out of all reasonable bounds," said Earl Klein,

president of Animation, Inc., in speaking to an agency producer's workshop of the Chicago

Federated Advertising Club.
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There's a network tv research chief who's going to be mighty careful here-

after as to who he recommends for the speaking agenda before advertising or mar-
keting groups.

The reason: A freelance researcher so submitted turned his talk into a downgrad-
ing of certain types of programs for sales effectiveness.

P&G is reported to be on the verge of unleashing one of its periodic account

reshuffles : from one agency to another.

The core of this scuttlebutt: (1) Mr. Clean from Tathum-Laird to Burnett; (2)

B&B being divested of Tide (around SlO million) and (3) Grey turning up as the white-

haired boy in the realignment.

The imminent buyout of WLS, Chicago, by AB-PT will probably nudge old-

timers into recalling how this station got its call letters.

Like many other stations in the fledgling days of radio, WLS's call letters were bor-

rowed from a slogan serving the founder's main business. In the case of WLS, the

founder was Marshall Field and the slogan: World's Largest Store.

Other similar adaptation included:

WGN, Chicago, the Chicago Tribune's World's Greatest Newspaper.

woe, Davenport, the Palmer school's Wonders of Chiropracty.

WJOY, Burlington, a nostrum seller's Wondrous Joys of Youth.

WDOD, Chattanooga, a Chamber of Commerce's Wonderful Dynamo of Dixie.

WIOD, Biscayne, Fla., a realtor's Wonderful Isle of Dreams.

Look for ABC TV to enter the informational documentary lists in January: it's

figuring on doing eight such one-hour specials during 1960.

The plan is to broadcast them in prime time. Problem facing the network: the base

upon which the preempting will be done in relation to its Hollywood commitments.

You can expect some sort of facesaver in connection with the situation comedy
laughtracks; at least as far as CBS TV is concerned.

The device: a line in the credits to the effect that the laughs were augmented.

The top tv impressario for one of the leading four agencies made a statement at

a network meeting which caused somewhat of a jolt.

His remark: If a network wants to assume all responsibility for its programing

fare, it then should be willing to let an advertiser pull out in the event a show hasn't

made it after four weeks.

Several reps last week were asked by their radio stations with NBC affiliations

to scout the field for freelance sources of "live" news.

Explanation given the reps: Now that NBC Radio is changing its program servicing

structure it would be timely to take a closer look at other available program founts.
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station on the move...

WTVT TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG

Channel 13

THE WKV TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC.

WKV-TV Oklahoma City

WKY-RADIO Oklahoma City

WSFA-TV Montgomery

Represented by the Katz Agency
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RATINGS: TOP SPO'

Top 10 shows in 10 or more
morkets: 19 Aug-15 Sept 1959

TITLE, SYNDICATOR, SHOW TYPE
National
average

/-STATION
MARKETS

5-STA.
MARKET 4-STATlON MARKETS

N.Y. L.A Seattle Chicago Detroit Minpls. St. Louis San Fran. Wash. Atlanta Bait. Boston Buffalo Ciiu

Highway Patrol
ziv (Adventure)

14.8
10.9 7.7
ivrca-tv kttv

7:0Opm 8:00pm

20.2
kuino-tv

B :30pm

16.2 8.9 15.2 13.0 16.5 8.9
ugn-tv wjbk-tv kstp-tv ksj-tv kron-tv «to|i-tv

9:30pm 7:00pm 9 :30pm 9:30pm 6:30pm 7 :OODm

15.9 8.3 13.9 7.9 25.
waga-tv wmar-tv wbz-tv wgr-tv wkrc-

9:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 10:30

U. S. Marshal
NTA (Western)

13.5
10.2
wica-tv

10:30pm

4.2
ktiU-tv

8:00pm

10.2 12.5 n.O 10.7 9.5 6.9
wbkh-tv wwj-tv kstp-tv k.S(l-tv kron-tv urc-tv

0:00pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 10:00pm 7:00pm 10:30pm

27.8 10.3 20.2 10.0 11.
uaga-tv wbal-tv wnac-tv wkbw-tv wcpo-
10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 9:30pm 9:30p

Sea Hunt
II V (Adventure)

13.4
7.7 6.7

wabc-tv kica-tv

10 :30pm 10:30pm

12.8
klng-tv

10:OI)pm

19.2 20.0 13.9 13.9 14.2 6.9
wnbq-tv wjbk-tv wtcn-tv ktvi-tv kron-tv wmal-tv
9:30pm 10:30pra 9:00pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

9.2 11.8 13.5 14.0 8.:
wsb-tv wbal-tv whdh-tv wkbw-tv wkrc-

7:00pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 7:30b

Mike Hammer
«c* (Mystery)

13.2
13.4 10.2
wTca-tv krca-tv

10:30pm 10:30pm

14.0
k;ng-tv

lOiUOpm

13.5 5.2 6.7 9.5 10.2
«gn-lv cklw-tv kscl-tv kron-tv wrc-tv

9:30pm 9:00pm 10:00pm 10:30pm 10:30pm

10.9 12.9 16.2 19.
wlw-a-tv wnac-tv wgr-tv wkrc-
10:30pm 7:00pm 10:30pm 9:00ii

Death Valley Days
U.S. BORAX (Western)

13.1
9.7 6.9

urca-tv krca-tv

7:00pm 7:00pm

16.2
king I

V

9:00pm

10.5 11.2 23.5 8.9 19.3 9.0
wgn-tv wwj-tv wcco-tv ktvi-tv kpix-tv wrc-tv

9:30pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 10:00pm 10:30pra 7:00pm

9.5 11.3 10.5 8.^
wsb-tv wjz-tv wben-tv wkrc-

7:00pra 7:30pm 7:00pra 7:00[l

MacKenzie's Raiders
II V (Adventure)

11.4
7.4
kttv

8 :00pm

15.5
korno-tv

!t:30pm

12.5 9.9 11.2 6.9 4.5 8.2
wnbq-tv wxyz-tv kstp-tv ktvi-tv kpix-tv wtop-tv
9:30pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 10:00pm 8:00pm 7:30pm

11.5 9.3 6.7 8.2 9.:
wsb-tv wbal-tv uhdh-tv wben-vt wkrc-

7:00pm 10:30pm 7 :30pra 7:00pm 7:00i

State Trooper
MCA (Adventure)

11.4
2.9
khj-tv

8:00pm

9.7 14.2 14.0 5.9
wgn-tv kstp-tv ksd-tv winal-tv

9:30pm 9:30pm 9:30pm 6:30pm

8.2 8.1
wben-tv wkrc
7:00pm 7 :00i

Flight
CNP (Adventure)

11.3
4.3

krca-tv

10:30pm

14.7
king tv

7:00pm

7.5 10.5 8.2 5.7
wgn-tv kstp-tv ktvu-tv wrc-tv

8:00pm 9:30pm 7:30pm :00pm

10.2 16.3 7.7 8.5 7.1
waga-tv wjz-tv wbz-tv wgr-tv wcpo-

8:00pm 8:00pm 4:30pm 10:30pm 10:30-

Rescue 8
SCREEN GEMS (Adventure)

11.3
9.6 6.2

wabc-lv krca-tv

10:30pm 7:00pm

21.4
klng-tv

9:30pni

10.2 12.5 9.5
wgn-tv wcci>-tv kion-tv

8:30prn 7:00pm C:30:)m

10.5 9.3 9.2 9.2 10.
wsb-tv wbal-tv wnac-tv wgr-tv wlw-t

10:30pm 7:00pm 7:30pm 7:00pm 10:30'

Whirlybirds
CBS (Adventure)

10.9
3.7
khj-tv

7:30pm

11.2 8.2 10.5 4.9 9.2
wgn-tv wtcn-tv ksd-tv kpix-tv wttg-tv

9:00pm S :30pm in :00pm 7:30pm 7:00pm

14.5 13.2 8.2 9.:
wsb-tv wbz-tv wben-tv wcpo
7:00pni 7:00pm 7:30pm 6:30l

Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 markets

If You Had A Million
MCA (Drama)

12.7
7.2

wrca-tv

7:00pm

9.5
wsb-tv

10:30pm

Badge 714
CNP (Mystery)

11.5
4.0

wnhfi-tv

10:00pm

11.8
kstp-tv

10:30pm

8.9
wttg-tv

7:30pm

7.5
wmar-tv
li :30pm

Target
ziv (Adventure)

11.4
3.2

wabc-lv

10:00pm

21.5 6.
wben-tv wkrc
9:30pm 7:00i

Celebrity Playhouse
SCREEN GEMS (Drauia)

10.9
4.9

\\rca-tv

7 :00pm

9.9
whdh-tv
10:00pm

7.5
wgr-tv

7 :00pm

1 Search for Adventure
BAGNALL (Adventurc)

10.3
4.4

kcop-tv

7:30pm

5.2
wttg-tv

7 :30pm

6.8
winar-tv

6:30pm

12.
wlw-t

7:00i

Cannon Ball
iTc (Drama)

9.9
2.4
khj-tv

7:30pm

14.9
koino-fv

7;00pm

16.5
wxyz-tv

10:30pm

3.9
wtcn-tv

G :00pm

6.2
wtop-tv

7:00pm

8.
wcpo
10:30

Ten Four
ZIV (Adventure)

9.8
10.0

komo-tv

9:30pra

8.9
wgn-tv
8:30pm

7.9
wjbk-tv

7 :00pm

11.7
kstp-tv

10:30pm

7.5
Wtop-tv

7:00pm

5.5
wlw-a-tv

7:00pm

Honeymooners
CBS (Comedy)

9.5
5.5

wwj-tv
7:00pm

2.2
kmsp-tv
8 :30pm

14.2
kron-tv

fi :30pm

Lock Up
ZIV (Drama)

9.2
4.0

wnbq-tv
10:00pm

8.7
wjbk-tv

7:30pm

6.3
wbal-tv

7 :00pm

12.2 lOl
wgr-tv wlw-tl
10:30pm 10:30l

Glencannon
NTA (Comedy)

8.7
5.7
kttv

8:30pm

8.5
king-tv

9:30pm

5.5
kplr-tv

7:00pm

9.0
kron-tv

10:30pm

6.5
whdh-tv

fi :30pm

How To Marry A Million-

aire '''"' (Comedy)
8.7

9.2
kttv

8:30pra

9.5
Wgn-tv
S :00pm

5.9
kmsp-tv
8:00pm

4.9
klvu-tv

7 :30pm

Fllmi listed are syndicated. % lir., H hr. and hr. length, telecast In four or more markeU. The average ratlnet Is an unweifbted averacs of indlrldual market ratings listed abo»e. BI

space in-.licates film not broadcast in this market 19 .August- 15 September. While net shows are fairly stable from one month to another in markets in which they are shwvn. this " trui

much lesser extent with syndicated shows. This should be borne in mind when analyzing rating trends from one month to another in this chart. Classification as to number or stations^
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ILM S»HO^ws

3-STATION MARKETS 2-STAT ION MARKETS

Col. Milw. New Or. Phi la. Birm. Dayton Prov.

15.2
wbns-tv
S:3npm

16.5
wlmi-tv
9 ::!Opni

14.5
W(lsiI-tV

10:00pm

12.7
wrcv-tv

10:30pm

29.0
wbrc-tv

9 :30pm

19.3
wjar-tv

10:30pm

23.5
f «lvn-tv

1 10::iOi)m

13.5
wiisu-tv

10:00pm

10.2
wfiltv

9 :30pm

16.0
wbrc-tv

10:00pm

12.8
wliio-lv

7 :00pm

21.8
wpro-tv

10:30pm

16.9
wbns-lT

7 :3n|)m

11.5
wisn-tv

i) :00pm

2 0.5
wdsu - tv

9:30pm

11.5
wcau-tv

7:00pni

17.3
.vbrc-tv

9:30pm

16.0
wlw-d-tv
10 :30pm

15.3
wpro-tv

7:00pm

16.5
wwl-tv

9:30pm

17.3
wapl-tv

7 :00pni

21.8
whicj tv

8 ;30pm

20.2
wbns-tv

1 !) :30pm

13.5
wisn-tv
:i :30pm

13.5
wdsu-tv
9:30pm

14.2
WTCV-tV

7 :00pm

15.3
wbrc-tv

10:00pm

17.0
wlw-d-tv
7 :00pm

11.8
wjar-tv

7 :00pm

10.5
Hbns-tv

7 ;30pm

13.5
wisn-tv

S :30pm

19.2
wwl-tv

7 :30pm

25.3
whrc-tv
X :30pm

15.3
wlw-d-lv
7:00pm

11.5
wtvn-tv

7 :00pm

13.9
wtmj-tv
9:30pm

15.5
wdsu-tv
10:00pm

16.8
wapi-tv

7 :30pm

15.3
whin-tv

7:00pm

9.9
»lw-c-tv

10:30pra

13.2
wtmj-tv
9 ::iOpm

16.9
wdsu-tv
9:30pm

17.5
wfll-tv

9 :30pm

23.3
whio-tv

S;30pm

9.8
wpro-tv

7 :00pm

16.9
w tmj - tv

8:0ilpm

11.5
wwl-tv
10:00pm

10.5
wrcv-tv

7:00pm

15.3
uapi-tv

9:30pm

6.3
wlw-d-tv
i; :00pm

14.3
wjar-tv

7 :00pm

9.5
nlvn-tv

7:00pm

19.2
wtmj-tv
9 :30pm

10.5
wdsu-tv

10:00pm

16.8
wbrc-tv

i; :30pm

15.3
whin-tv

7:30pm

10.5
wpro-tv

7 :00pm

11.9
wrcv-tv

7:00pm

22.3
wbrc-tv

i; :30pm

12.2
wdsu-tv
10:3npm

24.5
whio-tv

10:3npm

14.5
wisn-tv

9 :30pm

21.3
wbio-tv

10:00pm

17.2
wbns-tv

8:30pm

16.3
wlw-<l-tv

7:00pm

13.5
r wivn-tv

m 10:30pm

10.5
wdsu-tv

10:30pm

12.5
wtTn-tv

10:30pm

14.2
\VWl-tT

10:00pm

8.9
wbns-tv

6:30pm

8.2
vvrcv-tv

7 :00pm

17.8
wluotv
7 :Onpm

» 9.2
» Wlw-C-tT

n 10:30pm

' 17.9
tv wtvn-tv

a 8:30pm

5.5
wwl-tv

6:30pra

14.0
wwi-tv

10:00pm

^ PuUe'i own. PuUe detennlne* number bj measurlni which lU-
fVicUitlly recelTcd b7 homea In the metropolitan area of a clren mar-
.

l|Jiou(h itation Itaelf may be outiide metropolitan area of the m>rket

You didn't,

Smidley!

Thought for a minute tliere you'd lomeinbered

this Cascade buy. But, you've skipped it again,

old man. Jumped right on by a gem of a tele-

vision market with more food sales than To-

ledo, more retail sales than Salt Lake. Why

Smidley, the Cascade Television network

serves a market with more peojile than Kansas

(^ity or San Diego. Yes, and the Cascade net-

work is the only television reaching and selling

in the entire market.

TELEVISION
KIMA-TV

YAKIMA. WASH PASCO, «ICHIAND,
KENNEWICK, WASH

l/DAC TV/ EPMRAIA.

IVDAJ-I V MOSES LAKE. WASH

KEPR-TV

U\ FW TV 'f*"'°^' '"*

For Facts and Figures:

National Representatives: Pacific Northwest:

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY Company MOORE & ASSOCIATES
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NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
CUB SCOUTS for the evening are Birmingham, Ala. advertising and agency guests at WAPI-

TV's party-preview of its new 716-feature MGM library. Here leonine-dressed staffers Sandra

Woodward (front), June Ruffin, pose with tlmebu/ i
; ;i+n r, Frank Sego and Fred Goad

BROADCAST HOUSE, new WIL, St. Louis

air facilities, is previewed by civic, media

reps. Among attendees (l-r): Harold Krel-

stein, pres. Plough Stations; J. Dolan Walsh,

D'Arcy Adv.; John Box, Jr., Balaban Stations

BARING THE ESSENTIALS, five barrel-

clad models equipped with transistor radios,

promote KRUX with impromptu visit to Phoe-

nix shopping center openings, luncheon clubs

and manufacturing plants at quitting time

ADVERTISERS

Sano (LaRoche) is making a De-

cember flash in the 8 top mar-
kets with a tv spot schedule of

minutes and 20's at the rate of

12 to 20 spots per week.

It got the spot as a result of cold

remedies taking a hiatus that month.

Other substantial spot tv buys out

of New York: Duncan Hines (Comp-

ton), 21 spots a week in a long list of

markets; Baker's Coconut (B&B),

four spots a week.

Campaigns:

• Maybelline (Gordon Best, Chi-

cago) is trying a new philosophy this

year: on a spot tv basis, they're

buying minutes either preceding or

within specials such as the DuPont
Show of the Month, Hall of Fame,

Ford Specials, etc. Maybelline's

thinking is this: more viewer impres-

sions will be gained via this tech-

nique.

• Helene Curtis' new product

introduced on the west coast last

"ALL RIGHT, ALL RIGHT" is tape WCAE,
Pittsburgh plays for d.j.'s to cut chatter, spin

the music platter. Spoofing it up (l-r): d.j.'s

John Boyle, Pete Shore, prog. dir. Paul Ruhle

MISS "CHANNEL EIGHTER ' of WHEN-
TV, Syracuse, passes out figure-eight donuts

to local shoppers as part of station's aim to

"reach an audience through its stomach"
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month is Theme—an all purpose hair

care item. Recently Curtis has ex-

panded the Theme tests to ahout 20

markets for general introduction.

Agency: Edward H. Weiss. Chicago.

• Paper Mate will launch, 20

November, the largest Christmas cam-
paign in its history. The pen com-
pany will be featured on 38 network

tv shows in 34 days, including two all-

Paper Mate programs

—

The Loretta

Young Show and To Tell The Truth.

This network schedule will be supple-

mented with a two week spot tv cam-
paign in all major markets.

• The Durkee Famous Foods
division of the Glidden Co. is now
using network tv as the major vehicle

for its 1939-60 advertising. The cam-
paign, which began last week, will

run for 35 weeks over NBC TV and
ABC TV with these shows: Today,

Love That Bob, Day In Court, Gale

Storrn Show and Beat The Clock.

Agency: Meldrum & Fewsmith, Cleve-

land.

• General Mills is launching its

ninth annual "This Year Give Food"
promotion for the coming holiday

months. Plans include participations

on all three t\ networks plus a special

on NBC TV. 7 December.

Strictly personnel : T. M. Hunt, to

the new post of general manager of

advertising and promotion; Jay
Sharp, manager of general adver-

tising and William Ellis Jr., to

manager of residential building prod-

uct sales at Aluminum Companv of

America . . . Kirby Post, to co-

operative advertising manager in the

Dallas quarters of Dr. Pepper Co.

. . . Paul Greenfield, to director of

marketing of Simoniz Co. . . . R. T.

Clark, to manager of advertising and

sales promotion. Mishawaka Rubber

Co.

AGENCIES

Bates went on a cancelling and
buying expedition last week.

In behalf of Anahist it pulled out

of Five Fingers and Laramie on NBC
TV for both disappointment and bud-

getary reasons, while it bought two

minutes a week on Bourbon Street

(ABC TV I, starting January,

Liggett & Myers opened up.

which

The average profit of the agency
business in 1958 <lropped to

3.23% of gross income—com-

pared with 4. II 'I in '57, according

to Frederic Gamble, president of

the 4 A's.

Writing in the forthcoming No-
vember-December issue of Harvard
Business Review, Gamble noted that

the average profit margin for the

agency business has been de-

clining since the peak year of

1944 v\hen the margin on gross in-

come I the total of media commissions

and the agency's own charges and

fees I reached 9.03 '^ .

"The decline of profits has run

counter to the upward trend of na-

tional advertising volume, which

climbed from 82.97 billion in 1949

to an estimated .§6.33 billion last

year."

Agency appointments: Pharmaco.

Inc. for four of its products—Feen-a-

Mint. Chooz. Correctol and Regutol

—to N. W. Aver's New York ofi&ce

WHAT A WAY TO CELLebrate! Enjoying!?) a brief stay behind

bars at Menard State Penitentiary is Jack Buck, KMOX, St. Louis per-

sonality, one of station group to make personal appearance at prison.

Chuckling over "prisoner's" security: Warden Ross V. Randolph

WHO BETTER CAN TALK? Recent RTES Round Table meeting at

the Hotel Roosevelt in New York brought together Sig Mickelson (I),

newly elected pres. of CBS News and Congressman Chester Bowles,

co-founder of Benton & Bowles, to discuss "Politics and Broadcasting"
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. . . CBS Radio, from Doyle Dane

Bernbach, to Sudler & Hennessey
. . . Downyflake Foods, division of

DCA Food Industries, for its waffles,

french toast and new products, from

Marschalk & Pratt to Smith/Green-
land . . . The Micro Switch Division

of Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator

Co., to Foote, Cone & Belding.

New office: Seattle-based Miller,

Mackay, Hoeck & Hartung,

opened this week a Los Angeles office

at 1717 North Highland Avenue,

Hollywood. Wallace Mackay, execu-

tive v.p. of MMH&H, is president of

the newly-formed California corpora-

tion while Jon Ross and Harry Roe
are set as resident heads and v.p.'s.

For academic purposes: Gene
Seehafer, of NL&B and Jack
Laemmar, of JWT, Chicago, have

published a new textbook, "Success-

ful Tv and Radio Advertising."

The book, one of the few written

by practitioners in the industry rather

than by academic people, credits by

YOU'RE ONLY

HALF-COVERED
IN NEBRASKA

IF YOU DON'T USE KOLN-TV!

n 13000111
This is Uncoln-Land — KOLN-TVs NCsBUJ
No. 3. Figures sliow percentoges of TV Bm I

homes reached weeidy, doy or night. ^n{

NO OMAHA STATION COVERS LINCOLN!

v.- GRAND DAPIDS KALAMAZOO
WICZO HADJO — KALAMAZOO BAnu CfiEQt
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADRLAC, MICHIGAN
KOIN TV — LINCOIN. NLBRASILA

One of Nebraska's two big markets is in

the extreme East. The other is Linroln-

Land— and it contains more than HALF
the buying power of the state. Both are

well covered by TV, but in decidedly

different ways.

Three top TV stations are beaming to

the Eastern market, and, obviously, divid-

ing it three ways. In Lincoln-Land the

situation is different. One station —
ICOLN-TV— is the only station that fully

covers the area.

Ask Avery-Knodel for all the facts on
KOLN-TV— the Official Basic CBS Out-

let for South Central Nebraska and
Northern Kansas.

KOLN-TV
CHANNU 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 1000-n. TOWE*

COVERS LINCOLN-LAND — NEBRASKA'S OTHER BI6 MARKET
Avtrf-Knodtl, Inc., Exc/udV* Nofionaf Reprcjenfoftvei

name the pre-publication help from
station managers, production people,

reps, agency and network executives,

etc.

On the personnel front : R. Wells
Brown, elected a v.p. of Compton . . .

Jack Bernhardt and Michael
Turner, to v.p.'s of B&B . . . Donald
Anderson, to v.p. and account super-

visor at Ted Bates & Co. . . . Grant
Tinker, to program supervisor at

B&B . . . Thomas Watson Jr., to

head N. W. Ayer's Chicago office . . .

Roger Bumstead, media director of

the New York division of MacManus,
John & Adams . . . Thomas Lee Jr.,

director of radio/tv, and Clifford

Simpson, creative director of radio/

tv at Charles W. Hoyt Co. . . . Fred-
erick Sulcer, head of the tv/radio

creative department at Needham,
Louis & Brorby.

Add to personnel moves: Tom
Kallas, to media director for the

Racine, Wis. office of Western Adver-

tising Agency . . . Hermina
Lukacsy, media director for Cole

Fischer & Rogow, Beverly Hills . . .

Thomas Lufkin, radio/tv super-

visor in the Hollywood office of Ted
Bates . . . Don Johnstone, director

of research, Lawrence C. Gumbinner

Advertising . . . Rov Eaton, musical

director, B&B . . . Ray Schoenfeld,

media director, Allmayer, Fox &

Reshkin, Kansas City . . . Alvin

Porte, merchandisins executive at

Norman, Craig & Kummel . . . Row-
land Brandwein, merchandising di-

rector. The Joseph Katz Co., New
York . . . Charles Lewin, account

executive, Doyle Dane Bernbach.

ASSOCIATIONS

Radio and tv station manage-
ments were accused, by Emil
Mogul, of "shortchanging" their

merchandising departments with

"insufficient budgets, inept per-

sonnel and less than token co-

operation."

Speaking at the opening-day ses-

sion of the BPA convention in

Philadelphia this week, Mogul,

president of Mogul Williams & Saylor,

noted

:

"Ultimately, those stations which

have developed an aggressive, well

coordinated merchandising service
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WVEC TV is 2 jumps ahead. It's moved to the

"lucky" number on the dial . . . from channel

15 to channel 13.

WVEC TV jumped from a highly successful

"U" to the powerful ABC "V".

IS 2 JUMPS AHEAD
IN TIDEWATER
6 years of telecasting experience and na-

tional acclaim as a successful "UHF" station

makes it easy for WVEC TV's new "VHF"
station to do a number one selling job for you
in the big Tidewater market. Buy the

station with the knowhow . . . WVEC TV

WVEC TV is the ONLY station in the Tidewater

area to hove spacious telecasting studios on

both sides of prosperous Hampton Roads. Both

Norfolk and Hampton studios are complete

with ALL facilities. WVEC TV's new 316 Killowaft transmitter enables

it to provide the most intensive metropolitan

area coverage.

WVEC-TV CHANNE

NORFOLK • HAMPTON • NEWPORT NEWS • PORTSMOUTH • VIRGINIA BEACH
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for the advertiser will get the nod

over competition."

Another convention speaker

:

C. Wrede Petersmeyer, president,

Corinthian Broadcasting, on the

subject of "How Public Service Can
Serve Both the Community and Your
Station."'

Proposed Petersmeyer: (1) "A far

larger proportion of promotional an-

nouncements in prime evening net-

work time be used to promote in-

formational and cultural programs,

regardless of whether or not they are

sponsored; 12) as part of this plan,

promotional material about cultural

programs be worked into prime eve-

ning time network entertainment

shows, and ( 3 1 local stations also

promote these programs in prime

evening time, stressing the station's

own local efforts in the field of public

affairs and community service."

And, on another convention
front, Gaines Kelley, a member
of the Tv Code Review Board of

the NAB, had this to say at the

NAB fall conference in Atlanta:

"The broadcasting industry either

/

9
4
9 anniversary
WOC-TV Ch. 6

Davenport, Iowa—Rock Island—Moline, Illinois

The Nation's Forty-Seventh TV Market

On October 31, 1949, WOC-TV went on the air. FIRST in the

Quint-Cities — FIRST in Iowa. This was in keeping with the fore-

sight and courage of Colonel B. J. Palmer, who had pioneered the

first radio station west of the Mississippi in 1922.

In 1949, there were less than 400 TV sets available to receive WOC-
TV's first broadcast. On this 10th anniversary date, there are more

than 438,000 sets in a 42-

county area. WOC-TV land

today is rated as the 47th TV
market in the nation.

WOC-TV continues to main-

tain its leadership and success

in serving its viewers and its

advertisers.

Your PGW Colonel has all

the facts. See him today!

WOC-TV DAVENPORT, IOWA IS PART OF CENTRAL BROADCASTING CO., WHICH ALSO OWNS AND
OPERATES WHO-TV AND WHO RADIO, DES MOINES, IOWA.

THE QUINT CITIES

C/.l. n. J. I'lilnicr

President

Trnesi C Sanders

Kesidcnl Miin:i>;er

Pax Shaffer <

Sales Mana);er

Peters, Griffin. Woodward,
Inc., Exclusive Nalion.ll

Representatives

DAVENPORT 1 j^^^
BETTENDORF 1 N/'
ROCK ISLAND \

MOLINE \ ILL.

EAST MOLINE '

chcannd

must govern itself effectively or be

governed. The quiz incident shows
that we need the guideposts and stand-

ards of leadership set up by the in-

dustry. We need them because sub-

scription to them, and adherence to

their minimum standards guarantees

meeting our obligation to the public

and is our only defense against out-

side regulation."

New group: Southern Nevada
Broadcasters Association, meeting

in Las Vegas. Officers: president,

Roland Vaile. KTOO; v.p., Howard
Kalmenson, KLAS-TV; secretary,

Mark Smith, KLRJ-TV; and treas-

urer. Walt Schull. KSHO-TV.

New officers of the 4 A's Western
Region: chairman. John Hoefer, of

Hoefer, Dieterich & Brown, San Fran-

cisco; vice-chairman. Jack Smock, of

Y&R, Los Angeles; and secretary-

treasurer, John Davis, of Honig-

Cooper, Harrington & Miner, San
Francisco.

FILM

West coast film producers con-
tinue to tip the scales more heav-

ily toward tv production: few
holdouts are left.

Paramount Pictures, the most
recent of the majors to enter tv, last

week started lining up outside pro-

ducers to augment its own staff.

The first of these outside deals is

with Tandem, which will make six

pilots over the next 18 months, in-

cluding two to be completed by

March, 1960.

Sales: MCA's Coronado 9 reported

sold in 90 markets . . . ABC Films'

People's Choice to WRVA-TV, Rich-

mond; KMOX-TV, St. Louis; WNCT,
Greenville; CFCY. Prince Edward
Island; CKCW, New Brunswick;

CBHT. Halifax; WYEC-TV. Norfolk;

KREX-TV. Grand Junction; WDSM-
TV, Duluth; WATR-TV. Waterbury;

CBLT. Toronto; KROD-TV. El Paso;

WIS-TV, Columbia; KHQ-TV. Spo-

kane, and KFBB-TV. Great Falls . . .

MCA's Shotgun Slade advertisers

now include American Motors, An-

heuser-Busch. Armour, Chevrolet,

Cloverleaf dairy. Consumer Co-op,

Donovam coffee. Dr. Pepper, Holsum

bread. Jax beer, Kroker Co., Phillips

petroleum. Progress© foods, R. J.
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Class of Service

This i$ a fast message

un!;Tss its deferred char-

acter is indicated by the

proper symbol.

The filing time shown in the date line on domestic tclegra

WESTERN UNION
1201

DL = I)ay Lfiter

NL= Night Lct.er

LT=
W. P. MARSHALL. P«

Inicroational
Letter Telegram

i STANDARD TIME at point of origin. Time of receipt is STANDARD TIME at p^.mt of Jestii

LA674

L LSE591 LLZ13= NL PD= JDL HOLLYWOOD CALIF 7
8

=ROBERT LAWSf E i SAMANfJOHNS a LAWS ADV

1680 N VINE ST HOLLYWOOD CALIF=

1959 OCT 7 PM II :;6

=KRLA RADIO IS IN ORBIT. PASSES THIRTY TWO LOS ANGELES

AREA STATIONS IN FIRST MONTH ON THE AIR. SEPTEMBER

HOOPER**SHOWS KRLA FIFTH IN AFTERNOON^ SIXTH IN OVERALL

RATINGS. CALL KRLA SALES AT HOLLYWOOD 2-7388 NOW FOR

PRIME 5O5OOO-WATT AVAILABILITIES AT CHARTER RATES WHILE

THEY LAST. CORDIALLY>=

ED SCHULI=

32 OUT OF THE 38 AM AND FM RADIO STATIONS IN GREATER LOS ANGELES **SPECIAL SEPTEMBER REPORT

MODERN RADIO h OS AmSLBS

KRLA
O'AL WO I 50.000 WATTS

fhe big

new one \n

'os ongeles

• •
. geffing

bigger!
I

>0R • 7

6381 Hollywood Boulevard loc a

NOVEMBER 1959

5C0, St. Louis
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BIGGER
than you think

Hot Springs beats cities twice

its size in general merchandise

sales, in drug store sales, in

apparel store sales.

Tourists and vacationers swell

its population all year long . . .

and spend ! Reach them over

the "sell" station. Enjoy top

ratings, too.

KBHS
HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

5000 watts at 590 kc

Rep: NY-Clark; Chicago-Sears & Ayer;

South-Clarice Brown

THEY KNOW WDBJ RADIO

HAS REAL SALES POWER

l«-«*^

PAXTON C. JUDGE
Vice-President,
Roanoke Division

THE KROGER COMPANY
"We've used WDBJ Radio for

twenty years and have found
it to be a productive medium."

R. E. FOUTZ
Secretary-Treasurer and

Manager

ROANOKE GROCERS, INC.

"Our quarter-hour morning
program has paid handsome
dividends over a 6-year peri-
od—reaches homemakers we
want to sell."

%
^^ ^ix

L.._^ yk

T^

WDBJ

f. W. JOSEPH
District Superintendent

COLONIAL STORES, INC.

"WDBJ Radio has done a fine

job helping us to build cus-
tomer acceptance since our
entry into Roanoke's com-
petitive market 5 years ago.''

CBS RADIO
Roanoke, Virginia

AM • 960 Kc. • 5000 watts

FM . 94.9 Mc. • 14,000 watts

PHTERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.

National Representaiites

Reynolds, Schlitz, Schoenling brew-

ing, Sun Drug, and Sun Oil . . . ABC
Films' Jim Bowie to KGO-TV, San

Francisco; WMCT, Memphis, WPST-
TV, Miami; WWJ-TV, Detroit;

WABG-TV, Greenwood; KOMO-TV,
Seattle; WLVA-TV, Lynchburg;

WATR-TV. Waterbury; KNDO-TV,
Yakima, and WOAY-TV, Oak Hill.

More sales: Jayark's Bozo the

Clown to a total of 105 stations with

reports of latest sales to WROC-TV,
Rochester; WCPO-TV, Cincinnati;

WSM-TV, Nashville; WHYN-TV,
Springfield; KKTV, Colorado
Springs; WQIZ-TV, Duluth; WMCT-
TV. Memphis; KIMA-TV, Yakima;

WTVR, Richmond, and WSAU-TV,
Wausau; also, Jayark's Post-Fifty

feature film package to KXGN-TV,
Glen dive: WHCT-TV, Hartford

KTUL-TV, Tulsa; WAGA-TV, At

lanta; KFYR-TV, Bismarck; WESH
TV, Daytona Beach; WKY-TV, Ok
lahoma City; KGMB-TV. Honolulu

CKLW-TV, Detroit; WCPO-TV, Cin

cinnati; WVUE-TV, Wilmington

WSBT-TV. South Bend; WHEN-TV
Syracuse; WHP-TV. Harrisburg
WRCA-TV, New York; WJRT-TV
Flint; WWL-TV, New Orleans
WOAY-TV, Charleston; WRBL-TV
Columbus; WHYN-TV, Springfield

KHQ-TV, Spokane, and WSLS-TV,
Roanoke.

Production: Screen Gems making

more Naked City episodes as full

hour series for ABC TV available

February . . . Bil and Cora Baird to

produce 39 half hour puppet shows in

cooperation with Golden Press; se-

ries will be in color.

Commercials: Peter Elgar mak-

ing Lipton soup commercials starring

Gretchen Wyler through Young and

Rubicam . . . Donald A. Sweet

joins Hartley Productions as sales

representative; he was formerly with

Roger Wade productions.

Strictly personnel: Walter J.

Plant to head Chicago office of NTA
Program Sales; he was hitherto head-

quartered in Beverly Hills . . . Nor-

man D. Leebron to WNEW-TV,
New York, as film buyer . . . Max
P. Brown named administrative di-

rector for NTA's East Coast opera-

tions.

NETWORKS
Network sales : Longines-Witt-

nauer (Victor A. Bennett Co. I will

sponsor a pre-holiday special

—

The

13th Orphan—on NBC TV 9 Decem-

ber . . . The Lincoln National Life

Insurance Co. (Maxon) for the sec-

ond consecutive year will sponsor

Meet Mr. Lincoln on NBC TV, 11

February 1960 . . . The Dumas Mil-

ner Corp., manufacturers of house-

hold products, to sponsor segments

of the Arthur Godfrey Show, week-

days on CBS Radio, for 52 weeks.

Network affiliation: WFAM-TV,
Lafayette, which resumes broadcast

operations this week, rejoins CBS TV
as an interconnected EMP affiliate.

Programing note: Galen Drake,

veteran radio personality, becomes a

mid-morning commentator for Mu-
tual 30 November.

Thisa 'n' data : Estimated net opera-

ting profit of AB-PT for the first

nine months of 1959 was 26%
higher than the like period of 1958

TBEOlDnESTimSSGm...

27

EL Rancho Vegas

Las Vegas, Nev.—DUdley 2-1300

INDIVIDUAL BUNGALOWS ON 66 SPACIOUS

ACRES DEDICATED TO YOUR MODERN COMFORT

BUT STRESSING WESTERN ATMOSPHERE.

... the vi/orld famous OPERA HOUSE THEATRE
RESTAURANT presents nightl / the greatest names

|

in show bus ness in avish productions reminis- 1

cent of the exuberant Front er Days.

Phone Direct for Reservations

New York San Francisco Los Angelei

LOngacre 3-6149 YUkon 2-7105 BRadshaw 2-3366

Beverly Hills Miami Beach

BRadshaw 2-3366 MOhawk 4-0111 JEfferson 8-0591
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UNITED BROADCASTING COMPANY'S
long leadership in Negro audience broadcasting

now enables us to offer the advertiser

AMERICA'S
LARGEST NEGRO

"PACKAGE" MARKET
In United's 5 Kev Cities!

We have devoted many years to

building United Broadcasting Com-

pany outlets to domination of the

Negro audience in their individual

markets. Now, United Broadcasting

develops a powerful idea — and a

powerful new medium. The United

network now delivers the largest "pack-

age" of Negro listeners in America

through the top Negro stations in five

key-city markets. A United one order

"package" schedule will deliver your

message to more Negro listeners at a

lower cost per thousand than any other

radio buy. One order and one price

delivers the largest Negro "Package"

market in the nation. Buy United

—

the fastest way to reach the nation's

most important Negro buying power.

1,600,000 USTENERS
at the lowest cost per thousand of any Negro radio audience

WOOK
', (Washington. D. C.)

WJMO
(Metropolitan

Cleveland, Ohio)

WSID
(Baltimore, Md.)

WANT
[Richmond, Va.)

WYOU
(Newport News-
Norfolk, Va.)

UNITED BROADCASTING COMPANY
8th and Eye Streets, N.W., Washington, D. C. • REpublic 7-8000 • 420 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVES : New York: Bob WiHig. 420 Madison Ave.. N. Y., N. Y. PLaia S-914S

Chicago: Devney, Inc. • Atlanta: Dora-Clayfon Agency, Inc.
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WichHa
AND 14 OTHER IMPORTANT

KANSAS COMMUNITIES

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National Representatives

1^KANSA
WICHITA AND HUTCHINSON

SI

. . . Mutual distributed cartons of

Winston and Camel cigarettes to

agency people on Madison Avenue to

remind them of the job MBS is doing

for Reynolds . . . ABC Radio, on

17 November, will be awarded a

silver plaque from the Union of

American Hebrew Congregations to

celebrate the 25th anniversary of its

Message of Israel series aired on the

network.

Network personnel: Richard
Game, to manager, sales services, for

the ABC Radio Central Division . . .

Donald Peterson, to assistant direc-

tor of advertising, promotion and

press information for ABC, Central

Division and for WBKB . . . Brod-

dus Johnson Jr., to account execu-

tive and Harvey LaTerre, coordi-

nator of sales development for NBC
Participating Programs . . . Richard
Brahm, to sales account executive

for ABC Radio.

RADIO STATIONS

Radio stations were challenged,

last week, to find out more about

its audiences— in and out of

homes.
The challenger : Robert H. Peters,

PG&W v.p. and director of radio, be-

fore the Missouri Broadcasters Asso-

ciation.

Peter broke down his challenges to

stations thuswise:

(1) Work for the kind of research

that will truly measure the radio au-

dience rather than merely survey it.

(2) Sell the real value of your sta-

tion and capitalize on radio's exclu-

sive basic natural resources.

(3) Programing and promotional

policies should also capitalize on the

basic resources.

(4) Talk about all of radio's audi-

ence (in home, out-of-home, in cars,

etc.) when selling the medium.

What type of music do you pre-

fer?

That was the question asked

of 2,516 people in the Baton
Rouge area during WJBR's
"Musical Survey."

Results: Of all ages over 20 (1,778

interviews) 75 9f prefer music, popu-

lar old hits and pop concerts—and

not rock 'n' roll.

(For another pop music poll story

see 24 October issue, page 34.)

Opening night: WIL, St. Louis,

flagship of the Balaban Chain, pre-

viewed its new Broadcast House
last week for more than 400 civic

leaders, agency executives and other

media representatives.

Included in the $200,000 construc-

tion project are what the station

terms "the nation's largest installa-

tion of Automatic Tape Control

(ATC)" and Closed Circuit Tv for

monitoring programing and produc-

tion areas.

Ideas at work

:

• Trick or treat : KOIL, Omaha,
spread the Halloween spirit by plant-

ing more than 100 radios in homes
throughout Omaha. These were

awarded to the trick or treaters who
asked: "Is this a KOIL trick or treat

house?"

• A novel way to celebrate:

WMAY, Springfield, 111., for its ninth

birthday set up a table over 15-feet

long on the city's busiest downtown
street corner and gave out more than

2,000 slices of birthday cake to pas-

sersby. All station personalities were

on hand to greet the crowd and play

host during the three-hour party.

• Selling good music album:
Last week WAUX, Waukesha, Wis.

promoted its new programing called

"Music for People" by distributing a

hi-fi record album to the area's agen-

cies and advertisers. The albums ex-

plain the station's new format of 12

minutes of uninterrupted music in

every 15-minute segment throughout

the day and also present many examp-

les of the type of music aired on the

station.

• A Fordathon: D.j. Myles Po-

land, of WCOP, Cincinnati, pro-

moted sponsor by driving a new Ford

from Detroit to the Cincinnati Hull-

Dobbs agency. Idea was to hand out

prizes to the first person who spotted

the car as he entered the area, and

to the one guessing his driving time

from Detroit. Foland, during the trip,

telephoned d.j.'s at the station who
aired his position. As he arrived at

the auto agency back in Cincinnati

the rotund d.j. was greeted by a

crowd which gathered in the show-

rooms and spilled out on the sidewalk.

Station acquisition: KATZ, St.

Louis, to Laclede Radio, Inc., a group

headed by Ralph Weil, veteran New
York broadcaster, for $600,000.
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ANNOUNCING

THE
1959-1960
TIME

BUYING
, AND1 he sixth annual series of informational luncheon-meetings ^A^ ^^

—

Jl. ^ ^^

—

.^^

for advertising and broadcast ^^^ "^ ^ S S 'l^k T ^ >i

executives seeking specialized ^^^ J III I ^W. I m
news, vieius and data on current . ^^ II I II ^Wl M »
time buying ayid selling f- _r A jM mM ^M -^ ^ ^C^_^^

You are cordially invited to ^^^ Lj ^ /| | 1^^ I /^ B ^^
attend all 16 of these .^\ 1^ . %/ I I I ^L^ /~% I '^
meetings held in the k^.^ .^ J k W m M ^ ^^ ^^^^^_ ^^
Hawaiian Room of the presented by the

Hotel Lexington RADIO AND TELEVISION EXECUTIVES SOCIETY, INC.
(every Tuesday, 12 noon to 2 pm, November 17 through March 15).

Some of the issues fortJicomiyig: "Are audiences out-sophisticating the sponsors?"

"TV programmirig—prospects and problems." "The station image factor."

"What's new in nose-counting?" "How many commercials make too many?"

Some of those who will discuss the issues: TERRY CLYNE, DAVID LEVY,
BOB AND RAY, FRANK MINEHAN, DICK SALANT,
GILBERT SELDES, AL SINDLINGER, KEVIN SWEENEY.

Register now by calling PLaza 8-2450 or fill in and mail the coupon below.

RTES-5I5 NfADISON AVENUE

-

NEW YORK 22

Please register me for the 1959-1960 Time
Buying and Selling Seminar.

Nnttie

Add ress

Company,

I enclose a check for $10.
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WTHI-TV offers the
lowest cost per thousand of

all Indiana TV stations!

One hundred and eleven national

and regional spot advertisers
know that the Terre Haute
market is not covered
effectively by outside TV

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 • CBS—ABC

TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA

Represented Nationally
by Soiling Co.

Hoodoo iV\ krea in Oregon

Nearly l/^ of Oregon's
buying families watch

KVAL-TV
KPIC-TV

The only clear-picture in the

Eugene - Springfield - Roseburg

market is on KVAL-KPIC. One
order to your Hollingbery man
or Art Moore and Associates

(Portland-Seattle) covers both

stations.

KVAL-TV fugene

NBC Affiliate ChannelIE
KPIC-TV Roseburg • Channel 4

Satellite

Station staflfers: James Hensley,

to executive director of KROY, Sac-

ramento ... Si Lewis, to general

manager, WNJR, Newark, N. J. . . .

Kersh Walters, general manager,

WGEE, Indianapolis . . . William
Decker, station manager, WMAQ,
Chicago . . . Art Arkalian, sales

manager, WERC, Erie . . . Lloyd
Oliver, to general manager; Jack
Bye, sales manager and Bob Tem-
pleton, program director, KRNY,
Kearny, Neb. . . . Keith Andre and

Arthur Jost, to regional managers

in the member service department of

RAB . . . Lawrence Ki-asner, to

manager of KQDE, Seattle and na-

tional sales manager for both that

station and KQTY, Everett, Wash.

TV STATIONS

WLW-T, Cincinnati, the first tv

station to telecast major league

baseball in color this past sum-
mer on a local and regional basis,

has come up with another first:

Station will colorcast all night

baseball games of the Redlegs direct

from Crosley Field during the 1960

season under normal field lighting

conditions.

Ideas at work:
• Teaching the teachers : Twen-

ty school teachers visited WAPI-TV,
Birmingham last week, at the station's

invitation. The idea: to show them

the operation of a station, the people

who staff and manage it and what

kind of aptitudes and training people

should have to be a success in the

business.

• Anniversary celebration: To
highlight its fifth year, KAKE-TV,
Wichita, last weekend held open

house for the more than 2,500 per-

sons showing up to tour the studios.

In addition, station sponsored a cake

decorating contest. The number of en-

tries: 309.

• Promoting the lineup:

WCHS-TV, Charleston, W. Va.,

spent seven days in a series of stunts

to introduce the ABC TV schedule.

Station distributed to a select list of

100 clients, each night advertising one

of the big shows, an appropriate gift.

The climax of these promotions came

with the debut of The Untouchables.

Members of the city's police force

with lights flashing and sirens blaring

went to the homes of this list of clients

and delivered packages of "bribe

money" with a tag plugging the show.

• Supplying the pull: To pro-

mote the opening of a new First Na-

tional Store in East Hartford, WNHC-
TV, New Haven, sent d.j. Jim Gallant

there for an in-person appearance.

Gallant mentioned several times on

his daily tv show that he'd be there.

Results : Store was armed with enough
refreshments for 2,000 people—but

some 7,000 showed up.

Thisa 'n' data : Times-Mirror Co.,

Los Angeles this week purchased from

Loew's, Inc. 3,334 shares of capital

stock of KTTV, Inc. which Loew's

purchased in 1956, for $1.6 million.

This restores to Times-Mirror 100%
ownership of the tv company . . .

Sacramento's newest tv station, K-
VUE went on the air this past Sun-

day . . . The Detroit News intro-

duced, last week, its new pocket-size

"Tv Magazine," devoted entirely to

the tv field, as a regular Sunday sup-

plement . . . Oliver Naylor, general

sales manager of WBRC-TV, Bir-

mingham, will tour U. S. Army units

and facilities in Europe as a guest of

the Department of the Army.

Financial reports: Net earnings

after taxes for the first 39 weeks of

'59 of the Metropolitan Broad-
casting Co. totaled $1,197,097—

a

446% increase over the $219,394

for the like period last year . . .

WABC-TV, New York, concluded its

most profitable third quarter with

net profit up 31% over the like peri-

od, '58 and sales up some 22%.

On the personnel front: Otis

Freeman, elected v.p. in charge of

engineering for WPIX, New York . .

.

Emmett Hassett, Jr., to general

sales manager, WITI-TV, Milwaukee

. . . Robert Lemon, to station man-

ager and George Diefendorf, na-

tional and local sales manager, WNBQ,
Chicago . . . Theodore Walworth,
to station manager, WRCV-TV, Phila-

delphia . . . William Thompson,
Jr., to manager of sales promotion,

WRCA-TV, New York . . . Arthur
Wittum, to advertising and sales

promotion manager for KNX and the

CBS Radio Pacific Network . . .

Leonard Ware, assistant advertis-

ing and promotion manager, KYW-
TV, Cleveland . . . Bazil O'Hagan,
assistant general manager, WNDU-
TV. South Bend. ^
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SYNDICATION

[Continued from page 42)

lantine at Newark, N. J., Lloyd

Bridges of Sea Hunt for Heileman

Brewing at La Crosse, Wis., Richard

Carlson of MacKenzie's Raiders for

Brown and Williamson at Louisville,

Ky. and Coors Brewing at Golden,

Colo., Broderick Crawford of High-

way Patrol for Ballantine at Newark,
N. J., Macdonald Carey of Lock Up for

Thorpe Finance at Milwaukee, Wis.

The second objective is to influence

the client's own dealers. CBS Films,

which expects to spend $500,000 next

year to promote and merchandise its

new shows, has been bearing down
heavily recently on dealer promo-
tions for two of its oil company
sponsors, Conoco and Amoco.

Conoco, now in its third year with

CBS Films' Whirlybirds, used the

stars of the show in September on a

very unusual series of personal ap-

pearances. Instead of the usual "one
nighter" stands, the two Whirlybirds

stars, Craig Hill and Ken Tobey,

spent one week in each of three mar-

kets: Billings, Des Moines and Kan-
sas City. The purpose of spending

seven days in each place was dealer

"saturation" in those areas. In pre-

vious years, personal appearance

tours had made a general circuit of

Conoco's Whirlybirds markets. But

this year, Conoco elected to use its

stars to overcome specific area deal-

er problem thus demonstrating syn-

dication's flexibility and mobility in

promotion as well as programing.

Amoco is planning another unusual

promotion for its dealers and distrib-

utors with its CBS Films syndicated

show, JJ . S. Border Patrol. Four epi-

sodes of the series were produced

near Miami in September, during

which Florida Amoco personnel were

invited on location for one dav to see

filming, to appear in specially pro-

duced company films and to meet

Richard Webb, star of the show. In

October, Webb made a personal ap-

pearance tour of seven Atlanta dis-

trict markets, followed by 25 visits to

markets in the New York, Baltimore

and New Orleans districts.

The cost of promotion for U. S.

Border Patrol in its 59 markets is es-

timated at $100,000 to Amoco and
$75,000 to CBS Films. "You've got

to get the dealers personally involved

in the show. Then your promotion
really pays off," says a CBS Films ex-

ecutive. "Without personal involve-

ment, promotion money might well be

wasted."

A third objective for which syndi-

cation uses its bonus is the retailer.

Here the battery of merchandising

tools developed by the syndicator is

brought into play.

"Think from the retailer's point of

view" is the advice of Les Krugman,
advertising, public relations and re-

search v.p. of NTA. Krugman out-

lined a four-point merchandising at-

tack for syndication sponsors. The
strategy begins with pre-merchandis-

ing several weeks before the show's

first air date, utilizes the personnel

of the advertiser's company as a mer-

chandising promotion backbone—the

salesmen, distributors and their fami-

lies, and impression-producmg de-

vices such as telephone operators,

postage meter messages and all com-
pany mailings. All merchandising

efforts should then be developed

from the recipient's point of view:

the retailer. Each item, every device

should offer a positive advantage to

the retailer so that he will be eager

to use it. Finally, merchandising

must take advantage of other media
—tv station promotion, radio, news-

papers and magazines—and should

of course meld with premiums and
other promotions.

Retail merchandising is the sub-

ject of increased interest this season.

Ziv reports twice as many requests

for promotion kits in 19.59 as during

last year, and that as many as 91%
of sponsors are using syndicator-

prepared merchandising items. The
count on retail action items being or-

dered by Ziv sponsors is running into

the millions.

A fourth objective of syndication

merchandising is the tv audience.

This objective is approached in three

ways: personal appearance tour, sta-

tion promotion campaign and svndi-

cator's promotional kit.

Proof of the effectiveness of this

strategy: Budweiser recently sent

John Bromfield, star of U. S. Mar-

shal, on an eight week tour of 18

markets. The personal appearances

produced so much publicity, direct

attention, appearance on tv shows

and other promotional benefits that

it took a 250-page book for syndica-

tor NTA to report on the trip to the

client. ^

WGR-TV Selling the Buffalo-Niagara Falls market

WITH ITS NEW, TALLER TOWER, WGR-TV now covers more homes than ever before In the prosperous Western

New York area and Canada. Strategically re-located in the center of the prime Buffalo area — the nation's

14th largest market—WGR-TV's new tower still provides metropolitan viewers with the best reception of any

TV station.

Viewers in the Southern tier of New York and Northern Pennsylvania now get even better reception from WGR-TV.
And for across-the-border coverage, WGR-TV now beams the best U. S. signal into Toronto and other parts of

Southern Canada.

Call your Retry television representative about availabilities on WGR-TV—this year celebrating its fifth anni-

versary.
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WANT A JOB

AS

RADIO STATION

MANAGER

This ad is not written by

the applicant bnt by a triend,

Walter Schvvimmer, Pres. of

Walter Schwimmer, Inc., dis-

tribntors of "ALL - STAR
GOLF," "CHAMPIONSHIP
BOWLING," "CHAMPION-
SHIP BRIDGE," etc. No one

could write a better ad on the

applicant, "Tim" Timothy,

than I, who have known Tim
for over 25 years.

When he was in Chicago

for many years, he was con-

sidered the top radio rep in

the business—a hard-working,

intelligent, personable man
who made friends and did a

tremendous selling job. Pre-

viously, he had at least a

dozen years of radio-station

experience; most recently

owned his own station, for 4

years, where he doubled the

lausiness and sold out at a

handsome profit.

Tim is an aggressive,
healthy man in his 50's; con-

scientious, honest, hard-work-

ing, and knows the radio

business, from selling to man-
agement, like the back of his

hand.

Wants to connect with a

station in a town of 75,000 to

500,000. The station owner
who gets this guy has a win-

ner. Contact him direct at

Box 2713

CARMEL, CALIFORNIA

Mairfair 4-2359

76

and radio

SMAKERS

Cordon Webber, v.p. and copy group head

at Benton & Bowles, has been appointed

v.p. and director of broadcast commercial

production for the agency. He joined B&B
in 1948 as a tv copy supervisor and was

elected a v.p. in 1956. Prior to this,

Webber was with NBC as a script writer

and editor, director of the script depart-

ment and writer and editor of the NBC-TV
Newsreel. Webber is the author of three novels

—"What End But Love,"

"Years of Eden," "The Far Shore"—short stories and tv dramas.

Jules Bundgus has been named a v.p. in

charge of the radio/tv department at Kas-

tor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton.

Before joining this agency, he served as a

tv program supervisor at Lennen & Newell,

where he worked on programs for Colgate

and P. Lorillard. Earlier in his career,

Bundgus was manager of the radio/tv de-

partment at Bryan Houston. He also worked

for Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, predecessor to his current

agency. Prior to W.W. II, Bundgus was with Benton & Bowles.

William E. Nichols has been appointed

general manager of KFRC, the RKO-Gen-

eral station in San Francisco. A veteran in

sales, with experience in the San Francisco

market, Nichols reached his present posi-

tion by rising through the ranks during

his •12-year association with KFRC. He

joined the station in 1947 as an account

executive, and for the past five years

Nichols, a pilot in the Army Air Corps

was graduated from Stanford University.

served as sales manager

during World War II,

Frank A. Sherer has been named a senior

v.p. and treasurer at McCann-Erickson,

Inc. Sherer, prior to joining Mc-E, had a

long career in banking. For the past two

years he has been president of the Knicker-

bocker Federal Savings & Loan Assoc.

Previous to this, he was a v.p. and director

of the Corn Exchange Bank and then v.p.

of the merged Chemical Corn Exchange

Bank. Sherer succeeds Frank White as treasurer

v.p., becomes vice chairman of the executive

. White, a senior

policy committee.
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In the
Providence market

WJAR-TV
leads by almost

2 to 1*

in weekday adult
programming

!

'NIELSEN FIGURES: From 7 A.M. to 6 P.M., Monday through Friday,

there are 35 fifteen-minute segments of adult programming on both Providence
stations. WJAR-TV leads on 22, the other station on 13 — a cleai' preference

of almost 2 to 1! (Nielsen, August, 1959 Metro Ratings)

'^^¥n|

RepresenUd by

I Edward I Petry & I Co., Inc.
]

The Original Station Representative
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frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint
L„

Should an advertising medium engage in product merchandising for sponsors?

No problem in radio and tv has been argued more bitterly or for a longer period

than the timeless question, discussed here by Alvin D. Schrott, v.p. and gen.

mgr., WJAC-TV , Johnstown, Pa. Like many other thoughtful station men, he

points out that merchandising assistance can only be paid for by higher rates,

and asks bluntly if advertisers realize how much they are paying for this serv-

ice. We'd like to hear agency and advertiser reactions on this subject; also

the opinions of other radio and tv men, based on their local market studies.

WHAT PRICE BALLYHOO?

Uuring the past few years there seems to have been

an alarming tendency to place enormous emphasis

on so-called "merchandising cooperation." It ap-

pears that many agencies incline to the purchase

of the station that ballyhoos the product, with little

regard to facilities involved.

I would certainly not argue that, with equal facil-

ity, the edge should not go to the station with the

"merchandising" department. However, on many

occasions, an agency accepts recommendations made

by the field men simply on the basis of assistance to

them, for their own work is thus made easier.

A television station has only time to sell. Its rate

is supposedly based on the number of homes it can,

and does, put the advertiser's message into. If the

station must maintain men to promote "in store" dis-

plays, etc. of an advertised product, then the expense

involved must also be included in the station's rate,

thus placing the rate considerably higher than the

facility is worth as an advertising medium.

There are several accepted industry methods of

gathering reliable "homes reached" figures. We
know they are not 100% accurate, but they are

acceptable. If all rates were based on these figures

and "merchandising" eliminated, would not the ad-

vertiser be in a position to do his own work, which

he knows how to do to his best advantage?

Please understand that this "gripe" is not with

promotion of programs in any way. It is simply

against the idea that an advertising medium should

be called upon to do work that is solely the responsi-

bility of the advertiser. In the majority of markets,

the advertiser will find that the station that offers as-

sistance of this kind in order to secure the schedule

has two strikes against its facilities.

Am I wrong in assuming that an advertiser, when

he buys time, is actually buying homes into which

he places his story? Should he not, then, be inter-

ested in the facility, with all other inducements

considered only from an incidental standpoint? ^

Reply to Ben Hoberman
Here is a letter received by SPONSOR on "The Seller's View-

point," expressed by Ben Hoberman, WABC, N. Y., in our

29 October issue. It comes from William S. Fuhrmann,

Radio-Television Research, WCCO.

Read with great interest "We Are Selling One Thing

—

Delivering Another." I'm quick to agree about the need

for more cumulative and qualitative radio research.

However, even though WABC subscribes to Nielsen, I

can't help but wonder if you're familiar with the day-part

summary page which every bi-monthly report includes,

or the cumulative data available from Nielsen in special

tabulations.

I'd be interested in hearing your constructive ideas on

economical means for obtaining additional data of the

kind you say we need so badly.

Send your answers to Mr. Fuhrmann, and he sure to let us have a copy

for "The Seller's Viewpoint."
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ist because the mailing address happens to be Bakersfield, don't let that limit your thinking market-wise. KERO-TV

the only single advertising medium that reaches California's Southern San Joaquin Valley, peopled by over a million

je-spenders. It's one of the most fertile spots in all America to plant a good product and watch it grow. And, every

liar you invest in KERO-TV time brings you a bonus of big-time facilities and an alert, professional staff to make every

nt work overtime for agency and client. Plus, a marketing and merchandising program that forms a bridge between
' screen and customer sales. That's a baker's dozen in any field! Good thing to bear in mind when the Retry man calls.

:tter stili — why not call him?

KERO-TV CALIFORNIA'S SUPER-market
BAKERSFIELD CHANNEL 10 NBC

TRANSCONTINENT STATION REPRESENTED BY EDWARD RETRY & CO., INC.
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Public service is getting bigger

Amid the clash and clamor stemming from the question,

"Wliat's wrong with broadcast advertising?" the industry is

doing many notable things that somehow fail to excite com-

parable attention.

When we visited Louisville Jast week we found, for ex-

ample, that that very night WAVE and WAVE-TV were

dedicating their magnificent new building with an original

three-act opera performed by the Kentucky Opera Associa-

tion. WAVE had commissioned the opera with a $25,000

grant.

Stations like KMOX, St. Louis, WWDC, Washington, D. C,

KYA, San Francisco, WAVZ, New Haven, are among hun-

dreds whose good works, in terms of specific projects and

specific stands on important public issues, are aiding the

communities they serve.

True, the sensational reigns, so far as public impression of

the airways is concerned. The new Television Information

Office (TIO) is already functioning to put some of these

impressions into proper perspective. But in the meanwhile,

none of us who appreciate the important service that the air

industry renders can ignore the necessity for helping focus

the picture properly.

One thing which certainly deserves re-examination is the

promotional effort put behind public affairs and pestige, pro-

grams by both stations and networks.

At the Philadelphia meeting of the Broadcasters' Promo-

tion Association this week, Lou Housman of the TIO made

this significant comment:

"I think many of us are too prone to consider our public

affairs and cultural programs as laudable in their way, but

not very important . . . Have we been creating the impression,

through advertising and promotion that we program fewer

of these shows than we do?"

Both at the national and local level, the industry should

be careful to publicize fully its public service and commu-

nity contributions.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Souud, sensible

radio/tv operations at net and station levels,

particularly in these months of criticism and

crisis. We must keep air media's house in order.

lOSECOND SPOTS
Sweeping: 25 to 31 October was
Clean Air Week. Can't say Rep.

Harris wasn't cooperating.

Cafe society: A. C. Nielsen Co.'s

Erwin Ephron, back from a Euro-

pean honeymoon, reports overhearing

this baffling bit of conversation be-

tween two American women tourists

at the next table in a Paris cafe.

"Imagine!" said the one woman.
"We've been here a whole week and

haven't been to the Louvre." "It

must be the water," said her friend.

Tip-off: Interviewed on an Italian

tv show, a coin collector discussed

his valuable collection, happened to

mention the room number of his

Venice hotel, returned after the show
to find thieves had broken into his

suite and stolen his coins. Investigate

that tv audience!

Winter ball: From a press release

re the new Caribbean Videotape

Center in Havana which will follow

Cuban baseball
—

"Winter baseball

from Havana will be featured as

entertainment as much as sports,

since the wild, emotional antics of

Havana fans are as much a part of

the action as the game itself. Gun-

play is not unknown in stands and

one game recently was called on ac-

count of gunfire. White Sox pitching

ace Bob Shaw, who got in shape

playing Cuban ball last winter, re-

lates, "Once they shot a guy right off

the mound. The machine guns were

all around and you'd jump every time

some guy threw a bullet into the

chamber of his rifle. I ran right off

the mound myself one time." Keep
moving. Bob, we're right behind you.

Carefree: Then there was the adman
who decided on a worry-free week

—

only worry on Saturday and Sunday.

The promoters: Some recent sales

gimmicks—From Warner Bros. Rec-

ords, an album called "Drink Along

with Irving," featuring such titles as

"Sub-bourbon Living," "Associated

Correspondence School Alma Mater,"

"The Chitlin University Dixie Cup
Song." . . . From KOIL, Omaha, a

couple of Mexican jumping beans to

point up the slogan, "Things are

jumping on KOIL."
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SUPER UNIVERSAL

s you ZOOM

FROIVI THIS
medium waist shot

Because advertising agencies and

producers wanted it—we made a close-up

adapter for the SUPER UNIVERSAL ZOOIMAR.

With the camera 4 to 6 feet from the subject,

you zoom the entire range of 2Va to 16 inches

with exact precision. It takes 30 seconds to

mount the adapter on the SUPER UNIVERSAL.
The wide angle shot is a medium waist shot

of announcer and product. The telephoto

shot fills the receiver with a

pack of cigarettes ... an area

^
K I 3 inches by 4 inches.

IS IS a mus
making taped or live

commercials, it has

additional application for

educational television.

Color Corrected

Speed f/3.9

Zoom Range

2y2 to 40 inches

Two converters

For a
lemonstration of

:OOMAR LENSES
>n your cameras,

write or call

No coonferbaiancing necessary

>upporting • Change Zoom Range in a minuf

Zoomars serviced by the Engineers who build them

Zoomars change from camera to camera in a minute

One year guarantee and maintenance contract

JACK A. PEGLER BILL PEGLER

TELEVISION ZOOMAR COMPANY
500 Fifth Avenue. Room 2223 • New York 36. New York • BRyant 9-S83S
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More people watch

KSTP-TV every week
w

than any other station

m f^i<l>

in this vital market!

ARB Total Area Report, September, 1959

100,000

WAHS

CHANNEL
Znsk NBC Affiliate i

MINNEAPOLIS • ST. P

Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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"FLIGHT" STREAKS ahead. In 12 major first-run markets where it is programmed following

a weak adjacency, "FLIGHT" has seized the lead from competition with superior lead-ins—
averaging a 60% audience gain for its time slot. What about second take-off?

"FLIGHT" SOARS on re-runsi Early reports on the first re-run market, Milwaukee, show
"FLIGHT" delivering a 23.0 ARB rating with the same top 53% share-of-audience scored in

its first run — outrating a competitive Nielsen Top -Ten network show by 6^%I Furthermore,

whether it's first-run or re-run, it's "first-class" all the way I

"FLIGHT" PULLS adult audiences— people with "grown-up" buying power. This aviation

adventure series attracts the highest proportion of adult viewers of any syndicated series!
(Xouncm: U.S. Pvlmo. repoftnd by Telowi.Ion Ago, Aug.~Oct., t959.i ^^^^ ' ^h ^m ^^^^

NBC Television Films. A Division of %^Mm ^^ California National Productions, Inc.



Tall TV towers are fine when located
to serve people instead of pines, 'pos-

sums and porcupines. The WSPA-TV
tower located on Paris Mountain, 3
miles from Greenville, is at the very
heart of the industrial Piedmont. With
its bay RCA antenna 1182 feet above
average terrain (2209 feet above sea
level) WSPA-TV serves 1,500,000 with
a saturation signal.

SERVING THE SPARTANBURG-
GREENVILLE SUPERMARKET

WSPA-TV
AM-FM-TV

channel 7
CBS in Spartanburg, S. C.

National Representatives

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.

•h" -J
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES
Report to a client on video tape

3 3 Here are details from Compton's comprehensive report on video tape

commercials — their advantages, problems costs and prospects today

Philip Liebmann: Rheingold's ad-savvy chief

36 '^ew York's biggest beer, Rheingold, has ad-savvy president who doubles

as ad manager; insists on originality and quality in copy and media

What do you know about spot radio costs?

38 Admen, off the top of their heads, are prone to overestimate the costs

of a spot radio campaign. Here is a test-yourself quiz on the subject

How to make a radio/tv marriage

40 Here's Imw this tire supply chain gut measurable tv impact (on top of

successful radio formula) and stayed in low-budget tv advertiser range

Station reps challenge Tulsa radio comments
41 I^sst week's excerpts of Downing Street columns on radio brought screams

from opponents, sponsor picks up challenge, calls for comments

How to pre-sell radio/tv

42 Wind-up of four-part series on enthusing salesmen, distributors and re-

tailers on an air campaign, features methods of Westinghouse and others

Adman dreams dreams of 1979
45 George Ketchum, president of Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, projects ad-

vertising 20 years during time capsule burial ceremonies at KDKA, Pitts.

Hess draws battle lines with radio

46 Here's how pitched media battle developed in cities around Allentown,

Pa., when Max Hess adopted spot radio to lure new customers to his store
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KMOX Radio outweighs

all other St. Louis media

in community impact!

His voice spoke of baseball, but his presence spoke of peace. Syngman Rhee, President of

the Republic of Korea, granted his first broadcast interview in history to KMOX Radio.

He told the KMOX audience how the St. Louis Cardinals' good will tour of the Orient

formed a bridge of understanding, a bridge spanning miles, cultures and ancient suspicions.

The occasion was the broadcasts by KMOX of the Red Birds' Far East exhibition games,

the first play-by-play baseball to be broadcast to the U.S. from overseas. Another memor-

able example of the "wide horizon" programming of "The Voice of St. Louis".*

*A voice that speaks to the largest audience ever reported by Pulse for a St. Louis radio station. (Annual

Cumulative Pulse study of Metropolitan St. Louis, December, 1954 thru January, 1959)
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50.000 WATTS, REPRESENTED BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES



to the

^K\ FORT WAYNE

Covering over

200,000 Homes

in Northeast

Indiana and

Western Ohio

with these TOP

rated local

programs

Romper Room

Little Rascals Club

Fun 'n Stuff with Popeye

Evening and Morning

News

Promenade 21

Club 21 Dance Show

Sports Desk

Shock with Ainsworth

Chumberly

Movies— featuring Fort

Wayne's largest film

library: 20th Century-

Fox, David Selznick,

aRKO, Republic,

J. Arthur Rank,

and Screen Gems

WITH THE TOP

ABC NETWORK

III _/VJ« tne man j-rom

YOUNG TV CORP.

JJJ
WPTA CUnef2,'l

NEWSMAKER
of the week

A potential of some $7 million annually may go into the cof-

fers of H-R Representatives with its appointment as national
sales representative for the five tv and two radio properties

of Corinthian Broadcasting Corp., now a part of the new
(Jock) Whitney Communications Corp. The move signifies

n solidifying of the broadcast sales effort and a "-building for
the future" by Corinthian under C. Wrede Petersmeyer.

The ne^VSmaker: C. Wrede Petersmeyer moved to the

vanguard of broadcast planning last week with two big steps: the

appointment of a single station representative firm to handle the

seven Whitney radio and tv stations, and a charge to members of

the Broadcasters' Promotion Assn. that stations and networks must

accept responsibility for all programing, schedule public service

programs during prime time and promote the so-called educational

shows in the same way they do

entertainment. Corinthian stations,

formerly represented by four na-

tional firms, include KXTV. Sacra-

mento, Calif.; KHOU-TV, Hous-

ton; WISH AM and TV, India-

napolis; KOTV, Tulsa; WANE
AM and TV. Ft. Wayne, Ind. (lat-

ter is uhf in an all-u market).

Mr. Petersmeyer continues as

president of Corinthian in its new

role as a subsidiary of Whitney

Communications Corp. I which in-

cludes the A^. Y. Herald Tribune,

Parade and Interior Design magazines, four New York suburban

radio stations), and becomes a member of the WCC board.

The move to H-R's exclusive appointment, says Mr. Petersmeyer,

makes for more efficiency on the part of the headquarter's profes-

sional staff (six specialists in all), enables agencies and advertisers

to deal with one national salesman rather than four, simplifies all

national sales because of centralization within one shop.

Closer coordination between Corinthian executives and one rep,

he says, will create better client service and selling, and sets the

stage for "building for the future." The company is only two years

old, and observers think the new structural organization re-affirms

Mr. Whitney's personal interest and faith in communications and

in tv especially. The new setup removes broadcast and publishing

from the parent company to Mr. Whitney's personal holdings.

Mr. Petersmeyer is 40 years old and a native of California, where

he was a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of the U. of California. He was

a Baker fellow at Harvard Business School. He is a director of NAB,
AMST, member of TvB, Committee for Economic Development,

Young Presidents Organization. ^

Wrede Petersmeyer
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MUCETSJERMAIDG AND ELEFmiG F.I.EARNUM
An American legend in his own lifetime, Phineas Taylor Barnum styled himself "The Prince of Humbugs". His

advertising copy surpassed anything in the subsequent history of publicity in intensity and selling power. Here

was a salesman of gigantic stature, who sold the world such exotic oddities as Tom Thumb, the Fiji Mermaid

and Jumbo. Today, their very names are imbedded in the language we speak. Barnum was a showman

but above all, Old P.T. was a salesman! Showmanship and effective selling keynote the Balaban policy. Origi-

nal programming and dominant personalities make KBOX a powerful voice to sell your products and services

with maximum effect under the Big Top in Big D. KBOX is a showman—but above all, KBOX is a salesman!

OO? DALLAS
St. Louis
KBOX
Dallas
>VRIT

Milwaukee

THE BALABAN STATIONS
In tempo with the times

John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director

Sold Nationally by Robert E. Eastman
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STANDING ORDER: Month after month after month,

for seventeen consecutive Nielsens, CBS Owned KMOX-TV has ranked first

in St. Louis. Current share of audience: 39%... . in a four-station market !

(ARB's first fouf-week report confirms Channel 4's smashing leadership.

S hare of audience: 4I% !) Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales



LONG ISLAND IS A MAJOR MARKET!

THE VOICE OF LONG ISLAND

THE GREATER

LONG ISLAND MARKET

(Nassau-Suffolk)

STIMULATES
MORE RETAIL
SALES THAN
ARE RUNG UP
IN DALLAS AND
SAN FRANCISCO
PUT TOGETHER

RETAIL SALES

^2,620,895,000
> . (Sales Mgt.)

WHLI
)ominates the Major Long Island Market (Nassau)

. . . Delivers MORE Audience ttian any other

Network or Independent Station!

(Pulse)

M 0,000 WATTS

WHLII
HEMPSTEAD
lONC ISLAND. N. Y.

AM 1100

f M 98 3

Jim limd

Represented by Gill-Perno

SPONSOR
THE WCCKLV MACAZINC TV/RADIO AOVCRTISCRS USE

Editor and Publisher
Norman R. Glenn

Secretary-Treasurer
Elaine Couper Glenn

VP—Assistant Publisher
Bernard Plaft

EDITORIAl. DEPARTMENl
Executive Editor

John E. McMillin

News Editor
Ben Bodec

iVIanagine Editor
Florence B. Hamsher

Special Projects Editor

Alfred J. Jaffe

Senior Editors
Jane Pinker+on

W. F. MIksch

Midwest Editor {Chicago)
Gwen Smart

Film Editor
Heyward Ehrlich

Associate Editors
Pete Rankin

Jack Lindrup

Gloria F. Pilot

Contributing Editor

Joe Csida

Art Editor
Maury Kurtz

Production Editor

Lee St. John

Readers' Service
Lloyd Kaplan

Editorial Research
Barbara Wiggins: Elaine Mann

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
VP-Eastern Manager
Bernard Piatt

Jack Ansell, Sales Development Mgr.

Robert Brokaw, Eastern Sales

VP-Western Manager
Edwin D. Cooper

Southern Manager
Herb Martin

Midwest Manager
Roy Meachum

Production Manager
Jane E. Perry

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
Allen M. Greenberg, Manager
Bill Oefeleln

ADMINISTRATIVE DEPT.
S. T. Masslmino, Office Manager
Laura Oken, Accounting Manager
George Becker; Rita Browning;

Charles Eckert; Wilke Rich; Irene Sulzbach

Betty Tyler; Katherine Webb:

- WREX-TY -

POWER-PACKED
PROGRAMMING

Combining the best of ABC and CBS

assures you of top coverage in this

rich industrial and agricultural heart-

land of Mid-America.

- WREX-TV -

POSITIVE COVERAGE
of Northern Illinois and Southern

Wisconsin. You'll have VHF "Ex-

clusivity" in a billion dollar plus

. market . . . Beyond the influence of

Chicago and Milwaukee TV (90 air

miles away)

.

- WREX-TV -

SALES POWER
The viewers' choice, serving 399,000

sets in a combined rural and indus-

trial area . . . Ideal for test cam-

paigns.

J. M. BAISCH Represented By

General Manager TELEVISION INC.
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SHOTGUN
SLADE
SCOTT
BRADY
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STARRING

SIGHTED SLADE SIGNED SAME
AMERICAN MOTORS - RAMBLER . . . ANHEUSER-BUSCH . .

.

ARMOUR & COMPANY... BALLANTINE (27 mkts.) ...

BLUE PLATE FOODS {major Southern mkts.) . . .

CHEVROLET DEALERS ( 2 mkt.i.) . . . CLOVERLEAF DAIRY...
CONSUMER COOPERATIVE ASSOC. ( 5 mkta.) . . .

DONOVAN COFFEE ( 2 mkts.) . . . DR. PEPPER BOTTLING . .

.

HOLSUM BREAD ( 2 mkts.) ... J AX BEER {major Southern mkts.) . .

.

KROGER CO PHILLIPS PETROLEUM . . . PROGRESSO FOODS . .

.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO. {Jl mkts.) . . . SCHLITZ BREWING...
SCHOENLING BREWING . . . SUN DRUG . . . SUN OIL { 4 mkts.) .

.

.

PLUS KEY STATIONS BY THE SCORE!

For the same screening that presold this new "top 10"
contender, call your MCA
representative today. mcsi

TV FILM SYNDICATION
598 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. PLaza 9-7500

and principal cities everywhere



Time Buyers
Delight!

What type of program or adjacency

best fits your sales message? Yoii

name it; WPTF has it. Balanced
programing in the Nation's 28th

Radio Market makes it easier to

l)uy time intelligently.

Put "compatible radio" to work on
your next campaign. Schedide
WPTF and see why time buyers
call it their kind of station.

^:i^

Phil Morrow, Needham. Louis & Brorby, Inc., Chicago, has found

that the best way of extending a radio campaign in reach and depth

on a limited budget is through a system of rotating stations pur-

chased. "An appraisal of the audience measurement data available

indicates that any given radio station consistently reaches a rela-

tively limited segment of listeners

in its particular market. Since

saturation is often our objective, it

becomes necessary to use several

stations. This creates the problem

of properly allocating funds to

permit dominance of several sta-

tions for a satisfactory period of

time. One device we have found

useful is rotation. Using several

stations in succession, dominating

each in turn, we can develop a sig-

nificant increase of total reach and

an ultimate saturation of the market within reasonable limits." Phil

notes that fundamental to this technique is selecting stations whose

audiences most closely match the product's potential market. "A
careful selection of stations, rotated in this manner, enables an ad-

vertiser to capitalize on known differences and numerous other in-

tangibles, which add up to a vastly increased total reach and impact."

Marie Coleman, Donahue & Coe. Inc., New York, would like to

have time enough to pay a personal call to every station under con-

sideration. "E^ven in this jet age. though, it remains an impossibility,

a dream. What then are the alternatives? The well-informed rep

can give one a fairly accurate picture of part of the station's per-

sonality by supplying pertinent

'' facts and figures. Fine as this may

be. there are still many things that

can't be learned from statistics."

Marie notes that most station pro-

motional material that she receives

is of little practical value and only

on rare occasions does she find an

honest piece of work which she can

use or pass on to the client. "Of

most value to me is a visit from the

station manager. I get a more ac-

curate image of the total station

picture from a personal interview with the manager than I could

get by wading through a book of statistics three feet thick. By the

same token, the manager, armed with tapes and kinescopes, is in the

best possible position to create a lasting favorable impression. This

kind of personal touch adds to the impact of his ad campaign."

10 SPONSOR 14 NOVEMBER 1959



irFeature Foods Merchandising

2. Community Club Awards

3. in-store Food Displays

4. In-store Drug Displays

5. In-store Food Demonstrations,

Sampling, Couponing

6. Store Window Displays

7. Bargain Bar Promotions

8. Mailings To Retailers

9. Personal Calls On Jobbers, Wholesalers,

Retailers
^

10. Reports To Food Advertisers

11. Promotional Spots
^

12. Newspaper Ads

BASIC

Tom Tjnsley, President

Irvin Abeloff, Vice President

National

Representatives:

Select station Representatives in

New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Bal-

timore, Washington; Clarke Brown Co.

in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta,

New Orleans; Daren F. McGavren Co.

in Chicago, St. Louis, Detroit and on

West Coast.
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They said

it couldn't

be done

(They may be right.)

T\EEN-AGE television at seven a.m.? In

Houston? With news... sports... music

. . . reports ... of a kind important to

young people? And panel discussions? LIVE?
It's enough to give a program manager

insomnia : Every dawn a new problem, break-

fast practically a midday meal, and Studio A
full of teen-age egos five mornings a week.

That's what the Corinthian station in

Houston has brought about with the new
half-hour Ginny Pace Show. Object : To serve

an important segment of the community-
teen-agers, some 200,000 of whom live with-

in tv sight ofKHOU-TV—and many parents,

eager to share in the interests of their off-

spring. Developed with the blessings of the

Superintendent of Schools and the encour-

agement of PTA's, the Ginny Pace wake-up

show may also awaken others in the industry

to the potential of early-morning local tv.

The perils need not be spelled out.

You're aware of them and so are we. We're

also aware that someone has to assume

responsibility for pioneering with new ideas

if television is to maintain vitality and com-

mercial effectiveness. Each station of the

Corinthian group is encouraged to take pro-

gram risks, to try out new ideas, to avoid

always playing safe. Sometimes it's good box

ofhce, sometimes it isn't. It's always healthy.

Responsibility in Broadcasting

m^^
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KOTV
Tulsa (Petry)

KHOU-TV
Houston (c?iS-iwSpot Sales)

KXTV
Sacramento (H-R)

>VANE-TV
Fort Wayne (Petry)

^VISH-TV
Indianapolis (Boiling)

^VANE-AM
Fort Wayne (Petry)

AVISH-AM
Indianapolis (Petry)

by Joe Csida

SPONSOR 14 NOVEMBER 1959
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Mail call

Doing a column is exactly like any other busi-

ness in that the No. 1 objective, of course, is to

please the customers, and hope you'll keep them

coming back. And if you're conscientious about

doing a regular essay of this kind you stop and

take stock every once in a while. Sometimes the

stork taking is prompted by a random remark a

reader makes. One of the customers recently

told me that he liked the column but that he believed I dealt too

frequently with "personalities." I didn't have the opportunity to

pursue it with him, so I thought I would check the mail on my
most recent pieces, and see if his charge was justified.

Letters, I get letters . . .

I think the column that got more mail, among my most recent

pieces, was the one I did on the bandstand type television shows,

and the performers and personalities who make these shows what

they are. Most of the letters were complimentary, and, as a matter

of fact, most of them have been printed in the letters column of this

magazine. (Incidentally, you may recall that I said in concluding

that column that I was going to conduct a study in depth of that

type of show and would report further. The study is progressing

most satisfactorily—I have the most complete kind of story on about

40 of the most important shows, and hope to get them all before I'm

through—and I look forward to doing several more pieces on this

interesting program area.) But I drift from my theme. I was going

to check the recent mail to see whither Backstage was drifting.

I find one letter expressing great irritation with me for having

called four young singers, whom National Shoes had hired to do

commercials, rock and roll singers. The letter was from my old

friend. Sid Ascher (I go back to the days when he was promoting the

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Brooklyn), and Sid insisted

that at least two of the four were not rock and rollers. Sid also gave

me a lecture on what constitutes a hit record, in the course of which

he claimed there was no "hypo" on one of his young men's rec-

ords. If there had been, said Sid, it would have sold like a hit, in-

stead of just getting an extraordinary amount of disk jockey play.

My own definition of a hit is simple: If it sells like a hit it is one;

and if it doesn't sell like a hit. is isn't a hit. But I obviously didn't

make that clear. I think Sid missed my whole point, which was

simply that I felt National didn't make as good a talent buv as they

might have made for what they were trying to accomplish.

In the same Backstage I said I thought Como was a great buy for

Kraft, even at the S2.i.000.()00 figure they're said to be paving him.

all things included. This, somewhat naturally, brought a happy

letter from Carl Simonson of the J. Walter Thompson Chicago

office. That piece was partly "personality." but dealt substantially

13



TOP TV

AUTHORITY

WANTS

ACCOUNTANT

SUPERVISOR JOB

25 years experience in

leading AAAA agencies

on multi-million-dollar ac-

counts: food, tobacco,

drugs, beer. Call or write:

Len Tarcher, 94 School-

house Lane, Roslyn

Heights, N.Y., MU 8-2343

Sponsor backstage continued

with sponsor purchase of talent, a mighty important phase of

broadcast advertising, I think.

Independents vs. networks

Pieces I've done on independent radio have brought kudos, of

course, from independent broadcasters, but also letters like one I

find from Bob Hyland of KMOX, St. Louis CBS station. Bob
sends along an editorial and a special section in the 5/. Louis Globe-

Democrat, raving about the fine job his station has done in St.

Louis. Which indeed it has, and does. "Your columns." says Bob,

"have indicated that you believe independent radio has been the

driving force behind our medium's vitality. We think this special

section and editorial in the Globe-Democrat is evidence that there

is a great deal of vitality in network radio too, the kind of vitality

that keeps our industry from degenerating into a juke box medium."

Honestly! I've written pieces on the vitality of network radio,

too, where I felt it was warranted. Another letter, this from Hal

Gold of Mutual, was in direct reference to a network piece I did,

except that I hadn't said enough about Mutual. Harold wrote:

".
. . Mutual will not take a back seat to anyone—regardless of

stature, prominence, size of press agents' budgets, political recog-

nition, or anything else when it comes to fighting the battle for

network radio. When others focused all attention to television, left

radio in the lurch to fend for itself. Mutual was in there pitching

hard and solidly for radio and network radio . . . Mutual set the

pace in network radio today . . . When others weasel-worded on

radio for fear of offending their tv brethern. Mutual zeroed in its

artillery to pound round after round of radio propaganda to ad-

vertisers and the consumer public . . . From President Robert Hur-

leigh down to clerical personnel, all are imbued with the spirit that

radio is a very much alive medium . .
."

I got Hal's fine, vividly enthusiastic and fervent note about a

week before the story broke that a Federal grand jury had charged

a promoter named Alexander Guterma and a couple of his associates,

who had somehow acquired ownership of Mutual, with having

pledged and used the network as a propaganda instrument for the

Dominican Republic and dictator Generalissimo Trujillo. Guterma

was charged with having gotten $750,000 for the deal, and with

having put up a lien on the network itself as a guarantee he would

deliver the propaganda job. I believe Trujillo has just lost a try

to get his $750,000 back.

What'U you have?

It's quite clear, I hasten to insert, that Hurleign and certainly

such other spirited, hard working and enthusiastic young men as

Hal Gold had nothing whatsoever to do with the shenanigans

Guterma is said to have perpetrated. I hope the whole thing straight-

ens out. Mutual goes on to new and greater glory and Hal Gold gets

a big raise. He certainly deserves one.

But the point is: I've done pieces on network radio and independ-

ent radio, and every phase of television, live and film, and on per-

sonalities, too, some of whom I've loved and some of whom I've

loathed. I've tried to follow one simple rule in doing this Backstage

every other week; to write a column you'll enjoy reading, and occa-

sionally, even find useful. I want to do the kind of column you want

to read, so when you have time, let me know what you'd like. ^
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there's something extra

between i^f the music

o
that's what builds ^j^

audience on ^irlv^ AJIilfti^SI ...

DinrTONmakes sales in

in Dayton the happy sound of WING is

the sound that sells! Don't be chained to

old buying habits . . . get the NEW
facts from your East/Man or General

Manager, Dale Moudy.

^.:^

I
RATINGS? Take your pick!

Nielsen, Hooper or Pulse— all 3 agree

—

\^ ING is the dominant force in tiie Dayton market.

robert e. eastman & co., mc

National Representative

ItSiailli

AND

WING IN DAYTON,
I
WCOL IN COLUMBUS,

#[BOSTON ~|
WKLO
i o u 1 5 V II i E y^T

WIZE ARE AIR TRAILS STATIONS
ISP R I N G F I t L 0,
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in

SAN ANTONIO
'•^

FOR I EVERYV

QUARTER-HOUR
SEGMENT

6 a.m. to 6 p.m.

. • • as compiled by

. PUISE
f

SAN ANTONIO
I

SEPTEMBER, 1959

and FIRST in

HOOPER, tool

morning and afternoon

REPRESENTATIVE:

KATZ AGENCY

5000 Watts • 860 KC

JACK ROTH, Mgr.

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

National and regional buys

in work now or recently completed

16,

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Schick Inc., Lancaster. Pa.: Adding holiday schedules in the top

50 markets starting 23 November. Nighttime chains, I.D.'s and

fringe minutes are being placed to run through the end of the year.

Buyer: Sam Haven. Agency: Benton & Bowles, New York.

General Foods Corp., Post Div., Battle Creek: Expanding its test

markets for Heart of Oats cereal. Product is being marketed for

adult consumption, day and fringe night minute schedules are being

used. Buyer: Dick Gershon. Agency: Benton & Bowles, New York.

United States Tobacco Co., New York: Planning a campaign in

roughly the top 10 markets for King Sano, to start 1 December for

four weeks. Prime 20's and fringe night 60's, on a 10-Plan wherever

possible, are being set. Buyer: Jane Present. Agency: C. J. LaRoche

& Co.. New York.

Lever Bros. Co., New York: Testing its new Liquid All in various

markets. Day and night minute schedules are currently running in

Fort Worth, Toledo and Spokane. Buyer: John Cole. Agency: Need-

ham. Louis & Brorby, Inc., Chicago.

Paper-Mate Co., Chicago: Christmas-push schedules in top markets

for its pens get off late this month. Placements are for LD.'s, fre-

quencies depending on market. Buyer: Pat Chambers. Agency:

Foote, Cone & Belding. Chicago.

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati: Introducing in various test

markets its new complexion soap. Dawn. Minute announcements are

being scheduled, run for an indefinite period. Buyer: Catherine

Brostrom. Agency: Young & Rubicam, New York.

Pillsbury Co., Minneapolis: Going into top markets with big sched-

ules for its instant potatoes starting late November. Minutes and 20's

are being bought for four to nine weeks. Buyer: Pat Brouwer.

Agency: Campbell-Mithun, Inc., Minneapolis.

RADIO BUYS
Drackett & Co., Cincinnati: Kicking off schedules this month for

Windex cleaner. Schedules are mostly for 13 weeks; traffic and day-

time I.D.'s. Buyer: Young & Rubicam, New York.

American Motors Corp., Detroit: Schedules start 11 November

and run through 18 December in about 40 markets for the Rambler.

Traffic minutes, 20's and I.D.'s are being lined up, frequencies vary-

ing. Buyer: Betty Powell. Agency: Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard,

New York.

Yardley of London, Inc., New York: Buying Christmas schedules

in about 15 markets supplementing network buys to promote its

line of men's toiletries. Two-week runs start 9 December using

primarily traffic minutes, about 30 per week per market. Buyer:

Derrick Dyatt. Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
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AGAINST NETWORK
COMPETITION!

ON ABC IN 1959.

DRAGNET-I LOVE LUCY

L^RENCEWELK-D.A.'s MAN

VID NIVEN-BOBCUMMINGS

TRACKDOWN-CALIFORNIANS

SHIRLEY TEMPLE-LUX-SCHLITZ

PLAYHOUSE and many others

,,-,-,.--
,
EDWARD R. MURROW'S

ylilJ*^**y PERSON TO PERSON

X^^WWAH SHORE CHEVY SHOW— PHIL SILVERS-DONNA REED

LEAVE IT TO BEAVER -CAVALCADE OF

SPORTS-BUCKSKIN and many others

—NIELSEN National, 1959

OF THE TIME!

OF THE TIME!

Rated among A BC'i

top ten programs
times in ,^v» «

^^consecutive surveys'
-^^«.«,.na,,Oct,.SM..Sep,..sa



mc^i'--'-

PAT CONWAY starsas Sheriff

-«%-^

m
SENSATIONAL

MARKET-BY-MARKET
RATINGS!

DETROIT
i

28.611
NIELSEN JUNE '59

1

1

TOLEDO

,26.9
k NIELSEN JULY '59

: NORFOLK

29.2*
ARB JUNE '59

' PORTLAND, ORE. 1

!

25.2
ARB JUNE '59

^ MEMPHIS

I20.6
^^B NIELSEN
^^B AUGUST

CHARLOTTE, N. C.

29.8*
ARB AUGUST '59

• WICHITA FALLS

30.2
ARB JUNE '59

1 1



iiiHiriiililiitBi
stars as Editor Harris Claibourne

SAN ANTONIO

24.5*
PULSE JULY '59

:GINAW- BAY CITY

23.2
JIELSEN JULY '59

KANSAS CITY

2
JIEL

3.2
JIELSEN JULY '59

MOBILE

29.8
ARB JUNE '59

*

ROCHESTER

22.9
NIELSEN JULY '59

PHOENIX

23.0
NIELSEN JULY '59

H: 4-WEEK AVERAGE

CINCINNATI
ALL NEW SHOWS
NOW AVAILABLE

FOR LOCAL

AND REGIONAL

ADVERTISERS!



One

shopping
Shopping for time and

talent on the CBS Radio

Pacific Network's a snap

You buy a lot of stations

with the ease of a one

station buy. What's more
you enjoy supermarket

convenience and a choice

vai'iety of top brand

radio names.

Say you want to cover

the West. You want to

reach women. Or men.

Or both. It's simple with

our one stop shopping

plan. Pick the shows you

want — Art Linkletter,

Harry Babbitt, Frank
Goss News, the Daytime
Serials, Gunsmoke and
other great weekend

dramas. Pick the times

you want. Mornings,

afternoons and evenings.

You can get real impact

with real economy ! If the

ringing cash register

is music to your ears, the

CRPN can play your

melody. Ask your CRPN
or CBS Radio Spot

Salesman for the details.

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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l\4ost significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR -SCOPE
14 NOVEMBER 1959

OwyrllM IMt

•PONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INO.

Some Madison Avenue observers voiced both disappointment and disquiet this

week over the ANA's official reaction to the hullaballoo stemming from the quiz

probe.

To these observers it seemed that the ANA leadership acted more as respondents to

a wave of hysteria—whipped up out of all sense of proportion and perspective by Wash-

ington politicians and self-serving print media

—

than as statesmen.

Noted one agencyman: "The ANA missed the boat sadly. It could have tempered its

cognizance of malpractices in tv and its resolve to guard against repetition with some sober-

ing comment. Something to the effect that the medium as a whole has compiled a great rec-

ord of contributions in all fields of communication—a record of which advertisers could be

proud—and that the shady elements represented a small segment of the people

connected with and using the medium."

Contrasted by the observers were the terms used by the ANA's spokesmen and the

measured and balanced remarks of the NAB Code board chairman, Donald H. McGannon, at

the same annual gathering.

The ANA's pronunciamento was couched in such terms as "clean up or give up" . . .

it's not only tv but all advertising that stands in the dock of public scrutiny" . . . must "take

immediate inventory of all present programs and commercials."

Said McGannon: "We have taken our bath in this situation. There can be no question

about that. And we deserved it. Broadcasters are more vigilant and determined than

ever before to be masters of our houses. However, we will resist without compromise

any unrealistic legislative or regulatory efforts, however eager the proponents, to place the

medium under arrest."

(For more on the ANA meet see NEWS WRAP-UP, page 58.)

Shulton (Wesley Associates) is pouring out about $1 million in air media for

its annual pre-Christmas push, with spot, both tv and radio, getting the lion's share.

The spot plan : Between 14 and 23 December it will be the top 50 tv markets at the

rate of 10 spots a week and 85 radio markets at the rate of 30 to 40 spots a week.

Network activity: Participation in various night and daytime programs on CBS TV and

ABC TV, with CBS getting four daytime quarter-hours to ABC's three.

P.S.: Wesley picked up a suggestion from Harrington, Righter & Parsons that it move

in on the pre-Christmas hiatuses accruing from the Vick cold remedv commitments in spot tv.

American Dairy Association's recent jump on the weight-watchers bandwagon
will prove quite fruitful for spot radio in 1960.

The association is planning quite a radio campaign, starting March or April, with em-

phasis on the more-nutritive, less-calories theme.

Quaker Puffed Wheat and Rice (Baker, TB&B) has also gone weight-watching

in theme, but its radio buying is an NBC lineup for 20 weeks.

Look for Campbell Soup (BBDO) to carry on its spot radio schedule in full

force through the early part of 1960.

From account reports the campaign so far can be racked up as a conspicuous click.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Tv stations that are oflfered the 18-week Candettes schedule by Burnett may
have to wrestle with this conundrum: Is this high-priced antibiotic lozenge in a dis-

tinctive class from Ludens, Vicks and other such coughdrops and hence outside the bounds of

product protection?

Candettes, a Pfizer product, is retailing for 98^ per 10 lozenges, as compared to a

nickel or dime for the regular run of coughdrops. The aim is for night 20'8 and 30 No-

vember as the schedule's starting date.

The proliferation of new cigarette brands is heightening the space problem for

supermarkets to the point of frustration.

Cigarettes are not a high-profit item for the supers, but customers have got so in the habit

of depending on them for their carton-buying that the stores have no choice but to go
along with the stocking of additional brands.

Right now there are close to 40 brands advertising on the air, with these six com-

panies alone represented by the following totals: Philip Morris, 6; R. J. Reynolds, 5; Ameri-

can Tobacco, 5; Brown & Williamson, 5; Liggett & Myers, 4; Lorillard, 4.

Incidentally, the filter market—which rates over 50%—is beginning to show
signs of levelling ofi" and the less-tar-and-nicotine derby seems to be crowding Kent more

than the low-filtration Winston.

ABC TV has elected to try and puncture much of the fallacious thinking that's

come lately out of freelance research firms about the effectiveness of commercials.

It's hired a research organization in no wav connected with the medium to do a broad

study on the subject.

It coidd turn out to be but wishful thinking but some reps are looking to a

rash of spot tv business from some of the bigger users of network tv with the turn

of the year.

They base their outlook on this possibility : where ratings prove much under expec-

tations advertisers with "hot" and highly competitive brands will dig up more
money to hike consumer impressions in the more desirable markets.

SPONSOR-SCOPE this week checked a cross-section of reps on how their traffic boards

looked in the way of end-of-December openings and the consensus was that, even in-

cluding the key markets, there should be plenty of all types of spots handy for selection.

What spot radio needs most, according to the chief timebuyer for an upper-

rung radio agency, is to take a realistic look at itself and come up with a basic

set of groundrules which can be applied in measuring the efficiency of the medium.

It is his contention that there's little rhyme or reason in many package plans (such as ex-

cluding traffic time from such packages), in increasing rates when it is obvious that the sta-

tion's share has gone down, in not specifving the number of commercials per half-hour, and

in not recognizing the audience in many markets has become so fractionalized as to require

the use of more than one station in that market.

Other points he makes: (1) No astute timebuyer buys according to statistics alone; he's

alert to the characteristics of the market's stations, whether old-line or independent; (2) if

national spot radio is to go on prospering stations must tighten the line against offering

local rates to national accounts; (3) to make saturation on a single station worthwhile

all periods of the day must be included in a plan—otherwise the use of peak traf-

fic time is tantamount to a rate increase.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Chalk up Colgate as the last of the big advertisers to abandon the idea of ex-

clusivity in nighttime, as well as daytime, network program sponsorship.

Whereas a year ago it was the lone sponsor of three nighttime shows and two daytime

strips, today it's the sharing advertiser on four nighttime shows and three daytime
shows.

During the past week it bought a participation each on the Untouchables (ABC TV)
and Laramie (NBC TV).

One of the more significant tv network developments of the week: ABC made
a couple of its daytime shows—Restless Gun and Music Bingo—available for any
kind of regional sponsorship, but for Mondays and Tuesdays only.

For example: a Pacific link consisting of 13 stations can be had at $1,707 gross per

quarter hour. Heretofore the minimum sale was a national quarter-hour ($7,200).

The West Coast ofFers works out at about $44 per commercial minute per station.

For a cross-section of how much viewing is done weekly according to income,

education, size of family and age of housewife, here's the result of some calculations by

Nielsen as based on a week in March 1959:

Starting with the premise that the total viewing for that week in the average U. S. home

averaged 39.9 hours, the breakdown by categories was as follows:

INCOME: Under $5,000, 39.5 hours; $5,000-8.000, 41.8 hours; over $8,000, 37.7 hours.

EDUCATION OF HEAD OF FAMILY: Less than four years of highschool, 38.8

hours; four years of highschool. 42.1 hours; college, one vear or more, 38.8 hours.

SIZE OF FAMILY: 1-2 members, 33.0 hours; 3-4 members. 39.2 hours; five or more

members, 49.8 hours.

AGE OF HOUSEWIFE: 16-34, 45.9 hours; 35-49, 43.8 hours; 50 and over, 36.7

hours.

Note there (1) isn't any variation in viewing time between the lower and up-

per educationed groups and (2) little between the nether and topmost income

levels.

ABC TV can't look to P&G to do any heavy daytime buying for a while.

It seems that the P&G agencies have recommended that it wouldn't be to the company's

advantage to do so from a cost-per-thousand position.

In other words, it wouldn't be practical to move just one or two brands from
NBC TV because of the discount structure that prevails for P&G. To equalize the

CPM all the brands would have to be moved.

CBS TV has done a little retinkering with the new discount structure that's due

to go into effect in April 1960.

Under the new groundrules, as originally issued, an advertiser, to earn the maximum dis-

count must be on for 52 weeks with an average minimum of $1.30,000 weekly gross

billing for station time. This, as it turned out, wasn't so forte for alternate week advertisers.

The liberalization of this requirement: If a .'52-week class A advertiser spends

S1.'>0,000 one week and only $.'50,000 the next and averages out to $100,000 for

the two weeks he's still entitled to that maximum discount, providing he's on 52 weeks.

Needham, Louis & Brorby is expected along Michigan Avenue to inherit the

Mars candy account, which just broke away from Knox Reeves, Minneapolis.

Also expected is that James Fleming, Mars general manager and v.p. and the husband

of Pat Mars, daughter of the company founder, will be named president any day.

Duke Vance, a former food broker, was brought in as sales and ad v.p., in re-

placement of Herbert Lehrter, who resigned.
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AA RATING AA HOMES TIME-TALENT COSTS

30.2 13,039,000 $385,000

28.9 12,594,000 430,000

24.1 10,324,000 390,000

24.0 10,280,000 420,000

20.3 8,811,000 340,000

20.1 8,767,000 390,000

19.5 8,411,000 390,000

16.8 7,343,000 375,000

15.1 6,497,000 380,000

22.1 9,563,000 $390,000

SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

There's a breed of media researcher that's convinced that one tool that's be-
come of scanty importance as far as network buying is concerned is the county-by-
county tv coverage study.

These iconoclasts point out that advertisers like P&G refuse to part with this outmoded
concept—necessary to determine duplication—even though they're now buying up to 180
stations.

From the viewpoint of average ratings and homes the specials so far this sea-

son are doing better than they did a year ago.

The nine (time-preempting) specials aired between 15 September and mid-October this

year came through with an average AA rating of 22.1 and 9,563,000 AA homes. The
mid-September to mid-October specials contingent last year showed an average rating of

21.8 and 9,106,000 AA homes.
Following is a roster of the nine specials as reported in Nielsen's latest rating pocketpiece:

SHOW
Red Skelton

Bob Hope

Bing Crosby

Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz

Phil Silvers

Show of Month (Sept.)

Show of Month (Oct.)

Jerome Kern Tribute

Strawberry Blonde

Average

*Show costs from sponsor comparagraphs

Watch for each of the tv networks to swing their research attention to measi

uring the sales effectiveness that hard goods advertisers have obtained from the

medium.
The field work in all cases will be done by independent research firms.

The feudal scholars who tried to determine how many angels could stand on a*-

pin had nothing on the agency researchers who are now trying to find the keys to

interpreting the difference between the Arbitron and the National Nielsen ratings

for October to their clients.

From comments along Madison Avenue it's already evident that the findings of each serv-

ice will be cited according to how good the rating shows up from the agency's point

of convenience.

In other words, if the National Nielsen is low and Arbitron is high, the agency will point

out that the Arbitron markets anyway represent the bulk of the client's sales and what hap-

pens to the program's viewing quotient there is of overriding concern.

U. S. Steel's Operation Snowflake, (BBDO) a perennial, has swung the scale

this season in favor of spot tv: it's using 20 spots a week for three weeks in a lim-

ited number of markets, with Los Angeles, Chicago and San Francisco already set.

Last year the pre-Christmas promotion favored network radio.

Fop other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spot Buys, page 16; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 58; Washington Week, page 75; sponsor

Hears, page 78; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 90; and Film-Scope, page 76.
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LET YOURSELF GO KPRC-TV, HOUSTON and enter an entirely new world of advertising where every commercial is

transportation to sales results you had not dreamed of. This proud insignia, the KPRC-TV channel number, is

borne by every KPRC-TV advertiser. It proclaims a degree of quality, engineering and good taste unmatched on the

TV sets of the world. Kings, diplomats, princes and connoisseurs have been enchanted by the graceful "2". You

will be too!

KPRC-TV availabilities include programs, minutes, chainbreaks, and ID'S. Prices range from about $90 to $1100. Ask your Edward Petry man for a demonstration.

KPRC-TV, HOUSTON, TEXAS (An Affiliate of the National Broadcasting Company)

"Courtesy of Mercedes-Benz Sales, Inc."
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49th an

Madisor

Strictly radio sell

This area has been suffering for quite

some time for good radio time sales-

men. Being in the rep business there

is hardly a month goes by that one

of my stations doesn't call in asking

me to keep an eye out for a salesman.

I have finally decided to do some-

thing about it.

The only answer seems to be to

recruit new blood and give them some

basic training and then send them

into the industry. I am now organ-

izing a five weeks' course on radio

time salesmanship. The course will

consist of two, two-hour sessions per

week for five weeks.

This course will be strictly on sell-

ing radio. Although I rep for both

radio and tv stations I am of the

opinion that any damn fool can sell

tv time, but it takes a pro to sell

radio. It's harder to sell . . . even

harder to sell it right, and I guess

that's why the time salesmen peddling

radio have deserted to the Mutual

Funds ... or the bosom of govern-

ment service.

Pete Thomas
media rep

Spokane, Wash.

• Any coninients from tv salesmen?

Radio-active reaction

WBSR Radio would greatly appreci-

ate 10 reprints of the article, "Radio-

Active Housewife." which appeared

in the 10 October issue.

Our SPONSOR subscription has been

more than paid for in the value t«i

our sales and promotion departmenl-

particularly, in addition to keeping

us abreast of broadcast news.

Jim Young
prog, dir., WBSR
Pensacola, Fla.

* -» *

Your article on McCann-Erickson's

Radio-Active housewife is an excel-

lent distillation of a huge radio suc-

cess story.

(Please turn to page 28)
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There is no comparison!

The fact is:

WRVA-RADIO, Virginia's Largest Single Advertising Mm

"

REACHES MORE PEOPLE AT LESS COST THAN ANY OTHER MEDIA IN VIRGINIA

*WRVA-RADIO'S COVERAGE
OF VIRGINIA INCLUDES:

Retail Sales 54.2%

Food 49.2%

Automotive Sales 52.5%

Gasoline 54.4%

Drug 47.5%

WRVA -RADIO
REPRESENTED BY PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA NWI
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You
bungled

that badly,

Smidley.

Every time I dump the buying

flecision in your lap you pass

up this Cascade buy. What's

the matter, old boy, can't you

spell it? You just don't skip a

market like this. The Cascade

4-station network is a '"must"

in the Pacific Northwest. More

than half a million peo])le with

over a billion dollars to spend.

And, Smidley, Cascade's alone

in the entire market.

Tvn| Sf%JF|C&:|(f^|yi

KIMA-TV
YAKIMA, WASH. I^rpn T\l PASCO, RICHIAND,

KdA^'TY MOSES LAKE. WASH KLEW-TV

For Facts and Figures:

KENNEWICK, WASH

lEWISION, IDA.

Notional Representotives: Pocific Northwest:

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY Compatiy MOORE & ASSOCIATES

49TH & MADISON
[Continued from page 26)

Thanks for an enthusiastic job.

Dick Pittenger

gen. mgr.

Lafayette Broadcasting, Inc.

Lafayette, Ind.

* * *

We would like permission to reprint

"Radio-Active Housewife" for local

distribution to our clients.

Congratulations and continued suc-

cess to a fine magazine and its im-

portant contribution to the industry.

John Tasnady, sales mgr.

KUGN
Eugene, Ore.

• Mole: SPONSOR is usually happy to grant
such requests for reprinting privileges. Two
provisions accompany this permission:

1. Requests must be in writing.
2. Credit must he given to SPONSOR.
SPONSOR reprints many of its articles and

has hack files on a large number of them.

Wishful thinking

All of us at WKMH were very pleased

to see the picture and article regard-

ing Jack Sitta's recent promotion to

vice president in your Tv and Radio

Newsmakers column.

Unfortunately, you were the only

ones kind enough to promote Jack to

president instead of vice president.

Although Jack is enjoying this tempo-

rary prominence, he would appreciate

ani thing you might be able to do to

set the record straight.

We understand typographical er-

rors, of course, and any radio man

without a few "fluffs" to his credit

should hang his inexperienced head.

Thomas B. Johnson

dir. prom. & mrchdsg.

WKMH
Dearborn, Mich.

« SPONSOR hangs its head on this one!

More than we thought

A re-examination of the latest circu-

lation figures of the Pittsburgh news-

papers in the Pittsburgh MEGA-
TOWN ("Megatown: Market of

Today," 7 Nov.) shows them to be

slightly higher than in the presenta

tion. They should read: Newspaper

A—317,000; Newspaper B—282.000;

and. Newspaper C—214,000.

While this in no way changes the

story, in the interest of accuracy, I

thought the latest data should be

shown.

Melvin A. Goldberg

dir. of research

Wes'tinghouse Bdcslg. Co.. Inc.

N.Y.C.
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Here . . . amid all of the claims and
rounterclaims about ratings, demi-

lance, and coverage in this, the na-

ion's 42nd Television Market . . . are

=OUR GIANT FACTS from the most

•ecent survey (ARB Revised May 4,

'}959). The ratings given in each case

are for "Sign-on to Sign-off, Sunday
hrough Saturday" ... as opposed to

he "early morning" or "selected quar-

er hours" ratings publicized elsewhere.

*ARB Revised May 4, 1959

fThe greatest concentration of

homes in the entire market is in

Greenville and Spartanburg

Counties.

4

Shore of sets-in-use. Sign-on'

to Sign-off, Sunday through

Saturday.

TOTAL COVERAGE
AREA-LEADING
QUARTER HOURS-
HOMES REACHED
For total Greenville Spartan-

burg-Asheville coverage area,\

from Sign-on to Sign-off, Sun-

day through Saturday.

WFBC-TV

Sta.

Sta. "C"

280

197

33

CHANNEL 4

WFBC-TV
GREENVILLE, S. C.

NBC NETWORK

On/y "The G\Qn\" Gives You ALL THREE

GREENVILLE, SPARTANBURG
AND ASHEVaiE

Represented Nationally by WEED TELEVIb.-^N CORP.
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I inform, interpret, analyze, advise, (juestion, compliment and

complaui. I am the heartbeat of your industry.

As my issues tick by, I record the pulsations of your industry

—

its strengths and weaknesses, its triumphs and failures, its hopes and

regrets.

I live to serve. I live to serve your industry that is also mine.

My sense of service means many things. More than just words-

in-print to keep you posted, my sense of service also means projecting

the significant facets of our kaleidoscopic industry in sharpest focus

for all to see.

It means fighting for industry advances, sometimes in the face

of bitter opposition.

It means providing you with fact-and-figure tools to help you

do your job better.

It means painting a positive picture of our industry, a picture

so plausible that even the most carping critic cannot deny its validity.

It means adding moral stature to our industry whether the issue

be Code compliance, rates, or ratings. It means a personal code of

conduct that permits me, with clean hands, to urge highest standards

on our industry.

I am the heartbeat of our industry. As you can see, I am also

its conscience.

How well I do my job only you are (qualified to judge.

I am proud to be yoin- trade paper. I promise to serve you in

every way at my disposal.

I am SPONSOR.

How well SPOISSOR does its job is partially

revealed by agency-advertiser surveys of

reading preferences. JFe'// be happy to send

you summaries of the tivo latest.



CHARLOTTE-WBTV RULES ABSOLUTE
AS FIRST TELEVISION MARKET
IN ENTIRE SOUTHEAST
AS MEASURED BY N.C.S. #3

The Charlotte-WBTV television market totals 632,070 homes.

Its nearest competitor in the Southeast, Atlanta, has 579,090.

WBTV's set count exceeds that of the second Charlotte station by

43%—delivering 189,380 more television homes!

Buy WBTV as your first, biggest step to television coverage

of the Southeast. Contact CBS Television Spot Sales or WBTV
for the full fabulous coverage and dominance story.

COMPARE THESE SOUTHEAST MARKETS!

WBTV-Charlotte 632,070

Atlanta 579,090

Louisville 509,480

Birmingham 587,800

Memphis 453,240

Charlotte Station "B" 442,690

Miami 434,800

New Orleans 380,020

Nashville 366,560

Norfolk- Portsmouth 337,580

Richmond 311,680

UJBTV

ICHARLOTTEl
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"RANK KEMP, Compton v.p., media director, was one of three men in confidential tape report. His costs disclosures raised some eyebrows

jReport to a client on video tape

^ Here are details of Coinpton's confidential report

o a client on tape experience with normal commercials

.t

^ Agency delivers comprehensive study of advantages,

roblems, costs and prospects facing tape users today

fc^ne Tuesday this October three

imipton executives walked into the

inference room of an important cli-

it to make a presentation.

As usual, the report was handled as

confidential matter. But this par-

;ular report was of a highly unusual

iture. It dealt with the actual use of

set of tape commercials in a regu-

r rotating pool for high frequency

network and spot schedule. They were

not commercials intended for fringe

purposes, nor had they been written

expressly for tape.

Compton, in other words, had

tackled the basic question of the gen-

eral suitability of tape as a normal

technique for the normal television

commercial.

Last week Compton agreed to make

ONSOR 14 NOVEMBER 1959

the contents of this report public.

Compton's attitude in the report was

neither to argue for tape nor against

it. Rather, its intent was to provide

"an opportunity to consider the prac-

tical aspects of tape production."

The result is to make available for

the first time a factual agency file of

video tape experience with the nor-

mal television commercials of a major
client.

SPONSOR, in publishing the report,

acknowledges the right of the client

for privacy and has not disclosed its

name. Nothing else, however, has

been withheld.

Three Compton men made the cli-

ent presentation, each talking on

their own area: Frank Brandt on yvo-
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FRANK BRANDT, Compton's commercial
production head, discussed tape resources

duction. Frank Snell on writing, and

Frank Kemp on costs of putting the

commercial on the air.

Frank Brandt led off. He made the

point that "tape equipment has now
developed to the point where it is not

necessary to shoot the entire com-

mercial through from top to bottom."

Before proceeding to an examination

of such questions as opticals, produc-

tion costs, compatability and kines,

Brandt explained how this through-

production factor could be avoided.

"There are two ways in which we
get around this. One is by splicing

individually shot segments together,

and the other is called gen-locking

(generator locking)."

In gen-locking, a pre-recorded tape

FRANK SNELL of Comp+on's creative de-
partment told writers how to approach tape

scene is played on one recorder while

action taking place in the studio is

taped on a second machine. At the

right moment, the pre-recorded scene

is dissolved in and then out. back to

the studio action.

Here are Brandt's conclusions on

the two methods: "We would not rec-

ommend frequent splicing from orig-

inal tape since you just can't alwavs

be sure where you are cutting, and

splicing requires minute adjust-

ments." The other method, gen-lock-

ing, "can give you flexibilitv of scene

changes, location shots or time lapses,

for example." However, he added,

"the time and action of the pre-

recorded scene has to be very precise

since there is no way to juggle once

KEMP: 47% EXTRA FOR TAPE

Item

Gross cost —
Tape

26 weeks
Film

PRODUCTION $20,125 $29,800

EXTRA NETWORK FACILITIES 23,465

SPOT TRAFFICKING 6,850 1,200

TALENT USE
Network .

Spot

48,875 36,475

9,950 7,125

TOTAL FOR 26 WEEKS $109,265 $74,600

Extra for Tape $34,665

both tapes have been started. It is

like putting a jigsaw puzzle together.

For that reason, as a practical mat-

ter, gen-locking should be confined to

just one section of the commercial to

avoid the risk of compounding possi-

ble error."

Brandt made some notes on optical

features of tape: "There are still some
minor optical limitations;" "Supers

are also a real problem, because

there is no drop shadow." and "The
i>est titles in tape therefore are those

which are artwork as part of the

scene being photographed."

Then he posed the key question,

"What does it cost to produce on
tape?" His answer: "Actually, pro-

duction savings of tape are over-rated

if pre-production and post-production

items are included. One pool of four

one-minute and two 20-second com-
n:ercials was given to three film stu-

dios and three tape studios for bids.

The lowest film bid was $29,800 gross

and the lowest tape bid was $20,125

gross—a savings of $9,625 on pro-

duction on tape." (Frank Kemp spoke;

later on non-production tape costs!

that could more than eat up the pro-

duction savings. See table at left.)

Brandt commented on how to gi

the tape commercial on the air. Dupli

cate copies, indistinguishable in qua
ity from the original, should be gooi

for at least 100 plays. "Howeve
there is a hooker with dupe tapes.

Although they can be played on any

machine, still for top quality it is nec-

essary that the station tape machine

head be adjusted to your tape at a

tape rehearsal."

For those stations that lacked tape

facilities, kinescopes were used.

Brandt suggested that these be made
during tape production, by-passing

the tape step with what are called

simulkines. "It is a bit more expen-

sive since you must kine every take,

but we feel the results will be su-

perior.
"

Brandt regarded the finality of

tape production in the studio, con-

trasted with film's extended produc-

tion process, as its chief opportunity

as well as its main limitation. "You
can sit down and look at the com-

pleted commercial just as fast as it

takes to rewind the tape. . . . The

other side of the coin, however, is

that once you have finished your tape '
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HERE'S HOW TAPE COMPARES WITH FILM TODAY

TYPE OF COMMERCIAL
immediate, natural feeling important

detail, quality important

needs sequence freedom

needs complete optical freedom

PRODUCTION
speed and immediate playback

study and improve on set

outtake and improve after shooting ..

approval freedom

COSTS
production costs

talent costs

cost of getting on air

ON-AIR IMAGE QUALITY

dupe tapes

kines

CURRENT LEADER
Tape Film

Will tape

improve?

is very difficult to make minor

langes in individual scenes and to

rop or edit them, if there are optical

Sects between scenes."

The production portion of the pres-

Ititation closed on an optimistic note

Brandt outlined the prospects for

iture tape developments. "Facts

)out tape technique can be quickly

itdated. For example, a little over

year ago we couldn't even make a

mple splice." Other improvements

cpected were the new Marconi cam-

a, and equipment to lock three or

ore recorders together for rapid and

isy editing, which may be available

a year or more.

The next speaker at the Compton

•esentation was Frank Snell of the

eative department, who covered the

titer's interests in tape. He pointed

out that "rapid improvements in tape

technique have narrowed and blurred

the distinction between what could be

done on tape and what must be done

on film."

Simplicity was an essential in tape

writing. Snell said, to prevent techni-

cal demands from becoming unman-

ageable. The writer had much to

gain from tape. "The most impor-

tant plus would seem to be a real

feeling of immediacy and spontaneitv

—that what is happening is happen-

ing right before the viewer's eyes.

"In a way."' Snell continued, "the

naturalness could be compared with

the distinction actors frequently make
between acting in a Broadwav pro-

duction which moves with vitalitv

from scene to scene, and the acting

they are called upon to do before a

•ONSOR 14 NOVEMBER 1959

motion picture camera where the con-

tinuity of feeling is broken many
times for fine-line detail.""

Snell stressed the need for accord
between writer and producer before

production starts. If this is accom-
plished, then minor changes the pro-

ducer might make will remain con-

sistent with the initial objectives of

the commercial.

The next Compton speaker was
Frank Kemp. Some of the most sig-

nificant findings of the entire report

were to come out of his disclosures on
costs. (See chart, page 'M.\

"Actual production of tape can be
less than film," Kemp said, "but we
found there were a great manv hid-

den extra costs as we got from pro-

duction to placing the commercials on
(Please turn to page 50)
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Philip Liebmann:

Rheingoid's

ad-savvy cliief

^ President-ad manager for New York's top beer has

strong, controversial ideas on radio/tv advertising

^ Sees non-net advertisers shut out of prime time,

tv as device to build quality images, integrity as 'must'

Cpig and bearish Philip Liebmann,

44-year-old president and advertising

director of Liebmann Breweries in

Brooklyn, N. Y., is an improbable

blend of businessman-philosopher

who has racked up impressive sales

for Rheingold beer while appraising

the world and people around him.

Many of his sales stem from broad-

cast advertising, and many of these

pointed appraisals concern television,

of which he is thoroughly enamoured

but scrupulously critical.

For some admen (thankfully, those

at Foote, Cone & Belding, his New
York agency, top this list) Philip

Liebmann is their personal dream of

what a client should be: intelligent,

aware of the demands and flow of

programs and media, knowledgeable

as to the productive interaction be-

tween client and agency, reasonable

and articulate.

For other ad pros, however, he

might well be something of a night-

mare. He can out-talk them at their

own game, albeit in modulated tones.

He has a compulsive approach to

quality and integrity which he insists

be reflected at every level in his com-

pany and its agency. He has con-

victions and fights for them with the

precision of a duelist wielding the

finest foil.

Liebmann also has his own set of

dreams and nightmares.

He thinks advertising is as vital to

the production of beer as the malt it-

self, but he thinks few manufacturers

are aware of advertising's impor-

tance. He suspects most clients mis-

trust advertising and ad people, and

relegate the ad manager to "a posi-

tion somewhat below that of purchas-

ing agent." He contends research

"is a basic tool rather than a

crutch," and that the industry doesn't

sell itself or its image persuasively

or effectively—despite its know-how.

As for people in advertising—and

people generally—he disavows their

clamor for what appears to be secur-

ity at the cost of serious, personal

sacrifices. He laments such personal

trends as a lack of forthrightness and

honesty, and the attempts to have

others say what people themselves

want to hear. "Too many of us don't

want to hear the truth. But if vou

want to hear what you already be-

lieve, you're merely seeking comfort

and a lack of controversy and you

don't learn anything."

Liebmann himself doesn't lack for

either controversy or comfort, usually

a disparate twosome. He's been long

steeped in traditions which are the

special bailiwick of rich men's prog-

eny.

His great grandfather started the

brewery firm in 1854, and 96 years

later in 1950 Philip Liebmann took

over the job as president (continuing

as advertising manager, a post as-i

sumed in 1938). He started work 1

1

at the Brooklyn brewery in 1936,1

after attending Westminster prepi

school in Connecticut and graduation

from the Wharton School of Finance i[

and Commerce at the University of

Pennsylvania.
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His pattern of Ijuilt-in success ap-

|)eaied to be set at an early age.

However, he's made consistent and

strenuous efforts to maintain portions

of the pattern which suit his intellect

and emotional temperament, but to

discard those which don't. Hes gone

far out of his wa\ to develop new

challenges and to find new ways of

doing things. Early in his career he

•showed special interest in and apti-

tude for advertising and promotion,

as well as the attendant requisites of

creativitv and ideas rather than rou-

tine skills.

His liking and flair for the creative

led him to assume the presidencv of

the companv in 1950 with the under-

standing that he remain advertising

director. His three reasons for want-

ing to keep the post: "I like it; I he-

lie\ed I was the one who could do

it best; it seemed to me better for

the company if I remained."

His resultant management and ad-

vertising gains are on record.

Rheingold outsells every other beer

in the competitive New York metro-

politan area (about 30% to 40%
share of market), and ranks ninth

nationally even though its distribu-

tion is regional (portions of eight

eastern seaboard states). He main-

tains a tightly controlled distribution

pattern.

Philip Liebmann directs a budget

for advertising estimated at S8 mil-

lion a year, far more than allotted by

many a national advertiser. He works

closely with his agency people and

his own staff to allow for maximum
flexibility in this money. Tv and ra-

dio have been used for many years,

but Rheingold also is heavy in print.

"All media." he savs. "are good, and

every medium can be used by any

kind of advertiser. But using it ef-

ficiently and effectively are the de-

terminants in media selection."

He's fussy about his broadcast tac-

tics, and critical of the system which

he says "permits national advertisers

to outbid non-network advertisers for

prime tv time slots." He suggests

that ty stations attempt to clear time

between 8 and 11 p.m. for important

non-network accounts. and he's

thought several times of using local

live spectaculars. These he thinks

could be merchandised to the mutual

benefit of client and station.

His disgruntlement with good time

slots not being available stems from

his conviction that beer producers

must have program lime to tell a

quality story, and they should be as-

sociated with a quality program vehi-

cle and'or spokesman. "Quality of

j)roduct is the most essential thing

for us. and we insist on this quality

every day of the year. We can't take

short cuts, regardless of the cost. We
try to conduct ourselves in our ad-

vertising as we do in our product

manufacture. We want to tell the

true stor) of what we do—our story

of integrity.

"People confuse qualitv and quan-

tity. The quantity of tv impressions

isn't good if it doesn't reinforce the

quality you're trying to get into your

product. You can't buy images; you

make them. A big audience is not

necessarily good, and ratings—though

necessary in some instances—have

done a disservice."

Liebmann also thinks beer needs

more tv time because it is not demon-

{ Please turn to pa{:,e .54)

PERSONAL TOUCH typifies Phil Liebmann's advertising and promotion, which he insists have

warmth and identification. Above, he's with Jinx Falkenburg, elected the first Miss Rheingold 10

years ago in the contest which has attracted national interest for his regional account. Below,

he's with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., who starred in Rheingold's tv film series which introduced the

two and one-half minute beer commercial. He looks for product identity with "name" performers
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HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW
^ It's ea^y to over-estimate cost of a spot radio campaign, so here's a fun quiz for

you. But no matter how good your score, remember radio is more than dollar signs

^Bach of the boxes below is a prob-

lem in "guesstimating" costs of a spot

radio campaign. Only you do the

"guesstimating" — sponsor has al-

ready had the estimates worked out

—and see how close you come to hit.

ting the right price of each campaign.

You have a choice of one of three

answers for each problem. The esti-

mates worked out for sponsor are

based on the use of any of the top

three stations in a market. These an-

swers appear at the end of the text on

the next pace—so no fair peeking.

We'd say if you hit nine out of the

dozen on the nose, you're a great

"off-the-top-of-the-head " radio esti-

mator. If you get them all right,

we'l—how can you stand yourself?

Although the quiz is presented in

fun, it was prompted by a serious

thought. From time to time SPONSOR

has been told by station reps that ad-

men are prone to over-estimate the

cost of a radio campaign. Some
mentioned that estimates often ran

from 209f to 507( higher than the

actual costs; several have even re-

called times they were as much as

80
"^^f on the high side.

HERE ARE TWELVE PROBLEMS IN ESTIMATING

1. DRUGS. An advertiser in the drug field

plans a spot radio campaign for the top 30 markets.

He decides on l.D.'s only to be slotted every hour:

Monday through Friday 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.; Saturday

9 a.m. to 9 p.m.; Sunday 12 noon to 7 p.m. The total

ivill be 99 I.D. announcements weekly per market.

What will it cost per week?

Answer: (a) $30,000 (b) $25,000 (c) $20,000

2. BEER. A brewery considers buying the top

25 markets. The buy will consist of 27 minute an-

nouncements and 27 I.D.'s to run half-hourly as fol-

lows: In "prime" traffic of 6 to 9 a.m. and 4. to 7 p.m.

Mondays through Fridays, and on Saturdays from 9

a.m. to 6 p.m. What is your guess on how much the

campaign will cost the brewer each weeh?

Answer: (a) $28,000 (b) $23,000 (c) $17,000

3. FOOD. A packaged food manufacturer con-

siders a spot radio push and counts on hitting the top

.50 markets from Mondays to Fridays. The slotting is

from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. He will use 35 one-minute an-

nouncements and 35 chainbreaks, alternating them

every half hour. This all-daytime flight is aimed at

housewives; how much tinll he spend to reach them?

Answer: (a) $55,000 (b) $50,000 (c) $45,000

4. DOG FOOD. In a bid for the bow-wow

trade, this advertiser decides on a total of 57 markets

I the top 40 plus 17 booster—or key coverage stations

—markets I . This is to blanket every hamlet and cross-

road. He ivill advertise on Mondays, Wednesdays

and Fridays between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. using a total

of 30 minutes and 30 I.D.'s a iveek. How much?

Answer: (a) $40,000 (b) $35,000 (c) $30,000

5. SOUP. This food advertiser, out to popular-

ize a new kind of soup, decides he should use the tip

30 markets on weekdays—Monday through Friday.

He breaks his commercials into 15 one-minutes, 10

chainbreaks and five l.D.'s. Hitting for the housewife

on her way to market or thinking about the evening

meal, he uses 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. His cost per week?

Answer: (a) $15,000 (b) $12,000 (c) $9,000

6. COLD REMEDY. Planning a winter

campaign on radio, this account wants the top 40 mar-

kets every day of the week: 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday

through Friday; 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. on Saturday; 12

noon to 7 p.m. on Sundays. He'll use 33 minutes, 33

chainbreaks and 33 l.D.'s, alternating them. What's

your guess on the weekly cost of his campaign?

Answer: (a) $50,000 (b) $45,000 (c) $40,000
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ABOUT SPOT RADIO COSTS?
SPONSOR happened to mention this

the other dav to Clifford J. Barhorka.

Jr.. vice president and director of

creative marketing services for John

Blair & Co.

"Well, yes." he admitted, "there

may be a tendency among some agen-

cy people to think of a radio cam-

paign costing more than it actual!)

does." (It was at this point. SPONSOR

brought up the quiz idea, asked him

to help with some estimates.)

"But more sad than overestimat-

ing," Barhorka went on. "is that spot

radio is sa often considered in tern'.s

of cost.

"Spot radio should be creatively

considered—not over-researched." he

said. "Creativity in advertising agen-

cies is at an all-time high. In select-

ing just about every other medium,
they emphasize creativity. Somebodv
shows them a great show package,

and the\ say, 'This would go great on

tv.' Somebody draws a pretty pic-

ture, and the adman is apt to sav.

'This is for Life!' But when it comes
to radio, all too often the client's

first consideration is the price tag."

Radio can be a major or minor

medium strategy depending on the

client's marketing strategy, Barhorka

maintains, but it is the direction of

the copy that makes it valuable for

either use. Oka) , don't read be\ ond

here until you've worked the quiz.

SJSOO OipB.l ]Ocls 9)HUIi)S3
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WITH MULTIPLE- CHOICE ANSWERS. GO TO IT

7. CEREAL. A manufacturer of breakfast

foods figures he II catch his audience at the breakfast

table and so decides on Mondays through Fridays be-

tween 6 and 10 a.m. {"prime" time only). He'll use

the top 30 markets, alternate 25 minute announce-

ments uith 25 I.D.'s every half hour. For hou much

can he buy such a flight per ueek?

Answer: (a) $40,000 (b) $35,000 (c) $30,000

8. TOBACCO. A cigarette manufacturer

wants to ''cover all fronts'' in the top 30 markets. By

^'covering all fronts" we mean he plans to air his an-

nouncements at every possible time. So he considers a

total of 40 minute commercials a week: 10 in daytime,

10 in "prime" time, 10 in nighttime, and another 10

during the weekend. What will be his weekly tab?

Answer: (a) $30,000 (b) $25,000 (c) $20,000

9. HARDWARE. The manufacturer of a pop-

ular hardware item selects tlie top 30 markets along

with four boosters (key coverage stations), decides to

break up schedules as follows: Mondays through Fri-

days 3 to 9 p.m. [announcements hourly ) , and 12 noon

to 6 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays {commercials

half-hourly), using 27 minutes, 27 I.D.'s. How much?

Answer: (a) $25,000 (b) $20,000 (c) $15,000

lO. CAKE MBX. Only markets east of the

Mississij}pi interest the advertiser because that's where

his distribution is. So he plans on the top 42 of these.

His campaign will run Mondays through Fridays from

9 a.m. to 4 p.m. to catch the houseivives who are his

customers. He will use 19 minutes and 39 I.D.'s per

market. What is his cost per ueek?

Answer: (a) $22,000 (b) $20,000 (c) $18,000

11. DRUGS. // pharmaceuticals firm plans a

push in the top 30 markets—seven days a week. Not

tvanting to miss a prospect, he considers buying right

through from 6 a.m. to midnight. He will alternate

minute commercials every half hour with an I.D., will

use in all 126 minutes, 126 I.D.'s. What will such a

spot radio saturation cost the advertiser?

Answer: (a) $65,000 (b) $55,000 (c) $45,000

12. IVIEAT. This meat packer ivants top 100

markets—but on an "A & B plan" basis. That is, he

will use 24 minutes and 24 chainbreaks a week in each

of the top 50 markets; 12 minutes and 12 chain breaks

weekly in the second 50 markets. This advertising will

run Mondays through Fridays. What is your estimate

of the jveekly cost to the client?

Anf.wer: (,.) $45,000 (b) $35,000 (c) $30,000
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Hov«^ to make a radio/tv marriage

^ Oklahoma tire supply chain, solid in radio, finds

formula for ideal blend with tv through sales tests

^ Schedules built for continuity, impact, with mer-

chandising tie-ins and one-time, multi-market splurges

Wihen Oklahoma Tire & Supply

Co. decided to add tv to its flourish-

ing spot radio schedule, its first prob-

lem was to make it look like a sup-

plement, not a substitute to its

dealers and outlets.

A home and auto chain with more

than 200 stores in Oklahoma. Arkan-

sas, Kansas and Missouri, the firm

had been solidly identified with ra-

dio since 1926.

"Cutting the radio budget wasn t

the answer," says Don S. Mitchell.

a.e. at Watts, Payne advertising in

Tulsa. "Workable formulas had been

developed for both impact and con-

tinuity. And we couldn't afford to

tamper with them. What we wanted

from tv was measurable impact that

would pay off with a reasonable sales

percentage."

The solution seemed to be to make
Oklahoma Tire & Supply look as big

as possible.

Tying a sales event to a big tv

splurge might work out cost-wise if

it were backed up with enough col-

lateral support. Says Mitchell, "We
decided we could test the idea on a

pre-July sale by tying the event to the

season, the season to the vehicle, and

our commercials to all three—event,

season and vehicle. The most eco-

nomical way to do this was to use a

movie as the vehicle, get production

bigness in the commercials which

could then be filmed for all of our

markets.

" 'Yankee Doodle Dandy' seemed

a good choice for the movie. So we
started checking out the local stations

for prime and double A time clear-

ance. Then we sounded out Fill

Bowen, advertising director for Okla-

homa Tire. He liked the idea. The

next question was would the top

brass buy it?"

Ad director D. C. Sperry and the

rest of the company's management

BIG LOOK in filmed commercials added pres-fige to one-shof venture. Here, ad director Fill Bowen (center) gives instructi^lJS Jn limbo se+



approved the presentation which in-

cluded such collateral support as tie-

in radio conniiercials. |)rint layouts,

examples of how the June direct mail

catalog could help exploit the theme

and slogan, ideas for sales contests.

point of purchase tie-ins. Watts.

Payne tlien made the same flip jires-

entation to the compan\'s buyers and

supervisors- explaining the plan, tim-

ing of the event, and special l)u\ing

needed to support the effort.

Next came a Master Plan, detail-

ing all of the elements of the promo-

tion and establishing exact time-

tables for each of them. It covered

the tv spectacular itself, radio, news-

paper and farm paper advertising,

and miscellaneous promotional ideas

such as "Doodle Pads." Uncle Sam
Hats. etc. A brochure announcing the

company's tv spectacular was sent to

Oklahoma Tire suppliers.

After that came the spade work

—

deciding which station to use and

which night to buv in each market-

writing and polishing the commer-

cials, co-ordinating plans for the pro-

motional effort to support the show

and the campaign.

"Since the purpose of the tv spec-

tacular was to sell merchandise."

Mitchell points out. "considerable

tim.e and effort were spent in deter-

mining the commercial approach.

Should they be live, film, slide or

combination? Should we use male or

female announcers or both? Hard

sell, soft sell, playette? What type of

set? Typical living room, store in-

terior, stylized, limbo or what? What
items should be featured?

"We decided to use one announcer

in a simple, straightforward ap-

proach, with limbo set. and on film.

Wherever possible, we tied in our

commercials with the preceding scene

of the movie."

The commercials were filmed at

Centron Studios near Kansas City

and 20 minutes of commercials were

wrapped up in two days.

Since the show was being spotted

in each of the seven markets, it was

necessary to issue detailed instruc-

tions to the stations on commercial

cues and station cut-aways for identi-

fication. It was also necessary that

( Please turn to page 72)
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STATION REP CHALLENGES
TULSA RADIO COMMENTS
nast week SI'ONSOR reprinted ex-

cerpts from columns by Jim Down-

ing, columnist for the Tulsa I Okla-

homa I Tribune, commenting on the

changes in radio station programing

formats in his home city.

His colunms had attracted wide at-

tention in radio circles when they

ai;j)eared a couple of months ago,

and praise from such radio operators

as John Box. Jr.. The Balaban Sta-

Downing had written: "The flight

from the jukebox appears to be Hear-

ing avalanche proportions. Here in

Tulsa only KAKC remains on a pop

single format . .
."

Taking immediate issue with this

statement, Adam Young's Frank

Boehm charged that "At no point

does Downing cite any statistic to

support his contentions." enclosed the

latest Pulse report for the Tulsa

WOMEN DELIVERED PER HOUR*

Mon-Fri. KAKC KRMC KTUL KVOO

6-7 AM 2,907 3,161 1,254 2,746

7-8 6223 5,658 2,321 4,826

8-9 6,334 5,868 3,309 4,576

9-10 5,163 5,516 2,687 4,562

10-11 4,805 5,138 3,494 3,594

11-12 N 5,095 4,210 3.340 2,340

12-1 PM 4.597 4.489 3 544 4,721

1-2 4,256 5,023 3,275 3,754

2-3 3,804 4,451 2,974 4,221

3-4 4,430 4,633 2,806 4,204

4-5 5,868 5,029 1.974 3,502

5-6 6,159 4,813 1,812 3,619

Average 6 AM-6 PM 4,970 4,569 2,733 3,889

-^iHHHK 1 m
•Pulse; February 1939

tions and William Caskey, WPEN,
Philadelphia.

However, no sooner had last week's

issue of si'0.\S()R hit the streets, than

a violent controversy erupted over

the Downing pieces. Within the space

of a few hours, criticisms and de-

mands for "rebuttal" space poured

into SPONSOR offices.

Most serious of these was a letter

from Adam Young Inc.. which repre-

sents KAKC. Tulsa. Of Tulsa radio.

market I February 19.19) and compu-

tations on adults i male and female)

reached by various Tulsa stations.

The box above shows the Pulse

computations for adult women.

Mr. Boehm also pointed out that

in 19.57 KAKC was the No. 1 news

station (AP) in the U.S. and in 19.57

and 1958 was the No. 1 news station

in Oklahoma.

These facts and figures seem to

refute the Downinir contention. ^
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FINAL PART OF FOUR-PART SERIES

TV SELLS TV: A closed circuit telecast to Westinghouse dealers features a pep talk by Cliris J. Witting, v. p. and general manager, consumer products

HOW TO PRE-SELL RADIO/TV
^ Wind-up of this important series points up some

more ways to excite sales staff and dealers over air buy

^ It would be hard to top Westinghouse Electric

tactics along the line of pre-sell. Here's how they do it

NI ext month. Westinghouse Electric

Corp. will get down to brass tacks on

planning next year's longest tv/radio

suspense show— the Presidential

nominating conventions and election.

The tab for the sponsorship on CBS
networks probably will run well over

$6 million.

But long before the show begins,

Westinghouse will prime its distribu-

tors and dealers for t'^e campaign

with just about evei promotion

device conceivable. Wnen it comes

to building up excitement-pressure

over an ad campaign, this manufac-

turing giant that turns out some

300,000 variations on about 8,000

basic products takes a back seat to

no one. Whether it's a Desilu Play-

house or a Democratic Convention,

Wf'stinghouse pulls out every stop

in enthusing its own family.

The Westinghouse sales family is

a big one—some 60 distributors and

more than 4,000 retail dealers across

the U. S. Supporting this family is

a big ad budget—somewhere around

$40 million. But Westinghouse knows

thst unless its family shares its en-

thusiasm for an ad campaign (to

the extent of '"loading" up on ap-

pliances and then tying in with the

parent at the local level) , the budget

is not working efficiently.

As has been pointed out in this

series through examples of many na-

tional advertisers, the job of selling

the consumer is lightened and

speeded if the retailer is pre-sold on

the air campaign. For he is the man
who controls his window and floor

displays, his shelf space, his store

advertising.

Here is how the consumer products

division of Westinghouse and its

agency, McCann-Erickson of New
York, accomplishes the pre-sell of its

two major air campaigns—Desilu

specials and its coverage of the

American political arena. (Although

plans have not been finalized for the

1960 elections; they can be expected
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to follow the successful pattern of its

promotion of the last Presidential

election.)

An indication of the importance

Westinghouse attaches to pre-sell of a

tv show is found in the events that

preceded this season's kick-off of its

Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz specials on

CBS TV. The script was torn apart

and a comic Western sequence writ-

ten into it to permit the sponsor to

exploit its big dealer campaign
—

"Cir-

cle Round-up." (A 28-page, three-

color, tabloid size book crammed
with tie-in ideas for Westinghouse

dealers said. "We're going to round-

up old appliances and we're going

to round-up special product values

so that Westinghouse customers can

trade 'n save during the biggest

bonanza that ever came out of the

West.")

Every Westinghouse Desilu special

on tv is similarly sold; for some idea

of the thoroughness of such a sale,

here are details on several of its spe-

cials, starting with the first one last

season and how the sponsor pro-

moted. The very first of the Desilu

specials was tied to a Westinghouse

sales drive called "Fiesta of Values."

Perhaps it might be more accurate to

say that the drive was tied to the tv

show, since the theme of that opener

was "Lucy Goes to Mexico."

Just about everyone took a hand

in launching it: Chris Witting, vice

president of consumer products I he

came out of broadcasting; DuMont
network and later president of

W EC I : Gil Baird. sales promotion

manager of the division; John Craig,

vice president of appliance division;

John Anderson, general manager of

the major appliance division; Robert

Lynch, ad manager for major appli-

ance division; Carl Johnson. \^ est-

inghouse account director at McCann-

Erickson; Russ Johnston, manage-

ment service director at Mc-E. All

their staffs pitched in along with

Mc-E's SCI
(
promotion arm of the

agency) and CI (the public relations

branch I

.

Westinghouse head(;uarters in Ohio

was turned over to a ')ig distributor

meeting where the whole theme was

a "South of the Border ' one right

down to an authentic Mexican dinner.

Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz were on

hand for it. toured the Westinghouse

plants. There was a conclave of \^ est-

inghouse advertising managers. In

Xew York City, a distributor meeting

was held and starred in it were Lucy.

Desi and their guest star of the first

tv show—Maurice Chevalier. There

were dealer contests—winners went

to Holhwood as guests of W esting-

house. Then came a barrage of tie-

in ideas and materials.

Maracas, Mexican fiesta masks,

bongo drums, sombreros. Mexican

straw carrying bags and coconut

palm servicing trays were made avail-

able to dealers for customer gi\e-

aways. window trinunings. Radio

e.t. s, tv conmiercial film, newspaper

mats. Mexican motif door decals and

Uesi-Lucy postcards were also offered

retailers for linking themselves with

the "Lucy Goes to Mexico" tv special.

Suggestions from client and agency

to the individual dealers for full pro-
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motion included pictures of window
and floor displays they could follow,

such ingenuous hints as these: "Have
a fiesta door-prize drawing," "Ar-

range a tie-in with local travel agent

on Mexican holidays," "Play Mexi-

can music in store during campaign,"

"Hold a pesos-guessing contest in

your store."

While dealers were getting all this,

the CBS stations were getting West-

inghouse promotion kits from CCI

—

press releases, bios on the tv cast,

pictures and suggestions on how they

could work with the local distributors

and dealers in promoting the show.

When the February Desilu Special,

which featured Alaska, came along.

Westinghouse promoted its "Won-
derama Days" sales push. The pat-

tern of the pre-sell was similar to the

Mexican one. But now there was a

dealer contest with the prize—trips to

Alaska (see picture of winners in

Alaska). For dealer traffic-builders

there were maps of the new 49th state

and pocket encyclopedias. Promotion

suggestions this time included : "Alas-

kan post card mailings," "Midnight

Sun sale" (a special late-night store

opening) ; "Gold coin guessing con-

test." and "Strike-it-rich post card

mailings."

What will Westinghouse do next

year on pre-selling its political con-

ventions and election air coverage?

In all likelihood it will go like

this (at least here s what they did

last time I :

• A closed-circuit telecast to all its

distributor cities, where the distribu-

tors will have as their guests all their

retailers.

• Promotion kits with every con-

ceivable kind of advertising tie-in

from radio e.t.'s to delivery truck

signs, from tv commercials to counter

cards.

• A "Campaign Special Traffic-

Builder" for dealers to feature. Last

time it was an "ice-slice tray," a 38-

cube capacity refrigerator tray for

making ice cubes which sold for $1.18.

About a million people dropped into

their local Westinghouse dealers and

bought these trays.

• Dealer Rally Week.

Dealer Rally Week is about as dra-

matic and effective a means of pre-

selling an air media campaign as can

be imagined. Shortly before the po-

litical conventions began, some 155

top brass from Westinghouse went on

the road, called personally on the

more than 4,000 dealers within one

week. These barnstorming execs of-

ten worked 20 hours a day, cat-

napped in planes between cities.

SUMMARY OF PRE-SELL SERIES

THIS INSTALLMENT concludes the sponsor series on the

importance of exciting your own sales staff and dealers over

a radio or tv campaign. Other installments covered:

17 Oct.: How U. S. Steel and Best Foods promote tv shows;

what NBC Radio's Monitor does, remarks from RAB.

24 Oct.: Esquire Shoe Polish uses unique dealer contest;

other pre-sell ideas from Libbey-Owens-Ford, Chevrolet.

31 Oct.: Prudential Insurance goes all out to excite sales-

men over tv buy. Other pre-sell strategists: Ford, Rambler.

piiiliiiiiiiiililiiiiliiiiiiliillliiliiiiiiiillllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli

Like salesmen, they carried call

report forms which not only carried

data on dealer inventories and financ-

ing plans, but answered such vital

questions as : "Is dealer identified as

a co-sponsor of the air campaign?"
"Is he using all the traffic builders?"

"Is his advertising tie-in adequately

planned?" "What specific promo-
tions is he using?"

The psychological impact of a

Westinghouse vice president calling

on the manager of a Main Street ap-

pliance store is easy to imagine; it

is comparable to Boris Pasternak

dropping in to visit a local book-

seller. "If this guy is interested

enough to fly a thousand miles to tell

me about his tv show," thinks the

dealer, "then I'd better do all I can

to tie in."

You can be sure if it's Westing-

house, it's well pre-sold.

As with all the examples set down
in this series, the aim of each savvy

account is to excite its own organiza-

tion on a campaign before it goes on

the air and attempts to excite the

public. The day of consumers beat-

ing paths through the bush to the

door of the better mousetrap builder

is gone forever. Now the "better"

mousetrap is one of many "better"

brands; the trick is to see that your

own trap gets the front and center

display space on the dealer's floor.

Here, as the finale of the series,

are some other examples of how ad-

vertisers get maximum efficiency from

air campaigns through pre-sell:

S. C. Johnson & Son (Johnson's

Wax). Invited southern merchants

to a premiere party for Yancy Der-

ringer last season on a riverboat

moored in New Orleans. Western

dealers were entertained on the Yan-

cy Derringer set in Hollywood. New
York dealers were guests this fall on

the Garry Moore Show. Point-of-

sale tie-in material was given Johnson

salesmen to pass along to the dealers.

Needham, Louis & Brorby is the

agency.

Gillette Safety Razor Co. This

company's biggest single sales drive

every year is the World Series tv and

radio coverage; its radio sponsorship

of the Series began in 1939, and tv

was added in 1947. Today, some

part of every series is seen by more

(Please turn to page 86)
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Adman dreams dreams of 1979
^ George Kelchiim, presi-

dent of Ketchuin, MacLeod &
Grove, predicts 1979 ad role

^ He sees $22 billion a

year, pocket tv sets, ear ra-

dio, world tv, one language

^Advertising volume may well dou-

ble within the next two decades

—

from the current estimated Sll bil-

lion annual rate to S22 billion a year

by 1979.

This is the prediction of George

Ketchum, president of Ketchum, Mac-

Leod & Grove advertising agency,

which headquarters in Pittsburgh.

Mr. Ketchum. with other civic and

industrial leaders, was forecasting

events 20 years hence for inclusion in

a time capsule which was buried in

station ceremonies bv KDKA, Pitts-

burgh, last week.

The occasion marked the 39th

birthday of the Westinghouse Broad-

casting Co. station—the oldest radio

station in the U. S. and a pioneer in

the broadcast industry — and the

opening of a sealed time capsule with

its 1959 predictions made in 1939.

In that year, as in this year, many
of the predictions concerned the

rapid development of the broadcast

media. The event also marked the

burial of a second time capsule with

predictions for 1979 which were

broadcast in a special show at KDKA
earlier this week.

Mr. Ketchum, discussing the over-

all growth which he expects to take

place in advertising by 1979, said

"There will be more of it, necessarily,

to help in persuading Americans to

buy all the vastly increased volume

and variety of products and services

that will make up the much higher

standard of living of that time. That

production increase will be absorbed

only because the average American
will be making more money and will

be buying more and better things."

(Please turn to page 84)
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Future of advertising as it |

tvill he in 1979 was outlined |

hy George Ketchum, Ketch- |

am, MacLeod, Grove presi- |

dent, at time of capsule cere- |

monies last week at U.S.' |

oldest radio station, KDKA, |

Pittsburgh. '39 predictions |

made for '59 ivere opened. |

i

1

TIME CAPSULE buried in

1939 at KDKA, Pittsburgh, was

opened last week by Manager

L. R. Rawlins at transmitter

site. Station aired special two-

hour show of 20-year-old pre-

dictions for the world of 1959

FIRST CAPSULE, buried in

1939, featured actress Claire

Trevor, announcer Dave Garro-

way at ceremony. Predictions

nnade for world of 1959 were

broadcast by KDKA in recent

special 9 November program
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SPECTATORS BUMP INTO radio-advertised merchandise to see sleepathon contestants (exercising in background). Live cut-ins to e.t.'s is

technique Blaine-Thompson devised to highlight merchandise. Another device: playing commercials in store to "standing room only

Hess draws battle lines with radio

^ Here's what happened when proniotion-niinded Max

Hess took to radio to lure customers to Allentown store

^ Special announcements integrated into campaigns

in outlying areas countered retailer efforts to stem tide

A%nyone who doesn't know how
badly Max Hess wants to get Allen-

town on the map must have skipped

the recent publicized report that he

paid $10,000 just to get Allentown

represented on $64,000 Challenge.

Other facts in the Hess drive to

make Allentown U. S. A. town No. 1

may not be so well known. Towns
around the Hess stronghold have vir-

tually become embattled duchies since

Hess started his campaign. And re-

tailers as far away as 50 miles are

now scrambling to counter the in-

roads the Hess Bros, department store

has made in the last six months.

Hess caused the ruckus with his

first flight of spot radio announce-

ments in four markets last May and

has been at it ever since.

It's significant that Hess was

steered to spot radio by a New York

agency primarily known for its the-

atrical advertising — Blaine-Thomp-

son—which Hess hired about a year

ago to design his institutional ads.

Says agency president Albert Lee

Lesser, "It was Hess's feeling when

he came to us that department stores

had gone about as far as they could

with special sales and item promo-

tions, that when they reach the point

of sheer price wars, a

needed."

change is

Blaine-Thompson's mission was to

bring a theme to Hess's advertising.

To do this a series of distinctive, eye-

catching print ads were turned out.

The missing ingredient, Hess felt, was

something that would bring a measur-

able response. Short of a sheer price

promotion, nothing seemed to do it.

"Then," says Lesser, "we put it up

to him that to wrap each institution-

al theme around a spot radio cam-

paign would give him the advantage

of selection, which is the key to in-

creasing traffic." Here's how it

would work:

• Consumer selection. Pinpointing

copy to both sexes and age groups at

different times of the day would cre-

ate a specific, active interest in Hess's.

• Geographical selection. Live tags

would localize spots in areas outside

of Allentown, while capitalizing on

the impact of the spots themselves to

build interest quickly. Radio's reach

would extend to areas beyond the

actual location of the stations for ad-

ditional area coverage.
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"A numl)er of otht^r iiistitulioiial

headaches could he resolved at the

same time that a general theme was

being put over," says Lesser. "One
of these was the apostrophe in Hess's.

We showed Hess how this could he

made eminently clear in a jingle

whose main function was to sell a

theme, whereas this had not been pos-

sible before."

The proposal was to run a series of

institutional campaigns for l()-to-14

days, lay off for a similar period,

then return with a new theme for the

same length of time.

With the plan o.k.'d, Blaine-

Thompson went to work on the first

campaign—a saturation flight in Al-

lentown, Easton. Bethlehem and Lans-

ford. Theme: Hess's No Down Pay-

ment Plan.

For the first campaign, the agency
turned out five separate one-minute
spots. One was a full 60-second jin-

gle. Others were directed at specific

audiences:

• Housewives. Two spots, sched-

uled in late morning times and
throughout the day. were a straight-

sell give and take between a man's
voice and a woman's voice. The sec-

ond commercial virtually took up
where the first one left off: In first

line of first commercial, man's voice

on echo chamber: "Multiply your
purchasing power." follows a straight

sell give-and-take between echo cham-
ber voice and a woman's voice. In

first line of second commercial, wom-
an asks: "What do you mean I can
multiply my purchasing power with

Hess's No Down Payment Plan?"

• Males. For this audience, two
spots were alternated in traffic time
and late evening news shows. Male-
directed appeals were: (1) Child

stressing "My Pop says it's the great-

est thing for consumers ever to hit

the Allentown area." (2) Two men
(one on echo chamber) giving a run-

down of advantages without anv of

the emotional appeals of the other

three audio commercials.

All commercials were then tagged

with the three key lines of the Hess

60-second jingle:

H-e-s-s—apostrophe—

5

Where you find the best of every-

thing, for less!

That's Hess's.

Ten spots per day were scheduled

in Allentown iWAKH. WHOL.
WKAP. WSAN), Easton IWEEX.
WEST I . Bethlehem I WGPA I . Lans-

ford (WLSHl.
At the end of the musical signa-

ture, Easton and Lansford spots car-

ried a live tag. This was to prove

the opening salvo in the pitched me-

dia battle to follow. Easton tag: "Only

21 minutes from downtown Easton.

Lansford tag: "Onl\ 15 miimtes from

downtown Lansford."

That did it.

Within a few days' time. Easton

and Lansford retailers were feeling

the same reaction that Hess was get-

ting. By actual number of charge

account openings. Hess could measure

the effect of the out-of-town commer-

cials. Out-of-town retailers began to

feel enough of a drain on customer

tradic to constitute a real threat to

I he home ground.

In Lansford and Easton. efforts at

retaliation were swift. Retailers took

ads in local |)apers tjuoting the live

tags. Copy disputed the \alue <>f

driving the distance. Then tiire-le?t-

ing drives were conducted challenging

the 4.i-minut(' and 21 -minute claim-.

Delighted with the uidoo'ed-for balh-

hoo and additional exposure for his

campaign. Hess asked Lesser to come

uj) with something to highlight it e\en

more.

The next idea was born while

Lesser and agency v.p. Phil Solomon

were driving to Allentown. Lesser

started to hum the live tag, "4.5 min-

i Please turn to page 82)
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I
''21 MINUTES FROM ALLENTOWN"

BATTLE PITTED RADIO VS. PRINT

-A mm rs thk majvo is •osth
TWO IN THE Btiir

»nx THEV BE TBERE WHEN Wt
(XT THKRE Jl mMTtS KROM NOl?
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It started ^ith a tag

DISPLAY ADS (like tfiis

one) were used by Easton

retailers to counter one-line

live tag to Hess commer-

cials: '^Only 21 minutes

from downtown Easton."

Lansford retailers made

similar moves to counter

Lansford tags: "Only 45

minutes fro m Lansford."

This gave Blaine-Tfiompson

agency needed ammunition

It grew into a jingle

REPLY TO DISPLAY ADS in Ea.ston and Lansford was full-

scale jingle tailored to these areas: "Only 21 minutes from

Easton, think of the savings that means." Similar jingle was

used in Lansford. Pooled "shopping news" teas Easton re-

tailers' next desperate step to stem sudden customer exodus

millllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliliiil^
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PART TWO; As timebuying becomes more complex, SPONSOR ASKS;

What should stations kno^v

about your
With media procedures and buy-

ing philosophy varying consider-

ably among agencies, media men
tell stations about their operations

Frank Coulter, associate media direc-

tor. Young & Rubicam, Inc., Neiv York

Any agency has two basic things

to sell—people and services. But

there are many and varying methods

of agency operation in the building

and activating of an advertising pro-

gram for a client.

^
tAk

Each account

supplied with

small-scale

media plans

board

Perhaps a station would be inter-

ested in knowing that at Y&R as

many as 40 individual people may
be called upon to express opinions as

to what is the best way to tackle a

particular problem before reaching a

decision acceptable to the client.

When there is a problem in media

selection, it is the responsibility of

the Y&R media relations and plan-

ning department to select the outlet

considered most effective for the as-

signment on hand.

In July of 1952, it was publicly

announced that the Young & Rubi-

cam media department would hence-

forth be an all-media buying depart-

ment, contrasting with the former

method of having separate units for

publications, radio and television and

outdoor.

The main objective was to give a

Young & Rubicam client, through his

buyer, the advantages of all-media

considerations against his advertising

and sales objectives rather than spe-

cifically in any one media area.

In April of 19.59, a further reor-

ganization took place within the me-

dia department. The 175 people

within the department were organized

into five designated media planning

and buying groups, committed to the

all-media buying principal. This me-

dia group system now provides

Young & Rubicam clients with media

planning and buying service in depth.

In the great majority of cases, each

Young & Rubicam client under the

system, has assigned to his account

a group head known as an associate

media director, a media account su-

pervisor, a senior buyer and media

buyer. The result is that in media

planning and buying, each account is

supplied with what amounts to a

small scale media plans board in-

volved in the media strategy on a

buyer's account.

If radio or television is indicated

in the planning, over and above the

media people who are directly in-

volved with an account, many other

minds are brought into the picture

under the product group system

which exists at Young & Rubicam.

The merchandising department has

a representative within the group as-

signed to each product. He outlines

market conditions and situations com-

manding considerable attention on

the part of the product group.

Another thing that stations might

like to know about Y&R. is that the

marketing conditions are of high im-

portance in discussions with the me-

dia representatives when it comes to

the selection of an individual station

or a group of stations within a given

market. This full knowledge of local

conditions by the representative is

most certainly to the advantage of

an individual station.

At this very moment the radio de-

partment's field force is out on the

road visiting stations in the regular

Y&R activity to check on effectiveness

of local purchases for Y&R clients.

Y&R believes that going directly into

the field works two ways: by giving

us a closer liaison with the stations

and in the same manner giving the

station people an opportunity of meet-

ing us on a personal and friendly

basis. The end result is our giving

better service to our client.

Fred Barrett, vice president in charge of

media. Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn,

Inc., New York

The very nature of the agency busi-

ness requires that agency-media rela-

tions be very close. It is to the mu-
tual benefit of all concerned for a

radio or television station to know as

much as possible about each particu-

lar agency with whom it does business.

The station rep, of course, is a val-

uable interlocutor between agencies

and stations and it is more his re-

sponsibility to make sure that the

stream of information between sta-

tions and agencies flows freely in

both directions.

At the risk of being academic on

the subject, in our opinion, the fol-

lowing principal facts about an agen-

cy are of vital importance to a station

for an ideal relationship to exist:

Knowledge of the accounts that an

agency has not only in the home of-

fice but in its branch offices, the over-

all organizational structure of the

agency and a more particular knowl-

edge of the organization of the media

department—who does the planning,

who are the buyers. The stations

should be familiar with the agency's

Our field

force visits

stations to

assist on

schedules

marketing, promotion and merchan-

dising departments so that maximum
results can be achieved when adver-

tising is purchased on a station.

BBDO frequently sends its peo-

ple into the field on direct station

visits for the purpose of accomplish-

ing many things that are difficult to

effectively set up long distance, or

even through a rep, despite the excel-

lence of most rep firms. And the

better our people know the station

people, the more can be accomplished

in the way of schedule improvements.
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THE PIEDMONT INDUSTRIAL CF?ESCENT

the ^t^ ^k^ ^^^^m0 ^m0 ^k^ industry . .

creates buying power in the Piedmont Industrial Crescent

The vast Southern tobacco industry is another reason why WFMY-TV

. . . located in the heart of the industrial piedmont ... is the dominant

selling influence in this $3,000,000,000 market. WFMY-TV serves . . . and sells

... in this heavy industrial 54-county area where 2,250,000 people live, work and buy.

fmy -tv
GREENSBORO, N. C.

NOW IN OUR 11th YEAR OF SERVICE'

Represented by Harrington, Righte." and Persons. Inc.

New York, Chicago, San Francisco. A;'anta, Boston, Detroit

CHANNEL

/ ^^
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This isn't the GREEN
CORN DANCE . .

.

It's the GREENBACK
DANCE . . . DRUM UP
SALES WITH KOCO-TV

HEAP BIG AUDIENCE PULL, THANKS
TO ABC-TV LINE-UP AND HAVING
OKLAHOMA'S LARGEST COVERAGE.
NIELSON, LAST PLANTING SEASON,
SHOWED WE SCALPED OPPOSITION
THREE NIGHTS A WEEK. THIS HAR-

VEST SEASON: WAMPUM! SAYS A
SPONSOR, "WITH KOCO-TV, WE
REALLY WOMP EM!"

OKLAHOMA CITY
Charlie Keys, General AAana9er

BU*.R Xl.W...ON ASSOe.AT.

as well as merchandising and promo-

tion assistance. The station should be

completely familiar with the policies

of an agency. Such policies regarding

triple spotting, product protection,

adjacent commercial restrictions, etc.

It is in the interest of the station

to be familiar with the traffic pro-

cedures of an agency. At best, this

is a complicated part of the business,

particularly where frequent copy

changes are required within a given

campaign. Even though billing and

contracting is frequently considered

as routine stuff, the more a station

knows about an agency's procedures

in this area, the better the chance

they have of receiving payment for

advertising on time and in full.

Like any other organization whose

product is primarily people, each

agencv has its own personality and a

unique image. While the differences

from agency to agency may not ap-

pear very great, the station man who

has enough interest in detecting the

peculiar personality traits of each

agency is bound to have a leg up on

his competition.

James R. English, Jr., associate media

director, Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc., N. Y.

Most advertising agency personnel

with broadcast responsibilities pride

themselves on their familiarity with

the stations whose facilities they pur-

chase. As buyers, they must know

their market. Correspondingly, sta-

tions' management and sales execu-

tives should be well acquainted with

the policies and personalities of these

purchasing agents.

Stations

should knoiv

our use of,

attitude totvard,

ratings

Some agency source material ( as

distinguished from folklore) is avail-

able to stations and representatives.

More to the point is the fact that

through their representative and some

direct contact, stations will benefit

from an awareness of the agency's:

—accounts—particularly by brands,

for nmltiple agency clients

—personnel on these accounts and

their responsibilities

—marketing problems. What are the

brand profiles? What are plan re-

quirements likely to be in terms of

types of announcements, adjacen-

cies, etc.?

—other office locations—their ac-

counts and relation to home office

—use of and attitude toward the vari-

ous rating and coverage services.

What standards does the agency

insist be met?

—probable reaction to "special stud-

ies" such as prestige pitches or

market information detail. Who at

the agency will deliver the best au-

dience for a presentation?

—position on multiple spotting, in-

cluding specifications for product

protection over and above "stand-

ard" practice

—attitude toward off-rate-card deals,

if the agency requests local rates,

is it "trading" or simply ascertain-

ing station policy?

—interest in barter

—prejudices (often client-originated)

for or against certain types of pro-

graming

—billing procedure idiosyncrasies.

Any station well versed in this

agency background will find its sales-

men receiving an attentive reception

and more business. ^

COMPTON
{Continued from page 3.5)

the air as a regular pool. These ex-

tra costs may individually be small

—

and they are the type of cost detail

items with which you would not gen-

erally be concerned. However, in to-

tal they become very significant in

the decision between tape and film."

Kemp cited several varieties of

these added tape charges.

"One campaign was scheduled on

62 spot stations. Of these 49 are tape

equipped—13 are not. At the outset

eight of these 49 made an additional

charge for the use of tape equipment

ranging from $5 to $25 per use. This

number is now down to five.'

Kemp revealed that in one cam-

paign "spot trafficking costs were

about five times greater for the use

of dupe tapes and kines compared

with the use of film."

He cited these figures: $6,863 and

$1,205, then explained the factors

that made up this increase in cost:

"First, the dupe tapes themselves

are more expensive to produce than

are filmed prints. "The figures on this

item were $5,460 compared to .$818.

"Second, kines had to be produced
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KOL is SSBttle! number 3 in a series

SEATTLE'S LARGEST, MOST ACTIVE

LOCAL NE^A/S FORCeI^

Five full-time newsmen (who do news and

nothing but news), four mobile units, plus a

news patrol boat are "Johnny on the spot"

when news is happening anywhere in Greater

Seattle. 48 telesonic newscasts daily, plus

break-in "hot news" bulletins give KOL
listeners unequalled local news coverage.

KOL
See your Boiling Co. Rep. -ask about Spokane's terrific buy-KLYK
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"Radio One ' give^

Pay-off

fr-^i^
;^

KCRA offers you the services of

the only full time merchandising

department in the area, with the

biggest in-store chain tie-ins in

the Sacramento Valley . . . not

"token" displays, but a merchan-
dising bonus with provable pay-

off! Ask your Petry man for docu-

mented reports.

. . . plus an audience with
high "spending power''.

Last Audience Composition
Radiopulse shows KCRA with
highest adult audience average

6 A.M. to 12 midnight. Last Cum-
ulative report also shows KCRA
with most unduplicated homes.
Solid buy for your client's dollars!

-Sacramento—

^

Rei>Teaented liy

figiwarcll Petry aYco., Inc.]

The Original Station Representative

for stations without tape equipment."

This cost $680.

"Third, the actual shipping charges

for tapes are higher than for film pri-

marily because of the greater weight

of dupe tapes." The two figures here

were $385 and $225.

Kemp went into comparative tape

and film costs for commercials within

a network program. He found these

facilities charges to be approximately

$23,500 higher for tape than for film

over a 26-week period.

Next he went into talent-use

charges, and again found tape to be

costlier than film, chiefly because tape

commercials are largely AFTRA,
while film commercials are SAG, and

AFTRA at scale in current practice

tends to be more expensive than SAG.

He gave these gross costs for a 26-

week network campaign for talent:

.$48,875 for tape, $36,475 for film.

Kemp finally came to this conclu-

sion: "The costs of getting on the air

more than ate up the $9,625 in pro-

duction savings; in net it would cost

a client $34,700 more each 26 weeks

to use tape than film for this pool."

In the budget figures he disclosed,

tape was cheaper only in one item:

production costs. Tape was more ex-

pensive by $5,6.50 in spot trafficking

costs, by $12,400 in network talent

use fees, by $2,825 in spot talent use

fees and by $23,465 in network fa-

cilities charges. In summary, tape

cost $109,265 and fihn cost $74,600

for comparable campaigns, an added

expense of $34,665 gross over 26

weeks for using tape.

In the final portion of the report, a

Compton account man summed up

differences between tape and film "as

we found them to exist today." (See

chart, page 35.

)

Here's how he compared them:

"From the viewpoint of the type of

commercial which best fits tape ver-

sus film, tape has the creative edge

when an immediate, natural feeling

is important. We feel film still has

the edge when extra attention to de-

tail and high quality—especially of

the type that requires reworking to

get perfect—are basic to the commer-

cial's success. Tape is making strides

on this point and the clear distinction

between tape and film is becoming

somewhat blurred.

"In writing for tape we feel that

although tape theoretically has com-

plete flexibility of scene sequence,

still as a practical production matter

it is desirable to limit as much as

possible the need for gen-locking and

splicing. Also, certain optical devices

such as slow motion, fast motion, ani-

mation, should be avoided; and su-

pers will not be as vivid as with drop-

shadow techniques. We look for im-

provements in the area of increased

freedom of sequence, but do not cur-

rently know of improvements in the

optical limitations I mentioned.

"On actual production, tape has

the definite advantage of speed and

immediate playback. This is a crea-

tive advantage as well as a produc-

tion advantage if you study and im-

prove on the set. But the desirability

of limiting splicing and gen-locking

means you probably will shoot more

of the commercial in one sequence

and can run the risk of getting some

less-than-perfect work in order to

maintain an outstanding scene. It

also means you have less freedom to

improve after the shooting is over

and as a result there is not the free-

dom of considered approval as in

film. We expect this post-approval

problem to loosen up considerably

when new gendocking equipment is

available which will give full flexi-

bility in post-editing with outtakes.

"Concerning costs: tape can be

cheaper than film to produce but tal-

ent costs and costs of getting the tape

on the air are sufficiently greater to

outweigh any production savings. We
expect to get some of these costs

down—especially network facilities.

"Finally, after the commercial is

on the air, the quality of image is

excellent with tape where dupe tapes

and good engineers are employed.

On the other hand, where kines are

necessary, the filmed commercial

^ins. We expect tape reproduction

quality to improve; especially with

the new cameras, and progress is

being made on kine quality.

"So basically, tape has the real

speed advantages of getting on the

air fast, and of seeing what you have

done while you can still improve it.

It can give you a feeling of sponta-

neity. On the other hand, our ex-

perience indicates that if you need

these advantages for your brands you

should consider that you don't get

them free. As a practical matter at

this moment, you will probably have

to pav a price in terms of total cost

—in terms of giving up some optical

and sequence flexibility and in pres-

sures for quick approval," ^
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3,000

FEATUREK
TITLES

OTHER

STATIONS

COMBINED

20th CENTURY

I

ALLIED

ARTISTS

PARAMOUNT

UNITED

ARTISTS

udtk

WIT! -TV

EXPERIENCED HANDS to help build your sales

in one of America's most prosperous markets.

Call BLAIR today for top rated minutes.

STORER
station

National Representatives

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
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LIEBMANN
{Continued from page 37)

stral.ie. He explains: "Taste is the

point of difference among beers, and

this really can't be demonstrated in

advertising. Beer isn't a personal

prt)duct: its a social one. It's not

like a toothpaste, you use alone in the

privacy of a bathroom; it's a social

product you serve to others."

The difference which can he maxi-

mized in advertising, he thinks, is in

demonstrating the taste and quality

of a company, which therefore is re-

flected on the product. He thinks tv

has a special kind of warmth which

it imparts to a corporate image.

New York has a highh sophisti-

cated audience for its seven channels.

Its therefore difficult to reach this

audience, even in so-called prime

time, without an above-the-normal

cut of show. Liebmann savs "Pro-

graming poses a terrible problem. A
one or two station market is a cinch,

but New Yorkers are spoiled because

of all the entertainment available."

A blending of quality, integrity

and warmth typified the Rheingold

tv advertising when it sponsored the

Douslas Fairbanks film series which

featured for the first time a middle

commercial two and one-half minutes

long. To capitalize on the propert\.

its mood and its star. Philip Lieb-

mann went to England during com-

mercial shooting.

By long and patient hand-holding

of the star, he was able to convince

Fairbanks of the company and prod-

uct quality, "and to impart some of

the warmth and conviction which I

personally feel. It showed up in the

final commercials."

Accused by some critics of using a

soft sell, Liebmann answers: "There's

no such thing as a soft sell. It's

either sell or no sell." He's used tv

for 10 years and asserts its 10 times

as difficult for a non-network than

a net advertiser to use the medium.

"It's easy to get a fright or a re-

lief claim over to the public, but it s

much more difficult to get a quality

and taste story across. At one time

or another 92*^0 of all New York

area beer drinkers have used or are

now using Rheingold. But getting

them to keep buying it after they try

it is the job for advertising."

He's firm in rejection of what is

usually termed the hard sell. "You

It takes time and effort to capture the exact shadings you want in a recording. Why
risk a session on discs of questionable quality, when you can get low-noise, groove-

stable discs—co)ts/ste>i!ly~([om presto! The lacquer mix makes the difference.

PRESTO—inventor of instantaneous lacquered discs—coats with an exclusive, special-

formula lacquer in PRESTO-designed machines to keep absolute control over lacquer

mix and coating thickness. Do these precautions pay off? Because they know that

PRESTO disc coatings do not deviate from outside to inside, more recording com-
panies have used more presto discs for more years than any others in the world.

Hear the difference presto's mix makes... today!

Cut the best with the best—use presto STYLI too.

PRESTO
bogen-presto, Paramus, New Jersey. A Division of The Siegler Corporation

must walk into a home as a friend,

but too often announcers move in as

vulgar, crude pitchmen with an 'I've

got you in my clutches' approach.'"

Because he's an advocate of longer

commercial time and association w ith

a program vehicle, he takes a jaun-

diced view of triple-spotting and of

short 10- and 20-second commercials.

His proposed tactic: expand com-

mercial time and raise rates. "The
present pattern isn't good for either

the advertiser or for tv," he charges.

Liebmann's insistence on quality,

combined with an innate showman-

ship and continuous search for some-

thing new, have been forceful influ-

ences on sales figures. Years ago he

originated the successful Miss Rhein-

gold competition ( billed as the second

largest election in the U. S. in num-
ber of votes cast ) . This spark of

originality touches all the ad efforts.

One of the most successful—and

expensive— radio commercials to

come off a master tape is the variation

he supervised on the march music

from the "River Kwai" movie. Lieb-

mann, again in England on a work

project, heard the music from the

picture four months before its U. S.

release. He sent scouts to Africa to

purchase the rights, hired 50 whist-

lers and Paul Lavalle's band to or-

chestrate the score and put it on New
York stations the same week the

movie opened.

His personal selection of theine or

vehicle has often proved to be out-

standingly successful in terms of

sales. But he nevertheless contends

"Your own taste, as an ad pro, isn't

important." His rule for advertisers

and agency folk: "Forget your own
. points of view. Pretend you're a

consumer looking at an advertiser

and his message. This would reverse

a lot of ad action immediately!"

But many a client, he suspects, re-

lies on his own view or that of his

wife and friends and other detached

types "not remotely representative of

the products's consumers."

"Advertising often is the first thing

to be blamed when sales are off, yet

there are many other reasons why

they probably slid: bad product, ar-

rogant salesmen, bad company poli-

cy, improper pricing.

"People expect things of adver-

tising it cannot do, and that's why a

good product is the starting point.

I Please turn to page 72 )
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Highest

tower

in the south

VlfLOS-TV
IS THE MONARCH
OF ALL THE SURVEYS I

NO MATTER WHAT MEASUREMENT SURVEY

YOU PICK, YOU'LL FIND WLOS-TV REIGNS

SUPREME IN THE RICH, 62-COUNTY, SIX-

STATE CAROLINA TRIAD!

According to NCS #3, only WLOS-TV

delivers all of this billion-dollar-plus

market. It has the highest total cir- ,

dilation, including the largest night-

time weekly circulation. ARB credits

WLOS-TV with airing 7 of the Triad's

top 10 programs. And Nielsen shows

WLOS-TV in first place in daytime

television every day of the week. Have

your PGW Colonel show you what

WLOS-TV can do for youi* chents in

the CaroUna Triad!

ASHEVIUE, N.C.

^*Xi^

GREENVILLI,
SPARTANBURG,

S.C.
*-^-

B. IMTLOS-TV
Unduplicated ABC in

Greenville • Asheville • Spartanburg

WLOS AM-FM

Represented by: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. • Southeastern Representatives: James S. Ayers, Co.
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for QUALITY

The big one alone is not

enough. You need a com-

bination—the right combination.

In Louisiana, Baton Rouge is sec-

ond in size, first in quality, Baton

Rouge and Louisiana buying

are natural go-togethers . . .

' like Croesus and money . .

.

quality and sales. Buy two

in Louisiana; make

sure one is 2 in

Baton Rouge.

102

RICH

BATON
ROUGE

•Quality Index Sourc

SM Survey 1959

p. 392

95

Shreveport
94

New

Orleans



PICTURE
WRAP-UP

ON THE UPBEAT! Band I aJar Elliot

Lawrence (I) hears WABC, N. Y. d.i. Dick

Shepard announce his nomination as one of

top jazz artists in '60 Playboy jazz poll

FAIR WEATHER for Gustav Flexner (r), v.p.-secty., Greater Louis- SPACE SHOES (literally, that is) are sported by WCKT, Miami per-

ville (Ky.) First Fed. Savings & Loan Assoc, shown accepting radio sonalities Don Barber (I) and Bob Clayton on their morning show,

award from Geo. Norton, Jr. (c), pres. WAVE, Inc., for his sponsorship Reason? Pranksters will be pranksters. After serious comm3nt on their

of WAVE-TV weather reports. Looking on: weatherca:ter Bill Gladden show being sold out, the two lifted their feet, boasted extra space

SOME TACKLE! Quarterback John Unitas of Baltimore CoHs auto-

graphs football for WBAL-TV's bejeweled Sparkle Princess, symbol of

station's sparkling programing for '59-'60, at opening of Triangle

Sporting Goods Store, Baltimore. Guard at right safeguards lady, loot

THREE'S NOT ALWAYS A CROWD, particularly when group con-

sists of one John McCormick, KMOX, St. Louis, flanked by two beauties,

Sue Elder. Washington U.'s "Homecoming Queen" and h3r hdy-in-

waiting Lucy Zemels, following interview on McCormick's radio show

News ami Idea ^'rap Up starts next page



ADVERTISERS

ANA president Paul West dis-

closed at the Association's annual
meeting in Hot Springs, Va., this

week that an AINA Tv committee
has been named to meet with the

NAB's Code Board.

The purpose is to explore the ways

of eliminating misleading commer-

cials, even though, as West adniitted.

the ANA has no regulatory powers

over its members advertising. All it

could do was bring moral pressure.

Donahl S. Frost, Bristol-Myers

Co., was elected chairman of the asso-

ciation taking over from Lever Bros,

executive v.p. Henry Schachte.

A survey among members of the

Association at the meeting indi-

cates a plan, on the average, to

up their ad budgets in I960 by
10%.
The ANA study is based on the

analysis of 290 questionnaires from
members in 33 different industry

classifications, spending collectively

over a billion dollars a year for ad-

vertising.

The seven groups showing a

strong upward trentl in expendi-
tures include: ale. beer and wine;

confections and soft drinks; cos-

metics and toiletries; drugs; elec-

tronics; metal fabrication; and pub-

lic utilities.

Answering the charges: Libbey-
Owens-Ford denied the FTC com-
plaint that its tv advertising was false

or misleading, and rested upon cam-
era trickery or deceptive photo-

graphic techniques. According to

L-O-F: "The advertising in question

has done no more than to depict ac-

curately and to compare the visual

distortion in safety sheet glass with

the lack of such distortion in safety

plate glass."

Hamm's Beer, for the sixth con-
secutive month, copped ARB's
September Best-Liked Commer-
cial survey.

In the runner-up spot, Piel's Beer,

followed by Mr. Clean. The only

commercial new to the survey was
Busch Bavarian, appearing in time

for the :^20 spot. A number of com-

mercials returned to the survey after

long absences, including Maypo.
Kraft. Paper Mate and Snowdrift.

Campaigns:
• Tonka Toys, Inc. this month

launches an 18-city spot tv campaign

in support of its dealers' pre-Christ-

mas sales program. The first such

effort staged by Tonka Toys in its 14-

year history, the schedule will con-

tinue four weeks in the top toy mar-

kets. Three one-minute films will be

alternated weekly over each station

during that period. Agency: Kerker-

Peterson. Minneapolis.

• Junket Quick Fudge Mix, out

of H. W. Warden Associates, New
York, is launching a new campaign

this winter. The theme: "A powder

one minute—a fudge the next" em-

phasizes Junket's instant, easy to

make properties. Radio and tv spots

will be used in selected markets.

• The National Biscuit Co. has

contracted to sponsor U.A.A.'s new
Big Mac Show, one-half hour a week,

for 26 weeks, in every market where

the program is sold, beginning this

week. Agency: K&E.
• Scott Paper Co. is now sellin'z

its Soft-Weve toilet tissue in two

California markets with tv adapta-

tions of its magazine fashion acU.

The campaign: 20-second spots in

prime evening time and 60-second

spots in daytime and late evening via

KNXT. KTTV, and KRCA in Los

Angeles and KFMB and KFSD in

San Diego. Agency: JWT.

Financial reports: B. T. Babbitt

reports record sales for the quarter

ending 30 September, with Septem-

ber itself showing up as the best sales

month in the company's history . . .

Kitchens of Sara Lee, Chicago, re-

ports sales are currently running 80'/r

ahead of last year.

Strictly personnel: Richard
Moore, named assistant to the direc-

to'" of radio and tv at Colgate . . .

Charles Darwent, to director of ad-

vertisins and public relations for Sea-

brook Farms Co. . . . .Jens Pedc-
sen, to director of advertising and

public relations for Lawry's Foods.

Inc. . . . Thomas Sheehan, to man-

age the Seattle office of Pacific Coast

Canned Pear Service, Inc.

Retired: William Mitchell, a v.p.

of Libby, McNeill & Libby, after 38

years' service with the food company.

AGENCIES

K&E revamped its marketing
services division—which encom-
passes the tv/radio, marketing,
research, media and merchan-
dising departments.
The functional changes: G. Max-

well Ule, senior v.p., marketing and

a member of the board, has been ap-

pointed to the executive committee;

Stephens Dietz will be group v.p.

in charge of marketing services; and

Paul Bradley, a v.p. in charge of the

merchandising department.

Agency appointments: Carter

Products' Frenchette division, low-

calorie salad dressing, from Cohen.

Dowd & Aleshire, to Ted Bates &
Co. . . . Crane Co., billing $1 million,

from the Buchen Co., Chicago, to

N. W. Aver & Son . . . The newly-

formed Dodge-dealer advertising

group of Philadelphia, to Grant Ad-
vertisinti . . . Consolidated Food

Corp's Columbia Foods division, to

North Advertising . . . Charles

Gulden, Inc.. Saddle Brook, N. J., to

Gardner Advertising . . . The

Landers Corp.. Toledo, to Aitkin-

Kynett Co., Philadelphia . . . Peter-

bilt Motors. Oakland. Cal.. to Beau-

mont & Hohman, San Francisco.

Account resignations: Mars, Inc.,

candy makers billing $3 million, from

Knox Reeves, Minneapolis . . .

Milnot Co., produced of milk com-

pounds billing $300,000, from Mc-

Cann-Erickson, Chicago. No new

agency has been assigned for either

account at presstime.

On the move: The Rumrill Co..

Ltica. to new headauarters at 1512

Genesee Street . . . R. E. McCarthy

& Associates, to 304 Washington

Street, Tampa.

Thisa 'n' data: E. A. Korchnoy,
Ltd., advertising and public relations

agency in New York, began spon-

soring the Sunday. 11-11 :30 n.m. seg-

ment of Open End, on WNTA-TV,
Newark. N. J. According to the

agencv: "this marks the first time an

agency in New York has sponsored

an existing commercial tv show."

Agency appointments—person-

nel: Leonard S. Rubenstein, to

v.p. of Clinton E. Frank, Chicago . . .
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Bill, Charlie and Tovarish
This cozy little scene at Coon Rapids was one

of the few times everybody slowed down long

enough for a still shot—and guess who got in

the picture? At far right is WDAF Assistant

News Director Bill Leeds. Center (with

glasses and camera) is WDAF News Photog-

rapher Charlie Campbell. The older gentle-

man (left) in the light suit and medals is a

prominent mining engineer from abroad. His
movements figured big in the news at the

time—so Bill and Charlie were getting on-

the-spot coverage.

Wherever the news is, WDAF will be there.

How else could we have become known as

the. best news station in the Heartland?

Radio representatives: Henry I. Christal Co., Inc.

TV representatives: Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.

^VSTID.A.I'

I

n.j^mo A; T^%r

N B C ^^^^^^^^^^^ KANSAS CITV, MO.

A SUBSIDtARY OF NATIONAL THEATRES AND TELEVISION, INC
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*and when you do,

you'll discover why

scores of national

and regional adver-

tisers have followed

the trend to... WIST!

These T^vo Reports

"ItS^i

will tell the practiced eye

more in 10 minutes than we
could tell you in pages and

pages.

Seeing is believing. Take

a look — see for yourself!

Your PGW Colonel will be

glad to show you copies.

they'll tell you why . . .

rrrm
is the best radio buy

in Charlotte
A BROADCASTING COMPANY OF THE SOUTH STATION

George Allen, manager of the Holly-

wood office of Guild, Bascom &
Bonfigli. to handle all tv show pro-

curement for that agency . . . Robert
Morgan, to the executive group of

SSC&B . . . Alfred Sembrich, to

an art director at Kudner . . .

Donald Bowdren, senior project

director. W. R. Simmons & Associates

Research . . . Emil Tacovsky, to

account executive on the Mobil Oil

account at Compton . . . Herman
Rancher, to associate copy director,

Reach. McClinton . . . Lee Coller,

to copywriter. Cohen. Dowd & Ale-

shire . . . Robert McGuirk, ac-

count executive, Sanders Advertising,

Dallas . . . Cliff Pope, writer. Trac\ -

Locke Co., Dallas .'.
. William Mc-

Carthy, copy chief. The Joseph Katz

Co., New York . . . Roy Mauldin,

account executive. Martin & Associ-

ates Advertising. Birmingham . . .

Toni Pearson, radio/tv director.

Lewis & Polinger, Washington. D. C.

. . . Ted Sherman, account execu-

tive in charge of marketing consulta-

tion. Penn & Hamaker, Cleveland . . .

Donn Dolan, to account executive

in the New York office of Foote,

Cone & Belding.

FILM

One of the consequences of the

increased importance of re-run

shows in syndication operations

is that the film companies are do-

ing more and more business with

stations directly.

CBS Films, for example, reports a

21 '/f increase on current market-by-

market sales over last year.

All nine sales offices concurred in

reporting the trend.

Note that of the five shows selling

actively, all but one are re-runs: Phil

Silvers, Trackdown, Whirlybirds, San

Francisco Beat and Amos 'n' Andy.

(See below for sales details. I

Production : Screen Gems has signed

with three new producing companies,

all of them formed by writers turned

producer. They are: Richard Alan
Simons, David Swift, and The
Writers Company, a group consist-

ing of Richard Murphy, Marion
Hargrove, Liam O'Brien, Jvan

Goff and Ben Roberts . . . Screen

Gems has also signed William Froug
to write and produce Oklahoma Run.

Triple threat man: Richard Carl-

son becomes tv film's first man cred-

ited on screen as writer, director and

star. He appeared in and directed

MacKenzie's Raider s, and wrote for

Challenge, and also wrote for This

Man Dawson.

Internationa!: CBS Films reports

foreign sales or renewals as follows:

Perry Mason in Germany; 20th Cen-

tum, Perry Mason and / Love Lucy

in Italy; / Love Lucy in Thailand;

Perry Mason, Wanted: Dead or Alive,

and Woman in Australia; Perry Ma-

son in Philippines; loz/ Are There,

20th Century, Assignment Foreign

Legion in Mexico; Brenner. Wanted

and Perry Mason in Japan; Small

World and Gunsmoke in England . . .

CBS Films also reports into first sales

in the Peru and Panama markets:

Gunsmoke, I Love Lucy and Terry-

toons in Peru, and Terrytoons, Mighty

Mouse and Heckle and Jeckle in

Panama.

Distributors: Lopert Films enters

tv feature film distribution with the

appointment of Robert B. Morin as

general manager of a new unit. Prod-

uct will include 60 films produced

since 1957.

Sales: Sea Hunt has been renewed

in 63 markets for a third year. Ziv

reports. Regional renewals include

Standard Oil of California, Heileman

Brewery; advertiser renewals include

L&M on WNBQ-TV, Chicago; Des

Moines Savings & Loan on KRNT-
TV; All Star Dairies on WBNS-TV,
Columbus; Tower Federal Savings on

WNDU-TV, South Bend: and Hope

Natural Gas on WBOY-TV. Clarks-

burg. Renewing stations include

KLZ-TV, Denver; WDAF-TV, Kansas

City; WTVJ. Miami; WMAL-TV,
Washington; WBRE-TV. Wilkes-

Barre; WBNS-TV, Columbus; KMID-

TV,„ Midland; KTVI, St. Louis;

WDSU-TV, New Orleans, and WFLA-
TV, Tampa . . . CBS Films' Rendez-

vous sold to Dow Chemical through

MacManus. John and Adams for five

Canadian markets for Saran Wrap:

CBLT. Toronto; CBMT-TV. Mon-

treal; CBUT-TV. Vancouver; CBWT-
TV, Winnipeg, and CBOT-TV. Ot-

tawa. Start date is January 1960

. . . CBS Films" News film sold to

WSPD-TV, Toledo; WVET-TV. Roch-

ester; and WDXl-TV, Jackson, plus

subscribers in Adelaide, Australia;
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.« IMPORTANT MESSAGE
" AND NOWANJMli!^!:!

MRECTtmSjmNKH^

The Fascinating Health Information Show

''LIVING SHOULD BE FUN''

Is Available To Adult-Audience Stations!

Fact 1. The followinj

Carlton Fredericks Show

Buitoni Products

Golden Mix

Goodman Matzos

Realemon

Kretchmer Wheat Germ

Levy Bread

No-Cal Beverages

Puritron

Mt. Valley Mineral Water

Dannon Yogurt

;
advertisers have used The

for over 5 years:

ftlbert Frank—Guenther Law

Edwin Meier & Sons Inc.

Doyle, Dane & Bernbach

C. H. Lilienfeld

George H. Hartman Co.

Doyle, Dane & Bernbach

Gardner Advertising

Maxwell Sackheim

Mt. Valley Mineral Water

The ZIowe Co.

Fact 2. In New York, a tough market, Dr. Fredericks

pulled over 1,000,000 mail inquiries in a 12-month

period.

Fact 3. Dr. Fredericks has a magnetism hard to equal

...in his first week on WLW he pulled 3,400 letters.

Fact 4. Dr. Fredericks inspires amazing audience loy-

alty ... 28 local and national advertisers are wait-listed.

Fact 5. Dr. Fredericks' "Living Should Be Fun" is

available on a one-station-in-a-market basis for the first

time. (Only this year was it contractually possible to

offer this powerful package to stations across the

country.)

For information that can help you build audience and sales, write or phone

Herb Saltzman, c/o Station WOR, 1440 Broadway, New Yorl( City. Telephone: LOngacre 4-8000.
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BIGGER
than you think

Hot Springs beats cities twice

its size in general merchandise

sales, in drug store sales, in

apparel store sales.

Tourists and vacationers swell

its population all year long . .

and spend ! Reach them over

the "sell" station. Enjoy top

ratings, too.

KBHS
HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

5000 watts at 590 kc

Rep: NY-Clark; Chicago-Sears & Ayer;

South-Clarke Brown

57.8%
BIGGEST SHARE OF AUDIENCE

IN AMERICA IN MARKETS

OF 3 OR MORE STATIONS*

FLASH! July-August Nielson

gives KROD-TV leadership

in total homes 96% of the

time. ^^ •ARB, July 1959

KRQD-mr
EL PASO. TEXAS

Dorrance D. Roderick, Pres.

Vol Lawrence, V.-Pres. and Gen. Mgr,

lEPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE BRANHAM COMPANY

Lima. Peru; Idaban, Western Ni-

geria, and Sao Paulo. Brazil.

: Station buying of film

on the increase at CBS
-tiore sale

product is

r'ilms. Within eight weeks, five shows

have been sold in a total of 127 sta-

tion deals.

They are:

Phil Silvers to WLAC-TV, Nash-

ville; KMOX-TV. St. Louis; WPTV-
TV, Palm Beach; WHEN-TV. Svra-

cuse; WKRC-TV, Cincinnati; WKJG-
TV. Ft. Wayne; KRDO-TV. Colorado

Springs; WPST-TV. Miami; WGR-
TV, Buffalo; WKST-TV, Youngs-

town; WLW-I. Indianapolis, and

WICS. Springfield.

Trackdown to WKBW-TV. Buffalo;

WJRT-TV, Flint; KARD-TV, Wichi-

ta; WEAT-TV, West Palm Beach;

WKYT-TV. Lexington; KVAL-TV.
Eugene; KOLD-TV. Tucson; KKTV,
Colorado Springs; KFDA-TV, Ama-
riUo; KOMO-TV, Seattle; WBRC-TV,
Birmingham; WLW-A, Atlanta, and

WRGB-TV, Schenectady.

Whirlybirds to WNAC-TV. Boston;

KTVA. Anchorage; KID-TV, Idaho

Falls; KVOA-TV. Tucson; KVUE-
TV, Sacramento; WCAX-TV. Burling-

ton; WHCT-TV, Hartford; WHIS-
TV. Bluefield; WCAU-TV. Philadel-

phia; WPRO-TV, Providence;
KOMO-TV. Seattle: WLBZ-TV. Port-

land; KTWO-TV, Casper; WSOC-TV,
Charlotte, and WHIO-TV, Dayton.

San Francisco Beat to KOA-TV.
Denver; KTTV, Los Angeles; WGAL-
TV, Lancaster; KOOL-TV. Phoenix;

KVAL-TV, Eugene; WBRC-TV. Birm-

ingham; WMBD-TV. Peoria; WLOF-
TV. Orlando; WABG-TV. Green-

wood; WLW-I. Indianapolis; and

WMAX-TV, Macon.

Amos '«' Andy to KFJZ-TV. Fort

Worth: WKRC-TV. Cincinnati;

WLAC-TV, Nashville; WFRV-TV.
Green Bay; KIRO-TV, Seattle;

KTVU. Oakland; WCAU-TV, Phila-

delphia; KXLY-TV, Spokane;
WANE-TV. Fort Wayne; WMAR-TV.
Baltimore; WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee;

KENS-TV. San Antonio, and WHYZ-
TV, Duluth.

In addition to these 127 sales, CBS
Films reported 55 additional station

deals involving Rendezvous, Navy

Log, Our Miss Brooks, Gray Ghost,

Honeymooners, U. S. Border Patrol,

Annie Oakley, You Are There, Air

Poiver, Col. Flack, Eve Arden, The

Whistler, and Sunrise Semester.

Cominercials : Animation, Inc.,

reports 40'/f increase in third quar-

ter business over last year . . . NTA
Telestudios names William Duryea
to supervisor of operations post . . .

Gene Deilch Associates has signed

Herb Gardner exclusively for tv

animation . . . Andre Moullin and

Robert Jacques elected to v.p. posts

at Peter Elgar Productions . . .

Animation Central has been set up

by Giflford-Kim Productions at

165 West 46th Street. New York City

. . . John L. Kelly named assistant

production manager of Videotape
Productions' Videotape Center.

Strictly personnel: Mort Zarcar-

off promoted to associate director of

creative programing at NTA . . .

Michael Kievman named northeast-

ern regional sales manager of Ziv

. . . Berton Schneider becomes as-

sistant to Jerome Hyams. Screen

Gems' general manager . . . Milton
P. Kayle is ITC business affairs

manager . . . Murray Oken will

headquarter as new Los Angeles of-

fice of Trans-Lux Tv at 6253 Holly-

wood Boulevard . . . Alvin E. Unger
is ITC v.p. of syndication . . . Jack

• SPRINGFIELD

• DECATUR
• CHAMPAIGN-URBANA

^WUene Mid Ame^Uca

luMl and Biu^. .
,"
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OCoudersport

E I_ K

for

moving

merchandise

in Western

New York

WBEN-TV is the BIG WHEEL
Certainly we can talk quality programming and production, for as Western

New York's first television station we have the experience and know-how since

1948. But advertisers like to talk coverage and sales. No station in the area

dominates this rich, productive market with perfect pictures and perfect sound

as does WBEN-TV. Into Western New York, northwestern Pennsylvania and

the Canadian Niagara Peninsula we consistently bring your message before the

most people, most of the time. This moves merchandise, rolls up sales gains,

levels sales resistance. To WBEN-TV buyers it's the greatest invention since

the wheel. It takes them farther faster along the road to sales dominance.

Contact us and learn how your TV dollars count for more on Ch. 4.

Vi

Represented nationally by

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER and PARSONS

V/BEN-TV
A SERVICE OF THE BUFFALO EVENING NEWS

^ CH.
CBS in Buffalo
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WMBD RADIO
Reaches
(u METRO
/ PEORIA
'^ HOMES
Every Week!

85

MORE Than Any
Other Station!

(Source: Pulse July, 1959 CPA Ratings)

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.

Garrison named middle west divi-

sion v.p. of NTA Program Sales . . .

W. M. Bastable becomes Western

manager of Sterling-Movies.

REPRESENTATIVES

The Stations Representative As-

sociation this week put on a spe-

cial press showing of its new spot

radio presentation.

This presentation, which has been

in the making for many months, will

shortly be making the rounds of ad-

vertisers and agencies.

Associated Rediflfusion was in

New York last week looking the

field over for a rep to handle the

American side of its spot busi-

ness.

Associated holds the commercial

franchise of British tv from Monday
through Friday and the thing that set

it scouting for an American rep—

•

who'll probably be named next week:

the lifting of tariff barriers on
American imports.

Rep appointments: WTTV. In-

dianapolis and WFAM-TV. Lafayette,

Ind., to Young Tv Corp KANS,
Kansas City and KCUB, Tucson, to

The Meeker Co. . . . WJET, Erie,

Pa., to George P. HoUingbery Co.

. . . WKAT, Miami, for its Southern

representation, to Bernard I. Ochs

Co. . . . WKIX. Raleigh-Durham, to

Adam Young . . . KELP-AM-TV,
El Paso, for its Southwest represen-

tation, to Clyde Melville Co.,

Dallas.

New headquarters : Gill-Perna

opened its Atlanta office last week in

the William-Oliver Building with Har-

ry Cannon nained southeastern man-

Rep appointments—personnel:

Joseph Casola, to manager of sales

development for NBC Spot Sales . . .

Charles Fenton, for the past five

years national radio sales director of

the Canadian Association of Broad-

casters, to join Stephens & Towndrow,

Ltd., radio reps, Toronto . . . William

Nugent, to director of radio presen-

tations. Edward Petry & Co. . . .

Thomas Hetherington, to the St.

Louis radio sales staff of the Katz

Agency . . . Thomas Comerford,

to the sales force of H-R Tv, Inc. . . .

Kenneth Fuller, to the San Francis-

co sales staff of NBC Spot Sales . . .

Pearl Masser, assistant promotion

manager, CBS TV Spot Sales . . .

Rudy Wissler, to Hollywood tv ac-

count executive, PGW . . . Edward
Lawson and David Hirth, to tv and

radio promotion writers respectively

for Avery-Knodel . . . James Smith,
to Eastern sales manager for Adam
Young . . . Craig Jennings, ac-

count executive in the Detroit office

of CBS Radio Spot Sales . . . Philip

Burrell, to assistant manager of tv

research for Edward Petry & Co. . . .

Ransom Place, Jr., to radio ac-

count executive in the New York of-

fice of PGW.

NETWORKS
NBC Radio is asking New York
agencies to (1) take a look at

the network's new programing
plan and clearance level and (2) a

Nielsen quintile study.

A team will later take the presenta-

tion on a tour of Chicago agencies.

The network's name for the five-

minute format between 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

:

EMPHASIS.

They're all tops...

in POPS!
(CCA PROOFS OF
PURCHASE)
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Conductor William Steinberg has
developed the Pittsburgh Symphony
Orchestra into one of the world's best,

winning special plaudits for children's

and "industrial" concerts.

Josie Carey, Sylvania Award
Winner and last year's "Man of the

Year" in entertainment with "Mr.
Wrinkle" and "Ludwig Von Lion".

She's on the air five days a week for

KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh's most-

watched channel by far.

No egghead she,

Mrs. Dorothea
Neilson, librarian,

is one of 4.5 million

Pittsburgh area

viewers informed,

entertained and
sold by top-rated

KDKA-TV.

Culture, kids and classrooms go into the

melting pot of contemporary Pittsburgh

. . . where KDKA-TV's cameras distill the

best of living for the area's largest TV
audiences. KDKA-TV can put your prod-

uct on Pittsburghers' minds and in their

homes, too. Just ask us how.

ATV Pittsburgh
Representee! by:

Television Advertising Hepresentatives, Inc.

^ Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc.
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WSYR-TV

DOMINATES
CENTRAL NEW YORK

WSYR-TV AtPWI DELiVIRS 44,287

MORE HOMES THAN ITS COMRETITOR

WSYR-TV AND ITS SATELLITE,

WSYE-TV, DELIVER 73,089 MORE
HOMES THAN ITS COMPETITOR

*AII figures NCS No. 3 weekly circulation

^Mm^^m^
Chanml 3 • STRACUSI, *. 1. • 100 KW

C-t It. r.n Si'; I'lm HABRINCTON. KIGHTER Ic PARSONS

WTHI-TV offers the

lowest cost per thousand of

all Indiana TV stations!

One hundred and eleven national

and regional spot advertisers

know that the Terre Haute
market is not covered
effectively by outside TV

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 • CBS—ABC

TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA

Represented Nationally

by Boiling Co.

To keep pace with its diversified

international and domestic ac-

tivities, NBC has created an
Enterprises Division.

Ihe department will have two ma-

jor operating units: Domestic Enter-

prises and International Enterprises.

Consolidated under the latter will be

the sales, programing, investment and

management activities previously un-

der NBC International Operations.

Elected in charge of this Enter-

prises Division: Alfred Stern,

formerly director of International

Operations for NBC. He will continue

as chairman of the board of NBC
International. Ltd.

Politics, 1960: ABC TV is looking

for bidders for its 1960 coverage of

the Democratic and Republican Con-

ventions, plus the election returns,

via a new presentation the network is

mailing to advertisers and agencies.

Package price: $5.5 million.

ABC will back up director Mar-
shal Diskin with a 350-man staff of

newsmen, technicians and production

specialists—plus special electronic

equipment, with mobile units playing

an important role in coverage this

time.

R, J. Reynolds led the list of total

home bioadcasts delivered on
network radio for the four weeks
ending 4 October, according to

Nielsen's National Radio Index.

Ihe top 20 advertisers, by rank:

TOTAL

HOME
b'dcsts

delivered

rank advertiser ( 000 i

1. R. J. Reynolds 140.839

2. Time ' 122,540

3. Electric Auto-Lite 103.601

4. Ex-Lax 74.617

5. Bristol-Myers 71,452

6. Chevrolet 53,697

7. Campbell Soup 48,410

8. Armour & Co. 41,786

9. Grove Div. 39,910

10. General Foods 37,981

11. Quaker Oats 33.874

12. Hudson Vitamin 32,588

13. Ford Div. 29,477

14. Niagara Therapy 29,125

15. Renault 28,830

16. CBS Electronics 28.335

17. A. E. Staley
,

27,844

18. American Home 26,162

19. Carter Products 26,012

20. Sterling Drug 20,473

New net affiliations for Mutual :

WRIB, Providence. R. I.; WTYM,
Springfield, Mass.; WKXV, Knox-

ville; and WTMC, Ocala. Fla.

Network personnel moves:
George Faust, to western manager

of CBS TV Production Sales . . .

James Hesen, to the newly-created

post of director, west coast live opera-

tions, CBS TV . . . Keith Culver-

house, assistant to the operations

director of sales promotion and ad-

vertising for CBS TV.

RADIO STATIONS

More than 2,000 d.j.'s assembled

in Nashville this week for the

eighth annual Country Music

D.J. Festival, sponsored by WSM,
Inc.

Highlights of this year's festival in-

cludes a keynote speech by Dr. Spen-

cer Thornton, of NBC's Monitor; a

"spectacular" put on by the stars of

Grand Ole Opry; panel discussions;

and luncheons hosted by the various

record companies.

This four-leaf clover

is worth looking ove

Missouri's 3rd TV Mark
151,400 TV HOMES*

Lucky KODE-TV, Joplin, Mo., is 28% taller, 29

more powerful than the nearest competitic

And KODE-TV covers: • a 4 state area • 151,4i

TV Homes • 669,800 people with $776,919,0'

buying power.

KODE-TV CHANNEL V
JOPLIN, MISSOURI CBS-ABC

Rep. by Avery-Knodel • A member of the Friendly Gr

F«6 *TV Mag., June
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Finest way to speed to Europe and beyond . . . that's KLM! Fast flights whisk

you non-stop from New York and Montreal, one-stop from Houston. Friendly

flight attendants treat you to world-famous Royal Dutch service — the most

thoughtful, attentive service you'll find anywhere! Contact your travel agent

or KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, 609 Fifth Avenue or 120 Broadway, N. Y., N. Y.

40 YEARS

WORLD

ICLM
THE WORLD OVER

mm . . you're in Europe

before you know it

!

m you're treated royally

on Royal Dutch Airlines BB
KLIVl to Europe

. . . and beyond I

ROYAL DUTCH
AIRLINES

THE WORLD S FIRST AIRLINE
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New programing format with a

one-minute accent: Storers

KPOP. Los Angeles, began a new

service to listeners last week, assur-

ing them that they'll never be more

than one-minute away from music.

All commercials, news, time, traffic

and other announcements are now a

maximum of 60-seconds, preceded

and followed by a musical selection.

Idea& at work:

• You can't "fix" the weather:

WSAI, Cincinnati, received nearl)

3.00(1 entries—a record—in its an-

nual "Fix the Freeze" contest in

which listeners guess the date and ex-

act time of the first 32-degree read-

ing of the season. Prize: a pair of

Goodyear snow tires.

• The big drop: After a four-

week spot promotion. WTOP, Wash-

ington. D. C, flew its whirley-bird

"goose" over four metropolitan shop-

ping centers last week, dropping 10,-

000 golden eggs (gilded ping pong

balls I . The promotion, in conjunc-

tion with Chock Full 0' Nuts "heav-

enly coffee" gave shoppers, inside

half of these "golden eggs", coupons

redeemable for a pound of coffee.

• Reserve your space now: In

recognition of the important and

growing Negro market in Memphis.

WDL\ plans to launch an annual

commercial exposition next year. The

station will stage a "Family Fair" at

Memphis Municipal Auditorium 18-

21 February, featuring food, drug,

home and auto exhibits.

• It won't get you through the

Lincoln Tunnel but: WNTA,
Newark, N. J., is issuing pasports to

New Yorkers entitling them to "free

and unlimited passage throughout

the entire WNTA listening area" and

goes on to list all the station's shows

the passport bearer has the "irrevoc-

able" right to listen to.

• Ward-week: Montgomery Ward,
in Huntington, kicked off their an-

nual week's promotion with a gala

"Preview Night." WHTN boomed
the celebration via spot announce-

ments preceding the night. The pre-

sell was climaxed with a 55-minute

show aired from the street in front

of the Ward store. Some 500 people

showed up for the entertainment, re-

freshments, prizes, and shopping.

Station purchases: The remaining

68

70'A of WBIR, Knoxville. stock to

the Taft Broadcasting Co. for $2.1

million . . . KKIS, Pittsburg, Cal,

to Kay Kis, Inc.. a corporation owned
by WKAN, Kankakee, III., for $300,-

000. brokered by Blackburn & Co. . . .

KXMC-TV, Minot. N. D.. to three

officers of the North Dakota Broad-

casting Co. and other Minot business

interests . . . KCOG, Centerville,

Iowa, to LeRoy Okerlund and asso-

ciates for $55,000. brokered by Black-

burn & Co.

New affihates to the Keystone
Broadcasting Co.: WIOI, Ports-

mouth, 0.; WMIE, Miami; WELK,
Charlottesville, Va.; WMFT, Terre

Haute; WLAS, Jacksonville, N. C;
KCHV. Indio, Cal; WRMS, Beards-

town, 111.; KPAP, Reading; WKTG,
Thomasville, Ga.; WRIP, Chattanoo-

ga; KJAM. Madison, S. D.; KXLL,
Missoula, Mont.; WPRN, Butler, Ala.;

WMNG, Richwood, W. Va.; WSUG,
Clewiston. Fla.: WBBK. Blakely, Ga.;

WRKM, Carthage, Tenn. and WGA'F,

Gate City, Va.
"

^^

Thisa 'n' data: RAB reports the

best October in the organization's his-

tory, with 37 stations joining, com-

pared with 21 for the same period in

1958 . . . WFMQ, Chicago, extend-

ing its broadcast hours to 20 hours

per day . . . Promotion winner:

WMAZ, Macon, Ga., named top win-

ner in the Strietmann Biscuit Co.'s

national promotion contest to intro-

duce its Zesta Eight-Pack . . . WFMB,
Nashville, the 31st station to join

Good Music Broadcasters, New York

. . . Kudo: To WIS, Columbia, S. C.

the top Superior Award for outstand-

ing news coverage from the S. C. As-

sociated Press Broadcasters.

Add Kudos: Wynn Hubler
Speece, women's director and broad-

caster for WNAX, Yankton, S. D.,

this week received the top award for

radio food reporting in the Grocery
Manufacturers of America's Life

Line of America Trophy Competi-

tion.

Runners-up in the GMA competi-

tion were: Josey Barnes, KDYL.
Salt Lake City ; Martha Crane,

WLS, Chicago; and Esther Hotton,

WTMJ. Milwaukee.

Station staffers: Steve Shepard,

general manager of KOIL, Omaha, to

v.p. of the Star Stations . . . Paul
Moore, to local sales manager for

KING, Seattle . . . Jimmy Duna-
way, to farm service director of

WSB, Atlanta . . . Elmer Smith, to

resident manager of WNAX, Yank-

ton . . . Lou Frankel, to publicity

director for WCBS, New York . . .

Ray McCarty, account executive.

KDYL, Salt Lake City . . . Richard
Barry, Jr., to the sales staff of

WNEW, New York . . . Frank Wil-

lis, to direct sales development for

KFRC, San Francisco . . . Eugene
Koen, to account executive, KDKA,
Pittsburgh . . . Randy Archer,
to account executive, KVI, Seattle

. . . Tom White, to regional sales

manager for the Denver office of In-

termountain Network . . . Dan Mar-
tin, to station manager and Robert
Nowicki, sales manager, WNDU,
South Bend . . . Dick Newton, pro-

motion and advertising manager,

KEX, Portland, Ore. . . . Richard
Mulford, to director of advertising

for Crowell-Collier Broadcasting . . .

Lee Spence, station manager, KRKS,
Ridgecrest, Cal. . . . Jim Burton,
account executive, KIOA, Des Moines

. . . George Kroloff, public relations

director, WAIT, Chicago . . . Paul
Day, to the sales department, WCSH,
Portland, Me. . . . Herbert Fields,

to the sales staff, WPEN, Philadelphia.

TV STATIONS

Eighty-two percent of the top

100 spot tv users which increased

their expenditures in the medium
during the recession year of '58,

also scored sales gains for that

year.

Conversely, nearly half of the large

advertisers that reduced their spot tv

investment, lost ground sales-wise.

This is one of the highlights of the

just-released study "Spot Tv and
the Titans," compiled by the Tv Di-

vision of Edward Petry & Co.

The study, which shows the rela-

tionship between increased spot tv ex-

penditures and increases in sales

among the top 100 advertisers, also

points out:

• The $269.3 million invested in

spot tv by these advertisers during

'58 represented a 19% increase over

'57, as compared with a 12% boost
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How many
homes

The quickest and most reliable way to obtain local audience

measurements is to refer to Nielsen Station Index Reports.

Here, in easy-to-use form, are the facts you need . . . the

percent of homes reached by each station during each time

period in each Metro or Central Area . . . and the total

number of homes reached by each station during each time

period—wherever they are.

ARE TUNED TO STATION X...

or any of 645 other stations ? TIME

STATION

PROGRAM

Vt HOUR
PER BROADCAST

aul'

Metro

area

Station

total

,.i

Ralln; Slure Homes ;i

9100 HOMES USING TV

WAAA CLIMAX

WBBB PEOPLES CHOICE

WCCC PAT BOONE ^^^^

X

6«.9

29.3

19.6

1
"^

100

30

lOO)

690

*^7

H.

2.

2.-

For television If it is television measurements you are seek-

ing, NSI reports the facts for every market in the U.S.

with two or more tv transmitters . . . 146 market areas . .

.

231 cities. These market areas account for more than 97

percent of all tv viewing.

For radio If it is radio measurements you want, NSI reports

the facts for the top 34 markets. Because of the long reach

of radio stations, these "top 34" account for the bulk of

U.S. radio listening.

And for other guides In addition to homes reached, Nielsen

Station Index reports people, i.e., the number of listeners

viewers per home, divided into men, women, teenagers and
children . . . data to guide you in reaching the greatest

number of bnijen^ with your brand messages.

Send for sample NSI Report See for yourself the

wealth of information NSI Reports put at

your fingertips ... it is the only way you will

understand why leading agencies, advertisers,

and stations consider NSI Reports a "must"
for efficient operation.

I^^SEQI

I
i_^

Nielsen Station Index
a service of A. C. Nielsen Company

2101 Howard Street, Chicago 45, Illinois • HOIIycourt 5-4400

CALL . . .WIRE . . . OR WRITE TODAY
FOR ALL THE FACTS

CHICAG01, ILLINOIS
360 N. Michigan Ave.. FRankIm 2-3810

NEW YORK 22. NEW YORK
575 Lexington Ave., tVIUrray Hill 8-1020

MENLO PARK. CALIFORNIA
70 Willow Road. DAvenport 5-0021
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TOPERft RMA &

Central Kansas

Gathers Bumper

Wheat Harvest

Boosts BanK /^f^ . .

ISiew Record Heights

TOPEKAr^( Special) —
Prosperity extends through-

!;rall central Ka-as -d

the Topeka area as 1959^

;Ir-record wheat c^J^
te

TOPEKA
Has 1 TV Station

WIBW-TV
Is It!

All Day- Every Day
Survey- Proved

WIB>AA-TV
Tops Competition
. . . serving a total of
38 Kansas Counties

As A Bonus
Wl BW-TV
Is The ONLY

TV Station Available
to 100,000

WHEAT-RICH
TV HOMES

in Central Kansas

WIBW-TV
CBS • NBC • ABC

Channel 13
TOPEKA, KANSAS

(Division Stauffer-Capper Publications)

Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

fji" network tv, a I'/c rise for maga-

zines and a 9'( decrease for news-

papers.

• The saap-detergent companies

increased spot expenditures 68% in

'58; drug advertisers were up 15%;
food field up 5%; oil, 29%; and

beer, up 30%. The tobacco group

proved the exception, with an aver-

age 11 Vf reduction in expenditures

in 1958.

Transcontinent Tv Corp. last

week brought together its pro-

motion managers in N. Y. for

their first annual meeting.

With ad-promotion director Gor-

don Helhnan presiding, the group

discussed station efforts in the vari-

ous areas coming under their juris-

diction.

Recommendation as developed will

be submitted to the TTC managers"

meeting to be held in mid-December.

A unique method of estimating

tv sets in their coverage areas

has been published bv KHOL-
TV, Kearney, and KHPL-TV,
Hayes Center, both Nebraska.

The stations used personal prop-

ertv tax schedules, which are open for

public inspection in Nebraska and

Kansas. More than one-third of the

schedules in 16 counties in the two

states were checked.

Findings: An unweighted aver-

age of tv saturation by counties

shewed 84.4% of the homes with

Iv in the 16 counties. This com-
pared with a 69% unweighted

average shown by ARF-Nielsen

figures.

A Nielsen spokesman said the dif-

ference could be logically accounted

for by a number of factors. One of

them, he said, was the fact that the

ARF county figures are often aver-

ages for clusters of counties.

Ideas 3t work:
• The news in sign language:

WFRV, Green Bay, now gives its

news telecasts double emphasis. While

the announcer reads the news, an-

other presents the same items simul-

taneously in sign language. Purpose:

station's large audience in surround-

ing areas who are deaf or hard of

hearing and cannot read lips.

• On the public service front :

Closeup, a new half-hour series of

'"conversations" about local problems

debuted on WPRO-TV, Providence,

R. 1.. last week. These programs will

highlight opposing views on contro-

versial subjects, particularly where

they apply to local situations.

• Videotape on wheels : WPTA,
Ft. Wayne, and WTTV, Blooming-

ton, presented a special showing of

Traveltape (Videotape mounted on a

mobile unit I to Ft. Wayne agencv,

business, press and industry people

last week. It consists of two units:

the Encore, containing the Videotape

facilities; and the Escort, a remote

equipment truck.

• Postmark, London : KTVR,
Denver, mailed its '59 program sched-

ule to agencies and advertisers. The

switch in this mailing: the schedules

came from London, with a note stat-

ing, "In London, tv viewers have but

2 programing choices—but in Den-

ver, the tv viewers programing choice

is 2 I station's channel)."

Thisa 'n' data: KFVS-TV, Cape

Girardeau, Mo., will soon begin con-

struction on the "world's tallest struc-

ture"—a 2,000-ft. tower . . . KTTS-
TV, Springfield, Mo., hosted some

8,000 people recently who showed up

during the station's Public Open

House days, to view the new tv stu-

dios . . . Kudo: The American Legion

Auxiliary Golden Mike Award cer-

tificate, to WBAL-TV, Baltimore.

On the personnel front: George
BarenBregg, to v. p. in charge of

tv operations for Rollins Broadcast-

ing-Telecasting . . . William Siilcs,

general manager of KIRJ-TV, Las

Vegas, to v.p. in charge of tv for

Donrey Operating and Trading Co.

. . . Kenneth MacDonald, to sales

manager of WBZ-TV, Boston . . .

George Foulkes, to general sales

manager, and Louis Froeb, assist-

ant sales manager, WTHl. Terre

Haute . . . Robert Mart, named sales

manager. WJRT. Flint. Mich. . . .

Ned Jay, to promotion manager,

WAGA-TV, Atlanta . . . William

Duryea, to supervisor of operations

for NTA Telestudios . . . James
Witte, to producer-director at KYW-
TV, Cleveland . . . James Kiss, to

public relations director of Tv Guide

. . . Ross Howell, to account execu-

tive at KTTV, Los Angeles ... El-

wood Hewett, account executive at

WCSH-TV. Portland, Me. ^
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FEATURES THAT KEEP YOUR AMPEX
VIDEO COLOR

1
LINE \ / EXT

s

/K»
^m

B/W—COLOR SWITCH

TAPE SPEED OVER-RIDE

NORMAL
DUBBING
MODE

RETARD i4liJVANCE
TAPE SPEED OVER-RIDE

UP TO DATE . . . FOR YEARS TO COME
TIP

PROJECTION

5 1

HEAD LIFE INDICATOR

Recording— copying— cuing— editing— splicing. . . whatever your requirements for today— or the

future— the Ampex Videotape* Television Recorder brings the utmost operating efficiency. These
advanced-design features are backed by 12 years of development—and the experience in TV tape

recording that is Ampex' alone . . .

INSTANT SWITCHING B/W TO COLOR yf\\h no adjustment or re-equalization needed — and no com-
promise of either standard.

PRECISE LIP SYNCHRONIZATION w^ith second recorder, either audio or TV tape, is accomplished

with Tape Speed Over-ride control.

HIGH QUALITY COPYING ASSURED even to third generation tapes. Low impedance RF-RF dubbing

interconnection delivers the frequency modulated signal direct to copying recorder (s)—eliminates

repeated modulation and demodulation processes.

RECORD, PLAYBACK TO 4 WORLD STANDARDS with "Interswitch" modification. Equips any Ampex
for international programming with 525, 405, 625 or 819 line systems.

HEAD LIFE INDICATOR provides immediate, accurate indication of operating life of the video head

assembly . . . lets your engineer plan a production schedule with assurance.

Write, wire or phone today for an Ampex representative— or ask for the new, fully illustrated

brochure describing the new Ampex VR-IOOOB. Whatever you want to know about the advantages

and profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex. AMPEX HAS THE EXPERIENCE.

934 CHARTER ST. • REDWOOD CITY, CALIF. VIDEOTAPE
Ampex
CORPORATION

professional 1

products division 1

*TM AMPEX CORP. Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities Throughout ths World
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You Miss 1,300,000

Potential Buyers

without

You must aim right or you miss the

buying power of more than 1,300,000

Negroes in the Rounsaville Radio coverage

area . . . consumers with $824,000,000 to

spend—AFTER taxes! This enormous
consumer potential can influence the na-

tional sales picture of any product. And
NEGRO RADIO, and ONLY Negro
Radio, can reach them. Over 95% of all

Negroes listen to radio! Negroes buy the

products they hear about on their radio

—

NEGRO RADIO. A proper part of your

advertising dollar must go to Rounsaville

Radio, or you miss this market! Call

Rounsaville Radio in Atlanta, John E.

Pearson, or Dora-Clayton in the South-

east.

Personal Letter

Everyone in the world ap-
preciates recognition. Cer-
tainly the people to whon^
we program, the American
Negro, is no exception to

this rule. That is why we, at

Rounsaville Radio
,
program exclusively for the

Negro with Negro talent. You can make excel-

lentuseofour Know-How to sell your products.
We'll be happy to help you. We are one of the

oldest and the largest broadcasters in our
chosen field.

ROBERT W. ROUNSAVILLE
Owner-President

FIRST U. S. NEGRO-PROGRAMMED CHAIN

FIRST IN RATING IN SIX BIG MARKETS

WCIN 1,000 Watts (5,000 Watts soon)—Cin-
cinnati's only all Negro-Programmed Station!

WLOU 5,000 Watts — Louisville's only all

Negro-Programmed Station!

WMBM 5,000 Watts—Miami-Miami Beach's
only full time Negro-Programmed Station!

WVOL 5,000 Watts — Nashville's only all

Negro-Programmed Station!

WYLD 1,000 Watts—New Orleans' only full

time Negro-Programmed Station!

WTMP 5,000 Watts—Tampa-St. Petersburg's
only all Negro-Programmed Station!

BUY ONE OR ALL WITH GROUP DISCOUNTS!

Sfs
ROUNSAVILLE
RADIO STATIONS
PEACHTREE AT MATHIESON. ATLANTA 5, GEORGIA

ROBERT W. ROUNSAVILLE
Owner-President

JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
Nafl Rep.

Ad # IB-59

HAROLD F. WALKER
V.P. 4 Nat'l Sales Mgr.

DORA-CLAYTON
Southeastern Rep.

I col X 10"

LIEBMANN
{ Continued from page 54)

But in many companies the ad man-
ager is a cut below the purchasing

agent." He thinks ad directors should

be upgraded within their companies
and given rank equal to that of other

department heads. But he hopes

men in management spots won't trans-

form themselves into admen. "A half-

baked amateur is worse than an

ignoramus,"' he says.

One reason manufacturers down-

grade admen, he thinks, is because

"Advertising hasn't gained the re-

spect it deserves. Too often it is

ridiculed or used as a crutch, and

neither is the answer. Advertising

is not evil, as some think. It hasnt

sold itself as a good product and it's

allowed itself to be pushed around."

Agency men let clients push them

around, he contends, referring to

shops other than FC&B with which

he has had dealings. "I don't see

why agencies don't resign accounts if

they're not compatible professionally.

After all, a lawyer or doctor doesn't

alter his views because I disagree

with him yet am paying the bill.

"I admit, however, there are a lot

of clients who don't encourage hon-

esty. I think the client and agency

should act as efficient partners, listen

to each other with an open mind and

without preconceived ideas.'

He also thinks "the 15"o fee is

nonsense. Not because it's too high;

maybe it's too low. I think agencies

should charge for services just as a

law firm, with billable items in addi-

tion to a retainer. Too many clients

regard the agency commission as a

fee and forget the agencv has enor-

mous overhead to service the account

needs.

"A lot of this conflict arises be-

cause clients don't know where the

monev goes. They have wild and in-

credible ideas that agency men are

millionaires wallowing in client dol-

lars. But most of this money—prob-

ably 90% of it—is dissipated in ac-

tual work for the client."

Communication of manufacturer to

consumer is the logical outcome of

meaningful communication between

advertiser and agency and then be-

tween the seller and the buyer.

This is why Philip Liebmann

argues for and tries to demonstrate

reasonableness, open-mindedness and

honestv. ^

OKLA. TIRE
{Continued from page 41)

the over-all show be timed very care-

fully since we started at 7 p.m. in

most markets and many stations had

to rejoin the net promptly at 0:30.

About one month before its tv

preinier. Watts Payne scheduled a

meeting for the promotional man-

agers of all stations carrying "Yankee

Doodle Dandy," gave each a com-

plete promotional kit.

At about the same time. Oklahoma

Tire announced the tv spectacular to

personnel in all of their 200 stores.

The meeting rooms were decorated

with firecrackers, bunting and flags

—and the speeches punctuated witli

gunshots. "Yankee Doodle Dandy"

Quotas were set (normally 2-5% over

last ) ear I with prizes for managers

who made it.

After a 10-day promotional build-

up, the show ran in seven markets the

week of 15 June: WKY-TV (Okla-

homa City), KVOO-TV (Tulsa).

KAKE-TV (Wichita), KARK-TV
(Little Rock). KSWO-TV (Lawton,

Okla.), KTEN (Ada, Okla.). KNAC
TV (Fort Smith. Ark.). Media tie-

ins: newspapers, saturation radio,

Tv Guide ads. direct mail catalogue,

ads in regional farm papers.

The tv show brought immediate

and traceable results. An album of

Cohan tunes, pressed specificallv for

the promotion and advertised only on

the show, was a sell-out in ever}'

market the dav following the show.

In Oklahoma City, where the show

ran early in the week, 13 stores did

enough volume in tv-advertised mer-

chandise the following day to justify

the cost of the show.

Gene Wolverton. Oklahoma Tire

warehouse manager, reported that he

had "never seen anything like it in

his 32 years of warehousing. We had

to stay open over weekends to supply

the merchandise." Store personnel

echoed his views, saying in almost

every case that sales were up sub-

stantially over the same promotion

last year.

Oklahoma Tire now plans to con-

tinue this approach to tv, has lined

up a series of movie "spectaculars
'

for 1960. Alreadv signed is "The

Jolson Story" for nine markets in

April: Tulsa, Oklahoma City, Wich-

ita. Joplin, Little Rock, Lawton

I Okla.), Ada (Okla.). Fort Smith

( Ark. )

.

t
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GREAT WHITE HERON
Known To Hundreds Of Bird -Watchers As Florida's Own!

Hy Wallnre Hughe:,. FLORIDA If ll.DUth: Mnnaxine

Florida Game and Frt'tih Water FUh Conimia«ion

>VCKT'TVZ Miami

..Known To L600,0U0 TV-Watchers As South Florida's Own!

For reprints of this painting and for availabilities — N.B.C. Spot Sales



now more than ever

Keystone makes sense

and dollars too

here's how:

a

^

Keystone has 1075 locally programmed radio stations

covering 54% of all radio homes in the U.S.A.

Keystone has 86% coverage of all farm markets in the country.

Keystone offers plus merchandising tailored to your

campaign needs at no cost to you.

Keystone covers Hometown and Rural America at the lovi/est cost.

Write for our complete station

list and our farm market survey.

They*re yours for the asking.

74

San Francisco Detroit Los Angeles New York Chicago

57 Pojt St. Penobscot Building 3142 Wilshire Blvd. 527 Madison Ave. 111 W. Washington

Sutter 1-7400 woodward 2-4505 Dunkirk 3-2910 Eldorado 5-3720

SPONSOR •

State 2-8900
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
14 NOVEMBER 1959

e«vii(M itu

SPONMR

PUSLIOATIONS I NO.

The quiz show mess continues either to make or to be the direct cause of

most major Washington developments alTecting the broadcasting and advertising

industries.

The ripples continue to spread out, and its becomes next to impossible to access de-

velopments and statements, to classify them into the usual "significant," "insignificant" and

"asinine" categories.

Almost all members of the House Commerce Legislative Oversight subcommittee, which

conducted the probe and would probably be the first to consider actual legislation, have

made pronouncements. Other Congressmen and Senators have also made themselves heard on

the subject of new laws.

Proposals range from specific legislation to outlaw deception on the airwaves, sometimes

including and sometimes ignoring commercials, all the way to tight FCC regulation of networks.

There is no doubt that January will bring out a flood of bills making all sorts

of proposals. Legal lights in Washington are fond of pointing out that anti-deception bills

would be very difl&cult to draft, and perhaps impossible to spell out in such a way as to permit

Congressional passage.

Trouble is anticipated in defining what would be an illegal fraud on the public and what

would not be. There appears to be no chance whatever for any legislation directly in the field

of programing in line with objections expressed by many legislators to an alleged tv diet of

crime and violence. However, action on network regulation out of the Justice Department must

remain within the realm of the possible at least until Congress reassembles and the full re-

action to the quiz scandals can be assessed.

Those who fear hasty and ill-advised action because the Harris subcommittee has gar.

nered so many black headlines and might feel impelled to follow up with action can be re-

assured on three counts:

1) The subcommittee got tremendous headlines, even blacker ones, on the allegations of

wrongdoing by FCC commissioners and members of the industry, and also on the Adams-

Goldfine case. On neither occasion did it do more than merely threaten to pass a law.

2) Even more important, any legislation the subcommittee might push through would

have to clear the Senate Commerce Committee. This committee got no headlines. Further-

more it has some knowledgeable members and a capable, experienced staff advisor, Nick

Zapple. This committee will not be stamped into ill-considered action.

3) Congress will be loath to mess up the medium in an election year.

The Harris subcommittee, meanwhile, is adverse to quit while it is ahead.

It now looks into "payola." (For the uninformed, payola is payment to disk jockeys for

record plugs on their programs.)

Neither situation may erupt into full-scale hearings. The Harris group is sup-

posedly an investigating committee, but it has ne\er really turned up very much except insofar

as witnesses would spill the beans in public hearings or somebody with an axe to grind fur-

nished the lawmakers with the dirt.

That Harris is unwilling to get into formal hearings without much more is attested to by

the fact that he hasn't even announced the areas in which the new probes are being con-

ducted. (He has said that further hearings on "other deceptive practices" in broadcasting

will be discussed on 9 December.)
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Marketing tools, trends, news,

in syndication and commercials

FILM-SCOPE
14 NOVEMBER 1959

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

The steel strike's implications for tv advertising will likely trickle down to pose

only a few spending questions in syndication.

But for the most part syndication will find itself safely insulated from any contemplated

ad-spending cuts as a result of steel shortages.

Reasons for syndication stability in the face of the crisis are these:

• Many syndication automotive spenders are foreign manufacturers such as Volkswagen

and Renault that aren't touched by the strike.

• Domestic automotive and other advertisers in syndication are mostly dealers who'll logi-

cally stay on the air and try to sell other product such as used cars or other lines if their

U. S. auto stockpiles dwindle. (Had the strike occurred during the era of co-op auto spend-

ing, more serious results for syndication might have occurred.)

• Even syndication users whose inventories might be hit by the strike obviously canH
afford to sacrifice abruptly their good time periods.

There's some evidence the pendulum is swinging away from the all-tape net-

work spectacular.

Last week one special show taped complex scenes or those that couldn't be done live for

technical reasons and did the rest of it without tape assistance.

Don't be surprised if some major film mergers or consolidations take place

by the first of the year or shortly afterwards.

Some insiders feel that the film market can't support too great a number of companies

that aren't extremely efficient statement-wise.

There are three general types of film houses: The network supplier, the regional syndi-

cator and the station-by-station seller—although obviously there are no hard and fast lines

separating the three.

Both network and regional business has tended to consolidate into a handful

of majors, but this is not monopolistic and seems to. work out, except for newcomers trying

to break in.

There's most room for a multitude of operators in station selling, where small

scale, low cost operations can still return a profit.

National questions concerning tv quiz and audience participation programing

will have very little eflfect on the syndication scene.

Formats of this type have traditionally been of only very small sales value for syndication.

The days of the 60-point rating for syndicated shows are not over.

In relatively new tv areas, such as Australia, U. S. syndicated shows in Sydney are scor-

ing as high as fifties and sixties in LinTVar reports.

CBS Films, for example, reports five of its shows among the top 15 in Sydney:

Perry Mason, 61.4; I Love Lucy, 56.3; U. S. Border Patrol, 42.8; Trackdown, 40.0, and

Have Gun, Will Travel, 39.3.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

Of considerable significance to syndication are studies like TvAR's on wide

variations of product preferences from city to city.

The study in the Westinghouse station cities disclosed these facts:

• Men prefer filters to non-filters in San Fjancisco.

• Men prefer non-filters to filters in Pittsburgh and Cleveland by two-to-one.

• Women in younger age brackets have accepted filters to a much higher extent than ma-

ture smokers.

Information of this nature has proven useful in selecting specific syndication mar-

kets and in choosing, where necessary, diff«'rent programs in each case to appeal to

a different kind of buying group.

Canada may come to play an increasingly active role in U. S. film syndication

production in the future.

A movement is afoot in Canada to increa-e the amount of Canadian program produc-

tion on the air there.

The next step from this well may be to produce shows that have sales possibili-

ties in the United States as well.

It's not very often that a syndicator can get publicity in national magazines to

assist him in furthering his show.

NTA is getting attention in Life, Newsweek and other magazines for the two-hour, tape

Play of the Week shows produced by David Susskind for WNTA-TV, New York.

The shows have not yet formally been placed on sale for syndication.

COMMERCIALS

The single greatest problem facing tape commercials users today is probably

the fact that the unknowable and the unforeseen continue to crop up to create

new problems.

Each area of tape endeavor has its specialists giving the user guidance, but there have

been too many unchartered "inbetween" areas.

Especially lacking have been comprehensive reports of actual experience with tape

from the agency-client viewpoint rather than from that of the producer or equipment

manufacturer.

This week such a report, derived from a confidential Compton presentation, appears

in SPONSOR starting on page 33.

Some of its findings are startling, such as this: A $9,600 savings in tape production was

negated by costs of getting commercials on the air to such an extent that one tape campaign

actually cost $34,700 more than film.

Commercials producers are turning more and more to handling sales meet-

ings and merchandising for clients—areas formerly under agency control.

Fred Niles of Chicago, for one, has handled Sylvania conventions, injecting entertain-

ment to stimulate enthusiasm.

There are some signs that the networks and the independent contractors are

learning to live together in the area of commercials production.

One producer pointed out that the networks are only interested in leasing their facilities

for tape production, leaving the door open for the personnel of independent producers and

agencies to perform creative jobs.
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
14 NOVEMBER 1959

Ccpyrlfht ItM
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PUBLICATIONS INC.

The tv boss of one of the medium's biggest users finds himself for the first

time on the serious explaining end with his company.

A star of one of the company's filmed series got in a tiff with the agency of record and

phoned him. He overruled the agency's position.

The series doesn't seem to be getting anywhere.

Some industry observers predict a sharp slackening off with the turning of the

year in the rash of speculative radio station turnovers.

Basis for their forecast: The dimensions of the business are beginning to catch up with

the inflationary prices that in-and-out operators have been able to obtain for their

properties after putting their ratings through an artificial buildup.

Watch for one of the U. S. reps to establish an office in Canada to solicit busi-

ness for Canadian stations from Canadian accounts.

It would be the first such status for an American rep.

Some stations keep going back to where radio came in and heralding innova-

tions in their schedules as something entirely new for the medium.

This week's instance: the 50KWer that described a late evening strip of live or-

gan music as a ''new concept in nighttime programing."

The programer is either of the medium's newer generation or he's forgotten about the

dent left in the organ bench by such 1930 headliners as Jesse Crawford, Ann Leaf

and Eddie Dunstadter.

The ad manager of a midwest oil company, who is the son-in-law of the presi-

dent, is giving nepotism anything but a good name by his heavy-handed tactics.

Like running rough-shod over the agency with his advertising plans and dictating

his own terms when it comes to buying radio time.

Two operators of radio stations in key markets during a recent industry meet-

ing compared notes on their monthly compensation from one of the radio networks.

One operator who is actually affiliated with the network revealed that his last monthly

check from the network came to $160.

Remarked the other operator : "I let your network have a daily half-hour strip at straight

cardrate. My check for the month for that strip came to about $700."
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m and its '

advertisers
'«i.^?'-

are
W0'-^

sitting
mm"!^

pretty™ yM

. as Pulse reveals a 24% share-increase and a virtual tie for first

Station

WHK
"A"
"B"
"C"
"D"
"E"

May-June*
share

Sept.-Oct."

share

16.1%

23.2%

16.2%

14.0%

9.4%
8.5%

19.9%

21.2%
16.9%

12.8%
8.1%
8.3%

Change

+ 24.0%
- 9.0%
+ 4.0%
- 9.0%
-14.0%
- 2.0%

'Monday— Friday, 6 a.m.— 12 midnighi

This table shows how the tables have turned

What turned the tables? A new blend of

WHK servicemanship, newsmanship, and

showmanship, compounded specifically for

the Cleveland market. To make your prod-

uct get and/or stay healthy in Cleveland,

call Harvey Glascock (EXpress 1-5000) or

let a Blair man elaborate.

WNEW WNEW
NEW YORK CITY NEW YORK CITY

AM-FM TV

WTTG
WASHINGTON, 0. C

TV
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THE NEW

WHK
the new sound and the

new sell of radio . . . in

CLEVELAND
5000 EUCLID AVE. • TELEPHONE: EXPRESS 1-5000

HARVEY L. GLASCOCK
i'ice President & General Manager

JOHN BLAIR
Exclusive Saiional Represenlalive

DIVISION OF METROPOLITAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION
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Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional radio campaigns

:3 WL

APPLIANCES
SPONSOR: Pete Moore Discount House AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Bob Kennedy, half-owner and gen-

eral manager of the Pete Moore Discount House of Staunton.

Va., selected a three-day period for a special push to move

their electrical appliances. He decided to purchase a cam-

paign on WSVA Radio, Harrisonburg, Va., some 30 miles

from Staunton. In addition, he purchased a one-time only

half-page advertisement in his hometown newspaper. In

the first two days of the campaign, he sold 75 major appli-

ances. This was outstanding, Kennedy felt, but on the third

day he sold an additional 25 or more appliances to bring the

total over 100. Kennedy, who wanted to know the how, why,

when, where and who of his advertising dollar, made it a

point to ask every customer where they had heard about the

Pete Moore sale. Nearly all answers pointed to WSVA. Only

a few said the Staunton newspaper, which was of primary

significance since this was the store's hometown. "WSVA
personalities have really sold our store," said Kennedy.

WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va. Announcements

SEWING MACHINES
SPONSOR: Singer Sewing Machines AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: A few weeks ago, the area manager

for Singer Sewing Machine Co. stopped at KXXX, Colby,

Kan., and purchased a three-day spot schedule for one of

his stores within the station's coverage area. Results were

almost immediate. The day after the campaign started, the

store sold $5,000 worth of sewing machines and assorted

appliances. In analyzing the results, the store manager re-

ported that in answer to the question he put to each cus-

tomer, "How did you know about this sale?" 75% of all the

store traffic indicated KXXX. "If it had not been for the

area coverage which KXXX delivered, the sale would have

been only half as successful," reported the store manager.

"And since newspapers cannot deliver the penetration that

the farm and home station does, we didn't feel we had a

choice." The sewing machine company has subsequently

purchased additional schedules and has shown compar-

able results to the initial campaign over a sustained period.

KXXX, Colby, Kansas Announcements

SPORTS WEAR
SPONSOR: Bradley Sports Shop AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Bradley Sports Shop of Peoria,

111., one of the oldest in the city and located near Bradley

University, purchased one-quarter sponsorship of a local

high school football game. The campaign called for four

to five announcements plus 10-seconds on a special sweat sox

offer. No other advertising was used for this special cam-

paign. With so many sports stores in the town out to

capture the sports clothes buyers of the city, the store man-

ager did not expect a big influx of customers. Following

the Friday night broadcast, however, and until the following

Friday, Bradley's Sports Shop had more than 400 calls for

the advertised product. The final tally came to 35 dozen

pair sold, with customers still coming in. "The success of

the campaign can only be attributed to the selling power

of Peoria's WIRL," said Dick Stoik, owner of the Bradle-

shop. "I plan to continue using WIRL since it brings to

us the type of audience we need to sell our merchandise."

WIRL, Peoria, 111. Program

MOBILE HOMES
SPONSOR: A. & B. Trailer Sales AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: A. & B. Trailer Sales of Rome, N.Y.,^

has really cashed in on the housing boom, or shortage^

whichever way you look at it. The mobile hoine outfit has

used WKAL, Rome-Utica, as the basis for its advertising,

ever since the station changed management. The company

has been participating in the Gordie Hood Show, Monday

through Friday from 5:30 to 6 a.m. In a recent four-day

period A. & B. sold 11 Crosley Manhattan Mobile Homes.

These trailers are 55' long x 10' wide and each contains three

bedrooms. Cost of these Crosle)s is S5,500 each. "In the

past six weeks," said Marjorie A. Bowman of A. & B., "we

have sold 30 trailers totaling $214,500. Due to the increase

in sales created by WKAL, we have been forced to discon-

tinue all other advertising. Every day more and more people

caire from as far away as Boonville, Madison and even

Syracuse, to see the trailers and tell us how much they

appreciate our participation in the Gordie Hood Show."

WKAL, Rome-Utica, N. Y. Announcements
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IVe interrupt our regular

advertising program to bring you

the following special announcement:

October PULSE' shows
WWDC RADIO FIRST by

biggest margin ever in

Washington, D.C. area's

total share of audience

from 6 A. M. to midnight,

Monday through Sunday-

WWDC FIRST in EVERY
quarter hour, 6 A.IVI. to

6 P.M., Mon. thru Fri.
* Washington, D. C. 5-county area — covering 569,900 radio homes

In growing Jacksonville, Fla. it's WWDC-owned WMBR Radio—both represented nationally by John Blair & Company
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Leslie C. |ohnson, vice-president and general man-
ager of WHBF Radio and TV looks over .

Letters of GOODWILL—
34 years in building

—

a productive PLUS for

WHBF advertisers.

They are a gold mine of our most treas-

ured possessions—voluntary tributes from
laymen, and from leaders in industry,

education, religion and civic activitie':

—

attesting outstanding WHBF community
service for more than a third of a cen-

tury!

They are, indeed, a continuing area-wide,

factual evaluation of WHBF community
prestige. They portray a picture painted
by the HOME FOLKS of a radio-tele-

vision service—strong, deep rooted, and
PRODUCTIVE.

Another indication of listener confidence
is evidenced by the substantial leadership

of WHBF in the latest Nielsen NCS No.
2. WHBF still leads all of the 68 down-
state Illinois radio stations.

With the many advertisers, local and
national, who have helped build WHBF
over the years, their association brings

PRIDE, never apology! That is a defi-

nite PLUS in productivity of any sales

relationship.

YOU can be sure that WHBF radio and
television quality productivity is available

on a fair, honest and efficient basis to

all advertisers who desire for their sales

messages a friendly receptive audience in

a climate of true family hospitality.

^^^1^ STRONG & PRODUCTIVE FROM DEEP ROOT:

AWHBF
Coverint Western Illinois- Eastern lowi . RADIO t TELEVISION

HESS
{Continued from page 47)

utes from Lansford" to the tune of

'45 Minutes From Broadway." Solo-

mon picked it up. By the time thev

had reached Allentown. the jingle had
been roughed out in their mind.

At Hess's. they chorused it for

sales promotion manager Holben who
liked it, called for a tape recorder

from the music department and ( to

the accompaniment of the store or-

ganist recorded a rough version of

the jingle for Hess to listen to the

same day.

Hess approved on the spot. With-

in 48 hours after the impromptu ap-

proval of the lyrics, the finished spots

were on their way to Allentown. De-

signed for the Lansford station and

Easton stations, they featured a com-

bo singing a jingle. For Lansford.

it began

:

Only 4.5 minutes to Messrs

Think of the savings that means . .

.

The Easton version substituted "21

minutes."

This signaled the next round in the

battle. Local merchants stepped up

their ad barrages, but N.D.P. ac-

counts continued to pour in from

Lansford and Easton. Hess (secure

in the fact that Pennsylvania state

police permit the 50-mile journey

from Lansford at accelerated time)

knew he was on firm ground for the

duration of his N.D.P. campaign.

LInrest in Lansford led merchants

to band together and bring out a

"shopping news" to offset Hess in-

roads. Then came this reaction from

a totally unexpected source:

Hess had never been able to draw

customers from Reading, 35 miles

away. Yet, a breakdown of N.D.P.

charge applications showed a large

number of written applications com-

ing in from that area. Reading news-

papers, however, refused to accept

Hess ads. So he decided to go it with

radio alone. At the end of Hess's 14-

day radio flight, both sides drew back

to retrench.

In this atmosphere of trade panic

(and consumer excitement), Hess's

second flight kicked off. This time,

the "No Down Payment" theme was

combined with a "Lowest Prices Any-

where" pitch. This jingle intro to

one of the spots ( tune of "Little

Brown Jug") is typical of how the

two were combined

:

N.D.P. and L.P.A.

You even have two years to pay

N.D.P. and L.P.A.

Hess's is the store for me.

All spots were in much lighter vein

than the first series. Above jingle,

sung by a girl, introduced a man-

and-girl spot directed at housewives.

Men were pitched (again in traffic

and late evening news times) with a

jingle sung by a chorus to march
music a la "76 Trombones."

Hess went after another specific

market—teenagers—with a man-plus-

girl jingle abounding in "hep" lingo.

All spots were tagged with the

three lines from the original Hess

jingle established in the previous

campaign. By this time, the jingles

were becoming well enough known in

Allentown and neighboring cities to

prove a further irritation to out-of-

town merchants.

At the end of another 14-day war,

Hess called the two-week truce rec-

ommended by Blaine-Thompson in

the original timetable.

Hess's strategy of pinpointing au-

diences was brought into play again

for the back-to-school promotion.

This time mothers and their college-

age offspring were the primary targets.

The series of four spots contained

several elements in common:
• Nursery rhyme jingle. Though

sharply pinpointed, all spots bore an

identity with each other through use

of a jinffle pegged to a nursery rhyme
tune with an adult slant.

• Similar lead-in. All spots began

with a lead phrase along these lines:

"Time to learn something from this

Lehigh Valley (Panther Valley) nurs-

ery song."

• Standard jingle tag. The now

strongly identified musical signature

was common to all spots.

• Live area tags. Another Hess

trademark (the live tags for Easton

and Allentown) continued in use.

Success of the series is indicated

by the fact that Hess is holding the

copy for use next year, the fact that

Reading, Easton and Lansford con-

tinued their counter-efforts through-

out the campaign, and sharp sales

rises, which Hess says were coinci-

dental with each radio flight.

Fourth flight, just completed, was

an all-out promotion using bugles,

bells and other attention-getters.

Hess decided to turn his 62nd Anni-

versary into a veritable carnival.

Spots hammered at "62 sweepstakes

prizes every day" and a chance to
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RADIO
Popular music with a melody • • 36%

Concert music and Detroit Svmphonv Orchestra . . . . 22%

.... 16%WWJ New^s and NBC News: complete, reliable . ....

TVIonitor . n%0/0
1

7%Drama

Sports 5%U/O

Special services. interviews, weathe r, traffie . . 3%

Civic. ReliErion. TIH U.^a.t'i*")n . . . ^%0/0

At WWJ, it all adds up to 100%:
TOTAL RADIO for the TOTAL POPULATION

\^ M \ikr I AM and FMVV VV«J RADIO
Detroit's Basic Radio Station

NBC Affiliate

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC. • OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS
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WHEELING
37; TV
MARKET

One Station Sells Big

Booming Ohio Valley

No. 14 in a Series

About the Diversified

Upper Ohio River Valley:

PIPE COUPLINGS

The world's largest independent manu-

facturer of Pipe Couplings is the proud

boast of the Wheeling Machine Prod-

ucts Company of Wheeling, West Vir-

ginia, an important element in the in-

dustrial picture of the WTRF-TV area.

Since 1918 the "X-L" trademarked

Wheeling products—Pipe Couplings and
Nipples, Water Well Drive Points, Drive

Shoes and Drive Caps, Bushings, Plugs
and Plastic Fittings have been shipped
throughout the world. Important to

those with products to sell is the $3
million annual payroll of Wheeling—

a

potent part of the $2y2 billion spend-

able income enjoyed by the 2 million

people in the 36-county WTRF-TV area.

For complete merchandising service and

availabilities, call Bob Ferguson, VP
and General Mgr., at CEdar 2-7777.

National Hep., George P. Hollingbery Company

wtrr^ I

V

Wheeling 7, West Vo.^^^

316,000 waits |^ g Q network color

'"win $1,000 in merchandise of your
choice" by entering the "Sleepathon

Derby on the Fifth Floor." ( Honors
went to the contestant who could

manage to stay asleep, or play pos-

sum, the longest during the week of

the promotion. ) Contestants used ex-

ercise machines, read encyclopedias,

anything to exhaust them; some, pre-

sumably, even managed to sleep.

In spite of all the hoopla all an-

nounceirients stressed the fact that

Hess's was not running a sale.

However, one of the four e.t.'s

used in this campaign was designed

for a live cut-in at the mid-point of

the commercial to highlight specific

merchandise. Price references all had

a "matter of course" flavor. Sample:

"And best of all—Hess's price is

only $3.99."

Blaine-Thompson is now at work

on Hess's frontal assault on Christ-

mas. You can be sure Allentown

will be the site of one of the liveli-

est retail battles anywhere over the

next six weeks. ^^

Ed. note: This is the last of sponsor's

three-part series on how retailers use

air media.

ADMAN DREAMS
[Continued from page 45)

He made three tv predictions:

• "There will be pocket television

sets, perhaps the size of a fist, prob-

ably depending on an atomic battery

for power. The living room tv set

will be replaced by an electrolumi-

nescent plate in the wall."

• "World television will be com-

monplace. Some world organization

may have to assign orbits for the

missiles that will be relaying televi-

sion back to earth. Some of the spec-

taculars of that day will come from

outer space."

• Advertising will also "contribute

toward the establishment of a com-

mon language—probably same form

of English. The pritre force will be

world television, whose dual audio-

video power will work much faster

than any other medium toward crea-

tion of such a language."

As for radio, he said:

"Anyone who wants to keep up to

the minute with radio will be able to

carry a coinplete receiver in his ear."

Mr. Ketchum thinks 1979's adver-

tising will be "better, because compe-

tition in and between industries will

be keener and because higher educa-

tion standards will make people better

informed and more discriminating."

Much of that year's advertising, he
thinks, "will support products un-

known today. It will help to move
goods through new channels, by new
methods. Since there will be even

less personal selling, advertising will

have to take on added responsibility."

Among the other developments he
sees as possibilities:

• Magazines: "Magazines will be
fewer but with circulations 50 to

1007f higher than today.

• Newspapers: "Newspapers, and
perhaps magazines as well, will be
put together without type and with-

out acid-engraved plates, probably by
an adaptation of magnetic tape."

• Car cards: "Transportation ad-

vertising will have a fantastic revival.

Millions of workers will be commut-
ing to their jobs by some form of

rapid transit because the suburbs will

extend farther and the highway sys-

tem will lag behind automobile own-
ership."

• ESP: "There may be a totally

new medium of communication,
available to advertising, too—extra-

sensory perception."

Advertising will perform several

functions needed by that world of 20
years hence.

Says Mr. Ketchum, "Advertising of

American products will be directed to

many nations and peoples who are

not able to be our customers today

—

in Africa, Asia and other parts of

the world now economically under-

developed. And there will be more
and more advertising directed from

foreign countries to Americans."

Concluding his predictions for the

time capsule, the agency president

said: "If in these ways advertising

helps people to know and understand

each other better, to more fully real-

ize their mutual dependence, it will

help to bring a more pleasant and

peaceful world. I hope I am here to

see it.

The prophecies for 1959 were re-

moved from the time capsule two

weeks ago and aired by KDKA in a

special two-hour show. Program PM,
from 8 to 10 p.m. on 2 November.

Among the 1939 predictors and

their observations about radio and

television projected to 1959:

Lenox R. Lohr, then president of

the National Broadcasting Co.: "The

ultra high frequencies and micro-
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LEADS ALL OTHER STATIONS
Sunday through Saturday 10 pm to midnight -ARB

BIGGEST BUY IN THE MARKET
Saturday The Big Movie Double Feature at 11 pm

BIG MOVIES

BIG AUOIENCE • BIGGER SALES

MORNING: The Early, Early Show-Mon. thru Fri. 9 am

AFTERNOON: The Early Show - Mon. thru Fri. 5 pm

NIGHT: The Big Movie-Mon. thru Fri. & Sun. 11:15 pm

You know where
you're going withWAGA-TV
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vvaves^vnll have been put to practical

everyday use. Higher powered trans-

mitters, say 500 kw. may be accepted

as standard for clear channel sta-

tions. The improvement of program

content and production need be lim-

ited only by man's mind and imagi-

nation, and his abilit\ to gauge his

fellovymans listening interest.

"As a social force, radio will have

come fully into its own. It will not

be surprising if we find a world sys-

tem of broadcasting, established

somewhat like the international law

of today—violated, to be sure, but

nevertheless standing as a beacon to

guide the nations of the world."

George H. Bucher, then presi-

dent of the Westinghouse%Electric

and Mfg. Co.: "The home 'If 1959

will be equipped with a radio re-

ceiver, a tv receiver and probably an

automatic news recorder which will

supplement our newspapers and mag.

azines with spot reporting of current

events.

"This future home literallv will be

built around its electric power sup-

ply. No one can say what new won-

ders may develop during the next 20

years of this atomic pioneering, but

already the nuclear physicist has

Beam your sales message to

DULUTH-
SUPERIOR

the

';'»

LARGEST

NIARKET
in both Minnesota and

Wisconsin

Zooming sales have made the Twin

Ports metropolitan area the 2nd

largest market in size only to the

Twin Cities in Minnesota and Mil-

waukee in Wisconsin.

In WDSM-TV's coverage area live

800,000 people, spending over I bil-

lion dollars* annually.

You can best sell, best adver-

tise to this growing industrial,

shipping and vacation center

by using WDSM-TV ...

*SRDS 5/10/59
irCsr-^ y'-\.£ ,"- --

-.i

AT THE HEAD OF THE SEAWAY

I WDSM-TV
^k DULUTH, MINN. NBC SUPERIOR, WISC.

transmuted one element into another,

made artificial radium and has

brought closer to realization the day

when mankind may be able to free

and control atomic energy."

Dr. Samuel Harden Churchy
then president of Carnegie Institute:

"Television will bring sight and

sound together on the instant of hap-

pening even as now the cinema brings

sight and sound together after an

artificial preparation.

"All parliaments will speak into

the ears of the world, and all men will

carry the radio in their pockets and
converse through it with the ends of

the earth." ^

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
EXCLUSIVE NATL. REPS.

WAYNE EVANS «, ASSOC.
REGIONAL REPS.

HOW TO PRE-SELL
{Continued from page 44)

than 100 million people. Here is how
Gillette excites its sales staff and re-

tailers on this air drive:

• Shortly after a Series is over,

Gillette's sales department gets set

for the next promotion. A "World
Series Special" is dreamed up. This

year it was the $1.95 Adjustable Ra-

zor, and from all indications it has

outsold last year's "special." the 79^
razor. In previous years, "specials"

included baseball encyclopedias,

books on baseball signals offered free

with the purchase of a razor. What-

ever shape next year's "special" will

take will soon be decided upon.

• In June, Gillette brings all sales

representatives together for carefullv

prepared and staged meetings to hear

details on the World Series air cov-

erage. The tie-in with tv and radio

is apparent everywhere; meeting

rooms are draped with baseball flags

and bunting and the programs fea-

ture top figures from the sports world

to stir up enthusiasm among the

salesmen.

• Ads in key trade journals keep

the dealers informed on Gillette's en-

tire Cavalcade of Sports campaign on

radio and tv.

• Catalogues that go to wholesalers

not only detail the Gillette products

and offers, but give information on

the strong support these important

members of the trade get through

Gillette advertising.

• Gillette salesmen get a steady

stream of inside dope on Gillette's tv

and radio presentations through fre-

quent company bulletins, as well as

by personal letters from company ex-

ecutives. Armed with such knowl-

edge, the salesmen have ready "con-
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THIS FACT FACES YOU

!

PROOF:

Within its Grade A telecasting- area, WSJS-Television reaches

a consumer population of 1,393,420 with total spendable income
of $1,827,286,000. In North Carolina's biggest Metropolitan

market located in the rich industrial Piedmont, the WSJS-
Television market represents a more powerful buying force

than that offered by any other North Carolina station.

television

Winston-Salem/ Greensboro
CHANNEL 12

Headle/-Reed, Reps.
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versation starters" when they make
their calls.

• Every salesman's portfolio con-

tains several pages devoted to Gillette

advertising, listing such details as

expenditures and audiences reached

by Cavalcade of Sports.

• When the World Series goes on

the air in October, Gillette holds

"World Series Open House" in over

70 cities throughout the U. S. Key
wholesalers and retailers in these

cities are invited by local Gillette

representatives to watch the games on

color tv in a hotel room or other

meeting place, decorated, of course.

in baseball motif. In fact, the atmos-

phere of the ball park is carried to

the refreshments served — peanuts,

hot dogs and pop. Maxon is the

agency.

Massey-Ferguson, Inc. Sponsor-

ing Jubilee U.S.A. on ABC TV, this

farm equipment manufacturer makes

good use of its country music pro-

gram for merchandising tie-ins by its

dealers. Last February. M-F orig-

inated the Jubilee telecast from its

North American Dealers' Conference

in Detroit, enabling 5,000 of its own
people to see live this important part

of its ad program.

PEPShCOLA's Dollar

Buys More on

WKOW'TV
"The merchandising effort

made on our behalf by

WKOW-TV's Merchandis-

dising Department has added

greatly to the effective im-

pact of our spot schedule.

Personal calls on dealers,

a detailing of our program
in merchandising letters,

and the window display at

the downtown studio have
aroused retailer interest

and support. This 'plus'

service is greatly appre-

ciated.

H. H. Levenick

Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co.

Madison, Wisconsin

/'Thank you, Mr. Levenick, for this opportunity to prove

that WKOW-TV sells best ivhere they buy more."

Ben Hovel

i^

WKOW
MADISON,WISCONSIN

General Manager
WKOW - WKOW-TV

TV-Q 1

RADIO- 10 KW-1070i

Al the same time, the dealers got

first-hand pre-sell on another facet of

M-F broadcasting; they were intro-

duced to the radio farm directors who
head up farm shows that the company
sponsors across the country.

In recent months, M-F has been

presenting its tv talent at displays and
exhibits at state and county fairs

throughout the U. S.

Carrying the whole thing further

still, M-F has set up special "Jubilee

Day" promoton for its dealers. This

arrangement permits local dealers to

bring stars from the network tv show
to their own open house and field

demonstration events, and thereby

cash in locally on the national cam-
paign. Needham, Louis & Brorby is

the agency.

Quaker Oats Co. (for Aunt Jemi-

ma Pancake Mixes and Ken-L-Ra-

tions ) . To stimulate additional sales

of these products, this account and
the JWT agency of Chicago decided

to supplement its network efforts on

ABC TV and CBS TV with a $1/4

million spot tv campaign in 23 west-

ern markets. The show selected was
Award Theatre to be shown for 39
weeks and programed in prime time.

To insure the greatest sales impact

from this buy, Quaker Oats retained

the services of JWT's Broadcast Ex-

ploitation Dept. Specialists from this

agency arm joined with account

groups, tv and media departments,

came up with this pre-sell program:

• Newsletters, brochures and flash

sheets went out to sales force, retail-

ers and the stations. These outlined

facts, figures and purposes of the air

buy, listed program and commercial

schedules, ideas for promotion and

merchandising.

• Market visits were conducted by

client and agency personnel to work
out with stations and retailers ideas

for promoting with their specific mar-

kets in mind.

• Merchandising kits went out to

dealers that included shelf talkers,

window streamers, jumbo post cards,

ideas for tie-ins through local home-

maker, variety and children's shows,

suggestions for contests, in-store and

window displays, and special events

linked to the Award Theatre.

American Machine Foundry
I for its Automatic Pinspotters) . Has

used ABC TV star Dick Clark to pro-

mote its buy of his American Band-

stand, also made excellent pre-sell

use of sportscaster Bill Stern. ^
SPONSOR 14 NOVEMBER 1959
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BUT . . . You'll Go Farther With WKZO Radio

In Kalamazoo -Battle Creek and Greater Western Michigan!

WKZO Radio is the first choice of leading advertisers

for effective coverage of the Kalamazoo-Battle Creek
market.

Pulse (see left) points to WKZO Radio as the area's

leadership station, with a total audience 32% larger than

that of any other. First-class Fetzer and CBS program-
ming has paid off—morning, afternoon and evening

—

in the highest ratings for 345 of 360 quarter-hours surveyed
(Monday-Friday, 6 a.m.-midnight).

Ask Avery-Knodel to strap WKZO Radio to your
schedule for a record jump into Kalamazoo-Battle Creek
and Greater Western Michigan.

'^Ansten Samiielstuen holds American ski jump record of 316 feet set in 1951 at Steamboat Springs, Colorado.

7-COUNTY PULSE REPORT

KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA—MARCH-APRIL 1959

SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY

6 A.M.- 12 NOON
12 NOON -6 P.M.

6 P.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT

WKZO Station "B" Station "C" |

30
27

29

21

22

22

—

o

o

WKZO-TV— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO— KALAA\AZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO— GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAAAAZOO
WWTV— CADILIAC, MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV— LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD RADIO— PEORIA, ILLINOIS

WMBD-TV— PEORIA, ILLINOIS

"WKZO
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK

AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN

Avery-Knodel, Inc , Exclusive National Representafives
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Right on top

in FRESNO

the top result-getting

availabilities on KJEO

Source: Current Nielsen

KJEO— Channel 47, No. 1

for the money, No. 1 for the

Central California audience.

J ©channel

FRESNO
J. E. O'Neill — President

Joe Drilling — Vice President

and General Manager

W.O. Edholm— Commercial Manager

See your H-R representative n*n'4^'9\

90

d radio

"VIAKERS

William Decker, nijrr.

Herbert C. Drake has been elected a

senior v. p. of Ted Bates & Co. He joined

the agency at the end of '55 as a v.p. of

Brown & Williamson, and moved to account

supervisor on Colgate Household Products

when the agency obtained the Fab account

in October, 1956. Prior to joining Bates,

Drake was a v.p. at J. Walter Thompson.

He went to JWT in 1949 as account execu-

tive on Lever. Poncfs and J. B. Williams. Also named senior v.p.

at Bates: Ronald Bradley, courrently a v.p. and formerly at DCS&S.

Robert Lemon has been named manager

of WNBQ (TV I. Chicago. He joined the

station in 1958 as general executive. Prior

to that. Lemon served for a ) ear as program

manager of NBC's Philadelphia station,

WRCV-TV. Before joining NBC. he was

general manager of WTTV. Bloomington

since the station's inception in 1949. Previ-

ously, Lemon was sales manager of WTTS,
Bloomington. Other Chicago appointments:

WMAQ and George Diefenderfer, national-local sales mgr., WNBQ.

Donald L. Chapin has been appointed v.p.

in charge of national sales for all of Taft

Broadcasting Co.'s radio and tv operations.

He joined Taft's WKRC-TV, Cincinnati in

1950 as local sales manager, becoming

general sales manager in 19-52 and ad-

vancing to assistant general manager in

1954. Chapin went to New York in the

latter part of 19.54 to become eastern sales

manager for Radio Cincinnati. He returned to WKRC in 1958. Also

appointed: Roger Read, to v.p.—administration and planning.

Martin F. Beck has been named assistant

radio sales manager at the Katz Agency,

Inc., New York. A graduate of Cornell

University, Beck spent a year "getting an

education" in radio with stations KOIL,

Omaha and WFOR, Lincoln, before joining

the media research department of Katz in

1934. Soon afterwards, he switched to the

radio sales staff where he will begin his

20th year for Katz in December. Beck has served one agency. BBDO,

for 17 years. His new position is in a sales supervisory capacity.
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Advertisers with a stake in young America can bank

on this-no where in the Carolinas will you find children's

program strength to match that of WSOC-TV. This better

television fare for small fry complements the over-all

program structure that is changing audience patterns here

in your 25th largest television market. Buy right. Buy

WSOC-TV-one of the great area stations of the nation. CHARLOTTE 9-NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

>VSOC and WSOC-TV are associated with WSB and AWSB-TV, Atlanta; >VHIO and >WHIO-TV, Dayton
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frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint
--J

Are you a victim of timebuying fads? We're seeing one now, says Donald P.

Campbell, Administrative Asst., WMAR-TV, Baltimore, in the matter of tv

minute announcements. Campbell challenges agencies and advertisers to pro-

duce evidence that minutes are wonderful and 20'5 no good. His spirited,

hard-hitting piece takes timebuyers and copywriters to task for downgrading

an important tv commodity. In pleading for more balanced judgment and an

end to fads in advertising, Campbell echoes what many tv men are now saying.

WHY THE PSYCHOSIS ABOUT MINUTES?

low that you ask, I do have a low boiling point on one

subject (at least I . My blood gets warm when I look at my
availability list week after week and notice high-rated

"AA" 20-second announcements available in dozen lots.

Meanwhile, advertisers and rep salesmen are begging us

to squeeze minutes into already overloaded participating

programs, or in break positions where only 30 seconds

are proper between commercial programs.

This is not a unique problem with our station. Analysis

of recent BAR reports and informal surveys of other sta-

tions reveal that the situation is common.

My purpose then is not to emphasize the obvious—but

rather to observe that it's time something is done about it.

Not too long ago, good I.D.'s were open throughout the

night schedule, with no takers. The 20's were sold out.

Today, no prime I.D.'s are available. They sell to the

advertiser! Does the advertiser benefit from their use? It

would be ridiculous to assume otherwise. Our advertisers

are singularly successful in moving products with I.D.'s

. . . and most of our prime I.D.'s are sold to local adver-

tisers, the quickest barometer of success, and the first to

withdraw if the product doesn't move. Can we then assume

that 20-second announcements are a poor selling tool?

In the not-too-distant past, 20's were regarded as "pearls

of great price," and buyers squabbled over who got which.

Some of the largest national budgets were based on a cam-

paign of nighttime prime breaks. Meanwhile minutes in

well-rated "fringe " time lay idle. Suddenly, the entire

viewing public may have decided to boycott advertisers

who used 20-second breaks—but I doubt it.

If there was a mass psychosis, it developed at the other

end of the line, amongst those who decide upon the course

of multi-million dollar budgets, and their advisers.

If there is sound and thorough industry research on the

subject of viewer retention of sales points from minute

commercials vs. 20-second commercials vs. I.D.'s, I haven't

seen it. I remember one such survey several years ago

which seemed to prove the efficacy of the 20-second com-

mercial, rather than the minute.

Many commercial copywriters have a tendency to be

over-imaginative with a full minute to work with. The

urge of creative people to express themselves has great

merit in the field of art and literature. But I have come to

wonder if the advertiser is frequently bedazzled with clev-

erness, forgetting to make the "sales call" when the viewer

dials his number. Understand, I'm not deer) ing the use

of one type of commercial or another, but am questioning

whether the proper thought is given to balancing the length

of cominercials to the product's primary sales objective.

Many television announcements make a sales point that

needs a minute. Others use a minute to say what would

have more impact stripped of chrome and icing.

My purpose herein is to plead for a balanced approach.

The public's basic psychology hasn't changed. Why, then,

the "eras" in advertising? There's little logic in going

through a phase of lO's, a phase of 20's, and another

stretch where only minutes are fashionable. If one-and-a-

half sales points can be made to 100.000 people in 60

seconds, let's study whether we'd be better off driving

home just one sales point to 300,000 people for the same

relative cost!

We could do ourselves and our customers a favor by

spreading the word to top executives in industry and in

advertising. Television as an ad medium doesn't need the

self-gratification it gets from telling industry how superior

it is to print media.

So, why not take the practical approach of showing the

advertiser how to get the most from us. If he uses tv to

its best advantage, he'll increase profits, and so will we. ^
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IN MEMPHIS...

It Takes
^

AMERICA'S ONLY 50,000 WATT NEGRO RADIO STATION

to Complete the Picture!

40% of the Memphis

Market is NEGRO

-

and you need only

one medium to sell

it-

v^o \P^

itG^O

Wl E IM Ir H I 9

MARKET

P^OG^
^!A

i%cvyy
s\>'

40%
"^tl

^^H
^(O

^/?

'A

WITHOUT WDIA . . . YOU'RE MISSING 40%
OF THE MEMPHIS MARKET!

And here's why this is a market you just can't afford to miss:

1. Negroes in the Memphis Market have totaled up yearly ear.iings o' $1,018,003,000

2. They spend 80% of this big income on consumer goods!

3. And before they buy, these Negroes listen—to WDIA!

MORE THAN JUST A RADIO STATION . . . WDIA IS A POWERFUL ADVERTISING
FORCE IN MEMPHIS—AMERICA'S 10th LARGEST WHOLESALE MARKET!

Let us send you proof of performance in your field!

Egmont Sonderling, President

Bert Ferguson, Exec. Vice-President

Archie S. Grinalds, Jr., Sales Manager

WDIA IS REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE BOLLING COMPANY

TWO MORE SONDERIING STATIONS!
IN CHICAGO, IT'S

ZZZaI
Featuring Chicago's greatest Negro

air salesman . . . "Big Bill" Hill

IN OAKLAND, IT'S

TTTr
The only full-time Negro station serving all Negro

communities in the San Francisco-Bay area.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY: BERNARD HOWARD & CO.. INC.

WEST COAST REPRESENTATIVE: B-N-B. INC.— TIME SALES
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BPA does it right

For the benefit of those general managers who were

wondering what and how their promotion men were doing in

Philadelphia last week we submit the following: "They were

having a meeting—one of the most streamlined, well-attended

broadcast conclaves it has been our pleasure to attend."

This may come as a surprise to some, especially to tho e

managers who regard their promotion men as small boys. It

seems that the boys are growing up.

Under the leadership of Chuck Wilson, WGN, Chicago,

this fourth Broadcast Promotion Association Convention was

a hit right from the start. Even though Philadelphia is a bit

off the beaten Convention path (with none of the allure of,

sav, a Miami Beach, San Francisco, or Chicago) it drew a

record attendance of over 300. And they weren't disappointed.

We asked a number of promotion men what they liked,

what they disliked, about the meetings. Here are some of

their observations:

• They liked the businesslike air surrounding all sessions.

They liked the fact that there weren't many distractions.

• They learned a lot. They were impressed with such in-

dustry personalities as Wrede Petersmeyer, president of

Corinthian; Frank Shakespeare, general manager of WCBS-
TV and Lou Hausman, new director of the Television Infor-

mation Office (TIO). Of Hangman, for example, we heard:

"Here was a guy making a sincere and brilliant attempt to

do a constructive job for tv, to sell its attributes honestly."

• The trade paper session at which Dave Kimble, account

executive of Grey, and Henry J. Kaufman, head of Henry

J. Kaufman Associates, spoke, was a unique contribution to

the understanding and use of trade publications. They pre-

pared their talks with painstaking research.

• The five rotating seminars that took up the second day

came in for some criticism, although they were generally

successful.

This year's Convention, chaired by Jim Kiss, will be

hard to follow. But BPA's new slate of officers (Gene Godt,

KYW-TV, president; John Hurlbut, WFBM, Indianapolis,

vice president; and Don Curran, KTVI, St. Louis, second vice

president) is a strong one. We think they'll do fine. And we

suggeet the NAB send an official observer to the Fifth Con-

vention next year. They'll learn a thing or two.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Hard sell: Dr. Margaret King, ex-

ecutive director for Canadian Mental

Health Assoc, after a study of mental

stresses imposed on immigrants, says

the barrage of high-pressure advertis-

ing is one of four major reasons for

higher incidence of breakdowns
among immigrants as against Cana-

dians. Turn down that commercial;

the non-natives are restless tonight.

Not long now: According to a press

release from the Baking Soda Insti-

tute, National Indigestion Week be-

gins the day after Thanksgiving.

Reason enough: Overheard in a

Madison Ave. restaurant, one ad

agency exec to another
—

"I know Joe

is doing a lousy job, but I like him.

He's the only guy in the department

that isn't after my job."

Painstaking: The wildest press re-

lease received at sponsor to date is

the one from KDKA, Pittsburgh, an-

nouncing its doubling of stereo time.

It is mimeoed on two sheets of paper,

each bearing parts of the whole mes-

sage with "windows" in the top sheet

so the second sheet shows through,

and stapled together in perfect regis-

ter. Remarkable fact is that the "win-

dows" were not die-cut—but snipped

out by hand with scissors.

Famous first words: In its Tele-

briefs, Illinois Eell Telephone Co.,

reports a phrase to be added to In-

ventor Bell's "Mr. Watson, come here.

I want you," and Morse's "What God
hath wrought." The new phrase came

into being when scientists at Jodrell

Bank Radio Center in England

bounced a hum.an voice off the moon
to an American Air Force base in

Massachusetts. The line destined for

history: "We'll have no trouble with

fishing boats on this circuit."

Audio: Said the producer of a

"mood music private eye" tv series,

"Why don't we just skip the plot and

play the theme?"

—

Frank Hughes.

Besame mucho: Phil Stone, CHUM,
Toronto, points out that movie cen-

sors limit kisses to 20 seconds, and in

an average Cinemascope close-up of

such a kiss, the nose is 25 feet long.
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sales shoot up as fast as I [J -

Pittsburgh's new buildingJ k^
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BASIC ABC IN PITTSBURGH

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY

rgn riiiloh sparks

the Golden Triangle with an exterior

of gold anodized aluminum. Grand
opening, early December, 1959.
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Southwest Boulevard Fire, Kansas City, August 18, 1959

Winning KMBC"TV Competence!
Trained Hewsmen, On Their Toes, On The Scene, Every Day,

To Bring Channel 9 Viewers Kansas City's Best Hews Reports.

Radio-TV News Direct

and

MEDILL SCHOOL
of JOURNALISM

Northwestern

University

Special Citation

Recognizing Distinguisi

Achievement in

Broadcast Journalisn

goes to

KMBC-T
Channel 9

KANSAS CIT

While the year's most disastrous Kan-
sas City fire was being fought during
the morning of August 18th, KMBC-TV
newsmen were at the scene alongside the
combined units of 19 fire-fighting com-
panies, filming the conflagration. They
were so engaged when a large gasoline
storage tank exploded and sprayed flam-
ing gasoline over many of the firemen,
six of whom were burned fatally. KMBC-
TV News Photographer Joe Adams and
Newsman Charles Gray held to their near-
by position and made the exclusive pic-

torial record of the death-dealing holocaust.

The finished picture content was so breathtaking that the
film

1. for sheer impact on the public, during its first telecast on
a special afternoon news spot, was repeated that night and
by overwhelming demand the next day . .

.

2. was used by Fox Movietone News throughout the nation's
theatres because of its spectacular news coverage . .

.

3. was requested for study by the Investigating Committee
appointed by the mayor to report on the firefighting con-
ditions and procedures . .

.

was copied and given to the local fire authorities for a
permanent training film; another copy was supplied the
oil company for fire prevention training . .

.

5. was ordered by the fire departments of
15 cities, from Boston and New York to
Los Angeles, for their training progra.ns.

6. was given special recognition in the
award won by KMBC-TV in the 12th
Annual Awards Competition of the Ra-
dio-Television News Directors Assn.

A Special Citation

KMBC-TV
Kansas City. Missouri

for NEWS REPORTING
TELEVISION

1959

4

News Staff, L. to R.: Petree, Adams, Brewer,
Dorsey (Director), Gray and Bicknell.

Whether it's the big news story of the year or the daily

news events that are important to every citizen, the trained
news staff of Channel 9, headed by 20- year news veteran,
Claude Dorsey, gives Kansas City and its surrounding area
the kind of news coverage people want—concise, complete
correct—bringing to TV screens the "top" news of the day,
To KMBC-TV advertisers, this kind of coverage means alert

viewing by a mass/class audience. The high tower, top power
of Channel 9 reaches 34,142 more homes with Class A cover-

age than any other TV station in Kansas City.

Aggressive, progressive programming all day, every day
locally and with the powerful ABC-TV network lineup makes
KMBC-TV the station to watch and listen to—and to use foi

your most effective sales campaign in America's 17th largest

market.

TWIN Coverage - KMBC-KFRM Radio Team!
— Outstanding, TOO, in news coverage — and all-time listen-worthiness!

The Team's news, sports and weather are waited for and tuned in for

authoritative information and interest by nearly ONE-FOURTH of the

total radio audience of the great orea! Remember, you get KFRM free

when you buy KMBC — all of the State of Kansas as a bonus, over and
above the Konsas City metropolitan area — twin transmitters with

10,000 watts power — four million populationi It's the TOPularfiy spot

for your soles messogel
^ ^ ^

^^_^

^« iCansas CttV *'»« Smng ««>I(|U|RQ-T\/ Q
Kansas City's Most Popular and Most Powerful TV Station

and in Radio the Swing is to

KMBC <^ Kansas City— KFRM /»* the State of Kansas
with 10,000 Watts Power from Twin Transmitter'^

DON DAVIS, President
JOHN SCHILLING, Executive V
GEORGE HIGGINS, Vice Pres.

ED DENNIS, Vice President
MORI GREINER, Television Ma|
DICK SMITH, Radio Manager

[-"HP-

Peters. Gi
WOODWAI

Exclufiit Salional Rt
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STORZ

Stations

today's Radio

for today's selling

Todd Storz. President

Home Office: Omaha

WDGY. WHB, KOMA, WQAM
represented by John Blair & Co.

ANA SPEAKS

OUT ON TV

OBLIGATIONS

Advertisers face the tv

issues squarely; reject

suggestion they "get

out of show business"

Page 31

What a buyer

wants to learn

from a station

Page 34 k

How big is ^H
radio's audience

duplication?

Page 36

ri
Daytime viewing

up 20%-Nielsen:

Tv Basics

Page 43



the

QUALITY
touch
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Beauty through simplicity, so often
overlooked by the novice, but
paramount in the hands of one who
possesses a quality touch.

This symbolic tribute to the season
is offered to convey our wishes for a
bountiful harvest to each of you. And,
too, may we take this opportunity to say
thanks again for your recognition and
help in making this quality touch a highly

rewarding facet of our own operations.

Repreaented hy

Edward Pelry A Co.. Inc.

The Original Station Representative

radio & television • dallas

Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market

BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS



Mystics made things happen in India . . . and

WPEN
RADIO

MAKES
THINeS

HAPPEN
IN

PHILADELPHIA
WPEN makes news with its neNA/s operation

... 11 full time men . . . exclusive corre-

spondents by direct line from major capitals

of the world . . . our own on-the-spot heli-

copter . . . on-the-street reporters . . . and

mobile news units. In Programming — and

in Sales — WPEN Makes Things Happen In

Philadelphia.WPEN
Represented nationally by GILL-PERNA

New York. Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco. Boston, Detroit

CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS
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THE VOICE OF NEW YORK
Call us collect at MUrray Hill 8-1500

Or contact AM Radio Sales.
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES
The ANA speaks out on tv responsibility

31 Bluf-chip national advertisers define their own obligations on tv programs

and commercials; reject suggestion that they "get out of shov^ business"

What a buyer wants to learn from a station

34 Frank Sweeney, buyer at Lambert & Feasley agency, New York takes a

quick tour of WBBM-TV, Chicago; outlines the facts he looks for

Radio's audience duplication: how big?

36 H"^^ nuith overlap there is between radio stations in one market gets

detailed study by Meeker Co., which comes up with new data on subject

He-man war brewing in men's toiletries

38 ^ew products, broader markets create changing markets in |270 million

industry. Here's how Mennen, Revlon, Shulton gear for '60 consumer battle

Tetley's tastes best with spot radio

40 Tea company pours 80% of ad budget into spot radio, revamps creative

style, turns up winning combination—like a cup of hot tea on a cold day

Bank branches out with tv/radio

42 ^aiional Bank (j1 Detroit pre-conditions new markets, establishes itself

prior to opening branches with carefully planned tv and radio schedule

Daytime viewing up 20% in September

43 Latest NTl shows daytime and early evening viewing ahead of last year,

but nighttime figured just below 1958. Included also: tv Comparagraph
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PEOPLE
work- play-LIVE

by RADIO!

^i

^^

WHO Radio Reaches From 18% to 35% of the Total Radio Audience

in 93 "Iowa Plus" Counties, Sign-On to Sign-Off!

. %r

PULLIN' or pitchin', farmers are business-

men who rely heavily on radio to keep

them informed on up-to-the-minute weather

and market conditions. They and their families

get even more from radio than -^ou do.

But it's important to remember that there

are even vaster differences in farm-audience

preferences than in city audiences. It takes a

believable station—free of pitchmen and gim-

micks—to make your message stick.

WHO Radio is believable. It is also aggres-

sive, alert, alive—the great favorite of listeners

throughout "Iowa Plus," America's l4th largest

radio market.

The 93-county area Pulse Report (Feb.-

March, 1959) gives WHO Radio from \9,%

to 35% of the total radio listening audi-

ence—first place in every quarter hour sur-

veyed—the balance being divided among 88

other stations!

WHO Radio will sell your customers more

often, more economically, more completely.

Ask PGW for the details on WHO Radio for

"Towa Plus"!

nmo
for Iowa PLUS

!

Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

NBC Affiliate

I

WHO Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Company, I

which also owns and operates I
WHO-TV, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport I

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet. Resident Manager
Robert H. Matter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., Representatiies
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YOU WON'T FIND BETTED

AmmM

THE

SYNDICATION

SUCCESS

OF THE

YEAR!

"A good script,

well produced.

'Manhunt' should

appeal.... has the

same element

of authenticity as

'The Lineup'....

Victor Jory

and Patrick McVey

play their parts

convincingly."

J. P. SHANLEY

OCTOBER 13, 1959

ALREADY SOLD IN OVER 130 MARKETS manhunts fast moving action is calling

the sales shots for top-echelon regional advertisers like Jax Beer, Alka-Seltzer, Drewry's Beer,

Kroger Stores, Genesee Beer and a host of crack, action-minded sponsors across the country.

Build up your own sales ammo with these 39 most-wanted half-hours! yQU WONT FIND A BIGGER WINNER!

4 SPONSOR • 21 NOVEMBER 1959



*
REVIEWS... BETTER FIRST RATINGS... FASTER ACTION!

STARRING

VICTOR JORY
PATRICK MCVEY

FOR DETAILS CONTACT:

SCREEN
'SOURCE: TRENDEX OCTOBER 1959

GEMS, mc
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.

NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO • DALLAS • HOUYWOOD • ATLANTA • TORONTO
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Between Atlanta

and the Qulf . .

the only primary

outlet is .

WALB-TV
CH. 10—ALBANY, CA.

• New 1,000 foot tower, 316,-

000 watts power . . . with

Grade "B" coverage includ-

ing Albany, Thomasville,

Valdosta, Moultrie, Ga.,

and Tallahassee, Fla.

• Serving over 750,000 people

... in an area with over

$739,000,000 spendable in-

come.

WALB-TV
NIBIC

ALBANY, GA.

CHANNEL 10

Raymond E. Carow, General Manager

Represented nationally by

Venard, Rintoul b McConnell, Inc.

In the South by Jabes S. Ayers Co.

One Rate Card

NEWSMAKER
of the week

In Hot Springs last week, the Association of ISational Ad-
vertisers elected a new chairman to succeed retiring chair-

man Henry Schachte, Lever Bros, executive vice president.

And so the ANA rolls toward its fiftieth anniversary year.

The newsmaker: Trim, tanned, 47-year-old Donald S.

Frost, vice president of the Bristol-Myers Co., who now takes over

on the bridge of the ANA. While the seas ahead may run heavy

during the next year, the trip should be good, for the skipper is

tops and the ANA has a carefully plotted chart to follow (see story

on the ANA Convention, page 31).

An indication of how firmly Frost's feet are planted on the deck,

is revealed by a remark he made

in a SPONSOR interview regarding

the current hysteria over the tele-

vision hearings before the House

Committee on Legislative Over-

sight.

"The problems faced now by

television," said Frost, "are pretty

obvious ones. Let's hope they

don't take our (the advertisers)

minds off some of the others. It

would be tragic if the present fuss

and furor should distract the ad-

vertisers to the extent that they

lose sight of their targets and thereby lose out on advertising

effectiveness."

Frost was born in Rochester, N. Y., attended New York Military

Academy, later the University of Rochester preparatory to taking

up law. At graduation in 1933. however, he gave ud law ambitions

to take advantage of a sales job offer from IBM, one of a handful of

companies that was hiring during that depression era. "1 was not

a smashing success," Frost recalls, so at 23, he switched to the

prescription-ware division of Owens-Illinois Glass in Toledo; it was

his first brush with the drug field. In 1937, he returned to IBM;

then some time later a long bout with pneumonia gave him a chance

to "take stock." Since then there has been no wavering in the

direction of his interests and ambitions. He came to New York, took

a job as advertising trainee at Y&R. World War II found Frost

in the Navy as an ensign. On his return at war's end from a bomber

squadron in the Pacific, Y&R recommended him to Bristol-Myers'

products division where he was hired as assistant director of adver-

tising and marketing research. In 1947, he was made assistant ad

manager. In 1950, Frost went to Compton as a P&G account exec,

returned to B-M in 1954 to direct advertising for the B-M products

division. This year he was named vice president of the parent B-M

Co. and a member of its executive staff. ^

Donald S. Frost
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NEWSMAKER STATION of the WEEK

Little Rock, Arkansas

INTEGRATES WITH EASTMAN

KXLR* iv.y

HOOPER SEPT— OCT '59

See your EAST/man to

integrate your sales

efforts with KXLR

METRO PULSE AUG '59

H O nflg H
20 COUNTY AREA (PULSE)

AUG '59

^ ,

NEW YORK:

527 Madison Avenue
:NewYork22, N.Y.

.PLaza 9-7760

robert e. eastman & co.,
representing major radio stations

inc.

CHICAGO:
333 N. Michigan Ave.

Chicago, Illinois

Financial 6-7640

SAN FRANCISCO:
Russ BIdg.

San Francisco, Cal.

YUkon 2-9760

DALLAS:

211 North Ervay BIdg.

Dallas, Texas

Riverside 7-2417

ST. LOUIS:

Syndicate Trust BIdg.

915 Olive St.

St. Louis, Missouri

CEntral 1-6055

LOS ANGELES:
Taft Building

1680 N. Vine St.

Hollywood. Cal.

Hollywood 4-7276

DETROIT:

Book Building

Detroit, Mich,

woodward 5-5457
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-ODAY...THE EFFECTIVENESS OF A RADIO STATION IS MEASURED BY

HE AMOUNT OF GOODS IT SELLS. Whether it comes in a tube, tablet or spray,

XOA sells more drug products because it reaches, influences and appeals to more people

1 the prosperous Sacramento Valley now 20th in Retail Sales per Household (SRDS). Rated

rst (Pulse, Mar. -Apr. '59 and Hooper, June-July-Aug. '59) the right combination of personal-

ies, programming, promotions and power make KXOA the buy in California's capital,

KXOA— First in Sacramento, California's Capital

lEPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY DAREN F. McGAVREN CO., INC. MEMBER, CAL-VAL GROUP

SPONSOR
TMC WCCHLV MAGAZINE TV/RAOIO AOVCRTISCRS USE

Editor and Publisher
Norman R. Glenn

Secretary-Treasurer
Elaine Couper Glenn

VP—Assistant Publisher
Bernard Piatt

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor
John E. McMillin

News Editor
Ben Bodec

Managins Editor
Florence B. Hamsher

Special Projects Editor

Alfred J. Jaffa

Senior Editors
Jane Pinkerton

W. F. Mibch

Midwest Editor (ChicaKo)
Gwen Smart

Film Editor
Heyward Ehrlich

Associate Editors
Pete Rankin

Jack Lindrup
Gloria F. Pilot

Contributing Editor

Joe Csida

Art Editor
Maury Kurtz

Production Editor

Lee St. John

Readers' Service
Lloyd Kaplan

Editorial Research
Barbara Wiggins: Elaine Mann

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
VP-Eastern Manager
Bernard Piatt

Jack Ansell, Sales Development Mqr.

Robert Brokaw, Eastern Sales

VP-Western Manager
Edwin D. Cooper

Southern Manager
Herb Martin

Midwest Manager
Roy Meachum

Production Manager
Jane E. Perry

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
Allen M. Greenberg, Manager
Bill Oefelein

ADMINISTRATIVE DEPT.
S. T. Massimlno. Office Manager
Laura Oken, Accounting Manager
George Becker; Rita Browning;

Charles Eckert; Wilke Rich; Irene Sulzbach

Betty Tyler; Katherlne Webb;
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every

second
counts!

Local
advertisers

are the

first to

"kno'w what
time it is/'

when it

comes to

the sellmy
power of a

radio station

— they're the

first to feel

the results.

And local

advertisers

are turning to

WMAQ Radio
in a big way
these days.

So much so,

that local sales

for the first

three quarters

of 1959
are up 37%

over the

previous year
— and

local sales

for the first

nine months

of '59 set

a new
sales record

each month.

For big results,

and
no time lost,

put your
cofifidence in,

and your
sales message ofi

WMAQ
NBC Owned

670 in Chicago

Sold hij

NBC Spot Sales



301

in I

I

3* ^&tlRST-RUN

STROH BREWING CO.
for 19 Ohio, Indiana and Michigan markets!

PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC
for San Francisco and 6 other California markets!

MORNING MILK
for Portland, Ore., Salt Lake City and 3 other Western markets!

MOLSON BREWING CO.
for Buffalo, Watertown and Plattsburg!

PEPSI-COLA
for Waco, Texas!

HOLSUM BREAD
for Baton Rouge!

KENNECOTT COPPER
for Phoenix!

BOUGHT
IN OVER

MARKETS
IN FIRST 20 DAYS!

PROVED AGAINSi

On ABC in 1959

D LAT Edward R.Murrow's Person to Person,

Dinah Shore Chevy Show, Phil Silvers, Donna

Reed, Leave It To Beaver, Cavalcade of Sports,

Buckskin and many others

OF THE TIME!

—Nielsen National, 1959

LOS ANGELES

36.0%
share of audience.

SEATTLE-TACOMA

49.3%
share of audience.*

CINCINNATI

61.0%
share of audience.

SAN FRANCISCO

35.8 '0

share of audience.'

DALLAS-FT. WORTH

49.0%
share of audience.

JohnstownAltoona

37.0%
share of audience.

iiilliiiii

CHARLOTTE

63.1
share of audience.'

PHILADELPHIA

34.0%
share of audience.

COLUMBUS

43.2%
share of audience.

Saginaw-Bay City

39.0%
share of audience.

ii
Nielsen. Pulse. ARB June-Oct.

Mill ^



I
IDD

HALF HOURS!

WKY-TV
OKLAHOMA CITY

WFAA-TV
DALLAS

WWL-TV
NEW ORLEANS

KOA-TV
DENVER

WALA-TV
MOBILE-PENSACOLA

KSYD-TV
WICHITA FALLS

KHOU-TV
HOUSTON

and many more

PAT

CONWAY
stars as Sheriff Clay Holiister

RICHARD

EASTHAM
stars as Editor Harris Claibourne, *

NOW AVAILABLE FOR

LOCAL AND REGIONAL

ADVERTISERS!



SEATTLE
OFFICE

BOSTON
OFFICE

CHICAGO
OFFICE DETROIT

OFFICE NEW YOR
OFFICE

SAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE

ST. L.OUU
OFFICE

LOS ANGELES
OFFICE DALLAS

OFFICE
JACKSONVILLE

OFFICE

AID to Yankee tradition for prudent buying

BRUCE PATTYSON, manager of our New
England office — one of ten offices pro-
riding a fast efficient service to Adver-
tising throughout the U.S.

A NATIONWIDE ORGANIZATION

In TV penetration. New England is

close to saturation — with television

in more than 92 percent of all homes

in Connecticut. Massachusetts and

Rhode Island.

New England industry, too, has

been quick to recognize the great

sales-building opportunities in tele-

vision. And in 25 major markets, the

stations that can best help the adver-

tiser cash-in on those opportunities

are represented by Blair-TV.

Efficient time-buying demands
accurate down-to-the-minute data on

these markets and stations — data

instantly available to New England

agencies through our Boston office.

Blair-TV operates on this basic

BLAIR-TV

principle: that alert, informed repre-

sentation is a service vital not only to

stations but also to all advertising,

and to the business dependent on it

for volume and profit. From the first,

our list has been made up of stations

and markets we felt in a position to

serve eflfectively. Today these sta-

tions cover 56 percent of America's

population — virtually 60 percent of

its effective buying power.

In its area, each of these stations

stands as a powerhouse of selling

force. To help advertisers and their

agencies make most profitable use of

that force, is the constant objective

of our entire organization.

AT THE SERVICE OF ADVERTISING

WABC-TV- New York

W-TEN-
Albany-Schenectady-Troy

WFBG-TV-Altoona
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV- Boston

WBKB- Chicago

WCPO-TV- Cincinnati

WEWS- Cleveland

WBNS-TV-Columbus
KFJZ-TV-Dallas-Ft. Worth

WXYZ-TV- Detroit

KFRE-TV- Fresno

WNHC-TV-
Hartford-New Haven

KTTV- Los Angeles

WMCT-Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans

WOW-TV-
Omaha-Council Bluffs

WFIL-TV-Philadelphia

WIIC- Pittsburgh

KGW-TV~ Portland

WPRO-TV- Providence

KGO-TV-San Francisci

KING-TV-
Seattle-Tacoma

KTVI-St. Louis

WFLA-TV-
Tampa-St. Petersburg
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR -SCOPE
21 NOVEMBER 1959

Copyright 1959

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

Put this down as the biggest dollar coinniitment ever made by a single client

for news: Texaco's 52-week extension of the NBC TV evening news strip.

The oil company's bill, time and program, for the series in 1960 will run around $9 mil-

lion, with the lineup consisting of 149 stations.

What induced Texaco to make the order 52 weeks, instead of the previous 26 weeks: the

hypo in news interest expected from the political conventions and election returns.

Texaco will use all of NBC's 178 stations if and when made available.

Incidentally, the NBC News has garnered practically every important award for

that category so far in 1959.

Two cereals—Quaker Oats (Baker, TB&B) and Kellogg (Burnett)—dominated the

national spot radio buys out of Chicago this week.

For Quaker (hot cereal) it was 82 cities for 13 weeks (6-8 a.m.), while Kellogg

wrapped up a 35-market buy for All Bran for 26 weeks.

The bulk of the national spot tv buying the past week jilso came out of the midwest.

Among those ordering in that section:

Renault (Caples), 36 markets, 13 weeks; Helene Curtis (Weiss), 50 markets for a

King's Men gift push; Revere Camera (KM&J), 21 stations, 30 spots a week, also directed

at the gift market; PiUsbury's Best (Campbell-Mithun), 26 weeks, in scattered southern and

southeast markets, starting end of November.

Incidental spot notes: Raleigh (ICMJ) is shopping major markets for half-hour

shows; Revere'll be back in February for a six-months in expanded markets; Minnesota

Mining (BBDO, Minneapolis) has budgeted $1.5 million for spot next year; Gold Seal

(C-M) will also be back in February for Glass Wax and Snowy Bleach spot tv spreads.

Discontent and frustration seem to have crept into LestoU's tv paradise, which

this year, at the going rate, will produce about $11 million in spot billings.

Lestoil's chief, J. L. Barowsky, has embarked, judging from what he told SPONSOR-
SCOPE this week, on a crusade to dissuade his list of tv stations from the "practice

of irrationally raising their rates every six months."
To help pacify Barowsky, TvB's Pete Cash journeyed the week before to Holyoke,

Lestoil's lair, with a presentation on the medium^s latest facts, cost-per-thousands and
achievements.

But in unfolding his peeve to SPONSOR-SCOPE Barowsky said he was still mulling a

change in media policy. He called it "looking for an avenue of escape."

His plaint in sum was this: He was being taken for granted, instead of being

treated as a member of the family; and the stations were pricing him out of the

market.

About the report he was going network, Barowsky replied he didn't know, but he was

still looking to the stations to solve his present cost dilemma.

SPONSOR-SCOPE encountered this rep reaction: Lestoil came in on the ground-

floor of the medium and at most favorable terms. The stature of tv spot has

zoomed since then. Barowsky ought to look at the picture realistically and adapt

himself to the change. Tv made Lestoil in large measure, as he himself has re-

peatedly said, but the clock can't be stopped for the sole convenience of an old

comrade-in-commerce.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

You ju8t can't tell how a well-meant gesture will strike tv stations.

Here's the Wade agency (Chicago), with huge investments in spot tv for Miles
and Alberto Culver, going to sizable expense travelling its timebuyers, and do you know
what a number of the stations so visited are saying?

Well, it seems they're not taking the sweetness-and-light view the agency expected.

Say the stations : If an agency is really interested in creating goodwill between stations

and clients, it should establish a regular station relations department and travel

people especially trained for the job. Otherwise the buyers just waste their time as well

as that of the station.

(See article on this type of travelling in 1 October 1956 sponsor, page 42.)

The latest key market station to offer unsold spots as a bonus is CBS Radioes

New York flagship, WCBS.
The deal which is available between 7-23 December: buy a specific package of day

announcements and you get a portion of the open spots in the day and night sched-

ides. The buyer will be informed of the exact number of free spots at noon the day before.

Marketers who have been doing extensive traveling around the country lately

say that the great shifts taking place in distribution tend to favor the use of air

media.

The swings they refer to

:

1 ) The trend of the supermarkets to establish themselves where consumer traf-

fic is being concentrated instead of trying to draw them from all directions to huge shop-

ping centers.

2) The trend among food chains toward stocking hardgoods staples and the

appliance discount houses toward adding frozen and other food lines. The same

ends may be reached by the merger of discount and food chains.

In both instances competition is heightened and the power of tv to demonstrate

and radio to remind fit neatly into the merchandiser's spectrum.

Watch for the appearance of a study done by an outside research firm for an

agency that will tend to refute Vance Packard's thesis that people in America are pri-

marily motivated in their buying by the reach for status.

The study will show that the bulk of the people like to shop and buy for the sheer

fun of spending their money.

NBC Radio's Joe CuUigan has passed on to affiliates a new sales philosophy,

apparently with the view of downing misgivings about the network's role as a spot competitor.

Culligan's goal: disposing of 75% of the network's News on the Hour, Empha-

sis and Monitor among a maximum of 18 advertisers. This would leave the balance for

seasonal buys.

You still can't tell with radio where the next program idea will come from.

In McCamey, Texas (population: 3,121), KCMR this week debuted a program

for the listeners susceptible to subconscious suggestion. Broadcast time: 5:30-6 a.m.

The gimmick: set the clock radio before retiring and you'll wake up vastly improved

culturally. Your subconscious will have absorbed the writings of Socrates, Plato, psycholo-

gists, medical authorities, personality-builders and whatnot.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

The margin of monthly tv network gross billings over '58 continues to widen.

The three networks in September showed a gross for time of $48,176,459, com-

pared to $42,417,190 for September of last year—a difference of 13.6%. For the

first eight months of this year the edge is 10.5%.

The billings in September by network and the percentage plusses: ABC, $8,546,650,

29%; CBS, $21,196,220, 9.1%; NBC, $18,4,33,589, 12.7%.

As would be expected, NBC TV put the focus on its present standing, plans

and hopes in the area of programing at the meeting of afliliates in New York last week.

Among the fare dished out in that regard were these:

• NBC's specials were getting a larger tune-in this season than ever before.

• The demand for specials continues to mount, so that there should be even more

of them next season—especially in the field of informational documentaries.

• It's going to try hard to add more situation comedies to the schedule (there are

but three of this category now scattered through the week.)

• Jack Paar is going to London to tape a week of programs. If that turns out well

he'll do the same in other Euro])ran cities.

Before the cheerleaders in print's camp get carried away too far with their

cant about a tv disillusion setting in among advertisers, they might ponder this set of

comparative statistics out of a couple Nielsen tv pocketpieces

:

PERIOD TOTAL NO. NETWORK ADVERTISSER PERCENTAGE INCREASE

October 1958 168

October 1959 204 21.%

Here's something that certainly won't disturb tv reps.

There's an increasing dissatisfaction among participants in network spot car-

riers on two scores: (1) the casual protection they're getting on nighttime shows and (2)

the hopscotching of their commercials so as to avoid product conflict.

The hopscotching device: spotting a commercial in other than its legitimate place

or turn on a multi-sponsored program.

Such dissidents feel they're being jobbed out of their rightful share of the com-

mercial audience when their message is spotted after the billboard and not in the latter

part of the program.

Reports have been lately drifting out of Detroit that strong efforts are being

made within General Motors' tv guidance to reorient the attitude of the various

divisional-powers-that-be toward the medium.

The objective of this nudging: To get the divisional nabobs to think in terms of

circulation buys, centralized sponsorship of programs of different types and au-

dience appeal and the engagement of an outstanding name personality that would

convey the GM image as a participant in the company's individual product commercials.

To the knowledgeable on Madison Ave. the possibility of GM adopting this sort of phi-

losophy looks far-fetched. And because of these two strikes already on the idea:

1) GM's division managers are too deeply grooved in the autonomy concept.

2) It would be adopting a course already nurtured at Ford, and with eminently

successful results. In other words, Ford has set a pace in tv which would be tough for Gen-

eral Motors to follow.
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^ SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

McCann-Erickson's Terence Clyne, speaking this week before an RTES semin-

ar, urged the tv industry not to run scared because of the quiz scandal.

Among the points that Clyne struck home were these:

1) All the talk about taking control of programing out of the hands of the sponsors

seems puny when it is realized that less than 30% of the programs are actually brought
into the network by the advertisers.

2) Admittedly there has been some shameful and shady behavior in the medium, but

this has been distorted out of all proportion (a half of 1% of all the programing
in 10 years) with the distinguished all around record of entertainment and service scored by

tv within that period.

(For more on Clyne's remarks see AGENCY NEWS WRAP-UP, page 58. See also COM-
MERCIAL COMMENTARY, page 22, titled "Not bastards or charity boys.")

ABC TV's Leonard Goldenson this week told the Society of Security Analysts

that the uproar going on in Washington over the tv networks' responsibility on pro-

graming has the industry caught in a squeeze.

Observed Goldenson : While one quarter insists that the network exercise stricter con-

trol over program production, another, like the Justice Department with its weapon of

anti-trust action, calls for slackened control by the networks and greater distribution

of production among outside sources.

The SRA's latest door-opener on spot radio starts making the rounds of spon-

sors and agencies next week.

This presentation, accompanied by a projector, tape machine and screen, is aimed at

telling (1) the food-type advertiser how local radio serves the housewife (2) the

advantages that are packed into the medium for selling his product.

Updated are a raft of pertinent statistics: (a) like the fact that the women, who con-

trol 82% of goods and services purchases, spend an average of 4 hours, 36 minutes

a day with their radios; (b) 146,200,000 radios are spread through the breadth of the land,

with the average family owning 2V2 each; (c) radio reaches them by huge percent-

age before shopping via home and auto sets.

Future SRA projects will specialize in radio's involvement and sales impact on the second-

half in the home and the teenagers. (See next week's issue for story.)

Worthy of note by all those concerned in the buying of spot radio is this excerpt

from a talk this week by SRA's Lawrence Webb before Oregon-Washington State Broad-

casters Association in Seattle

:

"Frequently, and I know this to be the fact, the rep does not sell on ratings — al-

though he may have the best in the world in his pocket.

"He is coming more and more to the conviction that the quality, the integrity, the

masthead if you will, of the station itself is the most important endorsement for get-

ting the business."

What with all the tv networks programing this span with hour shows this

season agencies are watching closely the sets-in-use progress between 7:30-8:30

p.m., Monday through Friday. The answer, so far: no difference. According to Nielsen,

the average sets tuned in per-minute for 7:30-8:30 both this and last October was

57.5%.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 54; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 58; Washington Week, page 69; SPONSOR

Hears, page 72; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 84; and Film-Scope, page 70.
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for every 10 TV homes in the

Indianapolis Trading Area . . . there

are 13 in its Satellite Markets.

Think of this rich Mid-Indiana area in these terms

and you will come up with some surprising ideas

about television and your market. Here's the place

to test "regional umbrella coverage". . . get real

penetration and impact at lovi^ cost. Why ?

15% richer and 30% bigger than the Metropolitan

Trading Zone itself? Where else do you find such

a widespread area covered from one central point

. . . and by just one station with no overlapping

basic affiliates of the same network ?

WFBM-TV dominates Mid-Indiana, because it is

the only basic NBC outlet penetrating this market.

Nielsen Coverage Study #3 confirms these facts

. . . and we're proud of our ARB.

Where else will you find sateUite markets that are Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agency

only basic NBC coverage of America's

13th TV Market— 760,000 TV homes.

° °^^° INDIANAPOLtS-Major retail area for 18 richer-than-

average counties. 1,000,000 population—350,600 families with 90%
television ownership!

;0:
11 SATELLITES-Each market within WFBM-TV's

verified coverage . . . Marion • Anderson • Muncie • Bloomlngton

• Vincennes • Terre Haute • Danville, Illinois • Lafayette • Peru

• Logansport • Kokomo.

^

OUR 10TH
ANNIVERSARY
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NEW HALF-HOUR SERIES THAT IS BIG! RICH! ADULT
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..FOR KEY MARKETS STILL AVAILABLE

IrITE, wire or phone fum^\ UNITED ARTISTS TELEVISION
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$190,000,000

AUTOMOBILE SALES

MOVE ON AIR . . .

in the DOLLAR-RICH

CHANNEL 5 Viewing

AIR-ea!

More than 190 mil-

lion dollars a year
ore spent on auto-

mobiles in the 680
automobile dealer-

ships operating in

the 25-county air-ea

served by WNEM-
TV. It's your move to

Channel 5 when you
want to sell cars to

the rich and abun-
dant market served

exclusively by
WNEM-TV.

EASTERN MICHIGAN'S FIRST

VHF TELEVISION STATION

WNEM-TV
20

Reps at work

>0^

f9& ^i"j*H.

Joseph Cuff, Robert Eastman & Co., Inc., New York, feels that the

automobile manufacturer's slogan. "Look at all three," should also

apply in buying time. "Many advertising agencies have established

rigid research standards. To air-media salesmen they become known
as a 'Nielsen shop.' or a 'Pulse shop,' or a 'Hooper shop.' Man\
agencies have established tv re-

search policies which they arbi-

trarily have applied to radio buy-

ing. Now the spot radio medium,

because of its extensiveness, is the

most difficult of all to measure.

It is, undeniably, a great adver-

tising medium as measured by the

cash register on the local level.

But spot radio is penalized more

than any other medium by certain

current research practices and

limitations." Joe questions these ^'

practices and has an alternate suggestion. "Because of the incon-

clusiveness of radio research, as attested to in the fine print in the

research books, it is important that the buyer look at all available

research data—Hooper, Pulse. Nielsen, and anything else that may

enable him to more fully evaluate the relative standing of stations."

Tom Buchanan, Everett-McKinney. Inc.. New York, notes that while

radio's share of the local advertising dollar has increased, its share

of the national dollar has decreaseil. "This in spite of the fact that

national advertisers and agencies have spent close to a half million

dollars devehjping national radio listening statistics, and that RAB
has worked tirelessly demonstrat-

ing radio's true dimensions and

potential. Radio stations have

learned [u sell themselves success-

fully at the local level, but they

have faltered in the national and

regional fields and have failed to

suppl) their reps with the proper

selling material. With some nota-

ble exceptions, stations are relying

on techniques that were effective

when there were only 1.000 sta-

tions and no tv." Tom feels that

the basic sell of the rating point, coverage rate card and program

schedule is inadequate to meet todays competitive situation. "We
are continuall\ working with our stations to develop modern sales

approaches. Stations that sell in specific terms of a qualitative audi-

ence and market will recei\p iheir just share of the national dollar."
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in sales-.w'hileHigbee'svs^as closed!

Broadcasting on WERE for Higbee's, Cleveland's

big department store, Bill Handle asked for tele-

phone orders for the RCA Victor album, "60 Years

of Music America Loves Best."

Operators at station WERE were flooded with 1231

telephone orders from 8-11 PM . .

.

opposite prime television time.

It added up to an amazing total of sales on
Thursday evening, October 15 . .

.

while the store was closed. Final tally on all orders

. . . telephone and mail was $6,041.

Local boys make good on

Adventure Radio in Cleveland

Represented by Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.
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How to

Persuade the

Knoxville

by John E. McMillin

It takes a powerful medi-
um to sell in the big, wide-

spread 1,600,000 Knoxville
Trading Area. WBIR-TV's
top power . . . top audience
. . . top programming . . .

and leadership in top-rated

shows get the job done. Call

your Katz Man.

WBIR-TV
10

KNOXVILLE-TENN.

CHANNEL
CBS

Commercial

22

L commentary
WWBBWfaaA.ja. 1^-. .— ^

Not bastards or charity boys

The title of this column, in case you wonder

about it, is taken from the writings of Ralph

Waldo Emerson, and I have been thinking a lot

about Emerson during these past few weeks.

It has been a rough time for us all. The angry

wave of hysterical criticism which boiled up out

of the Harris Committee revelations, has not

spent its violence on Charles Van Doren and a

handful of manipulators and perjurers.

It has roared on to encompass all tv, and all advertising, and all

of us who work in these interrelated industries.

We have been plastered in the press, pulverized in pulpits and

sneered at by all manner of intellectual and un-intellectual voices.

The fact that much of the criticism has been unfair and untrue,

that much has come from those who sought cheap personal publicity

or had personal axes, to grind, has not made it easier to take.

Nor has the fact that many, otherwise intelligent people—Walter

Lippman and Eleanor Roosevelt to name two—seem unable to dis-

cuss either tv or advertising without falling into gross exaggerations

and emotional over-statements.

The plain truth is—we have been given a public drubbing, and

all of us know it, and most of us are heartsick about it.

At such a time, when our own self respect, and pride in our work

has been so severely challenged, maybe it will pay us to take a fresh

look at the words of a man whom Robert Frost names, with Wash-

ington, Jefferson and Lincoln, as one of the "Four Greatest Ameri-

cans," and whom Brooks Atkinson has called "The first philosopher

of the American spirit."

The need for more than soul-searching

Emerson, in his great "Essay on Self Reliance," says this to us:

"Let a man know his worth and keep things under his feet. Let

him not peep or steal or skulk up and down with the air of a

charity boy, a bastard or an interloper in the world tvhich exists

for him."

I think, if you will forgive my saying so, that it is high time for

those of us in tv and in advertising to stop feeling and acting like

bastards and interlopers on the national scene.

When the scandal broke it was fit and proper that everyone con-

cerned should indulge in some sober soul-searching. Most of us,

I believe, applauded Frank Stanton's courageous admission of mis-

takes and failures.

The action of the NAB's Tv Code Committee, in offering immediate

cooperation to the FTC in its investigation of commercials, was a

decent and tacit recognition that certain areas do need cleaning up.

{Please turn to page 24)
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BIRD LORE
Few li\ing things ha\e better right to pessi-

mism than the domesticated turkey, not to be
confused with a Broadway flop or the Australian
bustard. Yet, in sacrificing his carimciilated head
to man's appetite, the turkey achie\es a moment
of truth, with or without cranberry sauce, worthv
of the most incorrigible optimist. .Sartoriallv

gaudy, with a taste in plumage completely lack-

ing in restraint, the male bird frecpienth forgets

his tame status and struts with the crass abandon
ol his wild progenitors.

Centuries bjforc the turkey was discovered bv
Europeans in 1518, the Pueblo Indians of the
.Southwest used him, not as food, but lo supply
feathers for burnt offerings. These were pluck-.'d

from the live bird and probably mad • him even
wilder. In 1782 Ik-njamin Franklin urged Con-
gress to use the lurkey, implucked, as a national

emblem. Although the eagle clatpic won out, the
turkey, without Franklin sponsorship, achieved
doubtful distinction as a succulent symbol of
I hanksgi\ ing Day.

Ti\rkey raising is liig business in WMT land.

The young turkey is a lot of trouble to raise, but
once out of the woods, so to speak, he pays ofl

with cash-type money. Iowa's li),')9 crop is kind
of nervoiif and won't stand still for accurate
counting, but it's around eight million, which is

a lot of white meat.

IVople raising is also big business in WMF
land. Fhe 19,59 crop isn't a bit ner\()us; it has
b'-en accurately counted (7.^4,600 t\ homes—NCS
No. ,") and. like )3re\ious crops, makes WM'F-'l'V
a cynosure. \VMT-'I\' proxides dominant cover-

age of three of Iowa's six largest cities, plus cov-

cage ol more than half the i\ families in Iowa.

WMT-TV
Cedar Rapids-Waterloo

CBS Television for Eastern Iowa

Affiliated with WMT Radio; KWMT Fort Dodge

National Representatives; The Katz Agency
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*'SUNNY" is the

ADULT
WESTERN
STATION-^

The Western Coast of Florida,

that is! If you're shootin' for

adults in this territory, better

hire the top gun . . . WSUN

!

"Sunny" is No. 1 in adult lis-

tenership, per 100 homes,

throughout the entire 24 hour

broadcast day! And Pardner,

WSUN delivers more homes,

at the lowest cost per home

of any station in the heart of

Florida!**

*Pulse, 6-'59

**NCS2

TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG

Natl. Rep: VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
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I Commercial commentary [continued)

The statement of the ANA ( see story, page 31 1 which emphasized

advertiser responsibilities was the expression of honorable men who
did not want to shirk their clear obligations.

But soul-searching, however healthy, is not enough. Beyond the

confessional there is always need for action. And there is usually

a need to regain one's perspective.

The world which exists for us

It strikes me that, in the midst of the hysterical hoopla about the

quiz scandals, we have all tended to lose sight of the real dignity

and importance of the two institutions of which we are a part.

Those of us who are in advertising and in television have no

reason to be ashamed of our role in society. In fact we have every

reason to be proud.

Advertising, as Roy Larsen dramatically demonstrated to the ANA
last week, has been a major, if not the major factor in bringing

a more abundant life to millions of Americans. It is a necessary,

vital and honorable part of our mass consumption economy.

Television, in the 12 brief years of its existence, has an almost

staggering record of accomplishments and achievements. And it

can be truly said that many of tv's finest hours have been the product

of close collaboration between advertising and broadcasting.

None of us, in our sober m.oments, believe that either tv or adver-

tising as they exist today are perfect. We all know that they can and

must improve to meet the new challenges that lie ahead.

But let's not, in our honest haste to admit mistakes, lose our self-

respect about our work. To do this is unrealistic and untrue, and

can only hinder our cause.

Self-reliant leadership

These days, many people in both tv and advertising are asking,

"Where are our leaders? Where is the clear calm voice who can

speak for us?" And undoubtedly there is a need for more leadership,

particularly in television.

But we are kidding ourselves if we seek some bearded Moses to

lead us out of the Wilderness. It is highly unlikely that we shall find

him, and even if we do, the job is much too big for one man.

The complexities of modern tv advertising demand not one but

many leaders. We need brainsand imagination on a hundred differ-

ent fronts. And every one of us has a challenge to leadership.

It seems to me that we can each provide this if we follow a few

simple precepts:

1. Let's stop criticizing, each other. The spectacle of industry

figures hasseling in public is not going to build confidence in tv.

2. Let's stop criticizing other media. If newspapers or magazines

are unfair in their attacks—so what? Damning them won't wash

any laundry for us.

3. Let's stop trying to pinpoint "Who is most to blame or most

responsible?" We're all responsible and all. in a sense, to blame.

4. Let's each of us start some positive neiv action to improve

that part of tv programs, commercials or trade practices with which

we personally are connected.

We are not bastards. We are not interlopers. We are not charity

boys living on public handouts. Let's act with the honesty and self-

reliance that both tv and advertising deserve. V
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Isn't it about time

advertising moved up
from the Three-I League?

"If you're not quite sure what you're talk-

ing about, invent a fancy name for it!"

The shrewd man who said that would

have loved advertising's current Three-I

League:

Jmpact Jmage Jnvolvement

The trouble is that too many people mouth

the words without having the slightest

idea of what they're talking about.

Isn't it about time advertising moved up

from the Three-I League and brought the

words to life by spelling things out?

For instance:

Get the customer's attention. Give her (or

him) a clear-cut impression of the product,

and make her feel it's made by honest people

with good taste. Convince her that what you

are saying is directed to her personally, and

that what you are selling can play a useful or

a pleasant part in her life.

This is what we preach. This is what we
try to practice. If it seems simple, it's be-

cause it is. So is advertising that works.

We work for the follow^ing companies: Allstate Insurance Companies • American Mineral Spirits Co.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fb Railway Co. • Brown Shoe Company • Campbell Soup Company • Chrysler Corpo-
ration • Commonwealth Edison Company and Public Service Company • The Cracker Jack Co. • The Electric
Association (Chicago) • Green Giant Company • Harris Trust and Savings Bank • The Hoover Company • Kellogg
Company • The Kendall Company • The Maytag Company • Motorola Inc. • Philip Morris Inc. • Chas. Pfizer & Co.,

Inc. • The Pillsbury Company • The Procter & Gamble Company • The Pure Oil Company • The Pure Fuel Oil
Company • Star-Kist Foods, Inc. • Sugar Information, Inc. • Swift & Company • Tea Council of the U. S. A., Inc. fl

LEO BURNETT CO.,INC.
CHICAGO, Prudential Plaza • NEW YORK • DETROIT • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL
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IVSBT-TV ...SOUTH BEND, INDIANA'S
DOMINANT STATION

to
SALES
Consecutive programs conducted by these experienced WSBT-
TV personalities have real sales impact on the South Bend
market. At 10:00 P.M. daily, Roland Kelly reports the late news
(average ARB rating 26.2%). He is follov/ed at 10:10 by Mike
May with "The Weather Tonight," and at 10:15 by Jim Wilson's
Sports News. These programs rank consistently among the top
25 shows in the South Bend market. Availabilities are scarce,
but are well worth waiting for.

In the South Bend market area, however, there's no delay or
waiting . . . expansion is the order of the day. National and
local chains are building shopping centers, department stores,
supermarkets and luxury motels to accommodate the growth
and booming sales in this 1.6 billion dollar market!

You cover the big South Bend market with its leading station,

WSBT-TV. Top CBS programs and popular local shows give
WSBT-TV nearly a 2 to 1 sign-on to sign-off dominance over all

other stations combined! Get all the facts from your Raymer
man or write this station.

WSBT-TV®
South Bend, Indiana • Channel 22

Ask Poul H. Raymer Company • National Representative

49th an<

Madison

26

Flipped—flopped

Please accept our thanks for covering

our WCPO Fordathon I News & Idea

Wrap-Up, 7 November ) . However,

may we ask that you take note of the

fact that in Cincinnati it is WCPO
( not the other fine station which is

located in Boston).

Patrick H. Grafton

dir., WCPO
Cincinnati

Let print stick to print!

I can't understand why a responsible

trade paper in our field is drawn into

an endless I and useless) discussion

of radio station program formats.

Yet, not only does sponsor do this

from time to time—now we are sub-

jected to the wild rantings of an un-

qualified critic: A Tulsa newspaper-

man. A careful look at any news-

paper reveals that, without exception,

writers on these papers should be im-

proving their own product, rather

than telling us how to run ours.

I am sorry that for the first time

since I have been reading your fine

magazine—and that goes back to

your beginnings— I am disappointed.

I hope you will right this obvious

bit of foolishness, and, in the future,

confine Mr. Downing to peddling his

papers in Tulsa. On second thought,

let's hire him out to Nikita K. It's a

shame to limit such a talent (?) as

Mr. Downing's to our country alone.

Philip K. Elberly

sales mgr., WSBA
York, Pa.

« » *

I think vour reprint of Jim Down-

ing's article about radio ("Radio '59:

Tulsa Report." sponsor 7 Nov.) is

the most damaging thing that could

happen to the radio broadcasting

business today. This represents one

man's opinion, and a newspaperman

at that. If the newspapermen in Tulsa

are like the newspaper men in Denver

they have one object in life, which is

(Please turn to page 28)
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THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN

GOOD AND GREAT IN

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
TELEVISION IS...

Just wishing never made
sales . . . especially in

the highly competitive

Twin City market. With four ag-

gressive television stations serv-

ing this market . . . ONLY ONE
can offer DOMINANCE, COV-
ERAGE, SERVICE and AC-
CEPTANCE.* Give yourself the

break you deserve— WCCO
TELEVISION-where wishes

become realities.

• Nielsen Coverage Study Number 3 Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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49TH & MADISON
{Continued from page 26)

to crucify the radio business, their

strongest competitor.

This article will be used by news-

paper salesmen, by television salesmen

and by radio salesmen from the so

called "good music" stations to sell

radio down the river.

You know, or at least should know,

that the listeners to the popular music

stations are not all teenagers. Ad-

mittedly the teenagers do listen, but

only in proportion to their incidence

in the population. In Denver for

example, according to Pulse, over

50/^ of the audience is tuned to

popular music stations. No one can

tell me that this represents a teen-age

audience when the figures hold true

between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.

I hope you won't print anymore

articles by Downing or his ilk.

Richard B. Wheeler

gen. mgr., KTL
Denver

Sponsor heard wrong

I'll probably not be the first to point

out that WLS (Sponsor P'oars, 7 No-

vember I proclaimed Sears Roebuck

as the world's largest store, not Mar-

shall Field.

Your collection could be much
longer if you picked up:

WBCN, Chicago—World's Best

Community Newspaper

WMBB, Chicago—World's Most

Beautiful Ballroom

WCCO, Minneapolis—Washburn

Crosby Company (now Gen-

eral Mills)

WOW, Omaha—Woodmen of

the World

W. Van Santen

marketing research dept.

General Mills, Inc.

Bound copies

Your magazine is of much value to

us and we would like to keep back

issues in our library. However, since

space is so scarce, we were interested

in purchasing a year's bound copies.

Could you furnish us with such a

volume, and if so, at what cost?

Jack Burney

research manager

Jefferson Standard Bdcstg. Co.

Charlotte, N. C.

• Lcathrr-bound binders of SPONSOR, com-
plete with a year's issues, are available at SIS
per binder.
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. . . advertising agencies do a lot of different jobs these days: art, copy, mer-

chandising, research, media, cooking, TV production, publicity, package

design . . . the list could go off the page.

Some agencies figure their art and copy departments are their creative

departments and the rest are "supplementary services." But other agencies

figure that a creative agency is creative in all departments. Items:

There is the contact man who thought up the cold remedy that com-

bines the elements of two clients' products . .

.

There is the merchandising man who made a hard goods promotion

successful by surrounding it with the atmosphere of a private sale . .

.

There is the production man who helped overcome the technical dififi-

culties in a new process: high-fidelity color for newspapers . .

.

There is the media man who originated the consolidated purchase of

television time for a group of accounts . .

.

There is the publicity man who put a model tropic island on a barge

and had it towed around New York . .

.

There is the research man who found a new way to test for taste . .

.

There are such things as creative packaging, inventive combination deals,

and new ways to inspire the trade. There are many ideas which sell goods.

And, most important of all, there is the creative advertising idea which

puts a benefit into people's minds in a new and arresting way. After all, it

isn't just products which people buy . .

.

PiOPLE iU¥ IDIIS
YOUNG & RUBICAM, Advertising

New York . Chicago • Detroit • San Francisco • Los Angeles . Hollywood . Montreal • Toronto • London . Mexico City . Frankfurt • San Juan • Caracas • Geneva
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When it comes to

awarding blue ribbons

First By All Surveys
Here are the latest Memphis Surveys showing leads in

competitively-rated quarter hours, sign-on to sign-off,

Sundav thru Saturday:

A.R.B. Pulse Nielsen

Apr . 17-May 14,

(Metro Area
1959

)

May 1959
1 Metro Area)

June8-Aug. 9, 1959
(Station Area)

WREC-TV 250 309 271

Sta. B 80 79 57

Sta. C 68 7 69

No wonder in Memphis
they say "There's more
to see on Channel 3."

WREC-TV's combina-
tion of the finest local

programming and the
great shows of the CBS
Television network de-

liver the greatest au-
dience in the Mid-South
area. See your Katz man
soon.

WREC-TV
Channel 3 Memphis

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
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HOW THE ANA

FEELS ABOUT TV

RESPONSIBILITY

^ National advertisers at Hot Springs meet-

ing admit tv obligations on production of pro-

grams and commercials, reject suggestions

that they should "stay out of show business"

^_ HOT SPRINGS, VIRGINIA

I elevision dominated the discussion and provided

all the fireworks at the 50th annual meeting of the

Association of National Advertisers held here at

the Homestead last week.

Even hefore sessions got under way, the ANA's
hoard of directors sweated through 14 hours of

Sunday work to draft a "statement of an adver-

tiser's tv responsihilities to the public" and, in an

unprecedented open business meeting, announced

the statement to ANA members and to the press

through its newly elected board chairman Donald

^''We in ANA recognize our own
individual responsibilities as ad-

vertisers. It is our responsibility

to see that every aspect of tele-

vision with which we are connect-

ed meets our obligation of fair play

to the public."'
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ANA'S HONOR GUESTS CAME FROM THE PRINT MEDIA

GUESTS OF HONOR at ANA's annual luncheon at the Homestead were Roy Larsen, president of Time Inc. and James "Scotty" Reston, Pulitzer-

prize winner and chief of the New York Times Washington Bureau, indicating high prestige advertisers feel for magazines and newspapers.

Shown here (left to right) Larsen, ANA president Paul West, Reston, and Donald S. Frost of Bristol-Myers, new ANA board chairman

S. Frost of Bristol-Myers Company.
Evidence that these top-ranking

national advertisers (over a billion

dollars in tv this year) were deeply

disturbed over the wave of anti-tv and

anti-advertising sentiment generated

by the quiz show hearings, was ap-

parent in both formal ANA speeches

and in corridor conversations.

As ANA president Paul West told

SPONSOR, "You can be sure that these

fellows are doing plenty of soul search-

ing."

Frost, in his introductory remarks

made it clear that the ANA feels not

only the television industry . . . but all

advertising is on the spot. And, that

as far as questionable practices go, not

only producers, contestants and net-

works but also advertisers must share

the onus.

Said Frost, "We are involved

—

many of us—in the actual selection

of the shows themselves. We are in-

volved—all of us who use this potent

medium—in the production of our

commercials. And all of us—regard-

less of media practices—are con-

cerned with the public reaction to

a major medium."

The fact that the ANA should feel

it necessary to issue a public state-

ment of policy occasioned no little

surprise in many circles..

Those close to advertising trade

associations know that they seldom

commit themselves publicly on any-

thing substantial or meaningful.

But the ANA's directors, including

such important tv advertising figures

as Henry Schachte, Lever Bros.,

Roger H. Bolin, Westinghouse. J. R.

Barlow, Chrysler, Rex Budd, Camp-
bell Soup, Ralston Coffin, RCA, Al-

bert Stevens, American Tobacco,

John Veckly, U. S. Steel, Melvin S.

Hattwick Continental Oil, acting in

consultation with such former ANA
directors as Albert Brown, Corn Prod-

ucts, Edwin W. Ebel, General Foods,

and A. N. Halverstadt, P&G, saw a

clear need for a positive stand.

Despite the fact that, as Schachte

expressed it, "It would have been

easier for us to sit back and do noth-

ing" the ANA board approved unani-

mously a statement that carries sig-

nificant implications for all agencies,

networks and stations.

Because this statement was not

fully reported in the daily press, and

because some misunderstandings have

arisen about it, SPONSOR reprints it

here in full.

"We in ANA recognize that, as a

result of the recent television in-

quiries, there will be proposed codes

of conduct and regulation put forth

by networks, association of broad-

casters, individual stations and other

responsible parties.

"Their purpose will be to merit

public confidence in television pro-

grams and commercials.

"Toward this end we as advertisers

recognize our own individual respon-

sibilities.

"It is our responsibility to see that

every aspect of television with which

we are connected meets our obliga-

tion of fair play to the public.

"A simple test by which each of

our members may evaluate any con-

templated material or procedure for

programs or commercials is this:

"Would we be willing for the pub-

lic to be fully apprised of all the facts

and circumstances concerning the

particular program or commercial?

"What has been brought to light

in these past few weeks requires every

advertiser to take an immediate and

complete inventory of his present ad-

vertising, including the factual sup-

port for its accuracy and the tech-

niques used in its presentation, and
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BUT TV PROVIDED THE HIGHPOINTS OF THE ANA MEETING

TV HASSLE DEVELOPED at panel session on tv programing, which had Howard Eaton, media director of Lever Bros, acting as moderator.

Left to right, Don Durgin, v. p. NBC TV; Rodney Erickson, v.p. Warner Bros.; Howard Eaton; John Crosby, syndicated columnist New York

Herald Tribune; Alfred Hollender, exec. v.p. Grey Advertising. ANA members resented Crosby's proposals for a "British" system of television

to apply to it and to all future ad-

vertising the test we have recom-

mended."

Immediately following the Frost

speech SPONSOR talked with Schachte,

Ebel. West. Frost and other ANA ex-

ecutives to get a clarification of the

meaning and purpose of the tv state-

ment.

Most significant in all comments

was the complete absence of any at-

tempt to pin the blame or point the

finger of scorn at any particular ad-

vertiser. "We've all got to be more
careful." said Schachte, "especially in

the supervision of tv commercial pro-

duction."

Among those on the ANA board

who voted for the tv statement was

George J. Abrams of Warner Lam-
bert, formerly ad chief for Revlon.

whose testimony before the Harris

Committee was in direct conflict with

that of Martin Revson.

Some observers at the Homestead
noted that Ken Beirne, Revlon v.p.

had planned to attend the ANA meet-

ing but cancelled his reservation.

However, it was apparent in all seri-

ous conversations with ANA board

members that the ANA statement was
not directed specifically at Revlon, or

even at sponsors of quiz shows.

As Don Frost, said. "It is up to us

—all of us—to take whatever action

we can to set our own houses in or-

der ... it is up to us individually

and collectively to make sure that all

of our actions can stand up to the

gaze of public scrutiny—can obtain

the seal of public approval."

The obvious seriousness with which

these blue-chip advertisers are view-

ing the current situation is bound to

be reflected in relations with both

their agencies and the broadcast in-

dustry.

SPONSOR learned that at least three

of the top 10 tv advertisers had al-

ready set in motion a complete re-

view of all tv commercial practices,

and were planning on more complete

client representation at the shooting

of commercials.

On the broadcasting side, ANA
president West announced that a spe-

cial subcommittee was being set up

to work with the NAB's Tv Code Re-

view Board.

Donald H. McGannon. chairman

of the board and jiresident of West-

inghouse Broadcasting addressed the

convention, and gave ANA members
a picture of the Code s purposes and

operations. He ended his remarks by

saying "We as broadcasters are going

to resist without compromise any un-

realistic legislative or regulatory ef-

forts, however eager their proponents,

to place this medium under arrest

—

this medium which has only fleetingly

touched the great promise it holds as

a free social and economic force in

America. In this mission, we trust

that you stand with us.
"

SPONSOR, checking convention re-

action to the McGannon speech,

found much general sympathy for the

aims and purposes of the Tv Code,

though the advertising v.p. of a lead-

ing grocery client said "We are not

quite sure what those fellows want

irom us.

Another ANA member who did not

wish to be quoted had an even more

pungent comment," Vi e think it is sort

of silly for broadcasters to think they

can draft a code without asking our

help in framing its provisions.

In general, however, SPONSOR found

a considerable willingness to work

with the NAB though, as Paul West

pointed out. onlv the preliminary

steps so far had been taken.

Gilbert Weil. ANA general counsel.

{Please turn to ]yas:e n'l)
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Buyer Sweeney goes to Chicago
w>hat happens when an agency timebuyer goes on

a station junket? What questions does he ask? What
does he see? What does he do? What does he learn?

For answers to these questions, SPONSOR joined 100

timebuyers last week and jetted to Chicago as auests

of WBBM-TV.

Here, on these pages, is what SPONSOR saw and did

as it followed Lambert & Feasley's Frank Sweeney

from department to department on the day-long fact-

finding tour of that station's facilities. From the morn-

ing take-off to the homeward-bound flight, it proved

to be a full dav.

1
TIMEBUYERS FROM TOP AGENCIES meet at New York's Idlewjd

airport. Frank Sweeney signs in for fast flight to WBBM's U
facility in Chicago. On arrival, charter buses were escorted by

sirened pohce the 35 miles from Glenview airport to block square,

five-year old studio near the heart of the city for day-long visit

2 IN THE AIR, Sweeney (r), and L&F colleagues Bill Millar (i).

and Jim Watterson get a printed station briefing from special

WBBM-TV folder left on each seat. Info introduced personnel

at the CBS o&o outlet and detailed the functions which service

commercial schedules placed by agencies on behalf of their clients

3FiLM QUERIES are directed by Sweeney, (I), and Art Topol,

Ogiivy, Benson & Mather, to film director Pat Danneman about

variety of film features (some 2,000 currently) and how station

maintains quality control (all commercials have track records on their

u"e) so that fresh fi'ms replace scratched or worn commercials

34

4 QUALITY OF TECHNICAL equipment and staff, explains L. A.

Pierce, Jr., mgr. of tech. operations, reflects over-all quality

impression on viewers. His audience: (I to r) Lionel Schaen, C.

J. LaRocha; Tom Miller and Marv Shapiro, CBS 1^ Spot Sales reps;

Frank Sweeney. 83 persons handle studio and location originations



5 PROP ROOM MUSICIAN ANIMALS from WBBM-TV kids' show adds a fun toucfi for Sweeney

and Gloria IVIahaney, J. Walter Thompson buyer. The 100 buyers were divided into five

groups for a guided tour of the building and each tv department following luncheon in the

main studio (one of four, with a total of 14,200 square feet of staging space). Buyers indicated

ipecial interest in the number and variety cf local live shows and the types of local personalities

6 LIVE SHOW POLICY as related

to news is detailed by news

dir. B II Garry (c), to Sweeney

and Jack Carver (r), DCS&S. Buy-

ers checked commercial delivery

7 TAPED PRESENTATION with samplings of morning, afternoon,

nighttime local features showed program and production

methods, familiarized buyers with diversified local talent

available. L&F trio inquired about ratings, shares, growth pat-

terns. Pitch showed farm, news, women's, kids', interview shows

8 RECEPTION preceding dinner was hoited by Frank Atlass (I),

gen, sales mgr. of WBBM-TV, and H. Leslie Atlass, v. p. and

gen. mgr. (c), who briefed Sweeney and others on rols of

station within the community, the various operating pract ces

which offer important services to agencies and advertisers

9 WIND-UP to fast briefing session came with special skit on

how to sell time as written, produced and performed by

station staffers. Afterward, buyers checked into a motel;

returned for breakfast, another bus ride, the flight home
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Hoiv much audience duplication

^ Meeker Co. study in market paired four stations,

found that niaxinium audience overlap came to 6.3%

^ Rep firm used Nielsen figures to prove that reach

can be greatly extended by adding stations together

^^ne of the burning questions to-

day's timebuyer faces is the amount

of audience duplication he can usual-

ly expect to find among the radio

stations he buys.

Assuming that an advertiser can

seldom reach a respectable propor-

tion of homes in a major market with

one station I and this is admittedly a

moot point) and assuming there's

such a thing as too much duplication,

the measurement of this overlap be-

comes a matter of no mean impor-

Unfortunately, there is little pub-

lished material on the subject—cer-

tainly not enough to permit any

rules, however rough, about how
much duplication the timebuyer can

usually figure on when purchasing

any particular number of radio out-

lets in a market.

For this reason, a recent study on

duplication by pairs of stations done

by the Meeker Co. in one of its mar-

kets bears close study. The market

and stations shall remain unnamed
but the lack of identification will in

no way detract from the value of the

analysis.

To plunge right into the heart of

the matter, duplication turned out to

be exceedingly low, even with stations

employing similar programing for-

mats. The greatest overlap shown by

two stations was no more than 6.3%
of their combined audiences and this

represented 1.3% of the homes in

the metro area.

It was not the intention of the

Meeker Co. to brew up any new ad-

vertising laws with this study; pat-

ently, the rep was out to promote its

station. But a spokesman for A. C.

Nielsen, which provided the data,

pointed out that the pattern was no

ffuke. He opined it could be safely

assumed a similar pattern would

show up in many major markets. A
media executive at one of the top air

agencies, who counseled Meeker's re-

STUDY OF FOUR STATIONS WITH VARIED PROGRA

HOW THE MEEKER CO.

SET UP STUDY DATA

Duplication analysis comes

from Nielsen data in March,

April 1958. Study was put

together under direction of

Mimi von Zelowitz, Meeker

research chief. From, nine

stations in market, four of

varied formats were chosen.

Schedule of spots was 70%

in traffic times, spread about

so as to accumulate a good

part of stations^ top reach

This is the individual reach of four

stations with varied program formats

using schedules of 15 announcements

metro

homes
reached

frequency

Middle-of-

road station

#1 rock 'n'

roll station

This is reach of same stations

with schedules combined. Shown

are exclusive, duplicated audiences

12 7%
13.2%

3.62.4

10.1%

8.8%

2.51.7

#2 rock 'n'

roll station

good music

station
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is there among radio outlets?
search director, Mimi von Zelowitz,

on the study agreed with the state-

ments of the Nielsen spokesman.

Here's how the study was laid out.

Four stations were chosen out of the

nine reported by Nielsen. There was

a middle-of-the-road programing sta-

tion, two rock 'n' roll stations and a

good music station. If this sounds

like the choice of formats was cal-

culated to show low duplication, it

should be noted right away that there

wasn't much overlap between the two

rock 'n' roll stations.

Weekly schedules of 15 spots each

were chosen for each station Sunday

through Saturday. The schedules

were approximately 70/^ in traffic

times. All spots were rotated. No two

spots were at the same time any day

of the week on the same station or

the same schedule. The spots for

each station were spread out as much

as was practical to allow each station

to reach an appreciable share of its

total audience.

The study was based on the March-

April 1958 NSI report in the mar-

ket, one reason being that Meeker

had previously done a study showing

the cumulative audiences for the mid-

dle-of-the-road and good music sta-

tions at that time and wanted the two

studies to be comparable. Audience

figures are metro only, it being obvi-

ously impossible to compare total au-

dience duplication data for different

coverage areas.

The four stations were combined in

pairs with five schedules of 30 spots

each. While there are six paired com-
binations possible. Meeker felt it was
unnecessary for its purposes to pair

up the middle-of-the-road station with

both rock 'n' roll outlets.

Details of the duplication as well

as the reach of each individual sta-

tion are shown in the charts. Note

that no one station reached more

than 13.2% of the metro radio

homes. While 15 announcements

should not be expected to reach a

station's full weekly audience, it

should come fairly close on the theory

that most people spend most of their

radio listening time with one station.

I See "Radio - Active Housewife,"

SPONSOR, 10 October 1959.)

The penetration level per station

shown by the Nielsen study jibes

nicely with the belief at Meeker that

you can't make a real dent in a mar-

ket with only one station. Just what

a "real dent" means is debatable but

there are probably few admen who
would say that reaching less than

15% of the homes in a market is ef-

fective penetration. ( To bring a con-

{ Please turn to page 48)

FORMATS HIGHLIGHT SMALL AUDIENCE DUPLICATION

combined
metro

homes
reached

exclusive

audience

duplication 0.8

exclusive

audience

combined
frequency

25.1%

Schedule #1
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Schedule #2 Schedule #3 Schedule s:^

#1
rock

'n'

21.6% 22.9%

20.7%

good
18.4% good

#2
rock

'n'

roll

stn.

roll

stn.

nA%

music

stn.
good
music

stn.

stn.

1.3

7.5%

1.2

8.9%

0.5

9.6%

0.4

9.7%

middle

of

#1
rock

middle

of

i^2
rock

*1
rock

road

stn.

'n'

roll

stn.

road

stn.
roll

stn.

'n'

roll

stn.

11.9% 11.9% 11.5% 8.3%
12.8%

3.1 3.0 2.6 2.2 3.2

Schedule #5

A.
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BIG BOOM
^ New products in men's

field create broader mar-

kets and tougher competition

^ Here's how top con-

lenders in 1960 will use air

media to isolate male market

\^ne of the biggest, toughest mar-

keting battles of the past decade is

boiling up in the field of men's toilet-

ries.

The storm, due to break 1 January

1960, will be highlighted by savvy

media buying and more creative copy

appeals—both sharply pinpointed to

men. Unlike past years, December

will see less female-directed gift-set

advertising manufacturers of men's

toiletries.

Mennen, for example, has pulled

gift-set advertising altogether this

year, storing up for a frontal attack

in January with a combination of

spot radio and spot tv. Other adver-

tisers confirm Mennen's view that the

round-about approach to the man's

market is as out-of-date as the bar-

ber's mug. The reasons they give:

• It's an increasing market. Mar-

keting figures (see accompanying

chart) show toiletries sales up 41.7%
in the last five years alone. They have

more than doubled from the $126^2
million of 1947.

• It's an isolated market. Deodor-

ant increases alone show that men are

buying products designed for them.

This big step forward in dividing and

increasing the market owes a big debt

to media which can isolate mass audi-

ences. For example, the recent $1

million spot radio pushes this year by

Mennen. Shulton and Bristol-Myers,

are all due to continue.

• Brand loyalty is high among
men. Marketing men have always

MARKETING SAVVY is a must in toiletries

fight. Richard Lockman, MW&S v. p. on Revlon's

Top Brass, checks progress of competition
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BREWS UP TOILETRIES BATTLE
known that men are less fickle than

women. They're harder to switch.

But, once you've won them, you don't

have to worry about seasonal promo-

tions to keep them.

• New products are broadening the

market. Virtually every cosmetic

company has added a men's line.

A 19-year veteran in toiletries and

drug advertising, who will be square-

ly in the middle of the battle, warns,

however, that it would be a mistake

to assume that its a wide open mar-

ket. Richard Lockman. senior v.p.

and general manager of Mogul Wil-

liams & Saylor, rides herd on Revlon

products at the agency (Top Brass,

Satin Set, Aquamarine. Hi and Dri

Deodorant I . He points out that "In

the field of hair dressings, an increase

in retail sales is evident over the past

five years, but the percentage of men
using them has remained virtually

static (from 63.7% in 1955 to 67.4%
in 1958, unchanged in the last two
years)."

The last two years have seen several

contenders challenge the four estab-

lished brands— Chesebrough-Pond's

Vaseline, Colgate's Wildroot, Bristol-

Myers' Vitalis. Harold Ritchie Co.'s

Brylcreem.

I Two newcomers stem from two of

these companies: Wildroot's Vam and

Vaseline's Valcream. Another is Al-

iierto Culver's Command. But the

runaway leader in this new product

category is Revlon's Top Brass For

Men, introduced largely via spot tv

and radio in market bv market tests

in 1957 and ".58, adding network tv

wlien it vent national in spring of

19.58.

Says Lockman. "The male toiletries

market will literally skyrocket when

manufacturers think of men's toilet-

ries as a completeK separate animal

—not an offspring of their feminine

items. An example of this is the em-

phasis on practical considerations in

the Top Brass copy claims, designed

specifically to sell men : 'Keeps hair

in place around the clock—fights dan-

druff hour after hour.' This became

the key phrase of the jingle, which

was set to marching music to further

highlight the masculine emphasis.
'

The matter of advertising to men

is not a cut-and-dried affair. Lockman

cautions. He recalls a classic example

of this from the late '40's when he

was advertising manager for Mennen:

"The big question mark in the

naturally carry more weight with

them. However, a split run news-

paper test of the two appeals gave us

the real answer. Obviously, 'wows the

ladies' attracted much more interest

and attention since the response was

two to one over 'heals razor nicks.'

This variance between what men say

HOW SALES HAVE ZOOMED
1953 1958

SHAVING PREPARATIONS* $ 89,000,000 $121,750,000 +36.8%

Shaving cream 48,070,000 62,30D,030 +29.6%

Brushless (18,690,000) (12,100,000) -35.3%

Aerosol (14,900,000) (39,540.000) +98.7%

Lather (14,480,000) (10,660,000) +26.4%

Shaving soaps 9,420,000 7,550,000 -19.9%

After-shave 28,640,000 41,680,000 +45.5%

Talcum 2,040,000 2,430,000 +19.1%

Styptics 830,000 900,000

6,890,000

+ 8.4%

Pre-shave products — —

MEN'S TOILETRY SETS* 25,130,000 32,890,000 +30.9%

MEN'S HAIR TONICS* 47,270,000 66,520,000 +40.7%

MEN'S DEODORANTS^ 18,809,500 33,447,500 + 77.8%

MEN'S COLOGNES 9,902,000 14,774,000 +49.2%

TOTAL $190,111,500 $269,381,500 +41.7%

•Source: Ketail Sales. Drug Topics

tSPONSOR estimates

J

planning of a 1946 Mennen Skin

Bracer campaign was which copy ap-

peal would attract more attention:

'The he-man aroma that wows the

ladies,' or 'It heals tiny razor nicks!"

"Via the interview- technique, men
smiled at the 'wows the ladies" ap-

proach but said the other one would

and what they think must be part of

the creative attack on the problem

of advertising grooming products to

men."

The greatest dilHcultx in fusing

these appeals. Lockman adds, lies in

the deodorant market. Prior to 1949.

deodorants men used came from jars
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CREATIVE APPROACH is not cut and dried

affair, Lockman says. Tv helps balance

practical approach with subtler copy appeals

bought by their wives. Few men
would risk purchasing a deodorant

on their own, feeling it was too effem-

inate. Here's how the breakthrough

came about:

"Although it is not generally

known," says Lockman, "before Men-

nen's spray deodorant was launched

in 1949, the company had test-mar-

keted a cream deodorant for the

whole family called Halt. This made
no headway against the bold leaders

in the field—Arrid, Mum, Veto. Then

Mennen broke with a product exclu-

sively aimed at men—in a masculine

polyethylene container, and carefully

named Mennen Deodorant for Men.

"Psychologically, the man could

feel more comfortable asking for this

product. The 'Mennen for Men'

name on the package gave him license

to ask for it without feeling he was

a sissy. In order to reinforce the

masculine image via advertising, we
used local football and spot tv sched-

ules in 1949 and 19.50 when the prod-

uct was first being introduced. Iden-

tification with national sports per-

sonalities was also used with great

success."

It was that year that Lockman went

to Bourjois-Chanel where he became

v.p. in charge of advertising and

marketing. One of the lines he

brought out was Royale Crest Toi-

letries for Men. Experiments were

40

conducted with an improved men's

deodorant which was limited to

regional distribution.

It is interesting to note that Men-
nen Deodorant for Men sales made the

company an important television spon-

sor. Subsequently, Mennen became
sponsor of Wednesday Night Fights

on ABC TV. A break with the male-

directed emphasis came in 1958 when
Mennen put 90% of its budget into

Pursuit on CBS TV for a total-family

reach. In summer of '59 the com-

pany decided to isolate the male audi-

ence again, seeking 35-40% prime

time penetration of 102 markets, with

special emphasis on morning hours

(see SPONSOR, 17 and 31 October

1959). This campaign winds up 28

November. After a December hiatus,

Mennen, as reported above, will re-

turn to a similar spot radio pattern

with spot tv in some markets.

Bristol-Myers found a parallel

problem in applying the total-family

approach to a product that demands
an isolated audience to build brand

loyalty. When B-M parlayed its roll-

on patent I perfected for Ban deodor-

ant ) into the men's field with Trig,

it found that even tying it to a fam-

ily member (VitalisI on a network

show wasn't as effective as going af-

ter the male audience during peak

listening radio hours. B-M's formula

for Trig called for 40-50% penetra-

tion per month (see SPONSOR, 18 July

1959) with 30 minutes per week in

large markets, up to 20 in smaller

markets. Indications are that B-M
(through BBDO) will use a spot radio

and print combination for Trig be-

ginning in January.

Top Brass was tested in Atlanta,

Denver and Cincinnati in 1957 with

spot tv, spot radio, plus a limited

number of newspaper insertions. A
similar formula was applied in Cali-

fornia in 1957-58. Top Brass went

national on $64,000 Question and

$64,000 Challenge in spring of 1958,

with national magazine support. Spot

tv and spot radio was also used in

top markets. In 1959, Top Brass was

featured on Garry Moore, Andy Wil-

liams, The Big Party. Baseball spon-

sorship on radio, tv spots and maga-

zine insertions round out the media

picture. A big point of sale push is

planned for the Top Brass toiletry

(Please turn to page 80)

TETLEY'S
^ Tea company sticks to

radio and gets real results

with new creative approach

^ Flexibility and penetra-

tion are two of the key points

in the tea market coverage

I his week, Tetley Tea and its agen-

cy, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, are lin-

ing up some 50 northern and 10

southern markets for Tetley's winter

push in spot radio.

Tetley's steadily increasing use of

spot radio (80% of this year's $1,-

400,000 budget according to sponsor
estimate) is based on the medium's
ability to meet four basic require-

ments, says Tetley president Edward
C. Parker. They are:

• Deep penetration. Radio reaches

all segments of the public, enabling

Tetley to tell its story to seven out of

10 households in a week. The medi-

um can achieve 38 million impres-

sions per week in the product's mar-

keting area (east of the Mississippi).

• High frequency. Radio can reach

women several times a day, on cru-

cial shopping days, enhancing mem-
orability of the Tetley message.

• Broad physical coverage. Radio

goes to every type of community

—

city, suburb, "exurb" and country

—

aU of which house tea drinkers.

• Flexibility. Radio dosage can be

easily heavied or lightened to accom-

modate the numerous fluctuations of

market requirements. Furthermore,

the coverage can be efficiently limited

to Tetley's region.

There were uncertainties to be

faced when, in 1956, Tetley joined

forces with OBM and instituted al-

most total reliance on spot radio.

"The results that first year were any-

thing but heartening," says a.e. Matt

Kane. "There was talk of a media

change, but instead of abandoning

radio we gave it more to work with.'

Kane sees the outcome of that de-

cision as a valuable lesson for any
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TASTES BEST WITH SPOT RADIO
advertiser wavering over whether or

not to stick with radio.

When OBM received the Tetley

account, the product was squeezed in

with its two closest competitors ( Ten-

derieaf and Salada I in the race for

second place to nationally distributed

Lipton, which uses all media. An ap-

praisal of the present day tea market,

however, shows a much improved Tet-

ley, firmly in possession of the run-

ner-up slot.

A heartier spot radio blend was

what did it. Hiking its 19.57-58 budget

65/V to approximately $1,100,000.

made available more markets, longer

flights and greater spot frequency.

In addition, there was a stem to stern

revamp creatively.

The old jingle, based on "Lon-

don Bridge Is Falling Down," was

replaced by an original. Orientally

instrumented melody coupled with

catchy copy points, such as "tiny lit-

tle tea leaves" and "specially for tea

bags." As previously, the jingle served

to open and close the 60-second com-

mercials.

Substitute for the first year's

straight selling message in the new
Tetley lineup was a playlet format

starring Albert Dimes, the Tetley Tea

Taster, and his assistant, Edwards.

Each playlet was amusing for high

memorability, but this time emphasis

was on "building the quality image,"

says copywriter George DeCoo.

Dimes and Edwards, actual Tetley

ofTicials impersonated in the tran-

scriptions, could usually be depended

on to mention that their company in-

sists on the tiny little tea leaves from

the top of the plant, especially advan-

tageous for tea bags, and includes a

blend of these diminutive leaves from

more than 22 plantations in every tea

bag. They asserted that this makes
for a more satisfying cup of tea which

everyone would find invigorating.

That was how Tetley used radio in

1957-58, and the satisfying sales re-

sults described above gave virtually

no need to change this approach, ex-

cept in the direction of wider expo-

sure. The same "tinv little tea leaves"

jingle is in use. with fresh material

{Please turn to pa^e 52

)

COLLABORATING on upcoming Tetley spots are Tea Taster Albert Dimes (r), OBM copywriter George DeCoo. Above: Tetley's RAB plaque



Bank branches out with tv/radio

^ National Bank of Detroit pre-conditions suburban

markets with air schedules prior to branch openings

^ Combination of newscasts, announcements, classical

music boosts deposits for 64 established branches, too

Inike any other community enter-

prise, the banking business has felt

the impact of the population trek to

the suburbs and has begun to re-gear

its advertising to meet the demands of

changing market patterns.

Latest to join the banks who have

taken to the air with their advertising,

is National Bank of Detroit I rated

13th in the U.S. with deposits of $1.6

billion)

.

Together with its agency, Campbell-

Ewald, National set out not long ago

to find a formula which would reach

all areas with equal effectiveness.

What they needed, they felt, was a

campaign that would establish the

bank in a community even before a

new branch was opened. The ques-

tion was whether advertising keyed to

long-range targets would work equally

well on a day-to-day basis.

In analyzing the use of air media

by banks in the Detroit area in 1957,

OFFICES OF

NATIONAL BANK
OF DETROIT

EXPANSION STRATEGY is keyed to tv/radio coverage of Detroit area. Black bullets indi-

cate branches, many opened with a ready market for bank's services due to air media schedule

Campbell-Ewald uncovered plenty of

evidence that spot schedules tied in

with special or seasonal promotions

would produce results. But now that

they were faced with the growing

coverage problem, both client and

agency wanted to find out how much
a combination of television and radio

would accomplish on a sustained

basis.

A schedule of minute announce-

ments on three tv stations was added

to a three-station radio schedule al-

ready in effect. Tv frequency was
only four to five spots per week, all

in prime time. Reaction at newly

opened branches called for a doubling

of frequency on one station. The
goal, as Campbell-Ewald saw it. was
to work out a formula that would en-

able radio and television to draw on

each other's strength.

Next move in this direction was to

chart the bank's course into the area

of regular programing. Management
favored the agency's recommendation

for sponsorship of a "quality news-

cast," even though the right kind o£

news show might take some time to.

find.

Tv and radio stations both were in-

vited to make presentations. It was

many months and many presentations

later before a Detroit tv station hit

what agency and client were looking

for.

"In essence," says an agency

spokesman, "it was a newscast based

on a 'play the news straight' format,

reporting done by a solid-citizen-type

newscaster—the kind of combination

that would inspire confidence in a

business that has to get personal to

be successful."

The 15-minute show on WWJ-TV
was slotted at 11 p.m. The bank soon

discovered that Bob Maxwell, the an-

nouncer who did the commercials,

was an unseen employee in every

branch. Older people in particular

were coming into the branches and

asking for Mr. Maxwell, some firmly

insisting that they were sure he must

be there.

(Please turn to page 48)
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TV BASICS>/nov. -

Daytime viewing up 20% — Nielsen

DEC.

^ Latest NTI shows daytime and early evening view-

ing ahead of last year, but nighttime just below 1958

I aking the month of Septemher as

a base, daytime and early evening tv

viewing ran ahead of last year's com-

parable time, while nighttime viewing

was just below the 1958 figures.

As shown by Nielsen's Tv Index,

set usage during September was up

every hour during the morning I be-

ginning at 10 a.m.), afternoon and

early p.m.. but from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.

the pendulum swung the other way.

According to the chart below ( list-

ing the percentage of homes using tv

by the average minute I, daytime

viewing between 10 a.m. and .5 p.m.

upped 20.1V' over September '.58

—

from 15.4% that month, to 18.5%.

The biggest gain in daytime view-

ing came during the 1 |).m. to 2 |).m.

period, showing a 4.5 percentage

points increase.

Nighttime, however, shows a slight

dip in usage during every hour from

7 p.m. through 11 p.m.

The Comparagraph on the follow-

ing pages indicates these changes on

the daytime schedule:

CBS TV dropped Top Dollar and

The Ri{i Payoff; NBC TV cancelled

Tic Tac Dou^h, and. trade talk is that

in all likelihood, the network will also

drop Treasure Hunt. ^

Homes using tv during the average minute

Time span

AVG. 10 a.tn.-5 p.m.

DAYTIME

September 1959

NIGHTTIME

18.5%

September 1958

10-11 a.m. 13.2% 10.7%

11-12 noon 17.3% 13.8%

12-1 p.m. 21.0% 17.2%

1-2 p.m. 20.7% 16.2%

2-3 p.m. 18.5% 14.7%

3-4 p.m. 17.6% 14.6%

4-5 p.m. 21.3% 20.1%

15.4%

Time span September 1959 September 1958

5-6 p.m. 25.3% 23.3%

6-7 p.m. 31.5% 29.9%

7-8 p.m. 42.7% 43.4%

8-9 p.m. 54.8% 57.9%

9-10 p.m. 55.9% 58.5%

10-11 p.m. 47.1% 47.5%

AVG. 5-11 p.m. 42.9% 43.4%

iiiillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilillliilllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiillliilllililiiiiiiliilllliliiiiiiiiiiiiiH^ iiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii [iiiii{ii!iiiiiiiii:iii:iiiiii luiiiiiiiiini:: iiiiiiiiinr.

1. THIS MONTH IN NETWORK TV
Specials scheduled during four weeks ending 18^ December

PROGRAM (NETWORK)* COST SPONSOR, AGENCY, DATE PROGRAM (NETWORK)' SPONSOR, AGENCY, DATE

\T&T Telephoiif Hr. (Nl $275,000 AT&T, Ayer— 12 6, 12 18 Once LIpon A Xinas (N) 315,000 Longines. Bennett— 12 9

11. Belafonte (C) 250,000 Revlon— 12 10 Our American Heritage (N) 250,000 Equitable, FC&B— 11 22

l!tinstein-PliilliariiK)nic (C) 175,000 Ford, JWT— 11 22 Peter & llie Wolf (A) 90,000 Minnesota Mining, M.J&A
CBS Reports (C) 57,500 Goodrich, BBDO; Bell & —11 29

Art Carney (N) 225,000

Howell, Mc-E— 12 18

AC UMS, Camp-E— 12 4
Philadelphia Story (Nl 275,000 Gen Mills, BBDO; West-

clox, BBDO— 12 7
(;ive Regards-Bdway (N) 230,000 Shaeffer, BBDO— 12 6

<;(ilden Circle (A) 225,000 J. Oster Mfg., Brady— Pontiac Show (N) 275,000 Pontiac, M,J&A— 11 21

11/25 Show of .Month (C» 275.000 DuPont, BBDO— 12 4
Hall 'of Fame (N) 250,000 Hallmark, FC&B— 12 13 Frank .'^inatra (A) 300,000 Timex. Doner & P— 12 13
Bop Hope (N)
Genej Kelly ( N )

Miracle on 34th St. ( N t

320,000

275,000

Buick, Mc-E— 12 11

Pontiac, M,J&A— 12 10
S. Temple's Storybook (A) 75,000 Breck, Ayer— 11 30

275,000 Westclox, BBDO— 11 27 Wizard of Oz (C) 200,000 Benrus, Grey; Whitman

NARAS Record Awards iN) 230,000 Swiss Watch, C&W— Choc, Ayer— 12 13

11 29 \nia- at ( ^iicii- Mi 325,000 Rem Rand, Y&R— 12 10

• Nclwoiks: {A) ABC TV; (C) CBS T\'; (X) >.-BC TV
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2. NIGHTTIME C O P A F

SUNDAY
ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABl

Small World
Olin-Mathieson

(D'Arcy)

D-F $30,000

Wizard of Oz
(6-») #

Meet The Press
Hanliattan Shirts

(Daniel &
Charles)

L $12,000

Hall of Fame
(J-UrSO) #

Twentieth
Century

Prudential
(R-McC)

D-F $35,000

iaber of London
Sterlijig (DFS)
Hy-F $28,000

Bell Science
(6-7)

No net service

D Edwards
Amer Home

(Bates)

w L tB.snott

News
Texaco (C&W)
N-L $6.500tt

D. Edwards
Ikiuitable

(FC&B)
alt Am. Home

(Bates)

i-i, IB i BOOtt

News
Texaco (C&W)
N-L $6.500tt

Colt .45
Nestle (Mc-E)

alt

Derby (Mc-E)
IW-F $13,800

Lassie
Campbell Soup

(BBDO)
A-F $37,000

Riverboat
(7-8)

Corn Prod
(L&N)

alt hr. open

i-F $72,000

No net service No net service

ohn Daly News
sust

D Edwards
Amer Home
(repeat feed)

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

ohn Daly News
sust

D Edwards
Equitable
Am. Home

(repeat feed)

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

John Dal

Maverick
(7:30-8:30)

iKaiser Co (Y&R)
lorackett (Y&R)
|W-F $78,000

Dennis The
Menace
Kellogg
(Burnett)

Sc-F $36,000

Riverboat

Cheyenne
(7:30-8:30)

Ralston (Gard.)

Am. Chicle

(Bates)

>>'atl Carb (Esty)

iV-F $82,500

Shirley Temple
i7-3n-8-.-ini m.

Masquerade
Party

Amer Home
(Batei)

Q-L $18,000

Richard
Diamond

Pharma-Oaft
(JWT)

alt

Block (SSCB)
My-F $30,000

Bronco
(alt wks

7:30-8:30)

im. Chicle, B-M
Olidden. Mattel.

Ritchie. Anahist.

Corning

K'-F $82,000

No net service

Laramie
(7:30-8:30)

L&M (Mc-E)
Sunshine Biscuits

(C&VV)
P&G (B&B)

W-F $65,000

Cour a

Last ( W

Maverick

Ed Sullivan
(8-9)

Colgate (Bates)

alt Kodak (.TWT)

V^-L, $85,800

Sunday
Showcase

(8-9)

various sponsors

•

Cheyenne
.Tohnson & J

(Y&R)
Armour (FCB)
Coming (Ayer)

Mattel (C-R)
P&G (B&B)

The Texan
Brown & Wmsn

(Bates)

alt

Pharmaceuticals

(Parkson)

5V-F $37,000

.ove & Marriage
Noxzema
(SSC&B)

3c-F $38,000

Sugarfoot
(7:30-8:30)

Am. Chicle,

R. J. Reynolds.

Whitehall. Car-

nation. Gen
Mills. Ludens,

Elgin. Phillips

!»-» $83,00

3ennis O'Keefe
Oldsmobile
(Brother)

c-F $38,000

Laramie
Warner-Lambert
(Lam & Feasley)

Ansco (B&B)
Bris-My (OBM)
Colgate (Bates)

Miles (Wade)

Chai
Weaver'

Lol

Mogen
(E. V
L

Law Man
R. J. Reynolds

(Esty)

Whitehall
(Bates)

|W-F $41.00«

Ed Sullivan Sunday
Showcase

Bourbon St.

Beat
(8:30-9:30)

yorillard (L&N)
L-O-F (FSR)
Anahist (Bates)

i-F $80,500

Father Knows
Best

Lever (.TWT) alt

Scott (JWT)
3c-F $39,000

Wells Fargo
Amer Tobacco
(SSC&B)

lit P&G (B&B)
.V-F $47,000

Wyatt Earp
Sen Mills (DFS)

alt P&G
(Compton)

IV-F $40,000

Doble Cillis
Pillsbury

(Burnett)

alt

Philip Morris
(Burnett)

ic-F $37,000

Fibber McCee
& Molly

Singer (Y&R)
alt

Stan Brands
(JWT)

Sc-F $38,000

)zzie &
Kodak

al

Quakei
(JW

3«-F m

The Rebel
L&M{DFS)

alt

P&G (Y&R)
f-F $42,500

Frank Sinatra
(8:30-9:30)

C. E. Theatre
Gen Electric

(BBDO)
Dr-F $51,000

1

The Chevy
Show

Dinah Shore
(9-10)

Chevrolet

(Camp-E)
-L $165,000

Bourbon St.

Beat
Tan Heusen

(Grey)

Reynolds Metal
(L&N)

Int'l Latex
(R.-McC)

Danny Thomas
Gen Foods
(B&B)

5c-F $47,500

Peter Cunn
Bristol-Myers
(DCS&S) alt

B. J. Reynolds
(Esty)

tfy-F $38,000

The Rifleman
Miles Lab
(Wade)

P&G (B&B)
Ralston

(Gardner)

SV-F $38,000

Tightrope
Pharmaceuticals

(Parkson)
Hy-F $39,000

Arthur Murray
Lorillard (L&N)

alt

Sterling (DFS)
V-L $30,000

Hawaii
(9:30-

Carter

Whit
(Ba

tfy-F

The Alaskans
(9:30-10:30)

L&M. Corning
Armour,
Bulova

IF $77,500

Hitchcock
Presents

Bristol-Myers
(Y&R)

My-F $39,000

The Chevy
Show

\dv. In Paradise
(9:30-10:30)

L&M (Mc-E)
Armour (FCB)
iris -My (Y&R)
i-F $80,000

Ann Southern
Gen Foods
(B&B)

3c-F $40,000

Mcoa -Goodyear
Theater

klcoa (FSR) alt

Joodyear (Y&R)
[>r-F $39,000

Philip Marlowe
Whitehall
(Batm)

Brown & Wmsn
(Bates)

My-F $39,000

Red Skelton
Pet Milk
(Gardner)

S. C. Johnson
(NL&B)

:V-L $52,000

Ford Startime
(9:30-10:30)

Ford (JWT)
Y-L $230,000

(average)

Hawaii
Am.

(Ba

!I,M

The Alaskans
Johnson & J.

DuPont.
Anahist,

Luden's. 7-Up

Benny alt

Cobel
Lever (JWT)

VC-L $47,000

Loretta Young
Toni (North)

alt Philip Mor-
ris (Burnett)

3r-F $42,500

Vdv. In Paradise
teynolds Metals

(L&N)
uden's (Mathes)

Infl Latex

(R. Mc)
Bulova (Mc-E)

Hennessey
>rillard (L&N)

alt

Gen Foods
(Y&R)

3c-F $39,000

Steve Allen
(10-11)

Plymouth
(Ayer)

:V-L $125,000

Alcoa Presents
A loot (FSB)
r-F $35,000

Carry Moore
(10-11)

Kellogg
(Burnett)

-P-G (Maion)
rv-h $109,000

Ford Startime

Wed
Fig

Jrown
(Ba

Miles

(10

!p-L

World of Talent
P. Ix)rillard

»(L&N)
iMuV-L $46,000

What's My Line
Kellogg
(Burnett)

alt Sunbeam
(Perrln-Paus)

Q-L $32,000

No net service

Man With
A Camera
G.E. (Grey)

-F $34,000

June Allyson
DuPont (BBDO)
Dr-F $44,000

Steve Allen
Philadelphia

Story
(9:30-111

Keep Talking
Mutual of Omaha

(Bozell & J)

5-L $18,000

Carry Moore
Polaroid (DDB)
S. C. Johnson

(NI-&B>

Sriefing Session
sust

Wed.
Fig

Golden
(10-1

Specials, se« page 43.

•Color show, ttOoBt is per segment. Prices do not include sustaining, par-

ticipating or co-op programs. Costs refer to average show costs including
talent and production. They are gross (include 15% agency commission).

44

They do not include commercials or time charges. This chart covers period
21 Nov.-18 Dec. Program types are indicated as follows: (A) Adventure,
(Au) Audience Participation. (C) Comedy, (D) Documentary, (Dr)
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\ G R A P H 21 NOV. - 18 DEC.

DNESDAY
IfBS NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABC

FRIDAY
CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

wardi
(Bates)

n Foods

&R)
«»i«Mtf

News
Teiaco (C&W)
N-L $6,500tt

Edwards
WTiltehall

(BtUi)
N-L »9.500tt

News
Teiaco (C&W)
N-L »6,500t1

D Edwards
Parliament

(B&B)
alt R. Itaiiil

(Conipton)

ti-t. I»r6«»t+

News
Texaco (C&W)
N-L »6.500t1

No net service No net service No net service

I Iwards
frter

Foods

4it feed)

News
Teiaco

(repeat feed)

John Daly News
•uit

D Edwards
Whitehall

(repeat feed)

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

John Daly New;
iUtt

D Edwards
Parliament

alt R. Rand
(repeat feed)

News
Teiaco

(repeat feed)

ine-Up
8:30)

Paul
FS)
OB&M)

$80,000

Wagon Train
(7:30-8:30)

Ford (JWT)
National Biscuit

(Mc-E)
W-F $78,000

Cale Storm
Warner-Lambert
(Lam & F)

Sliulton

(Wesley)

Bristol-Myers

(Y&R)
Sc-F $30,000

To Tell The
Truth

Carter (Bates)

alt

Tonl (North)

Q-L $22,000

Law of The
Plainsman

Ansco (B&B)
Renault (Kudner)
Sunshine Bis.

(C&W)
w-F jao.ooc

Walt Disney
Presents
(7:30-8:30)

Mars (Knox-R)
Hill (Ayer)

A-L $94.00 I

Rawhide
(7:30- 8:30)

Lever (JWT)
Parliament
(B&B)

Vick (Morse)

W-F $80,000

People Are
Funny

Greyhound
(Grey)

Bulova (Mc-E)
Q-F $24,00(

Dick Clark
Show

Beecb-Nut
Life Saveri

(Y&R)
Mu-L $14.50(

Perry Mason
(7:30-8:30)

Colgate (Bate*)

Parliament
(B&B)

My-F $80.00 i

Bonanza
(7:30-8:30)

L&M (Me-E)
nCA (.TWTl

W-F $78,001

ine-Up
ikan Shirt

il & C)

( k Wmson
ites)

Wagon Train
R. .1. Reynold?

(Esty)

(alt H hr.)

Once Upon
Xmas

(7:30-8:30)

Donna Reed
Campbell
(BBDO)

alt

Johnson & J

(Y&R)
Sc-F $38,000

Betty Hutton
Gen Foods
(B&B)

Sc-F $45,000

Xmas at Circus
(7:30-8:30)

Bat Masterson
Sealtest (Ayer)

Hill Bros.

(West Coast)

W-F $38,001

Cene Kelly
(8-9)

Walt Disney
Presents

Canada Dry
(Mathes)

Derby (Mc-E)
Ward Baking

Rawhide
Lever (JWT)
Peter Paul

(DFS)
Pream (B&B)

Nabisco (Mc-E)
Show of Month

(7:30-0)

Trouble
Shooters

Philip Morris
(Burnett)

H-A Co. (Scott)

A-F $39,500

John Cunther's
High Road

Ralston (GB&B
Dr-F $31,00(

Perry Mason
Sterllnc (DFS)
Gulf (Y&R)
Hamm (C-M)

Bonanza
segs open

to Space
Tobacco

UDO)
ongitK-s

loett)

$38,000

Price Is Right
Lever (OHM)
alt Speldel

(NC&K)
Q-L $21,500

The Real
McCoys

P&O (Coffipua)
Sc-F $39,000

Johnny Ringo
S. C. Johnson

(NLB) alt

P. Lorlllard

(L&N)
W-F $36,000

H. Belafonte
(8:30-9:30)

Johnny Staccato
Brls. -Myers

(Y&R)
alt

R. J. Reynolds
(Esty)

A-F $37,000

Man From
Blackhawk

Miles (Wade)
alt

R. J. Reynolds
(Esty)

W-F $38.00<

'

Hotel D'Paree
Kellogg
(Burnett)

alt

L&M (Mc-E)
W-F $43,000

Specials
(8:30-9:30)

various sponsors

•

Leave It To
Beaver

Ralston (GB&B
Anahlst (Bates)

Polaroid (DDB;
Sc-F $30. 0(

Wanted Dead
or Alive

Bm & WmaoB
(Bates)

Kimberly-Clark
(FC&B)

W-F $39,001

Man&Challengi
U J Reynolds

(Esty) alt

Chemstrand
(DDB)

A-F $36.00i

illionaire

(Bates)

If (Kast

T&R)
$42,000

Perry Como
(9-10)

Kraft
(JWT)

MuV-L $125,000

Pat Boone
Chevrolet

(Camp-E)
MuV-L $61,000

Zane Grey
S. C. Johnson
(NL&B) alt

General Fooda
(B&B)

W-F $45,000

Bachelor Fathei
Whitehall
(Bates)

alt

.\m Tilt)

I (Jumbinrier)

Sc-F $42,000

77 Sunset Stri|

(9-10)

Am. Chicle

(Bates)

Whitehall
(Bates)

My-F $85.00h

Desilu

Playhouse
(9-10)

Westlnghouse
(Mc-E)

Dr-L $90,000

Specials

Lawrence Welk
(9-10)

Dodf* (Grant)
Mu-L $45.00(

Mr. Lucky
I*Ter (JWT)

alt Hni & \Vnl<

llialos)

AF $13,001

The Deputy
Kellogg (Burnett!

alt

Gen Cigar
(Y&R)

W-F $.t9.n0(

Pontiac Show
(8:30 -9:30 J *

I Got a

laef
Jta (Katj)

•lit

(I-Myers

less)
I $27,000

Perry Como

Untouchables
(9:30-10:30)

L&M (Mc-E)
Armour (FCB)
7 -Up (JWT)

My-F $80,000

Playhouse 90
(9:30-11)

Amer Oat
(L&N)

Dr-L&F $110,000

(90 mln.)

Ernie Ford Show
Ford (JWT)

CV-L $42,000

77 Sunset Strii

H. Ritchie

(K&E)
R. J. Reynolds

(Esty)

Carter (Bates)

Elgin (.TWT)

Desilu

Playhouse

M Squad
Am Tob (SSCB)

alt

Sterling (DFS)
A-F $31,000

Lawrence Welk

Have Cun. Wil
Travel

n'hltehall

(Batee)

alt Lever (JWT
W-F $40,001

Five Fingers
(9:30-10:30)

Warner-Lamb
Midas, 'sterling

Corning Glass

My-F $60,001

*ttel Hr
s 10-11)

!

Steel

IDOI

$80,000

This Is Your
Life

P&O (Burnett)

I-L $52,000

Untouchables
Lewis Howe

(Mc-E)
Carnation
(EWRB)

.\nahlst (Bates)

Bulova (Mc-E)

Playhouse 90
Allstate

(Burnett)

alt

Reynolds (bty)

You Bet Your
Life

Pharmaceuticals

(Parkson) alt

Lever (BBDO)
Q-L $53,000

Robert Taylor
Cap't of
Detectives

P&G
(B&B)

My-F $45.00(

Twilight Zone
r.on Food 1 Y&R)

alt

Kimberly-Clark
(FCB)

A-F $36,000

CBS Reports
(10-11) #

Cavalcade of
Sports

Gillette (Mazon)
(10-ooncl)

Sp-L $55,000

Jubilee. U.S.A.
(10-11)

Massey- Ferguson
(NTJiB)

Mu L $20,00(

Cunsmoke
L&M (DFS) al

Sperry-RuMl
(Y&R)

W-F $42,001

Five Fingers
DuPont. P&O.
Helene Curtis.

Brls-Myers
Brn * Wmson

(Bates)

1 Theatre
U 10-11)

Istrong

imo)
' Jso.ooo

Wichita Town
r\0 (B&B)

W-F $38,000

Take A Good
Look

Dutch Masters
Cigars

(EWRR)
alt open

Q-L $36,000

Revlon Party
(9:30-11 alt wks)
Revlon (W&L)
V-L $175,000

Lawless Years
Alberto CTulver

(Wade)
W-F $28,000

Black Saddle
L&M (Mc-E)

alt

Alberto (>ulver

(Wade)
W-P $38.00(

Person to Person
Pharmaceuticals

(Parkson)

alt

Warner-Lambert
(L & Feasley)

I-L $40,000

Jackpot Bowling
Bayuk (Werman

& Schorr)

Sp-L $3,000

Jubilee, U.S.A.
Wmson -Dickie

(FSR)
Natl Carbon

(Esty)

Markham
Schlltx (JWT)

ait L&M
(MiH'ann)

Mr-F $S9.00(

It Could Be
You

Pharmaceuticals

(Parkson)
QL $32.00(

Rrama. (P) Film, (I) Interview, (J) Juvenile. (L) Live, (M) Misc,
(Mu) Music, (My) Mystery, (N) News. (Q) Quiz-Panel. (Sc) Situation
Comedy. (Sp) Sports, (V) Variety, (W) Western. tNo charge (or repeats.

L preceding date means last date on air. S following date moans starting
date for new show or sponsor in time slot.
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10:00

10:15

10:30

10:45

11:00

11:15

11:30

11:45

12:15

12:30

12:45

DAYTIME C O P A I.

i;UNUAV
ABC CBS NBC

Lamp Unto My
Feet
•Ult

Look Up & Livi

•Ult

MUNUAV
ABC CBS NBC

Hudson's
Thanksgiving
Day Parade

Clirysler

(Burnett)
"" " " -•"'

Red Rowe
sust

On The Co
sust

Dough Re Ml
sust

Treasure Hunt
Prmds

P&O tit

Lever

ABC
i uki;uAV

CBS NBC

Red Rowe
>ust

On The Co
sust

Dough Re Mi
tuit

Treasure Hunt
Culver alt

Oold Seal

Frlridalre lit

Klelnert

ON

AlB^

UN in Action
sust

I Love Lucy
Menthol alt

sust

Lever

Price Is Right
Lever

alt Ponda

I Love Lucy
sust

Sterlinr

alt Whitehall

alt Gen. Mills

•uat

Price Is Right
Lever alt

Nabisco

l«y

Camera Three
iUit

December Bride
sust

Concentration
Culver alt

Lever

Ponds alt Lever

December Bride
Onlcate

Vlek ait sust

Concentration
Frleldaire

L»Ter alt

Alberto Culver

iH

Johns Hopkins
File?
•uat

TBA
Restless Cun
Structo Mfg.

Dristan

Windex

Love of Life
sust

Amer Bnnie Prod
alt Nabis<»

Truth or

Consequences
Ponds alt Miles

Restless Cun
Busiiarme

Love of Life
Gen. Mills

A rner Home

Search for

Tomorrow
P&O

—
I fU tB iir

Consequences
Standaril Brands

u r«..M B.

illili

Restle! >"'

StrucU <_

Bit »P»

W

Bishop Pike
sust

Face the
Nation
sust

Love That Bob
Ex-Lax

Johnson & .T.

Xucoa. Toni Guiding Light
P&O

It Could Be You
Whitehall

alt Ben Gay

Pendi alt PAO

Love That Bob
Gen. Foods
Beech-Nut

Toastma-ster

Block

Search For
Tomorrow
P&O

Guiding Light
P&O

You
AL Culver alt

Miles

Gen. Mills ait

r&G

Love TIf foi

Alberto

Urac
Cliannel

Drii
m

College Newt
Conference

•utt

Music Bingo
sust

No net service

News
(1:S5-1:S»)

sust

No net service Music Bingo
iUSt

No net service

News
(1:15-1:30) suit

No net service
mittMusic

Dush
Toastt j„|,

Football Kickoff
Gen Mills

alt

Carter

Frontiers of

Faith
sust

World Turns

Nabisco alt

Camatlan

No net service

World Turns
PftO

Bterllns alt

Menthol

No net service

Queen to

Day
•ust

Professional

Football
various times

various sponsori

NBA Pro
Basketball

Anheuser-Busch
hi regional

Day In Court
Durkee
Toni

Best Foods

For Better Or
For Worse

sust

Queen for a
Day
sust

Day In Court
Listerine

.Johnson &
I., S. C. Johnson

For Better Or
For Worse

Gen. Mills ait

sust

Vlck alt sust

Alberto Culver

ait Gold Seal

Day 1

1

Str

Pr
Toast

r

NBA
Gale Storm

Sterling. Armour
Structo

Art Linkletter
Lever

sust alt

Van Camp

The Thin Man
sust

Gale Storm
Listerine. Block

Beech-Nut,

Art Linkletter
Scott

alt Toni

Eellocc

The Thin Man
sust

Gale
Le

TV
S. O.

Open Hearing
IUit NBA

Beat The Clock
Ex-Lax. Coty,

Durkee
Toni

Millionaire
Collate

Young
Dr. Malone

sust

Beat The Clock
Toatsmaster

Lever

S. C. Johnson

Millionaire
sust

Young
Dr. Malone

iUSt

leat Tl
Johni

Joh
Beec

St:

Championship
Bridge

No. Amer. Van
Lines

NBA

Who You Trust?
Toastmaster

Armour
JohTison &
Johnson

Verdict Is Yours
sust

Amer Home
alt Lever

From These
Roots
sust

Who Do You
Trust?

Block. Lever.

Eix-Las

Verdict Is Yours
Mentholatum

alt Lever

Scott ait Toni

From These
Roots
sust

Who
Tr

Beec
Oen
Bey

his

Paul Winchell
Hartz Mountain
Louis Marx

NBA

American
Bandstand
Bryicreem

Best Foods. Gen,

Mills, Armour

Brighter Day
P40

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

The House on
High Street

Sterling

American
Bandstand

Mennen. 7 -Up
Clearasii

nuPont

Brighter Day
PAO

Secret Storm
Oen MlUi
alt Scott

The House on
High Street

sust

Ami
Bani

Coty
If>llywo< PN

Broken Arrow
Mars Candy

Lionel
Harry Reasoner

News
sust

World Series

of Golf
Bayuk alt

Am. Safety Razor
Sp-F $.50,000

American
Bandstand

Wisk
Speidel, Ticks,

Luden's

Edge of Night
P&Q

Menthol
Quaker Oats

Split Personality
Jitandard Brands

Sterling

alt Lover

American
Bandstand

Keepsake, Toni

Edge of Night
P&G

Sterllnc

alt Vlck

Split Personality
Borden ait

Heiene Curtis

Standard Brands
sust alt

Ami
Bant

Nucoa,

^'orthan

I Matty's Funday
Mattel

Peter & Wolf

Conquest
Afonsanto

alt sust

World Series

of Golf

American
Bandstand

co-op

Lone Ranger
Gen UUb

Lionel Corp.

Sweets

College Bowl
Gen. Electrtc

L. Bernstein

Time-Present
Kemper Ins.

Hall of Fame
(5-6:30) m

Rin Tin Tin
Sweets

Louis Marx
Gen. Mills

American
Bandstand

<o-op

Am
Bani

Rin Tin Tin
3en Mills

Sweets

My
Fl

God
LI

Crac

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S
NETWORK TELEVISION
COMPARAGRAPH

The network schedule on this and preceding pages (44, 45)

includes regularly scheduled programing 21 November to

18 December, inclusive (with possible exception of changes

made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly sched-



Q 1^ y^ P H 21 NOV. - 18 DEC,

DNESDAY
BS NBC

THURSDAY
^^g|L CBS KIBC ABC

FRIDAY
CBS MRf!

SATURDAY
_ABC CBS NBC

Dough Re Mi
•uit

Red Rowe
sust

T liiiluj ii
j, Pu i uU|.

( 1(1-11 ;:i{i:U/:!i

On The Co
sust

Dough Re Mi
CoiiKdleum

Red Rowe
sust

Dough Re Mi
iUlt

Heckl* Cr Jeckl
(iLli. .Mills alt

mint

Gtm. .Mills alt

Howdy Doody
M.irv

alt Nahlsco

OontliuoUl
Bikini

Treasure Hunt
Miles alt sust

P&Q. Elt

Gen Mills

Treasure Hunt
Naliisco

alt I'ViRidalre
On The Co

sust

Treasure Hunt
Supp Ilo^e all

liilKll'll

Whitehall alt

nmUm

Mighty Mouse
G«n Foods
alt lust

Colgate alt

fien Fooda

Ruff & Reddy
Borden

0«n Food!

Price Is Right
Frlfldalre
:ili Sterllnc

Heinz alt

EEI

I Love Lucy
Lever

Scott alt

V. S. steel

Price Is Right
Ciiher

all l.ever

I Love Lucy
Lever alt

Gen Mills

Price Is Right
Lever tit

Corn Prod

MUm alt Oerbcr alt

H Eastman
Stand Brands

I Love Lucy
sust

Fury
Borden

Concentration
Heinz alt Mllei

Nabisco alt

Brillo

December Bri

ColEate
d>

Concentration
Nestle

alt Lever

Heinz alt

n'hu^.li

December Bri

Oolcat«
d(

Concentration
Pondj alt

Bauer & Black

Lone Ranger
Gen Mills

alt Misl

Lever alt Gen .Mills

« l > iue t

Circus Boy
Miles alt sust

Truth or

Consequences
Heinz

Restless Cun
Drackett

Gen. Foods

Love of Life
Quaker alt Leve Truth or

Consequences

Restless Cuii
Chaniicl Mastci

Drackett. .Strui

N'licoa, Toiii

Love of Life
Lever alt sust

Truth or

Consequences

ct. I 0«D Millt
alt sust

—rm—
It Could Be

You
MllM alt

Nabisco

alt P&G
sust

Lunch With
Soupy Sales
Gen Fooda

Sky King
Nabisco

True Story
tuit

Bterlinf Dm

Could Be You
Whitehall alt

Nestle

Com Prod—nit BilllQ

Love That Bob
Lever, Dushann
Paper Xpvelty

Phillip's .Milk

Search for

Tomorrow
P&Q

Cuiding Light
P*0

Love That Bob
S. C. Johnson
liaycr. ."ilnictci

Duikee

Search for

Tomorrow
P&Q

Guiding Light

Could Be You
Stand Brtndi
alt Congoleum

P&O alt

K liImM

Detective Diary
Bierllof Dnig

No net service Music Bingo
Block

No net servic \

News
(1:25-1:30) auil

Macy's
Thanksgiving

Parade
Ideal. Liciiifl

Music Bingo
sust

No net service

As the World
Turns
P&G

PllUbury

TTTiTyT

(U-lU: ll/2iii

No net service

No net service

News
(1:25-1:30) Bust

No net service

World Turns
P&Q

Quaker
alt Gen Mills

No net service

VIr. Wizard

Queen for a

Day
Ben-Gay

sust

Day In Court
I)rackett.

Whitehall

For Better Or
For Worse

Scott alt lust

alt Lever

iinrt

Queen-Day
L'dnKoIeum
sust alt

Reddi-Wip

Day In Court
Armour
Nucoa

For Better Or
For Worse

Lever alt sust

Queen for a
Day

I'onils all sust

-iUSL. Nabisco alt susi

NCAA Football
Arrow Shirts

8hlok. Esse,

Humble Oil

Uliii^i ail Ui

The Thin Man
sust

Gale Storm
Dtirkee

Lever

Johnson & J.

Art Linkletter
Kelloti

Plllsbury

The Thin Man
Bust

Gale Storm
Kx-Lax

Reynolds, Coty

Art Linkletter
Lever Brat

.\i-riistronf; alt

Staley

The Thin Man
SUB1

Baytik, Gen
Petrol.

Sp-L fft.s.ono

(V^ hr. time

tti lu l i i i ll

Young
Dr. Ma lone

Beat The Clocl
Wliite Rain

Drackett

Block, Armour

Millionaire
sust

Quaker Oats

Young
Dr. Malone

^upp Hose. Mile

Bordnn
HiiliHlo li'nrlii'

Beat The Clocl
He.MKdils

Listeiine

Gen. Foods

Millionaire
Colgate

Young
Dr. Malone

JH^

From These
Roots
sust

Who Do You
Trust?

Tiitii. .Iiihnson

* .lolinson

Verdict Is Youri
sterling alt suit

Van Camp

lit Sggtt

From These
Roots
sust

StandartI Brands

Who Do You
Trust?
Structo

Wiiidex

Verdict Is Your;
sust

Qen Mills

*'t LOT"

From These
Roots
sust

«"'t

The House on
High Street

sust

American
Bandstand
H. Uiichie

IMiilco

^ " "

Brighter Day
P&G

Secret Storm
Amer Home

iUJt u l t

The House on
High Street

C'uhi-r, l'\-G

American
Bandstand
structo

Old I.ondon

fc'iiiiuin

Brighter Day
P&G

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

The House on
High Street

PA-G. Pcmds

Split Personality
Frlrldalre
alt sust

Heinz alt

it iii tm

American
Bandstand

:. ('. .Johnson

Kx-Lax

Edge of Night
PAG

PUlBbury

American
Bandstand

co-op

Split Personality
Heinz alt

Gen Mills

Lever alt Miles

American
Bandstand

Storlini; Silver

nslitutc. Wcli-li

Edge of Night
P&G

Amer Home
alt

Split Personality
EEL alt

Wliitehall

Lever alt

American
Bandstand

co-op

All Star Golf
Miller Brewing
Reynolds Metal

NBA Basketball
(5-7)

Anheuser-Busch
(4 Keg.)

It.v.lr IV. K..>

Rocky and
His Friends
Gen Mills

Louis Man

Rin Tin Tin
Gen Mills

Crackerjack

Louis .Marx

All Star Golf

uled programs appearing during this period are listed

as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro-

grams not listed are: Tonight, NBC, 11:15 p.m.-l a.m.,

' Monday-Friday, participating sponsorship; Sunday News

SpeciaL CBS, Sunday, 11-11:15 p.m.: Today, NBC, 7-9

a.m., Monday-Friday, participating; iXeics CBS, 7:45-8 a.m.

and 8:45-9 a.m.. Monday-Friday. .\11 time periods are

Eastern Standard.



AUDIENCE DUPLICATION
(Continued from page 37

)

troversial note into the matter, it

could be pointed out that Pulse cume
data generally show higher station

penetration figures than Nielsen

data do.

)

The heart of the Meeker study was

the overlap shown in the five sched-

ules. In terms of the combined audi-

ence for each schedule, the range of

overlap went from 1.7% to 6.3%—
the latter being the figure for the two

rock 'n' roll stations. In terms of

total homes in the metro area, the

duplication ran from 0.4% to 1.3%.

With duplication being low, the

frequency with which each home is

reached by two stations naturally

doesn't increase much over the figure

per station. The average ( unweighted I

frequency for each station's schedule

comes to 2.6; for the five combina-

tion schedules, it comes to 2.8.

The sticky problem of costs and

cost-per-1,000 was also tackled in the

study. Using rate card costs and

without taking into account audiences

outside the metro area, the study

pointed up what admen have often

found out in practice: there is often

no clear relationship between the size

of the audience and the size of the in-

voice. For example, the range in total

home impressions for the five sched-

ules was on the order of two-to-one.

but the range in costs was three-to-

one. (Meeker carried this compari-

son a step further in comparing costs-

per-1,000 for individual stations by

adjusting costs so that they reflected

only the metro audience. This frank,

competitive pitch revealed cost-per-

1,000 metro impressions ran from

$1.16 to $3.24.)

Broad cost comparisons are, of

course, only part of the picture, a

statement with which Meeker's von

Zelowitz would heartily concur. The
costs referred to above don't take into

account audience composition by sex,

age, socio-economic status or what-

ever breakdown an advertiser uses to

poinpoint his particular market. In

the final analysis, it is prospects the

advertiser is interested in reaching.

The Meeker study doesn't go into

the finer breakdowns for a number
of reasons, one of which is that the

study is aimed at a variety of adver-

tisers. But it makes a telling point

about one of the basic problems of

radio buying. ^

NAT'L BANK OF DETROIT
(Continued from page 42)

Obviously, the bigness of the bank

was not getting in the way of its

"personality." A common denomina-

tor—community feeling—was build-

ing. After three months. National's

sponsorship was increased from three

to six nights per week. Next step was

to get broader representation in

broadcast media, primarily to build

a franchise for further expansion.

In quick succession, Campbell-

Ewald lined up most of the radio

schedules now in effect, with the most

recent move adding a three-day-a-

week am radio newscast.

Here's how air media schedules

line up to get the broadest possible

coverage for its quality pitch:

• Tv newscast. 52-week, 15-minute

news show on WWJ-TV, six nights a

week at 11 p.m.

• Radio newscast. .52-week, 15-min-

ute news show on WJR, three times a

week (Monday, Wednesday, Friday)

at 9 a.m.

• Am Classical Music. A Summer
Symphony Hour uses two am radio

stations <WJR, WWJ) on an alter-

nate basis throughout the summer, 9-

Selling the fast-growing San Diego market



10 a.m. Tuesday and Thursday.

• Fni Classical Music. A Sunday

Afternoon Symphony Hour, 39 times

a year, WLDM, 2-3 p.m.

• Radio spot schedule. 52-week

schedule of 12 announcements per

week on two stations I five on WWJ,
seven on WXYZ )

.

• Ethnic programing. Only air

schedule directed to an ethnic group

participates minutes in Polish broad-

casts on WJLB, Hamtramck, Mich.

As a result of this schedule. Na-

tional is assured of a pre-conditioned

market when it opens a new location.

Says Campbell-Ewald, "Pre-condition-

ing public opinion and banking atti-

tudes prior to the opening of new
bank branches is only one reason

why we have taken National Bank of

Detroit so heavily into air media."

Another long-range reason for the

medium, according to the agency : to

limber young people for their ap-

proaching business and family lives.

The agency points out that the

nearly five million population of

Greater Metropolitan Detroit in 1965

is projected largely on the basis of

growth in communities outside the

city limits (principally Wayne, Ma-
comb and Oakland counties), but

well within National Bank of De-

troit's area of marketing influence.

The bank does not actually seek a

branch location until the population

and business development has taken

place, but considers its tv and radio

schedules an important "advance

man." A certain amount of waste cir-

culation is involved, as state banking

laws limit establishment of branches

to a 25-mile perimeter of its main

office. But even though the National

Bank of Detroit cannot hope to do

business in some of the area covered

by its broadcast range., it feels the

coverage within the 2.5-mile area

more than makes up for this.

Here, specifically, is what National

Bank of Detroit tries to accomplish

in its commercials:

• Pre-conditioning public opinions

prior to new branch o]5enings

• Making better known the bank's

interest in serving young people

• Creating greater awareness of

new services to present and prospec-

tive customers

• Establishing greater loyalty

among present customers

• Strengthening the bank's com-

munity relations activities

• Educating more people to the

advantages of banking

• Pointing to methods and proced-

ures and flexibility in meeting new
banking service demands.

Here are examples of how Camp-
bell-Ewald wraps up these require-

ments:

Tv commercials are balanced be-

tween institutional and straight sell,

while radio commercials emphasize

straight sell primarily.

One tv commercial in the news

show, for example, was virtually a

history and geography lesson of De-

troit I with map card, full screen out-

line map. slides, limbo set). Not till

the very end did the announcer move
to the area with the bank's logo to

briefly to tie things up. Another in-

stitutional tv commercial dealt with

the "history of money."

Straight sell commercials include

pitches for installment loans ( "insta-

loans'
)

, special checking accounts
( "econ-o-checks" I , savings and other

services.

In a straight sell tv commercial

home improvement "instaloans,"

model houses and cars are used with

rain and snow falling on them. Film

inserts are also used in some com-

mercials. All are fully produced. ^

SERVING AMERICA'S "MORE" MARKET, KFMB-TV sends more people away from home

(to buy) than anything else in San Diego.

There's a decade of service to back up that statement. From 1949 when KFMB-TV was San Diego's

only television station right to this moment, Channel 8 is still first—in ratings and importance.

Your Petry television man has the solid facts to show how KFMB-TV continues to grow with

San Diego . . . America's fastest-growing major market.

CBS • CHANNEL 8 • SAN DIEGO



In the midst of the current controversy, SPONSOR ASKS;

What ^Mas your reaction to

the BPA convention?
Ten station men at Broadcast Pro-

motion Association's convention

in Philadelphia tell SPONSOR
what they feel was accomplished

Mike Schaffer, director of promotion

& publicity, W Al'Y-AM-TJ\ Norfolk, Va.

The question to me is not what did

I get out of the BPA Convention, but

what I will continue to get out of

the Broadcasters Promotion Assn.

throughout the year. Of course, the

speeches, the sessions, the personal

contacts constituted the greatest array

of talent and experience I have been

exposed to at any one time. It doesn't

Important

ideas come
out of everyone

Ivorking

together

stop there. As the Convention closed

its doors, I began to look forward to

another year of stimulating associa-

tion through the pages of the month-

ly bulletin and through letter ex-

changes with other promotion direc-

tors throughout the country. This, I

believe, is the basis of the Broad-

casters Promotion Assn.: A group of

professional men and women work-

ing together to better their stations

and broadcasting promotion in gen-

eral.

This year over others, I am even

more seriously contemplating my ef-

forts towards the BPA, for as you

know, you only get out of something

what you put into it. To make the

Broadcasters Promotion Assn. an

even greater organization than it is,

we must work for it. Having been

elected to the board of directors this

year, I will work even harder than

ever towards the goal of continued

growth and a continued flow of in-

formation for promotion directors.

5C

Rupe Werling, program & promotion

mgr., WMAL, Washington, D. C.

I got one new listener for WMAL-
Radio 63, and answers that should

get me a quarter of a million more.

I got the answers from experts,

America's top promotion people, in

skull-sessions that forced a man to

think, to come up with new ideas, as

well as remember old ones that could

be polished up for re-use. With men
like Bob Freeland, Jack Williams.

Heber Darton and Kirt Harriss, and

a gal with a name even more unusual

than my own, one Montez Tjaden,

loading the guns and pointing at the

targets, all the rest of us in those

round-table sessions had to do was

shoot—off our mouths. We did. We
became sounding boards for each

other's ideas on audience and sales

promotion, trade paper advertising,

merchandising, publicity and exploi-

tation.

We talked contests and gimmicks,

ads and ad composition, station

images and station reps, stories and

how to get them into print, all kinds

of presentations. We were both build-

er-uppers and iconoclasts. I know I

came out of those meetings anxious

to rush back home to get to work
with all those new ideas.

Conceived

many new
promotion

slants, polished

up old ones

What did I get from BPA Semi-

nar?

Summed up — a big, beautiful,

freshly minted, bright and shiny hunk

of tomorrow!

Douglas Holcomb, promotion dir.,

WGBI-WDAV-TV, Scranton, Pa.

The big buzz during the initial

stages of the Convention concerned

quiz probes and their effect locally

—

top man was Louis Hausman of TIO,

who as Convention keynote speaker,

laid it on the line saying . . . "Admit

when things are wrong; correct them,

Big buzz in

early stages

of convention

on effect of

quiz probe

inform all the public; and defend our

contributions actively."

One of the high points of the con-

vention was the talented array of

speakers addressing the record group

—Wilson, WGN; Kimble, Grey Ad-

vertising; Schofield, People Broad-

casting; Embry, WITH; Petersmeyer,

Corinthian; Hausman, TIO; Buck,

WRCA-TV; Emil Mogul and many
others.

This was my fourth convention and

I can sincerely say that each year I

have returned home with a consid-

erable degree of first-hand knowledge

on broadcast promotion, which I felt

has improved my over-all effectiveness

to my company. As my friend Jackie

once said . . . this was the greatest.

David Witherspoon, public & promo-

tion director, WRAL-TV, Raleigh, North

Carolina

When over 200 promotion-minded

men get together with a singleness of

purpose, the sparks are bound to fly.

Ideas, plans and tried and tested

schemes filled the atmosphere at the

recent BPA Convention. All one had

to do was observe and absorb.

I was particularly interested in the

trade paper, station image and mer-

chandising talks and discussions.

While one seldom arrives at a clear-

cut decision as a result of such meet-

ings, the perspective gained from the

viewpoints of others is helpful in de-

ciding the best course for your par-

ticular station and its problems.

(Please turn to page 74)
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N 26-\A^EEK RIDE IN ALL MARKETS

National Biscuit Company iias sucii faith

in tiie new BIG MAC AND HIS MAGIC
'RAIN show it is sponsoring one half hour

a week for twenty-six weeks throughout

It all fifty states and Canada.

GET COMPLETE DETAILS FROM:

» i.ci.a.
UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, INC.

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

DALLAS

LOS ANGELES

247 Park Avenue. MUrray HIM 7-7800

75 E. Wacker Dr., DEarborn 2-2030

1511 Bryan St., Riverside 7-8553

400 S. Beverly Drive, CRestview 6-5886



ANA MEETING
(Continued from page 33)

who was responsible for the wording

of the ANA statement and for the

formula "Would we be willing for the

public to be fully apprised of all facts

and circumstances" indicated to

SPONSOR that there is a sizeable op-

portunity for close and constructive

cooperation between ANA and NAB.
The passionate interest of blue-chip

national advertisers in the tv medium
was also evidenced at the panel dis-

cussion on tv programing, which saw

Howard Eaton, Lever Bros, media

director acting as moderator.

Members of the panel were Don
Durgin, v.p. NBC TV. Rodney Erick-

son v.p. Warner Bros., John Crosby,

syndicated radio/tv columnist. A'. 1

.

Herald Tribune, and Alfred Hollender.

exec. v.p. Grey Advertising.

Comments from these panelists

covered a wide range of attitudes to-

ward tv program problems, and

evoked bitter arguments and disagree-

ments from audience members.

Crosby, in particular, drew sharp

criticism for his views that the U. S.

needs the British system of television

under which the advertiser has no

hand in or control of programs.

Ebel of General Foods, Fred

Wartemburg of DuPont and J. R.

Barlow of Chrysler were among those

who tried to reason with the New
York columnist and were met with a

blunt: "I just don't like the American

system, and that's all there is to it."

Erickson of Warner Bros, advo-

cated a system of pay tv, and pre-

dicted that "Warner Bros, would make
more money." His views were also

challenged but it was apparent that

this former P&G and Y&R executive

was having a hilarious good time in

his new found role of lecturing cli-

ents, and his remarks aroused no such

resentment as did Crosby's.

Both Al Hollender of Grey and

Don Durgin of NBC TV came out

against removing client influence

from tv, and Hollender presented a

clear picture of why "advertiser in-

volvement" was a necessary and

healthy part of television.

While the ANA was meeting at the

Homestead, copies of a well-known

NO, THIS IS "KNOE-LAND"
(embracing industrial, progressive North Louisiana, South Arkansas,
West Mississippi)

JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population 1,520,100 Drug Sales $ 40,355,000
Households 423,600 Automotive Sales $ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income General Merchandise $ 148,789,000

$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
Food Sales $ 300,486,000

KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we average 78.5% shore of audience from Sign On
to Sign Off 7 days a week. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs 80% to

100%, and for 278 weekly quarter hours 92% to 100%.

KNOE-TV CBS • A B C
A James A. Noe Station

Channel 8 Represented by

Monroe, Louisiana H-R Television, Inc.

Photo: "The 29.001) barrel- l>er-(lny refinery of the [.ton Oil Division, Monsanto Chemical
Company al El Dorado, Arkansas, where more than 90 petroleum products are made."

advertising trade journal arrived at

Hot Springs. Splashed across its edi-

torial pagewas a passionate plea for

advertisers to "get out of show busi-

ness.

Judging by the reactions from

ANA members, the trade journal

never has made a more serious edi- '

torial mistake. Automotive adver-

tisers were particularly incensed with

the idea that they should withdraw

from all participation in programing.

"Are those guys anti-tv?" was one

comment SPONSOR heard in a cocktail

conversation at the Homestead Club.

To sum up ANA sentiment as ex-

pressed at the 50th fall meeting; 1)

Leading national advertisers are com-

pletely sold on the power and impor-

tance of tv; 2) they are genuinely

concerned with maintaining the medi-

um stature and prestige with the pub-

lic; 3) they recognize and accept

their own responsibilities in program-

ing and commercials; 4) they are

planning serious checkups on their

own tv practices; 5) will not accept

any suggestion that they become less

involved with the medium. ^
TETLEY TEA
[Continued from page 41)

periodically provided for the Dimes-

Edwards conversations. There are

usually five playlets to shuffle with

during each spot flight.

One new copy point has been in-

jected this year which is "aimed at

bringing more young people into the

Tetley camp without alienating the

older folks," as George DeCoo puts

it. Reference is made to active peo-

ple, young and old, enjoying the

product's benefits.

A playlet now on the air:

(Jingle)

Edwards: Mr. Dimes, as the Tetley

Tea Taster, here's an article you'll be

glad to read.

Dimes: What's that, Edwards?

Edwards: It says that prize fighters

train on tea. And that champion ten-

nis players, mountain climbers and

explorers drink tea for a rejuvenating

lift.

Dimes: Edwards, tea is not a sissy

drink. All active people drink tea.

Our job is to give Tetley Tea a more

satisfying flavor.

Edwards: That's why you insist on

using tiny tea leaves from more than

22 plantations in every Tetley Tea

Bag, right Mr. Dimes?

{Please turn to page 66)
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IN

ClE|/eLAND

MoViE

MiNUTeS

ArLThE

moSt

WjW-W

And just one of these movie minutes

is all you need to reach the most

movie audience.

33% more audience on movies than

any other station.

Feature films from Paramount, Warner

Brothers, Twentieth Century, and
United Artists.

Excellent availabilities to give you just

the audience you want when you want

it. "Watch and Win," "Afternoon

Movie," "Big Show," "Nite Movie."

You kno>v >A^here

you're going with

WUW-TV
Call KATZ

station

National Sales Offices:

625 Madison Avenue, New York 22

230 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1
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YOU
KCANT
KCOVER
TEXAS
without

KCEN-TV

TALLEST!
our 833 ft. tower
absolutely dwarfs
anybody else's in the

Central Texas area!

Ill
CHANNEL

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National Representatives

54

National and regional buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Pepperidge Farm, Inc., Norwalk: A campaign gets off in top mar-

kets 30 November for its bakery products. Schedules are for six

weeks using day and night minutes and 20's. Buyer: Henry Cleefl.

Agency: Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York.

Ansco Div., General Aniline & Film Corp., Binghamton, N. Y.:

Schedules are being lined up in about 26 markets for its Ansco
Christmas promotion. Night minutes are being used, 1-23 December.

Buyer: Howard Gerber. Agency: Benton & Bowles, New York.

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati: Adding schedules this month

in various markets for Duncan Hines Deluxe cake mix, to run

through the P&G contract year. Placements are for day and night

minutes, chainbreaks and I.D.'s Buyer: Tim TuUy. Agency: Comp-

ton Advertising, New York.

Anheuser-Busch, Inc., St. Louis: Buying Christmas schedules to

supplement its U. S. Marshal syndicated film sponsorship. Commer-

cial's "Party Pair—two six packs" theme will be supported by heavy

merchandising, using the same model in point-of-sale displays as in

commercial. Agency: D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis.

Prince Matchabelli, inc., Div. of Chesebrough-Pond's, New York.

Eight-day holiday schedule for its perfumes starts in the top mar-

kets 16 December. Prime and late night minutes and 20's are being

placed, frequencies depending on market. Buyer: Marie Barbato.

Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.

Coty, Inc., New York: Christmas campaign for its cosmetic line

starts 10 December for two weeks. Minutes and I.D.'s, about six

per week per market, are being purchased in roughly the top 20

markets. Buyers: Bob Wilson. Agency: BBDO, New York.

RADIO BUYS
E. I. Du Pont De Nemours & Co., Wilmington: Completing its

Christmas buy to promote hosiery made from Du Pont nylon. Sched-

ule: daytime minutes, about 20 per week per market, to start 9 De-

cember for two weeks. Buyer: Trow Elliman. Agency: BBDO, New
York.

American Tobacco Co., New York: Kicking ofE schedules this

month in the top 15 markets for Half & Half Tobacco. Morning

traffic minutes are being set for four weeks; 20 per week in New
York, 10 in all other markets. Buyer: Don bridge. Agency: SSCB,

New York.

Shulton, Inc., New York: Adding about 25 markets to its current

48-market schedule, 14 December for seven days, for its men's and

women's toiletry gift sets. Schedules of minutes average about 30

per week per market; all times till 7 p.m. Buyer: Joe Knapp.

Agency : Wesley Associates, New York.
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The Media Surveys You Use Show Conclusively . .

.

Is South Florida's LARGEST Daily Circulation Medium

Only WTVJ — with

unduplicated network

signal — delivers

TOTAL COVERAGE
of South Florida!

'-jgrt'

Authoritative current circulation criteria

verify that WTVJ is first ... in daily

penetration of America's fastest-growing area

market, in daily circulation among South

Florida's buy-conscious permanent residents.

Within South Florida's fabulous Gold Coast

alone, WTVJ is viewed daily in 27% more

homes than the area's principal newspaper

is read. Complete details are available

from your PGW Colonel or WTVJ Sales.

WTVJ South Florida

^ CHANNEL 4
Represented Nationally by: Peters, Griffln, Woodward, Inc.
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KANSAS CITY:
A BEAUTIFUL

BUY

Beauty is evident everywhere in this market
of more than a million persons.

Beauty in the flowing expressways of Kansas
City's half-billion-dollar downtown
redevelopment program. In the parks and
residential areas. In fountains and sculpture

like the internationally famous William

Volker Memorial, "St. Martin of Tours."

Referred to as "an investor's dream" and
with the "greatest growth possibility in

America today," Kansas City's a buy that's a

beauty. And your best radio buy here is

KCMO, It's Kansas City's only 50,000-watt

station. It's Kansas City's only radio .station

reaching out into the rural counties of

four states, talking to six million persons.

If you're looking for a way to beautify

your sales picture, look our way. Look to

KCMO-Radio, serving a potential

buying power of nearly two billion dollars.

Central figure in the last sculp-

ture completed by Carl Milles is

St. Martin of Tours. It stands

amid fountains at the Kansas
City cultural center.

Photo: Dan Faron

KCMO-Radio
The Tall Tower at Broadcasting House I Kansas City, Missouri

E. K. Hartenbower, Vice-President
and General Manager

R. W. Evans, Station Manager

SYRACUSE WHEN WHEN-TV The Katz Agency
PHOENIX KPHO KPHO-TV The Katz Agency
OMAHA WOW WOW-TV John Blair & Co. — Blair-TV

TULSA KRMG John Blair & Co.

Represented nationally by Katz Agency.

Meredith stations are affiliated with

BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS and

SUCCESSFUL FARMING magazines.



PICTURE
WRAP-UP

INFORMATION, PLEASE! More than 100 advertising

agency executives and timebuyers attended a KGO-TV, San

Francisco meeting to learn about "rating reliability" fronn

John Blair's vice president-dir. of research Ward Oorrell

FIXED GAME. Believed to be first of its type ever employed in col- TRUE-BLUE BEARDS! On a shave strike until Wheeling, W. Va.

lege football, WIIC's field tv monitor televises on tape all U. of Pitts- Community Chest Drive reaches goal, are WOMP d.j.'s (l-r) Jay Dee,

burgh home and away games. Here, asst. coaches on field report to Len Carl, Bob Reeves, who Iticlted off the drive with an all-day broad-

head coach Johnny Michelosen after viewing action over monitor cast. WOMP's continuity writer Connie Hughes lends her own talent

TALKING MIKE, a 9-foot high mi-

crophone with built-in repeater, was

used by KOL, Seattle, in city's recent

Northwest Winter Sports and Travel

Show; informed spectators walking

through of "ski week" for two prize

if they guessed number passing mike.

Electric eye kept accurate count

HOOPLA FOR HOOPER. Florence

Ludwig, WINS, N. Y., launches mail-

ing of 1,000 hula hoops to agencies,

media directors and timebuyers to

promote news that station rated No. I,

with 15.3 share of audience, in the

New York Hooper Radio Audience

Index for months of Sept. Oct. 1959
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TO THE

INDUSTRY
T^HE National Aiidieiiee Board

is pleased to present a progi-ess

report of its services to the indus-

try on the occasion of its fifth an-

niversary. The Board evaluates

public reaction to television pro-

firamminji- on a non-profit basis

and acts as a liaison between the

public and the industry.

Ar the invitation of the United
States Department of State,

two NAB delegates attended the

recent UNESCO Denver confer-

ence devoted to cultural relations

between the U.S.A. and South
America. In addition, the Board
recently announced the appoint-
ment of Hajime Ishii as its repre-

sentative in Japan.

I^ORE than 1000 civic leaders

voted on 260 programs pre-

sented during children's viewing
hours, resulting in a report highly
favorable to the industry but con-

taining constructive criticism of

value to the public.

^T"R Newsletter has carried ar-

ticles by the ITnited States In-

formation Agency and the Federal
Trade Connnission, as well as fea-

ture stories devoted to RCA color

and the news departments of CBS
and ABC. Such outstanding spon-
sors as Chrysler Corporation and
Chevrolet have asked the Board to

evaluate their programs.

T^ E have also previewed pilot

films of well known independ-
ent producers. To defray expenses,
the Board charges a nominal fee

of $100 per city for previews.
Rates for national and regional
surveys will be quoted on request.

National

Audience
Board TELEVISION

RADIOA

New York Headquarters

152 East End Ave., New York 28

Los Angeles Headquarters

1S0N. Canon Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal.

AGENCIES

Speaking before the opening
RTES Timebuying & Selling

Seminar in New York this week,
McCann-Erickson's C. Terence
Clyne said that the tv and ad-

vertising industries were fully

capable of putting their own
houses in order.

He was referring, of course, to the

quiz exposes and the scheduled Wash-

ington probes into dubious commer-

cial practices.

Without discounting the black eye

that tv has suffered, Clyne said thai

tv and its sponsors should point out

the good that has been done and as-

sure the public that the bad will be

corrected.

As for tv's critics wanting adver-

tisers to get out of programing, Clyne

stated: "We have a very strong op-

posite view. To kick out the sponsor

would be to deprive the public of

some of tv's best programing"—espe-

cially in the areas of specials and ex-

pensive public affairs programs.

( For more on Clyne's talks see

SPONSOR-SCOPE, page 16.)

Canipbell-Mithun this week trans-

ferred all of the Hainms Beer
West Coast buying from its Min-

neapolis office, to the coast.

This is the second big loss for Min-

neapolis—the first being the Mars

candy account ( see below, and SPON-
SOR HEARS I

.

Agency appointments : Mars, Inc.,

billing .$3 million, from Knox-Reeves,

Minneapolis, to Needham, Louis &
Brorby, Chicago . . . Libby, McNeill

& Libby's Canned Meat Division, bill-

ing .$6.50,000, from JWT, to Tatham-
Laird, Chicago. JWT still repre-

sents Libby's other canned food divi-

sions and BBDO continues to handle

the frozen food line . . . The 1960

presidential campaign for the Demo-
cratic party, to bill about $3 mil-

lion, to Guild, Baconi & Bonfigli,

San Francisco . . . Milnot, producer

of milk compounds billing $300,000.

from McCann-Erickson, to D'Arcy
Advertising, St. Louis . Natic

Dairy Products' Sugar Creek Cream-

ery division, to N. W. Ayer's Chi-

cago office . . . Leader Cleaners, with

135 stores in the Chicago area, to

M. M. Fisher Associates of the

same city . . . The National Federa-

tion of Coffee Growers of Colombia,

with plans for a tv campaign to break

in 1960. to Doyle Dane Bernbach.

Doyle Dane Bernbach's latest

study, released this week, ana-

lyzes the competition which most
manufacturers of national brands
must be prepared to meet from
the rapidly spreading store-con-

trolled brand.

The basic premise of this study,

dubbed "The Coming Battle With

Distributors' Advertised Brands," is

that the battle of the brands really

involves:

1

)

The large manufacturer pro-

moting advertised brands, and

2) The giant retailer and giant re-

tail groups promoting their own con-

trolled and advertised brands.

3 ) The so-called private or un-

known brand, being squeezed, it is

pointed out, by the manufacturer's
known brand on the one hand,
and the giant retailer's known
brand, on the other.

^^
Admen on the move: John Mc-
Cullough, elected president of Reach,

McClinton & Humphrey, the Boston

division of R, M . . . William Breen,

to Lennen & Newell as a senior v.p.

and management account supervisor

. . . Grant Tinker, to v.p. and di-

rector of tv programing at B&B . . .

Robert Robb, to executive v.p. and

general manager of Reach, McClin-

ton . . . Arthur Strauss, advertis-

ing manager of the Manhattan Shirt

Co., to Daniel & Charles Advertising

as a v.p. . . . Hunter Lynde, elected

chairman and William Scheu, presi-

dent, of Newman, Lynde & Associ-

ates, Jacksonville, Fla.

ADVERTISERS

Campaigns:
• Life Cigarettes (Ted Bates) is

taking over all of Raleigh's spot tv

minutes, beginning immediately. Rea-

son : Raleigh ( KM&J I has established

such good minute locations, that

Brown & Williamson feels Life will

gain impetus from the spots. Life is

a hot contender in the filter war.

whereas Raleigh is merely emphasiz-

ing coupons.

• Pillsbury's Best is starting a

26-week spot tv campaign next week

in scattered southern and southeast

markets. Agency: Campbell-Mithun.
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World's Tallest Man-
made Structure Cov-
ering the Portland and
Southern Maine Market
Began Full Power, Full

Time Operation
October 30

84% Increase . . .

Grade A TV Homes
68% increase . . .

Grade B TV Homes
70% of the TV Homes
in Maine . . . plus many
additional in New
Hampshire and Vermont

WGAN -TV
CHANNEL 13

The Guy Gannett

Broadcasting

Services

AVERY- KNODEL
Incorporated

Exclusive

National

Representatives



• Liggett & Myers revised its dis-

tribution schedule for Duke— ad-

vancing the target date for complete

national distribution to 30 Novem-
ber. Duke will continue with heavy

advertising in local media, includ-

ing saturation spot schedules on both

radio and tv, as national distribution

nears completion. In addition to spot.

Duke will be highlighted on L&M's

network shows beginning next week.

These include Laramie, NBC TV;
Markham, CBS TV; Gunsmoke, CBS
TV; Hotel De Paree, CBS TV; The

Untouchables, ABC TV; Black Sad-

die, ABC TV; Adventures in Para-

dise, ABC TV; and The Alaskans,

ABC TV.

On the contest front: Listerine

(out of Lambert & Feasley) is asking

radio and tv editors to "show us how
commercials should be done." The
antiseptic company is offering top

prizes of $750, $500 and $250 for the

best three, one-minute Listerine tv

commercials.

Thisa 'n' data : Best Foods is test-

ing a new margarine. Comette, in

six markets . . . Dr. Pepper Co. re-

ports syrup sales for the month of

October rose to an all-time high, run-

ning more than 8% ahead of last

year's volume for the same period . . .

The Scholl Mfg. Co. broke ground,

last week, for a $1 million addition to

its Chicago headquarters . . . Gaines
Dog Research Center is predicting

a big Christmas season for dogs, es-

timating that Americans will spend

$40 million on dogs or for dogs dur-

ing the holidays.

Personal note: W. G. Power will

retire as the national advertising man-

ager of Chevrolet 1 January. Suc-

ceeding him: Jack Izard, currently

zone manager for the company al

Peoria. 111.

FILM

The experience of syndicators

continues to prove the maxim
that something unusual can sell

itself.

A unique situation in syndication

has been created by Tombstone Ter-

ritory. It is the only show with net-

work exposure to continue making

new episodes for syndication.

Ziv reports the series is already

sold in 96 markets, with food and

brewery advertisers leading all other

types.

Latest sponsor sales are Pepsi-Cola

in Waco, Texas, and Kennecott Cop-

per in Phoenix. Others are Grant

Furniture and Walco Builders on

WPTV, West Palm Beach; Riverside

Bedding and Sing Oil on WALB-TV,
Albany, and Sheehon Buick on

WPST-TV, Miami.

Recent station buyers include

KALB-TV, Alexandria; KPLC-TV,
Lake Charles; KTEN-TV, Ada;

KHOU-TV. Houston, and KMID-TV,
Midland.

Video-tape sports: Another proof

that the unusual finds a buyer is pre-

sented by the case of Max Cooper's

Winter Tv Baseball. This series pre-

sents games currently being played

during the winter in Cuba, with teams

that are up to 50% Americans from

major league clubs. The games have

never been seen in the U. S. before,

the producer points out, nor have

they been widely reported on in the

U. S. press. The 90-minute show has

been used as a replacement for fea-

ture film series on several stations.

It has been bought by WBKB-TV,
Chicago; WISN-TV, Milwaukee;
WOR-TV, New York; KTTV, Los

Angeles; KRON-TV, San Francisco;

KDKA, Pittsburgh; KHOU-TV, Hous-

ton; WWJ-TV, Detroit; and KBTV,
Denver. A special feature of the se-

ries is that its 26 episodes make up

a television tournament with bonuses

and prizes.

Commercials: Normal Collins of

British commercial tv a guest of

RTFS ... The Art Directors Club
discussed "Responsibility for Raising

the Taste Level of Tv Commercials";

panel members were William Duflfy,

senior tv art director, McCann-Erick-

son; John Lanigan, v.p. and gen-

eral manager of Videotape Produc-

tions; Ray Lind, v.p. in charge of

Benton & Bowles tv production;

Georg Olden, graphic arts director

of CBS TV; Jack Sidebotham, head

of Young & Rubicam tv art depart-

ment, and Dorothy Zimmer, N. W.
Ayer supervisor of tv commercials.

Moderator was Bert Littman. Panel

stressed importance of art director to

participate actively in the commer-

cial as early as possible.

Sales: Dan-Dee Pretzel and Potato

Chip Co. of Cleveland renewed Ziv's

Cisco Kid for a second 52-week peri-

od in its marketing areas within Ohio,

Pennsylvania and West Virginia,

through Gregory & House & Jansen;

another renewal of Cisco Kid, this

one for its ninth year, was by Miss

Georgia Dairies in Atlanta and other

markets, through Bearden-Thompson-

Frankel & Eastman, Scott of Atlanta.

Video-tape coverage: Ampex re-

ports that 15 of the nation's multiple-

station tv markets are now complete-

ly equipped with their Videotape re-

corders. These markets, covering 21,-

781,900 homes, are: New York, Los

Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia, De-

troit, Boston, Cleveland, San Fran-

cisco, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Provi-

dence, Kansas City, Houston, Roa-

noke and Des Moines. Ampex also

reported shipping VR-IOOOB record-

ers to: WTVT, Tampa; KTLA, Los

Angeles; WBRZ-TV, Baton Rouge;

WEHN-TV, Durham; WSPD-TV, To-

ledo; WPIX, New York; KFJZ-TV,

Fort Worth and KCTS, Seattle; also,

two machines to WNAC-TV, Boston,

and four to Rank Cintel, London. Of

these shipments, KTLA's was its

fourth, and those at WTVT, WPIX
and KFJZ-TV were each the second.

Strictly personnel: Samuel Fein-

berg named account executive in the

Philadelphia area for Ziv . . . Mil-

dred Gusse is new associate casting

director at Screen Gems . . . Herbert
W. Hobler appointed sales manager
of Videotape Productions.

INTERNATIONAL

J. Walter Thompson covers the

Australian market in the latest

of its "World Market Series"

studies.

The brochure provides current

marketing data as well as the broader

economic information for one of the

fastest growing markets in the world.

Some of the statistics:

• More than 900 American
firms have subsidiaries, branches or

affiliates in Australia and their total

investment is approaching $1 billion.

• The population of the con-

tinent is more than 10 million, and

is growing at the rate of 225,000 a

year.

• More than half the Australians

are active adults between the ages
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Everyone in Chicago knows this man!
Warren Culbertson knows how to make his weather

reports exciting. On his "Weather by Radar" telecasts

he shows viewers a living picture of weather conditions

at that instant. He has added a new dimension to weather

forecasting... new excitement to TV viewing.

Excitement— that's why Chicagoans watch WBKB's
exclusive "Weather by Radar." As a matter of fact, folks

here automatically tune in channel 7 for TV excitement.

This is where Chicago saw exclusive coverage of the Pan

American Games, the Illinois High School Basketball

tourney, the special program on the eve of Queen

Elizabeth's U. S. visit and other exciting programs.

Got an exciting product? Tell the folks about it on

WBKB...the excitement station!

WBKB
SPONSOR • 21 NOVEMBER 1959

the station, channel

owned and operated by the American Broadcasting Company
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of 20 and 59. The children and

adolescents comprise 3~^ i of the total

while the senior citizens account for

the remaining 12%.
• As of 31 December, 1958. the

number of licensed radio homes
was 2,209,517; the total number of

licensed Iv liomes was 454,696.

And, still on the Australian

front: Canny. Paramor & Canny, in

Sydney, and Briggs & James of Mel-

bourne, will merge 1 January to form

The Briggs, Canny, James &
Paramor agency.

Tv report from Thailand: If tv's

growth is to be speeded-up in South-

east Asia, there must be more trained

technicians and the outmoded elec-

trical systems must be modernized,

according to Pichai Vasnasong, tv

director and producer from
Thailand.

Vasnasong, in New York as a guest

of ABC TV. had this to report:

"With just two tv sets in Thai-

land (both in Bangkok I and a total

of 35.000 sets in a population area of

nine million, tv is still the coun-

try's greatest advertising medi-

um, getting approximately 50% of

the country's advertising budgets. By

the end of '60, Thailand will have

three tv stations, covering 80% of

the nation's 23 million people."

NETWORKS
Longines (Victor Bennett) has

assumed full sponsorship of a

Christmas special on NBC TV, 9
Decemher, which had originally

been planned for by Benrus.

Reason for the switch: A change

in top echelon at Benrus resulted in

a revamped advertising schedule.

(For more news on network spe-

cials and regular schedule changes,

see pase 43. this issue.)

NBC president Robert Kintner,

at the network's annual affiliates

meeting in New York, set forth

this four-point creed for NBC:
"1

) We intend to continue a di-

versified program schedule and not

abdicate any phase of proper pro-

graming. We propose to root out

those who have been deceitful, but do

not propose to abandon an important

area of programing temporarily af-

fected by wrongdoing.

2 ) We take complete responsibil-

ity for what goes on the NBC air.

3 1 We propose to buy from all

fields of creative forces the best pro-

graming we can and we propose to

continue to produce within NBC a

substantial amount of our schedule.

4 1 We propose to push color be-

cause we believe we have only

scratched the surface of its potential

for home entertainment."

Financial report : Consolidated net

sales of CBS, Inc., reached a new

nine months' high of $318,291,438

during the 39-week period ended 3

October.

This is a 5.8% increase over the

$300,738,926 reported for the first

40 weeks of 1958.

Thisa 'n' data: Regional meetings

with Pacific Coast and Midwest af-

filiates of Mutual have been set for

the second week in December . . .

Programing note: George Christy,

magazine writer and teen expert, pre-

sides as "Mayor" of Teen Town, a

new five-a-week nighttime program

on ABC Radio geared to the tastes

of teenagers . . . Arthur Godfrey
will be guest of honor at the Academy

of Tv Arts & Sciences' "Close-Up

1960" dinner in New York 8 Janu-

ary . . . NBC TV's Hallmark Hall oj

Fame is distributing special study

programs to schools as aids in Eng

lish and drama classes in connection

with two of its telecasts . . . Twenty-

six new members were inducted into

the CBS 20-Year Club in special

ceremonies held in New York this

week.

Strictly personnel: John Cowden.
to v.p., information services at CBS
TV; Thomas Means succeeds him

as supervisor of advertising and sales

promotion for CBS TV Stations Di-

vision . . . Morriss Wattenberg,

appointed director of sales develop-

ment and research for ABC Radio . . .

Sven Karlen, elected controller of

CBS. Inc.

REPRESENTATIVES

The old and new generation of

rep firm ownerships become as-

sociated in the transfer of own-
ership in Rambeau, Vance, Hop-
ple, Inc.

The deal: 31-year-old Carl Schule,

who owns Broadcast Time Sales, is

buying the holdings of Bob Vance
and Edward Hopple and installing

Bill Rambeau, one of the first reps

in the business, as board chairman

of the firm he founded.

Schule will continue to operate

BTS, which represents the Better

Music and Thorns stations, as a sepa-

rate entity.

Rep appointments: The Forward

Group (KGLO-AM-TV, Mason City,

la.; WTAD & KHQA-TV, Hannibal,

Mo.-Ouincy, 111.; and WMTV, Madi-

son, Wis.
)

, to The Branham Co.

. . . WHHM. Memphis and WDOT.
Burlington. Vt.. to Richard O'Con-
nell. Inc.

New addresses: The Chicago office

of Daren F. McGavren, to larger

nuarters at 35 East Wacker Drive . . .

Good Music Broadcasters, to new
quarters at 355 Lexington Avenue.

New York.

Rep appointments— personnel

:

Sam Hill, Jr., to manaser of the

Los Angeles office of CBS TV Spot

Sales . . . Bob Williams, to the

New York sales staff of Daren F. Mc-

Gavren . . . Edgar White, Jr., ac-

count executive for the George P.

Hollingberv Co. . . . Richard Beese-

myer, to New York account execu-

tive for CBS TV Spot Sales . . . John
Del Greco, to account executive at

Venard. Rintoul & McConnell.

RADIO STATIONS

New program service: Informa-

cast, a monthly library of capsule

program material featuring one-

minute bulletins on various cate-

gories or topics, sold on a sub-

scription basis.

Each franchise includes: exclusive

use of Informacasts in station's pri-

mary area: a basic library of 250

bulletins; and a minimum of 50 new

Informacasts each month including

timely material to cover holidays and

special occasions.

Subscribing stations, to date:

WNEW, New York; WITH, Balti-

more; WLEE. Richmond; KFMB,
San Diego; and WGR. Buffalo.

Informacasts are produced and is-

sued by the Program Development
and Research Corp., New York.
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The lure of the West continues.
Throughout Inland California, popu-
lation figures climb steadily to make
it one of the fastest growing areas in

the nation. For example, Sacramento
county's population is up 63%' since

1950 while retail sales in 1958 were
92. 5^' higher than in 1950. Impressive
gains were also scored in other Bee-
line areas. All over this booming area,

purchasers of homes, furniture, autos,

appliances and all the necessities of

life are listening by the hundreds of

thousands to Beeline radio.

As a group The Beeline stations give

you more radio homes than any com-
bination of competitors ... at by far

the lowest cost per thousand.

(SR&D& Nielsen)

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

1 KOHoRFNO
KFBK o sACRAMiNio

KBEEo MODESTO

KMJ ofpfSNo

KERN O BAKERSFIHD

h A

New home construction in Sacramento county. The valuation of construction in Sacramento county in '58 was 98.7'';, more than in 1950.
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No payola here: WPAC, Pat-

chogue, N. Y., will include in its

ratecard structure, the price for spin-

ning a record for any company, sing-

er, etc., desirous of promoting that

record on air.

This new Record Plug Rate, ac-

cording to the station, ''is a result of

the recent investigation disclosing a

lack of inclusion in ratecard structure

for this type of promotion."

A p.s. from WPAC: "In the more
than eight years that we've been on

the air, no member has received so

much as a cup of coffee in return for

playing any record."

Ideas at work:
• To the rescue: When Penn

State alumni plans for a closed-circuit

telecast of the Penn State-Syracuse

game fell through. WCAU, Phila-

delphia, without charge, arranged to

have a closed-circuit broadcast of the

game piped into two of their studios

direct from the football field—attract-

ing some 300 people to station's stu-

dios to hear the game.

• Stop, Look, Identify: WZIP,
Cincinnati, set up a giant "Good Mu-
sic Cake," at the Food Show at the

Cincinnati Gardens this past month,

containing the picture of a recording

star. Everyone visiting the booth was

asked to register and identify the star

for prizes. Each dav names were

drawn and read on the air for free

albums if they called the station. Re-

sponse: more than 100,000 ueople

registered, with an average of three

out of five people hearing their names
and phoning the station.

• Cooking school sessions: The
preparation of a companv dinner in

an hour and the baking of an orange

roll held the attention of some 8.000

women attending a recent cooking

session in Sioux Citv, co-sponsored

by KVTV and WNAX, the IGA and
Super-Saver Stores and D. K. Baxter

Co. Wynn Speece, of WNAX. was
the featured instructor.

• On the prowl front: WHK,
Cleveland, and 17 Greater Cleveland

area newspapers are jointlv sponsor-

ing a contest to find "Miss Suburbia."

The winner, who must live in the area

and who cannot be a professional

model, will receive, among her prizes,

a mink coat.

• On the fowl front: Stations

throughout the country are now be-

ginning their Thanksgiving cam-

paigns. For instance, KOIL, Omaha,
will give 100 turkey dinners to needv

families. Listeners are being asked to

send in information concerning fami-

lies they feel should receive a turkey

dinner.

Station sale: WCLG. Morgantown.

W. Va., to William Freed of Reading,

Pa., former owner of WDOV, Dover,

Del. for $67,000. Broker: Blackburn

& Co.

Boston radio stations revised

their program schedules for the
duration of the newspaper strike.

For instance, WEEI aired supple-

mental news, reported by Boston

newspaper men; WCRB carried such

newspaper services as obituaries, and

even comics; WNAC added 128 extra

newscasts and distributed "Diner-

grams" to news-minded luncheon

guests at hotels.

Thisa 'n' data: More than 300
leading business executives attended

the dedication ceremonies of the new
building for KMOX, St. Louis. Fea-

tured speaker: Dr. Frank Stanton.

CBS president . . . RAB expanded

its activities north of the border last

week by offering several of its serv-

ices to Canadian stations.

New York Spanish market: A
survey by Pulse for WHOM and EI

Diario de Nueva York shows that

there are some 925.000 Spanish-

speaking people in New York spend-

ing over $240 million on food.

Kudos: Benedict Gimble, Jr.,

president of WIP, Philadelphia, will

be honored at testimonial dinner next

week by the B'Nai Brith Adelphi

Lodge for outstanding service to

youth through radio . . . KNUZ,
Houston, awarded special honors by

the Texas Association of Broadcast-

ers for outstanding traffic safety pro-

motion . . . Respective winners of

Mennen's station merchandisins

contest: WHDH, Boston: WELI,
New Haven: WMBR, Jacksonville:

KGBT, Harlingen; and WWVA,
Wheeling.

Station staffers: Dick Shireman,
to general manager of KISN. Port-

land, Ore. . . . Alfred ST>okes, to

general manager of WCAX. Burling-

ton, Vt. . . . Richard Quaas, n?med

sales manager of KDWB, Minnea-

apolis-St. Paul . . . Larry Monroe,
to station manager and program di-

rector of KIOA, Des Moines . . .

Thomas Weisskopf, to president

and Stephen Trivers, station man-
ager, of the Harvard Radio Broad-

casting Co. (WHRB-FM, Cambridge)

. . . Art Grunewald, to station man-
ager, WCTT, Corbin, Ky. . . . Charles

Stanley, commercial manager,
KXEN, St. Louis . . . Bill Hitch-

cock, to the staff of KMGM, Albu-

querque . . . Thomas Johnson, to

the newly-created post of promotion

and merchandising director for

WKMH, Dearborn, Mich. . . . Joseph
Klass, account executive, KEWB,
San Francisco-Oakland . . . Dennis
Holt, to the sales staff, KEZY, Los

Angeles . . . Edward Hessel, Jr., to

the promotion department at WHAS,
Louisville.

TV STATION^

TvB's Norman Cash reviewed the

industry's growth and discussed

tv's future at a membership meet-

ing in Chicago this week.

His predictions: tv revenues in

1959 will exceed $1.5 billion—an in-

crease of 12% over 1958. Network

billings will total some $773 million

in '59 and national and regional spot

tv expenditures will hit $464 million

(net time and talent)—an increase of

17% over '58.

Ideas at work

:

• Name that Town and Flash-

A-Feature: These are two contests

currently airing on KETV, Omaha.
The one: viewers are asked to identi-

fy towns, within station's coverage,

from aerial i^hotographs flashed on

the screen. The other: identify 22

jumbled movie titles selected from

the station's film library. Titles ap-

pear at various angles and arrange-

ments, some with large lettering, some

with small. Within a 30-second pro-

motion announcement, the titles ap-

pear twice only briefly. Both contests

are continuing, changing onlv the

towns and movies when identified.

• Fun in the studio: WKRC-
TV, Cincinnati, held a "Hish Klass

Koffee Klotch" in its studios last week

for Bromo Quinine distribtuors, deal-

ers and chain store buyers in the area.

Reason : station was selected for
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uYou Time Buyers Are All Alike."

Always looking for a good buy for your client.

Always knocking yourself out studying availabili-

ties. Always trying to get a better adjacency.

Always digging into figures, interpreting data, sift-

ing ratings, coming up with solid recommenda-
tions. Always making impossible deadlines. Al-

ways doing a good job.

Before you get carried away with all this praise,

let us interject one small word of let's call it

advice. Some of you (not you, or you, or you,

but him) have been known upon occasion (rare,

to be sure, but still . , .) to concentrate on "top

50" markets. Ours is the 65th tv market in the

nation; there are 448,001 tv homes in our 58-

county coverage area, full of folks just as product-

hungry as those top 50 characters. Blair Tele-

vision Associates will paint their picture.

WSLS-TV
Channel 10 • NBC Television

Mail Address: Roanoke, Va.

A broadcast service (with WSLS Radio)

of Shenandoah Life Insurance Company
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BRIGHT
SPOT FOR BUSINESS!

TALLAHASSEE
fHO^MASVILLE

brighter than ever

because WCTV is now
CBS -Television

TOP STATION

With the great CBS programs,
plus top ABC-TV shows,
WCTV provides standout
service to a most responsive
market. In the entire U.S.,
Tallahassee stands fifth in re-

tail sales per household.*

KEY MARKET
For many leading brands,

the Tallahassee - Thomasville
Market deserves and gets
strong spot schedules. A siz-

able market - over 225,000
families — 52 counties — effec-

tively covered by WCTV. Get
the complete picture from
Blair Television Associates.

'Annual Survey of Buying Power,
1959.

WCTV
TALLAHASSEE K»iiVx THOMASVILLE

<6>V_-^a John H. Phipps
Broadcasting Station

BI.AIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National Repretentatives

Grove Labs' first appearance on tv

with Bromo Quinine.

• To understand news: WSB-
TV, Atlanta, hosted a group of 150

high school newspaper editors at its

News Broadcasting Conference in the

station's studios. Offering a creative

contest with a year's tuition scholar-

ship as first prize, the conference was

sponsored by the station and the

Henry W. Grady School of Journal-

ism. Its purpose: to further educa-

tion in the communications field.

Thisa 'n' data : WTAE, Pittsburgh,

has installed two regulation bowling

lanes in its studios and is now carry-

ing local live bowling programs . . .

Increasing their coverage: KBAK-
TV, Bakersfield, has received authori-

zation to increase its power and

change its transmitter location to Mt.

Breckenridge . . . WKRC-TV, Cin-

cinati. has a new mobile station wag-

on equipped with record player and

tape recorder, and sending out a

steady stream of promotional mate-

rial throughout the day . . . WABC-
TV, New York, in behalf of Major

League Baseball Presents, is launch-

ing an extensive foreign language

newspaper ad campaign . . . Kudos

to KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, from Gov.

Lawrence for its recent editorial urg-

ing passing of the Horse Racing Ref-

erendum . . . Storer Broadcasting

declared a quarterly dividend of 45^

per share on its Common Stock pay-

able 15 December to stockholders of

record 27 November.

On the personnel front: Lewis

Avery, president of Avery-Knodel,

elected to TvB's board of directors

. . . Mel Wheeler, named assistant

to the president and Milton De
Reyna, Jr., general manager of

WEAR-TV. Pensacola-Mobile . . .

William Klumb, to national sales

manager for WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee

. . . George Ramos, named district

sales manager of WNEM-TV. Flint-

Saginaw-Bay City-Midland . . . An-

gelo Molinaro, named film editor

at WTAE, Pittsburgh . . . Russ
Howard, to national sales service

representative for WSTY. Steuben-

ville . . . Nort Frykman, to Colorado

Springs sales manager for KKTV,
Colorado Springs-Pueblo . . . Lyle

Koch, to audience promotion coordi-

nator and Walter Rhoads, sales

promotion coordinator for WTVT,
Tampa-St. Petersburg. ^

TETLEY TEA
[Continued from page 52)

Dimes: Yes, Edwards, and don't

forget Tetley Tea is specially blended

for tea bags. But Edwards, you've

had 12 cups already.

Edwards: I know, but I'm bowling

with my aunt tonight and she drinks

Tetley, too!

(Jingle tag)

Though sales expansion is of course

foremost, Tetley and its agency also

have been pleased with certain fringe

benefits stemming from their radio

commercials. Recognition of their

merit has come from the industry in

the form of a Radio Advertising Bu-

reau Gold Record in 1958, and selec-

tion in both '58 and '59 as one of the

top 10 in the Spot Radio Commercial

Survey, sponsored semi-annually by

John Blair & Co.

Further proof comes from Tetley

salesmen, who are enthusiastic about

this widespread commercial recall

they find among the trade.

The media strategy for Tetley 's ra-

dio commercials is so full of varia-

tions with season, section and indi-

vidual market characteristics, that a

full description would assume ency-

clopedic proportions. A rough sketch

is in order, however, to point up the

intricacies of what Tetley needs and

how spot radio fills the bill.

The field of operations is almost

entirely east of the Mississippi. There

are three flights per year above the

Mason-Dixon line, and two below.

Hot tea is promoted in the North

during the fall and winter months.

Anywhere from 10 to 90 spots per

week may be dealt to each market in

a lineup numbering from 35 to 50.

The North also is on the receiving end

of a spring-into-summer iced tea

pitch, though on a smaller scale.

Tetley's efforts on the southern

front are at their peak during the

iced tea season. As many as 40 mar-

kets are reached at a rate varying

from 15 to 65 spots per week. In the

course of Dixie's moderate winter hot

tea season, Tetley keeps things sim-

mering in a handful of markets.

Dollar volume determines the bud-

get for a particular Tetley sales of-

fice area. Then each market there-

in is examined separately to deter-

mine its share. Among the consid-

erations: Is it a good hot tea area;

is it a good iced tea area; is it a win-

ter resort, is it a summer resort.

{Please turn to page 74)
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How to keep your head
when all about you • • •

"As recently as 1927, drivers

who exceeded the speed limit

in Peiping, China, were exe-

cuted and their heads exhibited

as a warning to others.

"

This fact was reported in Borg-

Warner's well known advertis-

ing series— to ask Americans,

who knew less stringent laws,

to keep their heads—and drive

carefully.

It is one of hundreds of facts

Borg-Warner has run in support

of Advertising Council cam-
paigns in the public interest.

Not confused by facts.

A recent independent depth
survey, conducted to determine

what "meaningful thoughts"

readers derived from these

spreads, showed 86% of all per-

sons interviewed considered

Borg-Warner "sincerely con-

cerned with the pubhc welfare."

The climate's good.
The survey elicited many vol-

untary comments to confirm

the behef that pubHc-service

advertising helps maintain a

favorable climate for business.

Some of the comments were:

"Borg-Warner has done a lot

for our country"; "they are

serving mankind"; and, "Borg-

Warner is tied in with the fam-

ily and the community."

A billion readers.

Each advertisement since 1952

has carried an Advertising
Council message. This is the

longest, continuous magazine
support given Council projects

by any national advertiser.

Totals: 216 messages and an
estimated billion and a quarter

readers. ^

You, too, can benefit.
You can better your business

climate as Borg-Warner has. Use
Ad Council campaign slogans

on your point-of-sale materials,

on your direct mail or business

letters, in house magazines or

annual reports . . . and in radio,

television and print advertising.

Here are current campaigns:

Aid to Higher Education

Better Mental Health

Better Schools

Crusade for Freedom*

Forest Fire Prevention

Red Cross*

Register, Contribute, Vote*

Religion in American Life

Religious Overseas Aid

Stop Accidents

United Nations*

United Fund Campaigns*

U. S. Savings Bonds
*No' year-round campaigns

Free information, posters, repro-

duction proofs, electros for

magazines and other advertis-

ing materials— yours for the

asking. Send the coupon today,

or call the Advertising Council

branch office nearest you.
Branches in Chicago, Los An-
geles, and Washington, D. C.

THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL, INC.

25 West 4Slh Street

New York 36, New York
,

Please tell me how I can <

tie In with the Council . . . «
and "keep ohead".

.\SIMO
,

"^cTif^
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"WRC Radio has been making friends and customers for Peoples Drug Stores for over a dec-

ade. The 'Sound of Quality' has furthered our reputation for dependable values and friendly

service."- Clayton R. Sanders, Advertising Director, Peoples Drug Stores Inc. Another testi-

monial for the results . JHji derived through regular use of the "Sound of Quality" on

WRC • NBC Owned * ^^^H 980 in AVashington, D.C. Sold by NBC Spot Sales

^^;i
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What's happening in U. S. Government

th-at affects sponsors, agencies, stations

Copyright 1959

SPONSOR

WASHINGTON WEEK
21 NOVEMBER 1959 The two-year old allegations of unethical activities as between the FCC and the

industry it regulates came to life again this week, but the quiz show mess continues

to dominate the Washington scene.

PUBLICATIONS INC. As the dust begins to settle—in preparation only for new windstorms on "paloya"— it

appears that the advertising fraternity and the independent programers may get hit

as hard or harder than broadcasters. That is, by the quiz show revelations.

The FCC has set Dec. 7 as the dale it will hear in public session suggestions

about whether it has the legal power to do anything about programing, and as to

whether it should use such power if it has it.

It is rather startling that the emphasis on advertising in the new FCC inquiry has

been completely overlooked. As a matter of cold, hard fact in the five questions which the

FCC says it wants answered, programing is mentioned three times. Twice "and advertising"

follows. The third time it is "and other material."

Madison Avenue has already been hit as a direct result of the quiz show hearings by a

new FTC crusade against false and misleading commercials. Some members of the House

Commerce Legislative Oversight subcommittee have indicated that ad agencies and sponsors

should be kept clear of decisions as to what goes out over the air.

Members of the FCC, from inside reports, are weighing what can be done under present

law to loosen advertiser control over programing. There is a very definite possibility

that the final responsibility of the individual broadcaster for what he broadcasts may be re-

stressed in terms of keeping the sponsor out of program decisions.

Effects of the quiz show business on independent program packagers continue

to spread, and continue to look more serious for the independents.

The FCC's network study staff probe into possible network monopoly in the field of pro-

graming has been thrown pretty well off the track. Justice Department secret inquiries and

consideration of possible antitrust action against the webs on programing grounds has been

stalled, at least temporarily.

The present trend is toward the opposite pole, less freedom for the independent

producer and more supervision when his programs are used.

However, it must be noted (1) the FCC doesn't want to dictate programing policy to

broadcasters and (2) it will be extremely difficult and perhaps impossible to get a law

through Congress forcing such FCC dictation.

It is the Carroll (D., (lolo.) Senate Judiciary subcommittee which has gotten

back to legislation aimed at making illegal unethical approaches to FCC commis-
sioners and people in other regulatory agencies.

Somehow, this one has paled in the public eye beside the quiz show and "payola" pro-

ceedings. But, unlike the current Harris probes, the Carroll proceedings—coupled with earlier

Harris efforts—are sure to result in some form of "ethics" legislation to cover the

regulatory bodies.
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Significant news, trends in

• Film • Syndication

• Tape • Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
21 NOVEMBER 1959

Copyright 1939

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

L&M's new brand, Duke, is shopping for syndication in up to a dozen markets
via McCann-Erickson.

The appearance of a cascade of these new cigarette brands is heartening to syndication

men, because of the fresh blood they may bring to fihn buying.

Right now there are three successful formulas being used by the established cigarette

brands, and buying patterns of new cigarettes will likely capitalize on this experience.

Here are the three formulas:

1. The Lucky Strike approach of alternate week sponsorships in a single show over a

wide area to get both circulation and identification.

2. The Camels pattern of buying syndication from stations as nighttime minutes at effi-

cient cost, employing a variety of approved shows.

3. The Raleigh formula of full sponsorship of one show in specified markets for strong

impact and identification.

Westinghouse may turn its Civil War series over to an established syndicator

to handle wide station distribution.

Understood to be dickering for the show are MCA, NTA and Trans-Lux.

Look for an increase in syndication buying tempo in December.

This year both October and November have been sluggish months, in between the fall

starts already fixed, and action on January options are still undecided.

MCA, as one of the first companies to go into syndication, has served as a

training ground for executives that in subsequent years went on to other syndicators, to com-

mercials producers and to stations.

(Even before the MCA syndication unit was hatched, Hal Hackett and Bobby Sanford

had gone on to form Official Films.)

Here is a list of some MCA syndication alumni and their present affiliations:

NAME

Dave Abbott

Carroll Bagley

Howard Berk

Aaron Beckwith

Gordon Crowe

Mickey Dubin

Len Hammer

Marvin Korman

Pierre Marquis

John Newman

John Rohrs

Tom SchuU

Karl von Schallern

Kirk Torney

WHERE THEY ARE NOW

WHDH-TV, Boston

Screen Gems

CBS stations division

BBDO
Transfilm

Filmways

AAP
Screen Gems

Screen Gems

WMGM, New York

NTA
Storer Broadcasting

Crosby/Brown

ITC
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FILM-SCOPE continued

Syndicators arr fonvinced thai the iiilrrest in Westerns is far from over, and

are continuing to program them as part of a steady film diet.

Two syndicators now bringing out Westerns are:

• CNP: Pony Express series.

• Ziv: Luke and the Tenderfoot. Despite a reportedly mixed reaction to this pilot, Ziv

has so much confidence in the Western type that it invested in a second episode for

audition purposes.

The interest of NT&T in Desilu prohably hinges more on an opportunity to

invest in facilities rather than the purchase of any tv properties.

Desilu has played a much larger role in recent seasons as a facility than as an invest-

or in or owner of shows

NT&T's position, following its acquisition of NTA, has been one of making up its mind

on how and where to invest: Gerald Canton, NT&T board chairman, recently liquidated out-

side interests and is now on the prowl for a long-range financial commitment within tv.

Yet another angle to a NT&T-NTA-Desilu marriage would be the fact that NTA is in a

unique position as a syndicator: It has no network to back it, no Hollywood production

force supporting it, no past as a radio syndicator.

NTA pioneered with new ideas for syndication ; an interest in Desilu would give it the

prestige of having facilities of its own.

COMMERCIALS

A period of re-evaluation of tape's functions in commercials is in progress as

tape enters its third year.

Here are two views that were expressed last week to FILM-SCOPE:

1. One agency producer called the networks the chief obstacle to tape progress because

of high facilities charges for airing.

2. An independent film producer accused agencies of imprudently recommending tape

to clients because it would give agency men added prestige through more control of

production.

A psychologist has described the "visual squeeze" commercial as one ideally

suited for delivering impact.

Irving Taylor, writing in Art Direction magazine, called the flash and compression com-

mercial one that breaks down impressions in the same way they are analyzed in nor-

mal mental physiology.

Transfilm-Caravel, a producer closely associated with the process, reports it has already

turned out close to 100 spots of this type to date.

French Canada is taking on a new role as a testing ground for major new U. S.

commercials and products.

Because of the area's lesser exposure to tv, its fresh impressions come closer to test-

tube conditions than other regions.

The so-called "phony commercial" charges have drawn responses to initial

protestations of innocence on several sides.

Said one producer: "Sure, we use all the tricks of the trade, but don't blame us. We're

only giving agencies and clients what they want."

In turn, an agency man pointed out that both he and his client are bound in their efforts

by what the public will accept and what it hopes to see.
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
21 NOVEMBER 1959 ]Sew Orleans Jackson Brewing (around $2 million) looks as though it will

copyright r959 swing from Fitzgerald to either Cunningham & Walsh or Ayer.
SPONSOR

jjjg report also goes that Aubrey Williams, NO native, will head the local office of
PUBLICATIONS INC. whichever agency gets the nod as account executive.

One of the reasons why reps no longer have any qualms about setting their

New York offices in sumptuous trappings

:

It's the hired management that does the visiting from their stations, whereas for-

merly the ownership came a-calling frequently and there was the niggling thought

that the commission-payers might look with askance at the share going into luxury.

As for the management boys, they get a kick out of the plush and chromium.

That $3-million (all tv) Mars account actually came to NL&B out of the blue.

It had made a pitch for the business back in '55 and in the interim did nothing.

As a result of the Mars loss Knox Reeves has shut down its Chicago office and let

out 22 people from its Minneapolis shop.

ABC TV has definitely decided that the weekly fights—if they are retained

—

won't remain on the same night—Wednesday—next season.

The alternative that the network is pointing to: Saturday night, same time.

ABC's main motive: strengthening the Wednesday lineup competitively.

Those who attend regional and state broadcaster meetings hear more and more
about the need for radio of a good public relations office of its own, a la the TIO.

The apparent difficulty: getting radio station operators of widely divergent views

and interests to agree on what radio's image should be.

As George Armstrong, of WHB, KC, remarked at the NAB's Fort Worth meet: smart

and continuing public relations would help recruit talented young people into

radio.

Freelance tv film producers don't have to look to banks or other moneylend-

ers for pilot money: Hollywood names with corporate setups have become the major

source of such investments.

The reason: They've been advised by their taxmen that to justify the corpora

tion they should show tv activity in addition to programs in which they appear.

Now that Schenley Industries, Inc., has departed from the shop BBDO reveals

that there were quite a number of radio stations in both Pennsylvania and Ohio that

were willing to accept the Friendly Schenley P.A. jingle.

What froze the project: Schenley 's qualms about going through with it.
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ASA S»»ONSOR'«:

sc/ryTv/Rflo/o
OIRECTORY

SUBSCRIBER

Our apologies to

Atlanta, St. Louis, Boston,

Dallas and some other cities!

The new 5-City Directory, just off the press,

contains more than 1900 listings, and 36 pages.

It's the recognized tv/radio guide to 5 cities

where 93% of all national spot business is

bought.

The 1960 directory is substantially bigger than

any of its predecessors. You will find it more

useful, and we hope you will forgive us if your

city is not included.

If you're a SPONSOR subscriber drop us a note

and we'll send you a 5-City Directory with our

compliments.

If not, the price is 50<; each . . . 400 in quanti-

ties of 5 to 10 . . . SOC for 10 or more.

If you're not a subscriber, enter your subscrip-

tion now by using the form shown on this page.

We'll send you, as a bonus, not only the 5-City

Directory but also the 220 page 1959-60 Air

Media Basics including Radio Basics, Tv

Basics, Timebuying Basics, and much more.

Sponsor Publications Inc. .^"^

40 East 49th St., New York 17, N. Y.

Send me copies of Sponsor's 5-city directory.

n Enter my subscription to Sponsor

for one year at $8.00 and send me FREE

the 5-CITY DIRECTORY & AIR MEDIA BASICS.

NAME.

TITLE.

COMPANY.

ADDRESS-

CITY -ZONE -STATE-
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TETLEY TEA
(Continued from page 66)

Similarly, in selecting stations, nu-

merous individual and local factors

are weighed. Ratings are important,

but so are audience profile and mer-

chandising potential. Regarding mer-

chandising assistance, media super-

visor Cliff Botway says, "Tetley can

use a great deal, and ber^ause for

radio Tetley is very big. this help is

usually forthcoming."

Most Tetley radio spots are aired

Wednesday through Friday, consid-

ered the most acti\ e grocery shopping

days. The "housewife hours' (9

a.m. -3 p.m. ) are allotted the bulk of

the spots, with the remainder aimed

at working women during "traffic

time" (6-9 a.m. and 4-6 p.m. I.

Additional supporting media used

by Tetley are spot tv and print. Over

the Crosley stations in Cincinnati.

Dayton. Columbus and Indianapolis.

tv personality Ruth Lyons speaks for

Tetley twice a week throughout the

year. There also are periodic ads in

the New York Times Sunday Maga-
zine and Ebony magazine, usually

featuring a picture of Mr. Dimes

going about his duties in exotic

climes. ^

SPONSOR ASKS
(Continued from page 50)

The speakers, all of top caliber,

had a story to tell and did it well. Of

considerable interest were the ad lib

panel discussions on audience promo-

Discussions

on stage

image ivere

especially

significant

tion, trade paper advertising, and

other phases of sales and station pro-

motion.

As is the usual case in the matter

of conventions, a lot of information

is gleaned between sessions and in

off-the-cuff "bull sessions." In these

informal get-togethers you could go

into more detail on certain projects

that had been tried in other markets.

This convention was no exception.

Summing up, the conference was

most stimulating. I made many ac-

quaintances—men who are top peo-

ple in their trade. The meeting gave

me a new awareness of the responsi-

Miss

KLWTV
OtCLAHOIVIA OITY
" 'ills youngste

throughout

the KWTV
Communit

See your PETRYman]

Name a new puppet . . . and in just 9

days, youngsters from more than 75 towns,

in the KWTV Community, submit names.

Miss Fran is a big plus in KWTV's
Community Coverage . . . especially in the

hearts of busy mothers!

bility of a promotion man in the

ever-changing world of television.

Jack Lightner, director of prom..

WREX-TV, Rockjord, III.

The BPA Convention in Philadel-

phia offered for me an experience

that I believe was well worth the

money WREX-TV invested. I am
comparatively new in tv and did a lot

more listening than talking.

I feel that everyone concerned

benefits greatly when a group of spe-

cialists, in any field, can get together

and project ideas and sound methods

that will improve the efficiency and

production of a department.

I was very much impressed with

the words of wisdom from Mr. Arthur

C. Schofield. In my opinion he cov-

ered, in a general way, the correct

The approach

to promotion

reached its

^ highest profes-

sional level

mental outlook a promotion manager

should have.

I am looking forward to next year's

session as I feel this get-together rep-

resents the most informative and con-

structive meeting I will attend in this

progressing business.

Steve Payer, promotion dir., W'TOL-TV,

Toledo, Ohio

"Why so quiet, fellows?"

Chalk up BPA Convention No. 4:

my first. In Philadelphia, I discov-

ered a very brisk trade in valuable,

usable broadcast promotion ideas.

However, while we promotion men
vociferously battled among ourselves

about subjects ranging from trade

paper technique to merchandising, we

presented a generally united and

close-mouthed front when confronted

with the excellent and provocative

lineup of experts on the rostrum. I

felt, at least, that there was a marked

reluctance to tangle call letters with

the guest speakers. In many sessions,

no one even agreed above a whisper.

Promotion men, as they find them-

selves influencing station policies

more and more at the management

level, should not forget to holler once

(Please turn to page 76)
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who listens

when?
Knowledge of Audience Composition is imperative if

advertising dollars are to be spent effectively. Those
interested in cigars and shot guns are not good pros-

pects for lingerie and cake mixes. Automobiles are

not effectively sold against a background of fairy tales.

Nielsen Station Index Reports show you at a glance

the composition of the audience for each station for

each 15-minute period . . . from 6 in the morning to

12 at night ... for the entire week.

Here, in easy-to-use figures you learn total audiences and
their composition by men, women, teenagers, and children.

For television. NSI reports Audience Composition data for

every market in the U.S. with competitive tv programming.
These 146 market areas (231 cities) account for over 97

percent of all U.S. tv viewing.

For radio. NSI. reports composition of radio audiences for

the top 34 markets in the U.S. These account for the bulk

of radio listening, thanks to radio's long reach.

And lot more. Audience Composition, important as it is,

is only one of the measurements reported by Nielsen

Station Index. You also find the percent of homes reached

by each station during each 15-minute time period in each

of the 146 Metro or Central Areas . . . and the total number
of homes reached, regardless of their location.

Send for sample NSI Report. See for yourself the

wealth of information NSI Reports put at

your fingertips ... it is the only way you will

understand why leading agencies, advertisers,

and stations consider NSI Reports a "must"
for efficient operation.

Nielsen Station Index
a service of A. C. Nielsen Company

2101 Howard Street, Chicago 45, Illinois • HOIIycourt 5-4400

CALL . . .WIRE . . . OR WRITE TODAY
FOR ALL THE FACTS

CHICAG01. ILLINOIS
360 N. Michigan Ave.. FRanklin 2-3810

NEW YORK 22. NEW YORK
5"75 Lexington Ave.. MUrray Hill 8-1020

MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA
TO Willow Road. DAvenport 5-0021
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come
unglued^

Smidley!

Other timebuyers must have your problem.

You've just got to look at this Cascade market

a little differently. Sure, it takes a four-station

network to do it, but the Cascade's market has

more population than Kansas City or Denver.

More retail sales than Salt Lake City or Wor-

cester. And don't forget this, Smidley, it's like

a giant single station buy. Cascade is the only

television serving the whole area.

TELEVISION
KIMA-TV

KBAS-TV

YAKIMA. WASH.

EPH«*T*,
MOSES LAKE. WASH.

|/rpD J\t 'ASCO, RrCHlAND.
IVtrn"IV PCENNEWICK, WASH.

1/1 EIAI TV/ lEWISTON, IDA.

for Facts and figures:

Notional Representatives: Pacific Northwest:

GEORGE P. HOILINGBERY Company MOORE & ASSOCIATES

SPONSOR ASKS
{Continued from page 74)

in a while—whether it be good, in-

telligent interrogation at BPA, or

good, old-fashioned ballyhoo on the

home front.

Unfortunately, I was as guilty as

the next man. Discretion seems to be

Many
promotion men
were afraid to

take loud stand

on anything

getting the edge on valor as we and

the industry grow older.

It was a good convention. We
could have made it a better one

—

reticence is not our most important

product.

Ron Scott, promotion supvr., WOl-TV,

Des Moines, Iowa

I feel that the Convention was esp-

cially profitable for me because of

the fact that I'm relatively new to

the promotion side of the broadcast-

ing industry. The many talks deliv-

ered by men with years of experi-

ence in broadcasting gave me a bet-

ter idea of what promotion is and ex-

actly what promotion can do.

I was particularly interested in the

round-table discussions dealing with

the many hats that the promotion

Sessions not

only defined

uJiat promotion
'\^ but exactly

what it can do

man must wear. The aggressive pro-

motion-minded men who led these

discussions did an outstanding job of

pointing out the importance of the

various types of promotion, advertis-

ing and publicity. I returned to my
station with new ideas for this many-

faceted operation called promotion.

It is evident that the Broadcasters'

Promotion Assn. is doing an excellent

job of making "promotion" a more

important word in the industry.

{Please turn to page 78)
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FARM BOY TAKES BUGGY-RIDE!

Toda/s definition of that word "Bugg/'

is a sporty Convertible. Our farmers, here

in the Land of Milk and Money, are iden-

^tifred chiefly by their fat billfolds.

Here's a rich market of small cities and

thousands of big dairy farms ... 42%

rural and 58% urban . . . where 1,350,000

folks spend $1,750,000,000 in retail sales

. . . more than 400,000 families enjoying

Channel 2-CBS Television.

THE LAND

OF MILK

ANOtONEY

WBAY ch. 2

GREEN BAY
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SPONSOR ASKS
{Continued from page 76)

Ruth Schlanger, promolion director,

IT KTJ . L lica-Rome, N. Y.

Out of thousands of words spoken

during the BPA seminars in Phila-

delphia, seven. I think, wrapped up

concisely and most effectively the

purpose of a promotion department.

The words, "viewers must be con-

stantly sold on viewing." speak vol-

umes in explaining why promotion,

to be successful, must be a steady,

day-bv-day endeavor, and not an oc-

casional thing.

They tell why smart promotion

men (and women) dig constantly into

the promotional bag of tricks hoping

to come forth with that something

new, something different, to keep

their viewers "sold" on viewing.

The same seven words also package

neatly all the reasons why an alert

promotion department is essential to

the present-day television station.

Too often, alas, station owners rele-

gate a promotion department to an

incidental place in the operations. Or,

worse, unthinkingly staff it with per-

sonnel not qualified to cope with the

/

9
4
9 anniversary
WOC-TV Ch. 6

Davenport, Iowa—Rock Island—Moline, Illinois

The Nation's Forty-Seventh TV Market

On October 31, 1949, WOC-TV went on the air. FIRST in the

Quint-Cities — FIRST in Iowa. This was in keeping with the fore-

sight and courage of Colonel B. J. Palmer, who had pioneered the

first radio station west of the Mississippi in 1922.

In 1949, there were less than 400 TV sets available to receive WOC-
TV's first broadcast. On this 10th anniversary date, there are more

than 438,000 sets in a 42-

county area. WOC-TV land

today is rated as the 47th TV
market in the nation.

WOC-TV continues to main-

tain its leadership and success

in serving its viewers and its

advertisers.

Your PGW Colonel has all rock island

the facts. See him today!

DAVENPORT
BETTENDORF

MOLINE
EAST MOLINE

WOC-TV DAVENPORT, IOWA IS PART OF CENTRAL BROADCASTING CO., WHICH ALSO OWNS AND
OPERATES WHO-TV AND WHO RADIO* DES MOINES* IOWA.

myriad and challenging duties in-

volved. A station without a "work-

ing" promotion department is as void

It emphasized

viewers must

be constantly

sold on viewing

of congruity as a woman colorfully

adorned who sits in the dark.

All told, many words were em-

ployed to better the efforts of promo-

tion men, veteran or novice, at the

BPA sessions. To me, however, these

seven tell the promotion story best.

William Scruggs, promotion manager,

W'SOC-TV. Charlotte, N. C.

Having been a radio/tv sales repre-

sentative for three and a half years,

I marked my first anniversary as a

station promotion manager by attend-

ing the Philadelphia BPA Convention.

It affords an ideal opportunit\ to take

stock of what my stations are doing

promotion-wise, what we are not do-

ing, and in short, gives access to a

clearing house of worthwhile infor-

mation.

I returned reassured that I am
privilruiil t" lieloiig to this alert and

Convention

gave us access

to a clearing

house of

uorthwhile

information

progressive group. Because of BPA,

I am certain that every individual

promotion manager will be able to do

a better job for his respective station

and that we as a group, will continue

to see our role in station manage-

ment grow in importance.

Leonard C. Anderson, promotion

mgr., W KBH-WKBT, La Crosse, Wis.

"The Round Table" in Good Arthur's

day, I'm told.

Was peopled by knights, quiet heroes

of old;

And each courteous guest, in his gal-

vanized vest,

Onlv hinted in whispers of ventures

so bold.

{Please turn to page 80)
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FOURTH ANNIVERSARY
Shreveport's Channel 3*s fourth anniversary is BIGGER than ever . .

.

BIGGER shows . . . BIGGER stars . . . BIGGER entertainment . .

.

BIGGER coverage.

When you specify KTBS-TV, the BIG station in Shreveport, you

cover a market over four times BIGGER than Shreveport's metro-

politan area in p)opulation and income according to every Nielsen

survey.

Get the full story on this market of 1,318,600 people with

$1,661,784,000 to spend from your Petry man. You'll see why
KTBS-TV is Shreveport's BIG station where things are done in a

BIG way!

NBC-ABC
Re/jrrsrvtrd htj

Edward Petry A Co., Inc.

The Original Station Rei)reset\tatireKTBS-TV
CHANNEL 3 SHREVEPORT. LOUISIANA E. Newton Wray, Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
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BEST SELLER IN HOUSTON .

.

VtADINo

Houslon's'24-Hour ,

-Music andlN'ews,

American Airlines

American Lamb Council

Armour Company
Arthur Murray

Baker's Hair Tonic

Ben-Gay

B.C.

Blackberry Julep Quicktail

Blue Cross

Borden's Evaporated Milk

Bromo-Seltzer

Busch Bavarian Beer

Cadillac

Camel Cigarettes

Champion Spark Plugs

Chevrolet

Cook Book Bread

Cream of Wheat
Dash Dog Food

Economics Labs

Eveready Batteries

Falstaff Brewing
Feenomint and Chooz

Folger's Coffee

Ford Cars

Ford Trucks

Gillette Safety Razor

Hormel Packing Co.

Hostess Donuts

Jones Blair Paints

Kuhn Paint Company
Ladies Home Journal

Lone Star Beer

Mercury

Mexsana Powder
Mrs. Baird's Bread

My-T-Fine

National Airlines

No-Doz

Oak Forms Dairies

Odorono

Pacquins Hand Cream
Pall Mall

Peacemaker Flour

Pearl Beer

Poll Parrot Shoes

Prestone Anti-Freeze

Q-Tip$

Ralston Corn Chex
Rayeo

R C. Colo

Red Heart Dog Food
Riviera Cigarettes

St. Joseph Aspirin

Schlitz Beer

Seven-Eleven

Shulton Desert Flower
Hand and Body Lotion

Silk 'N Satin

Sinclair Oil

Southwestern Bell Telephone

Stanback

Swell

Swifts Meats
Tampa Nugget Cigars

Tennessee Life Insurance

Texas State Optical

Trans-Texas Airways

Trig

Winston Cigarettes

Wrigleys

National Reps.:

THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

• New York

• Chicago

• St. Louis

* Son Francisco

' Los Angeles

• Dallas

IN HOUSTON, CALL DAVE MORRIS JAckson 3-2581

SPONSOR ASKS
[Continued from page 78)

Not so today at BPA

—

Round Tables resound with raucous

noise.

Each speaker's thought meets oppos-

ing voice:

Exciting,

worthwhile,

was

'''Round Table''

"This we do!" "This we don't!"

"That might sell your station,

But I'm certain it won't!"

Conviction sincere makes that angry

sound;

And, in counter claims, more truth

is found

—

So, I learned much good for my sta-

tion's sake

During all the spirited "give and

take"

!

Exciting, worthwhile, was "Round
Table Day."

Let's have more at BPA!

MEN'S TOILETRIES

( Continued from page 40

)

gift set in a Christmas promotion.

The only full-scale men's toiletries

advertising campaign planned for

Christmas by any of the big com-

panies is a 10-day push by Shulton

(for its Old Spice line) beginning 14

December. Shulton told SPONSOR that

it in no sense represents the tradi-

tional "gift set" promotions of past

years. In fact, it features the first

full-scale effort for its women's line.

Shulton, which concentrates in the

men's field, was another toiletries

firm which used spot radio to reach

men earlier this year (see SPONSOR,

20 June 19.59). Shulton describes its

proposed network radio schedule

I running 17-19 Dec. ) the heaviest in

its history, with participations on 15

nighttime and daytime shows on 200

CBS stations and 199 NBC stations.

Shulton will use multiple participa-

tions on 14 evening and daytime tv

shows on ABC, CBS, NBC. Other

plans: Spot tv in 50 markets, spot ra-

dio in 85, a double page in Life, full

pages in eleven other magazines and

supplements.

{Please turn to page 82)
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One TV station is unique

Only with KVOS TV

can you dominate*

these two major markets

* KVOS TV now covers with a class "A" contour

100% of Greater Vancouver and Greater Victoria

KVOS TV
(CANADA) LTD.

plus the Fraser Valley and

most of Vancouver Island.

VANCOUVER OFFICES—ISST West Broadway, REgent 8-514-1

STOVIN-BVLES LIMITED—Montreal. Toronto, Winnipeg
FORJOE TV INC.— New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco

ART MOORE and \SSOCIATES— Seattle, Portland
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Drug Research Corp. is breaking

into the touchy "skin tone" field with

a product called Man Tan. A sched-

ule of tv announcements now running

in top markets reveals a completely

masculine approach to selling a prod-

uct comparable to a foundation cream

or lotion for women. However, copy

does not overlook the female influ-

ence in getting it into the home: final

15 seconds of the 60-second spots

shows its use as a leg coloring for

women.

Another product category not on

the scene a few years ago is pre-shave

lotions. Colgate and Pharmaceuticals

(for its Lectric Shave), each, have

allotted over a $V4 million of their

network tv budgets on these products

so far this year.

Aerosols new gets heaviest play

among shave creams. According to

TvB, Colgate spent $646,590 in spot

tv and $554,292 in network tv for its

Rapid Shave.

TvB figures show total 1958 gross

time billings in spot tv for men's

toiletries (excluding electric shavers)

was $5,231,120. Network expendi-

tures: $12,114,275. The breakdown
appears on this page. ^

WTHI-TV offers the
lowest cost per thousand of
all Indiana TV stations!

One hundred and eleven national

and regional spot advertisers
know that the Terre Haute
market is not covered
effectively by outside TV

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 • CBS—ABC

TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA

Represented Nationally
by Boiling Co.

TOILETRIES SPENDING IN TV

I Account Spot Net

[llllllllllllll

ALBERTO CULVER
Command

AMER. HOME PDCTS.
Aero Shave -__ _

BRISTOL-MYERS
Trig

] italis _

CARTER
Rise Shave „„

CHARLES ANTELL
Formula 9 _ _

CHESEBROUGH-POND'S
Vaseline

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
Rapid Shave

Shave Cream

W'ildroot

Cream Oil

Hair Tonic

Vam ..._

GILLETTE
Foamy Shave

HAROLD RITCHIE
Brylcreem

HELENE CURTIS
Suave

King's Men

MENNEN
Alter Shave

Foam Shave _

Shave Cream ....'.

Sl.in Bracer

Spray Dead.

Stick Dead.

Spray & Stick

REVLON
Top Brass

SHULTON
Old Spice line _ - —

$14,500

24,150

55,370

39,840

509,740

835,620

352,190

WARNER LAMBERT
Sportsrtwn line

PHARMACEUTICALS
Aqua Velva _

Lectric Shave

Williams (shave)

Kreml

$74,487

786,571

2,121,557

738,746

953,182

646,590 554,292

161,700 171,582

513,450 1,509,171

333,590 1,022,234

100,040

79,820 486,937

580,565

470,000 303,350

314,440

25,710

220,415

10,630 349,521

214,045

510,255

27,060 212,757

278,535

167,561

71,110 637,192

31,000 360,873

101,400

15,960 610,151

245,427

514,040

10.660

Source: T\ B 19JS gro.-s time billings

82

$5,231,120 $12,114,275
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WAVE RADIO and TV SCORE
MAGNIFICENT "FIRST"

Commission, Produce, Broadcast FuU-Leng-th Opera

To Dedicate New Studio Building

On Friday evening October 23,

Channel 3 in Louisville carried a

breath-taking broadcast which

brought rave notices in the press

—

was covered by top national maga-

zines—created astonishing listener-

response in the form of telephone

calls and letters from the entire

coverage area.

The following excerpts from a

story by William Mootz, Music

Editor, in next morning's Courier-

Journal capsule the event:

**With a handsome production of

Lee Hoiby's three-act opera 'Beat-

rice,' WAVE christened its new
radio and television center last

night.

**WAVE's commissioning of Hoi-

by's opera was a unique gesture, a

magnificent expression of faith in

Louisville as a cultural center.

That the gesture should culminate

in the lavish premiere seen last

night must be a source of great

pride. . . .

**Last night's show was the result

of impeccable teamwork between

artists and technicians. And a beau-

tiful show it was!

** 'Beatrice' boomed on Clhannel 3

last night as an opera of unfailing

lyricism, written by a young man
who has mastered the tools of his

trade. Every aspect of the work is

shaped with professional skill.

** George Tuell's settings can bear

comparison favorably with the

most expensive shows the networks

have to offer, and Burt Blackwell's

fluid direction was a triumph of

skill and invention.

**Between acts, Robert Sarnoff,

president of N.B.C:., saluted WAVE
in a congratulatory message.

**Sarnoff called the television cen-

ter one of the nation's outstanding

bioadcast headquarters. . . .

**Pity Mr. Sarnoff wasn't here to

see for himself. . . , 'Beatrice' was

a fine and honorable interlude."

RADIO AND TELEVISION
725 South Flovd Street

LOUISVILLE 3 • NBC
NBC Spot Sales, National Representatives
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radio

Gene Codt', sales promotion and advertis-

inji manager of K\ W-TV, Cleveland, has

been elected president of BPA. He has been

a charter member of the group serving on

the board of directors for the past three

years, and was elected a first v.p. last year.

Godt began his career at KOLT, Scotts-

bluff. Neb. He then joined WHO. Des

Moines as a news staffer, moved on to

WCCO-TV, Minneapolis as director of advertising, promotion, public

relations. Last August, he assumed his present post at KYW-TV.

Stephens Dietz has been elected group

v.p.. in charge of the revamped media,

merchandising, research and tv/radio de-

partments at Kenyon & Eckhardt. He joined

the agency as a v.p. and account super-

visor in 1955, was named head of the mar-

keting committee the following year, and

became director of the merchandising de-

partment in 1957. Dietz came to K&E from

Ogilvy, Benson & Mather where he had been v.p. in charge of mar-

keting for two years. He was with Ted Bates the previous five years.

Harvey L. Hudson has been elected a v.p.

and director of Lee Broadcasting Corp.

I owners and operators of WLEE, Rich-

mond, Va. ) . Hudson joined the station as

a d.j. in 1946. A year later he became

program director of WLEE, in 1949 oper-

ations manager, in 1952 assistant manager,

in 1955 station manager, and in the fall of

1956 he was promoted to general manager

in charge of operations and national and local sales for the sta-

tion. Hudson, 38 years old, started his broadcasting career in 1938.

Alvin E. Unger is the new v.p. in charge

of syndication for Independent Tv Corp.

(ITC ) . Unger will continue in his present

capacity of supervising ITC's Arrow Pro-

ductions and the "Jeff's Collie" division.

Before joining ITC in October, 1958, Un-

ger was with Ziv Tv as v.p. in charge of

the Chicago office. He was with Ziv for

19 years. Prior to his Chicago post, Unger

was v.p. in charge of sales for Ziv's radio syndication division.

Hardie Frieberg continues as ITC general manager of syndication.

84

Coverage
doesn't come
this way yet!

Just ask your time-buyer! He'll tell

you coverage isn't just had for the

asking. But— with your 30-minute

show or 30-second station break

on film—getting the coverage you

want and need is not only possible

but economical and practical.

Goes without saying that film

also gives you control of your

message.

In fact, film does three things for

you ... 3 big important things:

1. Gives you the high-polish

commercials you've come to

expect . . . fluflF-free . . . sure

2. Gives you coverage with full

pre-test opportunities.

3. Retains residual values.

For more information write:

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.

East Coast Division

342 Madison Ave.

New York 1 7, N.Y.

Midwest Division

130 East Randolph Drive

Chicago 1, III.

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, Calif.

W. J. German, Inc.

Agents for the sale and distribution of

Eastman Professional Motion Picture Film

Fort Lee, N.J.; Chicago, III.;

Hollywood, Calif.

Always shoot it on

EASTMAN FILM .

.

You'll be glad you did!





frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

In this pungent "letter to an agency guy named Bill," C. L. "Chef Thomas of

KXOK, St. Louis warns that too many agencymen are judging radio on per-

sonal opinions, or those of friends in the "five- or six-figure earning class."

Thomas suggests that a better rule is "If the old man doesn't like it, it is

bound to be a success." Here is a lively, thought-provoking comment on radio

today that is bound to interest time buyers and advertisers. If you too are a

seller who has some straight talk you^d like to give your clients, set it doivn

in 500 well-chosen words and have it circulated via the pages of sponsor.

BEWARE OF WHAT THE BOSS LIKES

Uear Bill:

As you know, I've spent all of my working years in this

business of radio. It's always been a fascinating way to

make a better than average living, but these past five years

have been even more interesting. Radio has blossomed

tremendously and more people listen to it today than ever

before in its history. I recall those days of the "big"

shows all over the schedule and the hundreds of remotes.

No station was respectable unless it had at least one pickup

from a local hotel or dance hall. Those were the so-called

"good old days" but like so many "good" things of yester-

year, they have been supplanted by a more dynamic kind

of radio. I often wonder what would have happened in

the good old days if some enterprising radio station had

programed as the independents are doing today. You

probably would say that the audience was not ready for

today's radio. I'm not at all sure of that

I have given a lot of thought to what is going on in

radio today and am aware that there is not complete agree-

ment among you agency guys and gals that all that has

happened is good either for radio or your clients. Bill, be

assured that when an industry as big as radio really flexes

its muscles, you must believe in it or some enterprising

agency is going to take some of your accounts away from

you. Do not make the mistake ever of judging this industry

completely on your own opinion, that of your family or

your friends. You travel in some pretty fast company and

most of your friends are in the five, and some six, figure

earnings class. Believe me, if your agency had to depend

upon this class to buy the products of your clients, you and

the client would go broke in a hurry. The simple reason

for that is there are just not enough people in the high

earning group. You must reach the masses and the masses

are reached most effectively and economically by radio.

I'm always amused when some agency exec tells me that

he is buying a network affiliated station because of its

"high class" programing. First of all, high class program-

ing has limited appeal and second, check what these net-

work stations are programing in non-network time.

Chances are they are working like mad to duplicate the

programing of independent stations whenever they can.

Now don't get me wrong, I like network programing, but

I can afford an opera or symphony now and then.

There's a saying going on around our shop which goes

something like this: "If the old man doesn't like it, it is

bound to be a success." A little salty, but, doggone it, they

are right. I'm getting so that I first expose myself to a

brand of music to make sure that I don't like it, then tell

the program department to adopt it. Kind of reverse

psychology. After all, radio is in business to please the

greatest number of .people and according to all the experts

who count noses, it is independent programing most of

the people like. This kind of station does a whale of a

public service job, too. Our "thank you" file is bulging.

Many more organizations are being promoted than back in

the "good old days" simply because we saturate the air

with appeals for blood donors, United Fund, Goodwill In-

dustries, etc. A couple of years ago we would have "cre-

ated" a 30 or 15-minute show with fancy script, staff

orchestra and staff singers and we all would wear our halo

at a jaunty angle because our public interest responsibility

had been discharged. Not so today, thank heavens, and

everybody benefits.

Incidentally Bill, thanks for that fat order you sent the

other day. Glad to know we upped sales 40% for your pet

account. Now how about giving us a crack at a few more?

Sincerely,

Chet
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COVERED

. . . place something over,

to include, to bring or

hold within a range. Case

in point: WSAU-TELE-
VISION covex'S the view-

ers in Wisconsin's central

24 counties (over 1 3 of

the total). Example'^':

AVERAGE daily day-

time circulation is 35%
of total homes and cir-

culation hits 50% of all

homes in an AVERAGE
evening.

WSAU-TELEVISIONs
high caliber penetration

and reasonable rates

makes it a sure shot for

your commercial mes-
sage. Ask WSAU-TVs
close -at -hand represen-

tatives.

AREA ARB REPORT,
March 1959.

WAUSAU
WISCONSIN WSAU-TV

Represented by THE MEEKER CO., INC. and HARRY HYETT (Mpls.)

WAUSAU
WISCONSIN
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SPONSOR

Where young agencymen are weakest
One of the great tragedies of our business (and this is par-

ticularly true in New York and along Madison Ave.) is that

so many young agencymen have never had any practical

experience in selling by radio.

They have come into advertising when attention has been

focused on the "visual" presentation and they have never

known first hand the miracles that can and have been accom-

plished in selling through the ear alone.

The rise of tv was accompanied by a great spate of talk

about the virtues of visualizing a sales pitch, and younger

men in the agency field tend to think of the importance of

visualization when they consider tv, magazine and newspaper

schedules.

What they don't know, because they never lived through

it, is that radio in pre-tv days, proved many times over that

it could outsell visual advertising for such savvy clients as

P&G, General Foods, Standard Brands, American Home, and

dozens of others.

Without color, and without pictures. Jack Benny's "six

delicious flavors" pitch had millions of mouths watering for

Jello. P&G, when it concentrated in radio, demonstrated con-

clusively that every kind of advertising—product, premium

offers, deals, even complicated contests—can be promoted

with overwhelming success by appealing to the ear.

Sterling Drug and American Home Products were smash-

ing sales records with radio, long before it was thought nec-

essary to "visualize" the workings of headache, cold, and

stomach remedies with elaborate diagrams.

Visual advertising is fine, and we don't mean to knock it.

But it is not the whole story, and many companies can still

find even more potent salespower in the non-visual medium of

radio, and frequently at less cost.

We suggest that the radio industry, and this includes sta-

tions, representatives, trade associations and networks, con-

centrate on educating young agencymen in radio selling.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: More creativeness in

radio and tv commercials, and more attention

by agency creative departments to the develop-

ment of young, bright talents who know how
to sell through both eye and ear appeals.

88

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Definition: According to Herb Oscar

Anderson. WMCA, N.Y.C., "Middle

age is that time of life when you'll be

feeling better in no time."

Confused trivia dept.: Both these

items appeared in the same edition of

the Netv York Post (9 Nov.) but in

different columns

—

From Leonard Lyons' column —
"Jackie Gleason watched his Small

World telecast, with Brendan Behan,

at his Peekskill home, sipping drink-

for-drink with Behan on the screen."

From Earl Wilson's column
—

"Jackie

Gleason was pouring at a party at his

Peekskill Round House (for Milton

Berle, Buddy Hackett, and others)

and didn't watch himself and Bren-

dan Behan on Small World . .
."

Its nice the way press agents get

together on their stories.

No faith: A thief broke into the

garage of Jim Saxon, account exec

at WCAE, Pittsburgh, and stole his

snow tires. Just in case the winter

proves too tough for the tires, he

also stole Saxon's pick and shovel.

Names we like: A package delivery

service has the intriguing name

—

Wheel & Wing Express Co.

Blooper: Synopsis of tv movie in

N. Y. edition of TV GuiV/e—"Maisie."

(1939) A small-time showgirl is

strangled in a Wyoming cow-town

and soon becomes involved in a

murder. Sooner than that.

Potables: Some time ago, we gave

the ingredients of a "Tomato Mary
Cocktail" and this prompted a sta-

tion rep to pass along two other

popular Madvertising Ave. concoc-

tions

—

(1) Geritol and vodka: a Tired

Bloody Mary.

(2) Preparation H and Vodka: a

Piledriver.

Continuity: Fred Fiske, WWDC,
Washington, radio personality, briefly

ad-libbed about the pregnancy of

vocalist Edye Gorme (Mrs. Steve

Lawrence), then settled back as his

engineer (to whom he had directed

a request to substitute a shorter disk

than the one scheduled) played

"Taking a Chance on Love."
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SEATTLE SWITCH:

Prior to the end of September, the abc-tv

affiliate, king -TV was the first

station in the market, kgmo -TV, an nbc

affiliate, was second.

Then, the two affiliates switched networks,

Now the first station in Seattle

is KOMO-TV, the new abc-tv affiliate.

I.KOIVIO-TV(ABC) 40.5^

2. KING-TV (NBC) 33.4

3. KIRO-TV (CBS) 22.3

As ABC-TV goes ... so goes the audience.

Source: Nielsen Station Index, 4 weeks ending October 18, 1959, share of total audience, Sun.-Sat., 7:30-10:30 p.m.
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MEAN
MORE PEOPLE

. . . WITH MORE

PURCHASING POWER

LISTEN TO

%000 3umL Wutb IN THE OF (^lei/eiund rCadlo

1100 1220 1260 1300 1420

IE CIVIC BROADCASTERS. INC.. (SIS EUCLID AVENUE, CLEVELAND 15, OHIO

,,i:J Frederick Wolf, General Manager

Clevelanders get more listening pleasure when they dial 1260 on their radios, WDOK, Cleve-

and's good music station.

The explanation is simple: Listeners hear quality programming designed to uplift, enrich

and enlarge their cultural well being. Complemented with concise and timely newscasts,

WDOK goes beyond ordinary programming standards by playing now even more good i

music, day or niqht, with the matchless ability to please both the mature listener and|

the sales-minded sponsor.

^r* No 2 in Cleveland (Nielsen)
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WHAT MAKES

A VIDEO

PLUG PHONY?

SPONSOR surveys ..

codes, practices; find?
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-^ ^^^ common sense, good

^ taste essential factors

^ :J Page 29

and PULSE AGREES

WKBW is No. 1
AVERAGE SHARE

^O OF THE AUDIENCE
gust 1959 PULSE (Buffalo) Mon-Sun 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT

TvB says medium

must manufacture

consumption

Page 33

b

How radio got

Dinner-Redy

off the ground

Page 34

[

Hugh Beville:

NBC's v.p. for

crystal-gazing

Page 36

fWKBW — BUFFALO — 1S20
SO.OOO WATTS . Clear Channel

Represented by

AVERY-KNODEL



TERRY O'SULLIVAN, SPOKESMAN FOR MUTUAL OF OMAHA

the most significant new word in tiikx

There is a LIVE technique. .

.

There is a FILM technique. .

.

There is a new technique—TAPEOGRAPHY!

Tapeography combines the use of two tremenc

electronic advancements . . . the newly-developed

coni Mark IV Cameras and the Ampex VR-IOC

Videotape* Recorders . . . with special production
|

lighting techniques to establish a new level oi
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**REG. PENDING U.S. PATENT OFFICE * T.M. AMPEX CORP,

xicon of Television

'CENTER

.'decl commercial excellence.

As you might expect, TAPEOGRAPHY is a devel-

ment of Videotape Productions of New York. We
II be pleased to show you how it can help you get

• better commercial standards you desire.

VIDEOTAPE PRODUCTIONS OF NEW YORK, INC.

205 West 58th Street, New York 19, N. Y. JUdson 2-3300



Mark this market
on your list!

CENTRAL and

SOUTH ALABAMA
... one of

Alabama's

"BIG THREE'

WSFA-'

MOtllE i

WHY
WSFA-TV

IS DOMINANT
IN CENTRAL
AND SOUTH
ALABAMA!

WSFA-TV has the TOP SHOWS in

an area of over one million population.

The April '59 ARE survey proves the

dominance of WSFA-TV . . .

Top 10 Shows
WSFA-TV 9 90%
Station "C" I 10%

Top 15 Shows
WSFA-TV 13 86%
Station "C" 2 14%

WSFA-TV placed five syndicated shows
in the Top 30 while Station "C" placed
none in the Top 50. A further indica-

tion of WSFA-TV 's acceptance.

OVER A MILLION VIEWERS IN

35 ALABAMA COUNTIES*

Population 1,106,000

Effective Buying Income $1,201,510,000

Retail Sales 799,440,000

Food Store Sales 217,402,000

Drug Store Sales 23,964,000

Automotive Sales 157,280,000

Gasoline Service Station Sales 74,867,000

Mark Central and South Alabama ou

your list . . . buy it with WSFA-TV!

* Market area defined by Television Magazine, plus 6
counties consistently proving regular reception. Does
not include 3 Georgia and 3 Florida bonus counties,

(Data from Sates Management Survey of Buying Power)

WSFA-TV
MONTGOMERY

Channel 1 2 NBC/ABC

The BROADCASTING COMPANY of the SOUTH
WIS-TV and WIS-COLUMBIA, S. C.

WIST-CHARLOTTE, N. C.

liepresented hy the Katz Apenry

© Vol. 13, No. 48 • 28 NOVEMBER 1959SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE Tv/rAOIO ADVERTISERS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES
When is a tv commercial phony?

29 Codes, standards of FTC, as well as such industry groups as NAB, AAAA
and ANA, add to current confusion about visualization of tv copy claims

TvB unveils 'exponential'

33 Chicago presentation on TvB's 5th anniversary stresses need for more,

faster advertising to prevent flattening of national economic curves

Dinner-Redy gets off the ground

34 Here's story behind Lever Bros, new entry into frozen food field with pur-

chase of Dinner-Redy Corp., on heels of doubled sales via spot radio

Hugh Beville: v. p. for crystal-gazing

36 If 3'i industry where "showboaters'" grow in clusters, it is refreshing to

find a broadcast VIP who, since 1930, has come so far without fanfare

Why utilities use syndicated tv film

38 Purchase by Pacific Gas and Electric of Tombstone Territory series shows

how tv works in utilities field. Firm uses syndication to replace salesmen

Over 25% in spot tv

40 Latest study by Edward Petry & Co., reveals that 27 of the top 100

advertisers spent over 25% of their budget in spot television last year

New data on adult radio preferences

40 Study by Ohio State University reveals adults listen to and prefer 15-

minute newscasts; male out-of-home listening is two-thirds in-home

Food chain tries tv menu on employees first

42 Florida restaurant chains get added plus from tv program schedules by

making employees an integral part of its merchandising and promotion

FEATURES
60 Film-Scope

24 49th and Madison

62 News & Idea Wrap-Up

4 Newsmaker of the Week

62 Picture Wrap-Up

12 Timebuyers at Work

74 Seller's Viewpoint

4S Sponsor Asks

1 Sponsor Backstage

62 Sponsor Hears

17 Sponsor-Scope

76 Sponsor Speaks

48 Spot Buys

76 Ten-Second Spots

72 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

S9 Washington Week

Member of Business Publications

Audit of Circulations Inc.

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. combined with TV. Executive, Editorial, Circulation and
Advertising Offices: 40 E. 49th St. (49 & Madison) New York 17, N. Y. Telephone: MUrray
Hill 8-2772. Chicago Office: 612 N. Michigan Ave. Phone: Superior 7-9863. Birmingham
Office: Town House, Birmingham. Phone: FAIrfax 4-6529. Los Angeles Office: 6087 Sunset

Boulevard. Phone: Hollywood 4-8089. Printing Office: 3110 Elm Ave., Baltimore 11,

Md. Subscriptions: U. S. $8 a year. Canada & other Western Hemisphere Countries $9 a

year. Other Foreign countries $11 per year. Single copies 40c. Printed In U.S.A. Address
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by SPONSOR Publications Inc. 2nd class postage paid at Baltimore, Md.
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KGLo

/the

FORWARD.

,
GROUP
\ <<"

announces the

appointment of

BRANHAM
COMPANY
as national sales

representative

KGLO-TV • M

WMTV • MADI

KHOA-TV • HA

WTAD • OUINC

KGLO • MASO
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The big new one!

KRLA
Modern Radio Los Angeles!

^St Sk

month on the air!

in the afternoon!

in overall ratings

That's the story for Sept.-Oct.*,

KRLA Radio's first two months
on the air! The big new one in

Los Angeles rockets to fourth in

the afternoon, sixth place overall

!

Think what it will do in the com-

ing months ! Think of low charter

rates, availabilities in prime time

and 50,000 watts! Does KRLA
belong on your schedule now ?

You bet it does ! Call today

!

* Hooper Report

MODERN RADIO ILOS ANGELES

KRLA
IDIAL 1110

I 50,000 WATTS

6381 Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles 28
Hollywood 2-7388 • Ed Schulz, General Manager

Represented Nationally by Donald Cooke Inc.

New York, Chicago, San Francisco, St. Louis

;-.•>

NEWSMAKER
of the week

The man who preceded Frank Stanton as genertd manager
of the Columbia Broadcasting System has just become the

neVs first J. Edgar Hoover. Last week, v.p. Joseph H. Ream,
25-year veteran of CBS was named hetid of the newly created

department of program practices for CBS TV network.

The ne^VSmaker: Pioneer broadcaster Joseph H. Ream
will be the man chiefly responsible for policing CBS TV programs,

according to its recently revealed policy of self-regulation. Mr.

Ream, a CBS v.p. since 1942, will guide the network's new editing,

censorship and acceptance standards. He becomes v.p. in charge

of a newly created program practices department.

Since August 1957, Mr. Ream has been in charge of the CBS
Washington, D. C. office. Prior to

that date he had been in retire-

ment for five years. When he left

CBS in 1952 he was general man-

ager of the Columbia Broadcast-

ing System. Dr. Frank Stanton

succeeded him in that post.

As the new CBS program prac-

tices czar, Mr. Ream will re-exam-

ine "all policies and practices af-

fecting television and its future."

These broad powers will include

jurisdiction over the CBS TV edit-

ing department headed by Herbert

A. Carlborg. The new policing unit will report to either CBS TV
president Louis Cowan or executive v.p. James Aubrey.

Mr. Ream's general objective will be to make programs "exactly

what they purport to be." And the activities of his department will

go far beyond the questions of deliberate deceit or deception.

According to Mr. Aubrey's recent directive, the new CBS policy

will move towards making clear what is natural and what is artificial

in its programs. Special attention will be paid to games and con-

tests, interviews and discussions, labeling of pre-recording and

canned laughter.

Mr. Ream joined CBS in 1934 as general attorney. He was elected

secretary in 1938 and a v.p. in 1942, becoming a member of the

board in 1945 and executive v.p. in 1947.

During his absence from CBS from 1952 to 1957, Mr. Ream served

for a year as deputy director of the National Security Agency in

Washington, D. C.

A native of Bedford, Iowa, Mr. Ream is a graduate of the Uni-

versity of Kansas and the Yale Law School.

Replacing Mr. Ream as v.p. of promotion, CBS, Washington, is

Edmund C. Bunker, formerly a sales v.p. for the CBS TV network. ^

Joseph H. Ream

SPONSOR 28 NOVEMBER 1959
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THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.
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YOU KNOW

^>aMe 1^^^

Storer time is much more than

seconds on the clock. It is sales

impact . . . maximum audience . .

.

top ratings . . . increased sales.

For example, in Philadelphia . ,

.

Storer Radio station WIBG is first

in every survey and reaches

more families in all categories than

any other station. In Cleveland . .

.

Storer Television station

WJW-TV is the highest rated,

most popular station in town.

Further proof that a Storer

minute is a bigger minute.

H

WHERE YOU'RE GOING witi

Famous on the local scene... yet known throughout the nation • Storer Broadcasting Compan]



5T0RER

S T R E I

STATION

TELEVISION

DETROIT

WJBK-TV

•

CLEVELAND

WJW-TV
•

TOLEDO

WSPD-TV
•

ATLANTA

WAGA-TV
•

MILWAUKEI

WITI-TV
•

RADIO

PHILADELPHI

WIB6
•

DETROIT i

WJBK
•

CLEVELAND

WJW
•

WHEELING

WWVA
•

TOLEDO

WSPD
•

MIAMI

WGBS
•

LOS ANGELE

KPOP

)nal Sales Offices: 625 Madison Ave, N.Y. 22, PLaza 1-3940 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, FRanklin 2-6498



PictureQ
*What's your WOODquotient?

Market Planning Corp. says most house-
wives listen between 6:00 — 9:00 a.m.
How many more listen to WOOD at that
time? 25% 50% 100%

,(iP-'S 31/1 uvyi 3iom %oot

What Is the accumulated on-the-air radio
experience of our WOODpersonalities?

69 YEARS 99 YEARS 149 YEARS

^J«(//5y //(/.s-sajj//K !«.?)/; /o \]v

{SDZUU/^

What percentage of Michigan's retail sales— outside Detroit — come from greater
WOODIand? 20% 30% 40%
{puv}(jQQ^ jid}vdjt6 utouf aiuoy sa/DS /iD/aj

suvBixioiyi Jo %o'i '\xoi]3(j Butpnpxg)

WOOD-AM has grown with Western Mich-
igan. How long has it served this area?

25 YEARS 35 YEARS 45 YEARS

i9S JO/ s/uoaD/ s/i 'sjivsH gi uoifvin
Hjuo s/jidoy puvjQ uidq sv)j QOOAi)

How to rate your WOODquotient:

rigtit — Yeati, we know . . . you're in the traffic department.
1-2 right — Never bought spots, in the IVlidwest, eh?

3 right — Fine! Now, about increasing your schedule . . .

4 right — Why aren't you working for Katz?

*\^OOD-AM Is first — morning, noon, night, Monday through Sunday
March '59 Pulse Grand Rapids — 5 county area

VtfOOD
am aMfc aim

ikWi
TV

WOODIand Center, Grand Rapids, IVIichigan

WOOD-TV — NBC for Western and Central Michigan:

Grand Rapids, Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Lansing.

WOOD — Radio — NBC.

SPONSOR
THK WCCKLV MAOAZINE TV/RADIO AOVCRTISCfIS USC
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KOL is SSBttls! number 4 in a series

howKQL^
cleaned up^
the Seattle

market!

A penny a sign and a twenty dollar top

prize, offered by KOL, cleaned up last Fall's

post-election poster mess in a hurry.

Thousands of Seattle teen-agers and adults

brought in more than 32,000 posters, and

built Seattle's biggest bonfire in years.

Same kind of active listener response

that KOL advertisers experience.

See your Boiling Co. Rep. -ask about Spokane's terrific buy-KLYK

SPONSOR • 28 NOVEMBER 1959



of Mississippi

Retail Sales . .

.

^918,000,000
IN THE SOUTH'S
FASTEST GROWING

TV MARKET
•X-

Jackson, Miss.'

with these Jackson
stations

WdTv 12
KATZ

WlbT
HOLLINGBERY

* Nation's business gains leader

10

by Joe Csida

^^mt^S^^m^^^^

*You push that tv bar do^n . . /

A month or so ago in the MCA office in Bev-

erly Hills I ran into an old friend of mine,

singer Jimmy Wakely. Jimmy had just come in

from Albuquerque, New Mexico, where he'd di-

rected and emceed a show at the State Fair. The

hottest attraction at the fair, Jimmy told me.

was a new act, a threesome, consisting of Doc.

Chester and Kitty of the Gunsmoke television

series. Not Matt Dillon, mind you, but the three supporting players.

They had had themselves a routine written, in which they did a little

playlet, and each of them sang a song. The tunes aren't too im-

portant. The point is that an interesting development seems to be

taking place in connection with featured performers on successful

television series: These players, most of whom are not too well known

at the time the series starts, get very little money for their work in

the series. But, thanks to the series, their popularity becomes so

great they make extremely large quantities of money in other areas

of show-business. Sooner or later, they say to the series producer

i and consequently to the advertiser and agency who pick up the

tab ) : "Never mind my contract. Tear it up and write me a new

one for a lot more loot!"

Slightly classic, in several ways

I've heard reports around that Dennis Weaver (Chester), for one,

is talking quite seriously about leaving Gunsmoke for a show of his

own. Presumably he could be persuaded to stay at a very sub-

stantial hike in his stipend.

I also understand that Edd Byrnes, the Kookie of 77 Sunset Strip,

secondary part to the show's two stars Roger Williams and Efrem

Zimbalist, Jr., is on the warpath for a boost in pay. Byrnes' case is

slightly classic in several ways. Because of his odd appeal to the

teen-age set, established by his showcasing on the Strip, the Warner

Bros, record company brought out a record by Byrnes, called

"Kookie, Kookie, Lend Me Your Comb." Notwithstanding the fact

that young Byrnes has an extremely limited vocal range, and can

scarcely carry a tune, the record was a smash hit. He's had several

other successful records since that time, and his current Xmas
record, called "Yulesville" also threatens to become a national hit.

Thanks to the added impact of these records, the demand for

Kookie on personal appearances in night clubs, theaters, etc. has

been feverish. He has been offered staggering fees to play these

dates. But for just about 50 of the last 52 weeks he's been hung up

on the coast filming the 39 Strip episodes, which have been made to

date. Kookie's contract with Warner Bros, for the Strip role calls

for him to get a gross of S400 per week. Young Mr. Byrnes is

screaming for a new deal, and threatening to walk out on the show

unless he gets one.
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Don't forget the other side

There are certainly two sides to these situations. It's surely a fact

that without exposure on the telefilm series actors of the Byrnes, even

the Dennis Weaver types might still he swapping yarns over coffee

in Hansen's or Schwab's.

It seems to me theres nmch to he said for both sides, too, on the

drastically opposed positions two of our major network television

presidents are taking in connection with the furor created by the

rigged quiz mess. Dr. Frank Stanton is adopting the position that

television has been horribly lax, not only in show situations, but in

many other areas as well. He has openly admitted that he feels more

"honesty" is called for in other types of shows, including the elimi-

nation of canned laughter. He has stated that too much of the

programing on CBS and in tv generally is mediocre. He has ex-

pressed concern over the balance of the various kinds of programing.

He has even indicated that the commercials could stand a close re-

examination. NBC's Bobby Sarnoff, on the other hand, while ad-

mitting the industry's and his own web's lack of watchfulness in

connection with the quiz situation, takes the position that this could

have happened to an\one. He believes that television is too drasti-

cally slugged for its mistakes and its mediocre shows, and not nearly

enough praised for the fine shows, the tremendous public service

jobs it does. He believes, to a large extent, that the industry should

hit back at its detractors, and insofar as possible see that it receives

ample credit for the good things it accomplishes.

The diametrically opposite attitudes of the two network chiefs

seem to be reflected to a large degree in the several camps which

seem to be forming within the industry itself. The Television In-

formation Office, its officers, and its working head. Lou Hausman,

seem to lean quite sharply toward the Stanton approach, i.e., they

do not seem inclined to get into bitter arguments with newspapers,

magazines. Congressional committees or any other factions. While

they, of course, will set forth and attempt to highlight the good

things television does, they seem disinclined to be aggressive about

it, in the sense young Mr. Sarnoff seems to support.

. . . And the charges go round and round

And now a new group of broadcaster-telecasters seem to be work-

ing toward an all-out battle against the newspapers and magazines.

It's the feeling of this faction that newspaper and magazine publish-

ers are deliberately overplaying and sensationalizing the quiz situa-

tion, the current music payola situation, and any and every other tv,

radio development purely to damage tv and radio because they are

competitive media.

I was particularly intrigued by an ad Good Housekeepings maga-

zine ran on the back page of the Neiv York Times on 6 November.

The head read:

"HOW GOOD HOUSEKEEPING CAN HELP TV BFXIEVA-
BILIT\."

And the first paragraph of copy said:

"The current unfavorable publicity about tv. caused bv the actions

of a cynical few, has implications for all advertising that no think-

ing person can ignore. . . . We at Good Housekeeping feel that the

maintenance of public confidence in all forms of advertising is as

much our concern as publishing a good magazine. . .
."

The ad then suggests that tv advertisers arrange to acquire and

feature the Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval for the television

advertising.

Hmmmm ! ! !

!

^

%.
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KEY
TO GREATER SALES IN

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

Rapid growth & expansion places

No. Calif, in KEY position for

BIG business in 1960

• $14,000,000 CEMENT PLANT To
Be Constructed in 1960

• $42,000,000 TITAN MISSILE
BASE To Be Constructed in 1960

• $2,000,000,000 FEATHER RIVER
PROJECT Now under Construction

KHSL-TV
Channeli&

CHICO, CALIFORNIA
Rep Nat by AVERY-KNODEL

WTHI-TV offers the

lowest cost per thousand of

all Indiana TV stations!

One hundred and eleven national

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 • CBS—ABC

TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA

Represented Nationally

by Boiling Co.
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• SPRINGFIELD

• DECATUR
• CHAMPAIGN-URBANA

"^Wke^ Mid Ame^Uca

METROPOLITAN MARKET

7^^Z^ '^ieO^em^

Industrial Crescent

A Vast
Urban Complex

WORK, EARN
and SPEND.
and it's dominated by

Hepretented by

Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.

New York • Chicago • Son Francisco • Atlanta • Boston

I

*

k

Tin nimebuyers

Marilyn Duff, Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago, feels that as agency

marketing concepts change, greater emphasis will be placed on media

planning, and the total marketing concept will eventually encompass

media Laying. "One may also expect to see the full emergence of

an all-media buyer who will be involved in the developmental and

planning stages of campaigns. Due

to the dynamic changes in market

conditions and in the manufactur-

ing and distribution of goods, a

first-hand, working knowledge of

the particular market is an invalu-

able asset in planning strategy.

Often, the best source for such in-

formation is the buyer. By ex-

tension, a more comprehensive

source of this information would

be an all-media buyer." Marilyn

urges that buyers learn more about

the marketing objectives, distribution, selling message, budget and

sales position of the client. "The knowledgeable all-media buyer

gives continuity of service. While the advisability of all-media

buying depends to a large extent on the agency and its clients, early

reaction to work done here, at Ludgin, has been quite encouraging."

Sam Vitf, media supervisor, Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield,

New York, believes that all too often the basic function of the time-

buyer is obscured by the "pressure and complexity of the numbers

he deals with: ratings and cost-per-1,000 figures, market data, cover-

age data and specifics of the. campaign, such as frequency and

duration. All too often these de-

mands are satisfied at the expense

of providing a harmonious setting

for the commercial itself. The

commercial will clash with the tone

of the program or the product may

jar with the program content.

Program suitability should not be

the last consideration. A mis-

placed commercial doesn't do any-

one any good." Sam feels that mis-

calculations of this kind can com-

pletely distort the over-all aim of

the campaign. "The unfortunate part is that some buyers feel that

their job is done if they can make the buy that fulfills the demands

of the numbers. However, without being aware of the surrounding

climate, you may not reach the consumer when he is most likely to be

receptive to your product and interested in what you have to say."
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Interview: cd<^CucMA^^
Wade Advertising iVledia Associate tells why he

selects the WLW TV Stations and WLW Radio for Alka Seltzer.

"The Crosley Broadcasting Cooperation

— that's what we call it. Because

the 6 WLW Stations sure give

complete cooperation to advertisers."

"Station salesmen, talent, production,

merchandising, promotion —
everybody at the WLW Stations give

speedy service to speedy Alka Seltzer."

"So, one good answer to your

ad broadcast problems is

just a WLW Station away."

Call your WLW Stations Representative... you'll be glad you did!

WLW-

1

Television

Indianapolis

WLW-D
Television

Dayton

WLW-C
Television

Columbus

WLW-T
Television

Cincinnati

WLW-A
Television

Atlanta

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation a division of Avco
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YAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG
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market on the move

Industry on the move. . .never stopping. . .continues to headquarter in Tampa, St. Petersburg

. . . MARKET ON THE MOVE.

Day by day . . . month by month . . . the plants go up . . . and so does Tampa -St. Petersburg

in the market listings!

station on the move . . .WTVT
with top CBS and local programs, makes TV's most modern facihties available to adver-

tisers . . . studio Videotape unit; mobile Videotape unit; weather radar; rear view projector;

plus two studios and six cameras. WTVT . . . first in every way in Tampa -St. Petersburg,

Market on the Move!

t1Mpa-st. Petersburg
\

;tN| WKT TELIVISION St$TEM, INC.

Wky-tv wky-rAi^io
pklofiomo City

Ketz Agsmy
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KPIX
'4/M^M^4^'^.

NEWSMAN
Wanda Ramey put on a workman's helmet and
from a construction elevator beamed out a KPIX
special on the progress of the newest, tallest

building in San Francisco.

Wanda Ramey rode with the S Squad at midnight

to give KPIX Noon News Show viewers the low-

down on San Francisco Detail Police.

Wanda Ramey brought her viewers face to face

with one of their new neighbors— a bearded
beatnik recently moved to North Beach, S.F., from
Greenwich Village, N.Y. Object: to find out just

what makes a beatnik tick.

16

Wanda Ramey is half* the reason it took only

six months for KPIX Noon News to become the

top-rated half-hour news show in the greater San

Francisco Bay Area. She's one of many reasons

most Bay Area viewers take 5—KPIX Channel 5

•— the most exciting station in town

!

* The other half is John JVeston, her co-star on

KPIX NOON NEWS SHOW

®KPIX 5 San Francisco
®g)©Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc.

Represented by Television Advertising Representatives, Inc.

New York • Chicago • Detroit • Los Angeles • San Francisco^
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR -SCOPE
28 NOVEMBER 1959

Copyright 1959

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

Spot tv was in there pitching even before the drug and food administration

last week set up the labeling groundrules on the distribution of cranberries.

The Katz agency dispatched wires to the National Cranberry Association and its

agency, BBDO, telling how spot tv's flexibility made it expedient for the cranberry indus-

try to get the facts about the lifting of the embargo to the consumer quickly and

efficiently.

So goes the report in agency circles: Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli is about to snag

the Hershey chocolate account—one that BBDO has been working on for years.

Say the candy marketing specialists: For Hershey to embrace an agency at this time

would be logical. It's in need of something drastic to withstand the competitive pres-

sure it's been getting from the big name bars in the supermarkets lately.

National spot radio could stand a big shot in the arm right now and there's a

good chance of it coming from one of the biggest packers in the food business.

The proposition, involving $100,000 for a trial, was pitched by a rep to the adver-

tiser direct and it's being analyzed by the client's agency.

The basic thesis: super-saturation tied to a specific type of service programing

in each market, using market selectivity as the main framework and—hold on to your hats

—perhaps using a network as the roof.

Also provided for in the package: A copy line and continuing plan of market re-

search during the course of the radio campaign.

The trade, and. that includes clients, agencies and affiliates, might as well face

it: CBS TV is going into heavy action—in a multiplicity of ways

—

to rectify the blast-

ing and downgrading to which tv is being subjected.

Even though the master plan to that end is far from completed, you can take this pretty

much as in the cards: (1) CBS' Bill Paley and Frank Stanton are determined to put

their network operation on as impeccable a basis as is possible; (2) many of the net-

work's long-grooved policies will be torn up by the roots; (3) every facet of the

CBS, Inc., empire in air media will be affected, even if it means diminished revenue;

(4) CBS will do what it deems fit regardless of what the other networks say or think.

Here are among the moves that you can expect to emerge from the soul-searching, policy

studies and pattern-molding that the CBS hierarchy is going through:

• An experiment in scheduling a full night's programing all by itself and making

it available to advertisers on a participation basis only. The particular night and in what

segments the programing will be sold has not been decided.

• The goal of programing throughout the week will be appeal to all strata of

viewers, which means a gradually expanding inclusion of informational, cultural and public

affairs fare.

• Sharp and critical supervision of all nighttime programing with the view of

guarding against any material or practices that might engender ethical or large

group criticism. This involves a substantial curtailing of violence.

• An announcement that the network has divorced itself from all existing rat-

ing services and that it would in due time inaugurate a research technique of its own that

will cater more realistically to the needs of the medium.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

• So that what it has to say gets the appropriate coverage, CBS will schedule a series

of programs dealing with the medium itself and the network's policies and posi-

tion. Sidebar intent: put the investigatorial revelations into proper perspective.

Admen who have got wind of what CBS has in prospect say they hope that the

network exercises lots of discretion in their announcements of new policy.

Among the hopes : It will avoid putting itself into a comer by being too detailed

about its plans, like those anent canned laughter and revealing an advanced interview

to reviewers. Describing what the network's policies are, in broad strokes, would suffice.

Ad agencies have responded more vigorously to the payola uproar than they did to the

exposee about quiz practices.

At least two of the top ones in tv have asked their legal departments to find ways of

tightening up their talent relations so that the client may summarily terminate any obliga-

tion involving shady comportment on the part of a performer or his staff.

One toprank agency isn't taking any chances on letting their clients get the full force of

the coming Washington revelations from the newspapers, as happened with the quiz exposures.

This agency's tv director is visiting the big tv users one by one, briefing each on what

may be expected from the probe into payolas.

In the tv station sector another type of rush-to-protect-ourselves spread during

the past week.

Reps were consulted about the propriety of inserting more explicit and detailed

clauses giving the station the right to cancel schedules which contain material

frowned upon by the FCC and the FTC.
The reps in several instances pointed out that this right is already reserved in stand-

ard contracts and agencies are well aware of it.

You can judge the broad inroad made by spot tv this year on the advertisers'

budgets by the fact that most of the information they're asking Nielsen to compile for them

deals with that medium.

In other words, the accent is far less on national rating but rather on (1) how spot

can be used efficiently to supplement network and (2) the relationship of spot cov-

erage to the advertiser's particular marketing objectives, problems and needs:

where the homes are located that will give his product the most profitable return.

One of the major package-goods agencies has made an analysis of tv network

spot carrier programs as efficiency buys and more than one rep would like to get his

hands on it, but to no avail.

The report compares the average homes delivered by the carriers with the

cost-per-lOOO that would obtain if the same money were spent on 20-second spots

next to high-rated shows in selected markets.

The conclusion favors spot but it also takes note of the fact that the advertiser ob-

tains this factor in a nighttime carrier: minute commercials.

The major agencies are getting a larger and larger voice in determining prod-

uct pricing policies on the theory that pricing, as part of the profit margin, has an impor-

tant bearing on media use as well as sales promotion and merchandising strategy.

This pricing consultant role, say agency marketing experts, is part of the agency's con-

tinuing trend toward responsibility for task and performance on the distribution

and sales front.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

ABC TV has a couple oil companies considering sponsorship of that network's

coverage of the political conventions and election.

Any such alliance would have to be on a regional basis, since Texaco—wedded to

NBC News for 1960—is the only refiner with national distribution.

You can anticipate this big reversal in program buying habits for next season

:

They'll be lining up the specials before they get around to shopping for regular

tv network programing.

The reason : the advertiser needs from six to eight months to cover his key trade,

especially the chains, with promotion of this nature. The bigger the wad the more important

it is that he cover all customer bases before his competitor gets there with his own
tv plans.

The newcomer shows this season among the dominant types of tv network

nighttime programing are running pretty much to form when you compare their

average ratings with those same categories in the holdover contingent.

Here's a breakdown of the rating performance of the new vs. the established, showing

average rating, number and homes per type and based on the second October 1959 NTI:

TYPE AVG. NEW SHOWS AVG. ESTABLISHED* SHOWS

Westerns 18.5% (10) 7,534,000 24.9% (18) 9,677,000

Situation comedy 19.0% (8) 7,988,000 21.2% (8) 8,984,000

Suspense-Mystery 16.3% (9) 6,715,000 18.9% (11) 7,547,000

Adventure 14.6% (6) 6,134,000

TOTAL 17.6% (33) 7,166,000 22.3% (37) 8,894,000

*0n network more than one season. Note: the new westerns as a group have a rat-

ing which is equivalent to the average of all night shows in the same report, name-
ly, 18.5%.

A year has gone by since CBS TV announced the switch in discount emphasis
from station to dollar buy and SPONSOR-SCOPE, checking on the after-effects,

found this:

1) Freedom among advertisers to discard whatever markets they willed from the top

100 has materially been taken advantage of by just one—Schlitz.

2) The average number of stations in a lineup has jumped to 140, nighttime,

and 130, daytime.

Of course, there was an advertiser here and there who found himself locked in by vir-

tue of the fact the alternate-week mate insisted on keeping the list intact.

As it turned out, there was no cause for that worry among affiliates in second-

ary markets about losing programing as a result of the change in discount policy.

NBC TV's sale to Brown & Williamson (Bates) of the two one-hour and five half-hour

program series covering President Eisenhower's December trip abroad has stirred up quite a

rhubarb among the network's other tobacco accounts.

In a nutshell, they don't cotton to the idea of their regularly scheduled time being pre-

empted for a competitor, even if it's for a special series. Philip Morris, American Tobacco,

R. J. Reynolds and General Cigar are all being preempted.

The network is getting around still another dilemma posed by the plethora of nighttime

cigarette business in this way: Where a cigarette is contiguous to one of Eisenhower docu-

mentaries there'll be no mention of B&W by a margin of 15 minutes.

R&W's bill for the seven programs: $466,000. This just covers time costs. NBC is ab-

sorbing pickup expenses ($155,000) as well as all other coverage items.

Bids came in from Norelco and American Motors (a co-sponsorship arrangement) also,

but NBC explained that it favored having a single sponsor for the series.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

The hot topic of conversation along Madison Ave. this week was that BBDO
was fishing on the outside for a top liner to replace Fred Barrett when he retired

from the agency several weeks hence.

A prominent name bruited: Compton's Frank Kemp.

If an outsider is brought in as No. 1 man in BBDO media buying, it'll be quite a sur-

prise not only among the department's old guards, but in the trade.

The surmise had been that on Barrett's exit, the spot would go to either Mike Dono-
van or Herbert Maneloveg. In fact, Barrett had Donovan in mind as a good successor

prospect when he induced him away from B&B a couple years ago.

Barrett, incidentally, intends to do consultant or other media work after a boat

trip. If he took another agency post, he'd lose his BBDO retirement equity. He's 59.

CANADIAN SPONSOR in the 30 November issue carries a statement from P&G
implying that a test it's now conducting with a Canadian newspaper may lead to

the company's veering away from Canadian tv a couple years hence.

The gripe, obviously, has to do with the medium's cost. P&G thinks the CPM will go

up as a result of the Board of Broadcast Governors' new rule requiring Canadian

Iv stations to limit themselves to 45% of non-Canadian-produced programing. T6

P&G this means that tv tune-in can only go down.

Just as an example how far you can go off base in reading the rating returns if

you don't bear in mind the differences in big cities and small town appeal, take the past

month's returns on the Millionaire night version (Colgate).

The show's share of audience as shown for the same period by the three rating serv-

ices: Trendex, 15; Arbitron, 24; Nielsen National, 34.

The retinkering which CBS TV has done with the new discount structure ef-

fective next April, applies to show an alternate week advertiser becomes eUgible for

the maximum discount: now set at $130,000 weekly gross.

The liberalized requirements: If a 52-week class A advertiser spends for time

$150,000 one week and $110,000 the following week, the entailed average of $130,-

000 over two weeks entitles him to the maximum discount.

There's a core of opinion in the tv rep field that the station won't get out of

feast-or-famine spots straight jacket until they switch the emphasis in their discount

structure.

This element of rep feels that not enough is being done to induce advertisers to

keep some sort of foothold in spot even though the nature of their business requires

heavy construction of advertising within so many weeks of the year.

The suggested way out: Stop putting the discount accent on the weightiness of

the week's package and allow an attractive discount above and beyond the package

discount.

By putting too much stress on the week's saturation, the station, in effect, is saying

that the short-term advertiser is more important than the advertiser who might be

induced to do his buying in peaks and valleys.

A likely spring entry in spot is Midas Muffler, which recently swung over to Edward

H. Weiss, Chicago.

Competitor Maremont Mufifler has been using the Garroway and Paar shows.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spot Buys, page 46; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 62; Washington Week, page 57; SPONSOR

Hears, page 60; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 72; and Film-Scope, page 58.
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How it feels to

be enjoyed and a giant

Maybe you think you have troubles. But

what if you were a giant? And, what if you

had to go around broadcasting pictures and

sound through the air? You'd be in quite a

chther now, wouldn't you?

But KPRC-TV. The Houston. Texas tele-

vision Giant manages to be pretty philo-

sophical about it all. He figures being a Giant

by career has its problems just like any other

business, and you just have to adjust to them.

Of course it gets a bit lonesome at times.

There being so few giants around these days

to talk to. But, he lives for his work. Fact is,

in this respect he's a little bit neurotic. He

has a sort of compulsion complex, you might

say. Feels he has to carry and sell the best

products and services in the whole wide

world. Won't rest. Won't let any of us rest.

You take KPRC-TV programming. First

off, he developed a very special breed— very,

very varied entertainment with fresh, well-

placed commercials. Then, he was one of the

first stations in the nation to invest in a

video-tape recorder— figured that was one

way to retain the freshness. So everybody

loved his programming. But, did he sit back

on his laurels and relax? Not him. First thing

you know, he came up with a way to quick-

cook participating spot announcements.

It's hard to guess what he II be up to next.

But that's The Houston Giant for you.

COURTESY OF THE GREEN GIANT CO.

EDWARD RETRY & CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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39 ALL-NEW FIRST RUN HALF HOURS

Pre-sold in 67 markets to Falstaff Brewing

action in a slam-Eang adventure series!

He's Rugged ... his two-fisted approach marks him
as a man's man, the ace private investigator.

He's Jtesource/v/ . . . with hair-trigger reflexes and
the sharp wits of a former Naval Intelligence officer.

He's Relentless . . . he'll track down his quarry on
the open Pacific, or in Tijuana dives— along dark-

ened San Diego waterfronts or the Point Loma cliffs.

He's Ready ... to boost ratings— with a TV appeal
proven by still another great Cameron series!

Call, write or wiremca
TV FILM SYNDICATION

>i
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. . . maturity

a state of judgement, an approach . .

.

an attitude of confidence

in reasoning power,

based on experience.

Maturity ... a commodity

purchasable in others but impossible to secure for

oneself through short cuts.

When something reaches a

stage of dependability, when it

is reliable as to its potential, its claims

.

when it is consistent in its delivery,

we say that it has

reached maturity.
ch^Uy

BARTELL BARTELL FAMILY RADIO
six stations in

six major cities . .

.

consistent . .

.

mature.

49th and

Madison

24

Phone plug

One of the most interesting WKY
promotions in a long while was our

"Own a Phone of Your Own." The

attractive winner, Mrs. Don Cohn, of

Oklahoma City, won a beautiful color

telephone, and WKY paid the bill for

six months.

The contest was centered on im-

proving Oklahoma City's telephone

etiquette. This included proper iden-

tification, correct long distance pro-

cedure, and using a more pleasant

voice. During the promotion, WKY
aired seven examples of the do's and

don'ts of telephone etiquette.

We're sending along a picture of

the presentation: Don Wallace, WKY
disk jockey with Mrs. Cohn.

Chuck Boyles

asst. program manage/

WKY
Okla. City

Operation a success

I am exceedingly happy about the

story in the 7 Nov. issue of SPONSOR

magazine on our program "Police

Beat" which has been nationally rec-

ognized for the past year and a half.

Would it be possible to obtain 50

to 100 tear sheets of this spread.

Paul E. Mills

managing director

W]W
Cleveland

• Reprints of SPONSOR articles arc available
in (|uantitios of 500 or more; tear sheets in

limited amounts.

Thanks, Joe

Just a note to thank Joe Csida for

those nice words in his Sponsor

Backstage column of 14 Nov.

It was shown to Bob Hurleigh.

And his remark was: "You owe that

fellow 5%." Albert G. McCarthy.

Jr.. one of our "angels" added : "Don't

be a cheapskate. Give him 10%
."

All jesting aside, I certainly appre-

ciate the words and, more deeply, the

kinder thoughts that prompted the

piece. However, I meant every word

{Please turn to page 26)
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for

moving

merchandise

in Western

New York

V/BEN-TVis the BIG WHEEL
Certainly we can talk quality programming and production, for as Western

New York's first television station we have the experience and know-how since

1948. But advertisers like to talk coverage and sales. No station in the area

I

dominates this rich, productive market with perfect pictures and perfect sound

as does WBEN-TV. Into Western New York, northwestern Pennsylvania and

the Canadian Niagara Peninsula we consistently bring your message before the

most people, most of the time. This moves merchandise, rolls up sales gains,

levels sales resistance. To WBEN-TV buyers it's the greatest invention since

the wheel. It takes them farther faster along the road to sales dominance.

Contact us and learn how your TV dollars count for more on Ch. 4

Represented nationally by

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER and PARSONS

V/BEN-TV
A SERVICE OF THE BUFFALO EVENING NEWS

^ CH.
CBS in Buffalo
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OUP MUSfG IS THe MOST.'

Listeners dig our music in much larger numbers than that

of our "music and news" competitors.

WBT's local music shows enjoy a 98% listener lead in the

mornings, 50% afternoons and 126% at night. "^

Music represents only a portion of WBT's varied, creative,

responsible programming. At home or on the road, Caro-

linians have it made with WET.

Express yourselves, truth-seekers. A small bundle of loot

placed on WBT covers the nation's 24th largest radio pad."^"-'

Call CBS Radio Spot Sales for the Word.

*Pulse 25 county area 1959 (March)

•'"A. C. Nielsen Co.

WBT CHaPLoTTe
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES
JEFFERSON STANDARD BROADCASTING COMPANY

49TH & MADISON
[Continued from page 24)

I said in that original note. Perhaps
you"ve noted the pickup on Hur-
leigh's address before the Sales Ex-
ecutive Club in Washington recently.

This is typical of the New Mutual
—an outfit dedicated to radio and
servicing its radio affiliates. We'll
take a back seat to no one to empha-
size that radio's here to stav—and
here to stay for a long, long time.

Most of our guys have had hard
newspaper training. They know a

good story when they see it. and
know how to put it through the
wringer and get all the headline plays.

More importantly, they know how to

create good news stories—and in the
news business that's more than half
the battle.

Harold Gold

dir. of public relations

Mutual Bdcstg. System, Inc.

N.Y.C.

No Johnny-come-lately

Our face is reallv red for a typograph-
ical error in the headline of our news
release to you which announced the
fact that we were beginning to pro-
gram organ music two nights a week
for an hour period from 10-11

p.m. (See Sponsor Hears, 14 Nov.)
The headline should have read "A
Renewed Concept in Nighttime Pro-
graming." As a radio station near-
ly 35 years old. we are not exactly
new to the medium, nor are we so
young as to not remember the "1930
headliners." However, we were care-

less in our phraseology and, so, re-

tract our careless error.

Henry F. Hines

dir., advertising & promotion
W'BAL
Baltimore

We're in the future

The recent "Time Capsule" project

was quite interesting for us at the

station and, we hope, for listeners and
the trade. Mr. Ketchum's comments
were especially newsworthy, so all

worked out well.

We will be including the SPONSOR

issue covering the project (see "Ad-

man Dreams Dreams of 1979,"

SPONSOR. 14 Nov.) in the new "Time
Capsule.

'

Owen Simon
publicity director

KDKA
Pittsburgh
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UOn I dUy M r 12 in a rOKc we don't mean to be hoggish about this thing, but let's

face it! The porker is out of the parcel! When it comes to the 3R's in Central Ohio (radio
ratings and results), THE NEW WCOL brings home the bacon.

When you buy THE NEW WCOL, you buy "sell ' in Columbus! We "showcase"
your message with our single spotting! You get the full time selling power of Columbus
#1 station (HOOPER, September '59) . . . plus outstanding merchandising . . . plus the only
full time, 24-hours-a-day broadcasting in the nation's #1 Test Market!

So, if prime pork chops are your meat, don't fool with the runts of tlie litter . . .

stick with the head hog! Get fat (and keep yours out of the fire) by buying the right station

in Columbus . . . THE NEW WCOL.

THE CAPITAL STATION

COLUMBUS 15, 0.

represenled nationally by: robert e. eastman & CO., inc. (,^^^^1

Station WING Dayton, Ohio, another Air Trails Network Station
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OLD

HEW

OHLEAHS

FAVOHITI

As served in the 1840 Room at Antoine's by John Ketry

WWL-TV. . . new NEW ORLEANS FAVORITE
Things are changing fast in the three-

station New Orleans market. WWL-TV
now leads in practically all important time

periods . . .

Sunday thru Saturday

WWL-TV Sta. B Sta. C
% % %

August ARB
6-10 p.m. 40.4 40.1 18.9
10-midnight 49.1 40.6 10.7

August Nielsen

6-9 p.m. 42,0 39.0 17.0
9-midnight 50.0 37.0 11.0

S©SS®S3S®®SSS©5®©©5S

And WWL-TV personnel lead in experience

— competitive experience gained in TV
markets coast-to-coast.

Represented nationally

by the Katz Agency

WWL-TV
NEW ORLEANS M.
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POSSIBLE FRAUD is inherent in most visual

devices used by film producers. But How(-

ard Henken, HFH Film Prod., N.Y., says un-

realistic tactics are needed for realism. He

says studio locale, hot lights, people, move-

ment create difficult situation for presenta-

tion in any kind of product commercial

WHEN IS A TV

COMMERCIAL PHONY?
^ Threatened FTC crackdown on production tech-

niques used in tv commercials has agencies puzzled

^ SPONSOR survey of existing codes shows that most

don't adequately cover "shadow area" of visualization

I his week, along Madison, Michi-

gan, and the other ad avenues of the

nation, there's a mounting sense of

dismay, frustration and bewilderment

over the production ethics involved

in tv commercials.

And most admen, seeking answers,

find they are punching clouds.

When the Harris Committee inves-

tigations opened a Pandora's box of

troubles for the tv industry, few sus-

pected that the storm of criticism

would eventually settle on the most

sensitive spot in all television—the

commercials themselves.

But the stepping up of Federal

SPONSOli 28 NOVEMBER 19.S9

Trade Commission action in this area,

and the threat of possible intervention

by other governmental bodies, has

pushed Charles Van Doren. the

quizzes, and even payola far into the

background—at least for most agen-

cies and their clients.

What's involved here is a vast

shadow land of law, ethics and modes

which, in most cases is wholly in-

adequate for the vital visualizations

of tv, and which, seemingly has only

a misty, vague relationship to produc-

tion needs, and practices.

In an effort to make some sense out

of the problem of "When is a tv com-

mercial phony," SPONSOR this week
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made a special survey of government-

al and trade groups, agencies, adver-

tisers, and production specialists.

At present, it is impossible to come

up with clear-cut predictions, or even

convictions about the tv commercial

production question. But here is a

summary of the status quo — and

what may happen in the future.

Ultimately (and everyone agrees

on this) the only real answer must

come from self-regulation.

The strongest impetus for this con-

tiiming self-regulation by broadcast

and advertising groups is the stipula-

tions under which the Federal Trade

Conmiission operates: the issuance of

cease and desist orders for advertis-

ing which is fraudulent, misleading

or deceptive.

These three criteria of acceptance

or rejection by FTC classically have

been applied to advertising content in

copy claims. But as the hubbub in-

creases about so-called phony pro-

duction techniques—hoked-up tools

and devices in the production of a

commercial— the interpretation of

fraud, deception and misleading

claims is extending from copy claims

to the pictorial or to the techniques

of commercial production.

Is it fraudulent to put smoking cig-

arettes into the stomach of a turkey

to make it appear delectable? Or to

have a model wash her hair on

camera with a product other than

that which she is advertising? Or to

use trick lenses or large mock-ups?

The FTC answer: Maybe . . . de-

pending on the circumstances of the

commercial, the context, the possible

competitive elements.

The advertising and broadcast in-

dustries take their ultimate cue from

FTC. But. in the meantime, thev're

responding to what they see as a pub-

lic uproar against advertising gener-

ally and a public disenchantment with

techniques and devices. In this con-

cern, many of them have gone off the

deep end into very unreal waters.

Others, maintaining an objective de-

tachment, realize they need a house

cleaning—but that the house is no-

where near as dirty as some people

allege.

For years, ever\ major professional

group in advertising and in tv and

radio has developed and tried to ad-

here to a standard of performance in

commercials. In an adjacent chart,

you'll find a rundown on what some

of these groups have adopted as their

"codes." The National Assn. of

Broadcasters, with its Tv Code, comes

the closest to having specific policy

on matters of pictorialization— on

how and in what framework copy

MANY DIFFERENT ASSOCIATIONS HAVE ADOPTED

Professional groups both inside and outside the advertising profession have set their own

performance codes covering the acceptable content of television commercials. This rundown

AAAA—AMERICAN ASSN. OF ADVERTISING AGENCIES. Some terms

of the code approved jointly by Assn. of Nat'l. Advertisers and Adver-

tising Federation of America: disapproval of false statements or

misleading exaggerations; statements or suggestions offensive to

public decency or vi^hich tend to undermine an industry by attributing

to its products, generally, faults and weaknesses true only to a few;

misleading price claims; pseudoscientific advertising (including

claims insufficently supported by accepted authority or distorting

the true meaning or practicable application of a statement made

by professional or scientific authority); testimonials which do not

reflect the real choice of a competent witness.

ABBB—ASSOCIATION OF BETTER BUSINESS BUREAUS. Fosters indus-

try self-regulation, with ethical business practices which assist

public to buy and invest intelligently, advertisers working together

cooperatively and voluntarily to rout out chicanery and fraud. Con-

cerned primarily with false and misleading advertising, especially

bait advertising and false or improper use of comparative prices.

Out of 30,000 complaints which were brought against advertising

last year, only 2% were unresolved by voluntary action, ABBB says.

ABC TV—AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO. Continuity acceptance de-

partment bases its decisions on past interpretations by FCC, RC

and the Food & Drug Administration, and cooperates with private

associations such as the Better Business Bureaus and American

Medical Assn. as well as with NAB (see below). Over the years,

network commercial copy has been supplied to FTC semi monthly,

but during the last two or three, however, ABC TV has sent c»m-

mercial continuities, selecting a random week in each month per

commission request.

AFA—ADVERTISING FEDERATION OF AMERICA (see AAAA above).

AMA—AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSN. Has no specific advertising stand-

ards, but maintains professional standards in association with NAB

TV Code board and National Better Business Bureau in striving for

more truth and decency in the advertisement of pharmaceutical

products and health aids. Works with network continuity acceptance

departments in checking material for scientific accuracy. A group

representing the broadcasting industry, magazine and newspaper

publishers, advertising agencies, the proprietary medicine organiza-

tion and the medical profession have met twice on tb<s problem.
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FTC HAS CITED

VISUAL EFFECTS

IN SEVERAL

TEST CASES

V>' nil.

FTC COMPLAINTS involving pictorial techniques, rather than mere copy claims, have been brought against such companies as Adell Chemical (I) for

Lestoil and three distributors of arthritis-rheumatism medicines, Mentholatum, American Home Prods., Omega Chemical. For details see chart page 32.

claim? are written and demonstrated.

But the groups most specifically

concerned with the production of

commercials—agencies and advertis-

ers—admit the) have left this matter

wide open and unsettled. The Assn.

of National Ad\ertisers, however, in

convention a fortnisht ago. admitted

that clients have been lax in not fol-

lowing through production step by

step so that they know what devices

are used and for what objectives.

Their only association with commer-

cials, in most cases, is approval of

story boards. Even the agency which

hires an outside commercial produc-

tion firm is too often unaware of all

of the devices and tactics used by the

film producer to gain a certain visual

effect. Today they are asking if these

eflects mislead the |iulilic or defraud

the viewer.

The FTC has said ") es," in several

cases. There are at least five instan-

CODES AND STANDARDS FOR TV COMMERCIALS

lists the general stipulations for tv nets and for major groups and related associations.

Most refer to copy claims, and are therefore expected to be revised to cover visual matter.

ANA—ASSOCIATION OF NATIONAL ADVERTISERS (see AAAA above).

Recognizes advertiser's responsibility for seeing that every aspect

of tv with which group is associated meets its obligation of fair

play to the public. Devised this test as a criterion of fair play-.

"W»uld we be willing for the public to be fully apprised of all the

facts and circumstances concerning the program or commercial."

CBS TV—COLUMBIA BROAOCASTING SYSTEM. Has never attempted

to set down written rules, largely because of possible evasion

through loopholes. Analyzes each instance separately and judges it

on individual grounds, but follows NAB TV code and frequently con-

ducts extensive and intricate tests and demonstrations to determine

if product commercial is airworthy. FTC guides are followed.

FTC—FEOERAL TRADE COMMISSION. Congress deliberately worded

phrasing in its FTC Act in general terms so that application would

be all encompassing in possible violations. The main criteria: Are

advertising claims fraudulent, misleading or deceptive? Visual tactics

and production effects as well as copy claims are now being evalu-

ated in these same terms.

NAB—NATIONAL ASSN. OF BROADCASTERS. Has set down the indus-

try's most specific and restrictive provisions for commercial presen-

tation. In general, counsels a station to refuse to accept schedules

when it doubts the advertiser's integrity, the truth of advertising

representations, or its compliance with the spirit and purpose of

legal requirements, and to reject material which might be objection-

able to a responsible and substantial part of community. Has de-

tailed stipulations on the advertising of liquor, wine and beer,

educational institutions, firearms and fireworks, fortune-telling and

related enterprises, personal products involving taste and ethics,

tip sheets etc.. bait-switch advertising, medical products, contests,

premiums and offers, dramatized appeals and advertising tactics.

NBC TV—NATIONAL BROAOCASTING CO. Publishes a 46-page booklet

of broadcast standards, specifics of which encompass most of the

NAB TV Code stipulations. In general, network considers integrity

of the advertiser, quality of the product or value of the service,

validity of claims made, good taste of presentation and its compli-

ance with legal requirements. Products or services are not accepted

which are more than likely to offend or embarrass the general public.
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I SOME TV TACTICS CITED BY FTC
|

i PLATE GLASS: Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass and General |

1 Motors are alleged to have used camera trickery in commer- J

g cials inaccurately comparing optical distortion in safety sheet 1

I and in safety plate glass for cars. FTC charges use of 1

g deceptive photo techniques devices; of different camera

I lens for inaccurate demonstration. Case is now pending. 1

CAR WAX: Hutchinson Chemical got dismissal of charge

that its car ivax commercial had audio and video which

were "false, misleading, deceptive." Dismissal, however,

put precedent on record: ''If product is demonstrated in

advertising, demonstration must be a valid one in support

of claims for the product." Decision was given last June.

DETERGENT: Adell Chemical for Lestoil was restrained

from showing tv commercials with an open bottle close to

candle flame, on top of radiator and on a stove because

product is "combustible and should not be used near open

flame or extreme heat." FTC cited these instances, as well

as use in automatic washer, in February, 1958 complaint.

PATENT MEDICINE: American Chicle for Rolaids

was restricted from implying ivithout proof that item was

generally endorsed by medical profession. Order forbade

use of white coats or any suggestion that doctors recom-

mended product unless it was a fact, and use of tv demo

showing stomach acid capable of burning hole in cloth napkin.

PATENT MEDICINES: Mentholatum (Menthola-

tum Rub), American Home Products {InfraRub, Heet) and

Omega Chemical (Omega Oil) were restrained from tv/radio

presentations that products penetrated beloiv skin or had sub-

stantial direct effect on body structures underlying areas of

application. Former two were on net tv, all on radio.

m

ces where visual treatment in tv has

played a major part in issuance of an

FTC complaint—resulting in three

cease and desist orders and one dis-

missal with one case still pending

(for a company-by-conipany sum-

mary, see adjacent box material).

An FTC spokesman, speaking un-

officially, said the commission does

not object to photography which

simply makes a product look good or

natural. But if the photography or

the devices impart to a product quali-

ties it does not have, or if they tend

to make the advertiser's product look

good and another product look bad

because it doesn't have the same pho-

tographic advantage, there is ground

for possible FTC intervention.

Som.e advertising leaders have gone

overboard in calling for all-out hon-

esty in commercial presentation. But

they're confused in defining the line.

They're on thin ground, but the

ground isn't really as thin as some

think. Common sense is destined to

prevail as these various groups meet

together, try to work out more spe-

cific patterns for the use of visuals

and realize that some "dishonesty"

is necessary in the preparation of

both film and live commercials, but

that it doesn't necessarily mean
fraud.

Howard Henken, partner in HFH
Film Productions, New York, outlines

some of the basic "tricks" which film

experts know and understand as nec-

essary day-to-day functions.

"It's impossible to eliminate many

camera tricks. The big reason: the

difference between the human eye and

the camera. The eye sees things

head-on as well as peripherally, in

three dimensions and in full color.

But the camera sees only head-on,

in two dimensions and in black and

white. The mind screens out many
imperfections which the eve sees. But

there's no 'mind' for a camera, and

all of the imperfections come out.

There also are two different spectrum

bands of light: the eye picks up one,

the camera the other, and they are

mutually exclusive," he says.

So a considerable amount of fakery

is a "must." ffe cites examples of

five areas in which advertisers and

agencies " or"- frequently:

(Please turn to page 70)
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PUNGENT QUOTES FROM THESE EXPERTS SPARK TvB PITCH

GEORGE GRIBBIN, Y&R FAIRFAX M. CONE, FC&B C. MAXWELL OLE, K&E E. L DECKINGER, GREY

WARNER SHELLEY, AYER D. L SMITH, S. C. JOHNSON HENRY M. SCHACHTE, LEVER GEORGE HUNTINGTON, TvB

IllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllU^

TvB UNVEILS 'EXPONENTIAL'
^ Chicago presentation says tv must manufacture

consumption to maintain country's economic health

T CHICAGO, ILL.

he rich, ripe vocabulary of the ad

business received a juicy new addi-

tion from the field of calculus last

week as the TvB unveiled its new
presentation, "The Exponential."

TvB v.p. George G. Huntington,

speaking at the association's 5th an-

nual meeting defined the "exponen-

tial" as a sales curve plateau, warned

that such leveling out in the national

economy could only be avoided by
"manufacturing consumption."

Suggesting that "we need more ad-

vertising, . . . more effective adver-

tising, . . . faster advertising," Hunt-

ington outlined tv's role as the No. 1

communications medium. The pres-

entation was larded with impressive

endorsements of tv's power by adver-

tising experts. Among them:

David Ogilvy, president OB&M. "I

believe that tv is the most potent ad-

vertising medium ever devised by

man." Atherton W. Hobler, chair-

man of the exec committee, B&B, "Tv
has affected advertising in a basic

way, taking new products and getting

them across to the public faster than

anything I have ever known."

George Gribbin, president Y&R
"(We need) advertising that runs

fast and in the right direction. Ad-
vertising that keeps up with produc-

tion." C. Maxwell Ule, senior v.p.

K&E, "Tv and radio are dvnaniic

media. The newspaper is a static

medium—one in which the recipient

has to make an effort to obtain a

message."

Dr. E. L, Deckinger, v.p. Grey,

"Tv has pla\ed a major role in in-

creasing our wants: thus helping to

raise the standard and level of Ameri-

can living." Warner Shelley, president

N. W. Aver, "Among the greatest

contributions tv has made is the way
it stimulated ideas. It has helped to

spark a big advance in our econom\
."'

Henry M. Schachte, exec v.p.

Lever, "Tv is becoming increasingly

important to our country's economic

health." Douglas L. Smith. Advertis-

ing marketing dir., S. C. Johnson,

"Much of the prosperity of these won-
derful 50's must be attributed to the

forces of tv in moving merchandise,

and thereby keeping our great pro-

ductive progress flourishing." ^
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Dinner-Redy gets off the ground

^ Spot radio doubled sales for frozen food product in

two weeks, leading to purchase last month by Lever Bros.

^ Traveling a.e. Louise Barbour covered most of 47

markets to demonstrate right sales approach for d.j.'s

WW hen Lever Bros, purchased

Dinner-Redy Corp. last month (see

SPONSOR, 17 October, News and Idea

Wrap-Up) it took over a product al-

ready fully established thanks to a

well thought-out and highly successful

advertising campaign over spot radio.

^O^



WEIGHING IN, a.e. Louise Barbour of Harold Siesel Co. gets set for one of many station trips.

Airline details taken care of, she and Dinner-Redy are ready for take-off (see opposite page)

The frozen food line, now national,

was launched in the East two and a

half years ago. Except for one tv

e.xperinient in Syracuse, advertising

was then confined to newspapers, the

concensus heing that the product had

to be shown.

.'Vt first glance, Dinner-Redv did

seem to cry for demonstration. Each

package (an individual serving) of

frozen ham slices and frozen turkey

slices is foil-wrapped for quick im-

mersion into hot water. Thus the

product is both easy and convenient

to use.

There are, however, subtler appeals

in the presentation of a prepared

food that merely showing product

conveniences doesnl take into ac-

count. At any rate, that is the line

of attack used by Harold Siesel Co..

New York agenc\ . when it took over

the account last .April.

"In advertising a convenience

food," points out account executive

Louise Barbour, ''you skate a very

thin line in your method of presenta-

tion. Few housewives will readily

admit they buy prepared foods for

labor-saving reasons. You just can-

not risk labeling your potential cus-

tomer a hurr\-up cook. And. no-

where is there a better place for a

quality story, convincingly told, than

in the frozen food field."

"Each woman has her own reason

for being in a hurry," says Miss

Barbour, "so our strategy had to take

this into consideration. We were con-

vinced that only a highly personal-

ized and pinpointed approach would

accomj)lish our aims."

Blueprint for the three-week spot

radio test slated for the Albanv-Troy-

.^chenectady market was contained in

a fact sheet prepared for WPTR per-

sonality Bill Hickock. Outlined under

the heading, "What's most impor-

tant? ' were these salient points:

• First and most obvious attrac-

tion is convenience. No pots to wash,

no oven to light, etc.

• But what's most important to a

woman feeding a family or. for that

matter, to anyone who cares about

food is the food itself.

• Housewife is delighted to find a

product which tastes like food she

might have cooked herself, even

though the neat foil packs look "ma-
chine-made" and the four-minute

heating time makes her work so easy.

Both commercials and fact sheet

stressed this last point—the indirect

compliment to the customer's own
cooking ability. Because of its ex-

treme importance to the whole cam-

paign, Hickock and a.e. Barbour went

over dozens of variations on this

theme.

As "starting time" for the sched-

ule drew near, initial interest in the

product was whipped up by featuring

it on a WPTR "merchandise wagon"
that toured the neighborhoods. En-

dorsement by the housewife, so es-

sential to the success of the cam-

paign, was achieved by offering Din-

ner-Redy as a prize on a station con-

test already underwav. ta|)ing the

winner's reaction for later use by

Hickock. Presentation of the Din-

ner-Redy prize was then made from

the merchandise wagon. Brokers in

HAND LUGGAGE was complete merchandising

package: (1) insulated plastic bag for d.j.'s and

brokers containing two packages of both Dinner-

Redy products, 4-minute timer emphasizing quick

preparation, (2) illustrated fact sheets and e.t.'s

the area were given full details of the

campaign, and in turn merchandised

the schedule to chain buyers and

store managers.

Twenty-five minute announcements

per week went on the air via Hic-

kock's shows (9-11 a.m., 2-4 p.m.).

Ihe original plan. " relates Miss

Barbour "was for three one-page

newspaper ads the third week. But,

sales increases at the end of the sec-

ond week were such we decided to ex-

tend the radio campaign a fourth

week to capitalize on the situation.

Whats more, an additional week in

radio would cost us less than the

three one-page ads we had planned."

What were the direct benefits Din-

ner-Redy got from the Syracuse cam-

paign? Increased distribution and

sales; jnoduct awareness, more in-

terest in the trade, and more eco-

nomical reach of the market.

Plans were immediateh drawn up

for a full-scale campaign covering a

greater number of markets—this

time. 47 markets in the East. Mid-

west and South (including Texas).

Basically, the formula developed

for Syracuse would be follow ed : lo-

cal campaigns of three weeks dura-

{ Please turn to page 52)
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HUGH
BEVILLE:

V. p. for

crystal-

^ NBC's 'Quiet Man' has one of the most fascinating and important jobs in the

industry; he brings to it a research man's judgment and 30 years experience with NBC

I he other day SPONSOR paid a visit

to one of ths most important but least-

known executives in television.

It was entirely in character that

Hugh M. Beville was one of the few

network vice presidents who didn't

figure in the recent boisterous and

well-ball) hooed proceedings of the

House Committee on Legislative

Oversight down in Washington.

Spin any spotlight and the chances

are 100 to one against its glare catch-

ing the elusive Mr. Beville. Not that

far in this business without resort to

'showboating,' " remarked one ad-

man who remembers him from the

early '30's.

"Eeville was never a flamboyant

personality," said another in the in-

dustry, 'but he's sure outlasted a lot

of the flamboyant ones." One broad-

caster ventured the theory that

Beville weathered the organizational

shakeups of a quarter century by

the simple expedient of remaining

quiet and relatively unobtrusive.

Illlllilllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli

TURNING POINT IN SEVILLE'S CAREER

TWELVE YEARS after he came to

NBC, Beville went into the Army as a 1st

lieutenant, served in both European and

Pacific theaters, came out a lieut. colonel.

After V-Day, he had misgivings about re-

turning to broadcast research old style, but

learned enroute to Pacific that NBC had re-

made it new style; declared himself in.

m

he is shy or inarticulate. When he

speaks on any phase of broadcasting

or advertising, he speaks with con-

viction and authority as he well

might for next year he will have

spent 30 of his 51 years at NBC I with

time out for World War II service),

starting as a statistician and rising

to vice president in charge of plan-

ning and development. But it is

doubtful that any other comparable

rise has been accomplished with less

noise and commotion.

"It's refreshing to see a guy go so

Because he is quiet by nature, it is

a nice theory. Only it leaks. For in-

stead of going unnoticed, Beville has

emerged from each regime change on

higher and more solid ground than

before. It was after Robert W. Sar-

noff took over as president of NBC
and after an attic-to-cellar manage-

ment survey by Booz, Allen & Hamil-

ton that Beville was raised to his

present position of vice president.

The fact is that Beville's "cloak of

invisibility" is only an illusion. It

may indeed be the curse of the re-

searcher. And even today, within

NBC and the trade, there are many
who think of Beville as a researcher.

To them, the scope of Hugh Beville's

influence probably will come as some-

thing of a surprise.

As head of planning and develop-

ment, there is just about no area of

NBC—or RCA either, where broad-

casting is involved—where Beville's

weight is not felt. The day after

SPONSOR interviewed him last week,

he left for RCA Laboratories in Cam-
den, N. J., to consult on a new prod-

uct development.

When Bobby Sarnoff set up a plan-

ning and development division, he

meant exactly that. Beville and his

department are part of today and to-

morrow at the NBC network.

Although Beville's first considera-

tion of a subject may lie in the area

of research, it is what evolves from

the research that shows the strength

of his hand. Beville came to NBC in

1930 after graduation from Syracuse

University (commenting on this

year's 71 to score of his Alma
Mater over Colgate, he says, "When
I was at Syracuse we were lucky to

tie Colgate), and the relatively young

network was his first real job. Be-

tween high school and college, he had

worked for a year in his native Wash-

ington, D. C. for the Southern Rail-

way. In 1935, Beville was appointed

chief statistician of NBC, and four

years later became its research man-

ager.

In 1942, he was NBC director of

research, but left for the Army, go-

ing in as 1st lieutenant and coming

out in 1945 as lieutenant colonel. Un-

til V-Day, he served in the European

theater of operations, gave consider-

able thought to what he would do

after the war and communicated

these thoughts to then NBC president

Niles Trammel!. What Beville criti-
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cizecl about the state of radio evolved

a department with no one to head it.

After V-Dav, enroute to the Pacific.

Beville stopped in New York to talk,

was offered the new, streamlined de-

partment (in fact, Trammell tried to

yank Eeville away from the Army to

head it up then and there—but with-

out success). But when the war in

the Pacific ended. Beville—despite

any doubts he might have had—re-

turned to his first love. NBC. Since

then his role has been one of increas-

ing importance.

Beville has been involved in the de-

velopment of NBC television, of col-

or, of tape. I "Tape is the greatest

thing since color." he says, "and to-

gether they will shape the future of

tv."l In 1949. the NBC TV "Sales

Effectiveness Stud\ ' conducted and

promoted under his direction, was

probably the prime mover of the new
medium. Until then, advertisers and

agencies wanted to think that tv was

the greatest thing to come down the

pike: Beville's published study fur-

nished the documentation, is general-

ly credited as the breakthrough for

the medium—not only at NBC but on

all fronts.

Last year, it was Beville who per-

sonally presented the big NBC auto-

motive pitch in Detroit which, as one

observer put it "saw more agencv

brass assembled under one roof than

ever attended a 4A's meeting."

Beville and his staff have worked with

BBDO on "'Colortown," have con-

ducted the recent "Effect of Color on

Rating" study, instigated such other

classic NBC studies as "Strangers In-

to Customers" and "Dealers Sound
Off on Advertising."

Beville is on the programing board

of the network, so that his word is

heard not only "after the fact" but

before it.

The NBC Medical Radio System is

another of this "quiet man's" devel-

opments. For two years, his depart-

ment has worked in developing it;

by the fall of I960, it should be in

operation in 16 cities, with more to

come. Doctors will pay $120 a year

for the service which will include

music program service, for their wait-

ing rooms plus three 15-minute pro-

i Please Iurn to pap:e ' ^^ ^"^^ ,

CRYSTAL-GAZING: NBC's vice president of planning sees radio's future as communications

and stereo, tv's future in color and tape. Hugh Beville, the seer, poses here in his NBC ofRce
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WHY BIG UTILITY MEN TURN TO
^ Purchase by Pacific Gas & Electric Co. of new

Tombstone Territory series illustrates industry pattern

^ Giant West Coast utility uses tv to replace door-to-

door salesmen and sell appliances to the entire family

vided both a proven audience record,

and the prestige of a top-ranking net-

Mork show.

Tombstone Territory, after a two-

year run on ABC (it ranked among
ABC's top 10 programs 20 times in

22 consecutive surveys), is the first

show in the history of tv to leave a

network and go into syndication with

a new first-run product.

"We bought Tombstone Territory,"

says Richard Newell, adv. supervisor

for PG&E, "because, in part, we were

familiar with its exceptional appeal

on the network, but more than that

we regard the show itself as an excel-

lent public reflection of qualities we
prize in our own company: strength,

vitality and a sharp sense of history."

[Tombstone Territory scripts are

based on actual incidents recorded in

the files of the still-published "Tomb-
stone (Ariz.) Epitaph.")

PG&E's exploitation of Tombstone

will, appropriately, be cooking on all

burners. Program notices will be

enclosed in every monthly bill; re-

ceipted bills will be stamped "Paid

—

be sure to watch Tombstone Terri-

tory." Display posters will be shown

in all PG&E main and branch offices.

Fifteen newspaper ads will announce

the program in 12 markets, and Tv

Guide will carry program advertise-

ments to 2,000,000 homes in the area.

PG&E's commercials will rotate

with the selling seasons. During Jan-

uary, lighting will be stressed; Feb-

ruary through April, gas and electric

range use; in early May, dishwash-

ers; during summer months, freezers;

September, a second tv set; October,

dryers; November, electric heaters

and home heating; December, elec-

tric blankets. Interspersed through-

lig-time regional advertisers (and

they include some giants in the oil,

beer, bakery, utility industries) are

finding that syndicated tv film shows

provide not only unique opportunities

for product selling to huge family

audiences, but carry with them a

maximum of merchandising and "im-

age-building" potentials.

Typical of such carefully planned

syndication buys is the deal recently

completed by BBDO, San Francisco,

for 52 weeks of a new, first-run series

of Tombstone Territory, for Pacific

Gas & Electric Co.

PG&E, one of the 50 largest cor-

porations in the U.S. ($569 million

gross for the year ending September

1959), operates in the San Francisco

area, but its market planning tech-

niques rival those of any coast-to-

coast national advertiser.

Says A. James McCollum, PG&E
ad manager. "Tv, in the utilities in-

dustry, has replaced the old door-to-

door salesman, the familiar "light

company" representative, known in

every local community.

"In tv—with our commercial sales-

men demonstrating freezers, home
lighting, dishwashers, electric blan-

kets and the rest—we still go to the

homes, only all at once. And now
we knock at night when the whole

family is there and receptive."

PG&E devotes roughly half of its

Sl,200,000 yearly ad budget to tv.

with newspapers and outdoor getting

the balance, "And for our tv adver-

tising," says McCollum, "we need

volume and balance in our viewers

—

a large audience, predominantly

family."

For the big West Coast utility, the

availability of an all-new, first-run

series of Tombstone Territory pro-

PACIFIC Gas & Electric execs, concerned

with tv series include ad. mgr. A. James

McCollum (above) and v.p. Robt. R.

Gros of multi-billion dollar corporation

out the year will be the firm's public

service safety conmiercials.

This will be PG&E's fourth year in

tv on a regional basis. Its previous

programs were O. Henry Playhouse,

Big Story and Colonel Flack.

Another example of a big utility

company reaching for image and mer-

chandising advantages—as well as

coverage—through syndication is the

Southern California Gas Company.
Last summer it tied filmed re-runs

of Playhouse 90 to a full scale promo-

tion program for builders in the

eleven counties covered by the utility.

Through Stiller-Hunt Advertising, the

utility purchased a 90-minute block of

time on Saturday afternoon (3:30-

5 p.m.) on KNXT, Los Angeles.

"The show was selected." says

advertising manager Don Hoyt, "to
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SYNDICATED TV FILM SHOWS

BIG FAMILY AUDIENCE was fhe chief goal of PG&E In selecting a

tv property. Tombstone Territory, after two-year, high-rating run on

ABC, has gone into syndication with an all-new first-run series. Central

characters in Tombstone are Sheriff Clay Hollister, played by Pat

Conway, and Editor Claiborne, played by Richard Eastham. The new

series begins for PG&E on 18 January in seven markets: San Francisco.

KRON-TV; Fresno, KJEO-TV; Bakersfleld, KERO-TV; Eureka, KIEM-TV;

Chico, KHSL-TV; Salinas, KSBW-TV and San Luis Obispo, KSBY-TV.

cash in on its established association

with natural gas and gas appliances.''

(American Gas Assn. spends $2.9

million in time and talent for a half

hour weekly on Playhouse 90 on CBS
TV, a sponsorship hailing from .Janu-

ary of 1957.)

The re-runs were labeled Blue

Flame Theater to heighten the asso-

ciation. Specifically, the aim of the

campaign was to promote gas and gas

appliances with the builder, coupled

with a program to sell the buildcrV

gas-equipped homes to the consumer.

Here were other objectives, as out-

lined to SPONSOR by the companv :

• To promote increased use of gas

and gas appliances in new homes for

space and water heating, air condi-

tioning, as well as other applications.

• To increase the popularity of gas

for cooking and clothes drying.

• To promote and merchandise the

builder's development as the finest

quality and best buy through associa-

tion with gas.

"Saturday afternoon was selected

as the best time for the program."

says Hoyt, "for several reasons, not

the least of which was that it could

swell weekend traffic at model homes

and tracts advertised on the pro-

gram." By ruiming Saturday after-

noon, it was reasoned, the prospect

could be hit with the full advertising

impact at one time and still leave him

all day Sunday to take a first-hand

look.

"The length of the 90-minute

show. \\f points out. "allowed for a

flexible format into which could be

worked a number of commercials for

various builders. It was important to

retain their individuality without con-

fusing their identity."

"Virtually every other forni of ad-

vertising was tied into the over-all

'Great Builders Series' program."

Hoyt says, "much of it to support

the television show, which gave us our

maximum impact. In fact, we selected

tv for the high impact this form of

advertising can deliver."

In all. utilities spent $7,099,000 in

s|)ot t\ in 19.58. according to TvB
figures, and S3,952.000 in the first

six months of 1959. Importance of

syndicated film programing to util-

ity companies underlies these heavv

expenditures. ^
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OVER 25% IN SPOT TV
The dramatic rise of spot tv as a major ad medium (see sponsor, 7

November) is further highlighted by a new study "Spot Tv and the

Titans" by Edward Petry & Co. According to Petry, 27 of the top

100 advertisers in 1958 spent more than 25% of their total measured

media budgets in spot tv. Preliminary 1959 estimates indicate there

are many additions this year to this blue-chip advertisers list. ^

ADVERTISER

Adell Chemical

American Chicle

Anheuser-Busch

SPOT TV BUDGET % OF TOTAL

$ 7,664,350 98%
2,355,040 44%
3,305.170 27%

Brown & Williamson 9,413.530 44%
Canadian Bretving 1,995.883 38%
Carter Products 5,202 300 62%
Coca-Cola 3,699,270 29%
Continental Baking 9,223,910 63%
Falstaff Brewing 2,356,450 39%
Hamm Brewing 1,690,180 36%
Lever Bros. 15,272,000 33%
Lorillard 6,717,450 27%
Miles Laboratories 7,895,950 51%
National Biscuit 4,022,960 33%
Norwich Pharmacal 1,877,690 37%
Pabst Brewing 3,684,390 68%
Pepsi-Cola 3,163,000 34%
Procter & Gamble 33,833,060 36%
Shell Oil 3,323,630 26%
Standard of N. J. 3,102,550 30%
Sun Oil 1,769,580 35%
Texise 4,704,170 100%
United Manufacturers 3,993,850 82%
Vick Chemical 2,280,210 46%
Stanley Warner 5,678,510 84%
Warner Lambert 8,832,990 53%
Wrigley 2,071,990 30%

Blllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllll^
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NEW DATA
^ Study by Ohio State U.

reveals adults listen to and

prefer 15-niinute news shows

^ Listening by adult males

out-of-honie on weekdays, is

two-thirds that of in-home

^^ome brand new facts on male

out-of-home listening and the female

daytime radio audience have just

been unveiled by Ohio State Univer-

sity in the latest of a series of studies

dealing with the characteristics, lis-

tening habits and program prefer-

ences of the radio audience.

Among the findings of this com-
prehensive report: (1) listening by
adult males out-of-home is two-thirds

that of in-home listening; (2) 15-

niinute news shows get the nod from
most adults; (3) radio listening by
women declines with increased in-

come and education; and (4) of all

types of music, rock 'n' roll is most
disliked by adults.

The study, compiled by Howard
Hopf and Raymond Bedwell, Jr., both

graduate students in radio and tv

programing in the Department of

Speech at Ohio State U., was carried

on during April 1959, in Columbus
and its suburbs.

Based on a cross-section sample of

1,350 homes, the responses represent

1,154 families, 2,519 adults and 699
children (10-18 years old). In weigh-

ing the results, it must be noted that

the questionnaires were returned by

a larger proportion of listeners from
families in the high and middle in-

come groups than by those in low

income categories. The sample there-

fore is somewhat skewed in the direc-

tion of higher level individuals and

groups.

The chart on the next page ( near

left ) shoAvs that while men spend

less time listening to radio in the

home than women, weekday out-of-

home listening for those in the 19-25
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ON ADULT RADIO PREFERENCES
age group (most of it presiiniahly in

cars) averages 65-70% of in-home

listening.

Figures in the other chart show

how da\time (6 a.ni.-() p.m. I Hsten-

ing and viewing by women 19-70

years of age is affected by the amount
of education a.nd income. Apparent-

ly listening increases as education

and income levels decrease.

Also surveyed but not shown in

this chart, is the average number of

hours each day these women are

"available," but are not listening to

either radio or tv.

I "Availaliilit\ " means the number
of quarter hours during the day that

women were "at home, awake and in

the house" and could have listened

to radio or tv programs. I

The conclusion to be drawn: Op-

portunities for increased radio listen-

ing are greatest among women who
have at least attended high school,

who are in the middle-upper family

income groups, and who are not gain-

fuil\ employed. Women in lower edu-

cational and income groups, and em-

ployed women are not "available" as

many hours per day, but, when they

are free they spend a good percentage

of their time listening or viewing.

With regard to radio news broad-

casts, the study finds that more than

55% of the adult resjjondents listen

regularly to. and prefer, newscasts

in the 15-niinute format to newscasts

only five-minutes in length.

A host of interesting facts about

listener preferences to the various

types of music aired were also dis-

closed. A few highlights:

• The majority (58.7%) of all

adults, aged 19-70, liked current pop-

ular music, conservative arrange-

ments, "sweet" music and the stand-

ards. Rock 'n' roll ranked first

( 34.8% ) in the category listing the

"type of music disliked enough to

turn off the radio."

• The selection of music liked and

disliked is closely related to the age

grouj) in whicli the individual listener

falls. Rock 'n' roll, of course, is liked

most in the 14-19 year old bracket,

and then declines progressively as the

group gets older.

• Musical tastes are also ver\ di-

rectly linked both to educational

status and to the amount of family

income. Such types of music as

"standards, show tunes, big orchestra

presentations, classical or concert

music" are most popular among wo-

men in the high educational and in-

come groups; at the other extreme,

"hymns and spirituals, rock 'n' roll,

country and western music and
polkas" are much better liked by

those in the low income and educa-

tion groups. Popular music (exclud-

ing rock 'n' roll) finds the greatest

popularity among women in middle

groups— those who have attended

high school, but not college, and

those who are in the middle income

groups. ^

|lllllllllllllllllill!llll!llil||||||||||ll!llllllillllllll!llll!llllllill!l!ll!llllllll!IIH^

I KEY OHIO STATE SURVEY FIGURES ON TUNING I

LISTENING BY AVERAGE DAILY MINUTES

19-25

BY MEN AGED
26-40 41-55

In-home.... 72 46 47

Out-of-home 50 32 31

% out-of-home

to in-home .... 69.4% 69.6% 65.9%

HOW WOMEN TUNE DURING DAYTIME
Daily hours tuning to

WOMEN 19 TO 70 YEARS OF AGE tv Radio

\^ lio have

itlriided college .85 1.34

tllemled high school 1,54 1.91

Mot gone beyond 8th grade 2.78 2.82

^'illi annual family inronios

More than $10,000 1.01 1.43

From $5,000 to $10,000 1.30 1.73

Less than $5,000 2.14 2.04

Cross-section of adults surveyed in Columbus shows: II) aduli male out-of-home listening on weekdays is 65-70% of in-home

{see chart at left); (2) daytime tuning by women increases as education level and income decreases (see chart at right).

I!lllllllli;illlllllllllllllllll!llllllllllillllllll!llllllll!lllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllll^^
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COUNTERMEN WEARING HATS herald-

ed Vikings tv show. Free advertising, hats

also reminded customers of hat giveaway to

kids with doughnuts. Countermen exposed to

show preview were able to talk about it

TELEPHONE PLUG, "The Viki:igs, are com-

ing October 19" was given by switchboard

operators for three weeks prior to show. Em-

ployees taking calls had to know details, pro-

vided at screening for employees and v/ives

VIKING "NEWSPAPERS" were delivered

to managers and their wives at dinner three

weeks prior to kick-off. 50,000 of these were

then distributed to employees, outlets, and

at key shopping centers in Miami area

Food chain

^ Full-dress promotion to

employees is first step in

Royal Castle merchandising

^ Pre-tv strategy, plus con-

sumer promotion, brings

sales increases in 24 hours

I f you're looking for a way to get

free advertising reaction, try slanting

your campaign toward your employ-

ees as well as toward your consumer.

Royal Castle, a chain of 77 road-

side restaurants dotting southern

Florida and the New Orleans area,

has used this technique very success-

fully. In planning a two-pronged

campaign, however, the company
found that it needed more than a

"run-of-the-mill" advertising cam-

paign to interest its employees.

"Five years ago," says ad man-

ager William Izzard. "not a penny

of our ad budget was allocated to tv.

Today, 80% of it is, not only because

of the sales results we get. hut be-

cause of tv's effective merchandising

benefits."

Backed by a radio schedule Royal

Castle now uses tv in three Florida

markets—Miami, Orlando and West

Palm Beach—and concentrates on

radio alone in Fort Lauderdale and

New Orleans. This formula is paying

off in impressive sales increases.

Basic to its year-round air cam-

paign is a syndicated tv show. Tales

of the Vikings, carried by WCKT
(Miami), WDBO-TV (Orlando) and

WPTV (West Palm Beach)

.

Royal Castle was sold from the

start on the merchandising possibili-

ties of this show, particularly its

potential in linking the consumer

and the employee. Here's the pre-

kick-off timetable it used for the

19 October premiere in Miami based

upon a plan submitted by United

Artists, distributor of the series.

• 28 September. Dinner party for

managers and their wives in Miami
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serves tv menu to employees first

at which a 10-ininute "coming attrac-

tions ' trailer of the show was

screened and special "newspapers

( Viking heralds I announcing the

show were distributed by newsboys.

• 10 October. Employees party for

screening of a complete episode to-

gether with the 10-minute preview

trailer. Employees attended the party

with their families. To stimulate

initial participation, each emplo\ee

was asked to make phone calls to

five friends telling them about the

show, its starting date. etc.

• 12 October. A 15-minute on-the-

air promotion by WCKT in Miami,

highlighted by the 10-minute trailer,

starting point of intensi\e on-the-air

promotion campaign with clips from

the trailer broken down to fit avail-

able time slots.

Fully briefed, the employees then

began to participate activelv in the

campaign build-up.

Countermen blossomed out in

crepe-and-cardboard caps shaped like

Viking ships, clearly labeled "The
Vikings." For three weeks prior to

the date of premiere switchboard

operators were instructed to say,

"The Vikings are coming October

19," to ever\ incoming call. Like the

countermen, employees on the recei\

-

ing end of the call, were all primed

to furnish details I time, station.

starting date)

.

A parallel plan was devised for the

premiere on the same dav in West

Palm Beach (on WPTVl. Looking

for a measurable reaction to the first

telecast. Royal Castle offered Viking

Hats on the show with purchases of

doughnuts. Doughnut sales in South

Florida increased better than 50%
within the first 24 hours after the

telecasts, thanks to our Viking hat

promotion," says Izzard.

In addition, the Vikings promo-

tions were carried over into its tv

kid show participations. These were

used to promote specific items

(doughnuts, hamburgers, birch beer I

appealing to children and to build the

traffic they influence.

Success of the Miami and West

Palm Beach kick-offs led Royal Castle

to start the series last week in Or-

lando on WDBO-TV.
The same strategy l)rougbl equally

good results in this area, Izzard re-

ports. But the plan gets its biggest

test to date in February when a series

of store openings will be pegged to

the series on WFLA-TV, Tampa.

tors and archery exhibitions by

Courtland at schools.

• "Night-on-the-Town" with Court-

land for winner of a "Date a Viking"

contest. Contest mechanics involve

three individual consumer appear-

ances at point-of-sale, first to pick up

entry blank, second to submit com-

pleted blank, third, and final, for

drawing of prizes.

PLANNING MERCHANDISING MENU are (I to r) WCKT's audience prom, manager Don

Fischer, artist Wm. Johnson, UA's eastern div. tv mgr. Phil Williams, Royal Castle ad mgr. Wm.
Izzard, Rainbow Pictures' Shannon Wallace, WCKT's F. Struzzieri, J. Campbell, J. Caesar

Because Ro\ al Castle aims its ad-

vertising at three age groups—kids,

teenagers and adults—merchandising

of the Vikings series must be simi-

larly directed. Izzard. his advertising

assistant Barbara Graham and 1 nited

.Artists' Phil Williams are now at

work on plans for personal appear-

ances by the star of the series

( Jerome Courtland I which tentatively

include:

• Meetings with store managers

and suppliers I including pictures

taken of Courtland and their wives I

• Interviews with local school edi-

For added impact in its total reach

of its over-all market. Royal Castle

also runs radio schedules to launch

specific promotions during the year

( i.e. holiday ])ie in December, prize

beef in Januar\. birch beer in June).

Such schedules run for about 10

days, alternating jingles with straight

announcements for a frequency of 20

spots per day. Key stations in the

radio coverage are: WQAM. WINZ,
WGBS in Miami. \^ DBO in Orlando.

W EAT in W est Palm Beach. WLOD.
WWIL in Fort Lauderdale. WDSU,
WTIX in New Orleans. ^
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is^ Miami, reports McGavren's Ed Argow I

Day after day after clay, more and more
Miamians are tuning to 1260 on the dial.

Starting from scratch less than a year ago,

WAM-E zoomed up to number two* in the

highly competitive Miami market. HOW?
Because Whammy believes it takes more —
much more than a news wire and a couple

of turntables to make a top-rated radio

station. Whammy believes it takes —

1. Imaginative musical programming
blended with fast moving production by
top radio personalities.

2. A constant, identifiable sound—a perfect

balance of news and music upon which
Miami can depend, always, for the best

in entertainment and information.

3. Intelligent, farsighted management that

knows the Miami market solidly.

Account & media people at J. Walter- Thompson,
Miami, go over Miami radio story with McGav-
ren rep. Ed Argow.

Austin Burke, Miami's leading mens clothier,

discussing with Ed Argow his use of WAM-E
to exclusion of other stations.

*Hooper ratings August-September
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FOR FACTS YOU CAN

USE ABOUT MIAMI
cc yy

ask the McGavren Man who knows!
It is a new policy of the McGavren Company
to have a McGavren man visit each market

and work at the station level at all phases

of station operation . . . making local calls

. . . visiting industries . . . talking with re-

tailers. After an extensive survey of the local

market, the McGavren man prepares a de-

tailed market report which is given to all

McGavren offices and to all time buyers.

For facts you can use about Miami, ask

Ed Argow, the McGavren Man from New
York who has spent several weeks in Miami
and has first-hand knowledge of the Miami
market . . . the station . . . and the people

who run it.

Ed Argow, McGavren Neiv
York, with Lou Buzzell of Shell

City, world's largest volume
supermarket and exclusive
WAM-E advertiser.

Argow working as local sales-

man for WAM-E gets feel of
the city and station's wonder-
ful acceptance in the market.

Argow being advised on
WAM-E's production and facil-

ities by Murray Woroner, Sta-
tion Manager, and WAM-E
Disc Jockey, Bruce Bradley.

WAM-E represented nationally by

DAREN F. MCGAVREN CO., INC
a/f<na O'em"vwm Mm {ymieiienMi'ed

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES • SEATTLE • ST. LOUIS
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in

SAN ANTONIO

FOR I EVERYV

QUARTER-HOUR
SEGMENT

6 a.m. to 6 p.in*

• • . as compiled by

PULSE
Till

SAN ANTONIO
SEPTEMBER, 1959

and FIRST in

HOOPER, tool

morning and afternoon

REPRESENTATIVE:

KATZ AGENCY

5000 Watts • 860 KCONO
JACK ROTH, Mar.

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
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National and regional buys

in work now or recently completed

YS

TV BUYS
Bristol-Myers Co., New York: Schedules in about 80 markets start

in January for Sal Hepatica. Minutes will be used, three to five per

week per market. Buyer: Tom Viscardi. Agency: Young & Rubicam.

New York.

Food Manufacturers, Inc., Hackettstown, N. J.: Running various

test schedules for its new almond candy, A-1. Schedules are for dav

and night minutes and 20's. Buyer: Frank Morello. Agency: Ted

Bates, Inc., New York.

The Reader's Digest Association, Inc., Pleasantville, N. Y.

:

Schedules of day and night chainbreaks and I.D.'s are being lined up
in major markets for a new Reader's Digest promotion. Schedules

start 3 January for five days. Buyers: George Perkins and Ray
Elbrock. Agency: Schwab. Beattv & Porter, Inc., New York.

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville, Ky.: Life ciga-

rettes, through Ted Bates & Co., New York, is taking over all of

Raleigh's spot tv minutes. Raleigh (Keyes, Madden & Jones agency,

Chicago) has established such good minute positions, that B&W feels

Life will gain impetus from the spots. On the other hand, KM&J is

shopping major markets for 30-minute shows for Raleigh.

Helene Curtis Industries, Inc., Chicago: Placing Christmas push

schedules for its Kings Men men's line in .50 markets. Run is for two

weeks; I.D.'s. Buyer: Edward H. Weiss & Co., Chicago.

Pillsbury Co., Minneapolis: Beginning a campaign late this month

for 26 weeks for its Pillsbury's Best Flour. Scattered southern and

southeast markets are being used. Agency: Campbell-Mithun. Inc.,

Minneapolis. .

RADIO BUYS
The Quaker Oats Co., Chicago: Going in with an 82-city buy

aimed at the breakfast-time audience, 6 to 8 a.m. Campaign is for

13 weeks, one station per market, and is calculated to push its hot

cereal against the heavy competition from Cream of Wheat. Buyer:

Beverly Miller. Agency: Baker, Tilden, Bolgard & Barker, Chicago.

Kellogg Co., Battle Creek: Kicking off a 36-week campaign in about

35 markets for All-Bran, with an over-45 female audience in mind.

This is to supplement its CBS radio lineup of news shows and after-

noon soap operas starting at the same time. Buyer: Ken Eddy.

Agency: Leo Burnett Co., Inc., New York.

Tetley Tea Co., Inc., New York: Increasing its 1960 spot radio

budget for its tea 65% over 1957-58, to approximately $1,100,000.

Winter campaign gets off 4 January using daytime minutes and

I.D.'s for 13 weeks in most markets; 35-50 northern markets, 10

southern. Buyer: Art Topal. Agency: Ogilvy, Benson & Mather,

Inc.. New York.

Ford Motor Co., Dearborn: Looking for five, 10 and 15-minute

newscasts for Mercury cars. Planning 13-week schedules starting in

January. Buyer: Lou Kennedy. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
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RADIO
Popular music with a melody

• • 36%

Concert music and Detroit Symphony Orchestra . . . . 22%
\

.... 16%WWJ News and NBC News: complete, reliable . ....

Monitor H%0/0

Drama 7%

Sports
• 5%

Special services. intervieWS, Weathe r, traffie . . 3%

Civic. Relierion. T^'l 11f»ntirm . . ^%0/0

At WWJ, it all adds up to 100%:
TOTAL RADIO for the TOTAL POPULATION

\JkM\^M I AM and FMVV MV%J RADIO
Detroit's Basic Radio Station

NBC Affiliate

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC. • OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS
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With a need for better public relations, SPONSOR ASKS:

How can tv improve its image?

The FCC chairman, broadcast and
agencymen tell SPONSOR how
television can present itself to the

public in a more positive light

John C. Doerfer, rhairman. Federal

Communications Commission, Washington

D. C.

Television can improve its image

overnight by voluntarily adhering to

its codes. They are realistic and

should be recognized by all compo-

nents of the broadcasting industry.

The basic premise of the codes

adopted by the National Association

Tv must

regard

viewers as

human beings,

not digits

of Broadcasters is "good taste." Com-
mon sense and good taste are difficult

to define legally, but they are readily

understood by any licensee who pays

attention to his responsibilities.

Television can improve its image

if the licensee regards his viewers as

people—human beings with intelli-

gence and emotions similar to his

own and not as impersonalized digits.

The licensee—that is, the "boss man"
—should take a more active interest

in the day-to-day operation of his

station. He should constantly remind

himself and his staff that he is more
of a trustee than a mere payee on an

advertiser's check. He can improve

the image of television by personally

cleaning out the debris in his own
house and scrubbing it down. He can

recognize the debris much easier

than the "cit\ fireman."

It is by constant and conscientious

vigilance by the broadcaster himself

that television's image can be im-

proved.

Louis Hausman, 'fir-, Television Infor-

mation Office, New York

The best way I can answer this

question is to outline the broad, gen-

eral philosophy which forms the cor-

nerstones upon which we plan to

build the specific projects of the Tele-

vision Information Office:

1 ) Admit when things are wrong.

2 ) Correct them. 3 ) Inform all the

publics. 4) Defend our contributions.

Let me try to develop those ideas

briefly.

The first : Everyone makes mis-

takes. To try to pretend otherwise is

to do ourselves a disservice and to

lose the confidence of our friends.

The quiz show situation is a case

in point. Some people outside the

industry have said they don't think

anyone was really harmed by what

took place in some quiz shows. I dis-

agree. It is harmful to break faith

with the public—harmful to the me-

dium that breaks faith and harmful

to the public. To tolerate irregulari-

ties in a quiz show would be to tell

our children that the difference be-

tween right and wrong is old hat;

that it is all right to lie for a profit

and to cheat at a price.

If quiz show irregularities are

symptomatic of anything, they reflect

a general moral letdown in our soci-

ety at large. Wherever we turn, there

is complacency toward irregularities.

And. as is amph clear, these irregu-

larities—ranging from the fixing of

traffic tickets to outright bribery

—

are not confined to any one group or

Admit tv's

wrongs,

correct them;

defend our

contributions

segment of our population. But no

fingerpointing can excuse or mitigate

our own lapses.

The second cornerstone is correct-

ing what is wrong. And that is just

what both networks have been at

pains to do. It has been pointed out

that each of the networks has taken

a different course to insure program-

ing integrity. Obviously, there is

more than one road to salvation.

But the important thing is that both

networks are determined to get there.

Obvious, too, is the fact that the net-

works are not in collusion.

The third point in the basic under-

pinning of our program is that we

must inform the public, the press, the

people in government, the intellectu-

als—that is to say, all our publics

—

of what we do and why we do it. In

this connection, remember the aphor-

ism: Never underestimate the intelli-

gence of the American people—nor

overestimate the extent of their

knowledge. Many groups that are

basically friendly toward us become

critical at times simply because they

lack the information to understand

the mechanics of our business.

Cultivating a better understanding

of how our industry functions is the

best approach to criticism which

says we are not doing all the things

we should be doing in programing.

No excuses are necessary for the

broadcasting industry's need to make

money. Because it is crystal clear

that if we are not solvent, all the

many good things we do and will

continue to do, cannot be done.

While trying to make people under-

stand why we don't do certain things

as often as they might like, let's not

overlook keeping them posted on the

remarkable things we do.

To go on to the fourth point: We
must actively defend our contribu-

tions. In this connection, I think it

particularly important to place the

role of television critics and criticism

in proper perspective. How frequent-

ly have all of us watched a televi-

sion program, enjoyed it, and then

turned to our favorite critic's review

of it the next day only to find that,

from his characterization of it, we

must have been watching a different

program. And to those of us who
make it a practice of reading a num-

ber of critics, the extent of disagree-

ment—even among the professional

critics—is tremendous. As a frequent

rule, nobody disagrees with a televi-

sion critic more violently than an-

other television critic.

There is an important lesson here.

It should be clear to everyone that
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criticism is aiul must he subjective;

even the so-called experts disagree.

As a practical matter, therefore, it

would seem that the best judge is the

public, which indicates its ajjproval

or disapproval l)y twisting its collec-

tive wrist.

Michael R, Santangelo, director oj

public relations, IT estinghouse Broadcast-

ing Company, I^eiv York

Dore Schary, cover boy on a recent

Atlantic Monthly, advises actors "to

perspire as they aspire." He inad-

vertently points to what's wrong with

the characterization, or caricature,

that is the television image.

Programing

which

inspires

community

identification

Consumers and Congress hear

gibes about ethics and critical fail-

ures. Television subsists on press-

agent ball; hoo. leaving proper total

representation and leadership to a

few. (Count them; you need one

band. ) We must perspire, not from
nightmares, but effort toward an hon-

est and balanced image.

Public relations nen are not tran-

(juilizers. If worth their weight in

stock options, tbe\ should serve more
than corpcirate needs, with deep-

seated concern for the care and feed-

ing of our young David (Biblical, not

Susskind I . They have little choice.

In proffering remarks from their own
companies, they wade across a Rubi-

con of industry criticism certain to

muddv their presentations.

Why sell out for 30 pieces of print-

serving copy? Why look to the

mimeo machine as the ultimate in

communication, when there are as

few sympathetic ears in the fourth

estate as there are leaders in our in-

dustry ?

You can't legislate creative effort

or morality. Tv"s creative and mone-
tary future depends on program
product, the bedrock of anv effective

image, not conmiercials. Program-
ing which inspires communitv iden-

tity, like public affairs and broad-

cast editorials, is a must.

Tv's image needs participation by

(Please turn to next page)

Adverluement

FREQUENTLY ASKED BY STATION MANAGEMENT;

"^What have you
learned after

15 years, Adam?"

If I had to answer in one breath, I would say:

"Never offer an advertiser a radio station which

does not deserve his business."

We have never believed in adding stations just

for the sake of adding. From the very beginning

of our company, we have been interested only in

stations which could immediately—or reasonably
am oung

soon — justify an advertising investment. Our
analysis revealed many stations not getting business to which audience, cost,

and other factors entitled them. Our first list included several of these

"hidden values" in addition to established advertising buys. But they' all

had one thing in common : They believed management had not only the

right—but a duty—to determine and create its sound, personality, audience

and service profiles—and to take proper action to maintain them. \^ here

management seemed unwilling ... or unable ... to create and enforce

a product policy, we politely declined.

In due course, hundreds of station managements made commitments to this

philosophy of total management. Eventually this philosophy acquired the

label of "Modern Radio," a term which has become identified almost ex-

clusively with YoungPresentation. because of our jiioneering work with

many "Modern" stations.

Sometimes, I hear comments which indicate a belief that "Modern "

and "Independent" radio are synonymous. Though "Modern Radio ' had its

flowering among independents, it is bv no means their private domain. Nor
does "Modern Radio" mean one kind of music or other progrannning in-

gredient exclusively. In fact, any station—network affiliate or independent

—

may properly be called "Modern" provided it is sensitive to changing needs

and tastes, and is properly equipped to create and maintain an effective

product.

Our philosophy of offering only the worthwhile led naturally to great

emphasis on research. Through the \ears, we've invested thousands of dollars

in studies, in order to help adxertisers and agencies buy with maximum
effectiveness . . . and to help stations shape product and policies. Volumes
of data we've amassed have made us informal headquarters for information

on spot radio advertising. Requests pour in from agencies, advertisers, sta-

tions and the trade press, even from competing media. The general feeling

seems to be: "If it's about radio, ask Adam Young Inc."

We hope you will feel free to call on us for any question about the
buying or selling of today's radio.

ADAM YOUNG INC.
Representing all that's modern and effective in riidio today

NEW YORK (.S E. 54th St.) • ATLANT.4 • CHICAGO
DETKOIT • I.OS ANGELES • ST. LOlIS • SAN FRANCISCO

AFFILIATED WITH YOUNG TV CORP., AND YOUNG CANADIAN LTD.
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SPONSOR ASKS
(Continued from page 49)

everv station management. A work-

able guide of ethics is the Tv Code.

This Plymouth Rock hasn't met

enough pilgrims. \ ideo morality

should start with what is in the Code:

minimum standards. Implementation

should parallel traffic rules: viola-

tors must lose in court if our industry

is to police itself.

Television needs community rela-

tions involvement, work with special

interest organizations, rational press

dealings and selling tv via tv, with

circuits opened and closed improving

consumer and governmental knowl-

edge. Dilution of self-interest will

reward a greater self-interest.

Stephens DietZ, group i.p.. marketing

services, Kenyan & Eckhardt. Inc.

The best way to improve the tv

image is to improve the product.

How? By the networks exercising

control over the content of their pro-

grams and moving in the direction of

complete editorial control. We see no

reason why sponsors should control

the entertainment portion of televi-

sion any mere than advertisers should

attempt to control the fiction or ar-

ticles in magazines or news columns

in news magazines and newspapers.

In exercising control of program
content, it may well be that the net-

works will move tow ard selling on the

By networks

exercising

editorial

control of

programing

basis of audience delivered—and ad-

justing their rates accordingly.

We think there are three things the

television industry simply cannot get

awav from—three things that make

its job more difficult. The first and

most important is the limited selec-

tivity at any one time. We can pick

up a magazine or newspaper and

read what we want when we want,

but television fare is not selective,

just as the theater is not selective.

Some critics have been overly criti-

cal because the\ could not hear a

move up to . . .

original musical com^mercials

of top quality and effectiveness

crealecl for you by—

u{/lj musical enterprises, inc.
59 EAST 54 STREET
NEW YORK 22. Nl. Y.

MURRAY HILL 8-3950

symphony program, let's say, at the

time they wanted to hear it. It was
there—but not at the time the critic

wanted it to be.

Number two is the bias of compet-

ing media which report on television

activities. There are men and women
paid to criticize television, but tele-

vision has no one on its payroll whose
job is to criticize newspapers and
magazines. And they're all compet-

ing for the advertising dollar.

Number three is tv's tremendous

impact. Many of the things severely

criticized in tv happen as a matter of

course in other media with little or no

reaction. And that is true of advertis-

ing as well as editorial content.

The simple truth is: almost nobody
is indifferent to tv

!

Donald C. Softness, director of prom.

& public relations, H-R Television, Inc.

What does the word "image" mean,

anyway? Even the word has been

condensed as a "Madison Ave. expres-

sion.'' In my opinion, an image is a

distillation of the sum total impres-

sions and attitudes of anything—from

baseball to lichee nuts—held by the

public. The tv image, similarly, is a

mass projection of countless indi-

vidual feeling in the viewers minds.

Through local

station

prestige,

com tn unity

leadership

What is television to Luke Adams
of Frying Fritter, Ark.? It is his local

channel 13. Therefore, the peoples

opinion of tv has its principal source

in the programing, network and other-

wise, emanating from local stations.

The individual station has very

little control, if any, over what comes

in via the co-ax or microwave. But

each station has majority control of

its reputation. By selective local pro-

graming each station can help en-

hance television's over-all image.

To this end, stations should con-

form to the various industry codes;

have superior know-how and be

staffed with experienced personnel;

screen feature movies and syndicated

films carefully; have a strong local

news orientation.

[Please turn to page 52)
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IN DETROIT
YOU KNOW WHERE YOU'RE GOING WITH

WJBK-TV
CBS PROGRAMMING • CHANNEL 2

Sales are UP in booming Detroit

Dept. Store Sales UP 17%
New Car Sales UP 97%
Employment UP 9%
Car and Truck Output UP 90%
(Sept. '59 V8 Sept. '58— Detroit Board of Commerce)

And UP is definitely the word for

WJBK-TV viewers

September ARB Share of

Audience is 34.2%—26.2% higher

than any other Detroit station.

One of the leading CBS stations

in the nation for share of audience.

You know where your audience

and sales are going with WJBK-TV—
They're going UP!

a STORER station

SPON.SOR • 28 NOVEMBKR 19.59

CALL KATZ
STORER NATL SALES OFFICES

(12') Madison Ave., N.V. 22
•

230 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago 1

.il



But, Smidley!

You're the time buyer.

You're the boy we're counting on to spot these

things. Here's a market with more drug sales

than Toledo or St. Paul . . . more gas sta-

tion sales than Denver or Boston and you

slipped up on it. Smidley, this Cascade Tele-

vision network is a "must" buy as far as I'm •

concerned. Think of it, a market like that with

just one television operation serving it all.

KIMA-TV
YAKIMA, WASH, PASCO, RICHLAND.

KENNEWICK, WASH.

I/DAC T\t EPHRATA.

IVDHJ'I V MOSES LAKE, WASH,

KEPR-TV

l/| p\A/.T\# lEWlSTON, IDA

for Facts and figures:

Nationol Representatives: Pacific Northwest:

GEORGE P. HOLIINGBERY Company MOORE & ASSOCIATES

SPONSOR ASKS
{Continued from page 50)

Although programing is admittedly

the primary ingredient of a station's

image, the facility's reputation is

based also upon the scores of tangible

and intangible acts and attitudes that

comprise its public relations.

By public relations I do not mean
publicity but the total effect of the

hundreds of individual acts and de-

cisions of the station in all its fields

of operation, particularly in the area

of community relations.

Public service is extremely impor-

tant, but it should be tailored to the

community's specific needs. Its object

is, of course, to serve the public, but

a by-product of an effective program

is community leadership.

The station which is active in local

affairs thereby becomes solidlv inden-

tified with its area. An individual

operator is successful in achieving a

highly favorable station image of

prestige and leadership for his own
facility; he contributes an important

building-block to the nationwide

television imase. ^

DINNER-REDY
(Continued from page 35)

tion, 12 to 25 spots per week in day-

time hours. In addition, two 800-line

newspaper ads would be run (on suc-

cessive Thursdays). Part of the prep-

aration of this campaign too was a

consumer questionnaire to determine

even more closely who the Dinner-

Redy market was. Income was not

as important, says Dan Siesel, agency

v.p. as structure of family (number

of children, etc. I and attitudes to-

ward prepared foods. Attitude re-

sponses underscored for Dinner-Redy

and the agency the importance of the

quality pitch along with convenience.

"It became more important than

ever," says Siesel. "to make sure the

'quick and easy' approach did not

outweigh the quality emphasis."

Commercials were recorded to

highlight the point in dramatic situa-

tions, each involving housewives of

the age groups Dinner-Redy was

aiming for. Commercials were 45 sec-

onds with a 15-second live tag.

"With only 15 seconds to sum up

our message," says Miss Barbour,

"the temptation to talk glibly about

convenience would be even greater.

(Please turn to page 54)
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WeeReBel, Columbus, Ga., shows replica of Confederate Uniform
to Mary Dwyer, time buyer, Kenyon & Eckhardt, inc., New York.

Haue you heard what the UlBeREBeL

said ta Kenyon & Eckhardt?

"We have the highest per family income in Georgia."

You'll miss the highest per family income in Georgia, if you don't put Columbus on

your schedule. Metropolitan Columbus' family income is $6,855 annually compared

to the Georgia figure of $5,002. And 83% of the families in this high-income

area own TV sets. They view WRBL-TV the most! Check HOLLINGBERY for

availabilities on WRBL-TV and WRBL Radio.

WRBL
TV-CHANNEL 4 • RADIO-5000 WATTS

aioiumsus, en.®
Represented by George P. Hollingbery Co
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ADVERTISERS
Who know the game best

(Selling game, that is)

ARE PLAYING BALL
WITH DETROIT'S
MOSTPOWERFUL
TEAM...

f-they're getting greoter\

^distance"' at the Lowest\

rates of any major Station

in the maricet.

Get the story from our National

Reps, or write direct.

GENERAL OFFICES

GUARDIAN BLDG. • DETROIT 26, MICH.

r ROMRT i. EASTMAN & CO. J. E. CAMPEAU YOUNG TELEVISION CORP.

Noll Radio Rep PreiidonI Nail TV Rep

DINNER-REDY
[Continued from page 52)

It was apparent we would have to let

station personalities see for them-

selves that there was a quality story

to tell."

The solution was an insulated yel-

low plastic Dinner-Redy kit contain-

ing two packages of each product

(turkey slices, ham slices) and a

four-minute timer (emphasizing the

fact that the product takes only four

minutes to heat once the foil bags

are in boiling water).

Then Louise Barbour herself set

out to deliver as many of the kits as

she could personally, at the same
time driving home the philosophy

necessary to maintain balance in

pitching the product.

When she could not visit a market

personally, kits were sent to brokers

with the names of station personali-

ties to whom they should be deliv-

ered. A personal visit by the broker

was recommended.

Kits were also used to cement

broker relations with buyers and

store managers. The "further use"

value of the insulated bags (for pic-

nics, etc.) was an added plus.

First-hand acquaintance with the

product and complete understanding

of the sales pitch, however, was the

primary aim in merchandising the

product directly to the men who
would be selling it on the air. "Don't

you believe for a minute," asserts

Miss Barbour, "that men don't know
how to sell food—once they get a

woman's viewpoint on the matter."

Evidence that the 47-market sched-

ule did sell Dinner-Redy was seen in

an immediate tripling of sales (at the

end of the first two weeks of the

campaign), which then levelled off

to twice the former highpoint. In

many areas, Dinner-Redy s campaign

cracked chains which it previously

could not get into. In addition, sta-

tion merchandising created excite-

ment about the product that spilled

over into the trade area.

It's safe to assume that the suc-

cess of the Dinner-Redy spot radio

strategy will lead other frozen food

advertisers to follow in the same

path. It's equally safe to suppose

that they will keep a sharp eye on

what happens to Dinner-Redy under

Lever Bros. Final appointment of an

agency (rumored to be Kenyon &

Eckhardt) is due this week. ^
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IN OKLAHOMA CITY

THE STATION WITH

BY FAR THE

LARGEST AUDIENCE

IS ALSO THE

PRESTIGE

STATION

CALL YOUR

KATZ MAN

FOR THE AUDIENCE

AND COVERAGE
.

FIGURES

FOR 39 YEARS

THE UNDISPUTED

LEADER IN

OKLAHOMA CITY

RADIO

930

Owned and Operated by

The WKY Television System, Inc.

WKY-TV, Oklahoma City

WTVT, Tampa-St. Petersburg, Flo.

Represented by Katz Agency

930 K.C.

INDEPENDENT

wui'M

PROGRAMMING



I fancied we

sold all our

Maidenform Bras . .

.

and we. did ,

onWTCN-TV
Leo Rosenthal is a worried man. As

Maidenform's Minneapolis District Sales

Manager, he worries when stores sell out

completely, as they did when this year's

"Star Flower" bra was introduced exclusively

on WTCN-TV.
Even though Maidenform's television campaign

is only half way through our current fall

season," says Rosenthal, "our big problem

has been to keep the stores in stock.

"Your introductory letters announcing the

campaign and those wonderful follow-up

letters telling about the sales contest you set

up, ail helped in making the introduction

of "Star Flower" in the Twin Cities area an

outstanding success."

That's why Leo Rosenthal is a worried man
today. Not only did "Star Flower" sell out

completely, but sales of all Maidenform

products are up substantially in the important

Twin Cities market. What's he going to

tell all those women if the stores continue to

run out of stock?

You should have such problems yourself.

Call your Katz man for availabilities on
WTCN-TV, Twin Cities.

WTCN-TV AND RADIO
ABC STATIONS FOR MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agency
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
28 NOVEMBER 1959

"^ ^^^ exposure about broadcasting continue to grow and to spread, it becomes
more evident that the advertising business will be stamped, at least in public pro-

nouncements, the chief villain.
SPONSOR '

PUBLICATIONS INC. Logic has nothing to do with it. A fall group has to be found and the chances are

mounting that the advertising fraternity fits most conveniently into the role. Hence it will be

the chief target of a Congressional and/ or Government agency action which might

be forthcoming.

Note how most of the stations coming out of Washington or on the rostrum the past

week or so have put the accent on the need for sharper scanning and watching of commercials.

Also, the reluctance to talk too menacingly about harder control over programing.

After all, you can hold an ad up to discredit with more impunity than in getting away with

impugning the taste of any group of viewers or listeners.

Or messing around with anybody's favorite program.

Chief point to bear in mind with respect to possible action against operators

of individual radio and tv station is the built-in cooiing-off period.

The FCC has most assuredly called hearings on its powers or lack of same to deal with

programing. These will drag on for a long, long time before the commission comes to any

hrm decision on the second and most important object of its hearing. Whether if it has the

power to use them, or whether if it doesn't have such powers, to ask Congress to provide them.

The majority of commissioners haven't changed their minds about not wanting to get

involved in station programing standards. Despite the sound and fury, Congress will not

actually pass any new legislations on the subject while the FCC study is in progress.

Nor would Congress in any case move with startling speed. The legislative process is

slow at best, and no sweeping legislation on tlie particular subject could clear the entire legis-

lative process much before the end of the upcoming Congressional session—if that fast.

Among broadcasters, the networks are still in the greatest danger, largely because Justice

Department and FCC proceeding were already in progress when tlie scandel started to break.

FCC chairman John C. Doerfer sets the tone: in a speech pointedly referring to

the constitutional protection against government censorship against broadcast pro-

graming, Doerfer just as pointedly said that advertising has no such protection at all.

Doerfer broadly hinted that the FCC might get into regulatory areas concerning radio/tv

commercials which the Federal Trade Commission might not reach to its power over false and

misleading ads.

While not spelling out his ideas, he appeared to mean good taste, etc.

The advertising fraternity was under indirect attack from a new source, Sen.

Warren Magnuson (D., Wash.), Chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee.

Magnuson demanded from the FCC and FTC an explanation as to why their actions have

been so limited, threatened legislation next year, and assailed the FTC in particular.
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Significant news, trends in

• Film • Syndication

• Tape • Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
28 NOVEMBER 1959

Copyright 1959

SPONSOR

PUBLIOATION* INO.

CBS TV is headed for the adoption of some sweeping changes in programing
policies as a result of the Washington investigation. (See details on page 17.)

How all this will affect the company's syndication arm: Any groundrules set up for net-

work programing will definitely apply to CBS Films productions and the scheduling

of syndication shows on CBS o&o's.

Paralleling today's question of whether or not canned laughter in film shows
is ethical is the technical consideration of whether the practice can be an effec-

live one.

Schwerin dug up these two recent studies in response to the current controversy:

• In a test made during a previous season, an average 56% of viewers stated that they

found canned laughter and applause "objectionable."

• In another study, a show with both canned laughter and applause was compared with an-

other that had no additions to the sound track. Here's how they did:

RESPONSE WITH CANNED LAUGHS NO ADDED LAUGHS

Enjoyed it more 21% 14%
Enjoyed it less 10% 37%
Made no difiference 69% 49%

A CBS spokesman denied the rumor last week that its owned and operated sta-

tions were considering a wholesale switch from daytime strip shows to more puhlic

affairs programing.

The report suggested that CBS o&o's might drop film comedies and pick up tape public

service or similar shows for the sake of a good appearance in Washington.

Whether the report is true or false, station men fear that new government action, if any,

by the FCC or by new legislation might take extreme forms.

The relative scarcity of FCC and government actions has left the station men with few

past precedents by which to measure their behavior.

Kellogg's has emerged as one of the more notable users of national spot film

programing this season.

Capitalizing on 5 to 7 p.m. periods to reach what's largely a children's audience, Kel-

logg is using Huckleberry Hound and Quick Draw McGraw, both Screen Gems shows,

through Leo Burnett.

During this six-month period, Huckleberry Hound led its time periods in 16

or more of 20 major cities: Here are ARB six-month averages for 20 markets.

58

CITY RATING CITY RATING

Atlanta 18.1 Los Angeles 11.6

Baltimore 16.1 Milwaukee 18.1

Boston 11.8 Minneapolis-St. Paul 17.2

Chicago 13.9 New Orleans 16.0

Cincinnati 19.8 New York 11.1

Columbus 21.3 Philadelphia 6.5

Dallas-Ft. Worth 15.5 Sacramento 27.3

Detroit 14.3 St. Louis 13.4

Indianapolis 21.0 Seattle-Tacoma 22.0

Kansas City 24.7 Washington, D.

SPONSOR

C.
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|||iy FILM-SCOPE continued

\

Felix the Cat will probably be the first syndicated series to be given a Holly-

wood-style charity premiere with all the trimmings.

Westinghouse Broadcasting and TransLux will cooperate in a JNew York promotion on

29 December for the benefit of CARE with $15 a seat admissions.

Sharp syndication selling practices in recent months have caused stations to

bring up their guard.

Station complaints directed against specific syndicators have included the following:

• Pilot films that are produced for as much as $75,000 as network hopefuls which are

passed into syndication to be produced for only $25,000-30,000.

• Different production personnel on the actual series them in the pilot film.

• Aiming for only 39 films at rock bottom cost rather than investing in a series that

might run for several years if encouraged.

• Switching the emphasis of a series from, say, action to human interest to suit one re-

gional advertiser without letting other buyers know.
• Changing the basic casting of a series to save on talent costs.

• The transformation in attitude of syndicators who want to become network suppliers and

may treat their regional and station clients as second-class.

• Failing to come up with enough praiseworthy syndication programing during 1959.

• Reorganized companies that ignore the obligations of their predecessors.

One station had a sour experience on one show with one distributor, and has now re-

written its entire standard syndication contract so as to spell out details on production

costs, the producers, the talent, and the format and approach of the series.

COMMERCIALS

The whole question of what makes a commercial ^^phoney" is getting a new
hearing in the light of developments in Washington.

For a report on this controversial subject, see p. 29, this issue.

Two common mistakes made with commercials are dumping campaign* to*

soon or staying with a deteriorated one too long.

In the first case, the advertiser tires of his own campaign before the public does; in the

second case, he stays with the campaign because the product is doing well

—

even if the

commercials are no longer effective.

A new Schwerin study, culled from below, has gone into the dangers of the second typ«

of error: 1. Here Schwerin traces what happened to a household product that stood pat on its

commercials in the face of a competing brand:

COMPETITIVE PREFERENCE BRAND "a" BRAND "b"

July 1955 64% not yet on market

June 1956 64% not yet on market

November 1957 45% 27%
January 1959 39% 37%

2) Exposure was termed the main element in commercial wear-out. In a sepa-

rate study of two products sold in the same way by the same advertiser (a straight sell com-

mercial of comparative brand demonstration), there were drastic differences of effectiveness,

depending on exposure, as follows:

EFFECTIVENESS WHEN INTRODUCED AFTER 25 EXPOSURES AFTER 100 EXPOSURES
(SRC* Competitive Preference) (four mos. later) (eight raos. later)

Household Product "X" 20 15

Household Product "Y" 20 6
'Stands for Schwerin Research Corp.
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
Another career to watch rise in the upper stratum of CBS is that of Sig Mickel- I

son, recently named president of the newly created news division,

His stock on the 20th floor board at 485 Madison Avenue keeps going up as a fluid

operator, ear-to-the-grounder, strategist and solid industry citizen.

The reps at the moment are proving exceptionally lucrative customers for the

airlines and raih-oads.

They're burning up distance in quest of the stations that H>R will have to relin-

quish to accommodate Corinthian exclusivity and also stations allied with rep firms they

think are not in such good shape.

The tv networks are giving serious thought to cutting out the long-standing

practice of Christmas gifting newspaper and magazine tv columnists.

It will be due to more than retaliation at the clobbering the network has received in the

quiz mess from print; it will dispose of the question raised about the press' frequent

freeloading on junkets and other network expansiveness.

A lot of water has passed under the radio bridge the past 20 years and among

the phenomena of this span worth noting is the rocklike popularity of Ma Perkins.

Ma Perkins ranked as the No. 1 daytime serial in 1939 and it's still up there on top

in 1959.

Jf you don't think that advertisers give deep consideration to the impact of

their choice of media on the field sales staff, mull over this report out of Chicago.

A midwest advertiser, heavy in both tv and radio, advised reps that he was pulling

out of air media for the time being and putting the money in magazines.

His reason, curious as it may be: Though the results from tv and radio have been more

than satisfactory, it was imperative to reinspire the staff and it was his opinion that

the most effective way to do it was a drastic media change.

(See How to Pre-Sell Radio/Tv series, 17-31 October sponsor issues).

A competitive gimmick being used by some rep salesmen which timebuyers

deem as anything but advancing radio's cause:

Exhibiting the logs of the other "top" stations in the market to show how overcom-

mercialized their schedules are.

Look for WLS, Chicago, to switch its image from farm to metropolitan but for

AB-PT to keeping and promoting the three farm papers involved in the sale. I i

The publications have always been and continue to be moneymakers. '

It also looks as though Glenn Snyder, who's headed the station since the Prairie i

Farmer took over, and a kingpin among operators, is retiring. Hj
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WyTi Speece, WNAX-570 "Neighbor Lady," showi accept- Broadcasting Corporation and General Manager of WNAX
ing the sterling silver bowl awarded to the top radio award received bronie plaque. Presentations are being made by

winner in the GMA "Life Line of America" Trophy Awards Paul S. Willis, GMA President (left).

Competition. Don D. Sullivan, Vice President, Peoples

GROCERY MANUFACTURERS AWARD TO WYNN SPEECE

WNAX 'NEIGHBOR LADY' TO ALL BIG AGGIE LAND
riumks lo the Grocery Maiuihu-
lurers ol America, Int. tor the hon-
or they have bestowed on radio
WNAX-570 and her lanious air

sales personality, Wynn Speece.

The entire staff of \VNAX-57() is

extremely proud of the accomplish-
ments of Wynn Speece. And ail ol

\\'\nn"s friends here in Big Aggie
Land are as happy for her as we
arc. Congratidations lo Wynn as

the lop Award Winner in the

(iMA Life Line competition.

Personalities like Wynn S]jeece

have made WNAX-570 the long-

lime lavoi'ite in Rig .\ggie Land.

1 o effectively sell the ti09.000 radio

homes in the five-state, 175 county
region of Big Aggie Land, sell on
the station more people listen to

and depend on—\\'N.\X-570.

See yoin Kat/ man for complete
details.

g WMAX-570 CBS RADIO
PROGRAMMING FOR ADULTS OF ALL AGES
PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION
Yankton, South Dakota Sioux City, Iowa

ftonis
IliOADClSIIIIG CORPOItllOII

U \A\. Yankton. S. 0.
\\(iAK. Cleveland. 0.
\\ lU'l). Worthinoton. 0.
WTTM. Trenton, N. J.

W.M.MN. Fairmnnt. W.Va.
K\ T\ , Sioux City. Iowa
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NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
WASHDAY IN NEW YORK. Cooperating with the big city's Sanitation Dept. and Citizens

Committee, WABC staged a 13-hour marathon in Times Square urging New Yorkers to keep city

clean. Joining sanitation commissioner Paul Screvane (third from right) in mammoth mop job:

stationites (l-r) Maria Michaels, Fred Robbins, Julie McGee, Al Lohman, Jr., Dorothy Dolliver

"JAZZ CORNER," KSTP, St. Paul-Minn.

program hosted by Leigh Kamman (I), put on

art contest, exhibited 45 originals in local

coffee house. First prize: $50 from station;

runners-up copped art courses and supplies

NYET FROM NIKITA! In an exclusive

KOLN-TV, Lincoln, Neb. farm dept. interview,

Roswell Garst of Coon Rapids, la. (c) tells

Carl Deitmeyer (I), Les Blauvelt, Khrushchev's

sent no word since he visited Garst last fall

ADVERTISERS

Lanolin Plus is set to launch, na-

tionally, its new color shampoo
—Wash 'N Tint.

To support this introduction, the

cosmetic firm will use more than

5,000 tv and radio spots per week in

163 markets. Bulk of tv and radio

spot campaign will be placed on lo-

cal stations of the three networks as

well as leading independent radio and

tv stations in the principle markets.

Agency: EWR&R.

The International Nickel Co. has

completed plans for the biggest

retail campaign ever staged to

promote stainless steel consumer
products.

Some 61 leading department stores

will participate in the promotion

—

dubbed "The Gleam of Stainless

Steel."

Inco will launch its ad program,

supporting the promotion, during the

A MAN'S WORLD was created for Davey

Tyson, WAMP, Pittsburgh, by over 2,000

women joining his first anniversary celebra-

tion for program tabbed Austin Teleparfy,

which airs both sides of listeners' phone calls
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first week of February, via news

broadrasts on 34 radio stations

tbroufibout the country.

Last years Inco, a big news spon-

sor, spent a half-million dollars in

radio.

"Just as this shield helps protect

me": These familiar words used by

Colgate in its Dental Cream tv ads

were termed "deceptive" this

week in a formal complaint is-

sued by the FT(- against the Col-

gate-Palmolive Co.

Specifically, the complaint alleges

that the dentifrice does not com-

pletely protect users" teeth against

decay, by forming a "protective

shield" as claimed in the company's

tv ads.

Strictly personnel : Verne Kelley,

elected v.p.-advertising and public re-

lations of the Greyhound Corp. . . .

Howard Lochrie, appointed adver-

tising manager for the Birds Eye di-

vision of General Foods Corp. . . .

Robert Dennis, named general sales

manager for Bu-Tay Products, Ltd.,

Los Angeles manufacturer of Rain

Drops, Diaper Sweet and George.

AGENCIES

Agency appointments: Pepsi-Cola

Bottling Co.. Los Angeles, billing

about $1 million, to Y&R, Los An-

geles . . . Pabst Brewing Co.'s East-

side Beer, from Y&R, to Kenyon &
Eckhardt— the agency for Pabst

Blue Ribbon and Blatz Beer ... 42

Products Ltd., Santa Monica, Cal.

producers of men's toiletries, to

Fletcher Richards, Calkins &
Holden, Los Angeles . . . Trade

and consumer advertising and pro-

motion for KCBS, San Francisco,

to Johnson & Lewis, San Francisco

. . . Gerber Plastic Co., a subsidiary

of Gerber Products, to Atlantic/

Bernstein Associates, New York
. . . Gateway Flakes, Inc., new potato

processing firm in Barnesville, Minn.,

with plans for a tv campaign, to

Kerker-l*eterson, Minneapolis . . .

American ('opper Sjxmgc Co.. \\oon-

socket. R. I., to Daniel F. Sullivan,

Boston.

Account resignation : Vi ilson &
Co. and Kenyon & Eckhardt are

terminating their relationships. The

Chicago meat firm, with K&E for two

vears. billed $L25 million. Reason

for the break: "Product conflicts

with some of the agency's other

clients."

New agencies: John W. Shaw Ad-

vertising. Chicago, extending its serv-

ices with the formation this week of

Grabin-Shaw Advertising, Milwau-

kee, headed b\ George Grabin ... A
new industrial advertising and mar-

keting agencv. to specialize in phar-

maceuticals, Long Vineis White,

Inc., is now operating at 10 Pine

Street. Morristown. N. J. . . . C.

Ralph Bennett and Edward G. Chase,

i.<s^#Wj^f^

NAVAL HIGH NOTE is scored each Saturday over WBAL, Baltimore, FOR RADIO ONLY. Present for recent dedication of KMOX, St. Louis'

by the 85-piece Naval Academy Band under the baton of Lt. Com- new CBS studios exclusively for radio facilities were (l-r) Dr. Frank

mander Max Corriclc. Aired from new Naval Academy Field House at Stanton, pres. CBS; Robert Hyland, v. p.-gen. mgr. KMOX; Jules

Annapolis, program spans musical tastes from Beethoven to Basin St. Dundes, CBS radio v.p. sta. admin.; Arthur Hayes, pres. CBS radio

TALK ABOUT FOOD—Wynn
Hubler Speece (r), "Your Neigh-

bor Lady" of WNAX, Yankton.

S.D. is awarded silver bowl (top

prize), for radio food reporting in

Grocery Mfrs. of America trophy

competition, by assn. pres. Paul

Willis (I). Bronze plaque went to

Donald D. Sullivan, station's vice

president and general manager
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both formerly of Fred Gardner Co.,

have formed Bennett & Chase &
Co. at 241 East .58th Street, New
York.

They were named v.j>.'s; Timothy
Stone, Norman Grulich, David
Mixter and Joseph Marone, at

B&B . . . Harriet Olguin, at Friend-

Reiss Advertising . . . Lester Gott-

lieb, at General Artists Corp. . . .

Andrew Zeis, at Compton. Chicago

. . . Gerald Shapiro, at Norman.

Craig & Kummel.

They were also appointed: Rob-
ert Burton, to the board of direc-

tors and Victor Armstrong, to a

senior v. p.. account management, at

K&E . . . Charles Rheinstrom, re-

turning to JWT to assume major ac-

count management responsibilities . . .

Evon Prose, to Campbell-Mithun's

Los Angeles office as m?dia sud''-

visor on all accounts . . . Russell

Young, to the new post cf director

of tv/radio operations at D'Arcy.

Chicago . . . Russ Ford, named di-

rector of tv/radio commercial pro-

WWTV Alone Sells the Market:

CADILLAC AREA SALES

ARE GREATErfHAN

NEW HAMPSHIRE'S

!

NC$ No. 3 thowi Ihat WWTV hot
doily lirculotion, both doylime and
nighllime, in 36 Michigan counliet.

WKZO TV — GRAND RAPIDS KAIAMA200
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO BATTIE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEfFM — GRAND RAPIDS KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADIllAC, MICHIGAN
KOIN TV — IINCOIN, NEBRASKA

Atsocioted wllK

WMBD RADIO — PEORIA. IlllNOIS

WM6D TV — PEORIA. lUINOIS

Retailers in the Cadillac-Northern Lower M'^hiVan
market sell more goods than are sold in all of New
Hampshire*!

And no other salesman even begins to cover this

market for you as well as WWTV, Cadillac!

WWTV has NCS No. 3 daily circulation, bolh

daytime and rughttime, in 36 Northern Lower
Michigan counties. The Cadillac-Traverse City

metropolitan area ARB survey (May, 1959) gives

WWTV the No. 1 spot in 202 of 250 competitive

quarter hours surveyed, Sunday-Saturday.

Add WWTV to your WKZO-TV (Kalamazoo-
Grand Rapids) schedule and get all the rest of out-

state Michigan worth having. // you li'aiit it all,

give us a call!

*New Hampshire's retail sales (1/1/58-1/1/59) were $6^0.8

million. Sales for the same period in 36 Nortiicni L^-jjer

Alichigan counties were $809.7 million.

WH^TT
316,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 13 • 1282' TOWER

CBS and ABC in CADILLAC

Serving Northern Lower Michigan

Avery-Knode/, Inc., Exclusive National RepreienfohVeJ

duction at D,C,S&S . . . Diana Wear,
to media director at Charles Bowes

Advertising, Los Angeles . . . John
MeElroy, to the Chicago account

service staff of Wade Advertising . . .

Jaek Riley, account executive. Glenn

Advertising, Ft. Worth . . . Robert
Davis, broadcast copy supervisor, at

VanSant. Dugdale & Co., Baltimore

. . . Robert Johnson, account ex-

ecutive, Aubrey, Finlay, Marley &

Hodgson, Chicago . . . Roger Rail-

ton-Jones, account executive. The

Chester Gore Co., New York.

Add to personnel moves: Marge
Kerr, casting director of Y&R, to

president of People & Productions,

New York . . . Gene Del Bianco, to

broadcast media director of the Har-

old Cabot Co.. Boston . . . James
Richardson, to a v.p. of Caldwell,

Larkin & Sidener-Van Riper, Indian-

apolis . . . James MacVicker, to

Compton as an account executive . . .

Laurence Kepler, to account execu-

tive at Reach, McClinton & Pershall,

Chicago . . . George Dunn, ap-

pointed director of research at Honig-

Cooper, Harrington & Miner, San

Francisco . . . James Rankin, to

creative supervisor of tv and Irving

Holcomb, to account executive at

Norman. Craig & Kummel . . . Rich-

ard Geary, to radio timebuyer at

Honig-Cooper, Harrington & Miner

. . . James Judge, to the agricultural

division of Aubrey, Finlay, Marley

& Hodgson, Chicago.

Retirement: Fred Barrett, as v.p.

in charge of media at BBDO . . .

Resignation: Frederick Mitchell,

as v.p. and manager of the New York

office at Needham. Louis & Brorby.

FILM

The syndication spotlight has

been falling with increasing fre-

quency in recent weeks on Can-

ada, due to the expected opening

of new production sources and
new film markets there in ihe

near future.

Last week Screen Gems, for ex-

ample, made two affiliations that will

affect their production and sales ties

in Canada.

They are:

• Sovereign Films of Toronto

and Screen Gems came to a long term

agreement for tv film distribution in
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Canada. This also calls for a Cana-

dian-controlled company to be set up

to make film and tape shows in Can-

ada; some of these are intended for

sale in other countries as well.

• Screen Gems (Canada) Ltd.

took over all tv film distribution of

Telepix Movies, Ltd. Both com-

panies are headquartered in Canada.

Production and programs: ITC

took over Frontier Correspondent

from S-P Productions . . . Crosby/

Brown Productions will syndicate

Death Valley Days in a deal with

U. S. Borax and McCann-Erickson

. . . Tel Ra Productions of Philadel-

phia is now listing five sports series

among its offerings.

International : Fremantle reports

first sales in Peru: purchased were

Spanish-dubbed /'m The Law and

Hopalong Cassidy; the same shows

were also sold in Venezuela.

Commercials: Kudner Agency
producing commercials for Color-

forms using two cartoon characters

. . . Film commercials took 11 of the

33 tv awards of the Chicago Art

Directors Club last week, as fol-

lows: Medals went to U. S. Steel,

Ford. Seven Up. Faygo. Shamrock

Oil. Northwest Orient Airlines and

the May Co.; Merit awards went to

Dodge, Renault, Peoples Gas, Light

& Coke Co., and Thorofare Markets.

There were 22.5 entries.

Strictly personnel : Sam Lomberg
appointed European Sales Manager

for NTA . . . William Andrews
named sales manager of IT(] syndi-

cated divisions . . . Al Simon, presi-

dent of Filmways Television Produc-

tions, last week denied rumors that

he was resigning to join Twentieth

Century Fox TV.

Promotion : Bozo the Clown named
honorary fireman by New York City

fire department; the Jayark series is

carried on WPIX.

Sales: MCA's Mickey Spillanes Mike
Hammer sold to De Roy Jewelers in

Pennsylvania, Eckerd Drugs in North

Carolina, Knight Furniture and Hub
City Motors in Louisiana, and Lewis

Tires and Bravo Macaroni in upper

New York state.

Feature films: Remco toys' use of

feature films as children's spectacu-

lars through Webb Associates agency

on WPIX, New York, reports a high

time period rating.

Ratings: A WPIX, New York study

of two time period exposures for in-

dividual syndicated shows reveals a

ratings result approximately twice as

high as one exposure. Shows involved

are This Man Dawson and Brave

Stallion. The combined two-exposure

score on this independent station was

claimed to be higher than ratings of

some once-exposed shows on network

flagships.

NAB tape survey: Videotape re-

corders are now making significant

contributions to programing, produc-

tion, personnel scheduling, and sales,

according to a NAB survey. Of 96
stations surveyed, 6.5% made useful

replies. Of these, 73% were in mar-

kets where at least one other station

also has tape. Of the respondents,

67% had one machine and 35'/c had
two. It was predicted by 86% that

soon they would need two machines.

Regarding the three main advan-
tages of the machines, the stations

placed them in this order: first, as

programing and production aids;

second, as helps in personnel schedul-

ing, and third, as a cost saver. A
fourth factor mentioned was tape as a

sales aid and as an instrument to de-

velop new sales. Regar<ling the
drawbacks of tape, stations listed

these factors: first, high initial cost;

second, too much time spent in re-

making takes; and third, costs of the

tape itself, and of maintenance and

personnel. Members of the NAB
video tape committee are: Norman
Bagwell, WKY-TV. Oklahoma City;

Raymond J. Bowley, Westinghouse

Broadcasting. New York; Virgil

Duncan, WRAL-TV. Raleigh;
Stokes Gresham, WISH-TV. In-

dianapolis: John Houshouris, CBS
TV. New York; W illiam Michaels,

WJBK-TV, Detroit, and Kenneth
Tredwell, WBTV. Charlotte.

NETWORKS
NBC TV's "double standards"

blowup at Time, Inc., and the at-

tendant challenge that Time can-

cel its network affiliations can

have broader implications.

Asked whether the network was

COMMENT VENDRE'T'ON FRANCAISE UAUTOMOBILE
6,000,000 eyes/ears—listen/watch Green Bay's Channel 5

LE TELEVISION
That's why IMPORT MOTORS of Appleton, Wisconsin chose WFRV to sell their French Imported

RENAULT Dauphine. A ten second adjacency following "LAW OF THE PLAINSMAN" has been

jsed since the show premiered. Their commercial drew comments customers from all over the rich

Fox River Valley and many other cities in North East Wisconsin. IMPORT MOTORS remarkable

INCREASE in sales, dramatically proves the effectiveness of Green Bay's quality station!

Another sure proof of

.

[}\m
w ffD

wfrv green bay
highest tower . . . maximum power

the

best

cost

per

milh'on
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extending the same challenge to

newspaper ownerships that have been

strongly critical of tvs questionable

practice and that hold NBC TV affili-

ations, the NBC retort was:

"Any publication that thinks the

shoe fits ought to wear it."

In answer to NBCs query on why
Time, Inc., continued its network af-

filiations after an article in Time in

April 1957 exposed dubious high-

jinks in quiz shows, Wes Pullen,

operator of the Time stations said:

'"We have not, as yet. met the

standards in local programing that

our magazines have called for. But

that is our aim and we are glad to

accept Mr. (Bob I Sarnoff's challenge

to try to reach it. However, we must

depend on the networks for presenta-

tions beyond the reach, resources and

responsibility of local stations."

Network tv sales and renewals:

The 10th presentation of Ainahl and

the A iglit Visitors has been set on

NBC TV, Christmas Eve, for Pon-
tiae (MacM, J&A) . . . Restless Gun,

currently seen on ABC TV Monday
through Friday, 12-12:30 p.m., will

HAVE A DRINK ON US !""

Hit the rich Jacksonville market with the impact of a 10th frame
strike . . . with WPDQ, Jacksonville's impact station, delivering

the most active buying audience in the Southeast! *Now hit the

jackpot . . . the first agency guy or gal who correctly identifies the error

in form of the illustrated bowler, and writes, phones, or wires

Bob Feagin at WPDQ, will receive a case of his favorite beverage.

Delivered by

Venard, Rjntoul and McConnell, Inc.

James S. Ayers, Southeast

5000 Watts 600 KC

Jacksonville, Florida

If you want impact in Jacksonville, Florida use WPDQ!

expand its schedule to include Satur-

days, for Sweets Co. I Henry Eisen)

. . . Colgate (Bates) has renewed

thirds of Laramie, on NBC TV, Tues-

days, 7:30-8:30 p.m. through the

19.59-60 season . . . Lever (NL&B)
has renewed segments of NBC TV's
daytime series. Concentration through

1960.

AB-PT, last week, entered into

an agreement to purchase the

stock of Prairie Farmer Publish-

ing Co.

The company, and its subsidiaries,

publishes three farm publications in

the midwest—and owns a 50% stock

interest in WLS, Chicago. (AB-PT
owns the rest of the Chicago station

stock.)

New network affiliates: To CBS
Radio, five stations, including
WKNE, Keene, N. H., which dis-

affiliated last year. Other joining sta-

tions are: WBRK, Pittsfield, Mass.;

WKNY, Kingston, N. Y.; WKVT,
Brattleboro, Vt.; and KREX, Grand

Junction, Colo. . . . To Mutual
Broadcasting: KLOQ, Yakima,

Wash.; KBKC, Kansas City; WROD,
Daytona Beach: and WESX, Salem,

Mass.

Network personnel: Robert Mil-

ford, to the new post of director of

network programs for CBS TV, New
York . . . Harold Wagner rejoins

Mutual as manager of station serv-

ices . . . John Day, appointed v.p.-

news and Robert Lang, v.p.-admin-

istration, for CBS News . . . Michael

Hanns, of WHCU, Ithaca, N. Y., to

the board of directors of CBS Radio

Affiliates Association.

RADIO STATIONS

WMCA, New York, has acquired

control of Radio Press Interna-

tional—an independent news-

gathering service supplying voice

transmissions to some 50 radio

stations.

According to R. Peter Straus,

president of WMCA, and the new

president of RPI: "RPI will offer a

service which stations can purchase

and which is the equal in quality and

quantity of any which network or-

ganizations provide their affiliates."

Thirteen am stations in the San
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Francisco-Oakland Bay Area an-

nounced the formation, this

week, of a new fjroup dubbed the

San Francisco Radio Association.

Its purpose: to present aggres-

sively the story of radio as a vital

advertising medium in the ever-

growing Bay Area.

The need for public acceptance

and a better public image of

both broadcasting and advertis-

ing were discussed this week by
two station executives.

The one: Worth Kramer, ex-

ecutive v.p. and general manager of

WJR, Detroit, urging the Texas As-

sociation of Broadcasters to "study

your community and /or your area in

the light of your audience's advanced

or enlightened needs and desires" as

a step toward "true public accept-

ance.

And the other: Ben McKinnon,
general manager of WSGN. Birming-

ham, telling the Atlanta Advertising

Club that it was up to people en-

gaged in advertising to help elimi-

nate the tawdry and offensive adver-

tising, and do a better job in telling

the public about "advertising's vast

contribution to our economic and so-

cial system."

Ideas at work:
• Let it snow, let it snow: In

line with the record-breaking tem-

perature nose-dive in Omaha last

week, KOWH held a snowflake con-

test— asking listeners to guess the

time and the date of the first snow-

fall in the area. The number of

guesses in one week: 359.

• Sitting in the back seat: To
tie in with the hit record of that title.

KIOA, Des Moines, ran a contest to

see just how many girls could squeeze

into an average automobile. Station

asked the crowded cars to drive to

its studios, offering people in the auto

containing the largest number, steak

dinners and a movie, escorted by

KIOA's d.j.'s Winning car. a four-

door Chevrolet, contained 23 girls,

ranging from six to 17 in age.

• Who needs a wide screen for

a good travelogue: When editors

from leading Canadian and Ameri-

can newspapers toured Florida,

WMJF, Daytona Beach, by pre-ar-

rangement, had every radio in the

21-car motorcade tuned to the sta-

tion. As the caravan entered the area,

the station greeted all the visitors by

name, and then via travel commen-

tary on the landmarks, conducted

them on a scenic tour of Daytona

Beach.

Station purchases: 99.6% of the

stock of Southshore Broadcasting

Co.'s W JOB, Hammond. Ind., to

Chicago businessmen, including Julian

Colby and David Smerling of ABC
Vending Corp., for $43-5,000 . . .

KGRN, Grinnell, la., and KNIA,
Knoxville, la., to Forest Mitchell, pro-

gram director of KIOA, Des Moines,

for $63,000. All sales here brokered

by Hamilton-Landis & Associates.

Thisa 'n' data: Bartell Family
Radio's documentary. The Critical

Years, is being sent to universities

and colleges to be used for classroom

discussion and analysis . . . WEBB,
Baltimore, awarded a $250 scholar-

ship to a college radio student, and

the opportunity for him to gain ex-

perience at the station at the rate of

$1 an hour . . . WFDF, Flint, Mich.,

is circulating its new brochure con-

taining letters from clients and agen-

cies on radio success stories in the

Flint market . . . Kudo: To WSB,
Atlanta, the Georgia Farm Bureau

Federation media award for out-

standing service to agriculture . . .

Anniversary : KABC, Hollywood,

now celebrating its 30th birthday.

Station staffers: Norman Reed,

appointed v.p. in charge of public

relations, and Ed Studney, named
program manager at WWDC. Inc.,

Washington, D. C. . . . Jack Thayer,

to general manager of WHK. Cleve-

land . . . John Revisore, to man-

ager. WYLD, New Orleans . . . Wil-

lard Kline, general manager, KFOX,
Long Beach. Cal. . . . Tom Shana-

han, to station manager of WEMP.
Milwaukee . . . Richard Leader, to

general sales manager. KWIZ, Santa

Ana . . . Day Stallard, named man-

ager. KCKN. Kansas City . . . Carlos

Rivas, to station manasrer of KGMB,
Honolulu and KHBC. Hilo.

TV STATIONS

TvB unveiled "The Exponen-
tial," a new large-screen presen-

tation, before some 900 station,

network, representatives, adver-

tising and agency executives gath-

ered in Chicago last week for the

Bureau's fifth anniversary meet-

ing.

Said the presentation: Advertising

is needed to keep production high

—

to keep the growth curve of produc-

tion upward, to avoid reaching the

"exponential" or plateau where sales

level out.

First need in advertising, TvB's

George Huntington said, is sheer

coverage. And to turn coverage into

reach, an advertiser must then attract,

intrigue and intrude. "The communi-

cation medium to do this today is tv."

The general theme running
through a majority of the

speeches at the meeting was tv's

responsibility to clean up its own
house—without outside legisla-

tion.

For instance. Roger Clipp, v.p.

of the Triangle radio and tv stations,

and TvB board chairman, urged that

self-regulation by stations and net-

works begin immediately. "And the

framework of such regulation is in

existence— it encompasses the NAB
Tv Code."

Clipp called for expansion of

this Tv Code. "A more complete set

of rules must be drafted," he added.

MANAGERIAL-SALES

EXECUTIVE AVAILABLE

Young man, 36, 15 years ex-

perience in broadcasting field,

now "shopping around" for

new key managerial and/or

sales post. Hard-hitting sales-

man with outstanding record

beginning with retail thru to

agency level. Experienced as

both manager and sales man-

ager. Excellent references,

fine record; qualified for top

five-figure bracket income.

Background includes pro-

gramming-production, nation-

al rep sales. If interested

please write care of SPON-

SOR, Box 19.
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"The network, national spot and local

commercials, which meet those stand-

ards would be entitled to carry, on

the screens, an NAB seal of approval.

Those commercials not meeting the

standards would not be given the

right to display the Seal." A similar

Seal would apply to tv programs

—

syndicated or network.

Broadcasters should have full

control over all programing, in-

clufling commercials, agreed FCC
chairman, John C. Doerfer. How-

ever, he cautioned, "unless the in-

dustry moves promptly to eliminate

distasteful forms of deception in en-

tertainment and commercials, you

may well expect an impatient Con-

gress to do it quickh."

Doerfer assured the industry that

hurried steps would not be taken to

revoke licenses for minor offenses.

But he did caution station men that

repeated offenses would be seriously

reviewed when station license renewal

time comes around.

Arthur C. Nielsen, chairman of

the A. C. Nielsen Co.. assailed the

attack against ratings as revealing

an ignorance of research.

MINNEAPOLIS- ST. PAUL

ADULT

...going forward FAST

WHAT NEXT ? !

Rating details on request

William Y.Stewart

President

Daren F. McGavren Co.

Nat'l Representatives

Official actions at the TvB
meeting included these:

• The board approved a 1960

budget $1,050,000; and the in-

stallation of a tv tape recorder at the

Bureau's new New York Head-

quarters— 1 Rockefeller Center.

• Elected these officers: Chair-

man, Otto Brandt, v.p. of KING-
TV, Seattle; secretary, Glenn Mar-
shall, WJXT, Jacksonville; treasurer,

Payson Hall, Meredith Publishing

Co.; directors. Gordon Gray,
WKTV, Utica; Clair McCollough,
WGAL-TV, Lancaster; Richard
Borel, WBNS-TV, Columbus; John
Murphy, Crosley Broadcasting;

Donald Kearney, Corinthian Broad-

casting; and Glenn Marshall.

(For more on TvB presentation,

see page 33.)

Metropolitan Broadcasting Co.

acquired this week, from the Gannett

newspapers. KOVR-TV. Stockton-

Sacramento.

The purchase was for 96.5% of

KOVR-TV stock for $3.5 million.

(See Radio /Tv Newsmakers, page

72.)

Two no trump: Ardent bridge

playing fans can now prove their tal-

ents in a new contest on KETV,
Omaha. The idea: station will flash a

typical bridge hand on the screens,

asking viewers to count the number
of points held according to the Goren

system.

Thisa 'n' data: WSAZ-TV, Hunt-

ington-Charleston, celebrating its 10th

birthday this week . . . CBS president

Frank Stanton will address the first

luncheon in the 1959-60 series pre-

sented by the Academy of Tv Arts
and Sciences, in New York, 3 De-

cember.

Kudos: Ruth Lyons, star of 50-50

Club on WLW-T, Cincinnati, named
the most cheerful tv personality by

RCA . . . KGW-TV, Portland, Ore.',

granted the National Safety Coun-

cil's public interest award for service

to farm safety . . . WSOC-TV, Char-

lotte and WSAZ-TV, Huntington-

Charleston, recipients of the Striet-

mann Biscuit Co.'s merchandising

awards.

On the personnel front: Harvey
Glascock, Jr., named assistant to the

president at Metropolitan Broadcast-
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ing Co. . . . Robert Rich, to jieiieial

manager of WI)SM-AM-TV. Duluth

. . . William Grugan, to director of

sales. Cascade T\ . . . Fred von
Stade, to national sales manager,

WTVN-TV, Columbus, 0. . . . Bob
King, to general manager, KSWO-
TV, LaHton-Wichila Falls . . . Rob-
ert Harrin, named director of adver-

tising and sales promotion at WNTA-
TV, New York . . . Arthur Witluni,

to advertising and sales promotion

manager for KNX. Hollywood.

A<ld to personnel moves: Joe
Baker, to local sales manager,

KMTV. Omaha . . . Al Hubbard, to

account executive. KCOP. Los An-

geles . . . Russ Severin, to station

and sales manager of WLOS-TV.
Asheville. N.C. . . . William Barnes,

account executi\e. WVEC-TV, Nor-

folk . . . Dominic Vignola, to re-

tail sales manager. WTEN, Albany-

Scheneclady-Troy . . . Ross Howell,

to the sales department al KTTV, Los

Anseles. ^

Northwests dollar

buys more

on 12^.411
WKOW
and

WKOW-TV

"You are to be congratulated for the out-

standing results accomplished by your sta-

tions for Northwest Orient's Hawaiian
Holiday Tour. The results are concrete

evidence of the adult purchasing power
that WKOW generates in the Madison
area."

0. C. Akre
District Sales Manager
Northwest Orient Airlines

Our thanks to Mr. Akre and to Northwest Orient for this fuie

opportunity to prove that WKOW and WKOW-TV sell best

where they buy more.

Ben Hovel

General Manager
WKOW, W KOW-TV

WKOW
MADISON,WISCONSIN

TV-Q
RADIO- 10 KW- 1070

HUGH SEVILLE
{Continued from page 37)

grams four times each day aimed
specifically at them (and heard only

by them on desk receivers) that will

keep them up-to-the-minute on every

advance in medicine. While he has

been working on this, Beville has also

been working manv other projects

for tomorrow's broadcast media.

On the future of radio and tv com-
mercials. Beville holds strong views.

''I've always felt." he told sponsor.

"that advertisers could improve the

impact of their broadcast advertising

by improving the impact of the com-
mercials themselves. This would make
much more sense than worrying un-

duly about time slitting, audiences

and the like."

"Studies b\ various research firms

have shown that there actually are

100% differences in impact between
one commercial and another. But the

only way to discover vshat ma' es the

difference is research. It seems
strange," Beville says, "that in the

hey-day of inexpensive radio little

was done in research. Now. in tv.

more is being spent."

Beville sees net radio's future flow-

ering in such fields as a medical net-

work, which is to say in the area
of straightforward communications.
(The Defense Dept. of the U.S., in-

cidentally, is equally interested in

this angle, i He also sees stereo as

a highway to tomorrow, but the pull

will be a long one. complicated bv
the many variations of stereo radio

presentation, although he expects the

FCC to set a standard within two
years.

On the other side of the coin—and
a significant clue to Beville's role in

NBC affairs—is what he recentlv did

about the Hudson Theater in New
"^ ork. Tape has enabled networks to

cut back on studio space. While this

has been happening, the legit theater

business has been suffering from a

lack of "lebcnsraum."' Be\ille's de-

partment conducted an exhaustive

study on the merits of selling, or

using the Hudson ( released by the

switch of Jack Paar to tape), came
up with an idea for a new NBC busi-

ness. In December, the Hudson
Theater, refurbished and redecorated,

will open as a Broadwa\ theater uith

the network as the landlord.

Beville may be a quiet man. But

still waters run deep. ^
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TV COMMERCIALS
{Continued from page 32)

Beer: "One of the most difficult

effects to get and keep is a head on

a beer. The pouring and posing are

out of context, done in a hot studio

with 120-degree lights, filled with

technicians, moving cameras and

lighting equipment. You make the

commercial under unrealistic circum-

stances—but the effect has to be one

of reality. To take needed frames

of a man pouring and drinking re-

quires many shots and a lot of time

—and the 'real' head on the beer

would disappear in no time. We use

devices to get a head on the beer and

we shoot it like it would look to a

viewer as he will actually see the

product."'

Food: "Food dries very rapidly:

even at home a beautiful roast will

look sick if it's out of the refrigerator

20 minutes. In a hot studio, where

it has to rest on a table perhaps a full

shooting day, it would look down-

right mangy were we to photograph

it as it really is. We paint it, to make

it look nice and to have it last. If

we didn't, it wouldn't look like the

real thing."

Shampoo: "Sometimes we make

special suds or use an additive because

we need one which will work up a

good foam fast and stay foamy so the

model doesn't have to douse her head

several times in one day for the many
needed 'takes'. The average woman
j)robably spends half an hour washing

her hair, but on camera we have 60

seconds at the most. Ordinary sham-

poo bubbles burst under heat, and

would turn the lather to liquid before

the cameras were in range and grind-

ing."

Cleansers: "Dirt is an accumula-

tion never acquired all of a sudden.

But to visualize the removal of dirt

you often load the demonstration

against you in deliberately putting

on more dirt than you'd have under

normal circumstances."

Animals: "We have to use meat

or chicken bones in getting animals

to perform in—say—a pet food com-

mercial. Remember, dogs are there

as actors, not as eaters. They are

usually well fed and well cared for,

they've developed special diet patterns

and usually eat alone. How can we

expect them to come into a studio

with heat, lots of movement, dozens

of people, and happily lap up the

client's pet food at the exact minute

WBNS Radio
Columbus, Ohio

John Blair & Co., Representatives

Pit/se asked, "In time of emergency such as snow storm or flood, what sta-

tion do you tune to for news of school closing, meeting postponements, storm

news, etc.?" 40.2% replied, "WBNS Radio." This is 25.8% higher than the

second choice station in Columbus.

when the cameras are focused?"

Almost every photographic situa-

tion, according to FTC interpretation,

has possible involvement with fraud.

FTC is currently working even closer

with industry groups in an effort to

outline guideposts. and it's rumored
that it will take two steps toward
more quality as well as depth investi-

gation of tv commercials. The first:

request Congress for a larger appro-

priation for the next fiscal year, with

a larger allocation for monitoring.

The second: in the interim (because

the fiscal '61 budget could not be

acted on until next June), petition

Congress for a special appropriation.

Another FTC spokesman, Charles

A. Sweeney, legal adviser for radio

and tv, says the commission is not

being more "fussy" in its application

to tv commercials. But it 15 being

more penetrating in monitoring, and
is re-allocating staffers to this par-

ticular job. Currently there are nine

field offices, with a 10th scheduled to

be opened in Boston next month. A
full-time staff of 12 persons in the

broadcast unit in Washington coor-

dinates with other FTC specialists as

well as with the entire staff of 730
persons, all of whom are "working
for FTC 24 hours a day" and there-

fore watching for tv breaches, even
though viewing privately.

Revisions and new provisions are

expected to come out of a December
meeting scheduled by AAAA for its

committee on Improvement of Ad-
vertising Contest. It is probable that

the leadership of the Four A's and
the ANA, in combination with that

of the NAB, will join forces to re-

define tv commercial content in temis

of how claims are visualized.

But expert observers say no final

or ultimate answer as to what is or is

not fraudulent can be laid down. This

is why FTC operates under an order

which is designed as general. In the

words of a recent opinion, "The lan-

guage (of the authorizing act) was
deliberately couched in generalities

so that the commission and the courts

may decide in each instance whether

a particular practice is unfair." An
FTC spokesman elaborated: "The
chicanery of man is beyond putting

into a particular rule."

FTC has called a special meeting

for 30 November to discuss this issue

with broadcaster, agency and client

representatives. ^
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ASA 5-c/ry rv/RADio

SUBSCRIBER

Our apologies to

Atlanta, St. Louis, Boston,

Dallas and some other cities!

The new 5-City Directory, just off the press,

contains more than 1900 listings, and 36 pages.

It's the recognized tv/radio guide to 5 cities

where 93% of all national spot business is

bought.

The 1960 directory is substantially bigger than

any of its predecessors. You will find it more

useful, and we hope you will forgive us if your

city is not included.

If you're a SPONSOR subscriber drop us a note

and we'll send you a 5-City Directory with our

compliments.

If not, the price is SOc): each . . . AOi;. in quanti-

ties of 5 to 10 . . . 30(1; for 10 or more.

If you're not a subscriber, enter your subscrip-

tion now by using the form shown on this page.

We'll send you, as a bonus, not only the 5-City

Directory but also the 220 page 1959-60 Air

Media Basics including Radio Basics, Tv

Basics, Timebuying Basics, and much more.

ton

•>KRSON

Sponsor Publications Inc.

40 East 49th Et., New York 17, N. Y.

Send me copies of Sponsor's 5-city directory.

n Enter my subscription to Sponsor

for one year at $8.00 and send me FREE

the 5-CITY DIRECTORY & AIR MEDIA BASICS.

NAME.

TITLE.

COMPANY.

ADDRESS-

CITY -ZONE -STATE-
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- WREX-TV -
POWER-PACKED
PROGRAMMING

Combining the best of ABC and CBS
assures you of top coverage in this

rich industrial and agricultural heart-

land of Mid-America.

- WREX-TV -

POSITIVE COVERAGE
of Northern Illinois and Southern

Wisconsin. You'll have VHF "Ex-

clusivity" in billion dollar plus

market . . . Beyond the influence of

Chicago and Milwaukee TV (90 air

miles away) .

- WREX-TV -

SALES POV/ER
The viewers' choice, serving 399,000
sets in a combined rural and indus-

trial area . . . Ideal for test cam-
paigns.

J. M. BAISCH Represented By

General Manager TELEVISION INC.

"SSSSK MM!®- ,f™!^

Lewis H. Avery, president of Avery-Kno-

del. has been elected to a two-year term on

the board of directors of TvB. A veteran

of more than 25 years in broadcasting,

Avery has headed Avery-Knodel since

1945. Prior to forming the station repre-

sentative firm, he served with the NAB for

three years. From 1940-1942, Avery was

sales manager for Free & Peters. Before

that, he was director of sales for the Buffalo Broadcasting Corp..

and from 1930-1932, he served as an account executive for BBDO.

Bennet H. Korn has been elected execu-

tive v.p. in charge of tv for the Metropoli-

tan Broadcasting Corp. He previously

served as v.p. in charge of tv operations

and general manager of MBC's N. Y. sta-

tion, WNEW-TV. Prior to that, he was

v.p. in charge of WNEW-TV sales. From

1936 to 1949, Korn was acct. exec, and

sales promotion mgr. for WQXR, N. Y.

He joined WNEW in 1949 as acct. exec. MBC also oper

TV, Washington; WHK, Cleveland; KOVR-TV, Stockton-

ates

Sacr

WTTG-
amento.

John Co^den has been appointed v.p.,

information services, for CBS TV. He will

head the advertising and sales promotion

department, the research department and

the press information department. Cowden

joined the promotion department at CBS

in 1938 and was named director of Colum-

bia-Owned Stations promotion in 1946.

When the radio and tv operations sep-

arated, he was appointed dir. of adv. and sales promotion for CBS

TV. Cowden was named v.p. of advertising and promotion in 1958.

Jack Izard, zone manager for General Mo-

tors' Chevrolet Motor Division, succeeds

W. G. Power as national advertising man-

ager. This appointment returns Izard to a

position where he was an assistant until

last April. Born in Mississippi, he started

with Chevrolet in 1937 as a representative

for El Paso parts and accessories. His ca-

reer, interrupted by service in the Army
during W.W. II, was resumed when he returned to Chevrolet as

Dallas zone business mgr. Power, whom he replaces, retires 1 Jan.
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FEATURES THAT KEEP YOUR AMPEX
ff VIDEO COLOR

LINE \ / EXT
TAPE SPEED OVER-RIDE

NORMAL

B/W—COLOR SWITCH
RETARD mUVANCE
TAPE SPEED OVER-RIDE

UP TO DATE . . . FOR YEARS TO COME
TIP

PROJECTION

5 1

HEAD LIFE INDICATOR

Recording— copying— cuing— editing— splicing. . . whatever your requirements for today—or the

future— the Ampex Videotape* Television Recorder brings the utmost operating efficiency. These
advanced-design features are backed by 12 years of development—and the experience in TV tape

recording that is Ampex' alone . . .

INSTANT SWITCHING B/W TO COLOR vi^ith no adjustment or re-equalization needed —and no com-
promise of either standard.

PRECISE LIP SYNCHRONIZATION with second recorder, either audio or TV tape, is accomplished

with Tape Speed Over-ride control.

HIGH QUALITY COPYING ASSURED even to third generation tapes. Low impedance RF-RF dubbing

interconnection delivers the frequency modulated signal direct to copying recorder (s)—eliminates

repeated modulation and demodulation processes.

RECORD, PLAYBACK TO 4 WORLD STANDARDS with "Interswitch" modification. Equips any Ampex
for international programming with 525, 405, 625 or 819 line systems.

HEAD LIFE INDICATOR provides immediate, accurate indication of operating life of the video head

assembly . . . lets your engineer plan a production schedule with assurance.

Write, wire or phone today for an Ampex representative— or ask for the new, fully illustrated

brochure describing the new Ampex VR-IOOOB. Whatever you want to know about the advantages

and profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex. AMPEX HAS THE EXPERIENCE.

934 CHARTER ST. • REDWOOD CITY, CALIF. VIDEOTAPE
Ampex
CORPORATION

professional

(jroducls division

'TM AMPEX CORP. Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities Throughout the World
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frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

Are you loofcing realistically at your spot tv buying? Art Elliot, sales mgr..

CBS TV Spot Sales, discusses here three problems in ivhich he feels agencies

are hurting themselves and their clients by lack of proper understanding.

Elliot believes that in order to achieve a smooth working relationship between

station-agency-advertiser, more cooperation and interchange of vital informa-

tion are greatly, and immediately, needed. Here's a highly provocative

"Seller's Viewpoint" statement which speaks for many station men in empha-

sizing that the path to successful spot tv campaigns is not a one-ivay street.

LET'S HAVE REALISM IN SPOT BUYING

I he efficiency, value and maturity of spot television ad-

vertising is now a fact. Perhaps now is the time to re-

examine the methods by which spot television is bought

and sold. As a seller, I would like to make an appeal for

realism that might make our medium easier to plan for

and to buy.

For the past year, the minute commercial has been the

most wanted commodity in our business. Most campaigns

are planned to utilize minute copy. As a result, minute

availabilities are now in short supply 12 months of the

year and non-existent in most markets after 1 September.

Evoking the theories of supply and demand, the sta-

tions have increased their 60-second rate in all the time

classifications. With a sold-out situation facing us once

again, and not being able to clear orders for further busi-

ness, we will once again increase the minute rates. We
shall continue to do so until a balance is achieved be-

tween the volume of announcements of all lengths in all

time periods.

As long as agencies and advertisers demand minutes and

consider audience potential of secondary importance, the

rates on what is most sought after will rise. In many
markets agencies will buy 60-second announcements

for twice the cost of a 20-second that delivers two to three

times as much audience as the 60. If the copy people

cannot arrange to utilize effectively 20 and 10-second an-

nouncements, the client will continue to pay more and

more for his delivered audience.

Let's be realistic and admit that a product is priced in

proportion to its worth. Worth is determined by demand.

If you want to continue to pay increased prices for minutes,

continue to order them at all costs.

I would like to discuss two other facets of buying and

selling that need attention. This fall brought to a head

the problems involved as a result of early buying for

schedule starts in excess of 30 days. The 30-day con-

firmation never has been anything more than an under-

standing. For several years it has not existed in the pur-

chase of choice prime announcements. Generally a sta-

tion will confirm that order that starts the soonest. By

doing so, the sales people assure station management

that good spots will not be carried sustaining for three

or four weeks. Concurrent orders mean money saved by

the station, therefore, money earned.

By the same token, a station is most desirous of receiv-

ing new schedules that hit the air as soon as possible. If

a limited number of announcements are available, they

will be offered and confirmed to those advertisers who

will sponsor them the soonest.

It is only fair to assume that the stations will operate

in the way best geared to their own problems and interests.

The agencies and clients do, and all media business is

and always has been a two-way street. If more attention

were given to interchange of information before television

campaigns were budgeted and scheduled, it would be

nmtually beneficial. Any representative or station sales

agent could have stated last spring that for an advertiser

to start a schedule of minutes in major markets on 15

October would be foolhardy. The trend of business dis-

allows that effective and successful time purchases can be

made on the advertiser's terms only.

Ask us and you will be advised. Remain aloof to our

problems and our shortages and you will continue to be

sorely disappointed in our deliverance to you. ^
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THIS FACT FACES Y

PROOF: In North Carolina's biggest metropolitan market, WSJS
Television has maximum power of 316,000 watts and

transmits from the area's highest tower, 2000 feet above ^

average terrain. WSJS Television's extra strong signal
mSfi

provides Grade A Coverage for 1,410,700 people in the rich ''

industrial Piedmont—the best coverage for more people

than by any other North Carolina station.

television

Winston-Salem/ Greensboro
CHANNEL 12

Headley-Reed, Reps.
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Relax, boys, relax

We have been in this business a long time. But seldom, if

ever, have we seen the radio/tv and advertising worlds so

tense, nervous, jittery, and on edge as they have been these

past couple of weeks.

It isn't surprising, of course.

The Harris Committee hearings touched off a chain of

noisy fireworks, a mass display of popping, sputtering, ear-

splitting criticism that splattered explosive charges over every

inch of the industry.

Not merely quiz shows, but connnercials, payola, canned

laughter, crime and violence, rigged ratings, option time and

even motherhood have been scrambled up together in a great

mishmash of loud, irresponsible talk.

And everyone has been getting into the act.

The FCC, the FTC, the Justice Department, the House, the

Senate, and Ike himself, have all made appropriate threaten-

ing noises. And the newspapers and magazines have been

yelping and yapping at our heels with little glad, self-right-

eous cries.

Small wonder, then, that those of us in the industry have

been growing edgy, angry, hot-headed and hot-tempered, and

have fallen into bitter, intra-mural bickering.

But, however understandable, this is just about the worst

thing that can happen in our industry at this time.

We need clear heads and calm thinking to get us out of th^

present situation. We need courage and coolness under fire.

And, above all, we need a united front against our attackers.

That is why, here at sponsor, we believe that the first and

beet advice for all of us is—relax, calm down and take it

easy.

Our problems can't be solved, of course, by trying to run

away or forget them. But they can't be solved either in an

atmosphere of emotionalism and tension.

We have a lot of work to do. But we must do it together.

And let's never forget that "easy does it" best of all.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: The dignity and self-

respect of all those in air media advertising

who are making such important contributions to

the economic health and welfare of our country.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Sensitive: There was excitement the

other day when a maintenance firm

was called to fix the electric sign on

the marquee of a New York net tv

studio. For under the network sign,

the lighting experts hung their own;
it read. "General Rigging Co."

Midwesterly: A Chicago adgal sent

us this purportedly-true story about

her local Bonwit Store. She board-

ed a Michigan Ave. bus, asked the

driver. "Do you go as far north as

Ronwit's?" The driver scratched his

bead. said. "Never heard of it, lady.

Does it run north or south?"

Continued midwesterly: Also from

Chicago, we hear the latest gag

making the rounds there (and alleg-

edly begun by a JWT adman) is—

-

The three most over-rated things in

America: Home cooking, Home s-x,

and McCann-Erickson.

Get ready: 7 January commences
"Silent Record Week" sponsored by

University of Detroit. It commemo-
rates "the invention of the silent rec-

ord and promotes the virtue of si-

lence . . . stereophonic silence which

is twice as quiet, and blank slides and
home movies." Sounds sub-sublimi-

nal.

Heading: From A'. Y. Times—
TV TOOTHPASTE ADS
RIGGED. EXPERT SAYS

Look, Ma—no teeth.

Marketing: Analyzing the confused

state of marketing research and its

many approaches, Eastman Research

Organization of New York, drew this

analogy—Two tramps were playing

poker in a box car when suddenly

the miracle happened; each drew a

royal flush.

"I'll bet a thousand dollars," said the

one tramp.

"I'll see your thousand and raise you

a million," said the other.

"Your million," said the other, "and

raise it a billion."

"Your billion and raise a trillion."

"Okay, your trillion and I'll bet a

quadrillion."

"I'll see your quadrillion and raise

it a . . . a . .
." The tramp paused,

thought hard, finally said, "All right,

take the pot, you educated slob!"
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Now... pick an effect

from more than 150 possibilities!

Here's the ultimate in convenience
for selection and presentation of

program effects— the all new RCA
Special Effects System. Key cir-

cuitry for each effect is contained
in plug-in modules. Any ten effects

may be pre-selected— simply plug ten mod-
ules into the control panel. Each module has
illuminated symbol showing the effect it will

produce. Slide an effect out— slide another
in— it's just that easy. You get just the right

effect to add that extra SELL to your pro-

grams and commercials.

SIMPLIFIED CONTROL- Push-buttons put effects se-

lection at your fingertips. Push the buttons below the
illuminated symbol and you are ready to go "on-air."
Wipes and transitions are controlled by a standard
fader lever for simple foolproof operation.

UNLIMITED VARIETY—The complete complement of

1.54 special effects includes wipes, split-screens, pic-

ture insets, block, wedge, circular and multiple fre-

quency patterns. In addition, the system will accept a
keying signal from any camera source to produce a
limitless variety of effects— inset letters, drawings,
trademarks; self-keyed video insets, and traveling
mattes.

THE BEST EFFECTS WITH LESS EFFORT_Mix color

and black-and-white. Enjoy exceptionally clean tran-

sitions . .. the most exciting effects ever conceived!
And get them with the least amount of effort possible.

Ask your SCA Broadcast representative for complete information. Or write to RCA, Dept.

AD-264, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J. In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Ltd., Montreal

RADIO CORPORATION ofAMERICA
Tmk(») ® BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT, CAMDEN, N. J.
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That moment of a lifetime . . . that day

of days when everything must be

perfect ... a reflection of love, beauty,

happiness! It does, indeed, take

the skill of one who possesses a quality

touch to create such a masterpiece!

But quality is reflected in many
forms— often times in an image created

by combined skills. Such is the

case in that all-important quality

reflection which sets apart great radio

and television stations today.

Represented hii

Edward Petry A Co.. Inc

radio & television • dallas

Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market

BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

2Vie Or'niiiiiil Stiitiou Representntive



Our Wisconsin farm families are distinguishable today only by
added incomes! This is truly the bountiful Land of Milk and M;

Thousands of big dairy farms . . . scores of clean small citiei

400,000 TV families enjoying CBS-ch. 2 television. ^ ,

We'll do a hay-maker of a job for you!
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IN PROVIDENCE

WJAR is UPt
In twenty-eight out of forty-

nine daylight hours, 6:00 A.M.

to 6:00 P.M., Monday through

Friday (Pulse, March '59 vs.

June '59) WJAR shows an

increase.

WJAR is UPf
Twelve out of twenty traffic

periods rated 6:30 A.M. to 9:00

A.M., Monday through Friday

(Pulse, March '59 vs. June '59)

WJAR shows increases.

WJAR is UPI
Thirty-eight of the forty-nine

daylight hour segments, 6:00

A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday

through Friday (Pulse, June '58

vs. June '59) WJAR shows

increases.

UP4WJAR Is

In twenty-three of twenty-four

traffic periods, 6:30-9:00 A.M.,

and 4:00-6:00 P.M., (Pulse,

June '58 vs. June '59) WJAR
shows increases.

GET RESULTS

!

BUY ADULTS!
BUY WJAR
NBC NEWS,

SPORTS,

MONITOR

Sister station of WJAR-TV
\ Represented proudly by Edword Petry & Co. ,

^
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YOU CAN LEARN
TO OPERATE AN AMPEX IN 15 MINUTES
Six Quick Aids to Easy TV Tape Recording . . . You can learn to operate an Ampex Videotape* Tele-

vision Recorder in less time than it takes to smoke a cigarette. These six features, for instance, make
recording simple, fast . . .

• JUST THESE BUTTONS TO PVSU—Record, Stop, Rewind, Fast Forward and Play.

• TAPE TIMER

—

records in hours, minutes and seconds . . . not footage. Lets you back up tape for any
desired cue-in time.

• CUE TRACK

—

lets you locate, identify and cue commercials and programs.

• TAPE SPEED OVERRIDE

—

makes it easy to synchronize with another video or audio recorder.

• AUTOMATIC BRAKE RELEASE—speeds threading and splicing.

• FULL WIDTH 'ERA^^—Automatically erases tape.

Of course, to be an "expert" — to learn maintenance as well as operation— takes one week. Ampex
trains your maintenance supervisor (over 436 so far!) at the factory. And he is then qualified to train

as many others as you like.

Write, wire or phone today for an Ampex representative— or ask for the new, fully illustrated bro-

chure describing the new Ampex VR-IOOOB. Whatever you want to know about the advantages and
profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex.

AMPEX AMERICAN CORPORATION
1458 KIPLING AVENUE NORTH, REXDALE, ONTARIO CH. 7-8285

TM AKPEX CORP.
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The Market-Media

Continuum

(This gets deep later on) ((^

T
there's a new reality in marketing. Corin-

thian's name for it is Tele-Urbia. The
Einstein-hke phrase above describes it

beautifully. Now all we have to do is define the

description. Hold onto your hats.

America's flowing, exploding population is

changing conventional marketing ideas. Data for

traditional "metro markets" fail to reflect the

change. New residential, industrial and trans-

portation patterns alter marketing and media

patterns. Industry disperses. City department

stores and supermarket chains become retail

networks serving scattered focal points for shop-

pers. In customs, spending power, and consump-

tion, farm families look like suburban families.

New transportation networks tie clusters of

miniature metropoli together around larger

metropolitan centers.

What medium ties the clusters together?

Television. In communication between seller and

consumer the clusters—and areas between— are

made cohesive by the television signal.

That's the new dimension of marketing. The

medium employed as the major sales instrument

delineates the market covered, transcends city,

county and state boundaries, forms a market-

media continuum. Corinthian's name—
Tele-Urbia— suggests the urban origin of a tele-

vision signal whose contour determines the size

of a market. The name is new. The concept isn't.

Anheuser-Busch recognized the concept in

marketing Busch Bavarian beer. They discarded

conventional metro market definitions, marked

out "media coverage areas," built a distribution

pattern based on television signals, fashioned

sales territories, wholesalers' coverage areas, and

retail effort after television's superior market

coverage, achieved signal success in a remarkably

short period.

The Busch Bavarian experience points the

way to a profound change in marketing theory

and practice. Key to the change is television.

In purely physical terms— ignoring posi-

tive values of impact, sight, sound and motion

— television alone meets modern marketing

requirements.

Responsibility in Broadcasting
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KOTV
Tulsa (Petty)

KHOU-TV
Houston ^cbs-tv Spot Sales)

KXTV
Sacramento (H-R)

>VANE-TV
Fort Wayne (Petry)

^VISH-TV
Indianapolis (Boiling)

^VANE-AM
Fort Wayne (Petry)

^VISH-AM
Indianapolis (Petry)

m^i
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NEWSMAKER
of the week

While Petry, Katz, Blair, Raymer and other top pioneers

ivere in the throes of carving out their empires in radio.

Adam Young, Jr., was scurrying around !\BC, IS. Y., as a

pageboy. This week, this younger member of the representa-

tive business celebrates the 15th anniversary of his own firm.

The newsmaker: Adam Young, who went into business

with scarcely any capital: a couple of desks and a secretary (who's

still with him) in New York and a man and a secretary in Chicago.

Today his firm employs 75 people, and the operating budget alone

runs to about $1 million a year.

Young also went into business with a basic philosophy— its key

word: specialization. After field work in Canada, Young embarked

on the project of bringing into the

fold specialized types of U. S. sta-

tions, then gave his operation an-

other facet — a different set of

salesmen for Canada and U. S.

Young's philosophy is:

1) A limited list of stations

lends maximum sales representa-

tion for each station on the list.

2) Each station represents so

many hours of a salesman: a rep

should be in the position of making

one station pay for the attention

given another. Hence the sales staff

ought to be expanded in proportion to the added potential dollars.

3) A spot advertiser is entitled to the research he requires about

a station. Young has cultivated research as the keystone of his busi-

ness and has refused to take on stations offering little more than

lip service to research.

Young feels that he has been overly equated with the independent

station. When he came into the business the leading network-affiliated

stations were well sequestered in the big rep firms. As the tide in

listening preference turned, Young's independent stations, wedded to

a distinct type of specialization, went into upper orbit. And, cognizant

of the change of radio from a family to a personal medium, Young

issued his now well-known series of studies called Modern Radio.

As for the future. Young takes these quick peeks:

Radio: More and more stations will asume a direction, character

and pattern of their own. a|)])ealing to specific testes and appeals.

The day of the station that wants to be everyth.;ig to everybody is

definitely on the wane. Stations must do a better job in news and

community integration.

Tv: It is imperative that the networks show farsightedness in help-

ing their affiliates maintain their profitability. One definite way:

allow for minute chainbreaks in prime evening time. ^

Ada oung
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SOMETHING NEW UNDER THE SEA
III New /First Run /Half Hours

Tre secret world of adventure

hat lies beneath the seas

)ubbles with a new brand of

xcitement, as this NTA series

blunges into action in every

orner of the world.

I "must-see" for every advertiser:

till Williams, big, rugged,

\nd right at home in the role

if ex-Navy Frogman Bill Greer.

\ "must-see" for every advertiser:

•resh, colorful new production

echniques, on-location impact

n Cuba, Hawaii, Alaska, Korea.

I "must-see" for every advertiser:

'he gripping audience interest

wilt on a solid base of authenticity

..the kind of authenticity backed

)y the cooperation of not one, but

Ive governmental agencies.

I "must-see" for every advertiser:

^he unique combination of action

)lus emotional appeal, with 8-year-old

Viane Mountford to play Greer's

laughter, and to turn on all-family

nterest full force.

I "must-see" for every advertiser:

he tremendous potential this series

\olds for all-out merchandising

\nd exploitation.

fhone, wire, write Michael M. Sillerman, President,
^ ~ Program Sales, a Division of

national Telefilm Associates, Inc.

10 Columbus Circle, M.Y. 19, H.Y.

Telephone: JUdson 2-7500.TFi

iMi
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I know
I know,
Smidley.

It looks too good to be true ... but
it's a fact. The Cascade four-station
network alone rovers a market larg-
er than Cinciiuiali. Yes, and with
more retail sales than Akron or Salt
Lake. More food sales than Patter-
son, N. J. or Toledo. And remember,
Smidley, Cascade is the only tele-

vision serving the entire market of
more than half a million jjcople with
over a billion dollars in buying in-

come. Ye gods, Smidley, this is RIG,
man.

KIMA-TV '""*-'"

KdAj-I V MOSES lAKE, WASH

IfFPP T\/ ''*SCO. RICHLAND.
•»fcri\-iT KENNEWICK. WASH.
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30 precious minutes of TV time — each one often costing $3000 or more. And you have just three of them in which to

sell If these three minutes fail to hold and move your audience, you've lost the better part of your total outlay

Your advertising messages should give useful product news in a fresh, compelling way. After all, you're not in show

business. You're in the selling business— the business of making a profit. N. V\^. AYER & SON, INC.

The commercial is the payoff
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Reps at work

10

Bill Walters, Peters. Griffin, Woodward, Inc., New York, feels

that it would be mutually beneficial to representatives and agency-

men to examine the representative's role in agency competitive

checks. "The establishment of a few ground rules regarding these

checks might help ease the pain for all concerned. Neither the agency

nor the representative has the

right to ask for or to divulge com-

petitive information before that

information has actually been

aired. Before airing, the represen-

tative is in a position of trust

which should be respected. Of

course, occasional agency checks

to see what a specific competitor is

doing, while a minor burden, are

actually welcome as they may tend

to increase spot activity." Bill

points out, though, that he con-

siders agency forms that are forwarded on a regular basis with many

products and markets to be checked, outright impositions. "Agencies

should realize that the representative will obtain specific problem

area data, but resents being a policeman for an account. This is an

agency's responsibility, and one which should be kept in the family."

Jack I. Peterson, George P. Hollingbery, Co., Inc., New York,

contends that television can be made more appealing by making it

simpler to buy. "The key to successful merchandising today, is

'make it easy to buy.' And many a company has demonstrated on

television just how easy it is to buy and use its products. But

. television itself isn't always 'easy

to buy.' Tv complicates its very

value by frequently being difficult

to purchase. Rates, for instance,

are not clearly defined. Rate cards

should be simplified and made

more practical. At Hollingbery

we are redesigning rate card for-

mats with a view toward making it

quick and easy to figure out costs.

We want to cut wasted motion by

separating announcement rates

from program rates, by clearly

spelling out such policy matters as continuing discounts, special rates

and co-ops, eliminating such meaningless statements as 'rates on

request.' " Jack feels that the net result of this streamlining will be

to attract new customers. "The fact is there are still some advertisers

and agencies who don't use tv because they just don't know how."
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Your audience...

seasenally
2 to 12 times a year

Nielsen Station Index reports audience

measurements for each market, season

to season, from 2 to 12 times a year

depending upon the size and impor-

tance of the area. Right now NSI " issues

over 750 different seasonal market re-

ports a year . . . and by next spring it

will be over 800!

To be sure that audience measurements are free

of distortions caused by changes in programming,

special promotions, and other atypical activities,

Nielsen Station Index measures tv and radio audi-

ences over broad time spans ... 4 or 8 weeks. NSI re-

ports average conditions . . . measurements on which

marketing decisions can be based with confidence.

Number of homes reached ... by stotion. NSI tells you both

total and Metro tor Central ) Area audiences for each

station for each 15-minute period during the day.

Composition of the audience. NSI breaks down tv and

radio audiences to show who are listening or viewing

. . . men, women, teen-agers, children.

For television. NSI reports audience data for every

competitive tv market in the U.S. These 146 market

areas (231 cities) account for over 97 percent of all

U.S. tv viewing.

For radio. NSI reports audience data for the top 34

markets in the U.S. These account for the bulk of

radio listening, thanks to radio's reach.

Send for sample NSI Report. See for yourself

the wealth of information NSI Reports

put at your fingertips ... it is the only

way you will understand why leading

agencies, advertisers, and stations

consider NSI Reports a "must" for

efficient operation.

?BB

Nielsen Station Index
a service of A. C. Nielsen Company

2101 Howard Street, Chicago 45, Illinois • HOIIycourt 5-4400

CALL . . .WIRE . . . OR WRITE TODAY
FOR ALL THE FACTS

CHICAG01, ILLINOIS
360 N. Michigan Ave.. FRanklin 2-3810

NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK
5T5 Lexington Ave., MUrray Hill 8-1020

MENLO PARK. CALIFORNIA
TO Willow Road. DAvenport 5-0021
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of Mississippi

Retail Sales . .

.

$918,000,000
IN THE SOUTH'S
FASTEST GROWING

TV MARKET

Jackson, Miss.
"^

with these Jackson
stations

WelTv 12

by John E. McMillin

KATZ

WlbT
HOLLIN6BERY

* Nation's business gains leader

Commercial
commentary

Self-regulation—yes, but how?
As this is being written ( and the situation may

change with tomorrow's headlines), practically

everyone in tv is agreed on two things: 1) the

industry must institute some new type of self-

regulation and 2) no one yet has come up with

a clear-cut, over-all formula for doing this.

Let's review the bidding quickly.

Frank Stanton of CBS has announced that he

will take drastic steps to clean house in his own shop, regardless

of what others may do.

Y&R's board chairman Sig Larmon has proposed to the three

networks that a "citizen's committee" be set up to guide and control

the industry.

NBC's Robert Sarnofl, who turned down the idea when it was

advanced earlier by Harper s editor Fischer, has now accepted the

notion and has even advanced a slate of candidates.

Stanton has rejected the proposal as against, among other things,

private enterprise. Ollie Treyz of ABC has also turned it down and

Larmon now says it can't work without unanimous network support.

Meanwhile, retiring TvB board chairman Roger Clipp has told sta-

tion men that the whole problem can be solved by strengthening the

importance of the NAB Tv Code Seal.

Clipp has admitted, however, that the Code authority, as now con-

stituted, lacks both money and teeth to make the Code work. He has

advocated that the NAB curtail most of its other activities in order

to build and enforce Code prestige.

FTC Chairman Kintner has thundered to the ANA that advertisers

must accept fiill responsibility "since you hold the moneybags."

FCC Chairman Doerfer has stated with equal vehemence that the

entire responsibility lies with licensed broadcasters.

In the midst of all this supercharged statesmanship it has been

difficult, of course, to do any clear, calm thinking about the real

issues involved. But it is certainly worth trying.

Where the real power lies

It strikes me that we are seeing here one of those typical cases of

American befuddlement when the aims and practices of private busi-

ness seem to be in conflict with public welfare.

We've had dozens of such examples in our past. Let's see if we

can't reduce this one to its simplest, most practical terms.

We have in tv an industry of 500-plus stations, most of them affili-

ated with one of the three national networks and each licensed to

operate in the "public interest, convenience and necessity."

This structure, however, is entirely supported and paid for by a

relatively small group of American advertisers. To understand how
small this group is, consider these facts. Last year 60% of all tv reve-

nues came from just 100 companies. These same top 100 advertisers
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In TOLEim...

\
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pu know

where fou're

going with

WSPDTVs
M 1949 ft. »l fomr
(Operating as of November 22nd)

WSPD-TV ABC Network

Call KATZ

a STORER station

National Sales Offices:

625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22

230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1
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YOU
KCANT
KCOVER
TEXAS
without

KCEN-TV

NO DUPLICATION!
our Central Texas viewers

are our own (not shared with

overlapping programming)
and they're more of 'em!

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
\'rtional Representatives

14

Cominercial commentary (continued)

accounted for 74% of all national tv advertising expenditures and

84% of all monies collected by the networks.

Other people, too, are involved in tv—advertising agencies, per-

formers package producers. But I think we will get a quicker answer

to industry self-regulation if we look only at the three basic ele-

ments: the stations, the networks and the advertisers. Here's why.

At present the only instrument for regulating tv on an industry-

wide basis is the NAB Tv Code. (See page 40.) This Code, however,

admittedly lacks force and police power, and is presently endorsed

by less than half of the country's tv stations.

But just suppose for a moment that tomorrow morning 10 top tv

advertisers—let's say P&G, General Motors, R. J. Reynolds, Lever,

General Foods, DuPont, Westinghouse, General Foods, General

Mills, Liggett & Myers—suddenly announced that they would no

longer buy time (network or spot) on stations which did not en-

dorse and enforce the Code.

What do you think would happen? If you know your Madison

Avenue you will bet 1,000 to 1 that within 72 hours all but 10 or 15

of the tv stations in the country will be climbing on the Code band-

wagon.

Potentially, I am convinced, tv's advertisers are the strongest force

for self-regulation and higher standards that we have in the industry.

The question is—how can they be mobilized?

A blueprint for better tv

I don't believe that these advertising titans are going to rush to

endorse the Code as it now stands or is now administered.

But after talking to representatives of most of these companies at

the recent ANA meeting at Hot Springs, I am convinced that they

will respond to a new, statesmanlike and public-spirited approach.

In my opinion this approach can be successful if we

—

1) Stop listening to those professional sponsor-haters, the irre-

sponsible Broadway columnists and beatnik writers and producers

who sound as if they had been weaned on the archaic, anti-business

pap of Babbitt and H. L. Mencken.

2) Take advertisers fully into industry councils and set up a new

kind of code authority in which they participate as partners.

3) Redraft the present Code (or write a new advertiser-broadcast-

er code) to cover all matters' of sponsored programing and com-

mercials.

4) Have the code signed by both advertisers and broadcasters.

5) Have responsibility for administering and policing the code

shared equally by stations, networks and advertisers.

From such a collaboration, I'm convinced, we can get a stronger,

tougher, more public-spirited code than any we've seen in the past.

The presence of solid substantial advertisers would encourage broad-

casters to take more positive stands. And advertisers, as they learned

more of tv's public service responsibilities, would insist on better

programs.

Finally, I believe that the participation and counsel of men like

Schachte of Lever, Frost of Bristol Myers, Bolin of Westinghouse,

Halverstadt of P&G, Smith of S. C. Johnson, Ebel of General Foods,

Schroeter of National Biscuit, Rothman of Ford, to name just a few,

will be one of the greatest assets the tv industry has ever had.

Can't we get started on practical self-regulation now? ^
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"WANTED (said the ad)

rOUMG SKINNY WIRY FELLOWS

not over eighteen. Must be ^

expert riders willing to

risk death daily. Orphans preferred. "'

Wages, $25 per week."
^

It ran just 100 years ago for a new
enterprise called PONY EXPRESS.

Coinciding with tfie great PONY EXPRESS
Centennial Celebration in 1960,

CMP announces its own salute

to the heroic platoon of "young skinny

wiry fellows." The newest
CMP series re-creates the journeys <

POMY EXPRESS in authenoT^lt,
of parched plains and snow-clogged

mountains... on the 2.000'mile. Indian-and-bandit-beset

trail from St. Joe to Sacramento.

Today, just as 100 years ago, America is waiting .

for the rirst run of the POHY EXPRES

MBC Television Films, A Division of iilWg
J Califor-' " • '

~
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The WGAL-TV market is richly steeped in

tradition. This broad area has always been—and is

— prosperous and stable . . . has $6% billion

in annual income, spends $3% billion in

retail sales. WGAL-TV delivers depth

coverage in its many cities, is first with

viewers in Lancaster, Harrisburg, York

and numerous other cities.

WGAL-TV

Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS

STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative The MEEKER Company, Inc. New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy reader*

SPONSOR-SCOPE
5 DECEMBER 1959

0«»yrlOht 1 958

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

Remember back in the summer of '57 when General Foods' Maxwell House via

B&B lend-leased its tv spots to Bristol-Myers' Ban (BBDO) and stirred up quite a

fuss among some stations and C&Ws Newman McEvoy ?

Well, B&B has arranged to transfer Maxwell House's spots to another B&B client,

Schick, for a couple weeks before Christmas and you know what? A few reps and stations

looked askance at the strategm but raised no particular opposition.

The hue and cry back there from stations was that B&B was assuming too much pre-

rogative in setting ofif oflf-handedly a hiatus for its account, making a deal for the

same spots with another client and advising the stations of a fait accomplix.

In a letter to the stations involved at the time C&Ws media chief sought for their

"official policy" in such situations and termed the action's "validity questionable."

The first of the 52-week national spot radio accounts on the New York end to

renew for 1960 : Continental Baking, out of Bates.

Tetley has renewed for another 13 weeks and LoriUard has done the same thing for its

new Spring brand. Dual filter Tareyton (Gumbinner) also came through.

Sara Lee's frozen chicken has emerged from the New York test market with

such flying colors that the C&W agency will head the product for national introduc-

tion early in January.

There'll be 14 tv markets in the first lap.

Talking about local radio's need for new program direction : Worth watching is

the experiment of KOA, Denver, with a nightly hour and a half show. The Wayward
Reporter.

A Denver columnist and author, William J. Barker, is the Wayward Reporter. His

chats cover a wide range of subjects and moods and the thing, aside from eight local spon-

sors already, that encourages KOA: the program is a big topic of town conversation.

Marking the end of another era that radio can't help but rue : The Esso Reporter

(McCann-Erickson) will vanish from spot radio at the end of this year after an un-

broken run of 24 years and three months.

The account, however, plans to continue in spot radio, spending in 1960 at least

as much as it did this year ($1.4 million). What the pattern will be has yet to be decided.

At present Esso is on 36 radio stations in 32 markets.

Esso's ad manager, Robert M. Gray, has written each of these stations explaining why his

company has cancelled.

The nub of Gray's comment to SPONSOR-SCOPE this week: The Esso news
periods have ceased to be a novelty in local radio as practically every station in a

market is airing news on the hour. Again, unlike other local buys with regard to news, Esso

is paying for five minutes but is only "using" a minute. In other words, Esso no longer

deemed it advisable to go on paying the old premium, without the benefiting from a high level

of sponsor identification.

Esso, which was the first account to sponsor news on a year-around basis, has a Re-

porter in 47 tv markets. These, of course, will remain intact. Cost: $3 million.

What has marked Esso's career in air media: a continuing personal and cordial re-

lationship with station management and their reps.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Noteworthy about Westinghouse's $5.3-inillion sponsorship of the Presidential

nominations, campaign and election returns: at least 35% of the commercial time

•will be devoted to glamorizing the corporate image.

Back in '56 this percentage of the commercial time went for industrial selling, whereas

this time industrial gets nothing. Consumer items will get 40% of the commercials

and the all-electric home promotion, 25%.

The women's and home magazines haven't been able to make much progress

the past year in reducing the ratio of the revenue they get from the major daytime

advertisers in network tv.

Again pointing up the magazine industry's predicament as a contender against tv is this

fact:

From January through September ofthis year, the 20 top advertisers in net-

work tv made an aggregate gross expenditure for time only of $92.4 million, while

these same advertisers during the like period spent $18.3 million in the 10 leading wom-
en's and home magazines combined. The ratio: 5 to 1.

Figures and ratio for the parallel span of 1958: Network tv, $78.4 million; nine

women's magazines, $14.3 million; 5^4 to !•

Here are the comparative billings by individual advertiser:

I

ADVERTISER DAYTIME NETWORK TV WOMEN S MAGAZINES RATIO

Alberto-Culver $1,561,000 11;p

American Home 8,672,000 801,000 ioy2:i

Armour 3,166,000 99,000 32:1

Bristol-Myers 1,919,000 908,000 1:1

Chesebrough-Ponds 1,448,000 324,000 4y2:l

Colgate 7,962,000 1,778,000 41/2:1

Com Products 1,632,000 1,539,000 1:1

General Foods 3,521,000 2,221,000 11/2:1

General Mills 3,975,000 2,324,000 iy2:i

General Motors 2,345,000 1,130,000 2:1

Gillette 1,961,000 226,000 8:1

H. J. Heinz 1,722,000 704,000 2y2:l

Kellogg 2,598,000 44,000 59:1

Lever Bros. 13,200,000 1,440,000 9:1

Miles Lab 2,036,000 34,000 60:1

National Biscuit 1,444,000 105,000 14:1

Pillsbury 2,706,000 1,861,000 1:1

Procter & Gamble 21,200,000 2,156,000 10:1

Standard Brands 4,998,000 280,000 18:1

Sterling Drugs 5,420,000 374,000 14:1

TOTAL $92,486,000 $18,348,000 5:1

Source: Tv: LNA-BAR (gross time) ; magazines billings: PIB (gross)

Practically on the eve of renewing its annual spot radio largess, Esty has called

on its huge roster of stations to submit photostats of logs for the week of 1-7

November covering 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.

The agency did the same thing two years ago and for the same purpose: to see how
its commercials were being spaced from those of competitors and from other prod-

ucts, like mouthwashes, dentifrices and gums, that Esty doesn't like having too

close to cigarette advertising.

As the No. 1 agency in spot radio, Esty is also concerned about the announcement spot-

ting situation that might also affect such accounts as Leeming, National Carbon's Ever-

ready and Prestone and Ballentine.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

All signs point to Chase & Sanborn (JWT) parting from Fibber McGee & Molly

(NBC) when the 26-week commitment expires.

The series' progress has proved rather disappointing to C&S on both program de-

velopment and rating grounds. This was the account's first nighttime alliance after an

absence from this network area for several seasons.

ABC TV appears to be letting no grass grow under its feet in seeking to capital-

ize on a couple of developments at CBS TV; (1) client reactions to the new dis-

count structure taking eflFect in April and (2) the adoption of policies leaning to more
balanced programing and wider implementation of the participation, or magazine, concept.

The gist of ABC's latest bustle: It's gone to several CBS customers, including

General Foods, and offered to incorporate the shows they control into the ABC night-

time schedule as closely as possible to their liking.

Besides the added revenue, ABC figures it would gain this: A wider balancing of its own

program fare, like situation comedies and dramatic anthologies.

Incidentally, at the moment ABC controls through outright ownership, partner-

ship or licensing all but three half-hours of its nighttime programing throughout

the week.

CBS Radio is considering spending a big wad to promote its programing
locally.

Apparent stimulant: overcome the seeming apathy among affiliates toward lend-

ing a hand in spotlighting network programing.
Among the things that outsiders are watching for in the CBS Radio domain: whether

the ratings for its daytime serials go up after NBC Radio drops its similar house-

wife fare come January.

A curious paradox that prevails in daytime network tv : The number of quar-

ter hours keep coming down but the ratings and homes keep moving up.

As an illustration of this note these two sets of figures covering the two weeks ending

8 November:

1) Nielsen average ratings and total homes tuned in per minute from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,

Monday through Friday:

NETWORK 1959 1958

ABC TV 4.3(1,635,000) 3.0(1,069,000)

CBS TV 8.9 (3,765,000) 7.0 (2,910,000)

NBC TV 6.8 (2,839,000) 6.6 (2,706,000)

Total Avg. 6.9 (2,859,000) 5.5 (2,235,000)

Note: The above totals for '59 represent an increase of 25% in ratings and 28% in

homes.

2) A comparison of the total sponsored daytime quarter-hours:

ABC TV 126 179

CBS TV 173 199

NBC TV 128 158

Total 427 536
Note: The above 1959 total represents a drop of 20%.

An index to the burgeoning expenditures on tv specials: the investment in

time and talent for them this calendar year on NBC TV is 40% over 1958.

The tally for specials on that network: 1959, $28 million; 1958, $20 million;

1957, $16 million. Number of sponsored specials this year: 106.

Flit, a Standard Oil of New Jersey product, out of McCann-Erickson, will again go
tv network this spring for 10 weeks.

The buy (around $400,000 worth) : participations in nighttime programing.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Agencies with automotive accounts are still finding it tough in educating De-

troit's fiscal nabobs on the advantages, as against the disadvantages, that accrue

from their long-term commitments in network tv.

These finance custodians still roil under the fact that when emergencies occur,

like strikes or business dips, they can't quit themselves of network tv as they've been
doing with all other media for many years.

The process of education, which is still proceeding at a slow pace, is founded on these

facts of life about the medium: (1) programing arrangements must be made long in

advance and (2) the show vehicle is there in full gear when the emergency is past

and the company is in need of an immediate resumption of hard-hitting advertising.

One standout guess on Michigan Avenue this week as to where the Wilson &
Co. account will land next: back to the previous agency, NL&B.

Seems that, as it just happened with K&E, Wilson and NL&B came to a mutual agree-

ment to part two years ago.

Reports have it that K&E preferred its lot with the Underwood canned meat line

because Wilson, which bills about $1.25 million a year, was reluctant to go along

with new recommendation for marketing, merchandising and promotion. In other

words, up its budget in highly competitive markets.

K&E had also talked about dropping Wilson's five-minute series and putting the

bulk of the budget in tv minutes and 20's.

NBC TV Research this week bulletined the network's sales department with an

analysis of the long-term viewing trends of tv that should put to rest the promotion-

al alarums of the medium's competitors.

Observe in this table (based on Nielsen data for January-June) , which sets 100 as the

index, how averaged homes reached by all evening programs exceeds total hours of

home viewing per day and the latter runs ahead of the rise in tv homes:

SUBJECT 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959

Total U. S. homes 100 103 104 106 108

Total tv homes 100 112 125 135 140

Total hours viewing all day 100 117 133 144 146

Avg. homes evening programs 100 109 130 142 157

Norelco (LaRoche) is buying saturation schedules (50 and thereabouts) of

prime minutes and 20's in the top 20 tv markets for the weekend between Christ-

mas and New Years.

The move, coming after the big gift buying season, has mystified the reps and stations.

LaRoche is keeping the campaign's motif subrosa.

Schlitz (JWT) has elected to move in the other direction when it comes to the

brewing industry's relations to sports: Schlitz is pouring out the sizable budget for

sports in the winter and early spring, instead of the summer.
It will sponsor a miscellany of sports programs Sundays from 3 to 4:30 p.m.

at an expenditure of around $600,000, running for 13-16 weeks. Several of the

events will be specially staged, like Ben Hogan making the rounds of a foursome and pausing

frequently to slowmotion a particular shot.

Schlitz is buying about half the stations in the CBS TV crosscountry hookup.

Besides giving its promotion quite a shot in the arm, the series will show Schlitz what

sports on a major scale can do for it. Some of the money will come from syndication.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5;

Spot Buys, page 46; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 52; Washington Week, page 59; sponsor

Hears, page 62; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 66; and Film-Scope, page 60.
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KLZ-TV LOVES HIGH RATINGS...BUT

KLZ-TV also recognizes its responsibility in providing an over-

all program service which includes special programs to meet

community needs, without regard for rating potential.

EXAMPLES: (These programs, all live,

are typical examples of KLZ>TV's special

public service efforts.) H
OUT OF DARKNESS: A series of mental 3
health which received this year's dis- :^
tinguished achievement award for re-

porting on community problems from

RTNDA.

EXECUTIVE REPORT: Weekly reports by

Colorado's Governor and Denver's

Mayor. ^
SOUNDING BOARD: Panel discussing Q
public issues.

HOUSE OF THE LORD: The ideologies of

all religious faiths.

WEEK END GARDNER: Green thumb in-

formation.

PANORAMA : KLZ-TV's Peabody award ^^1^^
winning penetration into community
problems, unusual places, unique activi-

ties.

True public service without dependence

on ratings can be a successful formula,

even rating wise, as shown by ARB. "

KLZ-TV is first from sign on to sign off,

seven days a week.

.vV^-i

w-

CBS DENVER ^i

t^V'—'XTELEVISION
Channel

Jim Beaneti, N»ws Director, accepts

for KLZ-TV the RTNDA Award for

^Reporting on Comnwnhy Problems."

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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SHARE OF AUDIENCE
^

.M 75 MARKETS'.
*N "^

'',^» AVERAGE

\n 2, 3, ^/ ^' ^ARBjon.
• 55 thro Aog-

%1

3?^ YEAR
NOW IN

PRODUCTION!

BOSTON

21.5
Nielsen, Aug. '59

ST. LOUIS

29.5
ARB, Sept. '59

DETROIT

27.4
Nielsen, Sept. '59

CHARLOTTE

22.9*

ARB, Aug. '59

LOUISVILLE

31.2
Nielsen, Aug. '59'

PITTSBURGH

20.2
ARB, Aug. '59

ORLANDO-
DAYTONA BEACH

26.0
Nielsen, Aug. '59

MEMPHIS

22.5
Nielsen, Aug. '59

'4-week average



ARB. Sept. '59
ARB, Aug. -59

Nielsen, Oct. '59

MILWAUKEE

26.1
Nielsen, July '59

i



GROWTH!

EXPERIENCE!

healthy, continued gro^vth

and balanced experience.

VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL, INC.

TV & Radio Station Representatives

NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO DALLAS

21

49tii and

Madison

A dollar for a dollar

I am perturbed about the item pub-

lished in your recent issue of SPONSOR

magazine in Sponsor-Scope regard-

ing the visit of our media people to

discuss our client's schedules with

various tv stations around the coun-

try.

The lead line refers to these visits

as a "well-meant gesture." I can as-

sure you that the visits are well-

meant, but they are far from a ges-

ture. In addition, the article inti-

mates that the stations are not taking

the "sweetness-and-light view" that

was expected. It seems that the sta-

tions quoted think that we should

have a regular stations relations de-

partment of travel people especiallv

trained for the job. Also, the article

intimates that we are wasting our and

the stations' time.

This agency has been in business

for over 50 years. And. we are not

in the habit of making meaningless

gestures. Any sweetness-and-light re-

lationships between the agency and

the stations have resulted from good
business relationships over a period

of years. Our media group is our sta-

tions relations department. We are

not interested in establishing a win-

ery or dinery. Our main interest is

doing good, effective advertising for

.our clients, which I am sure is the

main interest of most of the stations

with whom we do business.

Perhaps some of the sweetness-and-

light is taken out of the visits of our

media people to stations 1)\ the re-

quirements of the wt)rk that they have

to do. I'm enclosing a list of the ques-

tions the\ are to ask and the infor-

mation they are to gather.

I started mv business life in a ra-

dio station where it was the rule that

a client received a dollars value for

a dollar spent. I am afraid that this

has not been universalU true of tele-

vision, particularlv with reference to

triple spotting and up-cutting of

which some stations are guiltv. I
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have no inlerUion of lr\ iiifi lo pro-

vide a cure. The thing that we are

trying to do is to see that when our

clients spend a dollar they get a dol-

lar's worth of advertising. In addi-

tion, we are acquainting our people

with local market values so that when

they buy they make their decisions

with local market knowledge.

Since your columns have, we hon-

estly feel, given a distorted impres-

sion of our procedures, we now give

you the other side of the story. In all

fairness, we feel that this side should

also be given to your readers.

AlbertG.Wade.il

Wade Advertising

Chicago

Useful info

We are interested in the article which

appeared in the 10 October issue

—

"Radio-Active Housewife."

Every month our department issues

a one-page newsletter. This ''Bulle-

tin Board" is sent across the nation

to our state public relations chairmen

and state presidents. Enclosed is a

copy on which we have listed infor-

mation taken from your article.

Would you please grant us permis-

sion to use this material?

Maza Tilghman

asst. public relations

Nat'I Council of the Churches

N. Y. C.

• Note: SPONSOR is usually happy lo grant

such requests for reprintins privileges. Two
provisions aeeonipany this permission:

1. Requests must be in writing:.

2. Credit must be given lo SPONSOR.
SPONSOR reprints many of its arlieles and

has baek files on a large number of them.

Give us the old ways!

Hope you will return to the old way

of putting your monthly Tv Compara-

graph on two separate sheets instead

of using the back of one as you did in

this issue (21 November). I display

it on my desk at all times and it is

impossible to do so now.

Millard D. Hansen. Jr.

Cicero, III.

SPONSOR'S formal is standard, but ad re-

qutremenls oeeasionally make it necessary to

varv from ibe norm.

Invaluable

We have in our office several copies

of your sponsor's 5-City Tv/Radio

Directories. We find these directories

very helpful to our entire staff and

invaluable to many of us.

Arlene Hattoff

Radio-Tv Reps., Inc.

N. Y. C.

A BLIND LADY donated trading stamps, housewives and working girls

sent in more. As Mary Jo Tierney shows, above, nothing they might
want themselves was more important than helping WTCN outfit a

young Indian girl for nursing school.

"MARY JO SHOW" PROVES IT!

To Get RESULTS...Buy for RESPONSE

on WTCN RADIO -Twin Cities

A WTCN radio listener first brought the problem to Hght. An-
other offered the solution.

When a student nurse needs help to continue her studies —
especially a 17-year-old Indian girl from a virtually destitute

family of 11 — depend on the response from WTCN listeners.

WTCN's Mary Jo Tierney pas.sed the word along on her "For
Women Only" show. "This girl needs many things," she said,

"but especially a nurse's watch. We plan to get it for her with

trading stamps. Mail your stamps to WTCN."
Did she get the stamps? Far more than enough. A single an-

nouncement on the air brought in half a million stamps. The
young girl now has her nurse's watch, and more besides. Listeners

mailed enough stamps to WTCN in the first few days to get her

the watch plus a travel iron, a suitcase and a clock radio.

Twin Cities advertisers are accustomed to gratifying results

like this on WTCN Radio. It's an awesome thing, however, to

anyone not used to such audience loyalty and responsiveness.

Try it yourself.

If you want results . . . buy for re.sponse. You get that on
WTCN Radio in the Twin Cities.

| H B ^H| ^^ ^km MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAI

WTCN RADIO 't1
^^B ^^B ^1 ^^L^^V ^1 ^H Affiliate American Broadcasting Network
^V Hi ^^^^ H ^1 Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agency

AND
TV
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Draw!
Take a bead on KFMB Radio in S

market people are working, playi

and KFMB is their reflection. Erie

Authoritative voices with factual

porters covering a market that re

get it right. Intimate voices with

a sound that has caught the

San Diego area and has

radio ever has. It all adds

inthebetterpartof
no time to hold your fire

straight at it with KFMB

an Diego. Because here in the 19th

ng and buying at breakneck speed

ndly voices with wonderful music,

news from CBS, from our own re-

lies on us to get the news first and

\ ariety programming. Overall,

bounce, \ er\ e and life of the

captured its ears as no other

up to the biggest audiences

Southern California. It's

in San Diego. Shoot

Radio. DRAW NOW!

KFMBRADIOmSAN DIEGO
A TRANSCONTINENT STATION REPRESENTED BY EDWARD RETRY & CO., INC.
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SHADOW OVER

NEWSPAPERS

•FlyiiiK KciHuier' photo courtesy WOK, N.Y.C.

^ Gone is the old doiniiiance of news-

papers on the local scene; in its place,

radio, whose influence is felt in news, serv-

ice, editorials. Here's how it all happened

WW hen have you last heard a newsboy cry,

"Extra"?

Last week? Last year? A decade ago? Chances

are it probably was much longer ago than that.

It hasn't been for lack of newsbreaks. Plenty of

things have been happening that would have mer-

ited "Extra" editions 30 years ago. But the fact is

that the newsbreaks are being reported first by

radio—frequently while the news is still happening.

Fact Finders Associates, Inc.. in conducting a
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survey for Radio Advertising Bureau,

asked 600 Philadelphians this ques-

tion, "Suppose \ou were at home and

heard a sudden rumor that war had

broken out. What would you do to

find out if the rumor was true?"

Of those who said they would turn

either to radio or newspapers first,

70.5% said they would verify the ru-

mor first with radio. Only 29.5%
chose newspapers.

At the same time, Fact Finders

asked another question: "During an

important newsbreak, do you listen

to radio more, the same, or less than

you usually do?" Four out of 10

said, "More." The estimated percent

increase in listening at such times

was 51.9%.

These findings only emphasize what

has been apparent for a long time.

Whether a radio newsman gets his

story from a news wire or reports it

from the actual scene via beeper

phone, he still scoops the newspaper

every time.

This certainly does not spell the

doom of the newspaper; the two me-

dia will go on living side by side for

a long time to come. But as radio's

stature continues to grow on the local

front, as radio gradually usurps the

prime functions of the newspaper,

then the newspaper is bound to slip

farther and farther away from the

dominant position it once held in the

community. This prospect may be

saddening to a few veteran admen

who remember "cutting their teeth"

on print layouts, but no amount of

nostalgia will put the newspaper back

in the catbird seat.

For radio's invasion of newspaper

territory has not stopped with news

coverage. Its weather reports are

more up-to-the-minute; its sports-

casts direct from playing field or

arena are stealing some of the sport

page's thunder; its public service pro-

grams often outshine in timeliness

and impact the feature stories of the

paper; radio editorials—a relatively

new intrusion of the newspaper's

sphere—are becoming increasingly

popular both with programers and

audiences, have racked up some sur-

prising results in public and political

SIGNS OF CHANGING TIMES IN LOCAL MEDIA

RELIABILITY: 600 Philadelphians were asked,

''Suppose you were at home and heard a rumor that

war had broken out. What would you do to find

out if the rumor was true?" Of those who said

they would turn to radio or newspapers, 70.5%

picked radio. In a week of major neivs events,

they spend 51.9% more time with radio.—Ffi"

survey by Fact Finders Associates for Radio Advertising Bureau.

COST- PER - 1,000: An advertiser, faced with

the decision of saturating a market like Chicago or

Philadelphia either ivith a full-page ad in a major

daily or 36 one-minute announcements on a major

radio station, might consider that his cost-per-1,000

on the radio buy is less than half that of the com-

parable newspaper buy.—From Jan. 1959 Pulse CPA study,

with newspaper figures based on ABC circulation, SRDS rates.

THE WOMEN: The average listening housewife

spends two hours and 24 minutes each weekday

with radio; only 23.4 minutes per weekday ivith a

newspaper. She spends 23 hours per week (almost

30% of her waking hours) ivith radio.—Ffom H-R

Representatives' "Tbe Case of the Radio-Active Housewife."

TIME SPENT: About 297 out of l.O(K) U. S.

males and females spend 969.4 million hours weekly

with radio. About 153 out of each 1,000 spend

500.8 million hours per week with newspapers. Auto

radio adds 187.9 million hours more.—Ffom 24

Sept. weekly "Media Activity" report of Sindlinger & Co., Inc.

NEWSWORTHY: To the question, "Why do

you have a radio?" 44.7% of respondents answered,

"For entertainment," 14.3% replied, "For music,"

and 44.6% said, "For news." The interest in news

is one of main reasons for owning radio.—From "The

Importance of Radio in Television Areas" by Alfred Politz Co.

EDITORIALS: About eight of every 10 radio

stations now editorialize. Most run one minute in

length, are aired an average of 10 times a day.

They are frequently delivered by top newscaster or

station head, lending an authority often lacking in

unsigned newspaper editorials. — From RAB study.
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thinking and ( oniniuiiity improve-

ments.

An indication of how fast and far

radio has gone in the area of edi-

torializing shows up in a recent sur-

vey by RAB. It showed that about

eight out of 10 stations now editorial-

ize either on a regular basis, or as

specific community issues arise. In

about 90% of these editorials, the

subject matter concerns such local

issues as schools, housing, local poli-

tics and juvenile delinquency. Most
of them run one minute in length, are

aired an average of 10 times daily.

Much of their influence is attributed

to the fact that because they usually

are delivered by a top newscaster or

by the station's manager, they seem
to carry more personal weight than

unsigned newspaper editorials.

That newspapers themselves are

aware of radio's encroachment on

their once exclusive hunting grounds

becomes increasingly apparent. That
they are feeling the pinch goes with-

out saying. The reasons given for

the steady dwindling of the raamber

of newspapers, for the mergers, for

sell-outs to chain publishers are in-

variably attributed to higher taxation,

inflation of production costs. But it

is hard to duck the fact that radio

has had a hand (although not neces-

sarily an intentional one, since many
stations are owned by newspapers) in

the decline. Radio has fragmented

the local audience that was once the

daily paper's. It also has fragmented

advertising budgets that once poured

into newspaper lineage.

Until about 10 years ago, news-

papers were the royalty of the local

scene. Magazines were national,

fledgling tv was basically national,

and radio, although it had been

around for a quarter century, still

lived primarily on national and net-

work advertising.

About 19.53, a change in thinking

was forced upon many radio stations

Mushrooming television had made
deep inroads into radio's national

advertising revenue. In practicallv

every market, the vital radio stations

decided they had better become im-

portant to the local merchants, to the

local drug chains and supermarkets.

To do this, however, they first had
to become more important to the

community itself.

JOHNNY-ON-THE-SPOT: First to report the news directly from the scene is the mobile radio news

unit. Here a WPTR, Albany, news crew makes sure listeners hear news while it's still happening

COMMUNITY DRIVE: Editorials and public service, once a newspaper "exclusive," are now common

in local radio. In New York's WABC Radio, Mayor Wagner meets with noted sports figures to form a

committee to combat juvenile delinquency. Listeners heard Jackie Robinson, tennis ace Billy Talbert

For the first time, newspaper domi-

nance as a local medium was seriously

challenged. The year 1954 saw the

number of daily newspapers in the

U. S. drop from 1,775 to 1,765. In

reporting this 10-paper loss, the 1955

Editor & Publisher 1 ear Book said,

"This is the largest annual decrease

in the number of daily newspapers

since 1943 when there was a loss of

33 from 1942 because of wartime

conditions."

1 he number of daih papers has

continued to decline. At the end of

1958, Editor & Publisher reports

1,751 in publication.

The changing face of America

—

the population drift to the suburbs,

the housing boom, the springing up

of suburban shopping centers—has

played into the hands of radio while

it has stacked the cards against news-

papers; the metro papers simply

aren't following the exodus to the

suburbs. Their circulations are still

heavily in their central city zone—an

area still high in influence but dwin-

dling in actual sales ( See"Megato\\n"

7 Nov. SPONSOR I. Radio, emanating

from the same influential central city

area, can blanket the suburbs. It thus

becomes more important editorially

and as an ad\eilising medium.

What television is doing to maga-

zines on the national level, radio is

now doing to newspapers localK

.

Newspapers know it. One of the

(Please turn to page 51 "i
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M
SCHLITZ BEER sound tracks for '60 campaign are recorded at Phil Walter Thompson agency, Chicago; (standing, I to r) Claire Krepps,

Davis Musical Enterprises, N. Y., by (seated, I to r) Bob Doherty, recording engineer; Earl Paul, arranger, and Mr. Davis. Outside

control engineer; Norman W. Blume and Ted Shulte, writers at J. company handles production with the basic ideas originating at JWT

Musical sell heads for high *C'

^ New agency survey shows more shops turn to outside

music producers and lyricists for radio/tv commercials

^ Agency people want demo recordings, a package

buy, ownership rather than rental of the 'use' rights

f\s the year nears its end and ad

plans for next year's jingles emerge,

it becomes increasingly evident that

the agency-advertiser demand for

special lyrics and music arrangements

in commercials is building fast.

This accelerated pacing in the di-

rection of more unique, original ra-

dio and tv commercials is putting

agency broadcast and copy groups in

a dither. They're wondering even

more this pre-'60 season who does

what for whom . . . and how.

Most tv and radio commercials in

this rhythmic era are paced to hard-

sell lyrics to the accompaniment of

tympani. bongo drums and a six-

voice chorus. But how many agen-

cies are equipped to produce these

elaborate commercials in their own
shops? How many have the staff,

the technical facilities and the skills

to come up with a full-blown com-

mercial production?

Some new light on this question of

how musical material is written and

composed, and whether it's to be

done in or out of the agency, is seen

in a new survey of agency people.

Phil Davis Musical Enterprises, New
.York, queried 132 persons in 120

agencies most directly involved in the

production of musical commercials.

Details follow, but here in general

is how agency people feel about the

production of jingles:

• They prefer to go outside their

own shops to work with professional

music producers who can then inter-

pret the creative line developed by

agency writers and producers.

• They expect to hear a so-called

"rough layout" recording which can

be auditioned at both agency and cli-

ent offices, but they think this should

be billed as a service charge and that

$250 is a reasonable sum.

• They prefer to buy a complete
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package service

—

iiuludiiig all cast-

ing, creative work and administra-

tion—and they also like to buv all

performing rights to the music and

l\ rics prepared l)\ the outside or-

ganization.

There have heen pro and con argu-

ments since the inception of nujsical

commercials as to the desirability of

having the agency staff do the entire

creative and production job. Major
agencies tend to work on the prem-

ise, however, that a copywriter who
whips off a fine limerick is not nec-

essarily an eflfective writer of com-
mercial music lyrics. The big shops

with the most money seem to prefer

to use an outside musical production

organization—but always with the

proviso that the basic creative sales

ideas come from agency people.

Here are the nine questions an-

swered by agency people, with an

analysis of their response.

1. The big majority

—

82.67c—of

the respondents "usually employ the

specialized services of professional

creative music commercial produc-

ers." But lO'/f "usually create all

musical ideas and compose all orig-

inal music in our own shop" and
6.6% "usually leave it up to a film

company or recording studio." Those
leaving it up to a film or recording

company seem to be located in the

East and in the far West.

2. Most of the agency people

—

86.7%—said their past experience

with independent producers had been
successful: 8.2',' termed it question-

able; .08%. unsatisfactory, with the

remainder not answering.

3. About seven in 10 agencies

—

68.6%—"think it is desirable to dis-

cuss the project and formulate plans

in collaboration with a qualified

musical producer," with 27.2% "pre-

ferring to determine the approach
and set the specifications for the

music prior to consulting the musi-

cal composer-producer." ( Some 4%
did not answer. I

4. When retaining services of a

creative musical producer, 73.6% of

the people agreed that "We usually

look to an established organization

which offers an experienced staff of

musical specialists qualified to handle

every phase of creative development

and production, which guarantees

the proper execution of every detail

and responsibilit) and which pro-

vides consultation, advice, reliable

information, conference and studio

facilities for preliminary ex|)loration

without cost or commitment to use."

More than one in four—26.4%

—

prefer "free-lance individuals," such

as orchestra leaders, vocal coaches,

singers, popular song writers and

other specialists usually working w ith-

out an organization.

The East. New York and the Mid-

west prefer to do business with an or-

ganization, while Chicago. Los An-

geles and San Francisco, as well as

the West, generall) look to free-

lancers.

5. When experimental material is

submitted. 77.6% of the agency

people "like to have producers pre-

pare a rough layout recorded demon-
stration"—a simpler, less expensive

version of the final sound track. But

13.2% prefer "a full production audi-

tion recording" and .08% think a

recorded audition "unnecessary for

our purposes." (No answer: 9.12%.)

6. Almost seven in 10—65.3%—
"feel that the producer's out-of-pocket

expenditures and creative efforts in

developing experimental material

(such as a rough-cut audition) for

our clients should be billed as a serv-

ice charge." with 23.1% saying they

should not be and that it should be a

speculative risk for the producer.

(No answer: 11.6%.!

7. When asked what a fair price

would be for this kind of demonstra-

tion recording service. 40.5% said

S25() repre-e:its "a reasonable and

practical fee to cover all creative

activity, talent fees for singers and

musicians, recording and production

costs." But 19% voted for $100,

12.4% for $3.50 and 2.5% for $500.

Most of those estimating $100 to

$250 as a reasonable sum work in the

Midwest, whereas higher fees of be-

tween $250 and $350 were estimated

by persons in New York, Chicago,

Los Angeles and San Francisco—all

major market areas.

8. The "finished product" for

broadcast use, the questionnaire

noted, includes arranging
(
prepara-

tion of vocal and instrumental scores

and parts I; casting and contracting

talent and musicians: handling pay-

roll, talent fees and residuals: with-

holding taxes, social security and

workmen's compensation; preparing

AFTRA, SAG and AF of M produc-

tion and use reports ( covering Amer-

ican Federation of Tv & Radio Artists,

the Screen Actors Guild and the

American Federation of Musicians!
;

pension and welfare and trust fund

payments: billing. bookkee[)ing and

records; indemnity protection and

financing production costs.

Some six in 10—62.1 ',—agency

people said "We prefer to have the

producer provide the creative work,

supervise production, handle all de-

tails at an established standard serv-

ice charge, assume all responsibility

and bill us for the complete package."

But more than one in four—26.4%
( Please turn to page 65 I

BIG AGENCIES often have staff muslc-lyric specialists who woric with outside producers. Small

shops use freelancers or production firms for casting, arranging, writing elaborate tract like this
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MUST TV
BE SPANKED

AND SPANKED

AND SPANKED

AND . . .

/%s we sat in the Detroit airport last week, thumb-

ing the pages of the Detroit Times we were struck by

the attention given to tv's problems.

No less than five major stories, columns and arti-

cles (see below) told of tv's shame. The headlines,

all prominent, were so negative as to border on the

malicious.

Here was a responsible daily having a Roman

holiday at the expense of a competitive medium.

And all over America other newspapers and maga-

zines are similarly occupied.

Tv, of course, is news—big news. Its importance

in the nation's life makes it a Number One topic of

conversation. And no one can blame smart editors

for giving their readers facts about this high-interest

industry. They do so because they know news values.

HOW THE DETROIT TIMES COVERED TV TROUBLES

.. \jni»>. Time's TV Unit \

\^^^'^ fvoc/es Questions
j

ty J0m«s Hort

Th* Bf^n dlizy world of disc

Jorkrv^ r^*l*d on ifa axis loday
flit new re«i(tniit ionB foHn**d
.in>(mi«Hfionj over pa>ola.

I
rvin McUwi. pofMiiarvpi^ran

/of WJBK radio, r^icnert yes-

/ terday, laipst of Imtr "n»nK"
' employes (o trm*» the station

|w*''i>^ a few days
irttle Younp. mailer of cerc-

mniiiM on fVfrojt Banrt*Mnd, »
- record proarwrn nn WJRK-TV.
sTemjuned e<irly Sunrf;«y. Tom
C^>. No- I disr jockey among

neiroit iirea tw»n-agers, wm
fired by the et^tion S«turd«y

n.Rhl.

, While instfitine his reaigna*
liiMi ^^as \nlun!«ry. McLeod
sflid hp h«rt m a d p "a fr*w

mistake*" and had taken iom«
gratuities."

; J\r I-EGOFF WAS fir«d »s
\VJBK-7*V news director last

week for what the station
i termed "MHorialtzing*' on a
inewwast.

McLeod SHtd "a diHerwic* in ».,

principle" caused his resign \

tion. adding;
"There w«« no preiumre anu

^

,

tkia wat twt diHie under aUeM. ,

It la Mmethlnc I have been ^

matltfti: mer for ftome time." a
He said he enjoyed a good,

life during his 11 years ai Ihe^r
station.

I

**«irr rvE made b feu **

misiakea." he satd. "1 look
graluMies. Who in any bualne?
haan't*
"IHe even takes miMle*- %»-

paid n fasaH. I h-

ery dear frlnHto
'

Feature story—page 1

The-<^)eAting head of WOOD-! quately answered by Mr. Pul-'ii^

TV. MichiiS«n'< Time Inc.-o\Mied ^^^'" *

sUtion in Grand Rapids,; SARN'OFF, IX urging T»i
^

ducked answers today on to clean up Us own TV si

whether his station had taken
I

^**^"s, said:

••-^ k^ *i^ ifo^u ^f *k«' Despite all that Time, X\A
ftte^ to nd Itself of the

p^^^j^gher. charge against qui'
'metworet shoddy and imita-; shows, Time, the broadcaster..
tive** iMK^ramming attacked by never brought any evidences
Time Magazine. of wrong domg to the FCC or*

Af fhi .fi>^«^!r' jr^r^^I' Sarnoff. last week saii Time fOf tne station, was asKea to,T_- -^^*;„..«^ *« ^,v^.«.*i. ^-. •
comment on a verba! battle f.^^;,5r"^'"''^l'?^.pP*5*** ^" ,

between Robert W. SarnoffJ i^^^^^^if^.^'t^J^^^^i^^Pi^'':/
-resident of the 'ti^<^or^^.\'^^^J^Z^'\^''f^'^^''^^J^^
.roadcastine Co.. and Weston

1 PjiS^l.t^'at;^. "Js palTa.;

iCeas to rescue TV from it* lowi',
I. Pullen Jr.. Time Inc.. vice
-resident for broadcasting.

leirate/'
'^^'''"*' i v irom .» ww,,

A R N O r F URGED Time '
Meanwhile, S a r n o f ( nald.

to rid its own T\' sta-l^'"** ""w- went on "dravrinirt

of .'"mediocre, shoddy ' '«'«Ui«n» «»' dollars" from the/

Feature story—page 1
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E D I T O I A L

But the print media treatment of tv stories has

gone far beyond the news stage. Right now it has all

the elements of a gleeful public spanking—admin-

istered over and over and over again.

We think that newspapers should be warned that

when they exaggerate the facts, sensationalize the

treatment and overplay the volume of tv content,

they are hurting themselves, too.

As the ANA clearly pointed out in its annual

meeting, public confidence in all advertising takes a

nose dive at a time like this. Not merely radio and

tv, but all media are in jeopardy. Newspapers and

magazines, which profit by keeping advertising's

prestige high, are not immune.

They may easily find that a spanking a day keeps

both the public and the advertiser away. ^

DetroH^lmes
Jmtit,. N«m4» U. int

JOHN e. uwNate. B>no« wiuku « mihv »«Ntt*i u*>.«««

Grand Jury Rights
THE DECISION ol C«Ret«l S«-

MiottM, ]udsc Sch«»e<ti<r of N«w York
pmzmtiytntly Mahng \h< ptntrnmem of

t*i» Crsnd J«ry which vngmaiiy tnve»ti-

'(stcd TV qui< show lifginf **» g«o-

•ni«4 cootrovcmy i-i to tht pomtr* wid

iuncttofi o( the i'tfid jury ijrtMm.

Citinc !« cdurt dc*l»ion«. JudfA
S<hw^u«r rtilnl th» grind jury hid

no tight to h»fid up pttsentuwrit

c*n«THim the xttrittci tw mor«U oi

a ptt-tirtt indwidirti or torporalton H«
' '.•»«4»'*,'*""»" »*_ .

,. ' •>!« no

aetn loho cont<n4«4

tK« pQbtic fhould M infocmfd
What Judct Schwttuci Mflvctt lo

uv 11 that the true picture might never

have com« to congrtysianMl jiteotion if

crsnd jury foTcmui Ix>ui» M. HtcJitr.

Tomtcf 44i*n of the Cotumbi* Uaivet-

tny Oradiuite S<hool. hid sot •!!»«<[

up %vch » furor ovtt the im{>«uitdir<'

of/h« ]ury ptt»ento»nt.

Prom tttw Litu«rmorial. rr-

h*v» been »n integral r***

SaHoo jod.ctjl »y»'

people in h»v

Lead Editorial in tlie Times

ALL THESE ITEMS IN A SINGLE ISSUE LAST WEEK

I l«akt»t

» li

CBS Parade 'Steal

Ripped by Hudsons
CBS television was Koxtfd

todty of ^fttUns to booUM tb«i
J. U Httdcon Co.* SanU CUo*
p«ra4«.

In fact. CBS-TV pltni to
move m an. ihn^ p»nid«~-
Hudson's, thf H H~ M»cy nrxl
Co. to-do m Nw>- Yorh;. and
Gtmberi »p«t«cJe In Ph««-
ddpMa.

HI DSOTTA AVO Macyft *«
protffiiURff. Gimb*!"« u not.

CBS conunrfji the Thanki-
irtvlnc mom4ng "aradei sr*
pubU- ^—

•

l»4liaU3r. w« appraird to yotti

farthrlfhttr «• » bwila of fatf
iieaa a»4 decency. Vmir re-!

ipwMWii M tllU fafetiaJiee affera;

RO aasoraiv*' to m* of y»«r
tfe«ir* to foUow a roorae of
<«refnl puWfr r<rapoatMUtr hn
a {Mtverfttl uid inntteatial tne-
4tnm.-

j

lludarm noted:
|

"The only course leii open to
ut lo prevMtt your bnwdcMt;
and violation of our copynghta!
on parade floats and of <mt
other tubatimtlal righti and in-'

teresta. i« throuch the couru

I A Hudson spokesman tan*
jthai mominB that the »io
does not receive payment
any kind for the teleratttng <
ihe paratif. Re\Tnue from »n>
kponsors of the nation*! ABC
i

telecast goe« to th<.> network.

Htid«on's prktcipft) objection
to the unaulhon-t«d telecmat, it

jwas explained, was the lack t}t

<ron(rol it would h«ve over »ny
.attempts lo commetcjalue th«
e\ent locally.

I

"Wi: UAVm NFATR pw-
mitted commerdaif >«.

troit area," a
:
the store «a'

Feature column—editorial page

^
GEORGE SOKOLSKY

Who's Guilty

In TV Hoax?

'

It is always fascinating

point of view and I got it

QiarlM Van Doren. Letters
letters is that I had written

dna, misdemeanors, felonies,

«, am wicked.
Occacionally, one recalled
-«t I had written that I

">ught the punishment
'd fit the crime Bnd that

tnishment should in-

'l who are guilty of a

*ho wrote disagreed
-» reasons for

" Tied. 1>—

to get the Other fellow's -

plentifully in the case of /
poured in. The gist of the
absolving Van Doren of all

etc., and that therefore I,
\

was said Is a well-kept /
secret. That presentment,
should be made public o^,

Judge Schweitzer should gi\j
a satisfactory explanation f<j
its suppression.

There was no indictrnt;
of any kind. The district

•'

torney of New York O"'"'
'^^

'' S. Hogan, b-/

Feature story—page 2
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IDEAL TOY and board chairman B. F. Michtom, five-year sponsor of N. Y. Thanksgiving Day parade as

NBC TV exclusive, charge CBS TV with "piracy" and "poaching" in tv picl<up and sale to General Toy

NETWORK GIANTS CLASH
ON SANTA CLAUS LANE

I wo of the tv networks—CBS TV
and NBC TV—tangled last week on

the streets of New York, but the clash

isn't resolved yet. It started with NBC
TV's protest against CBS TV cameras

picking up the annual Macys Thanks-

giving Day parade, long an NBC ex-

clusive and sponsored for the past

five years by the Ideal Toy Corp.

But CBS TV claimed the event a

public one performed on the public

streets, sent camera crews and a news

staff headed by Ron Cochran to han-

dle what it termed a special "news"

event. And it sold the network parade

show to one of Ideal's biggest com-

petitors. General Toy Co. and its

American Character Doll and Remco
divisions.

NBC lost the first round in fighting

against the CBS pickup, but it won
the second round—ratings. So reports

American Research Bureau's fast rat-

ing service, which came up with this

report the day after Thanksgiving.

In New York City, where most of

the audience watched the show,

WRCA-TV bagged a 35.8 rating for

its entire show ( 11 a.m. to noon I with

WCBS-TV getting a 19.2 for its entire

telecast (10 to 11:30). For the half-

hour overlap, during which both nets

were airing the same program,

34

WRCA-TV's rating was 31.0; that of

WCBS-TV, 12.0.

Network coverage was measured in

seven cities, with ARB reporting the

seven-city average rating for the full

show on NBC TV, 26.8:^hat for CBS
TV, 16.9. In terms of these seven

cities, the half-hour overlap period

brought NBC a 21.6 rating; CBS,

14.9.

The most vocal charges, with im-

plied action to come, came from

Ideal's board chairman, Benjamin F.

Michtom, who accused CBS TV of

"piracy, poaching and unethical con-

duct" in a letter to President Frank

Stanton (with carbons to the FCC and

the Congressional committee investi-

gating tv practices).

Portions of the parade telecast orig-

inated in Detroit, under sponsorship

of the J. L. Hudson Co. for pre-ar-

ranged telecast on ABC TV. But CBS
TV also picked up parade shots there

(and in Chicago, a non-contested

area). Mr. Michtom points out that

"both Macy's and J. L. Hudson claim

that certain portions of the parade,

including band music, have been copy-

righted, and that CBS may be liable

if these copyrighted features" ap-

peared on the CBS telecast. ^

HADCO
^ Hadley had to show con-

tractors "do it yourself"

homes wouhl not harm them

^ So he fused consumer

and trade appeals in a uhf

news and sports combination

^% separate attack on trade and

consumer is the usual way to mer-

chandise a service that depends on

the support of both sides. And this

is the approach Hadley & Son Lumber
Co. took when it first went into the

pre-fab home business.

But the "Hadco Home System"

didn't make much headway through

1957 and most of '58.

In examining his dual print ap-

proach to consumer and contractor,

Richard A. Hadley, youthful presi-

dent of the firm saw these faults:

• Limited coverage of the avail-

able market in a three-state area,

which had to be bolstered in order to

increase consumer demand on con-

tractors.

• A splitting of consumer and

contractor into virtually two camps.

What was needed, he felt, was to

demonstrate to the trade that the

"do-it-yourself" pitch to the consumer

was not necessarily an invasion of

the contractors' territory; there were

advantages in using Hadco materials

in building either a half completed

house (to be finished by the con-

sumer I or a complete house.

The problem was how to bring the

interests of consumer and contractor

into the same focus. "If we were to

expand the market for our new home

system." Hadley told sponsor, "we

would have to try a different adver-

tising approach."

Since the business at that point

wasn't an overwhelming success, the

budget was limited. Hadley. therefore,

decided to try a uhf satellite licensed

into critical areas in the three states

(Massachusetts. Vermont, New Hamp-

shire! where he needed coverage.

His original schedule on WRLP-
TV (Northfield. Mass. satellite of
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HOMES GO UP FASTER WITH TV
WWLP-TV. Springfield) ran like

this:

(ll Business men were pitched on

a 7:05 p.m. news segment as the first

step in fusing appeals to the contrac-

tor and the consumer.

(2) Women were the primary tar-

get of a Sunday afternoon movie

schedule.

(3) All-family pitch was made in

announcements between 10 and 11

p.m.

To dramatize the fact that a Hadco

Home could be entirely assembled by

a contractor between 7 a.m. and 4

p.m.. WRLP-TV shot a series of pic-

tures every half hour while a home
was under construction. Run as

slides under copy, the pictures made
it possible to tell a start-to-finish

story impressive to both consumer

and contractor.

Hadco salesmen immediately re-

ported an upswing of interest from

contractors and their willingness to

hear the whole stor\. This, accom-

panied by an upsurge in orders, con-

vinced Hadley and his Hadco division

manager Harold LaValley, that the

campaign should be continued, but

with increased emphasis on their in-

direct pitch to contractors.

The movie and announcement

schedules were dropped and the con-

centration stepped up on news and

sports coverage with their predomi-

nantly male appeal. In the revised

schedule the news buy (a world news

segment at 11:05 p.m. I is used pri-

marily for consumer appeal, and

carries the building sequence slides.

The sports show (15 minutes at 6:30

p.m.) uses mock-ups. floor plans,

other paraphernalia to answer ques-

tions contractors might find unan-

swered by the building sequence

spots (on the late news show).

Hadley stresses that the pitch to

contractors, of course, is not an out-

and-out sell to them exclusiveh.

Usually, the approach is via the con-

sumei's interests. For example:

"Hadley Lumber Co. has found

that many building contractors are

switching from the slow conventional

wa\ of building to the Hadco Sys-

tem which uses component parts.

There are two sood and sound rea-

sons for this. One is this: the $500-

to-S1.500 savings in the completed

cost of the house is a big factor. Two.
and this is the best reason for their

thinking: prospective new home own-

ers are asking for a Hadco Home."
Getting down to specifics, cop\

emphasizes "100 floor plans." via a

window mock-up to show fingertip

operation, factory adjusted or similar

details consumers aren't usually con-

cerned with. Hadley also uses cop\

in the sports show to stress that both

completed as ucll as hall-coiiiiilclcd

homes can be built \>\ Hadco con-

tractors. Copy also highlights in-

creasive consumer demand for Hadco
Homes, an important poini to stress

with the trade.

In late summer, Hadley had to can-

cel his tv schedule, not from lack of

results, but because Hadco Homes,

after three months of the revised ap-

proach, had more orders than thev

could fill for the rest of 19.59. ^

PITCH TO CONSUMER emphasized speed,

economy of construction, shown dramati-

cally in series of slides taken between

7 a.m. and 4 p.m. Copy for sequence,

pictured here, stressed ease of assembling

and low cost of finishing home yourself.

This involved risk of alienating contractors

unless benefits to them were emphas'zed,

too. Solution came in abandoning family-

directed programing, concentrating in news

and sports to reach man of family and

contractor, stressing advantages to both

PITCH TO CONTRACTOR is largely indirect, an-

swering questions which this consumer-directed

slide series leaves unanswered, i.e. quality de-

tails consumers are not usually concerned with.

Mock-ups. floor plans, etc. confined to commer-

cials in early evening sports show, demonstrate

these points. Late news show concentrates on

consumer alone. Quality pitch convinced contrac-

tors, made them receptive to increased consumer

demand already created by the tv schedule
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Snowstorm plus radio = shoe sales

^ Schiff Shoe Stores time their radio copy to reach

Cincinnati soon as first storm warnings are posted

^ Over-all strategy, backed up by successful tv talent

show, establishes company image as 'family service store'

KSefore the first snowflake has hit

the ground the Schiff Shoe Co. has hit

the air to remind Cincinnatians that

it offers complete family service, in-

cluding rubber footwear. Business

men on their way to work and house-

wives about to go shopping or pick

up the children at school are on the

receiving end of Schiff's stand-by

copy, held at four local radio stations

in readiness for inclement weather.

Schiff s 13 outlets in greater Cin-

cinnati relish the opportunity radio

gives them to cash in on sudden

weather changes. "Immeasurable"

rubber footwear sales have been re-

ported since the campaign began,

plus increased turnover in conven-

tional footwear, thanks to additional

purchases by customers drawn to the

stores in search of rubbers.

The wintry weather stand-by copy

goes out over stations WKRC, WCIN,
WCPO and WZIP in about equal

quantities of 30- and 60-second spots.

The average burst is 10 spots per sta-

tion, preferably before noon, on the

rationale that most people who brave

the snows and head downtown will do

so by that time.

If the weather takes a turn for the

w orse later in the day, the shoe com-

pany gets off a lighter salvo of some

five spots per station that evening,

heavying its barrage the next morn-

ing to about 15.

A wholly-owned subsidiary of the

Shoe Corporation of America, Schiff

did not always manage to reach Cin-

cinnatians right smack on the heels

PROGRESS CHART OF SCHIFF'S SWING TO AIR MEDIA
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SWING to air media by Schiff Shoe Co.'s Cincinnati Dist. followed success of tv talent show launched in 1950. Addition of large spot radio dosage,

on both regular and stand-by basis has brought Schiff to the point where an estimated 95% of its advertising budget is currently in the air media
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of a snowstorm. Says Stanley Par-

kins, executive v.p. of Herbert F'laig

Advertising (Schiff's agency),
"Whereas in the past the Schiff mes-

sages had to wait a day before they

could appear in the newspapers, a

telephone call puts them on the air

immediately."

Copy for the stand-by spots is live,

as is all Schiff broadcast advertising.

It points up the dangers of wet feet

and asserts that folks had better pick

up one of Schiff's 20 rubber footwear

styles right away.

Schiff is also running a regular pre-

Christmas radio schedule. Over
WCIN, WCPO and WZIP some 50
spots per week are employed in traf-

fic time Monday through Friday.

Monday gets a somewhat larger al-

lotment because the stores are open
that night.

WCKR's part in the pre-Christmas

push consists of a five-minute news-

cast at 7 a.m. Thursdays, on which
Schiff has an opening, closing and
two one-minute slots. On the same
station. Schiff buys a 15-minute seg-

ment weekday evenings of an audi-

ence phone-in show. Schiff's share,

again, is an opening, closing and two
one-minute spots.

These regularlv-scheduled spots

often lead off with humorous local

anecdotes, followed by such copy
points as: complete family service

featuring nationally advertised

brands, quality, price and the com-
panv policy that "exchanges and re-

funds are cheerfully made."

Schiff maintains equally heavy spot

radio schedules around Easter and
back-to-school time. There is also a

relatively light summer footwear

campaign.

Oddly enough, this extensive use of

radio had its origins in a television

show. Previously in print to the hilt.

Schiff launched Starmaker Revue, a

weekly half-hour talent program, in

19.50. Starmaker s success triggered

Schiff's swing to air media, which
now get 95% of its advertising

budget, as estimated by the agency
(see graph).

In its 10th consecutive year, the

Starmaker show is still going strong

over WLMT (TV), Cincinnati, and
WLWD (TV), Dayton. Local talent

compete for prizes on the show which

«W! AND WE PROMISE YOl

iFEnmiSlWINOTHdNDS. a

fH»»

PIONEER in Schiff move to air media was Starmaker Revue, tv talent show. Contributors (l-r): S. Par-

kins, Flaig Advertising; R. Dunvilie, Crosley; M. Rubinson, Schiff, and R. Rosedale, show announcei

is seen in color and black-and-white

Sundays (noon-12:30 p.m.). One of

its regular boosters is the Crosley

Broadcasting Co., owner of the sta-

tions involved, which distributes pro-

motional material and provides prizes.

Rear screen projection is employed

in many of the television commer-

cials, creating the impression that the

announcer is in a Schiff Shoe Store.

The agency finds this "improves prod-

uct identification and salability con-

siderabh
."

Schiff uses the Starmaker show for

"continuity"—keeping its image be-

fore the family week after week, year

after year. This is the base upon

which the company has mounted its

agile radio campaign, a campaign

which lends itself both to split-second

timing and longer-term thrusts.

Another significant factor in the

evolution of Schiff's air-mindedness

is a striving for media "dominance."

District manager Milton Rubinson

feels that Schiff should dominate in

any medium it chooses—i.e. be unen-

cumbered by competitors' advertis-

ing.

As Mr. Rubinson ))ut it. "Our
newspaper ads got lost among those

of our competitors unless we bought

full pages, which was financially out

of the question. By selecting our

slots on the air we can achieve domi-

nance within our means."

In the past Schiff has used tv other

than the Starmaker Revue, and ex-

pects to do so again when conditions

seem appropriate. Newscasts and chil-

dren's programs are among the ad-

vertiser's favorite adjacencies.
Another fertile field has been spots

next to national tv shows in which

the parent Shoe Corp. of America is

a participant. Also, during the 1959

baseball season, Schiff was doing well

with 20-second spots in the Cincin-

nati Redleg's telecasts—until the team

faded out of the pennant race.

Within its now well-established air

media orientation, Schiff is constant-

ly re-evaluating how best to maintain

its winning combination of continu-

ity and flexibility. Schiff encourages

its agency to keep a sharp lookout for

appropriate slots and to jump in when
one opens, even if confirmation b\

the advertiser is not immediately

available. This close coordination in

client-agency relationship is regarded

as one of the key factors in the in-

creasing success of Schiffs air cam-

paign.

There are signs that the air media

format at work now in Cincinnati is

catching on elsewhere in the Schiff

Shoe Co. chain. According to Oscar

Fleckner, v.p. and treasurer of the

Shoe Corporation of America. Colum-

bus, Dayton and Indianapolis have

now begun to follow suit. ^
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HOW TO
^ Break the rules, veteran

adman Baker tells SPONSOR,

if you want to lead the pack

^ Here's how it can be done

—in many agency depart-

ments—with some basic tools

by Samm Sinclair Baker

\^ reative progress is not confined

just to making with the words or pic-

tures. Consider the opportunities in

planning use of time, placement of

commercials, programs. Rules get in

your way? If necessary, break them

—sanely, sensibly. Barriers? Go be-

yond them.

Television pioneers found another

dimension in using "time" when they

refused to be thwarted by the limited

60-second minute for commercials.

They combined the commercial min-

utes allotted on a show. They pro-

duced "commercial spectaculars" of

several minutes—with several times

the selling power when a story could

be told better without "pauses for

entertainment."

More-than-a-minute spot radio com-

mercials? Impossible, many experts

might mutter. But other uninhibited

creative-minded men added enter-

taining music to the selling message,

thus stretching their exposure up to

three minutes. Triple the impact?

Maybe yes. maybe no. But certainly

they projected more than the other

fellow's minute of sell.

Or, turn it around creatively. How
about an added dimension within the

minute commercial dimension? Let's

see . . .

We were using live minute partici-

pations on a load of local-personality

kid tv programs for a children's

product—nation-wide. This posed a

problem: We wanted the benefit of

SPARKS for "Big Ideas" come from broken

rules which Baker lists here. Being different is

key to many outstanding successes, he says
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GET ''BIG IDEAS'' IN RADIO/TV
the personality's own delivery behind

the item. But we also were concerned

that all the basic product promises

should be included in each commer-

cial.

How solve it? A cinch, after some

solid two-headed creative thinking

(sure, every creative man has two

heads—his own and one like the

customer he's trying to reach). We
produced a series of unique, catchy

20-second film spots which covered

the major product points. We in-

structed the personalities to use a film

in each minute participation, then

fill out the 40-seconds-plus with their

own live pitch.

So, even if a performer rambled

away from the basic copy platform,

we knew that the vital points were

covered by the 20-second film insert.

There it is—double value from the

live-plus-film double gimmick. A di-

mension within a dimension. Now
we're working on a triple dimension

within the minute dimension.

New. better ideas are being built

and reported every day. Like this

one . . .

We sought a way to sell a slim-

ming-aid product, using radio. "Oh,

brother." you might say, "all this

world needs is another slimming

product!" A serious subject to the

overweights. But we figured that

with everybody so serious about cut-

ting calories in selling reducing

items, we might gain by being differ-

ent. Being different—the key to so

man\ outstanding successes.

We decided to use humor, but with

a twist. We'd show- characters being

so serious about losing weight—that

their excess seriousness would be-

come funny. And we'd be centering

right on the subject and product.

This w ay

:

One commercial burlesqued a quiz

program—"rigged" but not rigid.

When the quizmaster tried to ask a

question of an irritable plump lady,

her retort was, "The onl\ question

I'm interested in is how to lose

weight!" Right from those opening

seconds, every listener who was con-

cerned about slimming down was in-

vohed with the commercial. The

bickering between c]uizmaster and

contestant was right on target—how-

to take off pounds with the sponsor's

product.

Another commercial in the series

was a direct take-off of a popular

mystery program, solving "The Case

Of The Missing Calories!" Again,

the dead-pan hero and the dead-

serious plot revolved about the one

big point—how easy it was to miss

calories by using this product.

that were onl\ at the licginniiig of

new, different, more effective Big

Ideas in ever\ phase of using air

media.

I note just a few outstanding ex-

amples:

A store demonstration of a product

transformed exactly to tv film.

A commercial without words but

with plenty of selling power.

A spot based on refusing to name
the product.

Another successful series hitched

WELDING Ideas often calls for "added dimension," says Baiter, member of Donahue & Coe

exec staff and author of "Casebook of Successful Ideas for Advertising and Selling." Doubleday

In planning the commercials we
pinned to the wall these two cardinal

rules:

1. Be funn). but concentrate on

what the product will do for

the listener.

2. Double-check on how well the

gags project the product bene-

fits, and not on the gags for

gags' sake.

P.S. When results started coming

in from the test cities, as the saying

goes, the sponsor laughed all the way

to the bank. Not us. We were too

busy frowning over the creation of

new comic ideas.

It's apparent more than e\-er to me

to refusal to use the product.

How sex appeal can be sold in

eight seconds.

One-minute adventures which

boomed sales of an also-ran brand.

The list in the creative use of

broadcast media is endless— all

sparks for the best Big Ideas, your

Big Ideas yet to come.

Unquestionably, miracles are just

waiting to happen everywhere in the

world of advertising and business. AH
you ha\e to do is make them happen.

Because it's common knowledge

that there are no boundaries to ener-

getic, practical, reasoned creative

thinking. ^
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NAB's Tv Code for commercials

^ Because of heightened agency-advertiser interest in what can be written about

and pictured in a tv commercial, SPONSOR prints here the entire commercials

section of the Code adopted for stations, networks by Nat'l Assn. of Broadcasters

M he fifth edition of the seven-year-old Tv Code of

the NAB was published last March and is currently

being revised to encompass more areas of pictoriali-

zation and to nail down more specifics. The Code

serves as a guide for stations and networks. [For dis-

cussion of self-regulation and agency-client sugges-

tions, see Commercial Commentary, page 12),

The code is administered by the Tv Code Review

Board, comprised of five leading broadcasters (see

pictures and caption on opposite page) ivhose job is

to define and interpret words and phrases in the Code,

maintain liaison with various organizations, institu-

tions and the public; screen and clear correspond-

ence relating to tv programing. New functions are

being studied.

Presentation of advertising

1. Ever mindful of the role of television as a guest in

the home, a television broadcaster should exercise

unceasing care to supervise the form in which ad-

vertising material is presented over his facilities.

Since television is a developing medium, involving

methods and techniques distinct from those of radio,

it may be desirable from time to time to review and

revise the presently suggested practices:

a) Advertising messages should be presented with

courtesy and good taste; disturbing or annoying

material should be avoided; every effort should

be made to keep the advertising message in har-

mony with the content and general tone of the

program in which it appears.

b) A sponsor's advertising messages should be con-

fined within the framework of the sponsor's pro-

gram structure. A television broadcaster should

avoid the use of commercial announcements

which are divorced from the program either by

preceding the introduction of the program (as in

the case of so-called "cow-catcher" announce-

ments) or by following the apparent sign-off of

the program (as in the case of so-called "trailer"

announcements). To this end, the program itself

should be announced and clearly identified, both

audio and video, before the sponsor's advertising

material is first used, and should be signed off,

both audio and video, after the sponsor's adver-

tising material is last used.

c) Advertising copy should contain no claims in-

tended to disparage competitors, competing prod-

ucts, or other industries, professions or institu-

tions.

d) Since advertising by television is a dynamic tech-

nique, a television broadcaster should keep under

surveillance new advertising devices so that the

spirit and purpose of these standards are fulfilled.

e) Television broadcasters should exercise the ut-

most care and discrimination with regard to ad-

vertising material, including content, placement

and presentation, near or adjacent to programs

designed for children. No considerations of ex-

pediency should be permitted to impinge upon

the vital responsibility towards children and ado-

lescents, which is inherent in television, and

which must be recognized and accepted by all

advertisers employing television.

f ) Television advertisers should be encouraged to

devote portions of their allotted advertising mes-

sages and program time to the support of worthy

causes in the public interest in keeping with the

highest ideals of the free competitive system.

g) A charge for television time to churches and re-

ligious bodies is not recommended.

Acceptability of advertisers and products—general

1. A commercial television broadcaster makes his fa-

cilities available for the advertising of products and

services and accepts commercial presentations for
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CODE COMMITTEE is headed by 0. H. McGannon (I), pres., Westinghouse Bdcstg., working with E. K. Harten-

bower (r), KCMO-TV, Kansas City; Gaines Kelley, WFMY-TV, Greensboro, N. C; Joseph Herold, KBTV, Denver;

Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, KING-TV, Seattle. Code and Federal Trade Commission stipulations are primary guides

such advertisino;. However, a television broadcaster

should, in recognition of his responsibility to the

public, refuse the facilities of his station to an adver-

tiser where he has good reason to doubt the integrity

of the advertiser, the truth of the advertising repre-

sentations, or the compliance of the advertiser with

the spirit and purpose of all applicable legal require-

ments. Moreover, in consideration of the laws and

customs of the communities served, each television

broadcaster should refuse his facilities to the adver-

tisement of products and services, or the use of ad-

vertising scripts, which the station has good reason

to believe would be objectionable to a substantial

and responsible segment of the community. The

foregoing principles should be applied with judgment

and flexibility, taking into consideration the char-

acteristics of the medium and the form and content

of the particular presentation. In general, because

television broadcasting is designed for the home and

the family, including children, the following princi-

ples should govern the business classifications listed

below

:

a) The advertising of hard liquor should not be

accepted.

b) The advertising of beer and wines is acceptable

only when presented in the best of good taste and

discretion, and is acceptable only subject to Fed-

eral and local laws.

c) Advertising by institutions or enterprises which

in their offers of instruction imply promises of

employment or make exaggerated claims for the

opportunities awaiting those who enroll for

courses is generally unacceptable.

d) The advertising of firearms and fireworks is ac-

ceptable only subject to Federal and local laws.

e) The advertising of fortune-telling, occultism, as-

trology, phrenology, palm-reading, numerology,

mind-reading, character reading or subjects of a

like nature is not permitted.

f I Because all products of a personal nature create

special problems, such products, when accepted,

should be treated with especial emphasis on ethics

and the canons of good taste. Such advertising

of personal products as is accepted must be pre-

sented in a restrained and obviously inoffensive

manner.

The advertising of intimately personal products

which are generally regarded as unsuitable con-

versational topics in mixed social groups is not

acceptable.

g) The advertising of tip sheets, race track publica-

tions, or organizations seeking to advertise for

the purpose of giving odds or promoting betting

or lotteries is unacceptable.

2. Diligence should be exercised to the end that adver-

tising copy accepted for telecasting complies with

pertinent Federal, state and local laws.

3. An advertiser who markets more than one product

should not be permitted to use advertising copv de-

voted to an acceptable product for purposes of pub-

licizing the brand name or other identification of a

product which is not acceptable.

4. "Bait-switch" advertising, whereby goods or services

which the advertiser has no intention of selling are

offered merely^ to lure the customer into purchasing

higher-priced substitutes, is not acceptable.

Advertising; of medical products

1. The advertising of medical products presents con-

siderations of intimate and far-reaching importance

to the consumer, and the following principles and

procedures should apply in the advertising thereof:

a) A television broadcaster should not accept adver-

tising material which in his opinion offensively

describes or dramatizes distress or morbid situa-

tions involving ailments, by spoken word, sound

or visual effects.

b) Because of the personal nature of the advertising

[Please turn to page 48)
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TOYS
SPONSOR: Bostwick-Braun AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Three Lucas County deputy sher-

iffs rode to the aid of besieged Westgate Shopping Center

in Toledo, when WTOL-TV's Romper Room host Miss Judy

made a personal appearance at a Bostwick-Braun outlet, the

Lion Store. The shopping center's 5,000-car parking lot was

filled to capacity and other parking lots were hard-pressed

to accoiiiniodate the hundreds of others that had come to see

Miss Judy. Bob Faver, Lion Store manager, reports that,

"The Lion's Store toyland was swamped by 3,000 parents

and youngsters when the event got underway officially."

Max Davis, president of the Westgate's Merchant Assn., re-

ported that this was one of the biggest Saturdays the shop-

ping center had ever experienced. The Lion Store toy

department manager and buyer said, "Sales were up 75%

for the day. This tremendous sales increase was unexpected

by store personnel, as they did not anticipate parents buying

toys with children in tow. Romper Room really sold for us."

WTOL-TV, Toledo Announcements

Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional television campaigns

I

NEW CARS
SPONSOR: C. Weaver Chevrolet, Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: C. Weaver Chevrolet, Inc., is totally

sold on the effectiveness and selling power of television as

a result of his advertising campaign of WKTV, Utica-Rome,

N. Y. Weaver, a new car dealer, scheduled two flights of

eight-second announcements to run four days each with an

11-day hiatus. Weaver used 47 eight-seconds during the

first flight, scattered throughout the broadcast day, from the

early morning Today show until sign-off. Immediately he

sold 17 new Chevys and "that Saturday was the best Satur-

day, saleswise. we have had in two years," Lloyd Ellsworth,

general manager, reported. The 74 eight-second spots used

in the next flight were spread throughout the day as before

and again Weaver experienced tremendous sales. This time

a total of 43 cars were purchased by WKTV viewers—seven

on Saturday. 21 on Monday and 15 on Tuesday. What

really concerned Ellsworth was Monday's sale. "Imagine,

21 cars on a Monday! We are absolutely sold on WKTV."

WKTV, Utica-Rome Announcements

MOBILE HOMES
SPON.SOR: Blue Ridfie Mobile Homes. Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Blue Ridge Mobile Homes, Inc.,

(jf Crimora, Va., purchased a special spot campaign on

WSVA-TV to announce the grand opening of its new mobile

homes court, sales and parking. Blue Ridge's sole aim,

when it purchased the spot schedule, was to draw a crowd.

The complete attendance for the three-day event was con-

servatively placed at 8,000 people. "In my experience, this

was the largest number of people that have turned out for

any private showing," said Charles Bishop, sales and court

manager. On each day's showing customers were asked to

fille out a card giving their name, address and if they were

interested in purchasing a mobile home. On one day 170

people stated they wanted to buy a mobile home immediate-

ly; another 300 indicated they wanted to purchase a trailer

in the near future. "I want to say, 'WSVA-TV's command

as a complete advertising medium in the Shenandoah Valley,

suited itself emphatically to our need'," Bishop remarked.

WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg, Va. Announcements

42

BANKING
SPONSOR: Silver Gate Savings AGENCY: Don Larson Advertising

& Loan Assn. Agency

Capsule case history: Silver Gate Savings & Loan Assn.

in San Diego, through the Don Larson Advertising Agency,

sponsored a live hour spectacular on KFMB-TV, San Diego,

starring Academy Award winner Andre Previn. The pro-

gram. An Hour with Andre, was the nucleus of its campaign

to announce its newly increased dividend rate. Cost, in-

cluding everything from time, talent, set design, to coffee

breaks, was under $5,000. Over a month and a half later,

the promotional effect was still quite evident, and Robert D.

Aston, assn. advertising manager, reported: "The business

produced by the Previn show contributed to a highly suc-

cessful transfer period. There were between S6V2 and $7

million worth of new deposits alone the first four weeks

after the show. This is an unprecedented transfer period in

the history of the organization. Not only that, but the volu-

minous mail indicated that we received invaluable goodwill."

KFMB-TV, San Diego

SPONSOR
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TO A BAKERS<nEu^

DOZEN

Just because the mailing address happens to be Bakersfield, don't let that limit your thinking market-wise. KERO-TV

is the only single advertising medium that reaches California's Southern San Joaquin Valley, peopled by over a million

free-spenders. It's one of the most fertile spots in all America to plant a good product and watch it grow. And, every

dollar you invest in KERO-TV time brings you a bonus of big-time facilities and an alert, professional staff to make every

cent work overtime for agency and client. Plus, a marketing and merchandising program that forms a bridge between

TV screen and customer sales. That's a baker's dozen in any field! Good thing to bear in mind when the Retry man calls.

Better still — why not call him?

KERO-TV CALIFORNIA'S SUPER-market
BAKERSFIELD CHANNEL 10 NBC

A TRANSCONTINENT STATION REPRESENTED BY EDWARD RETRY & CO., INC.



With more emphasis on commercial formats, SPONSOR ASKS;

How much should station sales

affect programing?
The right relationship of sales to

programing is a difficult problem

for many stations. Here, station

men suggest possible solutions

Robert Ferguson, exec. v.p. & gen.

mgr., W'TRFTV, Wheeling, W. Va.

Sales and programing, like a fine

salad, need just the proper amount of

mixing to be palatable. An improper

mixture of the two could make hash

out of a television operation.

The most important factor, I feel,

in this area is balance. Balance in

programing combined with a balance

in commercial sales should provide a

well-rounded and effective operation

which would be equally acceptable to

the sales and programing staffs alike.

Balance in

programing,

balance in

sales is

healthy

To obtain this proper balance the

over-all programing policy should be

set up in such a way that it effectively

blends the local programing with the

network shows. In this way a totality

of programing can be obtained which

offers a varied amount of time in

which the sales department can adapt

its commercial requirements.

For sales to be effective, however,

the programing must be strong and

at WTRF-TV, here in Wheeling, we
are constantly changing and improv-

ing our programing concepts to pro-

vide top exposure for our commer-
cial advertisers.

One of the most effective methods

by which a local station can create

strong programing is in its coverage

and presentation of news. Our news

department at WTRF-TV is set up

to provide instant news coverage

throughout the entire Ohio Valley

area and this important local cover-

age of news has given WTRF-TV a

strong local program atmosphere

which blends in perfectly with the

network presentations.

But we also believe here at WTRF-
TV that creativity is not confined to

our programing staff and our sales

staff has come up many times with

specially conceived programs which

have been perfect mixtures of pro-

graming and sales content although

created specifically with a definite

sales potential in mind.

One excellent example of this was

a recent half-hour program which

our sales staff created out of two

widely divergent ingredients—the tre-

mendous public interest in the new

small cars and the fact that the

promotion department happened to

have on hand either a film clip or still

of all of the new 1960 car models.

We took all of the film clips and

stills of the 1960 cars and put them

together in a special tv show called

Auto-1960. We contacted all of

the dealers for the respective models

and with our newly acquired video

tape machine did a tape introduction

of each dealer with the type of

car he represented in the Wheeling-

area. Then sales sold the local tv

special to the Wheeling Automobile

Club for a prime time exposure. This,

I believe, is true salesmanship and

when my sales staff can create news-

worthy and salesworthy program

material like that then I know that

the proper balance in programing

and sales has been reached.

There are some other special cases

in which the sales requests made on

the program are given careful consid-

eration. Particularly in the case of

long time advertisers on our station

who might be looking for a partic-

ular segment for their product. In

this case we feel it is only fair to give

a long and faithful advertiser the

benefit of special treatment and rec-

ognition provided it does not cause

such things as product conflict of

other exposure policies.

On the whole, however, the func-

tions of both sales and programing

are equally important and conse-

quently should function together as

a smooth tv team.

Alan Henry, gen. mgr., WNHC, New
Haven, Conn.

The question of how much should

sales affect programing is academic;

how can sales capitalize on effective

programing is the real crux of the

point. Effective sales management

realizes that a product must be had

and will strive for it.

Sales and programing must work

hand-in-hand. If one is to take

precedence over the other, both will

suffer! Let's face it, without the prod-

uct there is nothing to sell.

For the national spot dollar, there

is little choice on which road to

travel; with spot (radio) being di-

verted to the larger markets because

of added emphasis in the more largely

populated areas, coupled with in-

creased costs, etc., the intermediate

market stations must fight for a top

position to corral most of the dollars

that are ear-marked for that particu-

lar market. Hence, the great rat race

to be No. 1 or at least no worse than

a strong No. 2.

The only avenue available to reach

the big dollars is with a station "that

is intelligently programed. It matters

little what format is used, the goal is

always the same—to be competitive.

Locally, for the retail bucks, the

impact is bound to be felt when em-

Important tJiat

sales and

programing

work

hand-in -hand

phasis is put on intelligent program-

ing. The station will be talked about,

the salesmen will have "tools" to

work with in that they can talk about

the programing on the station, the

personalities, the why's and where-
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fore's, the success and the ultimate

reason for a h)cal retailer to buy.

The station which sulijugates pro-

graming to sales is a station whose

existence is precarious, for they have

little defense other than the '"deal."

the "package" and the "crew.'*

William L. Putnam, i>res. & gen. mgr.,

Springfield Television Broadcasting Co.,

Springfield, Mass.

In a Utopian situation in broad-

casting, sales should have nothing to

do whatsoever with the programing

alignment or with procedures for

evaluating program line-up.

However, no one can be unrealistic

enoush to assume that there is a

Give-and-take

attitude

by both

departments

necessary

single rigid policy for proper pro-

graming with sales the poor relations.

There must be a continuing meet-

ing of the minds between programing

and sales for effective over-all opera-

tions. The two important areas

should function with a give-a-little.

take-a-little for the best results.

Basicall), however, it has been our

policy at WWLP, that good program-

ing must be the key. If we have

good programing, good sales policy

functioning with it must result.

We have a simple formula as to

w hat constitutes good programing.

If the programs we present are good

for our community, they constitute

good programing, which makes for

a good sales climate. 1 have vet to

see bad programing resulting in good

sales.

By programing that is good for

the connnunity. I mean programs that

have an interest for the communitv.

These include local news programs,

{Please turn to page 48)

WCSH-TV6
"Portland's NBC Station with the far-reaching effect."

\v \

SIX DOES ADMIRABLE

JOB IN PORTLAND AREA

Rating-wise? Sure, if anyone has a right to talk

ratings, we do. But there's more to television than

ratings -— particularly in Portland. Six serves — it

backs up its NBC programing . . . not just with

movies, but with news and sports and weather —
talent shows and the best in syndication — programs
for adults, teenagers and toddlers.

It's the kind of television that gives viewers and
advertisers that "this is our station" feeling.

\'our Weed TV man will tell )ou more.

Remember, a matching spot schedule on Chan-
nel 2 in Bangor saves an extra 5%.

A MAINE
BROADCASTING SYSTEM

STATION

WCSH-TV Portland (6)

WLBZ-TV Bangor (2)

WCSH Radio-Portland
WLBZ Radio—Bangor
WRDO Rodio—Augusta
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AGAIN!
First in 135 out of 150

half-hour rated periods
among 268,000 Negroes of

Metropolitan Birmingham*

1st in national advertising
— 40% increase by national

accounts in 1959

1st in the South's largest
and richest Negro market!

Here are just a few 1959 national

advertisers on WJLD —

ARRID, BEST FOODS,

BORDEN'S STARLAC,

CARNATION MILK,

FORD,

4-WAY COLD TABLETS,

L& M CIGARETTES,

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE,

PALL MALL, PET MILK,

R. J. REYNOLDS,

SEALTEST, SINCLAIR,

TEXACO,

WRIGLEY GUM, etc.

WJLD
(AM-FM)

BIRMINGHAM
ALABAMA
Represented Nationally by

FORJOE & CO.

•Source Negro Pulses. 1957, 1958; Latest
1959

National and regional buy.

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Lever Bros. Co., New York: Lining up 1960 schedules for its soaps

and detergents. Day and late night minutes are now being placed for

Dove. Rinso Blue and Liquid Lux for an early January start. With

a $3,500,000 budget for Dove, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York,

is buying .52-week schedules. Art Topal is the buyer. Rinso Blue

schedules, out of J. Walter Thompson, New York, are also for 52

weeks. Market list is now at 12, but will be expanded later to 27.

John Gray is buying. Liquid Lux. through Thompson, is for 13

weeks. Dick Nybord buys.

North American Philips Co., Inc., New York: Going into the

top 50 markets with a two-day schedule, 26 and 27 December, for

its Norelco shaver. Psychology is that many holiday purchases ex-

tend beyond Christmas day. Schedules are for minutes and 20's,

frequencies ranging from 10 to 30. Buyer: Lionel Schaen. Agency:

C. J. LaRoche Co., New York.

Welch Crape Juice Co., Inc., Westfield, New York: Schedules for

Welch's Grape Juice start 11 January in 75-100 markets for 10 weeks.

Day and night minutes are being used primarily, five to 10 per week,

to reach a women's audience. Buyer: Stan Newman. Agency: Richard

K. Manoff. Inc.. New York.

C. H. P. Cigar Co., New York: Kicking off a campaign this month

in 17 markets for El Producto cigars. Placement is for night minutes

and 20's, averaging four per week per market. Buyer: Jack Brooks.

Agency: Compton Advertising, New York.

B. T. Babbit, Inc., New York: New activity on Vita-Yums "and

Charles Antell's Formula :^9. Schedules start first week in Janu-

ary in about 15 markets using day and late night minutes. Vita-

Yums is being set for 10 weeks; Formula :^9 for 13 to 39 weeks,

depending on market. Buyer: Cathy Farrell. Agency: Brown &

Butcher Inc., New York.

RADIO BUYS
Chock Full O'Nuts Corp., New York: Buying schedules for its

coffee to start in January. Run is for 52 weeks; day minutes. Buyer:

Herb Werman. Agency : Grey A. A., Inc., New York.

Sealtest Southern Div., National Dairy Products Corp., Char-

lotte, N. C: Preparing campaign in 10 southern markets for its

Sealtest products. Schedules start in January, are in three flights.

Day minutes and chainbreaks are being set. Agency : Tucker Wayne

& Co., Atlanta.

Potter Drug & Chemical Corp., Maiden, Mass.: No definite plans

have been formulated yet, but considering six-week schedules in top-

rated d.j. shows with teen-age appeal. Schedules would start late

January or early February. Buyer: Beryl Seidenberg. Agency:

Kastor. Hilton. Cheslev. Clifford & Atherton, New York.
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5-C/Ty TV/RfloiO

SUBSCRIBER

Our apologies to

Atlanta, St. Louis, Boston,

Dallas and some other cities!

The new 5-City Directory, just off the press,

contains more than 1900 listings, and 36 pages.

It's the recognized tv/radio guide to 5 cities

where 93% of all national spot business is

bought.

The 1960 directory is substantially bigger than

any of its predecessors. You will find it more

useful, and we hope you will forgive us if your

city is not included.

If you're a SPONSOR subscriber drop us a note

and we'll send you a 5-City Directory with our

compliments.

If not, the price is 50<; each . . . 40(1: in quanti-

ties of 5 to 10 . . . 300 for 10 or more.

If you're not a subscriber, enter your subscrip-

tion now by using the form shown on this page.

We'll send you, as a bonus, not only the 5-City

Directory but also the 220 page 1959-60 Air

Media Basics including Radio Basics, Tv

Basics, Timebuying Basics, and much more.

» "-o^ w% y'

Sponsor Publications Inc.

40 East 49th St., New York 17, N. Y.

Send me copies of Sponsor's 5-city directory.

Enter my subscription to Sponsor

for one year at $8.00 and send me FREE

the 5-CITY DIRECTORY & AIR MEDIA BASICS.

NAME.

TITLE.

COMPANY.

ADDRESS-

CITY _ZONE -STATE-
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in Sacramento
"Radio One" is

Quality Audience with high
"spending" power . . . highest
aduh audience average 6 AM to

Midnight according to last Radio-
pulse.

Volume Audience with most un-
duplicated homes both daily and
weekly, as shown by Pulse Cumu-
lative Report . . . plus sound rat-
ings in all time periods. (Your
Petry man has specific figures.)

Real Merchandising by a full-time
merchandising department ... a
bonus with provable payofl[ . .

probably the best radio merchan-
dising service in the West.'

Reprenented bu

Edward Petry A Co.. Inc.

SPONSOR ASKS
I Continued from page 4.5

1

local sports, special religious pro-

grams of local interest, home making

shows for the community, local edi-

torial comments on the current events

in government, politics, industry or

anything else we feel our community

is interested in.

We have carried programs for

years on which we lost money but

we felt were of interest to the commu-
nity. And in most cases our faith in

these programs resulted eventually in

solid, well-rated and commercially

successful programs. Programs that

built sales because of the audience

they had gained over a period of

time. An audience that knew we were

televising for them, not for ourselves.

Often good programing may not

be directly reflected in sales, but if a

station has strong segments of local

audience interest you can rest as-

sured that those areas will attract

sales on their own strength.

There are occasions when particu-

lar sales requests are made by the

sales departments for particular ad-

vertisers and here again the meshing

of sales and programing policies must

be geared to insure that the over-all

programing structure is not disturbed.

On the whole, however, the pro-

graming policy must be given prefer-

ence over sales requirements, with

the degree of latitude for special

sales problems determined by the

proper programing requirements.

George Kapel, sales mgr., WTOLTV,
Toledo, Ohio

Top management alone establishes

the ratio of commercial vs. public

service programing; percentage cate-

gories involving news, entertainment,

etc., acceptability of program types at

Sales is

entitled to

a strong

voice in

programing

given hours ( i.e. mysteries after 8

p.m. only) ; station news policy;

policy on political telecasts; and par-

ticipation in the NAB Tv Code.

Operating within the framework

of the above broad outlines, the sales

department is entitled to a strong

voice in the councils which determine

program content and scheduling. This

applies to syndicated shows, movies

or local live programs. The best-run

stations are those where a team at-

mosphere prevails, and the morale oflPrfii'

sales will be at its best when it ii

invited to participate actively i

group decisions.

Sales is definitely interested in thi

station image and is vitally interested

in the development and success of all

programs, whether they be commer-

cial or public service.

It follows that sales should partici-

pate in program decisions but not

more than in direct proportion to

what it positively contributes in ideas,

facts and analyses. ^

TV CODE
[Continued from page 41)

of medical products, claims

that a product will effect a

cure and the indiscriminate

use of such words as "safe,"

"without risk," "harmless,"

or terms of similar meaning

should not be accepted in

the advertising of medical

products on television sta-

tions.

Contests

1. In addition to complying with

all pertinent Federal, state and

local laws and regulations, all

contests should offer the oppor-

tunity to all contestants to win

on the basis of ability and skill

rather than chance.

2. All contest details, including

rules, eligibility requirements,

opening and termination dates

should be clearly and complete-

ly announced and/or shown, or

easily accessible to the viewing

public, and the winners' names

should be released and prizes

awarded as soon as possible

after the close of the contest.

3. When advertising is accepted

which requests contestants to

submit items of product iden-

tification or other evidence of

purchase of product, reasonable

facsimiles thereof should be

made acceptable.

4. All copy pertaining to any con-

test (except that which is re-

quired by law) associated with

the exploitation or sale of the

sponsor's product or service,
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and all references to prizes or

gifts offered in such connection

should be considered a part of

and included in the total time

allowances as herein provided.

Premiums and offers

1. Full details of proposed offers

should be required by the tele-

vision broadcaster for investi-

gation and approved before the

first announcement of the offer

is made to the public.

2. A final date for the termination

of an t)ffer should be an-

nounced as far in advance as

possible.

3. Before accepting for telecast of-

fers involving a monetary con-

sideration, a television broad-

caster should satisfy himself as

to the integrity of the adver-

tiser and the advertiser's will-

ingness to honor complaints in-

dicating dissatisfaction with the

premium by returning the

monetary consideration.

4. There should be no misleading

descriptions or visual repre-

sentations of any premiums or

gifts which would distort or

enlarge their value in the minds
of viewers.

5. Assurances should be obtained

from the advertiser that pre-

miums offered are not harmful

to person or property.

6. Premiums should not be ap-

proved which appeal to super-

stition on the basis of "luck-

bearing" powers or otherwise.

Time standards for

advertising copy

1. In accordance with good tele-

cast advertising practices, time

standards (are set I for adver-

tising copy. . . ( For space rea-

sons, this detailed section is

omitted. The general practice is

outlined in the sections below. I

2. Reasonable and limited identi-

fication of prize and statement

of the donor's name within for-

mats wherein the presentation

of contest awards or prizes is a

necessary and integral part of

program content shall not be

included as commercial time

within the meaning of para-

graph 1, above: however, any

oral or visual presentation con-

cerning the product or its

donor, over and beyond such

identification and statement.

A good "take" takes time. So docs a good recording disc. Like fine wine, lacquer sur-

faces must be correctly cured... naturally aged to ensure good chip throw, long needle

wear and f.aithfully recorded "takes." That's why no presto disc leaves our plant

until it is fully mature. How long does that take? Depends... you need experience

to know exactly, presto knows. We've made more discs. ..for more years. ..for more

recording companies than any other disc maker in the world. Hear ^hy... today!

Cut the best with the best—use presto styli too.

PREST0
(^ BOGEN-PRESTO, Paramus, New Jersey. A Division of The Siegler Corporation

WHICH TWIN CITIES?
Minneapolis - St. Paul? Kansas City - Kansas City?

NO, THIS IS "KNOE-LAND"
(embracing industriol, progressive North Louisiana, South Arkansas,
West Mississippi)

JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population 1320,100 Drug Sales S 40,355,000

Households 423,600 Automotive Sales S 299,539,000

Consumer Spendable Income General Merchandise S 148.789,000

$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000

Food Sales $ 300,486,000

KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we overage 78.5% share of audience from Sign On
to Sign Off 7 days a week. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs 80% to

100%, and for 278 weekly quarter hours 92% to 100%.

KNOE-TV CBS • A B C

A James A. Noe Station

Channel 8 Represented by

Afonroe. Louisiana H-R Television, Inc.

Photo: Aerial View Proxpernus T irin Cities of ifonroeWest }fniiine. Liniisiaiia
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shall be included as commercial

time within the meaning of

paragraph 1, above.

3. The time standards set forth

above do not affect the estab-

lished practice of reserving for

station use the last 30 seconds

of each program for station

break and spot announcements.

4. Announcement programs are

designed to accommodate a

designated number of individ-

ual live or recorded announce-

ments, generally one minute in

length, which are carried with-

in the body of the program and

are available for sale to indi-

vidual advertisers. Normally

not more than 3 one-minute

announcements I which should

not exceed approximately 125

words if presented live I should

be scheduled within a 15-minute

period and not more than six

such announcements should be

scheduled within a 30-minute

period in local announcement
programs; however, fewer an-

nouncements of greater indi-

vidual length may be scheduled,

provided that the aggregate

length of the announcements

approximates three minutes in

a 15-minute program or six

minutes in a 30-minute pro-

gram. In announcement pro-

grams other than 15 minutes or

30 minutes in length, the pro-

portion of one minute of an-

nouncement within every five

minutes of programing is nor-

mally applied. The announce-

ments must be presented within

the framework of the program
period designated for their use

and kept in harmony with the

content of the program in

which they are placed.

5. Programs presenting women's
services, features, shopping

guides, market information,

and similar material, provide a

special service to the listening

and viewing public in which

advertising material is an in-

formative and integral part of

the program content. Because

of these special characteristics

the time standards set forth

above may be waived to a rea-

sonable extent.

6. More than two back-to-back an-

nouncements plus the conven-

tional sponsored 10-second sta-

tion i.d. are not acceptable he-^^Q

tween programs or within the

framework of a single program.

Announcements scheduled be-

tween programs shall not inter-

rupt a preceding or following

program.

7. Any casual reference by talent

in a program to another's prod-

uct or service under any trade

name or language sufficiently

descriptive to identify it should,

except for normal guest identi-

fications, be condemned and

discouraged.

0. Stationary backdrops or prop-

erties in television presentations

showing the sponsor's name or

product, the name of his prod-

uct, his trademark or slogan

may be used only incidentally.

They should not obtrude on

program interest or entertain-

ment. "On camera" shots of

such materials should be fleet-

ing, not too frequent, and

mindful of the need of main-

taining a proper program bal-

ance.

Dramatized appeals and
advertising

1. Appeals to help fictitious char-

acters in television programs by

purchasing the advertiser's

product or service or sending

for a premium should not be

permitted, and such fictitious

characters should not be intro-

duced into the advertising mes-

sage for such purposes.

2. Dramatized advertising involv-

ing statements or purported

statements by physicians, den-

tists, or nurses must be pre-

sented by accredited members

of such professions.

Sponsor identification

Identification of sponsorship must

be made in all sponsored programs in

accordance with the requirements of

the Communications Act of 1934, as

amended, and the Rules and Regula-

tions of the Federal Communications

Commission.

This SPONSOR extract from provi-

sions of the Tv Code does not include

time standards for advertising copy,

covering lengths of programs and

commercial time for all time classifi-

cations (AA, A etc.) or seven added

interpretations of the Code which

supplement the initial provisions. ^
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.OCAL RADIO
Continued from pane 29 I

nost distinguished and influential

lewspapers in the country is the

Oenver Post. Yet this paper has

'stooped to hattle" with radio in its

irea with a front-page series titled,

'Radio in Wonderland." Gist of the

eries is that 18 stations vie for lis-

eners in the Denver area and that

Denver needs another radio station

ike it "needs a hole in the head."

fieading between the lines of the

oieces, one assumes that the Post

.vould like to see all the stations

jackaged up and dropped into the

Srand Canyon. The feud with sta-

ions stems in large part from a cam-

paign of newspaper advertisements

bv Denver station KGMC, an aggres-

sive outlet ( with most of its key

personnel out of the advertising in-

dustry) that is impelled to call a spade

a spade. These ads stress the growing

importance of radio as a prime local

mover of both opinion and mer-

chandise. KGMC's position, after an

exclusive interview with Palmer Hoyt.

publisher of the Post, is that the

radio industry "has an ever-growing

responsibility to step into the role of

competitor I with the dwindling news-

papers) to insure this nation's free

press." (The interview, incidentally,

began with the question of whether

it was true the Post itself was for

sale. This was denied by Hoyt. But

it is interesting to note that in the

biggest U. S. market, New York, there

is every reason to believe that soon

the p.m. Journal-American will merge

either with the p.m. World-Telegram

[or the a.m. Herald-Tribune.)

Many New York City admen are

'prone to ignore what actually is hap-

pening to the newspapers because of

radio's growing local importance.

But New York admen are a relatively

isolated group, and think of papers

in markets across the country as com-

parable with the papers they read on

The Westport Cannonball or some

other commuting train. It is only

natural, since the two best-heeled

pajjers in the area are the Daily Netvs

and the New York Times. Both of

these are completely atypical as

dailies go (one is America's biggest

circulated; the other, the most in-

fluential). Neither reflects what is

happening to strong dailies in other

markets across the country.

It mijiht be interestins to take a

look at the A'. Y. Daily News I biggest

circulation paper) however, and eval-

uate it as an answer to criticisms of

radio news coverage. Critics often

sav radio news is too sketchy; they

might as well realize it isn't much

sketchier than the reporting of a

tabloid such as the News, which can

boil a j)rimary news story into no

more than a headline and two "sticks"

of type. And tabloids, in many mar-

kets, enjoy good readershij). It is

only in some areas that the audi-

ence doesn't like to have their news

hurried, as the Peoria lady said of

radio obituary reports during a news-

paper strike in that town, "The an-

nouncers run over the deaths so fast."

Radio's importance is tested all the

time. On lo November, a N.Y.C. race

track canceled its program because of

a frozen track for the first time since

1954. Decision was made in a.m.,

onlv radio and tv carried the an-

nouncement, kept some 30,000 horse-

players from showing up.

As this story was being prepared,

the following telegram was received

from Westinghouse outlet WBZ in

Boston where there has been a news-

paper strike:

"As a result of newspaper printers

strike in Boston affecting all news-

papers with the exception of Christian

Science Monitor, WBZ has expanded

news coverage 24 hours a day. It is

radio selling radio. All hourlv five-

minute news reports expanded to 10.

1-5 if needed. Additional five-minute

reports on half hour added to sched-

ule . . . Schedule 9:30 a.m.. Bulletin

of Events. 10:30 a.m., Commentary.

11:30 a.m.. Obituaries. 12:30 p.m..

Stocks and sports. 1 :30 p.m.. Bulle-

tins of Events. 2:30 p.m.. Editorial.

3:30 p.m., Boston entertainment

news. 4:30 p.m.. Stocks and sports.

6 p.m.. News expanded to 30 minutes.

7:30 p.m.. Commentary. 8:30 p.m.

Editorial. 9:30 p.m.. Bulletin of

events. 10 p.m.. News for 30 min-

utes. 11:30 p.m.. Stock report final

and other reports. News throughout

rest of night. . . . Personnel to cover

State House, police headquarters. City

Hall . . . six sound trucks. . . . Also

for the children, the comic strips will

be read."

Sounds like just about everything

but the crossword puzzle and the

classified ads. The strong, vital news-

paper will continue to be around, but

from now on it must share the local

scene with radio. ^

BRIGHT
SPOT FOR BUSINESS!

TALLAHASSEE
THOMASVI LLE

brighter than ever

because WCTV is now
CBS - Television

TOP STATION

With the great CBS programs,
plus top ABC -TV shows,
WCTV provides standout
service to a most responsive
market. In the entire U.S.,
Tallahassee stands fifth in re-

tail sales per household.*

KEY MARKET
For many leading brands,

the Tallahassee - Thomasville
Market deserves and gets
strong spot schedules. A siz-

able market - over 225,000
families — 52 counties — effec-

tively covered by WCTV. Get
the complete picture from
Blair Television Associates.

"Annual Survey of Buying Power,
1959.

WCTV
TALLAHASSEE c^gj^k^/ THOMASVILLE

^^^a John H. Phippse Broadcasting Station

ELCVISION ASSOCIATES
Sational Repretentativei
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NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP

YESTERDAY'S FANCY, having caught the fancy of J. J. Newberry, a Haverhill, Mass. store prompted a

promotion sale using saturation radio schedule on WHAV. With costumes, prices from '20's, sale

was termed by store m^r. Ed Sutherland (straw hat), "Our most successful promotion ever"

A NEAT LITTLE TWIST of the wrist, by Beth Chisman, lO-year-old daughter of Thomas P. Chisman,

pres., W^/EC-TV, Norfolk, Va., switches station from uhf to vhf. Observing turn of events (l-r): sta.'s

engineer, Sam Edens, Portsmouth Mayor B. W. Baker, ABC TV's Al Beckman, v. p., Ralph Hatcher, mgr.

AGENCIES

SSC&B is the key agency in a
series of night-time program
switches that NBC TV would like

to make.
The proposed changes: (1) River-

boat from Sunday 7-8 p.m., to Monday
7:30-8:30; (2) elimination of Love

and Marriage; (3) Richard Diamond
from Monday 7:30-8 p.m., to Satur-

day 9:30-10 p.m.; (4) eHmination of

Five Fingers ; ( .5 ) scheduling of an

Andy Williams hour or half-hour,

starting at 10 p.m. Saturday.

As agency for Noxema, SSC&B is

reluctant to have Love and Marriage

go. even though it hasn't proved a

strong lead-in for another of the

agency's wards. Wells Fargo ( Pall

Mali). Again, it would like to stick

along with the period that Diamond,

sponsored by another SSC&B client.

Block Drug, now occupies.

harm

the

Competing media pouncing on

... AND THERE'S GOLD IN THEM THAR CLOUDS!

WCAE, Pittsburgh, capped promotion for its new

d.j. "Henny Penny" by landing him via heli-

copter in parking lot with 10,000 pennies for

United Fund. Welcoming him at U.F. lunch-

eon: pres. E. H. Hanley, Janet-Lee Thornberry
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tv "like a pack of wolves" are

harming all advertising, reports

the Deceniher issue of (irey

Matter.

The reason, according to the nevvs-

Irtter published by Grey Advertising,

i- that "when a scandal reflects the

integrity of an\ medium of adver-

tising, it reflects on all, and therefore

all should come to its defense."

The agency letter also condemns
the "buck passing'" advertising execu-

tives who publicK hold themselves

blameless or shrug-off quiz show scan-

dals, and advertisers who rush into

jirint crying "Not me, it's the other

guy."

Agency appointments: Narragan-

setl Brewing, billing about SI.5 mil-

lion, from CivW to Doherty, Clif-

ford, Steers & Shen field, New
York . . . Standard Security Life

Insurance Co.. to Mogul Williams
& Saylor.

Dissolved: The Dodge New York

Retail Selling Association, billing

about $1 million, and now at the

Wexton (]o. Reason for the break-

up: a conflict of media desires be-

tween the metropolitan and suburban

dealers. The group, now ?plit into

five splinters, has selected no agency,

or agencies, as yet.

According to Larry Schwartz,

president of Wexton : "There's a

possibilit) that we might get all five

divisions back—at least we're going

in with our presentation on as good a

footing as Grant."

Name change: Craig & Webster Ad-

vertising. Lubbock, Tex., to Webster/

Harris/Welborn. T. Bruce Craig,

founder and partner in the agency,

died in March of this year.

Affiliation: In New Orleans, Swigart

& Evans Advertising and Perret &

Kalman Public Relations. The two

firms will continue to maintain their

separate offices and personnel.

Admen «>n the move: Thomas
Dillon, treasurer and member of the

executive connnitlee at l^iiDO, elected

an executive v. p. of the agency . . .

Theodore Grunewald, named sen-

ior v. J), of Hicks ik Greist, New York

. . . Robert Ellis, to v.]j. of Kenyon

& Eckhardt . . . Kent Dennan, John
Lamb and Edwin Lewis, account

executives at Y&R, appointed v.p.'s

. . . George Crandall, to a v. p. of

Swan & Mason Advertising, New
York . . . Gerald Deppe, to v. p., ac-

count executive and general manager

of Storm Advertising's St. Louis office

. . . John Loos and Ronald Stack,

to the media department at J. Walter

Thompson, Chicago . . . Ronald
Powers, to director of marketing

and Eleanor Lauer, to creative di-

rector at Robert M. Gamble. Jr..

Washington, D. C. . . . Giene Light-

foot to Lennen & Newell as an ac-

count executive on Reynolds Metal

. . . Howard Englander, to account

executive of Reach, McClinton & Co.,

New York.

ST. NICK IS QUICK! Steal-

ing a marcti on ttie town,

WROC-TV, Rochester, N.Y.,

stiipped Santa in by tieli-

copter on Ttianksgiving

Day for one of its shows.

Staff anncr. Bob Keefe

portrayed portly gent

TORRID TURTLES, 700 of

them, participated in

WRIT, Milwaukee's turtle

race staged with A&P,

one of its advertisers.

Station gave out over

1.000 turtles; winner

got $50 under his shell

GIRLS TWIRL, heralding WAVY-

TV, Tidewater, Va.s recent

switch to NBC total tv, sa-

luted by local Volkswagen

Club with 50 decorated cars.

Seated: sta.'s "Ambassador"

THE HARD WAY UP is taken

by WCAU, Philadelphia, per-

sonality Ed Harvey who, with

aid, equipment of Balloon

Club of America, flew over

60 air miles, to 2,000 feet
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ADVERTISERS

Armour (Aver) is the latest

packer to make a bid for the fro-

zen-foo<l-in-a-piastic-bag market,

via the Hasty Hearth line.

It's testing in several midwest mar-

kets, using for the line a somewhat

different technique in food commer-

cials: paper sculpture in stop-motion

photography. Although the package

is shown, the ]jroduct is depicted in

paper cutout?.

Campaigns:
• The New York District Lin-

coln-Mercury Dealers Association

is using a heavy radio spot schedule

to tell prospective new car buyers in

New Jersey. New York and Connecti-

cut that "steel's no problem with

Mercury—because Mercury makes its

own steel."

• The American Tobacco Co.

has renewed sponsorship of the Los

Angeles baseball games on radio and

tv for the 1960 season. This new pact

marks the 12th season the tobacco

firm has sponsored the Dodger games.

FILM

Syndication and station veterans

have viewed with nostalgia the

recent end of new production of

Ziv's Highway Patrol, which with

its four years, was the longest-

lived syndication entry to date.

Last week Ziv reported that re-run

sales of Highway Patrol through its

division had reached the 97 market

mark. ( See details below. I

Sales: Highway Patrol sold by Ziv's

Economee unit to the following sta-

tions: KOIN-TV, Portland, Ore.:

WBAY-TV, Green Bay. Wise; KLT-

TV, Denver; KOB-TV. Albuquerque;

KTVI, St. Louis; KFDA-TV, Ama-
riUo; WMAR-TV, Bahimore; WLEX-
TV, Lexington, Ky.; KTVH. Wichita-

Hutchinson, Kans.; KRCG-TV, Jef-

ferson City, Mo.; WLOS-TV. Ash-

ville. N. C; WEEK-TV. Peoria;

WDBJ-TV, Roanoke; WBRE-TV,
Wilkes-Barre; WHTV-TV, Charles-

ton-Huntington. W. Va.; WBIR-TV,
Knoxville; WTRF-TV. Wheeling. W.

Va.; KARK-TV, Little

KOLD-TV. Tucson.

Rock.

More sales: UAA sales of features

and other product in 43 markets

during a two week period includes

sales to the following stations: WRGB-
TV, Albany-Schnectady; WXEX-TV,
Richmond; WHP-TV. Harrisburg;

KTVK-TV, Phoenix. KVIQ-TV, Eu-

reka; KVIP-TV, Redding; KUTV,
Salt Lake City; KOLD-TV, Tucson;

KDAL-TV, Duluth; WNEP-TV,
Scranton; KOLO-TV, Reno; WJAC-
TV. Johnstown; KNDO-TV, Yakima;

KLRL-TV, Las Vegas; KCMO-TV,
Kansas City; WMBD-TV, Peoria;

WCAU-TV, Philadelphia; KCTV, San

Angelo; KDAL-TV, Duluth; WESH-
TV, Daytona Beach; KVKM-TV,
Monohans; WFIE-TV, Evansville;

WJRT-TV. Elint; KENI-TV, Anchor-

age; WFMY-TV, Greensboro;
KMBC-TV, Kansas Citv; KFVS-TV,
Cape Girardeau. KERO-TV. Bakers-

field; CHBT-TV, Halifax; CBOT-TV,
Ottawa; CBWT-TV, Winnipeg;
CBUT-TV, Vancouver; CBLT-TV,

Toronto; CBFT-TV, Montreal;

UPPER
STRATA

STRATEGY!

Friend of ours who always at-

tends the sessions in the lec-

ture halls, starts on the

Fourth Floor with Production

Items . . . and works his way
down to Components on the

First Floor. Says his feet tell

him it's easier to come down
than to go up! And he never

misses a trick this way.

Sounds like good engineering
logic. Why don't you join

him this year . . . and see if

it doesn't work for you!

Show Manage/

1959

PRODUCTION

ITEMS

INSTRUMENTS

& SYSTEMS

COMPONENTS

COMPONENTS

SHONA^
REGISTRATION:

and we're set to

Tiand/e even more of you in 1960

looking for NEW IDEAS in

RADIO-ELECTRONICSr
Yes, the IRE NATIONAL CONVENTION and RADIO ENGINEER-

ING SHOW is growing bigger every year, and drawing more people—

950 exhibitors representing 80% of the productive capacity of your

industry — 60,052 registrants last year! Yet, it's one of the most well

planned, well executed gatherings you'll ever see!

There's room to move around, room to see all you want to sec because

the IRE takes over all 4 floors of the giant Coliseum in New York City

to show what your huge, fast moving radio-electronics industry is coming

up with. First and second floors for components; third for instruments and

systems; and fourth for production items. Follow the engineers to the

Coliseum for NEW IDEAS IN RADIO-ELECTRONICS, 1960!

fO r/ie IRl NATIONAL CONVENTION
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel

and The RADIO ENGINEERING SHOW
Coliseum, New York City

MARCH 21, 22, 23, 24
The Institute of Radio Engineers
1 East 79th St.. New York 21, N. Y.
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CHEK-TV. Victoria: CKI-TV. Prince

Albert, and CHCA-TV, Red Deer.

International: CBS Films has ac-

(juired tv rights to the 1960 Olympic

Games from Gardner Advertising

Agency for South and Central Ameri-

ca and Australia. At least I-t hours

of programing will he available.

Strictly personnel: ITC names

George Gray northeastern division

manager and Bert Weiland mid-

western manager . . . NTA has put on

Jack Gainey as northeast regional

sales manager. Ted Rosenberg as

middle atlantic manager and Leon
Wray as northwestern manager.

NETWORKS
i\BC Radio cites this as evidence

that its newly adopted program-

ing plan is receiving strong ac-

ceptance with advertisers:

Between 11 November, the date the

new plan was announced, and 30 No-

vember the network wrote $4.25
million in new and renewed busi-

ness—in 17 accounts.

Following the steps taken by CBS
last week. NBC has also appointed a

v.p. in charge of standards and
practices.

He's NBC v.p. James A. Spabile

who will head the special unit "es-

tablished to eliminate questionable

practices in programing and adver-

Network sales: Proctor Electric

Co. I Weiss & Geller I makes its first

venture into network tv with a Jerry

Lewis special on INBC TV Frida\ . 20

May, I960 ... P. Lorillard I Lennen

& Newell I to sponsor a new private

eye series, 21 Beacon Street, bowing

on ABC TV Sunday. 27 December.

10:30-11 p.m. . . . Brown & Wil-

liamson I Bates I w ill pick up the tab

for all seven !\ BC I\eus specials in

peak nighttime viewing hours cover.

ing President Eisenhower's trip

abroad.

Network tv renewals: Texaco
( C&W I . for the Texaco Huntley-

Brinkley Report, a 15-minute Mon-
day-through-Friday news program,

through 1960 . . . General Foods
(B&B) for alternate-week sponsor-

ship of the two Saturday morning

series on NBC TV. Riif] and Reddy

and Fury, through 1960.

Network radio business: Four

com|)anies—Lewis Howe (Macl'ar-

land. Aveyard). Whitehall Labs

( Tatham-Laird I. Vitamin Sales

I Fairfax I and Hastings Mfg. (Keel-

ing) for four ])rograms on ABC'.

New aflfiliations: KREX. Grand

Junction. Colo., to CBS Radio . . .

WORL. Boston, to Mutual Broad-

casting.

Cancellation : KOBY, San Francisco,

from its aHlliation with Mutual, re-

turning to full independent ojjeration.

Network personnel notes: Fred
Morrison, to the nevvl\ -created post

of account executive, sports sales, at

CBS TV . . . Marion Stephenson,

to director of business affairs for

NBC Radio.

RADIO STATIONS

Storer Broadcasting is now in the

process of selecting and training

a "quality control" group re-

sponsible for programing con-

tent on all Storer stations.

Purpose of this ''qualitv control'

plan: to insure better control of pro-

gram material aired on its stations on

a continuing, day-to-da) . hour-b\

-

hour basis.

The groups, responsible directly to

the v.p.'s for radio and tv programing

at Storer's home office, will render

daily reports on all types of programs

aired and in that wav spot any devia-

tions from the "quality standards."

Ideas at work

:

• Beheld opened windows:
KSFO, San Francisco, went all-out

last week in an effort to raise money
for the L nited Crusade. Station

moved its entire studio to a depart-

ment store window for a complete

two-day 6 a.m. to midnight opera-

tion. According to KSFO. this ])ro-

motion attracted thousands, jannning

San Francisco's busiest thoroughfare

to view the goings-on.

• If the key fits: WDUB, Tren-

ton. N. J., conducted a "Treasure

Hunt" contest that had residents

"turning the town upside down." Sta-

( Please turn to page 63 I

Ray Ellingsen

KOTOGRAPHY

can give

your

photographic needs

the kind of

attention

you like

. . . backed by

experience

and artistry!

Simply call

DEIaware 7-7249

or write to

12 E. Grand Ave.

Chicago

NEGRO
Community
Programming

SPANISH
PUERTO RICAN

Programming

of Whirl-Wind

sales action

WWRL
NEW YORK DE 5-1600

M0:00AM-5:30PM ** 5:30PM- 10:00AM
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RADIO BASICS/DECEMBER/"

Facts & figures about radio today
1. CURRENT RADIO DIMENSIONS

Radio homes index

1959 1958

49.5
radio

homes

48.7
radio

homes

51.4 50.6
U.S. homes U.S. homes

Source: A. C. Nielsen estimate, 1 Mar. each
year, homes fleures In millions.

Radio station iiidex

End of October 1959

Stations
on air

CPsnot
on air

New station

requests
New station*

bids in hearing

Am
Fm

3,428

657

97

159

487

77

219
29

End of October 1958

Am
Fm

3.092

522

122

47

368
29

116

9

Some -: KCC inonthi.v rei»oits. commercial stations. •September each year.

Radio set index Radio set sales index

Sp»
location

Home
Auto

Public

places

Tol-al

1959 1958

98,300,000 93,000,000

37,900,000 36,000,000

10,000,000* 10,000,000*

146,200,000 139,000,000

Source: RAB, 1 Jan. 1959. 1 Jan, 1958,
Beta in working order. "No new Information.

Type Sept. 1959 Sept. 1958
9 Months 9 Months

1959 1958

Home

Auto

928.457

717,501

792,596

489.738

5.285.878 4.903.676

4.151.846 2.383..551

Total

Source: Elec
figures are fact

RAB estimates

1,645,958 1,282,334 9,437,724 7,287.227

tronic Industries Assn. Home figures are estimated retail sales, auto

ory production. Tliese figures are of U.S. proiliiction only. In addition,

that 2.2 million .Tapanese sets were sold in I'.S. during 1958.

2. CURRENT LISTENING PATTERNS

Ho^f the in-home radio audience accumulates
iiiiNiiiiiiiii{ii[;iii!iNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii{iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[iiii!:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^

MON. THRU FRI.

6a.m.-Noon
Avg, Per

minute week

14.4

66.8

% homes

:130

Homes
(millions) 7.1

Avg. hours per home 8.47

.Source: NHl Marrh Week One. 1959

Noon-6 p.m.

Avg. Per

minute week

57.9

5.60

ALL DAYS
6p.m.-12mid. 24hrs.

Avg. Per Avg. Per

minute week minute week

83.4

6.1

3.0

53.1

26.3

4.82

7.9

39 41.2

15.91

^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUII^ II mil .:=
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SILK EVENING DRESS BY ROSALIE MACRINI

Imbued with tlie spirit of classic simplicity;

exercising consummate artistry in living' gracefully; striving for

an ex([uisite balance of past and present... a "metropolitan" personality.

' METROPOLITAN
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
206 East 67 Street, New York 21, N. Y.

New York Citi/

WNEW
AM*FM

WHK
AM*FM

U'os/iiiigton, D.C.

Cleveland



RARE
"A little idea goes a long

way on a good radio sta-

tion," writes Courtland
Ferguson, president ot tne

Washington advertising

agency of the same name.

"A little teaser campaign on

WRC Radio-10-second
spots. 22 times a week^ for

our client Parchey's Res-

taurant-asked the question

'How do you pronounce it,

Parcheese or Parshay s?

As a result, innumerable
people came into the res-

taurant and asked the pro-

prietor and the waiters

'How do you pronounce It,

Parcheese or Parshay sr-

Thi

action -^ u ^''^^^ of th^ ®»»*^os.

s



Wha^s happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, statioms

^ WASHINGTON WEEK
5 DECEMBER 1959

Cfnyrlght 1959

SPONSOR

PUBLIOATIONS INC.

This was the week in which some of the chickens came home to roost.

NAB at the weekend was due to announce a tightening up in the broadcasting codes.

In mid-week FTC heads held a meeting with network officials, attended by representatives of

the Justice Department and FCC.

The first license actually moved into jeopardy, as the FCC notified Jack Barry & En-

right's Hollywood, Fla., radio station (WGMA) that the quiz probe revelations cast doubts on

Enright's character. (They were the producers of Twenty-One.)

Next week, 7-11 December, with the 9th taken out for the Wednesday routine FCC meet-

ing, starts the FCC soul-searching on what its legal rights and duties might be with

respect to programing.

Meanwhile on 9 December that group which started the whole thing, the Harris House

Commerce Legislative Oversight subcommittee, goes back into session. Boston industrialist

Bernard Goldfine will answer questions he had refused to answer earlier, but the subcommittee

will also consider "payola" to radio disc jockeys.

Probably due to be laid aside because the disc jockey situation is hotter at the moment
is another payola probe. This one involves payments to get plugs on shows sponsored by
somebody else, with no on-the-air notification that such payments have been made, as re-

quired by law.

There is now no doubt that the disc jockey payola investigation will be undertaken. The

date is all that remains. Best guess is that a beginning will be made around mid-January,

though there is some talk that a few hearing days may be set to follow the Goldfine chapter.

All of the FTC top people concerned sat in on the conference between FTC
chairman Earl W. Kintner and the head of the three tv networks, plus Mutual, with

the Justice Department and FCC looking on.

NAB president Harold Fellows and tv code review board chairman Don McGannon were

actually on the hottest seats. Burning question was what the industry could do by way of

self-regulation which would touch independents and non-code-subscribing stations.

Whether or not a drive to bring more stations under the codes was to be announced,

it was certain that such an all-out effort would be made.

The lineup on the FCC's programing inquiry front seemed set to place more
boiling criticisms of broadcasting in the nation's press.

Broadcasters and advertisers were well represented in the first list of witnesses—NAB,

the networks, Westinghouse, Storer, Association of National Advertisers, American Association

of Advertising Agencies, Advertising Federation of America. Also Philip Cortney of Coty,

with his plan for an end of sponsor control of programing.

However, these were outnumbered better than 2-1 by such as church and civic groups and

service organizations, universities and those interested in educational broadcasting. It appeared

certain that the shortcomings of broadcasting would be well publicized, although the announced

FCC aim is to explore its legal authority or lack of it as well as the necessity for delving into

programing.
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Significant news, trends in

• Film • Syndication

• Tape • Commercials

FILM-SCOPE II

6 DECEMBER 1959

Copyright 1959

•P0N80R

PUtLIOATIM* IH0.

Syndicators ofifering unusual programing in the cultural or public affairs

categories feel their hottest chances for making network or regional sales are

right now.

One advertiser was suddenly reported to be dickering for a prestige show in which he

previously had shown no interest.

His motive: To show up a competitor recently embarrassed in Washington.

Syndication wiU be deprived of a substantial portion of the Schlitz budget for

the first three or four months of 1960.

The brewer is using this cutback as part of the $600,000 it will be spending for sports on

CBS TV. Its buys of Flight (CNP) and MacKenzie's Raiders (Ziv) have already expired.

(For details of sports buy see SPONSOR-SCOPE, page 20.)

Here^s the story of a show that was almost dropped from the networks because

of its ratings and that went on to get the top rating of an entire evening.

At the end of the summer NBC TV was all set to drop CNP's Lawless Years because of

its ratings performance at 8:30 p.m. Thursday.

Then Alberto Culver (hair dressing) picked up the series through Geoffrey Wade and

switched it to the 10:30 p.m. time period. (The buy was for 26 weeks, which were re-runs

for the most part.)

One of these re-runs had the top Arbitron rating for the evening of 26 November, a 19.6,

higher than any show that day on any network.

The moral: Programers may be throwing away some of their best shows because

of excessive preoccupation with short range ratings results.

Nielsen has been studying regional and national spot film shows with the same
research tools that are used to examine a sponsor's network purchases.

In one study, a national spot program had a Nielsen total audience of 22.8%, while 11

network programs of similar type (children's) ranged from 23.1% down to 5.7%. Only one

of these network shows had a higher total audience than the spot show.

This same spot film show with a 22.8% weekly audience also gathered a 43.3% total

audience on a monthly cumulative basis.

A complete profile on the audience of the show included these facts on the location and

types of homes reached:

1) LOCATION OF HOMES REACHED (TOTAL HOMES REACHED 20.9%) :

60

County size: Territory:

A: 17.2% Northeast: 19.2%

B: 19.8% East Central: 22.0%

C: 27.1% West Central: 27.1%

D: 24.6% South

:

20.5%

Pacific

:

14.8%

2) CHARACTERISTICS OF HOMES REACHED:

Family size: Age of head of house:

1-2 12.1% Under 40 27.1%

3-4 21.1% 40-54 25.5%

5 31.3% 55 & over 14.5%
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FILM-SCOPE continued

Representatives of U. S. film countries in Europe find there^s a major differ-

ence in attitudes toward the sexes in business, from country to country.

Fremantle, for example, has a saleswoman covering northern Europe: Agatha Cuthbert-

son, who is often face to face with lady film buyers in Scandinavia, Germany and the Benelux

countries.

However, women aren't accepted in business in England or southern Europe.

Today's diversification pattern is rapidly making the specialized film producer

a thing of the past.

Typical of the recent trend is for producers to try to sell both network and syndication

simultaneously, or to hit two other unrelated fronts such as tv and theatres.

Dynamic Films, for example, is about to plunge into production of tv sports plus theat-

ricals, in addition to its activities in other areas.

COMMERCIALS

Possihly the most momentous weeks of the entire history of the tv commer-
cials business he in the immediate future.

During the month of December the FTC will be looking into deceptive advertising, the

FCC will examine a number of broadcasting practices, and the Attorney General will report

to the President on legal violations and countermeasures.

When Congress reconvenes in January, an avalanche of new bills is expected.

Insiders fear that extremists could get across new legislation that might hamstring com-

mercials men without encouraging good commercials practices.

Take a look at the commercials field in Canada, if you've been wondering what
the commercials industry is like with government regulation.

An American executive this week listed some features he put on the negative side of

ledger, as follows:

• Canadian commercials men may feel confined in the knowledge that government ap-

proval is needed for all they produce.

• There's a delay of several days while scripts are cleared.

• Extra expenses sometimes arise when changes or corrections are needed in order to ob-

tain approvals.

• Copy is edited very carefully: The word "only," for example, is tabu except where ac-

tual exclusivity exists.

• Promises and innuendoes in copy claims of products such as drugs and cos-

metics must be backed up with literal truth.

Right now U. S. knowledge of whether there's anything positive and useful in the Ca-

nadian experience with commercials is very sketchy.

The agency-oriented director, a new breed in the commercials production field,

may be the answer to misunderstandings that sometimes occur between agency and
producer.

Formerly, many production personnel came out of the motion picture and print photog-

raphy fields and found that they were talking a different language from the agency man.

At Robert LaAvrence Productions, for example, two directors with agency backgrounds

have recently been added to the staff: Joe Sperry, formerly of DDE and Campbell-Mithun,

and Ken Marthy, ex-McC-E and B&B, have joined Jerry Schnitzer, a BBDO alumnus.

Strategy behind getting men with agency experience is to cross-breed a knowledge of

product response with training in production values.
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
5 DECEMBER 1959

Copyright 1959

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

There's a power struggle under way in one of the toprung Madison Avenue
agencies.

Involved are two heirs-apparent to the throne, with the gauntlet that can't help but

bring things out in the open: Will it be media or the tv department that wiU call the

tiu*n on the tv end of a client's plan.

The new super-boss on media feels he has this factor going for him: In this era where

the tv department does no program production but merely acts as a package buyer

its status should be subordinate to media planning and buying.

If you're up there in the rep business and you're not well loaded with cash,

your biggest single expense item is borrowing capital to cover your overdue ac-

counts receiveable.

One rep firm that might be rated in the middle brackets spends about $200,000 a

year on bank money to keep the operation fluid.

Sellers of tv specials should find fruitful prospects among the larger ethical

drug houses next season.

Washington insiders say that they'll need lots of bolstering of their public images as the

result of Senator Kefauver's coming probe of the drug industry.

Don't be surprised to hear about trouble brewing within the Magazine Bureau.

One of the other magazine giants has taken a view counter to Time-Life's toward tv.

Position of the bureau's dissenting member: it feels that tv has a vital role in communi-
cations and that magazines can do well alongside tv and that any denigration of a

medium tends to reflect on all media.

If research is your dish of tea, you must have noticed lately how the pro-

motional material in network tv has shifted the accent from coverage to various

facets about audience getting.

A lot of slogans and generalities have gone over the dam with the old party lines. In

other words, another tradition brought over from radio has vanished.

Talking about network advertising policies, did you know that NBC just 20 years

ago adopted one barring deodorants?

The same list of taboos covered hair color restoratives and eyebrow "dyes".

The year end will likely find one of the medium-sized agencies rocked by the

loss of two accounts whose joint billings are not far from the $20-million mark.

The long-range effects for this agency: It won't be able to maintain the extensive

and expensive service to which the other clients have become accustomed.

Radio stations are learning that they can't transplant the success of an inde-

pendent group's operation by just importing a former employee of that group.

Instead they're finding out that every local situation is different and what is required

is infusing the station's programing with a style, character and community identifica-

tion all its own.
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WRAP-UP
( Continued from page 55

)

tion hid a key on public property,

and aired a series of clues daily. The
key was found 18 days later. Win-
ner's prize: a Falcon car.

• Payola Week : WWDC, Wash-
ington, D. C, has a new campaign in

the works, inviting listeners to pay

—

and they play a request. The twist:

Checks sent in are sent to the Variety

Club Research Center at the Chil-

dren's Hospital.

• Who wants to be a million-

aire: KYW, Cleveland, has its d.j.'s

touring the area in chauffeured Cadil-

lacs, passing out $1 million checks

made out to "sound currency" as

part of station's "Million Dollar

Sound" four-week campaign. Recipi-

ents sending in check stubs are eligi-

ble for 1,000 prizes.

• Count it—keep it: WVET,
Rochester, has filled a Corvair trunk

with coins, and is asking listeners to

estimate the amount of cash, in coins,

the trunk contains. Winner gets to

keep all the monev he can scoop out

and count in eight hours.

• Lights on for safety: KYA,
San Francisco, to promote traffic

safety, will light the candle (top 80
feet of the station's tower) everv

night that San Francisco has "death

free" traffic days—and hang a black

flag on the tower everv dav that a

life is taken in an auto accident.

• "That voice sounds famil-

iar": WSAI, Cincinnati, broke with

a new "News Sound" last week. An
interesting feature of it: Station will

use famous voices of the past to in-

troduce each newscast. Actual voices

of historic personalities will recall ex-

citing moments in stories of the past

half-century.

• KOFE, Pullman. Wash., is co-

operating with the public schools,

by airing each weekday morning,
6:30-8:30 a.m., station bus schedule

reminders to rural students, and also

features a "to and from school" re-

quest program—airing requests from
one bus driver to another and re-

quests from a city dweller to his rural

friend. Each bus is radio-equipped.

• How they're saying "bread
and butter": KSAN, San Francisco,

last week took some 38 agency peo-

ple on a day-long Bay cruise aboard
a yacht as a way of saying "thank

you" to the station's agency and ad-

vertiser contacts throughout the area.

On the fm front: A qualitative

audience survey by WKJF-FM, Pitts-

burgh, revealed that 80% of its audi-

ence tunes in the station seven days

a week, with the preferred listening

hours falling between 6-9 p.m. . . .

Quality Music Fm Stations report

buys by some of these national adver-

tisers for the winter: Hamilton

Watch, Cinzano Wines, BOA, Gen-

eral Foods and Arnold Bread.

New quarters: The WKRC sta-

tions in Cincinnati, are moving into

their new $2 million structure at

1906 Highland Avenue.

Thisa 'n' data: WWRL, New
York, last week used the newly-in-

stalled transatlantic radio cable to

feed a German broadcast direct to

Radio Bremen in Germany . . .

WCKR, Miami, begins simultaneous

broadcasting this week on both its

am and fm stations. WCKR-FM is

97.3 megacycles . . . Tobin Packing

Co.'s ad and sales managers traveled

250 miles to be at a sales breakfast

at 7 a.m., at WCBS, New York, to

see the Jack Sterling Show, and hear

their commercials . . . KOIL, Oma-
ha, is mailing a check to the amount

of 73^ to agencies, clients and reps

informing them that that amount of

money was the cost per thousand

adults on that station . . . Kudo: To
Charles Truitt, general manager of

the Peninsula Broadcasting Co., Salis-

bury, Md., the Communications

Award from the Heart Association

of Md.

Station staffers: Bruce William-

son, to v.p. of State Broadcasting

Co.. New York, and general manager

of WRVM, Rochester . . . Thomas
Carr and Brent Gunts, to v.p.'s of

WBAL, Baltimore . . . James But-

ler and William Goodnow, to v.p.'s

of WISN, Milwaukee ... Joe Ken-
dall, to general manager of all Cas-

cade Radio facilities and Gene
Grischow, to manager of KIMA,
Yakima . . . Charles Gerber, ap-

pointed manager of WAQE-AM-FM,
Towson-Baltimore . . . Bob Austin,

to assistant station manager of

KCBQ, San Diego . . . Jeraldine

Freed, to promotion manager and

continuity director of KWK, St.

Louis.

Add to station staffers: John
Falk, named manager of publicity

WichHa
AND 14 OTHER IMPORTANT

KANSAS COMMUNITIES

KANSAS
WICHITA AND HUTCHINSON

WTHITV
CHANNEU10*CBS —ABC

TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA

Represented Nationally
by Boiling Co.
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Audience
identification

of this

trademark
jumped

41.8%
after exposure

on

Kel-O-Land's

TV Hookup!
(as reported in Television Magazine)

IS YOUR TRADEMARK REACHING

KELO'S 246,000 TV HOMES?

[I^n Pierre-ValentineChamberlain

General Offices: Sioux Falls, S.D.

JOE FLOYD, President

Evans Nord, Gen. Mgr.

Larry Bentton, Vice-Pres.

REPRESENTED BY H-R
In Minneapolis by Wayne Evans & Assoc.

and exploitation for WRCA, New
York . . . Fox Lightfoot, to head

cominunity and public relations de-

partment at WBRC, Birmingham . . .

Larry Scarborough, account execu-

tive, WMBR, Jacksonville . . . Don-
ald Burnes, to information services

and program director for KSD, St.

Louis . . . Edwin Green, to the sales

staff at WINS, New York . . . George
Green, to the sales staff of KABC,
Hollywood . . . Gundla Johnson,
named sales service director at

KDKA, Pittsburgh . . . Don Evers,

account executive at XEAK. San

Diego.

TV STATIONS

Whether or not sponsor identi-

fication is important in measur-

ing sales effectiveness was dis-

cussed by two research leaders at

the RTES Seminar in New York
this week.

According to TvB's v.p. and gen-

eral manager George Huntington,

it is not. "It is dangerous to assume

that being unable to recall the spon-

sor means that the message had no

effect.

"The fact that I don't recall all the

sponsors is no measure of the knowl-

edge I gained concerning their prod-

ucts, or the impression created con-

cerning these products," Huntington

noted. "And it is the knowledge and

the impression which will lead me to

buy them, not the recall of the com-

mercials or the sponsors' identifica-

tion with them."

His conclusion: "I'd far rather see

the money spent on measuring spon-

sor identification be put to better use

in measuring the cumulative effect of

media."

Horace Schwerin, president of

Schwerin Research Corp., spoke

about their method used to measure

advertising's power to motivate.

"We judge the effectiveness of a

commercial," Schwerin said, "by
comparing how many people wanted
the brand before the commercial was
shown to them, to how many people

desired it afterward."

His conclusion : "The prime rea-

son people look at tv is to see the pro-

grams, and not the commercials."

The significance, according to

Schwerin

:

"1) Most advertising can be inade

more effective—but too few people

in the field are concerned with that.

"2) Cost and circulation alone are

inadequate standards for measuring

program buys.

"3) Commercial and program

standards, must be coordinated."

TvB's new presentation, "Ideo-

motion" covers the major advan-
tages of eight-second spot tv an-

nouncements.
Some of them include:

"1) Multiple impressions at low cost.

"2) Extreme flexibility in placement

of your selling messages.

"3) Deep penetration of your mar-

ketmg area, reachmg about

everyone.

"4) Opportunities to put your story

before people who view the most

popular net and local programs.

"5) Greater exposure time for your

selling message than is possible

with an outdoor poster, or a

magazine or newspaper ad."

The report also shows the varied uses

of the I.D., and the biggest l.D. cus-

tomers, and compares I.D.'s with

print and outdoor posters.

Ideas at work:
• They're faithful to the

quizzes: KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, is

reversing the trend away from quiz

shows by scheduling a weekly educa-

tional quizzer. Dubbed College Pano-

rama, the program matches students

from two colleges each week in mixed

teams. Says the station: "There are

no prizes, and no briefing sessions

will be offered by producers." Pur-

pose of the show: To provide view-

ers with a better understanding of

Pa.'s liberal arts colleges.

• KTLA, Los Angeles, is mail-

ing a new station brochure to agen-

cies and advertisers, called "Million

Dollar Minutes." The book, a pic-

torial rundown of the station, ex-

plains that the minutes clients buy on

the station are not just what they see,

but also "the minutes behind the

scenes in people, production, promo-

tion, sales, operations and services."

• All set for action : KPLR-TV,
St. Louis, has placed in operation its

custom-built mobile 30-foot Video-

cruiser. The mobile unit, intended

for use in telecasting either live or

videotape programs at locations out-

side the station's studios, is equipped
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with an Aiiipex recorder, four tv cam-

eras and their related control units,

power supplies and s\ nc generators,

four built-in \ ideo monitors and a

complete audio console.

• Anniversary note: WKJG-
TV, Ft. Wa\ ne. celebrated its sixth

birthday b\ having six-year-old chil-

dren who were born on the dav the

station went on the air as guests on

The Bozo Shoiv. Each child also re-

ceived to)s as birthday gifts.

• A new answer to the old

question: KNTV, San Jose, has

the answer to "how to make tv pay

off for mail order advertisers." Its

Mailman Matinee involves the live

demonstration of selected mail order

products during the course of the sta-

tion's Monday through Friday movie

matinees. Viewers are invited to

phone or write for a brochure which

illustrates all products shown on the

screens. Each advertiser is given two

commercials plus a half-page ad in

the mail order brochure.

Thisa 'n' data: TvB will show the

"Exponential" large screen presenta-

tion at the Waldorf-Astoria in New
York 16 December . . . WJZ-TV,

Hoodoo Ski Area in Oregon

Nearly ]/^ of Oregon's
buying families watch

KVAL-TV
KPIC-TV

The only clear-picture in the

Eugene - Springfield - Roseburg

market is on KVAL-KPIC. One
order to your Hollingbery man
or Art Moore and Associates

(Portland-Seattle) covers both

stations.

KVAL-TV Eugene

NBC Affiliate Channelm
KKPIC-TV Roseburg • CItannel 4

Satellit* .

Baltimore, has jjroduccd, and is now
showing to clients and agencies, a

2()-minute color-sound telling the

stor\ of Baltimore's expanding mar-

ket .'

. . WNDU-TV, the Notre Dame
station, has appointed Phil Dean
Associates, New York public rela-

tions firm, to handle its national pub-

licity and public relations . . . Busi-

ness note: Golden Savings & Loan
Assn., (Golden, Colo., is making its

initial entry on tv with a 52-week

schedule on KOA-TV, Denver . . .

Kudo: WSJS-AM-TV, Winston-
Salem, granted the National Safety

Council's public interest award for

exceptional service to farm safety . . .

Anniversary : WBKB, Chicago, cele-

brating its 20th year.

On the personnel front: Harold
Essex, elected president of Triangle

Broadcasting Corp. (WSJS-TV. Win-

ston-Salem) . . . Robert Powell, ap-

pointed v.p. in charge of sales for

KNOE-TV. Monroe, La. . . . Wood-
row Moats, Jr., to the local sales

staff at WKTV, Utica-Rome . . .

Beverley Middleton, to director of

merchandising at WTOP-TY. Wash-

ington, D. C. . . . Lee Kanipe, to

news manager of WFBC-TV. Green-

ville. S. C.

REPRESENTATIVES

Rep appointments: KGBT-TV,
Harlingen, Tex., to Venard, Rin-

toul & McConnell . . . KNYL Coeur

D'Alene, Ida., to B-N-B Time Sales

for the Los Angeles and San Fran-

cisco markets . . . WSWM. East Lans-

ing, Mich., to Good Music Broad-
casters . . . CKAC, Montreal. Que-

bec, to Devney, Inc. as its U. S. rep-

resentatives . . . WDRC. Hartford, to

Peters, Griffin, Woodward.

Rep appointments— personnel

:

John King, to manage the Los An-

geles office of the Boiling Co. . . .

Frank Woodruff, named head of

research and promotion, and Robert
Williams, to spot radio salesman,

for Daren F. McGavren Co. . . .

Craig Jennings, to account execu-

tive in the Detroit office of CBS Ra-

dio Spot Sales . . . Neil Pugh, to

the New York office of The Bran-

ham Co. as a senior tv account ex-

ecutive. ^

MUSICAL SELL
(Continued from pay^e .51)

—said, "We would like to have the

])roducer supply creative services, co-

ordinate and supervise production

and assume responsibility for quality

of result. We wish to handle all other

administrative and fiMancial details.''

Less than one in 10—7.4%—said

"We prefer to supervise the produc-

tion and handle all details—the pro-

ducer to supply creative services

only."

Those agencies most interested in

handling production details them-

selves are in the two biggest market
areas—New York and Chicago—im-

plying that bigger agencies in the

bigger cities have staffs capable of

handling these creative production

assignments.

9. More than half— 55.4% — of

the respondents "prefer to make out-

right purchase of all rights for use

in every media without restriction.''

but 17.4% "for budget purposes
would rather be billed separately for

specific use licenses (8.2% for tv

only: 7.2%, radio only : 11.5'>. radio

and tv only). Those favoring a rental

license for specified periods of time,

such as 13, 26 and 52 weeks, num-
bered 13.2% of the total, with only
\.6'', favoring a rental license based
on frequency of broadcast use.

The smaller local or regional ad-

vertiser, traditionally, has made up
the bulk of clients interested in rent-

ing the production after it has been
made to their specifications. The pro-

ducer can then re-sell the material to

other clients in other parts of the

country. But most agencies and
clients want to maintain total owner-

ship of nmsic and lyrics.

The sample of those answering the

(luestiomiaire tends to break £eo-

graphically as agency concentration

and client billing does: 39.6% in

New York, 27.1% in the East, 9.3%
in Chicago, 9.3% in the Midwest.
8.5' ( in Los Angeles and San Fran-

cisco and 6.2% in the West. The Phil

Davis survey notes this distribution

reflects the creative musical work
l>eing produced for large national

advertisers as well as regional and

local advertisers in agencies of all

sizes. It also represents approxi-

mateh the amount of money paid

for musical ])roduction by each sec-

tion of the nation." ^
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"BLUE CHIP" MAN

AVAILABLE

27 years top level sales

executive experience with

agencies — Radio & TV

Network — Film Compa-

nies. Wants G.M. or S.M.

Post with soUd station.

Box 20

DOMINATiS
CENTRAL NEW YORK

WSVR-TV Atom DillVERS 44,287

MORE HOMES THAN ITS COMPETITOH

WSYRTV AND ITS SATELLITE,

WSVE-TV, DELIVER 73,089 MORE
HOMES THAN ITS COMPETITOR

*AII figures NCS No. 3 weekly circulation

Chanml 3 • ITI«CIISI, «. T. • 100 KW

C/< i». FM S.», /„• HARRINGTON. RIOHTER U FARSONS

V and radio

Mary L. McKenna has been elected v.p.

in charge of research and sales develop-

ment for the Metropolitan Broadcasting

Corp. She was formerly director of research

and sales development for the DuMont
Broadcasting Corp., and then for WNEW,
New York. Since 1958, she has been

head of research and sales development for

MBC. From 1942 to 1954, Mrs. McKenna

was with B&B, serving as head of media research, timebuyer and

broadcast media supervisor. Earlier, she was with Hearst Radio.

Horace Fitzpatrick, station manager of

Shenandoah Life Stations (WSLS-AM-FM-

TV, Roanoke), has been promoted to v.p.

of the corporation and manager of all

tv operations. He joined WSLS in 1940

as head of the sales department, and was

elevated from there to commercial man-

ager, assistant general manager, and then

manager of the three stations. George Cher-

nault, Jr.; assistant manager of all operations, takes over complete

management of WSLS-AM & FM. He joined Shenandoah Life in 1947.

William J. Breen has joined Lennen &

Newell as a senior v.p. and management

account supervisor. He was formerly with

McCann-Erickson, where he spent eight

years as v.p. and manager of the account

service department, vice-chairman of the

plans review board and a management serv-

ice director. Prior to his association with

McCann, Breen held administrative and

account posts at Sherman & Marquette, Y&R and N.W. Ayer. At

L&N, Breen will head the Best Foods-Div. of Corn Prod, account.

Charles P. Dwyer, assistant general man-

ager of WTVN-TV, Columbus, 0., is trans-

ferring to Cincinnati as assistant general

manager and national sales manager of

Taft's WKRC-TV. He started his broad-

casting career as a radio salesman Avith

ABC, Central Division, in 1953. Later he

joined the Chicago office of the Katz Agency

as X\^ account executive. Dwyer moved to

WTVN-TV as local sales manager in 1957. Fred von Stade, account

executive at WTVN-TV, has been promoted to national sales manager.
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In the
Providence market
$WJAR-TV

leads by almost
2tol*

in weekday adult
programming

!

*NIELSEN FIGURES: From 7 A.M. to 6 P.M., Monday thi^ough Friday,
there are 35 fifteen-minute segments of adult programming on both Providence
stations. WJAR-TV leads on 22, the other station on 13 — a cleai' preference

of almost 2 to 1! (Nielsen, August, 1959 Metro Ratings)

r^

Represe^nted by

I Edward I Petry & I Co., Inc.)

The Original Station Representative

^^^f

f
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frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's vie^A^point

Are you stucfc with the illogical logic of the short-flight order? Ed Mullinax,

manager of WLAG, LaGrange, Ga., points out that wliile the short runs are

better tfian no business at all they cannot deliver one of radio's biggest advan-

tages—lasting impression upon the listener tfirough repetition. Tliey're also

tough to handle from the station s point of view. Here's his suggestion for keep-

ing everybody liappy as ivell as mafcing timebuying as flexible as radio in

serving the advertiser s purpose. Perhaps his idea ivill work for you, too.

LET'S PUT SOME LOGIC INTO TIMEBUYING

It isn't cricket to complain to your customers, but

that doesn't mean that sound suggestions should re-

ceive a deaf ear. So, it is logical that radio's ever-

increasing time sales problem is the "short flight"

order. True, a short schedule is better than no busi-

ness at all, but the three-, four- and six-week cam-

paigns miss one of radio's greatest features: lasting

impressions upon the listener through repetition.

Agencies will invariably insist upon choice time

slots—early morning, noon-hour, late afternoon and

early evening. "Adjacencies are desired near news,

sports, weather and other well-rated programs. Cli-

ent plans to run a four-week schedule."

This is well and good, from the agency standpoint.

But, from the station standpoint, can you afford to

tie up a choice time period for a very brief sched-

ule? Granted that national business brings a few

more dollars per spot, you still must remember that

a good local account, 26 to 52 weeks run, will bring

you far more income. So, since the extended sched-

ules are usually on a local basis, you must show

preference to the local account with the long-range

plan. Thus, the agency is compelled to consider

availal)ilities less attractive, when "short flights"

are placed.

We have found a temporary solution to the prob-

lem, and this plan has met with the acceptance of

most agencies. We simply get on the phone and ask

for "run of schedule" orders, within given time peri-

ods. If this fails, we follow up with a request for a

flexibility arrangement, allowing us 15 to 30 min-

utes leeway in scheduling. Today's radio, with so

many news and weather shows, is a flexible medium

for the advertiser to use. So, the scheduling should

be flexible as well.

We doubt that a "bumping" provision would help

in short term contracts. By the time you submitted

alternate availabilities, the short schedule would

have expired. It's just better to have an understand-

ing in the beginning. And, happily, most agencies

are cooperative.

In due time, the standard 13 to 52 week spot or-

ders will again prevail in the majority of cases.

But, during this day of "short flights," "saturation

orders," and "special campaigns," let's get some

logic into timebuying. Give the broadcasts a bit of

"running room." Your spots will get a better place-

ment, your buying job will he easier, and the adver-

tiser will get better results. ^
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Last time I ever try my hand in

Kentucky without WAVE -TV

The helpingest hand in advertising in Kentucky and

Southern Indiana . . . that's us. The more you compare

balanced programming, audience ratings, coverage, cost-

per-thousand, or trustworthy operation, the more you'll

prefer WAVE-TV.

•^ Jack Paar gave us his blessing. » -^^

55

WAVE-TV

,ho< Ro" ';l

CHANNEL 3 • Maximum Power

LOUISVILLE

NBC SPOT SALES, Exclusive Nafional Representatives
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I Sound radio education early

One of the least-known but most interesting services being

undertaken for the industry by RAB is its "College Plan" now

in its second year.

For several years broadcasters have known that radio was

being shortchanged in college classrooms. General advertis-

ing textbooks contain little about radio, and much of their

data is antiquated and valueless.

Early in its history RAB recognized this situation and at-

tempted to provide colleges with radio materials on an in-

formal basis. Not until 1957, however, when the Tennessee

Association of Broadcasters contacted RAB with a plan for

providing complete RAB materials to the University of Ten-

nessee, was a satisfactory and comprehensive test program

worked out.

The Tennessee test was so successful that in the spring of

1958 it was decided to offer other colleges the same full RAB
service through their station associations.

Since then the University of Texas, University of Wiscon-

sin, University of Illinois and Southern Illinois University

have all been enrolled through their stations' associations to

receive RAB service.

Each college is treated like a new member station and gets

a complete backlog of materials including data on the size of

radio, listening habit studies, success stories, category presen-

tations, etc. In addition, each is put on the RAB weekly

mailing list.

Reports from the colleges indicate that the materials are

being used in radio/tv management courses, mass media

courses, graduate research, individual student reports and as

required reading in certain advertising colleges.

The cost per University or college is $25 per month

—

RAB's monthly cost for this service. The plan has been ex-

panded to enable individual RAB stations and their employees

to sponsor the service at their local colleges and universities.

Here is a fine, forward-looking program that works strong-

ly in radio's behalf. Have you got it yet in your University?

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: An improvement in

the public images of both broadcasting and
advertising, so that responsible men in these

two essential industries can operate in an at-

mosphere of respect, trust and confidence.

i

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Educational: How to Ski is a new
instructive series on WRCA-TV, New
York. At each chainbreak, a hand

comes out of the picture tube and

autographs your plaster cast.

Partying such sweet sorrow: A
new booklet by Schenley Distillers is

titled "How To Give a Madison Ave-

nue Party"; suggests that guests come
dressed as the Kool penguin or Com-
mander (Schweppes) Whitehead, and

recommends a potable of gin and

cranberry juice. With filtered cran-

berries, let's hope.

Eavesdrop: Overheard at an ad-

man's table in NYC's Gaston Restau-

rant
—

"Well, he's not exactly a cynic

He's more of a Goody-Two-Shoes

with cleats."

Honest commercial: Miss Mary,

hostess of Romper Room, WKBW-TV,
Buffalo, children's show, was deliver-

ing a commercial for a chocolate milk

additive when one of her small fry

guests—eager to help—chimed in,

"I can't drink that stuff in my milk.

It makes me go to the bathroom too

much."

Not for air media: Nemarow Ad-

vertising Agency (of Vineland, N. J.

and Madison Ave., NYC) sent out^a

release announcing a new account

—

"The Royal Flush Toilet Tank Ball"

a product of Royal Industries, Ltd.

How about a new AA—Accounts

Anonymous?

Restraint: Cecil Woodland, general

manager of WEJL, Scranton, Pa., has

announced that the station "will con-

tinue its yearly policy of not playing

Christmas music until December 1."

Thoughtful Bostonians: At WBZ,
Boston, sales manager John Gilbert

and promotion manager Ed Pearle

spent the better part of a day greet-

ing the new assistant program man-

ager, Arnie Schorr. Schorr, they

noted, was wearing a hearing aid

which he kept fiddling with as they

talked. Each time he adjusted it,

Pearle and Gilbert would raise their

voices louder. At last Schorr turned

to them, said, "Look, fellows, would

you mind dropping your voices a lit-

tle? I'm trying to monitor our sta-

tion on this pocket transistor."
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Take TAE and Se^
how dramatically sales grow
in the growing Pittsburgh

wTae
BASIC ABC IN PITTSBURGH

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY

>

WplB

^'

The setting: skeleton of Pittsburgh's new multi-purpose

civic auditorium ... an architectural "spectacular,"

V
"W'
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ALL
NEW ALF-HOURS!

/;

i /
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The Battle for Law and Order in "The Town Too Tough To Die"

!

Mstone
Territor

PAT CONWAY
stars as Sheriff Clay Hollister

•
ICHARD EASTHAM
-^^tars as Editor Harris Claibourne

- ^i

^^*

CLEVELAND

44%
share of audience.

AVAILABLE FOR

LOCAL AND REGIONAL

ADVERTISERSI

CHARLOTTE

63%
share of audience.

PHILADELPHIA

34%*
DALLAS-FT. WORTH

39%
share of audience.

(^^e^^Mit^/i

SEATTLE-TACOMA

39%
share of audience.

CINCINNATI

61%
share of audience.

JOHNSTOWN-ALTOONA

37%
share of audience.

BOSTON

40%
share of audience.

DETROIT

33%
LOS kV

36
share of audience. share of ai
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

MISS TILLIE VISION is not swallowing
hundred dollar bills; she's a hay burner!

Incidentally gentlemen, the real ''hay"

from this market is being munched by
advertisers who like . . .

1. Channel 2 for greater coverage.
2. CBS for best network. 3. 400,000
TV homes in small cities and bis: farms.

WBAY-TV ® GREEN BAY

r

WHY THE

BOOM IN TV

KID SHOWS?

By-passed for 10 years,

50 million decision-

makers are once more
getting eye of admen

Page 33

What Leo Burnett

said about

magazines

Page 36

Gallimaufry—

I
meaty talks on

media problems

Page 38

Is British

tv right

for U.S.?

Page 41
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WHEN KSTP-TY SAYS

"GO OUT AND BUY IT" . .

.

PEOPLE GO OUT AND BUY IT! K)0
MINNEAPOLIS- ST. PAUL

100,000 WATTS NBC
iEPRESENTED BY EDWARD RETRY & CO.. INC. — A GOLD SEAL STATION



Like the immortal riders themselves, one PONY EXPRESS ^P'^^de picks up where

the last one left off. Running skirmishes with Indians, bushwhackers, and the forces of

nature over a 1,966-mile trail provide compelling action for scene after scene, episode

after episode. The gripping dramas of PONY EXPRESS ^««'« "« "^^^^ ^^'* contrived

situations. Their springboard for action and reality is indelibly inscribed in the history

of the West HBO Television Films, A Division of CNP California National Productions, Inc.



BUYING
DECISIONS
are made by the

MATURE AUDIENCE
saturated by WSPA RADIO
in the Lower Piedmont

A mature, adult audience of over 1,082,500 buy-

ers are blanketed by WSPA RADIO. These people

are directly influenced by confidence in the solid

dependability of what they hear on WSPA.

SERVING THE SPARTANBURG-GREENVILLE

SUPERMARKET WITH CBS.

WSPA
AM 950—FM 98.9—TV 7

National Representatives

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.

© Vol. 13, No. 50 • 12 DECEMBER 1959SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/rAOIO ADVERTISERS USB

DIGEST OF ARTICLES
What's behind the boom in tv kid shows?

33 ^ot since the early '50's has the children's tv show enjoyed as much

advertiser interest, shown more creative commercials as this season

What Leo Burnett said about magazines

36 Chicago agency head says his critical remarks to Magazine Publisher's

Assn. in N. Y. last week were misquoted. Here's what he really said

Big stew on Madison Avenue
38 C&W Gallimaufry sessions, named for French hodgepodge stew, bring

buyers, sellers together twice a month for meaty talks on trade problems

Is British-type tv right for U.S.?

4 1 Agency executives say "no," but they agree that some revision in pro-

gram balance is needed by stations, nets to satisfy the public taste

How Presto put pressure on

43 Company famed for pressure cookers turned to network-spot tv combina-

tion to gain brand image for other products in big diversification push

Radio play-by-play rockets loans

44 Here's how the General Finance Corp. parlays enthusiasm for sports

with radio and comes up with heightened business in a 14-state area

189 big spenders use I.D. magic

45 Advertiser enthusiasm for eight-second I.D.'s is building, says TvB. In

1958, 189 national and regional accounts spent over $50,000 each in i.d.'s

If you're new in video tape

46 John Sallay, of Fuller & Smith & Ross in Cleveland, assembles an indis-

pensable outline for new tape users, "So You're Going to Video Tape"

FEATURES
72 Film-Scope

28 49th and Madison

56 News & Idea Wrap-Up

ID Newsmaker of the Week

56 Picture Wrap-Up

52 Radio Results

84 Seller's Viewpoint

SO Sponsor Asks

1 Sponsor Backstage

74 Sponsor Hears

19 Sponsor-Scope

86 Sponsor Speaks

48 Spot Buys

86 Ten-Second Spots

26 Timebuyers at Work
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IN 1956:
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COMPETITORS, YES

ELBERT W. GIBBS
Presldenf

Gibbs-Doster Drug Co.

BUT THEY'RE
ON WAP

"WAPI's listeners are the

adults who buy drugs.

That's why our Tutwiler

Drug Company has been

a consistent advertiser on
WAPI for the past seven

years."

WILLIAM C. WOOD
Partner

Wood-Rexall Drugs

BOTH SOLD
RADIO
"Wood-Rexall's confi-

dence in WAPI's ability

to reach and sell our cus-

tomers is evidenced by
the fact that we are now
in our sixth consecutive

year as a regular adver-

tiser on Dave Campbell's

'People Speak'."

WAPI
50,000 Watts*

BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO.. INC.

•5.000 Nighls

SPONSOR]
tMl WtCKLV MACAtlNE TV/B«010 «DVtHTISt«S USI

|

Editor and Publisher
Norman R. Glenn

Secretary-Treasurer
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Ben Bodec

Managing Editor
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Special Projects Editor

Alfred J. Jaffe

Senior Editors
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W. F. Milcsch

Midwest Editor (Chicago)

Gwen Smart

Film Editor
Heyward Ehrlich

Associate Editors

Pete Rankin

Jack Lindrup

Gloria F. Pilot

Ben Seff

Contributing Editor

Joe Csida

Art Editor
Maury Kurtz

Production Editor
Lee St. John

Readers' Service
Lloyd Kaplan

Editorial Research
Barbara Wiggins; Elaine Mann

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
VP-Eastern Manager
Bernard Piatt

Jack Ansell, Sales Development Mgr.

Robert Brokaw, Eastern Sales

VP-Western Manager
Edwin D. Cooper

Southern Manager
Herb Martin
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Roy Meachum
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NBQ's total sales for the first nine months of 1959 climbed 18% higher than the previous third-quarter

ord, set in 1956. Credit this healthy sales growth to advertiser confidence in WNBQ— confidence in

: station's programming, audience and sales impact And now, in the fourth quarter, this confidence

itinues to create new sales records. October total sales, for example, were 26% higher than any pre-

us month in the station's history! Here is ample proof that your selling future in Chicago must include

NBQ •NBC OWNED • CHANNEL 5 IN CHICAGO •SOLD BY NBC SPOT SALES
SMASHED
IN'S9
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26 brand new ways to stack up sponsor-impressions as sharp as cold, hard

cash! Showcase your product in the 26 brand new weelcly adventures of lovely

Barbara Eden, Merry Anders, Lori Nelson, and Lisa Gaye in their funny,
-

frothy pursuit of the long green in long pants. Sponsors know thar's gold in

them thar jills and in the affluent atmosphere in which they jiggle! Audiences

laugh at all that money and spend it. How to marry millions of viewers to your

program and products? Approach NTA Sales with a proposal (no proposition!).

26 ALL-NEW HALF-HOUR PROGRAMS- 26 FIRST RUN, OFF THE NETWORK

52 LAUGH-ENRICHED HALF-HOURS NOW READY TO SELL FOR YOU!

}

If
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to the

wltL WPTA
FORT WAYNE

Covering over

200,000 Homes

in Northeast

Indiana and

Western Ohio

with these TOP

rated local

programs

Romper Room

Little Rascals Club

Fun n Stuff with Popeye

Evening and Morning

News

Promenade 21

Club 21 Dance Show

Sports Desk

Shock with Ainsworth

Chumberly

Movies— featuring Fort

Wayne's largest film

library: 20th Century-

Fox, David Selznick,

eRKO, Republic,

J. Arthur Rank,

and Screen Gems

WITH THE TOP

ABC NETWORK

111 _Jtsk tne man from

YOUNG TV CORP.

JJJ
WPTA Cka.nJ2.1

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Madison Ave. and Michigan Blvd. were in a turmoil last tveek

as Leo Burnett, head of one of the nation''s biggest ($100
million billing, $58 million in broadcast) and most distin-

guished ad agencies, leveled serious charges against maga-

zines and some general advertising practices. The press head-

lined him all week, and Mr. Burnett alleges he ivas ^'serious-

ly misquoted,^' misinterpreted. For full text, see page 36.

The newsmaker: Leo Burnett, board chairman of the

progressive Chicago agency of the same name, is known as a serious

thinker and evocative writer, as well as an outstanding advertising

professional. That's why his challenge to the magazine industry—

•

and, by implication, to all media—in New York last week, came as a

shock to guests at a Treasury Dept. luncheon designed as a "thank

you" to the magazines for their Savings Bond efforts and a bid for

future cooperation. (It's an Adver-

tising Council campaign for which

the Burnett agency has provided

creative leadership.)

Burnett's charges of irresponsi-

bility, lack of imagination and less-

ened believability were headlined

in newspapers as well as in maga-

zines. But his assertions, he told

SPONSOR, "were badly misquoted,"

which is why he has declined fur-

ther comment or elaboration.

Because he claims misquotation

and his challenge is a significant

one, SPONSOR is reprinting his speech in its entirety. Two major

official statements have been released in the backwash of the ruckus.

The Magazine Publishers Assrt., a trade group representing 247 pub-

lications whose members were luncheon guests at the Burnett speech,

claims his "remarks apply to a whole industry too varied and indi-

vidualistic for such generalized condemnation. It is a sign of prog-

ress, of growth and of vitality that so many magazines in the past

two or three years have begun experimenting with new techniques

in all departments. While some of these experiments are frankly

controversial, they mark significant steps forward which have been

greeted by readers and advertisers with enthusiasm."

MPA concluded: "Magazine editorial scope today is greater than

ever." Henry Luce, editor in chief of Time, Inc., wrote the agency

chief for a full text of the speech, caUing it a "blockbuster" and em-

phasizing his conviction that magazines show editorial responsibility.

Responsible broadcasters, tending their own shops, may well re-

define some of their own goals as a result of following Mr. Burnett's

guideposts. ^

Leo Burnett
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SIGAIXTN'D FIIEX7D reversed the traditional thought of centuries by emphasizing the subconscious mental function

that motivate people to action. Here was a creative genius. Through his writings, he sold the world an entirely new concept: psycho

analysis. He has been called many things— now a salesman. WRIT has revised the traditional concept of radio programming. Its music

dominant personalities and public services form a powerful voice that sells your products and services on every level of consciousnes

in the big Milwaukee market. WRIT, above all, is a salesman! No wonder wonderful WRIT is first in Milwaukee. (June-July Nielsen.

WRIT MILWAUKEE
BERNIE STRACHOTA, General Manager

SOLD NATIONALLY BY ROBERT E FASTMAN

s.*t'oU THE BALABAN STATIONJ
oaiiai in tempo with the time:

Miw»auke« JOHN F. BOX JR.. Managing Directo



Our Si
* Seatt/e

KIRO

Ulcere

Boise i^
KBOI

4
Peters. Griffin,Woodwaru, INC.

Los Angeles

fPOP

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • HOLLYWOOD • BOSTON
ATLANTA DALLAS • FT. WORTH • SAN FRANCISCO

"A deep bow of thanks to the radio

stations who have selected us to

represent them starting this year.

Our promise to advertisers and

agencies -- that we will give

you the most timely, compre-
hensive, and the best data --

on these markets and stations,

plus the others we proudly

represent

.

San Diego

Fargo -X

WDAY

^Denver
KHOW

Vice President- Radio

>luru

KHBC
m^'^4^^'^rK'^ -r^-w^s" "^

Pioneer Station
Representatives Since 1932

TERR

San Anfonio it
KENS

Corpus Christ;
KRVS ^



Thanks . .

.

Duluth-Superioi^
WDSM

Des Moines
WHO

•

Davenport-
Rock Island

woe
*

Peoria-^
WMBD

Decatur'A'
woz

if Kansas City

KMBC-KFRM

Indianapolis
WIRE

Charleston-

Huntington

WCHS-WPLH

Baltimore

WCBM

Richmond

Nashville

tVSfX

Roanoke"^
WDBJ

•
Asheville

WLOS

WRVA

Raleigh
WPTF-^

* Charlotte
WIST

Columbia
WIS *

Charleston'
wcsc

i^ Fort Worth- Dallas

WBAP

Beaumont
Houston • KFDM

X. KTRH

OODWARB, mc
BOSTON • ATLANTA • DALLAS • FT. WORTH • SAN FRANC1SCA_
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with the
BIG CHEESE in Wisconsin

Not only ^ million people

but 2 million cows.

WEAU-TV
EAU CLAIRE, WISCONSIN

by Joe Csida

14

^Quality programing'—myth or must?
About this time every season I find it inter-

esting (and I hope you do, too) to take a look

at the television programing picture. This year

it's especially fascinating because the latest rat-

ing figures plainly point up the fact that the

people like westerns, detective shows and situa-

tion comedies at least as much, and possibly a

little more than ever, while the networks, the

agencies and many advertisers are more atwitter than ever before

with an urge to move more strongly into "quality" programing.

The urge seems to be induced by the hysteria (I know that's a

strong word, but it's the only one which applies precisely) that

apparently pervades every level of the business these days. The

screaming headlines of the rigged quiz shows, followed by the con-

demnation, from government and other quarters, of the industry's

laxity, and the continuing local and Federal government investiga-

tions into the suitability of commercials, payola in music, et al, seem

to have important segments of the industry convinced that one of its

answers must be so-called "quality" programing. "Quality," I be-

lieve, is most often used to mean cultural, educational types of shows

as opposed to westerns, whodunits and situation comedies.

Ratings still most accurate measure

1 have nothing whatsoever against more quality shows in televi-

sion. I have done countless columns on the great debt I owe such

shows as Twentieth Century, Omnibus, Meet the Press, Face the Na-

tion, Conquest, Small World, etc., for the hours of pleasure and en-

lightenment they have afforded me. But the fact remains that none

of these excellent shows appear among the top shows in the Nielsen

8 November report.

Taking the top 25, arbitrarily, here's what we find:

Ten westerns (in the following positions with the following rat-

ings) : 1) Wagon Train, 38.7; 2) Gunsmoke, 38.6; 3) Have Gun,

Will Travel, 32.6; 8) Wanted—Dead or Alive, 29.5; 11) Rawhide,

27.8; 15) Maverick, 26.9; 16) Rifleman, 26.5; 17) The Lawman,

26.5; 21) Cheyenne, 25.8; 22) Wyatt Earp, 25.7.

Four situation comedies (in the following positions and with the

following ratings) ; 6) Father Knows Best, 29.8; 7) The Danny

Thomas Show, 29.5; 13) The Real McCoys, 21A; and 25) Dennis,

The Menace, 25.1. (Dennis, incidentally, is one of the very few new

shows to make the top-rated lists).

Four variety shows (two headed by singers, one by a comic and

one by long-time favorite Ed Sullivan (positions and ratings as fol-

lows) : 12) Tennessee Ernie Ford, 27.6; 14) Red Skelton, 27; 18)

Ed Sullivan, 26.2; 20. Perry Como, 25.8.

Three detectives (positions and ratings as follows) : 5) Perry Ma-

{Please turn to page 16)
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How to make
singing sell

One of our bright young people defines

a good advertising jingle as "Music that

goes in one ear and refuses to come out

the other!"

Turning a solid sales idea into a haunt-

ing combination of words and music that

runs round and round in the listener's

head until a sale is made is more than a

Tin Pan Alley art.

It calls for a unique breed of creative

advertising person . . .

. . . who knows when to be "square" and

when to go, Uke, man, way out beyond

Endsville

. . . who knows how to use the new three-

track stereo system for recording music-

vocal tracks

. . . who has discovered that mood music can

come from a four-piece combo as well as

a 36-piece orchestra, and much less ex-

pensively

. . . who can put his ideas to composers, ar-

rangers, musicians, vocalists, and record-

ing engineers in their terms, and to sales

managers in theirs.

We count ourselves fortunate in having

attracted an unusual group of people who
can make singing sell.

We work for the following companies: Allstate Insurance Companies • American Mineral Spirits Co.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co. • Brown Shoe Company • Campbell Soup Company • Chrysler Corpo-
ration • Commonwealth Edison Company and Public Service Company • The Cracker Jack Co. • The Electrr-
Association (Chicago) • Green Giant Company • Harris Trust and Savings Bank • The Hoover Company • Kellogg
Company • The Kendall Company • The Maytag Company • Motorola Inc. • Philip Morris Inc. • Chas. Pfizer & Co.,

Inc. • The Pillsbury Company • The Procter & Gamble Company • The Pure Oil Company • The Pure Fuel Oil

Company • Star-Kist Foods, Inc. • Sugar Information, Inc. • Swift & Company • Tea Council of the U. S. A., Inc. fl

LEO BURNETT CO.,INC
CHICAGO, Prudential Plaza • NEW YORK • DETROIT • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL
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WHEELING
37t*h TV
MARKET

•Television Magazine

One Station Sells Big

Booming Ohio Valley

#15 WTRF-TV Image Series

GLASS CONTAINERS

HAZEL-ATLAS CLASS
Division Continental Can Co.

The Hazel-Atlas trademark is nationally

recognized whether found on a decanter,

drinking glass or home-canned jar of

peaches. With Wheeling headquarters,
Hazel-Atlas operations in WTRF-TV's
36-county region employ 4700 people
drawing a 20 million dollar annual pay-
roll. Hazel-Atlas is indeed another great
part of the industrial image of this rich
and busy Wheeling Market where TWO
MILLION PEOPLE with a spendable
annual income of over 2V2 BILLION
DOLLARS react to what they see and
hear from WTRF-TV, Wheeling. Are
these folks getting your message? Does
the fact that major rating services con-
sistently rank WTRF-TV first appeal
to you?

For complete merchandising service and
availabilities, call Bob Ferguson, VP
and General Mgr., at CEdar 2-7777.

National Rep., George P. Hollingbery Company

wtrr^ I

V

Wheeling 7, West Vo.^^

316,000 watts ll^lQlQ network color

16

Sponsor backstage

{Continued from page 14)

son, 30.1; 10) 77 Sunset Strip, 28.7; 19 1 Alfred Hitchcock, 26.

Two quiz-audience participation shows (positions and ratings):

9) The Price Is Right, 28.8, and 23. What's My Line, 25.2.

Two specials: 4) The Jack Benny Special, 30.8 and 24) The Bells

of St. Marys (dramatic special), 25.1.

In the face of the current and continuing successful ratings of the

sagebrush sagas, the crime shows, the situation comedies and the

variety shows I just wonder—government prodding notwithstanding

—how far television can go to bring more and more so-called qual-

ity shows to the air. Presumably, and ultimately, the effect would

be to reduce the amount of entertainment the people plainly indicate

they like most. Of course it could be argued, as many do. that the

ratings are not accurate and do not truly reflect the desires and

tastes of the American public. But I do believe that as long as ad-

vertisers are investing billions of dollars in shows to attract audi-

ences, they are going to have to continue using whatever best gauges

they are able to find for the number of people viewing their presen-

tations.

All the investigations and denunciations of any or all of the present

rating services will mean nothing until someone comes along with a

better and more accurate way to tell advertisers and their agencies

how much circulation their shows are getting. And as long as the

Wagon Trains and the Father Knows Bests, and the Perry Masons

and the Perry Comos deliver the largest number of viewers, just so

long will networks and advertisers continue to present them on tele-

vision. And I believe very properly so.

Clearly, the people's choice

Of course, it may be argued, and indeed is argued endlessly, that

sheer volume of viewers is not the answer to television advertising

effectiveness. And there is surely a great deal to be said for this

point of view. Horace Schwerin, head of the Schwerin Research

Corporation said it again the other day at the Radio & Television

Executive Society luncheon: "Our studies . . . clearly demonstrate

that commercial effectiveness and program quality are inseparably

linked. Sponsor identification is important but it must be identifica-

tion with the proper vehicle if it is to be commercally effective."

No doubt about it, in my opinion. But to be commercially effec-

tive at all, you've first got to have people to be commercially effective

with. And at television's prices you've got to have large numbers of

people. As I've said, I'm all for more quality programing. But I'm

for popular programing, too. The point was made this week that

NTA, for one, has had a pickup in sales on such of its taped shows as

Bishop Sheen and Mike Wallace; due, it's claimed, to the current

atmosphere. I note, however, that Playboy Penthouse, another 90-

minute video-taped syndicated show has just been sold to a couple of

new major markets, too. That's the way life is. ^

Letters to Joe Csida are v^elcome

Do you always agree ivith ichat Joe Csida says in Sponsor Back-

stage? Joe and the editors of SPOISSOR will be happy to receive

and print your comments. Address them to Joe Csida, c/o

SPOISSOR, 40 East 49th Street, New York 17, New York.
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KOL is Sesttle! number 5 in a series

KOL PUTS MOTION IN
COMMUNITY PROMOTION

Over 700,000 people watched and listened as

KOL's boat, KOLroy, competed in the nationally-

famous Gold Cup unlimited hydroplane race.

A smaller, but just as avid, group turns out each

Winter when KOL hosts the Housewives' Free

Ski School on nearby slopes. Just samples of

how KOL actively participates in events

of real community interest!

KOL
See your Boiling Co. Rep. -ask about Spokane's terrific buy-KLYK
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AVERAGE AUDIENCE RATINGS

ABC-TV

NETY

NETZ

18.9

19.7

17.9

AVERAGE SHARE OF AUDIENCE
1959* 1958

30.1

31.5

28.7

mM
M

% CHANGE

+16

-3

-II
•Source: Nielsen 24 Market TV Report for all commercial programs 7:S0-10:30 P.M. the week
tnding November 22, 1959, versus the identical time periods for comparable week in 1958.

FOR THE RECORD: this makes the fourth successive week since the tii

change in which ABC is the only network to show a gain in share

audience. And the second week in a row in which ABC was first

three out of the seven nights, with the other two networks splitti

the remaining four nights of the week.

FOR THE DECISION-MAKERS: with every passing report, ABC's pa

tion as the most efficient and effective buy in network televisjl

today becomes more clearly estabhshed. ARQ TELEVISIO



Most significant t» mmi radio

news of the week with interpreUUian

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
12 DECEMBER 1959

OtMrrlfbt t>M

•P0N80R

PUBLIBATIONS INC.

The brightest news of the week—at least for spot radio—was that Detroit was

again in a buying mood.
The makes calling for availabilities for a two-week flight, starting the middle of Janu-

ary : Buick, Plymouth and Valiant.

Others like Fisher Body and DeSoto are expected to reinstate their spot radio sched-

ules about the same time.

International Shoe (Krupnick, St. Louis) will use 120 tv markets next spring

for what it terms its "spot-acular" campaign.

The sell will include women's shoes and Amigos, a complete line of plastic shoes.

Half-hours wanted: for Swift's Pard Dog Food in top spot tv markets, with

schedules beginning in mid-January.

The agency, DFS, Chicago, is looking at syndicaiton shows and searching for

availabilities between 7-10 p.m. Buyer: Barbara Loomis.

P&G apparently liked the taste it had of tv specials this fall because one of its

agencies (Grey) is talking to CBS TV about what the network has available in that

line for 1960.

The network cited four Arthur Godfreys, four Jackie Gleasons and two Sid Caesars,

which might be had in the aggregate for $3.4 million, time and talent.

Incidentally, P&G is not on CBS this season.

The Charles Antell division of B. T. Babbitt could become a substantial sup-

porter of spot radio in 1960—and on a 52-week basis.

Brown & Butcher, Babbitt's agency, was this week collecting availabilities in 12 mar-

kets for a January starting date, and at the rate of 6-10 a week. It's the beginning

of what looks like a widening relationship between Antell and spot radio as the year

rolls on.

Watch for a decided pickup of interest among the non-package type of national

advertiser in the more subdued kind of teenage programing.

Madison Avenue agencies have been reporting lately that certain of their durable ac-

counts are inquiring about the feasibility of sidetracking some of their tv budgets on the teen-

age market. A standout case in point is DuPont (BBDO).
The rationale: Teenagers are progressively going up as a class in spending status,

they're starting their hope chests much earlier and they're influencing family purchases more

and more.

As had been generally anticipated in the trade, Lou Cowan has resigned as

CBS president and James Aubrey has taken over the post.

The move this week came more suddenly than CBS had figured, because only several days

before Cowan acted, network top management had told SPONSOR-SCOPE that Cowan—who
assumed the presidency in May, 1958—was slated to appear at the FCC's current hearings.

(See WASHINGTON WEEK, page 71.) •

Incidentally, look for the Harris probe to come up with a kickback revelation (involving

$100,000) calculated, insiders say, to rock the agency business.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

The FTC's looked-for probe of co-op advertising and promotion is expected by
agency marketing men to work out in spot's favor.

As they see it: manufacturers will not be loath to dish out the co-op funds directly to

distributors and dealers (with much of it going unspent) and instead will let the agency

do the market-by-market spending job.

Esty has gone through a goodly portion of the logs it has received from hun-

dreds of radio stations and so far only two stations haven't passed muster.

The examination of the logs will go on for another week. However, renewals cover-

ing Esty's six spot radio accounts will be issued as each station gets a good bill of health.

The agency's over-all impression of what it's already seen: Radio stations are do-

ing a good job of living up to the basic requirements of their contracts.

NBC TV is making a virtue out of a frustration and at the same time is beating

CBS TV to the punch on something CBS had announced it was going to do: assigning a

weeldy prime-time hour for public affairs-informational-news programs.

The NBC stroke: Scheduling nothing but the above type of program in the Saturday

9:30-10:30 p.m. span, starting 23 January. The price tag: $50,000 net.

CBS top management some months back disclosed Tuesday 10-11 p.m. had been staked

out for informational and news shows, starting next season.

NBC's apparent frustration : Making a go out of entertainment programing opposite

such CBS Saturday leaders as Gunsmoke and Have Gun Will Travel.

NBC TV is also stealing the baU from CBS TV on still another front: daytime

specials.

Whereas CBS has been limiting this type of programing to documentaries, NBC is not

offering a line of daytime documentary specials but name entertainment specials—eight

in all.

The roster of NBC daytime specials which can be sponsored in whole or in part and their

program prices (net) :

Spring Fashion Previews $68,000 Tommy Sands Show $62,500

The Marriage Dilemma 54,800 World On Our Hands 39,000

The Male Image 62,500 Tennessee Ernie Show 100,000

The Living End (old age) 30,000 Bill & Cora Baird Show 57,000

Fm stations will add this to their promotion kit: Motorola this week unveiled a

new fm only car radio retailing for $125.

Why Motorola has taken this plunge: It feels there's a big market among listeners

who would like to extend their home fm habit to their cars.

If you take the Nielsen's first November report as a yardstick, Bates and JWT
have done exceptionally well in their picking of network tv winners this season.

Bates has four shows among the top 10 and right behind is JWT, with three. B&B,
Esty, DFS and Y&R each are allied with two shows in the top 10 category.

A similar breakdown of the top 40 for that same Nielsen period shapes up as follows:

10 shows: Bates; eight shows, JWT; seven shows, B&B; six shows, Esty.

4 shows: DFS, Ogilvy, Benson & Mathers, Y&R.

3 shows: Compton, Gardner, Burnett, BBDO.
2 shows: Ayer, McCann-Erickson, FC&B, Doherty, CS&S, SSCB, Parkson.

1. show: Grey, Campbell-Ewald, NCK, K&E, Wade, Gumbinner, Perrin-Paus.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

If you're a cost-per-thousand watcher, you'll be interested to know that the av-

erage for regularly scheduled nighttime programs on the tv networks has gone up
a few pennies as compared to a year ago.

The two obvious reasons: (1) audiences are getting more evenly distributed

among the three networks; (2) NBC TV, in particular, is loaded this season with

big-ticket programing Sunday and Tuesday nights.

Cost-per-l,000-per-commercial minute by network for October as figured by Nielsen:

ABC TV, $3.52; CBS TV, $3.51; NBC TV, $4.06. Average for the three networks: $3.69.

Here's the first 25 shows with the lowest costs-per-thousand

:

RANK PROGRAM TIME PLUS TALENT COST CPMPCM

1 Lawrence Walk (ABC) $104,600 $1.94

2 Wagon Train (NBC) 176,900 1.95

3 Gunsmoke (ABC) 100,200 2.10

4 Price Is Right (NBC) 76,900 2.31

5 Have Gun Will Travel (CBS) 98,100 2.32

6 Perry Mason (CBS) 173,000 2.33

7 Maverick (ABC) 150,500 2.47

8 I've Got a Secret (CBS) 85,100 2.50

9 Wanted Dead or Alive (CBS) 94,900 2.51

10 Father Knows Best (CBS) 95,800 2.59

11 Rifleman (ABC) 84,300 2.60

12 Ed Sullivan (CBS) 180,800 2.61

13 Cheyenne (ABC) 152,700 2.67

14 Rawhide (CBS) 172,200 2.70

15 Danny Thomas (CBS) 106,600 2.72

16 Ann Sothern (CBS) 96,100 2.75

17 Lawman (ABC) 84,900 2.80

18 Real McCoys (ABC) 84,600 2.82

19 Name That Tune (CBS) 73,400 2.86

20 The Texan (CBS) 93,100 2.86

21 77 Sunset (ABC) 154,000 2.89

22 Wyatt Earp (ABC) 86,300 2.96

23 Peter Gunn (NBC) 96,600 2.96

24 What's My Line (CBS) 86,900 2.98

25 Red Skelton (CBS) 108,700 3.01

U. S. Tobacco's Sano cigarettes (LaRoche) will sponsor Meet the Press (NBC TV)

for 26 over 52 weeks.

Research developed that Sano smokers parallels the audience profile of the inter-

view program in terms of occupation, income, education and age.

ABC TV's minute-carrier domain seems to be in good health as it approaches
the New Year: there are but 50 nighttime minutes open for the initial quarter of 1960,

and this among eight different programs.

Total number of minutes supported in these carriers: 468 per quarter.

NBC TV this week reported that it's the recipient of lots of advertiser interest

for next year.

What most of the shoppers are looking for in terms of program t)'pe: sports, public

affairs, anthologies, live variety headed up by an easily recognizable personality and fam-
ily situation comedy.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Sinclair (Geyer) this week continued its spot radio schedules for just the

month of January, pending approval of the 1960 ad budget by its board of directors.

The company's calendar and fiscal year (ending 31 December) are the same and the

board is inclined to wait and see the profit picture before passing on the next year's ap-

propriation.

You can get quite an argument on Madison Avenue by taking the stance that

the big city viewer and his country cousin pretty much prefer the same thing in tv.

For evidence that this isn't so the contrary contingent will toss at you analyses based

on the latest Nielsen 24-market vs. national reports.

Never before, they'll tell, has the chasm between the city vs. small county vote

been so sharply underscored as in this season's network show poll-taking.

Noted the tv department of one of the giant agencies: "It could be that a network ad-

vertiser with a not-so-big budget will have to decide whether he wants to content

himself with the big-city audience and consider everything else so much velvet, or throw

in his lot with the national prospects."

Attention those tv columnists who have been waxing wroth about the plan of a dog
food advertiser to try out some subliminal stuff on canines in the home:

The agency involved (see details in 12 September SPONSOR-SCOPE) says now that the

whole idea has been dropped. The reason is obvious: all that newsprint alarum.

That spot campaign which Norelco will be running on 68 stations in 35 tv mar-

kets the weekend after Christmas wdl have an offbeat hard-sell.

The gist of the commercial: Those of you who weren't lucky enough to get a Norelco

shaver for Christmas can make up for it by exchanging your gifts for one or by expend-

ing some of your Christmas money.

About $120,000 will go for time and another $50,000 for 28 different fihn commer-

cials, with local leaders getting balop cut-ins.

Daytime tv is becoming more cognizant than ever of the need to direct its

sales promotion toward spenders who are in the so-called off-beat class.

There are scores of this type of account around but the medium hasn't done much
about bringing them in, figuring perhaps that there are enough prospects in the package-

goods camp to keep them fruitfully busy.

An example of what can happen: ABC TV's daytime sales staff recently made a

sharp bid for the off-beaters and the crop to date includes Mastic Tile, Melmac Din-

nerware and Restonic Mattresses.

Swift & Co. has assigned its entry in the peanut butter sweepstakes, Oz, to Earle

Ludgin, preliminary to a heavy push for the product, principally tv.

Oz, a relative newcomer to the field, has been limited in distribution and attached to JWT.

The big last-minute attendance of station management at last weekend's NAT-
RFD annual meet in Chicago proved one thing: invite agency people—especially

timebuyers—^to participate and stationmen will come aflocking.

The farm directors this time invited not only Chicago agencies but a lot of midwest farm

advertisers.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 10;

Spot Buys, page 48; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 56; Washington Week, page 71; SPONSOR

Hears, page 74; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 82; and Film-Scope, page 72.
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You know KPRC-TV is good for headaches

just wait til you try it for HOUSTON SALES !

Acts twice as fast to relieve sales miseries !

Won't upset

your stomach

KPRC-TV combines coverage with two powerful anti-

resistance ingredients. These speed the sales message out

of the studio and into the buying stream twice as fast

as aspirin.

So, for effective, fast relief from headaches, discomfort

as worry OTten QOeS of duds, sluggishness, and ordinary selling aches and

pains, use the modern sales deliverer . . . KPRC-TV,

Houston.

EDWARD RETRY & CO.
National Representatives
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GREAT

MUSIC

FROM

CHICAGO
Sundays— 8 to 9 p.m., the finest

musical series ever seen on television,

featuring:

The Chicago Symphony Orchestra.

Deems Taylor, commentator.

World-famous conductors—Dr. Fritz

Reiner, Sir Thomas Beecham, Sir

John BarbiroUi, Howard Barlow,

Alfred Wallenstein, Walter Hendl,

Andre Kostelanetz, Arthur Fiedler,

Robert Trendler, Igor Markevitch
and Izler Solomon.

Renowned artists of the opera and
concert stages—Dorothy Kirsten,

John McCoUum, Grant Johannsen,

Byron Janis, William Miller, Walter

Hendl, Rosalind Elias and George

Tozzi.

World's best jazz artists—Count
Basie, Woody Herman, Joe Williams,

Kai Winding, Sarah Vaughn, and
Cozy Cole.

Another example of responsibility to

the community we serve.

Live and in color on

WGN-TV
,CHANNEL 9

441 N. Michigan Ave.— Chicago 11, III.
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Time Buyers
Delight!

What type of program or adjacency
best fits your sales message? You
name it; WPTF has it. Balanced
programing in the Nation's 28th
Radio Market makes it easier to

buy time intelligently.

Put "compatible radio" to work on
your next campaign. Schedule
WPTF and see why time buyers
call it their kind of station.

NATION'S

28th RADIO

MARKET
NIELSEN Hi

50,000 WAHS 680 KC
NBC AHiliale for ftale'igh-Durham

ond Eoitern North Coro/mo

R. H. Mason, General Manager
Gus Youngsteadt, Sales Manager

PHERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
Noiionol ffepresenlotiVes

i*-

John Cole, assistant director of broadcast facilities, Needham, Louis

& Brorby, Chicago, feels that today's timebuyer must be given

responsibility for a wide range of creative media functions. "In

addition to correlating rates and ratings, he must seek better

methods of matching audience with product, maximize the values

peculiar to specific stations or net-

works, utilize their individual pro-

graming appeals, and make crea-

tive contributions in at least three

areas—media, marketing and re-

search. At NL&B buyers develop

pinpointed objectives for each

buy. These objectives, which in-

clude quantitative and qualitative

considerations, must match the

characteristics of the media used."

John has found that buyers fre-

quently help create new patterns of

established media usage. "Our buyers have worked out new ways of

sharing sponsorship, new variations of time rotation and stations in

schedules. They help create program concepts and promotional gim-

micks. Our buyers contribute at present in all these media areas

and are also always busy developing operational ideas for the future.

Enid Cohn, McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York, who buys for Nestle

chocolate products and Nestea, enjoys talking with station person-

nel and representatives "when I have the time. I don't want to sound

exclusive or unavailable, but I do mean that there are certain occa-

sions when it is simply not possible for me to see everyone, and

sometimes anyone. Once a cam-

paign has been started, the mar-

kets and the media selected, the

budgets allocated and the starting

date determined, someone has got

to go out and buy the stations.

Well, that someone is me, and

when I'm buying, I'm busy. I'm

not trying to impress others, it's

just the nature of the business."

When she is able to see station

men, however, Enid finds them

most informative. "They—and the

representatives—provide me with first-hand information on a mar-

ket, information not always otherwise available. In essence, they

become a substitute for my traveling to every market that I buy.

I find that the constant flow of market data they provide aids my
efficiency in making the best purchase, and that by respecting one

another's time, we have developed sound working relationships."
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W-hT-H is first

!

with more than

twice as many

food advertisers

as anj other

radio station

in Baltimore

!

AND FIRST in merchandising!

PLAN ONE:
Point-of-Sale displays at se-

lected chain stores.

PLAN TWO:
Point-of-Sale displays in all ma-
jor chains.

These plans include one or more of the following: • Basket Displays

• Shelf Extender Displays • End Displays • In-Store Posters • Dump
Displays • Window Displays

PLAN THREE:
"Best Buys" displays on weekends in top-volume Chains and inde-

pendents, with a trained demonstrator.

PLAN FOUR:
Community Club Awards— over 100,000 Baltimore Clubwomen
compete for $10,000 in cash awards for their clubs by buying
CCA sponsors' products.

Tom Tinsley, President

R. C. Embry, Vice President

National Representatives: SELECT STATION REPRESENTATIVES in New York.
Philadelphia. Baltimore. Washington. CLARKE BROWN CO. in Dallas. Houston,
Denver. Atlanta. New Orleans. DAREN P. McGAVREN CO. in Chicago. Detroit.
St. Louis and on West Coast. OHIO STATIONS REPRESENTATIVES in Cleveland.

lachian Apples • i

a Sandwiches • Beam Wipe

, Bluko Cleaner • Bon Ami • Breast O'

-

Ireyer Ice Cream • Cadillac Dog Food • Cam^

J • Canada Dry • Clapp's Baby Food • Clord

i/erland Dairy • Coca-Cola • Colonna Grated Chee

. umbs • Conte Luna • Cream of Wheat • Dash Dog Foe

Duffy-Mott Juices • Du-Rite Bleach • Energine • Eskim.

>ies • Esskay Meats • Fabulon Floor Finish • Fame Wax '

Flako • Goetze's • Green Spring Dairy • Gulden's Mustarr

• Hanover Packing Co. • Hawaiian Punch • Hollywoo

Bread • Jello Instant Pudding • Keebler's • Koester's Breai

• Koontz Creamery • Kraft Margarine • Lance • La Rosa

.ord Calvert • Louella Butter • Marcal Paper Products

lary Sue Candies • Marzetti's Salad Dressing • McCormic

ea • Minute Maid Juices • Musselman's • My-T-Fine Pu(

Lig • Nucoa • Pepsi-Cola • Planter's Peanut Butter/

*-nut Oil • Ritter Products • Royal Crown Cola • .

^gio • Schindler's • Schmidt's Bakery • Seabrook Fa

linute Frosting • Sherwood Dog Food • Silver dJ

nths Floor Wax • Spatini • Staley's Sta-Flo • S'

"tate Baking Co. • Strongheart Dog Food • sA

inee Paper Products • Swel Frosting M'

Tetley Tea • 33 Bleach • Tip Top

• Vermont Maid Syrup • War
"^

^r • Wheatena • Wise Potato/

:hian Apples • Arundel Ic

^ • Beam Wipe Away '

p Ami • Breast O' C\\

c Dog Food • i

's Baby Food •

ilonna Grated c'

eat • Dash D

h • Energine •

Finish • Fame

'

Gulden's Must

THE COMPLETE SELL

ONLY ON

RADIO BALTIMORE
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Top TV Media Specialist

Station Relations Mgr.

Available For Agency

Or Advertiser

25 years experience in

leading AAAA agencies on

multi-million-dollar ac-

counts: food, tobacco,

drugs, beer. Call or write:

Len Tarcher, 94 School-

house Lane, Roslyn

Heights, N.Y.,MU 8-2343

28

49th and

Madison

Call 'em as you see 'em!

I liked your four points in your 21

November column "Commercial Com-

mentary": "1. Let's stop criticizing

each other. 2. Let's stop criticizing

other media. 3. Let's stop trying to

pinpoint 'Who is most to blame or

more responsible?' 4. Let's each of

us start some positive new action to

improve that part of tv programs,

commercials or trade practices with

which we personally are connected."

Ih other words, let's stop talking

and start doing what we know is

right.

The interesting thing is, from my
experience, that it is much easier to

have the right type of programs,

clean commercials and a balanced

schedule than anything else. The

licensee and the networks have the

full responsibility, they have the last

word, and all they have to do is exer-

cise their best judgment.

I am sure that what has happened

recently will prove most healthful for

the business.

But you must not stop reminding

the people in the business about the

things that have to be done. You will

get more faithful readers if you call

the turns as you see them rather than

spending most of your time trying to

win goodwill. Keep up the good

work.

Edgar Kobak
N.Y.C.

Canadian barrier

1 was most interested in the article.

"Bank Branches out With Tv/Radio,"

in your issue, 21 November.

We are trying, with this new Mon-
treal station, to crack the barrier that

Canadian banks have maintained

against using either radio or tele-

vision. It would be most useful if we
could contact stations around the

U.S. that have done and are doing

commercials for banks. More spe-

ciflcallv, we want to find out what
kind of commercials the banks have
found acceptable and effective, and
what kind of programs and activities

banks are trying to sell the public.

Stanton A. Waterman
CKGM
Montreal

Double deal-in

Please don't tell me they're coming,

just send me my copies of Air Media

Basics for my two subscriptions cur-

rently existing—one at home and one

at the office. Naturally, I intend to

renew both subscriptions when they

expire. As a matter of fact, I intend

to subscribe to SPONSOR as long as

I'm in this business, because SPONSOR

is this business.

Thomas P. Maguire

Maxon Inc.

N.Y.C.
• Reader Maguire's two copies apparently
went astray, so SPONSOR was happy to try

again.

First acquaintance?

With all the talk about stations that

do adhere to the NAB Tv Code and

stations that don't but should adhere,

it was certainly refreshing to see

SPONSOR publish the entire Commer-
cials section from the Code in the

5 December issue.

Just wondering, in all this furor,

how many people in the industry and

peripheral areas saw the Code for the

first time?

Roger Hudson
sales mgr.

McGavren Tv

N.Y.C.

Important influence

I read with great interest the Sponsor

Asks column in the 5 December issue.

which inquired about how much sales

ought to influence programing. It

points up the constant awareness of

vital industry problems that are dealt

with on a frank, informative level in

this column. This subject is import-

ant to all representatives and station

men. and deserves their intelligent

consideration.

John Salsetta

H-R Representatives, Inc.

N.Y.C.
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Black is black . . . white is white. It's the myriad shades of gray in between
that give the trouble.

Now is the time when all of us in the broadcasting industry must take a close

hard look at our policies and practices to see where they fall on the "gray scale."

Everything that we do . . . e\ery picture we show on the screen . . . every sound we
put on the air must be measured against the scale of our personal, individual

consciences. Not the Federal Code . . . not the Industry Code . . . but a private

moral code. Self-regulation must start at home.

We're writing this out of self-interest. Interest in the tremendous investment

of money and of audience trust and loyalty, built up through a company history

that began almost 40 years ago.

And neve?- in all that time, have we been so conscious of the fact that even

one wrong is more sensational than a thousand lights. That a few broadcasters,

who selfishly walk in the twilight shades of the gray area, can drag us closer to

the strangling web of governmental regulation that is being spun for us.

How can we combat this?

We must all participate. None of us can afford to be spectators. No station

manager, no matter how dedicated ... no small group . . . can hght the industry's

battle alone.

We must all practice self-control, through strict application of a personal

moral code. We must all demonstrate self-regulation, through vigorous and whole-

hearted support of the National Association of Broadcasters, and rigid adherence

to its standards of conduct.

If you don't belong to the NAB . . . join. Subscribe to the Radio and Television

Codes of Good Practice and live up to them.

Individually and collectively, we must be vigilant /^j^JBIlSBIIIIIIlB^^^Ji^B
and aware of the "gray area." We must protect each ll^^^^^^^^^BvnR^ni
other with truth, dignity and honesty. [^^^^^^^^^^B||P^^

WKY Television System, Inc.
WKY-TV WKY Radio WTVT
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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I960 WILL BE THE HOTTEST YEAR IN BUSINESS HISTORY. OVER

TWELVE BILLION DOLLARS WILL BE INVESTED IN ADVERTISING...

OVER ONE BILLION IN NATIONAL SPOT TV/RADIO ALONE!

Competition will be sharper and there

will be more of it. You'll get your full

share of new business only if you sell

aggressively and promote consistently.

More national
yours if you:

spot dollars can be

Map your spot selling strategy now
for 1960.

Advise your national representative
of your plans and enlist his counsel
and support.

Build a powerful station image that
establishes your station's personal-
ity, qualifications and impact.

Project this image in your trade pub-
lication advertising with a campaign
of sufficient clarity, importance, size

and frequency to command atten-
tion and do the job.

Use a key publication tailor-made to

impress timebuyers, account execu-
tives and ad managers. Use a maga-
zine that's pinpointed to spot.

SPONSOR IS

YOUR RED-HOT BUY!

SPONSOR'S editorial climate is

100% in tune with the men and
women who make the spot-buy-
ing decisions at all top national
agencies.

Since 1958, every independent
survey of agency/advertiser trade
paper reading preferences PROVE
THAT SPONSOR LEADS THE TV/
RADIO FIELD!

EXTRA!
SPONSOR guarantees low 1957

rates for all of 1960 to

contract advertisers of record
as of 1 April 1960.

THAT MEANS

SPONSOR
The Weekly Magazine fv radio Advertisers Use!



IN

Cleveland

MINUTeS

ARLTriE

moSt
ON

WiW-W

And just one of these movie minutes

is all you need to reach the most

movie audience.

33% more audience on movies than

any other station.

Feature films from Paramount, Warner

Brothers, Twentieth Century, and

United Artists.

Excellent availabilities to give you just

the audience you want when you want

it. "Watch and Win," "Afternoon

Movie," "Big Show," "Nite Movie."

You know ^vhere
you're going with

W«JVVf-TV
Call KATZ

station

National Sales Offices:

625 Madison Avenue, New York 22

230 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1
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y% WHAT'S

^BEHIND THE

BOOM IN TV

KID SHOWS?
"Matty." star of new
ABC TV kid series,

Matty's Funday Funnus

^ A 50-iiiillion market of 'decision-makers' had l)een

suffering from advertiser neglect for nearly 10 years

^ Now small fry-programing gets heavy support again

;

nets and stations reporting 'sell-outs,' better ad copy

I his season, the children's tv show
is getting more interest from nation-

al accounts and their advertising

agencies than at any time since 19S2.

Reasons behind this belated re-

discovery could be complex. Or they

could be as simple as one adman's

remark. "These things go in cycles."

Cycle or not. here's what's been

happening in small-fry televisiop:

• More network and local kid

shows reporting time sell-outs.

• More advertising accounts buy-

ing kid shows on year-round basis in-

stead of seasonally.

• More creativity in kid commer-
cials, and more agencymen "bird-

dogging" the shows.

• More parental interest in and

home censorship of kid shows.

• More new show properties being

considered bv broadcasters.

• More kiddie tv "spectaculars."

If this new activity is part of a

cycle, then the pattern of that cycle

deserves some stud\ . Ironically, this

l)attern has been affected only by the

advertisers and programers—not by

the market. The market has been

there all along.

Probably no one has had a better

opportunity to observe the pattern

than Bob Keeshan. who has spent 12

years in tv kid show programing.

Keeshan is star of CBS TVs Captain

kangaroo, began his career back in

1947 at NBC TV with Hotidy Doody.

"The golden age of children's tele-

vision,'" he told SPONSOR, "was be-

tween 1948 and 1952. After that, na-

tional advertiser interest and network

programing, where the child audi-

ence was concerned.Ydwindled awav.
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"When we came to CBS TV with

Captain Kangaroo in 1955. kid tv

programing had about hit rock bot-

tom. All the national advertiser in-

terest by then was in reaching adults

through nighttime shows. Selling

sponsors on network kid shows was

like marketing buggy whips."

The last year has seen a marked

change.

"A sharp increase has taken place

during 1959," Keeshan said, "espe-

ciallv during the past three months.

Children's shows suddenly have be-

come highly salable." At present,

Captain Kangaroo is about 98% sold

out. shows every sign of finishing out

the 1959-60 season at about 90%
sell-out.

"There's been a lot more Christmas

business this year," Keeshan said.

(That goes for practically all kid

shows, network and local). What is

really significant, however, is that

sponsors are planning to stick around

after Christmas when tv kid shows

have traditionally slumped in the

business department. In the case of

Captain Kangaroo, for example, or-

ders on hand already show Janu-

ary to have 12 of the 15 program

segments sold. About three times

more sponsors are on the show this

year than last.

The influence of U. S. children on

family purchases is tremendous. The

Institute for Motivational Research

has found that the kids have a big

ABOVE: Local stations have kept kid shows clicking in years of neglect. Officer Joe Bolton,

Capt. Allan Swift and Boio the Clown have nnade WPIX-TV, N.Y., prime kid outlet. Below:

NBV TV adds color for kids. Here are Ruff and Reddy cartoonics with host Jim Blaine

say in brand decisions on such prod-

ucts as candy, vitamins, foods (espe-

cially desserts), cereals, cough drops,

play clothing and toys.

What also is coming to light is the

fact that children exert considerable

influence on much more expensive,

all-family items. On an auto, for ex-

ample, once the father is on the brink

of buying one, the child frequently

becomes a secondary influence in the

eventual purchase of a specific make
of car.

The brand loyalty of a child is

something advertisers are becoming

more and more aware of. According

to Gilbert Youth Survey, television

can set up brand loyalties as early as

four to five years of age. (Radio

and print usually start establishing

loyalties around the age of eight.)

But the loyalty of a child for a

product actually begins wtih his loy-

alty for the tv show. Personal ap-

pearances of show personalities have

demonstrated this loyalty; the mail

pull of such shows has documented

it in surprising fashion.

Fred Thrower, vice president and
general manager of WPIX-TV, New
York station that lays claim to No. 1

children's outlet for the market, lives

in Connecticut and has car license

plates bearing call letters WPIX. It

has happened not once, but many
times, that in driving past a gang of

kids, Thrower is greeted with shouts

of "Hi, Popeye!" The child audience

is not only a highly observant one

where products and personalities are

concerned, but even identifies the call

letters.

This re-discovery of a too-long neg-

lected audience has left the industry

with a feeling of optimism. At CBS
TV, a number of new kid show prop-

eTties are under consideration, and

upcoming in February or March will

be a children's spectacular (which

Keeshan is putting together) to be

called Fun With Music. A look at

some of the current and up-coming

specials in nighttime tv reflects the

renewed interest in kids: On NBC
TV, Once Upon a Christmas, spon-

sored by Longine; on ABC TV, Peter

and The Wolf, sponsored by Minne-

sota Mining & Mfg. Co., and Shirley

Temple Storybook, by Breck; on

CBS TV. Wizard of Oz, by Benrus

and Whitman Candy, and Christmas

at the Circus, by Remington-Rand.
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What is behind all this sudden at-

tention to the small fry? What fac-

tors point to a future where there

will be more kid show programing

sold to more and more national ac-

counts, spectaculars for children, and

even hard goods (such as automo-

biles!) sold on kid tv shows?

The child population of the U. S.

has been consistently swelling for the

past decade, right along with family

incomes. Today, there are about 50

to 55 million children under 18 years

of age. About 19 million of these

are between three and seven years

old, about 18 million between eight

and 12.

But there is more than an audience

of just kids during the average tv

children's show, and this too is perk-

ing up advertiser interest. CBS TV
has found that the composition of a

Captain Kangaroo audience is 70%
children and 30% adults. And this

takes place in the homes of young

housewives who have been shown to

be prime consumers of our national

produce. It is their families that ac-

count for most sales of both soft and

hard goods.

These mothers who view children's

tv along with their offspring are, ac-

cording to Keeshan, developing finer

taste in program fare and are even

doing more censoring of what the

child watches.

"With the whole climate of the

industry changing." he adds, "there

is bound to be more sophistication in

the viewing of kid show commer-

ciais.

Apparently, a lot of kid show ad-

vertisers have anticipated this, for

children's commercials already have

begun a trend away from hard sell to

creative sell. Ad agencies and their

copywriters are taking a deeper in-

terest than ever in both kid commer-
cials and the kid shows. Whenever he

does a live Continental Baking com-

mercial on the Officer Jim Bolton

WPIX-TV show, Bolton says a Ted
Bates account exec is in the studio.'

All of this adds up to one thing:

that the advertiser and programer

have stopped thinking of the kid tv

show as an "electronic baby-sitter."

This was the mistake they slipped

into after 1952, and continued until

^

kid programing went into a tailspin.

What kept the kid show alive dur-

ing that time was the local tv station.

1

MAIL PULL: A mountain of 1.6 million postcards is faclcied by CBS TV's Captain Kangaroo

(Bob Keeshan) and sponsor Frank Schwinn, president Arnold, Schwinn & Co. in bike contest

Here, business went on as usual, in

fact increased on many stations, and

has probably played a major role in

making national accounts and net-

I works once again recognize the child

'audience.

While a lot of national accounts

[had pulled out of network tv shows,

jfeeling that the increasing costs of

[the early and middle '50's were too

[steep, and preferring to put their bud-

Igets into adult shows, a lot of re-

Igional and local accounts built im-

Ipressive sales stories through small

pfry shows in spot tv (many manu-

facturers of products with definite

child appeal, such as dairies and bak-

eries, are regional I

.

There was still another product

manufacturer during this time that

was for the most part regional, and

a product closer to the child audience

would be hard to imagine—toys. The

tov industry, with heavy seasonal in-

vestments in spot tv. racked up a phe-

nominal growth and main grew from

regional to national distribution.

For this year, they are heavil\ in

both spot and network, and for about

(Please turn to page 77)
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LEO WAS MISQUOTED . . . HERE IS

^ Chicago adman Burnett says his critical remarks on magazines were reported

inaccurately in the press. . . . To set the record straight here is the full text of his

much-discussed speech to the Magazine Publisher's Association in N. Y. last week

I suppose this is an occasion for

wrapping the flag around ourselves

and thinking noble thoughts, but I

have some very strong notions about

magazines which I think may be of

special interest to this group. And
now that I have the floor. I propose

to keep it for the next few minutes.

Maybe you won't speak to me when

I leave the room. But it is only be-

cause I have such respect for maga-

zines and their potentiality, which I

hope I have demonstrated over the

yeqrs, that I feel so deeply on the

subject.

Never in my 40 years in the adver-

tising business have I seen magazines

generally so blind in their mission of

life. What is a magazine? Webster's

New International Dictionary de-

scribes it as follows: a periodical

containing miscellaneous papers, es-

pecially critical and descriptive arti-

cles, stories, columns, etc. designed

for the entertainment of the general

reader. Magazines are now often spe-

cialized for classes of readers, as for

children or types of subject as geog-

raphy, popular science, poetry, etc.

I think the people who write dic-

tionaries must be very dull. Now I'll

give you my definition. Among all

forms of communication, magazines

are the greatest single hope this coun-

try has for provoking thought, ad-

vancing culture and improving taste

at a time when the country needs to

read and think as it never did before.

Yet here is what I feel. Never in my
experience have I seen such bitter

and destructive selling as now exists.

Not only in the advertising business,

but particularly in the magazine in-

dustry. I refer particularly to the

mad race to provide the most of
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WHAT HE SAID ABOUT MAGAZINES
e\ er\ thing quantitati\e—more re-

iiional editions, more local editions,

more split runs, more different and

sometimes bizarre ad sizes, more cir-

culation at any cost, and so many
flips, flops, fclds. inserts and coupons,

that many a magazine today looks

like the convention issue of the

Gadget Gimmick News.

Now I don't say all of these things

are bad. Many of them are well-

geared to the needs of modern mar-

keting. What I do deplore, however,

is that growing emphasis on these

devices tends to overshadow the edi-

torial integrity of a magazine and

what I refer to as its mission of life.

Regrettably also in this numbers

race, there is a trend in rates which

is substantially outdistancing the

trend in circulation, and this is a

situation we cannot live with for long.

It appears to me, and to many of us

in the agency business, that vou in

the magazine publishing business are

succumbing to that erroneous theory

that magazines are physical and neu-

tral carriers of advertising messages.

This is evident not only in relatin;;

yourselves to broadcasting media,

i'ut in the cat-and-dog fight that is

raging within our own ranks. We
are living in a rather plush advertis-

ing era, and nobody wants to rock

the boat as long as he is getting his

share of the fish. This obviously can

had to nothing but a status quo edi-

torial concept or to a formula pub-

lishing concept which, in turn, leads

to editorial complacency, stagnation

and sterility. In many instances, it

looks to me from the outside as

though the business office and the

promotion boys have taken over, and

that the editor has been confined to

an office down the hall with no

carpet, one window and a pension

fund. I believe that in all too manv
cases the man with imagination, the

dreamer if you like, the courageous

and sensitive soul who knows the

power of words and pictures and how
to use them, has been forced to ca-

pitulate to the brass. And I mean
brass in every sense of the word. I

don't believe there is anything wrons

with magazines that a few spirited,

dedicated editors and publishers

—

with real vision and with the author-

ity to act—cant cure. Magazines,

more than any medium, can provide

the advertiser with built-in confidence

and believabilit) . \o other medium
can provide it in the same way or to

the same degree.

We all know that there is a big

|)remium on believability in advertis-

ing today and the magazines which

can deliver it most honestly have the

most to offer to the honest advertiser.

In my view, the art of fiction writing

has sunk to a new low, and I don't

think that all of the men and women
capable of producing great fiction

have been grabbed off to write tv

scripts. The sale of paper-back books

on serious subjects offers increasing

evidence that the mass public is in-

terested in more than the specious

and the salacious. There are some

exceptions, of course, but there are

still a few magazines which maintain

consistently high standards of writ-

i Please turn to pa^e 771
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HOW MAGAZINE COSTS HAVE BEEN SOARING I

Leo Burnett in his MPA speech (above) pointed out that the trend in niai>;azine rates has been "substantially
[

out-distancing circulation." Evidence of this is shoivn in the combined record of 38 leading magazines. |

By comparison CPM of net tv decreased 64% and spot tv decreased 40% during the same period 1950-1958 '
[

Year
Combined circulation

(millions)

Combined page
1 pg. b&w

rate (OOOt
1 pg. 4c

Page cost per M
Ipg. b&w 1 pg. 4c

1950 63.0 $184.7 $251.3 $2.93 $115

1951 64.2 196.3 278 2 3.06 4 33

1952 66.2 216.3 307.6 3 27 4.65

1953 68.3 224.5 319.6 329 4.68

1954 68.8 234.7 334.1 341 4.86

1955 69.5 242.0 344.7 348 4.96

1956 71.8 2540 382.6 3 54 5 05

1957 75 3 2772 396.8 3.68 5 27

19.18 77.3 307.1 440.1 3 97 5 69

m % Chge. 58/50 +22.7

= Source: Magazine Advertising Bureau
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BIG STEW ON MADISON AVENUE
^ C&W's 'Gallimaufry sessions' get their name from French hodgepodge stew

^ Agency media men and station representatives sit down for meaty talks

WW ebster's New International Dic-

tionary defines a gallimaufry as a

ragout, or potpourri. Till last week,

the latest recipe for this dish was

under close security wraps at Cun-

ningham & Walsh.

Like a new cook with a jealously-

guarded recipe, C&W wasn't talking

too much about what went on at the

meetings of the Madison Avenue

Gallimaufry Society. But word had

it these newly-instituted hash sessions

between C&W media men and rep-

resentatives contained plenty of pep-

pery seasoning.

Last week, sponsor, as the first

visitor to sit in on the bi-monthly

sessions between buyer and seller,

had a chance to see for itself how
these sessions which are dedicated to

creating better understanding on both

sides of the desk, operate.

At each session a leading repre-

sentative is guest of honor or "Rep-

resentative of the Alternate Week."

Last week it was Ed Devney, presi-

dent of Devney & Co., which repre-

sents both radio and tv stations. His

hosts: the three charter members of

the Gallimaufry Society—media buy-

ers Al Randall, Frank Martin and

Gary Pranzo—and Newman McEvoy,

C&W v.p. and media director, who
occasionally sits in.

The five men assembled around a

conference table shortly after noon.

FACING BUYERS' BARRAGE, station representative Ed Devney ponders answers to (I to r) Cunningham & Walsh buyers Al Randall, Frank Martin, v.p.

l^s;^;



DEVNEY: 'There's nothing worse than going into a buyer and getting

an answer that he doesn't know why the media decision is yes or no"i

RANDALL: "Broadcasting is probably one of the few in-

idustries that deliberately makes itself difficult to buy"

Randall, seated at the head of the

table, fired the opening salvo at

12:14 p.m.

Said Randall, addressing Devney,

who was seated at his left: "You
know. Ed. the broadcasting industry

is unique in that it is probably one

media dir. Newman McEvoy, buyer Gary Pranzo

of the few industries that deliberate-

ly makes itself difficult to buy." Pran-

zo and Martin, seated across from

Devney, added to this broadside.

From Gary Pranzo: "Because of

varying rate structures, Ed, vou often

find salesmen getting confused. Their

rate of error is high."

Martin: "Bu)ers get bogged down
with paperwork, and salesmen get

involved with rate cards instead of

talking about a stations qualitative

aspects."

"In other words." said Randall "do
\ou think there's any hope of a

standardized rate structure Ed?"
After a moment's considering, Dev-

ney threw a solution out for discus-

sion. "Something like that has been

done in Canada." he pointed out.

"Every Canadian radio and tv station

prints a rate card on a form that fits

into a special looseleaf binder. About
0.5% of the material follows the same
general pattern. Everybody gets a

copy of the book."

"Do you think." asked McEvov.
"that RAB and TvB ought to work
out something like that for U. S. sta-

tions?"

"Yes," Devney answered flatlv. "I

think a committee of industrv people,

that is. station operators, repr^senta-

llves and agency people should get

together to devise a standard rate

structure which would give a com-
mon base for all published rates."

Martin was skeptical. "Would that

eliminate the horsetrading and spe-

cial deals we're sometimes offered?"'

Said Pranzo, "I don't think vou
could ever accomplish that, but at

least it would put most rate cards in

a more orderly and useful form.'"

Randall embarked on a different

MARTIN: "How do you think spot radio is going

to fare next year when tv rates go up?"

PRANZO: "Varying rate structures often con-

fuse salesmen. Their rate of error is high"

approach to the problem. "You
know." he said, "all this complexity

in timebuying makes the job a lot

harder than it used to be. These days

anyone in media who has a good

background in broadcast buying is

in great demand. But many people

who've been in it for a while get to

the point where they're fed up with

all the detail work. They want a job

thats equally rewarding but simpler.

So." with a flick of his palm toward
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De\ ne\ . "a lot of them go into selling

—like you. Ed."

Devney saluted the salvo with his

cigar and a good-natured laugh, and

briefcases were pushed aside to ac-

commodate the roast beef sandwiches

which had arrived. They were dis-

tributed along with coffee cups

marked in the usual gradations from

regular to black. Bearing down on a

sandwich. Randall picked up the ball

again:

"Ed, do you think that the small

stations are getting their fair share of

business, enough consideration from

agencies?"

"Well," Devney answered, "adver-

tising has to go where the market is.

But I sometimes think ad agencies

donl take time to consider the whole

market, which should include satellite

markets bevond the metropolitan

boundaries. There are other consid-

erations, too: dealer support or sales

support as is given out in rural areas.

A strong ad campaign might not be

warranted." he qualified, "but a small

one might be very useful on the basis

of dealer relationships, etc."

"One of the answers to that." said

Martin, "is that many small stations

who don't have New York reps make

it very difficult for us to buy."

Again, Devney pondered a solu-

tion, turning his cigar slowly in his

mouth. "Inherent in all national pub-

lished rates," he said finally, "is both

the agency's and rep's commission.

Perhaps an agency group like the

4A's should recommend that stations

without a representative adjust their

national rates to allow for commis-

sion when business is placed through

a representative. Then have all na-

tional spot business channeled through

a representative. In a way, of course,

this would be forced representation."

McEvoy shook his head: "I don't

think you'd get a 4A group to go

along with that." "Legally you can't

compel a man to have a middleman."

said Martin.

"Broadcast trade papers have ex-

plored this need," McEvoy went on,

"and point out that there is a defect

in communication. I think it's a

point well taken."

"Well, Mac," countered Devney.

"we place business on non-represent-

ed stations at the request of some

agencies. We don't make much mon-

ey in business we handle of that na-

ture."

Pursuing the subject. McEvoy de-

plored the attitude of stations who
feel enough business comes in over

the transom to dispense with the serv-

ices of a representative. The general

feeling seems to be that such stations

overlook the tendency to buy mar-

kets in clusters. But the conclusion,

in Devney s words, was that the prob-

lem might be solved only "if some-

body made a real career out of it."

Competition among media was the

next subject tackled. "It seems to

me." said McEvoy, "that there's a

trend toward promotions advertised

McEVOY: "At one time, buying activity was pretty academic; buyer was simply supposed to

know rate book and coverage maps. This is a new dimension in which he is participating"

in a combination of media for a lim-

ited time. For instance: a two-to-one

offer heavily promoted in a short

span of time in newspapers, tv and

radio. This trend could reduce the

competition of one medium against

another."

"You mean have complementary

selling as well as complementary buy-

ing?" Devney asked.

McEvoy accepted the challenge. "1

know it's heresy to suggest," he said,

"but I think that complementary buy-

ing has advanced to a great degree

within the last five years. It's prob-

ably too much to suggest that you

team up with the newspaper rep, but

if more emphasis could be put on the

actual ad requirement, then there

would be a sort of 'communicative'

selling at least."

Devney wasn't sold. "It's a good

idea in theory," he said, "but practi-

cally it would be pretty rough. It

might work better if, say, CBS TV
worked hand in glove with a couple

of national print media than it would

if you had reps spotted all over try-

ing to work a coast-to-coast campaign

with a national magazine."

"I guess it can't happen," McEvoy
conceded, "but it does suggest that

you who sell space and time should

have a healthy respect for those buy-

ing. The buyers are in the position

of taking all the messages and putting

them into an integrated market sell

for their client."

"Of course," Devney agreed, add-

ing, "but that's an agency-media re-

sponsibility."

From this point, the men veered to

a look at what benefits a representa-

tive can get out of buyers with mar-

keting know-how. McEvoy pointed

out that the C&W view, as reflected in

their "Man from C&W" agency ads.

is that "when buyers are talking to

you about advertising on Folgers or

Jergens it is their responsibility to

know what goes into the selling ac-

tivities at that time. I think that at

one time, buying activity was pretty

academic; the buyer sat in the office

and was simply supposed to know the

rate book and the coverage maps, and

that was it. This is a new dimension

in which he is participating, and it

must be rewarding to you in your

selling activity.
"

(Please turn to page 76)
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BRITISH TV stacks spots between shows, allows no show sponsors, charges 10% premium for fixed times.

Rollo Hunter, EWR&R broadcast v. p., says this loses plusses of star endorsement and show identification

Is British-type tv riglit for U. S.?

^ No, admen say, after analyzing commercial tv prac-

tices here and in England ; our patterns are best for clients

^ But they agree U. S. programing needs revision,

with added balance to satisfy Federal and public taste

differences in U. S. and British tv?

And what do admen—for they're the

ones who pay the commercial tv tabs

—think of possible American adapta-

tions of the British technique?

SPONSOR asked a representative sam-

ple of agency pros.

In general, they tend to agree on

one major criticism of U. S. tv: a

lack of program balance. They sav

both the non-commercial British

Broadcasting Corp. and the commer-
cial Independent Television Authori-

ty have in their program schedules a

better balance of shows appealing

both to the majority and minorities.

Rollo Hunter, vice president for tv

I any of the recent assaults

against television show the same im-

pulsive panic which prompts an over-

ly zealous mother to toss out the

baby with the bath water. There

have been cries in the newspapers

and along public streets that tv should

be "cleansed" and modified along so-

called "British lines, ' with govern-

ment takeover or lessened commer-
cialism. Much of this clamor for re-

form comes from lookers-on who tar

the entire industry with the brush of

misdemeanor, and who have little

understanding of the U. S. system or

the British system they tout.

What are the samenesses and the

and radio at Erwin. Wase\ . Ruthrauff

& Ryan, New^ York, puts it this way

:

"On this point we can fault ourselves

for not programing to minority

tastes. We try to reach the huge,

amorphous audience most of the

time, rather than developing shows

for the special audiences. Even
though stations and networks pro-

vide the required proportion of pub-

lic service shows, the amount doesn't

satisfy all public tastes. The British

not only have a greater varietv of

program fare, they schedule it in

prime time, not just in off-hours."

Dr. Norman Young, director of re-

search for Mogul. Williams & Savior.

New York, agrees with this thesis.

He thinks some system should be

evolved which permits a network or

station to schedule non-mass enter-

tainment at a peak viewing time with-

out suffering financial losses. This,

he admits, "is more easily suggested

than done!" Both he and Mr. Hunter
have traveled abroad and are experi-

enced in the servicina of international
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g NON-COMMERCIAL British Broadcasting Corp., Britain's "second network" with ^
M commercial Independent Tv Authority, has $30 million Tv City (Europe's largest) g

WHERE TV MONEY COMES FROM
m Total annual revenue

ENGLAND
K89.6 mil/

UNITED STATES

$1,078 mil.=

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL BY TYPE OF INDUSTRY

Food products 22% 22%

Household soaps, detergents 12 7

Confections 8 4^

Soft drinks 7 4-'

Drugs 7 9

Hair preparations'' 5
3

Alcoholic drinks* 5 5^

Tobacco items 5 8

Cosmetics, toiletries 6
11

Automotive C
5

1. 1957 figures, estimated gross revenue of the independent tv program companies,
as reported by British Information Services.

2. 1958 figures, network and spot estimated expenditures, from Television Bureau
of Advertising.

3. Hair preparations in the U. S. column averages 2% of tv's total and is part of
the co.smetics and toiletries categories.

4. Alcoholic drinks in the U. S. include wine, beer and ale only.
5. In the U. S., confections and soft drinks together represent about 4% of total

revenue.
6. Not reported.

and British advertising accounts.

Admen generally take exception to

the British handling of commercials,

which allows for no program sponsor-

ship. Under this system all program-

ing is originated and controlled by

the several program contractors ap-

pointed by the ITA, which owns and

ii^

operates studio and transmission fa-

cilities.

Sponsors buy run-of-schedule an-

nouncements or pay a premium of

10% for a fixed time slot. Seven-,

15- or 60-second commercials are ro-

tated among three time spans, listed

according to cost (for 10% premium

advertisers) from the most to the

least expensive: 7-9 p.m., 10-11 p.m.,

4-6 p.m.

Commercials can be shown only

at the beginning or end of programs,

or during "natural breaks" within a

show (with the exception of "shop-

ping" or "magazine" type programs)

.

This means, says Mr. Hunter, that

there's a stack-up of maybe six com-

mercials at one time. And this

"makes our triple-spotting look like

subliminal advertising!"

The advertiser paying a 10%
premium for a fixed time (and it's

estimated that about half of them do,

unlike the U. S. where probably 97%
of all schedules are for fixed times

rather than run of schedule) thus has

the problem of getting ratings and

audience composition for a time slot

rather than a program slot or pro-

gram adjacency. Contracts are usu-

ally signed a year in advance, be-

cause there's standing room only on

most of the ITA stations. Programs

themselves are as unfixed and mobile

as the time buys, because they're

moved around the broadcast schedule

to reach different audiences.

Thus a cigar manufacturer might

well end up adjacent to a show which

appeals to women, and a cosmetic

might be next to a soccer game. And
both clients run the risk of being

third commercial in a stack of six,

described by one adman "as burial

after a lingering death." This pat-

tern, agencymen agree, would be un-

thinkable, unworkable and uneco-

nomic in the U. S.

Why? Because there's competition

here, with networks and stations

scrambling for all the business they

can get. There are no standing lines

of clients waiting to claim their ra-

tion of tv time. The buyer, rather

than the seller, calls the shots on what

he needs in the U. S. England is a

seller's market; America, a buyer's.

As Dr. Young says, "The aggres-

sive advertiser wants as much control

over profit-making media as possible,

and would therefore rather control

his own program or his position with-

in or near a program." The British

situation, explains Frank Kemp, vice

president in charge of media at

Compton Advertising, New York, is

analogous to the early one-station per

market era in U. S. tv. When there

(Please turn to page 68)
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HOW PRESTO PUT PRESSURE ON
^ Identified with pressure cookers, appliance manu-

facturer had to expand product line to stay in business

^ In two years, combination of net and spot tv gave

Presto multi-product image with consumer and trade

Ciding the crest of the Christmas

push on steam irons, fry pans and

toasters via spot and network tv (esti-

mated at 40% greater than last year)

is a welter of new products in the

small appliance field.

No longer are roto-broils and pres-

sure cookers virtually industries in

themselves. Survival today depends

on trotting out a whole family of

products—linked by strong brand

identification and backed by plenty

of wholesale and retail interest.

When the first-run enthusiasm for

the Presto Pressure Cooker started to

ebb, National Presto Industries of

Eau Claire, Wis. came out with an

electric coffee maker together with

other smaller units. A single control

unit for all products underscored the

expanding line. Needed: A dramatic

way of demonstrating this feature.

Presto and its agency, Keyes, Mad-
den & Jones, embarked on a series of

spot tv market tests in 1957, expand-

ed to full-scale campaigns in key mar-

kets in the spring of 1958 (total budg-

et, by SPONSOR estimate, $204.430 1.

Sixty-second commercials (slotted

largelv in davtime and frino;e time

hours) linked the coffee maker to

products such as the pressure cooker,

already identified with the Presto

name. Missing element, both client

and agency agreed, was a stimulus

for salesmen that could in turn be

used to stimulate their wholesale and

retail accounts.

Accordingly, when Presto launched

its fall, '58 campaign, it put 90% of

its budget ( or an estimated $130,500)

in 21 minute participations in the

Today show on NBC TV. The 7-9

a.m. time slot was considered ideal

for driving home the benefits of a

coffee maker.

Another advantage to this ap-

proach was a media check. A "war-

ranty" card on all products provided

a space for customers to indicate

where they first heard about the prod-

uct. The identification with tv was

extremely high, reports ad manager

{Please turn to page 78)

THREE MAIN POINTS IN PRESTO STRATEGY

BRAND IDENTIFICATION for new prod-

uct line required both trade and consumer awareness.

First product in expanded line, electric coffee maker,

was identified with Garroivay (at left) on network

SPOT-NETWORK COMBINATION,
used in Christmas push, enabled Presto to [1) beef

up top markets, (2) stress price advantages in Garro-

way copy, (3) shotv products at strategic times

TRADE STIMULATION required {I)

boosting enthusiasm of salesman, (2) building con-

fidence in ivholesale, retail accounts. Network per-

sonality provided fuel for merchandising letters
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ENTHUSIASM is whipped up by General Finance Corp. through play-by-play broadcasts, crux of saturation radio campaign In 14-state area.

Big item for listeners to WNDU, South Bend, is high-school basketball, which G.F. brings along with White Sox, college and pro footbal

Radio play-by-play rockets loans

^ General Finance Corp., 95% in radio, spearheads

14-state saturation campaign with sports broadcasts

^ WNDU, South Bend, pattern of sports emphasis

hikes loan business in that area tenfold in five years

stations, and added basketball and

football play-by-play broadcasts in

many of its markets. Supplementary

to this sports effort. G.F. has spread

time signals and minute spots over

much of its marketing area, with dos-

age especially heavy when sports

events are not available. Radio now
accounts for 95'/( of G.F.'s total ad-

\ ertising budget.

In the northern Indiana-southern

Michigan region, General Finance

uses WNDU, South Bend—part of

that experimental group that carried

White Sox baseball for it back in

1954, and to which it has since

assigned progressively heavier duties.

lardly a day goes by that the Gen-

eral Finance Corp., Evanston, 111.,

isn't sending frequent radio messages

out to prospects in its 14-state field

of operations. It selects one station in

each market and blazes away with

varying combinations of play-by-play

sportscasts. time signals, newscasts,

and 60-second spot schedules.

The radio breakthrough for this

previously all-print advertiser came in

1954 with Chicago White Sox broad-

casts over a small group of stations.

So successful was General Finance's

initial radio tie-in with its enthusi-

asm for sports, that the company has

expanded its baseball network to 40

44

The largest single element of Gen-

eral Finance's WNDU campaign con-

tinues to be annual half-sponsorship

of some 200 White Sox games, includ-

ing exhibition encounters. During its

portion of each game, G.F. has one

minute at bat after every half-inning.

To maintain the successful combi-

nation of radio and sports beyond

the baseball season. General Finance

now includes in its WNDU lineup:

local high school has' et!; all 1 70,

games); Notre Dame football (10'

games I and Chicago Cardinals pro-

fesional football (10 games), all on

half-sponsorship.

But the basketball and footbal! con-

tests don't come up every day and

G.F. insists on maintaining its all-

conquering baseball season pace of

extensive daily radio exposure. This

has brought on a saturation time sig-

nal schedule of 75 per week, dropped

to 35 when the White Sox are back.

General Finance rounds out its

WNDU campaign with five-minute
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wscasts each weekday at 6:30 a.m..

d a 1.5-minute sports show Monday

id Friday evenings.

In 1954. General Finance had one

Alice in the South Bend area; now

lere are four. The current total of

s loans outstanding there is 10 times

reater than the 19.54 figure. Rich-

rd Trenkmann, v. p.-advertising di-

ector of the company, points out

at the trend continues. He notes a

O'^f increase this year over last.

In praise of WNDU, Mr. Trenk-

lann had this to say: "In this case,

utting all our eggs in one advertis-

ig basket has enabled us to reach

ur best prospects and continually re-

lind and motivate them to use Gen-

ral Finance services. This experi-

nce has demonstrated . . . the reach

nd power of radio.'"

General Finance has more or less

uplicated its South Bend pattern of

adio ad\ertising in the rest of its

elling area, especially among six

tates where its business is most heav-

ily concentrated— Indiana, Illinois.

Tennessee. Kentucky, Georgia and

Florida. In smaller markets, the com-

(lany usuallv limits its exposure to

60-second spot schedules, varying

from 10 to 40 per week.

Sports remains the foundation of

General Finance's virtually all-radio

advertising program. The company

feels certain that its baseball broad-

casts do a good job of reaching wom-
en as well as men. As evidence, Mr.

Trenkmann cites an RAB survey

which breaks down the baseball radio

audience as follows: 50% men; 33%
women: 10% teens and 7% children.

He also points to preliminary figures

in a Pulse research project which

show that women make up nearly

75% as large a baseball audience as

do men.

\\ ith enthusiasm for sports har-

nessed to "the range and power" of

radio. General Finance breezes home
with copy simplicity; e.g. "Need a

new roof, storm window, furnace re-

I

pairs? Now's the time to get the

homestead shipshape for ol' man win-

ter. And if you're short of cash, don't

put these necessities off. Just visit

nearby General Finance ... or use

our loan-by-phone service . .
." (When

it sponsors a sports event that takes

place at night. General Finance has

an answering service in action.) ^
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189 BIG SPENDERS USE
MAGIC OF 8-SECOND I.D.'S

"Lots can happen in just 8 seconds," says new TvB study of sponsor use oi I.D.'s

^•rowing advertiser enthusiasm for

eight-second I.D. spots is reported in

TvB's recent study, "Ideomotion."

Citing 1956 through 1958 figures,

the Bureau shows that investments in

I.D.'s increased 21.4% over the three-

year period (from $46,806,000 to

$56,825,000) and that the number of

advertisers using them also climbed.

In 1958. for instance, 84 national

and regional advertisers invested

more than $100,000 each in nighttime

I.D.'s, and 29 big spenders spent over

S 100,000 in daytime spots.

Leading the I.D. parade was Lever

Bros., with an expenditure of $4,246.-

770. Others were General Foods

($2,992,560). P. Lorillard I $2,015.-

700), Philip Morris ( $1.-536,040), J.

A. Folger ($1,286,140) , Bristol-Myers

($1,093,510). Pepsi-Cola Bottlers

($911,8001, Duncan Coffee ($842.-

580), F&M Schaefer ($716,950) and

Cream of Wheat Corp. ($657,090).

Over-all, 189 national and regional

advertisers spent more than S50.()0()

apiece for the eight-second I.D.'s.

For admen still skeptical whether

eight seconds is "long enough to put

across a selling message," TvB has

gathered some significant statistics on

ads in other media. Citing various

industrv sources it points out that 1)

the average full-page magazine ad

gets five seconds of reading time, 2)

the average full-page newspaper ad

gets ( ? ) seconds of reading time,

3 ) the average outdoor poster gets

four-plus seconds of viewing time.

"Lots can happen in eight sec-

onds," says TvB. In that time "our

first moon rocket rose one mile,

enouffh water pours over Niagara

Falls to keep New ^ ork City supplied

for 20 minutes, and Americans con-

sume 855 pounds of frozen foods,

4.012 slices of bacon. 7,153 bottles of

soft drinks and 15.440 eggs."

"With the tools of television —

-

sight, sound, demonstration emotion-

al involvement, projected into the in-

timacy of people's homes—you can

effectively register your message in

eight seconds. The television I.D. is

a method of creating sales with maxi-

mum exposure at minimum expense."

Among the successful I.D. cam-

paigns cited in the TvB report are

case histories on Rambler (American

Motors
)

, \V ilkins" Coffee. Schaefer

Brewing, Lanvin. Cream of Wheat.

Comparing I.D.'s with magazine

costs, TvB reports that $39,500 buys

one four-color page in Life magazine

which reaches 6,035.736 circulation

at a CPM of $6.34, whereas $33,739

bu\s five I.D.'s a week in 100 top

markets at 6:30 j).m.. reaching 15.-

21!!.(M)() homes at a cost-per-1.000

unduplicated homes of S2.21 ^
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IF YOU'RE NEW IN VIDEO TAPE
^ Here's an introduction to video tape commercials

written for agency or client making a first plunge into it

^ John Sallay, radio/tv production manager for Fuller

& Smith & Ross, Cleveland, lists 20 points for new user

by John SaUay
Prod. mgr.. F&S&R. Cleveland

I oday there are about 100 U. S.

television stations equipped with

video tape machines, and the number

is increasing daily.

Now that more and more stations

are able to produce tapes, local ad-

vertisers with modest ad budgets are

finding that they too, can afford

video-taped commercial s. Vtr's

(video tape recording I low cost plus

the knowledge that the pre-recorded

spot will be aired without flaws are

the two major factors in the swing

to video tape.

Clearly tape has many of the same

advantages as motion picture film,

with the added bonus that a commer-

cial can be video taped and on the

air in a matter of minutes if need be.

Here are a few things to keep in

mind the next time you're going to

video tape.

The script for a taped spot should

be written as though delivery was

being done live. Many writers make

the mistake of writing film commer-

cial copy for tape.

Next, nail down the script before

you walk into a taping session. On
the spot changes take time, cost

money and may even result in having

to remake or kill the commercial

later because of these alterations.

For example, if your taped commer-

cial is likely to run on the air for a

long period of time, dating the copy by

season of the year or by one week,

special promotion will limit the life

of a spot. When copy changes are

foreseen, the script can be written

open end so a live announcer can

tag the tape recording with appropri-

ate copy as the commercial continues

to play during other seasons.

Recording more than one spot at

a session offers economies just as in

producing filmed tv commercials, but

if one commercial will do the selling

job, why produce three?

As soon as the client has approved

copy, the agencyman will take over.

He will compile a prop list, determine

what sets or backgrounds are needed,

select talent, music, sound effects,

check with the tape recording facility

on booking availabilities and break

the copy down into all aspects of

production.

Armed with this breakdown the

production man can then prepare a

production cost estimate for the ad-

vertiser. The estimate should include

not only the costs involved for the

individual production but also pro-

jected talent re-use payments, tape

storage fees charged by the tv station

or tape facility, the cost of making

tape copies from the master, the ex-

pense of a kinescope recording from

the original tape, and any other spe-

cial requirements that add costs. Un-

less approval is certain, it would be

unwise to prepare sets, art or make
other commitments toward taping.

A booking for tape time should be

HERE'S SALLAY'S 20-POINT TAPE CHECK LIST

1. Tape on a modest budget

2. A commercial without flaws

3. Write as you would for ^'live"

4. Nail down the script in advance

5. How many commercials to make

6. W' hat the aiiency production man does

7. Book facilities ahead of time

8. Coordinate with talent

9. Line up {>ro])s

10. Deliver materials in advance

11. Should the sponsor be there?

12. Get yourself there early

13. Rehearse, then shoot

14. Check takes for timing, accuracy

15. Check takes for technique

16. Don't release talent prematurely

17. Hon- much tape facilities cost

18. The price of tape duplicates

J 9. Hotv good are tape dupes?

20. The use of kinescopes

46
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made as far in advance as possible.

The taping facility probably will be a

tv station although you may decide

to use an independent tape producer.

Some former motion picture pro-

ducers are now in the business of

making video tape recordings.

Be sure to book enough time for

the job. Generally speaking, an hour

will be enough time to rehearse and

tape two 60-second spots. The

amount of time you set aside for

production should be guided by the

number of spots to be produced, their

complexity and the efficiency of the

recording facility. If possible, how-

ever, make arrangements for extra

time so that it's there if you need it.

And check to be sure your talent can

make the date you're about to set up.

Tell talent how much money they

can expect from the job. They will

want copy well in advance of the

taping session so they can get familiar

with what they are expected to do.

You'll find this will be a big time-

saver at the recording date. Some
announcers have difficulty in memo-
rizing lines; if this is the case, make
arrangements for a teleprompter or

"idiot sheet."

Line up all props and make ar-

rangements for construction of sets

and any special equipment you might

need such as rear projection. Slides,

studio cards, pull through copy, and

so forth, should be prepared in ad-

vance so that corrections or remarks

can be completed before the tape date.

A few days before the tape session,

the agency production man and tape

facility director should meet to go

over copy and discuss production

details. If the tape director knows

exactly what you want, he'll do his

best to see that you get just that. He
will probably have suggestions for

improving or speeding up routine.

Once everything is buttoned up.

check back with talent the day before

the taping session to remind them of

the time and tell them what to wear.

All props and other materials

should be delivered to the tape fa-

cility a day or two before you record.

iThe director will want copies of the

scripts for his crew as well as for

his own use.

You may feel it advisable to have

a representative of the advertiser on

hand at the time of recording to

PRODUCTION MANAGER of radio/tv for Fuller & Smith & Ross in Cleveland, John A.

Sallay uses station video tape facilities to produce commercials for local clients at modest cost

watch for technical accuracy and to

give over-all approval of the takes.

But this will depend upon the

working relationship between agency

and client. It would be well in any

case to keep the client informed of

your plans.

Plan to arrive at the facility about

a half hour before the talent is to

arrive in case there are any last

minute details to be taken care of.

If more than one commercial is to

be shot, you'll find it's better to

rehearse the first, then tape it im-

mediately while it's fresh in every-

one's mind before going on to the

next. Screen each take as it is made
but remember that tape degrades

with excessive playing. One screening

per take should be sufficient to tell

you whether it's a '"keeper."

Some facilities immediately wipe

N.G. takes while others save all of

them until after the session is over

and final takes are selected. I prefer

to wipe all bad takes as we go along

unless two good takes of the same

commercial are needed. Some tape

facilities are blessed with more than

one machine, so that two original

copies of the same commercial can be

made simultaneously.

A stop watch should be held on

each take to be sure the announcer

Please turn to page 78)
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National and regional buy

in work now or recently complete!

.Mwr%3 I tSU Si

TV BUYS
R. T. French Co., Rochester: A campaign in 40 markets begins

January for its Instant Potatoes. Nine-week schedules are bein

bought using night minutes and chainbreaks, about six per week pe

market. Buyers: Mario Kircher and Calcaterra. Agency: J. Walte

Thompson Co.. New York.

Carter Products, Inc., New York: New activity for Arid Crean

deodorant starts 3 January in a number of top markets. Schedules

are for 13 weeks; night minutes. Buyer: Ed Fonte; SSCB, New York

Lever Bros. Co., New York: Test schedules are being used in abou

10 midwestern markets for Liquid Swan. Placements are for day an^

night minutes, run through summer. 1960. Buyer: Don DeCarlo

Agenc) : Needham. Louis & Brorby, Inc., Chicago.

Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago: A big budget has been allocated

to tv for its chewing gums as this company switches its major adver-

tising from newspapers. At least 25 top markets will get schedules

starting in January, with day and night lineups. Buyers: Evely:

Vanderploeg and Fran Goldfine. Agency: Arthur Meyerhoff & Co

Chicago.

Quaker Oats Co., Chicago: Extending current schedules of Aunt

Jemima's Easv Mixes, now in the top 50 markets. Additional runs,

l.D.'s and 20's, are for 39 and 44 weeks, depending on market

Buyer: Marilyn McDermott. Agency: John W. Shaw Adv., Chicago

Gulf Oil Corp., Pittsburgh: Placing night minutes and chainbreaks

in major markets for its gasolines and oils. Schedules start early

January for 26 weeks. Buyers: John Warner and Joe Raffetto

Agency : Young & Rubicam, New York.

P. Lorillard Co., New York: Lining up 52-week schedules for Spring

cigarettes for a 3 January start in top markets. Prime time chain

breaks and LD.'s are being placed, frequencies depending on mar-

ket. Buyer: Bob Kelly. Agency: Lennen & Newell, New York.

RADIO BUYS
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., New York: A one-week holiday

campaign gets off 19 December in top markets. Daytime minutes are

being scheduled, frequencies varying. Buyer: W. M. Symmes. Agency:

Gardner Advertising Co.. New York.

Nestle Co., Inc., New York: Schedules in about 40 inarkets start

4 January for 12 weeks for Nescafe. Being bought are traffic times,

Monday-Friday, and nine-12 a.m. Saturdays. Buyer: Phil McGibbon.

Agency : Wm. Esty. New York.

Stokely-Van Camp, Inc., Indianapolis: Planning a campaign in

major markets for its canned foods, to start 11 January. Day min-

utes are being set for four weeks. Buyer: Rudy Baumohl. Agenc) :

Lennen & Newell. New York.
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eKixeFeitu'»Synd(CJICI of KOCO-TV's First Year's Revenue!

TV's Power Products are

raring to go for you. Call,

write or wire today!
t j.a.a.
UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, INC.

New York, 247 Park Avenue, MUrray Hill 7-7800
Chicago, 75 East Wacker Drive, DEarborn 2-2030
Dallas, 1511 Bryan Street, Riverside 7-8553
Los Angeles, 400 S. Beverly Drive, CRestview 6-5886
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With new focus on selective audiences, SPONSOR ASKS;

How can advertisers

best use specialized
Effecfively reaching specific audi-

ences is discussed by representa-

tive Negro, Country & Western,
and "quality" music station men

Harry Novik, pres. & gen. mgr., W LIB,

New York

With the final denominator of all

advertisers efforts being measured in

results, whether in a general market

or in a specialized market, the key

question in an agency buyer's mind
before selecting a station in a market

Copy should

be slanted

to station s

specific

idiiaudience

should be, "How will this station de-

liver for our product?"

In our particular case here in New
York City, station WLIB serves a

particular segment of the community.
The area we serve has often been re-

ferred to as "A city within a city"

—

a city of 1,400,000 people.

For this reason, when an agency

buyer plans a campaign for the gen-

eral market I believe he should go a

little further than looking at ratings,

how many miles a station signal car-

ries or what kind of merchandising

goes with the ad campaign.

I believe, particularly in markets

such as New York City, that the

agency buyer should evaluate more
closely the individual characteristics

of a station and where necessary cre-

ate a market-within-a-market. Surely

if it can be done from a city stand-

point it must have enough merit to

warrant a try on a station basis.

The question then is: How can the

agency most effectively use this spe-

cialization?

Only recently this very question

was posed by one of the largest drug
manufacturers in the country and
one of the nation's major advertisers.

The question was "Why am I No. 1

in the general New York Market, yet

rank No. 4 and a poor No. 4 in the

market serviced by WLIB?
We arranged a meeting and out-

lined a saturation campaign using

our experience in the Negro market

to establish the pattern. At the last

report, this advertiser was No. 1 in

both the general New York market

and the "market-within-a-market."

This was accomplished because the

advertiser took more than a routine

look at his problem and initiated a

special campaign to solve it. To help

him we used a specialized technique.

We suggested that general copy not

be used, that we create specific copy

material for the style of our an-

nouncers. With the general message

of the advertiser uppermost, we
recommended that live personalities

be used entirely or in part to deliver

the message. We also recommended
the personalities we felt would do the

best job for the advertiser.

We laid out a schedule which we
felt would have most impact on the

type of people the advertiser was try-

ing to reach. We set up and carried

out a merchandising campaign to go

along with the over-all campaign.

Store calls by our salesman, point-of-

purchase promotion, newspaper ads,

window displays.

In our over-all approach we pre-

sented the advertiser's message in the

specialized form we knew would be

of interest to our audience. With the

advertiser using our recommenda-
tions on copy, personality approach
and scheduling the net result was that

the advertiser's product was psycho-

logically being associated with the

market with an increase in sales

being the inevitable reward.

When agencies realize the golden

harvest they can reap by concentrat-

ing in a specialized market with

specialized campaigns it will soon
become a matter of routine to use

these specialized programs.

Harrol A. Brauer, Jr., v.p. and sales

director, WVEC, Norfolk-Hampton, Va.

The station that spends its pro-

graming time in building up a par-

ticular type of audience does so to

insure a practically guaranteed audi-

ence for its advertisers and programs

with high sales potential.

At WVEC in Hampton, we serve a

particular segment of the population.

We do not try to build listeners for

the sake of the "numbers" game but

to furnish a solid base for providing

service as well as sales.

Our program specialization con-

sists of good music, solid local sports

coverage and intensive local news

coverage. By good music we mean
exactly that. We don't play rock 'n'

roll, top forty, formula music, hill

billy or any fad music. We are not a

strictly classical or semi-classical sta-

tion either, but our programing is a

blend of what we believe is music

that appeals to an adult audience.

We know we have this kind of

audience because we have spent years

building this programing sound.

There are nine other stations in our

area banging away with the raucuous

recordings they call Top Forty. These

stations claim tremendous audiences,

mostly teenagers. They are welcome

to them, we'll take the adult audience

Commercial

should fit

the station s

personal

approach

we've grown with and give them the

music they like to hear.

For ad agencies to use these audi-

ences most effectively they would

have to devote more time to study of

a market than look at the ratings or

the rate card. They should have some

way of determining the composition

of the audience for stations. They

should be able to evaluate the audi-

ence by the type of programing the

station is noted for and its acceptance

in its over-all service to its market.

We realize agencies cannot monitor
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radio?
every station in every market, but if

an agency is trying to move a prod-

uct in a market it should have some

method for determining the audiences

of the various stations. If a station

is a top forty or rock 'n' roll station

it should be aware that the audience,

if checked out, would be primarily

teenagers. If it is trying to move ap-

pliances, household goods, fairly ex-

pensive cosmetics or other class prod-

ucts it would seem quite obvious—if

there is a knowledge of station pro-

gram content—that teenagers don't

constitute a good potential sales audi-

ence for its product.

If a station has maintained the

same programing format over a pe-

riod of years, a format which is not

specifically geared for the general

mass audience, but is definitely on

the selective side, the chances are that

that station has what has been re-

ferred to in marketing fields as a

"pre-sold"' audience. And put in di-

rect competition with a "mass ap-

peal" audience would probably great-

ly out-sell its competitor.

In addition there are other sign-

posts that indicate the selling power

of a station. For example, the sta-

tion's approach to the commercials

by the staff. In today's hubba-hubba

race for ratings many commercials

are given the flippant or frivolous

treatment by announcers because

that's the way it programs its shows.

If copy is given a fresh slant, an en-

thusiastic and sincere delivery, its ac-

ceptance will have a far greater

chance than a sloppy, joking or a light

rundown of the commercial message.

The personal approach is a weap-

on of the specialized station. When
it gives the audience the commercial

presentation, it is really recommend-

ing it itself and the audience treats it

in that fashion. This relationship is

something that will never show up as

a cold statistic, but if the timebuyer

takes the time to go a little bevond

figures he will find that it pays off for

the advertisers who pay the bill.

{Please turn to pa^e 67)

TODAY ...THE EFFECTIVENESS OF A RADIO STATION IS MEASURED BY
THE AMOUNT OF GOODS IT SELLS. And in Sacramento, KXOA sells more goods

because it reaches and influences more people. KXOA's signal covers the entire fast-growing

Sacramento market with such intensity that both Pulse (Apr. '59) and Hooper (Apr. '59) rate

KXOA first! Proof that KXOA reaches more people by far than any other station in the area!

And who buys more merchandise than people?

KXOA § First in California's Capital

SPONSOR 12 DECEMBER 1959
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Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional radio campaigns

RADIO RESULTS

NEWiCARS
SPONSOR: Hill Sanders Motor Company AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Bill Sanders Motor Company of

Raleigh, N. C, has been successfully using radio to reach

and sell the Raleigh market for almost five years. Sanders

is one of the 10 largest Ford dealers in the world, and

probably sells more Ford cars, trucks and station wagons

than all North Carolina dealers combined. Sanders' cain-

paign consists of a basic five announcements per day six

days per week. In addition, Sanders expends dealer co-op

money which brings his total schedule to approximately 10

or 12 spots per day. More than 95% of Sanders' total bud-

get is placed on WRAL. A good percentage of Sanders'

sales are realized from buyers of cab and truck companies

who purchase fleets at a time. "In the years I have been

using radio, and especially WRAL, the volume of customers

that have come to Sanders for service has more than dou-

bled," said Bill Sanders. "Radio has proven that it can do

the job I need here with low cost and high efficiency."

WRAL, Raleigh Announcements

DEPARTMENT STORE
SPONSOR: J<,hnV Bargain Stores AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: John's Bargain Stores bought

WMCA, New York, for its first venture into radio in August.

1956. Schedule was for eighteen 10-minute programs weekly

to promote daily specials on towels and linens, nylons, men's

and women's wear, household furnishings, toys, etc. As with

many retailers who have never used New York radio. John's

Bargain Stores had been skeptical, but decided to "give it a

try.' The effectiveness of this 13-week test was immediate

and sustained as the announcements brought overwhelming

crowds to the store's outlets in the New York area. In

Brooklyn, it was necessary to call out the police to direct

crowds which were out of hand. John's Bargain Stores

were well satisfied with the results and placed a 52-week

renewal following the initial run. Today, three years later,

the department store is still with WMCA and the budget has

been substantially increased. In addition, it now uses other

radio stations in both the New York and Philadelphia areas.

WMCA, New York Programs

NEW CARS
SPONSOR: J. C. Stephens Corp. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: It has been proven time and time

again that saturation radio, whether local or national, is one

of the most effective means to blanket large metropolitan

and area markets. The J. C. Stephens Motor Corp. of

Bufi'alo is a firm believer in this type campaign. The motor

company recently purchased a saturation schedule on WEBR,

also of Buffalo, as a special sales promotion for a new car

showing at the dealer's downtown lot. Stephens had learned

in the past that they could expect large crowds, but he was

especially concerned that there be an even larger turnout.

As an added incentive a mink stole was offered to a lucky

lady. No other advertising was used. "The number of

people who came in that had heard our announcements was

outstanding.'" said Stephens. "We had an even better show-

ing than anticipated. This really convinced us how effec-

tive radio can be when used on a saturation basis." The

motor company is now considering additional campaigns.

WEBR, BufFalii Announcements

SUPERMARKET
SPONSOR :Sh?ll City AGENCY: Henry Quedneau

Capsule case history: Shell City, Miami, world's largest

supermarket, bought two one-minute announcements and

four I.D.'s per hour and remote broadcast all day Sundays

from WAME. This was their only radio buy, with one de-

partment being highlighted. Original buy was for 13 weeks.

Now in its second renewal, Shell City reports a 300% in-

crease in sales in featured departments and substantial sales

increases on all special items used on the air. Shell city

manager Lou Buzzell says, "This is the most productive ad-

\ertising money we ever spent." Future plans call for an

expansion by Shell City into broader coverage through the

week. Buzzell particularly likes the way WAME's disk

jockeys. Bruce Bradley, Ted Clarke, Sid Knight and Pete

Connors handled the in-store broadcast. At present, the

Quedneau Advertising Agency, WAME and Shell City are

conferring with regard to expanding the radio schedule for

the coming year, to give wide scope to their advertising.

WAME, Miami Program
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36,758 people in WWDC
homes spent ^300 and

over for vacations during

the past year ... 52.7%

above the total sample

Washington, D.C. average.*
*PULSE Audience Image Study—July, 1959

. . . the station that keeps people in mind

WASHINGTON, D.C—REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

And in growing Jacksonville, Fla.— it's WWDC-owned Radio WMBR
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TELEPUILSI'"rATINGS: TOP spol

^
Top 10 shows in 10 or more
markets: 16-27 Sept., 9-21

National
average

7-8TATI0N
MARKETS

5-STA.
MARKET 4-STATION MARKETS

Oct. 1959
TITLE. SYNDICATOR, SHOW TYPE NY. L.A. Seattle Chicago Detroit Minpls. St. Louis San Fran. Wash. Atlanta Bait. Boston Buffalo C

Mike Hammer
MCA (Mystery)

15.4
16.2 9.9
wrca-lT krca-tv

lOiSOpm 10:30pm

13.9 5.5 13.2 16.2
wgn-tv ckhv-tv ksd-lv wrc-tv

9:30pm 9:00pm 10:00pm 10:30pm

12.7 13.2 14.2 2.
wlw-a wnac-tv wkbw-tv wki

10:30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 9:0

Highway Patrol
I'v (Adventure)

15.2
10.7 5.7
wTca-tr kttv

7 :00pm 9 :00pm

9.5
komo-tv
10:30pm

17.9 19.5 18.9 10.9 9.2
wgn-tv kstp-tv ksd-tv ktvu-tv wtop-tv

9:30pm 9:30pm 9:30pm 8:00pm 7:00pm

18.2 11.8 16.9 11.5 11

waga-tv wmar-tv wbz-tv wgr-tv wki

9:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 10:

Sea Hunt
»iv (Adventure)

14.4
7.1 10.9

wabc-tr krca-tv

in:30pni 10:;iOpm

18.5
king-tv

7 :00pm

15.5 21.9 12.2 11.5 18.5 7.9
unbq-tv wjbk-tv wtcn-tv ktvi-tv kron-tv winal-tv

9:30pm 10:30pm 9:30pm 10:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

9.5 12.3 11.9 17.5 1

wsb-tv wbal-tv whdh-tv wkbw-tv wki

7:00pm 10:30pm 10:30pm l»:30pm 7:3

Lock Up
ziv (Drama)

13.9
4.9 7.4

uica-tv ka'ie-tv

7 :n»pm 7 :onpm

13.9
komi>-tv

10:0()pm

8.2 9.4 12.9 14.5 15.2
\vnb(i-tv wjbk-tv kstp-tv ksd-tv kron-tv

10:0llpin 7:30pm 9:30pm 9:30pm 7 :00pni

8.8 11.7 19.2 11

wbal-tv whld-tv wgr-tv wl

7:00pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 10:

Death Valley Days
U.S. BORAX (Western)

13.1
9.2 7.7

wrca-tv krca-tv

7:00pm 7:00pm

14.7
king-lv

7 :00pin

15.0 7.2 17.0 7.0 14.5 10.9
ugii-iv wnj-tv Hcco-tv ksd-tv kpix-tv wrc-tv
!i:3iipm 7:00pm 9:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 7:00pm

10.9 10.3 14.2 10.0 9
wsb-tv wmar-tv wbz-tv wben-tv wki

7:00pm 6:30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 7:0

U. S. Marshal
NTA (Western)

12.8
2.4 8.8

uahc-tv kttv

7:ll(l|iiii il:OI)pm

3.9
ktnt-lv

6 :3npm

11.5 11.5 12.7 7.2
wgn-tv \nvj-tv kstp-tv WTc-tv
U:O0pin 10:30pm 10:30pm 7:00pm

20.5 11.5 17.5 9
uaga-tv wbal-tv wnac-tv wcp
10:30pm 10:30pm 10;30pm 10:1

Whirlybirds
CBS (Adventure)

12.3
4.7 2.9

wpix-tv khj-tv

7:00pm 7:30pm

13.2
komo-tv
7:00pm

11.5 8.9 14.4 3.5 8.0*
wgn-tv Wtcn-tv ksd-tv kpix-tv wtop-tv
9:00pm 9:30pm 10:00pm 4:30pm 7:00pm

15.2 13.9 7.3 1

wsb-tv wbz-tv w'ben-tv wcp

7:00pm 7:00pm 7:30pm 6:3

Bold Venture
z'v (Adventure)

12.2
3.4 8.9

wcbs-tv kttv

7 :01>pra !l :llOpm

8.9 7.9 6.5 14.5
ugn-tv wtcn-tv ktvi-tv urc-tv

S :30pm J) :30pm 100:0pm 10:30pm

8.2 8.8 8.9 18.9 1^
whv-a wbal-tv wbz-tv wgr-tv wl

7:00pm 7:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 10:3

Flight
CNP (Adventure)

11.9
2.7

wpix-tv

7:30pm

13.2
king-lv

7 :00pm

5.2 3.5
wgn-tv ktvu-tv

fi :00pm 7:30pm

12.9 11.0 '

wbz-tv wgr-tv

7:00pm 10:30pm

4 Just Men
iTc

1 Ailxfiiture)

11.7
25.5
king-lv

6:30pm

7.2 10.2 15.5
wnbci-tv wjbk-tv kron-tv

10:30pm 7:00pm 0:30pm

5.9 5.8 12.2
whv-a wbal-tv wbz-tv
7:00pm 7:00pm 10:30pm

Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 markets

N. Y. Confidential
.Tc (Mysten)

11.7
8.5

komo-tv
10:30pm

10.5 10.5 8.2
wgn-tv wcco-tv kplr-tv

9:30pm 7:00pm 8:30pm

American Civil War
wESTiNGHousE

1 Documentary)
11.5

9.2
kpix-tv

7:30pm

13.8 13.5
wjz-tv wbz-tv

7:30pm 7:30pm

Colonel Flack
CBS (Comedy)

11.4
2.4 11.2
wpis-lv kttv

9:00pm 8:30pm

11.5 17.4 11.5
wivj-tv ksd-tv kron-tv

8:00pm 9:30pm 7:00pm

9.9
wben-tv
7:00pm

Decoy
OFFICIAL (Mystery)

10.6
3.2 6.2
Wpix-tv kttv

10:00pm 9:30pm

7.9 8.2 6.0
wgn-tv wsyz-tv kstp-tv

8:30pm 7-:00pm 11:00pm

17.4
wbz-tv
10:30pm

Not For Hire
CNP (Adventure)

10.3 3.2
kabc-tv

10:00pm

4.5 15.5 4.5
wgn-tv wwj-tv wmal-tv
10:00pm 10:30pm 11:30pm

7.5 13
wkbw-tv wlv

10:30pm 10:3

Honeymooners
CBS (Comedy)

10.0 2.4
upix-tv

7 ::iOpin

5.0 8.5 1.35 6.2
wwj-tv kmsp-tv krcm-tv wrc-tv

6:30pm 9:00pm 6:30pm 7:00pm

15.9
wnac-tv

7:30pm

Manhunt
SCREEN GEMS (Mystery)

10.0 3.2 6.4
wnew-tv krca-tv

10:30pm 7:00pm

10.5 17.9
wjbk-tv kron-tv

1030pm 6:30pm

12.5 9.9 11
wnac-tv wgr-tv wIh

6:30pm 7:00pm 10:31

Meet McCraw
ABC

( .\(Kenttire)
9.5 3.4 8.9

"liix tv kttv

8:00pm S :30pm

5.2
wmal-tv
11:30pm

Badge 714
CNP (Mystery)

9.4 3.4
WplX-tT

giOOpin

3.5
ktnt-tv

8 :30pin

n.4 7.5
tstp-tT Wttg-tT
I0:30pa r :30pm

8.3
wmar-tT
1:30i)m

Dial 999
ziv (Mystery)

9.1
3.2

wnew-tv
S :00pm

8.2 8.2 7.9
wgn-tv kplr-tv wtop-tv
r. :00pm 8:30pm 7:00pm

11.2
wsb-tv

3:30pm

1 Search for Adventure
BAGNALL (Adventurc)

9.1
2.4 5.9

wpix-tv kc-on-tv

8:30pm 7:30pm

7.2
kstp-tv

5 :30pra

^Rating for Copter Pahhl. rtrun title for n'liirli/hirds.
Film* listed iro syndicated. % hi.. % hr. and hr. leneth, telecast In four or more markets. Tlie averaee rating is an unweighted average of tadlrtdual market ratings listed abo»e. Bli
space indicates him not broadcast m this market 16-27 Sept.. 9-21 Oct. While net shows are fairlv stable from one month to another in markets in which they are showTi. this Is true
mucn lesser extent with syndicated shows. This should be borne in mind when analyzing rating trends from one month to another in this chart. Classification as to number of stations
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FILM SHOWS

3-STATION MARKETS

Col. New Or. Phila.

7.5 19.9
iws-tv wbns-tv

30pm l(>:30pm

12.9
wwl-tv

;) ;oUpm

4.9 25.2 19.2
iw-tv wl>ns-tv wtrnj-tv

30pm 8:30pm !l:aUpm

12.8
wilsu-lv

l(l:(l(li>m

15.5
WTCV-IV

7:()0i)m

1.5 21.0 12.5
w-lv wbns-tv wisii tv

JOpm 7:30pra il ::!()pm

22.5 14.2

r:0(iiMii

5.5 13.9 9.5
^ uiw-c wisn-tv

iiOpin 10:30pm 9:30pm

14.5
WlCV-lV

7 iOOpni

fc

23.9
Hlins-tv

9:30pm

16.9
«tinj-tv

9::!nprn

14.2
wdsii-lv

il:3(lpni

17.9
» rev - 1

\

T:0(lpni

14.3
wljii- tv

14.3
\vhv-(l

7 :00piil

14.8
wjar-tv

7:00pm

1.7 19.9
kVS-tV wtvii-tv

iOiim 10:30pm

15.5
w <lsu - 1 V

10:fl0pm

10.2
wfil-tv

7:3»pm

5.7 21.5
wtmj-tv
9 :30pm

13.5
wilsu-tv

l(i:Olipiil

7.9
ucau -tv

i;:0{lpm

5.9 10.9 14.0
v\ tv wlw-c wisn-tv

iOpiii 10:30pm !):3npm

20.5
udsu-tv
9 :30pm

13.4
drcT-tv

10:3npm

\.5
rs-tv

)Opin

10.4
wdsu-tv

10:30pm

12.7
Mfil-tv

in:30pin

8.5
WlW !

7:00pMi

7.2
urcv-tv

TOOpiii

2STATI0N MARKETS

Birm. Dayton Prov,

27.3
whio-tv

s::{Oi)m

13.1
whrc-tv

5 :00pm

23.5
wjar-tv

10:3Upm

18.8 13.5 16.8
Ijic (V wlvv-cl

::!llpiii 10:3llpm

wpio-tv

7:00pm

35.3 20.3 13.3
ubro-tv whio-tv

9:30pm 10:30pm
wjar-tv

7 :00pm

18.3 19.0
whio-tv w pvo-fv

7:00pm 10:30pm

25.3 20.8 14.3
nbri-tv whio-tv wpro-tv
7 ::iOpni 7 :30pm 7:00pm

17.3 19.8
wapi-tv wlw-d
9:30pm 10 :30pm

29.3 15.0 11.8
whic-iv whio-tv upro-tv

7:l)0pni 7:00pm 7:00pra

18.8
w ;ipi-tv

7:(lOpm

r.O 15.2 12.0
v-tv wtmj-tv wdsu-lv

0pm 7:00pm 10:3iipm

.5
,v-tv

lOpra

14.7 12.2
wtmj tv \\(l>u-Iv

10:ir(pin 12;3npm

17.2
wlw-c

1

10:30pm

18.8
whv-rt .

10:30pm

13.2
W«1-1V
10:0llpm

20.8
v\bTC-lv

7 :00pm

7.9 9.2
wbns-tv wtmi-tv
6:30pm 10:15pm

21.8
uhio-tv

7:00pm

7.9
wlw-c
7:00pm

20.3
wblc-tv
r. :00piii

22.3
nhi,. IV

10:30pni

.9
s-tv

)pin

13.3
vvbrc-tv

i :00pm

15.5 14.3
\\U\ -ti

7:aOpni

• PuUe'9 own. Pulse detennines number oy metsurlnc which it4-
1 Mtuall; rtielved by humes In the mriropuUian tret of i liven mmr-
'thouch nation Itself mav be ouitlde meirunolllin trea of the mottt

So help me,

Smidley.

If you jiass up iliis Cascade buv a<iain your

Jays are numbered. Why Smidley, this Cas-

cade four-station network carves out a market

higger'n Worcester in retail sales. It puts Indi-

anapolis out of the runnin<!; for K.H.I, and

tops Oklahoma City and Toledo in food sales,

Dayton and St. Paul in (hugs. If you can't

noodle the importance of this thing . . . we'll

just find another boy for time buying.

TELEVISION
KIMA-TV

""*"""

KBAS-TV MosEs'i'

|/rpp TW fAsco. mcHtANO.

EPHRATA.
AKE, WASH KLEW-TV

KENNEWICK. WASH

lEWISTON, IDA.

for Facts and figures:

Notionol Representatives: Pocific Northwest:

GEORGE P. HOUINGBERY Company MOORE & ASSOCIATES
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NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
A POUCHFUL for the public is what KDKA's (Pittsburgh) new "Big K" campaign will feature.

Here "Miss Kangaroo" (Edythe Tylka) and d.j. Clark Race display kangaroo symbol that will

spread slogan "one jump ahead in music, news and service." Bonuses: Kash Kredit Koopons

AGENCIES
The Advertising Federation of

America has initiated a program
to provide authentic and accurate

information about advertising

and how it works.

Through its newly-formed Bureau

of Education and Research, headed

by George Clarke, a three-way pro-

gram has been launched to present

these facts to the consumer, to educa-

tors and students in schools and col-

leges, and to legislators.

The educational program will be

carried out by the nearly 1,000 com-

pany members, 18 national advertis-

ing associations and professional

groups, and the 134 ad clubs affiliated

with AFA.

Agency appointments: Shulton,

Inc.'s Desert Dri deodorant, plus a

new unnamed product, to Benton &
Bowles, and its 3 Way Curl Spray, to

Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shen-

field . . . Revlon has assigned a new

PLENTY OF HORSEPLAY, on WLOS-TV, Asheville,

N. C. programs these days. The popular west-

erns get local publicity by Carl Young and

equine companion who were hired by station

to ride streets of Greenville, Spartanburg,

S. C, appear at shopping centers there

m^^r'^^M ^^^^^H^BI

1

ROBINHOOD FEMINA took over Miami's Ameri-

cana Hotel for WQUAM's recent birthday party

celebration. With gen. mgr. Jack Sandler, at-

tractive archers boosted station's advertising,

invited guests to aim for bull's-eye and prizes



product in the woinens gro()min<i field

to Warwick & Leeler Grove

Labs' Pazo Suppositories and Tubes,

billing $500,000, to Gardner Ad-
vertising . . . KGO-AM-TV, San

Francisco, to Doyle Dane Bernbach
. . . Boyd's Coffee, in the Pacific

Northwest, to Miller, Mackey,
Hoeck & Hartung, Seattle . . . The

Martin L. Hall Co., makers of Victor

Coffee and Tea, to Harold Cabot &
Co., Boston . . . Halsam Products,

manufacturers of wood and plastic

toys, to Reach, McClinton & Per-

shall . . . Sandrok Productions, new-

ly formed tv and motion picture com-

pany, to Mark Lustica Advertising,

Los Angeles . . . C. H. Masland &

Sons, carpet company, to Aitkin-Ky-

nett Co., Philadelphia.

Merger: Fuller & Smith & Ross
has acquired the Los Angeles firm of

Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie,
thus adding an additional $5 million

to its $45 million in billings a year.

T. L. Stromberger has been ap-

pointed a senior v. p. of the nation

agency.

New agency service: Marketing
Associates, Inc., a new nationwide

agency organization essentially de-

voted to "an inter-change of market-

ing services and ideas."

Now seeking members in principal

cities, MAI will be a separate cooper-

ation, jointly owned by the agencies

who are members. Stockholders will

be limited to agencies billing $500,000

or more.

Heading the membership commit-

tee: Leonard Kanzer, partner in Mar-

vin & Leonard Advertising, Boston.

Like the Burnett agency famous

for the bowl of apples in its reception

rooms, Klau-Van Pietersoni-Dun-

lap, Milwaukee, has come up with

its own hospitality gimmick

:

hard-cooked eggs.

Designed as a promotion for its

client, Hess & Clark, KVPM hands

out these eggs, salt dispensers, and

promotional material on the "Golden

Goodness of Eggs" to its visitors.

On the versatility front: Ken
Snyder, v. p. and tv radio creative

head of Needham, Louis & Brorby.

Chicago, has just released an album

entitled "Music From a Surplus

Store." He composed the music along

with Jack Fascinato, former Kukla,

Fran & Ollie music man.

New advertising agency: Bennett

& Chase Co., with offices at 241 East

58th Street, New York,

Admen on the move : Robert Bak-
er, to Compton as v.p. and account

supervisor , . . Benson Bieley, to

v.p. and account supervisor at Kastor.

H.C.C&A . . . Roy Passman, to di-

rector of the radio tv department at

J. M. Mathes . . . Don Hockstein,

to director of radio/tv production at

Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago . . .

E. R. Pickut, to media director of

Norman Malone Associates, Akron

A-TENSION-GETTER and well-known performer,

Frank Cook, puts on chilling exhibition for

passersby in Cincinnati's Fountain Square to

publicize new CBS show Tighfrope on WKRC-TV

MEDIA MOGULS—500 of them known to the trade as media representatives—attended recent pre-

holiday party staged by N. Y.'s Mogul Williams & Saylor. Below: Alieza Drake, southern contingent

hostess, with (l-r) Ed Tashjian, MW&S, Jim Alsbaugh, H-R Reps, Bill Curries, WRAL, Raleigh, N. C.

SAFE CRACKING was safe when WAPI, Birming-

ham, Ala. held 3-day contest for permit holders

to work combination, try for $10,700 inside.

Thousands took challenge, but none beat it

BIGGEST CAST IN TOWN' boasts d.j. Bob Cal-

vert, WGH, Norfolk, whose recent fall set him

flat on his back, but not out of work. With

portable studio at bedside. Calvert carries on
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Tlie sun never sets on products

manufactured or processed in Cedar

Rapids.

{Our products are sold in tnost all

countries of the world exclusive of
the Iron Curtain ones. Ten percent

of our labor force earns livelihood

by foreign trade—against a nation-

al figure of 7%.)

WMT-TV
Cedar Rapids - Waterloo

Eastern Iowa's non-isolationist station

CBS Television for Eastern Iowa

National Reps: The Katz Agency

Wichita
AND 14 OTHER IMPORTANT

KANSAS COMMUNITIES

iKANSA
WICHITA AND HUTCHINSON

. . . Quentiii Fox, account executive,

BBDO . . . Susan Sherman, to

radio/ tv director, Steve Smith Ad-

vertising, Indianapolis . . . David
Grayson to copy group head and

Edmund Linder, copywriter, at

B&B . . . Dalton Nelson and James
Richardson, to the copy staff at

Fischbein Advertising, Minneapolis

. . . Tom Morris, account executive

in the Seattle office of Bezell & Jacobs

. . . John Davis, to account executive

at Tatham-Laird, Chicago.

ADVERTISERS
ARF chairman Arno Johnson
urged the Foundation to develop
research projects that will "help
determine more accurately how
the ad dollar can be invested

most effectively."

Speaking of ARF's annual business

meeting in New York last year, the

JWT v.p. and senior economist also

noted that advertising was under the

obligation of raising consumption by
over $165 billion within the next 10

years to keep up with our productive

ability which economists say will ex-

ceed $750 billion by 1970.

The FTC is sponsorins; a confer-

ence, 21-22 December, in Washing-

ton, for 47 representatives of major
civic, professional and welfare organi-

zations.

The subject: How the public can
assist the FTC's fight against

false advertising and tricky sell-

ing methods.
This "Conference on Public Decep-

tion" will be the first such ever con-

ducted by the Commission, and if the

meeting produces solid results, other

such discussions will be scheduled.

Campaign: The Gillette Safety

Razor Co. will launch a three-month,

$3.25 million promotion to introduce

its new Super Blue Blade. The
kick-off will come during Gillette's

12th annual tv/radio presentation of

the Rose Bowl Game on New Year's

Day.

The tv/radio plans also call for

Blue Blade commercials on Gillette's

Friday Night tv fights, and on the

company's 200 nationwide radio disc

jockey programs.

Strictly personnel: Roy Middle-
ton, appointed advertising coordina-

tor for DX Sunray Oil Co. . . .

George Koch, Jr., to advertising

manager of industrial and commer-
cial products for the B. F. Goodrich

Co. . . . Louis Morris, to manager
of advertising and promotion for the

Endicott Johnson Corp. . . . Robert
Jannen, to corporate marketing di-

rector for Leach Corp. . . . Edward
Slater, to assistant director of adver-

tising for Sylvania Electric Products.

ASSOCIATIONS

The NAB's Tv Board adopted the

following Code amendments
against rigged quiz shows, pay-

ola, deceptive advertising:

QUIZZES: If presented as con-

test of knowledge, information, skill

or luck, they must in fact be genuine

contests and the result must not be

controlled by collusion with or be-

tween contestants or any other action

which will favor one contestant

against another.

PAYOLA: The broadcaster will

be constantly on the alert to present

activities that may lead to such prac-

tices as the use of scenic properties,

the choice or identification of prizes,

the selection of music and other crea-

tive program elements, and the inclu-

sion of any identification of commer-

cial products or services, their trade

name or advertising slogan, within a

program, dictated by factors other

than the requirements of the program

itself. This expressly forbids the ac-

ceptance by producers, talent or any

other personnel of cash payments or

other considerations in return for in-

cluding any of the above in a pro-

gram.

DECEPTIVE ADVERTISING:
While it is entirely appropriate to

present a product in a favorable light

and atmosphere, and techniques may
be used to depict the product as they

appear in actuality, the presentation

must not, by copy or demonstration,

involve a material deception as to the

characteristic, performance or appear-

ance of a product.

The Board also set up safeguards

against deception on news programs

and misleading representation as

against normal theatrical illusions on

all types of programs.

The function of a presentation is

to pull all the facts together so
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A WHBF PLUS SIGN NO. 4

Robert ). Sinnett, Director of Engineering for

WHBF Radio and TV, checks emergency power
supply automatic switching panel at WHBF-TV
transmitter.

His Responsibility:

Reliable Service to WHBF Radio

and WHBF-TV Audiences—and to

our Advertisers, Also

Bob Sinnett has been a part of the Quad-

City radio industry longer than anyone else.

Now completing his 28th year at WHBF,
his job is to keep several million dollars worth

of broadcasting equipment running smoothly.

Bob is a registered professional engineer, a

senior member of the Institute of Radio Engi-

neers and has served on the NAB Engineer-

ing Committee.

With this background as a guide, Bob has

installed at WHBF, Radio and TV, emergency

equipment to cut program interruptions to an

irreduceable minimum. Both WHBF Radio

and TV have stand-by transmitters and an-

tennae. WHBF-TV has an emergency genera-

tor, pictured above, that automatically takes

over when central station power fails. There's

a standby microwave link between our studios

and TV transmitter. Our 1000-foot tower has

an elevator to speed maintenance.

Throughout WHBF engineering facilities

there is duplicate and stand-by equipment to

take over if primary equipment should fail.

In addition, Bob's crew follows a rigorous

preventive maintenance' program.

All this adds up to fewer outages and fewer

commercials missed; less need for make-goods

or credits and the extra work this entails;

virtual elimination of audience annoyance at

program interruptions. It assures audience

and advertisers alike of constant, reliable

service from WHBF, prestige Radio and TV

^iJl^^ STRONG ft PRODUCTIVE FROM DEEP ROOTS

AWHBF
i- Eastern Iowa . RADIO i. TELEVISION

that the client can have a foun-

dation upon which to make a

decision, observed ABC TV's di-

rector of sales development, Bert

Briller.

Speaking at the RTES Seminar in

New York this week, Briller high-

lighted these rules for a good presen-

tation:

"1) Simplicity—be clear and to the

point. 2 I Give the listener a chance

to ask questions, or better still, com-

pletely cover the field the listener is

interested in. 3) Be vivid and dra-

matic, but only when this technique

helps to get the point across."

"The best presentation for sell-

ing spot radio," emphasized
RTES' second speaker, Arthur

McCoy, exec. v.p. of John Blair

& Co., "is via sounds."

McCoy then demonstrated how
characteristic sounds could be used

to develop an effective air trade-mark

that triggers your mind to recall the

basic selling message.

His conclusion: "Since spot radio

is the most complete advertising me-

dium, it deserves its own separate

group of timebuyers and other ex-

perts at the agencies."

FILM

The arrival of winter also means
that spring is here insofar as

planning for film programs is

concerned.

Last week UA reported it was brew-

ing up its second batch of film shows

to be ready for airing by spring.

Of its first five program ventures

into tv film, it sold Dennis O'Keefe

and Troubleshooters to networks and

placed Vikings in syndication.

A second grouping of new shows

will rely on UA theatrical properties

and producers for either materials or

sales prestige.

Sales: Ziv reports signing alternate

week advertisers in all 14 markets of

Stroh Brewery's regional area of

Tombstone Territory: Brown & Wil-

liamson on WJW-TV, Cleveland;

Kroger Co. on WKZO-TV, and Econo-

my Finance on WFBM-TV, plus sta-

tions WXYZ-TV, Detroit; WLW-D,
Dayton; WLW-C, Columbus; WSPD-
TV, Toledo; WKBN-TV, Youngs-

town; WLUC-TV, Marquette; WIMA-
TV, Lima; WJRT, Flint; WILX-TV,
Lansing, Mich.; WNDU, South Bend.

and WKJG-TV, Fort Wayne . .

Bernard Schubert reports sales of

Way of Life to WFMJ-TV, Youngs-

town; WBRE-TV, Wilkes-Barre, and

WVET-TV, Rochester bring market

total to 72 . . . ABC Films' feature

film packages to WBKB-TV, Chicago

;

WSUN-TV, St. Petersburg; WAVE-
TV, Louisville; WBIR-TV, Knoxville;

WCSC-TV, Charleston; WCIA-TV,
Champaign; WBNS-TV, Columbus;

KLAS-TV, Las Vegas; WCAU-TV,
Philadelphia, and WFRV-TV, Green

Bay . . . Also, ABC Films' People s

Choice to WDAE-TV, Kansas City;

KKTV, Colorado Springs; WSUN-
TV, St. Petersburg; WMCT, Mem-
phis; WPST-TV, Miami; WCAU-TV,
Philadelphia, and KMTV, Omaha.

International: Bernard L. Schubert

reports a 150% increase in Canadian

business for August-to-October over

last year . . . Fremantle's Cartoon

Classics—believed to be the first ani-

mation dubbed into Spanish—sold in

Cuba, Puerto Rico and Venezuela.

Programs: Astor Pictures Corpora-

tion, which included title to Atlantic

Television Company, sold to Franklin
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Adventure shows, mysteries -you name the big ones,

WSOC-TV carries them in Charlotte. By being able to pick

the best of both NBC and ABC, WSOC-TV comes up

with program strength unmatched anywhere in the Carolinas.

It is changing the viewing habits of America's

25th largest television market-fast! Buy WSOC-TV now

...one of the great area stations of the nation. CHARLOTTE 9-NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

>VSOC and >VSOC-TV are associated with >VSB and >VSB-TV. Atlanta; >VHIO and >A/HIO-TV, Dayton
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F. Bruder . . . Sanrok Productions

planning a 39-episode color series in

TJie Legend of Billy The Kid.

Trade notes: Lloyd Bridges of

Ziv's Sea Hunt is reported to be earn-

ing $300,000 a year from his salary

plus a 10% share of the show. His

salary for last year was reportedly

$250,000. substantiating his claim to

be the highest paid syndication per-

former.

Coinniercials : Gene Deitch Associ-

ates are offering animations featuring

the Nebbish characters of Herb Gard-

Promotion : Screen Gems had a

children's party for Huckleberry

Hound in its New York offices last

week.

Strictly personnel: Michael M.
Sillerman has resigned as president

of NTA Program sales effective 31

December . . . Leon H. Cagan, head

of Teleradio Asociados, S. A., in

Mexico, appointed NTA sales repre-

sentative in Mexico and Central

LESTOIUS Dollar

Buys More on WKOW-TV
"Our saturation campaign is reinforced at the

retail level by the merchandising support given

us by WKOW-TV. Over fifty personal calls on

grocers, plus a sustained flow of information

through a merchandising letter

has kept all our retailers in-

formed of the sales support

they can expect. Stocks are

up, displays are up, shelf

space is up, and SALES are

up, thanks to the WKOW-TV's
splendid support."

Thomas F. Morissey

Sales Representative

Lestoil (Adell Chemical Co.)

"Thank you, Eleanor

Miller of Jackson Associ-

ates, for the opportunity to

demonstrate that your dol-

lar buys MORE on

WKOW-TV. And it SELLS
more, too!"

Ben Hovel

General Manager
WKOW-TV

WKOW
MADISON,WISCONSIN

•iii'jii

TV-Q
RADIO- 10 KW- 1070^

America . . . John P. Rohrs joins

UA-TV as central division manager
. . . Charles W. Goit named national

sales director for ITC . . . Bart Mc-
Hugh becomes network program

sales director for NTA.

NETWORKS

What the networks are doing to

tighten program rules:

1) CBS set these standards relat-

ing to certain aspects of commercial

bribery and payola: No officer or
employee can accept from any
third party "anything of value,

given or paid, for the purpose of in-

fluencing his decision" to purchase

any product or article, or to use as a

stage prop or stage mention. The
same rule applies to any employee

trying to influence a third party to

purchase or acquire any CBS prod-

uct, article or service.

Columbia also set these standards

relating to credits and identifications:

No direct or indirect mention of

the manufacturer or supplier of

any object used as a gift or a prize.

On programs produced or controlled

by CTN, all such objects used as

prizes "shall be purchased or paid for

as a regular part of the budgeted pro-

duction cost of the program."

2) NBC will take direct control

of arrangements for obtaining

prize merchandise for any pro-

gram. No merchandise will be ac-

quired for a program unless it's to be

awarded as a prize—and these will be

acquired by "purchase or in exchange

for identification on the program."

No cash payment is to be accepted

from the suppliers of merchandise

given as prizes.

First steps were taken, last week,

toward the formation of a Cen-

tral American Tv Network.

Representatives meeting in Guate-

mala City were from El Salvador,

Guatemala, Nicaragua, Honduras and

Costa Rica. Also participating: Leo-

nard Goldenson, AB-PT president and

Frank Marx, ABC v.p. in charge of

engineering.

Donald Coyle, ABC v.p. in charge

of the International Division, will

represent the network in its associa-

tion with the new C.A. network.

Network tv sales: Watkins Prod-
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NSI SURVEY—KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS AREA

(July, 1959)

STATION TOTALS FOR AVERAGE WEEK

HOMES DELIVERED PERCENT OF TOTAL |

WKZO-TV STATION B WKZO-TV STATION B

Mon. thru Fri.

9 a.m.-Noon 58,900 24,100 70.9% 29.1%

Noon-3 p.m. 58,900 36,100 62.0 7o 38.0%
3 p.m.-6 p.m. 53,000 32,400 62.0% 38.0%

Sun. thru Sat.

6 p.m.-9 p.m. 107,600 63,100 63.0% 37.0%

9 p.m.-Midnight 118,200 54,500 68.0% 32.0%

BUT... WKZO-TV Can Speak For You

In Kalamazoo -Grand Rapids!

WKZO-TX'^ reaches more of the people, more of the time,

than any other station serving the Kalamazoo-Grand
Rapids area.

Facts of the matter are shown in the latest XSI Survey
(see left). WKZO-T\' holds an 84% lead over Station

"B" in homes delivered, Monday through Friday,

9 a.m.-6 p.m. And a 9-county ARB Survey (April 17-

May 14, 1959) covering 300,000 homes gives \VKZO-T\'
first place in 74.6% of all quarter hours surveyed!

If you want all the rest of outstate Michigan worth

having, add \V\VT\; Cadillac, to your \vkzO-T\'
schedule.

^Wayne Morse made the longest U.S. Senate speech of record—22 hours, 26 minutes—oti April 24-25, 1Q53.

WKZO-TV— GRAND RAPIDSKALAAAAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOOBATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO— GRAND RAPIDS

WJEF-FM— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADILLAC, MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV— LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Associoted with

WMBD RADIO— PEORIA, ILLINOIS

WMBD-TV — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

y^KIO-TV
100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • tOOO' TOWER

Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids

For Greater Western Michigan

Awery-Knode\, Inc., Exclusive National Represenlalives
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WTHI-TV offers the

lowest cost per thousand of

all Indiana TV stations!

One hundred and eleven national

and regional spot advertisers

know that the Terre Haute
market is not covered
effectii

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 • CBS—ABC

TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA

Represented Nationally
by Boiling Co.

This four-leaf clover

is worth looking over!

Missouri's 3rd TV Marl(et
151,400 TV HOMES*

Lucky KODE-TV, Joplin, Mo., is 28% taller, 29%
more powerful than the nearest competition.

And KODE-TV covers: • a 4 state area • 151,400
TV Homes • 669,800 people with $776,919,000
buying power.

KODE-TV CHANNEL 12
JOPLIN, MISSOURI CBS-ABC

Rep. by Avery-Knodel • A member of the Friendly Group
"• *TV Mag., June '59

ucts (White, Herzog & Nee, Minne-

apolis) has signed for two eight-week

schedules on NBC TV's Today—the

first one to begin early spring, and

the second for fall. Watkins, in its

first national tv attempt, will try to

sell the idea of direct sale of its prod-

uct, a la Avon . . . Brown & Wil-

liamson I Bates), to participate in

Bourbon Street Beat, Sugarfoot/

Bronco, on ABC TV . . . Colgate

I Bates) has renewed The Millionaire,

oil CBS TV. for another 1.3 weeks . . .

Harold F. Ritchie (K&E) will spon-

sor ABC TV's Cheyenne and The
Untouchables . . . 7-Up (JWT) has

renewed The Alaskans and The Un-

touchables, on ABC TV, for 26-weeks

each . . . Two renewals and one new
sponsor for Dick Clark's American

Bandstand { ABC TV I : The new par-

ticipator—DuPont (BBDO). The re-

newals: A. H. Pond's Keepsake Dia-

monds (Flack), Northan Warren
I DCS&S ) . 7-Up plans to renew in the

spring.

This 'n' data : Elgin Watch, out of

JWT, is shopping the networks for a

spring start show . . . The Lineup,

one-hour series on Wednesday, 7:30-

8:30 p.m., will leave CBS TV at the

end of January, or early February.

Replacement will be announced short-

ly.

Network personnel news: John
Reynolds, to the newly-created post

of CBS TV v.p., administration-Holly-

wood . . . Rohert Milford, to the

new post of director of network pro-

grams, New York, for CBS TV . . .

George Perkins, appointed director

of CBS Radio Network Programs,

New York . . . Murray Heilweil,

in charge of subscription sales to the

medical profession and Fred Hor-
ton, in charge of sales to ethical

pharmaceutical manufacturers, for

the Medical Radio System, a service

of NBC-RCA . . . Richard Lewine,
to the newly-created post of director

of special projects for CBS TV Net-

work program department and Jerry

Leider succeeds him as director of

special programs . . . Arthur Hull
Hayes, president of CBS Radio,

elected to a one-year term as vice-

chairman of the board of directors of

the Advertising Research Foundation

. . . Peter Brandon returns to Mu-
tual Broadcasting System as a mem-
ber of its station relations staff.

RADIO STATIONS

The negotiations for the new five-

year radio contract between the
All-Industry Committee and
ASCAP have got under their last

hurdle.

The contract, which becomes ef-

fective retroactively to the beginning

of this year, is a victory for the com-

mittee. The radio will pay $1 million

a year less than had been originally

asked for by ASCAP.

Donald Flamin is back in station

operation via his purchase of

WMMM, Westport, Conn.
It's an all-cash payment for the

town's only station (1 kw).

Flamm, a pioneer, founded WMCA,
New York, and the Intercity Network

and was a 50% owner of WPAT,
Paterson, N. J.

Screen Gems has expanded its broad-

casting interest with the purchase of

KTVT (TV) and KDYL, Radio,

Salt Lake City from Time, Inc.

The call letters are being changed

to KCPX-TV-AM (Columbia Pic-

tures Electronix Corp. being the hold-

ing company)

.

The one-minute announcement
topped the list of commercial
lengths preferred by the nation^s

spot radio advertisers for the

third quarter, '59, according to

the latest RAB survey.

The RAB study covered the spot

radio activity of some 1,400 brand

advertisers during the third quarter,

and analyzed almost one million com-

mercials and some .53,000 programs.

Here's the breakdown of an-

nouncements aired by national and

regional spot advertisers during the

third quarter:

1) 63.3% were 60-second

2) 15.4% were 4-to-8 second

3) 12.3% were 10-second

4) 5.8% were 30-second

5) 3.2% were 20-second.

Of all the programs bought by

sponsors during the 90-day period:

1) .58.2% were five-minutes' length

2) 20.5% were more than 15-minutes

3) 13.8% were 15-minute

4) 7.5% were 10-minute.

Supplying the anecdotes : Comedy

scripts of the Jack Sterling Morning
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Show, on WCBS. New York, are be-

ing made available for use by morn-

ing men on other stations, via the

Sterling Script Service. Tlie proj-

ect, providing a minimum of 40 hu-

merous stories a week, is being han-

dled by Barbton, Inc., the Jack Ster-

ling production company.

Ideas at 'work:

• Snow in the 'Harbor of the

Sun': To highlight the opening of a

new suburban home tract in San

Diego, KFMB sent its facilities and

personalities there for a combination

remote broadcast and snowman build-

ing contest. The idea: Since there's

no snow in that land of sun, station

ordered over 2,000 tons of it from the

local ice company, had it dumped on

the tract, and at "zero hour" the per-

sonalities, complete with scarves,

sweaters and gloves, began building

snowmen. It turned out. however, to

be a free-for-all snowball fight, with

the crowd joining in.

• For the berries: To aid the

cranberry industry, WRNY, Rome-

Utica, N. Y., had its engineer, dressed

as a pilgrim, handing out cranberries

to anyone asking for a container. This

campaign, aired on the station for

two weeks, was sold to the local Ply-

mouth dealer, and thus the promotion

was dubbed, "The Plymouth Pil-

grim."

• For the sports ear enthusi-

asts: KCEE, Tucson, to climax its

first anniversary celebration, last

week wound up its sports car give-

away. The idea: Station asked listen-

ers to guess how far the cars in the

Pacific Coast Sports Car Champion-

ship Races, in Tucson, would go in

miles, feet and inches. Number of

entries in the contest: 2,000. Prize:

a sports car.

• Anniversary note: Recently,

when WGH, Norfolk-Newport News-

Portsmouth-Hampton, celebrated its

.31st birthday, the station turned the

tables this way : they distributed

birthday cakes to more than 300 cli-

ents and agency people.

Station acquisitions: KGIL, Los

Angeles, to the Buckley-Jaeger

Broadcasting Corp. fopertors of

WHIM, Providence, and WDRC,
Hartford), for $800,000, brokered by

Edwin Tornberg & Co. . . . WEOK,
Poughkeepsie, to the Hudson Val-

ley Broadcasting Corp., for .$300,-

000, Ijrokered by Howard E. Stark.

Setting a record: October national

spot advertising campaigns on The
Interinountain Network totaled

more than for any other single month

in the regional network's 20 years of

operation. IMN also reports that dur-

ing the first 10 months national spot

billings upped 31.4% over the com-

parable period in 19.58.

Thisa 'n' data: More than 20 sta-

tions have signed with Radio Press

International to get full coverage of

President Eisenhower's tour. RPI has

a reporter on the road with him . . .

May has again been designated as

National Radio Month . . . Hal
Cessna, news director at WOWO,
Ft. Wayne, was the only radio news-

man aboard the first Intercontinental

TWA jet flight to London last week.

Kudos: Twenty-five employees at

WCAU-AM-TV, Philadelphia, were

honored at a luncheon and officially

made members of CBS' 20-year

Club. They are: Millard Johnson,

Joseph Morrow, Norris West, Ray-

mond Stahl, Charles Tindel, Henry

Byam, John Cunnie, John Pelter, Ger-

trude Nadick, Hugh Walton, Harry

Mcllvain, George Thomas, Hugh Fer-

guson, Charles Miller, Edward Car-

roll, Conrad Jones, James Clark, Wil-

liam Rafferty, Edward Johnston, Al-

bert Gengenbach, John Leitch, George

Lewis, Frank Martin, David Gullette,

and Charles Robinson.

Station staffers : Madge Holcomb,
to general manager of WGBI, Scran-

ton-Wilkes Barre . . . Frank Craig,

named national sales manager, WINZ,
Miami . . . Michael Ruppe, Jr., to

promotion director for WIL, St. Louis

. . . Bernard Koval, to assistant

general manager, Marty Sullivan,

to station director and Ed Montray,
account executive, at KQEO, Albu-

querque . . . Lee Western to station

director, WPEO, Peoria . . . Michael
Lareau, to station manager and

Peter Kizer, program director,

WOOD, Grand Rapids . . . Bill Mc-
Gonigle, account executive, KPOP,
Los Angeles . . . Jack East, to com-

mercial manager. KGHF. Pueblo . . .

James Christie, to the sales stafl at

WXYZ, Detroit . . . Jim Curtis, to

production director and John
Sharpe, assistant director of promo-

tion for WEBR. Buffalo . . . Herman

KOCO-TV s whisper

reaches more audience

in Okiahomo s Richest Morket

than other stations' shouts!

Whispers and shouts

now available
, , . see

Blair Television Associates.

lOCO TV FTTrniq5
Oklohoma City

Chorlie Keys, Generot Manager
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Don't hmf your head

NEGRO
RADIO

An Ostrich with a buried head misses

many things that are most obvious. If you

haven't discovered Rounsaville Radio 's six

Negro Markets you are overlooking an

824 million dollar consumer group. That's

what Negroes in the Rounsaville Radio
area have ready to spend AFTER taxes!

80% of their money is spent on consumer
items alone. Incomes are up 192% since

World War II! To make sure you're get-

ting your share of nearly one billion dol-

lars, use Rounsaville Radio ! All six

Rounsaville Radio stations are Number-
One Rated by BOTH Pulse and Hooper.

Call Rounsaville Radio in Atlanta, John
E. Pearson, or Dora-Clayton in the South-

east today!

Personal Letter

An Advertiser's dream is a

captive audience pre-condi-
tioned to buy his product.
The nearest thing to this is

Rounsaville Radio— 1 00'

;

programmed to the Negro
audience. Negro performers tell your sales
story to their Negro listeners, and believe me,
they buy! A proper part of your budget must
go to Rounsaville Radio or you miss this market!
We are one of the oldest and largest broad-
casters in Negro Radio.

HAROLD F. WALKER
V.P. i Nal'l Sales Mgr.

FIRST U. S. NEGRO-PROGRAMMED CHAIN
FIRST IN RATING IN SIX BIG MARKETS

WCIN 1,000 Watts (5.000 Watts soon)—Cin-
cinnati's only all Negro-Programmed Station!

WLOU 5,000 Watts — Louisville's only all

Negro-Programmed Station!

WMBM 5,000 Watts—Miami-Miami Beach's
only full time Negro-Programmed Station!

WVOL 5,000 Watts — Nashville's only all

Negro-Programmed Station!

WYLD 1,000 Watts—New Orleans' only full

time Negro-Programmed Station!

WTMP 5,000 Watts—Tampa-St. Petersburg's
only all Negro-Programmed Station!

BUY ONE OR ALL WITH GROUP DISCOUNTS!

§fS
ROUNSAVILLE
RADIO STATIONS
PEACHTREE AT MATHIESON. ATLANTA 5, GEORGIA
ROBERT W. ROUNSAVILLE
Owner-President

JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
Nat'l Rep.

HAROLD F. WALKER
V.P, 4 Nafl Sales Mgr.

DORA-CLAYTON
Southeastern Rep.

Levin, to the sales staff of WITH,
Baltimore.

TV STATIONS

i'Aair R. McCollough of Lancas-
ter, Pa., this week was selected to

receive NAB's 1960 Distinguished

Service Award.
McCollough. president and general

manager of the Steinman Stations,

was chosen at a meeting of NAB's
1960 Convention Committee. He'll

receive the award 4 April, 1960, dur-

ing NAB's 38th annual convention

in Chicago.

On the public service front:

WKJG-TV, Ft. Wayne, has inaugu-

rated a series of 5-minute Road Con-

dition Report programs. Every week-

day, at 5:.55 p.m., a state trooper ap-

pears on the screens, advising motor-

ists as to driving conditions on prin-

cipal highwavs.

Winners: The top three in NBCs
Promotion Managers' contest—

a

competition for the most imaginative

campaign for the NBC TV fall lineup

—are: Caley Augustine, of WHC-
TV, Pittsburgh; Jim Knight, WTRF-
TV, Wheeling; and Charles Cash,

WSM-TV, Nashville.

Thisa 'n' data: KPHO-TV, Phoe-

nix, in the next four months will

invest some $475,000 toward con-

structing a new tv transmitter and a

new fm radio station . . . WKST-
TV, Youngstown, Ohio, has com-

pleted changing over from Channel

45 to Channel 33, thus increasing its

signal strength by nearly 20% . . .

Kudo: To WCAU-TV, Philadelphia,

the Red Cross award for "outstand-

ing cooperation and promotional ef-

fort in presenting the Red Cross story

to the public."

On the personnel front: Don
Menke, to station manager of

WFMB-TV. Indianapolis . . . Theo-
dore Wrobel, to assistant sales man-

ager, WBZ-TV, Boston . . . Peter

Swanson, Jr., to sales service direc-

tor, WSPA-TV, Spartanburg . . .

Charles Hampton, ot public service

coordinator, and Bob Groves, assist-

ant audience promotion coordinator,

WTVT. Tampa-St. Petersburg . . .

Ruth Nace, to promotion-merchan-

dising manager for KEY-T. Santa

Barbara . . . Carl Burkland has

joined TIO as consultant . . . Otis

Segler and Sue Johnson, to head

national and regional sales at WDEF-
TV, Chattanooga . . . Richard Sin-

clair, to news promotion manager,

KHJ-TV, Los Angeles . . . Tam Man-
ey, to account executive, KTTV, Los

Angeles.

REPRESENTATIVES

Adam Young chalked up a first

in Detroit last week : it was the

first time that the head of a rep

firm came out there to talk to an
invited group of agency people.

It developed during the luncheon

given by Young that so far as De-

troit agencies are concerned they

don't know whether the corporate

titles of rep firm represent active

people or just names.

Young told them that he was as

deeply interested in their problems

and thinking as he was sure they were

in the problems and thinking of the

rep business. That was why, he added,

it was important that the media buyer

and the rep develop a different kind

of relationship.

Incidentally, in the 5 December

Newsmaker of the Week dealing with

the 15th anniversary of the Young
firm the third paragraph should have

read:

"2) Each station represents so

many hours of a salesman; a rep

should not find himself in the posi-

tion of making one station pay for

the attention given another."

Rep appointments: WITH, Balti-

more; WXEX-TV and WLEE, Rich-

mond, Va., to Adam Young for Bos-

ton, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Los

Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle

. . . WDOT, Burlington, Vt., to

Harry Wheeler & Co., for New
England . . . WANN, Annapolis, Md.,

to the John E. Pearson Co.

Rep appointments— personnel:

Jack Herbert, to the New York ra-

dio sales staff of H-R Reps . . .

James Horsey, to radio account ex-

ecutive in the New York office of

Peters, Griffin, Woodward . . . Ken
Klein, to director of public relations

at The Katz Agency . . . James Gess-

ner, to the New York radio sales staff

of The Branhani Co. ^
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SPONSOR ASKS
(Continued from pa^e 51)

Henry Hilton, general manager and

owner, KSOI\ Salt Lake City

Specialized programing is great

but I don't know whether I'd have

said this five years ago or not.

When KSOP went on the air five

years ago, it had always been my
dream to start an "All Western Mu-
sic Station." Many reasons had given

By taking

full advantage

of its

audience's

loyalty

me the idea but first and foremost,

the results from western shows on
stations I had worked for, two in

Salt Lake City and one in Ogden.
I had found that the western shows
always brought the results to the

advertisers and kept them on the sta-

tions. There was much less servicing,

too, because a sponsor you produce
for is a happy sponsor.

I just didn't have the "guts" to

go all the way at first. I talked to

many people; some said yes and some
said no.

KSOP went on the air on 1 Febru-

ary but with both pop and western

programing, about half and half at

this point. After about four months
of priming our sponsors for the

change, feeling them out to see if they

would stay with us on 30 May, 1955,

KSOP became the "First Specialized

Station" in the Intermountain West
with 100% programing of "Country
and Western Music." At the time re-

ports came in from our competitors
giving us six months to be in business

with this ridiculous programing, but
the tables turned and we found a

tremendous audience for our type of

programing.

With some 19 stations in Utah at

this time, we were the only "Country
and Western." We found that we
were covering 79% of the total popu-

lation of the state.

Then came the big question, how to

sell the agencies. We dressed all of

our staff western, made mail pull

coverage maps, got success stories

from advertisers. We started booking
in the personal appearances of all the

"Grand Ole Opry" stars as a station

promotion, with our staff acting as

M.C. and ushers getting acquainted

with this vast new audience. We in-

vited sponsors to the show. A tre-

mendous, enthusiastic audience re-

sponded with applause and cheering

from the start. This helped sell our

station to both the public and the

sponsors. One by one, we got the

agencies to see the show. We have

business now from most of the agen-

cies in Salt Lake, and are working on

a few that refuse to admit we have

listeners for their clients' products.

Here are just a few of our success

stories:

Conoco with a 15-minute live

broadcast with Bashful Bobby Woot-
en's Band daily, reports sales up 7%
since the show started two months
ago. 7-Up, more than happy, tested

our station with a recipe book, "Give
Away." All lines into the company
tied up for hours requesting the book.

One of the finest restaurants in

the Salt Lake Area, the Hillside, ad-

vertises exclusively on KSOP. Results

on Mother's Day and Easter, folks

were lined up all day to get in.

We re sold and would recommend
more stations specializing. ^

/

9
4
9 anniversary
WOC-TV Ch. 6

Davenport, Iowa—Rock Island—Moline, Illinois

The Nation's Forty-Seventh TV Market

On October 31, 1949, WOC-TV went on the air. FIRST in the

Quint-Cities — FIRST in Iowa. This was in keeping with the fore-

sight and courage of Colonel B. J. Palmer, who had pioneered the

first radio station west of the Mississippi in 1922.

In 1949, there were less than 400 TV sets available to receive WOC-
TV's first broadcast. On this 10th anniversary date, there are more

than 438,000 sets in a 42-

county area. WOC-TV land

today is rated as the 47th TV
market in the nation.

WOC-TV continues to main-

tain its leadership and success

in serving its viewers and its

advertisers.

Your PGW Colonel has all

the facts. See him today!

PKIMOENT
Col. B. J. Palmer

VK E-PRES. & TREASURER
D D Palmu

exec: vice-president
Ralph E>an)

SECRETARY
VCm O- Vmgna

RESIDENT MANAGER
Erne>t C. Sandcn

SALES MANAGER
Pa> Shaftrr

DAVENPORT
BETTENDORF

ROCK ISLAND
MOllNE
EAST MOLINE

PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOOnWARD. INC
FXCIUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

WOC-TV DAVENPORT, IOWA IS PART OF CENTRAL BROADCASTINO CO., WHICH ALSO OWNS AND
OPERATES WHO-TV AND WHO RADIO, DES MOINES, IOWA.
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W%\R Delivers 85%
More Radio Homes
Tlian Tlie IMo. 2 Station

In an area embracing 18 counties, 402,670

homes, 1.5 million people with o $2.5

billion buying-power . . .

>VSYR DELIVERS
MORE HOMES
THAN THE NEXT
TWO STATIONS
COMBINED

Top programming Top facilities 1^

Top personalities make the difference.

*AII figures NCS No. 2, weekly coverage

Rcpfejenled Nationally by

THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.

Watching habit

in Fresno

(California)

KMJ
first station in Fresno

KMJ-TV
Fresno, California

The Katz Agency

National Representative

BRITISH-TYPE TV?
(Continued from page 42)

was only one station (as in a few

cases today), any advertiser who
wanted to use tv bought that station

and took what he could get.

One man long exposed to British

programing awaits the day when a

third "network" or program service

—the second commercial one, with

ITA—is introduced into England to

satisfy advertiser demand. '"Then

you'll find," he predicts, "a relaxing

of rules, a straining to manufacture

those 'natural' breaks within shows

to accommodate more commercials

and an increasing number of con-

cessions to the needs of the sponsor."

Dr. Young thinks the British sys-

tem at this point militates against

the richer advertiser and favors the

poorer one. "The client with smaller

budgets likes to be thrown into the

pot and get the same advantage as the

bigger-budget boys."

How networks and stations can

move minority appeal shows to a

prime time slot against the threat of

a mass appeal program is a question

for which no one has an answer.

One suggestion, made by Dr.

Young: When a network schedules a

think-type show against a music-

variety program at a peak viewing

time, "the government—with a kind

of culture subsidy—could make up
the dollar difference so there'd be

no loss of revenue." Another idea

propounded: networks now pre-empt

a certain proportion of time slots for

spectaculars during prime time pe-

riods. With advertisers' cooperation,

they and the client could similarly

agree to pre-empt a percentage of the

sponsor's shows for public service.

Admen, seeing a leveling off of

techniques both in Britain and the

U. S., nevertheless think the twain

will never meet in their basic ap-

proaches to programing and to spon-

sorship. Even though edges are

smoothed, the differences are marked
and are expected to continue to be so.

How do the systems differ?

In Britain, the Independent Tele-

vision Authority has been in opera-

tion only four years. It maintains

nine stations, each of which is pro-

gramed and sold by independent con-

tractors with a monopoly in each

area they cover I Midlands, South,

etc. ) . Thus, only one station covers

any given area. The stations, all told,

reach some 75% of the population.

There are close to 10 million tv sets

—

most with a choice of two channels,

BBC and ITA—and set sales for the

year ending March 1958 totaled

about $90 million.

Of 60 hours of programing tele-

cast weekly, 18 hours represent "bal-

anced" programing for minority

tastes. The last reported annual reve-

nue from time sales was about $90

million, with ITA understood to have

made a profit of $14 million last year.

ITA's commercial tv heritage is pre-

dicated on the conservative, non-

commercial BBC radio patterns.

In the U. S., commercial television

has been a substantial reality for 13

years, with three networks and 491

stations now in operation. Most sta-

tions are on the air 18 hours a day,

for a weekly total of 106. Tv signals

reach into 86% of all homes, and

most homes, 81%, have four or more

channels available. Total tv revenue

in 1958 reached $1,360 million.

The non-commercial system in

Britain—the British Broadcasting

Corp.—is a private corporation sub-

sidized totally by the government.

Its revenue comes from set licensing,

some four pounds a year—a bit less

than $12—for each tv set. The BBC
maintains 20 tv transmitters and 28

studios, according to its U. S. rep-

resentative, Derek Russell, and its

services reach 98% of the people.

It launched regular daily tv service in

1936—a world first.

Even though the BBC produces

more live programing than any of its

commercial competitors, it is losing

audiences to commercial tv, accord-

ing to Norman Collins, deputy chair-

man of Associated TeleVision Ltd.,

one of the program contractors.

He says. "Some 70% of the pub-

lic regularly prefers the newer and

commercially operated stations. The

BBC service, fiercely competitive as it

has become in the fields of light en-

tertainment and sport, is at this mo-

ment the minority service."

Agencymen speaking with SPONSOR

concur that the issue is to produce

more good programing designed for

more varied public tastes for sale

within the present framework of com-

mercial television advertising.

"The issue is not to destroy the

workable system Avhich—in the main

—satisfies needs of both public and

sponsor," concluded one agencyman.

"Our job is to make the system more

workable and of greater benefit to

public and client alike." ^
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Two major markets
with one "UNIQUE
TV station
Take these ingredients: A maximum power T\' station strategically

located midway between Vancouver and Victoria with an unimpeded

signal into each. Add strong, clear telecasting from a half mile high

tower with top CBS network shows and syndicated half hours. Then

add the fact that only one other TV station operates in the Greater

Vancouver area and you see how KVOS-TV achieves its unique position

:

an international station rating first among TV viewers in Vancouver,

Victoria and 5 other B.C. communities. The KVOS contour reaches

262,000 B.C. homes plus 82,000 homes in Northwest Washington.

Vancouver Offices — 1687 W. Broadway — REgent 8-5141
Stovin-Byles Limited — Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg
Forjoe TV Inc. — New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco
Art Moore and Associates — Seattle, Portland
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ATLANTA

(Atlanta now has a million population)

WAGA-TV
BIG MOVIES
BIG AUDIENCE
BIGGER SALES
BIGCEST BUY IN THE MARKET
Saturday The Big Movie Double Feature at 1 1 pm

MORNING: The Morning Movie — Mon. thru Fri. 9 am

AFTERNOON: The Early Show — Mon. thru Fri. 5 pm

NIGHT: The Big Movie — Mon. thru Fri. & Sun. 11:15 pm

You know where
you're going withWAGA-TV

Call KATZ

a ^9 ^^ Vm Ih Im station
National Sales Offices: 625 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1

V •2.^
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Whaf$ happening in V. S. Gov€mn%«iU

that affects tpontort, cgendas, itatitma

WASHINGTON WEEK
12 DECEMBER 1959
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As the pace quickens from day to day on the heels of the quiz turmoU, one thing

becomes quite manifest: the people who have the power to regulate agree that self-

regulation within the broadcasting industry beats government regulation all hollow.

To that degree and others all this happened in one week.

• Federal Trade Commission chairman Earl Kintner went so far as to offer to write any

sort of statement the NAB feels would help in getting radio and tv stations to sign under the

respective codes.

• The FCC began what may turn out to be lengthy hearings on its powers and responsibili-

ties in the field of programing. Religious, educational and "better" program groups who pa-

raded across the commission's hearing stand were of the opinion, even though they decried

industry practices and omissions, that government regulation could only spell censor-

ship.

• Both the FCC and FTC took sweeping steps in the payola field.

• The NAB sharpened up its code provisions. (See News Wrap-Up under Associa-

tions for details, page 67.) The NAB board of directors pledged in behalf of the association

wholehearted and earnest cooperation with the FTC and FCC to the "end that the full extent

of broadcasting's contributions to the American public can be fully evaluated.

Expatiating on the events of the week:

FCC HEARINGS : They don't promise much in the way of specific action, despite an

opening statement by chairman John C. Doerfer that they might change the character of broad-

casting. It appears as of this moment that the FCC is planning after its lengthy hearings to

toss the program regulation ball to Congress. Explanation: the current law doesn't give the

FCC clear authority to do anything about what goes over the air, short of obscenities, etc.,

and if Congress wants more policing it should pass a law.

FTC'S INTENTIONS : They are somewhat more difficult to judge. Chairman Kintner

vacillated between warning broadcasters at the FTC-industry meeting that the agency means

business and telling them that it was up to the industry to police itself. He noted that even

if Congress triples the FTC staff, there still would not be enough manpower to pay much at-

tention to what broadcasters and sponsors are doing with respect to commercials. He ex-

pressed great interest in the revision of the NAB's Code.

PAYOLA: The FTC hit RCA and two other record companies, plus six distributors,

with complaints about payola to d.j.'s for plugs on their wares. Presumably, scores of others

will be hit with complaints as the investigation progresses. In any event, the FTC payola

probe is expected to hit wide, deep and hard. The FCC's digging into the payola busi-

ness goes even farther.

Every station by now has received the FCC's questionnaire demanding full information

about what stations have done to wipe out payola or plan to do.

This probe goes beyond disk jockeys and into the field of paid-for free plugs

for a product on a program sponsored by somebody else. (CBS has already acted on

this score. See NEWS WRAP-UP under Networks, page 59.)

There is a clear threat that station licenses may be lost under the rule that when a pro-

gram is a subject of any payment, the names of all who pay must be broadcast.

The FCC wants to know (1) what stations themselves have received such outside pav-

ments, (2) whether they've investigated to see whether employees have accepted any and (3)

if the stations will probe such practices in the future.
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Signific€mt news, trends in

• Film • Syndication

• Tape • Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
12 DECEMBER 1959

C««yright 1959

SPONSOR
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The syndication salesman out in the field facing a difficult and competitive

market at the moment can expect some relief shortly when national advertisers

step up their buying of participations.

Problem of some national brands is that they won't be satisfied until they get more min-

utes during prime nighttime, and this usually means buying into a syndicated show.

Three implications of increased participations spending are:

• Independents can do a brisk business with their nighttime syndication.

• Stations may loosen their film purse strings to bid for more prime product.

• Syndicators harassed by stations that want evidence of regional success before

buying a show may see buyers' pressures eased up.

Several syndicators are now rushing through materials for their sales staff on

new shows to be ready before the holidays begin.

Sales drives on new product will start in January, which, in the new syndication pattern

of the past few years, has become one of the industry's biggest buying months.

Here's another finding on the public's objection to canned laughter.

According to a Gallup study made for Frank Stanton of CBS, here's what the public

"voted" on whether canned laughter should be done away with:

SHOULD BE ELIMINATED SHOULD BE KEPT DON'T CARE

48% 23% 29%
(See FILM-SCOPE, 28 November, for a Schwerin report with similar conclusions; note

also statistical headings there were erroneously interchanged.)

Syndicators are cushioning themselves for disappointments in the area of mid-

season replacement business to the networks.

It looks as though some of this season's casualties may give way to public affairs pro-

graming, a type which many syndicators are not ready to supply, and which networks usu-

ally produce for themselves.

(See SPONSOR-SCOPE, page 20, re NBC TV move in that direction.)

TvAR has inaugurated a series of detailed audience studies with a report on

the ages of feature film viewers in daytime and evening time periods.

The main conclusion of the report is that feature films attract more viewers in the 18-

34 age group and fewer viewers in the 50 & over group than exist in the general popu-

lation at large.

Here are the figures, divided by time period, sex and age, showing viewing composition

for each group, and comparing them with total population percentages which are

given in parentheses:

AGE 18-34 AGE 35-49 AGE 50 & OVER

44% (31%) 31% (33%) 26% (36%)

37% (33%) 34% (32%) 29% (35%)

43% (31%) 32% (33%) 25% (36%)

40% (33%) 35% (32%) 25% (35%)

42% (31%) 34% (33%) 24% (36%)

Reports based on Pulse home interviews will continue in the future covering other sub-

jects such as career women, pet owners, occupations, type of residence, income, mothers of in-

fants and viewer venturesomeness with new products.

FEATURE FILM

:

Daytime : Women
Early Evening : Men

Women
Late Evening : Men

Women
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>>» FILM-SCOPE continued

Some of the newer companies in syndication are facing an embarrassment of

riches in disentangling local and regional sales.

UA, for example, notes that it has had to turn down alternate week regionals wanted by

an oil and a food advertiser because it had already closed local full sponsorship deals in cer-

tain markets on The Vikings.

Negotiations to bring the regionals in broke down in both cases when existing full adver-

tisers wouldn't give up a half share to accommodate the multi-market buyer.

The fear several months ago that time period shortages would create a syndi-

cation film surplus led a number of companies to trim sail on new production.

This situation has created what some stations call a film shortage, with not enough new

product around to fill needs in certain markets.

The explanation of how film surpluses and shortages can exist side by side lies in the

differing film pattern of one market and another.

An irreconcilable syndication paradox here is that it must plan and produce according

to nationwide needs, and then sell according to local demands.

Westinghouse Broadcasting is demonstrating that programers can get good rat-

ings with shows made below regular cost levels, if they are unusual enough.

Their own American Civil War series produced from Matthew Brady photographs earned

these two ARB ratings:

Cleveland (KYW-TV, 7:30 p.m., Thurs.) 17.4

Boston (WBZ-TV, 7:30 p.m., Thurs.) 15.6

Syndication of the series to non-Westinghouse stations is slated for January.

COIVIIVIERCIALS
J

'^^

An overall reappraisal of video tape and its usefulness for tv commercials is

now taking place in agency and advertiser circles.

As one insider put it: "The tape honeymoon is over."

A crisis in tape budgeting seems imminent over the question of contradictory network

policies: The networks must cut their tape handling charges or else their own units will likely

lose commercials production business.

Film producers who took a watch-and-wait attitude this past year are now waking up to

the fact that their silence may have been taken as a tacit recognition of tape dominance and

supremacy.

Agency reaction to tape experience is mixed: Some swear by it while others ex-

pected too much and are now disappointed.

In 1960, look for a new co-existence between tape and film, with clients continuing

to change sides in both directions to find the medium they need.

Commercials producers who are labeled as specialists in particular products are

breaking away from a role which they themselves may have created.

In a general trend toward diversification in all phases of the industry in recent months,

producers such as Van Praag, once regarded as an automotive house, are now making impor-

tant inroads on other types of products.

Stations with tape facilities are doing a big business in commercials with local

clients on medium-sized budgets.

For John A. Sallay's views on getting into tape, see p. 46, this issue. He's Cleveland

radio/tv production manager for Fuller & Smith & Ross.
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

ZM
SPONSOR HEARS

12 DECEMBER 1959
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Because of the present furor over phony commercials, Alka Seltzer (Wade)
is hesitating blowing the whistle about the tv films of a competitor.

Miles knows that in the other firm's demonstrations commercials the tablets of Brand X
were covered with lacquer before being dropped into the glass of water.

Here's one effect that the FCCs present probe of payolas is having on station-

agency relations:

A tv station manager this week advised a New York agency buyer that he would

have to beg off granting bonus spots, because the FCC might elect to extend its "ethics"

digging to deviations from the ratecard.

An oddity about the Ted Bates agency, as revealed recently by one of its copy chiefs:

Over the past 10 years Bates total billings have more than quadrupled, but the print bill-

ings for the agency are essentially where they were 10 years ago.

Tv stations may not know it but some of the agencies most active in spot have

been in the habit of submitting their commercials to NBC TV's or CBS TV's con-

tinuity acceptance for comment before sending them on to stations.

These agencies will debate the objectionable points raised by the acceptance people, but

as a rule they cotton to the other point of view in advance of scheduling the films.

As the FTC pokes deeper into questionable practices in air media, stations may
abandon this one: bartering time for audience-promotion prizes.

At periods in New York alone there have been several hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars of such barter packages floating around the market.

Gillette (Maxon) has raised a row with NBC TV about the commercials Ever-

sharp-Schick razor (Compton) has been using on. the football games.

The point of protest: slashing a football with a razor of the Gillette type to demon-

strate Schick's superior safety.

A New York agency heavy in spot switches or loses its timebuying personnel so

frequently that rep sales have evolved this quip about the shop:

"You know, every time I go calling there I have to reintroduce myself around."

74

If you're looking for a current case history to demonstrate that it doesn't pay to be

too hasty about losing faith in a show just because of its early ratings, you can tell

'em about Schlitz's Markham (JWT).
For the first 8-10 weeks this series went through some stiff growing pains. The ratings

looked bad. But those concerned with the show kept urging patience and diligence. De-

spite its limited network and host of DB's, Markham is now grooved for a long run.
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WHK has changed the sales complexion of Cleveland!

Whether you sell pancake make-up or pancake mix

. . . take heed. Cleveland women have changed. (So

have the men!)

Old habits (like listening and buying) have vanished

as a 24% Pulse share-jump* gives WHK a virtual tie

for first place.

Clevelanders don't slide past WHK as of yore. They

stop for a big sample of our unique blend of service,

news and showmanship. And they stay tuned in such

numbers, that WHK has vaulted to a shade under

first— a development advertisers have been quick to

perceive. Result? A drastic change in time-buying

patterns. Let John Blair rejuvenate your Cleveland

file, or call Jack Thayer, our new General Manager.

(Express 1-5000.)

'Pulse, Mon.-Fri., Sepl.-Od., 1959; (i a.m.-li midnight

The new sound and new sell of radio . . . in Cleveland

Dirigion of MvtropolHan Broadcasting Corporalioii

]\Xh'W-rV. WNEW-AM, NEW YORK
WTTG-TV, WASHIKGTOX

WHK, CLEVELAXD

Cleveland
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57.1%'**
BIGGEST SHARE OF AUDIENCE

IN AMERICA IN MARKETS

OF 3 OR MORE STATIONS*
Both ARB and Nielson agree that.
KROD-TV is the overwhelming choice
in the rich West Texas /New Mexico
market. ARB rates KROD-TV No. 1
in the nation, and Nielson (July-Aug-
ust) gives KROD-TV leadership in

total homes 96% of the time.
•ARB, July 1959

EL PASO. TEXAS
Cecil L. Trigg, President

George Collie, Not. Sales Mgr.
REPRESENTED NATIONAILY 5Y THE BRANHAM COMPANY

BIG STEW
[Continued jrom page 40)

Devney agreed ruefully that

"there's nothing worse than going

into a buyer and getting an answer

when he doesn't even know uhy it is

yes or no."

Said Martin, "You know, I think

buyers today are demanding more

information from sellers."'

"Sellers can contribute a great

deal," Randall agreed. "For instance,

if I can discuss with the seller a lot

of information about the product and

the market and the particular selling

need at a certain time, the seller is in

a position where he can say, 'You

need more emphasis in my area for

such and such a reason.' We end up

with a kind of tailor-made buying."

"I think," said Pranzo, "that this is

an interesting topic as it relates to

networking and magazines, too. An
advertising buyer is in a position

where he can put more emphasis here

or there—against a backdrop of na-

tional advertising."

A rapid fire interchange soon de-

veloped over the status of spot radio.

Martin: "Ed, how do you think

spot radio is going to fare next year

when tv rates go up?"

Devney : "I think higher rates will

make it easier for people to see the

economy of spot radio."

McEvoy: "Do you have any idea

about how much more tv impressions

cost than radio impressions?"

Devney: "Well, it can vary from

three to 10 times more depending on

the markets and stations involved."

McEvoy: "I think there's some

justification for a rate differential in

a ratio of three or four to one or per-

haps even more."

Devney: "There are two immediate

factors involved: operating costs, and

the effectiveness of the two media.

This last is pretty difficult to pin

down."

Nevertheless, some views on the

topic were tossed into the gallimau-

fry. First, McEvoy qualified an

earlier statement of his own : "I don't

want to say categorically that the

happy combination of sight, sound

and animation in itself is worth three

or four times the mere impression of

sound plus personality. Radio has a

great ability to project personality."

Devney made another comparison:

"You can buy the most expensive

backgrounds and hire the most ex-

])ensive actors for your tv commer-

cials and yet spend less money on a
'

radio commercial that might possibly

create a much better picture in the

minds of your audience."

Martin held still another view:

"Don't you feel that people prefer to

have things spelled out for them, the

way it is on television?"

Devney's reply: "I think people

will use their imagination if they're

given a chance to."

"When tv first came in, people im-

mediately dropped radio," Pranzo

pointed out.

"Sure," Devney countered, "tv was
a novelty. However, if you give peo-

ple a good dramatic show on radio,

they will create for themselves—in

their mind's eye—a far better show
than you could ever produce on tele-

vision."

Getting back to the media aspects

of the controversy, McEvoy asked

Devney point blank, "Ed, are you
ever conscious of a buyer buying x

spots for tv and four times that many
of radio—with the suggestion that he

has come up with a formula that

equates the two mediums?"
Devney's reply: "No, because I find

that most accounts today are pre-

dominantly tv or radio, one or the

other."

Randall, noticing the time, re-

marked, "It looks like it's getting to

wrap-up time. Thanks for coming

down, Ed."

"Thank you. Fve enjoyed every

minute of it," said the fifth "repre-

sentative of the alternate week" to be

honored by the Gallimaufry Society,

and the meeting came to a close at

precisely 2:05 p.m.

Representatives who attended earli-

er meetings are: Irv Wilson (WGN-
TV, Chicago) , Bob Williams (CBS TV
Spot Sales), Frank Martin and Jack

Fritz (Blair Television Assoc), Ray
Simms (H-R Television Representa-

tives) .

What are the benefits of these give-

and-take sessions between buyers and

sellers? Devney's answer to this

question from sponsor's reporter as

they left the conference sums it up:

"Usually when reps call upon buyers

it is about a specific problem. There's

no chance to get into each other's

thinking processes. It gets back a

lot to the original Broadcaster's Bull

Sessions when we had only about 25

people and we could talk over a num-

ber of things. Nowadays, there's no

time for this in a normal day." ^
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TV KID]SHOW
{Continued from pa^e 35)

the last year have heen joining other

advertisers in year-round kid show

sponsorship. (Much of the money

being invested in tv comes from comic

books and other print mediaj.

But toys are just a part of a widen-

ing variety of children's tv accounts.

A look at the types now on network

and spot confirms this: foods of all

kinds, beverages, bicycles, adhesive

bandages, hair shampoos, cold reme-

dies, dog food and baby food.

It is not surprising that a diversi-

fication of products are turning up

on children's tv shows. Dog food,

for instance, is a natural since pets

go with children. As for baby food,

the first reaction might be, "If they're

old enough to watch tv, they're too

old for baby food."

The fact is, that the same family

of young homemakers that has a

child at the tv set, most frequently

has a younger one who is thriving on

baby food. Consumer Magazine re-

ports the average U.S. family has

1.20 children. With about 30% of

the audience composed of mothers

(Keeshan, whose Captain Kangaroo

has pulled kiddie fan mail of over a

million letters on special ad cam-

paigns, reports that 40% of such a

haul may have been written by the

children's parents at the child's re-

quest—perhaps at the point of a

plastic cosmic-ray gun )

.

"Now that agencies are getting in-

terested in tv for kids again," an ad-

man remarked, "it'll be interesting to

see if there'll soon be a breakthrough

in hard goods." ^

BURNETT
[Continued from page 37)

ing excellence. If I may be permitted

one example, I want to compliment

the Post on the foresight of its edi-

tors, who are bringing us "Adventures

of the Mind."

Basically, the point I want to make
is that magazines today have the

greatest mission of their entire his-

tory, and they are muffing the ball.

Americans, generally, are more
moved than ever before bv a torch

held over the horizon than by being

told they are falling apart. America

can either go ahead in thought, in

ideals, in culture, or can disintegrate

in its own fat. It is the mission of

magazines to lead the way." ^

owt^ news \s HOTieeT
Hottest news in WBT's area is the success of WBT's news

programs.

They outdraw the so-called "music and news" stations' news-

casts by 98% more listeners mornings, 91 % more afternoons

and 137% more at night.-

Seven news gatherers cruising in seven two-way radio equip-

ped cars join with CBS' honored news staff to provide

Carolinians with the most complete radio news service in the

nation's 24th largest radio market.

Let us make sales news for your product. Call CBS Radio
Spot Sales for a WBT news schedule.

Pulse 25 county orco 1959 < March i

A. C. Nielsen Co.

WBT CHaPLoTTe
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES
JEFFERSON STANDARD BROADCASTING COMPANY
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PRESTO
(Continued from page 43)

Bill Lindsay, indicating a spillover

to other products could he expected.

Accordingly. Presto added a steam

iron to the line in the spring of this

year and purchased another 21 par-

ticipations on Today to sell it. Fol-

lowing the spring push, w holesale and

retail outlets were thinking in terms

of Presto products as a group rather

than single items. The fall campaign

(Winding up this week I aimed at

creating the same awareness among
consumers, as is the current com-

bination of spot and network tv. Four

commercials are rotated in 60-sec-

ond daytime and fringe time slots in

top markets, with one commercial

each for pressure cooker, coffee mak-

er and steam iron. The fourth com-

mercial, for the interchangeable unit,

or "Control Master." gives Presto a

chance to parade all its products in

a single shot. The spot campaign is

pegged to Christmas selling.

Presto's network activity, which be-

gan early in the fall, consists of 25

participations in Today. Here, 48-

second versions of the spot-market

commercials have live Garroway lead-

ins and lead-outs. Lead-outs general-

ly stress product's price advantages.

'Ihe two-jjronged approach via tele-

vision has accelerated Presto s whf)le-

sale movements of all j)roducts, firm-

ly establishing it in the multi-product

appliance field. A similar approach

will underly future strategy now that

Presto is in full-scale competition

with other small appliance makers.

That the over-all battle will be

fought with increasing emphasis in

spot tv is indicated by the following:

• Network billings for small ap-

pliances in 1958 totaled $2,152,696,

according to TvB. Already, the nine-

month figure for '59 is within hailing

distance of that total ($1,885,237 as

compared with $1,378,311 last year).

Spot expenditures show the same pat-

tern and. roughly, the same '58 total

of $2 million plus,

• Product expansion is bringing

new companies into tv. Oster, for

example, took its first tv network

flier last month with sponsorship of

the Golden Circle spectacular on ABC
TV. 25 November.

Expanding lines, the resultant need

for a sales force stimulus that can be

passed on to the trade, and demon-

stration are the primary values adver-

tisers are finding in the medium. ^

I

m m

must reading for

advertisers and agencies...

from

The KWTV Community—
a 54-county area—is a

community created and held

together by SERVICE.
The variety, depth and quality

of KWTV programming
and promotion services are

key factors in its leadership.

Within the pages of this

brochure, you will find

reasons for—and evidence of

—the remarkably keen
communitywide interest

which the KWTV brand of

service generates.

Write for your copy . . .

you'll find it a helpful tool

in making market coverage
decisions.

KWTV Oklahoma city
Represented by

The Original Station Representative

Ml mm

VIDEO TAPE
(Continued from page 47)

reads his cop) exactly as it is on the

script.

On the playback, watch for picture

breakup and other technical or elec-

tronic flaws. If there's breakup,

screen the take a second time to see

whether it was caused by the equip-

ment or whether the tape itself caused

the trouble. If the playback equip-

ment was momentarily to blame, the

take is OK. but if the flaw is on the

tape then the take is N.G.

Some tv stations have their own
tape numbering systems for identifi-

cation purposes while others prefer

to have you designate your own. Find

out which is the case; you'll need

to know this for the slating of takes

during production and for future

accuracy in scheduling.

Don't let the talent go until you

have their addresses for payment pur-

poses. Before releasing them from

the recording session, make certain

their services are no longer needed.

Video taping costs vary from sta-

tion to station, between $75 and $400

an hour. Most stations and other

tape houses will gladly furnish rate

cards giving full information. As a

rule stations do not impose a storage

and handling charge for tapes while

they are in a broadcast schedule.

Some stations, however, do charge

for tape retention during periods in

which the tapes are not on the air.

This fee is usually $25 or more de-

pending on the amount of tape and

length of time to be stored, frequently

measured in 13 week units. The rate

card will usually cover this too.

A duplicate copy of a half hour

tape master can be made for about

.
$400.

There is no loss of quality in a

tape copy and the master also re-

mains intact.

It is also possible to make a kine-

scope recording from a video tape

at relatively little cost. This kine

from tape is hardly suitable for

broadcast purposes in our experience

but does offer a method of viewing

the recording on an ordinary 16 mm
motion picture projector.

To sum up, there can be no hard

and fast rules concerning video tape

production, because every job has

its own peculiar problems. But per-

haps you'll find these points will be

useful. ^
SrON.SOl! 12 DECEMBER 1959



Finest way to speed to Europe and beyond . . . that's KLM! Fast flights whisk

you non-stop from New York and Montreal, one-stop from Houston. Friendly

flight attendants treat you to world-famous Royal Dutch service — the most

thoughtful, attentive service you'll find anywhere! Contact your travel agent

or KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, 609 Fifth Avenue or 120 Broadway, N. Y., N. Y.

mmH . . you're in Europe

before you know it

!

m you're treated roya/iy

on Royal Dutcfi Airlines w KLIW to Europe

. . . and beyond/ THE WORLDS FIRST AIRLINE
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/^ bridge is a faster way to cross a river. When you take

it—you buy time.

Actually, to get our work week done, all of us purchase

this commodity from one another. When you hail a cab,

board a plane, or just pick up your phone you

buy time. We could go on.

When you buy SPONSOR you buy time, too,

and you ought to know just how much you're buying for

how little.

You buy informative time:—a staff of the best reporters

in the field deliver up to the minute news every week, 52

weeks in the year. You buy analytical time:—
the keenest minds in the broadcast industry give you

studies in penetration of the important trends of the

day. You buy digested time:—assembled and assimilated by

experienced hands to bring you the most comprehensive

picture of the broadcast field.

You're buying thousands of hours of this sort of time for

just 15^ per issue—52 issues for $8 a year. Can you afford

to be without it?

SPONSOR THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE



Right on top

in FRESNO

programing anc

KJEO-TV's undiluted viewership ir

million-plus population market.

the

KJEO— Channel 47, No. 1

for the money, No. 1 for the

Central California audience.

J
channel®FRESNO

J. E. O'Neill — President

Joe Drilling — Vice President
and General Manager

W.O. Edholm— Commercial Manager

See your HR representative n'R'^^^

^-

James A. Stabile has been appointed v.p.

in charge of standards and practices for

NBC. The new department he will head

will include these three elements: "(1) pol-

icy review of program and advertising

presentations, (2) fact-finding analysis of

all practices followed in connection with

NBC's tv and radio programs and (3) the

continuity acceptance department, which

administers existing provisions relating to good taste in program

and commercials." Stabile, an NBC v.p., has more than 20 years

experience in top positions at NBC, ABC and firms in related fields.

Thomas C. Dillon has been elected an ex-

ecutive v.p., treasurer of BBDO. He has

been treasurer of the agency and a member

of the executive committee since 1958.

Prior to that, Dillon was manager of BBDO
in Los Angeles. He joined the agency's

Minneapolis office in 1938; was later trans-

ferred to San Francisco where he rose to

creative supervisor in 1942. Dillon moved

to the Los Angeles office in 1946; was elected a v.p. in 1948, and a

director of the company in 1957. He is a graduate of Harvard.

Harold Essex has been elected president

of Triangle Broadcasting Corp. ( WSJS-TV,

Winston - Salem/Greensboro ) . He joined

WSJS in 1939 as sales manager, was named

general manager in 1942, elected v.p. of

licensee corporation. Piedmont Publishing

Co., in 1946, and a director in 1948. Es-

sex was appointed executive v.p., treasurer

and a director of Triangle when the com-

pany was formed to operate WSJS-TV. He has served on NAB's bd.

of directors, and as pres. of the N. C. Assn. of Broadcasters.

T. Ed Hicks, v.p. of Lever Bros., will

resume management of its Pepsodent divi-

sion 31 December. He was head of this di-

vision from the time he joined Lever in

1955 until February, 1959, when he was

given special corporate assignments. Be-

fore his association with Lever, Hicks

was v.p. of Armour and general manager

of its Pharmaceutical division. Formerly

he was a partner in Hanly, Hicks & Montgomery agency. Prior to

entering the service. Hicks was president of Personal Products Corp.
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A look toward the future of electronic journal-

ism and a close-up acquaintance with all facets

of radio and tv news broadcasting. Those were

the rewards of an eager group of teenage school

paper editors and faculty advisors who attended

the First Annual WSB Radio-TV News Broad-

casting Conference in November:

Offering a creative contest with a year's

college tuition scholarship as first prize, the con-

ference was sponsored by the stations in asso-

ciation with the University of Georgia School of

Journalism. It was the first ever held by an in-

dividual broadcaster in conjunction with a

major university.

Participants observed and discussed broad-

cast news techniques, heard personal messages

from NBC Radio newsmen from all points' of

the globe. They viewed a specially-prepared

closed-circuit television report by David Brink-

ley, who held a stimulating question-answer

period.

As an annual event the High School Confer-

ence will rank high among WSB's many other

endeavors in the public interest,

ATLANTA'S

WSB RADIO

WSB-TV

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affilate. Represented by Retry. Associated with WSOC/WSOC-TV. Charlotte: WHIO WHIO-TV, Dayton.
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frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's vie^vpoint

Are you failing to malie full use of the station representatives who call on

your agency? Bob Lobdell, salesman, Adam Young, Inc. feels that reps can

be far more fielpful in media planning than they are ever aslced or allowed

to be. Contained in this provacative "Seller's Viewpoint,'' letter is a challenge

for timebuyers, account men and ad managers. Lobdell says franfcly, "We're

anxious to demonstrate the additional sei'vices from which clients can benefit.

Hear us as you would a consultant. Your confidence will be respected."

LET YOUR REPS HELP YOU

low are the station representatives calling on your

agency received? Are they permitted to submit con-

structive suggestions or does agency policy restrict their

functions to submitting availabilities for campaigns whose

ground rules have been determined by people far removed

from everyday contact with the media?

These questions should be of more than academic con-

cern at both agency and client level. Unfortunately, the

representative is not highly regarded at many agencies.

Some even consider him little more than a "messenger

boy." Many reps could be of far more assistance than

their agencies will permit them to be. We are anxious to

demonstrate the additional services from which clients

can benefit.

The basis of advertising is creativity. Why, then, must

the media phase of our business so often bog down in a

morass of numbers? Operating within reasonable Hmits,

let's apply creative thought to media selection and place-

ment. Most of the greatest advertising campaigns began

when "the book" was thrown awav. We propose it merely

be pushed aside to make room for the plus value of a

unique idea or approach.

Buyers often object to the fact that the over-all strategy

of an account is not made known to them. We, in the

representative field, often have even less knowledge of an

account's thinking and we believe it seriously restricts

our ability to contribute to the success of a campaign.

When reps and their stations are creatively inclined, they

welcome the opportunity to participate in the conception

of campaigns in their medium—not just the placenxent of

spots.

Together with our properties we are a valuable source

of sound ideas, both in the creative use of spot radio and

the techniques of commercial handling. In one notable

instance, an Adam Young station prepared a sample com-

mercial at the request of a large agency. The commercial

so pleased the client that it was used in a major national

campaign. In another case, a national account with an

acute sales problem in one major market used a special

promotion plan developed specifically for it by our station,

and set an all time sales record. These are examples of

what can happen if the rep and his stations are permitted

to work closely with the agency and account. We have pre-

pared a 15-minute jjresentation illustrating some of the

campaign ideas created by ourselves and our stations.

We ask that you hear us as you would a consultant.

Confide in us as you would a copywriter or sales promo-

tion man. Your confidence will be respected and we will

try to tailor a plan to your satisfaction. If we succeed, the

gain is yours. If we fail, you will have lost nothing.

We want to become a more valuable adjunct to your

organization. If we assume this position, we will have

served spot radio well by increasing your understanding

of its capabilities and the way it should be used to insure

maximum return on the advertising dollars invested in it.

We represent some of the most inventive minds in broad-

casting today. Capitalize on this genius by allowing these

people to assist in finding a solution to your problems. ^
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v\^e're in fine shape

at

DON'T MISSDAYTOK
MARKET is UP Dayton is now 30th Radio Market in the nation.

UP More local business than any other Dayton station.

Nielsen, Hooper, Pulse— all 3 agree

—

RATINGS are UP

UP
WING is THE dominant force in Dayton.

Satisfied customers are our biggest boosters.

Get the facts from your East/Man or

General Manager Dale Moudy.

robert e. eastman & co., mc
national representative

WI!N'i3f is an AIR TRAILS station affiliated with

WEZE, Boston; WKLO, Louisville; WCOL, Columbus, 0.; and WIZE, Springfield, 0.
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SPONSOR
'^ SPEAKS

The magazines get criticised

Chicago adman Leo Burnett caused great consternation in

publishing circles last week with his devastating criticism of

national magazines. (See Newsmaker of the Week, page 10,

and the full text of the Burnett speech on page 36.)

Burnett pulled no punches in attacking both the editorial

content and advertising gimmicks found in many large-circu-

lation magazines today. His talk deserves reading.

There is little that we, or any other advocate of air media,

can properly add to his critical blast. Burnett said things we

couldn't, and said them far better.

But while we are on the subject of magazines we do want

to comment on a curious situation that developed out of the

Harris Committee hearings.

One thing which the Committee used to challenge the net-

works was a story on quiz show irregularities printed in Time

Magazine over a year before action was taken.

Both Dr. Frank Stanton of CBS and Bob Kintner of NBC
denied having seen the article. But Stanton, at the hearings,

and NBC's Robert Sarnoff, in a release last week, asked a

proper cpiestion. If Time Inc. knew of such irregularities,

why had it not ordered its own tv stations to drop the pro-

grams? Sarnoff even suggested that Time stations had better

leave the networks and set up their own operations.

We think that it was rather sha])by of Time Magazine that,

in its subsequent issues, it gave absolutely no editorial answer

to this question. The public statement by Wes Pullen, Time

Inc. station head, was not even reported in Time, possibly

because it was at variance with the magazine's anti-tv bias.

It seems to us that a news publication has a duty to report

news, even when the news concerns itself. In this Time

showed far less statesmanship than NBC and CBS in their

news reporting of the Washington events. The networks gave

complete factual coverage of the hearings, even when they

themselves were involved. They deserve congratulations for

an honest and statesmanlike news job.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Greater public recog-

nition of the many fine radio and tv programs

on the air today. The current furor over air

media practices has blinded too many people

to programing achievements of the industry.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Semantics: Our ear-to-the-ground-

in-Chicago reports: When Art Nielsen

(A. C. Nielsen Co.) spoke at TvB's

annual meeting here, he answered

criticisms of rigged ratings, saying

such a thing was impossible, that such

critics did not understand the scien-

tific principles of research involved.

Yet throughout his talk, he kept refer-

ring to "the Nielsen fixed sample."

Another rig? Leo's Chipped Beef

connnercials on KPIX, San Francisco,

are offering free beef packets to Bay

Area charitable functions. A woman
listener wrote, requested a serving for

50 people. KPIX checked on the

charity angle, was told by the woman
that the servings were for her rela-

tives. Explained she, "They've been

living otf me for years."

Some bird: Press release from

WBBM, Chicago—
"When it comes to pets, WBBM's

George Menard probably has one of

the oddest of all—a colorful bantam

rooster named Caruso.

"Caruso works for his keep as

Menard's 'assistant farm director' on

WBBM's The Country Hour, heard

Mondays through Saturdays from

5:30-6:00 a.m.

"Caruso crows up a rousing chorus

of country sounds while George keeps

both the city and country folks in-

formed of the latest doings.

"He's a Midwesterner, born in

Iowa. His ability to meet and under-

stand people he credits largely to his

journalism training at the University

of Notre Dame and a varied radio-

television background." Wonder how
many other Iowa roosters have jour-

nalism degrees?

Bright side: Two partners of an ad

agency surveyed several thousand feet

of floor space emptied of employees

and furniture due to the loss of a

major account. "Never mind," said

the one partner. "It's true we lost an

account, but we sure gained a lot of

space."—Jack Heller.

Realist: Overheard at Mogul Wil-

liams & Saylor agency open house,

held on the wettest night in NYC in

months, from timebuyer who waited

25 minutes for a taxi in the down-

pour: "This wasn't my day—maybe
not even my century."
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ANOTHER WAV RCA SERVES

INDUSTRY THROUGH

ELECTRONICS

fj

I

Now... pick an effect

from more than 150 possibilities!

Here's the ultimate in convenience
for selection and presentation of

program effects— the all new RCA
Special Effects System. Key cir-

cuitry for each effect is contained
in plug-in modules. Any ten effects

may be pre-selected— simply plug ten mod-
ules into the control panel. Each module has
illuminated symbol showing the effect it will

produce. Slide an effect out— slide another
in— it's just that easy. You get just the right

effect to add that extra SELL to your pro-

grams and commercials.

SIMPLIFIED CONTROL — Push-buttons put effects se-

lection at your fingertips. Push the buttons below the
illuminated symbol and you are ready to go "on-air."

Wipes and transitions arc controlled by a standard
fader lever for simple foolproof operation.

UNLIMITED VARIETY—The complete complement of

154 special effects includes wipes, split-screens, pic-

ture insets, block, wedge, circular and multiple fre-

quency patterns. In addition, the system will accept a

keying signal from any camera source to produce a
limitless variety of eflects— inset letters, drawings,
trademarks; self-keyed video insets, and traveling

mattes.

THE BEST EFFECTS WITH LESS EFFORT -Mi.x color

and black-and-white. Enjoy exceptionally clean tran-

sitions . . . the most exciting effects ever conceived!
And get them with the least amount of effort possible.

A.'ik !/oiir ECA Broadcast representative for complete information. Or trritc to RCA, Bept.

AD-36i, Building 15 1, Camden, N. J. In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Ltd., Montreal

RADIO CORPORATION ofAMERICA
Tmkd) ® BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT, CAMDEN, N. J.



You're in the Winner's
Circle when you ride

'with Channel 9

—

IS Qi
in KANSAS CITY!

The Consistent Winners on the Kansas City Television Trac

Are in the KMBC-ABC Stable of Fine Shows!
Put your advertising dollars on the favorite in the more

than two billion dollar sales stake race in the Kansas City
market!

The ABC-TV network is Number One in latest Nielsen 24-

Market Report for 7:30-10:30 p.m. seven days a week! Average
share of 30.6 is gain of 10% over year ago. Such great shows as
"Maverick" . . . "Wyatt Earp" . . . "Cheyenne" . . . "Pat Boone"
. . . "Dick Clark" . . .

"77 Sunset Strip" . . . and many more,
new, fresh and stronger than ever, are Kansas City favorites

on KMBC-TV.

GREAT NEW SHOWS ADDED NOW . . .

. . . new hours and hours of pulling power—every night of the
week—"The Untouchables" . . . "Bourbon Street Beat" . . . "The
Detectives" . . . "Hawaiian Eye" . . . "The Rebel" . . . and more

PLUS STATION-PRODUCED PROGRAMS THAT
KANSAS CITY CHOOSES FIRST!

Channel 9's own locally matchless news-weather-sports coverage
. . . "Impact" and "Shock" Theaters! . . . "The Big Show"
(feature movie) every night. "Playboy's Penthouse" Fridays.
Daytime winners, too! "Bowlin' with Molen" . . . "Whizzo's
Wonderland" . . . and "Romper Room" . . . McCall Award-
Winner Bea Johnson's "Happy Home"— plus fine syndicated
films! Plus "Let's Go See", KMBC travel show with long time
dominance of audience for hour and a half on Sunday mornings.

PLUS TALL TOWER - MAXIMUM POWER
Channel 9's high tower, top power reaches 34,142 more homes
with Class A coverage than any other Kansas City TV station.

Plus "Videotape Headquarters"
KMBC-TV has finest Videotape recorders, two brand
new AMPEX VR-IOOOB units! Use them to present
commercials or shows—your top personalities, your best
spots, around the clock and around the calendar. Check
your commercials beforehand! Let KMBC-TV's "living
image" Videotape recorders serve you.

tooTAKE THE "WINSIDE" TRACK TO PROFIT on KMBC-KFRM Radio,
Soundest buy in the rich trade area—America's 17th market! Buy KMBC of Kansas City, get KFRM
the State of Kansas free—radio team that's 'way out ahead ( latest Nielsen shows a near one-fourth share

total audience! ) . Twin transmitters of 10,000 watts power, blanket prosperous area of four million peopl

Top personalities, top programming and top coverage provide top impact for your sales message

f(

^^ Kansas CitV ^^^ ^^ng t^ ^KMBC-TV Q
Kansas City's Most Popular and Most Powerful TV Station

and in Radio the Swing Is to

KMBC <^ Kansas City— KFRM^ the State of Kansas
'KOOO Watts Power from Twin Transmitters

DON DAVIS, President

JOHN SCHILLING, Executive Vice
GEORGE HIGGINS, Vice Pres. & So
ED DENNIS, Vice President

MORI GREINER, Television Manage
DICK SMITH, Radio Manager

Peters. Griff
Woodward, n

Extlufite National Reftresi
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THE

TOUCH
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From pianissimo to resounding crescendo, every

movement of the hands reflects a quality

touch possessed by the maestro. Experience,

dedication, desire — these are the elements

which help to achieve such eminence. They

are the same ingredients which make possible

the quality touch found today in better radio

and television station operations.

Reprise ntcd by

Edward Petry & Co.. Inc

The OriijiiKil Slatidii Reprcsciitutive

radio & television • dallas

Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market

BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS



Hannibal made ^ things happen in the Alps . . . and

WPEN
RADIO
MAKES

THIN6S
HAPPEN
IN

rnllnllClrlllA
WPEN News was awarded citations by

the Associated Press Broadcasters'

Association for "outstanding work in the

fields of editorial-commentary, freedom

of information, and outstanding news

reporting." More evidence that in News

. . . and in Sales . . . WPEN Makes Things

Happen In Philadelphia.

Represented nationally by GILL-PERNA
New York. Chicago. Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit

CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS



EASTERN MICHIGAN'S FIRST

VHF TELEVISION STATION
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES
Color tv faces bright '60

29 F'^c years in growing, color tv is about to break through as set sales

zoom. Admiral joins RCA in manufacturing, GE develops new camera tube

NAB names McCollough "Man of the Year"

3X SPONSOR takes inside look at Clair R. McCollough, first independent

broadcaster to receive important NAB Distinguished Achievement Award

Along Ad Row with pack and sleigh

32 A SPONSOR spoof on an advertising news column at Christmastide. All

characters are purely fictional excepting, of course, Santa Claus

How an old-line firm battles the big boys

34 Household products manufacturer readies $2.9 million ad campaign to

increase consumer, trade franchise in face of liquid cleaner battle

Farewell to a wonderful gal

36 A timely tribute to BBDO's Gertrude Scanlan, 30-year veteran with the

agency, whose untimely passing is mourned by friends and colleagues

Are you sure you need visuals?

37 Many products thought of as needing demonstration, like cars and air
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TRIPLE THREAT

PROGRAMMING!
It sounds almost too good to be true — but three of the

largest-audience TV shows in Central loiva are "station-

time" programs on WHO-TV — Family Theatre, The

Early Show and The Late Show!

These shows represent 25 key hours of competitive

local programming, Monday through Friday. Each fea-

tures hit selections from the tremendous WHO-TV film

library* plus frequent up-to-the-minute news reports.

And NSI (July, 1959) proves that in their time seg-

ments, these shows deliver more homes in 220% more

quarter hours than Stations 'B' and 'C combined!

Look at the facts—NSI or ARB—and you'll under-

stand WHO-TV's superiority in Central Iowa television.

Ask your PGW Colonel for availabilities!

•ff'ARNER BROTHERS "Feature" and "Vanguard" *• MGM Groups

1 and 3 if NTA "Champagne," "Rocket 86," "Dream," "Lion,"

"Big 50" ir SCREEN GEMS "Sweet 65" • HOLLYWOOD TELE-
VISION SERVICE "Constellation" ir AI and A ALEXANDER "Im-
perial Prestige" if ABC's "Galaxy 20" and others.

• •

ARB SURVEY
METROPOLITAN DES MOINES AREA

(March 16-April 12, 1959)

FIRST PLACE QUARTER HOURS 1

Number Reported Percentage of Total

1-Week 4-Week 1 -Week 4-Week

WHO-TV 233 227 50.0% 48.70/.

Station K 186 197 40.0% 42.3%

Station W 27 42 6.0% 9.0%

Ties 20 4.0%

WHO-TV is part of

Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates

WHO Radio. Des Moines
WOC-TV, Davenport

WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

WHO-1
WHO-T
WHO-T
WHO-T
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-T
WHO-T
WHO-TV

channel 13 * Des Moines

91^

4-
NBC Affiliate

Col. B. J. Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
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The Christmas Tree at the White House

of peace and happiness across America.

a symbol

. . . yet Known tliroughout the nation

The Storer stations, both radio and television,

extend to you their very best wishes for the

HoHday Season, and pledge their continuing

efforts to serve the interests of their individual

communities. Though national in stature,

Storer stations always will remain dedicated

to the service of their local citizens.

Storer Broadcasting Company
Radio

Philadelphia, WIBG
Detroit, WJBK
Cleveland, WJW
Wheeling, WWVA
Toledo, WSPD
Miami, WGBS
Los Angeles, KPOP

Television

Detroit, WJBK-TV
Cleveland, WJW-TV
Atlanta, WAGA-TV
Milwaukee, WITI-TV
Toledo, WSPD -TV

you know where you're going with a STORER station
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wmca
THE VOICE OF NEW YORK
Call us collect at MUrray Hill 81500

Or contact AM Radio Sales.

NEWSMAKER
of the week

A sudden boiling up of events last week brought about the

resignation of Louis Cowan as president of CBS TV and
overnight catapaulted into the post a young man who had
been executive v.p. of the network for a brief six months.

The neiM^Smaker: James T. Aubrey, Jr., who took over

the reins of CBS TV last week when the expected resignation of

Louis Cowan came sooner than anticipated

That Aubrey would become president of the network was not at

all unexpected. In fact, it was a general prediction by insiders when
he became executive vice president last spring (see sponsor, News
maker of the Week, 6 June 19.59)

.

However, the chain of events

that would bring him so quickly

to the post was altogether unlooked

for at that time. He will pilot the

network through a period which

will include what CBS president

Dr. Frank Stanton describes as the

"most critical six months in the

history of the CBS Television Net-

work."

An insight into what course he

will steer comes from Aubrey him-

self in an exclusive interview with

SPONSOR shortly after his appoint-

ment last week. "On 17 November," he says, "I issued a memoran-

dum implementing Frank Stanton's policy with regard to cutting out

deceits of all kinds on the network." (Dr. Stanton's broad policy was

outlined twice: first, in a 16 October speech to the Radio and Tv

News Directors Assn. in New Orleans, later referred to in his testi-

mony before the House Subcommittee 6 November).

"Of course," Aubrey pointed out, "each step demands so much an-

alysis and scrutiny that it's difficult to indicate a definite first step.

It's not an overnight job."

He made one point very clear, however: "In view of the kind of

team Lou has built up here," he said, "no personnel changes are

planned. Any shifts would involve only reorganized duties and re-

sponsibilities within existing departments to meet the current changes

the industry is undergoing."

Aubrey began his career with CBS late in 1952 as salesman at

KNX-KNXT, Los Angeles, moved quickly up the ranks to general

manager of KNXT, then manager of network programs for the Co-

lumbia Pacific Network. For 18 months he was v.p. in charge of

programing and talent at ABC TV, rejoining CBS in April, 1958, as

v.p. for creative services. He became executive vice president in

June of this year. ^

James T. Aubrey, Jr.
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Typical of large-scale industry in the Hunt-

ington-Charleston-Ashland Area is this plant

of the Union Carbide Chemical Company,

division of Union Carbide Corporation, at

South Charleston. (Photo, courtesy of Union

Carbide Corporation)
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o. I Selling-force in the Golden Ohio Va

I America's Boonning Industrial Empire

Call the roll of American industry— and you find most

big names represented by tremendous plants in the

Golden Ohio Valley— where high-level employment

creates annual buying-power exceeding

four-billion dollars.

It's a wide-spread market— 5 key cities, 89

counties, with 591,020 TV homes— served best by

the Valley's only full-power station, WHTN-TV.
With top-rated CBS shows plus the alert local

programming that distinguishes every Cowles

operation, WHTN-TV gives this prosperous

area its finest TV service—and puts a most

powerful selling-force at your command. For

specific data affecting your plans in this great

market, call Blair Television Associates.

-TV

mZ'-"'^''^''^^-oTV
the

appointyy^
^^nounces

lent of

A/VGfL fS.Sy^/
FRANC 'SCO.

KSONV/LLE

!EArrLE

HUNTINGTON
CHARLESTON
WEST VIRGINIA

CHANNEL 13
A COWLES OPERATION -C BS BASIC
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the family board of directors...

ivUh y<Hi% loccu Me^ieaUh Station!
These days, more and more family purchases are voted on by the entire

"board of directors" — mother, father, sister and brother. To reach this

select group, make sure your schedule is included with other discriminating

advertisers on the Meredith Station . . . ay-pealing to the entire family,

motivating the entire family. Meredith Stations are well-established in the

community they serve . . . have earned the respect and confidence of the

audience and the advertiser.

Contact the Meredith Station manager or the rep . . . get the facts on audience
loyalty, coverage area and low cost circulation.

KANSAS CITY KCMO KCAAO-TV The Katz Agency

SYRACUSE WHEN WHEN-TV The Katz Agency

PHOENIX KPHO KPHO-TV The Katz Agency

OMAHA WOW WOW-TV John Blair & Co. - Blair-TV

TULSA KRAAG John Blair & Co.

Meredith Stations Are Affiliated With BEHER HOMES and GARDENS and SUCCESSFUL FARMING Magazines
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Hey, look..

ABC
is now the

No. I

network

•^



What's

keepin'

that

order?

1 '

AVERAGE
AUDIENCE RATINGS*

AVERAGE SHARE
OF AUDIENCE*

ABC-TV 19.4 31.3

Network Y 19.2 30.9

Network Z 17.5 28.3
urce: Nielsen 24 Market TV Report for all commercial programs

i 0-10:30 P.M. the week ending Nov. 29, 1959. ' Average Audience£asis.

SMALL MARGIN, BIG MEANING: the vitality of ABC's programming policy is paying

off. The audience— America's most responsive audience— is going where the entertain-

ment is consistently to their liking.

CASE IN POINT, MONDAY NIGHT: the slotting of three one-hour quality dramatic

shows back to back has moved ABC to within four- tenths of one percent of first

place on this night. (ABC, for the Nielsen period given here, was either first or second

every night of the week.*)

FOR THE DECISION-MAKER: Look to the network that delivers the highest ratings

at the lowest cost per thousand. ARO TELEVISION



RESEARCH

DIRECTOR

to organize and head research

and statistical department for

national fihn television pro-

duction distribution company

in Los Angeles area. Appli-

cant must have had related

education and experience in

this field or with a top agen-

cy. Submit details of educa-

tion, experience and salary

recjuirements to P. O. Box

48458, Briggs Station, Los

Angeles 48, California

Gets Smaller Job

Demoted to rateholding for the

Christmas season, Mr. WSLS-TV
has this to say: "#%&()*."

WSLS-TV • Channel 10 • NBC
Television • Mail Address: Roa-

noke, Va. National Representa-

tives: Blair Television Associates

*"What kind of a way is that to sell

a 58-county market of 448,001 tv

homes?"

14

by John E. McMillin

Commercial
commentary

Are sponsors stinkers?

In a speech last week to the Academy of Tele-

vision Arts and Sciences, Dr. Frank Stanton of

CBS noted that "millions of American people

think that . . . there is too much advertiser con-

trol, that in meeting the demands of advertisers

for the largest possible audiences our programs

too often appeal to the lowest common denomi-

nators of entertainment."

In a previous public statement Stanton had called attention to a

"thoughtful" article by Jack Gould of the New York Times who

viewed with extreme alarm the trend toward more sponsor involve-

ment in tv.

Ordinarily these two items would deserve little more than passing

notice. But coming as they do, in the midst of a great public debate

on tv's operations and future, I think they may be very disturbing

symptoms.

Are broadcasters beginning to feel that advertisers exert a baleful

influence on tv? If so, then we'd better get the matter right out on

the table for, believe me, it is serious.

When somebody like syndicated columnist John Crosby raves

against sponsor interference in tv programing, it is easy to discount

his remarks. Crosby, admittedly, hates the whole system.

When Coty president Charles Cortney calls for advertiser divorce-

ment from tv program control, it is impossible to forget that his bit-

terest rival is Charles Revson of Revlon.

But when network and station men, either openly or secretly,

consciously or unconsciously, begin thinking this way—then look out.

Last week I talked to a prominent tv station operator about a plan

for a joint advertiser-broadcaster code.

His reaction shocked me. Not only did he turn down the pro-

posal, he added cynically, "You know those fellows would think

only of themselves."

His inference was that broadcasters are pure, spotless, lily-white

knights operating in the public interest, while advertisers are cheap,

money-grubbing Babbitts, interested only in a fast buck.

1 think this is nonsense. Not merely silly, smug, self-righteous

nonsense, but the most dangerous kind of doctrine for tv's health

and future.

More not less involvement needed

At the risk of flatly contradicting such eminent thinkers as Cort-

ney, Crosby and Gould (and perhaps Dr. Stanton) I offer it as my
considered opinion that the greatest hope for American television

lies in more, not less, involvement by its responsible advertisers.

I am speaking here of the hope for better programing, more en-

lightened, public-spirited schedules, and not just advertising dollars.
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It is absurd for anyone to discount the great program contribu-

tions which many advertisers are now mailing to tv. Mr. J. C. Hall,

with his Hallmark Hall of Fame, the Ford Motor Co. with its Star-

time series and sponsorship of Bernstein's PhiUwrmonic Concerts,

Prudential in bringing us The Twentieth Century, the Texas Co. in

picking up the check for the Hunllej-Brinkley Reports, DuPont with

its Show of the Month and many, many more are displaying a brand

of good tv citizenship that should be encouraged and applauded,

not sneered at or overlooked.

Is there enough of such enlightened sponsorship on tv at the

present time? No, of course there isn't. But do you think we're

going to get more by prating against "advertiser involvement" in

tv? I don't.

Actually it has been the non-involvement of some of tv's largest

advertisers which has caused much of our trouble.

It has been the failure of certain advertisers to understand, and

of nearly all broadcasters to preach a simple logical principle,

which has brought our big-audience and rating madness.

The principle is this: Any tv advertiser, by virtue of his use of

the medium, shares equally in the public service responsibilities that

are placed on broadcasters through their Federal licenses.

In other words, no one has any right to sell on tv unless he is

also prepared to accept and support tv's special obligations.

Better tv citizenship

If this principle seems self-evident, believe me it isnt. And all

you have to do to understand this is to look at tv's largest advertiser,

the Procter and Gamble Co.

P&G, by nearly all standards, is one of the most honorable cor-

porations in the country. Its record of employee relations is one of

the best in industry. It contributes liberally to higher education.

Its executives work unceasingly on Cincinnati community projects.

Its board chairman Neil McElroy, in addition to serving as Secre-

tary of Defense, has backed many important public causes.

But has P&G been a good tv citizen? I don't think you can say so.

I cannot recall, in the past five years, any important public serv-

ice, cultural or informational tv program that was P&G sponsored.

P&G's traditional approach to tv has been one of non-involvement

—a cold statistical reaching for big ratings and low costs-per-1,000.

I believe that potentially P&G is the greatest single force for better

programing that exists in the tv industry. But to become such a

force it must be encouraged to extend to tv the same philosophy of

civic responsibility it follows in other areas. You will never enlist

P&G support by suggesting that it make money and soap while great

big wonderful you worries about the country's welfare.

Sponsors are not stinkers. But they are human. And to win their

backing for tv's cause, you must ask for their participation with

dignity and statesmanship.

I believe that todav too many tv men are going around trying

to claim "full responsibility" for what is broadcast on their networks

and stations. Too many are passing little private rules and regula-

tions that will allow them to appear before Congress and the FCC.

clutching their licenses and squealing, "Look, Ma, no laxities."

But the real improvement in tv, which all of us devoutly hope for,

will only come from a broadening of responsibilities. From a recog-

nition that the partnership of enlightened, public-spirited advertisers

is necessary, natural and inevitable in tv's growth. ^

<(SUNNY" is the

#
^ ' ADULT

WESTERN
STATION^

The Western Coast of Florida,

that is! If you're shootin' for

adults in this territory, better

hire the top gun , . . WSUN

!

"Sunny" is No. 1 in adult lis-

tenership, per 100 homes,

throughout the entire 24 hour

broadcast day! And Pardner,

WSUN delivers more homes,

at the lowest cost per home
of any station in the heart of

Florida!**

*Pulse, 6-'59

**NCS2
24 HOUR
SERVICE hi

TO THE y
SUNCOAST /

TAMPA- ST. PETERSBURG

Nafl. Rep: VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
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WGN'S

ON TOP

WITH

CHICAGO'S

MOST
POPULAR
COP!
A recent Pulse survey showed that more than 56%
of all Chicago listeners had heard the WGN Traffi-

copter with Chicago Police Officer Leonard Baldy

!

The most talked-about feature on Chicago radio,

the WGN Trafficopter provides a vital award win-

ning service of safety and news.

It is just one more reason why more people listen

to WGN than any other Chicago station.

Symbol of Responsibility in Broadcasting

WGN-RADIO
THE GREATEST SOUND IN RADIO

J^J^1 North Michigan Avenue—Chicago 11, Illinois
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data transmrssion

STEVE BEARD, manager of our Dallas office,

one of ten offices providing fast efficient

service to Advertising througfiout the U.S.
— service that helps advertising dollars de-

liver extra value.

A NATIONWIDE ORGANIZATION

In steady gains of population and
commerce, few areas in America
can match the steady growth of

the Southwest.

Advertising naturally keeps
pace with business development.
So today Texas alone has 105 ad-

vertising agencies, including four-

teen Texas offices of nation-wide

organizations.

In many of these agencies, spot

television forms a major part of

billing. And the accurate, down-to-
the-minute data so essential to

effective buying is made instantly

available to them through our
Dallas office.

Blair-TV operates on this basic

principle: that alert informed rep-

BLAIR-TV

resentation is a service vital not

only to stations but also to all

Advertising and to the businesses

dependent on it for volume and
profit. From the first, our list has
been made up of stations and mar-
kets we felt in position to serve

effectively. Today these stations

are located in 25 of America's
greatest markets. Together they

cover 56 percent of its population
— virtually 60 per cent of its effec-

tive buying power.

In its area, each of these stations

stands as a power-house of selling

force. To help advertisers and their

agencies make most profitable use

of that force, is the constant objec-

tive of our entire organization.

AT THE SERVICE OF ADVERTISING

WABC-TV- New York

W-TEN-
Albany-Schenectady-Troy

WFBG-TV-Altoona
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV- Boston

WBKB-Chicago
WCPO-TV- Cincinnati

WEWS- Cleveland

WBNS-TV- Columbus

KFJZ-TV-Dallas-Ft. Worth

WXYZ-TV- Detroit

KFRE-TV- Fresno

WNHC-TV-
Hartford-New Haven

KTTV- Los Angeles

WMCT- Memphis

WDSU-TV-New Orleans

WOW-TV-
Omaha-Council Bluff

WFIL-TV-Philadelphia

WIIC- Pittsburgh

KGW-TV- Portland

WPRO-TV- Providence

KGO-TV-San Francisco

KING-TV-
Seattle-Tacoma

KTVI- St. Louis

WFLA-TV-
Tampa-St. Petersburg
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

ui depth for busy rtadert
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It's less than a couple weeks before tlie end of 1959 and it would be proper to look back

and take note of some of the outstanding twists and turns in air media advertising

during the past year.

If you're to confine yourself to the economics and broad changes in the business,

you're bound to include these factors:

1) A shift in the emphasis in tv commercials from the strictly sales pitch to

the establishment of the product image. In other words, they're delving more in the in-

tangible and the abstract mood a la magazine ads.

2) It was the year of the image in respect to programing also. Witness the great

stride taken in the sponsorship of specials, particularly of a public service nature.

3) The exchange by CBS TV and NBC TV of the station-must-buy concept for

the dollar-volume rule and CBS TV's inauguration of the idea that mid-evening hours

have a premium value, as compared to olher prime periods.

4) The epidemic of thinking among tv commercial copywriters that they must

have at least a minute to tell their story, with consequent spot preferences for daytime

and fringe minutes and heavy expansion of nighttime spot carriers among the networks.

5) Tv spot nationally not only wracked up another record billings year but

recruited hordes of newscomers to the medium.
6) The trend toward the single rate took fire in spot radio and NBC Radio, like

CBS Radio before it, curtailed the spectrum of its time for sale.

(See 26 December sponsor for article reviewing all 1959 facets of the media.)

If agencies with spot tv prospects for January want to be smart, they'd urge

these clients to let 'em do the buying right now.

The inducement: Quite a few of the stations in key markets have a good assort-

ment of prime time spots available. Also daytime minutes.

You'll recall that by the end of January 1959 timebuyers were complaining that avail-

abilities in top markets were distressingly tight.

Lennen & Newell's timebuying staff was faced this week with the gargantuan

task of sifting through thousands of spot tv availabilities aimed at Lorillard.

The flood of data was in response to the agency's disclosure to reps recently that Loril-

lard was bent on building an empire of nighttime chainbreak franchises.

Though the chainbreak schedules are due to go into effect in January, L&N has adopted

a go-slow strategy for its client. It is willing to wait for the right spots to come open,

before committing itself for the long runs.

One impediment that reps say Lorillard is bound to encounter in its search: the network

schedules are loaded with more cigarette business than ever.

Incidentally, Lorillard hasn't fared so well with its five network shows this sea-

son. None of them has so far made the top 40.

Remember last December and the December before when Whitehall tossed an

additional bundle of $500,000 into tv for quick disbursement?

Well, it won't happen this )ear. There's been no epidemic of colds this season. In

fact, the winter so far has been, nationally speaking, a fairly mild one.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

If ratings are your prime objective when you buy a special, you'll be interested

in knowing that your chances of making the top 40 are one out of four.

That is how it shaped up, anyway, in November. Three out of the 12 specials that

month fell within the first 40 and the remaining nine were among the lower 80
shows.

As for cost per commercial minute, time and talent, a special now ranges between

$50,000-70,000. Some have come out as low as $30,000, but these have had a 25 or bet-

ter rating.

ABC TV has pretty well determined the pattern of its fall 1960 schedule and is

actually out peddling it to advertisers and agencies.

What makes this unusual, even more than the fact that this is only the teeofi quarter of the

1959-60 season, is that the networks have yet to see a host of pilots now in preparation

and in which it has at least $1 million invested.

Researchers who have made a study of the latest (November) Nielsen data on
home watching of drama-type shows find that the average circulation of each cate-

gory has fallen ofi" this season as compared to 1958.

The reason for this is two-fold: (1) there's been quite an increase in most of these

drama types and (2) they're getting the same audiences.

Other illuminating observations that emerged from this study:

• Western, suspense, situation comedy, general drama and adventure shows as a

group constitute but 51.6% of all the network nighttime programing but the group

accounts for 67% of the viewing.

• People have far from stopped watching westerns just because there are so many of them.

The same goes for suspense shows.

Here's a tabulation of the total home hours spent per week watching these various drama-

type shows, with November of this year compared to November 1958.

1959 1958
CATEGORY PROGRAM HRS. TOTAL HOME HOURS PROGRAM HRS. TOTAL HOME HO

Western 16 163,000,000 111/2 122,000,000

Suspense 131/0 105,000,000 61/2 55,000,000

Situation 8 69,500,000 8 72,000,000

Gen. Drama 7 52,000,000 71/2 60,000,000

Adventure 51/2 32,200,000 41/2 33,000,000

Total 50 421,700,000 38 342,000,000

Sellers might watch for a couple new spot tv campaigns coming out of Ogilvy,

Benson & Mather in behalf of Lever timed for January placement.

JWT has three new products from Lever, but there won't be much doing for them in spot

until some months hence.

It isn't often that success creates a dilemma in network programing, but that's the

present situation at NBC TV with regard to the Jack Paar show.

The choice: Whether to let the rates for the series remain as is, or raise the rates

and at the same time reduce the number of commercials—something that has been sub-

ject to much critique in print.

Several timebuyers have passed on word to SPONSOR-SCOPE that some tv sta-

tions are getting too deeply into the practice of unloading their promos before or

after the commercials in feature films.

The buyers noted that they were sympathetic to a station's need for promoting its

programs but the station was taking a chance of losing the feature's audience when it

tagged on a couple promos after a minute or two of commercials and an I.D.
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#P>^ SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Looks like the proponents of qualitative research on network tv viewing will

be in the ascendancy in the not too distant future.

CBS TV's Frank Stanton isn't the only one thinking about moving into that area on a

broad front.

NBC TV also has come to the view that, since audiences in nighttime periods

are pretty well split evenly among the three networks, it's imperative to find out

what kinds of people are looking at the competitive shows.

The latest Trendex, which covers the 24 markets where all three networks have

outlets, sort of dramatizes this thesis in respect to the Sunday 8-9 period. The rating split-up

was as follows: Ed Sullivan, 21.7; NBC Showcase, 19.0; Maverick and Lawman, 19.9.

(See article, What's New in Nose Counting, page 37, for more on this theme.)

Plymouth, because of the steel strike, has asked NBC TV for some sort of relief

from its contractual commitment for the Steve Allen Show.
And the chances are that it will get it. The obligation is for 52 weeks firm.

You can expect a decided toning down of violence in the tv film product that's

headed for next year's network showing.

New York agency tv department chiefs back from visits to the Hollywood marts are re-

porting that producers are taking the cue from CBS and other sources and are reduc-

ing the content of and emphasis on violence in their action fare.

Added note: Lots of situation and character-type comedies are on the planning boards.

John Karol, who recently came over to CBS TV from the radio network side, is

about to be handed the sweetest sales plum available in network tv today.

As a CBS TV v.p. he'll be in charge of selling everything but regularly scheduled pro-

graming and that authority will include specials, sports, public affairs, documentaries.

Karol will have his own sales staff, researchers and promotion people.

The outlook for CBS TV's loading up Winter Olympics with sponsors doesn't

look bright : the event takes place in February and there isn't a taker yet.

The package price put on 15^ hours (28 commercial minutes) of the Winter

Olympics is $1.7 million.

Sales figure set for 141^ hours of Summer Olympic programing : $2,765 million.

CBS' syndication arm is selling the international rights.

Westinghouse has appropriated the largest amount yet for commercials, pro-

motion and publicity in connection with its sponsorship of CBS TV's coverage of the

presidential conventions, campaign and election results (packaged at $5.3 million).

The budgets: commercials, $500,000; promotion, $150,000; publicity, $50,000.

NBC TV is taking a loss of $14,000 per program for the public affairs series,

Focus 1960, that takes over the Saturday 9:30-10:30 span in January.

The network estimates the production cost per program will average $50,000. The

price to advertisers: $38,000 for an hour and $18,000 for a half-hour.

Time charges will come to around $60,000 gross, with $800 added for the usual cable and

service charges.

Residual bait mentioned to prospects : The series' contents will be of such nature and

to capture the Sunday morning newspaper headlines.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

There was a slight break the past week in the spot-buying quietude tradition-

ally associated with December.

Activity included Nescafe (Esty), with indications of a year-around alliance with

radio and a heavying-up for P&G's Mr. Clean (Tatham-Laird) in markets east of the

Mississippi (10 a week nighttime) ; Schlitz (JWT Chicago) radio minutes and 20'8

in selected markets.

CBS TV is offering its new Red Rowe morning strip at the lowest basic price

yet: $6,500 per quarter-hour, time and talent, with a minimum lineup of 85 sta-

tions.

The first half of this half-hour series is on co-op, making available but five quarter-

hours a week for national sponsorship.

ABC TV's minimum package price for a daytime quarter-hour is $7,200 gross.

Life Magazine this week yielded to A.C. Nielsen's request that it stop trying to

trace Nielsen-audimeter homes, or face a law suit for tampering with its business.

The magazine had been inserting blind ads through New York and other city newspapers

asking people with tv audimeters to make known their identity.

Life turned over responses it got and it is Nielsen's plan to replace these sample

homes as quickly as possible, because of the prejudicing.

Look for drastic changes in local station programing on a broad front as a

result, in part, of the revelations about payola and Top 40 manipulations stemming
from Washington.

The unmistakable signpost: Stations throughout the country are hiring and scouting around

for program directors with a flair for the creative—people capable of moving local

radio programing into new and different directions.

As things are shaping up Cream of Wheat (BBDO Minneapolis) will be the

agency's biggest spot radio account: $1 million for the advertising year ending next

September.

For the present all 194 (up to 15 spots a week) are being renewed through

February. However, there'll be another renewal as soon as the spring campaign jells.

It's now pretty definite that Lestoil will use a scattering of major radio markets

in 1960.

As Lestoil's I.L. Askenasy explained it to SPONSOR-SCOPE this week, it will be in the

nature of a general reevaluation of the company's media strategy. To a large extent

the radio station's picked for the test will be the recipients of much of the money that has

been for tv in the same markets.

Lestoil has been building a "warchest" for the test, which, as is generally known,

stems from Lestoil's unhappiness over what it has to pay for tv as compared the cost when it

got in on the ground floor of the medium.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 8;

Spot Buys, page 50; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 60; Washington Week, page 55; SPONSOR

Hears, page 58; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 66; and Film-Scope, page 56.
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It Communicates

!

Missing front tooth to the contrary, the combination of miss and mistletoe

demonstrates a high order of communication. So does WOOD-TV, even

without the mistletoe. Ask anyone in Western Michigan. Or, get your Katz

man on the horn. Communication in this part of the world is his specialty.

AM
TV

WOODIand Center,

Grand Rapids, Michigan

WOOD-TV—NBC for Western and

Central Michigan: Grand Rapids,

Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon

and Lansing. WOOD-Radio — NBC.



REMEMBERl

TALLAHASSEE
THOMASVI LLE

the bright spot in your

sales picture . . . WCTV
can make it brighter!

With the great CBS programs,
plus top ABC-TV shows,
WCTV provides standout
service to a most responsive
market. In the entire U.S.,
Tallahassee stands fifth in re-

tail sales per household.*
For many leading brands,

the Tallahassee - Thomasville
Market deserves and gets
strong spot schedules. A siz-

able market - over 225,000
families — 52 counties — effec-

tively covered by WCTV. Get
the complete picture from
Blair Television Associates.

'^Annual Survey of Buying Power,
1959.

WCTV
TALLAHASSEE KhU^A THOMASVILLE

<6>^<-^a John H. Phipps
Broadcasting Station

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National Representatives

^20 at work

Phil Waterman, Avery-Knodel, Inc., New York, categorizes the

three steps he believes are necessary to establish a successful "modus

operandi and modus vivendi" between buyer and representative:

(1) preparatory, (2) active and (3) listing conclusive availabilities.

"A salesman, prior to calling on the agency, should have at least 85%
of his sales pitch completed in his

own shop. The figures should high-

light all vital information that may

supplement the agencys media re-

search. The other 15% is the per-

sonal approach, the salesmanship,

if you will. By active, I mean tak-

ing the station's national sales

manager with you to every active

buyer, wherever and whenever hu-

manly possible. No matter how-

persuasive your delivery, the sta-

tion's sales head will help to create

a favorable station image, the image that you're selling." Phil notes

that the third step can be a two-edged sword. "As a rep, of course,

when you block out a station schedule for the buyer, make sure you

clear the time promised. It can work the other way too, though.

The buyer who sits on avails may find that the time is already gone."

Jack Davis, Bernard Howard & Co., Inc., New York, feels the full

potential of spot radio has not been utilized because clients and sta-

tions have not been able to prove the results achieved through spe-

cific campaigns. "We know of numerous cases where individual sta-

tions have aired campaigns which had all the earmarks of success,

only to discover from the client

that the actual results were not

available. In the case of local ac-

counts, no real difficulty is encoun-

tered, since the movement of mer-

chandise is a personal matter and

the results can thereby be checked.

However, in the case of the nation-

al account using multiple cam-

paigns, media station management

would do well to institute some

system of checking." Jack is

aware that while it might be diffi-

cult to achieve for every product "store audits could be used to check

on the movement of merchandise for the length of the campaign.

Checks could be made by the local stations on the basis of a substan-

tial sample which would provide tangible evidence of stock movement.

Spot radio should seek this kind of information to continue thriving."
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600 minutes of
color TV commercials

are scheduled for clients of

J. Walter Thompson Company

m the 1959-60 season

Producing these color commercials will be equivalent

to producing seven feature-lensXh movies

We have, at this writing, well over 100

hours of color television network time

planned for clients in the 1959-60 season.

Behind us, we already have the virtually

unique experience of 300 hours of color net-

work programming.

Starting three years ago the first regular

weekly color telecasts of a drama hour were
produced by J. Walter Thompson Company.

Color Television Workshop. Three years
ago we added color equipment to our famous
Television Workshop. The Color TV Work-
shop, a fully equipped TV studio, broadcasts

in both color and black and white,

closed circuit to sets in our offices.

over

A continuous program of color testing is

carried out on our chents' products and
packages in order to develop increasingly

effective uses for color television.

// you would like to see the Color TV Work-
shop in operation, we will he glad to arrange it,

at your convenience.

J.WalterThompson Company
New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco,

Los Angeles, Hollywood, Washington, D. C, Miami
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le most refreshing idea

The sales significance of "FRESH AIR" is demonstrated

in a new 10 minute presentation. A call to your KBIG
or Weed representative will bring it to your desk promptly!

Radio Catalina ...740 kc/10.000 wafts

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.,

6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28. Calif. • HOllywood 3-3205

NATIONAL RF.PRESRNTATIVR: WKF.n RAniO rORP

49th am
Madison

A welcome exception

In view of your recent piece. "Must
Tv Be Spanked and Spanked and

Spanked?" in which you show clip-

pings from the Detroit Times, I be-

lieve you will be interested in the fol-

lowing lead editorial from today's

Detroit Free Press. I am sure you

will find it reflects the views of most

editors.

"The Federal Communications
Commission, distressed about the

scandals that are sweeping over the

television and radio broadcasting

business, is holding hearings on what

it should do. The FCC Avants to know
if it should demand better program-

ing as a requirement for broadcast-

ing license renewals.

"Just exactly what 'better' pro-

graming would be is liable to be in-

terpreted in so many different ways

that it could not be set forth by

decree.

"The broadcasting industry is in

trouble with the public. But as a

young industry, it should be given a

chance—as suggested by several wit-

nesses before the FCC hearings—to

clean its own house.

"Government dictation of anything

broadcast could be as dangerous to

the individual as censorship of what

is printed or spoken. It should be

considered only as a resort if the

broadcasting industry in due time

refuses or lacks the ability to use the

airways in a manner acceptable to

the public."

We don't think you'll regard this

kind of reporting and editorializing

a "spanking" of tv.

Robert J. McBride, Jr.

assistant promotion director

Detroit Free Press

Tricky, these numbers

Normally I'm not much of a stickler

for detail although occasionally, when
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THE

STATION
IN

SHREVEPORT,
LOUISIANA

Reiireeented Inj

Edward Petry A Co., Inc.

The Original Station Representative

NBC
ABC E. Newton Wray, Pres. & Gen. Mgr,

WNAX-570
GIVES YOU 175 COUNTY

COVERAGE IN RICH

BIG AGGIE LAND
Big Aggie Land covers 175 counties in the

Dakotas, Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska

and Iowa. It's big. And it's one of the

nation's best buys in radio. WNAX-570
delivers the lion's share of the 609,590

radio homes—2i4 million people with

$3 billion to spend. Big Aggie Land is a

major U.S. Radio Market. Profitable pro-

motion in this prosperous market begins

with WNAX-570. See your Katz man.

WNAX-570
CBS Radio • Yankton, S. D.; Sioux City, Iowa

§
PROGRAMMING FOR
ADULTS OF ALL AGES

Peoples Broadcasting Corporation

WNAX, Yankton, South Dakota

KVTV, Sioux City, Iowa

WGAR, Cleveland, Ohio

WRFD. Worthlngton, Ohio

WTTM, Trenton, New .lersey

WMMN. Fairmont, West Virginia

time hangs heavy, I will search for

errors typographical or otherwise.

I really wasn't looking for errors

in your fine publication yet the fact

remains that I think I have found

one. It only proves that I read \ou

thoroughly.

On page 2H, 5 December issue,

under "Changing Times etc," ac-

cording to "The Women" the aver-

age listening housewife must spend

9 hours and 36 minutes listening to

radio on Sunday. (2.3 hours minus

6X 2 hrs. 24 min.) What's the catch?

If I knew anyone who could listen to

Sunday radio for 9^2 hours they

certainly couldn't be called "aver-

age."

A. Bruce Durkee

Durkee-Moiver, Inc.

Lynn, Mass.

• Reader Durkee may have slipped by ihe
key word in that seetion, whirh explained that
the average housewife spent 2 hours and 24
minutes listening to radio eaeh wvekday (Mon,-
Fri,). This would then mean she spent 11 hours
listening between Saturday and Sunday.

Not convinced!

The desperate position taken by Mr.

Robert Lawrence ("Is Video Tape
best for your Tv Commercials?" in

your issue dated 12 September 1959,

and other publications since then)

in defense of filmed commercials

against video taped "instant commer-
cials" provides interesting reading.

Apparently Mr. Lawrence has ap-

pointed himself champion of the old-

fashioned laissez-faire school of tv

commercial production. This is not

the complete story however. Mr.

Lawrence's subsidiary in Toronto has

been beating the drum for some

months announcing the forthcoming

installation of complete video taped

production services in his studio here.

It might be fair to say that Mr.

Lawrence chooses his position in these

matters, according to convenience or

local ground rules.

I have read his comments a num-

ber of times and he has failed to con-

vince me or, if I may judge by the

rapidly expanding volume of tv com-

mercial production on ta])e, a number

of the more enlightened advertisers.

I know Mr. John Ross, president of

Mr. Laurences Canadian subsidiary

would undoubtedly agree with me.

Ralph Foster

Meridian Films, Ltd

Toronto

BIGGER
than you think

Hot Springs beats cities twice

Its size in general merchandise

sales, in drug store sales, in

apparel store sales.

Tourists and vacationers swell

Its population all year long . . .

and spend! Reach them over

the "sell" station. Enjoy top

ratings, too.

KBHS
HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

5000 watts at 590 kc

Rep: NY-Clark; Chicago-Sears & Ayer;

Sou+h-Clarke Brown

WTHITV
CHANNEU 10 • CBS—ABC

TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA

Represented Nationally
by Boiling Co.
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In Memphis . .

.

Survey After Survey

Shows Channel 3's

Commanding Lead!

1
St I St I St

byA.R.B. I by PULSE I by NIELSEN

Here are the latest Memphis Surveys, showing leads in

competitively-rated quarter hours, sign-on to sign-off,

Sunday thru Saturday:

Pulse Nielsen

May 1 959 June 8-Aug. 9, 1 959

(Metro Area) (Station Area)

309 271

79 57

7 69

A.R.B.

Apr. 17-May 14, 1959

(Metro Area)

WREC-TV 250

Sta. B 80

Sta. C 68

WREC-TV
Channel 3 Memphis

28

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
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NEW TUBE: BIGGEST BOON TO COLOR GROWTH

NEW COLOR TUBE SHOT OLD COLOR TUBE SHOT

NEW COLOR TUBE developed by General Electric makes quality color remotes possible for first time in giving focus to close-ups as

well as depth shots. Old color tube lost foreground to background (see above). Other advantages: tube gives quality picture with

far less studio or remote lighting, enables stations to use present black-and-white facilities. This represents a possible $200,000

saving and should encourage more stations to colorcast locally. Saving also opens up possibility of no added charge to sponsors

COLOR TV FACES A BRIGHT '60

^ After 5 years of slow growth, color tv has hope of

real breakthrough in '60. Set sales are highest yet,

companies are moving into manufacturing, new GE tube

makes station operations cheaper, pix quality better

or the first time in its five-year

histor)', color television has a chance

to become a practical commercial re-

ality next year.

There are two dramatic reasons

why this can happen.

1. Development of a new camera

tube which gives better picture qual-

ity with less light, gives both fore-

ground and background focus for re-

motes, enables stations to colorcast

with their present black-and-white

facilities.

What it means. Stations can save

an estimated $200,000 in color instal-

lations of special lighting equipment

and air conditioning. Color remotes

can be shot with low light levels;

more special events can be brought to

the screen.

2. RCA. the lone producer of color

sets consistently over the past five

years, was joined by Admiral Corp.

this fall in its effort to increase set

circulation. The result: more majors

are thinking of producing color sets

for the first time.

If hat this means. Only f^r of the

91^1 of L. S. tv homes within range

of color signals-—roughly 500,000

—
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are color equipped. With more sets

on the market, hard-sell promotion at

the local level, perfected tuning and

better repairs and warranties, the

public is going to be a lot more will-

ing to spend from $500 to $1,000 on

color sets.

Agencies and advertisers have held

back on their color interest and color

investment (in shows and in commer-

cials) because of the limited circula-

tion. And they've balked at some of

the costs, too. Color film and color

tape production are more expensive

than their black-and-white counter-

parts, although tape is significantly

less costly than film (because of lower

stock cost and no processing).

Another stumbling block has been

the fact that color tape recorded has

heretofore had to be played back at

the station originating point by the

same machine head used during the

actual recording. Thus a commercial

taped in New York couldn't be

played in Indianapolis unless the

head were shipped there. This, obvi-

ously, militated against, for example,

a spot announcement schedule being

placed in color on the color stations.

The network problem for either pro-

graming or commercials is much sim-

pler, of course, because there is only

one originating point.

Now, however, RCA is shipping

tape machine heads which are ad-

justable to any color tape, according

to W. E. Boss, director of color co-

ordination. And Ampex is developing

a similarly adjustable head which can

be used on any tape recording. (The

problem is one of synchronizing the

200,000 dots which make up a three-

color picture in the primary colors of

the spectrum—red, yellow and blue.)

An even more attractive prospect

to advertisers is the possibility that

they will be able to buy color with-

out added cost at the station level.

This is the hope of Robert Dunville,

president of the Crosley Broadcasting

Corp., which operates four tv sta-

tions from Cincinnati headquarters

at WLW-T.

Mr. Dunville, working with his

chief engineer, asked the General

Electric Co. to perfect a camera color

tube (image orthicon type) which

would require less natural or studio

light but give a picture of broadcast

quality. GE came up with model

GL-7629, a modification of a tube de-

signed for the military which requires

one-tenth the light of the previous

color tube.

This factor, alone, means station

FOUR REASONS WHY COLOR TV IS LOOKING UP

Set sales

An estimated 500,000 col-

or sets are in circulation,

about 1% of all tv homes.

But RCA, almost the sole

promoter of color in its

5-year history, was joined

this fall by Admiral Corp.,

which resumed manufacture after a two-year hiatus. Pre-Christ-

mas sales in some areas show color outsells black-and-white

four to one, and Admiral two months ago was back-ordered for 45

days even after selling demo models. Lowest set cost is $495,

but many buyers seem to prefer upper-range models. Improved

and less expensive servicing, circuitry and package warranties

have made color sets more usable, buying more attractive.

Facilities

There are 304 stations

equipped to carry it, but

most network color is car-

ried by 149 NBC-only af-

filiates. Local color can

be handled by 106 sta-

tions: 39, live; 101, film;

102, slide. In '58—and patterns hold true this year—NBC color-

cast 668 program hours; CBS, SVz; ABC, none. Experts predict

many stations will add color because of new GE tube which

makes color workable with present b&w facilities, studio as well

as remote, and gives better picture quality. Estimated station

saving: $200,000 needed for additional lighting, air conditioning,

electric power and vast number of man-hours for maintenance.

Programing
Network colorcasting is

on the rise, with NBC this

final quarter scheduling

250 hours—primarily for

"name" shows and spe-

cials. Color proponents

say $52 of $54 million

being spent by car companies in net tv is for color {from total

budget of $70 million). Local shows have been color-tested most

successfully at WLW-T, which has had color two years. Real

breakthrough is expected to come as stations use new tube with

present b&w equipment. GE claims tube makes color remotes

superior to b&w because it enhances both resolution, depth

of focus. Taping is gaining because of versatility, lower costs.

Promotion
RCA has refined local-level

promotion tactics, and Ad-

miral is beginning to do

same with dealer meets,

elaborate sales kits, tie-

ins. Color stations are

adapting promotion tech-

niques similar to those of WLW-T, explained here by Pres. Robert

Dunville to guest at recent N. Y. press showing of color tape fea-

turing new color tube. WLW-T team sold 300 saloons on buying

RCA color set with full warranty for 70* a day; supplied stream-

ers, banners, mobile repair trucks, air spots to push past season's

baseball games. Aim: build public audience in neighborhood

bars, convert them to private buyers. Basketball is colorcast now.

30
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management does not have to invest

in costly lighting equipment, air con-

ditioning to carry off the excessive

heat and extensive maintenance. Sta-

tions can use their present black-and-

white studios and b&w equipment in

the field to bring in quality color-

casts. This saving, in Mr. Dunville's

operation, may well mean no addi-

tional charge for color to sponsors.

WLW-T has been colorcasting for two

years, currently airs some 40 hours

weekly (about evenly divided be-

tween network and local), and has

"no plan" to charge advertisers for

color, he says.

The successful turning of the color

television wheel depends on the

strength of the spokes. The sequence

seems to go this way : increased set

circulation hinges on public-appeal

programing. Programing must have

stations and network to carry it. Sta-

tions and networks need color equip-

ment as well as—at least—the hope

of advertiser interest. So the starting

point in the wheel movement is pro-

graming, and at the network level

this is almost solely the project of

NBC.

In this last quarter, NBC is pro-

graming more than 250 hours of

color shows, largely in the "specials"

or "name star" categories. ABC is

carrying none; CBS, perhaps six

shows. The CBS position, as outlined

by W. E. Lodge, vice president of the

tv network, affiliate relations and

engineering administration: "At the

present level of color set ownership,

audience statistics give little reason

for a buildup in the volume of color

programing by a station or a net-

work. But we are very definitely

keeping our 'foot in the door' on

color."

An increasing number of local sta-

tions, however, are carrying both

network and local color. Some 304

stations are color-equipped, 13 for

local only. Of 291 stations equipped

for network color, 149 are NBC af-

filiates; 130, CBS; 101, ABC; 89,

duplicates (all three networks). Of
106 stations equipped with local color

facilities, 39 can handle live pro-

graming; 101, film; 102, slides.

WLW-T management is probably

right in calling Cincinnati "the color

capital" because of the intensive

colorcasting, exploitation and techni-

{Please turn to page 53)
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INDUSTRY LEADER Clair R, McCollough, who will receive NAB's I960 Distinguished

Achievement Award for a "lasting contribution to the American system of broadcasting"

NAB NAMES MCCOLLOUGH
ITS ''MAN OF THE YEAR"

e's a Pennsylvania Dutchman,

even though he's a Scotch Presby-

terian," says Ollie Treyz, ABC presi-

dent. "Clair's a doer, not a talker.

He's the Old Guard's new leader."

The Treyz tribute to his long-time

and much admired friend Clair R.

McCollough is typical of industry

comment on the selection of McCol-

lough for the NAB's 1960 Distin-

guished Achievement Award.

"A tower of strength," "knows the

mechanics of people," "has fabulous

energy for tackling industry prob-

lems," "dedicated, responsible, effec-

tive" were some of opinions and ap-

praisals SPONSOR heard last week.

McCollough is the eighth man to

receive the NAB's "Broadcaster of the

year " honor, and the first station man
to be so honored. "Previous award-

winners were, Gen. David Sarnoff,

Wm. S. Paley, Mark Ethridge. Robert

E. Kintner, Herbert Hoover, Dr.

Frank Stanton. Robert W. Sarnoff.

Recognition of McCollough is for

his tireless and hard driving efforts in

behalf of nearlv every important in-

dustry organization. Among his dis-

tinguished achievements:

• As a member of NAB, he helped

organize its Iv side following World
War II, served as first chairman and

is now a member of NABs Tv Board.

• He was one of the original draft-

ers of the NAB Tv Code, and has

constantly fought for its enforcement.

• He was a founding father of both

RAB. TvB. He was TvB's first board

chairman, is now a TvB director.

• He was a member of the NAB
committee that persuaded AP to pro-

vide news service to radio stations.

• His latest founding effort: the

two-month old Television Informa-

tion Office. As chairman of the Tele-

vision Information Committee he has

been a prime mover in establishing

this new "two wa\ informational

bridge between industry and public."

• In his home territory (he is

president of Steinnian Stations lo-

cated in six Pennsylvania markets

and Wilmington. Del.) he founded

the Pennsylvania Broadcaster's Assn.

and served as its first president. His

friends say. "People are always ask-

ing him to do things."
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ALONG AD ROW WITH
by Miksch

SANTA CLAUS DROPS AGENCY

Parting of the ways came today for

Santa Claus North Pole Enterprises,

Inc., and its long-time advertising

agency, Prancer, Dancer. Dunder &

Blitzen."We
sort of knew
about it since

this morning,

so it came as

no surprise to

us," said a

spokesman for

PDD&B who
must go un-

identified be-

cause he spoke out of turn. Attempts

to reach the agency principals for

comment were for the most part fruit-

less. Prancer and Dancer failed to

return our phone calls; George Dun-

der, exec v.p., threw a briefcase at

our reporter when he called at the

agency, and all Raoul Blitzen,

PDD&B's president emeritus, had to

say was. "As far as we're concerned,

there ain't no Santa Claus. Merry

Christmas anyhow."

The client, however, was reached at

his North Pole toy workshop and

mink coat ranch. "It was all accom-

plished," said S. Claus, "in the great-

est spirit of friendliness. I simply told

them they were dropped, and they

called me a 'fat old fraud' and said

they were resigning my account."

Loss of the Santa Claus billing

leaves PDD&B with only the Easter

Rabbit account. In fact, speculation

is rife along Madison Ave. that this

product conflict may have been rea-

son for Santa Claus pulling out.

Claus refused to confirm this, con-

cluded the interview on a jolly note

with the remark that, "I guess you

could say Santa will be doing his

Christmas shopping early—for a new

agency."

REINDEER IMAGE

"Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer

needs a new image," Dr. Wenceslaus

Deepenproben, noted motivational re-

searcher, told a luncheon meeting of

the Puff Pushers in Public Relations

Society yesterday. "People, especial-

ly those in the higher socio-economic

stratum with fixed brand loyalties and

color tv," said Dr. Deepenproben,

"wish deeply to think of Rudolph as

a charming fellow with a well-ori-

ented id. But the connotation of the

'red-nose' associates him in their

minds with a hard sell, martini-sated

adman such as novelists often write

about."

PAYOLA CHARGED

Charges of "payola" were hurled

today by FCC's Gerschwin Solveg at

Mrs. Muriel Threnody, music teacher

at P.S. 51. Mrs. Threnody directed

the grade school's annual Christmas

Carol program over local radio sta-

tion WEAK. The payola charge

arose from the fact that Solveg's 11-

year-old son Gabriel who attends

P.S. 51 was not invited to sing on

the children's program, and a sur-

prise raid by Solveg on Mrs. Thren-

ody's classroom uncovered 47 beauti-

ful, red apples—the exact number of

kiddies that were featured in the

carol sing. Mrs. Threnody contends

the apples had no bearing on her se-

lection of carolers and that young

Solveg is tone deaf and a frequent

spit-ball thrower.

The local PTA has joined FCC in

the payola investigation.

ACCOUNTS

Abominable Snowsuits Div. of

Abominable Snowman Corp. to

Scrooge, Marley & Co.

Exploding Yule Logs, Inc. to Was-

sail, Bowl & Hiccup.

Do -It -Yourself Cranberry Spray

Kits for contaminating your own
Christmas cranberries, product of

Holiday Dessert Div. of Canal Lock

Construction Co. to Geiger & Counter

Agency.

Tiny Tim Tinsel and Spaghetti

Mfg. Co. to Noel & Yule Advertising.

Fireplace Filters, Inc., maTcers of

a filter that will keep Santa out of

chimneys but will travel the smoke

through, to Angel & Shepherd Agency.
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PACK AND SLEIG
CHRISTMAS BONUSES

While many ad agencies are now
involved in the tedious task of figur-

ing out Christmas bonuses for em-

ployees (usually along some such

complex lines as two weeks' or a

month's salary), accountants at Chi-

cago's Bottom, Nadir & Bedrock

Agency are having a comparatively

easy time of it. For BN&B has come

up with a streamlined and simplified

system (with the help of an outside

firm of efficiency engineers I for de-

termining bonuses for its employees.

Here is how the BN&B streamlined

plan works: 43.8% of one-third of a

week's base pay plus .087% of a full

week's deductions is the Christmas

bonus of each employee who has been

at the agency prior to 13 August

1957. For those who came to work

between that date and 4 Nov. 1958

(and who did not take their full va-

cation time) goes a bonus that works

out to 9.03';/ of the agency's 2%
cash discounts fund less the em-

ployee's social security number. A
sliding scale governs Christmas bo-

nus of agency personnel who came

after 4 Nov. 1958, provided they re-

ceived no wedding or shower gifts.

"Those efficiency boys can sure

smooth down the fur," says Fletcher

I Flet) Bottom, BN&B president.

REQUEST DENIED

Latest rumor in network tv is that

tv director of the perennial Christmas

tv spectacular, Amahl And The Night

Visitors, turned down a motor addi-

tive advertiser who wished to sponsor

it under the name Bardahl And The

Night Visitors.

PEOPLE

Scrooge, Marley & Co. announces

the resignation of Bob Cratchet, asso-

ciate media director, effective Christ-

mas Eve.

J. Winter Bell, board chairman of

Bell & Candle Advertising, announces

the promotion of Miss Montage La-

Femme to creative vice president.

Miss LaFemme had been in the

agency's typist pool. The announce-

ment of her elevation came the morn-

ing after the agency Christmas Party.

DISTRIBUTION HAZARD

A. C. Noelsong Co., rating service

and market researcher, announces

plans to include tv roof antennae in

its 1960 I .S. set count. Behind the

plan is a decade of increasingly bitter

complaints from Christmas Eve Dis-

tributing Corp., a division of Santa

Claus North Pole Enterprises. Tv

antennae have complicated the work

of this organization, disrupting dis-

tribution patterns in congested areas.

Sleigh runners have been dulled and

reindeer have thrown shoes in aerial

collisions with these roof-top hazards.

The Noelsong antenna-count will not,

according to compan) officials, solve

the problem but it will introduce a

new measurement.

COMMERCIAL BANNED

Continuilv censors at all three tv

networks banned from the air a 60-

second commercial by the Tannen-

baum Evergreen Growers Assoc, that

showed the needles dropping off a

competitor's Christmas tree.

D.A. CITES TV FIX

Aftermath of a remote tv telecast

from the toy department of The Wel-

kin Store was issuing of subpoenas

by District Attorney Lohengrin Fled-

ermaus to store executives, the re-

mote crew of station KROK-TV, and

store Santa. Melville Manicotti. They

will be asked to testify before the

Grand Jury on D.A.s charges that

the telecast was rigged. Children in-

terviewed by Manicotti on the show,

it is alleged, were supplied with

answers on what they want from

Santa at Christmas and, what's more,

several kiddies went through the

Santa sreeliti"; line twice collecting

several free peppermint sticks.

The press of the nation has made
the case a cau^e celebre. Said the Des

Moines Echo. "The \^ elkin fix proves

even Santa Claus can't be trusted on

camera. " while the Altoona Blast ran

an open letter to the FCC headed,

"All We Want for Christmas Is Our
Air Waves Back." ^
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How an old-line firm
battles the Big Boys

^ Dumas Miliier pinpoints air strategy for its Pine-Sol

to offset big-time competition in the cleanser market

^ Ups 1960 advertising budget $400,000 to promote

rapidly expanding line of new household products

BUILDING TRADE BENEFITS into campaign, planners worl< on rough of Godfrey brochure.

They are (I to r), a.e. Dick Best, DMC pres. Howard Cohoon, agency pres. Gordon Best, v. p.

Frank Morr. Photo shows informal work session at Milner House on Mississippi's Gulf Coast

If you were an established company
marketing a good product and sud-

denly found yourself face to face with

big-time competition by a bunch of

newcomers, what would you do?

Dumas Milner Corp., Jackson,

Miss, working with its Chicago agen-

cy. Gordon Best Co. has upped its

1960 ad budget to $2.9 million (by

SPONSOR estimate)—an increase of

$400,000 over last year—will hit the

competition from two angles with

carefully pin-pointed air/print media

strategy. Here's what they'll spend

and how:

For established products, $1.5 mil-

lion in network tv, $400,000 in net-

work radio—both to spearhead year-

round campaigns for the company's

Pine-Sol and Perma-Starch. An addi-

tional $400,000 in spot tv and spot

radio plus $100,000 to local news-

papers to offset competitive advertis-

ing in individual markets.

To introduce new products, $500,-

000 for special area campaigns (see

box on opposite page) . Among them:

Yarn Glo (a cold water sweater bath)

.

Dumas Milner's Pine-Sol disinfec-

tant and cleanser had been on the

market for 10 years when Adell

Chemical's Lestoil, Lever's Handy
Andy and P&G's Mr. Clean blazed

into the liquid cleanser field. And for

just about the same period of time,

Dumas Milner has been sold on the

potential of radio and tv in marketing

household products.

It all began in 1948 when Missis-

sippi industrialist R. E. Dumas Mil-

ner acquired a janitorial supply house

called Magnolia Chemical Co. and

hired Howard S. Cohoon (now presi-

dent of the company) to introduce

Pine-Sol to the American housewife.

By 1949 the product had moved as

far as the A&P in Birmingham, Ala.,

to be followed the same year by ex-

pansion into other southern markets

including Texas. Behind the expan-

sion : carefully planned schedules of

local radio plus newspapers so suc-

cessful they were picked up all across

the country.

In 1952, with national distribution

completed, Pine-Sol was put on net-

work radio. The first buy : /?o6erf ^.

Lewis show—and the beginning of a

six-year association with Lewis. Spot

radio flights were used to bolster any

weak spots in the market.
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By 1955 the company was ready to

start diversification into other house-

hold Hnes. Its purchase of Perma-

Starch Corp. (Illinois) was only the

beginning.

"At the time we bought Perma-

Starch," says pres. Cohoon, "we re-

vised our strategy to include spot tv,

since we felt it would be effective in

developing new markets for this and

other products to come."

"Research had shown us," he con-

tinued." that this product, though

highly specialized, was already well

known. So we were after a fast stim-

ulus for getting it into the national

picture."

The formula that brought in the

customers called for a tv saturation

of 20 to 30 spots per week in 20 states

for a period of 26 weeks backed up

with newspaper schedules. "Use of

the newspapers," says marketing v.p.

Vincent Tateo, "was for coupon pur-

poses, a strong feature of all our new
product introductions."

Pine-Sol room deodorant hit the

market in 1956 via a combination of

tv and newspapers in some areas,

radio and newspapers in others. Mys-

tic Foam, an upholstery and rug

cleaner, purchased from Mvstic Foam
Corp., Cleveland, followed in 1957.

Successful introduction of this

product demanded still another strate-

gy. Virtually unknown except in

Southern California. Mystic Foam
broke into the West Coast market via

a coupon offer tied to a 10-plan tv

schedule on one Los Angeles station

and to radio covering the rest of Cali-

fornia. Oregon and Washington. Ten

to 20 spots went on weekly over 15

stations: from 50 to 60 newspapers

carried the coupons.

Now. after 10 years of effective

marketing strategy. Dumas Milner

and its agency are bringing up the

big guns.

"We need two things primarily,"

says v.p. Tateo. "Exposure to a con-

sumer audience lOO'^r interested in

using our products and, equally im-

portant, media that can be merchan-

dised to both consumer and trade."

By the end of this year, the com-

pany will have completed upwards of

13 weeks on the Arthur Godfrey Show
(CBS Radio)—a 52-week buy that

provides for one 10-minute segment

(Please turn to page 59)
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DMC PLANS STRATEGY BY PRODUCTS

1. NET TV FOR REACH
Pine-Sol liquid cleanser needs big reach.

It shares $1.5 million daytime tv package

and $400,000 Godfrey radio buy with

Perma Starch. 15-min. alternate week seg-

ments in three daytime shows gives Pine-Sol

36-40% reach of tv homes every four

iveeks, says Dick Best (Gordon Best Co.)

2. DAYTIME EMPHASIS
Perma Starch copy appeals {compar-

ison of product to water-soluble starches)

need lOO'^c concentration of housewives.

Best says Nielsen data show that daytime

nettvork tv provides coverage for not much

more tJian half the cost of nighttime network

tv, so 1960 strategy is keyed to daytime

3. SPOT COMBINATION
Mystic Foam rug cleanser was intro-

duced in 1957 with typical campaign:

Where unknoivn, product got combination

of spot radio and local newspaper ; where

previously marketed, pattern called for spot

tv and newspaper. Papers facilitate coupon-

ing, a feature of all DMC product intros

4. SPECIAL PROMOTION
Room Deodorant price special in-

volved $1.05 saving on two cans plus pack-

aging innovation in form of plastic contain-

er. Dumas Milner relies heavily on netivork

radio personality to put price specials over

(currently Arthur Godfrey). Robert Q.

Lewis, Don McNeill are previous pitchmen

m

1
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FAREWELL TO A WONDERFUL GAL

I any timebuyers have moved into the upper

strata of the advertising business. But because

BBDO's Gert Scanlan is a rarity in any business

SPONSOR decided to record her passing last week

with this appropriate and unusual tribute.

There are no honorary timebuyers. But if there

were Gert would certainly be high among such as

Dan Rodgers, Reggie Schuebel, Frank Silvernail,

Ruth Jones, Alman Tarantan, Warren Bahr, Dick

Grahl. Pete Lund, to name a few. And none would

rank higher in the affection of practically everyone.

Gert"s entrance at any cocktail party, generally

accompanied by her sister Eleanor, was the signal

for a stream of friends to move in her direction.

For Gert was the personification of all that is warm,
gay, sympathetic, generous, and friendly in our

often hectic industry. Lloyd Venard, president of

Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, writes, "Her integ-

rity, her fairness, and her cheerfulness made the ra-

dio and the tv business a better business to be in."

Her career in broadcasting is an inspiration to

youngsters starting in. When she joined BBDO 30
years ago, on 28 May 1929, she was a stenographer

with a high school education. At the time of her

death she was a highly respected media executive,

acting as liaison between New York headquarters

and BBDO's 15 offices. In between she served suc-

cessively as office manager (1937), radio talent

head (1938), head timebuyer (1941), and account

executive for Wildroot (1943). Her association

with Ward Maurer, ad manager of Wildroot, for

about 15 years was one of the most harmonious and

profitable examples of agency/client teamwork in

the annals of ad\ ertising.

"I don't think there was a better-known person

in the field of timebuying," says BBDO's exec v.p.

Bob Foreman. "Wherever you went, when people

found you worked for BBDO they always asked,

"Do you know Gert Scanlan?"

Station men and reps loved her. Frank Headley,

president of H-R. writes, "Gert worried a little bit

about the welfare of every salesman who called on

BBDO." Tom Hamilton, general manager of

WNDU-TV, South Bend, says, "The heartaches and

disappointments of this high-pressure business were

relieved by the good humor and happy disposition

that Gert displayed." Peggy Stone, president of

Radio-Tv Reps, contributes: "Client and salesman

alike loved doing business with Gert."

Helen A. Thomas, veteran timebuying head of

Street & Finney, speaks for scores of agency people

in saying, "Gert had a wonderful talent for getting

the most out of life—day by day. She just loved

people, and showed it."

And from Frank Headley: "At every NAB Con-

vention in recent years a communion breakfast is

held for those of Catholic faith. It's only one of the

spiritual legacies left us by Gert. She was a founder

of a group within our industry known as the 'Mon-

juniors'—a derivative of the title 'Monsignor.' Her
friends called her 'God's Girl Friday.'

"She was—and undoubtedly is." ^
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A locar^MTto Avis reserves you

a car anywhere In the world

fieA/T-a-CAft
oo ^tKsr ct.At&

IS A PICTURE WORTH 10,000 WORDS? Probably not, if you study this picture from Peters, Griffin, Woodward pres-

entation. Imagine what the ad would look like if you couldn't road the copy and had to guess what phone and car represented

Are you sure you need visuals?

^ Many products—traditionally thought of as "visual"

and demonstrable—are being sold with radio today

^ To mention just a few: motion pictures, bras, cars,

paints, air vacations. Good copy makes the picture

10,000 (or even much fewer I words,

and that radio is just the thing to

launch or promote a product that has

been thought of traditionally as "vis-

ual and demonstralile.'"

\^ hat. for example, is more suited

to a visual presentation than a mo-

tion picture or a woman's bra? Yet

Exquisite Form has been selling the

most intimate and beautiful of lin-

gerie with radio, with oidy spoken

words to create the curiosity and de-

sire to buy.

Of all radio advertisers, it would be

hard to imagine one dealing in a

low often have you heard this

from an advertiser: "We use news-

papers to advertise new products . . .

Radio is only for a product that has

been established"?

The obvious implication is based

on the mythical Chinese proverb that

a picture is worth 10,000 words.

Both of these have been challenged

in a presentation by Peters Griflin.

Woodward, Inc. ambiguously titled.

"Phase One." They also are being

challenged daily bv national and re-

gional advertisers who have decided

that a picture is not necessarily worth

more visual product than the Holly-

wood film studio. ^ et a major part

of the promotion of a theater picture

by many of these studios is radio

—

with commercials that tease and ex-

cite the listener with a snatch of dia-

logue, some dramatic sound effects

that will lead him right uj) to the box

office.

Pictures on these ])ages point up

use of radio by such "visual"' ac-

counts as Exquisite Form Bras. Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer for its "It Started

With a Kiss." Pepperidge Farm Bread

and Ford Motor Co.s new compact

Falcon. They are only four of a host

of advertisers who have learned that

the human ear is often a more direct

path to a consumer's heart than the

human eye.

Behind such radio success stories of

products that, at first glance, appear

to need a picture is a basic truth:

Radio is not limited by the jihysical,
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THESE ITEMS SELL WITHOUT VISUALS

PACKAGED GOODS MOTION PICTURE

AUTOMOBILE LADY'S BRA

SUCCESSES ALL: Pepperidge Farms bread radio commercials whet imagination and appetite.

Radio ads for new M-G-M release, "It Started Wtih A Kiss" stimulate curiosity. Ford spots for

new Falcon bring customers into showrooms. Beauty is portrayed by Exquisite Form bra copy

two-dimensional form of a picture.

The human race has progressed to a

stage where the mind can create a

monster more terrible than can be

depicted with wire and plastics on a

Hollywood set; where it can imagine

its own beauty far more beautiful

than can be depicted by the most

skilled artist.

Lud Richards, director of sales de-

velopment for radio at PGW, relates

this anecdote of how a Boston radio

salesman sold a storm window ac-

count. The storm window manufac-

turer had been advertising on tv with

hard-sell demonstration commercials.

Results, however, were such that when
the radio salesman came to call, the

storm window client flatly stated he

was no longer interested in broadcast

advertising because his commercials

had pulled only a handful of requests

for demonstrations. "I've seen your

commercials," said the radio sales-

man, "and I don't understand why
you expected a single call. Why
would anybody want to call you and
have your storm window demonstrat-

ed again? Use radio, tell them the

benefits of your windows, what they

will do for the buyer, and suggest

they come in for a demonstration"

The main objective of advertising

of a new product, according to Rich-

ards, is (1) to create awareness, and

(2) to create curiosity to the point

where the potential customer must go

in and look at it and—if it doesn't

cost too much—to buy it and try it.

Both these advertising, aims are be-

ing fulfilled all the time by radio

commercials, which, incidentally are

becoming more creative as more cli-

ents and agencies develop a feel and

appreciation of the medium. Not only

words—spoken in the most effective

tones—but sound effects and the psy-

chological application of music all

help the listener set up his own image

of and desire for the product.

Take an airline (and many are on

radio : National, Northwest-Orient.,

Eastern, etc.) advertising a Florida

vacation. The commercial copv usu-

ally sets up just enough (Northeast

jingle: "Let's jet away from it all")

to set the listener in a vacation mood.
But it doesn't attempt to picture his

or her vacation since each has his

own idea of what a vacation should

be; for one, it might be fishing; for

another, swimming in tropic waters

and basking in the sun; for still an-

other, a gay round of night life in

Miami.

Behind every strong advertising

campaign is a strong motivating idea,

and an idea is a very personal thing.

The PGW presentation, referred to

earlier, brought out a striking exam-

ple not tied to advertising. This was
the classic line delivered during a ra-

dio "Fireside Chat" during the de-

pression by the late President Frank-

lin D. Roosevelt: "We have nothing

to fear but fear itself." The strength

and subsequent effectiveness of this

line lay in the fact that it was spokei

and that he did not attempt to df

lineate the fear. "Had he tried 1

use a picture to sell this idea, '

would have necessarily had to foe

it on just one particular aspect of

over-all idea," PGW points out. A*""

was, expressed simply on radio, ev""

one related his words to their '^^

situation and specific fear. ''d

The absence of a picture or eve'"'

a demonstration is an adverti'^'

plus that has taken hold slowly in

minds of marketing and admen. L^

now that it has, it opens a new doo.

to sales strategy. The auto compa-

nies (long believers in the effective-

ness of pictures) are now using radio

heavily to create the curiosity to

bring families into the showrooms.

Packaged goods clients are learning

to use sound—not to depict a label

—

but to implant a brand name and a

desire to investigate. The success of

Pepperidge Farm Bread with radio

spots is a lesson in telling a product's

.ingredients story to whet the appetite.

Then there are the paints—in all

the colors of the rainbow and some

shades between. DuPont and Pitts-

burgh paints, along with many large

regional paint manufacturers have

been using radio—not to show the

color or the methods of application

—

but to get the homeowner into the

store to look at the color charts.

Or take a radio commercial for cof-

fee, such as N. Y.'s best-selling Chock

Full O'Nuts. It sells because it trig-

gers for each listener his own per-

sonal idea of what good coffee tastes

like. ^
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WHAT'S NEW IN NOSE COUNTING
^ Trend toward more qualitative research on radio/tv

audiences is marked by many innovations in techniques

^ Here is a rundown of some significant new develop-

ments by Sindlinger, TvQ, and other research firms

meports reaching SPONSOR in recent

weeks indicate that something like an

"undercover revolution" in air media

research is taking place at leading

agencies, advertisers, and research or-

ganizations.

One media director at a top 10

igency says, "There are more new

I nd different kinds of research being

I ndertaken today on tv and radio

I oblems than at any time in the his-

I ry of these media.

I "Nearly all of this research is ex-

I nsive, however. Most companies

I nt to keep it close to their vests,

I d that's why you don't hear more

] /out it."

1 Chief feature of the new research,

according to reliable Madison Avenue

sources, is a greatly increased empha-

sis on the qualitative aspects of ra-

dio/tv audiences, program prefer-

ences and reactions to commercials.

Nose counting, in the old accepted

sense of raw numbers, is out. New
research techniques aim at uncover-

ing greater subtleties.

Last month in New York some 200

agencymen attended a timebuying

seminar held by the Radio & Tele-

vision Executives Society, and lis-

tened with rapt attention as two re-

search organization heads outlined

some of the new projects in which

they were engaged.

Albert E. Sindlinger of Sindlinger

& Co. outlined his firms new "Tele-

vision Activity Service." Henry Bren-

ner described the workings of TvQ.

The session was chaired b\ Robert

Morris, president of BAR.
TvQ, a service instituted 18 months

ago, is designed to predict the future

audiences for tv programs, and

serves such clients as ABC. NBC,
CBS, Leo Burnett, JWT, BBDO, Bi^B^

Grey, Bates, FC&B, General Foods,

Philip Morris, Campbell Soup, and
more than a hundred others.

Says Brenner, "It is not a substi-

tute for any service now available.

It does not rate shows by sets-in-use

or other methods used by the rating

services. TvQ measures the appeal

of any tv show on the air, and mea-

sures this in terms of individuals,

and their opinions about shows."

Each month TvQ interviews 2,100

individuals in 750 tv homes, selected

from its Home Testing Institute panel.

Interviewees fill out questionnaires on

various programs by checking off

these categories: "one of mv favor-

ites," "very good," "good," "fair,"

TIMEBUYER INTEREST in new research techniques was shown at well-attended luncheon held by the Radio & Television Executives Society at

Hotel Lexington in New York last month. Timebuying seminar heard talks by Albert E. Sindlinger (at mike) and Harry Brenner, president of TvQ

^'J .£



TVQ'S BRENNER PICKS SEASON'S WINNERS

HENRY BRENNER, pres. of TvQ, research organiza-

tion which analyzes comparative appeals of tv programs (see

explanation in text), predicts that these new shows will "make

it" : Deputy, Bonanza, Laramie, Untouchables, Dennis the Men-

ace, Hennessey, Bronco, Dobie Gillis, The Rebel, and "maybe"

Hotel de Paris. Brenner says these shows "won't be with us

long": Charlie Weaver, Trouble Shooters, Lineup, Fibber

McGee & Molly, Love & Marriage, The Big Party, Philip

Maloive, Dennis O'Keefe and the World of Talent. TvQ, a rela-

tively new service, has contracts with several leading agencies.

"poor" and "have never seen."

The Q Rating is extracted by divid-

ing "familiarity" (the proportion of

the people who know about the

show), into the proportion who say

it's their favorite. Example: 61*^ of

the people questioned are familiar

with a particular show; W/r list it as

their favorite. Its Q Rating is 61

divided into 14—or 23.

TvQ predictions on the success of

new programs, available mid-Novem-

ber to estimate the December share

of audience, are based on: the Octo-

ber audience share, the mid-October

share of appeal (TvQ rating) and

the mid-October age factor.

The TvQ panel is also questioned

as to products and brands used. Said

Mr. Brenner, "We're developing the

hypothesis that it's not the number

of people who watch the program that

determines its commercial success,

but the number of people who are

favorably disposed to the show and

use the type of product advertised."

Mr. Brenner cautioned his listeners

as to the variables affecting choice of

show at a particular time:

• Age and sex of those present

• Appeal and strength of competi-

tive shows

• Appeal and strength of lead-in

program
• Appeal of the show itself

• Advance promotion, publicity

• Number of stations in lineup.

In summarizing what TvQ ratings

have to offer, Mr. Brenner listed:

early season predictions of success or

failure of new shows; how a show
might work out in other time slots;

what might happen if an old show
returns to the air; future rating

trends of shows new and old; the

kinds of people liking specific pro-

grams best; among which groups a

show is gaining or losing favor;

which program is best for advertising

a specific product and which pro-

grams are favored by heavy, medium
and light users of various products.

Albert Sindlinger discussed the

new services by means of which his

company goes beyond the "single di-

mension of audience size" and gets

at "the quality of the audience and

the compatibility of the audience with

the advertiser's product." He said

the emphasis is on:

1) Product use within a specific

television program's audience

2) Plans to buy within a specific

television program's audience, and

3) Characteristics of the people

who comprise the audience for a spe-

cific television program.

The Sindlinger outfit leads up to

its qualitative findings with ratings

of the more conventional type—i.e.

coverage, total, average, share of au-

dience and population ratings. From
there it delves into the characteristics

of each program's audience. The

series known as "Household Char-

acteristics by TV Program," encom-

passes ratings broken down as to

household income, age of household

head, occupation of household head,

location of household by market size,

size of household, etc.

Mr. Sindlinger used as an example

a program showing up relatively poor-

ly in terms of over-all audience size.

Its sponsor sells a non-mass product

for which his best potential is first in

the $.5,000 to $7,500 income group

and second in the clerical, sales,

craftsman and foreman group.

Whereas his general rating has

averaged 15.3, his "characteristic

rating," as Sindlinger terms it, is

19.5. Further, his characteristic rat-

ing in relation to the household head

age group of 35 through 44—the

group responsible for half the spon-

sor's sales—is 21.4 among females

and 19.9 among males.

Household audience characteristic

ratings are issued quarterly, based on

the first eight broadcast weeks in

each quarter. The sample size for

the quarterly rating is said to be

over 12,800 different households.

Other Sindlinger studies look into:

sponsor identification by program

viewers; product use by program

viewers; plans to buy by program

viewers, and exposure to specific

combinations of media by program

viewers. ^
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What's happening to net tv ratings

^ Trend shows decline in big ratings, with only 3%
of p.m. programs hitting above 30, says Nielsen figures

I he continuing trend toward more

evenly distributed audiences among
the three tv networks this year has

produced this effect:

The percentage of sponsored night-

time shows attracting a 30 rating is

considerably smaller than it was three

years ago.

in lad. tb.e average audience for

any of the top 10 regularly scheduled

shows has been declining, as has been

the average audience of all programs

for the past two years. However, the

I'Jo'J average is about the same as

the 1956 level.

The Nielsen chart below on rating

trends of evening programs over four

seasons, based on the Second Octo-

ber report each year, also highlights

these trends:

• W bile the |)endulum is swinging

upward so that more shows have less

than a 15 rating, the bottom 10

evening programs are attracting more

viewers than in previous years.

• The percentage of shows be-

tween a 15 and 30 rating has re-

mained fairh stable. ^

fiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiinuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiK

Rating trends of evening programs, 1956—1959 |

m

DISTRIBUTION BY RATING LEVELS

1956 1957 1958 1959
100% 100% 100% 100%

OVERBO-lorf

15-30°/o

AVERAGE AUDIENCE

UNDER 15V.

NO. Of

B

66

26

9

72

19

5

70

25

-i-

69

2B

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
*

ALL PROGRAMS

BOTTOM •

I 10 PROGRAMS

PROGRAMS 133 130 127 135 I 1957 1958

SOt'RCE: A. C. Nielsen, Second OiIoIht Rcimit, each year. Cliart at left Indicates average audience. In both diaits raiinija are ','< I'SB. g
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

1. THIS MONTH IN NETWORK TV
** Specials scheduled during four ^eeks ending 15 January

PROGRAM (NETWORK)* COSTSt SPONSOR, AGENCY, DATE PROGRAM (NETWORK)-

Mrs. Miniver K i

COSTSt

275.000

SPONSOR, AGENCY, DATE

Amahl and Nijilit Visitors $ 30,000 Pontiac, M,J&A, 12/24 Gen. Mills. BBDO; West-

(N) clox. BBDO. 1 7 60.

AT&T Telephone Hr. (N) 275,000 AT&T, Ayer, 1/1/60,
1 15.

Prologue 1960 (A) 70,000 Kitchens of Sara Lee,

C&W; Armour. FC&B;
Art Carney (N) 225,000 AC UMS.Camp-E, 1 8-60. 7-Up. JWT, 12/27,

Eyewitness to Historyft (C) 450,000 Firestone, Camp-E, 12 20, 1 15 60.

12 23, 1 7 60. Rodeo (C) 250,000 Gen. Foods, B&B,
Bob Hope IN) 320,000 Buick, McCann, 1/13 '60. 1 15 60.

Hedda Hopper (N) 275,000 Rexall, BBDO, 1 10 60. S. Temple's Storybook (A) 75,000 Breck, Ayer, 12 '21.

Journey to Understandingft 466,000 Brn. & Wmsn., Bates, .Miiifiarel Hourke-White 130,000 Breck, Ayer, 1 3 60.

(N) 12 10, 12 27. Story (N)

•Networks: (.\) ABC TV; (C) CBS TV; (N) NBC TV. t Gross cost flEurcs cover talent and production onli'. tt tlie series «as Mild as a liiiu' program park.ic-
•* Sports specials listed in comparagraph.
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2. NIGHTTIME C O P A li

SUNDAY
ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABC

Small World
Olin-Mathieson

(DArcy)
F $30,000

I leet The Press
Ifanhattan Shirts

(Daniel &
Charles)

L $6,500

Twentieth
Century

Prudential
(R-McC)

)-F $35,000

>lo net service

5 3ber of London
sterling (DFS)

I ly-F $28,000 D Edwards
Amer Home

(Bates)

: ;-L $9.500tt

News
Texaco (C&W)
L $6.500tt

D. Edwards
Equitable

(FC&B)
alt Am. Home

(Bates)

H-L $9.500tt

News
Texaco (C&W)
J-L $6.500tt

Colt .45

I Nestle (Mc-E)
alt

I
Derby (Mc-E)
-F $13,800

Lassie
Campbell Soup

(BBDO)
,-F $37,000

Riverboat
(7-8)

Com Prod
(L&N)

alt hr. open
F $72,000

No net service Jo net service

}hn Daly News
sust

Edwards
Amer Home
(repeat feed)

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

}hn Daly News
sust

D Edwards
Equitable

Am. Home
(repeat feed)

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

[>hn Daly I

lOlt

Drcj iica

Maverick
(7:30-8:30)

falser Co (Y&R)
Jrackett (Y&B)
-F $78,000

Dennis The
Menace
Kellogg
(Burnett)

!c-F $36,000

Riverboat

Cheyenne
(7:30-8:30)

lalston (Gard.)

Am. Chicle
(Bates)

lilcliie (K&E)
V-F $82,500

Masquerade
Party

Amer Home
(Bates)

(t-L $18,000

Richard
Diamond

Pharma-Oraft
(JWT)

alt

Block (SSCB)
lly-P $30,000

(alt wks
7:30-8:30)

m. Chicle, B-M
Brn & Wmsn
Bates). Mattel,

Utchie, Anahlst,

P $82,000

io net service

Laramie
(7:30-8:30)

L&M (Mc-B)
lunshlne Biscuits

(C&W)
P&O (B&B)

tV-F $65,000

Court
Last Rei

sust
«

Cheyenne
Johnson & J

(T&R)
irmour (FCB)
Brn & Wmsn

(Bates)

P&G (B&B)
ihirley Temple
(7:30-8:30) #

Sugartoot
(7:30-8:30)

Am. Chicle,

i. J. Beynoldj,

ftTiitehaU, Car-

nation, Gen
Mills, Ludens,

Phillips

ir-F $82,000

President
Mission

sust

12/23; 7:3

Maverick

Ed Sullivan
(8-9)

Colgate (Bates)

It Kodak (JWT)
-L $85,800

Sunday
Showcase

(8-9)

various sponsors

•

The Texan
Broivn & Wmsn

(Bates)

alt

niarmaceutlcals

(Parkson)

'P-F $37,000

l|ove & Marriage
Noxzema
(SSC&B)

4c-F $38,000

tennis O'Keefe
Oidsmobile
(Brother)

*-F $38,000

Laramie
SVamer-Lambert
Lam & Feasley)
Ansco (B&B)
Colgate (Bates)
Miles (Wade)

:harley W(
Show

Mogen Da
(E. Weis
L $•

Law Man
|R. J. Reynolds

(Esty)

Whitehall
(Bates)

-F $41,000

Ed Sullivan Sunday
Showcase

Bourbon St.

Beat
(8:30-9:30)

orillard (L&N)
L-O-F (FSK)
inahist (Bates)

-F $80,500

Father Knows
Best

],ever (JWT) «U
Scott (JWT)
c-F $39,000

Wells Fargo
Amer Tobacco
(SSC&B)

It P&G (B&B)
V-F $47,000

Wyatt Earp
len Mills (DFS)

alt P&G
(Compton)

V-F $40,000

Dobie Cillis

Pillsbury

(Burnett)

alt

Philip Morris
(Burnett)

-F $37,000

Fibber McCee
& Molly

Singer (T&B)
alt

Stan Brands
(JWT)

3c-F $38,000

tzzie & Ha
Kodak (J

alt

Quaker Oi

(JWT)
-F $4

The Rebel
L&M(DFS)

alt

P&G (T&R)
-F $42,500

C. E. Theatre
Gen Electric

(BBDO)
Jr-F $51,000

The Chevy
Show

Dinah Shore
(9-10)

Chevrolet

(C«mp-E)
-L $165,000

Bourbon St.

Beat
Van Heusen

(Grey)

Reynolds Metal
(L&N)

Infl Latex
(R.-McC)

Danny Thomas
Gen Foods
(B&B)

;ic-F $47,500

Peter Cunn
Brlstol-Myeri
(DCS&S) alt

R. J. Reynolds
(Esty)

: ly-F $38,000

The Rifleman
Miles Lab
(Wade)

P&O (B&B)
Ralston

(Gardner)

tV-F $38.0on

Tightrope
Pharmaceuticals

(Parkson)
: ly-F $39,000

Arthur Murray
:x)rillard (L&N)

alt

Sterling (DFS)
7-1. $30,000

Hawaiian
(9:30-10:8

Carter (Bal

Whltehal
(Bates)

ry-F $«

I
The Alaskans
(9:30-10:30)

I

L&M. Armour
Il-F $77,500

Prologue 1960
1(9:30-10:30) •

Hitchcock
Presents

Bristol-Myers
(Y&R)

Hy-F $39,000

The Chevy
Show

>dv. In Paradise
(9:30-10:30)

L&M (Mc-E)
Armour (FCB)
-F $80,000

Ann Southern
Gen Foods
(B&B)

!c-F $40,000

Vicoa-Coodyear
Theater

Llcoa (FSR) alt

' ioodyear (T&R)
)r-F $39,000

Philip Marlowe
Whitehall
(Batn)

Brown & Wmsn
(Bates)

*Iy-F $39,000

Red Skelton
Pet Milk
(Gardner)

S. C. Johnson
(NL&B)

V-L $52,000

Ford Startime
(9:30-10:30)

Ford (JWT)
r-L $230,000

(average)

Hawaiian
Am. Chle

(Batea)

Har Rltdl

(K&E)

I

The Alaskans
Johnson & J,

DuPomt,
Anahlst,

Luden's, 7-Up

Benny alt

Cobel
Lever (JWT)

VC-V $47,000

Loretta Young
Tonl (North)
It Philip Mor-
ris (Burnett)

: )r-F $42,500

kdv. In Paradise
.eynolds Metals

(L&N)
lUden's (Mathes)
Infl l.atei

(R. Mc)

Hennessey
.orillard (L&N)

alt

Gen Foods
(T&B)

;c-F $39,000

Steve Allen
(10-11)

Plymouth
(Ayer)

V-L $125,000

Alcoa Presents
Alcoa (FSB)

3r-F $35,000

Carry Moore
(10-11)

Kellogg
(Burnett)

-P-G (Maxon)
rV-L $109,000

Ford Startime

Wed Nigl

Fights^
irown &

(Bates)

Miles (Wa
(lO-oond

;p-L $3!

What's My Lirti

Kellogg
(Burnett)

alt Sunbeam
(Perrln-Paus)
:-L $32,000

Eyewitness to
History

(10:30-11)

21 Beacon
Street

P. Lorillard

(LAN)

,-F $11,500

No net service

Man With
A Camera
G E. (Grey)

IF $34,000

June Allyson
5uPont (BBDO)
Dr-F $44,000

Steve Allen
Keep Talking

^lutual of Omaha
(Bozell & J)

3-L $18,000

Carry Moore
Polaroid (DDB)
S. C. Johnson

(NL&B)

Wed. Nig
Fights

• Sptiialt. M-e pafc'c 41.

•Color show, ttOost is per Begment. Prices do not include sustaining, par-
ticipating or co-op programs. Costs refer to average show cost* including
talent and production. They are gross (include 15% agency commisgioa).

They do not include commercials or time charges. This chart covers period
19 Dec. -15 Jan. Program types are indicated as follows: (A) Adventure,
(Au) Audience Participation. (C) Comedy, (D) Documentary, (Dr)
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A G R A P 19 DEC. - 15 JAN.

EDNESDAY
CBS NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
ABC CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Edwards
.er (Bates)

Gen Foods
(Y&R)

»9.500tt

News
Texaco (C&W)
L S6,50Ott

D Edwards
Whitehall
(Batei)

: l-L $9,500tt

News
reiaco (C&W)
L $6.500tt

D Edwards
rarllament

(B&B)
alt R. Rand
(Compton)

N-L »9,500tt

News
Teiaco (C&W)
L W.SOOtt

net service No net service No net service No net service

Edwards
Carter

len Foods
vest feed)

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

ohn Daly News
suit

D Edwards
Whitehall

(repeat feed)

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

ohn Daly News
ust

D Edwards
Parliament

alt R. Rand
(repeat feed)

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

e Line-Up
r:30-8:30)

F $80,000

;witness to

History
30-S:30)

Wagon Train
(7:30-8:30)

Ford (JWT)
f-F $78,000

Cale Storm
Warner-Lambert
(Lam & F)

Shulton

(Wesley)

5c-F $30,000

To Tell The
Truth

Carter (Bates)

alt

Tonl (North)

-L $22,000

Law of The
Plainsman

Ansco (B&B)
enault (Kudner)
Sunshine Bis.

(C&W)
F $30,000^7'

Walt Disney
Presents
(7:30-8:30)

Mars (Knox-K)
Hill (Ayer)

^-L $94,000

Rawhide
(7:30- 8:30)

Lever (JWT)
Parliament
(B&B)

Vlck (Morse)

W-F $80,000

People Are
Funny

Greyhound
(Grey)

Bulora (Me-E)
F $24,000

Dick Clark
Show

Beecfa-Not
Life Saran
(T&R)

^fu-L $14,500

Perry Mason
(7:30-8:30)

CoUate (Bates)

Parliament
(B&B)

My-F $80,000

Bonanza
(7:30-8:30)

L&M (Me-E)
RCA (JWT)

W-F $73,000

e Line-up

—

m & Wmson
(Bates)

ton (Wesley)

eter Paul
(DFS)

.k (OB&M)

Jat Masterson
Sealtest (Ayer)

Hill Bros.

(West Coast)

-P $38,000

4mahl and the
ight Visitors

(S-9) #

Wagon Train
R. J. Reynolds

(Eaty)

Nafl Bisc.

(Mc-E)

Donna Reed
Campbell
(BBDO)

alt

Johnson & J
(Y&R)

ic-F $38,000

Betty Hutton
Gen Foods
(B&B)

F $45,000!:c

Walt Disney
Presents

Canada Dry
(Mathes)

Derby (Mc-E)
Ward Baking

Rawhide
Lever (JWT)
Peter Paul

(DFS)
Pream (B&B)

Vabisco (Mc-E)

Trouble
Shooters

Philip Morrli
(Burnett)

[-A Co. (Scott)

-F $39,500

Art Carney
(8-9:30) 9

John Cunther's
High Road

Ralston (GB&B)
Dr-F $31,000

Perry Mason
Sterlint (DFS)
Gulf (T&R)
Hamm (C-M)

Bonanza
legs open

Into Space
. Tobacco
(BBDO)
t Longlnes
(Bennett)

$38,000

Price Is Right
Lever (OBM)
alt Speidel

(NC&K)
-L $21,500

The Real
McCoys

'&0 (Comptoa)
3c-F $39,000

Johnny Ringo
S. C. Johnson

(NLB) alt

P. Lorlllard

(L&N)
-F $36,000

Jphnny Staccato
Bris. -Myers

(Y&R)
alt

a. J. Reynolds
(Esty)

P $37,000

Man From
Blackhawk

Miles (Wade)
alt

K. J. Reynolds
(Esty)

tV-F $38,000

Hotel D'Paree
KelloKK
(Burnett)

alt

L&M (Mc-E)
W-F $43,000

Specials
(8:30-9:30)

rarlous sponsors

•

Leave It To
Beaver

lalston (GB&B)
Vlck Chemical

(OBM)
Sc-F $30,000

Wanted Dead
or Alive

Rm & Wnuoa
(Bates)

Kimberly-Clark
(FC&B)

y-P $39,000

^an&Challengt
R. J. Reymlds

(E«ty) alt

(Themstrand

(DDB)
4-F $36.00(

Du silu
Playhouse

(9-10)

Westlnghouse
(Mc-E)

|Dr-L $80,000

Eyewitness to
History
(9-10) %

Millionaire
fata (Bates)

Gulf (Bast

ily. T&R)
$42,000

Perry Como
(9-10)

Kraft
(JWT)

]IuT-L $125,000

Pat Boone
Chevrolet

(Camp-E)
HuV-L $61,000

Zane Grey
S. C. Jotmson
(NL&B) alt

General Foods
(B&B)

' V-F $45,000

la

Sc

chelor Father
Whitehall
(Bates)

alt

Am Tob
(Gumblnner)
F $42,000

7 Sunset Strip
(9-10)

Am. Chicle

(Bates)

Whitehall
(Bates)

«y-F $85,000

Specials

Lawrence Welk
(9-10)

Dodxe (Grant)
Mu-L $45,000

Mr. Lucky
Lever (JWT)

lit Bm & Wmsn
(Bates)

i-F $43,000

The Deputy
tvellogg( Burnett)!

alt I

Gen Cigar
(Y&R)

iV-F $39.00(

Playhouse 90
(9:30-11)

Amer Gas
(L&N)

I>r-L&F $110,000

(90mln.)

\Ats. Minniver
(9:30-11) #

ve Cot a

Secret
Holds (Eity)

alt

rlstol-Myers

(DCSS)
$27,000

Perry Como

Bob Hope
(9-10) %

Untouchables
(9:30-10:30)

L&M (Mc-E)
Armour (FCB)
7-Up (JWT)

Ritchie (K&E)
ily-F $80,000

( V

nie Ford Show
Ford (JWT)
L $42,000

n Sunset Strip
H. Ritchie

(K&E)
R. J. Reynolds

(Esty)

Carter (Bates)

Desilu

Playhouse

Rodeo
(9-10) %

M Squad
m Tob (SSCB)

alt

3t«rlln« (DFS)
P $31,000

Lawrence Welk

Have Cun. Will
Travel

Whitehall
(Bates)

lit Lever (JWT)
V-F $40,000

Five Fingers
(9:30-10:30)

Wamer-Lemb,
Corning Glass
Vfy-F $60.00<

S. Steel Hr
t Kks 10-11)

U.S. Steel

(BBDO)
L $80,000

]rs of Crisis
sust

1/6; 10-11)

This Is Your
Life

'&G (Burnett)
L $52,000

Untouchables
Lewis Howe

(Mc-E)
Carnation
(EWRR)

inahlst (Bates)

ake Good Look

Playhouse 90
Allstate

(Burnett)

alt

Eleynolds (Eaty) ,

fou Bet Your
Life

Pharmaceuticals

(Parkson) alt

>ver (BBDO)
-L $53,000

iobert Taylor's
Cap't of

Detectives
P&O
(B&B)

Ify-F $45,000

Twilight Zone
3en Pood (Y&R)

alt

Kimberly-Clark
(PCB)

\-F $36,000

Cavalcade of

Sports
()IIIette (Maxon)

(10-concl)

4p-L $55,000

Jubilee, U.S.A.
(10-11)

Massey- Ferguson
(NL&B)

Mu-L $20,000

Cunsmoke
-&M (DFS) alt

SperTT-Raiid
(T&B)

V-F $42,000

Five Fingers
I'&G. Iloli-ne

Curtis. Brls-

Myers
Bm & Wmson

(Bates)

cle Theatre
t trks 10-11)

Armstronc
(BBDO)
L $80,000

V chita Town
P&G (B&B)
-F $38,000

Igars (EWRR)
alt open

l-L $36,000

Dick Clark's
Party sust

12/31: 11-12:30)

Revlon Party
30-11 alt wks)

Revlon (W&L)
t Schick (B&in
-L $175,000

.awless Years
Mberto Culver

(Wade)
F $28,000

Black Saddle
L&M (Mc-E)

alt

Alberto Culver

(Wade)
V-F $38,000

'erson to Person
Pharmaceuticals

(Parkson)

alt

tt'arner-Larabert

(L & Feasley)

-L $40,000

J ickpot Bowling
^ayuk (Werman

& Scliorr)

^-L $3,000

Jubilee. U.S.A.
Wrason-Dickie

(PSR)
Xat'l Carbor

(Esty)

Markham
Schllti (JWT)

alt IJkM
(McCann)

iy-r $90,000

It Could Be
You

Phannaceutlcali
(Parkson)

l-L $32.0* i

Drama, (F) Film, (I) Interview, (J) Juvenile, (L) Live, (M) Mlac,
(Mu) Music, (My) Mystery, (N) News, (Q) Quiz-Panel. (Sc) Situation
Comedy, (Sp) SporU, (V) Variety, (W) Western. tNo charge for repeats.

L preceding date means last date on air. S (ollowing date means starting
date for new show or sponsor in time slot.
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^^

Only with RCA

can you get the

V

Uv

Why you get the best ^H
when you fl

"TAPE IT RCA" 1
[ 21 OUTSTANDING RCA FEATURES .^

1. Cenirolized control panel including metering of audio,

video, control track and moster erase heodt

2. Better than 36 db video signal-to-noite at wide band-
width video

3. Quadrature delay lines, record and playback

4. Built-in picture monitor and oscilloscope with push-button

selection of signals

5. Continuously variable winding speed

6. Foot-switch on reel brakes for easy tape threading

7. Air lubricated tape guides

Don't settle for less than the best. See your RCA
Representative, or write to RCA, Dept. YE-22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N. J. In Canada:
RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.



—ROrSRK
BROADCASTE

THROU

ELtCTRONI

Electronic Quadrature

Best Picture in Seconds

!

-PLAY ANY TAPES AS THOUGH MADE ON

\N ADVANCED RCA TV TAPE RECORDER!

Uectronic quadrature adjustment, as offered by

he RCA TV Tape Recorder, assures the best

icture alignment in seconds, even in playing

ack tapes made on recorders without the ad-

antages of RCA precision circuitry.

Vo sets of four precisely adjusted electrical

elay lines are provided, one set of which is used

uiing the record operation, the other during

layback. Once set, the record delay hnes need

ot be changed until a new headwheel panel is

nstaUed in the machine.

lie playback delay Unes may be used at any time

a tape exhibits quadrature errors in playback.

The appropriate tap switches are adjusted until

horizontal displacement is corrected. All correc-

tion is accomplished quickly, during operation

of the machine. And adjustment for record error

can be made within a very few seconds after

playback starts.

A tape recording can be made on an RCA
machine with much more accuracy than with a

machine that is adjusted mechanically. That's

why we say, "For the picture of pictures, tape

it RCA and play it back on an RCA TV Tape

Recorder."

B. Space-taving rack mounted design

9. Four channel video equalizer

0. FM deviation meter

1. Coarse and fine adjustment of control track phase with

full 4-lrack range

2. Simultaneous playback of program audio and control

track during record

3. Playback tape speed control for synchronization of two
or more machines

4. Tope footage indicator

15. Complete cue channel facilities

16. Calibrated control for measuring remaining video head life

17. Automatic control of shoe positioning for protection

against skewing in pictures

18. Balanced shoe adjustment Tor protection against scallops

in picture

19. Provisions for accurate tape splicing

20. Master erase head

21. Precision reel hubs for long bearing life

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA



DAYTIME C O P A I

10:00

10:15

10:30

10:45

11:00

11:15

11:30

11:45

12:15

12:30

12:45

SUNDAY
ABC ^BS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC

I

AB

Ump Unto My
Feet
•ntt

L6&K up LlVa
•Uit

Cantata
St. Nicholas

sust

Red Rowe
sust

Dough Re Ml
sust

Flay Tour
Hunch
Ponds

P&O alt

LeTer

Red Rowe
lUSt

Dough Re Mi
iUlt

fijy ¥uu i

Hunch
Culler alt

Gold Seal

rrlcldaln ~tlt

On The Co
sust

On The Co
sust

UN in Action
sust

I Love Lucy
Menthol alt

Uit

Lerer

Price It Right
Lerer

tit Fonda

Sta-llnc

lit WhltehaU

I Love Lucy
Scott alt sust

Gen. Mills alt

iuat

c^tb'^r ami)

Price It Right
Unr kit

Nabisco

Camera Three
Bit

December Bride
sust

Concentration
Culrer alt

Lever

Ponds alt Lever

December Bride
Cbliata

Ylck alt sust

Concentration
Frltldalre

I«T«r M
Alborto CulTtr

lohns Hopkint
File?
Uit

TBA
Restless Cun

Diistan

Winder

Love of Life
•Uit

Amar Hooio Prod
alt Nabisco

Truth or

Consequences
Ponda alt MUaa

P&O

Restless Cun
Dusharme
Shulton

Love of Life
Gen. Mills

alt sust

Truth or
Consequences

Standard Brands

P&Q
Amer Home

Restless
Sweets, I

BIocl

IT CBUIO Be
You

Al. Culrer alt

Mllei

Gen. Mills alt

z&a

Bishop Pike
•Uit

Face the
Nation
sust

Love That Bob
Durkee, Minute
Maid, Johnson
& J., Nucoa

Search for
Tomorrow
P&O

Cuiding Light
P&O

It Could Be You
Whitehall

alt Ben Gay

Poodi alt P&O

Love That Bob
Gen. Foodi
Beech-Nut
Armour
Block

Search For
Tomorrow
P&O

Guiding Light
EftO

Love Tha
Alberto-i

Dracke
Philllpi

LereTj^Dj

College Newt
Conference

Ml^t

Music Bingo
lUlt

No net service

Newt
(l:SS-l:l*>

u^t

No net service Music Bingo
•u^t

No net service

Newt
(l:U-l:St) niit

No net service
Music Bi^
Dushan

Frontiers of
Faith

8M5t

World Tamt
P&O

Nabisco alt

Caniatlan

No net terviee

World Turnt
P&O

StOTllnc alt

Menthol

No net service

NBA Pro
Basketball

Anheuser-Busch
U rartnn.l

Day In Court
Durke©

Best Foods

For Better Or
For Worse

•Uit

Queen for »
Day
iUit

Day In Court
Papermate, Tonl

Llsterlne

Johnson &
J., 8. C. Johnson

For Better Or
For Worse
Gen. Mills

(L 12/29)

alt sust

Queen for a
Day
iU^t

Alberto Culver

alt Gold Seal

Day In C
Amer. H(
Deep Ma

NBA

Gale Storm
Sterling, Armour
Sterling, Armour.
Llsterlne, Beech

Art Linktetter
Lever

sust alt

Tan Camp

The Thin Man
sust

Gale Storm
Lever, Durkee

Drackett, Sterling

Beech-Nut.

Vlck alt tust

Art Linkletter
Scott

alt T»b1

Kellocc

The Thin Man
•ust

Gale Sto
Lever

Lever, Dra
x-Lar, Jo

Open Hearing
Sunday Sports
Spectacular

(3-4:30)

Schlitz alt sust

NBA
Seat The Clock
Ex -Lax, Lever,

Durkee, Block
Drug, Tonl

Millionaire
OolgaU

Young
Dr. Malone

•ust

Seat The Clock
Lever

Johnson & J.,

Tonl. Paper Nov-

Millionaire
•ust

Young
Dr. Malone

•uat

eat The
Johnson &
Armour,

nriir, iSli

Championship
Bridge

No. Amer. Van
Lines

Sports
Spectacular

iVho You Trust?
I>ever

Armour
J(dmson &
Johnson

/erdict Is Yours
sust

Amer Home
alt Lever

From These
Roots
sust

lly, Beech-Wdl,

Who Do You
Trwt?

Block, Lever,

B}x-Lax

'erdict It Yeurt
Mentholatum

alt Lever

Scott alt Tonl

From These
Roots
•ust

Who Do
Trutt?

Oen. Fbc
Johnson &

Paul Winchell
Harti Mountain Sports

Spectacular

Pro Football
Championship

P. Morris
Hygrade, Falstaff

(12/27; 4-6:30)

au-L tlUU.U IlU
'

World Series

of Golf
Bayuk alt

Am. Safety Razor
»"-^^ »sft nnn

American
Bandstand
Brylcreem

Best Foods, Gen.

Brighter Day
P&O

Secret Storm
Kmw Hone Prod

The House on
High Street

StOTllnt

sust

American
Bandstand

7-Up
Clearasll

Pipnrmnin

Brighter Day
P&O

Secret Storm
a«n UlUa
" «^"

The House on
High Street

•Uit

America
Bandstai

Coty. Shu
olly^vood

Broken Arrow
Man Candy Harry Reasoner

News

American
Bandstand

Wlsk
Speldel, Ticks,

Luden's

Edge of Night
P&O

Menthol
Quaker Oats

Split Personality
Standard Brands

Sterllnc
alt Lover

American
Bandstand

Keepsake, Tonl

rifth Ave. Candy

Edge of Night
P&Q

Bterllnc

alt Vlck

Split Personality
Borden alt

Helene Curtli

Standard Brands

alt, misti

America
Bandstai

Nucoa, Car

Matty's Funday
Mattel

Conquest
Monsanto
alt sust

World Series

of Golf

American
Bandstand

eo-tp

American
Bandstand

eo-op

America
Bandstan

Lone Ranger
Ota MlUa
Sweets

College Bowl
Gen. Electric

Time-Present
Kemper Ins.

My Friend
Flicka
Sweets

Gen. Mills

Rin Tin Tin
>en Mills

Sweets

My Frien

Flicka
a«a Mill

Crackerjit

"These are package costs and Include time, rights, production, and cable costs.

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S
NETWORK TELEVISION
COMPARAGRAPH

The network schedule on this and preceding pages (42, 43)

includes regularly scheduled programing 19 December to

15 January, inclusive (with possible exception of changes

made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly sched-



lA G R A P
iDNESDAY

BfCBS NBC

19 DEC. - 15 JAN

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABC

FRIDAY
CBS NBC

SAViiRDAV
ABC CBS NBC

i Rowe
sust

Dough Re Mi
•uit Red Rowe

susc

Dough Re Mi
Congoleum

Nabisco

P JBl! Vau i'

Hunch
Nabisco

Bit Ftigldalre

P40
lit H«lni

Red Rowe
lust

Dough Ke Mi Uun. Mills all

tust

P le y Veiiy

Hunch
Supp Hose alt

Borden

Gmi Klilla alt

SUKt

flowB^WWT
Naiilsco

alt sust

Oontliuattl

BUtiK

The Co
•uit

Play Your
Hunch

Miles alt sust

On The Co
lust

P&O, «lt

Gen Mills

On The Co
sust

Whlt«h*ll alt

Sterlinc

Mighty Mouse
G«n Food!
tit lUlt

Colgate alt

Gen Food!

Ruff & Reddy
Borden

tve Lucy
itx alt

ierber

Ick alt

Icnnen

Price Is Right
Frlgldalra
alt Sterling

Ueinz alt

EEI

I Love Lucy
Irfver (L 12/31

Scott alt

U. S. Steel

Price Is Right
Culver

alt Lever

t Love Lucy
Lever alt

Gen Mills

llllet alt

Lever
Gerber alt

H. Eastman

Price Is Right
Ltrer tit

Com Prod

Stand Brands
Q«D MllU

I Love Lucy
sust

Fury
Borden

iber Bride
kilgtt*

Concentration
Betnz tit Mile*

Nabisco tit

Brlllo

December Brid
Colgtte

Concentration
Nestle

alt Lever

Heinz tit

Whltehtll

December Bride

Oolctt*

Concentration
Fonda alt

Bauer & Bltck

Lever tit

Bm & Wmsn

Lone Ranger
Gen MIUl
alt suet

Circus Boy
Miles alt suit

Truth or

Consequences
llorden

alt P&G
lust

Gen Mills

alt sust

of Life
dsoo alt

sust

Home Prod
t Lvrer

Truth or

Consequences
Heinz

Restless Cun
Drackett

Gen. Foods
Sweets

Love of Life
Quaker alt Leve;

Amer Home
Truth or

Consequences
ITeinz

Restless Gun
Sweets. White-
hall, Drackett

Love of Life
Lever alt sust

Gen MIUl
alt sust

Lunch With
Soupy Sales
Gen Food!

Sky King
Nabisco

True Story
luit

BtCTllng Drug

PftO
rch For
morrow
P&G
ing Light
P&Q

Could Be You
Whltehtll tit

Nestle

Corn Prod
alt Brlllo

Love That Bob
Armour, Bayer,
Beech-Nut. BlocI

Drug, Dusliarme

Gen. Foods

Search for

Tomorrow
P&Q

Guiding Light
PAG

It Could Be
You

Mllet tit

Nabisco

P&Q

Love That Bob
S. C. Johnson
Bayer, Structo

Durkee, Armou
Gen, Foods

Search for

Tomorrow
P&Q

Guiding Light
P&G

Could Be You
Stand Bran(k
alt Oongoleum

P&O alt

Klelnert

Restless Gun
Sweets Co.

Holiday Bowl
CO -oil

(12/l!t: 12:30-

concl.)

Ip-L ?200,n00"

Detective Diary

Sterling Drug

News
1:30) suit

No net service Music Bingo
Block

No net servici

News
(1:25-1:30) luit

Music Bingo
lust

No net service

Orange Bowl
R. .1. lieynolds

Uenault

Cap. Airlines

(1/1; 1-concl)

Rn-L $2.^0.000

Tourn. of Roses
Parade

(1/1; 12-1:45)

Minute Maid
Sp-L $2.^,000

Wizard
ust

-Id Turns
P&Q
rltng alt

Vlcks

No net service

As the World
Turns
P&O No net service

PlUsburr

Tourn. of Rose
Parade

Quaker Oats

(1/1; 11:30-1:45:

Sn-L S25.000

World Turns
P&G

Quaker
alt Gen Mills

Sugar Bowl
Game
Bayuk

(1/1; 1:45-4:30)

Sp-L $700,000'

Blue-Grey
Game
Gillette

(12/26)

Sp L $250,000'

Better Or
Worse
alt sust

Queen for a
Day

Ben-Gay

Day In Court
Drackett.

.Tohnson & J.

,

I.fever

For Better Or
For Worse

Scott alt luit

alt Lover

sust

Queen-Day
Congoleum
alt sust

Beddl-Wip
alt sust

Day In Court
Armour

Drackett, TonI

For Better Or
For Worse

Lever alt sust

Queen for a

Day
Ponds alt sust

Nabisco alt susi

Orange Bowl
Regatta

sust

(12/2fi: 2 pm-
concl.

)

NCAA Football
Arrow Shirts

^hlfli. Esio.

Humble Oil

stand. Oil Ind.

Linkletter
rer Brot The Thin Man

sust

Gale Storm
Beech-Nut, Gen
Poods, Drackett

Lever
Inlinsnn X, .T

Art Linkletter
Kellogg

Plllsbury

The Thin Man
sust

Gale Storm
ninck Drug, Gen

FnlKls, Coty

.lahn.^rm & .1

Art Linkletter
Lerer Broi

Armstrong alt

Staler

The Thin Man
SUSI

Gator Bowl
L&M, Colgate

(1/2/60; 2 pm-
concl.

)

Sp L $2.50. nno

Bayuk. Gen
Petrol.

Sp-L $98,000

(V4 hr. time

& talent)

lonaire
>>lgaU

Young
Dr. Malone

sust

Beat The Clod
.Johnson & J,

,

Coty, Gen. Food:

Drackett

Millionaire
sust

Quaker Oats

sust alt

Young
Dr. Malone

3upp Hose, Miles

Bordon
Helene Curtis

Beat The Clod
Beech-Nut, Ar
mour. Tonl,

Drackett,

Gen. Foods
lllill, iJLUUllili

Who Do You
Trust?
Dristan

.Johnson & J.

Millionaire
Colgate

Cotton Bowl
L&M. Colgate

(1/1; 3:30-concl)

0|j D tOOO.OOO i

Verdict Is Your
sust

Young
Dr. Malone

sust

Blue Bonnet
Bowl

L&M, Dristan
Carter

(12,19; 3:30-

UMIll <

Copper Bowl
co-op

(12/2G; 3:30-

concl.)

:p L $200,000

:t Is Yours
icks alt

r (L 12/30)

•rer alt

From These
Roots
sust

Who Do You
Trust?

Block, Lever,

Beech-Nut. Ar-
mour. Listerln©

Verdict Is Your
Sterling alt lUK

Van Camp
alt SooU

From These
Roots
sust

standard Brand!
Lever alt sust

From These
Roots
sust

Senior Bowl
Game
Bayuk

(1 '9; 3-5:30)

Sp-L $250. nno'

!it8r Day
P&O
et Storm
Home Prod

The House on
High Street

sust

American
Bandstand
H Ritchie

Beech-Nut
Lever

Brighter Day
P&G

Secret Storm
Amer Home

alt Peter Pan

The House on
High Street

sust

Culver. r&G

American
Bandstand
D-Zerta

Old Ix>ndon

Foods

Brighter Day
P&O

Secret Storm
Amer Home Pro<

The House on
High Street

sust

I'&O. Ponds

of Night
P&G
Milk alt

abisco

Split Personalit)
Frigldalre
alt sust

Heinz alt

Sterling

American
Bandstand

Fifth Ave. Cand^

Edge of Night
P&O

Plllibury

Split Personality
Heinz alt

Gen Mills All

American
Bandstand

co-op

Rocky and
His Friends
Gen Mills

Louis Marx
Sweets

Lever alt Miles

American
Bandstand

'ulver

Welch.

Polk Miller

Edge of Night
P&O

Amer Home
alt

Sterling

Split Personality
E.E.I, alt

Whitehall

Lever alt

Gold Sea)

NBA Basketball
(various ti^l^'^*

Anheuser-Busch
(% Reg.)

Bayuk ( 'i Net)

American
Bandstand

oo-op

Rose Bowl
Came
Cillotie

111: 4:15-7)

Sp-L $700.000

All Star Golf
Miller Brewing
Reynolds Melal

Rin Tin Tin
Gen Mills

Crackerjack

East-West
Game

Savings & Loan
H. J Reynold?,

Carter

II '' i. I.

i

n Tt

Sp-L $200,000'

All Star Coif

uled programs appearing during this period are listed

as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro-

grams not listed are: Tonight, NBC, 11:15 p.m.-l a.m.,

Monday-Friday, participating sponsorship; Sunday News

Special, CBS, Sunday, 11-11:15 p.m.; Today, NBC, 7-9

a.m., Monday-Friday, participating; Neivs CBS, 7:45-8 a.m.

and 8:45-9 a.m., Monday-Friday. Ml time jicriods are

Eastern Standard.



As network policies change, SPONSOR ASKS;

How will you program under the

new NBC network radio
With the NBC switch in program-

ing from soaps and variety to a

basic format of Monitor, news and
five-minute vignettes, affiliates

will have to fill former segments

with locally produced shows.

These station men tell their plans

Henry Sullivan, general manager,

WSOC, Charlotte, N. C.

WSOC Radio is quite enthused

about the new NBC program lineup

effective 1 January. With this lineup,

WSOC Radio's programing will be

based on four principal factors: NBC

Block

programing of

personalities

will be

our key

personality air salesmen, programing,

sports and public service.

We. as other NBC affiliates, plan to

clear 100% of NBC News on the hour
and NBC five-minute programs on the

half hour. We will also carry as much
as possible of weekend Monitor.

Sports will play an all-important

part in the new format, as we are so

located geographically that Charlotte

is the center of six major colleges and

universities, plus keen sports compe-

tition between seven local high schools

and a professional baseball and hock-

ey team. All in all more than 260

sports events will be integrated into

the format.

In our opinion the radio business

is show business, and personality and
show business are inseparable. There
fore, contrary to some, we have cho
sen to highlight the personality angle

Block programing will be the key

Personalities will be scheduled in two
to three-hour periods with interrup

tions for NBC News on the hour and
the five-minute programs on the half

hour. Air salesmen are instructed to

keep talk to a minimum, and, at the

same time, use ingenuity and ideas to

make programs interesting, informa-

tive and entertaining. A stricter mu-
sic policy control will be exercised to

eliminate race music, raucous rock

'n' roll and heavy classics, with the

idea of appealing to the vast major-

ity of people between 18 and 80 who
can appreciate the melodic pleasant

sound of music. Public service, of

course, will be heavied up.

This basically, is the concept of

WSOC Radio programing as an NBC
affiliate—an attempt to appeal to the

mature adult audience primarily, but

with a broad enough range of inter-

ests and a pleasant enough sound to

appeal to people of all ages in all

walks of life.

Robert Z. Morrison, Jr., sales man-

ager, WKBH, LaCrosse, Wis.

When the NBC format starts to roll

around the first of 1960, NBC affili-

ates will be changing the listening

patterns of thousands. From now on

stations will spend more time in the

"Old Neighborhood" with emphasis

More of our

programing

slanted to the

local

community

shifted from Hollywood and foreign

capitals to "Main St."—LaCrosse in

our case.

Since the new format allows more
time for local programing, the result

in markets similar to ours could be

"just more records." Musical policy

must therefore conform to the needs

of a variety of listeners, and for this

reason we have selected a balanced

program of current hit tunes, stand-

ards and a touch of nostalgia.

But, we nmst compete with the mu-
sical programing of other stations,

and we will need more than music to

stay in the competitive picture.

Along with NBC News on the hour

and the five-minute vignettes on the

half hour, our own news department

will play an even bigger role in the

over-all program structure. With 12

veteran newsmen reporting area

events, WKBH will offer listeners a

more complete, fluent personality.

An integral part of the total sound

which cannot be overlooked, is the

quality of NBC News. This will be

stronger than ever and undoubtedly

will bolster the over-all framework of

our local offerings. Also, no other

station can offer five minute on the

half hour vignettes, featuring top-

name stars. These are sure to be big

audience-attracters. A half-hour thrill

feature, Inner Sanctum has been

slotted in the 7:05 to 7:35 p.m. strip.

Trial and error are the only means
available to the NBC affiliates by

which they can gauge the effective-

ness of each other's programing. Cer-

tainly, there will be additions and
deletions before a final format is de-

vised. Other markets throughout the

country plan block music program-

ing, but at WKBH our total efforts

have been channeled toward utilizing

distinctive network features, new
musical control systems and human
interest features from the tri-state

area. This, coupled with new station

identificatioti jingles, promises "an

exciting new sound for '60."

Hamilton Shea, general manager,

WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.

The new NBC Radio network pro-

posals ready to swing into action in

early 1960 appear to us at WSVA as

an interesting challenge. Interesting,

because they offer the answer to com-

petitive local programing in this area

of independent radio stations; chal-

lenging, because, let's face it, there

are some problems in the displace-

ment of long-term local business to

be taken care of in order to get ready

for new network requirements.

Because our audience enjoys the

immediacy and the authority of the

world-wide news coverage offered by

NBC, and because we know they will
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format?
enjoy the analysis and comment

planned for them in the Emphasis se-

ries, our inclination was to find ways

to latch on to all this in such a way

as to further improve local network

activities. We have one lucky break

in our dial position, and we intend to

convert that into a promotable plus.

We'll

continue to

integrate local

and net

programing

From now on our own local news

shows will be placed at the 55 min-

ute mark of the hour and we will en-

joy the chance to build the ear-

catching phrases that refer to "News
at 55 at 55 on the dial."

We are creating a series of local

one-minute service "quickies" to fol-

low the network at the half hours.

They'll give the latest in weather,

road conditions, road construction,

detours and pure service headlines.

We expect that, tied onto Emphasis

and its audience building material,

these will become a new very salable

commodit\ for our station.

We are drawing up a new weekend

format to be called The Weekender

and, while music will be the back-

bone of the segments between Moni-

tor, a stepped up pace of local news,

interview, feature news and sports re-

ports will, we hope, carry on the ex-

citement of Monitor between feeds

and give a more powerful sales tool

for weekend radio than ever before.

Experience will give us some more

ideas, I'm sure and we will be look-

ing for them. Meanwhile, we are de-

lighted to have some good afternoon

hours to fill locallv with our owm per-

sonalities and we're looking for all

the ways to hitch our local wagon to

this exciting new network service so

that, to our audience, the two will

be inseparable—and rewarding. ^

A BLIND LADY donated trading stamps, housewives and working girls

sent in more. As Mary Jo Tierney shows, above, nothing they might
want themselves was more important than helping WTCN outfit a
young Indian girl for nursing school.

"MARY JO SHOW" PROVES IT!

To Get RESULTS...Buy for RESPONSE

on WTCN RADIO -Twin Cities

A WTCN radio listener first brought the problem to light. An-
other offered the solution.

When a student nurse needs help to continue her studies —
especially a 17-year-old Indian girl from a virtually destitute

family of 11 — depend on the response from WTCN listeners.

WTCN's Mary Jo Tierney passed the word along on her "For
Women Only" .show. "This girl needs many things," she said,

"but especially a nurse's watch. We plan to get it for her with

trading stamps. Mail your stamps to WTCN."
Did she get the stamps? Far more than enough. A single an-

nouncement on the air brought in half a million stamps. The
young girl now has her nurse's watch, and more besides. Listeners

mailed enough stamps to WTCN in the first few days to get her

the watch plus a travel iron, a suitcase and a clock radio.

Twin Cities advertisers are accustomed to gratifying results

like this on WTCN Radio. It's an awesome thing, however, to

anyone not used to such audience loyalty and responsiveness.

Try it yourself.

If you want results . . . buy for response. You get that on
WTCN Radio in the Twin Cities.

WTCN
MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL

RADIO
AHiliatc American Broadcasting Network
Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agency

AND
TV
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YOU
KCANT
KCOVER
TEXAS
without

KCEN-TV

EXCLUSIVE!
we're the only NBC
outlet for miles
around Central Texas!

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
S'ntioyml Representatives
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National and regional buys

in work now or recently completed

BUYS

TV BUYS
Lever Bros. Co., New York: Schedules for Silver Dust start 4 Janu-

ary in the top markets. Lineups are for 52 weeks using day and

night minutes. Buyer : Bill Ferguson. Agency : SSC&B, New York.

Kelvinator Div., American Motors Corp., Detroit: Buying one-

week placements in major markets for its appliance promotion, to

start 18 January. Day minutes are being set, frequencies depending

on market. Buyer: Ed Richardson. Agency: Geyer, Morey, Madden

& Ballard, Inc., New York.

Swift & Co., Chicago: Shopping for half hours in about 30 top

markets for its Pard Dog Food products. The advertiser is cur-

rently interested in MCA's Johnny Midnight, and wants 7 to 10

p.m. slots to reach a family audience. Starting date is mid-January.

Buyer: Barbara Loomis. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Chi-

cago. Also, through McCann-Erickson, Chicago, Swift is buying top

market schedules for its Premium bacon. Minute schedules are being

placed primarily, along with weather shows in some markets. Cam-

paign starts early January for 26 and 52 weeks, depending on mar-

ket. Buyer is Lennie Kay.

International Shoe Co., St. Louis: Planning a big-budget cam-

paign for its shoe lines for an early spring start in about 120 mar-

kets. Last fall. International ran 40% more tv spot than in previous

schedules. The 1960 campaign will be extended to include women's

shoes and Amigos, a complete line of plastic shoes. Agency: Krup-

nick & Associates, Inc., St. Louis.

Bristol-Myers Co., New York: Getting its 1960 campaign ready

for Vitalis in 29 markets. Schedules start 1 January for 52 weeks.

Placements are primarily late night minutes and sports program ad-

jacencies, four to five per week per market frequencies. Buyer:

Stew Eckert. Agency : DCSS, New York.

Kitchens of Sara Lee, Chicago: Now that its frozen chicken test

campaign has been successful in New York, 14 markets are being

scheduled to start early January for national introduction of the

product. Mostly day minutes are being used; 20-25 spots per week

per market. Buyer: Carl Gylfe; Cunningham & Walsh, Chicago.

RADIO BUYS
Mentholatum Co., Buffalo: Placing schedules in selective markets

for its cough syrup. Campaign starts early January for 11 weeks.

Traffic and day minutes are being used. Buyer: Martin Daniels.

Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.

Doyle Packing Co., Long Branch, N. J.: Planning an early spring

campaign for 13 weeks for Strongheart Dog Food. Day and night

minutes and I.D.'s will be bought. Buyer: Betty Powell. Agency:

Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard, Inc., New York.
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7"a/7ipa Industrial Park is location of $3,500,000 Thatcher Glass Manufacturing Company plant.
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Everything

Always shoot it on EASTMAN FILM . . . You'll be glad you did

!



under control!

With film, you can edit to your heart's

content— remove "fluffs," highlight

the laughs. No end to the tricks in

this trade, only possible with film.

You're in the driver's sect at all times

. in control, too, of time and station,

v/hatever markets you seek.

As a matter of fact, film does three

things for you ... 3 big important

things:

1. Gives you the high-polish, razor-

sharp commercials you've come to

expect . . . fluff-free . . . sure.

Gives you coverage with full pre-

test opportunities.

3. Retains residual values.

For more information write:

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.

East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue

New York 17, N.Y.

Midwest Division

1 30 East Randolph Drive

Chicago 1, III.

Wesi Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, Calif.

W. J. German, Inc.

Agents for the sale and distribution of

Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films

Fort Lee, N.J.; Chicago, III.;

Hollywood, Calif.
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WHAT CLIENTS THINK OF COLOR

Two presidents of two important advertising accounts—Joseph Hall of the

Kroger Co. and Edward Schoenling of the Schoenling Brewing Co.—have made

significant strides in the sponsorship of color tv on WLW-T, Cincinnati.

Here's what they have to say about the medium.

JOSEPH HALL, THE KROGER CO.: "Color tv is of great importance to the food industry

because in color tv we're able to show the product in the most realistic manner. In

black-and-white, the similarity among products is so great there is great difficulty

making a distinction. Packaging and labeling have become a great art and science in

the retailing of food, especially with self-service stores; it is only through color tv

that this great effort can be fully utilized. I welcome color tv in the retail business

generally, but particularly in the retailing of food products—not only packaged prod-

ucts but meats, poultry and produce as well. I feel certain that many manufacturers

whose food products we sell are cognizant of this situation. We at Kroger anticipated

the advent of color tv some years ago, with the result that we re-designed many of

our packages and labels. Through this we feel we are now ready for color tv."

EDWARD SCHOENLING, SCHOENLING BREWING CO.: "We feel so strongly about color tv

that we have ordered our agency to do all film commercials in color. Even before

color tv in Cincinnati became an important factor, we felt this increased expenditure

would be justified in anticipation of the inevitable—that color tv would be the stand-

ard. Our product is in itself colorful, as are our label and packaging. Because of our

strong feeling, it is only natural that we lead in extending this additional effort to

assure ourselves a justifiable place in this newly developed art.

lllllliilillllllllilllllllillllllllillillllllilillllllllliilllllliiilllilllilllllllllilll^

COLOR TV
[Continued from page 31)

cal development which has been pio-

neered there. With the development

of the GE tube, perniittintr remote

colorcasts with better definition, the

station this past season originated a

series of baseball games and is now
colorcasting basketball.

To promote the ball games. Bob

Dunville spearheaded an extensive

promotion effort which parallels the

kind of activitv which helped get

black-and-white off the ground.

Working with RC.'\. he sold tavern

keepers (300 in neighborhood Cin-

cinnati areas) a color set for le.<s than

70^ a day. inclusive of all repair,

warranty and service charges. He set

up a fleet of mobile radio-operated

service trucks for fast repair should

anything go amiss. He gave on-the-

air announcements to participating

dealers and taverns, flooded the tav-

erns with point of sale promotion.

The objective: to reach the average

consumer with a sports program of

mass appeal, expose him to the lustre

of color and build color tv audience

publich as well as set sales privately.

Other color stations doing a stand-

out job similar to this local-level pro-

motion, in the opinion of color tv

pros, are WFBM-TV and WISH-TV,
Indianapolis: WXBQ and WGN-TV,
Chicago: WHDH-TV, Boston; WFIL-
TV, Philadelphia: W FGA-TV, Jack-

sonville. Fla.; WB.\P-'rV, Ft. Worth,

and KMTV. Omaha.
Their spade work is jiaying off. in

the opinion of both RCA and Ad-

miral. RCA set sales are up .50%

from a year ago and Admiral in

many areas is back-ordered 45 days

even though its color line was intro-

duced only in September. Sales at

this time are not indicative of year-

round patterns because pre-Christmas

buying accounts for much of the

total. But both manufacturers see the

Hood gates ojiciiiiig and an on-rush

of consumer (leinand.

In Mr. I)un\ille"s t\ book. "Color

will be basic. \\ ithin two years, if it

isn't color, it isn't television." He
cites the case of two important adver-

tisers—one a national and one a re-

gional—who are inclined to agree

I for details, see box above). Joseph

Hall. j)resident of the giant Kroger

food chain, has long since re-designed

its brand packages and even its trucks

in expectation of color tv. .\nd Ed-

ward Schoenling of Schoenling Brew-

ing, also in ("inciimati. insists on the

[Plea.fc turn to page .50 I
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Any nay you look at it Ben

in Detroit you know

where you'' re going

with WJBK-TV.

They lead the

market consistently.

WJBK-TV gives you:

• The CBS address for 1,900,000 homes.

• 9 bilHon dollars of purchasing power.

• The nation's fifth largest market.

WJBK-TV a// /Ca..

DETROIT—CHANNEL 2

fi STORER station

National Sales Offices:

625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22 - 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1
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JFhafs happening in U. S. Govem/neni

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
19 DECEMBER 1959

Omrrliht K959
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PUBLIOATIONa INC.

The Harris subcommittee has acted sniftly to recapture the headlines from the

FCC's own investigation of its own powers in the field of programing.

Further, and much more sweeping hearings than had been expected now appear to be in

prospect for the broadcasting industry.

In a report by Robert W. Lishman, chief council of the House Commerce Legislative Over-

sight subcommittee, addressed to chairman Oren Harris and other members, a staggering list

of charges was detailed.

The "payola" charges were mentioned again, but accusations were broadened to include

record manufacturers, retailers and others. Some 23 charges were contained in the report, in-

cluding one to the effect that some station owners "rig" their programs so as to vilify people

and companies, particularly around election time.

It was also charged that some stations employ persons with long and serious criminal

records. Much of the rest had to do with various payola aspects, and all of the allegations

were made as a result of information submitted to the subcommittee voluntarily—Maybe

cranks and soreheads.

Information was said to have been received from 26 markets and the phrase "among

others" was used.

It had been expected that new Harris hearings would start in mid-January. In the light

of the Lishman report and the comments of subcommittee members it now appears inevitable

that new and sensational hearings will be held. However, they may be delayed until later in

the session pending more thorough investigation of the charges.

The FCC programing hearings drag along, and it wasnH difficult to grab public

attention away from them.

However, there is a side issue in the new Harris revelations, not yet clear. The sub-

committee has not yet indicated whether those who now complain of being libeled by broad-

casters submitted their cases to the FCC.

If it can be established that broadcasters actually did contrive fake '"People Speak" pro-

grams, using fake names for people instructed to say "derogatory and scandalous" things about

people, and that the FCC failed to act after being advised of it, everything is up for grabs.

Mostly the FCC.

The subcommittee did not say this was the case. But, if the (onlrary is true and the

FCC was never so advised, those who complain now will leave themselves wide open to a

query as to why they waited so long.

The FCC has already been rocked with revelations that it failed to pay any attention to

information that pointed to abuses since uncovered by the Harris subcommittee. If it were

now proven that complaints of this nature were disregarded, there wouldn't be any FCC left

to rock—or to consider its powers or lack of them in connection with programing.

The FCC hearings have produced much thoughtful testimony by equally

thoughtful witnesses whose proposals stand no chance at all of being adopted.

The FCC still appears set to gauge station performance against promises made to secure

licenses and to let things rest at that point. Almost everything ever proposed for broadcasting

standards has been rehashed—from public utility regulation and limitation of profits of broad-

casters to forcing them to devote prime time to educational and public service programs.
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Significant news, trend* in

• Film • Syndication

• Tape • Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
19 DECEMBER 1959

OcpyrlaM 1959

SPONSOR

PUBLIAATIONS !NC.

There are signs that film will break away from action and adventure program-
ing to build up its comedy offerings in 1960.

The evidence is this: Two network syndication arms are gearing for comedy aimed at

network sale for next season. They are as follows:

• CBS Films will come out with a domestic comedy series (half-hour) to be produced by

Jess Openheimer.

• CNP (NBC) is again readying its newspaper comedy series, Presstime, this time with

Jim Bachus as star.

Significance of the CBS Films move is twofold: First, this comedy show constitutes

the first official move by new programs chief Robert F. Lewine, and second, the pro-

ducer is the man associated with the success of J Love Lucy.

Automotive, gasoline and related products are rising in syndication stature.

These account for as much as one-third of the domestic buyers of ITC's Four Just Men

:

namely, Volkswagen, Continental, Sun, Mobilgas, and Standard of Texas.

One syndicator is toying with a radically new idea to increase the eventual in-

ternational market for U. S. films.

The idea is this: Expediting the sale of used tv sets abroad to boost tv popula-

tions in low income countries where investments in new receivers are prohibitive.

The suggestion comes from J. Remi Crasto of NTA and is intended to apply especially to

such areas as India, Lebanon, Cyprus, Iran, Egypt and Syria.

The syndicators have been taking advantage of a pre-holiday lull in sales ac-

tivity to turn their attention to internal matters.

Some companies have been mobilizing for the new season by strengthening their sales

departments. For example, UA-TV raised Phil Williams to acting sales manager and ITC

made William du Bois v.p. of its Chicago office.

Keep your eye on the question of tape-head standardization, for it's likely to be
a hot one in program and commercial production in coming months.

As matters stand now, tapes are truly interchangeable only where the recording and play-

back heads are set for the same adjustments.

An enormous time and money waste is caused by repeated re-adjustments of the heads,

since an all-industry standard doesn't yet exist.

The problem has become more of a political football than an engineering snag.

Many of the companies in tape appear to be more interested in grinding their own ax

than in furthering tape efficiency and economy at large.

The networks and stations, for example, may have been trying to indirectly associate time

sales and tape production sales by using special standards.

Equipment manufacturers also have a stake in the battle: Ampex is said to favor a "low

penetration" head setting that prolongs life of its equipment, while Minnesota Mining prefers

a "high penetration" setting for other reasons.

A spokesman for Minnesota Mining told FILM-SCOPE his company would prefer univer-

sal acceptance of any standard, even if it's not the one they've suggested, rather than continu-

ing present confusion and waste.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

This must be the season of rampant reports of things to come about the syndi-

cation companies.

The most significant of the bruitings are these: (1) a leading syndicator is being ac-

quired by a Hollywood picture company; (2) two old-line syndication firms are going
„.,* ^t 1 :out of business.

COMMERCIALS

Look for an avalanche of commercials production orders to come out of sev-

eral agencies in the next few months.

Clients and agencies under the shadow of Washington pressure are making wholesale re-

visions in certain campaigns.

Ted Bates, for example, is reportedly re-working almost 30 spots.

But while this bonanza of business is on the producers' horizon, for the moment a hiatus

of business is being felt while new storyboards are being drawn up.

Filmways may be going through with a switch from Ampex to RCA equipment
in its video-tape recorders for its New York studios which opened last week.

This summer Filmways sold its Ampex equipment because it had failed to do enough busi-

ness in video-tape commercials, and because periodic Ampex improvements had made the equip-

ment obsolete.

Filmways bought the two Ampex recorders in the summer of 1958 for $125,000 including

accessories and sold them after one year to a sports packager.

Returning now to buy video-tape equipment again, Filmways will probably place its order

with RCA.

The climate of opinion of the subject of video-tape has shifted drastically in re-

cent weeks from theorizing on tape benefiits to ralism on tape headaches.

While no one in the trade seriously questions the ultimate benefits of tape, ad men have

stubbed their toe on day-to-day costs and procedure problems.

The favorite sales strategy of the tape men for two \ ears has been the use of the crystal

ball, reinforced by success stories.

But agency men, left to their own devices to find wajs and means to accomplish tape

benefits, found that the devices didn't always outweigh the disadvantages (see 14 November

SPONSOR, page 33).

Indications of Ampex's attitude were seen in last week's Academy of Tv Arts and Sciences

address by its sales development manager Bob Day.

He predicted

:

1) Tape will be at least 30% cheaper in bt-low-the-line production costs by sum-

mer 1960.

2) Film will be relegated to fringe jobs in tv by the end of 1964.

Agency and producer men are content and satisfied for the most part with the

new AFM commercials contract.

Many years of annoyance with the SlOO-per-commercials trust fund fee has finally cul-

minated in victory : This fee is now eliminated.

Price of the victory is a musician's talent payment increase of approximately 20%.
The total effect of the new three year contract will be to lessen the music expense on

cheaper commercials and increase it on costlier ones.

As a rule of thumb, S500 per commercial for music is a crossover point: Below it the

$100 savings outweighs the 20% increase, and above it, the talent increase out-

weighs the new savings.
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen
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SPONSOR HEARS
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Foote, Cone & Belding's Chicago operation is making an effort to recapture

the Frigidaire account, which it lost to DFS the year before.

The budget runs between $6-7 million.

When a regime that's been in power 30 years conies to an end, it's natural for the

personnel to worry about changes: That's happening at the WBBMs with the retirement

of Leslie Atlass.

Atlass, a millionaire in his own right, ran the operation almost like an autonomous mon-

archy, virtually accepting no higher authority than that of William Paley.

Because of tv's dominant place as a medium, the big agencies are finding it to

their advantage to be able to give the impression that their tv operations are truly

creative forces and their tv images stand for certain philosophies.

These are the tv images that have accrued to some agencies, according to observations

culled from within the trade:

J. Walter Thompson: Continues to pursue the tradition that even though costs-per-

thousands are important it is imperative that the client and the product—if affordable

—

be associated with the big names and the big show.

BBDO; The regularly spaced-out special that serves the dual purpose of project-

ing a top-flight image and spearheading a seasonal campaign.

Bates: Spread the investment over several shows that indicate potential or are

opportunity buys and figure that the average CPM will be much to the client's favor.

Esty : Strongly inclined network-wise to the doctrine of allocating the budget among
programs that cover practically all tastes and reinforcing this with lots of spot

—

both tv and radio.

Benton & Bowles : Pick 'em on the basis of their marquee names and their gentle

all-family appeal.

The public relations climate of the moment is apparently so much of a question-

mark that one tv network acts as though it can't make up its mind on what program-

ing philosophy to pursue for the immediate future.

To say that the network is not operating from a balanced position would be putting

it mildly, note observers in the trade.

Nielsen, on its part, found Life's searing attack on ratings (14 December issue)

quite paradoxical, if nothing else. (See sponsor Speaks, page 70.)

The research organization recalled that it was Time, Inc., that came to it not so long

ago and asked whether it could develop a system that would measure magazine au-

diences.

58

The wood around McCann-Erickson is that it's been a money-making year and

the ghost will walk with dividends and bonuses.

Shareholders found the cupboard bare last year-end because of the expense en-

tailed in the move to Lexington Avenue quarters and other reasons.
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COLOR TV
[Coulimicd from pa^e 7-)'.\)

producliori of all his coinmcrfials in

color'.

I lie most color-miiultHl <>i<)ii|) of

clients at the national level are the

autoniotives. One color proponcnl

claims that $52 of the $54 million

being spent ])y car companies on net-

work tv this season was placed for

color shows. (And the total ad ex-

penditure for these same com])anies

reportedly is some $70 million, with

color tv thus getting almost three-

fourths of the budget).

One factor which sponsors find

provocative is the increased ratings

for a color show over those of its

black-and-white transmission. NBC,
in a May 1959 survey, concludes:

• The audience to color shows in

color homes is more than twice as

large as the audience to these same
shows in black-and-white homes.

• Ratings are 80'7< higher in color

homes.

• More people watch a colorcast

than a b&w show, and there are 24%
more men reached in color homes.

The average b&w rating is 16.9,

compared with a 30.4 for the same

show in color. This same pattern ap-

pears in all five markets surveyed

(Omaha, Boston. Chicago, Milwau-

kee and Philadelphia). And sets-in-

use in color homes averaged 50.4 vs.

43.0 in b&w homes during the time

of the colorcasts. Four shows

—

Perry

Coriio, Dinah Shore, Steve Allen and

Arthur Murray—were checked out in

8.000 homes including 200 color

homes in each market.

An earlier Crosley survey this year

follows the same pattern. Crosley

surveyed 3,192 homes in the Cincin-

nati coverage area, sampling both

b&w and color set owners. In local

programing, two shows more than

doubled their ratings for the color-

cast: the Paul Dixon Show bagged a

9.3 in color homes and a 4.2 in b&w:
Ruth Lyons' 50-50 Club, a 32.5 vs. a

16.6; the network Dinah Shore Show,

71.5 in color. 34.6 in b&w.

Set manufacturers think color is a

long way from even beginning to

equal b&w circulation. The\ approach

set sales as a limited-market tactic

because of the cost of I he receiver

and the unlikelihood that b&w set

owners en masse will choose to make
their sets obsolescent. But if the pres-

ent 1% ratio of color to b&w sets

were to expand even to lO'j. this

would mean a circulation of almost

five million homes with jierhaps a

lolal audience of 20 million.

If smaller color investments at the

local station level result in small or

iioii-addilional charges to sponsors,

advertisers will be more encouraged
lo tape( rather than film) their com-
mercials and to produce them in

color. The intangible factors in-

volved in slotting a color commercial
next to a local color show on a spot

basis will, in the opinion of one in-

dustry observer, "mean that visual-

appeal and colorful products such as

appetite-temjjting foods and cosmet-

ics, fabrics and apparel can maxi-

mize their tv investment even though
they're not })laying to a truly mass
audience.

"

Several stations are doing sub rosa

surveys at this time to determine the

qualitative effect of color conunercials

vs. those done in black-and-white.

And one station is known to be pay-

ing for a pantry check in color and
non-color homes to determine specific

consumption patterns over a period

of time, by brand.

All of these are inevitable signs of

movement and growth after a very

long quiescent germination period.

Most |)eo|)le close lo color tv devel-

opmenls. however, think the growth
from here on out will be both dra-

matic and revolutionary. ^
DUMAS MILNER
[Continued jroni jmge 35)

on one week, two the next. The buy
leads directly to a first quarter con-

sumer-an<l-trade contest that kicks off

1 January 1960.

On the same day the company will

launch a 52-week daytime tv schedule

on three CBS TV shows— 15-minute

alternate week segments on Love of

Life, For Better or Worse, Verdict is

Yours. Billboard mentions on the

weeks the products are not aired will

bring the total up to 16 exposures

f60's, 20's, lO's) specifically plugging

the consumer angle of the contest.

Last week in the grand ballroom of

Chicago's Palmer House, Dumas Mil-

ner showed its 97 domestic and 10

Canadian brokers just how the new
air schedule will tie into the con-

sumer contests, but this will mark the

first time it has used a contest as a

trade stimulus. Ceared to a single

theme—"Interiuitional Vacation Con-

{ Please turn to page 65)

NO, THIS IS ''KNOE-LAND''
(embracing industrial, progressive North Louisiana, South Arkansas,
West Mississippi)

JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population 1,520,100 Drug Sales $ 40,355.000

Households 423.600 Automotive Sales S 299,539,000

Ck»nsunicr Spendable Income General Merchandise $ 148,789,000

S1.76I, 169,000 Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000

Food Sales $ 300,486,000

KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we average 78.5°o share of audience from Sign On
to Sign Off 7 days a week. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs 80°a to

100°o, and for 278 weekly quarter hours 92°o to 100°o.

KNOE-TV CBS •ABC
A James A. Noe Station

SPONSOR 19 DKCKMBKR 19.59

Channel S Represented by

Monroe, Louisiana H-R Television, Inc.

I'liiild : Inlrinnli«niil Pn/o-r Cimi;)n»i)/ insliilliiliiiiin in lli'-ilniiK /.uiii.suni.i, in,-liiilhi{i tiro of Us
ten Sdiittirrn Knifl Diiisinn paper niUlx, prmliu-inij <iualilu blenched papers and coiilainfr

hoard: the Siniile Serrh'e Dirixinn, priidurimj milk- rartnnx; and the Jiau-Pak Dirixion, pro-

dueinif muUhrali Inn/s.



ADVERTISERS

NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
PICKING THE BEST in NBC's (N.Y.) Promotion Managers Contest brought together advertising

judges (rear, l-r) A! Hollender, Grey; George Frey, SSC&B; Michael Johnson, Wm. Esty; Paul Louis,

Leo Burnett; Lee Rich, B&B; and (front, l-r) Carl Spielvogel, N.Y. Times; Doris Willens, N.Y. Journal-

American; James Bealle, K&E; Lewis Titterton, Compton; Herminio Traviesas, BBDO. Winner, Caley

Augustine, WIIC-TV, Pittsburgh, won Hollywood trip for best NBC TV fall lineup campaign

CLOSE INSPECTION is given packaging of

Alberto-Culver's VO-5 (Wade, Cgo.), by James

Gregory (c), star of sponsor's NBC sfiow The

Lawless Years. With him on the tour: firm's

Leonard Lavin (I), pres., Robert Haag, sis. mgr.

EGG-TOBER CONTEST, staged by WSB, Atlanta,

drew scores of decorated eggs and egg shells.

Eggs-amining winners on display in local bank

are Elmo Ellis (I), station prog. mgr. and

Ashton J. Albert, bank's asst. v.p.-dir., pub. rel.

Renault (Kudner) will spend
$3.5 million in tv during 1960,
which is $500,000 more than
went to the medium this year.

Kudner would like to spot Renault

on Thursday nights, because, like

grocery shopping, Renault makes 65-

70% of its sales Friday and Saturday.

Campaigns:
• Hills Bros. Coffee has set the

largest ad budget in its history for

1960. This includes a broadened tv

network schedule highlighted by con-

tinued sponsorship of Walt Disney

Presents (ABC TV) and Bat Master-

son. (NBC TV I . |j1us participations in

three ABC TV daytime programs.

This will be supplemented by news-

casts and year-round spots in selected

radio and tv markets.

• Calgon Co., Pittsburgh, will

continue with the Jack Paar Show on

NBC TV to spearhead its tv campaign

for 1960. On radio, Arthur Godfrey

CLAUS IN CLINCH! Not the real Santa, of

course, but WMCA's (N.Y.) Herb Martin, poses

with helpers Barbara Carroll (I), Faye Emerson

at the recent American Women in Radio &

Television Annual Party for Needy Children
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will become a Calgon products sales-

man on the 190-station CBS lineup,

beginning 7 January. This will be

supplemented by local market promo-

tions via tv spot.

• Air France (BBDO) will begin

the biggest campaign in its history

next month to announce the start of

trans-Atlantic jet flights. The promo-

tion will include spot radio in se-

lected markets.

The facts of "Life": The FTC, in

a formal complaint against

Brown & Williamson, charged the

claim that "Life cigarettes are proved

to give you the least tar or nicotine

of all cigarettes" is not true. Also

false, the FTC declared, are represen-

tations that the U.S. Government en-

dorses Life.

B&W's reply: The FTC's action

is "totally unfair. Our figures on

the tar and nicotine delivery of Life

were submitted to the FTC at its own
request and our advertising simply

states that such figures were filed."

Socony (out of Compton), now tak-

ing a brief hiatus from spot tv, will

be back in the spring.

Strictly personnel: Daniel Van
Dyk, elected president and chief ex-

ecutive officer of Hazel Bishop, with

his purchase of 350,000 shares of the

company's common stock . . . Erwin
Spitzer, a v.p. and director of mer-

chandising at Kudner. is moving to

Revlon a? a group advertising man-

ager . . . Edward Drumm, to man-

ager of national drug sales and mer-

chandising: (.harles Rosen, named
marketing manager, new products;

and Phillip Katzev, to advertising

manager of tiie Isodine I'harniacal

Co. . . . Edward Hartley, to man-

ager of marketing research for B. I'

.

Goodrich.

NETWORKS
CBS TV issued a memorandum
this week concerning broadcast

standards for entertainment

shows, aiul staling that post-pro-

gram cr<'dils must he gi>cn in

these instances:

1 )
When all or ]>art of a program

I this includes DB'sl was recorded or

pre-recorded. (Pre-recorded refers to

portions of the show made prior to

production of the program proper.)

2 ) When audience reaction is

technically produced or augmented;

3) When participants on the pro-

gram are selected not at random as

indicated but interviewed in ad-

vance;

4) And when lip-sync is used in

conjunction with a sound track not

recorded as part of a particular

broadcast.

Daytime network gross time hill-

ings, as compiled by L\A-BAK,
upped 26.1% for the first nine

months, '.^9, compared with the

like period, 1958.

Nighttime network billings in the

same period, according to TvB. rose

4.2%.

HOME FROM HAWAII. 60 Rochester, New Yorkers,

who joined WHEC d.j. Ed Meath return from 15-

day tour of islands. Planned by Northwest Air-

lines, local travel agencies, trip stemmed from

3-week promotion on Meath's morning show

"EXTRA! EXTRA!" might well have been called

by Bill O'Donnell, KMOX, St. Louis sis. mgr..

when he joined "Old Newsboys" to sell special

annual edition of St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

Proceeds went to children's aid societies

U^^^mmj^

"i ._ , .IS WISHFUL THINKING mciy imi ^ci vim winsome Ann Stauffer. "Miss Kixmu. uut i) you're out Tulsa

way, try for a free Xmas turkey. Station will award 10 to senders of biggest wishbones in the area
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Here's TvB's estimated expenditures

of the top 10 tv network brand adver-

tisers, followed by the top company

advertisers, during the third quarter:

RANK BRAND GROSS TIME COSTS

1. Kent $2,664,817

2. Anacin 2.284.856

3. Dristan - 1,873,039

4. Winston 1,592,989

5. Phillies Cigars 1,566.363

6. Ford 1.507.142

7. Tide 1,467,636

8. Viceroy „ 1.446,730

9. Colgate 1,444,071

10. Camel 1,414,256

RANK COMPANY GROSS TIME COSTS

1. P&G $11,899,344

2. Lever 9,499.662

3. American Home -— 6,858.593

4. Colgate 5,290,490

5. General Foods 4,337,056

6. R. J. Reynolds 4,269,515

7. P. LoriUard 3.820.693

8. Gillette 3,578.822

9. General Motors 3,319,225

10. Bristol-Myers 3.218.075

On the specials front: The TV
Guide Aivards Show, featuring the re-

sults of a nationwide tv popularity

poll, scheduled for Friday. 25 March,

on NBC TV for Chrysler (Y&R)

. . . Prologue 1960, special annual

news report on ABC TV 27 Decem-

ber, 9:30-10:30 p.m.. for Armour
(FC&B), Kitchens of Sarah Lee

(C&Wl, and T-Up (JWT) . . . The

Sunday Sports Spectacular, a new

series of weekly 90-minute programs

to start on CBS TV 3 January, 3-

4:30 p.m., with the Joseph Schlitz

Brewing Co. sponsoring half . . .

The 1960 Tournament of Roses Par-

ade, on ABC TV 1 January, 11:30

a.m.-l :45 p.m., for Quaker Oats

( Lynn Baker I . . . Purex I Edward

Weiss) for six one-hour specials on

NBC TV, starting with Call Me Back,

16 January . . . Chesebrough-
Pond's (JWT), for a one-hour spe-

cial featuring the latest Parisian fash-

ions, on NBC TV, Monday, 29 Feb-

ruary.

Network radio business: Wrigley
(Arthur Meyerhoff) has just com-

pleted a 13-week radio buy for Double-

mint. The deal: a five minute daily

news strip on CBS, plus 12 spots per

week in 10 markets, on CBS proper-

ties . . . Hastings Manufacturing
Co. (Bozell & Jacobs), for its Casite,

which is making its first appearance

on network radio since 1945 via a 26-

week contract on ABC for a daily

five-minute strip of Paul Harvey and

the News on 207 stations . . . CBS
has sales from these pre-Christmas

sponsors: Longines, Shulton, Yardley,

Milton Bradley and Insurance Co. of

North America.

Network personnel notes: H. Les-

lie Atlass, co-founder of WBBM,
Chicago, and a v. p. of CBS since

1933. will retire as v. p. and general

manager of WBBM-TV. Clark

George, now v. p. and general man-

ager of KNXT, CBS owned tv sta-

tion in Los Angeles, will replace him

. . . William Rafael, appointed na-

tional program director of ABC Ra-

dio.

AGENCIES

Agency appointments: Columbia
and Epic Records, billing $2 mil-

lion, from McCarm-Erickson to Ben-

ton & Bowles ... As reported in

SPONSOR 28 November. Lever's re-

cently-acquired Dinner-Redy Corp.

(frozen meat) from Harold J. Seisel

to Kenyon & Eckhardt . . . Mutual

Benefit Life Ins. Co.. billing S250.000.

from Grant, to Donahue & Coe,

New York . . . Orr Industries, a divi-

sion of Ampex, to the Marschalk &
Pratt division of McCann-Erickson

. . . Lee Fihers Corp.. North Arling-

ton, N. J., to Fi-iend-Reiss Advertis-

ing, New York . . . G. D. Mathews &

Sons, Charleston. Mass. and Plymouth

Rock Gelatine Co.. AUston, Mass., to

the Daniel F. Sullivan Co., Boston

. . . Richardson & Robbins Co.. Dover.

Del., a recently acquired subsidiary of

William Underwood Co.. to Kenyon
& Eckhardt.

Admen on the move: Willian:

Jost, Alan Miller, Jr., and Thomas
Quinlan, elected v.p.s at Ted Bates

& Co. . . . James Hill, Gordon
Rothrock and Robert Spaeth, to

v.]j.'s of the Leo Burnett Co. . . .

William Woodbridge joins Guild.

Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco, as

assistant to the president . . . Robert
Steinhoff, to manager of the New
York office of Needham, Louis & Bror-

bv . . . Robert Lewis, Thomas
Abies and Robert Phillips, to v.p.'s

of Phillips-Ramsey, Inc., San Diego.

Resignation: Anthony DePierro,

as v.p. and director of media at Len-

nen & Newell. Replacing him: Her-
bert Zeltner. I See Tv and Radio

Newsmakers, page 66.)

ASSOCIATIONS

NAB president Harold Fellows

last week appointed a 12-man
task force of broadcasting execu-

tives and staff experts to deal with

ethical and legal issues facing ra-

dio and tv.

According to Fellows, this special

connnittee "will cooperate whole-

heartedly with investigations" by the

FCC and FTC. "We welcome these

investigations. We know they will

bring out the full story of broad-

casting's tremendous service which

far transcends the misdeeds of a few

individuals."

The new NAB task force includes

these six broadcasters: F. C. Sowell,

WLAC, Nashville; G. Richard Shafto,

WIS-TV. Columbia, S. C; Merrill

Lindsay, WSOY. Decatur, 111.; Dwight

Martin, WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge;

Daniel Kops, WAVZ, New Haven;

and Clair McCollough. Steinman Sta-

tions. Lancaster, Pa.

Fellows also announced the

cancellation of NAB's scheduled

meeting for 24-29 January in Palm

Springs, and all other scheduled

meetings of NAB committees. Pur-

pose: "So that all NAB personnel

would be immediately and complete-

Iv available for the application of

their time and energies to regulatory

matters."

The Standards of Good Practice

Committee of the NAB met this

' week to act on proposed amendments

to the Standards which guide radio

broadcasters in their advertising and

programing practices.

The Committee, headed by ("liff Gill

of KEZY, Anaheim, Cal.. tightened

the standards as they apply to decep-

tive advertising and programing, and

"payola" practices.

Thisa 'n' data: AWRT is sponsor-

ing its sixth annual competitive schol-

arship award, opened to women col-

lege students enrolled in their junior

vear. Scholarship this year has been

increased to $1,000 ... The Ohio As-

sociation of Broadcasters, is issu-
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ing its plans to cope with trafiGc safety

over the holidays, and is asking mem-
ber stations to support its efforts.

FILM

An increas<' in syndication buy-

ing by nati«>nul an<l regional ad-

vertisers in 1960 was forecast

this week by one synjUcation v.p.

Alvin Linger, IT(]'s x.p. in charge

of syndication, fell that 20'/ of such

new business would be the result of

spot-film solutions to national prod-

uct |)robleMis.

ffe listed as past examples of users

of syndication for marketing pur-

poses advertisers sucli as GE, P&G,
Chesterfield, (General Foods, Tex-

aco, RCA Victor, Miles, U.S. Rub-
ber, Bristol-Myers, Standard Oil

(Texas) and Mobilgas dealers.

Sales: Ziv"s Sea Hunt renewed al-

ready for a third year in 91 markets

I second year renewals last year to-

taled 203 markets ) . Latest renewals

are: Standard Oil of Indiana in De-

troit: Davton Power & Light Co.;

Carling Brewing in Pittsburgh:

Homes Pontiac in Shreveport; Peo-

ple's Natural Gas in Johnstown

;

Standard Oil of California; Heile-

inann Brewery; Liggett & Myers;

All Star Dairies; Des Moines Sav-

ings & Loan ; Tower Federal Savings

& Loan: Hope Natural Gas Co.. and

stations KVIl-TV. Amarillo; WBRZ-
TV. Baton Rouse; WFRV-TV. Green

Bav: WANE-TV. Ft. Wayne: WTCH.
Minneapolis: WHDH-fV. Boston:

KCSJ-TV. Pueblo: WTVH. Peoria:

WTVP, Decatur; WKBK-TV. De-

troit, and WLWD-TV. Dayton.

International: NTA has set new

programs for India. Lebanon, Cyprus

and Iran and expects to be readv to

sell in Egypt. Syria and Turkey where

telecasting will commence shortly.

Programs: Lanolin Plus plans to

syndicate the Hatchy-Milatchy show

which originated on WNEP-TV.
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre; agency is

Dunnan & .leffrey.

Trade notes: The London olhce of

Philip N. Krasne and California

Studios has been closed.

Video-tape: An Ampex speaker aji-
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peared before the Academy of Tele-

vision Arts and Sciences in Los An-

geles earlier this month.

Strictly personnel: Phil Williams
named acting s\ ndicalion sales man-

ager of UA-TV . . . William duBois
becomes v.p. of the ITC Chicago of-

fice . . . Charles Fries ap|)ointed ex-

ecutive prodiiclioii manager for

Screen Gems in Hollywood.

RADIO STATIONS

RAB's Kevin Sweeney told the

RTFS Seminar this w<'<'k that the

climate under which radio sta-

tions operate will be changed by
what happens in Washington in

the next 60 days.

Stations can also expect, said

Sweeney, that their Washington

Council will serve as an "invisible

participant" in the stations' dealings

with advertisers.

In other words, broadcasters will

have to be more critical of product

claims—recognizing their first re-

sponsibility is to the public, and

then, the advertiser.

Other RAB notes of the week:
1) Membership reached an all-time

high of 1,100 stations;

2 ) Expansion of services were of-

fered, including: a monthly service

for fm stations; management in-

formation servicing on a year-round

basis: and presentations, speech-writ-

ing, direct mail. etc.. to stations on a

stepped-up basis;

3) Approval of the largest budget
in the Bureau's history—S1.12.T mil-

lion as of 1 January :

4 1 Major research projects are

planned for the first half of 1960. in-

cluding a series of testimonials b^

national ad\ertisers detailing their

success with radio, and an all-out pro-

motion detailing sunnner outdoor list-

ening and buying.

The importance of including

radio in their advertising and

p r o m o t i o n a I planning was
stressed by Bill McKiblien, assis-

tant to the \.|). of ihe Balaban Sta-

tions, during the (dn\enlion of the

Missouri-Illinois Theatre Owners in

-St. Louis last week.

McKibben. representing WIL. ad-

vised using radio "wisely and proper-

ly," indicating that it can be of im-

measurable aid to the theatres in co-

o|)erative promotional endeavors.

Ideas at work

:

• To reach the listeners:

KSAIN, San Francisco, has inaugu-

rated a method of keeping close con-

tact with the Bay Area's Negro com-

munity via the introduction of a

"Newsletter." It's put out to inform

ihc heads of these families about out-

standing programs of interest to their

connnunity. and to |)romote KSAN
clients.

• How they're aiding the needy
during the holiday season:

WTCN, Minneapolis-St. Paul, is ask-

ing listeners to join in "Oj)eration

Holiday Pantry"—a drive to give

commercially-canned food to the hun-

gry . . . WQAM, Miami, aired a six-

hour "Toys for Tots Marathon"—pro-

viding the music for dancing at an

auditorium where admission was one

new toy. Response: 1.5,000 toys for

tots.

• Celebrating their birthdav:

WXSV, Wellsville. \. v.. issued

registration blanks to listeners, in-

viting them to stop in at one of the

participating stores for eligibility for

prizes donated bv each of the mer-

chants. Reason: Station was ])romot-

ing its 4th anniversary. Result: 30,-

000 registration slips were distributed

to the stores, and 28.857 of them were

signed l)\ listeners in one week.

Metrop<ditan Broadcasting Corp.

acipiired. last week, tbe \^ orld ^'ide

Broadcasting System — which,

through WRl L. its key station in

New York, beams shortwave ])ro-

grams to two-thirds of the ^vorld.

On the fm front:

The latest Pulse fm study for Sep-

tember-October in the San Diego
Metropolitan area shows: (1)

39.4' f penetration for 132.360 homes.

^2) medium age for male listeners is

43, for female. 41. (3) medium in-

come brackets at !l?6.300. with 88.7',

over $5,000 a \ear.

Station staffers: Erno Sliomo. to

general manager of WBBM. Chicago

. . . Scott Burton, to assistant pro-

gram director of \\ HK. Cleveland . . .

Hal Davis, to the salesstaff of KLAC,
Los Anaeles. as an account executive.
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REPRESENTATIVES

Minneapolis, which once regional

reps staked out as their own do-

main, has suddenly become an-

other office for national reps,

with Katz and Branham taking

the initiative.

In Chicago the reps are viewing

this development with mixed emo-

tions. Some think it's a timely idea,

while others hold that Minneapolis is

amply serviced out of Chicago by

frequent visits. And that, anyway.

they've heard no complaints from
Minneapolis agencies.

Predictions for spot radio''8 vol-

ume this year to exceed that for

any previous year, opened the an-

nual managers' conference of

John Blair & Co., in New York
last week.

Under the chairmanship of Arthur

McCoy, executive v.p., the conference

included 10 basic sessions, plus a spe-

cial analysis of business conditions in

each of the regions covered by Blair

offices and particular reference to the

KOMU-TV serves the

whole of Mid-Missouri
The 500,000 consumers in the heart of Missouri constitute a rich "island"

market that cannot be reached by TV from Kansas City, St. Louis or other

bordering towns. Only a Mid-Missouri TV station can give you full coverage

of this whole market. If your product is distributed in Mid-Missouri

(and most national products are), give it the best possible TV support

in this important 28-county area—including such cities as Jefferson City,

Mexico, Moberly, Rolla and Sedalia—buy KOMU-TV, Columbia.

FACTS ABOUT THE MIDHIUS50URI ""ISLAND" MARKET
Population 507,700

Families 156,400

TV Households 125,800

Retail Sales $529,691,000
Effective Buying Power $752,144,000

NBC & ABC AFFILIATION
REPRESENTED BY H-R U-TV

CHANNEL 8
Columbia, Missouri

outlook for spot radio volume in 1960.

The Katz Agency issued, this

week, a new edition of its "Spot
Tv Advertising Cost Summary."
The summary, available to adver-

tisers and agencies, is designed for

quick estimating of spot tv costs in

some 242 markets via formulae for

estimating most spot tv budgets.

New rep firm: Day-Wellington,
Inc., at 424 Vance Bldg., Seattle. The
firm is set up to handle both regional

and national radio and tv spot and
network business.

Rep appointment — personnel:
Ralph McCasky Jr., to the Chicago
office of Peters, Griffin, Woodward, as

a tv account executive.

TV STATIONS

National and regional spot tv

gross time expenditures during
the third quarter, 1959, totalled

$133.58 million—compared with
$113.18 million for the like peri-

od, 1958.

Spot expenditures in the three quar-

ters of this year, according to TvB-
Rorabaugh, totalled $448.9 million

—

an increase of 23.8% over the $362.5

million for the comparable 1958
periods.

Below, TvB-Rorabaugh's list of the

20 leading spot advertisers during the

third quarter, with their estimated ex-

penditures:

GROSS
RANK COMPANY EXPENDITURES

1. P&G .$11,219,300

2. Adel 4,774,300
3. General Foods 3,575,400

4. Lever __.. 3,126,300
5. Colgate 3,106,600

6. American Home ^ 2,981,600

7. Continental Baking .. 2,625,200

8. Warner-Lambert ... 2,355,200

9. Brown & Williamson 2,327,-500

10. R. J. Reynolds 2,233,400
11. Bristol-Myers 1,714,600

12. Miles Lab 1,629^900

13. Kellogg 1,620,400

14. Philip Morris 1.371,300

15. Gillette 1,278,200

16. International Latex . 1,248,900

17. Carter Prod. 1.210J00
18. Texize Chemical ..... 1.175,900

19. Lanolin Plus 1.031,000

20. Ford Dealers 1,024,500
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In this quarter, aiinounoetnents

accounted for $I(M).69 iiiillion, or

75.4% of the total; I.D/s for $13.6.>

million, or 10.4' r ; and programs,

$19.23 million, or 14.4%.

Night represented S72.24 million,

or 51.4 /V ; day, $43.71 million, or

32.7'/ ; and lale ni<iht. $17.62 million.

ARB has expanded the data con-

tained in its national report to

include age breakdowns in seven

different groups and by male or

female.

The report will also show a chart-

ed comparison of the current with the

previous months and an alphabetical

index of all network shows, with

sponsors, for both the primary and

the supplementary weeks.

On the educational tv front:

WJPB-TV, (Channel 5 1 Fairmont-

Weston-Clarkshuro;. W. Va.. has been

granted permission for redesignat-

ing the channel from educational

to commercial tv. Station will air

next April with this new con(epl for

working relations between commer-

cial and educational tv: It will desig-

One out of Every

Ten Americans!

The 766 counties that

comprise the WSM
nighttime Radio market

contain 16,888,600

people.

ViS
NASHVILLE

CLEAR CHANNEL

50,000 Watts

Represenfed by

John Blair & Company

nate IO-Io'y of its daytime hours for

exclusive educational use . . . WRGB-
TV, .Schenectady, N. Y., is telecast-

ing, at 0:30 a.m. each Tuesday and
1 hursday. a course in Russian. The
response: More than 4.0()() people re-

quested the study guide, and in a

short time the local sup|)lv of 1,000

Russian textbooks was sold out . . .

WSOC-TV, Charlotte, N. C, plans

to provide space for a UHF trans-

mitter atop its tower, man and service

the equipment without charge, and

relay programs from Chapel Hill, to

all classrooms in the countv.

Ideas at work

:

• Aiding the industry: WTAE,
Pittsburgh, is airing a campaign to

counteract tv's recent adverse pub-

licit). The spots are aimed at point-

ing out the educational and entertain-

ing program being aired daily, and

state that "WTAF. is proud to be part

of this great tv business." These an-

nouncements are telecast seven and

eight times daily.

• Christinas call contest: For

the second consecutive \ear, KETV,
Omaha, is offering viewers an oppor-

lunit\ to win a jjerson-to-person tele-

phone call anyplace in the world on

the holiday. The audience is being

asked to write the station, stating

whom, where and why they want to

make this call.

Thisa 'n' data: KING, Seattle, in

a simulcast on its tv and am outlets,

took a definite stand on the problem

of the city's declining port by publicly

asking for the resignation of Seattle's

three-man port commission. Station

offered the port commission its facili-

ties for any reply they may wish to

air . . . WPIX, \ew York, will tele-

cast a special six-hour Christmas Par-

ty on 25 December, frotn 10 a.m.

through 4 p.m. for Chunky Chocolate

Corp. and the Ward Baking Co. . . .

WBKB, Chicago, sent out bottles of

perfume to the trade to celebrate its

20lh anniversarv.

On the personnel front: Franklin

Sisson, to the newly-created post of

assistant sales manager, and \^ illiani

Knowles, appointed assistant promo-

tion manager at WOOD T\ •WI.

Grand Rapids . . . Shirley Uunhani,

to publicity manager for \\ KH('-T\.

Cincinnati. ^

DUMAS MILNER
(Continued from [Htge 59)

test"'- here's the way the latest cam-

|)aign will work:

• Cntisumer. A favorite household

hint with ])roof of purchase jjuts

the contestant in the running for a

trip to i'aris for two with S300 spend-

ing money (1st prize) or to Mexico

Cilv with S200 to spend (2nd prize).

Former household-hint contests now
fill two published books which the

company uses for promotion.

• Retailer. The retailer who does

the best job of merchandising the

contest with special displays, entry

forms, etc. collects either a trip for

two to Rome with $300 (1st prize I

or a trip to Mexico Cit\ with 8200

(2nd prize). Small retailers who

can't build 50-100 case displays are

being offered special vacation trips

for 5-15 case displays.

• Broker. Even the brokers are

in on the contest. To them go trips

to Hawaii and Bermuda for merchan-

dising the company's advertising in

one or more of the following wa\s:

(1) Stimulating contest mentions in

retailer advertising via co-op mats

headlined "Win A Trip to i'aris" and

featuring product and network sched-

ules; (2) putting Godfrey, tv and

vacation posters into use; (3 I work-

ing with promotion departments of

CBS stations in their areas to get

additional in-store exposure; (4) pro-

moting use of supporting posters fur-

nished by the networks.

Although Pine-Sol and Perma-

Starch have been the only products to

get network plus heavy spot promo-

tion, the new contest will cover all

of the company's products.

Latest to join the line is \ arn Glo

which was purchased last year from

Hillcrest Labs of Chicago. It was

introduced in 15 Ohio markets last

September with spot radio and local

newspapers. Both media plugged a

SI trial offer. Eight markets were

added this year and l'X)0 plans, ac-

cording to Tateo. call for addition of

t\ schedules as markets increase.

Dumas' first fling in network tv

was in the fall of 1")5!! with an \TA
package that continued through spring

of 1959.

The compain returned to network

radio last September with the (iod-

frev show to launch a new package

—

a kit of two cans of Pine-Sol room
deodorant plus a plastic container in

one of several decorator colors. ^
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A Top NBC
Award Winner

"The Giant

of

Southern

Skies''

Miss Edna Seaman
WFBC-TY's Promotion Manager

For Audience

Promotion in

QREENVILL&
SPARTANBURQ-
ASHEVILLE
Using the theme "Total Television in

DIXIE AFTER DARK", Miss Seaman was

one of the top 5 winners in NBC's nation-

wide audience promotion contest from

August I I through October I Ith. She

thus wins for herself an all-expense paid

trip to Hollywood ... and for WFBC-TV
and its clients she maintains dominance
in the Greenville-Spartanburg-Asheville

market.

CHANNEL 4

WFBC-TV
GREENVILLE, S. C.

NBC NETWORK

Represented Nafionally by

WEED TELEVISION CORP.

- - ~ ^

I ,„ . .. . ^k*./''

Harold Day has been elected v. p. in charge

of daytime tv network sales for ABC TV.

He joined the network in 1942 as an ad-

vertising-promotion copywriter, and subse-

quently held the positions of promotion

manager, sales manager of radio co-ops,

account executive with radio and later tv

spot sales, account executive at WABC-TV,
N. Y. Day then returned to ABC TV as

account executive, where he was named manager, Western Div., tv net-

work sales in 19.58 and, this past March, director of daytime sales.

Robert E. Powell has been named v.p. in

charge of sales for KNOE-TV. Monroe, La.

This assignment includes servicing all ad-

vertising agencies throughout the South,

and supervising all southern regional ad-

vertisers. Powell began his broadcasting

career as account executive with KNOE
Radio, and in 1953 switched to KNOE-TV
in the same post. A graduate of Northeast

Louisiana State College, Powell was active in the Speech and Drama

depts. At present, he is a member of the Sales Executive Club.

Madge Megargee Holcomb has been ap-

pointed general manager of WGBI, Scran-

ton-Wilkes Barre, Pa. Mrs. Holcomb has

held various positions with the station

since 1947, and is also general manager of

Muzak for the Industrial Valleys, a recent-

ly acquired background music franchise for

18 counties in northeastern Pennsylvania.

In addition, she is secretary and director

of Scranton Broadcasters, Inc., owners and operators of WDAU-TV.
Mrs. Holcomb is active in the Scranton Advertising & Sales Club.

Herbert Zeltner, v.p. and assistant media

director at Lennen & Newell, has been

named director of media for the agency.

Zeltner joined Lennen & Newell as media

supervisor on the Colgate and Lorillard ac-

counts in July, 1956. Prior to that he was

media supervisor with Procter & Gamble in

Cincinnati for four years. A graduate of

New York University's School of Com-

merce. Zeltner is replacing Anthony DePierro who recently resigned

from the post. He is married and currently resides in Manhattan.
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WHY TELEVISION TAPE ENGINEERS
AND PRODUCTION MEN CHOOSE

THE AMPEX CONSOLE

7 WAYS BETTER...

Console design is the hottest talking point among the men who do the actual day-to-day production

work on TV tape. Seven hands are better than two, and they know it. And they know that Ampex
console design gives them those extra hands with a speed and efficiency in production unmatched

by rack or any other design . . .

• One operator has complete control over all recording and playback functions while standing in

one position.

• All pushbutton controls are within fingertip reach.

• Monitoring is at eye level.

• Waist-high tape transport makes changing reels quick and easy.

• Splicing is a 30 second operation, right on the recorder.

• Desk-top convenience provides space for cue sheets and extra reels — no extra table required.

• And it's safe — you can't bump into turning reels.

There are already more than 410 Ampex Videotape* Television Recorders in op>eration throughout

the world — in all major networks, in stations and production companies.

Write, wire or phone today for an Ampex representative — or ask for the new, fully illustrated

brochure describing the new Ampex VR-IOOOB. Whatever you want to know about the advantages

and profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex.
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frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

Is your station a victim of agency generalization? Robert Rounsaville, owner-

president of Rounsaville Radio Stations, Atlanta, Ga., feels that too many

agencies rely on generalizations in selecting broadcast media and either dis-

miss or ignore the proven potential of specialized programing. He refers par-

ticularly to Negro-programed stations, points out that the Negro audience not

only buys top-quality merchandise but is enthusiastically loyal. Despite today's

homage to ratings and research, he says, advertisers still resist buying Negro

radio, though the evidence shows conclusively that the audience is there.

DON'T GENERALIZE-GET THE FACTS

It seems to me that there is today too much generalizing

by agencies about media, very particularly broadcast me-

dia. I hope this does not reveal a lack of first-hand knowl-

edge of people and their listening and viewing habits, and

the comparative worth of media within markets. By all

means, I hope this does not reveal a tendency to neatly

card-index and catalogue people, but I am so afraid that

it does.

As an active member of the human race, it also seems

to me that people should not be just digits in a column of

figures. Nor should differences between people be mini-

mized to the point of refusal to accept the fact that there

are differences. I look fearfully at the growth of this same

assumption regarding media, specifically broadcast media.

General-programed broadcast media, we are told, reach all

|)eople equally regardless of race, sex, social status, eco-

nomic status, cultural status. No questions are asked about

the kind of people who listen or view. The picture is one

of a mass of people as reflected by the highest rated sta-

tion in a market. Also, tv will, of course, reach everyone

efjually and with equal force. By using what—westerns?

This generalization about broadcast media seems to fly

in the face of the opposite approach to print buying, fn

this area of media much thought is given to the vertical

rather than the horizontal concept of readership (or audi-

ence, if you please). No throwing of everyone into one

huge mass of stupid, unthinking, unimaginative, inarticu-

late humans reached by one general print medium. On the

contrary, there seems to be a rather careful selection of

media by the kind of person reached.

Belatedly, I hasten to explain that I do not place all or

even a major part of the blame on the broadcast buving

|)ersonnel of the agencies, I've come to feel that perhaps

this attitude of generalization reflects the thinking of the

hierarchy of the agencies.

I admit that all this reveals that I may have a private

finely ground-down ax. But, who hasn't? Mine stems

from the fact that I am a prime victim of the agency media

generalization I've been grousing about. I am the owner

and operating head of a group of six radio stations that

are entirely Negro-programed and beamed directly at the

Negro consumers of the six markets in which they are

located. Every owner and operator of Negro-programed

stations, I'm certain, has the same kind of private ax that

has been ground down razor-blade-thin through the con-

stant brush-off of broadcast media buyers.

Most of them have the same refrain:

"We don't need Negro radio, general broadcast media

reach the Negro with equal impact"; "Negroes own tv

sets, don't they?": -"We have a policy against buying

specialized media"; "Negroes won't buy this product, it's

premium priced, too expensive."

Much of this is reminiscent of the old-time medicine

man's snarl of, "Get away, boy, you bother me." All of it

ignores the proven worth of Negro radio, the known and

constantly researched impact on Negroes by Negro-pro-

gramed radio, the proven enthusiastic loyalty of the Negro-

programed stations. It shows ^n ignorance of or a dis-

missal of the widely known fact that Negroes buy top qual-

ity merchandise. This, I submit, is the very epitome of

mass-generalization of media and people.

The interesting thing is that, in this day of abject hom-

age to research and ratings, there is not one shred of re-

search to support this generalization against Negro-pro-

gramed radio.

Well, this is one seller's viewpoint. ^
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WE CONFESS!
This trademark of ours is ''rigged''!

ISS TILLIE VISION is not swallowing

hundred dollar bills; she's « hay burner!

Incidentally gentlemen, the real ''hay"

from this market is being munched by
advertisers who like . . .

1. Channel 2 for greater coverage.
2. CBS for best network. 3. 400,000
TV homes in small cities and big farms.

WRAY-TV (D GREEN RAY



SPONSOR

LIFE attacks the Ratings

All pretext that the Luce publications ( Time, Life, Fortune

etc.) are unbiased in their approach to tv was tossed neatly

out the window last week with the appearance of an article

in Life titled "Fireworks ahead on tv rating systems."

In it Lifers editors i)lasted ratings, networks, agencies and

advertisers with all the fine moral fervor of fanatics whose

pocketbooks have been hit, and who are under no orders to

be fair, factual, responsible or objective.

What started out to i)e a straight news article turned into

a hodge-podge of emotional editorializing, punctuated by such

sentences such as, "The three rating systems ... do give the

advertiser some essential information. This, however, is not

enough to justify the use to which they are put." And, "Tv

is not supposed to be just an advertising medium. It should,

by law, be conducted in the public interest."

The sad and somewhat frightening thing about the Life

piece, however, is not that its editors should have stooped so

low. It is the effect which the article may have on millions of

Americans who are unfamiliar with the subject.

No one in the industry (or in the organizations which con-

duct them ) believes that present rating systems are perfect.

Everyone admits that their findings are often misused.

But two facts about rating systems are all too often over-

looked.

First, they are supported and paid for by advertisers, agen-

cies and broadcasters who are genuinely interested in finding

out the truth and who pay, hundreds of thousands of dollars

a year to get the best, most accurate information available.

Second, the systems themselves are highly competitive. If

one of them falls into error in its sample size, research tech-

niques or statistical procedures, you can be sure that its

competitors will l)e quick to point out the mistakes.

We believe that tv program research can, must and will

be improved. But so far the rating systems represent the best

efforts of intelligent, honorable and thoughtful men.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: More information for

the general public on the workings of the air

media. Ignorance of industry practices and pro-

cedures is harmful to everyone in radio and tv.

70

lO-SECOND SPOTS
On fhe docks: Nelson Bond, who
heads up plans for next convention of

Advertising Federation of America,

told this one. Coming back from

Europe, he stood behind another

traveler in the Customs shed whose
baggage was being checked by the

inspector. "Any pornography in

here?" asked the inspector. The
traveler shook his head, said, "Why
should I? I don't even have a

pornograph."

Down, Rover! Parker Long, market-

ing group manager of Ken-L-Ration,

sent a box of Doggie Treats to a

Chicago radio rep's office as a birth-

day gift. The rep, having made an

agreement to share all birthday loot

with his staff, placed some of the

Doggie Treats on the office cofFee

serving tray, mixed them with the

regular cookies, and they were con-

sumed right along with them. Any-

one in Chicago feel an urge to groivl

lately?

Pardners: Two elderly, suger-daddy-

ish ad managers of two different

client companies were each interested

in "sponsoring the career" of the

same young tv actress, handled their

problem in business-like fashion.

They sat down amicably at a confer-

ence table and agreed on an alternate

week sponsorship.—Frank Hughes.

Chouls: Needing a prop for its late

night horror movie, WVEC-TV, Nor.

folk, Va.. put an ad in the local paper

reading, "Wanted — Used Coffin."

Tom Chisman, station head, flipped

the next day when three bona-fide

answers were received.

Good news! Headline in Columbus,

Ohio, Citizen-Journal—
TOP TV SPECTACULAR
MAY COME FROM SPACE

Another all-star cast!

Near fluff: Printer's proofs of a

story in Canadian sponsor which the

editor had titled, "Industry Reaction

to P&G Bomb" were returned with

the following inversion by the print-

er: "Industry Reaction to Bomb
P&G,"

Fair warning: Sign on the rear

bumper of a car parked on Madison

Ave.
—

"We're expecting a flat. Stay

sponsor 19 DECEMBER 1959



TV

Believability

The current unfavorable publicity about TV, caused by

the actions of a cynical few, has implications for all ad-

vertising that no thinking person can ignore.

We at Good Housekeeping feel that the maintenance of

public confidence in all forms of advertising is as much
our concern as publishing a good magazine.

And we have a specific, tested contribution to make to

advertisers who are concerned with the credibility of

their television commercials.

During the past year the Schwerin Research Corpora-

tion has conducted a study that evaluates the effect of

including the Good Housekeeping Guaranty Seal in TV
commercials.

Results show that the addition of the Good Housekeeping

Guaranty Seal to the TV commercials of several major ad-

vertisers increased their effectiveness by 20% in one case,

27% in another, 39% in a third.

These facts prove once again the cumulative faifh that

has been built up in Good Housekeeping and its Guar-

anty Seal. Because we investigate every product and

check every claim that is advertised in our pages

40,930,000 women* are influenced by our seal.

There are some products and some claims that may never

earn our seal. But if you make a good product, and ad-

vertise it honestly if vigorously, let us show you the

Schwerin results and discuss how the matchless confi-

dence millions of customers have in Good Housekeeping

can go to work for you now.

Call Good Housekeeping today.

'Crossley. S-D Surveys, Inc.

Good Housekeeping

A HEARST MAGAZINE I

MAGAZINE AND INSTITUTE

Guaranteed by ''A

Good Housekeeping
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}d III/ladle

MEAN
MORE PEOPLE

. . . WITH MORE

PURCHASING POWER

LISTEN TO

5,000 ^Jitlme Wath IN THE HEART Of i^ieveiand Kctcllo

1100 1220 1260 1300 1420

Clevelanders get more listening pleasure when they dial 1260 on their radios, WDOK, Cleve-

land's good music station.

The explanation is simple: Listeners hear quality programming designed to uplift, enrich

and enlarge their cultural well being. Complemented with concise and timely newscasts.

WDOK goes beyond ordinary programming standards by playing now even more good

music, day or night, with the matchless ability to please both the mature listener and

the sales-minded sponsor.

Tt« No 2 in Cleveland (Nielsen*

THE CIVIC BROADCASTIRS. INC^ IBtS EUCLID AVENUE, CLEVELAND 15, OHIO *^

Frederick Wolf, General Manager
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ANNOUNCING... YEAR THAT

EXPLODED!

a»' wm

Fast-paced summary of

the things you will

remember ahout the

year that is passing

Page 27

Now, for the first time, the highly successful

McLendon Stations are offering custom-made

McLendon jingles to stations and sponsors.

Packages one and two are already available.

For radio stations with rating problems —

and for the agency with a hard-to-please client —

McLendon Radio Jingles are just what the doctor ordered.

WRITE, WIRE, OR GALL: JAMES H. FOSTER, Executive Director

2008 JACKSON STREET, DALLAS, TEXAS, Riverside 7-9311

TV: Scandals couldn't

dim its success

Page 28

RADIO: Spot set record;

net retrenched

Page 30

B. R. McLENDON
Chairman of the Board

GORDON B. McLENDON
President

JAMES H. FOSTER
Executive Director

PETE PEDERSEN
Music Director

AGENCIES: Mergers

ADVERTISERS: Big SSS

Page 32

FILM: No answer yet

Page 36
I ]

Radio results—

Sponsor's choice

of best campaigns

Page 37

DIGEST ON PAGE
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JUDGES
LEWIS TITTERTON
COMPTON ADVERTISING

JAMES BEALLE
KENYON & ECKHARDT

HERMINIO TRAVIESAS
BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE & OSBORN

MITCHELL JOHNSON
WILLIAM ESTY AGENCY

LEE RICH
BENTON & BOWLES

PAUL LOUIS
LEO BURNETT

AL HOLLANDER
GREY ADVERTISING

GEORGE FREY
SULLIVAN, STAUFFER, COLWELL & BAYLES

DORIS WILLENS
NEW YORK JOURNAL-AMERICAN

CARL SPIELVOGEL
NEW YORK TIMES

WIIC
channel 11
IN PITTSBURGH

expresses its thanks to

the distinguished board

ofJudges who honored

this television station

by selecting it as

FIRST PLACE WINNER

in the

SECOND ANNUAL

PROMOTION MANAGERS' CONTEST

conducted by the

NATIONAL BROADCASTING

COMPANY
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Mark this market
on your list!

CENTRAL and

SOUTH ALABAMA
ALABAMA ... one of

Alabama's

"BIG THREE'

WSFA-TV^

MOKiTGOMEKY

MOBILE r^p

WHY
WSFA-TV

IS DOMINANT
IN CENTRAL
AND SOUTH
ALABAMA!

WSFA-TV has the TOP SHOWS in

sn area of over one million population.

The April '59 AEB survey proves the

dominance of WSFA-TV . . .

Top 10 Shows
WSFA-TV 9 90%
Station "C" I 10%

Top 15 Shows
WSFA-TV 13 86%
Station "C 2 14%

WSFA-TV placed five syndicated shows
in the Top 30 while Station "C" placed

none in the Top 50. A further indica-

tion of WSFA-TV 's acceptance.

OVER A MILLION VIEWERS IN

35 ALABAMA COUNTIES*

Population ^ 1,106,000

Effective Buying Income $1,201,510,000

Retail Sales 799,440,000

Food Store Sales ._ 217,402,000

Drug Store Sales 23,964,000

Automotive Sales ^ 157,280,000

Gasoline Service Station Sales 74,867,000

Mark Central and South Alabama on

your list . . . buy it with WSFA-TV!

"^ Market area defined by Television Magazine, plus 6
counties consistently proving regular reception. Does
not include 3 Georgia and 3 Florida bonus counties.

(Data from Sales Managrment Surify of Buying Power)

WSFA-TV
MONTGOMERY
Channel 12 NBC/ABC

The BROADCASTING COMPANY of the SOUTH
WIS-TV and WIS-COLUMBIA, S. C.

WIST-CHARLOTTE, N. C,

Represented by the Eatz Agency

I ^^H © ^ol. 13. No. .52 • SejDECEMBER 19S9

f ^^^^r^ '"seaesii' Btn -ti^si^ I^B ^'SmV ^Ih^^ I^^Vk

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RAOIO ADVERTISERS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES
Farewell to 1959—report on an explosive year!

27 SPONSOR reviews the passing years—the names and issues that made the

news, the major developments that took place within the industry, the

ups, the downs—these were the things to remember in the year 1959

28 Television was bloody but unbowed. It showed a healthy prosper-

ous slate in l)oth net and spot in spite of the quiz show scandals

29 Newsmakers of the Year. Twenty-eight men whose names made
tlie headlines of the broadcasting industry during year just closing

30 Spot and net radio. For spot a record year; for net a year of

retrenchment and new affiliate plans. Local played a strong part

32 Agencies and advertisers. A year of mergers and re-evaluation.

As 1960 approached, the eyes of the industry were on Washington

34 Top 50 radio tv agencies. Detailed billing figures for 1959 on the

top ad houses and what they invest in the media, both spot and net

36 Film and tape. New developments in tv syndication and commer-
cials rewarded Air Media's search for a practical role for video tape

Radio results—an annual feature

37 SPONSOR reviews the year's most successful radio campaigns, presents 32
capsule case histories, arranged alphabetically by category for easy use

FEATURES
56 Film-Scope

24 49th and Madison

60 News & Idea Wrap-Up

6 Newsmaker of the Week

60 Picture Wrap-Up

68 Seller's Viewpoint

S2 Sponsor Asks

14 Sponsor Backstage

S8 Sponsor Hears

19 Sponsor-Scope

70 Sponsor Speaks

SO Spot Buys

70 Ten-Second Spots

12 Timebuyers at Work

66 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

55 Washington Week
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BpErIeNce Ten solid years of it this month. Since 1949

times have changed, but so have we. New news concepts,

the culling and corralling of fresh program ideas, applauded

public service, and the great CBS Network, account for

WJW-TV's present acceptance in Northeastern Ohio.

YOU KNOW WHERE YOU'RE GOING WITH
^.IW-TV

CBS CLEVELAND

A STORER STATION • REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY

SPONSOR • 26 DECEMBER 1959



Industrial Crescent

A Vast
Urban Complex

WORK, EARN
and SPEND.
and it's dominated by

ujfmij-tv
GREENSBORO. N. C.

Betic Sine* 1949

Repretenfed by

Harrington. Righfer & Parsons, Inc.

New York • Chicago • Son Francisco • Atlanta • Boston

WTHI TV offers the
lowest cost per thousand of

all Indiana TV stations!

One hundred and eleven national
and regional spot advertisers

know that the Terre Haute
market is not covered
effectively by outside TV

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 • CBS—ABC

TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA

Represented Nationally
by Boiling Co.

NEWSMAKER
of the week

The reawakened interest of government, the general public

and the broadcast industry in public service programing with

broader program appeal for minority audiences, has sparked

the creation of an important netv post at CBS TV. Last week,

John Karol became v.p. and director of special projects in

the networWs tv sales department, a position which portends

the blazing of new and difficult sales trails leading to sponsors.

The newsmaker: John Karol has a broad knowledge of

and wide acquaintanceship with the broadcast industry. He's worked

at CBS and in radio for 29 years, moving to television only last Sep-

tember after a career as a research, administrative and sales executive.

After four months with the CBS TV network as director of special

projects for the sales department,

he becomes v. p. in charge of sales

for three major program areas:

special affairs, sports and specials.

New interest in the scheduling

of special programing has prompt-

ed CBS TV to blueprint for the

60-'61 season double the number

of public affairs, documentary,

specials and sports shows being

telecast this season.

John Karol's job: to heighten

advertiser interest in these off-beat

programs, all of which will be

aired during prime nighttime periods, and to bring in advertisers

new to the medium or to this type of programing. The hour-long

shows are now being blueprinted in terms of content as well as

sponsorship. They range the spectrum of show types from a Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology Series through exclusive of the

Olympics to specials with "names" like Arthur Godfrey, Sid Caesar.

One of John Karol's fortes has long been effective association with

top-level planners—board chairmen and presidents. His talents as

v.p. for network radio sales are being switched into different gear

but with the same objective. He's planning however, to pinpoint his

special program sales approaches more specifically
—

"a rifle rather

than a shotgun tactic. And we're going to work closely at all levels

with clients and prospects so they know what we're doing as much

in advance as possible." He believes most of these specially devel-

oped programs demand as much imagination in selling and matching

a marketing need as in the program planning and production.

He and his wife live in suburban Chappaqua. A daughter, Kitty,

is married to Paul Ross of SSC&B. John, Jr., is doing graduate

work in both law and chemistry at Yale. His father, a Harvard

graduate, earned a Master's Degree from the U. of California, where

he received a Carnegie Research Fellowship. ^^

John Karol
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moving

merchandise

in Western

New York

WBEN-TVisthe BIG WHEEL
Certainly we can talk quality programming and production, for as Western

New York's first television station we have the experience and know-how since

1948. But advertisers like to talk coverage and sales. No station in the area

dominates this rich, productive market with perfect pictures and perfect sound

as does WBEN-TV. Into Western New York, northwestern Pennsylvania and

the Canadian Niagara Peninsula we consistently bring your message before the

most people, most of the time. This moves merchandise, rolls up sales gains,

levels sales resistance. To WBEN-TV buyers it's the greatest invention since

the wheel. It takes them farther faster along the road to sales dominance.

Contact us and learn how your TV dollars count for more on Ch. 4

Represented nationally by

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER and PARSONS

WBEN-TV
A SERVICE OF THE BUFFALO EVENING NEWS

^CBS in Buffalo
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To the five CBS Owned television stations,

dollar measure is but small measure of the

value of their community service activities.

The fact that in 1959 these local stations

devoted better than eleven million dollars in

time and production costs to non-network

public affairs programs and messages is a

small gauge of accomplishment. Much more

important was the limitless amount of care,

imagmation and skill expended to insure

that these information programs met the

same high standards as any of the top-rated

programs in the most varied, wideTy-viewi

broadcast schedules in television today.

It is this consistent devotion to excellence

which this year won for the CBS Owned

stations more than 45 a%ards and citations

for public affairs programming. And which

provides an indication of the immeasurable

contribution to the communities they serve

made by CBS Owned WCBS-TV New York,

WCAU-TV Philadelphia, WBBM-TV Chicago,

KMOX-TVSt. Louis and KNXT Los Angeles.

CBS TELEVISION STATIONS

. ^ '^^iT mmM mmP'' ^i
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New Pulse studies show

McClatchy stations KMJ and KFBK
lead in acceptance

New Pulse qualitative studies in Sacramento and
Fresno, California show the McClatchy stations,

KFBK and KMJ, substantially ahead in public con-

fidence and acceptance.

Briefly, respondents were asked which radio

station:

1. gave most complete and accurate news

2. gave the greatest feeling of confidence in

advertised products

3. gave the best programming variety

In each case, KFBK and KMJ ran substantially

ahead of competition. In fact, in every instance, they

topped the next bNO stations combined in listener

favor.

Get what you want in your radio buy — listener

confidence, ratings, coverage and economy — from

KFBK and KMJ. Any Raymer man can give you

details.

McClatchy Broadcasting Company
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

PAUL H. RAYMER CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATI\^
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TOPEKft RREft &

Central Kansas

Gathers Bumper

Wheat Harvest
3rdYearof Excellent Crops

B^sts Bank Deposits to

New Record Heights

TOPEKAT^Special)
--

Prosperity extends through-

:;rall central Ka-a^^^t,
theTopeka ar«\*%^f^
ao5.r-record wheat ci^J^

TOPEKA
Has 1 TV Station

WIBWTV

t<

Is It! V J^

All Day- Every Day
Survey- Proved

^A/lB^A^-Tv
Tops Competition
. . . serving a total of
38 Kansas Counties

As A Bonus
WIBW-TV
Is The ONLY

TV Station Available
to 100,000

WHEAT-RICH
TV HOMES

In Central Kansas

WIBW-TV
CBS • NBC • ABC

Channel 13
TOPEKA, KANSAS

(Division Stauffer-Capper Publications)

Represented by Aver/-Knodel, Inc.

TIB tSimeb

at work

Daniel Siesel, Harold J. Siesel Company, Inc., New York, points

out that "the timebuyer at a small agency has certain problems which

are not readily evident to the larger agency personnel. For instance,

we in the smaller agencies haven't the wealth of research material

to draw upon, nor do we have a large research staff that can analyze

and elaborate upon the figures that

are available. Therefore, we have

to be more dependent on the sta-

tion representative. In these days

of rating contentions and media

claims and counter claims, I feel

that the representative is becoming

more and more important. Time-

buyers, at all agencies, ought to

make the best use of reps, but

should be aware they are salesmen,

for the most part selling but a sin-

gle property." Dan is always

pleased to hear from representatives and station men as he finds that

personal contact aids immeasurably in evaluating the information

that he receives. "This is the human side of buying time. It in-

volves restoring a balance, checking information to make sure that

it is completely unbiased and selecting the particular station."

Doug Humm, Charles W. Hoyt, Inc., New York, feels that the word

"saturation" needs redefinition. "Saturation refers to the fre-

quency with which product commercials are aired during a cam-

paign. There is generally conceded to be some special, though un-

fixed, point when a high frequency schedule becomes a saturation

schedule, simply because of the

weight of numbers. The word

pleases everyone. It sounds effec-

tive. However, saturation really

has no meaning in this context.

For saturation is actually deter-

mined by the product itself, and

not by the number of announce-

ments. Those products with a high

/ffim' ^A^^B degree of turnover on the shelves

I Jf mi 'i^flj^^B of retailers rate a higher frequen-

iW mm ^^H^B ^y ^^^" those with a slower retail

turnover. What may be a satura-

tion schedule for a slow-moving product will not be one for products

with rapid turnover." Doug points out that the converse is also

true, and that "it can be a waste of money to buy an impressive

'saturation' schedule for the slow product when the same money

could be spent wisely to extend the duration of the campaign."
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The difference between good

and great in Minneapolis-

St. Paul Television is . .

.

4

^^^

A station must serve the community well

to gain the acceptance of its viewers.

As the leader in the Twin City Market,

WCCO Television recognizes the

obligation which leadership implies.

>4*
i

yk*'
-^'

CBS in the Northwest Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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of Mississippi

Retail Sales . .

.

$918,000,000
IN THE SOUTH'S
FASTEST GROWING

TV MARKET

Jackson, Miss.

^

with these Jackson
stations

WelTv 12
KATZ

WiBT
HOLLINGBERY

^ Nation's business gains leader

14

by Joe Csida

t..

Amid the tumult—some facts

You may recall that on several occasions I did

pieces on shows using popular music and records

both on radio and television. And that in con-

nection with one or two of these I mentioned that

I was conducting a study in depth of the so-

called television bandstand or pop music-record

dance shows. When I said depth, I did not mean

just a few fathoms. I meant deep, deep depth.

As witness the fact that I sent out a three-page I legal size sheets of

paper), three-part questionnaire to television stations. Part One

dealt with "General Data Re Your Tv Shows Featuring Popular

Music, Records and/or Record Artists," and contained 12 questions.

Part Two covered the advertising aspects of these shows and con-

tained seven questions dealing with ratings, local, regional and

national advertisers and their agencies. And Part Three embraced

the record and recording Artists aspects of such shows in another

nine questions.

In-(lepth questions for in-depth answers

I should make clear that the questions I asked were definitely not

of the "yes" or "no" type, but required considerable thought, and

in many cases quite a bit of research and digging on the part of the

person replying to them. In short it was a difficult and discouraging

kind of questionnaire to ask busy people to fill out. I prepared such

a questionnaire deliberately, because I felt that unless I got exhaus-

tive information about the greatest possible number of these shows

I could not accomplish my objective. That objective was simply to

produce several sponsor columns, and eventually a brief but meaty

book on television shows of this kind.

I realized that the oppressive length and the nature of the ques-

tionnaire would make it extremely difficult to pull answers with a

single mailing. And I was never more correct. The first question-

naire and a most polite, pleading, friendly letter didn't pull more

than a dozen returns. I sent out three more letters, each with fresh

copies of the questionnaire. The tone ranged from begging to

demanding. I sent scores of wires and made additional scores of

long-distance telephone calls all around the country. The mailings,

the calls, the wires went to the station managers, the program direc-

tors, the stars of the show, to publicity departments promotion de-

partments. In brief, I went way down deep after this story.

And now several months later, I'm happy to say that I have ac-

cumulated more important and pertinent information on these in-

teresting popular and sales-producing television shows on both a

local and national [American Bandstand and the Dick Clark Show

are the only national examples) than has ever been accumulated

before. I have the most complete story on every show of this kind in
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every one of the major markets in the couiitrv. plus literally scores

of shows in lesser markets.

Among other information 1 learned, for example, thai at least 275

local, regional and national advertisers use programs of the handstand

or pop music varietx. Ihals the specific numher listed on the (|ucslion-

naires I got hack. \\> take just one category (the most oh\ ious one at

that I. 30 soft drink hottlers use local pop nmsic-record-dance sho^s.

Coca-Cola hottlers huy time on the following 13 local shows: I he Mill

Grant Show, WTTG-TV, Washington, D. C. ; Hoosier Favorite on

WSBT-TV. South Bend. Tnd.: For Teenagers Only on WGAN-TV.
Portland, Me.; Teen Hop, KODE-TV, Joplin, Mo.; Kilo's Kanteen

on WSOC-TV. Charlotte, N. C; Bob Braun's Bandstand on WLW-T,
Cincinnati; leen Time on WSTV. Steuhenville, O. ; 6 (TClock Hop,

Pittsburgh, Pa.; The Big Ten Record Hop on WIS-TV, Columbia,

S. C; the 4:30 Hop on KTSM-TV, El Paso, Texas; Let's Dance on

WTAR-TV, Norfolk, Va.; Platter Party on WTAP-TV, Parkersburg.

W. Va. ; Jive at Five on KF^AC-FV, Port Arthur, Texas.

Pepsi gets results, too

Pepsi-Cola bottlers get fine action on these six bandstand style

stanzas: Dixon on Disc on WALA-TV, Mobile, Ala.; Columbus

Bandstand on WTVM, Columbus, Ga.; Harris Hop on WHO, Des

Moines. Iowa; Jump Town on WNOK-TV, Columbia. S. C; Teen

Age Party on WRVA, Richmond, Va. Seven Up hottlers use Channel

9 Bandstand on WLOF, Orlando, Fla.; Record Hop on WBKB-TV,
Chicago; and High Time on KPTV. Portland. Oregon, while Dr.

Pepper hottlers buy Bandstand 28 on WSJV. South Bend: Top Ten

Dance Party on KOTV in Tulsa, Okla. and the Top Ten Dance

Party on WSLS-TV. Roanoke. Va. Royal Crown Cola, Canada Dry.

Whistle Yess and 3-V Cola also buy these music-record dance shows.

Others of the 204 local advertisers on whom I have data include

drive-in theaters, restaurants, jewelry shops, men's and women's ap-

parel shops, various food products with a seeming slight emphasis on

such items as potato chips, record shops, shoe stores, cleaners, drug

stores, car dealers, dance studios, body and paint shops, bakeries, etc.

The diversification of products, in short, seems as great as on the

only national network shows of this kind (American Bandstand,

which of course stars Dick Clark, and is one of the highest rated

shows in daytime television, and the Saturday night Dick Clark Show,

both on ABC TV I . To give you an idea of this diversification,

Clark's sponsors on the American Bandstand Monday through Friday

show include Carter Products, Eastco, Inc., E. 1. Dupont. Elgin,

Gaylord Products, General Mills, Gillette ( Toni division), Harold F.

Ritchie, Hollywood Brand, Inc.. Lever Bros., Mennen. Luden's,

Northam Warren, Old London. Polk Miller, Pond's. Seven Up,

Shulton, Speidel. Sterling Silversmiths. Vick Chemical. Welch's, Coty

and Best Foods. And of course Beech-Nut through \ oung and

Rubicam sponsors the Saturday show.

It's a stranfie coincidenoe

The ratings on the local shows around the country are very sub-

stantial, and there is no doubt that the shows are producing excellent

results for advertisers in a multitude of fields. It is a strange coinci-

dence that just at a point when these shows seem to have reached a

high degree of po])ularit\. and are establishing themselves as an

integral part of successful television programing, the so-called

"payola" stories are breaking. It would indeed be a cr\ ing shame

if the shows were hurt by the situation. The great, great majority

of the shows and their stars are beyond reproach. ^
SPONSOR 26 DECEMBER 1959

MONEY LISTENING
The buying ADULTS of a huge
trade area are listening closely,

and loving what they hear.

You'll love the jangle of their

money, as it pours into your
coffers. Ask Hollingberry.

REACH MORE. REACH FURTHER

WJBO
NBC in BATON ROUGE

HSBillion!

Consumer income of the

766 county WSMpire

is $18,117,823.00

annually. How are

your sales in the

Central South?

WSM
NASHVILLE

CLEAR CHANNEL

50,000 Watts

Represented by

John Blair & Company

15



The struggle against drug addiction. To explore one of

the most serious problems facing the nation, the illegal

sale and use of narcotics, KNXT's Public Affairs Depart-

ment devoted months to the production of a hard-hitting

film report on addiction. Finally, on Wednesday evening,

November 18, 1959, between the hours of ten and eleven

o'clock, KNXT presented "Hell Flower," an unflinching

look at a tragic subject. .

.



>

Overwhelming!

A special ARB survey gave "Hell Flower" a 20.0 rating, more than the

other network competition combined. Thousands of congratulatory

wires, letters and phone calls were received (and they're still pouring

in). Daily Variety praised "a job well done". . . the Los Angeles Times

called it "remarkable"... the Los Angeles Examiner cited "an excellent

illustration of television's ability to fulfill its loftiest purpose." And

a special Resolution of Commendation voted by the City Council of

the City of Los Angeles saluted the program as "an outstanding public

service in the highest tradition of the broadcasting industry."

A landmark in Los Angeles community service programming,

"Hell Flower" is one more example of a vital cause effectively served

by Southern California's leading television station . . .m^ m^u •^r^p

CBS Owned
Channel 2, Los Angeles



The SEAHLE results are in!!!

KOMO-TV
".^^

ABC-TV
FIRST in popularity for Seattfe-

Tacoma and Western Wasiiington!

The surveys agree on KOMO-TV and ABC-TV:

>,:

^1

feit'

^>-

American Research Bureau-Jf Nielsen Station Index-K-

KOMO-TV 41.3% 40.3%

Station B 34.5% 34.9%

Station C 18.8% 19.8%

Station D 4.8% 4.9%

Station E .6% .1%
Share of total homes reached

As a matter of fact, both Nielsen and ARB put us on top in total homes

reached sign -on to sign -off Sunday through Saturday. For fascinating

details and specific availabilities, ask your Katz man.

KOMO-TV 4 a
Seattle, Washington The Katz Represented Station

^Sources: share of total homes reached, Sun. thru Sat., 6 p. m. thru midnight, ARB Television Audi-

ence Report, 4 weeks ending Oct. 24, 1959. Nielsen Station Index, 4 weeks ending Oct. 18, 1959
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
26 DECEMBER 1959
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PUBUOATIONS INC.

That spot radio campaign Mennen (Warwick & Legler) had this summer
worked out so successfully that it has decided to use that medium throughout 1960.

The radio list—with a mid-January start—will consist of 76 markets at the rale of six

to 15 spots a week. Schedules will be appreciably increased in the summer.
Mennen's spot tv campaign, which begins the third week of January, will run in

about 100 markets.

Incidentally, Esty this week starts unlinibering its barrage of spot radio exten-

sions, with the station lists and budgets matching what they were in 1959.

Ted Bates this year replaced BBDO as the No. 4 agency in terms of air billings.

The rankings this year for the first five agencies as compared to 1958 as estimated by

SPONSOR (see page 34 for first 50 air agencies) :

AGENCY

J. Walter Thompson

McCann-Erickson

Young & Rubicam

Ted Bates

BBDO
Total

1959 BILLINGS (rank)

S135,500,000 (1)

108,000.000 (2)

105,000,000 (3)

95,000,000 (4)

88,000,000 (5)

$531,500,000

1958 BILLINGS (rank)

$125,800,000 (1)

102.000,000 (2)

95,000,000 (3)

84,400,000 (5)

88.000.000 (4)

$495,200,000

Leave it to P&G to sugarcoat a pill and at the same time make it hard for the

recipient to say anything but thanks.

The week's example: the three-week hiatus asked of tv stations for Oxydol (DFS)

because of overspending.

The sugarcoating: stations were given the option of applying the hiatus in Janu-

ary or May in toto or spreading the three weeks among those two months.

Sum effect of the stratagem: the spots themselves are not cancelled out of schedule

by the stations.

The ill wind out of Washington may w ind up blowing some good for local radio.

Bob Ohleyer, manager of Corinthian's WISH, Indianapolis, reported this week that

agencies in his market are evincing an interest in latching clients onto their pro-

grams, instead of just thinking of spot announcements.

Noted Ohleyer: acceptance of the concept of individually sponsored programs on a

wide scale would give local radio not only a big hypo as a national medium but add-

ed merchandising values.

The trend of renewal for spot tv the past week has been quite encouraging.

Major reps report that as of the end of last week they've had renewal action for 1960

on about 35% of the national account expirations—a good quotient for that point on

the calendar.

Among the renewing accounts: Colgate Toothpaste. Wildroot and Vam, Standard

Brands and Grocery Store Products ])lus (Continental Baking.

On the debit side: American Chicle (Bates) has thrown its tv lot for 1960 with night-

time network participations. Looks like Carter is heading the same way.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

A good omen for fm: Chicago's bellwether agency, Burnett, has nudged its Com-
monwealth Edison account into a weekly hour of music on WFMT, Chicago.

The pitch is central home heating and the target: high income families, a typical

fm audience, according to Burnett research.

National spot can count on JWT to deliver in 1960 even more business than

came out of the agency in 1959, which was a record year.

The increase will go for both tv and radio.

For 1959 the agency's spot expenditure figures were close to $10 million in tv and over

$3.5 million in radio.

If the sellers of spot tv think the competition from the nighttime network min-

ute carriers has been rough, wait until they see what ABC TV has in store for 1960.

You know that you can buy a daytime quarter-hour on that network and spread your

three commercial minutes over three different days of the week.

Well, ABC TV has a variation of this stratagem on the backburner for nighttime.

It's a zig-zag pattern, whereby an advertiser can spot his announcement in four

different half-hours on four different days of the week.

For example, it can be 7:30-8 Monday, 8-8:30 Tuesday, 8:30-9 Wednesday and 9-9:30

Thursday. The spots would be rotated so that over a period of four weeks the ad-

vertiser's commercial would enjoy 16 different time positions.

Evidently, ABC TV figures on going all out with the magazine concept—that is, without

at the same time locking out a prospect, like General Foods, that's wedded to the

doctrine of birddogging and controlling its own nighttime fare.

Lever thinks it's got a promising growth potential in the liquid version of all

and hence plans to give it heavy tv market expansion in the fore part of 1960.

NL&B has been testing the new product in a number of markets.

Looks like BBDO will soon be pitching U.S. Steel some sort of alternate to the

Theatre Guild, of which the sponsor, it's reported, is tiring.

Five different substitute plans have been put together at the agency, but it hasn't yet

been decided which of these plans will be presented to Steel by agency president

Charles Brower.

Incidentally, BBDO's executive v.p., Bob Foreman, this week unveiled before the Amer-

ican Marketing Association a study purporting to show the superior commercial effec-

tiveness of an exclusively sponsored tv show over participation programs.

Pertussin via Compton this week started placing an eight-week campaign of day-

time tv minutes in northern markets, scheduled to start 4 January.

They'll run at the rate of five a week, preferably after or before the news.

Whitehall (Bates) has finally found the live personality show it's been looking for to

take over the CBS TV Monday 7:30-8 p.m. niche: it's one headed up by Kate Smith.

Loaded as it is with westerns and other types of action shows, the drug account wanted

something that would appeal especially to the older age groups.

It'll be La Smith's first regular tv commercial series since her matinee run on

NBC TV five years ago. The Whitehall item starts in late January.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continue

The daytime schedule at NBC TV this week was put through another rugged
reshuffling.

Obvious reason: NBC afternoon programing has been taking a clohiiering in ratings

from ABC TV's lineup.

Watch for NBC to meet the competition also with a somewhat revised sales policy.

If you take Nielsen's last tv rating report as an index here's what the odds are

this season for the various types of regularly scheduled shows to make the top 40:
Westerns: better than one out of two.

Suspense: slightly better than one out of three.

Situation comedy: three out of four.

Adventure : one out of 10.

Variety: almost one out of three.

Quizzes, panels: one out of two.

General drama: one out of five.

The latter part of Decemher is when ABC TV goes on its stewardship report

kick.

Like advising almost every client how it's doing statistically with its money on that net-

work: (1) the accumulated audience, (2) the unduplicated audience and (3) how all

this compares with the tv characteristics of the client's competitors.

CBS TV had a point to make about action shows and it's this; It may not have

as many shows of this type as ABC TV but what it does have averages out higher than

the kaboodle (western, suspense and adventure shows) at ABC TV.
Using Nielsen's first November report as a base, CBS TV tosses forth this average rat-

ings comparison for regularly scheduled nighttime fare:

SHOW GROUP ABC TV CBS TV NBC TV

Action 20.4 24.0 18.5

Non-action 14.8 19.8 18.3

Average 18.0 21.1 18.4

Note: The range covered in this comparison is from 7:30 to 11 p.m. ABC TV usually

confines similar average rating comparisons to the 7:30-10:30 span.

Renault (Kudner) this week committed itself for $539,000 worth of special

events on CBS TV: $439,000 (27 commercial minutes) for a quarter of the Win-

ter Olympics and the remaining for a quarter of the Orange Bowl.

So far that's all the network has committed for the international event, while the Orange

Bowl has only another quarter sold, and that's to R. J. Reynolds.

CBS has some "deals" offered it for the Olympics, which go on in February, but it's hesi-

tant about accepting them because of the favored nations clause in the Renault

contract.

International Business Machines is in the market for a tv series.

TvB had been working for nine months on this giant, showing them how the medium can

do both an image and product selling job for it.

NBC TV has found a way to give Plymouth the relief it seeks from its obliga-

tion in connection with the Steve Allen series.

It plans to reduce Allen's quota to three shows a month and offer the fourth hour along

with a series titled Shubert's Alley and starring Andy Williams. The price for the latter

musical: $200,000 gross, time and talent.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Take it on the observation of SPONSOR-SCOPE's midwest trend -spotter, lots

of agencies in that region are getting away from the rating consideration in their

buying of radio.

Notes the correspondent: Radio choice now seems to depend more on the appli-

cation of rather than on the significance of number.
Among the cases in point cited: (1) American Bakeries (Y&R) and its use of the

214-minute pop music commercial; (2) Elgin Watch (JWT) leans toward strong

local personalities and (3) International Harvester (AFM&H) buys the farm director

first and then the time.

Brown & Williamson (Bates), which likes to juggle its tv money around, has

called for the time being its investments in late evening minutes.

Aflfected in this withdrawal from feature films are 23 markets.

The tv industry and the advertising trade might find a twig for rumination in

one investment house's commentary on what the current Washington rumble will mean

to the magazine industry's prospects in 1960.

An excerpt from the latest issue of Bernhard & Co.'s fortnightly outlook:

"An expected decline in the growth rate of the television industry, the publish-

ing industry's fiercest competitor, together with a tightening of advertising standards im-

posed by the FCC as well as some networks, notably CBS, should channel further

advertising revenue to publishers."

Talk to veteran commercial writers about what they think of radio commer-
cials and their critiques will run something along this line:

• The young newcomers to the trade are trying to write light commercials without

being the least adept at humor.
• Getting over the brand name clearly seems to be a secondary objective.

• Projecting a distinct image of the product is sadly neglected.

• A lot of Broadway writers are trying to get into the jingle game and most of those who

have got in treat the commercial as something they're trying to sell over the foot-

lights and not over the air.

A merchandising gimmick that seems to be running rampant: Send in the labels

of six items of a product and get a certificate entitling you to six items of the same

product free.

The main objective: Assure the product's position on the supermarket shelf, and,

coincidentally, drive the competitive brand into the store's oblivion.

Secondary motive: Minimize as much as possible the chance of the consumer break-

ing the chain of continuous use.

Why the shelf insurance, especially for a new product, is so important: Because of the

complex ways the store chains have of buying by committee, it sometimes takes as

much as four to six months to get shelf admission.

ABC TV's Operation Daybreak has apparently passed muster for the second year

of its career: seven of its charter members have renewed for 1960.

The stayers: General Foods fan increase from four to five quarter-hours a week) ;

Beech Nut, Drackett, Johnson & Johnson (all these five accounts out of Y&R) ; Gillette-

Toni (North) ; Lever (JWT) and Armour (FCB).

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 50; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 60; Washington Week, page 55; SPONSOR

Hears, page 58; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 66; and Film-Scope, page 56.
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COURTESY OF UNITED MOTORS SERVICE

If all stations were as fresh as this little rascal you could buy 'em blindfolded. But, they

aren't! That's why smart buyers always ask for KPRC-TV. You see the station add its

own personality, so you know it has to be fresh—100' ^ fresh. Makes sense, doesn't it? You're

always sure with KPRC-TV, the low charge Houston TV station with everything— quality,

dependability, long life . . . extra sales at no extra cost.

SPOT AND PROGRAM AVAILABILITIES FOR ALL PRODUCTS . . . PRICES GOOD ALL OVER THE UNITED STATES

REPRESE\TFD yATia\AiL) BY EDiriRI) l-ETR) & CO. m KPRC-TV >( CCESSFl L lin ERTISI\G ST l/>T> U II II KrR(-TI. HOI STO\.

HOUSTON, TEXAS
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POWER • • • your most

potent selling wedge!

-and in the Detroit Area
you get eitiier or botij

at tiie Lowest Rates of

any otiier l\^ajor Station,

>0
GENERAL OFFICES

^ J GUARDIAN BLDG. • DETROIT 26, MICH.

/LA^T:' ROBERT E. EASTMAN t CO. J. E. CAMPEAU YOUNG TELEVISION CORP.

I ) Noli Radio Rep Preiideni Noll TV Rep

49th and

Madison

All the difference in the world!

Thank you for the article on me as

Newsmaker of the Week in the 5

December issue of sponsor, and

while I very much appreciated your

write-up on our 15th anniversary. I

want to call to your attention a seri-

ous error in this.

It is important to point to state-

ment Number Two of our philosophy

which obviously left out one word

which reverses the meaning of the

sentence. It is our belief that every

station on our list should represent

sufficient income so that one station is

not paving for the servicing of an-

other. Your write-up, because it left

out one small word, would give the

impression that just the reverse is

true.

Adam Young
Adam Young, Inc.

N.Y.C.

• SPONSOR regrets omission of the small,

but highly important word. **no.^*

Good, but could be better

Just a note to tell you how much I

enjoy reading Reps and Timebuyers

At Work.

Those two columns give the people

who deal directly with the buying in

the industry the opportunity to sound

off in their own way about the prob-

lems that develop in their field.

One suggestion though. How about

a change in format? Perhaps each

week have one timebuyer and one rep

give their views on the same industry

problem. Might be interesting.

Marie Coleman

Donahue & Coe, Inc.

N.Y.C.

Love that Xmas cheer!

The 19 December issue of SPONSOR

sure was full of seasonal cheer—right

from the cover, which was a pleasure

to see on a trade magazine.

For the first time, though, I felt

almost guilty reading SPONSOR in the
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office. That spoof by Bill Miksch.

Wow! I mean it was funny, like cool.

Ralph C. Conner

Daren F. McGavren Co.

N.Y.C.

Looking up roses

It's about time that someone went

out and dug up the facts on color tv.

("Color Tv Faces a Bright '60."

SPONSOR, 19 Dec. I

The picture on page 29 is certainly

a graphic representative of the new
horizon for color tv. Also found it

coincidentally interesting to note the

ad J. Walter Thompson placed on p.

2.5 of the same issue, announcing that

it had scheduled 600 minutes of color

tv commercials for '59-60. Looks like

a rosy vear for color.

Phil Dean

Phil Dean Assoc.

N.Y.C.

Spanking, indeed!

I read with great interest your special

editorial on pages 32 and 33 of the

current issue I 5 December ) . As one

who has long smarted from the per-

petual spanking by the press (for

radio used to be the whipping log

—

before tv I . I was pleased indeed with

your approach to the problem.

As a matter of interest. I enclose

press clippings from recent issues of

daily newspapers in the area. In read-

ing them one gets the impression that

all is not as it should be in the news-

paper world. If, as the Pope says,

the press is being used for "the mor-

bid fire of certain passions " the press

has been at great pains to hide the

ugly fact from us. Inasmuch as the

United Nations has been working for

so many years to draft a charter for

the freedom of information, it would

appear that a great many people are

deeply concerned about the "daily in-

trusions of the press against the re-

ligious and moral health of mankind."

Who was it said "those who live

in glass houses shouldn't throw

stones"? I heartily agree that news-

papers should be warned, and if warn-

ings fall on deaf ears then radio and

television should, for the sake of the

preservation of our concept of free-

dom of information, take steps to

wage war against newspapers print-

ing "poison which is being so gener-

ously and nonchalantly fed.
"

Howard C. Caine

pres. and gen. mgr.

CHWO Radio Ltd.

How Come CHANNEL 10

Stays Perennially On Top in

the Rich Rochester N. Y. Area?

COULD BE BECAUSE:

-

we have the POWER
Yes, thanks to our new 316 RW (maximum power)
transmitter, we now speak to more than a million

Western New Yorkers with a stronger voice— look

at them with a brighter eye! Our primary

coverage area is considerably extended!

we have the SHOWS
We offer our viewers the very finest programs of two
major networks—CBS and ABC;— a galaxy of great

stars in a brilliant host of new shows and old favorites!

We also offer News- Weather-Sports, complete and
accurate, twice nightly at 6:.M) and I 1:00 F'.M.— plus

many other fine, live local shows, and the great

MGM movies.

we have the KNOW-HOW
Not only do we possess the technical know-how
that guarantees best-quality production, but being

Rochester-owned, we understand the wants and

whimsies of the people of this area, give them
what they want, know how to promote our station

and our programs in the most effective manner.

we have the FACILITIES
Our facilities, both in personnel and in equipment

leave little to be desired. Our well-trained engineers

and production staffs welcome the constant challenge

of handling live shows and live commercials in

truly expert fashion.

we have the WILL
Perhaps our B1:ST quality is our ceaseless will to

please! We are intensely proud of our consistent

leadership in Rochester, and we are determined

to maintain it!

Adequate power, top-notch programming, expert know-how,
modern facilities and the resolve to please and satisly— every

one o( these things is cssei/ti,il to a successtid television station—
and these are the things that attract and hold our

ever-increasing number o( sponsors.

CHANNEL 10
(WVET-TV • WHEC-TV) CBS BASIC • ABC AFFILIATE

THE BOILING CO. INC. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES • EVERETT-McKINNEY. INC.
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...OLD NEW ORLEANS FAVORITE

^'i^^'

^'€IJ'

r., ^/-
...

As served at Broussard's by Felix Savoy. Napoleon approves!

WWL-TV. . . New
New Orleans Favorite

Among New Orleans' favorite shows are the ones they

see live on WWL-TV. Ranging in interest from NEW
ORLEANS JAZZ to MORGUS BOARD (featured in

TV Guide, Nov. 21) to authentic jungle adventures on

WILD CARGO, WWL-TV's schedule of 49 Hve shows

per week provides the perfect vehicle for commercials

that require a personal touch.

Ask Katz about the local popularity

oj WWL-TV's live programs

WWL-TV
NEW ORLEANS

Here's how
to make it!

'io

^

There are three steps in

the Crepes ritual at Brous-

sard's—a sassy sauce, a light

egg batter and a determined

meringue.

Make sauce and store until

needed. Cream Vi cup sweet

butter with 1 cup sifted con-

fectioner's sugar. Flavor with

rum or a few drops pure rum

extract. Grate rinds of 1

medium orange and 1 lemon;

extract juice & pulp. Com-

bine with sauce and heat just

a little to blend it. Add 2-3

whole cloves. Makes 1 cup.

Make 4 paper-thin French

pancakes about 8 inches in

diameter. Follow your own

favorite recipe, but use a

light egg batter.

Fill the centers with 4-5

heaping tbsp. very firm vanil-

la-flavored meringue. Fold in

half, then again, making a

triangle. Dust with confec-

tioner's sugar.

Pour sauce into baking

dish, arrange folded Crepes

in it. Set in pre-heated 325-

degree oven 10-12 minutes,

until Crepes puff up and

meringue browns lightly.

Carry to table at once.

Pour IVi oz. good brandy

and Vi oz. Grand Marnier

over each. Touch match to

the dish and flame-baste

Crepes a minute or so. Serve

at once on heated plates cov-

ered with brandy sauce.

Makes 4 gourmets happy.
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FAREWELL TO

REPORT ON AN EXPLOSIVE YEAR!

welve months ago, when the editors of sponsor

sat down to write our Annual Report to Readers, we

called 1958 (in our innocence) a "rough year."

Rough? Well maybe it was for a few faint hearts

who saw bleak Depression just around the corner.

But by comparison with what we have all been

through since 1 Jan. 1959, those halcyon 1958 days

were placid as a mill-pond, smooth as baby's skin.

Never before in the history of the air media has

one year seen such violent criticism of radio/tv prac-

tices; never so much clamor about radio/tv advertis-

ing, never so many gleeful, self-righteous attacks by

magazine and newspaper competitors.

1959 has been a year when nearly all of us have

had to take it on the chin from friends and acipiaint-

ances outside the business.

And yet, despite the hue and cry, it has been a

year of great accomplishments too. Here, in this

fast seven-part wrap-up, sponsor presents a sum-

mary of "What you should remember about 1959."

Read it and here's wishing you—a happier 1960.

A seven-part wrap-up of the year

1 . NET AND SPOT TV. A round-up of .signifi-

cant (levelopuwnts in the \o. 1 ad medium. P. 28

2- NEWSMAKERS OF THE YEAR. 22 indi-

viduals whose names made '59 news. Starts P. 29

3. NET AND SPOT RADIO. // /( v radio as a

whole had the bifi;gest year in its history. P. 30

4. AGENCIES AND AD\ ERTISERS. .shifts

chanires. new strategies, marketing ideas. P. 32

5. AGENCY B1LLIN(;S— 19.^9. The 12-

month record oj the .yi leaders. I>\ media. P. 34

6. FILM AND TAPE. If hat happened in the

fast moving fields of syndication, videotape. P, 36

7. 1959 RADIO RESl'LTS. Case histories of

•i2 successful net and spot radio canijiaiiins. p. 37
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1959 Year-end report

TV: BLOODY BUT UNBOWED
^^f 1959, it might be said that tele-

vision came in like a lion and went

out like a goat, caught up in a wave

of hysteria started by politicians and

spread to the public by a gleeful

press. It is to tv's credit that it ad-

mitted its errors and immediately

took steps to remed\ them. And so.

having been cleansed in the sacrificial

fires, television goes into 1960 as

probably the most hygienic industry

in the land.

Unfortunately, the tv quiz hearings

will be the "best-remembered high-

light" of television's year. But there

were many other highlights on the

bright side of the ledger, in both spot

and network television, in the year

of 1959.

Quiz show hearings: In August,

newspaper headlines already were

promising a probe by the House Com-

mittee on Legislative Oversight of tele-

vision quiz shows. The boom wasn't

lowered, however, until early Octo-

ber, and then things really broke

loose. Quiz show directors and pro-

ducers were dropped from networks

along with quiz shows. Contestants,

including nation's favorite "brain"

Carl Van Doren, admitted they had

been fed answers. "Rig " or "fix" be-

came words that made broadcasters,

advertisers, clients tremble. NAB,
ANA, 4A"s and networks raced fever-

ishly to clean up the tv household and

set up insurances against it ever hap-

pening again.

Print media lost no time taking ad-

vantage of the debacle. Columnists,

television critics kept fanning the

"Reign of Terror." Politicos had a

field day too, for here was a built-in

"whipping giant." The public was

quick to indulge in soul-searching

and in morality debates. Hysteria

mounted to such a peak that it may
be many months until the nation gets

back a sense of perspective.

As the ) ear draws to a close, there

is one hopeful note: that most of those

conducting the investigation and who
have the power to regulate have come
to the conclusion that self-regulation

within the broadcasting industry

beats government regulation all hol-

low.

Network business: Things really

boomed in 1959 for network televi-

sion. Latest figures from Television

Bureau of Advertising for the first

nine months of the year show net-

work gross time billings at $451,-

013,340. This is a 10.5'/c increase

over the comparable period in 1958.

Food products, soaps, tobaccos, and

automotives are among the big blue-

chip investors in net tv.

One of the most exciting net tv

buys of the year was by Ford Motor

Co. through JWT. It included 39

weekly shows on NBC TV, some one

hour, some 90 minutes, some two

hours. Dramas and variety shows

make up the package, and the tab has

been estimated in the neighborhood

of $17 million. GM's Chevrolet divi-

sion last spring picked up its Dinah

Shore Show again for another 52

weeks. Investments by just these two

automotives in net tv are running

illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllP^

TV PAID A HIGH PENALTY FOR QUIZ SHOW DECEPTION

THE NEWS WAS BAD. The

last quarter of 1959 found the

nation shocked by news that all

was not what it had seemed in tv

quiz shorvs. At House Committee

hearings, Charles Van Doren (/),

beloved ''brain' of millions, ad-

mitted along with others that they

had been fed answers, that when

contestants stepped into isolation

booths like one at right, their

hemmings and hawings were real-

ly histrionics. All tv has suffered

because of such feiv deceivers.
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around $30 million. With 1959 a

revolutionary year for Detroit with

Ford, Chevrolet and Chrysler each

bringing out a new compact car, the

impact of tv advertising was con-

sidered important.

Spot tv business: If network,

with its 10.5% gain over 1958. had

it good this year—spot tv had it even

better. According to TvB. the first

nine months of 1959 put spot tv at

the $448,904,000 mark—23.8% ahead

of the first three quarters of 1958.

As usual, top spender was food prod-

ucts. Other heavy spot investors:

soaps, drugs, cosmetics, tobaccos.

Starting right in at the beginning

of 1959 with a \ ear under its belt that

was ahead of 1957 by $511.7 million

\s. 448.7 million, spot tv continued

to ride high, wide and handsome.

But it had its troubles too I as did net-

work tv at the hands of FCC and al-

most everybody else). Among the

rough spots encountered by spot tv

was the situation triggered by the

charges of Y&R last March that it

found about a 229( violation of com-

mercial placements, including triple-

spotting. A report following right on

the heels of the Y&R pronouncement

by BAR brought to light still more
evidence of triple-, quadruple- and

even quintuple-spotting of commer-
cials. At that point, a number of

agencies banded together to crack

down on culprit stations, and spot

tv rushed in to clean up its house.

By midsuminer, spot tv was the

profitable battleground for a whole

new bevy of products—the household

cleansers. Spurred on by the success

of Lestoil and its huge spot commit-

ments and further success of Tex-

size in the southern U. S., the giant

soap companies jumped on the band-

wagon: P&G brought out Mr. Clean,

Lever Bros, introduced Handy Andy,

while Colgate-Palmolive began mar-

keting Genie.

As year drew in, a rash of hea\y

spot buying took place—many of the

buyers coming out of the midwest

:

Helene Curtis. Renault cars. Pills-

bury s Best. Revere cameras. Big

Christmas buys from all over came
in at year's end. Spot tv enters 1960

in extremely healthy state.

Color tv: In March, color tv cele-

brated its fifth anniversary; five

(Please turn to page 54)

NEWSMAKERS
OF THE YEAR
Among those who figured prominently in radio /tr news dur-

ing 1959 are the 22 individuals whose pictures appear on this

and following pages. Each helped make industry history.

AGENCYMAN CF THE YEAR

Norman H. Strouse, pres. JWT, which

not only widened its billing gap over

other agencies to improve its No. 1

position, but proved its resiliency by

retrieving both Chase & Sanborn and

RCA accounts, formerly at Thompson

BROADCASTER OF THE YEAR

Clair McCollough, pres. Steinman Sta-

tions, selected by NAB for its Distin-

guished Achievement Award. McCol-

lough, a leader in many industry causes,

served as chairman of the Tv Informa-

tion Committee which set up the TIO

PERFORMER OF THE YEAR

Nikita Khrushchev, Soviet premier whose

face and voice became familiar to mil-

lions of Americans during his U. S. trip,

and earlier in the year when his fa-

mous "Supermarket hassle" with Nixon

was caught on video tape in Moscow

INVESTIGATOR OF THE YEAR

Chairman Oren Harris (Dem., Ark.) of the

House Commerce Legislative Oversight

Subcommittee, whose quiz show hear-

ings broke open a major tv scandal and

touched off a chain reaction of investi-

gations and anti-industry publicity
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1959 Year-end report

RADIO: NEW RECORD FOR SPOT
or spot and local radio it was a

record year: for network radio, a

\ear of retrenchment.

With final figures yet to be toted

up. Station Representatives Assn.

looks for a national-regional spot

time sales take of approximately $185

million — about ~''( ahead of last

year's $172 million.

Spot's new high was achieved de-

spite a delayed recession reaction dur-

ing the year's first quarter, steel

strike-engendered cutbacks in the

fourth.

A trend toward longer flights con-

tributed to the rise. Thirteen-week

campaigns increased in popularity.

There was some whittling away at

FOOD CHAINS shed old prejudices, took radio

seriously during 1959. Though chiefly at the

local level, three of the chains went national

W^

so-called "fringe time." The 6-7 a.m.

and 6-8 p.m. slots drew more busi-

ness. Round-the-clock patterns of

spot buying gained favor.

Many top-50 advertisers heavied

their investments in spot. RAB esti-

mated that some had either exceeded

their entire '58 figure by the midway

point in '.59. or at least nearly

equaled it. indicating considerably

higher totals by year-end. Among
the spenders: Schlitz Brewing; P.

Lorillard; Liggett & Myers; Campbell

Soup; Anheuser-Busch; Thomas
Leeming; Bristol-Myers; American

and Trans World Airlines, and Stand-

ard Oil.

This was the year of "better mu-
sic," in radio commercials.

Other prevalent creativity fac-

tors were humor, which frequently

took a poke at the product, and a

softer selling approach. Loud voices

were on the wane, and echo-chamber

was limited to subtle, non-irritating

application, for the most part.

An indication of the widespread

optimism for spot radio next year

came from RAB President Kevin

Sweeney who said, "We're setting our

sights on 1960 as not only a record

year, but a record growth year."

Local radio likewise showed about

a T/( upward spurt, and reached an

RAB-estimated $394 million includ-

ing production, beating the previous

record of $370 million established

last year.

Retailers, chain grocers and smaller

manufacturers and distributors dem-

onstrated further breaks with tradi-

tional pro-newspaper prejudices. No
longer could they ignore radio's im-

pact and flexibility coupled with its

continued usurpation of newspaper's

prime function, news reporting and

editorializing.

( Latest evidence of radio's grow-

ing stature as a news source: Of those

who told Fact Finders Assoc, they'd

turn either to radio or newspapers for

verification of a sudden rumor of

war, 70.5'/< singled out radio. I

New and better station merchandis-

ing was a strong factor in establish-

ing the local stations as a powerful

community force. Constant reapprais-

al of programing format was the

watchword among local stations.

As D-Day for the Payola hearings

in Washington drew closer, there was

speculation as to what future lay

ahead for the d.j.

For network radio this was a year

of reorganization.

SPONSOR puts the four national net-

works' net at $37 million, a drop of

more than 13'/^ from the '58 figure,

$42.8 million. At this point individ-

ual network net business for the year

seems to shape as follows: NBC

—

$14 million; CBS—$12 million; ABC
—$6 million, and Mutual—$5 mil-

lion.

As the year opened, CBS,
which formerly had some 90 hours

of programing weekly, was off on its

Program Consolidation Plan, which

totals about 54 hours. Under the Plan,

CBS receives all revenue on 30 hours,

compensating its affiliates for this

time with eight hours of news and

two and one-half of public affairs,

which they sell locally.

The remaining hours of news, pub-

lic affairs, sports and entertainment

are available to affiliates in return for

a fee or via a variety of co-op ar-

rangements.

Some affiliates were discontented

enough to withdraw, but CBS reports

that it finished the year with four

more affiliates than before PCP, and

turned in a profitable fourth quarter.

NBC went through '.59 with a

weekly programing slate 57.5 hours

long, then at year's end presented its

affiliates with a new version of the

curtailment trend.

The plan, which got quick approv-

al by nearly all affiliates, will amount

to 36.5 hours of programing, for

which 100'/ clearance is required.

Stations are to be compensated in the

conventional manner for carrying

these programs, which include week-

end Monitor, news on the hour, the

Image documentary series, a new

commentary series called Emphasis,
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half-hour world news on week-nighls

and certain sports events.

As evidence of advertiser accept-

ance of the new plan. NBC cites $4.25

million in net sales during; the two-

week period following its introduc-

tion.

ABC Radio, which had cut hack

in 1958. began gradually to rebuild

this year. At year's end, its program-

ing total had reached 29.6 hours j)er

average week, exclusive of "specials,"

with new additions in the works for

next year. News, public affairs cover-

age were hypoed and news program-

ing is reportedly almost a sell-out.

Mutual underwent a tumultuous

year, to say the least. Despite severe

buffeting in the courts and seeming-

ly endless financial crises, the net-

work evoked optimism as 1959 drew

to a close. Under the leadership of

president Robert F. Hurleigh. MBS
reorganized and was relieved of its

"debtor in possession'" status.

The network reportedly has chalked

up some $2.5 million of net business

since last July, involving 17 new cli-

ents, four of them in network radio

for the first time. Further, though a

platoon of affiliates fell by the Avay-

side during the storm, Mutual an-

nounced it plugged all gaps, added

new markets and emerged with 453

stations, 30 more than at the start of

the trouble.

New audience measurements
sparked new optimism for all phases

of radio. Among the highlights:

• The housewife, according to

McCaWs magazine, responsible for

82*^/^ of purchasing power, was found

to be a radio listener for an average

of 4.6 hours per weekday, or nearly

30'y of her waking hours, in a survey

conducted bv H-R Representatives

and Market Planning Corp.

• Out-of-home listening studies by

RAB revealed that radio reached

seven out of 10 autos. 70' y of pleas-

ure boats, !()'/( of business establish-

ments and 30' f of trucks.

• Radio listening exceeded tv view-

ing for several weeks during the sum-

mer, thanks largely to this out-of-

home audience, according to the

Sindlinger Co.

• Total radio sets in use was com-

puted by RAB at 146.2 million, with

set sales expected to reach 16 million

for '59. ^
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NEWSMAKERS OF THE YEAR

DONALD S. FRDST

v.p. Bristol Myers, and

new chairman of ANA,

made news at Hot Springs

with strong speech ur-

ging advertisers to im-

prove tv practices. "Clean

up or get out," he said

LEG BUSNETT

startled magazine pub-

lishers with complaints

that mass magazines are

"blind to their mission."

Burnett attacked use of

advertising gimmicks,

costs, editorial sterility

HENRY M. SCHACHTE

made the big jump in

Lever's corporate struc-

ture from ad v.p. to exec,

v.p. Schachte, with heavy

agency background, is

now bossing three con-

sumer marketing divisions

JOHN C. DOERFER

cha'rma.i of the FCC, had

a spectacularly lively year

as quiz show hearings

raised questions of FCC

laxity. At year's end FCC

was conducting industry-

wide hearings of its own

WALTER D. SCOTT

21-year NBC veteran, be-

came exec. v.p. of NBC

TV in Ja,iuary. Like John

Karol, who moved up to

v.p. cf CBS-TV. he proved

that the induitry's veter-

ans need not "hibernate
"

DONALD W. COYLE

became v.p. in charge of

AB-PT's new international

Jivision, established after

Goldenson and Treyz of

AB-PT made a trip to the

Far East, decided tinia

was ripe for expansion

EDWARD J. DeGRAY

became president of

ABC's Radio Network,

moved to build facilities

by acquiring newscasts,

takeover contracts, time

clearances on all Don Lee

stations RKO-Teleradio

FRANK HEADLEY

president, of H-R. pushed

his fiim to th rd place

among station represent-

atives by getting appoint-

ment to represent all

Corinthian Broadcasting

travel radio properties

FRANK STANTON

cf CBS, drew wide praise

for his conduct at quiz

hearings, instituted many

management and program

changes at the network,

including high-level re-

organization of personnel
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1959 Year-end report

For Agencies

For Clients:

: Year of mergers
Year of spending

It was a tense year generally for ad-

men, reflected in many unlooked-for

account shifts and surprise mergers.

The quiz hearings, which primarily

affected networks and packagers, car-

ried with them a building problem

for advertisers. While relatively few

advertisers and agencies were involved

in events leading to the hearings,

charges of client interference and

control in quiz programing had a

profound effect on advertisers gener-

ally.

The latter part of the year saw a

lot of soul-searching on the part of

men who pay the bills for tv enter-

tainment. One result of this: strong,

cogent replies to detractors claiming

that advertisers should relinquish a

hand in tv programing.

Advertiser responsibility in the

manipulation of quiz shows led to a

series of charges and counter-charges.

Executives of Entertainment Pro-

ductions, packager of $64,000 Ques-

tion and Challenge, charged that

"controls" were exercised in order to

achieve the results the sponsor, Rev-

Ion, wanted in terms of ratings, news-

paper publicity, etc.

Martin Revson, former Revlon exe-

cutive v.p., called this charge a

"bunch of hogwash." George Abrams,

former Revlon advertising v.p., testi-

fied that to Revlon's knowledge con-

trols used by the producer consisted

only of questions ranging from

"tough" to "easy," not the out-and-

out supplying of answers.

As the dust settled, it appeared that

advertisers and agencies would feel

the repercussions of the hearings as

hard or harder than independent

packagers and broadcasters.

Rep. Oren Harris, Congressional

subcommittee chairman said that the

industry might be heading for "the

kind of control which it does not

want, and which none of us wants."

But chances of any law's being en-

acted seemed slim.

FCC Chairman John Doerfer
indicated that the commission did not

want to police broadcasters and inde-

pendent programers. that such a step

risked crossing the line into outright

censorship.

FTC chairman Earl Kintner
said his agency has authority only

over misleading advertising claims.

not over misleading entertainment.

Moreover, at the very height of the

exposures, the networks had taken

dramatic steps to prove their inten-

tion of policing and eliminating "de-

ceptions of all kinds" in broadcast

material and presentation.

Where this left the advertiser be-

came clear from developments quite

apart from the quiz investigations,

but nevertheless directly attributahle

to them.

"Deceptive" commercials: At

the height of the quiz show hearings.

FTC chairman Kintner put the wheels

in motion for a sweeping program of

monitoring tv commercials. Conced-

ing that the drive was sparked by the

quiz scandals, he ordered all tv net-

work ad continuities monitored from

1.5 November to 15 December. At

present, Kintner has 53 different

probes of broadcast commercials in

progress.

"Payola" for plugs: At year's

end. the disk jockey payola probe,

another outgrowth of the quiz hear-

ings, was hanging over the industry's

head. A side issue which loomed

even more explosively: payments to

SECRECY AND GUARDED PLANNING typified most client-agency conferences, decisions during year. One example: The cloak-and-dagger

atmosphere which surrounded Chevrolet's int roduction of its new Corvair. Agency for the Corvair is Campbe! -Ewald, a Top 50 agency spender '
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get plugs on shows sponsored bv

somebody else, with no on-the-air

notification that such payments have

been made, as required by law. The
hearings will probably get underway

around mid-January.

Co-op scrutiny: Another head-

ache for advertisers was the FTC's

probing of co-op ad deals for evi-

dence of discrimination in favor of

some customers and against others.

Under scrutiny as 1959 drew to a

<;lose were 63 big advertisers who
give ad allowances on a large scale.

Big-money shops: During FCC
hearings in New York on program

c o n t r o 1 and influence, examiners

learned that four agencies have in-

vestments of $400 million in televi-

sion. They are J. Walter Thompson,

spending $150 million of its $300

million billing in tv; Young & Rubi-

cam. $100 million in $230 million:

McCann-Erickson. $85 million out of

a total of $200 million: BBDO. $75

million in its .$200 million: Ted

Bates. $85 million from a total of

$105 million.

Agency mergers, acquisitions and

"arrangements" really went into high

gear in 1959.

Large agencies affiliated with small-

er ones to make branch city offices:

medium agencies merged with each

other to make a billing size more
formidable on the national front;

small agencies joined forces to maxi-

mize the worth of their limited task

forces.

Among the mergers: The Zakin

Co. and Irving R. Blumenthal. New
York. . . . Cahn. Miller & Strouse.

Baltimore, from Strouse & Co. and

Cahn-Miller. . . . Paris & Peart with

Gardner Adv.. St. Louis, for a billing

total of $35 million. . . . Fletcher D.

Richards and Calkins & Holden with

$35 million billing for the new cor-

poration, Fletcher Richards. Calkins

& Holden. Richards had earlier

merged with Harris. Harlan Wood on

the West Coast and the Tandy Agen-

cv in Canada. Its final corporate

step of the year: acquisition of the

Bryan Houston agency. New York.

Frank B. Sawdon agency. New
\ ork. acquired F. B. Stanley Adv. Co.

. . . H. E. Beekman Co. and Wilbur-

Ciangio. New York, merged into Wil-

bur-Ciansio. Beekman & Packard. . . .

( Please turn to page 48 I

.NEWSMAKERS OF THE YEAR

JAMES T. AUBREY

became president of CBS

TV following resignation

of Louis Cowan. Aubrey,

who joined CBS in 1958.

had been named exec-

utive vice president

on 1 June 1959

JEROME HYAMS

stepped in as general

manager of Screen Gems,

following the death of

Ralph Cohn. Announced

he would follow policies

which made Columbia

first major in television

EDWARD R. MURRDW

rocked the radio world

with his documentary

"The Business of Sex"

in January, and stirred in-

dustry speculation when

he began a "leave of ab-

sence" from CBS in June

LOUIS HAUSMAN

moved from his post of

v.p. for advertising and

promotion of CBS Radio

to job of director of new-

ly formed Television In-

formation Office, set up

to build tv's public image

JOHN W. KLUGE

became president of Met-

ropolitan Broadcasting

Corp. in March, and be-

gan aggressive expansion

of station group. Acquired

WIP, Philadelphia, Foster-

Kleiser outdoor group

DONALD H. McGANNON

as chairman of the NAB's

Tv Code Review Board,

had eventful year which

included removing of

Code Seal from stations

carrying hemorrhoid copy

and FCC appearances

ROBERT W. SARNOFF

proved sturdy tv defender

during the year with

strong speech at Chicago

meeting of NAB which

lead to formation of TIO.

and brisk counterattacks

criticism by magazines

FREDERIC W. ZIV

startled industry circles

in June with sale of a

substantial interest in

Ziv company to Wall

Street firms. Ziv films

continued syndicated suc-

cess, gained on networks

ADAM YOUNG
i

called the "youngest of

the old reps. ' celebrated

h's firm's 15;h anniver-

sary by healthy additions

to his station list. Like

many a notable. Young

started as an NBC page
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TOP 50 AIR AGENCIES IN 1959
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l

AGENCY
RANK
1959

RANK
1958

TOTAL
AIR %
1959

TOTAL
AIR %
1958

TOTAL
1959

AGENCY

% AIR

OF TOTAL
1959

$ IN

TV NET
$ IN

TV SPOT
$ IN

RADIO NET
$ IN

RADIO SPOT

JWT 1 1 il35.5 125.8 275 49 $120 $11 $1 $ 3.5

McCAI\!\ 2 2 108 102 220 49 69 21 2 16

Y&R* 3 3 105 95 220 47.7 70 21 3 11

BATES 4 5 95 84.4 120 80 43 47 2 3

BBDO- 5 4 88 88 210 42 47 26 2 13

B&B 6 6 75.1 66.5 109 69 40.5 33.2 0.2 1.2

COMPTON 7 10 64 47.25 78 56 43.8 17.9 1.5 0.8

BURNETT 8 7 58.6 54.3 113 51.8 19.5 36.2 0.4 2.5

D-FS* 9 8 57.0 52 88 65 37 11 1.0 8.0

AYER 10 9 55 48 130 42 21 19 4 11

K&E- 11 12 47 40.5 90 52 31 9.0 1.0 6.0

ESTY 12 11 47.6 47 68 70 23.8 10.2 2.04 11.56

L&I\ 13 14 42 35.4 83 50.6 29.4 8.8 0.1 3.7

FC&B^ 14 13 40 35.5 90 44 29 7.0 1.0 4.0

C&W 15 19 33.5 17 65 52 11 14 3.0 5.5

SSCB 16 15 32 28.35 53 60 17.2 8.4 .._. 6.4

CAMPBELLEWALD 17 16 27.7 25 82 33.7 19.5 2.0 6.2 2.5

GREY 18 21 22.1 16.5 45.5 49 .11.1 4.3 1.25 5.45

D'ARCY^ 19 24 22 15.5 75 29 8 9 5

WADE 20 18 21.6 18.6 24.3 88.8 13.4 7.1 1.1

TATHAMLAIRD 21 30 20.2 11.0 30.4 66.4 8.5 9.5 0.6 1.6

EWRR 22 21 20 16.5 70 28.5 7.5 5.2 3.8 3.5

ISEEDHAM, L&B 23 20 19.2 16.8 38.1 50.6 13 3.2 0.1 2.9

PARKSOIS 24 23 16.9 15.8 18 93.8 16 0.6 0.3

GARDISER 25 29 16.3 11.5 36.1 45 6.3 5.9 0.6 3.5

Total und air nicilia hilliiiti> fiiluics OMT I'.ir.ll (1( mcstic estiriiat i-s imiy. (*) ir dicales SPONSOR eslini te for all or part of zgures (t) agency uas nul in top .>0 in '5S.
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AND THEIR RADIO/TV BILLINGS

AGENCY
)ANK
1959

RANK
1958

TOTAL
AIR $

1959

TOTAL
AIR $

1958

TOTAL
1959

AGENCY

% AIR

OF TOTAL
1959

$ IN

TV NET
$ IN

TV SPOT
S IN

RADIO NET
$ IN

RADIO SPOT

CAMPBELLMITHiaS 26 24 16 1 5.5 39 41 8 1 1

OGILVY, B&W 27 32 15 10.] 24.1 62 9 1 0.5 1.5

WARWICK & le';ler 27 12 15 7 25 60 5 2.5 3.75 3.75

GRAIST 29 17 11.65 21 44.4 33 8.5 3.5 0.15 2.5

^C&K 30 26 14.5 14.6 31.3 46 6.1 7.3 1

MAXOIS 31 28 13.95 13 26.75 52 11.9 0.5 0.3 1.2

DCSS 32 27 13.5 13.5 25.2 53.5 9.9 2.1 0.5 1.9

W. B. DOISER 33 t 11.7 t 20 58.5 6.3 5.2 0.57 2.17

F&S&R 34 33 11.0 9.0 41 25 9.6 0.65 0.75

GLILD, B&B 35 37 10.6 8.33 13.5 78.5 4.9 3.8 1.9

F. RICHARDS, C&H 36 t 10.1 t 31.0 32.9 2.81 1.56 0.1 2.6

KEYES, /)/&/ 37 39 9.8 7.71 20.0 49 2.1 6.0 0.3 1.0

DOYLE. D4\fc\ & B. 38 38 9.75 7.8 29.0 33.6 5.3 3.3 0.05 1.1

GEYER 39 47 9.6 6.0 30 32 2.6 2.5 2.0 2.5

MOGUL 39 40 9.6 7.6 19.25 50 2.7 1.7 2.2

JSORTH 41 36 9.45 8.4 63 7.35 1.9 0.2

D. P. BROTHER 42 33 9.0 9.0 36.0 25 7.5 0.5 0.3 0.7

LAMBERT & FEASLEY 43 t 8.7 t 18.6 46.7 2.2 6.0 0.5

COHEJS, D&A 44 42 8 i 16 50 I.O 3.0 1.0 3.0

LaROCHE 45 49 7.65 5.3 18.5 41 3.0 1.3 ..35

REACHMcCLlISTOIS 46 44 7.5 6.9 22.5 33.3 1.0 3.0 0.5

E. H. WEISS 47 48 7.5 5.7 15.0 50 5.6 1.5 0.3 0.1

HOJSIGCOOPER, H&M 48 1

1

7.2 6.9 1 6.5 14 ().07 1.2

McMAISUS, J^<A 49 33 7.0 8.5 39 16.1 2.8 1.5 ().() 1.1

BOZELL & JACOBS 50 1 6.15 f 19 32 2.5 2.2 0.75 0.7

(I no bllliilKs. All Hj;iiie> for ualiiiKlai iV^.i i-vcfpl K.Vlv. whirli i-uwr^ year I'li.llng .l" Siiiiciiihcr I'.i.Mi arul KWHK. -himlni; f>c iiuiil.'- al luirt'ril ral.' nf litlling.
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FILM & TAPE: NO ANSWER YET
^Jne theme that stood out in syndi-

cation and commercials during 1959

was the industry's attempt to find a

practical role for video tape. It ran

through everything like a red thread,

weaving together the year's mergers,

consolidations, programing experi-

ments, and financing and budgeting.

In syndication programing,

tape's progress was limited. In com-

mercials, tape grew in use. but its pro-

duction savings were still offset at

years end by high handling costs.

Yet in syndication and commercials,

tape was of great importance this

year, even if for its potentials rather

than for existing accomplishments.

These were but some of the year's

highlights in film. tape, syndication

and commercials:

Mergers. Three major affiliation

moves in the commercials field

brought together Warner Bros, and

Filmways, Screen Gems and Elliot-

l nger-Elliot, and Buckeye Corp. and

Transfilm. There were also three

merger moves of note in syndication

:

United Artists took over Associated

Artists Productions and Ziv Television

Programs: National Theaters bought

out NTA: and Guild Films merged

with Vic Tannev

.

Syndication regionals. Some of

the major regional syndication buys

of the year were Lucky Strike

( BBDO I : MCA's Special Agent 7,

and Ziv's Lock-Up; Ballantine

( Esty I : Ziv's Bold Venture and

MCA's Shotgun Slade and Johnny

Midnight; Nestle ( McCann-Erick-

son ) : Roy Rogers; Falstaff ( D-F-S) :

MCA's Coronado 9; Carling (B&B) :

CBS Films' Phil Silvers; Jax Beer

(Fitzgerald) : Screen Gems' Manhunt

and MCA's Shotgun Slade; and

D-X Sunray Potts-Woodbury : NTA's

Grand Jury.

Commercials trends. Main crea-

tive vogue of the year was the visual-

squeeze commercial, a contribution

identified with Transfilm. A mid-

year surprise was the excellent show-

ing of U. S. commercials at the

Cannes festival; later Wally Ross an-

nounced plans for an American festi-

val in 1960. Two end-of-year bomb-

shells: Compton's disclosures that

tape could cost 47*7^ more than film

because of handling charges, and a

new attitude by many advertisers who
decided to re-make commercials rath-

er than expose themselves to direct

Federal investigation.

Programing. The past 12 months

did not see any drastic developments

in programing. The action-adventure

program was still king. Attempts

early in the year to start science-fic-

TAPE made big headlines all year . . . but it also raised new headaches as agencymen came

face-to-face with the realities of high tv costs in handling tape programs and commercials

Photo: Minnesota Mining and Manufacluring Co.

tion and mystery-detective trends

ended in more unsold pilots than suc-

cessful shows. There were some new

programing wrinkles, however. CBS
Films pioneered in tape with its Rob-

ert Herridge series. Ziv took Tomb-

stone Territory off the networks and

kept right on shooting new episodes

for it in syndication. ITC revived

Ding Dong School. Westinghouse

came up with a Civil War show based

on Matthew Brady photographs.

Video tape facilities. There were

important moves ahead in tape cover-

age. More markets got tape record-

ers, more stations got them in each

market, and more recorders appeared

at each station. Leaders in the mo-

bile tape field began feeding news and

program materials from home and

abroad. Ampex scored a newsbeat by

flying a tape of the Nixon-Khruschev

argument back for U. S. television.

Network sales. Syndicators made

major efforts to either break into net-

work programing or to expand their

network business. Some examples of

syndicators with a network concern

were CNP and UA, which made their

first network sales, and Ziv, which in-

creased its supply to the networks.

However other syndicators that did

not land a network buyer still con-

tinued to behave as though they

hoped to, and some policies were un-

derstandable only in terms of this

continuing aspiration. Only Screen

Gems divorced its network and syn-

dication departments entirely, with

separate program units for each.

People on-the-move. The year

19.59 had its share of shifting hats.

Henry Plitt became president of ABC
Films. Les Harris moved from CBS
Films to ITC. Jerry Hyams as gen-

eral manager succeeded the late presi-

dent of Screen Gems. Ralph Cohn.

Robert F. Lewine moved from NBC
TV to CBS Films.

National spending. National

brands took over a larger share of the

syndication market last year. Kel-

logg's ( Leo Burnett ) went heavily

into national spot cartoon shows, tak-

{ Please turn to page 661
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A SPONSOR
ANNUAL SECTION

RESULTS
^ 32 capsule case histories of successful radio campaigns i:i

1959, covering IH categories, various products and industries

^ A valuable fact hook for husy account men and ad managers
who are planning to use spot^ local or network radio in marketing

^ Here is documentation of how hard radio works and how much
merchandise it can sell. Look for Tv Results in next week^s issue
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RADIO RESULTS

APPLIANCES
SPONSOR: Doubleday Hill Electric Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Douhleday Hill Electric Co. of

Washington, D. C, purchased a test campaign on WMAL
to advertise Sunbeam electric appliances. One of Wash-

ington's leading husband-and-wife shows, Jerry and Jimma

Strong carried the campaign. Since the majority of the

housewives in that area live outside the city and must

come many miles to make a purchase, selling such a highly

competitive product presented a problem. The program is

aired from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday through Friday and

is aimed exclusively at housewives. The campaign ran

for four weeks exclusively on WMAL using minute an-

nouncements. At the conclusion of the schedule Doubleday

counted 623 Sunbeam Electric Mowers and 261 gasoline

powered Sunbeams sold. "This represents considerable vol-

ume on just two items," stated a Doubleday executive. "And

it proves to us that daytime radio, though lower in price can

be very effective in getting us the sales reaction we want."

WMAL, Washington, D. C. Announcements

APPLIANCES
SPONSOR: Pete IVloore Discount House AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Bob Kennedy, half-owner and gen-

eral manager of the Pete Moore Discount House of Staunton,

Va., selected a three-day period for a special push to move

their electrical appliances. He decided to purchase a cam-

paign on WSVA Radio, Harrisonburg, Va., some 30 miles

from Staunton. In addition, he purchased a one-time only

half-page advertisement in his hometown newspaper. In

the first two days of the campaign, he sold 75 major appli-

ances. This was outstanding, Kennedy felt, but on the third

day he sold an additional 25 or more appliances to bring the

total over 100. Kennedy, who wanted to know the how, why,

when, where and who of his advertising dollar, made it a

point to ask every customer where they had heard about the

Pete Moore sale. Nearly all answers pointed to WSVA. Only

a few said the Staunton newspaper, which was of primary

significance since this was the store's hometown. "WSVA
personalities have really sold our store," said Kennedy.

WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va. Announcements

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiilllilllliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii|iiiiiiiiiiiii:i:n^ = ^lllllllllliilililliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii{iiiiiiiiii!i:i iii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiuiii.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii,

APPLIANCES
SPONSOR: Hynes Brothers AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Selling appliances in Washington,

D. C, is highly competitive, but Hynes Brothers, the area's

distributors of Gibson refrigerators, had little difficulty after

purchasing a spot campaign on WMAL. It was the first

time radio had been used by the firm, and no other adver-

tising was used. Although Washington has about the high-

est percentage of working women in the country, Hynes went

ahead and scheduled 40 spots a day in the daytime hours, a

time when most women are at work in the Washington area.

'We used spot radio on WMAL for four weeks in June and

Gibson had the biggest sales month in the histor\ of the

company," said John Hynes. "Those 40 spots really did a

selling job for us; 498 refrigerator sales resulted and can

only be attributed to WMAL." The saturation run paid off

man)' times over the cost of the schedule for the distributor.

and Hynes Brothers plans to use radio now in all its cam-

paigns, with heavy concentration on WMAL in particular.

WMAL, Washington, D. C. Announcements

APPLIANCES
SPONSOR: Turner's TV & Appliance Store AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: In a special campaign to promote

the sale of appliances, Turner's of Merced, California, broad-

cast a remote from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., from their store, via

KWIP Radio, also of Merced, California. Disk jockeys

Johnny- Borba and Jerry O'Neill greeted over 6,000 residents

of the San Joaquin Valley who came into the store during

the broadcast. The radio station had their KWIP clowns

entertaining during the day and also had the radio station's

searchlight lighting up the area in the evening. Turner's, in

conjunction with this remote broadcast, had a special sale

on Hoffman radio and tv sets. KWIP salesmen interviewed

customers as they walked around the store and also demon-

strated the various appliances. Said one of the store

representatives, "This is the greatest public response Turner's

has ever had. I'm going to ask Maxwell Hurst, (president of

KWIP I . to let me borrow Neill and Borba as salesman.

KWIP made our Hoffman promotion an outstanding success."

KWIP, Merced. Cal. Program
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RADIO RESULTS

AUTOMOTIVES
SPONSOR: Al Abrams Motor Sales, Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule rase history: Al Abrams Motor Sales, Inc., Chi-

cago, a Ponliac dealer, wanted to attract new business from

a particular segment of the city—Chicago's South side.

Abrams Pontiac had done very little advertising until re-

cently, and after studying all the stations in the Chicago

area, the agenc) felt that WBEE could do the best job for

them. The dealer signed with the station for a 13-week Sun-

day religious hour and before the period was up the results

broke all records for Chicago car sales in one month. The

advertiser has since extended his original program to an

hour and a half and has added twice daily news and sports

programs. Abrams set a record goal for car sales for him-

self in 1959 and by the end of the first quarter he had sold

535 cars, more than twice the goal for that period. "Practi-

cally all of our advertising continues in radio, with three-

fourths of it on WBEE," said Abrams. He is now planning

another half hour on WBEE for Saturday and Sunday.

AUTOMOTIVES
SPONSOR: C. W. Upchurch & Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule c(tse history: The boom in foreign cars has not

been catapulted by word-of-mouth as most foreign car im-

porters and magazines claim. Radio advertising has played

a highly important role and. for C. W. I pchurch & Co. of

Charlotte, N. C. importers of Mercedes-Benz. Renault

Dauphine and Peugots, radio has been one of the most effec-

tive sales media the company has ever used. In the summer

Upchurch & Co. purchased a spot schedule in WSOC's

Hornet baseball broadcast. I pchurch's commercials were

delivered live by Bill Snyder, Charlotte's leading pla\ -by-

play sports broadcaster. ''We feel that the increase in busi-

ness is a direct result of Bill Sn\der"s excellent handling of

our spots, as we have not advertised in any other media."

wrote v.p. A. McNeil Upchurc li. "Our sales have shown out-

standing increases over previous months." he continued. "T

can most heartily recommend Bill Snyder and Hornet

Baseball to anv business as a sure-fire sales stimulus."

WBEE, Chicago Programs | WSOC, Cliailoite Announcements
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AUTOMOTIVES
SPONSOR: Bill Sanders Motor Company AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Bill Sanders Motor Company of

Raleigh, N. C, has been successfully using radio to reach

and sell the Raleigh market for almost five years. Sanders

is one of the 10 largest Ford dealers in the world, and

probably sells more Ford cars, trucks and station wagons

than all North Carolina dealers combined. Sanders' can)-

paign consists of a basic five announcements per day six

days per week. In addition, Sanders expends dealer co-op

money which brings his total schedule to approximately 10

or 12 spots per dav. More than 95' c of Sanders" total bud-

get is placed on WRAL. A good percentage of Sanders"

sales are realized from buyers of cab and truck companies

who purchase fleets at a time. "In the years 1 have been

using radio, and especially WRAL, the volume of customers

that have come to Sanders for service has more than dou-

bled," said Bill Sanders. "Radio has proven that it can do

the job I need here with low cost and high efficiency."

WRAL, Ralciiili .Announcements

AUTOMOTIVES
SPONSOR: Guaranteed Motor Exchange AGENCY Direct

Capsule case hist(try: Cuaraiitccd Motor Exchange. \t)r-

folk, placed all its advertising on WRAP. Wilmington, when

it started in business. Initiallv. one dailv quarter-hour pro-

gram was scheduled. The immediate response promoted an

additional weekly half-hour musical program on Sundax.

Business continued to grow, and the schedule was expanded

to include aiintlu't (|uarlcr-h()ur <lail\ music show at the

end of the tliiid month, riicn. fi\c 5-n)ituilc dailv newscasts

were purcha.^icd. The entire schedule currently covers five

hours and 35 minutes of GME sponsorship a week and rep-

resents 95'^r of its advertising budget. Owner and manager

Bob Ellington told the station."T knew that V^'R.\P could do

the job the fir>t da\ 1 oj)ened. As business increased, mv

budget on the station increased accordingly. From nothing

to a S300.0()0 business within a year deserves more than

acknowledgement. W R.AP will always get the major share

of inv business because it reaches a buying audience.'"

^ R.4P. Norfolk Programs

(Continued pa^e W)
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AUTOMOTIVES
SPONSOR: United Motor Exchange AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: In 1953. the United Motor Exchange

in St. Louis decided to place a test schedule on KXLW to

reach the Negro market in that area. Since United sells a

highly specialized service of overhauling motors and trans-

missions and selling rebuilt ones at a cost ranging from

$250 to $450, the advertiser questioned how effective the

campaign would be. The test schedule consisted of 24 30-

second announcements per week during traffic hours (cost:

$120) for one month; the commercial emphasized immediate

service
—

"We'll come and pull your car in." Results: busi-

ness jumped to $10,000 monthly gross. Today, United uses

50-80 announcements per week (cost: $250), depending

upon the number of cars in the shop, and the business has

grossed as much as $30,000 in a month. Most of the current

ad budget is in KXLW, with the rest in a non-Negro radio

station and in print. "KXLW has proved to us the impact

of radio," said Harry Blatt, United's general manager.

KXLW, St. Louis Announcements

DAIRY
SPONSOR: Foremost Dairies, Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: For many years, the Woodlawn

Dairy Products Div. of Foremost Dairies, Scranton, Pa. has

used local radio as an important component of its advertis-

ing effort. In fact, Woodlawn is now in its 24th consecutive

year as an advertiser on WGBI, Scranton-Wilkes-Barre,

where it runs a large schedule of spot announcements and

program sponsorships—a schedule that has regularly in-

creased through the years. That radio advertising has been

highly successful for Woodlawn is demonstrated by the fact

that the dairy has invested more and more money with

WGBI each year and by the steady growth of the dair}^

products company. Known for years as the Woodlawn Farm

Dairy Co., it recently merged with another company to

become Foremost Dairies, Inc., and enlarged its product

line. In addition to milk and cheese products, the dairy pro-

duces Dolly Madison and Foremost Ice Cream, top sellers

through WGBI's coverage area of northeastern Pennsylvania.

WGBI, Scranton-Wilkes-Barre Announcements

BANKS
SPONSOR: IVIerchants & Farmers Bank AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Merchants & Farmers Bank, a

medium-sized institution in Portsmouth, Va., traditional-

ly had never used radio as an advertising medium. How-

ever, in line with a recent trend, it purchased a schedule on

WAVY, Norfolk-Portsmouth, to promote new business in

the checking account department. The results of the radio

flight were immediately apparent. After the announcements

had been running only a short time, the bank experienced

the best month in its entire history for opening new check-

ing accounts. "We feel now, without any hesitance, that our

radio programs handled through WAVY radio have con-

tributed greatly to the increased number of checking ac-

counts," said C. E. Adams, executive v. p. "Particularly ef-

fective has been the portion of our program in which Kirk

Webster has plugged our personalized checks. He has done

a wonderful job in helping promote our bank on his pro-

gram." The bank plans to continue using radio indefinitely.

WAVY, Norfolk-Portsmouth Announcements

DEPARTMENT STORES
SPONSOR: John's Bargain Stores AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: John's Bargain Stores bought

WMCA, New York, for its first venture into radio in August,

1956. Schedule was for eighteen 10-minute programs weekly

to promote daily specials on towels and linens, nylons, men's

and Women's wear, household furnishings, toys, etc. As with

many retailers who have never used New York radio, John's

Bargain Stores had been skeptical, but decided to "give it a

try." The effectiveness of this 13-week test was immediate

and sustained as the announcements brought overwhelming

crowds to the store's outlets in the New York area. In

Brooklyn, it was necessary to call out the police to direct

crowds which were out of hand. John's Bargain Stores

were well satisfied with the results and placed a 52-week

renewal following the initial run. Today, three years later,

the department store is still with WMCA and the budget has

been substantially increased. In addition, it now uses other

radio stations in both the New York and Philadelphia areas.

WMCA, New York Programs
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FOOD
SPONSOR: Chicken Delight Store AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: To kick off the opening of its 125th

store in Springfield. Mass., the Chicken Delight Chain de-

cided to use radio and in particular WACE, Springfield-

Holyoke, Mass. The campaign called for two days of con-

centrated promotion using 24 one-minute announcements

daily plus two one-hour live broadcasts from the store. The

campaign began at 3 p.m. when Brad Davis of the WACE
staff hit the air with an offer from Tom Rousseau, Chicken

Delight vice president, of 50 chicken dinners to the first 50

persons to call the store. Before the first one-hour broadcast

was concluded more than 240 persons had called the store,

and by closing time more than 400 phone calls were received.

Needless to say, the store owners, Mr. and Mrs. Rondoletto

and their staff, had a profitable night. In a rush phone call

to WACE from Rousseau en route to the 126th opening of a

store in the South he said, "I was most happy with the open-

ing, rarely have seen such activity even in larger cities."

WACE, Springfield, Mass. Announcements and programs

FURNITURE
SPONSOR: Gibson Furniture Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The (jibson Co.. Tuscaloosa, Ala.,

had advertised its furniture and appliance lines in news-

papers, and results were only fair. It decided to trv radio,

but wanted a schedule that would give the best possible ad-

vantage in terms of programing, audience and selling. The

answer seemed to be a schedule of participations running for

six weeks on WJRD's Homemakers Festival, a special pro-

gram featuring booking, home furnishing and fashion items.

Results: During the initial schedule business at Gibson's has

increased about 40%. and with additional schedules, has

sustained itself. L. E. Maze, Gibson's mgr.. attributes the

success of the advertising to: 1) Pitch and programing are

easily integrated. 2) A highly selective audience, with waste

circulation kept to a minimum. 3 1 The show, broadcast

from WJRD's auditorium, attracts a large live audience.

"No other programing,"" Maze said, "could give us this

kind of results. We feel pinpointing an audience is vital."

WJRD, Tuscaloosa Program
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FOOD
SPONSOR: Southern Maid Doughnut Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Although doughnut sales usually

drop in the Shreveport, La., area during the warm season

because of intense heat, the Southern Maid Doughnut Co.

has been selling year-round through K-JOE. Doughnut-

buying is an impulse purchase, says Johnny Jones, sales

mgr., and it is important to reach the customers while

they're in their cars. Accordingly, Southern Maid, with

three pick-up shops on main traffic arteries for commuter

traffic, times weekly traffic spots on K-JOE to catch the

home-bound. It uses five announcements daily on the sta-

tion's Joe Monroe traffic reports; cost is approximately

$1,000 per month. Monroe flies over the city during after-

noon rush hours reporting traffic conditions. Ad lib copy

merely suggests a stop for doughnuts, and Jones says he

"doesn't have to look to know what time it is, because

people begin flocking in, asking for 'Joe Monroe doughnuts'

right after the announcements are aired on the station."

FURNITURE
SPONSOR: Nebraska City Furniture Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Nebraska Cit\ Furniture Co., a

medium-sized retail furniture store located on the Nebraska

side of the Nebraska-Iowa border, turned to radio to pro-

mote its liquidation sale. The furniture outlet placed its

schedule on radio station KFNF. although the facility is

located in Shenandoah, Iowa—30 miles away and in an-

other state—because of its area coverage. The liquidation

sale was a rousing success, and one of the best in the

store's history. People from numerous communities in

Nebraska and Iowa came to Nebraska City for the event.

"I want to give credit to radio for the success of my sale,

because station KFNF was our prime medium of adver-

tising." said William Berger. the furniture store's owner.

"This medium was responsible for sales as distant as

Clarinda, Iowa, approximately 40 miles away." He added:

"I am convinced now of the great selling power of the

medium. We would like to renew our contract for 52 weeks."

K-JOE, Shreveport, La. Announcements = KFNF, Shenandoali, la. .\nnouncement4

(Continued pafic 42)
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FURNITURE
SPONSOR: Saunders Home Center AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Saunders Home Center, Grabill,

Ind., placed a schedule on WOWO that produced the highest

sales the store has ever known. Announcements were simple,

straight hard sell without sound effects or dialogue. In a

three-week period—on a total expenditure of only $990.70

on \^ OWO—the store sold $48,000 in furniture. This highly

successful sale proved SSM}'/' better than any other similar

period in the store's history; over $5,000 a week more than

any other period. Sales slips showed that WOWO attracted

customers from three states. These results are even more

significant since Saunders is a furniture dealer in a small

community of 350, way off the regular highway. Store ap-

pearance, though it sells well-known and quality merchan-

dise, is that of a general store. Saunders, himself, has since

reported, "WOWO increased our business 41% over last

year's, and last year was a record high for 25 )ears.

Only radio could produce these kind of results for us."

"WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind. Announcements

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
SPONSOR: W. T. Grant Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: A few months ago the W. T. Grant

Co., McCook, Nebr., decided to try a package of one-minute

announcements on KXXX, Colby, Kansas, a Farm & Home

Radio station. McCook is located more than 80 miles from

Colby, has its own radio station and daily newspaper. Grant's

discontinued its other advertising during its campaign on

KXXX in order to pinpoint the cause of any sales increase.

For two weeks prior to the KXXX schedule, Grant's had a

traffic count of 2,193 and 2.043 respectively. During the

week the spot schedule ran, the store's traffic count jumped

to 2,842—an increase of 39%. In addition, Grant's showed

a 62% gain in volume over the two weeks prior to the sched-

ule. "Even at this distance and under the fire of local com-

petition, KXXX was able to outproduce in a way my other

advertising could not do," stated Grant's John Kelley. "I

am well pleased with the results of this campaign and am

planning to use similar schedules in upcoming promotions."

KXXX, Colby, Kans. Announcements
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FURNITURE
SPONSOR: stone Bros. Store AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: A KWKW Spanish-language week-

end promotion hit the jackpot for the Stone Bros. Store,

furniture dealers in Los Angeles. The promotion was

staged from the store over a three-day period and attracted

an estimated 750 persons to Stone Bros. Normally the

average number of prospective customers, mostly Latin-

Americans, visiting the store on a weekend is about 135.

During the three-day period, the station did 10 hours of re-

mote broadcasting from the store featuring its top person-

alities, and this was supplemented by a series of 50 spot

announcements. Cost of the promotion was under $2,000

including time, talent and spots. Yet total sales, as reported

by store manager Lou Butle~, amounted to an estimated

$37,000 as compared to an average weekend total of about

$7,500. "This weekend promotion by KWKW was highly

successful," Butler told KWKW. "It kept our cash registers

ringing and we are already planning another promotion.

KWKW, Pasadena Announcements and program

HOTELS
SPONSOR: Hotel Sherwyn AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Recently, the Sherwvn Hotel, Pitts-

burgh, acquired a new manager, J. J. White, and a new

maitre d', J. Cassell. In an effort to boost their wedding

and reception business, they decided to use one-minute an-

nouncements in a special two-week promotion on WWSW.
The schedule: seven one-minute announcements per day,

Monday through Saturday; they averaged two in the day-

time, three in the evening, two between 3 and 6 a.m. White

said that, frankly, being newcomers to the city, they were

skeptical of radio's ability to pull in hotel business of this

type, but they were willing to give it a try. No other station

nor other media were used in the promotion. Results: Busi-

ness almost doubled during that period alone. "Consequent-

ly," White told the station, "we have decided to continue the

wedding spots as well as other regular announcements

throughout the year on WWSW. The station reaches a

young audience which spends money in the better places."

WWSW, Pittsburgh Announcements
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HOUSEHOLD FRANCHISES
SPONSOR: Royal Wax AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Royal Wax proved that radio can

sell a highly specialized product and line to a mass audience.

Equally important, it showed that a high-priced line can be

promoted successfully on radio. In this case, Royal decided

to sell its floor waxes via franchises to individuals. Each

franchise cost $700 and Royal found a big ready market

on WPOP, Hartford. The firm began with 24 spots per

week, using an equal budget in other media. The first week

alone it realized a $37,000 profit, and outdrew other media

six to one on a dollar basis. Royal then increased the

schedule to 48 spots per week and finally to 100. Expansion

of Royal's operation was so successful that it tripled staff

and office space in a six-week period and at one point had

to take a one-week hiatus to catch up on sales. Sam Miller,

of Royal Wax, credits WPOP for 72% of its sales, which

exceeded $120,000 the first six weeks of its operation.

"It was one of our most successful campaigns," Miller said.

Vt'POP, Hartford Announcements

LINOLEUM
SPONSOR: Acme Floor Finishers, San Antonio, Texas AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Acme Floor Finishers of .San An-

tonio, Texas is a large-sized retail vendor of floor coverings

of almost every description and type. Although long a news-

paper-only advertiser, co-owner Paul Du Ho-^e was finally

persuaded to test radio's effectiveness as a traflic-puUer for

Acme Floor Finishers. Ihe retail outlet decided on substan-

tial trial, and purchased 36 one-minute announcements on

KONO radio spread over a period of six days. The event

was Acme's "Annual Linoleum Warehouse Clearance." "The

results started coming in immediately,"' said Du Rose. "Even

after the schedule had run its course we continued getting

phone calls and orders." Following the KONO schedule.

Acme ran two quarter-page newspaper display ads promoting

the identical sale—in both San Antonio newspapers—plus

a week's run of 2x2 classified ads. Du Rose estimates

KONO radio outpulled both papers by 50%. "We'll continue

to use KONO radio for promotional advertising," he said.

I KONO, San Antonio Announcement*
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HOUSES
SPONSOR: Cross States Construction AGENCY: Scott M. Roberts Inc.

Capsule case history: 10.000 people braved a torrential

downpour on 19 October to attend opening day ceremonies

at Tangelo Park, near Orlando, Fla., in response to Cross

States Construction's radio campaign for its new housing

development. The firm reported sale of all its 98 homes

that weekend and attributed the success entirely to radio.

Scott M. Roberts, Inc., of St. Petersburg, its promotion di-

rectors, had purchased 8.5 announcements on each of

Orlando's three stations, WLOF, WHOO and WHIY. in a

pre-opening drive. Saturation was continuous, using 300 spots

per week to promote Tangelo Park. All spots were taped,

with a predominantly soft-sell pitch and heavy mood music

as background. Theme of "Never before so much house

with so many plus features" was the firm's hardest sell.

The sponsors thought that the heavy rain would seriously

hurt the campaign, but the radio impact was so great that

it didn't deter the thousands who flocked to Tangelo Park.
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RESTAURANTS

^
SPONSOR: Bimbo's Drive-in Restaurant AGENCY: Direct

^ Capsule case history: Bimbo's Drive-In Restaurant de-

i cided to advertise on VVDGY, Minneapolis, for its grand

g opening. Bimbo's is located in Anoka, a small community

I about 20 miles north of Minneapolis-St. Paul. The restau-

"
rant bought 30 one-minute announcements from Thursda>

1 through Sunday. Included in the content of the commercial

[ was the fact that d.j. Dan Daniel, "The Tall Thin Texan,"

i would be at the place 7-9 p.m. Friday. Result: Bimbo's oper-

I ated at capacity business not only during the hours of the

I personal appearance, but throughout the entire evening.

"
Business amounted to .$400—a large sum for a place this size

= in one evening. But even more important to the restaurant

I the first evening was Bimbo's imtnediate recognition l)\ the

i people of Anoka and surrounding conununities due to its

I schedule on WDGY. The momentum of the opening, the

^ manager reported, helped to make Bimbo's Drive-In a

very successful operation within a short period of time.

WLOF, WHOO and WHIY. Orlando. Fla. Announcements - WDGY. Minneapolis Announct'Mient-

(Continuetl pafie it)
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RESTAURANTS
SPONSOR: Pub Restaurant AGENCY: Direct

Capsule cas9 history: The Pub Restaurant had been using

WSKP, Miami, off and on for over two years. Their first

schedule came three weeks after WSKP went on the air in

1957. At that time George Bacher, restaurateur and part

owner of the Pub restaurant, sold out and purchased another

establishment, and WSKP advertising was cut. In the

spring of 1959, Bacher returned and bought out the Pub

Restaurant and at the same time purchased a schedule of

41 15-second announcements a week on WSKP. Results

were so good that shortly after Bacher doubled his schedule

using 30-second announcements. Cost to Bacher was $180

per week. Bacher reported that "business for the summer

of 1959 is about 100% higher than the same period last

year." Approximately 90% of all Bacher 's advertising dol-

lars is spent on WSKP. He feels that his success has been

mainly due to the quality programing and the high-income

group that listens regularly to WSKP in the Miami area.

WSKP, Miami Announcements

SEWING MACHINES
SPONSOR: Singer Sewing Machines AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: A few weeks ago, the area manager

for Singer Sewing Machine Co. stopped at KXXX, Colby,

Kan., and purchased a three-day spot schedule for one of

his stores within the station's coverage area. Results were

almost immediate. The day after the campaign started, the

store sold $5,000 worth of sewing machines and assorted

appliances. In analyzing the results, the store manager re-

ported that in answer to the question he put to each cus-

tomer, "How did you know about this sale?" 75% of all the

store traffic indicated KXXX. "If it had not been for the

area coverage which KXXX delivered, the sale would have

been only half as successful," reported the store manager,

the farm and home station does, we didn't feel we had a

"And since newspapers cannot deliver the penetration that

choice." The sewing machine company has subsequently

purchased additional schedules and has shown compar-

able results to the initial campaign over a sustained period.

KXXX, Colby, Kansas Announcements
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SEWING MACHINES
SPONSOR: Atlas Sewing Center AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Atlas Sewing Machine Center,

Mobile, decided to try radio in its market. Up until that

time only newspapers had been used. Atlas placed a test

schedule on WMOZ, Mobile, for one week; the schedule

consisted mostly of 60-second announcements during after-

noon slots. Copy pitched both the Atlas sewing machines

and vacuum cleaners. No special inducement was offered.

Reaction to the schedule was immediate: Atlas received

some 500 phone calls and over 500 letters in a week's

time. These prospects were followed up by the Atlas sales-

men and 40% of the leads purchased either sewing machines

or vacuum cleaners. Atlas is now using schedules on a

regular basis on the station and Frank J. Pellegrino, Atlas

Sewing Machine manager, reported: "WMOZ has been a

completely successful medium for us and has consistenllv

supplied our sales force with good prospects. Such cam-

paigns have become an integral part of our business."
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SHOES
SPONSOR: Mary Jane Shoes AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Mary Jane Shoes, a branch of the

John Irvin Shoe Co. of Boston, recently opened up in Wins-

ton-Salem, North Carolina. It was decided that the only

advertising medium to be used would be radio. The com-

pany's choice was WAAA. Initial campaign called for 30

spots per week scheduled throughout the day. The minute an-

nouncements were to be read live by the WAAA disk jock-

e) s. Results came very soon. Traffic in the store was ex-

tremely heavy and customers mentioned hearing the various

"specials" plugged on WAAA. Shoppers came from commu-

nities such as Greensboro. High Point, Lexington and

Thomasville. One week, while the radio station was pitching

the store, they had a $13,000 take. The home office in Bos-

ton gave all credit for the store's extraordinary success to

WAAA as they used no other advertising in the market.

Disk jocke\s Bob Roundtree, Oscar Alexander and Larry

Williams ad-libbed, which gave the spots additional impact.

WMOZ, Mobile Announcements WAAA. Winston-Salem, N. C. Announcements
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SPECIALTY SHOPS
SPONSOR: Ethel George AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Ethel George, a San Francisco corset

stylist, turned to radio after many years of newspaper

advertising. The owner and operator of a medium-sized

corset specialty shop, with a modest budget, Mrs. George

must do her media buying with a high degree of prudence,

and make every advertising dollar count. Recently, Mrs.

George purchased several participations in Emily Barton and

Floyd Buick on KFRC—a program that has a large follow-

ing among women in the San Francisco Bay Area. The show

is programed across the board from 11 to 11:30 a.m. In a

letter to Emily Barton, Mrs. George stated: "No advertising

in the San Francisco papers can compare with what your

commercials have done for me. KFRC has brought me many

new customers who, in turn, tell their friends what they hear

on your program. A few participations at only $40 each

outpulled the San Francisco newspaper advertisements,

costing from three to six times as much. "Radio's sold me."

KFRC, San Francisco Participations

SUPERMARKETS
SPONSOR: Shell City AGENCY: Henry Quedneau

Capsule case history: Shell City, Miami, world's largest

supermarket, bought two one-minute announcements and

four I.D.'s per hour and remote broadcast all day Sundays

from WAME. This was their only radio buy, with one de-

partment being highlighted. Original buy was for 1.3 weeks.

Now in its second renewal. Shell City reports a 300% in-

crease in sales in featured departments and substantial sales

increases on all special items used on the air. Shell city

manager Lou Buzzell says, "This is the most productive ad-

vertising money we ever spent." Future plans call for an

expansion by Shell City into broader coverage through the

week. Buzzell particularly likes the way WAME's disk

jockeys, Bruce Bradley. Ted Clarke, Sid Knight and Pete

Connors handled the in-store broadcast. At present, the

Quedneau Advertising Agency. WAME and Shell City are

conferring with regard to expanding the radio schedule for

the coming year, to give wide scope to their advertising.

WAME, Miami Program
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SUPERMARKETS
SPONSOR: Seven-Eleven Food Stores AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Seven-Eleven Food Stores, a

supermarket chain operating in Monroe and West Monroe,

La., periodically runs special children's shows, in which

movies are shown and various advertising and promotional

matter of the stores are exhibited. In the experience of

Seven-Eleven, the success of these promotions can be directly

correlated to the sales results of various items, not to

mention good will and the building of future loyal customers.

On 25 November, the chain presented its "Seven-Eleven's

Kiddy Show" at a local theater. The food stores purchased

a schedule on KNOE, Monroe to announce and draw audi-

ence to the event—no other form of advertising and no

other station was used. On the morning of the show, a

record 1,000 youngsters stormed the theater to see the

movies. "I have known for years that our radio advertising

was effective, but I've never had it brought home so clearly,"

commented H. R. Brausuell, ad manager of the food chain.

KNOE, Monroe, La. Announcements
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TRAVEL
SPONSOR: Province of Ontario AGENCY: The F. H. Hayhurst Co., Limited

Capsule case history: A Canadian province promoting

vacations found that radio furnished the most leads at the

lowest costs. The province of Ontario embarked on a multi-

market radio campaign urging listeners to "Vacation in

Ontario." The schedule ran in 48 United States markets

from April, 1959 through May, 1959. Stations were used in

major markets in Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, North Dakota, New

York, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota and

West Virginia. The F. H. Hayhurst Co., Limited, of Toronto,

Canada, agency for the province, was extremely gratified

with the results obtained by WSAN. Allentown. The station's

cost-per-inquiry (37^) was lowest in all the Pennsylvania

markets of Pittsburgh, Philadelphia. \\ ilkes-Barre and Al-

lentown, and next lowest in the country, although almost all

stations used produced highly creditable results. The ex-

cellent response to Toronto's radio advertising has been dupli-

cated by other travel advertisers using similar campaigns.

WSAN, Allentown, Pa. Announcements
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The space for this message is donated by this publication

in cooperation ivitli The Advertising Council.

She
was

not

alone
Sudden illness, especially mental, often disrupts a family.

With the Vasquezes it brought them closer together.

If you had wanted to get in touch with Eva Vasquez

three years ago, you would have had to travel some

two hundred miles from her home on the outskirts of

Bakersfield, California, to Modesto State Hospital for

the mentally ill.

She was hospitalized there because she was tired of

living and tried dying. Withdrawal, they called it, from

reality.

The communists could

have made quite a thing

out of her stbry if they had

known it.

What about "all men are

created equal"? they might

have asked. What about clean, neat, but cramped, the

"unalienable rights"? • Vasquez home Is located in a

mixed Mexican-Negro commu-
Here she was : Eva. Bom nlty near Bakersfield, California.

a Mexican, another victim of pride, prejudice and pov-

erty. Knowing no love in her own home, she escaped

into marriage at sixteen.

Now, at twenty-nine, she was the wife of Juan \'as-

quez, mother of seven children and pregnant again.

Because of recurring bouts of illness, finally diag-

nosed at Kern General as malnutrition, Juan was only

intermittently employed. Came cotton time, the whole

family took to the fields—usually earning a total of $7.50

a day.

Worry over her neglected children and Juan led to

E\'a's breakdown. The feeling that she, alone, was faced

with these problems only exaggerated her anxiety.

It turned out she was not alone. And that's where the

Russian script ends and the American story begins.

During Mrs. Vasquez's hospitalization the family re-

ceived relief and the children were provided milk by
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a local school nurse. Juan was encouraged to study Eng-

lish in night school in hopes of finding a better job. To

practice English he read comic books and watched TV
in the two-room cabin he shared with the children.

One da}', and then again, he saw a T\' message

sponsored by The Advertising Council, luging people

to send for a booklet entitled "How to Deal With Your

Tensions," published by The National Association for

Mental Health. Free.

He sent away for it and spent the next two months

laboriously translating it with the aid of his comic books

and a Spanish-American dictionary.

Among other things, he learned that E\a was not

alone in her affliction. One in ten Americans suffers from

mental illness. And 80% of those hospitalized, in the

words of Dr. William Menninger, "could be out if

enough of us cared."

The Advertising Council cared to the point of cour-

ageously sponsoring the Mental Health program dur-

ing 1958 and 1959. Through the combined volunteer

services and facilities of American business, advertising

agencies, publishers, broadcasting stations, networks,

outdoor and transit advertising companies, millions of

dollars have been spent bringing that message to mil-

lions of people, more than 1,300,000 of whom have writ-

ten in for the pamphlet.

People like Juan Vasquez, for instance, who cared

enough to translate it painstakingly and sensitively, so

that his \\ ife would believe and understand and be re-

Although Juan translated perfectly, his wife wasn't always

sure he was giving her an exact interpretation.

stored to her family, rehabilitated. That happened on

July 7, 19.58.

The Mental Health campaign was supported by The

Advertising Council because mental illness is "the num-

ber one disease of the country." And the Council is com-

mitted to making ours a stronger nation. Stronger in

human and natural resoinces.

Through public service campaigns—adding up to 170

million dollars of voluntary support during 1959 alone—

our country was bulwarked in many wajs.

Through saving lives on the highwa\'s. Pre\'enfing

forest fires. Fighting for better schools. Selling sa\ ings

bonds, and helping our friends and allies abroad.

Not bv standing still, certainK', nor phuing it solo.

Rather, by people working together in the common

cause of insuring our "health, wealth and happiness."

THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL ...for public service

If ijou uoithl like to knotv more about this tcork. tliis magazine ^
suggests ijoii write to The Advertising Council for a free hookh't.

25 West 45th Street. New York 36. .Vcic York "*;

,6»I8

3i

't/c ae^"

The Advertising Council, supporting these and many other public service causes

with men, materials and money contributed by American business, helps solve

more problems and serve more people than any other single private institution:

AID TO HIGHER EDUCATION • BETTER SCHOOLS • CONFIDENCE IN A GROWING AMERICA

CRUSADE FOR FREEDOM • FOREST FIRE PREVENTION • MENTAL HEALTH • NATO • RED CROSS

REGISTER, VOTE AND CONTRIBUTE • RELIGION IN AMERICAN LIFE • RELIGIOUS OVERSEAS AID

STAMP OUT PARALYTIC POLIO • STOP ACCIDENTS • UNITED COMMUNITY CAMPAIGNS

U.S. SAVINGS BONDS • UNITED NATIONS
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AGENCIES & ADVERTISERS
{Continued from page 33 I

Ridgway-Hirsch. St. Louis, from

Ridgway agency and Hirsch. Tamm
& Ullman. . . . Yardis Adv., Philadel-

phia, with Edward Robinson Adv. . . .

Adams & Keyes from Burke, Dowling.

Adams and St. Georges Keyes, with

•116 million combined billing serviced

in New York. Chicago and Los An-

geles. . . . Sanger-Funnell. New York,

and McClellan Adv.. Massapequa. L.

L, with billing of $2 million.

Acquisitions: John W. Forney,

Inc.. Minneapolis, acquired the Min-

neapolis office of Bruce B. Brewer &

Co. for a total of $4 million billing.

. . . And Fuller & Smith & Ross, after

acquiring Tromberger, LaVene, Mc-

Kenzie, Los Angeles, reported com-

bined billing of $50 million. . . . W.
S. Walker, now a division of Erwin,

Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan.

Arrangements: Anderson &

Cairns, New York, with Botsford,

Constantine & Gardner, Los Angeles,

with reciprocal service between East

and West Coasts. . . . Meldrum &

Fewsmith, Cleveland, with $12 mil-

lion billing, and Barnes Chase Co.,

San Diego, with $3 million.

There were new ad agencies

aplenty, too, organized to fill the de-

[FINER*

\

n
ADULT
RADIO

U
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

# award winning

personalities

ADVENTURES IN,

music
news
ideas

thought

sound

HIGH RATINGS

See Latest Nielsen

'I II lamV Stewart. President ADar en F McGavren Corp Representatives

mand for more and better agency

services. Among them: Swan &
Mason Adv., New York. . . . Jack W.
Runyon & Co., San Francisco. . . .

Arkwright Adv., New York. . . . Otero

& Winters, Los Angeles. . . . Adler,

Peer & Assoc, Las Vegas. . . . Rich,

Bryan & Curtis, New York. . . . J. H.

Altman & Co., Detroit. . . . Gumpertz,

Bentley & Dolan, Los Angeles. . . .

Time for Advertising, New York. . . .

Beindorff, Bender & Clark, Ft. Wayne,
Ind. . . . Gerald F. Selinger Co., sub-

urban Philadelphia. . . . Evans Young
Wyatt, Dallas.

And Paper & Free Inc., New York.

. . . Agency Media Services Adv.,

New York. . . . Katzif-George-Wem-

hoener, St. Louis. . . . Hill & Lincoln,

Miami. . . . Drake Adv.. Chicago. . . .

Rogers & Collins, Baltimore. . . . Will-

marth McCafrey & Co., New York.

. . . Bennett & Chase, New York. . . .

Lone Vineis White, Inc., Morristown,

N. J. . . . Grabin-Shaw Adv., Milwau-

kee.

Shifting accounts: Biggest move
of the year was the return to J. Wal-

ter Thompson of the $12 million of

RCA's business which had been at

Kenyon & Eckhardt. JWT also re-

trieved the $7 million Chase & San-

born account from Compton. In the

RCA shuffle, Kudner got the $3 mil-

lion Sylvania business Thompson had

to dispose of. This, along with the

radio/tv portion of the $4 million

Renault account which it won from

Needham. Louis & Brorby, gave Kud-

ner a big perk-up fit lost Buick to

McCann-Erickson last year in 1958's

biggest account shift). Other sig-

nificant moves: Cluett, Peabody's

$4.5 million from Y&R to Lennen &

Newell and. conversely. American

Airlines' $9 million from L&N to

Y&R; Johns-Manville's $2 million

plus from JWT to Cunningham &

Walsh; Whitehall's Dristan business

to Tatham-Laird (coup de grace to

the Bryan Houston shop which earlier

lost Nescafe to McCann-Erickson).

Broadcast business up: The 30

members in the National Advertising

Agency Network reported, for the

first time, that their combined invest-

ment in radio and tv topped money

spent in all other media. The fig-

ures: In 1958. the group spent $10.3

million in broadcast; $10.1 million,

business paper; $6.8 million, general

magazines and farm papers; $5.7 mil-

lion, newspapers; $1.4 million, out-

door and transportation; $1.5 rail-
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lion, catalogues, directories, misc.

Dollar source: New York ajien-

cies accounted for 5~.'2'/i of all radio

spot dollars invested and for 63.4'/f

of those put into spot tv. Chicago

contributed 2().7'v of radio. 19.8'^^

of tv. Thus these two top markets

were originating points for almost

85% of all national spot tv buys

made by agencies, for 80'^ of the

radio ones.

Biggest buyers: The top 10 agen-

cy buyers of network time in '59 were

just about the same as the top 10 for

the previous \ear. Ted Bates invested

the biggest chunk—S52.3 million—in

net tv. followed by J. Walter Thomp-

son, $49.8: Y&R. $49.1; Benton &

Bowles, $36.8; BBDO. $35.0; DFS.

$32.2; McCann-Erickson. $27.6; Leo

Burnett, $24.8; Esty. $17.0; Compton,

$15.1—all millions, of course.

Biggest spenders: The same fa-

miliar names dominated the list of

top television spenders as in 1958,

with these trends apparent: I 1 1 Lead-

ing advertisers were spending more

money in television. The top five, for

example, averaged a total of $64 mil-

lion per quarter as opposed to $54

million last year. (2) Not only are

big advertisers spending more, but

more advertisers are using tv. as il-

lustrated bv the fact that through the

third quarter of 1959 the number of

advertisers using network tv exceeded

by 10 the 1958 total of 262. The
number of spot users appears well up

over the L341 of 1958.

According to TvB, here is how the

top tv advertisers stood at the end of

third quarter 1959 (with total 1958

expenditures in parentheses) ; Proc-

ter & Gamble. $72,639,411 ($84,471.-

710) ; Lever Bros.. $36,900,073 ( $38.-

537,230 1 ; Colgate-Palmolive. $28.-

549,617 ($33,855.9901; General

Foods. $26,527,316 ( $31 .753.900 1 ;

American Home Products. $27,617,-

314 ($27,783.3601; General Motors,

$15,992,132 ($22,115.4001; Bristol-

Myers. $14,099,911 ($18,918.6901;

R. J. Revnolds. $16,217,071 ($18.-

436.470) ; Gillette. $11,578,566 ($18.-

076,7401 ; Brown & Williamson. $12,-

468.604 ($17.664.0001.

A healthy bidder for Top 10

status in 1959 was Lestoil. Inc. (sub-

sidiary of Adell Chemical, Holyoke,

Mass. I . The company average $4.5

million in spot tv in each quarter of

the first nine months. If Lestoil makes

it—and indications are thai it will

—

it marks the first time an advertiser

has entered the golden circle on the

crest of spot tv alone. Doubtless.

1960 will .see more advertisers relying

on individual market saturation tech-

niques.

Advertisers who invested heaviK

in spot radio according to RAB-esti-

maled six month expenditures: Ford.

$3,250,000; Liggett & Myers, $2,500.-

000: R. J. Revnolds. $2,100,000:

General Motors. $2,200,000; Chr\s-

ler. S2.I25.()(I(); Lorillard. SI.500.-

000; American Tobacco. $1. 150.0(H):

Anheuser-Husch. $1.300.0<K); Schlilz.

$1,275,000; Thomas Leeming. $1.-

250.000.

Billing ratio: Major agencies fig-

ure the ratio of billings to employees

at about $100,000 to one person. But

Ted Bales, bee ause of its concentra-

lion in only two oflices—New York

and L. A.—estimated its perperson

billing at $125,000.

i Please turn to pajie 54 I

YOU'RE ONLY

HALF-COVERED

IN NEBRASKA

IF YOU DON'T USE

KOLN-TY!

This is Lincoln-lond — KOlN-TVs NCS
No. 3. Figures show percenfoges of TV
homes reached weekly, doy or nlghl
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WJEf lADtO — CIAND lAPIOi
WJir FM — CIAND RA^DS KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADtlLAC MICHIGAN
KOIN TV ~ IINCOIN NEUASAA

Nebraska has two hip television markets.

They are liolli good tiiarkets. Itut iIutp's

a hig dijfvrence in the nay they are

covered!

One market—in the extreme East— 18

well-served hy three top TV stations,

making it lough to reaeh a high pereent-

age of the viewers economieally.

The other — I-ineoln-I,and — is really

rorered hy just one top T\' station—
K()I.N-T\ I And the area contains more

than H.\LF the luiyiiig power of tlie

entire stale.

.Vsk .\verv-Knodel for all the farts on

KOLN-TV the Official IJasir (:!».'> Out-

let for South (Central .Nehraska and

Northern Kansas.

KOLN-TV
CHANNa 10 • li*,ooo w*rr»

COVnt UNC01M4JIND — NIMASKA'i OTMH 110 MAIKIT
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SAN ANTONIO

FOR I EVERY ^^

QUARTER-HOUR
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morning and afternoon
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KATZ AGENCY

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
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National and regional buys

in work now or recently completed

SIPO I BUYS

TV BUYS
Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc., New York: Eight-week placements

start 4 January in 50-60 markets for Pertussin. Day and night min-

utes are being set, frequencies varying. Buyer: Genevieve Schubert.

Agency: Compton Adv., New York.

Lever Bros. Co., New York: Kicking of? a campaign in January in

27 top markets for Stripe toothpaste. Most schedules are for 13

weeks, with day and night minutes and 20's. Buyer: Dick Nybord.

Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.

Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York: Schedules for Fab start 1

January in about 10 markets. Day and night minutes are being used.

Buyer: Russ Barry. Agency: Ted Bates & Co., New York.

Standard Brands, Inc., New York: Buying schedules in the top

markets for Hunt Club dog food, Fleischmann's and Blue Bonnet

niargarines. Runs are for 13-52 weeks, depending on market; day-

night minutes and chainbreaks. Buyers: Conant Sawyer and Bob

Decker. Agency : Ted Bates & Co., New York.

Continental Wax Corp., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.: With a big budget

set for tv in 1960, Six-Month Floor Wax goes into a number of top

markets with heavy frequencies beginning in January. Minutes, 20's

and I.D.'s are being scheduled. Buyer: Doris Gould. Agency:

Product Services, Inc., New York.

Ex-Lax, inc., Brooklyn: Following its usual pattern, Ex-Lax sched-

ules are being lined up for a late January start in 15 top markets.

Placements are for 13 weeks using minutes. 20's and I.D.'s. Fre-

quency is about five per week per market. Buyer: Jim Kearns.

Agency: Warwick & Legler, New York.

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati: Adding announcements for

Mr. Clean in markets east of the Mississippi. About 10 spots per

week are being used. John Singleton buys at Tatham-Laird, Chicago.

Also, through Leo Burnett, Chicago, P&G's Foods Products Div. is

buying to reach kid and family audiences for Jiff peanut butter.

Schedules start early January, approximately the same budgets and

same markets as Jiff's fall campaign. The buyer is Wally Bregnian.

RADIO BUYS
Continental Baking Co., Inc., Rye. N. Y.: Planning a campaign

in major markets for Profile Bread for eight weeks. Day minute

schedules start 4 January, frequencies varying. Buyers: Terry Sea-

strom and Art Goldstein. Agency: Ted Bates & Co., New York.

Standard Brands, Inc., New York: An eight-week campaign starts

4 January for Siesta instant coffee in a number of top markets. Day

and traffic minutes, personality spots and news adjacencies are being

set. Buyer: Conant Sawyer. Agency: Ted Bates & Co., New York.

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., New York: New activity on Chester-

field begins early January in about .54 markets. Placement is for day

and traffic minutes, 20's and lO's. Frequency: 15 to 50 per week, de-

pending on market. Buyer: Ginny Conway; McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
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RADIO
There's good listening for everyone on WWJ!

No special group is favored.

No special group is left out.

At 9-5-0, housewives, breadwinners, teenagers,

senior citizens all get their share

of pleasure and information from

WWJ's popular and classical music,

complete and reliable news, sports, weather,

drama and special features.

Advertisers, too, benefit from this broad

gauge concept— find it perfectly planned for

moving merchandise in the nation's Fifth Market.

TOTAL RADIO for the TOTAL POPULATION

J^|W ^
So good for sales! So try it!

A

WWo RADIO
Detroit's Bagic Radio Station

NBC Affiliate

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD, INC. OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS
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As rural coverage becomes more important, SPONSOR ASKS;

What effect has tv had

on farm areas?
The main growth in television to-

day is in farm areas. These station

men discuss tv's penetration, how
ad men can best use this market

Thad M. Sandstrom, general manager,

WIBW & W Wff -TV, Topeka

Television has affected farmers

about like it affects other Americans.

They watch it and they like it. Basic-

ally, we find the farmer in our part of

the countr) likes the same programs

on television as do the people who
live in metropolitan areas of the Mid-

west. Generally speaking, situation

comedies do a little better than aver-

age, but westerns like Gunsmoke and

Have Gun, Will Travel are as popu-

lar here as they are in the major

metropolitan cities of the East.

Television provides the farmer with

entertainment and information he has

never had available before. Like his

city counterpart, has cut down on his

movie attendance and he no longer

attends meetings ^s he once did.

Television has created to some de-

gree a tendency for farmers to stay

up a little later, but on the other

hand, farmers also get up later in the

morning now—largely because of the

tremendous strides in mechanizing

farm work. We find that basically

farmers like to watch television dur-

ing the prime evening hours. The

Basically

our farmers

like to ivatch

tv during

prime hours

10 p.m. new,-, weather, and sports

strip is a ritual with most farmers.

Generally speaking, we feel farmers

are poor watchers of late movies.

While the farmer is still basically

a radio listener in the early morn-

ing hours, there is an increasing

tendency by farmers to watch televi-

sion not only in the early morning,

but also during the noon hour when

WIBW-TV currently presents markets

and weather information specifically

aimed at the farm viewer.

Farm homes in our area are gen-

erally ahead of schedule on owner-

ship of tv sets. The farmer is prosper-

ous and he will spend money for a

good set and a good antenna to bring

in stations when he is located a long

distance from transmitters. At farm

meetings, tv is a topic of conversation

just like it is at city meetings.

One definite effect that has been

felt as a result of television is that the

farmer no longer attends nighttime

meetings as he used to. WIBW
Farm Directors Wilbur Levering and

Charles Ross tell me that whenever

attendance is small at extension and

farm organization meetings held dur-

ing evening hours, television comes

in for a large share of the blame.

When it comes to television, the

farmer is like anyone else. He likes

good entertainment and he has money

to spend for the products he sees ad

vertised on television. The farmer of

today is an educated, well-trained

business man. He has to be to stay

in business. His tastes in automobiles,

clothing, foods, and other consumer

products is probably higher than that

for average city people. The farmer

is a friend of television and it is our

job to make television a friend of the

farmer.

Evans Nord, general manager, KELO-

TV, Sioux Falls, S. D.

Television is making important

and far-reaching changes in the lives

of farmers in this area. It ranks high

among such important factors as

rural electrification, good farm-to-

market roads, and modern machinery

and technology, which make today's

farmer a prosperous, well-informed

member of the community who drives

a new car, sends his children to col-

lege and knows as much about the

Eisenhower trip to India as do his

city neighbors.

The regular television advertiser.

using the same program and spot ad-

jacencies which reach the city dweller

and his wife, is also selling the farm-

er and his wife, who shop in the same
stores, and enjoy the same appliances

and luxuries in their home as their

city cousins. In addition, the farm
family has need of specific types of

informational programing. These

needs are met by shows specifically

Farm family

viewing here

averages 8 hrs.,

25 minutes

daily

directed to the farmer, such as weath-

er, markets and farm news. Using

these programs and spots adjacent

to them, an advertiser can select a

predominantly farm audience. This

selective time is primarily noon hour

and early evening. Prior to the start

of telecasting by KELO-TV and

boosters KDLO-TV and KPLO-TV,
farmers in this area were not ex-

posed to anywhere near the present

volume of advertising. There was no

single medium of advertising which

could reach the great majority of

them at once. The impact of this

great influx of tv advertising, both

local and national, has had a great

effect on the farmers of this area and

their buying habits.

Their overwhelming response to tv

can be seen in the dramatic growth

of set saturation at a rate unequalled

anywhere else, and the outstanding

success enjoyed by farm advertisers

such as Keystone Steel and Wire Co..

J. 1. Case, Ralston-Purina, Zip Feeds.

Pioneer Hybred and many others.

Another indication is the tremendous

growth, both in volume and area

served, of the Sioux Falls Public

Stockyards, an early and consistent

user of tv.

Farmers are heavy viewers of tv.

just as they are heavy consumers of
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many products. A recent survey of

15,612 farmers in our tv coverage

area revealed that the farm famil\ "s

viewing day averages eight hours and
25 minutes. A vote taken by Pioneer

Hybred Seed Corn Co. among its

farmer salesmen to choose the most
effective advertising medium for

them, showed tv as the overwhelming
favorite. The impact of tv on the

farmers of KFX-0-LAND. because of

their special needs and habits has

been even more spectacular than the

very great impact on all people gen-

erally. Both from the point of view

of coverage and effectiveness it is the

most powerful selling medium ever

unleashed in this part of the country.

James AgOStino, general manager,

kXLY-Tf , Spokane, Washington

As television has grown so has the

modern agriculturist of the vast farm
areas of the country. Within our own
coverage area is one of the most ex-

pansive farm regions in the world

—

Big Bend Country, the Palouse Coun-
trv and the Okangon and Methow
Valleys.

The Inland Empire farmer has one
of the highest standards of living in

the world, which is reflected in the

completely modernized farming meth-

ods employed in the Inland Empire.

Television has opened the door for

modern farmers; today they relax

and enjoy the same entertainment as

that of modern citv dwellers. Tele-

vision has become an important

entertainer, informer and educator.

As a result, and because of the in-

herent nature of grain crops, the

farmer is able to dedicate large

amounts of time to viewing television,

thereby whetting his appetite for the

l)roducts advertised and the luxuries

of life so casually displaved in our
dynamic medium. Farming has be-

Industralization

allotis farmers

to natch

tv as much
as city vieiver

come so highly industrialized that our

regional farmers are able to spend
six months every year living in the

city, traveling, or enjoying the many
luxuries of life and recreational ac-

tivities that abound in the Inland

(Please turn to page 65 I

Your Clients get Plenty

PAYOLA
Whvn ywu buy Utitlin HAML I hiJ

1st.

2nd.

3rd.

4tli.

5th.

.... Rahall's fine munagi'miiit has established

and maintained loyal audience respect throu<^li

the years. And Top Personalities do a loval

audience selling job for your clients' products.

.... Rahall stations do a Full Coverage of the

"area" . . . saturating the whole inetro})olitaii

market. Programming is tailor-made to the inter-

ests and tastes of the area.

.... Radio Rahall is Top Rated HOOPER and

PULSE stations . . . not now and then . . . but

montli in and montli out, with top ratings. Reason

why most national advertisers use Rahall.

.... Radio Rahall makes your ad budget work

harder . . . with Merchandising Sale Aids. Ask

about our po])ular "])oint of sale" help that

moves products from the store to consumer.

.... with Radio Rahall "the Price is Right."

\o "gimmicks" . . . just ])lain and sini|)lc provi'u

sale results, the basis of any cost. Your clients

get j)lenty PAYOLA when you buy time with any

Rahall station.

Get the Facts from the "WEED" Man I

Top Rated HOOPER-PI LSE RAHALL Stations

WKAP WLCY
ALLENTOWN, PA. ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.

WWNR WNAR
BECKLEY, W. VA.

Joe Rahall, President

NORRISTOWN, PA.

"Oggie" Davies, Gen. Manager
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AGENCIES & ADVERTISERS

{Continued from page 49)

Small profits: Despite gigantic

billings in advertising and in many

agencies, profits are slimming down

every year according to Fred Gamble,

president of the American Assn. of

Advertising Agencies. Agency profit

in '58. he said, dropped to 3.23'/' of

gross income compared with 4.11'^'^

in '57. Profit has been on the decline

since the peak \ear of 1944. when the

margin on gross income (the total of

media commissions and the agency's

own charges and fees) reached

7.039' The drop-off runs counter to

the growth in advertising placement,

with national ad volume climbing

from $2.97 billion in 1949 to an esti-

mated $6.33 billing for 1958.

Picking winners: This past fall

season it seems Ted Bates and JWT
did unusually well in calling shots on

popular-appeal shows. Bates bagged

four in the top 10. JWT. three; with

one each for B&B. Esty, DFS. Y&R.

Analysis of the top 40 programs in

the same November report (Nielsen)

from which these totals were taken

indicates Bates had 10 shows; JWT.
eight; B&B. seven; Esty. six; four

each for DFS. Ogilvy, Benson &

Mather and Y&R; three for Compton.

Gardner, Burnett and BBDO; two

each for Ayer. McCann-Erickson;

FC&B, DCS&S, SSCB, Parkson; one

each for Grey. Campbell-Ewald. Nor-

man. Craig & Kummel. K&E, Gumm-
binner and Perrin-Paus.

Rating gains: Only four of 10

leading agencies gained higher rat-

ings for their network tv program

lineups in '59 compared with their

schedules in '56. Biggest hike was for

DFS. with seven shows in '59 bagging

an average rating of 25.9—a gain of

40'/r from the '56 figure. Compton

scored an increase of 299? for its

three shows and average rating of

27.5. Benton & Bowles' rating I of

24.8 average on 15 shows ) represent-

ed a 13% hike. And JWT, netting

an average rating of 24.5 for its 17

programs, showed a gain of 12'/i

.

Biggest rating drop was for Bates in

this span of time, down 23'^'f

.

Some of the year's milestones:

1). P. Brother, Detroit, marked its

25th year of operations. . . Leo Bur-

i\el. Chicago, passed its $100 million

billing figure and realigned its ex-

ecutive staff to cope with this en-

larged figure. . . The Hollywood Ad-

vertising Club sponsored its first

Broadcast Advertising Clinic.

Progressive management at the

Ray Barron agency in Boston in-

vested $4,000 in local tv time, spon-

soring local mayoralty election re-

turns, to tell viewers about advertis-

ing and the role played by an adver-

tising agent. . . And Robert E. Allen,

president of Fuller & Smith & Ross,

used closed circuit radio facilities to

deliver a "State of the Agency" ad-

dress to staffers in San Francisco,

Chicago, Cleveland and Pittsburgh

from New York.

Expanding worlds: Pat Weaver,

network tv program impresario, be-

came chairman of McCann-Erickson

International in a move portending

increased interest in broadcast adver-

tising throughout the world.

New ad efforts: Agency produc-

ers in Chicago organized the Agency

Broadcast Producers Workshop. . .

And 20 top media men at New York

agencies started the New York Adver-

tising Media Planners, meeting once

monthly to integrate media plans, dis-

cuss buying techniques and market

information. . . Leonard Kanzer. part-

ner in Marvin & Leonard Adv., Bos-

ton set up Marketing Associates, Inc.,

a nation-wide agency organization for

the interchange of marketing services

and ideas. Corporation is owned by

member agencies, limited to those

billing $500,000 or more annually.

A similar group. Marketing Assn.

of North America, was organized by

Raymond Rosenberg, president of the

Yardis agency in Philadelphia, to

bring together in an idea exchange,

medium sized agencies in the $500,-

000 to $1.5 million billing class.

Employee owners: BBDO, at its

annual meeting, reported the com-

pany is entirely owned by 264 stock-

holders ail of whom are full-time em-

ployees—and that no one person

owns more than 5'/' of the stock. Its

vital statistics: There are 2.037 em-

ployees working on more than 140

accounts. Each averages 15"^^ of an-

nual salary in a profit-sharing plan.

1958 billing was $203.2 million, a

growth of 106.39^ since 1938. The

average client has been with the agen-

cy 14 years.

Hoarding is an evil practice by

too many agencies, charged George

Gribbin. president of Young & Rubi-

cam. "Advertising has been held back

because discoveries have been hoard-

ed. Above all, we should share our

research," he said. He contended ad-

vertising doesn't begin to keep pace

with the progress of the products it

promotes, and that agency and client

should work closely together in re-

search and development. These were

questions he posed for agency self-

examination: "Is the agency planning

and doing the kind of research that

will help advertising keep pace with

upcoming changes in the scientific

revolution? Is the agenc} becoming

adventuresome and revolutionary in

its creative activity?"

U.S. as a client: Marion Harper,

Jr., president of McCann-Erickson,

suggested that the Federal Govern-

ment could easily spend in advertis-

ing five to 10 times as much as it is

now. Suggesting that each major

government department have a public

information appropriation in the

over-all budget for the use of paid ad-

vertising, he said these benefits would

result: "better knowledge of the audi-

ence, more effective information pro-

grams, more responsibilty and ethical

communication."

If advertising were stopped,

predicted Robert E. Allen, president

of Fuller & Smith & Ross agency,

there would be crippling cutbacks in

the production of cars and all other

consumer goods, mounting unemploy-

ment in industry, publishing and all

fields related to advertising, and tv

performers would quickly switch to

toll tv performances rather than tv as

it now exists. He estimates a single

copy of a national magazine—with-

out advertising—would cost the read-

er $1.75 ... a Sunday paper would

be $1.50. ^

TELEVISION

(Continued from page 29)

years before, the first color receiver

rolled off the RCA production line.

At the time of the anniversary, an

estimate by Sylvania, placed the num-

ber of color tv sets in the V. S. at

about 435,000. Several months later,

RCA executive committee chairman

Frank Folsom, in an interview with

the Wall Street Journal predicted

that RCA probably would sell be-

tween 80,000 and 85,000 more color

tv sets in 1959. In June, NBC TV an-

nounced 307c step-up in color pro-

graming.

But it wasn't until near year's end

(Pleast turn to page 59)
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What's happening in V. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies^ stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
26 DECEMBER 1959
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In the midst of the parade of pressure groups, panacea-prestidigitators and in-

dustry figures before the FCC on the question of programing control, Attorney Gen-
eral William Rogers tossed an opinion that apparently took all factions by surprise.

Holding aside the Rogers letter for the moment, here were the week's highlights of the

going-over given the problem of how to solve the troubled state of tv and radio program

practices

:

1) The Harris Legislative Oversight subcommittee, with its usual knack for pulling 'em

out of the air, issued a subpoena for the records of Broadcast Advertisers Reports. The obvi-

ous motive: a fishing expedition, aimed at finding clues for new directions toward

which to shift the subcommittee's probing attention. (It now becomes quite likely that

the Harris group will be riding the tv/radio train without letup during the upcoming Congres-

sional session.)

2) Westinghouse's Don McGannon revealed that the rush to join the radio and tv

codes is on in earnest since the scandals. The latest figure cited on the joiners is 684,

with 76 new radio subscribers within 10 days.

3) The FCC program hearings produced little new or anything of much moment. Broad-

casters who believe newspapers are carrying on a vendetta against them could be surprised

by the fact that newspaper witnesses were unanimous in asking the FCC to keep

hands o£f programing—citing the danger to free speech.

The Attorney General's missive—directed to FCC chairman John C. Doerfer

—

said that Rogers believed there is little or no danger of violation of the anti-trust

laws if industry acts together to improve broadcasting.

Doerfer brought up the fact that he had inquired by letter and had received the Rogers

letter in answer while McGannon was testifying as chairman of NAB's Tv Code Board. Mc-

Gannon had just raised the question of whether broadcasters would be violating the law if

they went too far to correct industry malpractices through self-regulation.

Rogers said broadcasters have had codes for years and so have the motion picture peo-

ple, with no antitrust suits filed to date. He said, further, that if there is any doubt, broad-

casters can come in and talk over their problems in advance with Justice Depart-

ment officials.

McGannon still held to the point that Justice agreement would not bar private antitrust

suits, and he also doubted that agreements, such as between networks, to spread out public

service programing, would be legal.

The Federal Trade Commission continued active: this time witli a new confer-

ence for which some 47 busuiess, consumer and other private organizations were

called to Washington.

Purpose of this one was to set up public cooperation with the FTC to stamp out question-

able advertising practices, fraudulent sales practices, etc. The FTC wants to get at the prob-

lem from two directions: (1) to alert the public to such things so buyers won't fall for them;

(2) to get the public to bring their complaints to the attention of the FTC.

On the getting ready front. Attorney General Rogers is polishing up his report about the

legalities of the quiz show and payola messes. He has promised a year-end report to the Presi-

dent, and Congress will also be interested. This report could jog both the FCC and the

FTC.
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Significant news, trends in

• Film • Syndication

• Tape • Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
L
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One of syndication's greatest recurring reports—that Ziv might merge with an-

other company—popped up again the past week.

Traditionally, Ziv has been regarded as a prospective buyer of other syndication inter-

ests in each of the previously rumored possibilities.

But earlier this year Ziv maneuvered itself into a new position by virtue of bringing in

two investment houses, and it appeared to many that Ziv was trying to be a seller rather than

a buyer.

Last week trade reports had U.A. offering some $14 million for an 80% share of Ziv.

Ziv executives this week denied the accuracy of published reports ; one top officer stated

:

"If anyone does the buying, it'll be Ziv."

There has been some shift in the use of rating services by syndicators this sea-

son compared to last year, touched ofif by the appearance of Nielsen on the local

scene and the new Arbitron services.

A group of syndicators were polled last week to determine which rating services they used

during the 1958-59 season and which ones they use now.

Here's what they said

:

RATING SERVICES USED

SYNDicATOR 1958-59 1959-60

ABC Films ARB, Telepulse ARB, Nielsen

CBS Films ARB, Telepulse ARB, Nielsen

CNP ARB, Telepulse ARB, Nielsen

MCA ARB, Videodex ARB, Nielsen, Pulse, Videodex

NTA ARB ARB
Ziv ARB, Telepulse ARB, Nielsen, Telepulse

The adage that nothing is more predictable in syndication than the ratings of

a solid ofif-network re-run is being demonstrated agai^ in the case of CBS Films'

Phil Silvers series.

The Phil Silvers entry may be on its way to repeating the syndication success of a past

CBS Films off-network show. The Honeymooners.

Here are the November ratings of the Phil Silvers syndication in ten important markets

according to Nielsen reports:

CITY RATING

New York 18.3 (ARB)

Chicago 9.6

Philadelphia 14.9

Pittsburgh 21.6

St. Louis 11.4

Buffalo 35.3

Cleveland 20.0

Columbus, 0. 16.4

Portland, Ore. 23.8

Nashville 23.4
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FILM-SCOPE continued

The independent syndicator without some form of backstopping is now com-
ing in for his share of soul-searching.

Smaller and middle-sized companies that have been shut off from big regional and net-

work money are finding market-by-market selling very tough.

Note how many of the syndicators now have some form of hacking.

The two usual forms are

:

• Tv networks: ABC Films, CBS Films, CNP (NBC).

• Motion picture majors: NTA (National Theatersj, Screen Gems (Columbia) and now

possibly 21iv (UA?).

Also keep in mind that MCA has Revue, ITC an international programing link, Flamingo

a place within Buckeye holdings, and Guild its Vic Tanney merger.

There's some concern that this tendency toward joint and corporate enterprise might lead

to discouragement on the part of independent operators.

Companies representing 90% of U.S. international tv program business have

formed a new group, the Television Program Export Association.

William H. Fineshriber is consultant and George Muchnic is council of the organizing

committee taking necessary steps to form the association.

An expanded interim committee has been formed until the new association takes over.

Members of the committee are: temporary chairman Merle Jones, CBS stations; Harold

J. Klein, ABC Films; Morris M.Schrier, MCA-TV; Alfred R. Stern, NBC; Lloyd Burns, Screen

Gems, and Herbert L. Golden, United Artists.

COMMERCIALS

An Ampex representative look exception to tliree points of information on the

subject of Filmways appearing in FILM-SCOPE last week.

Here's the background: Filmways once had Ampex equipment, sold it, and is now prob-

ably re-equipping with RCA recorders.

Here are the three points of contention between Ampex and Filmways:

1) Ampex denies that its video recorders obsolete quickly — one reason Filmways gave

for dissatisfaction.

2) Filmways claims it bought two Ampex recorders; Ampex says one.

3) Filmways stated it spent $125,000 on video-tape equipment last year, l)ut Ampex

notes it sold Filmways only $48,000 worth of equipment.

Convenience innovations frequently spell the difference in brand preference, ac-

cording to a recent Schwerin study of three commercials.

Three brands of a personal product were tested separately and also together: in both

places those with the automatic feature got the best response.

The brand with the most adjustable features did about as well as one with semi-automatic

features when tested separately, but did poorly under competition.

Here are the Schwerin competitive preference scores:

BRAND FEATURE

:

NON-COMPETITIVE TEST DIRECT COMPETITIVE TEST

A: semi-automatic 56 13

B: adjustable 61 — 75

C: automatic 100 100

Incidentally, Schwerin's study of commercial wear-out resulted in this check list for ad-

vertisers: 1) Start by checking the effectiveness of your commercials, 2) Make peri-

odic checks, 3) Keep a campaign in reserve, and 4) Watch different commercials for

varying wear-out rate.
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trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
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In view of the present hullabaloo over outside pressures on record scheduling,

this incident proved an eye-brow raiser among station people:

A letter from a Park Avenue agency asking radio station's cooperation in plugging

an album made by the client's vocalist-wife.

The client is a heavy user of spot.

Note to Tv Guide: NBC had nothing to do with the pulling of the Circle, the

Kellogg conversation extravaganza back in the 'SOs.

J. Walter Thompson produced this comparatively expensive program and the account

gave it the thumb but for one reason: an abysmally low rating.

One of the curious contradictions of the present network tv season is the fact

that though Dennis the Menace is one of the season's hits, CBS TV hasn't been

able to find an alternate week sponsor.

The show and time can be had, according to latest quotes for $105,000.

ARB's November report showed that 54.5% of the Dennis audience was under 17

years.

Madison Avenue is wryly amused by the apprehension bemg voiced by some
of tv's most bitter columnar critics over the reforms being instituted by the industry.

They, the critics, are afraid now the changes will tend to straightjacket creative pro-

graming.

Cracked one Madison Avenueite: "What these critics are afraid of, you might say, is that

the reforms will leave 'em with nothing to snipe at."

Poor coordination on the part of traffic departments in checking the proper

rotation of commercials on local shows must be giving station managers fits.

If the managers are wondering how come the agencies are aware so closely of what's go-

ing on in this area, they ought to know this: Lately their competitors have been log-

ging the rotation shows and passing on the delinquencies to their own reps.

The reps, naturally, show them to the agencies involved.

Johnson & Johnson's Modess is working on a commercial which it hopes will

be acceptable to tv.

If it gets that far, the pitch will be to teenagers.

Industry operators are hoping that while the Harris subcommittee is poking

around tv it will look in on the effect that union featherbedding may have on pro-

graming.

It's their contention that their efforts at public service programing is often ham-
strung by the technical union's insistence on the presence of supervisory help regardless

of their need.
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TELEVISION
{Continued from page 54)

that the first significant break-

throughs for color tv took place. One
of these was the move by Admiral

Corp. to join RCA in the manufac-

ture and sale of color tv receivers.

The other event—and a significant

one it is for it influences color pro-

graming which, in the long run, must

spur the sale of sets—was the devel-

opment of a new color tv camera that

will put color facilities within a cost

range that is within the budget of

almost any good, going tv station.

No expensive air conditioning or ad-

ditional lighting is necessary now to

transform a black-and-white studio

into a color one. The camera, which

gives better picture (|ualit\ with less

light, was sparked by Robert Dun-
ville, president of Crosley Broadcast-

ing Corp. which operates four tv sta-

tions from its \\ L\^ -T headquarters

in Cincinnati. Dunville asked General

Electric to perfect a tv camera that

would accomplish it. and they did.

Thus 1960 could see color tv move
faster than it has in any of past five

\ ears.

Programing: Long before the

fall 1959 tv network season began,

it was apparent that specials were not

only here to stay—but to dominate.

Hour-and-longer tv shows became the

order of the day. When 19.59-60 sea-

son set in, it found every one of the

three networks with at least one

"special" or "spectacular" a week.

On the regular run of shows, west-

erns still dominate the tv scene, but

a lot of adventure and mystery shows

in hour length formats have moved in

on them. Among new' non-western

entries: NBC TV's River Boat; ABC's

Alaskans, Bourbon Street Beat, The

Untouchables, Adventures in Para-

dise; CBS TV's Revlon-sponisored

series of special dramas that alter-

nate with Playhouse 90.

Trick facing show producers at

year's end is to keep fare from fold-

ing at last season s rate, when by

May, 39 net tv shows bit the dust.

Academy of Television Arts and

Sciences "Emmy" awards were held

in May. In N.Y.C., Los Angeles and

Washington, D. C. a total of 42 Em-
mys were given. Of these, nine went

to Fred Astaire and four to Hall-

mark's drama. Little Moon of Alban.

The niediiim: While tv needed

little documentation to prove its

growing strength and its position as

No. 1 medium, it got jilentv just the

same. Among these, the spring re-

port by A. C. Nielsen Co. that there

were 1.6 million more tv homes than

the year Ijefore. TvB, in June, came
up with results of a study that showed
half of all women in V. S. (49.9%)
have watched tv on the average week-

day before 6 p.m.. better than eight

out of 10 peoj)le see tv during a day.

Allocations: The long, dreary,

monotonous FCC wrangle over tv al-

locations continued through the vear.

What was accomplished was a more

or less substantial agreement on the

part of the Commission's members on

two points: (ll That no rearrange-

ment of the 12 vhf channels can pro-

vide for a nation-wide, competitive

television system, adequate for coun-

try's growing population and expand-

ing economy. (2) The "de-intermix-

ture ( assignment of vhf-only facili-

ties to some areas and uhf-only to

others) will not provide a long-term

answer to the problem.

Still under consideration are such

alternative policies as: (1) A 50-

channel vhf system, retaining present

12 channels. (2 I A similar 50-chan-

nel set-up, but withdrawing channels

2-6. .Si a contiguous 25-channel

vhf system keeping channels 7-1.3.

(4) Continuing with the present vhf-

uhf 82-channel system. (5) A 70-

channel all-uhf system.

Pay tv: Considering that March
saw the FCC ready to authorize tests

for pay television, and that the House

Committee approved it (by the slight

margin of a single vote I, pay tv ap-

peared to get nowhere this year.

There simply was no rush of appli-

cants to tr\ out systems. A lot of the

old enthusiasm for pay tv seems to

ha\e exaporated into air.

Personalities and some prob-

lems: In mid-\ear. Hubl>ell Robin-

son departed CBS TV as programing

vice president. Near year's end, Lou

Cowan resigned as president of CBS
TV. His vacated spot was filled by

James T. Aubrev. Jr.

Long-awaited Miami Channel 10

trial, involving ex-PXC commissioner

Richard Mack and his friend and

lawyer. Thurman \^ hiteside. began in

mid-April, dragged on for month?.

. . . NABET walked out on NBC TV
in May in a dispute over Paris-taped

Dave Garroway program. Issues at

stake were "featherbedding" an(lA;un-

trol of international tv operations. . . .

(Please turn to page 65)

y^

WBNS Radio
Columbus, Ohio

John Blair & Co., Representatives

Pulse asked, "If you heard conflicting news re-

ports on Columbus radio, which station would you

believe?" We were a solid first — in fad, 443%

ahead of the second station in believabilitv.
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NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
BROTHERS UNDER THE SKIN—all members of advertising—attended 15th Adam Young

Anniversary party at Detroit Athletic Club. Among notables (l-r): Adam Young; Ted Campeau,

pres., CKLW, Det.; Joseph Hartigan, bd, v.chrm., C-E; Watts Wacker, media dir., D. P. Brothers

NETWORKS
You can expect a big huUaballoo
from tv's columnist critics over
this: CBS TV is shelving Play-

house 90 after four years.

The first half-hour of the Thurs-

day night 90-niinute vacancy (9:30)

will be filled with Schlitz's Markham
series (now on Saturday 10:30 p.m.)

and the remaining hour (10-11) by

a Revlon variety show, produced by
Abe Burrows and directed by Perry

Laferty.

NBC made a series of title changes
in the area of press relations this

week.

They were: Sid Eiges was given

the newly-created post of v.p., public

information; Ellis Moore was moved
into Eiges' former niche, with the

title of director, press and publicity;

Lester Bernstein was named director

of corporate affairs.

In his new spot Eiges has author-

ity over national advertising and the

FRUITFUL VENTURE Is Fosters Lunch System Ltd. radio campaign, offering cash prizes to

fruit cake buyers. Here, "Miss Fosters Fruit Cake" visits KSFO's (San Fran.) d.j. Don Sherwood

WEEK IN THE SUN meant two Bermuda

vacations In contest staged by WTAR, Nor-

folk, Va., in cooperation with Sunlight laun-

dries. Over 3,000 participated. Other booty

included free laundry and dry cleaning service

FILL IT IF YOU CAN! Urging gifts for

needy, KING, Seattle, built giant Xmas stock-

ing. Ray Briem broadcasting at foot: Dep.

Sheriff Erv Thompson (I), d.j. Frosty Fowler
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promotional services, press and pub-

licity departments.

I\B(?s recently-organized Enter-

prises Division has set up four
separate units: Domestic, Inter-

national and Theatrical Enter-

prises and New Enterprises De-
velopment.

Morris Rittenherg heads Domestic

Enterprises; Clifford Slavbaugh be-

comes director of International En-

terprises and will also serve as vice-

chairman of the board, NBC Inter-

national, Ltd. The\ both will report

to v.p. Alfred Stern, who will con-

tinue direct supervision of the other

two units.

Network programing notes: Be
Our Guest, a one-hour variety series

starring George de Witt, will make its

debut over CBS TV \^'ednesday. 27

January, 7:30-8:30 p.m. . . . About
Faces, a new audience participation

series with Ben Alexander, debuts on

ABC TV 4 Januarv . to run Monday
through Friday. 1-1 :30 p.m.

CBS Radio last week presented its

195H-59 recordings of the Hidden

Revolution series to the Librarv of

Congress for its collection of audio-

visual research materials.

New network afliliates: To CBS
TV, KTRK-T\ . Lufkin. Tex. . . . To
ABC Radio, WYNK, Baton Rouge;

KOZE. Lewiston. Ida.: WARN, Ft.

Fierce. Fla.; WUOE. Dunkirk, N. Y.;

and WMEG, Eau Gallic, Fla.

Reshuffling in the sales depart-

ment at (^BS TV includes these pro-

motions: John Karol, to v.p. and

director of special projects; Sam
Maxwell. Jr., general sales man-

ager; Joseph (^url, da>time sales

manager; Theodore Shaker, man-

ager of program sales; Alfred Hard-
ing, manager of public opinion pro-

gram sales: Rohert Jamieson, as-

sistant business manager and direc-

tor of station clearances for the net-

work sales department: and Rich-

ard Low, to assistant business man-

ager. I For details on John Karol

|)romotion, see Newsmaker of the

W eek, ])age 6.

1

AGENCIES

John Kgan. (iomplon's program-
ing \.p. for over eight years. i«

joining Doyle, Dane. Bernhach.
He 11 o|)erate there in the same ca-

pacitx

.

Ted Bates handed out a couple of

(!hristmas promotions in the

radio/tv d<'partment.

Ihe names and titles: Larrabee

Johnson, counsel for business affairs,

and Mitchell Lipman. manager of

network relations.

Agency appointments: The New-

England Confectionery Co., liill-

ing SI million, from (]. J. LaRoche. to

Kenyon & Eckhardt . . . The

Dodge New York Retail Selling

Association, from W exton. to Cole,

Fisher & Rogow . . . Leslie-Spice

Islands Sales Co.. for its Leslie Salt

WIN, PLACE AND SHOW! Debbie (I)

and Dianna Newcomb, winners of WAST's

(Albany) "Name the Pony" contest, meet their

prize pony with station's Ranger Mike

BEAUTY ORIENTED are members of San

Fran. Japanese Art Center and Camera Club

focusing on Kazue liumi, winner of beauty

contest staged by KYA (Bartell), Fox Theatre

A GOOD ESTIMATOR! Ward Dorrell, v.p.-research director for Blair-TV, accepts award from

Miss WJIM-TV (Lansing, Mich.) for making closest estimate to the 961,480 television homes

in the station's coverage area. The interested viewer at the left is Blair's own Kay Hogan
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division, to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sam-

ple . . . The Pharmaceutical Division

of the Borden Special Products Co.,

for its Marcelle Cosmetics, to the

Wexton Advertising Agency . . .

Mister Softee, Runnemede, N. J.,

manufacturers of mobile, soft ice

cream units, to Gray & Rogers,

Philadelphia . . . American Solder &

Flux Co., Philadelphia, to Advertis-

ing Associates, Philadelphia.

Name change: The Benjamin Katz

Agency, Philadelphia, to The Hill

Agency, Inc. Benjamin Katz will

continues as president of the com-

pany.

IVew overseas branch: Hakuhodo
Advertising Agency, Inc., Tokyo,
will open, next month, a New York
office at 444 Madison Avenue, to be

headed by Fujio Inouye and Tomo-
hiko Ikari.

Single-ownership: Gerald Seskin
has purchased the interests in Al-

lenger Advertising Agency of his

former partners. Allan Hackel and

Lenid Corlin. The firm will remain

at its present address, 1676 Beacon,

Brookline, Mass.

To match increased billings from
P&G accounts, Tatham-Laird en-

larged its contact staff this way:
Paul Schlesinger. appointed account

supervisor of all P&G service; Bill

Focht, account executive on American
Family Products: John Ryan, associ-

ate account executive on Mr. Clean.

U.S. and Canada: Steve Tart, assis-

tant account executive on Mr. Clean:

and Pat Tims continues as Mr. Clean

account executive.

Admen on the move: C. M. Rohr-
abaugh, president of Kudner. be-

comes chairman and continues as

chief executive officer. Charles Hook,
Jr., executive v.p., has been elected

president of the agency . . . Wilbur
VanSant, president of VanSant,

Dugdale & Co., Baltimore, Avas re-

elected chairman of the board. Rob-
ert Daiger, executive v.p.. is the new
president, and Lawrence O'Neill,

Nicholas VanSant and Robert
Walsh are the neulv-elected v.p.'s

. . . Frank Gromer, Jr., to v.p. and
director of media for Foote, Cone &
Belding's New York office, and Hu-
bert Zielske, to director of research

for FC&B's Los Anoieles office . . .

Add to personnel moves: Val
Corradi, elected senior v.p. and

Richard Iliff, to v.p. at D. P. Bro-

ther & Co., Detroit . . . Gary Harm,
to assistant media director at

Kerker-Peterson. Minneapolis . . .

Fred Hansen, to media super-

visor and William Quigley Jr., to

the media department at Foote. Cone
& Belding . . . Merl Bloom, to the

tv/radio department and Thomas
McGowan, project director in the re-

search department of Reach. McClin-

ton & Co. . . . Dodds Buchanan, to

manager. \ahas-Blumberg Corp.,

Houston . . . Martin Baker, to ac-

count executive at Doyle Dane Bern-

bach . . . Dale Arvidson, to the

board of directors: Robert Smith,

to radio/tv director, and F. E. Wild-

er, to secretary of Grubb & Petersen

Advertising. Champaign, 111 . . . .

James McCoy Jr., to account execu-

tive in the Chicago office of Fuller &
Smith & Ross.

ADVERTISERS

Campaigns:

• Maremont Muffler will begin,

next month, its most ambitious adver-

tising campaign via sponsorship of

the Phil Rizzuto Sports Time show,

six times weekly, over CBS Radio's

191 station lineup. This network ra-

dio buy is the result of Maremont's

successful sponsorship of Northwest-

ern University football games in the

fall on WCFL. Chicago, to test the

impact of sports programing on ra-

dio to sell mufflers. Agency: Waldie

& Briggs. Chicago.

• Underwood Deviled Ham Avith

its Red Devil trademark, a familiar

magazine advertiser, has turned to

Arthur Godfrey on CBS Radio to

launch the company's 1960 campaign.

The reason, according to Underwood
manager of marketing James Wells:

"Local market tests of radio this year

have shown such excellent results that

we've decided to expand the schedule

to include network radio." Agencv:

K&E. Boston.

Daniel Ladd, account supervisor for

the Warner-Lambert and Internation-

al Latex accounts at Ted Bates, joins

P. Lorillard Co. next week as ad-

vertising director.

Ladd will supervise Lorillard's ad-

vertising for Kent. Old Gold. New-

port, Spring and other tobacco prod-

ucts.

Strictly personnel: Joseph Cross,

a v.p. at Compton, and Robert Mc-
Ghee, account supervisor at Lennen
& Newell, join Lever Bros, as prod-

uct managers in the Lever Division

. . . Carl Uren, to assistant adver-

tising manager of Chevrolet . . . Leo
Bernstein, named media director of

Exquisite Form Brassiere. Inc.

FILM

The nature of syndication's year-

round selling season is demon-
strated by reports of a strong De-
cember sales record by a syndi-

cator.

Ziv reports a December tally that

ran 227f ahead of 1958, and 127o

above the combined sales for Decem-
ber of the years 1950 through 1954.

Sales: Ziv's Tombstone Territory is

reported sold to Childs Big Chain on

KCMC-TV, Texarkana, and KSLA-
TV, Shreveport; Indianapolis Eco-

nomic Finance on WFBM-TV, Indian-

apolis; Brown & Williamson on

KABC-TV, Los Angeles; R. J. Reyn-

olds on WAVY-TV, Norfolk; Leonard

Tire Co. and Shell Homes on KOB-
TV, Albuquerque; Droger Co. on

WWTV. Cadillac, and WKZO-TV.
Grand Rapids; Merchants Distribu-

tors in Asheville; Howard-Griffin and

Sanitone Dry Cleaners on KNOW-
TV, Monroe; Lee Optical on KFDM-
TV, Beaumont; By-Rite Food on

WSIX-TV, Nashville, and First West-

ern Finance on KEYT-TV, Santa Bar-

bara. Stations buying the show are

WTVH. Peoria; WLWA-TV, Atlan-

ta; WNDU-TV, South Bend; WSPD-
TV, Toledo; WLW-D. Dayton;
WFGA-TV. Jacksonville; KDUB-TV.
Lubbock; KVOS-TV, Bellingham. and

KNDO-TV, Yakima . . . ITC's Lassie

sold in Yugoslavia.

Commercials: The Filmways pro-

duction center in New York, said to

be largest in the East, was dedicated

to actresses Dorothy and Lillian Gish

at opening ceremonies at 127th Street

and 2nd Avenue last week . . . Sarra,

Inc. in Chicago has appointed Bill

Newton as executive producer, Marv
Bailey as executive director and pro-

duction manager. Hal Morrow as

business manager. Harold Lignell
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as laboratory manager, and Hal
Toleman as associate producer and

casting director . . . Music Makers
reports completing spots for Pillsbury

through Campbell-Mithun, and for

Alpine, Utica Club, Lawry's and Co-

lombian Coffee, all through Doyle.

Dane, Bernbach . . . Filmex, a new
producer, has opened at 339 East

48th Street in New York; Robert
Bergmann is president.

RADIO STATIONS

NAB's Standards of Good Prac-

tice Committee urged the radio

broadcasters this Meek to put
"teeth" in its code.

The Committee recommended to

the NAB Radio Board that the Stand-

ards be strengthened by adding in-

dustry enforcement powers to assure

compliance by radio stations which

subscribe to the radio code.

Also recommended by the Commit-
tee, in special session, is that formal

subscription to the Standards be open
to all radio stations—not only to

NAB radio jnembers.

Ideas at Hork :

• What they did for the holi-

day: CKLW, Detroit, conducted a

"Holiday Wishbone"' contest—invit-

ing listeners to send decorated wish-

bones to the station for cash prizes.

A final count showed a total of 1,521

received by the deadline— including

w ishbones converted into Santas, rein-

deers, dolls and the like . . . KFEQ,
St. Joseph. Mo., promoted its ''Opera-

tion Santa Claus" with on-the-air bul-

letins of his intinerary during the

simulated flight from the North Pole.

These reports brought crowds to the

airfield to greet him and see the "au-

thentic to' s from Santa's North Pole

workshop."

• Soine of the "fun stunts''

happening at WCAE, Pittsburgh:

D.j. Pete Shore has agreed to shovel

someone's snow-covered sidewalk and

driveway if the snow in front of sta-

tion's studio I the sidew alk is semi-

heated) measures one inch ... d.j.

Henny Penny is offering a car to the

listener who can guess how many
pennies are painted on it . . . and d.j.

Bill Nesbit will prepare a holiday din-

ner for the person coming up Avith

the best name for a turkex.

Radio station acquisitions: KIC.4-

AM-TV, Clevis, N. M., to the Texas-

New Mexico Broadcasting Co.. with a

planned change of call letters to

KVER-AM-TV . . . KCOM-FM,
Omaha, to the Star Stations iKOIL.
Omaha: KICN, Denver: and KISN.
Portland. Ore. ) . with a change of call

letters to KOIL-FM . . . KTRN,
Wichita Falls, to Raymond Ruff.

former operator of KOMA. Oklahoma
City, and KITO, San Bernardino . . .

KABR, Aberdeen, S. D.. to Trans-

media. Inc.. a new corporation formed

to operate the station . . . WBLJ,
Dalton. Ga.. to stockholders in the

Marietta. Ga. Journal, for SH4.0()0,

brokered b\ Blackburn & Co. . . .

KJET, Beaumont, lex., to Golden

Triangle Broadcasters, for $160,000,

brokered bv Hamilton-Landis& Assoc.

New programing and commercial
policy: KPOL, Los Angeles is "giv-

ing radio back to the listeners" via

its newlv -inaugurated heavy restric-

tions, by nearly 2.5'/' on the number

of commercials. Station will interrupt

nmsic on the (|uarter-hour for "digni-

fied commercials presented w ith a soft

musical accom|)animeiil. '
I he new

Northrupy King & Co.^s Dollar

Buys More on WKOW
"Roy Gumtow, WKOW

Farm Director, does a

particularly strong job on

his farm visits. Our sales-

men and our dealers wel-

come his interest, and we

appreciate the splendid

cooperation and strong

support that he and

WKOW are giving our

sales program."

K. H. Erickson, Director

Marketing-Advertising

Northrup, King & Co.

''Thank you. Hale Byers and Bob Rizer of BBDO for select-

ing W KOW, 'First in selling in Southern Wisconsin.'
"

Ben Hovel

General Manager

WKOW—WKOW -TV

WKOW
MADISON,WISCONSIN
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policy also includes a 50' c increase

of regularly-scheduled newscasts, and

a 45-niinute nightly stereophonic

broadcast.

New subscribers for transcrip-

tions from Tel National, Holly-

wood jingle firm: KXRX. Son Jose;

KWIP. Merced, Cal.; KSON. San

Diego; KTLN, Denver; WDAF. Kan-

sas City; and KSD, St. Louis.

Thisa 'n' data: Broadcast Adver-

tisers Report has published a 20-

page handbook for station personnel

illustrating the ways BAR can be used

in all facets of station operation . . .

Latest RAB figures from "Telur-

bia"—Littleton, Colo, where 91.5'/,

of the families own at least one tv

set: more than 65% of these families

acquired new radio sets last year . . .

Business notes: The F&F Co., manu-

facturers of cough lozenges, recently

purchased the Personality Package on

the Northwest Nugget (KJR, Seat-

tle-Tacoma; KXL. Portland, Ore; and

KNEW. Spokane) for a total of 126

minutes per week, through Robert E.

Eastman & Co., Chicago; Rochester
Savings Bank and Stromberg-
Carlson, for 11 one-half hour pro-

grams weekly on WROC-FM, Ro-

chester . . . Anniversary note: Art

Brown, of WWDC, Washington,

D. C. celebrating; his 25th vear in

/

9
4
9 anniversary
WOC-TV Ch. 6

Davenport, Iowa—Rock Island—Moline, Illinois

The Nation's Forty-Seventh TV Market

On October 31, 1949, WOC-TV went on the air. FIRST in the

Quint-Cities — FIRST in Iowa. This was in keeping with the fore-

sight and courage o^ Colonel B. J. Palmer, who had pioneered the

first radio station west of the Mississippi in 1922.

In 1949, there were less than 400 TV sets available to receive WOC-
TV's first broadcast. On this 10th anniversary date, there are more

than 438,000 sets in a 42-

county area. WOC-TV land

today is rated as the 47th TV
market in the nation.

PRtSlDENT
Col. B J Palmer

VICE PRES. & TREASURER
D D. Palmer

EXEC VICE-PRESIDENT
Ralph EMn<

SECRETARY
Wm O- Wagner

RESIDENT MANAGER
Ernest C Sanders

WOC-TV continues to main-

tain its leadership and success

in serving its viewers and its

advertisers.

Your PGW Colonel has all

the facts. See him today!

DAVENPORT
BETTENDORF

ROCK ISLAND
MOLINE
EAST MOLINE

PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD. INC.

EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

WOC-TV DAVENPORT. IOWA IS PART OF CENTRAL BROADCASTING CO.

OPERATES WHO-TV AND WHO RADIO, DES MOINES, IOWA.
WHICH ALSO OWNS AND

radio . . . KYA, San Francisco, cele-

brating its 33rd birthday.

Kudos: To KYA, San Francisco,

certificate expressing appreciation

from the city's mayor for the station's

contribution of 50,000 capsules of

Chloromycetin to Osaka, Japan . . .

To KLZ, Denver, a citation from the

National Association for Mental

Health, for "outstanding service in

the public information program to

help fight mental illness."

Station staffers: William Water-
bury, to president and general man-
ager of WBCB, Levitttown-Fairless

Hills, Pa. . . . Dave Miller, to sales

manager for WHK, Cleveland . . .

Kenneth Baugh, to general man-

ager of WPEO, Peoria . . . Gerald
Hauser, appointed station manager

of KANS. Kansas City . . . Norton
Virgien, Jr., to station manager of

WKNB, West Hartford, Conn. . . .

TV STATIONS

TIO (Tv Information Office), in

the first 60 days of its operation,

has signed as members 120 sta-

tions, the three networks and the

NAB.
Chairman Clair McCollough stated

that this was "a demonstration of the

industry's unitv in building a two-

way bridge of communications be-

tween itself and its many publics."

Some plans of TIO include the cir.

culation of tv editorials, now aired by

a number of stations, refuting "infor-

mation and false impressions" that

have arisen in recent weeks.

Ideas at work:
• Subject, toys for youngsters:

KABC-TV, Los Angeles, joined

forces with the Marine Corps Reserve

to stage the kick-off event for

"Chucko's Christmas Show for Toys

for Tots" at the Sports Arena. The

campaign attracted some 10.000

youngsters, who donated new tovs as

the admission price . . . WGR-TV,
Buffalo, sponsord an "Operation Toy

Lift" sending a Santa Claus to two

local children's homes with toys.

• To mark its anniversary: In

commemoration of its 10th year.

WOAI-TV, San Antonio, sunk a time

capsule in the ground adjacent to its
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studios, to be opened 25 years hence.

The capsule included the achieve-

ments and records of major events

over the last 10 eyars, plus predic-

tions made by local citizens of things

to come during the next quarter cen-

tury.

New quarters: WBEN, Inc., Buf-

falo, will move next month to a new

radio/tv center at 2077 Elmwood
Avenue, in North Buffalo.

Winners: The three West Coast sta-

tions of the Transcontinent Tv
Corp. fared as award winners in the

annual Southern California competi-

tion of national trade ads sponsored

by the Art Directors Club of Los

Angeles.

On the personnel front: Robert

Smith, Burton Lambert and Wil-

liam McCormick. named v.p.'s of

WOR Division of RKO General . . .

Charles Walsh, appointed executive

assistant to Clark George I see Radio

and Tv Newsmakers. paL'e 66) at

WBBM-TV. Chicago . . . Ray Bein-

dorf, named aeneral sales manager

of KNXT and the CBS TV Pacific

Network . . . John Cherberg, to na-

tional sales service manager of KIRO-
TV. Seattle . . . Les Hunt, to Texas

and New Orleans representative for

KHOU-TV. Houston. ^

TELEVISION
^Continued from page 59)

NAB showed its teeth in May when it

cracked down on Preparation H com-

mercials.

Major problems: Networks have

been a target for practically the

whole of 1959, as they were the year

before and will continue to be well

bevond 1960. FCC has been training

guns ever since Barrow report. Net-

work spiked those guns on one score

—the "must buy"—by discounting

them voluntarily. But they are still

being hounded on option time and

affiliations.

Networks got something else to

worry about earl\ this summer when

another long-time practice was chal-

lenged—that of a network spot sales

organization representing affiliates

other than their own o&o stations.

The pot keeps boiling, and the recent

tv quiz hearings are not likely to do

much to lower the temperature. ^

SPONSOR ASKS
{Continued from page 53 I

Empire. No longer do we see the

farmer coming into town on Saturda\

night to "whoop" it up. He is usu-

ally more cosmopolitan than the peo-

ple living in the metropolitan area,

and it is reflected in the large num-
ber of people who travel all over the

world, from the Spokane area.

KXLY-TV because of its tremen-

dous coverage of the entire Inland

Empire, plays an important part in

keeping the farmer of todav abreast

of current events and constantly sup-

plies him with information on where

to go and what to see not only at

home but abroad. Needless to sa\ . in

the field of farm information, televi-

sion feeds a constant stream of pro-

graming dedicated specifically to the

farmer supplied by Government agen-

cies, state colleges, and the tremen-

dously active chemical industry aimed

at keeping the farmer in touch with

the latest means of modernizing agri-

cultural methods.

Joe Andrews, /f"'"' editor, Jf'MAZ &
W MAZTV, Macon, Ga.

Television has made a major im-

pact in the Middle Georgia farm area

Tv has aided

in creating

desire for

modernization

of farm home

by extending the natural trade area

and moving aside citv limits signs to

re-shape the field of marketing.

No longer is the average farm

home an outpost, far removed from

the city life and populated b\ con-

sumers who get up b\ lamplight, chop

kindling wood for a fire and come to

town for the Saturday night movie.

Today. Middle Georgia farm homes

are well-insulated, have a central heat-

ing system and are equipped with all

the labor-saving devices. These farm

homes are equipped with home freez-

ers, electric lights, air-conditioners

and everything else that can be found

in any Park Avenue apartment. This,

of course, has been made jjossible

because Middle Georgia farm families

have seen their gross farm income

rise from .S51.000.000 annually in

1940 to over .«244.(K)0.()0() annually

last year.

Television has aided in creating the

desire for these things that have heljjed

move farm families into the same
standard of living as enjoyed by

their cit> cousins. Television has

literally brought the world into the

farm li\ ing room by combining sight,

sound an<l motion. The average farm

family is just as susceptible to tele-

vision advertising as is the city

dweller. This, coupled with the widen-

ing of the marketing area, has made
tremendous advances in merchandis-

ing in Middle Georgia.

Middle Georgia farmers continue to

rely on radio as the basic means of

receiving specialized agricultural in-

formation but they want current

market prices, new developments in

seeds, news of new insecticides, etc.

Thus we can see that television has

broadened the horizon of Middle

Georgia's farm families, has sharp-

ened their awareness of better living

conditions and has \\i|)e(l dut the old

concept of markets and Itroadened the

merchandising horizon to correspond

with the television zone of influence.

Robert Mulhall, general manager.

K Oi-Tl . Anies-J)es Moines

Central Iowa is recognized as one

of the world s most progressive agri-

culture areas. Although land is basic,

this status has been reached by con-

tinued betterment in things other

than quality of the land itself.

Agricultural research has advanced

us to present-day high yields in crops

and liyeslock. Farm operators have

become specialists with thousands of

dollars hanging in the balance at the

turn of each season. Every farm oper-

ator is his own manager and must

seek everx means possible to keep

7 r has had

strong social

and economic

effects on

communitY

ideas and nielliods u|)-to-dale. Tele-

vision has fitted this need precisely,

("asual observation might lead one

to believe that only the farm operator

benefits from agricultural informa-

( Please turn to jmge 66 i
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SPONSOR ASKS
[Continued from page 65 I

tion. but several side benefits of equal

value have resulted. Two should be

mentioned : 1 1 ( Television has enabled

the urban audience to "see" and

better understand agricultural prob-

lems. ( 2 1 The substantial number

of persons owning but not living

on farms remain current on problems

facing the farm operator. Television

definitely has motivated the in absen-

tia landlord toward continued farm

improvement.

Another notable benefit which tele-

vision provides to farm areas is

weather information. With agriculture

so critically dependent upon weather,

this type of information, visual, cur-

rent, and in-depth is a necessity.

We have long held to the thinking

that there is no substantial difference

between the rural and urban families.

In an agricultural area, the tastes,

habits and bu\ ing patterns are basic-

ally the same. We would observe,

however, that the rural family has

fewer ways in which to spend leisure

time, and as a matter of fact, is iso-

lated during certain periods of bad

weather. We should also observe that

farm families are tied to the land and

therefore tal e fewer vacations than

others. Tele\ ision has been a most

W'clcome and necessary convenience

in the rural home.

In recent years an evolution has

occurred in many agricultural areas.

The demand for television forced elec-

trification into sections previously

without it. Once in these homes, tele-

vision busily sold labor saving devices

and ideas to the farmer and put a new

look into the farm household equip-

ment and pantry. ^

^^

TAPE & FILM
{Continued from page 36)

ing two programs from Screen Gems.

Tobacco, beer, automotive, food and

service advertisers made major in-

vestments in local and regional syn-

dication.

Federal regulation. As part of

its networks new policies. CBS Films

began with an entirely unprecedented

series of self-regulatory policies to

make its programs into exactly what

they appeared to be. Among these

changes was a move to eliminate

canned laughter in new comedies. ^

Tv and radio

Edwin D. Cooper, vice president and

western manager of SPONSOR, has resigned

this position in order to publish his own

weekly trade magazine

—

ANNY ("Adver-

tising News of New York" I. Cooper joined

sponsor's staff in Jul\. 1946, about four

months before the first issue of the inaga-

zine was published. In the more than

13 years since then, he served as produc-

tion manager. New' York salesman, and West Coast representative. He

has been western manager for 10 years, and v. p. for the past two.

Clark George, v. p. and general manager

of KNXT. Los Angeles, has been appointed

to the same post at WBBM-TV, Chicago. He

will replace H. Leslie Atlass who retires

31 December as v. p. and general manager

of the Chicago CBS o&o. George was ap-

pointed to his Los Angeles post in June of

Madi 1959. He had been station manager since

1956. George joined the CBS sales staff

in 1946; was named eastern representative for KNX-CPN in 1951;

eastern sis. mgr. of CBS TV spot sales in 1952. and gen. mgr. in 1954.

(/George T. Matson has been promoted to

the newlv created post of v.p., general man-

ager. NBC TV. He has been v.p. and treas-

urer of the network since January, 1958.

In his new position, Matson will be re-

sponsible for business control of tv net-

work activities, for forward planning,

and for coordination between the various

t\ network departments. Matson joined

NBC in 1952 as operations analyst, was appointed assistant treasurer

in 1953. and then controller before his selection as v.p. and treasurer.

Daniel Van Dyk has been elected presi-

dent and chief executive officer of Hazel

Bishop. Inc. He is former president of

E\ersharp. Inc. and a former merchandise

counselor for R. H. Macy. He is also a

director of General Acceptance Corp., Ever-

sharp. Clinton Engines and Stuyvesant

Insurance Co. Van Dyk and his associates

paid $1.4 million for 350.000 shares of

Hazel Bishop's common stock. He also plans to obtain from chair-

man Raymond Spector 300,000 shares of Spector's personal stock.
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CALL YOUR

KATZ MAN

FOR THE AUDIENCE

AND COVERAGE

FIGURES

IN OKLAHOMA CITY

THE STATION WITH

BY FAR THE

LARGEST AUDIENCE

IS ALSO THE

PRESTIGE

STATION

FOR 39 YEARS

THE UNDISPUTED

LEADER IN

OKLAHOMA CITY

RADIO

Owned and Operated by

The WKY Television System, Inc.

WKY-TV, Oklahoma City

WTVT, Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.

Represented by Katz Agency

930 K.C.

INDEPENDENT
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frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

Are your clients getting individual consideration in programing matters'/ Here,

Tom Jones, program director, IVJIM, Lansing, Micfi., speaJis for many station

men who must perform agency, as well as operational, services. He states franJi-

ly, that the days of shotgun selling are over and points out that "our clients on

the local scene are schooled to look for sales first and ratings second." He be-

lieves national advertisers should place more emphasis on the right shoiv and

right spot for their products, and agencies should do more of this type of spot

thinking. Any ideas of your oivn? Send them to "The Seller's Viewpoint."

MAKE THE DEED FIT THE NEED

I n the vast Central Michigan market, the general

absence of advertising agencies has taught those of

us who work at the station level, some valuable

lessons.

Where the local dollar is concerned, we are not

simply the facility, but in a very real ^ense. the

agency. We have nine people on our staff primarily

involved in the problems of commercial production

and presentation and beyond this our salesmen must

be thoroughly versed, not just in selling technique,

but in television technique.

What has this activity taught us? Well, first of

all, it's engendered a healthy respect for the prob-

lems of agencies and clients and inbred in us a fore-

bearance in dealing with situations that arise. We
know that last-minute copy changes and hurried

TWX messages are the stuif this business is made of,

and we encourage an operational flexibility that al-

lows us to give the fullest in service to our clients

both local and national.

And there's another lesson too, perhaps the most

important one of all, a lesson we think needs restat-

ing again and again in every forum where the prob-

lems of this business are the agenda. Simply stated

the proposition is this: Make the deed fit the need.

The days of shot-gun selling are over and we've

got to face up to the fact that the same adjacency or

the same program will not do the same job for every

client. The random matching of dollars to spend

with a list of availabilities hurriedly culled will not

result in sales.

We believe our clients on the local scene are

schooled to look at sales first and ratings second in a

determination of their budget expenditures. We sell

our clients the right show or the right spot to best

present their product or service.

A look at the latest Lansing Nielsen report will

convincingly demonstrate that our station is well

equipped to go out and sell just ratings, but, in our

opinion, this is a mistake that has been made far too

often for us to follow down the same, well-traveled

road.

Because we have occupied the unique position of

serving our local clients through such a direct asso-

ciation, we have come forcibly face to face with this

thinking. Certainly, advertising agencies who have

these same close associations, are coming to the

same conclusions. ^
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ASA 5-CITy TV/Bfloio

SUBSCRIBER

Our apologies to

Atlanta, St. Louis, Boston,

Dallas and some other cities!

The new 5-City Directory, just off the press,

contains more than 1900 listings, and 36 pages.

It's the recognized tv/radio guide to 5 cities

where 93% of all national spot business is

bought.

The 1960 directory is substantially bigger than

any of its predecessors. You will find it more

useful, and we hope you will forgive us if your

city is not included.

If you're a SPONSOR subscriber drop us a note

and we'll send you a 5-City Directory with our

compliments.

If not, the price is SOC each . . . A0(; in quanti-

ties of 5 to 10 . . . 30(1: for 10 or more.

If you're not a subscriber, enter your subscrip-

tion now by using the form shown on this page.

We'll send you, as a bonus, not only the 5-City

Directory but also the 220 page 1959-60 Air

Media Basics including Radio Basics, Tv

Basics, Timebuying Basics, and much more.

jES
^^9

^^S9.€0 Edition

^©M' York

Chicago

Detroit

Los Angeles

San Francisco
I

Sponsor Publications Inc.

40 East 49th St., New York 17, N. Y.

Send me copies of Sponsor's 5-city directory.

Enter my subscription to Sponsor

for one year at $8.00 and send me FREE

the 5-CITY DIRECTORY & AIR MEDIA BASICS.

NAME.

TITLE.

COMPANY.

ADDRESS-

CITY -ZONE .STATE-
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Public faith in the tv medium

The testimony last week of Elmo Roper, well-known public

opinion expert, before the FCC hearings in Washington, re-

stored much healthy perspective to the current tv scene.

His firm, Elmo Roper and Assoc, had been commissioned

by the Television Information Office to make a study of pub-

lic attitudes toward tv, and how these had been affected by

the quiz scandals and recent newspaper stories.

Roper's sample was a nation-wide panel of 2,000 adults

and the results of his findings make cheering reading for all

who have been worried about a decline in tv's image.

Among the questions asked were, "Here are some recent

issues which have been reported in newspapers. Which do

you think are serious moral problems?"

Quiz shows and payola ranked far down the list. The real

problems in the opinion of the panel were juvenile delin-

quency (89'^( ), dishonest labor leaders (88%), government

officials taking bribes (Sl%), policemen taking graft (74%),

school segregation (71%).

Another question asked, "If you could have only one

—

radio, newspapers, tv or magazines—which one would you

most want to keep?"

42% said tv. 32% said newspapers. 19% said radio.

And only 4% said magazines.

Asked which of four statements came closest to expressing

their opinion of what the investigations into tv have shown,

—

an overwhelming majority (64%) agreed on this statement,

"These practices are wrong and should be stopped immedi-

ately, but you can't condemn all tv because of them."

Says Roper, "The results indicate to me that the public has

put this whole matter in a pretty sane perspective—perhaps

far saner than the writers of newspaper headlines."

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Backing for the TIO

in its fight to dig out the facts about tv and pre-

sent these facts in a fair, objective and convinc-

ing manner. TIO deserves industry support.

70

lO-SECONO SPOTS
Relief: Received from Marvic Ad-

vertising Co.. Brooklyn, a "News Re-

lease About Nothing." The product

described is "Nil, the certified in-

tangible, guaranteed useless."

I^igging Ribbed

A producer of tv westerns recently

was heard saying to his cowboy

actors, "Pardners, with all these in-

vestigations about tv honesty, tomor-

row we start using live ammunition

instead of blanks."

* « »

The recent deluge of confessions

by quiz contestants makes one won-

der if they shouldn't have been hired

as "singers" rather than as "brains."

* -» «

Sponsors of quiz shows might have

avoided a lot of public indignation

had they prefaced programs wdth,

"Part of this program was pre-

recorded

—

The answers."

—Frank Hughes

Justice: From, a Bozell & Jacobs,

Omaha, release

—

"An Omaha judge has ruled that

a balloon in the hand is worth a color

television set, if you have a legal

claim to the balloon. The ruling . . .

stirred up echoes of the day it rained

balloons in Omaha.
".

. . Station KMTV observed its

10th anniversary ... by putting into

the air a whole flock of toy balloons

with gift certificates attached. One
particularly frisky balloon with a gift

certificate for a color tv set dropped

into the yard of a South Omaha man
. . . bounced away into the yard of

a lady who lived a block away. . . .

The man claimed the lady had taken

the balloon away from him. She

claimed that she recovered it on her

own property and that he was tres-

passing trying to run it down. . . .The

lady is now watching color tv as the

result of a Municipal Court ruling."

Butterfingers!

Another media: In a NYC elevator,

a couple of agency people were dis-

cussing the jet age. "How will they

ever do sky-writing with jets?" asked

an adman. "Easy," replied an adgal.

"They'll do it in shorthand."

Gagman: sponsor's circulation de-

partment received a subscription re-

quest from a Californian who filled in

after Job Title. "I'm a dog-catcher."
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WCOL...

THE NEW

the most POWERFUL sales medium in Central Ohio
POWER in ratings (Hooper, Pulse, Nielsen)

!

POWER in sales! The NEW WCOL sells the

family . . . teen-agers and parents, with adult

buying POWER! POWER in results! Single

spotting "showcases" your announcements.
Taped messages guarantee perfection. No
errors, time shortages, fluffs. Add POWER to

your product .sales. Sell Central Ohio through

its most POWERFUL sales medium . . . THE
NEW WCOL.

Stolions WING. Doylon,
WEZE, Boston.
WKIO. louitvllls ond
WIZE, Springfield. Ohio,
ore oUo
AIR TRAILS itolions

24-hours-a-day broadcasting

THE CAPITAL STATION • Columbus 1 5, Ohio
I represented nationally by...robert e. eastman & co., inc.
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You can't cover
growing Jacksonville

without WFGA-TV
Metropolitan Jacksonville s half-million plus population sprawls over a vast 845 square

mile area. The City's new multi-million dollar Expressway system will help tighten

Jacksonville into a more compact, rich market.

The growth of the metropolitan area has been terrific and as evidence of this

expansion — Jacksonville led the Southeast and was fourth in the nation in building

permits issued during the first six months of 1959.

As Jacksonville grows so grows the demand for your product. But remember — you

can't cover Jacksonville effectively without WFGA-TV. Only WFGATV offers

the best of two great networks ABC and NBC.

CHANNEL

X2
1 A C K S N V 1 L L E . F L R 1 D A 1

The Best of NBC and ABC . . . CaH Peters, Griffin Woodward. Inc. M
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